The Success ol the Christmas Appeal
Readers will be aware that for the second year an appeal was launched
in THE WIRE for Regiments, Squadrons, Branches of the Association and
individuals to send in gifts of toys, books, clothes, money, to enable the
Welfare Section to send at least something to each of our poorest families.
The response has been magnificent, and with considerable extra effort
by all concerned, a stream of parcels has gone out each day. Frequently
the daily output has been too great to be carried and a van has been used.
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On page 28 is a list of most of those who have given to us.
Accuracy is impossible. Many sent in parcels without any means of identifying the giver. Other kind people ring the bell, hand in an old suit case
or other package and vanish. Gifts of money have been so numerous that
through human error, some who gave do not appear in the list.
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G ifts of small sums, in cash, have been sent to 87 families on very
low incomes; aged couples living alone on a tiny pension; widows with
children; and more particularly to men permanently in bed or wheeled
chair, so that they can provide a small gift for their children.
Nearly all children in such homes have received something-a toy or a
book.
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To these families and to very many others, we have been able to send
also a parcel of clothing.
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The letters of thanks are just beginning to come in, which show that
the recipients are as grateful as are the Association staff.
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CHRISTMAS

CARDS

Each year the Secretary and the Headquarters Staff of the Association
receive Christmas cards from very many Regiments, Squadrons and
individuals For these they are very grateful, but also it would be improper
to reciprocate. The Headquarters of the Association do send cards to all
Signalmen who arc "Y" listed at that time. Gratitude is due to the Staff
of the Records Office, who address the envelopes. Cards are also sent to many
of the representatives of S.S.A.F.A. and similar organisations, who have done
especial work for Signalmen during the year.
THANK YOU ALL

VALE

®bituat!'

Brigadier C. Nettfoship, O.B.E .• T.D.
Brigad ier
Charles
Nettleship started h is
military career in the
Honourable Artillery
Company
(Infantry)
T .A., with whom h e
served from January,
1927 to M ay, 1930
and was then commissioned and jo ined
the 54th (E.A.) Divisional Signals (T.A.)
as a Second-Lieuten•
ant.
In September, 1939,
he
was
promoted
Captain and ".'as e~
bodied in a umt which
became the 4th Divisional Signals and almost immediately embarked to join the
B.E.F., with whom he
returned to the U.K.
in June, 1940. A~ter a
year' s service with 5
Corps Signals he was
promoted Major and
posted to 2nd Diyisional Signals, with
whom he moved to India in April, 1942, :tnd in August, 1943,
he succeeded to the Command of the R egunent.
In March, 1944, the R egiment .was i? the P~na area ':"~en
the Japanese launched their offensive :v1th the obiect ~ drNll~
the 14th Almy from the Imphal Plam and to cut
e
e
u 1 routes in the Dinapur area of No~hern J\ssam. The
~nPJ' JSivision was moved from Poona to Dmapur p1ece~meal by
·
d and rail and the leading Brigade succeeded m rea~hrd:e Kohima' position. The size of the problem. facmg
c:arles ettleship can be guaged from the fact that dur:pj the
next five weeks the strength of H.Q. and I Sqduiffiadrcln 1 ~oyt
exceed 86 all ranks. In spite of this 9;0d the . . c t coun . '
the Divisional Commander was . provided ~1th the es~enu~
communications which enabled him to exercise comrnan an
control.
In Docember 1945 the Regiment moved to Malaya.. The
followiui year Charle~ returned to the U.K., and after eighteen
ths with H.Q., S.E. District, he joined the '>'lar <?ffice !ot
~~~e years as G.S.O .II, Signals 7. I~ ":'as dur10g fri:~s ~~1~~
he was granted a Short Service .Comm1ss1on--soon o ow
a Regular Commission, in April 1948. :f'.rom June, i95o, to
November, 1951, he was again overseas, with EgyKtA~~man~
Signal Regiment and from there was posted to : · · · an
the th Aimour~d Divisional Signal Regim.ent, wh1hJ;i h~ com·
7
manded for the next three years. F?llowmg on ~ is,
\~~!
appointed Officer-in-Charge Royal Signals Recor s w1
rank of Colonel.
After two years with Records, he was promoted Bri.gad ier abnd
BR) Corps unt11 0 cto er,
returned to G ermany as C ·S ·0 · I (
' · d CsO
·. b d
1958 when he returned to the U.K. and was aJ?pomt~.
Wes{ern Command-which appointment he has iust re mqu1s e
on retirement.
. .
. d
'th
Such was his varied, interesting and dist10gu1she careed w1 d
the Corps, which he so well loves and has loyally serve ' ~~r
which was recognised by the award of the O.B.E. m Novem •

i:'

·ili

l9Rose who have had the good fortune to serve. with. Charles
Nettleship cannot have failed to be impres~ed w~th hi~ strong
sense of purpose, his fairminded~es~, friendship, h!s ;red!
ense of humour and complete dedu;:auon to the task iff ~n ·
Ev~r ready to extend a helping hand, he wonh the a dct1ond
respect and esteem of all those with whom e serve -a~
the interests of those who served him were always foremost m
his mind.
b h" d h.
Charles will be greatly missed, but he leaves e ~n . 1 ~ an
excellent exampl~ to be. f~llowed. To him, andoodto h1.s ~ivafiou:
and charming wife, M1re1lle, we extend all g
w1s es or
long and very happy retirement.

Brigadier Henry Courtenay Hawtrey,
C..H.G., D.S.O., A.D.C.
To the surprise and deep regret of his m any friends, Henry
Courtenay Hawtrey died suddenly at Fleet on I6th November,
196I. Earlier in the yea~ h e had _come, as usual, t? the A;nnual
Reunion of the Indian Signal Umts Old Comrad es .A:ssociati?n,
On Aimistice Sunday he was on par ade with the Brmsh Legion
at Fleet. Suddenly he h as left us at the age of 79. F ew would
. .
have guessed he had r eached that number of. years.
Commissioned into the Royal Engineers m r900 . he JO~ed
the 3rd Telegraph ~attalion at Aldershot. This posting
obviously influenced h is future career.
.
Until the outbreak of war in 1914 he served fr equently 10
Signal Units wh ich, it must be remembered, were then part
of the R.E.
s· I
In the First World W ar as D epu ty Director of Almy 1g~a s
he was responsible for communications in the E ast Afn can
Expeditionary Force, a task ~hich i;nus.t have demanded all
h is resources of ingenuity and improv1sat1on. He :vas awarded
the rank of Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel, the D.s .o . m 1916 and
the C.M.G. in 1918.
d
On return to India he served in ·the Afgh an W ar of I9I9 an
was mentioned in d ispatches. Then followe~ the Q~etta S_taff
College h is transfer to the Royal Corps ~f Signals, his appointment ;s Assistant Director of Almy Signals, w;s~rn ~omj
mand, and in 1925 he became Commandant o
e igna
Training Centre and Depot Jubbulpore.
.
.
From 1926 to 1930 he was Signal Offic~r-10.-Ch1ef at Almy
Headquarters, India, with the rank of Bngadier. Here. th~re
was ample scope for his energy in the post- war reorgamsauon
of the Indian Signal Corps .
.
.
On return to the U.K. in 1930 he b.ecame Chief Signal
Officer, Aldershot, and in 1931 was appointed A.D.C. to the

King.

b 1

.

O

N Monday, 6th November, General Thuillier arrived by air
at Dusseldorf to start a nine-day tour of Royal Signals
Units in B.A.0.R. The General had asked specially that
visits be arranged to those Units which Her Royal Highness,
The Princess Royal, had been unable to visit during her tour a
year ago.
o it was that on Tuesday, 7th November, the Representative
Colonel Commandant after staying the night with the Chief
Signal Officer, Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E., and Mrs.
Harrison, started his tour. Having met the Officers of SX
Branch, Major-General Thuillier, accompanied by the Chief
Signal Officer, left by car for Krefeld.
Arriving about mid-day, he was greeted by the Commanding
Officer of 10th Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. Donald,
and then took the G eneral Salute (sounded b y one of the
trumpeters, Signalman R. F. Holman) of the Quarter Guard
commanded by Corporal E. J. Adams. The weather was very
showery and after a rather damp inspection M ajor-General
Thuillier, escorted by the Commandin g Officer and the R.S .M .,
Warrant Officer Class I R. D . Laing, visited the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, where ne met every one of the
members and discussed old times, both war and peace, p rior
to lunching with the Officers of the R egiment.
Immed iately after lunch, the Representative Colonel Com mandant paid a short call to 16th R egimen t who share the same
barracks in Krefeld as 10th Regiment.
On arrival he presented the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to W arrant Officer Class II K. J. Williams.

6

He was a versatile, talented p~rson. ~s a Su a tern. 10 190 ,
he won the international five mile race in the Olympic Ga!lles
in Athens without according to h is account, any really senous
training When asked for the secret of his success, he modestly
suggest~d that it might be due in so~e measur~ to ~ refusal to
recognise fatigue or pain. Among his many v1c.tories . he "".on
the ten mile championship of the L.A.C. and durmg this penod
he equalled the mile record.
All this was indeed a prophetic " qualification" to wear the
historic cap badge of the Corps which was to be formed and
which he was to joia fourteen yea rs later .
Courtenay, who was a CQUSin of Charles Hawtrey, .was well
known in Simla as an amate~ theatrical producer .. His success
added much to the gaiety of life on that famou~ h 1.ll top.
He was a great raconteur, with a keen wh1ms1cal ~ense of
humour· a loyal, lovable character who will be sadly missed by
a wide ~ircle of friends.
To those serving in Royal Signals today who may never
have known him it may truly be said tha t Henry Courte~ay
Hawtrey was an{ong those who helped ro lay the foundation
stone of their Corps.
We offer our very deepest sympathy to his wife and daughter.

The Representative Colonel Commantlant
Thanks The C.S.O., B.A.O.R.
T e l e g r am from t h e lle presen t a t i ve Colonel
Comma11da n 4
Major-Ge n eral I.. d e
M.
Tbuillier, C.B., O.Jl.E ., t o Chief SiJ,Cna l Omcer ,

B.A.o.n.

" I would like you all to know how very much I enjoyed my
· ·
B A.0 R It gave me the very keenest pleasure to find
visit
to once
·
· ·
.
m self
again
mingling w1th
so many Offi
. cers. , Warrant
.
okcers and Other Ranks of the Corps and their w1ve~, ar;;; it
was most heartening to see at first hand, how we m
~se
troublesome times the high trad itions of the Corps are ~emg
maintained in your Command. Please convey to them a i;ny
a reciation of the excellen t arrangem en ts made for
viSJt
a~~ for all the many k indnesses that were shown to me.

11

mx
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The Representative Colonel Commandant
MAJOR-GENERAL L. de M . THUILLIER, C.B., O.B.E., F.R.G.S., A.M.I.E.E.
Visits B.A.O.R.

[Photograph by S /Sgt . C. W . H . Gardner

The Representative Colonel Commandant presenting the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to w.o.11:K. J. Williams of 16th
Signal Regiment

He was then taken over the British Almy of the Rhine Tape
Relay Centre and shown a steady stream of traffic Bowing
through the various circuits. He spoke to several of the operators
and to Sergeant H. Brown, a supervisor with five trade qualifications. He also had a long talk with our Regimental Custodian,
Warrant Officer Class I W . H. Lockie.
The General returned to 10th Regiment and began by visiting
2 Squadron, which was occupying a field site near the Barracks.
He was guided round the Pintsch Radio Relay Detachment by
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1962

Major C. McD evitt. H e spoke to Corporal P. J. Hodgson who
told the General that he was enjoying life in Germany since he
and his wife had managed to find a comfortable flat in Krefeld.
Foreman of Signals C. G. Hooper, discussed future Corps trade
policy at some length during the visit to the Engineering Control
Vehicle.
A visit to the gymnasium showed the General some of the
other activities, and gave him an opportunity to watch Judo
for the first time. Corporal Kinsey was unable to demonstrate
his usual skill owing to a bruised shoulder after an earlier fall,
bu t the G eneral was h ighly amused by what appeared to be the
hea vy fall of Lance~Corporal Hickman. He asked several questions and was surprised to learn that there are as many as
sixteen grades of belts awarded in Judo.
From the Judo the Representative Colonel Commandant
moved to the canoes where Second-Lieutenant T. B. Scarff
explained some of the manoeuvres with these craft. The General
was told that members of the Club had made several excursions
th is year including some down the Rhine.
The G.P. 14 dinghies looked splendid in their full rig and
new coats of paint. The General was told that these wei:e
built by the Regiment and that it was hoped that whoever
r eceives them next season would look after them and have as
much pleasure out of them as 10th Regiment has done.
Captain J. A. Billing, at very short notice, produced a strong
contingent, complete with karts, from the Go-K art Club. He
told the General that 16th R egiment was at presen t holding
the Whistler Trophy for Go-Karting but that 10th Regiment
was leading the field in this year's championships.
Finally, to the delight of the wives of the R egiment, General
Thuillier spent nearly an hour with them in the Sergeants' Mess.
He particularly admired the home-made cakes that decorated
the tables for the tea party, and discussed with the ladies a wide
variety of subjects, ranging from housing to holidays.
In the evening, the Representative Colonel Commandant
attended a Royal Engineers/Royal Signals Dinner for Officers
of the two Alms stationed at Joint Headquarters, Rheindahlen.
The Dinner was held in the Officers' Mess, 28th Regiment. On
the Royal Engineers side, Major-General I. H. F. Boyd, C.B.E.,
Chief Engin_eer orthem Army Group, was present, and the
evening was considered a great success by all those who were
present.
On 8th November the Representative Colonel Commandant,
accompanied by the Chief Signal Officer, drove to Dortmund to
visit 256 and 257 Squadrons. He arrived at Napier Barracks
at IIOO hours and after inspecting a combined Quarter Guard
he saw a demonstration of the communications which the two
Squadrons provide for their respective Royal Aitillery Regiments. After this he met Warrant Officers and Senior NonCommissioned Officers of both Squadrons in the Sergeants'
Mess and the visit ended with lunch in the Royal Artillery
Officers' Mess, Napier Barracks.
Having had lunch the General departed for Bielefeld where
he was to start his tour of Units in the Corps area the following
day.
On his first day in the 1 (B.R.) Corps area the Representative
Colonel Commandan t visited 200 Squadron at Detmold where
he was met by the Officer Commanding, Major W. R. G.
Hencher, M.B.E. Later in the morning the G eneral spent on hour
at Bad Lippspringe watching the first day of the Rhine Almy
Hunter Trials, after which he returned to Detmold and lunched
in the Brigade Officers' Mess.
After lunch the General travelled to Verden by helicopter, to
be joined at a later stage by Brigadier M. A. Charlton, o.B.E.,
Corps Commander Royal Signals 1 (B.R.) Corps, who had
made the journey by road. By a happy coincidence the visit
by the Representative Colonel Commandant was on the same
day as the Royal Signals and Royal Engineers Annual Dinner
in the Officers' Mess and he was specially welcomed as the
Guest of Honour by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E. The dinner took its traditional
form with a very witty speech from General Thuillicr on the
)

PERSO NAL
COLUMN
Lond.ora GGzeiie

The Representative Colonel Commandant accompanied by Lieutenant B. H. Lee, inspecting the line detachment of 212 Squadron
commanded by Corporal T. Skinner. Others in the detachment
were (left to right): Corporal Phelps, Signalmen Mason, Hall, Dobson

The Representative Colonel Commandant talking to Corporal
J. G. Sonley (256 Squadron) N.C.O./i. c. Line Detachment

modern outlook of the young, and the de~t which the Corps
owes to its parent, the Corps of Royal En.gmeers.
On Friday 10th November, accompanied by Corps Commander Royai Signals the Representative Col?nel Commandant
inspected the Quarter Guard of the 1st Regiment commanded
by Sergeant J. A. Marr at Caithness Barracks. ~erwards he
inspected the Command Gr?up Complex~ the Signal Centre
Complex, and the Radio Relay Demonstration, and spoke to all
the crews in turn.
,
A
At 11 o'clock he was met at the Corporals ?lub. by Mrs. ·
J Woodrow and with the help of the R.S.M. s wife, Mrs. D.
E Woodbridge the Representative Colonel o;>mmandant was
m'troduced to tbe married families of the Regiment, who had
turned out in force to meet him. It was a most pleasant and
cordial gathering and our thariks are due to Mrs. Mullen of
the Women's Voluntary Service for the excell~nt arrangements.
As a fitting end to his visit, the Representative Colonel Commandant was entertained to drinks at the Wru;rant O~cers'
and Sergeants' Mess, where he ~as regaled with stor~es of
Service days in far flung places. HlS last appearance was in the
Men's Mess where he saw the modem approach to. Arm,Y
cookery, our Silver Grill. Room, Sa~d Bowl and Jimmy s
Kitchen which were serving fifteen different forms of lunch
time di;hes. He was much impressed.
The General then travelled to Han?ov~r. by road ~rom where
he flew to Templehof Airport for his visit to Berlin and 229
Squadron.

Sergeant B. J. Styles talking to the Colonel Commandant, Captain
K. H. Olds and Second Lieutenant W . D. Lawrence in the background
(Sergeant Styles is shortly leaving the Squadron . for the .R.M.A.
Sandhurst, where he will instruct in the Signals Wing

During his stay in Ber~ he was the. guest of the General
Officer Commanding, Maior-General Sir Rohan Delacombe,
and stayed at his house on the shores of the Havel Lake.
The first event in Berlin was dinner in the ~fficers' ~ess,
where another annual Royal Signals/Royal Engineers dmner
was taking place.
.
.
.
During dinner the General gav~ a lively and mterestmg speech
and after dinner led the entertainments.
The following day Major-General Thuillier began a tour of
the Squadron at work. First the Quarter Guard un~er Sergeant
F. Common, who despite the heavy ~ain g~ve a bright start to
the tour. Next came a visit to the radio vehicles, workshops ii:nd
stores before joining the Wives' Club for coffee. ~fter l~avmg
the ladies, the General was introduced. to th~ Radio Sec~1on at
morse practice and talked for some ume with the Radio and
Telegraph Operators. He next visited Squadron. ~eadquarters
and finally the line section where General Thuill1er observed
"It hasn't changed since I wii:s a Sub~ltern ! "
The General showed great mterest m the work. of the S.qua~
ron and in particular the equipment and vehicles which is
nearly all of German manufacture.
Saturday afternoon was spent in a conducted tour of East
Berlin--(they always take their visitors there to see how the
other half lives). On Sunday the General attended the Reme~
brance Day service at the military cemetery and had a quiet
day.
.
d
.
th
On returning to Hannover Airport on Mon ay mornmg e
Representative Colonel Commandant was met by Comman~er
Royal Signals 4 Division, Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. Hutchms,
who escorted h im to Herford.
The report of the Regiment arrived too late for normal
inclusion, an abridged version is on pages II and 12 .
To 212 SQUADRON
The final visit made by the General was to 212 SquadJ.:on
where he arrived on the morning of 14th November accomparned
by Corps Commander Royal Signals.
.
Word had gone before him that the G eneral did not want
formal parades to be arranged, so .s omet?ing different was
put on for him. He was met on his a~nv~l. by t~e Officer
Commanding and spent the first part of his v1s1t talkmg to the
Brigade Group Commander, afterwards he toured the Squadron.
The Radio and other detachments had been dl!ployed as they
might be in the field except that, to the crew's great ragret,
they were not allowed to camouflage or dig! This meant that
FINAL VISIT MADE

The Colonel Commandant having coffee with the ladies of the
Wives' Club, 229 Signal Squadron. Left to right: Mrs. Newall,
Mrs. Cole, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Tyler, Mrs. Pollard, Mrs. Marley ,
Colonel Commandant, back to camera, Mrs. Thom
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the Squadron tradition of the Officer Commanding falling into
the deepest hole was not shown to the General However he
saw everyone either working in their vehicles or standing outside them. In one of the Radio Vehicles Signalman J.
Humphries was so engrossed in his work that he did not see
the Genera! arrive but he made up for this slip by holding him
in conversation on the subject of hours spent on duty on the
set. The General was most interested in the Mufax equipment
demonstrated by Corporal Ormond and asked some searching
questions. Finally he was taken around the offices and stores
meeting the S.Q.M.S., Staff Sergeant J. Rees, and Chief Clerk,
Sergeant A. Brown. He was also shown some extra mural
activities in the Photographic and Radio Clubs.
After luncheon in the Brigade Headquarters Officers' Mess,
where he met once again the Brigadier and his principal Staff
Officers, the General went on to visit the Signal Troop attached
to I 1 Engineer Group. There he met and talked with most of
the Non-Commissioned Officers and men. He also took great
interest in the canoes they had built for their Canoe Club.
On Friday, the 15th, the General was due to leave Hannover
by air for U.K. taking off at 1220 hours, or so we thought. The
Chief Signal Officer had planned to fly by Beaver to the Airport
to say goodbye but the Winter Timetable had not reached
Rheindahlen and it was not realised that take off time was
fifteen minutes earlier. Word had gone ahead fortunately and
the B.E.A. officials very kindly delayed the flight until the
Beav~r had landed.
After the Chief Signal Officer had said goodbye the Representative Colonel Commandant boarded the plane and
departed for U.K. (take off having been delayed for about five
minutes, thank you B.E.A. ! ).
So ended a visit which we hope the Repre entative Colonel
Commandant enjoyed as much as we did.

I VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A number of vacancies, offering good career
prospects exist for male

RADIO OPERATORS

i:_

Write giving details of education, qualifications
and experience, to : Personnel Officer, G .C.H.Q . (R0/6),
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham, Glos.
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Otncers

Captain J. de v trolljambe ffoulkes :o Steeple Bumpsteod Squadron .

Movements-Warrarat Ollicers ond. Sergeants,
January, 1962
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Received between 10th NOf1ember, 28th NOf1ember, 1961.
Major Bt. Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., to be Lieutenant•
Colonel, roth April, 1961.
The undermentioned Majors to be Lieutenant-Colonels:
D . L. Sylvester-BrodJey, ut March, 1961.
J . A. S. Fcarficld, M .B.B., 3rd March, 196r.
W. E. Lyske, 4th March, 1961.
J. E. P. Sampson, 10th April, 1961.
!?. E. Hutchins, rub April, 1961.
T. W. Baynes, M .B.E., 12th April, 1961.
S. Schofield, 13th April, 1961.
D. D . Fairman, 13th April, 1961.
K . E. Rees, M.B.E., 13th April, 1961.
J. T. Lloyd, 15th April, 1961.
D. R. w. Thomas, M.B.E., 17th April, 1961.
Captain D. W. F. Bayliss relinquishes his commission on completion of
service, 13th November, 1961.
Captain W. Wyse (A.E.R .) to be Major, 15th July, 1961 .
Lieutenant A. J. Sharp (A.E.R.) to be Captain, 15th July, 1961 .
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Waite retired, 20th November, 1961.
Major (Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel) J. Cochran, o.s.B., T.n., appointed
Honorary Colonel 51st (H) Signal Regiment (T.A.), 18th November, 1961,
in succession to Lieutenant-Colonel (BL Col) T . P. E. Murray, o.B.E.,
T.D., A.D.C., tenure expired, who retains hon. rank of Colonel.
The undermentioned to T .A.R .O.:
Major A. A. J. Bocon, T.D., 5th October, 1961 .
Captain S. R. Parsons, 11th October, 196r.
Lieutenant N. S. Fiske, 16th October, 1961.
Captain (A/Major) G. W. Starlini, T.S., (T.A.), to be Major, 20th
October, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant A. H. Sowerby (T.A.) (on probation) confirmed in
bis appointment, 26th September, 1959. To be Lieutenant, 26th September,
1961.
Major J. M.cK. Lamb retired 29th November, 1961.
Captain A. C. Bate, M.B.B., to be Major, 29th November, 1961.
Captain (Tfc. Otrr.) D. N. Urquhart retired 28th November, 1961.
Lieutenant (Tfc. Otrr.) G. Dibley to be Captain, 28th November, 1961.
Captain J. A. Capewell (T.A.), reverts to the rank of Lieutenant, 151
April, 1961.
Lieutenant R. M. W . Hopkins (T.A.), to be Captain, 3rst October, J961 .
Lieutenant A. D. Hall (T.A.) to be Captain, 3rst October, 1961.
The undermentioned to T.A.R .O.;
Lieutenant D. C. Cooper.
Lieutenant P . K. Skinner.
Major R . W . Brader to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 11th September, 1961.
Major K. J. Hinton retired, 1st December, 1961.
Major (Q.M.) W. Potesta relinquishes his commission on completion ol
service, 1st December, 1961.

l..

Cantle
w.o.n J. . Bingham
W .O.II E. G. Longstaff
W.0.II W. Rooke
W.O.II J. M. Findlay
W .O .II R . L. Shelley
W.0.II W. Watson ...
A / W.0 .II R. H . Stein
S Sgt. W. P . Smith
S Sgt. S. C. Stuckey
S Sgt. B. H. Allen
S Sgt. S. . Avery
S Sgt. B. W. Webster
A / S Sgt. T. J. Cushen
S Sgt. S. C. Longhurst
S Sgt. M. McCallum
S/ Sgt. V. J. Gambell
S Sgt. J. B. Rose ...
Sgt. R. Smith
S Sg1. R. Sugg
.. .
S Sgt. T. A. Casey

... To 11th Regiment
24th Regiment
41st Regiment
43rd Regiment
61 st Regiment
1st Regiment
28th Regiment
1st Regiment
237 Squadron
44th Regiment
Air portable and Trg Regiment
Household Cavalry Sig. Tp.
54th Regiment
14th Regiment
24th Regiment
Army Apprentices School
,, 8th Regiment
8th Regiment
15th Regiment
CAFSO (FEAF)
327 Squadron
Army Apprentice School
51st Regiment
234 Squadron
234 Squadron
nth Regiment
1 uh Regiment
240 Squadron
2nd Regiment
4th Regiment
4th Regiment
71b Regiment
2211d Regiment

(Continued on next page)
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Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
S gt.
S gt.
Sgt.
gt.
gt.
gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
gt.
gt.
A gt.
Sgt.
gt.
gt.
Sgt.
gt.
gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt .
A Sgt.

J . ~ ilson
M. Bowers . . .
.. .
J. W. Clarke
.. .
B. M. Huxley-Duggan
W. B, Webb
D. A. W. Nichols
F. A . Smith
D. Prime
A. R . ] arratt
G. Downie ..
G. M. Skill ...
J. M . May
W. Athenon
G. E. Yates ..
J. Howker
T. G. Jones
K . J. Hurrell
B. A . Broad ...
R. 0. Morris
A . J. Thoma
A. R. Heath
J. P. Cain
H. A. Sankey
A. W . Kyles
W. Eastham
J. M. Craig ...
G . M. Horne
P. B . Cairns
I. Coombe
B. Ellis
A. Leitch
E. Cooper
K . H. Dewis
R. J. Cockburn
D. J. Geere
G. A. Lyna
W. C. Wheeler
D . T. Llewellyn
B. T. Shears
F. Wilkinson

28th Regiment
13th Regiment
18th Regiment
613 Troop
Army Apprenti~es School
7th Regiment
1st R _g,ment
246 Squadro 1
219 Squadron
School of Sig :nls
School of Sig :als
I Signal Sqn. Comd., K .A .R.
z nd Regiment
chool of s :gnals
16th Regiment
chool of Artillery
8th R eg'ment
r rth R cg'ment
2 1st R ~g ment
.. 21st R~g· mc nt
610 Troop
24th Reg iment
7th Regiment
45th Regiment
.. 1st Regiment
1st R egiment
4th Regiment
15th R egiment
2nd Regiment
255 Squadron
227 Squadron
..
I 3th R egim ent
13th Regiment
9th Regiment
224 Squadron
224 Squadron
2nd Regiment
18th Regime-t
..
I Signal Sqn. Comd. , K.A.R.
4th R egiment

llirths
235 s;1:11al Sq11adro11 (COMCAl\1)
HIGGINS.-To Corporal and Mrs. G. Hl~gins, on 20th July, 1961 . a
son, Michael Leslie.
BYERS.-To W.0.11 and Mrs. P. F . Byers, on 26th August, 1961, a
daughter,. Sandra Kathleen.
BROWN.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs . D. Brown, on 29th August, 1961 ,
a son. Stephen.
WOOD.-To W.0.II and Mrs. C. Wood, on 22nd September, 1961, a
daughter, Andrea Jean.
COLLINS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. D. 1l. Collins, on 25th September.
1961, a son, Nicholas David.
PHILLIPSON.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. J . Phillipson , on 28th
October, 1961 , a daughter, Donna May.
All al David Bruce Milirmy Hospiral, Malia.
10th Regimem
PETTIE. -To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. \V. L. Pettie, on 6th November,
at B.M.H., Hostert, a daughter, Amanda Dora.
MACKENZIE.-To Signalman and Mrs. M. M . Mackenzie, on November
14th, 1961 , at Salisbury, a daughter, Karren Elizabeth .
8th Regiment
BLACK.-To Sergeant and Mrs. G. Black, on 13th Sep:ember, 1961, at
Sefton General Hospital, Liverpool, a da ughter, Heather .
Regimen!
HOWARD.-To W.0.I and Mrs. R . E . Howard, a daui;thtcr, Beverly.
MORRIS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. R. Morris, a daughter, Sandra Denise .
]4!h

IHarriages
PATON-FARRER.-Lance-Corporal R. H. Paton to Kathleen Francis
Farrar, at Chare, Yorks., on 14th October, 1961.
SCREEN-JEWELL.-Sigoalman G . W. Screen to Rita Jewell, at St.
A~es Church, Whitley, on 18th October, 19~·
McNAMARA-WINSTON.-Signalman R. McNamara to Julia Winston,
at Church of St. Mary and St. Benedict, CoventrY, on 28th October,
1961.
CLARKE-LITTLE.-Corporal E. E. Clarke to Yvonne Little, at Parish
Church, Barby, Yorks., on 7th October, t961.
DAVIES-BOWN.- Lance-Corporal K. E. Davies to Marion Bown, at
Church of St. Luke and All Saints, Salford , on 21st October, 1961.

Deaths
."1ACKINTOSH.-On 27th November, 1961 , in Lo:idon, Elizabeth,
widow of Lieutenant-Colonel R. A . Mackintosh , M .B.£.
HITCHIN.-Mr. E . H. Hitchin, at Bethnal Green .
Royal Signals
Annual member of the Association.
1920-42.
BAlvUlRIDGE.-Sir George Bambridge, Kt., M.C., V.D., Director 1 Binny
and Co.
Served in Madras, 1907 to t941.
Officer Commanaing 1st
(Madra ) Si!r'al Company. 1921 to 1930. Previous service, Commanding
znd Madras Field Brigade, Royal Artillery. Died in November, 1961.
at Yeovil, Somerset.
BARKER.-On 13th December, 1961, in a London nursin~ home, Colonel
E. F. W. Barker , C.B.E., D.S.O. ( 1898-1934).
MEAKINS.-22522042 Corporal D . Meakins, on 2nd November, 1961 , a1
Colchester
BARR.-23473798 Signalman G. J . Barr, on November 3rd , 19S1.
SNATT.-On 27th December, 19S1. Lieurenant-Colonel P. C. Snatt, M.C.,
at Woodhall, Sunningdale, Berkshire. Royal Sig-als 1910-1937, 19391945.
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I Forthcoming Events

~

§*********************************~

Uoyal Si~nnls Association Branch
llepresentntives Meetin~

~

The following promotions were authorised durina the month of November,
19b1:

Rc>"imC'lntnl
Tu W.0.1
To W.0.11

will be held at the T.A. Centre 47th Signal R egiment (Middlesex Yeom an ry) T .A. nt 10.30 n. m., Saturday, 31st March , 1962.

Corps Dinner
will be held Mny 30th, 1962.

37th

lUeetin~ of the Central Committre of the
Uoyal Signals Association

will be held on 31st M ay, 1962.

To S Sgt.

Corps Uegular Officers' At llouae
will b e held on 31st May, ,962.

Corps 'Veek-eud and Association Reunion and
Annual General ~leeting
will be held at Catterick on 7th/8th July, 1962.

Royal Signals Institution Lectures, 1962

Gr eral

Tuesday, 3rd April : "Employment of Airborne Forces in Future Wars,"
Brigadier A. J . Dea ne-Drummond , D.s.o., M.C., at 5.Vi p.m., North
Hall , Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
*Friday, 25th May, "The Reserve Army," Colonel G . H . Shrimptoni. T.D.,
6.15 p.m ., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiment, T.A., Duke of York'•
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W.3.
*Friday, 28th Septemb<!r, "New Zealand ," Briiiadier J. E. Anderson,
6.15 p.m ., at the T.A. Centre, 47 th Regiment, T.A., Duke of York'•
Headquarters. Chelsea, S.W.3 .
Tuesday, 27th November, "Training of American Cadets at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L . Miles, Jnr., U.S. Army, 5. 15 p.m., aJ
North Hall , Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
* Members arc allowed two guests for these lectures.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

...

Royal Military

Academy,

Sandhurst

...

Sheffield University
Durham University
Billingham Syntho ~ia
*
R.E.M.E.
R.A .O .C.
• Fixtures not yet firm .

Catterick Camp
Catterick Camp
Catterick Camp
Billingham
Catterick Camp

Royal Signals Hockey Fixtures
Mar. 21st
Apr. 20th- 23rd

Welbeck College - Welbeck.
Scarborough Hockey Festival - Scarborough.

Ti~~~~s

and information from the Hon. Secretary of the North London
Branch of the Royal Signals Association , J. T . Murphy, 1, Marlborough
Close, Whetstone, N.20.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.: -

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Telephone
2955

Eatabli•hed
1894

Six•y Years Satisfactory Sert1ice
" WE SELL THE BEST '

DELIVERIES IN YOUR

RoHter

Duties

Stidworthy, P.
Bingham, D .
Mumby, G.
Clarence, R. L.
Fisher, J . W.
Lee, S. H.
Evans, J.
Dean, D. G.
Pape. R. W.
Hornblower, K.

r440)
2400)
2300)
11340)
(226o)
(1590)
(940)
(2084)
( 1240)
(2240)

New Sen.No .
~2970)

Odd, E. A. W.
Jackson, P.
Starling, R. D.

( rroo)

Smith, W .
Howker, J.

(5870)

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

5774)

3620
3630
3650

Roster
23096262
23239485

DISTRICT
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Cpl.
Cpl.

(1224)

DELETIONS

RC'glmental

Duty

W.0.1
10
W .0 .11 1400
S Sgt. 1050

Trndes

and

Duties

Roster

14

Sgt.
Sgt.

1270

Roster
1670

lloster
1410

OTHER DELETIONS
2325222

W.0.1

In his reply, the Force Commander, Brigadier R . D. Blackie,
said:
" It is with very much pleasure that I accept this figure of
"Jimmy " that has been presented by the Master of Signals
and officers of the Royal Corps of Signals. Throughout the
world the Royal Corps of Signals have won a reputation second
to none, for the speedy and accurate passing of messages. I
am glad to say that this tradition has faithfully been carried
on in my Force Signal Troop. This generous presentation will
serve as a reminder, in the years to come, of the high standard
set by the Royal Corps of Signals."
o .s.o., - o.B.E.,

Roster
Technical

Present on 23rd November, were the officers of the
Headquarters Royal Sierra
Leone Military Forces. Also
pr ~s ent were representatives
from
the Force Signal
Troop, amongst whom were
the last two remaining
British N .C.0.s of Royal
Signals still serving in Sierra
Leone, Sergeant A. Hope
and Sergeant L. H. Van
Boeck el.
Th e presentation was
made by Captain F. V. P.
Philp, on behalf of the
Master of Signals and
officerss of Royal Signals. In
a short speech, Captain Philp
said :
"Brigadier R. D. Blackie,
Officers of the Headquarters
Royal Sierra Leone Military
Forces and N .C.O.s and
men of the Force Signal
Troop represented here this
evening. At the request of
the
Master of Signals,
Major-General Sir William
Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E.,
and the officers of the Royal
Signals, I have very great
pleasure in presenting to the
officers of the Royal Sierra
Leone Military Forces this
silver figure of "Mercury,"
representing the " God of Speed. The inscription reads as
follows:" Presented to the Officers of the Royal Sierra Leone
Forces by the Officers of the Royal Corps of Signals,
to commemorate the close association between that
Corps and the Forces of Sierra Leone, 1940-1961."

Roste-r·
510

1680

C:lericnl

North J,ondon Branch

The Annual Dinner and Dance will he held at The Cambrid~e1 North
Circular Road, Palmers Green, London , N.13. on Saturday, 14tn April,

DAILY

Cpl.
A /Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

(1240)
Walker, T. W.
(1250)
Bosten, A. E. T.
(r320)
Marris, R. V.
(2S30)
Garland, M. F. B.
(4540)
Doonan, P. J.
(3320)
Cardinal, J. M.
(2740)
Dobbs, R. S.
(3590)
Oscroft, B. C.
(4520)
Rowthorn, D. G.
(4280)
McLousthlin, I.
(4480)
Clark, W. R . D.
(4410)
Leighton, D. F.
1 32W)
Rom ney, E.
(2690 Operator) Hunter, D. W.
(950 Lineman) Aven. G. A.
(2940 Operator) Taylor, K.
(2990 Operator) Hough, W. J.
(890 Lineman) Cushen, T. J.
2490 Operator) Lea, A. M.
(910 Clerical)
Campbell, B. J.
(6 10 Lineman) Chipling, J . H.
(286o Operator) Banyard, B. G.
(296o Operator) Scott, J. B.

Roster

23468035
22821071
23210775

Sgt.

Billet Lane, Essex.
Kynoch Social Club, Witton, Birmingham.
Edinburgh.
Holmfmh.
Catterick.
Royal Tournament.
Nantwich.
Horncastle.

" WE BUY THE BEST "

f'le-rleal
To Sgt.

GNteral

Ro)•al Signals Dis1•lay Team
May 19th
June 2nd
June 19th-21st
June 23rd
July 7th
July nth-28th
August 1st
August 6th

and

Trades
22570436
22546441
14446191
22774030
22286359
n773266
14137623
22869271
22283293
29549010

J•rf'senCatiou of a Silver Figure of ~1.-rcury to
the Jloynl Sierra Leone Military Foref'S

Uoster

A/W.0.1
A/W.0.1
A/W.0.1
A/W.0.11
A/W.0.11
A/W.O.II
S Sgt
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgr.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A/W.0.11
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/S S~t.
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
A/S Sg1.
A/S 'gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Camberley

Royal Signals Association Football Club Fixtures
February 17th
March 7th
April 18th .. .

Duty

7013535
2323543
1473099
19038954
5732385
19030194
22212282
14063400
22285411
22203213
22031259
19041 592
22212274
i4457081
22096929
22547226
22296200
224770<9
2549708
22541017
22242725
22265348
22542252

Teelmical

Hoyal Signals Uugby Football Club Fixtures
February 2ut

SIGNAi, TROOP, ROYAL SIERRA. LEOXE
~OUT tlHY FORCES

Graham. G . H. Regt. Duty (46o)
Commissioned Lieutenant (Q.M.), 26th October, 1951.

TANGANYIKA INDEPENDENCE CELEDATIONS
9th Dece111ber, 1961
Major-General W. A. Dimoline, c.B., C.M.G., c.B.E., n.s.o.,
M.C., Colonel Commandant King's African Rifles was present.
As a distinguished Officer of Royal Signals he was interested
in the work of Major P. J. W. Stephens Roval Signals and 1
Signal quadron (Command) Kings African Rifles.
A detachment thereof arranged communications from Dar es
Salaam to ensure that the beacon on Mount Kilimanjaro was
lighted at the moment when the Flag of Independence
Tanganyika was hoisted.
The two Battalions of the Kings African R ifles, recruited
mainly in Tanganyika, pass from General Dimolines Honorary
Command on becoming The Tanganyika Rifles.
Lieutenant C. R. F. Hinds, Royal Signals, has been selected
to command me Signal Troop. His father, Lieutenant-Colonel
C. D . Hinds (Retired), Jives at Arusha.
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1962

After the presentation the N.C.O.s and men representing
the Force Signal Troop were invited into the Mess for refreshments.

FOR SALE
CRAMMERS ESTABLISHME T at 30, Sackville Road,
Hove 3, Sussex. Boys aged 12-14 prepared for common
entrance examination to public schools. £2,500 for goodwill
and furnishings.-Apply Major Gordon Fraser, who is prepared to remain for a period to ensure continuity.

THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

7

Alli-,fY APPRENTICES SCHOOL
The present term ended on Thursday, 17th December, 1961,
and the staff and apprentices have all gone off on a " wellearned " rest for three weeks, during which time, no doubt,
all the seasonal festivities will have been held and observed.
We commence the Spring Term on 8th January, 1962. We
take the opportunity of wishing a happy and prosperous New
Year to all our reatlers, and especially to those amongst you
who have been at this School.
This term the Senior Term (59A) passed off on Wednesday,
13th December, 1961.

Trade/Education Prizes, 9th Term
Telegraph O~ator
Radio "technician

A / TA. R. Gilliard
Tool Kit (Philips)
A / T Cpl. B. A.G. Hawthorne "Radio OesJgners'
Handbook " ·
Line Technician
A / T C.S .M . Devereux
Book
'•Telecommunications''
Telegraph Technician A / TB . A . Hulme
Book
11
Telccommunications''

Trade/Education Prizes, 5th Term
Telegraph Operator

A / T J. W. Edmunds

Book
41

Crime & Criminals "

Trade/Edueatlon Prizes, 3rd Term (Basics)
Winter Games, 1981 Series, v. A.A.S., Chepstow.
Army Apprentice School, Chepstow, visited us this year and
came up for the week-end 23rd/25th November, 1961. It was
pleasant to see so many apprentices from our School playing in
their teams. The weather was not kind and playing or watching
the outside games meant getting pretty damp.
The overall results were a 4 to 2 victory ro Harrogate with
soccer drawn.
Detailed results were as follows :
A.A.S., Chepstow A .A.S., Harrogate
Basketball
20 points
42 points
Boxing
6 bouts
9 bouts
Cross-country
68 points
21 points
Hockey
3 goals
1 goal
Rugger
8 points
5 points
1,s42 points
Shooting
1,512 points
Soccer
2 goals
2 goals
Our Shooting Team put up a score which has certainly never
been attained at this School before, and we are sure is a record
for Army Youth Competitions.
At cross-country, seven of our team of eight were the
first seven home, with the eighth man coming in ninth.
The Basketball Team maintained its unbeaten record. In
these winter games they have now played nine and won nine.
Scott House (" C " Company) battled through to the finals of
the Army Youth Championships, where they met "C" Company, A.A.S., Chepstow, at Aldersh~t, on Saturday, 9th
December, 1961. Chepstow were the winners by four goals to
one; a resu~t that we were not too disappointed over, because
five of their team (Westwood, Peacock, Minns, Irvine and
Perry) were playing for us last year.
Penney House (" D " Company) battled through to the finals
of the Army Youth Basketball Championships, and on Satur~lay, met the Jun~or Leaders Battalion, R.A.S.C., from Taunton,
m the finals, wh1c;h were held on a neutrai court at 8th Regiment, Catterick. Penney House won, 31 points to 18 points,
3!1d so. hav~ b~ought. the Baskerball Cup up north for the first
ame smce its mceptlon.
Graduation List Deeember, 1981.
M. E. Arnatt
P. W. Beck
G . A. Grant
J. Mulcahy
D. A. Skinner

S. Devereux
T. J. Spence

G. B. Dallas

B. A. Hulme
T. G. Palmer

C. Bradbury
R . S. Cormack
J. K. Noble

RADIO TECHNICIANS (Light)
J. S. Ashmore
D. W. Bird
J. T . W. Coulson
D . J. Chadwick
S. M. Harvey
B. A. G . T. Hawthorne
D. M. Nixon
B. Selkirk
W. Wright
LINE TECHNICIAN
T . R. Morris
M. V. Parsons
B. W. Thompson
TELEGRAPH TECHNICIAN
P. J.C. T . Fergusson
J. Gaut
M. C. Leeming _ _ _ A. G. Neilson
TELEGRAPH OPERATOR
A. R. Bryant
H . M. Cooke
A. R. Gilliard
C. M. Eastland
A. D . Peace
D. J. Price

Prizewi n ners, December,
SIJ(n nl Officer-In-Chief's Award

1961.

" Best all round Trade5man of the Term "
A/ T C.S.M. S. Devereux

f"olonel Com man dant's Award
" Be t all round Soldier /Tradesman of the Term "
A / T Sgt. B. Selkirk

Commandant's Prize
" For Conduct, Discipline and Example "
A / T C.S.M. D. J. Chadwick

8

Signal Technician

A /T W . C. Ambrose

Book
"Telecommunications,,
Book
uTclecoms Principles''

Signal Technician
A /T P.H. McCullock
(Most progressive at
Trade)
Signal Technician
A / T J. 0. Varga
(Engineer Drawing)

Drawing set

Prizes Awarded by the Royal Signals C:ora•s
C:Ommitte~

Radio Technician
Line Technician
Telegraph Technician
Telegraph Operator

A/T J. S. Ashmore
A/T Sgt. B. W . Thompson
A/T Sgt. A. G. Neilson
A/T Cpl. H. M. Cooke

Tool Kit ~Philips~
Tool Kit Philips
Tool Kit Philips
Tool Kit Philips)

~foberly

BY SECOND-LIEUTENANT C. M. DARBY, IITH REGIMENT

0

Trophy

"To the outstanding Boxer of the Year in the School "
A / T D . A. Bettles

Champion Company Cup
Won by Phillips House
A / T C.S.M. D. J. Chadwick

A GUIDE TO TUE MAINTENANE AND CONTROL
OF REGIMENTAL FUNDS
BY LIEUTENANT-COLONEL W. B. WILTON, M.B.E., M.C.,
ROYAL ARMY PAY CORPS

This is another of the very valuable series of books
of instruction published by Gale and Po/den Ltd.;
cite cost in this case being small at 10s. 6d.
During our service as Officers and Warrant Officers we constantly find ourselves in charge of some Regimental Fund be it
large or small.
With little or no experience to guide us we usually carry on
the system of keeping the account inherited from our predecessor.
This may be a good method or a bad one.
If it is a good method, do we understand it sufficiently to
continue without error? If the inherited system is bad, and it
frequently, is, how did our predecessor 'get away with it'?
He may have been one to whom the running of a small business
comes naturally or he may have been just lucky; more than
likely the latter.
Regimental Funds are in effect small business organisations
run by the Regiment, for the Regiment. The Commanding
Officer is legally responsible, he is the Trustee and they are
Trust Funds.
There are many ways of incurring the displeasure of a Commanding Officer with all the consequences arising therefrom.
Perhaps the surest and longest lasting is to make a nonsense
of a fund entrusted for administration. Those who do this are
seldom forgiven.
The surest way to success is a good system and as the author
so wisely says 'properly kept books of account are like well
trained watch dogs, they bark when there is danger about.'
It is for this reason that a wise Commanding Officer will see
to it that all holders of Regimental Fund accounts obtain and
study Colonel Wilton's book. Indeed it will be prudent if the
President of the Regimental Audit Board is fully informed of
the contents.
If me svstem advocated is carried out meticulously by all
account holders the Commanding Officer will sleep well and
have the greater energy and time for the supervision of the
performance of those on whom he relies for the success of his
Regiment in other matters such as sport or signalling.
T H E WIRE , JANUARY

Signalman Collie takes down morse directly onto a typewriter
during training

Recruits from tile Commonwealth

Borough of Harrogate Prize
" Best Essay on Local Government
A / T M. J. J. Brazier

Signalman Cadeau greasing a Champ during driver training

19 62

Early in r961, authority was given for the recruitment of
members of various Commonwealth Countries into the Arms
and Services of the British Army. The terms of service were
the san1e as their contemporaries from the United Kingdom
and Eire, and they would be liable for posting to any station
throughout the world in the normal way.
Army recruiting teams travelled to the outposts of the
Commonwealth. As a result of the campaigns launched, many
potential soldiers were interviewed, and if they attained the
high standard required, were accepted into the British Army.
Followillg this campaign, recruits from the Seychelle Islands,
Borneo, Malaya, Cyprus, West Indies, and the Fiji Islands
jo:ned the Royal Corps of Signals. They were sent to the
Signal Training Brigade for Military and Trade Training in
rhe variety of interesting trades that Royal Signals can offer.
The first " Commonwealth Signalmen" flew from the Seychelle Islands in the early summer of this year, were met at
the Joint Services Air Transit Centre at Hendon, issued with
greatcoat to offset the change of temperature in travelling
north, and after a total journey of over 4,500 miles, arrived
in Catterick Camp, where they started training in nth Regiment.
Fellow recruits in nth Regiment probably wondered how on
earth the Seychelle Islands, lying in the Indian Ocean off the
east coast of Madagascar, became part of the Commonwealth.
It possibly would have been more correct, historically, to have
enli red the Seychellois into the Royal Navy, as the island was
captured from the Fr<!nch by a naval ship in 1794 and was
eventually ceded to Great Britain in 1814 by treaty. It will be
remembered that Archbishop Makarios of Cyprus was recently
confined on the island during the emergency in Cyprus.
When the Seychellois recruits had recovered from the chang~
of a near tropical climate to the rarely temperate Yorkshin:

weather, they quickly applied themselves to their basic military
training. This training lasted six weeks, during which tim~
they received instruction in drill, weapon training and fieldcraft,
were brought to a high standard of physical fitness, learned map.
reading, current affairs, arithmetic and English for the Army
Certificate of Education, 3rd Class, and went on a four-day
adventure training exercise in the Lake District.
Throughout this training they proved enthusiastic and keen,
and one of their number Signalman A. M. Savy, was judged to
be best all round recruit of the 80 men in his Intake, a decision
that was warmly applauded by his contemporaries. To com·
memorate his achievement he was awarded the best recruit's
certificate by the Commander, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson,

Signalman Lafortune tests a WS 19 set during his technician training

"Military training-handling the Stirling

D.S.O.

On completion of their military training they were posted to
their trade training regiments and are reported to be doinw
very well.
In October this year recruits from Borneo, Malaya and
Rhodesia joined Royal Signals and have undergone the same
training. Signalman NG, from Brunei, Borneo, was awarded
" Best All Round Recruit " of his Intake of 63 men, and was one
of the smartest regular soldiers to have "passed-out" of the
Regiment.
The latest recruits have come from the Fiji Islands, 13 in
number, arrived on Thursday, 23rd November. On the train
from London, fellow passengers were entertained by the singing
and guitar playing of these happy people, who, like those from
other parts of the Commonwealth have come to Serve Thei1
Queen.
We welcome them into the Royal Corps of Signals and wi h
them every fortune, both in their training and when they leave
the Training Brigade as trained Signalmen for duty all over the
world.

Staff Sergeant K. Foster, Junior Sergeant F. Wilson and Jun ior
Lance Copora( R. Spree, with Frankie Vaughan, Patricia Lambert,
C liff Michelmore, Vera Lynn , Jean Metcalfe and Mr. Griffiths.

. On arrival at Paddington the Army, in the form of the
;R.A.S.C., took over and in a matter of minutes we were careering rhrough _th~ streets of London- destination Regents Park
~arracks .. W1thm an hou~ most of us were out exploring the
cny-tipding to .our surprise that the cost of living was more
expensive than m Newton Abbot. To some, however it was
native territory and infinitely preferable to rhc fleshpots of
South Devon.
The following morning we left the Barracks at nine o'clock
for the Victoria Palace. There, during the rehearsals that took
place, we became acquainted with an R.S.M . ' of the old school.'
He, a member of the Irish Guards to boo t, insisted that our
knees be raised to somewhere within the region of our throats
and as a result caused such shaking in the ' mark time ' tha~
we feared for the safety of the stage structure . . . We
rehearsed throughout the d ay; Harry Secombe making the whole
affair one big ' belly laugh.'
With the laughs replaced by butterflies we returned to the
theatre after our evening meal. It seemed we were waiting for
an age, but at last we were 'on.' To a packed house and in the
presence of the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester we sang two
songs with Gracie Fields ("There'll always be an England"

Name
P. R. Wiles
R. G . Watson
J. A. Watt•
J. Wilson
R. J. We.-t
R. C. Spearman
R. M. Round
J. D . Mitchell
A. E. Kcc:nan
E. C. Jun""
C. A . Hinton
R. M. Harber
D. Fitton
D. Coleman
A. R. Blowers
K. A. Bagnall
w. J Wcdgebury
A. A. Pope
A. K Pinder
G . R. Nicol
G . S. Dixon
D . C. Longhurst
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24th
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The Choir of the Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals
at the Victoria Palace.
M. Rivett

to appear on the stage with Gracie Fields, Harry Secombe, Vera
Lynn, Frankie Vaughan and a host of ocher stars I would have
suggested an immediate visit to rhe Medical Officer. And yer
mere I was with fifty-five ocher Junior Leaders entrained for
London, and rhe Victoria Palace Theatre, to do just that. Even
rhe journey down had an unreal flavour about it. Singing in
the train, first to the alarm, and men, apparently, to the pleasure
of our fellow passengers.

Junior Signalman P. Coleman, Junior Lance Corporal W. Watson
and Junior Sergeant R. Murray w ith Gracie Fields.

and "Wish me luck as you wave me goodbye "). Much to our
amazement and pride we received three curtain calls, the only
act to be so honoured during the evening. (Could this have
been Gracie? I wonder!)
For the finale we marched on singing " Soldiers of the Queen "
while the band of the Welsh Guards marched through the
theatre and onto the stage. We followed this with "There's
something about a soldier" and then we ended by accompanying Constance Shacklock in "Land of Hope and Glory."
I t was a very happy fifty-six Junior Leaders, not forgetting
Staff Foster-the boy with the moustache !- who left the theatre
somewhere around midnight.
Altogether it was a memorable occasion which, coupled with
OUf appea~ance on Westward Television earlier that week, made
this the high spot of the term for the Choir.

Graduation
Name
P. S. Tibbs
R. Pickersgill
K. B. Smith
H. Wright
Junior Sergeant R. Murray, Staff Sergeant K. Foster, Junior Lance
Corporal R. Spree with one of the Tiller Girls.
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J. H. Swift
V. Unwin

Training
Regiment
24th
24th
224 Sqn
8th
24th
24th

l.ist

Pre-selected
Trades
Com. Centre Op
Telc$rnph Op
Special Op
Cable Jointer
Com. Centre Op
Com. Centre Op

Troop and
Adopted Regiment
Javelin Troop
22nd Signal Regt.

"
"

Kukri Troop
17th Gurkha Signal
Rcgt.
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IAdopted
Troop and
Regiment

---- ----- -----1
-------24th

.

'

Francisca Troop
28th Signal Regt.

"
"

"
"
"
"

I

Radio Op
Telegraph Op
Com. C mtre Op
Telegraph Op
Radio Tech (Light)
Special Op
Radio Op
Radio Relay Op

Junior leaders Regiment Choir
If someone had told me the previous month mat I was shortly

Pre-selected
Trades
Electrician Driver
Special Op
Cable Jointer
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Tech
.;f"elegrnph Op
Telegraph Op
Coble Jointer
Com. Centre Op
Telegraph Op
Technician
Cable Jointcr
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Electrictan Driver
Special Op
Cable Jointer
Com. Centre Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op

P. Robson
T. P. Smith
D. E. Stevens
H. Fendley

224 Sqn
8th
24th
24th

Special Op
Radio Tech (Light)
Staff Op
Com. Centre Op

R. Murray
M. E. Boisse
T. R. Baker
P. Booker
A. J. Crowden
E. P. Etherton
W. J. Hill
W. Hindmarch
A. J. Hollowell
C. J. Jerram
J. D. Lycett
R. McKay
J. J. Smart
F. C. Songhurst
J. A. Sullivan
J. P. Watkins
J. F. Blakeborough
P. D. Maidment
A. W . Needham
J. W. Sneddon
P. K. Skinner
D. Thompson
J. Howell
C. J. Fox

244 Sqn
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24th
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8th
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Special Op
Com. Centre Op
Com. Centre Op
Special Op
Radio Relay Op
Special Op
Linc Technician
Linc Technician
Special Op
Com. Centre Op

~=~~ ~~c'fuu~an

Com. Centre Op
Radio Technician
Telegraph Op
Com. Centre Op
Cable Jointer
Special Op
Special Op
Com. Centre Op
Tele~aph Op
Special Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op

"
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"
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Romulus Troop
13th Signal Rcgt.
"
"
"

"
Troop
I Quadrant
4th Signal Regt.

I
I

"

"
"
"
"

White Swan Troop
Signal Regt.
Kohima Troop
2nd Signal Rcgt.

30th

Iron Troop
3rd Signal Regt.
Jcrboa Troop
1st Signal Regt.
White Spear Troop
7th Signal Regt.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
"
"
"
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3rd llEGDIENT
If progress is change, then the Regiment has made much
progress in the last month, for we have indeed changed.
The change to our new divisional role, with its consequent
field exercises, has progressed smoothly.
The change to our new barracks, with its consequent (manual)
exercises, has been completed, with the exception of the Officers'
Mess and the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, which
move early in the New Year.
A change in personal appearance is also apparent, the place
swarms with combat-suited, weather beaten warriors, each contriving to look like John Wayne, Errol Flynn and Audie Murphy
rolled into one.
Offers from Hollywood are confidently expected at any
moment.
On 29th November, Air Support Troop flew to Malta to take
part in Exercise " Solinus.'' Working closely with the R.A.F.,
the Troop acquitted itself well both in Malta and in Libya,
where the exercise ended. They arrived back in the Regiment
in good order on 9th December.
Sport has not been neglected during the recent activity. One
of the soccer hghlights was when both Regimental teams won
their matches on the same day. The second XI win over R.A.F.
Boscombe Down was quite spectacular, 3--0 down after 15
minutes the team rallied and won 7-3.
The following week our first XI played the 3rd Dragoon
Guards in the 3 Division Knockout Cup, and with a side
depleted by exercise calls, lost a hard fought game 5-2.
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We lost our basketball match with 3 Division R.E., but won
through to the third round of the D ivision hockey tournament.
The Regimental Rugby team continues to thrive.
A triangular boxing competition between the Regiment, 51
Brigade and B.M.H. Tidworth was held on 5th December and
our team, made up at very short notice, gave good account of
themselves. The team, comprising of Corporals W. Heaney,
E. D. Little, E. P . S. Swain and R. Rocket, Lance-Corporals
Marsh and T. MacDonald, was a credit to the Regiment.
Result: 51 Brigade, 12pts.; B.M.H. Tidworth, 10 pts.; 3
Signal Regiment, 9 pts.; was close enough to justify optimism
for the future.
Corporal E. P. E. Swain, incidentally, has boxed his way into
the first round of the 3 Division Individual Boxing Championships.
We extend our best wishes to Sergeant D. G . Layton who
leaves us early in the New Year for Aden, and to Corporal F. C.
Seabright-Singapore bound. Good luck also to W.0.II G. I.
D . Gubler and Staff Sergeant A. Spedding, who are at present
on a Yeoman of Signals course in Catterick.
Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. R. L. Gardner, Sergeant
and Mrs. R. M. Ruffels, Lance-Corporal and Mrs. P. B. Pitt,
on the birth of their sons. Congratulations also to Signalman
and Mrs. K. R. Thurley on the birth of their daughter.
We leave you, gentle reader with a few choice images:A dark night, and Signalman W . D. Russell discovering that
a water can was no substitute for petrol as an auxiliary supply
for his generator.
A dull morning and S.S.M. S. A. G. Hulse solemnly stepping
into an iced over ditch thinking it was a road.
A torrential Libyan downpour, and O.C. Air Supply Troop
wading after his plimsolls which were floating across the camp.
(Thinking they were enemy canoes?)
Finally a thought for Staff Sergeant ]. G. G. Pickard, who
rashly volunteered to be this year's Father Christmas and is now
wondering if he'll make the weight.

4th

REGIMENT

Well, it happened to us, as prophesied ... We had a "crashout" and it came most unexpectedly. The first shock to us,
was that we had been given Thursday, 30th November, as a
holiday, after having the Administrative Inspection on Tuesday,
28th November. The second "shock wave" hit us first thing
Thursday morning, when most of us were enjoying a welcome
"lay-in" and/or nursing sore heads . . . The code-word was
received for us to evacuate the barracks! Needless to say, we
completed the " crash-out" in good time, but I have never in
my service, seen so many stunned and amazed looks, as I saw
at 09.15 hours that day. Ah, well, such is life in a Signal
Regiment; we can expect anything to happen and still take it
with the proverbial " pinch of salt.'' As a foomote to the " crashout," good British Army humour was shown throughout, and
everyone regarded it as a master-joke on the parts of the chaps
at SHAPE!
On Monday, 6th November, the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants bad a farewell drink with Major-General D . S.
Gordon, c.B.E., n.s.o., who has now left to take up his appointment at the Imperial Defence College. We were very sorry to
see him go, but we wish him the very best of luck at the I.D.C.
We welcome Major-General J. V. Allard, C.B.B., D.s.o., E.D.,
C.B., and sincerely hope that he will be as proud of the 4th
Regiment as General Gordon assured us he was, during the
time he commanded the Division.
The Administrative Inspection went very well, according to
all reports. The German cleaner who keeps the corridors clean
and tidy in Block 8 informed me that we should be rated
"very good.'' Information from such a dignitary as this is
second only to the information one could receive from the
noble "Char-wallah " of CYJ?ruS, Mr. Shabab Din!
As always, during Administrative Inspections, smiles were
brought to the faces of the Inspecting Officers by remarks made
bv certain soldiers. One driver, when asked the meaning of the
Continental "Caution" sign, after being shown it replied, "Oh
yes, I know that one ... its the Divisional Sign of one of our
Signal Regiments here in Germany!
Never mind, lad, full
marks for showing esprit de corps.
The parade was a huge success, and everyone watching it
said that it was better than any they had previously seen. There
is no doubt in our minds now, that we have officers in the
Corps with " Tibby Brittain-like " words of command, after
hearing our Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel P. E.
Hutchins. The Quarter Guard, commanded by Corporal G.

II

Thomas, and made up of members of 1 Squadron, were complimented on the high standard of drill and turnout. Well
done, lads, you set the standard which ~sured us of the day
going with a swing.
During the months of October and November, many and
varied things happened in the Regiment, but it is hard to keep
track of everything. We were visited by the Signal Officer-inChief, Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., who enlightened many of the seniors regarding the policy and future of
the Corps. From the General's remarks, it is certain that the
Corps offers an extremely good future and excellent prospects
to a young man who is keen to get on in the Army. The big
worry of not being accepted as a tradesman by many of trade
We were told
groups in British industry is fading fast.
that negotiations were under way between leading personalities
in the industrial world and the governing body of the Royal
Signals, for our tradesmen to be absorbed into industry on their
return to civilian life, and gain by the knowledge they had
acquired in the Corps.
8th
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The Northern Command Inter-Unit Boxing
Championships
7th December, 1961, is a cold day in Catterick. Yesterday's
snow is crisp and slippery when the Regiment's eighteen boxers
went ro Bourlon Gymnasium to be weighed-in and medically
examined. All within the weight-relief-breakfast. During
the morning a crisis. Both the heavyweights weighed-in are
ineligible because their upgrading courses are not of twelve
months' duration.
Corporal J. Hopcroft of 632 Troop
(Hebrides) and Sergeant A. F. Dyer of 14th Regiment are
very disappointed, while W.O.II E. D. George, the team
Signalman L. F .
manager, is stunned-but not for long.
Hopkins, a lineman trainee of 12 stone, weighed-in as reserve
light-heavy, volunteers to take on the Provost Sergeant of
4/7 Dragoon Guards, giving away seven stone!
Grant's courage and sheer guts are particularly pleasing,
because he is an ex-Junior Leader from Denbury.
Of the next four bouts, 4/7 Dragoon Guards' team win three
and draw level at 15 points.
The last bout is between Signalman Tait and Troopet
McNulty, who both obviously appreciate their heavy responsi•
bility, but are reminded by the roar of their respective supporters.
It is a terrific bout, with no quarter asked or given. Tait's
head is cut in the first round, but after an agonising wait while
it is inspected, the cut is found not to be serious and the bout
continues. In the second round Trooper McNulty bleeds from
the mouth, but it is not until after the fight that be is found
to have a broken tooth which has severely cut the inside of his
mouth. By the end of the last round no one is prepared to
bet on the result, but the judges declare Tait the winner.
So ends a memorable evening's boxing, and the cup is presented to Corporal Homigold by Major-General R. B. F. K
Goldsmith, C.B., c.B.E., the G.O.C., Yorkshire District.
The team finally selected is: •
Bantam
Feather
Light
. ..
Light Welter
( I!lt String)
Light Welter
(2nd String)
Welter
.. .
(2nd String)
Light Middle
Middle
.. .
Light Heavy
Heavy
Welter
...
(ut String)

Signalman A. E. T. Simpson (Linc Tech. Trainee!
Corporal W. T. Davies, A.C.C.
Corporal B. Steele (Lineman Instructor).
Corporal H. Hornigold (A.I.P.T.).
Signalman

J. Grant (Radio Tech. Lt. Trainee).

Signalman A.
Signalman D.
Trainee).
Signalman A.
Signalman G.
Signalman L.
Signalman M.

J.

Lyon (Lineman Trainee).

W. Morrison (Radio Relay Tech
Fagon (Tech. Storernan).
White (R.P:).
F. Hopkins (Lineman Trainee).
D. Tait (Lineman Trainee).

At the interval, after six bouts, the score, in points, is 8th
Regiment 10, 4/7 Dragoon Guards 8.
In the first half Grant is outstanding.
Although quite
exhausted, he stays the distance, and the decision is by no means
a foregone conclusion.
·
Lawn Tennis Repor t, 196 1. The 1961 lawn tennis
season proved very successful. There was a turnover of 36
players of whom 13 actually played for the Unit.
The trophies won were the Royal ·Signals Open Doubles, and
Inter-Unit Doubles Cups, the Northern Command Singles,
12

Open Doubles and Inter-Unit Doubles Cups, the Yorkshire
D istrict Singles and Inter-Unit Doubles Cups.
We reached the final of the Northern Command Inter-Uni1
Doubles Tournament but were beaten into second place by
H .Q. Northern Command. At one point in this match the
score was four rubbers, one set and five games all, howevet
our opponents .took the next two games to win the match by
5 to 4 rubbers.
Five of our players represented the Corps, of whom only one
had played for the Corps before.
We look forward to next season and hope we can produce the
same if not better results.
I 0th

REGIMENT

Novetnber-cold-anti-freeze- Road Safety Week. This has
been a bleak month in Krefeld, but stirring with activity and
anxious to get into D ecember and enjoy Christmas. I sit
here in R.H.Q. and wonder what the Squadrons have been
doing. It isn't until I get out of the office and walk around
the barracks that I see hockey being played on the square,
and know the inter-Troop League is under way-is " B " Troop
in the lead in 2 Squadron ? And then there is 1 Squadron,
busily painting Fordsons and testing cable; are they leaving us
or something? That noise over there- is it the L.A.D. road
testing, or are they turning that kart again ? Left-hand salute!
That chap with the bandaged hand must have got a· bit close
to that Roman candle; and who are those jogging athletesare they H.Q.'s boxing team ?
The annual Sapper/Signals' dinner was held in the Officers'
Mess on the night of 16th November. The 10th and r6th
Regiment, acting as hosts, 40 Advanced Engineer Stores Regiment and the A.W.O. were entertained to the pleasure of all
present. The Commanding Officer was happy to show that the
works service in Germany was the latest off-shoot of the Royal
Engineers. The guests proved to have brought a powerful team
wiht them, as they won most of the mess games.
Safety Week hit Bradbury Barracks with a vengeance on the
20th November.
The previous Saturday saw the L.A.D .
Scammel hauling a most disgusting wreck of a Fiat on to a
pedestal outside the Guard Room; and then, having decorated
the rest of the barracks with sundry wrecks and cautionary
posters, the L.A.D. invited drivers to have their cars tested
by their Inspection Team. Each afternoon the R.M.T.O. laid
on a demonstration and test for enthusiasts, and a casual
observer would have thought it was the final day of the R.A.C.
Rally. Finally, Mr Roberts, the Land Police Adviser, gave a
very interesting, but sobering lecture, on Road Safety, and
dealt at some length with the German traffic laws and how
British drivers are affected by them.
The months sports programme was heralded by the R.S .M .
introducing three very entertaining evenings of inter-Squadron
boxing. Where talent was lacking, guts and determination
certainly made up for it. After a number of rousing bouts and
an, exceptionally good fight, to quote but one. b etween " Ginger "
Comer, of r Squadron, and "Tich" Holman of "H.Q."
Squadron, at bantam weight; 1 Squadron carried off the trophy.
Lance-Corporal Smart was awarded a cup as the pluckiest
loser, after fighting Lieutenant P. J. Brunton.
On Thursday, 9th November, the Regimental Soccer Team,
plus a few supporters, visited Apeldoom, in Holland, to play
a match against 1 (NL) Corps Signal Battalion Soccer XI. It
was a dark. cold morning, as the Regimental bus drove away
from Krefeld for the long ride to Holland. They crossed the
border at Cleves and then drove to Arnhem, where they were
glad to stretch their legs and enjoy a pleasant cup of coffee. On
th!' way out of Arnhem they called at the famous war cemetery
and saw how well all the graves were still being kept by the
Dutch. At about n.20 hours they arrived at Camp Wittenburg, Apeldoorn, the home of the Dutch Signal Battalion.
No sooner had the coach stopped inside the gates than they
were warmly welcomed by two officers and four sergeants, who
were to be their guides for the complete day. The team were
straight away taken off for a walk around the modem camo
and shown how the Dutch soldiers work and live. Once lunch
was over, they prepared themselves for the afternoon game,
having a ten-minute ride to the ground. On arrival, they were
all glad to see an extremely good pitch, completely covered with
Over half-an-hour before kick-off the first of many
grass.
trucks started to bring the spectators in, and at five minutes
before the start, the ground was surrounded with well over
r,ooo spectators. In order to keep all interested. a P.A. system
was also installed, and "pop" records were played. As the

10th REG IMENT
Sergeant J. L. S. Grinnell aemonstrating a piece of line equi pmen t
to Major Salomons and Lietuenant Unger of the I (N.L.) Corps
Signal Battalion during their recent visit to the Regimen t. Se rgeant
T. H. Atkins and two Dutch Warrant Officers look o n

team came on to the field they were greeted with a tremendous
cheer from all their hosts, which helped to ease the nerves of
many of the players.
S 1tort
Right from the start of the game, the football was fast, direct,
intelligent and more than exciting, with the Dutch goalkeeper
doing an acrobatic leap in the first three minutes from a 30-yard
drive by Signalman Gillespie, who skippered the team. The two
teams were very evenly matched, finishing with the score standing at 2-2 and leaving the spectators as exhausted from the
excitement as were the 22 players. The Dutch were going to
present a trophy to the winning team, but as it was a draw,
it was very sportingly presented to Signalman Gillespie on the
team's behalf. The visit wound up with excellent hospitality
in their Sergeants' Mess, so that everyone returned to Krefeld
talking of the wonderful friendliness shown to them by their
hosts.
The Regimental XV met their old rivals, 16th Regiment,
on 31st October, in the second round of the Morrison Cup. It
was an extremely hard game, and the Regiment just managed
to hold off th e spirited attacks of the 16th. Corporal F . Hamphire was able to break through their three-quarters and crossed
their line twice. Corporal L. Kinsey converted one of the tries
to make the final score 10th Regiment 8, 16th Regiment o, and
send the roth on to meet 7th Regiment in the semi-finals.
T he Go K ar t Club have had another good month with a
meeting at Munster on the 4th November where the powerful
steam-engin e kart of Captain J. A. Billing carried all before
it but the Club karts suffered from maladies of the magneto,
and then at Wuppertal on 24th November the Club collected a
valuable 15 points in some very exciting racing. With 60 points
to credit, if the Regiment is not leading the field for the Whistler
T rophy at least it is well in the " van."
T he Judo Club entered the B.A.O.R. Judo Championships on
24th/25 th November. Lance-Corporal W. Hickman got through
the semi-finals and was narrowly defeated by half a point. All
competing members of the Club were awarded a higher grade
belt.
From No. I Squadron
The notes would not be complete without hearing something
from our correspondent in 1 Squadron.
Closing down a Squadron is not one of the most pleasant
tasks which could fall onto anyone's plate but I think that r
Squadron has found the answer to this rather depressing
business; it is to keep working and playing at top speed and to
forget the end product.
The end began really when we said farewell to Major J. E.
D enton who had been with us since 1959; I think it is the first
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time anyone has ever said " goodbye " standing on his head
and drinking pints of beer in record times I
Major Denton went to Singapore which made it almost a
one-for-one swop with his successor, Major G. Klosser, who
has just left there.
The Squadron had a very successful visit to a cable factory
at Rheydv.which had a most secret machine for coating multicore cable with aluminium. After the technical side of the
factory, the visitors were shown into a not so secret restaurant
where their stomachs were coated with food .
Thus bolstered up, the Squadron boxing team, under the able
leadership of Lieu tenant P. J. Brunton, won the Inter-Squadron
boxing contest, and no sooner had the blood dried and the dust
settled than a gang of willing slaves under the whip of Staff
Sergeant R. Judge tore the gymnasium apart and proceeded to
work an overnight miracle of transformation with it, to prepare
it for the Squadron dance on the following evening. This dance
was a great success, being well supported by local German girls.
A very high standard of dress was maintained by the Sergeant.Major whose eagle eye, searching for jeans, creepers and snaffle
ties soon sorted out a rather guilty looking character sneaking
in without a tie on and in rather skin tight trousers. The
dialogue went as follows: S.S.M. (to bouncer): Get that man in jeans and no tie out
of here!
Weird man (alias O.I.C., L.A.D.) : Good evening, SergeantMajor.
S.S.M. : Good evening, Sir! I've been told to throw out all
the zombies in jeans, but as you're wearing a track suit I
suppose that will be all right!
Peace reigned.
During the process of handing in our G 1098 stores a new
hobby was sprung up among the mustard keen members of
the Squadron-it is carpentry, and it is hoped by Christmas to
make sufficient tent pegs not only to cover our own one thousand
deficiencies but to have sufficient left over to give one to everybody in the Regiment!
Creepy Neper (;lob
In order to commemorate the engineering of circuits in nepers
over Pintsch Heavy Radio Relay, a special "Creepy Neper Tie"
has been made. To qualify for the tie, one must have taken
some part in the establishment of a circuit over Pintsch Radio
Relay.
Any ex-member of the Regiment who qualifies and who would
like a tie should send IIs. to Captain D. Crookes, H.Q. School
of Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks. In view of the small stock
held, early application is advised.

10th REGIMENT
Craftsman M. Chadwick, at the receiving end of a straight left
from Signalman J. W. Wyllie, during the Inter Squadron Boxing
Competition
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A Happy New Year I
Would you all, especially Chief Clerks, read our notes in
the December issue and place a copy in the reference library
marked " Homeward Bound."
From time to time we will add further helpful information.
For instance, take the times of the last trains from Darlington
to Richmond, Monday to Friday, 6.20 p.m.; Saturday, I I p.m.;
Sunday 10.30 p.m. (These times do not refer to the Catterick
specials which run at week-ends). Incidentally, the last bus is
10.40 p.m., and as many know Darlington is no place to be
stranded in-in any weather.
The weather! At the moment it is seasonal. In two days
there has been snow, thaw, fog, rain, sunshine, sleet, snow and
a howling wind.
It may be safely assumed that the recruits who recently
arrived from the Fiji Islands do not appreciate our " White
Christmas"! But then-who does? If it is any consolation
to them, the writer of these notes went from Catterick to Aden
one June. It was the year we had snow in May!
Ad,·enture! There are, however, stalwart types who go
down to the river in boats. (Some even fall in while practising).
Lieutenant B. E. Brown, A.C.C., and Lieutenant M. A. J.
Mulcahy, on the 2nd and 3rd December, competed in a rwoday canoes race on the River Wear, open to all-comers. There
were 21 entries, including six from the Army Apprentices'
School.
You won't believe this-there was not enough water in the
river over the first leg, Walsingham to Durham, and only very
light canoes stayed the course. Many a craft was mangled on
the rocks.
The second leg was from Durham to Sunderland, about 27
miles, and the first three hours were spent continuously shooting
rapids, the field constantly changing position through having
to repair holes, emptying-out water, and even de-icing the
craft.
Many were the comments to be heard over this exciting
stretch: " Help, we'll never survive this one! " " Pull to the
centre, there's some rocks ahead ! " " The - - rudder's gone
again!"
The last ro miles was a long slog down the tidal estuary. On
approaching Sunderland, shipyard workers (yes, on Sunday)
and ships' crews livened the day with ribald comment, but
at least one met his match in Lieutenant Mulcahy, who asked
him: "Is this Newcastle?" He was so shaken he dropped his
broom in the sea.
Lieutenant Brown has competed in the Devizes-Westminster
race, but Lieutenant Mulcahy has had only about 3t hours'
canoeing.
Our two stalwarts took second place in their classes and
were fifth overall.
Their craft was a Wessex Mk. II with 32in. beam, and the
winner's a PBK53, 26in. beam. The time between them was
23 minutes, in a race lasting about five hours-a magnificent
performance.

On 22nd November, W .O.II J. D.
King was presented with the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal by
the Commander, Signal Training
Brigade, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson,
o.s.o. Photographs were taken, but
the weather was very foggy, so it is
doubtful if any were clear eonugh for
publication. W.0.ll King joined the
eorps in 1943, at the age of 17.
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O. presen ting
the LS & GC to W.0.11 J. D. King,

There was a very good attendance at St. Martin's Church
on Remembrance Sunday. The Parade C.O., Adjutant and
It was the first
R.S.M. were provided by this Regiment.
parade on which personnel were dressed in No. 2 Dress. It
looked particularly smart against B.D. Our Old Comrades
approved.
Visit. The Signal Training Brigade was honoured on
30th November, with a visit by the C.S.O., SHAPE, Major·
General F. W. Moorman, United States Army.
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('nr llally. On 15th November a car rally was held
open to H:cr.;-Traihing13r!ifade and the Regiment. The cours~
was in two parts, a day section of 50 miles and a night drive
of 23 miles.
There were nine entries, and the first car away was driven
by Mrs. S. W. Brackenbury, Lieutenant M. A. J. Mulcahy was
navigator-they were last!
All check points were secret-some so secret that they
couldn't be fo~d.
The rally was won by Staff Sergeant Smith · and Sergeant
Sp_ooner in a 1936 Jaguar. They accumulated 200 penalty
points, which was an excellent result over a fiendish course
designed by Lieutenant Gordon Bartlett, of this Unit and
Lieutenant Neil Parker, R.A.E.C.
'
This rally was such a success that more will be run in the
spring.
Major-General F. W . Moorman, United States Army inspecting the
Guard of Honour outside Headquarters Mess

The Guard of Honour, with Captain B. I. Weston in com·
mand, was provided by this Unit, and a special fanfare was
played by Trumpeters of the Corps Band. This event appeared
on TV.
In the evening General Moorman gave an informative and
entertaining lecture to Royal Signals officers. His knowledge
of the British way of life, our transport, and the weather, was
as detailed as his command of the technical mysteries associated
with N.A.T.O. communications.
Cary Theatre. This month Lieutenants J. L. E.
Gryspeerdt and M. Allan joined the Unit from B.A.0.R., and
Second-Lieutenant F. Vollbracht has completed his National
Service.
Second-Lieutenant Vollbracht appeared in "Young Wives
Tale" at the Cary Theatre recently-using up some of his
leave to do so. It is said that he was "type-cast" as a Roue I
Many will be pleased to hear that the Cary Theatre still
flourishes and is well supported by the Depot. Mrs. J. Jordan
produced the last play, which was a most enjoyable comedy.
The Press described it as "the best ever."
Recruit of the Month. Last month it was stated
that competition among trainees was maintained by selecting
the best recruit and best shot in each squad.
This week, on 6th December, one man has gained both
distinctions.

He is Signalman B. H . W .
Garner, aged just over r9t.
He comes from Forest Gate,
London, E., and his last two
years of schooling was at
Brentford Secondary Modern, which he left at the
age of 15.
He was two
years in the Army Cadet
Force and 3t years in the
T.A., first as a LanceBombardier in the R.A., and
on amalgamation, elected to
join Royal Signals "as it
appeared to be more interesting."
He held his Lance
appointment
with Royal
Signals (T.A.).
After leaving school he
had three or four jobs, but
feeling restless, he decided
to join the Regular Forces
on a 22-year engagement.
He is to be trained as a
Signalman B. H. W. Garner
Special Operator.
The tradition of service runs strongly through both sides
of his family, and in particular, his father served with the 8th
Army in North Africa.
Good luck ! You, and the likes of you, are very welcome
in the Royal Corps.

,
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G~od Ad!iee. These notes will end as they began, with
more mformatlon.
It should not be necessary to point out that a soldier must
travel with his kit, as per A.F. Hu57, but this fact is either
not understood or is being ignored.
This causes unnecessary administrative problems for the
Quartermasters and Officers Commanding Squadrons.
Individuals often have to pay for deficiencies in kit which it
is alleged, "is coming by M.F.0 .. "
'
Personnel returning to U.K. by air, use up, quite wrongly,
much of th<: 66lb. b ggage allowance by bringing home presents
and souvemrs. Th s baggage allowance is inadequate for kit
anyway, now that No. 2 Dress and suitcases are issued, but the
matter has been referred to War Office.
Please accept the following suggestions:
Make more use of the postal services-some units have
" rumbled " this one, and it is working quite well.
Do not mix military kit with personal belongings.
Address military kit to the Q.M. of this Unit, which ever
method of conveyance is chosen.
Consider sending some kit in advance.
Do please remember, the soldier should arrive here with his
kit-or anywhere else, for that matter-unless otherwise
ordered.
Soldiers are responsible for their kit at all times-take no
chances.
A Happy New Year!

1·101

Regiment

I Sc111adro11. November has been a hectic month.
The last of our pre-administrative inspectfon Staff Officers
visited Gloucester on the 9th and gave us a clean bill of health.
On Remembrance Sunday morning Second-Lieutenant D.
Simmons represented the Squadron at the local Cenotaph
cc:remony and laid a wreath.
Simultaneously, SecondL1eutenant D. Lawrence and a small contingent led the military
parade at the nearby Cheltenham service, and in the afternoon
two large contingents of men and women, commanded by
qaptain R_. Barrett and Lieutenant S. Jones, W.R.A.C., part1c1pated m the Gloucester Cathedral parade service and
worthily upheld our high traditions.
. Then c~me. the gr~at day itself. Early morning fog and a
hmt of ram did nothing to damp enthusiasm but although the
sky remained overcast we got away with it. The Pipe Band
and Corps of Drums of the Junior Leaders' Regiment from
Newton Abbott looked resplendent in scarlet and blue and
added much needed colour and tone to the occasion. In fact,
they performed most nobly. Girls in olive green and men in
~ell pr~ssed ~attle dres~ completed an e.memely smart and
1mpress1ve p1ctUre which earned the commendation of
Brigadier H. W. Le Patourel, v.c., the Inspecting Officer.
After the parade, the Brigadier looked round Robinswood
and spent the afternoon at Boddington.
Public relations were at their best and many excelleJlt
pictures and captions appeared in all the local newspapers.
Other recent visitors include Brigadier D. White, o.B.E.,
C.S.O. Southern Command, Colonel R. Linton, o.B.E., A.A.G.,
The War Office, Colonel D. P. K. Rennick, a former ComTHE WIRE, JANUARY 1962

maoding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. S. Banbury, M.B.I!., the
n~w C.S.O. Comcan, and Colonel G. D. T. Harris, o.B.E.,
Signals 2.
Having s~tisfactorily disposed_ of the Annual Inspection, we
relaxed a little and let our hair down. The Officers' Mess
cocktail party was a great success and 120 guests from far
and near turned up. Warrant Officers and Sergeants too have
been holding a series of fortnightly get-togethers; the Corporals
have had another cosy party, and the Junior Ranks' Club a
cabaret and dance, at which in future we hope to have our own
Band performing.
And now for Christmas and the New Year. Quite a number
o_f parties are planned and we intend to have a very happy
time.

·

Our soccer teams still lead the R.A.F. Innsworth League
but only one point now separates "A" and "B."
'
Male basketballers recently tried conclusions with the School
of Infantry, Warminster, but were slightly outclassed. Later
on we will have another go at them.
Our g~rls fared better in the Command netball championships
at Yeovil and went on to Aldershot to compete in the final
stages but the opposition guns were too big. However, it was a
very stout effort to get as far as they did.
Lieutenant Gary Grant, the regular scribP., has wangled a
posting to 30th Regiment, to which he has been attached for
the past three months anyway, and in his stead we welcome
Major M. Turner, from Cyprus.
We gather too there are other departures in the offing.
Second-Lieutenant N. Simmons hopes to escape to civil life
soon and in the New Year Lieutenant Sheila Jones expects to
move further south. An old Spanish custom-we train 'em
someone else pinches 'em !
'
Finally, to R.H.Q., which has at long last decided to forsake
the fleshpots of the Metropolis ..for the rustic delights of
Glouce ter, we e.xtend a welcome. It is not true that we have
surrounded Block 14 with a fence of dannert wire, but we have
got it handy just in case.
2 Squadron. The Squadron has seen considerable change
in the last month. The Regimental Pay Office from Wolverley
and two other minor Units moved into the camp on 17th
November. At the same time the contractors who had been
hard at work on accommodation for this move were released
and descended on us.
We are feeding all from our cookhouse, which now looks
rather like a battlefield, with the contractors hacking away at
the walls and cooks stepping over debris to prepare the meals.
So far no casualties on either side and we are all still feeding
jolly well. Well done the A.C.C. The Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess also looked a little sorry, but their dining room
has now been enlarged and the redecoration is completed in a
most tasteful "pink and French grey." We wonder who chose
the colour scheme. The late Officer Commanding or a senior
with a " bedroom complex " ! However, the general effect is
very pleasant. We doubt if when all is finished any old member
of the Squadron would recognise the place. Our colour schemes
range through all the pastel shades of pink blue, lilac green
and yellow.
We have also een innovations in the transmitter hall with
dismantling of various types of aerials.
The efforts of the Entertainment Committee at extracting
cash are now completed. They have done their job well and
painlessly-with the draws, socials and dance meetings. We
trust the children will enjoy their party on 18th December.
May we wish all a very happy ew Year.
3 Squadron. Novembt"r will be rem··mbered as a month
of upheaval at Bampton. Alterations to the receiver building
proceed apace. For some weeks now the unfortunate shift
and maintenance staff have been faced with keeping the
equipments operating and serviceable, while walls, floors and
ceilings have been disappearing and re-appearing round about.
It would probably be more apt to describe the receiver hall as a
bomb-damage site with familiar grey equipments sitting somewhat incongruously amongst a disarray of bricks, mortar, teclwork and hardboard and plastic sheeting. The last remaining
" island " of any consequence is the MDF, and there is a
certain amount of "head scratching" by Mr. Prince, the
Technical Officer, and his staff at the moment as to the most
IS

effective method of moving it and still providing effective linecommunication. We are not inviting correspondence on this
subject, thank you ! Anyway, " hats off " to the Shift
uperintendents and their staff for maintaining almost undisturbed communications during this difficult period.
Life is not all " sunshine " either for our aerial field party,
which comprises Signals Linemen and civilian aerial riggers.
No doubt the stalwarts of the team-W.0.II C. G. Curtis,
Corporals B. H. Lee and A. Watson and Lance-Corporal E. E.
Page-ponder upon the merits of reconstructing aer_ials at ;:50
feet in the windy, wet and cold November days with a comparatively inactive warm and summery autumn hardly past.
However, these things must be, and the achievement of work
well done under adverse conditions is surely satisfying.
Earlier in the season we mentioned a new venture for the
soccer team in joining the Oxford Thursday League. I am
afraid they arc finding it tough and we mus! report large scores
all too frequently for the other side. At least that leaves room
for improvement. Anyway, best of luck in the future and to
W.O.II W. Moore, R.E.M.E., who has recently accepted the
onerous appointment of team manager.
18th REGIHENT
R o ckey. Once again the hockey season is with us and, with
the usual problems, we maintain a reasonably full programme.
This year we are running our teams on a " club " basis and
results, so far, are encouraging.
The "srars '' of our 1st XI, ably led by W.O.II (Wally)
Hammond, are going from strength to strength and always give
a good account of thems<:lves. Lance-Corporal A~dullah,
Captain Bonny Khoo and Signalman Osman are scormg frequently; whilst R.Q.M.S. License, Staff Sergeant Reed a~d
Signalman Sardul Singh assst Lance-Corporal Letchmanan 10
the defence of his goal
The 2nd XI, under the capable guidance of Major (Laurie)
Line has a full programme. This team, whilst giving games to
more players of Regimental standard, is our main reserve for
the rst XI. Selection is made from about twenty players and
the competition for a place is keen.
The 3rd XI, led by Captain Gim) Ferris of the Devon and
Dorsets, is constantly trying our potential Regimental standard
players (under combat conditions) This will, we hope, encourage
the less experienced of our players to come forward and " have
a go "-the only requirements for selection being interest and
enthusiasm.
Our Inter-Troop League is going strongly. In these matches
the emphasis is more on enthusiasm than skill.
We recently entered two teams in the D istrict Six-a-Side
tournament. After a gruelling day's play our "A" team entered
the final with the "A " team of the 19th Regiment as opponents.
The final was notable for the high standard of hockey played,
finishing with the runners-up place for us-beaten by the first
score in extra time.
Finally, a word of thanks to Sergeant Owens, who keeps the
pitches in such good condition, and to Lance-Corporal Baldev
Singh who looks after the kit, plays for the 2nd XI and umpires
occasionally.

1'1.T. Troo p . With an annual mileage which makes a
Steamship Company like P. & 0. (who are, incidentally, the
world's biggest passenger carriers) look like small fry, M.T.

ANNUAL SUBSCIUBERS' ADDRESSES
Many copies of THE WIRE and of the Royal Signals
List are returned by the Post Office with a note that
the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor
in good time of their new address.

Troop wh ich is almost entirely Malayan, make the most of the
small amount of free time available.
During August we decided to spend a Sunday at Changi and
bring along wives and children. The children particularly, love
the water, but only one of the ladies was able to overcome
tradition and get into a one-piece bathing suit. The rest had a
wonderful time simply by getting into the water clothed as they
were. A very appetising lunch was served, each family coming
very well prepared with containers filled with delicious curries.
In spite of C.I.V.s we managed to run two upgrading courses
to B II, and to celebrate, had a dinner at the Islamic Cafe in
Singapore. This was so well attended, the course has obviously
been extremely successful. After the ceremony of opening
speeches we all got down to the job of eating our way through
a delicious meal.
By the time October arrived, and we clocked up our l ,500,000
miles-I repeat one and a half million-for the first nine months
of the year, we began to look for another reason for a party.
This time the reason was the transfer of Staff Sergeant Ya'acob
to the Singapore Military Forces. Our self-appointed committee
selected the Jubilee Club in Singapore this time, and ensured
the success of the party for the M.T.0. by providing him with
a bottle of chianti and a bottle of brandy. No one has yet beard
him complain. After that lot any comment would have been
superfluous, even though he strongly denies having drunk all
the brandy.
Archery. The latest sporting activity to be undertaken by
the Regiment is archery. So far as Singapore is concerned, we
appear to be unique in that we are the only Unit that practices
this sport. Several enquiries have been received from people
of other Regiments asking if they might take part in our practices. Nobody has been refused, because it is felt this is a sure
method of spreading the gospel among other Regiments on the
island, and we hope it will lead to inter-Unit competitions.
Although the sport got off to a slow start, it is picking up
rapidly and we now get approximately twenty people turning
out for practice.
We are lucky to have the services of two very competent
archers to direct our talents (and arrows) in the right direction.
Lance-Corporal Cheal, R.E.M.E., at 237 Squadron (who already
has organised two clubs in the U.K.), and Signalman Rova1. of
249 Squadron. These two are very ably assisted by our P.T.I.,
Sergeant Lunt, A.P.T.C.
For the benefit of other Units who might be encouraged to
rake part in this sport, we would like to warn them it requires
much more skill than one would suppose, remembering one's
childhood days. Nevertheless, lack of skill is more than com·
pensated for at present by the enthusiasm of the participants

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II anti His Royal Highness The Duke of
Edinburgh visits Sierra Leone
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Seven Weeks with the Navy
LAXCE-CORPORALS G.\llDXll<:ll .\ . 'D
FARRINGTON (R.X.)

H.M.S. Rocket, an anti-submarine frigate, is affiliated to the
18th Regiment. Last month we joined the ship, as members of
the crew, for a seven-week cruise around the China Seas.
We set off for Borneo to try to intercept some of the pirates
that ply their "trade" in those waters. Despite the efforts of
Hollywood, U.S.A., pirates in Malaya have forsaken curly
beards, cutlasses and the Jolly Roger for launches and high
powered outboard motors. However our 4-inch guns would
prove more than a match for any twentieth century Bluebeard!
All small boats in the area were stopped and searched-but,
found no smugglers, all the craft concerned were innocent
fishermen. One of our neighbouring minesweepers had more
success, she caught 27 people, the convictions and sentences
totalling 290 years should keep that particular gang off the high
seas for a while !
After visiting the main towns of Borneo itself we set off for
Hong Kong. There we joined an exercise as a guard ship, on
anti-submarine duties.
All too soon, time ran out, and we had to return to Singapore.
Throughout the entire voyage we were part of the ship's company working in the Electrical Branch. This entailed repairing
anything from table fans to Radar sets. Also, as sailors, we did
watches at the wheel, on the bridge, or as look outs, but that
did not prevent us having a most enjoyable trip, to be
recommended to anybody lucky enough to have a similar
opportunity.
THE WELFARE SECTION URGENTLY- - i

REQUIRES CLOTHINGMEN'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

I

UNBEATA BLE VALUE!
THE IMPROVED

Hi 11 man Minx

4- DOOR DE LUXE SALOON

There's no value like Hillman value! Here's a car fa.med
through the years for its reliability and quality, still
further improved with a larger '1600' engine. It has a
smoother, even more exhilarating performance
throughout the whole speed range, and new
strengthened front suspension for even
greater stability. Its impeccable finish,
reliability and all-round ·safety are
hallmarks of the skilled workmanship and
high engineering qualities long associated
with everything made by Rootes.

A better buy because it's better built!

25th Novernber-lst December, l 981
We regret that owing to the absence ef the O.C. on intertour leave, we have not had recent notes published in THB
WIRE. Since our last appearance in THE WIRE, Sierra Leone
has attained full Independence within the Commonwealth, and
it is to be regretted that the notes recording that event arrived
too late for publication in the Corps magazine.
The most important event recently was the historic visit of
Her Majesty The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh to this
new country. Without a doubt the visit was an unqualified
success, and brought very closely to ti1e hearts of the people
the meaning and purpose of the Commonwealth. Needless to
say, the Force Signal Troop was fully committed. We had the

the P.A system, which was placed in the care of A.Q.M.S.
P. A. Dally, R.E.M.E. (attached). Corporal S. H. Norman
had the distinction of being selected for the duty of raising
H.M. The Queen's Sierra Leone Standard at the various
functions she attended, both in Freetown and in the Provinces.
The O.C., Captain F. V. P. Philp, and Mrs. Philp had the
honour of being presented to Her Majesty at the Officers' Mess,
Wilberforce; the 0.C. was also included in a group photograph
with Her Majes~ on the lawn in front of the Mess. In the
meantime Sergeant A. Hope was fully committed in assisting
in the transport arrangements for the world Press, which was
covering the Royal tour in strength. Crowded in the Royal
visit were many events, too numerous to mention in detailincludmg a Garden Party at Fort Thornton, a State Banquet
followed by a State Ball, a Citizens' Parade and Youth Rally, a
Congregation at Fourah Bay College, the University College of
Sierra Leone, and a visit to the Guma Valley Dam (a development project to provide a new water supply to Freetown). In
the provinces, the Queen and the Duke visited the Royal Show
at Ken~ma, the alluvial diamond workings at Hangha and
Yengema, the iron ore workings at Marampa, a Royal Durbar at
Bo, and the rice research station farm at Rokupr (one of the few
such farms in the world). From this very full programme, the
Queen and the Duke were able to wimess for themselves the
achievements of the past, and the aspirations for the future.
Before the Queen departed from Sierra Leone she was presented
with an llncut diamond of 19 carats by the Prime Minister of
Sierra Leone, the Rt. Hon. Sir Milton Margai. The evening
departure of the brilliantly lit Royal Yacht, accompanied by
the Royal Squadron, will be a sight never to be forgotten by all
who witnessed it. & the Queen sailed away, the wireless traffic
in the Signal Centre speeded up to full capacity, as historic
messages were received from the Royal Party. Corporal F.
Kamulai was the operator on the set, and in true Signals tradition, gave the Royal Navy operator a good run for his money!
As the replies to these signals were received, the Signal Centre
Staff (like other centres all over the world) continued to work
late into the night, and only rested when all traffic was cleared.

unusual experience of working to H M.Y. Briiarznia using
a Pye C 12 W /S. On the morning of the Royal arrival, we
established communication with the Royal Yacht at 0600 hours.
We also established communication on her departure; we
received signals for the Govenor General and the Prime
Minister, and also transmitted the replies thereto. We have
retained the originals, which now proudly hang on the walls of
the Signal Centre. After all it is not often that any Signal
Centre has the honour of transmitting signals for the Queen!
As far as the Military Forces were concerned, the high!ight
of the visit was the presentation of Colours to The Royal Sierra
Leone Regiment. Needless to say, we were closely involved in
T HE WIRE , JANUARY 1962

H.M. Forces posted overseas are
able· co purchase at generous tax
free races, which allow up to six
months motoring, in che U.K.
Please write for full details.
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24th REGDIENT
·I

(INDEPEXDENT) S(!UADllO:\'

THE BRIGHTON KNELL
In 1955 Cipher training was condu~ted in most upsuitable
accommodation in Gaza Line , Cattenck. It ~as knoW!l . as
4 quadron of 4 Training Regiment of the then Signal Trammg
Centre.
.
As always the Signal Training Centre was fi~ed to capaclly
and bulging at the seams-more accommo~auon had to be>
found-what better choice than for the Cipher element to
move? The problem was put to War Office who suggested ~at
Preston Barracks, Brighton, might prove suitab.le. (As a _POlllt
of interest Preston Barracks had already figured m Royal Signals
history. Many ex-members ~f the Corps. may re~ember that
prior to 1939 it was occupied by a Field R~g1me.nt Roy~]
Artillery with its attendant Royal Signals section· mdeed II
could well go back to the days of horse drawn cable wagons
when the soldiers lived in barrack rooms above the stables.)
• Preliminary and detailed surveys of the barracks were then
carried out and in due course 4 (Independent) Squadron was
established in the main Sandhurst Block in September, 1956.
This operation was not quite as simple as it sounds becau~e ~or
an overlap period of six months we had to share the buildmg
with the Royal Engineers Record Office. It was remarkably
cramped and congested. Our move also coinc~d7<1 with .the
Suez affair with its attendant demands on the trammg org:ims:ition. It was therefore of great credit to all who were servmg ID
the Squadron-and 4th Regiment of course-at that time, that
the move took place at all, and that no individual training time
was lost. Anyone who has had to organise a move of this kind
with its technical and security problems will know that the
work service programme is a hea~ache in itself. .
.
The sometimes mooted suggestion that the Brighton location
was selected by those responsible in order to get away and as
far as possible from that place we know and love so well,
Catterick, can now be given the lie, because as will be seen, the
idea came from War Office in the first place, and a very good
one too! (After all, the School of Signals is moving to Dorset,
which is a fair distance from Caterick.)
The setting up of the Squadron brought its quota of administrative problems. These were resolved by establishing us
directly under H.Q. Home Counties ~istrict for adminis~ative
purposes. Operational command remamed with 4th Regiment
and has resulted in the wearing of the Catterick Rose by
Squadron personnel, this has bro~ght va;rying comme~t~ fro~
visitors who wonder how a Cattenck Urut can be domiciled m
Home Counties District. Incidentally, it bas been found in
practice that the split in control between Sho~cli~e and Cat·
terick has worked out very well and to the sausfacuon of all.
Having at last established in the Sandhurst Block with lots
of rooms to spread ourselves in, the Squadron soon settled down
into a well-run machine. There has never been any serious
criticism of the system, work, or product, so we like to think
that the standard of efficiency bas always been reasonably high
(shoufd there be any doubting Thomases-well! Have you
ever had a tour of duty in a training organisation with all its
varied setbacks and problems?). Although training of the Biil
Cipher Operator has been the main plank of the Squadron's
platform, a great deal of work has been spent on other activities
such as upgrading and assistance to me T.A.
A few figures may be of interest.
To date, and since setting up shop in Brighton a total of
1,461 recruit trainees have passed through the school; of these
only 48 have failed to make the grade. Of 261 upgraders, only
29 failed to qualify.
Before a basic trainee comes to Brighton he has already
qualified as a Teleprinter Operator up in Catterick. In 1960
when training pressure was at its height, we in Brighton undertook this preliminary Teleprinter training for Cipher Operators.
We have also had quite a lot of W.R.A.C. through our hands
and it is to their credit that they have never been one whit
behind the men. We understand that this is borne out by their
subsequent work in Field Units.

e Have

you placed a standing order for a copy of
" The Wire " ?
Why not do so now ?
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We like to think that our cipher school is as good as any other
training establishment in the Army. It is with greatest regret
that security regulations prevent us being able to hold open
house from time to time.
On the civil side, it was apparent that as the only Regular
Army Unit in Brighton and, indeed for miles around, there
must be no blotting of copy books. It is to the credit of the
Squadron that without any pressure or restrictions in any way,
there have been no incidents at all which could cause eyebrow
raising. If anything, the opposite is true and we have given
assistance from time to time at various civic events, for instance
we help in the arrangements of the annual Remembrance Day
Parade by providing markers and church orderlies, and helping
to muster the parade. In fact the writer has had it rema rked
to him by two Mayors of Brighton that so far as behaviour is
concerned, the soldiers in Preston Barracks are a credit to the
Service and that it would be regretable if ever they were to
leave. Alas, that time is now approaching, and sometime after
January, 1962, the Cipher School is due to be integrated with
8th Regiment. The present Squadron, as such, will disband.
Thereafter, no longer will the young would-be Cipher Operators
at Catterick be able to look forward to a few weeks by the sea;
no longer will duty visits be possible for all those interested
in c '. pher activities!
Finally, Major Alex Wood (" F" Company, 1928) who was
primarily responsible for setting up 4 (Independent) Squadron
in 1956 retired in September, 1959. He is now mine host of
the " Old Ship Inn " midway between Lewes and Uckfield,
and all Corps members are always welcome. The 500 rose
trees which grace the front of Preston Barracks are there due
entirely to his persuasive efforts, and the generosity of the
parks and gardens departments of Brighton Corporation. So
whilst it may be unknown to future occupants, those 500 trees
represents a lasting remembrance of 4 (Independent) Squadron,
24th Regiment. Vale l

21st REGIMENT
lletirenaent of Colonel D. E. Harrison, O.B.E.
This month we have been sorry
to see the retirement of Colonel D.
E. Harrison, o.B.E., who has been
our Chief Air Formation Signal
Officer with the Royal Air Force in
Germany since April, 1958.
The occasion was well marked by
a parade at R.A.F. Laarbruch. This
consisted of detachments from the
Regiment and from two Independent
Air Formation Signal Squadrons,
namely 220 and 22r. After the three
Independent Units had marched past
the saluting base in line, Colonel
Harrison addressed all ranks and
wished them every success for the
future.
After the parade, Colonel Harrison, who was accompanied by
Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. H. Swallow,
C.A.F.S.0. designate, made a short
tour of Laarbruch which started at
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess. Here they were introduced to
a number of Senior N.C.0.s from
the Regiment and from the two
Squadrons. The next engagement
was drinks at the Officers' Mess
where Air Formation Signal Officers
from all over B.A.0.R. were introduced to Colonel Swallow and
Colonel Harrison was presented with
a farewell gift. Finally a ' top table '
luncheon, attended by the Station
Commander, Group Captain C. S.
Colonel 0.
E. Harrison,
G. Stanbury, D.s.o., D.F.C., A.F.c.,
O.B.E., Chief Air Formation
R.A.F. Laarbruch, rounded off what
Signal Officer R.A.F. Germany
must have been a very memorable
April 'SB-Nov. 61
day for Colonel Harrison.
All ranks will remember Colonel and Mrs. Harrison with
esteem and affection and send them their best wishes on their
retirement.

Colonel D. E. Harrison, O.B.E. inspecting Regimental Quarter
Guard on the occasion of the farewell parade at Laarbruch. In
attendance Lieutenant-Colonel D. M Haslehust, Sergeant M. H.
White (Guard Commander)
28th REGIMENT
November has been an exceptionally busy month for the
Regiment in all fields. We have had our annual administrative
visi.t, changed Commanding Officers, been busy in the Army,
Rh111e Area and Morrison Cup activities, carried out an unusual expedition by water, held our first Regimental motor
rally and completed annual range classification.
The annual administrative occasion this year was a visit, and
not an inspection. Our "visitor" was the new Rhine Area
Commander, Brigadier J. W. A. Stares, who had a hectic day
seeing all parts of the Regiment. The visit had, of course, been
preceded by the usual satellite inspections and be came primed
with a host of pot:ntially embarassing questions. All went off
well. The Regimental Quarter Guard under Sergeant P. Lasota
was especially complimented. (Arriere pensee-where did those
water bottle corks get to? and who was it who had a can of oil
in his store?)
The big o::ca ion of the month was, undoubtedly, the handover of command of the Regiment by Lieutenant-Colonel J. R.
West to Lieutenant-Colonel W. D. S. Renton which was finalised
on Saturday, 25th November, with two· formal handing-over
parades. Colonel West had been with us for two and a half
years and had completed the welding of 18th and 19th Regim~nts into 28th Regiment. Under his ministration the Regiment soared to success in Army Motor Cycling and Morrison
Cup boxing to mention only two items and was active in many
fields. We wish him good luck in hi new job and also ay
farewell to Mrs. West, remembering that in addition to a very

-
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ADVENTURE TRAINING EXPEDITION - RIVER MOSEL
Bock row: Major R. Painter, Corporal Mutch, Corporal Field,
Craftsman Sims
Front row: Signalmen Lindsay, Shard, Jeffrey
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active "Mrs. O.C." function she found time to fit in a new
baby whilst with the Regiment. We welcome LieutenantColonel and Mrs. Renton who have quickly settled in at
Rheindahlen. Our new Colonel comes at a time of great change
as the Regiment is about to plunge into full "Natoisation " and
he, for one, already knows what it is to be " thrown in the deep
end."
In tJ:ie field of s~rt we ha".'e br<;>ught off a great triumph in
the Rhine Area Boxmg Champ1onsh1ps by defeating 15 Advanced
Base Ordnance Depot in the final and retaining the Cup for a
further year. Now we meet 15th/19th Hussars in the B.A.O.R.
Competition. In Morrison Cup boxing we meet the winners of
16th versus 21st Regiments in the ew Year. In soccer, too
suc:::ess attended our .flag in. November. After a hard replay
we defeated AGRA Signals m the first round of the Morrison
Cup and went on to beat 16th Regiment in the next round after
a game which resembled nothing quite as much as a mudbath.
In th:: Army Cup we defeated the 1st Battalion Prince of Wales's
Own Regiment of Yorkshire by 6 goals to 5. In the next round
we meet the 1st Battalion The Welsh Guards. Unfortunately
our success at boxing and soccer is not repeated in rugger
hockey and basketball, in all of which sports we have beer:.
knocke~ ~mt of the Morrison Cup Competition. Troop games
are thnvmg and the L.A.D. currently leads in both soccer
and hockey leagues at Francisca.
An unusual event in November was an expedition by canoe
down the fast-flowing River Mosel from Trier. Eight adventurers in three double and rwo single kayak-type canoes started
early on 7th November in a near-blizzard and covered 50 kilometres including a dangerous " rapid " and two or three dams
under construction On the second day 55 kilometres were
covered as far as Zell. On the way, two men, Lance-Corporal
Lynch and Signalman Jeffrey, capsized their <;anoe whilst trying
to " shoot " a French Army pontoon bridge. They were rescued,
in soggy state, by amused French poilus who are now more
firmly convinced than ever that the British are mad. A short
run of 35 kilometres before lunch on the third day and the
party reached Cochem where " relief " transport awaited them.
They had lived for three days and nights on their own resources
(food, bivouacs, sleeping bags, etc.). Major Robin Painter led
the partv, and Corporals Field and Mutch, Lance-Corporal
Lynch, Signalmen Shard, Jeffrey and Lindsay, and Craftsman
s :ms were the remaining canoeists. They intend to go again!
Cbr:sunas is upon us once again, so D ecember looks like
being as busy as November. In addition we are preparing for
the arrival of a Netherlands Signal Squadron in Francisca. After
th"s only the arrival of the Canadians at Rh eindahlen will be
needed to make us a four nation Regiment.
SIGN.\L
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Since our last notes in the magazine, numerous changes have
taken place; we have won, and lost, at sports. We have been
dehydrated with water rationing, and now. in the afternoons,
several members of the unit have used flippers to come to
work, as we are now having the back-ration of rain.
The changes in personnel are numerous, Major D enton has
taken command of the unit, vice Major Parsonage, who is
leaving us very soon, having completed his tour.
Major
Richardson is Second-in-Command, vice Captain Amos who is
now enjoying himself in Bangkok. Captain ealon is our new
Chief Instructor, Lieutenant Bradbury having returned to U.K.
Second-Lieutenant Harris, now a civilian. has not been replaced. So, from a bachelor-administered unit, we are now
very much a married one and we extend our welcome to the
ladies of the new officers. Even Lieutenant dris must have
taken the hint, as he has now joined the ranks of the Pads,
congra tu la tions.
Within the ranks, we say farewell to Sergeant Heath (R.H.E.)
and welcome to Staff Sergeant Alfred (Umpitty Poo). Congratulations to Sergeant Gaze on his recent promotion.
In the sports lines we have played many game , but the
only success is that of gaining the Inter-Squadron Soft Ball
Cup, for which we must give thanks to the Au ie Signal chaps
attending trade training courses.
The elf-help work on our cinema has been completed, with
rhe result that we can it in air-conditioned comfort and enjo:
films on electronics (???) or Mickey Mou e. A complaint wa
registered by a group of officers who had the use of the cinema
for a lecture, that it was too cold. I would suggest that their
veins contain water, or their ap has drained into their feet.
The project for the open air theatre has got as far as stick
in the ground, money in the account and drawing approved.
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Life is full of oddities. Not the least odd is Hong Kong. To
mo t people it's a pin-point on the bottom right-h_and ed~e
of the map of China, with the letters (Br.) after it. It is
amazing how many people think the place is either a small town,
or even a sort of desert island. Oddly enough, it isn't like that
at all.
T o the visitor, the main impact of Hong Kong lies in its
people. There are well over three million of tJ:iem here, more
than in the whole of New Zealand . More children are born
every year than in the whole of Canada. There are more cars
to ever y mile of road than anywhere else in the world. T here
are restaurants to cater for every taste-British, Austrian
F rench, Italian, Indian, Malay and every Chinese province, to
name a few. There are smart r estaurants in skyscrapers; scruffy
little places in side streets· restauran ts perched in viewpoints
way up a mountainside, and flo ating restaurants. There are no
licensing Jaws. Land is created by tearing down hillsides and
dumping the soil in the sea. Water is rationed, not seriously,
but enough to be a nuisance. I t is simply turned off for a
few hours per day.
The scenery is magnificent. There are mountains, which,
thanks to the Forestry Commission, are reminiscent of the
Pennines : small plains where straight roads and avenues of
trees are like the plains of Iraly-except for the smell of duck
farms and rice paddy. The east side of the Colony is indented
with fjords and bays, and looks almost Norwegian. At night
Victoria and Kowloon can fairly claim to be the most beautiful
cities in the world. For air safety reasons, no neon light is permitted to flash, so that the myriad coloured sky signs and
advertisements are steady and clear.
For the signalman, Hong Kong has every problem there ever
was. H.F. radio is all r ight by day: practically useless at night.
V H .F . is fine, except that for every mountain there's a deep
valley each side. Permanent lines cannot be erected on wooden
poles. There are termites. The ground is decayed granite,
too bard for a cable plough. There can be no straight D.R. run
from Victoria to anywhere; else in Kowloon or the New Territories, because the harbour must be crossed, and there has been
the same argument for the last 50 years, as is still going on
over the Channel runnel at home. You may th ink you have
seen a mixed unit: what about this one?British officers and other ranks
British W.R.A.C.
Hong Kong other ranks
Hong K ong Chinese civilians
and all in one Squadron l
There are many Hong Kong other ranks, or H .K .0.R., to
be seen wearing our cap badge. They are in all trades, except
comcen operator and cipher, and on the whole are good soldiers :
they like learning, for to the Chinese education is the most important thing in the world. They are cheerful men, who are
tremendously willing to oblige, and very sensitive to criticism,
for public criticism means loss of " face ." Serious loss of face
can be worse than physical injury to a Chinese. They like a
good parry and have one good custom-once food has b!!en
eaten (say sixteen courses) the party is over and there is
no need to sit around fidgeting and wondering if it's time to
say goodbye. The host announc:!s the fact.
Sport in Hong Kong is a bit peculiar. There is every kind of
sport here (except ski-ing, ice skating and polo), but they are
all played simultaneously, because the summer is too hot and
humid for team games. It isn't impossible to watch cricket,
soccer, hockey and rugby in one afternoon and go on to a boxing
march in the evening, if anyone is so gluttonous a sports fan.
Finally, there is the fronti er. Across it comes a high proportion of Hong Kong's food, and goes much of Ch ina's imports. The frontier, like everyth ing else in Hong Kong, is a
~ tud y in contrasts.
One one side there is constant life and
activ ity; on the other is profound quiet. I t looks rather uninteresting by comparison.
S IGXALS BRANCH , 11.Q., J 7 Gl.illK ll A
DIVTSION /O.C.F.J,.

Our Chief Signal Officer, Colonel B. R. M. Hayles, left us at
the beginning of D ecember, and the appointment of C.S.O.
lapsed with his departure. Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Wotton,
O.B.E .. now has the dual role of Commander, Gurkha Signals,
and Commander, Royal Signals, Malaya.

The branch looks back on an extremely busy year. The outstanding events have been several exercises, among which
Exercise "Trinity Angel" (a three-we~k Brigade Group exercise)
and two amphibious exercises are of particular note; the communications problems involved in the build:ng of the Commonwealth military cantonment at Terendak Camp (a la rge
headache for the Telecommunications Staff); the reorganisation
of G urkha Signals and 230 Sq uadron (O.C.L.F.); the nightmares involved by the " Jackpot" re-equipment programme
(has anyone seen a 500-watt engine, a 27ft. mast, a remote
control unit, or a 24-volt conversion kit?); and the D ivisional
motor cycle trials.
ext year promises to be equally busy, with several large
ex.rc:ses already being planned.
We welcom!! Lieutenan t (T.0.T.) C. J. Bayfield as S.O.
(Telecommunications), and Sergeant H. Longbottom as h:s
clerk.
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Since the last contribution, two main events have taken place,
firstly, Exercise " Cormorant," and secondly, D ashara, the
Gurkha festival.
Exercise " Cormoran t " was held in the
Kuantan area on the east coast. The main objects of the
exercise were to practice air support and re-supply by air. T h is
is the first time the Brigade has been able to practice this fully.
The airportable element was flown in by Beverley, wh ile the
remainder wen t up by road. The road party set up air head
oommun ications and for1med the " follow-on " .element of
Brigade H.Q. The H .Q. for the majority of the exercise was
sited on the beach, which proved very <;:onvenient for bathing,
and it was also an excellent landing strip-at low tide. For
the exercise the H .Q. was considerably increased in size and
number of vehicles, with B.A.S.0.s and A.S.S. ten tacles, and
even the Royal N avy. The Royal Navy were rather like fish
out of water in Brigade H .Q., but managed successfull y to direct
helicopters to the right place fro m under an elegant Chinese
oiled paper umbrella. As this was the first exercise of its kind
done by us, initial teething troubles were encountered. F or
example, one free drop of jerricans had to be cancelled to a
Battalion H.Q., as there were men wandering around in the
Dropping Zone.
Another pilot who had arrived over his
Dropping Zone took rapid avoiding action as the wrong coloured
verey ligh t, a red one, which meant go away, had been fired .
It was learn!!d later that the unit went hungry! On another
occas:on, the Squadron Commander called a Signals " 0 "
Group and asked O.C. " J " T roop to come up from the air
head 30 miles away. About 10 minutes later O.C. " J " T roop
was seen strolling along into Brigade H .Q., still out of breathas a result of runnin g from his tent to catch a helioopter. At
the time Brigade H .Q. was being " stonked " by fighters from
H .M.S . Vic torious at tree-top level, at least 90 per cent of the
HQ. was on the beach cheering wildly. The return journey
was made along some new later ite roads, and on stopping for
a break, the facial colour of both the Gurkhas and the British
Officers was the same-a dirty orange. This was a sour ce of
considerable amusement to the Gurkhas. The Squadron staged
at G emas, and for evening bhat the O.C. suggested wild boar,
but d espite the efforts of two Malay policemen the S.S .M . and
Captain Copeland's Malay (19th Regimen t please note) it was
unob tainable; however, a reasonable meal was made of five
chicken, killed, plucked and curried, with in the hour.
On arrival back from Kuantan, the whole Squadron began
to help r igh t away with the D ashara arrangemen ts, which our
small rear party had been doing du ring the previous week. The
whole week was a succession of " Khanas "-parties.
The
main events were the K alaratri Nautch, on 17th October, and
the H ead Cutting (Mar K ame) on 18th October . All the
Gurkha un its in Brigade H.Q. join together for this occasion.
The K alaratri Nautch goes on all night; at sunrise there wer(!
only the Squadron Officers left to " view " the dawn, the guests
having left about midnight after, we hope, an enjoyable parry.
The head cutting. the followin g morning, was successful, so we
shall enjoy good luck for the next twelve months.
V.H.F. Troop from the Gurkha Signal Regiment arrived in
the Squadron at the end of September. We are pleased to
welcome Captain Ridlington and his Troop So far, they have
been settling in and doing some route training in Singapore;
we suspect in the Bugis Street area !
Sport. -Football ended on a sad note by the Squadron
being knocked out in the first round of the sixes. Hockey is
now with us and we are hoping to do bettel' in this league.

Squadrons and Troop
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COMCAN have the builders in I At Tanglin, the receive
consoles are covered in dust and the operators grimly stick to
their posts as walls come down about their ears and Chinese
labourers erect obstacle courses of scaffolding between them and
the canteen.. And why? We are making room in the T.R.C. for
the G.H.Q. Signal Centre.
The builders have just left the Transmitter site, after extending
the technical buildings complex, and at Amoy Quee Receiver
ration rhey are still hard at work expanding the administration
area into a minor barracks. We have an Australian unit in the
camp now, and their coming has meant a lot of building,
and has at last given us the justification for a Sergeants' Mess
(opened 20th December). We have also had the canteen doneup, and the sports facilities improved; so the coming of our
Commonwealth friends i very welcome. They are on British
rations, which are a bit meagre for an Australian, who usually
starts the day with a huge steak breakfast. They get an increased allowance to make up for their deprivation, and most
of them have promised to invest it in beer, to the benefit
of station funds.
If you are ever in Singapore, do come and see us! Everyone
else does! We have been happy to welcome to our stations in
recent weeks quite a few V.I.P.s, including Brigadier E. I. E.
Mozley, Director, Telecommunications, who was very much
"on the ball," and Air Vice-Marshal W. P. G. Pretty, c.B.,
A.0.C. Signals Command, Royal Air Force, who is another
really keen communicator. The District Commander and
other local notables have also visited; and Transmitters had
a visit from Doctor J. S. Ward, of the University of Melbourne,
who was interested in our back-scatter experiments, and confirmed that they were on the right lines.
Christmas is very near as I write, and " Operation Santa " is
engaging half the Squadron out of hours, and quite a few during
the working day, too. The Tanglin element comes under 18th
Regiment for all aspects of administration, and a full social programme is planned. For the children of the Tanglin-based
Troops, we are running our own party, and out at the transmitter and receiver stations there is the usual determination
to go one or two better. Their plans are impressive and there
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On 1st December, 1961, 239 Squadron (Eastern Command)
moved from Warren Camp, Crowborough, to Beavers Lane
Camp, Hounslow. At first sight, th is is not a very important
piece of news, but it is really the end of an era for Royal
Signals. Crowborough was the first home of the Corps on
its formation in 1920, and Signal Units have been stationed
there for most of the intervening years. The future of Warren
Camp is uncertain, but it seems unlikely that the Corps will
have any more units stationed at Crowborough or Maresfield.
Not very long ago, Brigadier Norman Barker dug up a horseshoe at his home at The Paddock, Maresfield, and one can
imagine what a flood of memories this would have brought back
to him had he pondered on how it came to be there. We
wonder, rather uneasily, what evidence of our occasional inabaliry to make the stores accounts balance may one day be
revealed to some other gentleman digging in his garden at
Crowborough.
It is at present intended that part of Warren Camp will
continue to be used for annual training by T.A. Units, and
the Squadron is retaining the equipment rooms for their use.
A small detachment of civilians will look after the equipment,
and as much help as possible will be given to units camping at
Crowborough.
The move is not a happy one for the Squadron. The military
establishment drops greatly, and we lose most of our independence. However, we hope to join forces with 238 Squadron, and
605 Troop in sporting and other activities, and between us
we may be able to make " Royal Signals, Hounslow," a force
to be reckoned with.
The move and re-organisation have brought postings for
many old and new members of the Unit. We have recently
said goodbye to Major J. Mc.D. Glass, M.B.B., Major S. C.
Moore, Captain E. J. Brooks, Second-Lieutenant G. M. B.
Wilson, S.S.M. J. G. Woodley, Sergeants A. D . Webster, J.
F. Shipp and many others. The good wishes of the Squadron
go to all of them and their families in their new stations.
24 0 S (tUADRON

Visit of C.-in-C. Signal C ommand R.A.F. to Com co n Receiver Station , Singapore,
Le ft to right : Colonel A. F. Freeman, M.C. (C .R. Signals Singapore), Air Vice Mar-

s hall W . P. G. Pretty , C.B., C.B.E. (C. in C. Signal Command R.A.F.). Captain
J. E. W . Tho mpson (0.C. Re ceiver Station), M' Jo· W . F. D. Hawkins (0 .C. 237
Signal Squ adron ). Ai r Commodcrc L. H. Greenman ( enior Technical Staff
Officer , H.Q .. F.E. A.F.)
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is little to choose between their Christmas lunch menus, but
Receivers, who came fourth in the District Minor Units Cooker y
Contest, hope to take the honours. The Squadron Commander
usually manages to be at one station for the soup and to arrive
at the other with the nuts, so he can hardly act as judge. U p at
Bangkok, the hotel in which our detachment is billeted, intends to make a " just like home" meal for the boys, but the
O.C., Captain Amos, has sent an urgen t demand for tmned
Christmas pudding. We have the pud and are looking for an
aircraft to get it up there. Inciden tally, Colonel A. F. Freeman,
M.c., Commander, Royal Signals, Singapore, has just been up
on an inspection visit to the detachment. They love visitors,
and enjoved having a senior officer to look them over, and
Colonel Freeman brought back a pretty good report of them.
To all our fellow stations in the COMCAN network and to
all Service communicators everywhere, we wish a very happy
and successful New Year (sunspots or no sunspots !).

When it came to our ears that there was a shortage of good
tradesmen in the Corps, this Squadron immediately posted all
its excellent tradesmen to raise the morale and trade standards
of various Signal Regiments, chiefly in B.A.0.R. In other
words, we were ordered to disband our Mobile Troop. They
were a jolly good Troop and we wish them the best of luck
in their new stations.
The inevitable happened, the day our last operator left, on
posting, the Staff instructed us to man three wireless stations.
Our suggestion that the chairborne should be issued with " Doit-yourself" radio kits was not appreciated. You cannot win!
Particularly playing dominoes with sharks like Sutton.
The males of the Squadron are now outnumbered four to
one by the W.R.A.C. It must sound like page one of " Arabian
Nights" to chaps stationed in the desert, but our men are all
well-married and have their families with them.
Our W.R.A.C. girls went to Catterick to play netball and returned with a silver cup as Northern Commands champs for
the second year running. The effort was particularly praiseworthy, as 20 Independent Company, W.R.A.C., whom they
defeated, have an establi hment six times the size of ours. Well
done, Sergeant Seager.
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left to right standing : Private A. Livingstone, Second Lieutenant B. MacmillanHunter , Ma jor L. Beaumont, Sergeanc A. Se.a.ger, Private R. Part ri dge
Left to right, kneeling : Privates A. Sand ison , S. Connor, C. Macdonald
Those unable to attend for the photograph · Priva tes S. Warley, M. Mclaughlin ,
J. Powell

Hebrew Post. If Corporal Punishment will write to
Rhoda Bike, of this Squadron, he will learn something to wipe
that damned silly grin off his face.
257 sqUADRON"

A combination of New Year's resolutions, research for Historical Records and seeing 255 Squadron mentioned in November's issue of THE WrRE has shamed us into returning to print.
Strange how the attempt to draft notes for THE WIRE results
in an immediate seizure of the grey matter on all things witty
and scintillating and an abundance of ideas on Administration
Inspections, Visits, Exercises and prizegivings. Without doubt
the abundance of such information contributes much towards
the circulation troubles of our Regimental magazine. Some wag
will by now be penning the obvious retort about your correspondent's grey matter but, have no fear, he knows his limits.
It has taken three years to write this since our last WIRE
notes. Is this a record too?
Since our last appearance (ask Steeple Bumstead Signal
Squadron when that was) we have matured into a Squadron
and moved to sample some of the wine, women and song in
B.A.0.R. Those seeking information on wine and song should
apply to Staff Sergeant " Hoppy " and on women to Corporal
" Charlie " of Radio Relay fame. For the high brow, information
on suitable exercise locations can be given by any member of
the Squadron. We were beginning to wonder if they did have
a barracks for us.
In October we were fortunate to have a twenty-five per cent.
increase in our posted strength of officers when Lieutenant A.
Tregoning stopped oscillating between Shrivenham and The
School. Lieutenant P. Valder was delighted to see some one
else arrive to share his burden. Major R. G. Jones, the founder
of the original Troop, is still with us and the officer complement
i made up by Captain D. Gittins.
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Who ever heard of anyone d ecrying the C.I.V. team whilst
they were inspecting his vehicle? We h ave-it does not pay
off-r4 "A" jobs. Is this a record?
We are very proud of our Gunner R egimental soccer team;
it has six of the Squadron playing in it and is unbeaten in the
Garrison League. We even provide the soccer officer in the
form of Captain Gittins who had the misfortune to be on leave
when the job became vacant.
Anyone interested in a cheap winter holiday n ear that
famous B.A.0.R. holiday resort of Winterburg? Excellent
cuisine-all varieties of compo provided. Fresh air guaranteed
24 hours a day-you can't help but get it in a tent. Conducted
tours of local beauty spots covering 50 miles-<ln foot. W e are
booked up until January-even S.S .M. " Joe " Cryer h as
volunteered-it must be ·the pressure of work that forces them
to go. However there must be some consulation there as all
those who have been want to go back. Is it the local Gast H aus?
We wonder if other outfits in B.A.O.R. would be interested in
some good expeditions in the local areas? We can recommend
the following trips, more d etails on request. A leisurely canoe
trip from Coblenz to Cologne camping and drinking en route.
o paddling required really except to dodge barges. D efinitely
exciting and easy to arrange. H itch hiking to Garmisch Partingkirchen and a leisurely walk around the local Alps. This can be
done nicely in three-four days. Area very expensive and compo
should be taken . The Y.M .C.f\. in Amsterdam offers many and
very lovely atrractions. Anything not involving tents and rough
living is frown ed upon here but Amsterdam has its compensations . Quite cheap, too. A canoe trip, rather arduous this, from
Ulm in Bavaria to Vienna on the D anube. About 14 days
required. Planning should start now.
Now what else was there to tell you? Oh, yes! Recruiting.
One of our old three-year Regular boys returned the other
day in the form of Lance-Corporal D. Thorpe. Welcome back
to ·the fold, life can't be all that bad with us. Volunteers to
serve with us must possess the following qualifications: Class
I trade in the new trade structure, G.C.E. in at least five subjects, represented the Army in at least one major sport, capable
of driving clapped out vehicles and a conduct sheet that will
not challenge some of our better known police baiters. Candidates should apply at an early opportunity for our present
National Service element are thinking seriously of signing on
at the end of their extra six months' service.

633 TROOP
(CARIBBEAN)
COMPANY OPS. ON HURRICANE ••HATTIE"
We have just survived the worst hurricane to hit the
Caribbean since 195r. For three days it looked as if "Hattie"
was coming straight for Jamaica, but at the last moment she
veered away and we watched with growing anxiety as she
headed towards British Honduras.
Our detachment there, commanded by Lance-Corporal J. H.
Clayforth, with Lance-Corporal Christie (Radio Technician)
and Signalman P. D. Morris, h_ad only recently occupied their
new hurricane-proof transmitter site.
As roe hurricane approached they were put on a continuous
24~hour watch and Signalman Morris was sent into the town
of Belize to establish communications at the Police Station.
At eleven o'clock on the night of the 30th October, she struck,
and our aerial was blown down. Clayforth and Christie put it
up again and kept through. At two minutes to one the next
morning a flying piece of corrugated iron roofing cut one of
the aerial masts in half and the full fury of the storm was upon
them.
Belize, the capital, was the hardest qit. Twenty consecutive
tidal waves, I<i feet high, surged over the low sea wall, drowning
372 people. Winds of up to 200 miles an hour smashed houses
into matchwood. In the Anny camp only four buildings
remained standing. The transmitter site was one and the
NAAFI, in which the soldiers and their families were sheltering,
another.
Next morning, when the wind had abated enou~h to be
safe, they erected a new aerial. which Lance-Corporal Christie
held up in the driving rain. They were through ae:ain and the
first signals of the disaster came out. Cable and Wireless and
airport radio were completely destroyed, so Royal Si~nals and
one "ham ;• operator passed all the traffic. Ours inch:1ded the
first Press report for the Daily Express, by Geoffrey Thursby.
Luckily the airport runway survived and soon rescue planes
were on the way. During the subsequent relief operations not
one civilian died of starvation or disease. This reflects great
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credit on the three Services who participated, as all crops and
many stocks of food had been destroyed .
This was a real combined operation and the variety of ships,
squadrons and units that came up on our radio nets or plugged
into our telephone exchanges kept the operators searching the
call sign books for identifications. Among the more notable
ones were:
Her Mtfjcsty's Ships Londonderry, Troubridge and Vidal.
The U .S. Carrier Antietam and destroyers Corry and Bristol.
R.A.F. Squadrons 42, 204, 210 and 5II with their Shackletons
and Hastings.
Army Units--I Royal Hampshire Regiment, 1 Worcester~hire Regiment and 12 Field Engineer Squadron.
Headquarters-Cincarib Panama, Bahamas, British Guiana,
H .Q. 12 Engineering Group, Belize, and U.S. Naval Base,
Guantanamo·.
Jn those first desperate weeks our main link cleared 1,n2
signals and only twice did the operators send that welcome
signal QRU.
As a small Radio Troop we were hard pressed to mainta:n
the extra communications required and it was with some relief
we greeted Lieutenant Marples and his fire brigade r elief force,
when they stepped out of an R.A.F. Shackleton on the 7th
November. They had come from 3rd Regiment and did sterling
work until the rehabilitation of .the civilian commw1ications
was completed.
Our Allies the Americans helped us with a second voice
link to Cincarib and an extremely useful V.H.F. link from the
airport to Belize. They were having considerable trouble with
the former at night, as conditions were pretty vile.
"Why don't you try C.W. ? " I urged Lieutenant Cockle.
"Well, my guys ain't so hot with them bug keys and I ain't
got no radio teletype kit down here."
"Take this key anyway," I replied, "and give it a try."
" You're too kind, Major. My guys are goin' to love me for
this."
They built two new aerials and got through on voice the next
night. However, we parted the best of friends and Signalman
Sainsbury sports a most extraordinary combat cap, while
Sergeant Altenberger keeps his pants up with one of those real
cute stable belts.

==Sport
Rugby Foot/Jal/
IU)YAL SIGNALS v. no,·itL ABTH.LEB'i'
Woolwich, 17th November, 1961.
Royal Signals 8 points, Royal Artillery 3 points.
Apart from a mist, which threatened to close in, conditions
were excellent when the Gunners kicked off at \Voolwicb
against the Corps.
Following up rapidly, they found touch, and thereafter held
the Corps between the halfway line and their twenty-five for
some fifteen minutes.
Both front rows had a difference of opinion with the referee
on his definition of " binding " and, as a result, a string of
penalty kicks were awarded. Owing to the Gunners' territorial
advantage, things did not look too bright for the Corps; however Second-Lieutenant J. Ginone (R.A.) was unable to reap
any benefit until his third attempt. Meanwhile, on the odd
occasions when Signals managed to fight their way into the
Gunners' half, Signalman T. Sam uel failed twice, once from
the halfway and once from wide out. Difficult kicks both
times.
Corporal I. Love and Gunner D . Wardle (the Lancashire
player) were both moving their three-quarter lines well, and
some spirited attacks were put in, but little came of them,
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as the Gunners lacked penetration on the wing , whilst the
Signals' backs never got it to the wings.
Just before half-time, a break by Corporal I. Love, followed
by some good passing, saw Corporal D . A. Williams off on a
thirty-yard run. A heel from the " tight head " caught the
Gunners slightly on the wrong foot and Second-Lieutenant .
Small was able to break through the centre before they finally
recovered; however, he was unable to get the ball to the wing,
owing to a concentration of the Gunners, and he wen t for the
line on his own. He was finally brought down on the goal line.
The Gunners had had two narrow escapes and half-time, which
followed, enabled them to recover.
Half-time score: ROYAL ARTILLERY 3, ROYAL SIGN.\LS o.
On the resumption tactics seemed to have changed on both
sides, as each side appeared to be concentrating on the mistakes
of the other, and the orthodox approach tended to fade into
the background. From the spectator's point of view, this could
not have been better, as interceptions, loose balls, resulted in
movements the length of the field with the usual " panic
stations " at the rec iving end. Either side might have scored,
however, the score remained at 3 points in favour of the
Gunners well into the second half.
By this time the Gunners were feeling the pace, and their
covering was a little more laborious. A break by Corporal I.
Love seriously threatened the Gunners' line, as he had four
supporters with him.
Unfortunately, Second-Lieutenant R.
Shiner was unable to hold his pass. Shortlly afterwards be
made amends.
Gunner D. Wardle, who had been outstanding, made his one
and only mistake : be fumbled a pass just short of bis twentyfive. Signalman T. Regan, Second-Lieutenant S. Small and
Second-Lieutenant R. Shiner were up like a flash and Shiner
scored under the posts. Second-Lieutenant Thompson converted.
Time was running out rapidly, and Gunner D. Wardle, as if
to offset his misdemeanor, made a beautiful break, supported
by backs and forwards, in full cry. Only desperate defence
saved a try, but at the cost of a penalty, which was well
within range. With minutes to go, a conversion would have
given the Gunners the lead. The tension was too much for
the kicker, and the audible sighs of relief and anguish sounded
like a summer breeze.
The drop-out was followed by a forward rush, which took the
Signals into the Gunner twenty-five. A break from a subsequent line-out saw Signalman Higham take the ball and two
Gunners some 15 yards before being pulled down.
The last try was neatly executed. Following a heel from a
set scrum inside the Gunner twenty-five, Signalman T. Regan,
the scrum-half ran in one direction, leaving the ball; Signalman Davis went in the opposite direction, taking the ball and
scoring under the posts before the Gunners knew what had
happened.
Second-Lieutenant R. Thompson's attempt at the conversion was "just one of those things."
Overall, it was a most interesting match. The Gunners had
the weight and height against the faster but lighter Signals, who
took advantage of the dry conditions. It was obvious in the
early tages that the Signals' backs, given the ball, were likely
to be dangerous, and the big problem was, how could they
achieve this? Rugby is a funny game, and the result was quite
different from that anticipated. The smaller Signals' pack had
more than their fair share of the ball from the scrums, and
also aw to it that the Gunners by no means had their own
way in the line-outs. On the other hand, the Signals' backs
just didn't settle down, and several tries which appeared to be
certain, never materialised. That's the way things go, and even
if the backs weren't up to their usual form, their defence was
very sound and they always presented a threat to the opposition.
The Royal Signals' Team was:
I.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Sig. D. Somuel
24th Regt.
9. L / Cpl. R . Bir<:hiU
Cpl. D . A. Williams 8th Rcgt. IO. Lt. R. Thompson
2/ Lt. s. G. Small 8th Regt. II. :! / Lt. D. E. Jefferson
R..M.C.S.
12. Sig. P. Higham
2/ Lt. R. Shiner
Lt. C. Rn)'ner
School
l). Cpl. T. Pepper
Cpl. I. Love
8th Regt. 14.
ig. D. D.avi
L / Cpl. T . Regnn
8th Regt. rs. Capt. . Whitehead
Capt. J. Taylor
30th Regt.
Referee : Major I. Jones, R.A .0.C.

8th Regt.
R.M.C.S.
8th Regt
24th Regt.
8tb Regt.
24th Regt.
R.M.C.S.
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ROYAL SIGNALS , •• RO,.AL E

GINEERS

At the Stadium Ground, Catterick Camp, 14-30 hours,
Thursday, 9th November, 1961.
It wa a glorious day for the battle. A crisp November
morning had eased into a typical sunny afternoon, and the
tadium ground was in excellent condition.
There was
sufficient cross-wind to carry the majority of the play to the
side of the pitch away from a packed stand, but this by no
means prevented the partisans from enjoying what a consenus
of opinion call a "cracker." Nor for that matter did such distance
lend doubt to the partisans' ability to criticise both players
and referee.
Royal Signals won the toss and elected to play with the sun
over their left shoulders and a slight advantage from the crosswind. Perhaps they and their supporters could not escape the
shadow of last year's thrashing at Chatham, for there was a
distinctly apprehensive air about the early exchanges. In fact,
Royal Signals appeared content co hold and probe for the larger
part of the first half and it was not against the run of play when,
from a quick heel, from the loose under the posts, the Sapper
skipper, Raffle, initiated a quick passing movement, and Sands
was over in a flash on the left, just over half way out. The
home defence had had no time to reorganise after the initial
loose play. The kick failed. Thompson was unsuccessful with
two long-range penalty kicks for the home side, who suddenly
woke up to the fact that they had the better back division. They
pressed hard for the remaining period of the first half, and had
they not been so keen to pick up the ball close to the Sapper
line, they must surely have scored, but the Sappers came back
and eased the pressure just before the whistle brought five
minutes' relaxation for everyone in the Stadium.
Royal Signals obviously used the break to advantage, for from
the word go in the second half, it was obvious that they no
longer had doubts about the eventual result. Five minutes'
sustained and quite breathtaking pressure brought the inevitable
score, when Whitehead was quicker on to a loose ball over the
Sapper line than all the defenders, admidst whose feet it lay;
Thompson again failed with a longish conversion. With the
score level and all to play for, the excitement became tense. An
unfortunate injury to Lipscombe, who raised his posterior into
the boot of a Signals forward who was attempting to stride
over the fly-half in an effort to get at a loose ball, necessitated
a reorganisation of the Sapper back division, which brought
the thrustful Sands into the centre. Had the half-backs given
Sands a better service, he may have altered the course of the
game. As it was, the home backs gave him and others three
beautiful passes, but these interceptions were marred by poor
finishing.
Royal Signals suddenly woke up to the fact that they had
let the pressure ease and were only on level terms; Rayner,
whose covering and tackling had been very good throughout,
suddenly made two or three stray runs on the left only to be
thwarted within a few feet of the line. Their final rally was
rewarded as Small, belying his name, thrust his way powerfully
through several attempted tackles from about 25 yards on two
occasions to score two tries, and Thompson this time made no
mistake with the conversions. The Sappers had no time to
attempt a reply.
It would be wrong to attempt to single out individuals in the
successful Royal Signals' side. The foundation of the victory
was laid in the pack, where a solid front row enabled Skipper
Taylor to win the hooking duel against his more renowned
opponent, and a relatively experienced back row, allowed the
Sapper backs no respite. Neither side dominated the line-outs,
which were rather scrappy. The half-back duel was undoubtedly
won by the home side, and their three-quarters were the more
thrustful set; but, as is proper, it was a team victory, and well
deserved. For the Sappers, Sands was undoubtedly the man
of the match and their pack gave as good as they got.
Player_s, spectators, officials, were all agreed that it was a
most enioyable afternoon. It became even more " enjoyable "
f~r the players as the evening wore on, through the annual
dmner mght, and through renewed " battles " of various forms
to the early hours of Friday morning. The 'bus to Richmond
station for the Sappers' return home was " far too early " for
both visitors and guests.

HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR COPY OF
TIIE WIRE?
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Royal Signals Hockey
v. R.A.S.C.
v. R.A.

5th December, 1961.
6th December, 1961.

The game against R.A.S .C. played on the Officers' Club
ground, Aldershot, was a disappointing one from the Corps
point of view, for a marked superiority was not converted into
goals and R.A.S.C. ran out winners by one goal to nil. This
failure to beat a side which was not as strong was probably
due to the fact that numerous changes had been made in the
Corps team, due to regular players being unavailable and consequently it took time for the side to settle down. The match
was played in conditions which caused even the hardy Catterick
contingent to shudder and everyone was glad to do a lot of
running about!
In spite of having the majority of play, the Corps team just
could not score although R.A.S.C. were lucky when their goalkeeper trod the ball into the soft ground and Oehlers was unable
to dig it out in his actempt to put it into me net. He has now
resolved to take a spade with him in future just in case this
sort of situation arises again!
The R.A.S.C. goal came as a result of a brilliant one-handed
save by a Corps defender from a tentative scoop by the opposing
inside-left. This save would have delighted the heart of any
soccer goalkeeper, but unfortunately me umpire took exception
to it being carried out by a left-back and a penalty bully was
awarded. Rogers made a gallant attempt to win this but
eventually Peters, the R.A.S.C. captain, forced the ball home.

*
*
against R.A. was

*
played

The match
at Woolwich and a
number of positional changes were made in the Corps side. As
a result the team showed a marked improvement on the previous
day's showing, holding the Gunners to a two-all draw. From
the outset, the game was played at a sharp pace and a somewhat superior R.A. side kept the Corps defence at full stretch.
However, the Corps team was first to score when midway
through the first half, Smith pounced on a miskick by the R.A.
goalkeeper and flicked the ball into the net. This goal brought
a wave of attacks by the Gunners which continued into the
second half and eventually a goalmouth scramble resulted in
their inside-right scoring the equalising goal. Soon afterwards a
terrific shot from a very narrow angle, by their outside-right,
found its way between Dale, the Corps goalkeeper, and the
post to put the Gunners into the lead. This was the climax
of a barrage of attacking moves by the R.A. team, but the
Corps team fought back and a glorious crossfield pass by Briggs
found Smith unmarked. He took the ball in his stride, moved
quickly into the circle and slammed in a shot which the Gunners'
goalkeeper could hardly have seen.
.
For sheer tenacity the Corps deserved this draw for they
fought the whole way against a better team.
The team which represented the Corps in these two fixtures
was as follows: Majors A. G . Smith and H. Rothwell, Captains
M.A. T. Hartnell, D. H. Briggs, E . L. Rogers, I . N. Lee, J. W.
Walmesley and G. Oehlers, Lieutenant J. McLuckie, Sergeants
Dale and Boddington.

Royal Signals Win Triangular Regatta
Eplskopi,

16th

October,

1961.

The Royal Af,tillery /Royal Engineers/Royal Signals regatta
has become a popular event in Cyprus, but has hitherto lacked
a suitable trophy. This year the Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers
and Royal Signals in Cyprus subscribed to purchase a trophy
to be held annually by the winning team. The trophy is a
silver model of a Swordfish dinghy, beautifully fashioned by
silversmiths in Malta.
The event this year was held at the Inter-Service Yacht Club,
Episkopi, with the Royal Engineers as hosts. Each arm provided one team of three albacores, the event to be decided by
the aggregate scores from three races.
The first race took place in the morning, with a strong wind
from the south-west and a heavy sea, so all boats sailed three-up.
Disaster fell upon the Sappers early, when a boat capsized just
before the starting gun, reminding all crews that a moment's
inattention would result in the same fate, in these conditions.
Lieutenant Oliver (Royal Signals) rounded the first mark in ·
the lead, followed by a Gunner boat. Major Gram-Hansen
(Royal Signals) raced for third place round the mark against
a Gunner boat on the opposite tack, but unfortunately touched

the buoy and was forced .to retire._ This ~as a setb~ck for
Signals, but Lieuten~t Oliver. contmu<:4 to i~crease his lead,
and finally finished .a. clear w1~er, havmg . sa1le~ a very fine
race in difficult conditions. Ma)or Akass fimshed m fifth place.
The resultant ~m scores were:
Royal A11tillery 30 Royal Signals 25t Royal Engineers 22
The second race took place in completely altered conditions,
with very light airs. Lieutenant Oliver again repeated his
success, with Major Gram-Hansen third a~d Major Ak~ss ninth .
This narrowed the Gunner lead, the pomts now bemg:
Royal Artillery 57
Royal Signals 541
Royal Engineers 47
In the final event, again in light airs, the Sappers made
their bid, taking first and second places, but with one retirement. Royal Signals took third, fourth and fifth places. The
final score now stood as :
Royal Engineers 75t
Royal Artillery 75
Royal Signals 84t
The event was thus won by Royal Signals for the second year
running, after an excitin g and close-fought regatta.
ROYAL SIGNALS' TEAM
(2)

(1)

lA. anti A.£R.
BOXING
Representing the Army versus Scotland, Lance-Corporal P.
Johnson, 44th (Home Counties) Signal Regiment (Cinque
Ports) T.A., put up a most spirited performance although
narrowly outpointed b\r the much more experienced " Dick "
McTaggart, the Amateur Champion of Europe (Lightweight).

Fight seen on Television
44 (U.C.) REGIMENT

(f;IN~UE

POUTS) T.A.

"Reme1nbrance Day," 1961
H .Q . Squadron of the Regiment were on parade at Hythe on
Sunday, 12th November, 1961. Lieutenant-Colonel V. S.
Gilliam (C.R. Signals) was present as a guest of the Mayor of
Hythe. A wreath on behalf of the Cinque Ports Branch of the
Royal Signals Association was laid by Captain P. G. Law, T.D.,
Royal Signals (T.A.).
·
At Maidstone, the Regiment's Headquarters, a detachment of
W.R.A.C./T.A. from R.H.Q. was on parade with representatives
of other Service organisations including U.S . Naval Airmen from
a local base. The salute was taken by the Mayor of Maidstone.
A wreath laying ceremony took place at the Cenotaph.

4Sth (ESSEX) REGDIENT T.A.
Cowdenbeath and Lands End. These were just two destinations reached in less than 20 hours at no cost to themselves by
members of the 45th (Essex) Signal Regiment T.A. stationed at
Colchester and Clacton during Exercise " Widespread " last
weekend.
Sixteen T.A. Volunteers, two of whom were Officers, set out
from the Colchester Bypass early Friday evening, 1st December, on an initiative exercise which required them to get as far
as possible from Colchester at no cost to themselves and return
to their Squadron Headquarters at Reed Hall Camp, Colchester, between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Sunday, 3rd December,
carrying food for the duration of the exercise and only 2s. 6d.
in their pocket for use only in an emergency.
By midnight several were on the A.1 and by midday Saturday
six were over the Scottish border having struggled through
torrential rain and snowstorms.
Captain P. Egan reached Dumbartonshire and Lieutenant
"Jock" Melrose reached Kirkintilloch before returning via
Glasgow.
Each adventurer was issued with a prepared certificate which
had to be stamped and signed by Police officials at their final
destination.
Signalmen R. Loudonsack and D. Griggs reached Cowdenbeath and returned via Edinburgh, Signalmen D. Guymer and
K. Rice got as far as Kilmarnock then trudged through the snow
northward to Glasgow before turning for home and joining up
with Captain Egan and Lieutenant Melrose en route.
.
Bent on trying to do something out of the ordinary, Signalmen E. Allen and R. Sharp having reached Grema Green, tried
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(3)

Lieut. J. W. Oliver
Major I. Gram-Hansen (Capt.) Major J. L. Akass
Major R. S. Lott
2/Lt. C. W. Guthrie
Ma1or J. R. T . Paterson
Ma1or J. J. Pearson 2/Lt. G. M. Clarie
Major S. C. Dare

to interview the village blacksmith who is also the Registrar
and key figure in many runaway romances, but he was at a
football match in Carlisle; also searching for the blacksmith
were two anxious couples, and doing what they thought the
next best thing Sharp and Allen tried to interview themunfortunately no names or other information was forthcoming.
Sergeant J. Maple was the oldest adventurer as he is 48, and
he worked his way over to Bristol before changing direction to
Lands End, his final destination was the Scilly lsle3 but although
he could have got there, he would have been unable to return
within the stipulated time. Although a little disappointed he
used the little time in hand to call at St. Martins in the Field
on his return trip and spoke to the Vicar who was also good
enough to sign Signalman Maples' certificate to that effect.
Corporals S. Freeland and E. Nice thumbed a lift via the
M.1 to Liverpool. On the way Freeland was asked by the lorry
driver if he would take over as he was tired after his trip up
from Devon, Freeland who is one of the Squadron's drivers at
Clacton was only too happy to oblige and volunteered to act
as relief driver on the return trip from Liverpool the following
night, which he did.
Signalmen F. Knox and J. Craig got as far as Edinburgh, and
Craftsman K. Williamson, together with Signalman P. Finch,
had to tum back at Newport, Monmouthshire.
Signalman J. Lefley managed to reach Falkirk after following
a very devious route not of his own choosing and was forced
by a combination of snowstorms and lack of time to return
before reaching his objective at Inverness.
Snow from Peterborough onward greeted those going north,
while driving rain made the going unpleasant in the earlier
stages, but everyone who went agreed the scheme had been
' great fun ' and had given them the opportunity of seeing places
they had not previously visited.
Throughout the weekend Signalman R. Chaplin maintained a
lonely day and night vigil by the duty telephone at Reed HallColchester, in case any of the adventurers called for assistance.
Fortunately he had a fairly quiet weekend.
The most striking feature arising from the exercise was the
dogged determination of all taking part, regardless of the conditions, to make the most of their own efforts to make the
exercise a success and is typical of the spirit, courage and
comradeship of the T.A. volunteer of yesterday, today and may
we hope, tomorrow.
52 (LOWLA1''D) REGDIENT (T.A.)
A T.A. Weeke11d-Vlew from 2 Squadron
Snow, very early even for Scotland, has meant some icy
exercises for 52 (Lowland) Regiment this winter. The sno~s
came at the beginning of December. The R.S.M. put on his
snow shoes, the R.Q. his skis and the Adjutant commandeered
an electric fire from the Officers' Mess, while the Q.M.
languished in a warmer climate on a course. For ten days
vehicles and men alike skated back and forth across the Square.
The linemen and radio relay operators froze; radio operators
mocked them from the comparative warmth of their trucks· the
men of H.Q. Squadron congregated in the cookhouse, and signal
· centres were even more crowded than usual, although the
drivers are still solid. Then, as if pre-arranged by the Adjutant,
the thaw came just in time for the Regimental Exercise on the
9th and 10th of December.
.
.
The exerc:se was held at Dundonald Camp m Ayrshire. It
started on Saturday afternoon and after a period devoted to
administration there was a shorr night exercise. On Sunday
there was a full-scale Regimental Exercise which lasted until
about 1530, when the convoys assembled to return to Glasgow.
An H.Q. Squadron advance party left early on Saturday morning to prepare the camp for our arrival in ~he afternoon; they
did an excellent job, for, as the convoys arrived, the men were
shown to their quarters and then given a hot meal. 1 Squadron
spent Saturday setting up their signal. centre and installin~ their
teleprinters preparatory to the exercise on Sunday, while the
Line Troop laid their own local lines and connected up . the
switchboard. 2 Squadron D.R. Troop ent out the tramee
drivers on night practice on Saturday and in convoy on unday;
they completed a run which took them round the Northern
half of the county, returning to driving tests in the camp on
Sunday afternoon. The Radio Relay Troop practised setting up
B 70 links and connecting terminal equipment while the Line
Troop laid local lines and " tails " of quad from the B 70' .
3 Squadron Radio Troop establis_hed various . nets covering a
considerable area of the surrounding countryside and succes fully dealt with heavy traffic. Meanwhile the newly formed
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C.R.A. Troop in this Squadron established their own net and
set up a small signal office. Our independent Infantry Brigade
Squadron from Barrhead were also on exercise with us. They
spent the weekend operating their own radio net in conjunction
with 3 Squadron, setting up B 70 relay stations and laying their
own lines.
Unfortunately the weather for other exercises held since camp
has not been so obliging. On one notable Troop weekend held
at the beginning of October, the rain was torrential. A Section
from 2 Squadron were on a map-reading exercise in the hills
when, already soaked to the skin, they were enveloped in heavy
mist and were forced to return to base on a compass bearing
which took them over the top of a 3,000 foot hill. Latterly it
wasn't only mist that they had to negotiate, but low cloud!
They arrived back after being out for eight hours, and judging
from th comments on their return, it is an episode which they
are unlikely to forget for a while.
A " 'Vet "

Chris tmas
The spirit of Christmas permeated the Regiment both literally
and figuratively. All ranks gave up much of their spare time to
decorate the drill halls for various functions held there. The
Sergeants were first to start the ball rolling; when I saw some of
them the next day, I didn't even have to ask-they had a ball
alright! The following week it was the Officers' turn; they held
a dinner dance, and just before Christmas the children of members of the Regiment were given their Christmas party which
they seemed to enjoy hugely, gleefully collecting their Christmas
presents from a Santa Clause W.O.II. The festive season culminated in the ball of them all, the All Ranks' Dance the success
of which I can vouch for personally.
There was, however, a rather sad note to one function held

just before Christmas. Major J. P. Brown, until November O.C.
2 Squadron, was dined out of the Regiment by his fellow
officers. He leaves us, as he put it, so that he may devote more
attention to younger Browns, who would like to see more of
father. He joined the Regiment before the war and must be
one of our oldest serving members. All of us will miss him,
particularly for his great sense of humour. After the dinner he
and the C.O. made two very witty speeches which left us all
with aching sides. We wish him, to use a good old Glasgow
expression, " Orra best orra time." He is succeeded, as 0.C.
2 Squadron, by Captain Marnoch who has come from 3 Squadron and who is in turn succeeded in his old Squadron by
Captain Inglis.

T.A. Seots port
We end on a sporting note; the football team, whose fortunes
fluctuated considerably last year, got off to an excellent start this
season by winning their first game 10-3. Nothing has stopped
them since, and if they maintain their present form, they stand
a good chance of winning the league.
INSURANCE
The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance CompanJ and anyone who insures with th is
company on introduction of the Association benefits by
a half-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
goes to Association Welfare. Further information
from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.I.
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402
Squadron
A.E.R.
UNIT PICTURE TAKEN DURING ANNUAL TRAINING IN BLANDFORD CAMP, 1961
Front row (left to right): Sgt. F. A . McGovern, Sig. D. Stratton, Cpl. R. G. Bennett, S./Sct. F. T. Mason, l Lt. B. J . Hordle,
S.S.M. S. Lockwood, Major I. B. C. Jones, Capt. R. O . Stinton, S.Q.M .S. G . S. Peeler, Sig. B. Hayman, Set. W. Barr;att,
Sgt. R. J. Hazell
Second Row : Sig. J. H. Frith, Sic. R. C . A rmstrong, Sig. J . A. Moon, Sig. M. H . W . Lawrence, Si1. T. Griffiths, Sic. G.
Maynard, Cpl. S. B. C. Codd, Sig. B. R. Roberts, Sig. A . A. Barclay, Si1. P. Stewart, Sig. A. E. Oakley
Third Row: Sig. C . E. Glynn, S ig. L. A. McKeown, S ig. P. Tasker, Sig. D. A . Aylward, Sig. A . D. Fraser, S ig. K. Reynolds,
' Sig. L. E. Morgan, L Cpl. W. G. Barnett, Sig. G. Mor1an, Sig. I. Graves, Si1. W . G. Graham
Fourth Row: Sig. J. A. Henry, S ig. L. J. Hilton, Sig. J.P. Prunty, Sig. J.P. Quinn, Sig. E. Dalton, Sig. A. W. Bateman,
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The " tail-end " of our trammg programme has now been
completed and it is pleasing to report that we have achieved
100 per cent. success with all tradesmen who have taken the
tests for up-grading or confirmation of trade. Major I. B. C.
Jones, Captain P. A. Lancaster, T.D., and Captain D. C. Martin
went to B.A.0.R. for their annual training and gained some good
experience during the programme arranged by 13th Regiment.
Your correspondent was urged to draw a veil over the episode
of one Officer who had a " dud " pass and was refused permission to leave Berlin by train. Being accommodated in a Royal
Air Force Mess must have had its advantages because they
solved the problem by scrounging a lift to Gutersloh in a
Beverly.
A recent flow of circulars from Squadron H eadquar ters means
that our arrangements for the "out--0f-camp" training have
been completed and that our Unit, scattered as it is throughout
the United Kingdom, now has liaison with eight Territorial
Army Units of the Corps. Present indications are that every-
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Headquarters
Army
Emergency

The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:
They are of good quality and are correct in style and colour. Many imitations are sold in shops, at higher prices.
at the quoted prices the Association makes a profit.
[Photograph by Co11r1csy of Peter Sifo rd

CEREMONY AT U.S. MEMORIAL, ROOSEVELT PARK, BLANDFORD CAMP
Brigadier D. V. Henchley, O.B.E. (saluting), Colonel Ross A. Wood, U.S.A.F. and Colonel T. H. C. Grigg

On Remembrance Sunday, 12th November, 1961, the annual
Ceremony took place at the United States
Memorial at Roosevelt Park, Anson Lines, Blandford Camp.
.After a short service conducted by the Chaplain, wreaths were
laid by the O.C. 7505 U .S.A.F. Hospital, Colonel Ross A. Wood,
the Garrison Commander, Brigadier D. V. Henchley, O.B.E.,
an~ Commander, H .Q., A.E.R. Royal Signals, Colonel T. H . C.
Grigg.
The wife of the U.S. Consul, Southampton, Admiral Sir
Desmond McCarthy, and a small detachment from H.Q.,

Wreath~Laying

thing is under control and we shall start our weekend periods in
the early part of the year.
By dint of persuasion and pleading (but no threats) we
managed to raise a team for the Fane Cup shooting trophy
competition which was held in Dorset during October. We
cannot report winning the cup but the team put up a good
score and thoroughly enjoyed their weekend in Blandford and
on the range.
Recruiting is proceeding reasonably well, but we still have
room for some experienced types, particularly those from the
Bergelen and Cyprus areas. What about it, chaps, if you get
the chance, get cracking and join us in time for annual camp
in June. We shall be pleased to see you.
We hope there will be room in THE WIRE for the first Unit
photograph. Everyone in the picture can be considered a
foundation member and we trusr that they will be with us for
many years to come.
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Reserve
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Sig. D. E. Pullen, Sig. T. C. Hardin&

A.E.R., Royal Signals, were also present. The whole party
later attended the Garrison Remembrance Parade Service.
In 1944 Blandford Camp was used as a United States
Hospital for thousands of casualties evacuated from Normandy.
Before the hospital disbanded, Roosevelt Park was laid out
as a perpetual memorial. Soil from 48 States was mingled with
the ~halky earth of Dorset.
The park is situated in the area in which the new School
of Signals is to be built and it is incorporated in the architect's
plans.

Corps Paint Transfers :
" Jimmy "-<>n background of Corp Colours (each)
IO" X 7t"
7t'' X 5!" 3 1/ 10 " X 2 Z//'
3/2/8
1/6
As above but mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
7/6
Woollen
8/6
Terylene
II/Corps Scarves-Woollen
21/Rayon Squares
21/Cravats-Terylene
21/-

Even

8/6
Corps Cuff Links
3/- Members only
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
45/Blazer Badges
2/3
Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
I/8
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
35/Colours
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
20/Colours)
29/ 6 Plus po tage
Corps Plaques
Corps Diaries (available each year betw::en
ovember and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).

PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER for all the above articles except Corps Paint Transfers, for which an account
will be forwarded.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Association Notes

r

=WELPABE==:-

j

1

Ministry of Defence.
Third grade appointment, salary
around £1,000, available for Royal Signals Officer (Retired 01
Retiring), upper age near 45 years.
Apply Establishments
Officer, Storey's Gate, London, S.W.1, having registered
previously with the Ministry of Labour Professional and
Executives Register, Atlantic House, Holborn Viaduct, London,
E.C.r.

*

===SECTION===:.!

i.::::.

Below, an a!Lempt is made co describe, with suitable
anonymity, seven cases caken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in December,
1951. Also, on the same page, is a simple statement
of income and expenditure.
DrJver, 1947-49. Disability pensioner. Married and first
child expected when he had to go to hospital for a serious
operation. He got back to work, but illness stopped him
again and be has not earned for months. Help given in
cash and kind for the expected infant .
WJdow of Signalman who served i926-50 in
Supplementary lleser~Te, and 1950, until his
death, in 1954, in the T.A. His widow lives alone in
their own house on her pension. The fund paid for necessary
repairs to the house.
Driver, 1939-46. Married, one child. He has not worked
since 1957, having bad a number of operations, including the
amputation of one leg. His wife earned enough for him
and their daughter, but she herself became ill and their H.P.
fell into arrears. This was put right by 5 Corps Signals
Trust.
Si~nalman,

1937-46. He lives alone and has not worked
since March, through illness. He was provided with mucbneeded clothing.

Widow of Staff Sergeant, I 939-45, who died in
J 959. Since then she bas brought up their three children.
The Branch of the Association which looks after her wrote
to thank us for the help that the fund was able to give her.
Corporal, 194 I -46.
Married, two school-age children.
When illness and an operation stopped him in September, he
bad a good income. A small grant was made, and clothes,
etc., for the children will be sent.
Si.Cnalman, 1949-51. Married, one child. Good job,
own house. Hit by an incurable disease in January, 1958,
and managed to exist without applying for help until November, 1961. He was helped.

Careers anti Opportunities
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. will, in the near future,
ha':'e on offer a number of excellent appointments suitable for
retired officers of the Corps. Appointments are progressive.
The salaries will be suitable.
Appointments will normally bt: offered to officers between the
age of 35 and 45 years, but older officers will be considered for
certain of these appointments.
Applications, in the first instance, in a sealed envelope,
to/ougb the S~cre~ary, Royal Signals Association, who will
drrect the iipplicat1on to the appropriate department in the
Company.

*

Ferranti require early 1962 a Secretary of the Atlas Owners
C~ub who bas a scientific background and is able to negotiate
with manage~ent. and scientists. At!as is a large computer,
and. t~e d~t1es mvolve also co-ordination of programmes.
Prehmmary mformation may be obtained from Major J. P. D .
Mullally, M.A., M.I.E.E., London Office, Telephone MUSeum
8040, ext. 215. Applications, in the first instance, should be
made to Dr. C. Wilson, London Computer Centre, 68, Newman
treet, London, W.J.

28

The Pleasey Company, llford, require a Royal Signals Officer
who is to retire about this time to apply for an appointment as
Technical Assistant Sales Administrator Electronics and Equipment Group.
This appointment is progressive. Commencing salary between
£800 and £1,000 depending on age and experience.
Applications to be marked "for attention Mr. G. S. Forward."

for all Pulling
and Liftinganywhere

*
Christmas Appeal
The Welfare Section are very grateful to those listed and,
indeed, to others, for sending toys, books, clothes and cash.
Captain R Lawrence, Mr. A. Stokes, Mrs. J. Fairman, Mrs.
S. Yule, Major G. J. C. Moss, M.B.E., Major J. H. Lea, R
Cartwright, Esq., Mrs. L. G. Swan, Mrs. E. Fladgate, Mrs.
V. Fraser, 13th Regiment, Major-General Sir Ronald Campbell
Penny, K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., M.C., Corporal J . McGhie, Major J.
H. Dirs, M.B.E., Mrs. C. G. Sandys, Corporal J. Soutar, Mr.
and Mrs. Tabor, F. Veness, Esq., Victor Brown, Esq., Mr. C.
A. Burgess, Colonel J. C. Christopher, T.D., 624 Troop, Brigadier
and Mrs. Power, Mrs. Whistler, Mrs. D. A. L. Wade, F.
Adams, Esq., G. W. S. Sheratt, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel H.
Napper, M.B.E., North London Branch R.S.A., Colonel and
Mrs. M. D. Price, Lieutenant-Colonel T. N. Boyland, Mr.
and Mrs. S. L. Simnett, 1st Regiment, Hull Branch RS.A.,
Major J. L. Donne, Capt. V. E. Shannon, W.RA.C. (T.A.),
Major W. L. Ward, Captain D. T. Hunneyball, Croydon
Branch RS.A, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. A. H. D.
Llewellyn, Miss Angela Boyland, Brigadier and Mrs. D. St.J.
Hoysted, Miss Hoysted, H. J. Lockwood, Esq.

One man can carry a TIRFOR
and wherever he takes it, he
can put it down and use it .
TIRFOR machines go anywhere,
work in any position. and give
a controlled reversible pull
over any distance. They are
o perated by one man.

Whether it be construction,

llOYAL
The following
November, 1961 :

*

demolition , maintenance in the

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
subscriprions

were

nth Regiment (Depot)
...
...
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and
216 Squadron
. ..
.. .
.. .
.. .
...
239 Squadron (Officers' Mess)
C.S.O., H.Q., Western CommlUld
304 Squadron
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
.. .
632 Troop (Outer Hebrides)
52od (Lowland) Reaimcnt (T.A.)
228 Squadron (S.H.A.P.E.)
1st Regiment
...
. ..
.. .
13th Regiment (2 Squadron)
21st Regiment
221 Squadron
...
.. .
...
. ..
253 Squadron (Kowloon)
...
.. .
H.Q., Allied Forces Northern Europe,
Loughborough Branch
.. .
. ..
Collection Box
.. .
...
.. .
.. .
P. C. McDonald
H. S. Noakes
F. Veness ...
...
M . M . Simmonds
C. A. Burgess
W. L. Ward
C. E. Ware

mosr

gratefully

AND

ramp-load ing or ground clearing,

received

during

you can take a TIRFOR along

£ s. d.

...
.. .
...
...
Seraeants' Mess)

6

II

1
l
l

0
l

5

0
0
0

16

6

3

II

0

2

15
5

7
7

42
4
25

. ..
.. .
.. .
.. .
Norway
.. .
.. .
.. .
. ..

21

J

0

0

0
13
0

0
2

0

0

13

0
9

7

0

5

0
0
0

5

l

7

IO

0

5
15

and get the job done.

3

2 2 6
7 6 6

0

Photograph by kind permisnon of the
16rh Independent Paratt"oop Bngad8

Lifting a 30cwt truck to change back axle, in the field

MODEL
Lifting capacity
Mechanical advantage
Weight

I

15T7
cwt )
30 : I

13 lb.

T 13 Super
30cwt

43: I
39 lb.

T35
3 tons
85: I
59 lb.

in UxJe 6t; NATO~

0

4 0
Total

£127 13

8xpendirure During N01Jember, 1961 . . .
.. .
...
...
.. . £362
(Includes : -Rent nnd Rates; Bed s and Bedding; Furniture ;
Cots and Prams; General Assistance)
Analysis of Cases
Families of
Widows and
Released and

field , shifting heavy equipment,

:Soldiers serving in B.A.O.R.
Dependants
.. .
...
.. .
Discharged Soldiers .. .

Total cases assis ted .. .

4

5
2

LIMITED

(ONE OF THE SIMM ENGINEERING GROUP)

27 BROOMGROVE ROAD

10

33

SHEFFIELD 10

Telephone: 64436

44

22 Cases of . Soldjers who si:rved durina the 1939/45 War .. ~ £186
22 Cases of' Soldiers who did not serve durinl( the W ar .. . l.I76

TIRFOR

3
1

o

Telephones - London: Terminus 6558

~
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South Wales: Bridgend 4061

Scotland: Kirkintilloch 2'468

Marconi
60th Anniversary (e/e/Jratetl
by

Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E.

Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal,
C.I., G.C.V.I., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D.

To commemorate the 6oth Anniversary of the first radio
transmission across the Atlantic by Guiglielmo Marconi in 1901,
the Radio Amatcilrs of the Comish Group of the Radio Society
of Great Britain and the Radio Amateurs of the Newfoundland
Amateur Society mutually arranged to set up amateur stations
on sites as near to the sites of the original stations as practicable.
Accordingly, plans were put in hand for amateur stations to
be erected at Poldhu, in O>mwall, and at Signal Hill, in Newfoundland; for these to be operated some days prior to the
anniversary date, 12th December, and, on the date itself, for
commemorative messages to be passed between the two stations.

At her own request the Colonel-In-Chief received
(and signed for) the Christmas Card from the
Representative Colonel Commandant and all ranks
past and present of her Corps, delivered to
Harewood House by Despatch Rider.

Amateur gear was planned for installation at each terminal,
but in view of the fact that the <;eremony itself had received
considerable publicity and that local dignatories had been invited to attend, it was considered desirable to avoid disappointing results at the critical time, to augment transmitter power
beyond the authorised limit for amateur operation, namely 150watts imput to the final amplfier.

The Corps Committee
The 78th Meeting of the Corps Committee was the first meeting after
the appointment of Major-General Sir William A. Scott, K.C.M.G., c.B.,
c.B.E., as Master of Signals. The composition of the Committee was revised
and is now as shown below:
Master of Signals
Chairman
Representative Colonel Commandant Vice-Chairman
Signal Officer-in-Chief
Chairman, Royal Signals Association
Chairman, Royal Signals Institution
Chairman, Royal Signals Finance Committee

THE
THE

WIRE

RO'l'AL

SIGNALS

~IAGAZINE

The remaining Colonels Commandant
Commander, Training Brigade
Con:unandant, School of Signals
Representative, Territorial Army
Representative, Army Emergency Reserve

[Photograph by courmy of Tiu Yorkshirt Evrning Pres•

Later she was graciously pleased to write :
1(#1,Jl( Yo O O O tiO USE,
L C EO~

29th December 1961

A.A.G A.G.II in attendance

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

Control of certain aspects of Corps policy 1s exercised as follows :
Master of Signals

Editor:
BRIGADIER H. R. FIRTH
AU correspondence and matter

I am inost grateful to you for the

special Christnns oard sent by you on behalf

for

of All Ranks in 11\Y Royal Corps of Signals.

Corps Committee

The card is beautifully designed ani

publication for THE WIRE, should be

made and I run delight~d and 811l\lsed by the

addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,

picture of the Officers of 11\Y Corps drinking

88, Eccleston Square, London, S .W.1.

' - - - -- -- R.H.Q. , Royal Signals
D\Y health! ( in the Mess).

MATrER FOR PUBLICATION

I take this opportunity of assuring you

MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

of 11\Y ocal5tant interest in all that concerns

15th OF THE MONTH PRECED-

the well being of those serving in Royal Signals,

ING PUBLICATION.

a.00. shall be grateful i f you will convey

Remittances should be made payable
ID :

Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

Finance Committee

Council
Royal Signals
Institution

Royal Signals
Games
Committee

..,. I,...,,,

to All Ranks my best wishes for 1962.

Band Committee

scription rates (post free, except air

mail):

Twelve

months,

IS/-;

single

month, 1/3.

Central Committee
Royal Si~ls
Association

H .Q . Mess
Mana11ins
Commmee

Royal Signals
Dinner Club

Royal Signals
Officers' Games
Committee

Vol. 16
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•

(New Series)

1962

No. 2

It is normal that the amount of copy received for the January number of THE
WIRE is small February, by contrast, is normally a big number. Current delays
in the postal system, particularly of "large" envelopes, have prevented a good
deal of expected copy reaching the Editor in time to get into the February number.
THE WIRE, FEB RUARY
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During the period prior to the ceremony the Du behaved
admirably and gave a most impressive performance. Frequencies
used were in the 14 Mc/s, 2I Mc/s and 3.5 Mc/s amateur
bands, using for the greater part SSB, but on occasions AM.
A 16ft. rod aerial was used at the station, an antenna viewed
with misgivings by the Radio Amateurs who, because of the
low power to which they are accustomed, resort to the use of
directional antenna with their impressive effective power gains.
In the event the Du, with the bulk of operating on 14 Mc/s,
succeeded in putting consistent signals into North and South
America, Africa, Russia, Europe, Canada, New Zealand, Australia,
and Saudi Arabia, to name but a few of the amateur stations
contacted during the period. Stations worked in the U .S.A.
· gave reports as good as the amateurs in Cornwall were able
to give them, which, observing that the bulk of the American
stations were using transmitters of 600 to l,ooo watts PEP,
coupled to multi element Yagi's was an impressive performance .
Conditions during the test transmissions on the ceremony were,
in fact, quite poor, but on the nth December, the day prior
to the ceremony 22 stations, mostly North and South American,
were worked on a t-hour period, whilst later that day during
a 2f -hour period in the afternoon and early evening, 36
stations were worked, of which 28 were in North America.
After the ceremony itself, the transmitter was returned to the
3.5 Mc/s band, and in the two-hour period, from 19.00 to 21.00
hours some 15 stations were worked, and whilst contact wa
not established on this comparatively low frequency with New
Zealana and Australia, reception reports of the On transmissions on this .frequency were received.
The Radio Society of Great Britain is very grateful to the
Signal Officer-in-Chief of the War Office for his kind permission to use this transmitter, and to the Marconi Company
for their great assistance in installing the equipment at Poldhu.
Both may have the satisfaction of knowing that with the introduction of this fine piece of equipment into the British Army,
future communication failures will result, as the}' have so often
resulted in the past, from digital misdirection and not from
equipment shortcomings.

Delays in the Post
FEBRUARY

The Postmaster General authorised this power increase for
the O>rnish amateurs and also allocated the special amateur call
of GB3MSA for the occasion. The Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company also kindly arranged to assist by the loan of a l kilowatt transmitter to the Comish Group for the occasion, for
its installation while operation was to be performed by the
Comish amateurs. In the event technical difficulties arose on
the installation of this transmitter, and as the only available
transmitter suitable for quick installation was a DII transmitter made by the Company for the Army, the Signal Officerin-Chief was approached to obtain permission for this Army
transmitter's use as a key terminal for the celebrations. This
permission was willingly given.
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Vale
Brigatlier W. B. Rowett, B.A., M.l.E.E.

Presentation of Silver
to the
Malayan Fetleration Signals

®bituatp
( :01,0NEI, E. F. W. UAllKEll, c;.JJ.E., D.S.0.

In the Officers' Mess on the
24th November, Brigadier
F. J. Swainson, o.B.E., C.S.0.
FARELF, on behalf of the
Corps, presented a silver
"Jimmy " to the Malayan
Federation Signals. The gift
was received, on behalf of
Colonel S. Schofield, C.S.0.
Federation Army, by Major
Ooi Teong Aun. Major Ooi
said that the figure would be
displayed by each of the
Federation Signal Squadrons
in turn, until such time as
their own H.Q. Mess had
been completed.
The two pieces of Silver presented

Brigadier W. B. (" Bill ") Rowen went to the Shop from
Charterhouse. He was commissioned inw Royal Signals in
January, 1929, and after No. 19 '' Q" Course, and a short
while in 4 Divisional Signals, he went olf to India for a fiveyear tour. He only returned to England for a short while, as
in 1937 he was selected to go to Canada on " Interchange "
duty. He remained with the Canadian Forces until 1940, when
he was appointed to the War Office, where he remained, except
for a short course at Staff College, until 1944, working on
equipment supplies. After a short spell in France, he served
in South East Asia, until 1947- He then went to B.A.0 .R. for
six years, holding several different staff appointments. After
this, to Cyprus for a year, to command the Wireless Regiment,
before taking up the appointment of Colonel M.I.8. After
three years in this appointment he became Commandant, H .Q.,
A.E.R. for a year, before taking up his final task, as C.S.O.,
• orthem Command.
Bill has certainly travelled round the world and is well-known
throughout the Corps. He has a very elastic brain and has a
wide experience of Army life.
Although never outstanding at sport, he has always taken an
interest in all games. He is fond of the sea and is a good sailor.
He has trained many a young officer to sail, and it is mainly
due to his efforts that it was possible to have CITA in Cyprus.
He is also keen on motor launching and has a launch of his
own, which he has taken along many miles of canals in north
England. No doubt he will now take tliis down to his bungalow
on the island at T'iames Ditton.
Those who have served with Bill will admire his endless
energy and how he will always join in at anything. He has a
family of five boys, mostly taller than he is, although he is over
6ft. In spite of having to bring up this family, Bill and Betty
have always found time to take more than their fair share of the
social side. In addition, Bill is a Lay Reader, and has often
travelled miles to take part in a service. He is always well
supported by Betty, who would willingly step in to play the
organ or piano, if required.
Bill, after a year's course at Camberly, is going into the
Church.

For most of ns membs.rs today the Corps was in being before
they were born, and its existence is taken for granted as part
of the order of things, but sometimes an event occurs that
recalls our origins. Such an event was the recent death, at the
.ige of 84, of Ernest Francis William Barker. When, as a
Subaltern in the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry at the
turn of the century, he took up signalling, neither he nor any
of his contemporaries who were then turning their minds to
that branch of war could have foreseen that it was to absorb
his whole career, and that he was to be one of the progenitors
of the great Corps that the Army knows today.
Barker transferred to the Corps in 1921, soon after its formation and like many others who then took that decisive step in
their careers, he brought with him the tradition of a famous
Regiment, to be woven into the strong fabric of our tradition
today. Few of his friends survive, but the writer is one of them,
who has the kindest memori• of him at Aldershot before the
first war and in India in 1929. H.: impressed himself as a forceful character, an impression that was in no way belied in action,
and an idea of his quality can be gathered from the award to
him of the Royal Humane ociety's bronze medal for saving
life at sea in 1904.
He erved with his Regiment in the South African War of
1899-1902. In the World War of 1914-1918 he commanded the
14th Divisional Signal Company and then held various senior
appoinunents including that of Assistant S.0.-in-C., gaining
the n.s.o. and brevet Lieutenant-Colonelcy. After the war he
was C.S .O. successively at Aldershot, in t}le Allied Forces
of Occupation Turkey (1921-23), as Commandant S.T.C.
India 1926, and C.S.O. Northern Command India from 1931
until he retired in 1934· In 1924 he was awarded the C.B.E.
When he retired he took an active part in an organisation that
provided wireless receivers in hospitals, a forerunner of the
present nation-wide system. In the second world war he was
recalled and served in the Ministry of Supply.
After his final retirement he became a church warden, entertained many overseas visitors and travelled extensively abroad,
especially in the Commonwealth.

J,JEUTENANT-C:OLONJ<,'L P. (;. SNATT, M.C.

Brigadier Swainson presenting the Silver

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts. : -

S u pe r b Qua li ty

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
T elephooo
DARLINGTON

l!atablished
1894
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Si x ay Yea r s Sat isf a c to r y Service
" WE BUY T HE BBST "

" WE SELL Tim BBST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT

The older generation of the Corps will have learnt with regret
of the death, on 27th December, ·1961, of Lieutenant-Colonel
Snatt, M.C.
Commissioned in 1910 from the R.M.A. into the King's
Regiment (Liverpool), he proceeded on service with his Regiment to France in August, 1914. Twice wounded in France,
he was seconded, early in 1916, to the Army Signal Service
and served with R.E. Signals until the end of the war-for the
last two years with the Egyptian Expeditionary Force, with
which he won the M.C., in 1918. He remained in Egypt for
the next six years, seconded to the Egvptian Army, during
which time he transferred to Royal Signals and was employed
at the Signal School at Khartoum.
After a tour in the Deoot Battalion at Maresfield and
Catterick, he became O.C., Rhine Command Signal Company,
at Wiesbaden, and the note below has been received from one
who was a subalrern of his at that time.
A year in 4th Divisional Signals, Colchester, in 1930, was
followed by his appointment as C.S.O , London District, and
then as C.S.O., Scottish Command, from which he retired in
1937- Recalled from the Reserve in 1939, he was in command
of the first 0.C.T.U. to be formed (151 O.C.T.U., Aldershot)
and subsequently of Training Battalions in the 1st and 3rd
.T.C.s, until his release at the end of the war. All ranks of the
Corps will wi h to extend their deepest sympathy to his widow,
who survives him.
Brigadier E. V. McCormack writes:
"It was with deep regret that I heard of the death of Colonel
Charles Snatt, M.C. As a very young officer, I had the privilege
of serving under him when he commanded the Rhine Signal
Company in Wiesbaden in 1927/28.
Always immaculately
groomed, and with a quiet sense of humour, he was the ideal
C.0., from the point of view of the young officer. He expected
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a high standard of work and play from his officers, but could
always be counted on for kindly and shrewd advice in the pitfalls that beset the young officer.
Retiring before the outbreak of the last war, he became
Secretary of Swinley Forest Golf Club; recalled to the Service
during the war, he returned to the Club on its termination.
I had the pleasure of an occasional meeting with him and
Mrs. Snatt over the past two years; but little changed, and
with that ever-present twinkle in his eye, we discussed Corps
personalities of those earlier days. He will be long remembered
by that generation of young officers who benefited from his
experience and understanding."

PERSONAL
COLUM N
Congratulations
To those who names app::ared in the New Year's Honours List, 1952:
O.B.E.
Colonel D. R. Horsfield. M.A., w,, A.M.l.E.E.
Lieu:enant-Colo::el P. R. Hoskins, T.A. (now T.A.R.O .l
Lieutenant-Colonel B. R. Wood, M.B.E., T.D., T.A.
M .B.E.
Major D. E. Higgin<
Major S. S. Petrie
B.E.M.
W .O.II R . H. Stein

London Gazette
From 5th December, 1951. ro wd 1anuary, 1962.
1\i\.ajor E. T. Crosley relinquishes his commission on completion of service>
6th November, 1951.
2325222/W .O.l George Heruy Graham to be Lieutenant (Q.M.) 16th
October, 1961.
Major D. c. Jeffrey, M.B.E. (A.E.R.) to be Major (R.A.R.0.), 1St
October, 1961.
Major B. M. t.1ason, T.D. (T.A.), to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 7th November,
1961.
Captain R. C. Wal1<er to be Major. 6th December, 1951.
Lieutenant Beverly John Austin, from Short Service Commission, to be
Lieutenant, 21st September, 1961.
Major (Q.M.) R. 0. Cant retired. 8th November. 1951.
Major F. R . Homby, O.B.E. (A.E.R.). retires 9:h December , 1961, and
is granted honorary rank of Lieute.nam-Colo · el.
Captain R . H. Bannerman (A.E.R.) to be Major. 29th Octobe~, t96r.
Captain A. A. Pollard (A.E.R.), retired 9th December, 1961, and is
granted the honorary rank of Major.
Captain C. J. Crocker, O.B.E. (A.E.R.). retired 9:-h December, 1961.
The undermentio::ed Lieutenants (A.E.R.) retired 9th December, 1961,
and are grnoted the honorary rank of Cap:nin:
]. W. Inman
W. R. Cbennells
H. V. Bennett
C. W. West
H. A. Kempton
H. W . 0. Sweeny
Lieutenan: (Acting Captain) I. H. Blake to be Captain, 5th December,
1961.
. Major W . T. M . Gas"<ell , B.Sc., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, uth April,
\96 t.

Captain P . J. Garratt. M.A., A.M.t.8.E., to be Major. 24th October, 196r.
Captain K . G. Draper (T.A .), to be Major, ist November. 1961.
Captain J. M. Hiles (T.A.), resi11ns bis commission. 15: October, 196r.
The undermentioned Lieutenant to be Captains (T.A .):
F. W . A. Bax
T. J. Kirkpltrick
R. C. N . Tinsley
Lieute~ant M. L. Jenkins to be Lieutenant, JSt October, 1961.
s ;gnalman John Michael Shannon Stevenson (T.A.) to be SecondLieutennnt (T.A.) (on probation) 29th October, 1961.
Cadet Sruan McLean Sanderson (T.A.) to be Second-Lieutenant (on
probation) (T.A.) z91h October, 1961.
The undermentioned Lieutenan:-s to be Cap•oin , 16th December. i961 :
J. 0. C. Alexander
T . H . Wheuwell, B.Sc. (Eng.)
M. J. Pickard
A. R. J. A;nsworth
W. E. A. Edmonds
K. S. H. Allwright
I. F. Bird
H. S. Wilson
A. R. Bushell
C. J . Rayner
Lieutenan t-Colonel H . J. Hole, M.B.E., E.R.D., B.SC. (A.E.R.), retired 7th
November, 196r.
Capiain C. R. N . Emary, M.B.E. (A.E.R.l, retired 16th Deccmb<r. 1961,
Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. A. Clarkson (A.E.R.) to be Cap:ain (Q.M.), 10:-h
March. 1961.
Lieutenant J. W. windclls to be Captain. 19th December- l96t .
Caprnin (Tic. Offr.) R. Lawrence to be Major (Tfc. Offr.) 18th Occcml>cr.
1961.

Contin ued on page 34
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The underme ntioned Captains to be Majors, 22nd December, 1961 :
I. M . R ose, M.A.
P . ] . H olland
R . Pope
T . F . R os
econd-Lieu~naot William Patric Byard Thomas from Na tional Service
to Regular Army, 26th October, 1961 .
Major (Tic. Offr.) C . V. Wolsh to be L ieutenant-Colon el (Tfc. Offr.) ,
6th ovember, 1961.
e<:ond- Lieutenant A. D . D ixon, N ational Service to Short Service C om m i ion. 20th October, 1961.
Captain W. H. W . Muir (T.A.), to be Major, tst October, 196 r.
Lieutenant J . Carracher (T .A.), to be Captain, ISL October, 1961.
Lieutenant L . Douglas (T.A.), to be Cap:ain, 19th D ecember, 1961.
L ieutenant W . M . M adill (T.A.) to be Captain, 15th October, 1961.
ccond-Lieutenant G . F . Be nbow (T ,A.) to be Lieutenant, 26th November,
1961.
Second-Lieutenant T . V. Wclls (T.A.), to be Lieutenant, 29th November,
1961 .
Second-Lieutenant M . Wn.lsh (T.A .) to be Lieutenant, 10th D ecember,
1961 .
Major A . C . Newton ( A.E.R.), retired 27th December, 1961 .
Captain J. A. Marshall (A .E.R.), retired 27th December, 1961.
Captain 0. A. Parry, D.F.C. (A.E.R.), retired 15th November, 1961 ,
The undermentioned Capt11ins (A.E .R.) re:ired 27th December, 1961 :
A. S. Nichols
A. V. Durbin
A.G. Manson
Lieutenant F . E . Morgan (A.E.R.) retired 27th December, 1961.
• Second-Lieutenant S. H. Sav8':e from National Service to T.A., 20th
JSo\"ember, 1961.
Lieutenant D . R. P . Bushby (T.A.), to be Captain, 1st November, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel E . A. Sinnock retired 29th December, 1961.
Major S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.E., to be Lieucenant-Colonel, 5th October
1961.
•
J\.\ajor C. E . Booth Jones, B.A., A.M.1.B.6., retired as Lieu=ant-Colonel
28th December, 196r.
'
Seco::id-Lieutenant J. S. Beswick to be Lieutenant, 28th December, 1961.
Se.cond-LieUtCJ!ant D. A. Pocklinll'IOD from National Service 10 Shor~
Service Comm1SSion, 19th November, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant N. C. Muir from National Service to Short Service
Commissio:t, 4th Oe<:cmber, 1961.
Captain D. W. Bird, l!.R.D. (A.E.R.), to be Major, 14th November, 1961.
The undermentioned Lieutenants (A.E.R.) re tired , 3otl1 December, 1961 :
F. B. L . Sall
C. P. Pugsley
R. Watton
L. A. Willis
Lieutenant J. T. Ord (A.E.R.) retired, 30th December, 1961.
Sergeant T. Teveodale (A.E.R.) to be Second-Lieutenant (A.E.R .) 27th
September, 1 951.
'
Ma!or J . A. Lawrence T.D. (T.A.), retired 15ili November, 796r.
~JOr G. W. Shepberd , M.B.E. (T.A.), retired 3oili November, 196r.
Lieutenant R. W . Forrester to be Captain, 30th October, 196r.
Cader R. T . Ashford to be 2nd Lieutenant (T.A.) 29th Oc1ober 1961
M. S. Geddes :-o be Second-Lieutenant (T.A.), 19th November '1961 ·
C~ptain T . M. Cook to T.A.R.0., 17th October, 196r.
'
.
Lieutenant A. V. Vincent to T.A.R.O., 17th November, 196r.
Maior M. C. Strover, B.A., retired, 1st January, 1962.
Cap:a~n R. A. B .. Dixon retired , 1st January. 1962.
Captain A. P . King (A.E.R.}~ retired, 15th November, 196r.
Seco-,d-L!eutenant R. J. ttop~ns (A_E.R.), to be Lieutenant 6th
D ecember, 1961.
'
Major A. R. Ashley, T.D., B.E.M. (T.A.), retired, lISt December, 1961.
Lance-Corp ~rnl R . A. Davey (T.A.), to be Second-Lieutenant
11ili
November, 1!)51.
'

ltlove1nents -

Ofllcers

(Taken place, or foreaut to take place, period endini: 15th February, 1962)
Lieutenant-Colonel (T /Col. ) P. F .
. Pentreath. M.B.e.
.. .
. . . To The War Office (A.G.II)
L1eutena:n-Colonel (T / Col.) "'j. R .
. ..
.. .
. .. ., Ministry of Aviation.
. Pidding :on, M.C.
L!eutenant-Colo:iel J. R. W~s1 , M.B.E.
H.Q., Salisbury Plain District.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Hollifield
. .. ,, Junior Leaders Regiment.
Major
Major
Major
Ma jor
Major
Major
Major

A. D. Irglis
C. Mitchell
D. L. Swallow
.. .
J. M. Badcock, o.e.E.
E . F . Proc!<ter
...
T . N . S'<elly
P. J . Knott ...

Captain
Captain
Captain
Cap:ain
Cap:ah
Captain
Captain
Captain
Cap:ain
Captain
Cap:ain
Cnptai.~

D. L. Edinger
J . A. Baker
P . W. Hcwitson
St. J.P. Arcedecknc-B~tler :: :
C . J . Gilbert . . .
...
...
A. D. Lewis
J . G. Crowe
. ..
M. T. T . O 'Connor
J . H. Hild
...
M. R. Topple
I. E. Simpson
J. B. J. Halford

,, H.Q .. A .L.F.C.E.
,, 9th Reg i me~t
24th Regiment
,, R .M.A.S .
,, Federation of Malaya
,, 4th Reg'.ment
Ministry of Aviation
,, 4th Regiment
,. R.'v!. .C.S . (Course)
S taff College
;; Staff College
,, 256 Squadron
Staff College
,, Staff College
H .Q., NEARE!LF.
,, War Office
,. War Office
,, S·aff College
H.Q., A.A.F.C.E!.

Captain (Q .M.tH. Majoram, B.B.M. ,, Regimental P ay Office, Newcastle
631 T roop
Major ("I'.0.T. T . Bennett
...
• ..
A.L. F.C.E.
Major (T.O.T. C. W. T. W eech . . .
Captain (T.O . .) W . Ellis .. .
. . . ,. 630 Troop
Captain ('f.O .T.) R. A . Dolbenr
. . . ,. School of Signals
14:h R egiment
Cap tain (Tic. OIJr.) M . T urner
.. .

Retirements
Major J . M cK. L omb
M ajor K. J. Hinton
. ..
...
. ..
Captain L . R. D. Willmott, M.M.,
M.B.E.

29th Nove mber, 1961.
1st D e<:ember, 1961.
16th J anuary, 1962.

Rellnqulshments
29th D ece mber, 1961.

Captain E . H . Rose

Resignations
28th November, 1961.

Captain (Tfc. Offr.) Urquhar t

.\kL AUGHLIN.- 26oo878 W .O .IC J . McLauahlin, on 9th December ,
1961 , at h is home.
MACKE NZIE.- 23491037 Corporal William John Mackenzie, on 26th
December, 1961 , in Hong Kong.
l·ALCONBR. -23787833 Lenee-Corporal James Middleton Falconer , on
22nd, D ecember, 1961 , in Nairobi.
McCLEAN. -22J5 I677 Actin11 Ser11cant Alan James McClean , on 22nd
Deu: mbcr, 1961 , in Nairobi.
"l C HOLSON.-23832500 -Cance-Corporal Barry Nicholson, on 22nd
December , 1961, in Nairobi.
l'RYKE.-23788996 Lance-Corporal John Berruird Pryke , on 22nd
December, 1961 , in Nairobi.
"Il\.1.PSON.-23788508 Lance-Corporal David Edmund Simpson, on 22n d
December, J 961, in Nairobi.
<; HERRATT.- 23833577 Lance-Corporal Samuel Sherratt, on 22nd
December , 7961, in Nairobi.
HOWE.-2366o294 Signalman Jomes Walter Howe, on 8th January, 1962,
in Singapore.
·
ANDREWS.- 23783o63 Signalman J. G . Andrews. O n 24th December,
1961 , in the United Kingdom.

lHovements-\Varrant Offieers and Sergeaats
Hooper, L . C.
Bennet:, T . N .
McGrath, J. . . .
Simon s, H . A .
Sarfaty, J .
. ..
M eyer, K . J . ...
Skelton, N .
. ..
w.o.rr Willia m s, K . J.
Shilson,
N.
S.
W.O.II
W .0 .II Peilicrick, R. A.
W.O.II Bell. E .
W.0.11 Davies, H.
W .0.II Wilson, C .

To
,,
,,
,,
,,

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

,,
,,

W.O .I
W .0 .II
W .O.II
W .O .II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W .O .II

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
S Sgt .

Jacobs, J . R . . . .
Blackburn , T.
Allcock, R.
...
P a te rnoster, A.
Alborough, D. H .
Thomas, B . .. .
Cull. M . A . .. .
McKeown, D . G .

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

i\:

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sg::.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sg::.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Jarratt1 J . R .. . .
Ballara, 0. E .
Howie, J. N . . . .
Bumo~rey . C .
Meeson, D . T.
Hill . T . G . . ..
Buc'<land, A. G . M .
Corbett, G . D .
Kea sey, R . M.
Charles, R . H .
Jones, D.
. ..
Rollings. K . .. .
Stidworthy, P .
Stockwell . J. E .
Hurrell . K. J.
M anrais, T. S.
Webley . E. H .
Toole , F. T ... .
Isaac. A. I. .. .
Gooding. B . F .
Brown . T . L .
Donovan, R . G.

Sgt.

C.O .D ., Donnington
24th Regiment
Trucial Oman Scou ~
210 Squadron
,, 15th Regiment
,, School of Signals (Courses)
,, School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
,,

Webb, C . G . . . .
Holland , E . . . .
Boulton, F. . . .
Falconer. A . D . F.
D avies, M .
Fordom , G . . ..
Knox, J. D ... .
Saunders, R . C .
Owen . R. K ... .
Thornbury . M . D .
Fenwick, R ....

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sg:.
Sgt.
Sgt .

School of Signals
42nd (L anes.) Regiment~. A . )
420d (Lanes.) Regiment T .A.)
44th (H.C.) Reg iment
.A .)
H .Q ., A .E .R ., Royal ignals
1 1th Regiment
24th Regiment
Gurkha Regt . and H .Q . Gurkha Sigg.
Ins:allation Troop (COMCAN)
9th Regiment
7th R egiment
235 Squadron
2 29 Squadron

.,
,,
,,
,.
,,

,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,

,.
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,.

,~

,,
,,

*

*
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Events 1

§*********************************i
79th M eeting of the Corps Co1D1Dlttee
will be held on Tuesday, 13th March, 1962, at t he War O ffice .

School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
8th Regiment
37th Regime nt, R.A ., Signal Troop
British Army Staff. W ashington
School of Signals (Courses)
School of S' gnals (Courses)
School of S ignals (Courses)
School o f S' gnals (Courses)
Sch ool of Signals (Courses)
652 L ight Aircraft Sqn., A .A.C., on
at:'3chment).
Intelligence Centre
2nd R egime'lt
School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signal s (Courses)
Army Apprentices' School (Harrogate)
School of Signals (Courses)
8th Regi m ~ nt
245 Squadron
Sch ool of S'goal s (Coursee)
S.T.C ., FARBLF
236 Squadron
210 Squadron
A .P.L. Souadron
254 Squadron
8th Regiment
15th R egim ent
619 Troop
7th Regiment
224 Squadron
7:-h R• giment
Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate
249 Squadron

16th lloyal Signals Association Branch
Rc•presentatives Mee tinl-(

will be held at the T.A. Centre 47th Signal R egim ent (Middlesex Yeo many) T. A. , Duke of York's H eadquarters, Chelsea, S.W.3 , at 10.30 a.m ..
Saturday, 31st March, 1962.

Corps Dinner
will be held M ay 30th, 1962.

Corps lle"ular Officers• At Dome
will be held on 31st May, 1962.

10th R egiment
TAYLOR. -T o W .O .II and M rs. A. R. Taylor, on 18th December, at
B.M .H. , Hos:'Crt , a son , Norman.
DEAS.- To L ance-Corporal and Mrs. J. D. Deas, on 26th November,
at Ashton, a son , Andrew James.
STOWE.- To Seregant and
CaLterick, a daughter.

Mrs. S . B .

Stowe , on

9th

January,

at

Deal.Its
PENN.-On 3 1st December, 1961 , at 12 , Charlotte Rood, Wallington,
Herbert Austin Penn, M.B.B., B.SC., T.D., L . of C. Signals S.R., 19331945.
'
GOSLING.- 2303653. Ex-Driver J. Gosling, on 16th December, 1961.

Lieutenant H. M . Bonakcr
Lieutenant J. M. Hincks

.• R .M .C .S.
Rhodesia and Nyasaland

GREEN.- Mr.
Hospital.

Major (Q.M .) R. F . C. Ashford
Captain CQ .M .) M. E. E. Truscott

44 ('i.C.) Regiment (T.A .).
,, 7th Regiment

TREBBLE.- 23202744 S'gnelmon A. H. Trebble, on 2nd January, 1962,
at Royal Herbert Hospi:al.

L.

F.

Green,

on

29th

D ecember,

1961, in Lambeth

North London Branch
The Ann ual Dinner and Dance will be held a t The Cambridge North
Circular Road, Palmers Green, London , N .13, on Saturday, 14;:l, April,
1962.
Tickets and informa tion from the Hon. Secretary of the North London
Branch of the R oyal Signals Association, J . T . Murphy, 1, Marlborough
Close, Whetstone, N .20.

Indian Army Reunion, 1962

Royal Signals Display Team
May 17th
May 19th
J une znd

Hertfordshire. St. Alban'&--Agdcultural Show.
Billet Lane, Essex .
Kynoch Social Club, Witton, Birmingham.

July 7 th
July nth-28th
August 1st
August 6th
September 1st

Catte rick.
Royal Tournament.
Nantwich.
Horncastle.
Halrwhistle-Agricultural Show.

ie,f~u:Ji~·

Wants anti Oiiers
'\Vanted
Mrs. Harvey, 37, Alvan Street, Higher Openshaw, Manchester 11, ex-Secretary and Treasurer of the Manchester
Branch, requires tappers and buzzers for use with her youth
work. Any help would be greatly appreciated.
For Sale
Crammers establishment at 30, Sackville Road, Hove 3,
Sussex. Boys aged 12-14 prepared for common entrance
examination to Public Schools. £2,500 for goodwill and
furnishings. Apply Major Gordon Fraser, who is prepared to
remain for a period to ensure continuity.

:J701 lUeetin" of the (;entrnl (;ommittee of the

Royal Si"nnls Assoflintlon
will be held on 31st May, 1962.

The following goods are available from
Association Headquarters :

:\ltlershot Tattoo
In place of the Aldershot T attoo, " The Modern Army " will be at home
to the public on Queen's Parad e, Alde rshot, on the afternoons of 16th and
17th J une, 1962.
Apply :u Aldershot District, Steeles R oad , Aldershot.

Corps Week-end and Association Reunion and
Annual General lUceting
will be held at C atterick on 7th / 8th July, 1962.

no,Tnl To11r11nmc>11t
En rl> Court, London , nth-28th July, 1962.

Dirtl1.s

I ndian Sl.Cnnl Units 1911-1948 O.C:.A.
On 26th May, at the Eccleston Hotel, Victoria, London, S.W.1 , A.G .M .
and Dinner. O pen to members and :heir wives, but guests not allowed.
!'ur ther details from Captain W . Dowley, 753, M ychett Road, Mycbett,
Nr. Aldershot, H ants.

l~~ ~~-mt

umr""""olllllrllllltllUhnmmc"'o"''mllll nftlllllglllll lllllllllllllll

Aldershot Services - Aldcnhot.
Welbeck College - W elbcck.
Scarborough H ockey Festival - Scarborough .

T he 1962 R eunion will be held at H11rlin&ham Club on Friday, 29th June
at 3.30 p .m . Ticke ts 9/ - per head .

*

Ex-23156u D. C. SEAGER wishes to trace an old friend,
R. E. HALL, last heard of in 6th Armoured D ivision, prior to
D-Day. It is thought that Mr. Hall was commissioned. The
address of Mr. Seager is 58, Cuttis Road, Ewell, Surrey.

.
1

lloyal Signals Doekey FJxture11
l'ebruary 151h
Mar. 2tst
Apr. 20 th-23rd

lloynl Si"1tnls Institution Lectures, 1962
T uesday, 3rd April : "Employment of Airborne Forces in Future Wars, "
Brigadier A . J. Deane-Drummond, D.s .o ., M.C., at 5-Vi p.m., North
H oll , Training Brignde, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
• Pridny, 25 th May, "The Reser ve Army," Colonel G. H. Shrimpton, T.D.,
6. 15 p.m., at the T .A. Centre, 471h Regiment, T.A., Duke of York's
Hendquarters, Chelsea, S .W.3 .
•Frida y, 28th September, "New Zealand," Briaadier J. E . Anderson,
6.15 p.m. , at the T.A. Centre , 47th Regiment, T .A., Duke of York's
Headquar ters. Chelsea, S.W .3.
T uesday, 27th Nove mber, "Trainin11 of American Cadets at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Poul L. Miles. Jnr., U .S. Army, 5.15 p.m., BJ
No rth Holl, Training Brigade, Royal Sianals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
• Members are allowed two guests for these lectures.

Corps Paint Transfers :
"Jimmy"~ on background of Corps Colours (each)
lO'x 7t/!" 71 /2"X 55 /s'
31 /10" x2!1. ·
3/2/8
1/ 6
Mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/7/6
Corps T ies-Heavy Weave
8/6
Woollen
11/Terylcne
21/Corps Scarves-Reppe, Square
21/Woollen
21/Cravats-Terylene .. .
8/6
Corps Cuff Links .. .
...
3/Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches Membcr
only
45/Blazer Badges
i./ 3
Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
1/8
Small (each)
35/Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
20/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
29/6
Corps Plaques
plus po tagc

Hoyal Sl"nals Association Football Club Fixtureli
March 7Lh
April 18th . . .

Durham University
Billingham ynthonin
R.E.M.E .
R.A .0 .C .
• Fixtures not ye t firm .

*

Cntterick Camp
Canerick Camp
Billingham
Cnncrick Camp

Corps Diarie - Order Forms from Association Headquarters.
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==Promotions==
The following promotions were authorised up to the end of De ccmi>cr.
1961:

NATO

i tenal Centre Supervisor Ilostt-.r
To W.0.II

223o6665
22563969
2548668
22799121

A / W .0 .II
A / W.O.II
A / W.0.IT
A/W.O.U

To S

22771473
224698o8
2549522
22296445
22309313
22096400
2549778
2 1005820

Sgt.
Sgt.
gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S gt.
A / S Sgt.
I Sgt.

gt.

22309271

22242661
22515452
22836222

(210)
(144)
(204)
(190)

Chambers, D.
Good, R.
Pearsall, G.
Slater. G.

Demonstration

of

(~200

Hurne:! . E. R .
Reid , I. A.
Jones, F. W .
Milling·'<>n. A. B.
Frost . R. M.
Edgar, R. P.
Huxley-Duggan , B. M.
Brewin. R. H. J.
Hi:chcock, G. E. C.
Souter, A. R.
Shakespeare. D .
Thirkill , J. II.

(800)
(1582)
(166ol
(590
(3360)
(970)
(306o)
( t730)
(2710)
p o6o)
3750)
(3230)
(4090)
(373ol
(3300
(3530)
(4020)
(366o)
(3770)
(379:>)

Loveday. F . ].
Gaze, A. J.
Le F uvrc. D . ll .
Nurse , C. G . C .
C larke, J.
Growns, R. E. W .
Baldwin, W.
De La M arc. R. J.
McKenzie. D .
Jame . J. H.
Prees, J. V.
Williams, H . E.
Cole, A. R.
Duncan, J.
Graham. J. B.
Bower. D.
Binl:.s. C.
Goodman. J. H .
Ma sev, R. T.
Law, B.

(4230)
(45coJ
(4200)
(4300)

Francis, J. D.
l'eberdy, S. B. C.
Ed wards, M. G . A.
Earnshaw, D. K .

(2400)
(3 170)
(3300)
~35 90)

p180)
,3800)
(4030)
(4320)
(4 30)
(5040)
(5o6ol

Ratlio Equipment

Operating Boster
To

gt.

.22289372
22954069
22537469
22296900
228289II
2281H39
22526415
22537897
23114272
22550962
22794227
2282n17

23236233
22537833
22821109
2549640
22821030
22969530
22773850
2236o121

A / Sgt .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sg ~.

Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A f Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
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During October, 1961, there took place near Paris, under
the auspices of N.A.T.0., a demonstration at which member
nations, including Denmark, France, Germany, U.S.A. and
U.K., produced their Field V.H.F. radio equipments for comparison and interopenbilit) tests. The British team included
representatives from the Ministry of Aviation, War Office,
S.R.D.E. and the manufacturers, and a military party to operate
the sets.
As will be seen from the photograph, the military party
included not only Royal Signals, but also members of the Royal
Horse Guards and Royal Artillery (18th Field Regiment). The
Royal Signals members were drawn from the School of Signals,
Training Brigade and S.R.D.E., and the whole party assembled
in September at Christchurch, where the demonstration was
prepared and rehearsed.
The party embarked in a L.C.T. in Southampton Water on
7th October. The weather was so rough that the vehicles could
only get aboard by wading. In the process, both men and
vehicles got thoroughly soaked and there followed a very rough
crossing with two nights' aboard. It was only through the
gallant efforts in wet and cold of members of the party that
the vehicles were made sufficiently roadworthy to disembark
near Le Havre. As a result, one N.C.0., unhappily, had to
spend the whole visit in hospital in Paris with pneumonia .
On arrival at the SHAPE camp, near Versailles, the party
was received by the SHAPE Signal Squadron, by whom they
were well looked after throughout the visit. The Americans
and French were also very hospitable, and made the visitors
welcome in the various clubs and "canteens in the camp.
As regards the demonstration itself, a considerable effort had
been put into its preparation. A static display stand (in front
of which the photograph was taken) had been made in the
.R.D.E. Work hops and was re-assembled in France, on which
equipments were effectively displayed, including a working C42
st:t immersed in a tank, with goldfish swimming around it.
Members of Messrs. Mullard, Plessey and B.C.C. were presenr
to show their products to the international audience which
attended the demonstration.

Regimental Duty llos t e r
To W.O.II

22247168
22.U1864
22053793
22523175

S Sgt.
S gt.
A / W.O.II
S Sgt.

22537303

Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S S gt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S S gt
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A /S Sgt.
S gt.
A/ S Sg-:.
A/S S gt.

T o S Sgt.

22~Vi176

228o6742
1419186o
2549558
t 5202~ 3 9

22200224
22546o33
2549550
222u675
22265266
2J187056
22242002
14026485
22265014
2549014
14473289
22308389
22246o81
22212775

(30<0
(3030
(1t80
(1200
(3130
(3090
(30?0
(3180
(1210
(980
( II44
(1270
(962
(3190
(3310
(32rn
(1040
(1 050
( 1014
( 1000

n.,era"'Or) r.reen. B. C.
Operator) Rumsey, D. H . M .
G.T.D .)
Simpson, A. J.
G.T.D.)
Downes. J. F .
Operator) Shaw, R. C .
Operator) Cave, A. E . W.
Operator) Brown, T. B.
Opera:nr) Armstrong, T. G .
G.T.D.)
Stear, C. W.
Lineman) Bell , J.
Tech.)
Morris, G . R.
G.T.D.)
Filder, B. S.
C le rk)
Warren, A.
Operator) Prior, S. W .
O perator) Meyer, R . C.
O perator) Horton, B. D.
Lineman) R ooke, A . C .
Lineman) Bramhall, A .
Li-eman) Ham mond-Haley , W. K.
Lineman) Evans, K.

Lineman Roster
To S gt.

22776796
228o6132
23243405
22201954
22776184
2254 1468

Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Col.
Cpl.
A /Sgt.

(3590)
(850)

(3 230)
(4740)
(4800)
(3300)

Davies, A .
Lee. B. H .
Birtles. H.
Jones. R. C.
K ir'<ham , D. G . M.
Askham , F . A.

INSERTIONS
SIJ(nnl Centre Supe r v i s ors Ros ter
22563782

S Sgt.

(6100)

MOSS
BROS

230
4430

ll90

1450

COVENT GARDEN W. C . .l

THE COMPLETE MAN"S STORE

Sgt.

~IETCALFE
T he Sports Depot

W.
Open Th ursdays till 7 p.m.
Neare st. station Le icester Sq ua re

Operntlnl( Rolol ter
Sir..

3220

15t

STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROYAL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTHING
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS

3416

3100

BRA NCHES THROUGHOUT TH E COUNTRY
2630

7090

RICmlOND,

8020

Technical Roster
S Sgt.
Sgt.
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Phone 2108

Est. 1749

Kreckeler , I<. R .

General Trodes and Duties Jlo su~r

The main effort of the military contingent was directed to
a mobile display in which frequency changing, remote control
and rebroadcasting was demonstrated in a tactical setting. None
of the other nations attempted anything of this nature, and
the extremely polished performance of the British soldiers
earned the particular praise of the French General directing
the proceedings in his closing address.
Whether the demonstration will have contributed to the
sale of British sets remains to be seen. The British soldiers,
by doing repeated frequency changes in less than 30 seconds,
showed that the manual tuning of the SR (42 and SR C45
is no disadvantage compared with the press-button tuning of
their more expensive foreign competitors. Many of the audience
no doubt gave quiet thought to the merits of robustness and
simplicity of the British sets.
In the matter of recreation, members of the party were able,
according to taste and within the limits of available cash, to
investigate the many varied attractions of Paris, and on one
Sunday afternoon the British manufacturers kindly invited the
whole party to a river-boat excursion on the Seine.
The return journey proved as hazardous as the outward
one, and it is best to draw a veil over the twelve hungry hours
spent waiting on the canal bank; the emergency meal financed
by a compassionate F rench M ayor for 2 1 impoverished British
soldiers; the midnight embarkation and the rough crossing.
Suffice it to say that the party r eached Chris tchurch safely on
28th October.
This expedition to France is worth recording as an example
of the sort of unusual adventure which may at any time come
our way in the Army, and of which, in spite of d iscomforts,
one preserves as a pleasant memory.
We would also like to place on record our great pleasure in
working with our friends from the Royal Horse Guards and
·Royal Artillery. We could not have had n icer compan ions.
Tai/piece. The N .C.O. missing from the photograph was
Corporal (now Sergean t) S tidworthy, now recovered from his
pneumonia and on his way to warmer climes for service with
the Trucial Oman Scouts.

LTD

DELETIONS
ft e J(bnent.nl Duty Boster
w.o.r
190
W.O.II
S Sgt.

Seated left to rieht : C of H Tribe, Captain B. H. Adams, Lieutenant Colonel W. E. Jelf, W.0.11 Higgs, Sergeant Duffey.
Standing Centre : Lance Corporal Haddick, Lance Corporal Cole, Signalman Shepherd , Signalman Harlow, Corporal Gourdon,
Corporal Beale, Gunner Young, Lance Bo mbardier Bridge, Gunner Bowes
~tanding Rear : Corporal Stephenson, Trooper Derbyshire, Trooper Barne~. Corporal Peck, <;1gnafma n Cleg~ . Trooper Hawr 1n,
Gunner Warren, lance Bombard ie r Lawman lance B?mbard" cr Earley

YORKS.

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A number of vacancies , offering good career
prospects, ex ist for : -

Radio Operators
Male
Cypher Operators
} Male and Female
Teleprinter Operators
Wr ite , giving details of educat ion , qualifications and experience, to:Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q . (RC0/ 6),
Foreign Office,
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham, Glos.
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Recruits from the (ommonwealtll-2

Moor Rescue

Fl.Jl.\N SIGNALMEN
BY J/SIC:.NALMAN

Hy ltfaj11r J. G. James, Itl.C •• J ltlr Regiment

On 23rd November, 1961, the main batch of thirty-two
Fijians destined to join the Royal Corps of Signals as regular
oldiers, arrived in England. They were the first products of
a recruiting team which had been sent to the Islands some
months earlier. There are some 320 islands wh ich go under the
name of Fiji, and about 250 of these arc inhabited. The t\vo
largest are Viti-Levu (literally Fiji-Big) and Vanua-Levu
(Ground-Big), and the capital of them all is Suva. The journey
to England was by air, and they were met at Gatwick by
econd-Lieutenant C. M. Darby and Corporal Burt, who provided each of them with a greatcoat as some protection against
the rather inhospitable British weather.
On the train journey northwards to Catterick, where they
were to do their basic training in rrth Regiment, we first
heard the excited comments about their journey over. How they
had refuelled at Los Angeles, but not left the airport, and how
they were met at New York by an R.A.F. Officer, whose name
they cannot recall, but who gave each of them $3-50 and
arranged that they stay at the Governor Clinton hotel. The
day was spent on an organised tour of New York, including
the U.N. Buildings. They were also taken to the Paramount
Theatre to see Western films. Having met a few Americans
and tasted American food, which they consider worthy of commendation, they spent until nearly 3 o'clock in the morning
watching the marvels of television in their hotel bedrooms.
The train journey to Canerick, where all recruits spent six
weeks in basic military training, was enlivened by Fij ian songs
and the travelling populace expressed their appreciation at being
serenaded by these cheerful singers. Although many of the
Fijians were strangers to each other, they have a natural musical
aptitude, and once a leader is found, soon form themselves into
a choir capable of rendering their national folksongs. This was
amply proved when they appeared in a small feature film
for the Independent Television Network the other night. The
sound-recordist was heard to say he would not mind becoming
their manager I
Our Fijian's arrival in England was, unfortunately, coincidental
with the big "freeze-up," and the sight of snow and the
bitter wind, must have made many of them yearn for their native
sun. However, a hot meal and hot soup on arrival warmed
them up, although we think most of them slept that tint night
of their lives in England still in j?reatcoats !
Many of us, perhaps, are inclined to th:nk of Fiji much as we
do of Hawaii, and visualise palm trees, the warm climate and
grass skirts. However, to listen to the account of what the
recruits did in civilian life is an abrupt reminder that " progress "
is not confined to any one part of the world. " I was a clerka laboratory assistant-a wireless operator in Cable and Wireless-a draughtsman-a medical student-a reporter, or a trainee
broadcasting technician" was the reply heard to questions on
th~ir initial intet"'.iews.
In fact, if one close one's eyes, one
rmght have been listening to any other English recruit who joins
the Army.
Training started, and alongside their English, West Indian
and other Commonwealth friends, the Fijians found themselves
on drill, physical training, sports, weapon training-and all the
other activities which make up the curriculum in the training
programme of a modern soldier. New friendships were formed
and all settled in well to the routine. Christmas was soon upon
us, and the traditional Christmas dinner, at which Officers,
Warrant Officers and Sergeants serve the troops, was held in
the evening of the 21st December for all those going on Christmas leave. Warmed by the good food and inhibitions lifted by
liberal quantities of our national beverage, folksongs and carols
between Fijians and the rest were soon being swapped across
the mess hall.
For newcomers in a ·trange land, we had wondered what
could be done for our l:<ijians over the Christmas break. We
need not have worried, however, as the Union Jack Club in
London answered our appeal and accommodated all of them
who wanted to stay there. We are very grateful to them, as we
are also to the Reverend Steel, a Methodist Minister, who
called at. the Club and arranged a Christmas Day tea party for
our soldiers. All of them attended services at the Central Hall
Westminster on Christmas-Eve and Christmas Day. Some wen~
carol singing and most visited Buckingham Palace, St. Paul's,
the Houses of Parliament and, of course, the Changing of the
38

The Fijians at Christmas Dinner, 21 December, 1961

Guard. Many returned early with colds and coughs, and the
general opinion was that, whilst the historic places were interesting, London itself was too big and too expensive. All unanimously declared that they pref=ed Catterick.
The Kava Drinking Ceremony has aroused a certain amount
of interest here. This is normally laid on for distinguished
VISltors or guests. Kava is made from a root called Yaqona,
which is dried and then ground up. The resultant powder is
mixed with water to form the drink. It is non-alcoholic, but
if drunk in large quantities can have an intoxicating effect, but
only to those not used to it. It is drurtk as a relaxing drink,
or on ceremonial occasions, when a whale's tooth and green
yaqona plant are presented to the guest.
The guest first
claps his hands as a sign of thanks and respect, and then
drinks the Kava from a coconut cup, handing back the cup,
when emptied, to the senior chief, clapping the hands again
three times, as a further sign of thanks.
In the next few weeks our Fijian recruits will pass out of this
Regiment as trained soldiers and go on to trade training. We
have found them interesting and friendly, and easily adaptable.
They have worked well and played well and are quickly
acclimatising themselves to their new surroundings. We welcome
them into our Corps and wish them the very best of luck. We
feel sure they will become not only a credit to their peoples
in Fiji, but also a credit to the Royal Corps of Signals.

STAlUP COLLECTORS
T he J unior Leaders Regiment has restarted its
Philatelist Club and will be MOST GRATEFUL to
receive stamps from all Regiments, Squadrons,
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthusiasts receive many QSL cards
with fore ign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be addressed:
Philatelist Club, Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
Signals, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, South Devon.

c.

R. F. SMITH-JUNIOR MERCURY REPORTER

The Commonwealth Trophy is a termly oe<;urance whereby
four hundred fit and well-trained Junior Leaders set off across
Dartmoor in patrol parties of six, passing through predetermined
checkpomts, each of which is manned by a member of the staff.
This term it took the forni"'of a night compass march which
was designed to test the boys' abihty in basic navigation. It
was not, as suggested by some of the Press, a sudden whim on
the part of the Commanding Officer to send the Regiment
c reering around the moor at dead of night! On the contrary,
Jie Commonwealth Trophy is an Inter-Troop Competition for
the trophy presented to the Regiment by the Commonwealth
Division, of Korea fame, on disbandment.
The rules of this competition have been evolved over the
terms, with the aim of givirig Junior Leaders exciting and
arduous tasks--for how indeed can Adventure Training bear
the name without an element of ~ontrolled danger and risk?
If Junior Leaders along with other soldiers were to be kept in
moth balls, what would be the result in the event of war?
Last term's Commonwealth trophy was held on the north
quarter of the moor, sixty patrols set off from four starting
points, heading for the finish at Okement Hill. Obviously each
patrol had a slightly varied route, but the average distance to
be covered was about eight miles.
All the usual preparations w r made. The weather forecast
stated that there was snow on parts of Dartmoor and it was
estimated that the course would take from four to five hours.
Greatcoats were taken by transport to the finishing point,
where a hot meal was to be provided. The last patrol departed
from the start point at 2130 hours, snow showers commenced
at 2200 hours and gale force winds whipped these into miniature
' blizzards.' It should be noted that these conditions were not
forecast by the weather experts.
In case of accident each Patrol carried a sleeping bag, a
' Bivvy ' on an Everest Carrier-these it will be seen later were
used by the eight who remained on the moor.
The usual Search/Rescue Parties were formed beforehand
to look for stragglers at first light. Gradually the weather
deteriorated, becoming very severe in the early hours of Friday
morning and in consequence several boys decided to bed down
for the night. Junior Leader Corporal Lindsay had no choice
in the matter when Junior Signalman McPherson collapsed and
was unconscious for about 14 hours.
By first light approximately forty boys had not reported in,
so search parties were sent out at 0745 hours. Stragglers reported in throughout the day, most of them at points other than
the finish point. I arrived back in camp at 1400 hours on the
Friday, oblivious of the fact that the eyes of the nation were
focussed on developments at Denbury. However, by nightfall
eight Junior Leaders jn three parties, two of three and one of
two, were still missing.
At this stage on the afternoon of Friday. the 8th December,
outside help was co-ordinated as follows: Foot and Air Parties

TYLER'S T AXIS
and

S ELF D R I V E
CA R S

~

THE CAMP CENTRE
or Tele pho ne Catte rlck Camp 2224
Te legrams: ATAXl, CATTE RICK CAMP
You may bo o.k yo ur r e q ulrem en u at o ur office op poalt• t he G .P.O
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Colonel L. H. M. Gregory M.B.E .. talking to the Junior Leaders,
rescued from Dartmore. two days later
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linked by radio with R~ue H.Q. at Okement Hill. Even local
civilians, stimulated by the wailings of the Press and radio and
doubtless odious memories of the "Hounds of the Baskervilles,"
offered to help in the search. It's an old adage that you always
find who your friends are in times of stress, and the local
population certainly proved staunch comrades.
Three hundred Junior Leaders, by this time fully rested,
together with a Company of the Devon and Dorsets, parties of
the S.A.S. and detachments of 41 Commando were all ready
to start at first light on Saturday morning if the initial search
by helicopters was not possible due to bad weather.
At approximately 0930 hours the first party was located
marching down the Riv~r Tavy towards the village of Peter
Tavy. Fifteen minutes later the second party was found, two
of them still in their sleeping bags. Junior Signalman Thompson, who was suffering slight exposure, was admitted to Okehampton Hospital and retained for two days. The third member of this party, Junior Signalman Parkinson, had left early
that morning to fetch help and arrived at Willsworthy Farm
on the outskirts of the moor at lunch time ..
The remaining party of two was located by a helicopter
piloted by W .0.1 Mead of the Army Air Corps, who took many
risks in dangerously low cloud to search for the missing Junior
Leaders, of whom he rescued four.
At 1200 hours all rescue parties were able to stand clown.
The great search was over and as things were now running
smoothly-we only made page two in one of the more notorious
Sunday papers. The Press bad made heroes of the missing
eight Junior Leaders, yet if there were any heroes at all, surely
it was the three hundred and fifty odd who completed the course
on Friday morning, went to bed, and wondered what all the
fuss was about!

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
Since our last notes appeared, the leaves have fallen and we
have had our full share of Catterick weather, although in all
fairness, it appears to have been no worse than elsewhere, including the " Deep South."
In October we had a memorable visit from Colonel General
Bogdan Orescanin, Deputy Chief of Staff, Yugoslav Army,
accompanied by four senior Yugoslav officers and the British
Military Attache, Belgrade. The visit was particularly noteworthy since it was undertaken in spite of certain Eastern Bloc
opposition and with the primary object of fostering good-will.
It is of interest that the School was the only Arms School to be
visited by the party during their six days' stay in the U.K.
Also in October, was held the School Autumn Golf Meeting,
when some thirty cadre and students spent an enjoyable day
in pursuit of the small, and often elusive, white ball. Major
Ferguson won the 18-boles Medal Match from Captain Yeoman,
whilst Major Ashlin won the " duffers' spoon "!
November started with a big bang, with the customary Guy
Fawkes function, held on the evening of Saturday, 4th. Some
.zoo adults and children attended and did full justice to the
hot-dogs, fi h-and-chips and hot chocolate served in a marquee
during the interval between the firework display and lighting
of the bonfire.
Later this month an " A.B.C." conference was held at the
School. Catterick sports many signboards, but on this occasion
the numbeir increased noticeably. Contrary to general opinion,
the reference was to neither a schoolmasters' convention nor
"Atomic, Biological and Chemical" warfare, but to American
British and Canadian armies, holding their second meeting on
Signal policy. Despite a pressing agenda, the delegates had time
to enjoy themselves and Colonel P. D. Smith, M.B.E., C.D.,
Chief Signals Officer, Canadian Signal Corps, found time to
give an interesting lecture to a large party on his recent experiences with U.N. forces in the Congo.
To conclude ovember, we had a visit from Major-General
Moorman, U.S. Signals Corps, C.S.O. SHAPE, which was
also the occasion of his talk to the Royal Signals Institution.
This is reported in The Journal.
The highEght of the Christmas festivities in Headquarters
Mess was the ladies' night, on 16th December. By 8 p.m.
125 officers and their wives or lady friends had assembled in
After a dinner of
the large ante-room prior to dinner.
traditional fare the diners were joined by nearly 8o further
mess members and their ladies who were not lucky enough to
draw seats for the dinner table. The Corps Band then led
39
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·omc Ju ty carolling and thi was foll~we~ by danci°:g, w~1ch
·ont inued until the early hours. At !Dldmght a very mgemous
cabaret created a diversion; this was both topical and amusing;
the evening finished with a bacon-and-egg breakfast. Tlus
extremely enjoyable occa ion was made possible only by ~e
untiring work of the Mess Staff, upported by our hard-working
orche tra.
'\\Tarrant omc-ers• nnd SerJ!eants' l'less. ,, Under
rhe N 97, under 0 23," and o on. You are vrong, reader we
have not been contaminated by the " Bingo " craze; that was
merely the mechanics of an elimination dance at our Christmas
Ball, held on 15th December, and which set the pace for all our
Christmas festivities.
This traditional event was graced by the presence of the
Commandant. Brigadier A. F. McGill o.B.E., and his lady wife,
in company with mo t of the cadre officers and their ladies, and
proved a most enjoyable affair. The evening's proceedings were
ably conducted by the very versatile Sergeant K. Duffy, with
a section of the Corps Band supplying the music.
On 21st December, the Mess Christmas Draw was held,
and what a memorable display of prizes that was. Even in this
age the raising of over £36o towards a Sergeants' Mess Draw
would seem highly improbable; such, however, was the feat
accomplished by W.O.IJ P. Singleton and his associates on
the comminee. One wonders where all the ingenious ideas
for money-raising originated; needless to say, a certain amount
of gentle persuasion was necessary! Well done, Penny-your
draw must have outshone any held in Catterick for many a
long year. It's nice to be able to enjoy a drink in peace again
though!
On 220d December, prior to dispersal for the School Christmas break, the kind invitation from the Commandant and
Officers to have drinks with them in the Headquarters Mess, was
enjoyed by all members of our Mess. Many yarns were spun
and " lamps swung" but we are sure we are forgiven! From
there it was pleasant to " drift off" to two weeks' heaven-sent
leisure.
These are but three of the events held-space doesn't permit
a report on all the others, suffice it to say that we . had all the
traditional " goings-on " and that our stock of Alkaseltzers has
now been replenished! Rumour has it that the R.S.M. is "toying" with the idea of living-in again-such was the quality of
the members' Christmas dinner. On this note, high praise is
due to all the catering staff and to our worthy barman, Mr.
" Andy" Andrews, for their tireless efforts during the period.
We now stride into 1962 and take this opportunity of wishing
all our readers a happy and prosperous New Year. We will,
no doubt, have the pleasure of the company of many of you
on courses throughout the year, so we look forward to renewing
old acquaintances and welcome new ones.
Our "feature c;:ourse " in this edition is No. 14 Foreman of
ignals' Course, who say:
We hope we shall not be considered facetious if we introduce
ourselves as those who hope to be joining the Foreman's Roster
this year. The course assembled in November of 1960 at the

School and got away to a good start with a drill course under
the expert instruction of S.S.M. Summers. After the Christmas
break of that year we went into Basics Group, from which some
of us have yet to recover. Since this initial shock, we have
been through Line, Multichannel and Radio Groups, and now
back to Multichannel, where we are enjoying the realms of
R adio Relay. Unfortunately, we have lost three of our original
18 members from the course, but hope that they are doing
well wherever they may be. A special welcome is given to our
Commonwealth friends on the course; two from Malaya and one
from Canada.
In the sporting world, we have made our name in basketball,
and we have our representatives in both Regimental and
Sergeants' Mess football teams. There also appears to be some
interest in fencing· perhaps this is because the sport is becoming
popular with the fairer sex.
A mention must be made of Sergeant O'Connor, who is
getting married at the beginning of February-we wish him
and his bride all the best for their future together.
Our course has been peculiar, compared with previous Part
I courses, due to the reorganisation of the Technical and Foreman's Rosters. An extension in time has been granted to provide
for this alteration. We are now looking forward to our "outside
visits," when those amongst us who are married will be " off
the leash " for a few days.

lst

The notes, received too late for inclusion in the normal way,
describe:At considerable length, the admirable arrangements by the
Regiment of its Squadrons and individual Troops of their
entertainment during the Christmas period. The highlights
appear to have. been the Christmas Draw and Dance in the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and the Christmas Dinner
of the Wives' Club.
The Regimental Football XI 1s m the final of the Morrison
Cup, having defeated the 7th Regiment 4-r and the 13th
Regiment 3-2.
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A . J., Jackson, 0. L., Keeton, G., Kirton, J,, McKay, R. A.
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'Why book your foreign holiday through a travel agency?
We can offer you a choice of varm and little known resorts.
We even pay your pocket money! See below for tours organised
in 196r.
Aden : Some 60 members of the Regiment passed through
Aden on their way to and from Kuwait and Bahrain. Some
met again, Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. T. Brett, O.B.E., our exC.0., now resident there.
British Cameroons : Two groups forming composite
Signal Troop~ under Captains I. C. Spear and M. W . SimsReeve respectively, provided signals for the British Force during
the recent elections. Each Troop was there for about nine
months. It is reported that there were few, if any, social
amenities.
llahrain: A Signal Centre detachment under Staff Sergeant
R. Crampton flew to Bahrain during the early stages of the
crisi . It was hot. There were few, if any, social amenities.
British Honduras : A composite Signal Troop flew out
in November. It was rumoured that Belize resembled a nuclear
target area. Lieutenant M. Marples found himself overni~ht
transformed into Signal Officer 12 Engineers Group; then agam,
into C.S .0. (self-styled) British Honduras.
Their report, which makes interesting reading, should be seen
elsewhere in this, or next month's WIRE. It was hot, smelly
and wet. There were no social amenities. The Regimen t, does
however offer to teach " the Twist" in its genuine form to
attractiv~ blondes between 19 and 22 years of age. Applicants
should apply to "Bart," c/o the Officers' Mess.
Geru1any : Two members travelled to B.A.0.R., the
C.O.'s past and present, in order to look round and reserve hotel
accommodation. They won't say anything about the social
amenities.
Konyn : A small party was detached to 210 Squ~dron for
the Kuwait crisis. They must have made some good friends, for
each was presented by the Squadron with a silver tankar~ inscribed "Kuwait 196r." A generous act much appreaated.
Social life must have been good as we have volunteers for a
repeat tour.
Kuwait : This crisis saw a motley collection of all trades
from the Regiment despatched to the Middle East. Signalman
J. T. Ost found himself head cook. He spent m1;1ch of the
time in hospital! Conditions were apparently terrible except
for the facilities and entertainments offered by the Europeans of
the Kuwait Oil C'.ompany. Club, swimming pool, home cooking
and even hot baths were offered.
l,lbvn nud Malin : Air Supoort Troop ran the air request
links for Exercise " Solinus." They claim that results were
excellent. No one else was there, so their claim cannot be
disputed.
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Paris : A few cipher operators have been in Paris for
months. We have offered to relieve them. There has been no
reply.
Portugal : Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. T. Brett, O.B.E., visited
Portugal in advance of the Regiment for a recce for Exercise
"Batalha." " Time spent in reconnaissance is seldom wasted."
This was, for the remainder of the Regiment prepared to disappear sharply eastwards from Bulford instead of south.
Singapore : Lieutenant-Colonel J. D . T. Brett, O.B.E.,
visited Singapore on a liaison visit with 3fd D ivision staff.
Why did he get all the good trips? Perhaps our present C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel T. W. Baynes, M.B.E., hopes it is a Commanding Officer's privilege.
Christmas Festivities : The Regiment enjoyed the usual
Christmas dances, dinner, Sergeants' Mess draw (which turned
out to be Staff Sergeant J. Pickards Benefit Night), children's
party and hangovers. All were relieved when 21st December
arrived and we started block leave. For some the block leave
ended that day too! The latest ' always on a Friday ' flap was
on and W.O.I F. W. Taylor and a band of merry(?) men saw
the New Year in browning their knees in Aden. We thought of
them enviously during the last week of December, when we were
shivering in Bulford Camp surrounded by snow and ice and
gallons of water from countless burst pipes!
.

Very New Arrivals : The birth rate continues to flourish,
the stork being a most frequent visitor to the Regiment. Congratulations this month to Lieutenant and Mrs. M. Y. Miller,
Staff Sergeant F. of S. and Mrs. D. G. Spear, Sergeant and
Mrs. R. H. Ruffels and Signalman and Mrs. L. M. G. Cambridge on the births of their sons and to Lance-Corporal and
Mrs. J. McLuckie on the birth of their daughter.
S11ort : Boxing now takes it. place in Regimental soorting
activities under the guidance of R.S.M. M. A. Barnes-Murphy.
Corporals E. P. E. Swain, A. D. Millar, E. D. Little, R. Rockett,
G . Richardson, L. W. Dewhirst and Lance-Corporal T. F. B.
McDonald form the team. Although they lost their fir t competition, it was by a very small margin, and we wish them good
luck in the 3 Divisional Individual Championships thi month.
Another sporting occasion worth mentioning was the annual
Officers versus Warrant Officers and Sergeants football match.
Despite Rugby tactics, five Officers and a dog in goal. the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants won easily. After all the R. .M.
was the referee!
To all members of the Corps, we send our good wi hes for
1962.
Stop Press : All boxer from the Regiment won their
fights in the preliminary boxing competition at Figsbury Camp
on Ioth January 196°2, now for the 23rd/24th.
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4th llEGIHENT
To all our readers may we offer belated season's greeting
and hope they had an enjoyable time during Chrisunas and will
have a happy and prosperous New Year.
Since the last notes quite a lot has happened here in the
Fourth, both from the daily work point of view and social life.
Recently the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess were hosts
to the senior
.C.0.s of the Signal quadron of the 4th
Canadian Brigade.
.S.M. H. J. Guy and his merry band
of tomato-juice drinkers, descended upon us just before lunchtim and a " whale of a time " was had by all that evening in
the Mes . Once again, feats of strength were practised, in the
form of " squaw wresling," etc., and it is noteworthy to mention
that we were the victors. S.S.M. Guy assures us that this will
not be so when our hospitality is reciprocated sometime during
i962 .. . . We wonder !
For quite ome time during the evening the Mess was
honoured by the visit of Major-General J. V. Allard, C.B.E.,
o.s.o., E.D., C.D., who, being a Canadian, recounted many amusing incidents, with our guests.
Chronologically speaking, the Christmas period here in the
Fourth was a rather hectic one for most of us, and all that
can be sa:d is "R.S.M., how on earth did you keep the pace ?"
On the 19th December the annual Mess dinner was held in
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. The 20th saw us
all taking part in a "Giant Tombola and Dance Evening,"
which was held in the Gymnasium; the proceeds from this
being in aid of the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. A good time
was had by everyone (even though the Band did arrive a little
late and played a little too fast!). During the afternoon of the
22nd the Gymnasium was once again the scene of entertainment, this time the children's Christmas party. Lieutenant
G. H. Cowsill made a wonderful Santa Claus, and I am sure
all the parents will agree that Sergeant Harry Bushby, suitably
bedecked in a brand new suit of overalls, kept the children well
amused. Corrunencing 20.30 hours the same evening, "Yours
truly" was a guest at Oscar Troop Christmas party, held in a
very nice and spacious local German guest house. The
reception was wonderful, the buffet pleasing and ample, the
company marvellous and the entertainment very good indeed.
Signalman " Adam" Bratt proved a very congenial M.C., once
he had overcome his initial shyness, and his singing in the Troop
rendering of " Michael, row the boat " left me assured that the
Padre will not have to look very far should any of his choir
go down with 'ftu I Well done, Lieutenant D. S. Lloyd, Staff
Sergeant R. C. Higgins, and in fact all members of Oscar Troop
for a very well conducted affair.
The morning of the 27th saw us all back at work and once
again caught up in the hectic life one experiences in a Signal
Regiment. Many eyebrows were ra ised in wonder, when men
were seen carrying hosepipes on to the Square and with gay
abandonment commenced 5praying the "Asphalt Jungle" with

The Attestation of Stuart Harrison
Left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel Hutchins, Royal Signals, W.0 .11
G. Harrison, Stuart Harrison
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water. In a very short space of time it was a real ice skating
rink. Aha, we thought, we are going to have skating. This was
not to be so, when later on vehicles appeared and commenced
practising anti-skid procedure. This idea soon was picked up
by others, and within an hour we saw Military Police Champs
doing " old-fashioned waltzes " out there on the frozen waste.
R.S.M. M. Ham and S.S.M. T . Y. S. Templeton were seen
huddled together, muttering and scowling, with drill books in
their left hands and buckets of anti-freeze, laced with salt, in
their right. Poor old Mother Nature certainly received some
scathing remarks that day, eh ?
From the Sergeants' Mess to all members of the Wives'
Club and their husbands, who attended the social evening in
the Mess on the night of the 18th December. . . "Who do
you th ink was the prettiest, Miss Burly Chassis, Zsa-Zsa or
Gigi ? " Secondly, would the person responsible for the hole
in Tara's bucket please report to R.Q.M.S. (Barracks) to sign the
usual A.F. P.1956 !
In a more serious mood, may we say how glad we were to
see yet another young man take the plunge by enlisting in the
R egular Army, here in the Fourth. This time it was Stuart
Harrison, son of W.0.II G. Harrison, of " M " Troop. Stuart
was born at Levenshulme in Manchester and since then has
" soldiered" in U.K., Singapore and Germany. On the 9th
January he reports to the Army Apprentices School, H 4irogate,
and we wish him all the very best in his future career. He is
the second boy to be attested by our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. Hutchins, and we have lugh hopes of
others coming forward.

7th REGIMENT
The past two months have, despite the close of the exercise
Much of the effort being
season, been as busy as ever.
necessitated by the handing over of the Regiment by LieutenantColonel P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., to Lieutenant-Colonel F. L .
Clarkson, M.B.E., with the normal audits, etc., which accompany
such occasions.
The departure of Lieutenant-Colonel P. F. Pentteath was
celebrated, if I may be permitted to use the term, in what
members of the Sergeants' Mess feel may truthfully be described
as a memorable occasion. An excellent dinner was followed by
-t he Commanding Officer being placed on trial for permitting
his dog to commit a most foul act on the lawn of the Mess. Of
a number of damning testimonies, perhaps the most notable
was that given by " Digger," not an Australian attached, but a
dog of mess status. The defendant was, of course, found guilty
and suitable punishment awarded.

The 4th Battalion De Troopes De Tra nsm issi on . Reg imen tal
Insignia bei ng prese nt ed to R.S.M . Keay by R.S.M. Pat uriaux
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Replicia of 14 Pr Cable Drum being presented to Lieutenant-Colonel
P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., by R.S.M. E. H. W. Keay
Guests of the Mess that evening included R.S.M. Paturiaux
of the 4me Bataillon De Troupes De Transmission, Belgian
Army, with whose Bat>tahon this Regiment is affiliated. Their
role to the Belgian Ist Corps is the same as our own to the
Ist (BR) Corps, so we have much in common; unfortunately,
" much" does not include Flemish or French, but does, luckily,
include English, thanks to our guests' efforts.
The advent of autumn brought a welcome break for the
" Legion of Grasscutters," who stood, literally, poised for
opportunities between rainy spells and exercises. It did, however, mean that their armament was changed for "brooms, bass,
with handles," until the last leaf fell.
So far, our winter
has been kind, and the necessity of snow-clearing has not
arisen.
Doubtless, our readers in U.K. will consider us
fortunate.
The usual inspecting teams have plagued the Regiment, and
since every unit must (we sincerely trust) be familiar with them,
this is the extent of comment intended. The lack of decapitations oft threatened with such visitations, proves we must have
survived.
The Christmas festivities included many of the hardy annuals'.
There is no doubt, thanks to the untiring efforts of W.O.II R.
H. Pearce, A.C.C., and staff, that the men of the Regiment who
sat down for Christmas dinner, will look back upon it as a meal
worthy of much more expensive surroundings. The children's
party was a great success again, thanks to W.O.II R. H. Pearce,
and also financially, to the many sessions of tombola, organised
by R.S.M. E. H . W. Keay, which provided the funds.
The Sergeants' Mess draw was another event that, thankfully,
as far as the committee was concerned, went off well, and those
present were treated to the unusual spectacle of a fashion show
(mannequins with accent on the man) and a cookery demonstration. The latter was most ably carried out by Staff Sergeant
R. E. Knight, assisted by R.S.M. E. H. W. Keay and Staff
ergeant C. H. Williams. Between them they convinced witnesses that there could not possibly be any connection between
tteir efforts and those required by W.O.II R. H. Pearce, previously mentioned.
In the field of sport, we can say we are trying hard, although
soccer results have been rather disappointing. We are in the
finals of the Morrison Cup rugby. Boxing is still in doubt,
since we have yet to see our team in action, and hockey is
quite satisfactory. We have managed to lose, albeit well, to
a local German team at basketball, and recently have started the ·
game of shinty, which is a form of indoor hockey. The last
game was played with a local German team. At .22 shooting
we have been doing extremely well in the various leagues and
we have high hopes.
The Regiment, as quite a large number of readers will know,
is the unfortunate type that only "sparks " during exercises,
and because finance necessarily dictates the frequency, scope
and duration of these bursts of activity, we find ourselves
barracks~bound, carrying out mundane tasks which do little to
create enthusiasm. It is not surprising, therefore, that many
outside interes·t s arise, and of late we have had a .22 shoot against
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R.S.M. Greenleaves. Alias " Staff Sergeant Knig ht" giving his
evidence and Q.C. Jeffries, Alias W.0 .1. Loudoun
the local Herford club, which we narrowly Jost, and, of course,
the two already-mentioned events of basketball and shinty. Not
very long ago the camp barber spurred the Sergeants' M ess into
producing an "over thirty" soccer team (the only section of
the Unit where sufficient qualify) to combat a local team. One
of their members was 53, so perhaps we should have done better
than lose 6--4, but the replay provided a victory of 5-3, and
now we await the decider. During the second match it was
rather touching to see both teams stand in silence for the
German fallen, for the game was played on Germany's Armistice
Day. As a mater of interest, some 184 years' service was represented by the Mess team. Is this a record?
It is hoped to arrange a shooting match with a local police
team, and we have a very large number of purely social interests
outside, as doubtless many of the younger memben of the Regiment will affirm. Roaming farther afield, and at this time of the
year there is much ski-ing being organised, and it is possible
to learn this most exciting of sports very cheaply, and you
might, if lucky, manage to do so at the expense of the public.
One's thoughts must always be in the future, and at this
time of year, the event uppermost in mind is summer camp.
Already some fair-sized wedges are being driven into changing
0.C. 4's selection of location from that which his Squadron
had last year to something nearer the sea. Of course we mean
the Baltic, and not the Mediterranean-more's the pity.

T HE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

M ade up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/2

"

9/6

(Post.cc Extra)

T . FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCAS1ER
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10th & 16th Regiments

A we promi d you in the December WIRE our reappearance
in print i not ju t a flash in the pan but an effort to remind all
readers that the space between eight and ten is very nicely
filled by nine.
The news this month will have great interest to all past
members oI the Regiment who have lived in the vari us forms
of temporary accommodation which the Regiment ha successfully disposed of in the last few years. Work on the n ew building continues apace; nobody is qu ite sure of the size of the
p:ice but as me photograph shows all goes well and many people
arto looking forward to the move. Squadron Sergeant Majors
have been seen eagerly contemplating the floor area to be
polished.

Corporals Mess Outing and Party for the Children of
St. Michael Orphanage, Hulls

Craftsman Smith (13) duels with a lady competitor from Rhine
Workshops ' Kart Club'

LEGEND. "Work on the new buildings continues ." See
Footnote.
Other parts of the programme have overtaken the living
acc<Jmmodation and the Guard Room is nearly complete. However, ~e prospect of having not one, but two guard rooms in
the unit, has not been greeted with universal enthusiasm.

LEGEND. "The Guard Room is nearly ready." Sec Footnote.
On that safe note we will end this month's notes and hand
the pen to next month's contributor.
FOOTNOTE. For the more educated readers we would add that
the pictures are firstly, excavation by the 16th century
wall o~ Famagusta, and secondly, of the tomb of St.
Catherine.

10th llEGIMENT
The emphasis has been on Christmas activities. The children's party was held on Thursday, 21st December, and to hear
the noise one would have thought that there were more children
than men on the strength of the Regiment. Regardless, the
wives were left to cope, while husbands went about their lawful
business-it's amazing the urgent jobs one finds to do on a day
like that. Compliments must go to NAAFI on the tea and to
the Sergeants' Mess who put so much time in preparing for
the occasion. It is the first time that Father Christmas has
been drawn in his carriage to his disembarkation point by
Linemen winding furiously on a drum barrow.
Apart from the usual Mess entertainments a number of social
functions were organised. One Squadron held two successful
dances in the gymnasium-our P.T.I., Sergeant G. S. Edwards,
is still muttering under his breath! and 2 Squadron, they tell
me, really went to town in their Club on the night of their
dance.
The Commanding Officer decreed that the Men's Dining
Room must be cheered up both for Christmas and for the long
term. So the Messing Officer, Captain E. P. Hughes, and 0.C.
2 Squadron, Major C. McDevitt, got together, and with the
aid of Lance-Corporal K. Davies as Artist-in-Chief and SecondLieutenant J. J. H. Alexander as Works Manager, the Dining
Room was transformed by Christmas Day into a restaurant,
bright with flowers, gay with striped canopies and splendidly
decorated by a series of most professional murals.
All ranks, particularly of 2 Squadron, are to be congratulated
for the spirit in which this most creditable piece of work was
carried out in such quick time-with a special word of praise
for Corporal H. Allison and his floral arrangers!
The Christmas draw was held amid this gay profusion and
in a happy atmosphere of Tivoli beer and cigarette smoke.
Loud, rude cries greeted the first name out of the drum-W.0.I
R. D. Laing, our R.S.M.-some thought that S.S.M. E. M.
Short was in for another run of "good luck."
During the past six weeks the troops have been battling for
the honour of winning the Inter-Troop Soccer League. The
fina l was to have been played on Boxing Day as a conclusion
to the Christmas programme, but the weather played its hand
and the match was postponed due to the frozen ground. New
Year's Day, however, saw the final between "K" Troop, 1
Squadron, and R.H.Q. Troop H.Q. Squadron when "K"
Troop carried off the cup with a resounding 7-2 victory.
Signalman T. Gillespie proved his worth yet again by scoring
four of the goals.
The hockey team were narrowly defeated in bovh the Morrioon and the Army Cup but for all this the sport has been
first class and the team bas gained a reputation for very fair
play. It is worth noting that Lieutenant (Q.M.) S. Barnes was
selected to umpire the R.A.F. Germany v. B.A.O .R. match on
r3rh December.
Go-Karting is in the news again with the ' Bears ' entertaining
about forty contestants from Units in B.A.0.R. on the Barrack
Square. On 2nd December amid hail, sleet, gale and rain and
under the directorship of the "Meisterfahrer," Captain J . A.
Billing, a fine afternoon's programme of racing was presented.
Wim many anxious incidents; as karts left the tracks, skidding
on the wet surface, and fast lap times; the organiser and officials
h ad few dull moments. The events ended with a thrilling
Grand Prix, the first orize of which was a fine silver fruit
dish presented by the Krefeld Branch of the ADAC.
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Time spent in preparation is never wasted. When the Junior
N.C.0.s of ~oth .and 16th Regiment saw the surprise, joy and
thanks glowmg m the eyes of the children of St. Michael's
Orphanage when Father Christmas gave them their presents
they knew their weeks of work had not been in vain.
'
On Saturday, 16th December, 1961, the traditional day in
Germany for children's Christmas parties, the Corporals of the
10th and i6th Regiments arranged a very ambitious day for
the children of the local orphanage. Organised by Corporal R.
W Adey, the day began with a grand tour by bus to Diisseldorf
and Koln. Many hours of \\ork had been spent in decorating
the buses with Christmas tri mmings, fixed to the luggage racks.
i 12.00 hours the buses set off with 50 very excited children
in the tender care of the wives of the N.C.0.s.
First stop was Di.isseldorf Airport, where B.E.A. drove the
guests around their aircraft in a special coach, then on to
Benrath. After a walk around the castle grounds the journey
continued to Koln.
A visit to the Cathedral was the main attraction of the trip
and then they drove back to Zons where, in the Hotel " Zurn
Fahrmann " festive decorated tables awaited them and a very
nice tea.
The buses arrived back in Hills early in the evening and here
the N.C.0.s had prepared a further surprise for the children.
On a hors--drawn float, decorated by coloured fairy lights,
Father Christmas entered the orphanage, greeted by the strains
of happy singing. A visit to the bedrooms of the younger
children ensured that those who did not take part in the
iourney were not forgotten, and, of course, they were thrilled
to receive presents from Father Christmas. Little drums and
mouth organs, stuffed animals, balls, cars, big and small dolls,
together with chocolate, sweets, fruit and nuts were presented to
them. Television cameras and B.F.N. recorded the scenes in the
floodlit rooms. The pleasure for the N.C.0.s was the happy
faces of the children.
When Father Christmas arrived in the day-room of the
orphanage he was greeted by flute-playing and Christmas carols.
More presents were distributed amid cries of joy and excitement. The Sisters of the orphanage were not forgotten, and
mey received a n ice present for their personal use. The evening
finished with more traditional Christmas carols.
The appreciation of the Corporals' efforts did not finish there.
Since that memorable day, they have received many charming
letters from the children of the orohanage thanking them for
their kindness. as this one clearly illustrates:
To the Soldiers of the English Garrison,
On behalf of all boys of the Hi.ilser Orphanage, I would
like to thank you for the wonderful day and for the Christmas
party later on. It was a great adventure and pleasure for
us.
We wish you best regards and a happy Christmas.
The boys of the St. Michaelstift.
Corporals W. Loveridge, B. Scattergood, A. E. Preston, A. Leary
and Lance Corporal Weldon with the children prior to departure
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11th llEGIMENT

These notes are being recorded at the end of that exhausting
series of festivities sparked off by Santa Claus, prolonged by
the Scots and extended by indestructable types until Twelfth
Night. They may be cautious, because we Army types all
know the subject matter for December, and in any case, it
would be dangerous to record incidents related to the festivities,
be they never so entertaining.
Christmas dinner was served in the traditional manner
to over 400 men, on 21st. December. Service was slick and
worthy of note, for the meal was served in 40 minutes.
A most pleasant and unusual surprise for all of us occurred
when our Fijian Contingent began to sing. Incredibly, they
sang carols as beautifully as a trained choir. Audience response
was 100 per cent. They finished by making a close chain and
performing a slow-rhythm dance round the hall to the tune of a
Fijian song.
Another dinner was served on Christmas Day to those who
had to .s~ay behind and hold the fort. The School of Signals
Cadre iomed us and the Seychellois were able to invite their
friends over from 8th Regiment.
The Officers' Mess held a most successful ladies' night just
before Christmas. There was, however, a sad note of farewell
Second-Lieutenant C. M. Darby was leaving us to join a "Q .:
Course at the School of Signals, and Major (Retd.) C. S. R.
White had decided to leave the Civil Service.
" Blanco" White, as stated in our December notes was a
Gunn~r, but he rapidly acquired a vast knowledge of ~.Signal
Procedure." He took a personal interest in all contacts he made
whilst controlling the Officers' Wing, and no doubt many
officers were amused and relieved by the somewhat less formal
wor~1ng of his letters.
Indeed, this seemed to encourage the
passmg of p~rsonal messages and " Blanco " did much to foster
the spirit of goodwill by acting as messenger.
The Officers' Mess members certainly miss this genial
menace now he has gone.
He has decided to live in Chester and has taken up civilian
employment in that area. The irrepressible "Blanco" carries
on working when many would have retired years ago. Good
luck, "Blanco "! be careful with that car and your candid
colour camera !
There were more "goodbyes" on 12th January, LieutenantColonel (Q.M.) W. B. Edwards and Major R. Carlyon were
dined out. Colonel Edwards has been with Brigade H.Q. for
over three years, where his major (colossal!) task has been
to sort out A.F.s G 1198. His vast experience with stores and
administrative work should make his self-imposed task of
" Mine Host " comparatively easy. Many have threatened to
visit him and Mrs. Edwards when they retire to " The King's
Arms," Redmire, and we sincerely hope that by so doing, we
will retain their friendship.
Major Carlyon retired on 15th January. We will miss his
benign presence, especially as P.M.C. and most certainly will
we miss the touch of genius Mrs. Carlyon always produced
whenever the Mess needed floral decoration.
Good luck to you all.
The Officers' Mess also entertained Lieutenant-Colonel J.
L. Judd, M.B.E., our Director of Music, who is retiring next
month. May we join all members of the Corps, past and present, who will doubtless wish him and his family a very happy
future.
Having known Colonel Judd ever since he joined the Corps,
the writer would like to record that delving into book-shops for
old volumes on military music, visiting Cathedrals and touring
the countryside will always appeal.
The most successful calamity of the season happened when
the Wives' Club organised a Christmas shopping spree to
Leeds-you should have heard the husbands!
A Nativity Play was performed at St. Martin's Church, the
adopted Church of the Corps, and a most unexpected company
of goodly men, the Commanding Officer, with Major Jordan,
Second-Lieutenants Barnett and Barker, together with Captain
Topple of H.Q., Training Brigade, played very convincingly
the parts of Joseph, a rich Jew, a wise king, and two shepherds,
respectively. The families also took a major part, with Deborah
Jordan as Mary, Mrs. Brooks and Jean Brooks as poor women
and water carriers.
Our December notes caused some comment because we had
omitted mention of the Quartermasters department. Some even
thought we'd forgotten it! Month after monrh, year after year" Sign here," "Check this," 'Board of urvey" "Ain't got
none," "Who's fiddling?"-how could we forget?

The original notes should now be quoted, followed by a writeup more worthy of our much-appreciated " Q " side.
Quoce : " Quartermaster-the magnific':-11t fi~ure _of Major
(Q.M.) W. F. G. Hoskings r ules an empire wh1ch, 1 ud ge~ by
the quantity and variety of stores, clothmg and props, with a
mall but diligent crew of technicians, res7mbles a H9llywood
epic fil m set-including the D irector's luxurious office w1th Starlets in attendance " Unquote.
The Q.M. Department of thi_s Unit is un? sual . because of .the
vast rurnover in kit and equipment. In n::al. issues, tropical
kit, combat clothing, de-kit and re-kit and . arrival, storage ~nd
despatch of M.F.O. call for planning, operaung and co-operauon
of a hlgh order.
.
In addition, it is the policy of the D epot. to issue No. 2
D ress to all recrui rs, and those on Home Postmgs, before they
leave the Unit. There are forty-seven sizes on issue, even so,
the tailor is always very busy on final fittings to achieve per- ·
fection.
.
.
The Barracks side is also fas t-moving, as may be unagmed.
R.Q.M.S. L . Irving and J. E . Hutchinson are at the head of
these departments respectively. The cry of "Ain't got none"
is never heard, for whlch this Unit and others are indeed very
thankful.
Alas! Many of the Military Staff are due for a change
soon. Good luck to them all and to their successors.
Major Hoskings is go~g to the Gurkha Signal Regiment. and
H .Q, Gurkha Signals, m August. A ke~, and som etlm~s
skilful cricketer, the Quartermaster has captained many a Umt
team to victory. The climate of Malaya should prove more conducive to ills off-ducy pursuits than that of Yorkshire.

General Notes
Congratulations and farewell to R.S.M. E. R. Wall, who goes
to 19th Regiment on commissioning as Quartermaster.
We welcome R.S.M. M. Hamm from 4th Regiment who is
to take over the somewhat exacting and ever-varied duties of a
Depot R.S.M.
A welcome also, to Staff Sergeant T. J. Cushen, who has
joined the Courses Wing as Drill Instructor for the Staff
Sergeants and Junior .C.O.s' courses. ~e also came from 4th
Regiment.-Our condolences to 4th Regiment.
The Unit basketball team, under the guidance of SecondLieutenant Barker has reached the semi-final of the Northern
Command Cup, and Captain Lucey's 1st XI soccer team is
running second in the District League.
Twency-eight Apprentices from the Army Apprentices'
School, Harrogate, arrived in 2 Squadron for drafting tills
month.
We were very pleased to see the following W.0.s and N.C.0.s
on their way through :
W.O.IIs N. Crossley and J. Druggan; Staff Sergeant D. W .
Gunstone, to B.A.0.R ; Staff Serg~ant B. Huxley-Duggan, to
Cyprus; and Staff Sergeant J. May, to 1 K.A.R. Sigrcal
Squadron.
The season of goodwill produced a variecy of headaches,
some exp~cted, some not. Of the latter, a particularly painful
one was caused by belated official mail. There was considerable movement of troops, but corresoondence and documents
relating thereto were adrift for days. Of course, this mail began
to arrive when most of the staff were on holiday.
Many will remember that some years ago, when difficulties
arose over clearing Signal packages by military means, one
An appointed
heard the cry "Post it." Beware the cry!
courier within the draft is far more satisfactory.
Attention please, sub-units and troops attached to other
Arms. Please complete release documentation before you disband or move to another theatre.
" A 'Phantom ' H.Q. has no conscience,
Its rear party keeps no watch "!
Some units~lease keep us informed of postings which do
not follow routine procedure.
There has been a re-shuffle of appointments within the Unit
and are published for t' .e benefit of all who have dealings with
the departments concerned.
Major 0 B. G. Shoubridge (the Second-in-Command) is now
also in charge of the Officers' Wing, vice Major (Retd .) C. S.
R. White, until he retires in May and we have a replacement
Second-in-Command.
Captain J. Prescott ex-" Movements," 2 Squadron, has taken
over command of H .Q. Squadron, vice Major R. Carlyon.
Captain J. Stockhill, ex-3 Squadron (Releases) has taken
over " Movements " 2 Squadron.

13th llE GIMENT
The annual Administrative Inspections, both of the Regiment
as a whole, and of our detached No. 2 Squadron, which have
loomed ever larger during the past few weeks, have come and
gone, and we have again emerged the wiser, but comparatively
unscathed.
A pleasant occasion, at the end of November, was the welcome arrival of a 12-seater coach, presented to the Regiment
by the N uffield Trust, which will fill a long-felt want in the
Regiment. We are indeed grateful for the generosity of the
Trust, and are delighted to hear tha t its illustrious found er,
Lord N uffield, is making a good recovery, after his recent illness.
A less happy even t was the departure of Captain Brian
D riskell, whose three hardworking years in the Adjutantat
chair have been rewarded with a good posting to the Staff of
H.Q., 1 D ivision. No-one could have served the Regiment
better, and he takes with rum the sincere good wishes of all
ranks.
We hope his successor, Cap ta in Roy Ward, will have an
equally successful tour in the Regiment.

Officers' Mess. The Chr istmas period in any Regiment
being as congested as it is, the Officers' Mess took the precaution of holding the, by now traditional, Ladies' Night at the
end of November, and a most enjoyable evening it proved to be.
Ser"ennts' ii.fess. A G ames N ight against the Officers'
Mess was a great su<:cess and was won, very much against the
odds, by the Officers. Aspersions as to the mis-spent youth of
various officers reached their height when the officers also won
the final boat-race-due entirely to the efforts of our Australian,
Major Alan Macdonald, whose expert and effortless swallow,
raised gasps of admiration and much talk of the effects of restricted drinking hours in Australia on the drinking habits of
the inhabitants.
The Mercury Tbentre Group. The Theatre Club, a
thriving organisation, under the direction of our civilian colleague, Jim Taylor, provided excellent entertainment in their
latest production which took the form of a double venture,
in that two producers and two casts presented Rattigan's
"Browning Version" and the first a<:t of "Reluctant Heroes."
The result was a well-balanced and thoroughly entertaining
evening which reflected great credit on all concerned. It is difficult to single out individual members of the cast for special
mention, but possibly Staff Sergeant Lamb deserves that honour for a really excellent performance as the dedicated, but
unappreciated, schoolmaster in the former play.
The next production of the Theatre Group is eagerly awaited.
The Festive Season. The annual endurance marathon
of Christmas and New Year activities is now but a memorybut what a pleasant memory it is of the many thoroughly
enjoyable social occasions of all kinds, which kept all ranks of
the Regiment and our families in the best of festive spirits
throughout the Christmas period . Much of the activicy centred
on the well-decorated gymnasium, whlch was almost unrecognisable after the imaginative efforts of S.S .M Jones and
Sergeant Moffatt, and was the scene of a great deal of merrymaking with, perhaps, the hlghlights being the ever-popular
Sergean,ts' Mess draw, the Corporals' dance and the all ranks'
dance.
However, the stark truth of the old saying that all good things
come to an end was brought home-at least to the under-35sone cold morning. with the reversion of the gymnasium to its
normal workmanlike state when they found themselves working
off any festive excesses on the assorted hazards and obstacles that
make up P.T. circuit training-happily, they all seem to have
survived.
Sport.-Alchough most major sports took a well-earned midseason break over the Christmas period, there has been a fair
amount of sporting activity-the recent very cold spell provided excellent ice-skating conditions. and the P.R.I. skates were
in great demand with Signalman Cater, a former ice-hockey
player, really coming into his own.
Rugby.-For the fourth year in succession, we are delighted to
report that the Regiment has won the Rhine Area Cuo. beating a
Sapper Regiment 21-0 in a hard-fought final. This victory
earned the Regiment a place in the semi-final of the B.A.O.R.
Cup, which involved a trip to Berlin to meet the xst Bn. The

Welch Regiment, a very good side, which proved too strong for
us and, after a hard, exciting match, beat us by 18-3. Far
from being dismayed, the team learned a great d eal from
playing a team of this calibre, who may well become Army
Cup winners this season.
We have reached the final of the Morrison Cup competition
and, despite the loss Q£ Second-L ieutenant " Mike " Armstrong
and several other stalwarts, the team is hopeful that 7th Regimen t will not prove to be too hard a nut to crack in the fin al.

*

*

*

*
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Hockey.-The half-way stage of the winter hockey season
sees the Regimental team with only one defeat in 13 cup and
league matches and playing well.
In the Rhine Area League, all seven matches played have
been won with a goal average of 22-5. Our chief scorers have
been the brothers H amilton and Lance-Corporal H art. Others
in good form have been L ieutenant Best, Sergeant Bray and
Lance-Corporal H ives.
We are now in the semi-final of the Morrison Cup, having
gained a particularly satisfying win, in the second round, by
4-1 over 16th Regiment, who earlier inflicted our one defeat
upon us. Our semi-fin al opponents- will be 21st Regiment.
As little is normally heard of umpires, we would like to
record our appreciation of the work of Major Herberts in that
field. H e is a Class I umpire and has now reached the highest
possible heights as a result of a recent civilian course.

*

*

*

Squash Rackets.-This year has seen a welcome surge of
interest in squash in the Regiment, and this reached a fitting
climax last month, when L ance-Corporal Hill showed excellent
form in becoming the B.A.O.R. Individual Squash Champion.
He has since toured the U .K. with the B.A.O.R. team and
also reached the third round of the Army Championships, an
extremely good effort.

16th DEGllUENT
Th e account of the Regimental happening was unfortunately
delayed in the post and arrived too late for inclusion in full.
Mention is made of the Corporals' Mess Party for the young
orphans of Huls, an account of which appears on page 45.
The Regimental Boxing Team successfully defeated the 21st
Regiment in the first round of the Morrison Cup and met
28th Regiment during January.

e Have

you placed a standing order for a copy of
"The Wire"?
Why not do so now ?
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Soccer.- After only moderate success in league matches,
the 1st team has come into its own in cup competitions and
progress has been encouraging.
In the first round of the Army Cup, after an almost incredible 6--6 draw against IOI Provnst Company, the replay
saw the team at their very best in a resounding 14-1 win,
Walliker scoring six and Wood five ~oals .
In the second
round the Regiment beat 17 Rear Vehlcle Depot by 4-2
after a hard-fought game.
Much of the credit must go
to the able captaincy of O'Connor and to the seemingly tireless
Suter and Coxon, at inside-forward, and, of course, to marksman Walliker, who scored all four goals-long may he maintain
this form!
In the 3rd round Army Cup match against 28th Regiment,
after a disappointing display, we lost by 2 goals to 1, and we
now look to 28th to keep the Corps flag flying in the competition.
In the Morrison Cup, good wins over 21st and 10th R egiments were made possible lar~ely through the efforts of Lloyd,
in goal, and Glenham and Maxwell at full-back. This brought
us into the semi-final, with 1st Regiment as our opponents, and
our exit from the competition, as we lost an exciting match by
3 goals to 2.

18th llEGIMENT
D.Q. Squadron. Christmas has arrived once more. The
rain is heavy and frequent, but it cools the island down and
gives a sort of atmosphere to the Christmas festivities which
are now in full swing. The Junior Ranks' Club have had their
dance. The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess have had
their draw and are now looking forward to the Christmas
dinner and dance on the 23rd D ecember, 1961.
The children (God bless them) are having their party on the
22nd D ecember. Tills is divided into two age groups, the under
12 years and the over 12 years. The "young uns" are having
the normal jam tart cype of party but the teenagers are having
a much more sophisticated affair with their ham sandwiches,
cakes and coca colas. There will be, of course, a string quartet
in attendance to dispense the latest rock and roll. I am sure
a good time will be had by all, including the young bloods of
the Sergeants' Mess who have been requested " to get the party
going."
Our last batch of " Jungle Jims" have returned from camp
at Mersing, two days earlier than expected. They have been
washed out by days of continuous torrential rain and were glad
to be home.
I Squadron. The Squadron has at last received some
reinforcements and we welcome Captain Costello our new
Second-in-Command and Staff Sergeants Souter, Millington and
Edgar. We hope their tour in the Squadron will be a happy
one. Major Bridle, our C.D .S.O., will shortly be departing for
U.K. on posting to 3rd Regiment, we wish both him and ills
wife all the best and every happiness in the future.
We have now finished our annual camp and have some brown
and healthy looking bodies around the Squadron, unfortunately,
the monsoons broke before the last camp had finished, and some
men are claiming to have developed webbed feet.
The new Signal Centre is nearing completion in the COMCAN
building. We shall then have the TRC and Signal Centre
under one roof. Tills should increase efficiency and also prove
an interesting experiment.
At the time of going to Press we are happily engaged in preparations for Christmas, the big event being the Squadron
Children's party on 21st December. We hope there will not be
too many sick children to be handed back to furious Mums
afterwards.
A full report of our Christmas activities will be given next
month, provided that our scribe has recovered by that time.
2 Squadron. During the past two months the following
Officer appointments have been handed/taken over within 2
Squadran:
O.C., Major W. Batty vice Major C. De Lyle-Turner.
Major (T.0.T.) G. A. Stanley vice Major (T.O.T.) T. Bennett.
O.C. U.G. Troop, Captain J. R. Garratt vice Captain J. G.
Chitcy.
O.C. T.E. Troop, Captain (T.0.T.) R. Dore vice Captain
(T.0.T.) R. A. Dolbear.
It would appear therefore that we would now be in the "new
broom sweeps clean era." In fact this is not so, as our Replacement Officers appear to be "old brooms that know the
comers."
The Squadron-indeed the Regiment is at this very moment
in the throes of an Internal Security Exercise. It would appear
that (according to 248 Gurkha Squadron's November notes) we
are wasting our time-or did the Gurkhas forget to mention
"Steam Rad io?" This Squadron's main responsibiEcy during a
disturbance on the island is to look after its line communications.
The present exercise has convinced us that warning should
come before alarm and not vice versa I Providence allowed the
O.C. to be armed with an Indian club, and our civilian clad
S.S.M. to appropriate a Corporal's jacket-thus the gates were
held.
There is a rumour that Line Maint Troop are going to issue
all Linemen engaged on indoor installations with carpet slippers,
or employ only muslim linemen. " Monsoons cause dircy
boots!"
Congratulations go out to Lance-Corporal Drummond of
G H.Q. Troop and Mrs. Drummond (previously Miss Silvia
Joan Warson of 4 Independent Comoany W.R.A.C.) who were
married on 2nd December, 1961. at St. George's Church. Tanglin, Singapore, and to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Saunders on
the birth of their son at B.M.H. Singapore on 20th November,
196r.
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2 tth llEGllUENT
During the past few months our R..:gimental acuvmes have
been many and varied, ranging through Adm:nistrative Inspection in October, participation in the .O.A.M.A. rally, !JfOvision
of long range wireless communications and officials for the
ame rally, helping out the School of ignals with w:reless
detachm nts for their Majors' course and, of course, normal
training.
Thi month we are scheduled to conduct our fi rst one week's
M .T. course for Young Officers, and later in the year we will
be running another pilot course, this time for Chief Clerks.
Since September we have adjusted all our basic train ing to
the new trades, and upgrading courses have had to be amended
to include conversion to the new trades where appropriate.
As far as sport is concerned, a useful rugger team has won
all of the matches except in the Army Cup round against the
King's Own Royal Border Regiment at a score 3-6. Likewise,
the hockey team has done well, only losing by l-O to the School
of Signals, who are able to put a team on the field containing
nine of the Canerick Services team. We were unfortunately
defeated by the 4/7 Dragoon Guards in the first round of the
Northern Command boxing, but this does not prevent us offering our most sincere congratulations to 8th Regiment on their
success against the same team. One of the more lighthearted
sporting fixtures was the Officers v. Sergeants hockey match,
played on a full size rugger pitch in thick mud.
Christm3s festivities followed a conventional pattern, including the Regimental children's party and annual Sergeants Mess
dance and draw. The Regiment broke up for IO days from
22nd December, so therefore we substituted an all ranks' dance
on 20th December for the usual Christmas dinner on the last
working day. We successfully cut down the essential duties
over the hoEday period to two duty parties of 30 men, the first
on duty from 22nd to 28th December, and the second from
the 28th December to the 2nd January; thus by far the majority
of the Regiment managed to have both Christmas and New
Year at home. Officers and Sergeants resident in Catterick far
outnumbered the 30 men who sat down to the traditional
Christmas dinner on the 25th December.
From the vast number of cadre who are leaving or who have
left the Regiment and to whom we wish all the best in their
new Units, may we single out three "Old and Bold" who are
retiring-we hope that R.Q.M.S. Davy, S.S.M. Tinto and Staff
Sergeant Knowles will quickly adjust themselves to civilian
life and make a great success of whatever they go in for.
Of the various out of working hours' activities we pride ourselves on our Hobbies' Club the following write-up and
photograph shows something of what the Club achieves.

Hobbies Club
After approximately three months of operation, we are now
happy to state that our Hobbies Club is running on extremely
satisfactory lines. Formed as a means of providing entertainment and diversion to all ranks outside working hours, its
popularity increased steadily as the evenings became darker and
colder.
We provide facilities for carpentry, photography and amateur

r:idio. 1'iore recently the acnv1t1es of the Club have been
increased by the addition of the Regimental table tennis
enthusiasts under Lieutenant Needham, and one or .two furtive
characters who are apparently building a "special."
In the carpenters' shop canoes and coffe e tables peel off the
assembly line at a fantastic rate, and immedia tely befor e Christma presents were the rage-one could not h ave moved without
fa ll ing over toy forts and rocking h orses !
The attached photograph, which fea tures L ance-Corporal
Brownjohn and M ajor F ordycc's son building canoes, was
developed and printed by one of our photographic enthusiasts.
A U ni t dark room m akes life much easier and cheaper for the
amateur photographer. After pend ing a great deal of money,
L ieutenant Thompson has now announced that he is fully
equi pped for everythi ng and who knows - we may get a look
inside there some da y.
The " Ham " Club is a n ew innovation and Sergeant Tanner
aroused admiration and respect by casually raising Canada on
a C1 I fi ve minutes after going into operation for the first time.
The whole is benignly presided over by Lance-Corporal
Brownjohn, who is proving a tower of strength. Should you
requ ire anything- he's got it ! How he manages to keep the
place clean and tidy, and keeps hi tools and equipment up to
·
scratch, is a mystery.
The latest enterprise is a 14-foot caravan. We have bought
the chassis and are already workin g on the superstructure. We
anticipate our first caravan holiday at Easter, 1962.

30th llEGDIENT
llcl.fhneutal Items. To lose three Officers from strength
in a period of three weeks is a blow, but the Regiment extends
its very best wishes to Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson, now
on the staff of R.M.C.S. at Shrivenham, Captain W. Ellis and
Second-Lieutenant R. W . Ferrand, all of whom left the Regiment late last year. Similarly, good wishes are extended to
Sergeant S. I. H. Lane, M.M., who retired from the Service in
December and Staff Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) R. Chidley.
The Regiment tries always to include in its notes photographs
of more than parochial interest. This is not always possible,
but whatever the content the technical standard is always very
good. These photographs-and many taken for THE WIRE
but not published-are the work of Lieutenant (T .O .T.) J.
Potts and W.O.II (Foreman of Signals) J. D aw, B.E.M. Their
efforts are appreciated.
Expedition to Tristan de Cw1ba. In the fascinating
way that something well out of the ordinary often happens to
members of the Corps, Staff Sergeant R. C. Shaw and Corporal
T. J. McCormack of l Squadron have been given the task of
accompanying the Royal Society's expedition to Tristan da
Cunha. Their main role is to provide rear link communication
to neighbouring Gough Island, which lies 250 miles south, and
to Cape Town some l,500 miles away.
As is well known to followers of the Tristan story, the Royal
Society has mounted this expedition with the principled aims
of alleviating the suffering of the remaining animal life and
carrying out scientific studies of the volcanic activity. The
complete party of twelve, led by Dr. Ian Gass, of Leeds University, is made up from eight scientists, two Tristan da Cunhans
as guides and the radio operators. They leave for Cape Town
in the middle of January and will be taken to Tristan by the
South African frigate Transvaal. The expedition is due to stay
for two months and will be under canvas. Man-pack radio sets
have been taken to provide local communications while the rear
link will use the No. 76 set initially and, later, SR Cu / R 210.
The story of the missing Cu/R210 is a sickening one. Getting
the equipment from Donnington was no mean feat by Sergeant
J. H. Gustus and Corporal J. McDonald, who had a gruelling
sixteen hour return journey against the clock battling through
the worst possible road conditions of ~now and ice in order
to meet a deadline. On arrival late at night the equipment was
unpacked and prepared for its long sea voyage. It was then
taken, again over ice-bound roads, to Southampton to be loaded
on s.s. Windsor which was sailing that day. The dockers refused
ro handle it. however, as that was the day they had chosen for
an industrial dispute. No doubt words were spoken but the
equipment remained on the quayside as the ship sailed.
More items of interest about the Tristan venture will probably
be available in later issues of THE WIRE.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY
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11..ad11ua r&er S11 m u l rou. The main burden of organisii:ig the crowded Christmas programme falls on H.Q. Squadron.
Each year the standards lmprovc and l96I was no exception.
This year the dining hall was very well decorated by the
Squadron, under the direction of Captain R. S. Rowland and
Staff Sergeant A. R. Hill, and was used for all the main parties.
The Corporals' Club organised its own dance which was well
attended. The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess dance
was a bright and gay occasion with a splendid buffet prepared
by Sergeant E. E. E. Jeune, A.C.C., and his staff.
Christmas is, of course, a really searching time for the skill
and industry of the catering staff of any unit. In 30th Regiment
w.e. are fortu~atc in _having . a hi~hlJ: skilled and extremely
diligent catering secuon which, m as recently modernised
premises, turns out at any time meals of extremely high standard:
for Christmas this standard was even excelled.
The All Ranks' Dance, compered by Staff Sergeant P. J.
Tompkins of Demonstration Team, was a very successful evening and the Children's Christmas Party, stimulated by Captain
Rowland and attended by a surprisingly large n um ber of Officers
and senior ranks (as well as the children) was as always a huge
success.
No. I S quadron. Before the Christmas rush had set
in most of the Squadron was fully engaged in the Drr/R230
Troop trials. These involved setting up a station in Scotland
to work into COMCAN, Malta, apart from operating voice and
radio teleprinter n ets over a variety of distances. Cap tain S.
W. Mawson with W.0.II (Foreman of Signals) J. D aw, B.E.M.,
took a party to Fort G eorge in the Moray F irth, wher e snow
and ice and temperamental equipment tested their physical
and technical resources to the full. Second-Lieutenant K. G .
Woolf, assisted by W.0.II L. W. Leppington and Sergeant D .
Jones, established and operated the Blandfo rd tributary working
to Malta. Staff Sergeant R. C. Shaw, Sergeants E. Holland and
D. Jones were the commanders of the crews which set up radio
nets over distances of twenty to 250 miles. THE WIRE is not a
vehicle for trials 1eports but many readers will no doubt be
interested to know that the D rr/ R230 installation performed
very creditably. The experience of operating a radio teleprinter
net was novel to everyone involved in the trial and the h igh
degree of success achieved was both surprising and pleasing.
One word to future operators: " You'll have to know your
onions with this baby!"
No. 2 S11uuflro11. The Squadron is enjoying a happy
union with No. 1 Squadron administratively, but to demonstrate
its independence, the shooting team of seven (from a total available strength of twenty) won both the rifle and machine gun
competitions in the Inter-Squadron Range Competitions.

NO . l SQUADRON SHOOTING TEAM
Staff-Sergeant 8 . Webster, Major J . F. Everard,
Officer Commanding. and Sergeant G. F. Stockh:im. B.E.M.
Standing : Lance Corporals F. E. Worrall. R. Brl1gs and Corporals T . G. W.
Peake, K. C. Purnell, A. Gumbrlll

Seo<ed (left to right) :
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Three Days with the Navy
. Reveille. on the morn in g of Monday, 18th December, was a
little earlier than usual for those who were going as gue ts
of H.M.S. Eastbourne on her three-day local exercise. Just
before 7 a.m. we were searching the Naval Base at Johore
Bahru for N o. 2 berth, and two or three minutes after 7 a.m.
saw the L and Rover stop at the foot of the gangway one
'
officer, one senior and two soldiers went on board.
. A!ter a very welcome breakfast we went up on deck, just
m time to see H.M.~ .. Eastbourne slip her moorings and, slow
astern, draw away, giving three blasts on the siren as we moved
out into the main channel.
With both engines stopped we waited for H.M.S. Chichester
a? d H.M :S. Quickmatch to _lead in line astern down the Johore
river, whilst H .M .S. Cavalier was to follow shortly behind.
The shr illing of the pipes as each ship passed were in the
offset, a little startling, however we soon came to recog~ise the
" Alert" and " At ease."
At the bottom of the estuary, after a farewell message bad
been passed by Aldis lamp, which we as signallers, strained hard
to read, Chichester and Quickmatch left Cavalier and ourselves
to start a series of practices in the passing of 'Jackstays ' or
a warp between the ships, across which stores were hauled. To
the uninitiated it was amazing how an apparent tangle of ropes
b~ca me, as if by magic, a track upon which a pulley could,
with apparent ease, be hauled.
We were !)lost fortunate with the conditions, for the sea was
like a millpond, with hardly a ripple, this allowed us to enjoy
our lunch except for one of our number who was introduced to
the Navy's traditional tot!
~e afternoon schedule was a RV with the Admiralty tug
E~igma who towed a target some 5-6 miles distance, at which,
usmg all the wonders of modem science, the 4.5 inch guns were
fir ed, during this practice we were shown around the main
electronic machinery which sighted and trained the guns,
allowing for speed and d irection of the wind and even the
movement of the ship, using Radar, the giro and computor.
On completion of this practice we steamed off, at 22 knots, to
an island some 6o miles north, where we anchored for the night.
Weighing anchor at 8.30 a.m. our second day exercised the submarine detection apparatus (ASDIC) and mortars (the modem
version of depth charges). Steaming at about 14 knots around
the target at a distance of l,ooo yards dummy mortars were
fired. To the spectators, the apparently unguided movement
of the six mortar barrels, each about 10 feet long and 9 in.
diameter, was quite uncanny, and the complete bracketing of
the target at each shoot predicted a short and miserable
existance for any enemy caught in their range.
To recover the dummies the whaler, a 25-foot canoe sterned
motor boat (which can also be sailed or even rowed) was
lowered from the davits. After lunch the mortars were again
fired, this time using live ammunition. It is questionable as
to whether the captain's fishing licence was in order, but the
catch took about an hour to salvage and despite its fearsome
looks after being blown up, tasted delicious.
· Just before sundown we anchored off Johore shoal buoy,
from where we could see the City of Singapore being ravaged by
a fierce storm. After darkness had fallen a night attack exercise
was practised.
The third and regrettably last day saw the anchor weighed
at 08.30 when, after a short visit from the Admiralty tug,
Eastbourne steamed at half ahead in ever-decreasing circles
right hand down. This continued for two hours whilst radio
calibrations were checked. The afternoon was devoted to
steaming back and forth between two buoys whilst further
technical tests were carried out, then on our way back across
Singapore Bay the Chief Engineer was permitted to carry out
a test which he claimed to have wanted to do for a long time,
to put his engines from full ahead to full astern and ee what
happens.
I am wrong in saying full ahead and full astern for such
orders on the ship's telegraph are only given in case of
emergency, but half ahead is the most flexible of term , for it
may mean anything from 54 revs to r8o revs. When you
consider that there is a 50 to I reduction ~car, r8o revs means
that the turbines are fairly humming. The change from r8o
revs ahead to 100 revs astern took le s than a minute and it i.
not surprising that the ship shuddered a bit.
The engine room in a frigate is a plcndid example of
squeezin" a quart in a pint pot, for in a soace little larger than
a issen hut there are two enormous boilers, two 5,000 horse
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power turbine with reduction gear , a 350 KVA turbine
generator a water distillation plant producing 40 rons of fresh
water per day, steam condensers capable of distilling all the
. team used by the turbines, enumerable scavange and pressure
pumps as well as two stabilisers for use in • ough sea .
The bridge on a man-of-war is quite fascinating, for whil t
no actual conuols are housed there, it houses duplicate disp·ays
of every elecuonic device used for conuolling and fight:ng the
ship, so that the captain, by means of conveniently placed
microphones, can issue his insuuctions, which are carried out
by operators, all of whom are blind to the actions and
maneouvre of the ship by being housed in various control rooms
deep in the bowels of the ship.
A frigate, for ease of manoeuvres, might be likened t<! a
modern car and her response to throttle, brakes and steenng
are just as positive.
It is a most unpopular move, especially in the galleys, to
give the ma.x.imum 30 degrees of rudder when steaming at
anything above 15 knots, for the effect is immediate and lunch
is liable to become a kedgeree on the galley floor.
We are most grateful to the captain, Commander Campbell,
his officers and men, for making our short sojourn in H.M.S.
Easiboume so interesting and instructive, and I am certain
that any further opporrunities of seeing the avy at work will
be most sought after.

L~SURANt;E

The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance Company and anyone who insures with th.ts
company on introduction of the Association benefits by
a half-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
goes to Association Welfare. Further information
1rom Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.1.

Corporal Lawless has departed for the U.K. and wedding
bells. With any luck he should be too pleased with life to open
libel or slander proceedings on the strength of the Squadron's
telegram which was based on the theme of the unofficial Corps
motto "Through."
Corporal Boyles has had an object lesson in administration
and morale. He and his radio detachment departed on rst
January to operate a radio link with the Belgian Army. In
response to the management's anxious enquiries beforehand,
he airily replied that "the blokes who did it last year" spoke
well of Belgian type food. He survived-until 2nd Januarywhen desperate pleas were received for parkas, stovos, cookers
and, believe it or not, compo ! The unaccustomed food had
resulted in one miserable member of the detachment not eating
for twenty-four hours, and the others rapidly becoming mutinous.
To his credit, he and his detachment operated successfullyon compo.
The Nag's Head and Marina continue to flourish, so much so
that envious visitors arrive demanding details, in order that
they too may make money. However, unless they can find a
trio of stalwarts to match the S.S.M., Lance-Corporals Smith
and Macdonald, they will never rival our successful enterprises.
It has been noted that Sergeant Hayden and Lance-Corporal
Smith must look to their reputations. With the welcome arrival
of the manly figure of our new pay N.C.O., Corporal Clucas,
they appear undernourished by comparison. While Sergeant
Hayden's redoubled efforts at the Sergeants' Mess bar may be
very praise-.vorthy. the thought of Lance-Corporal Smith making
inroads into the Nag's Head profits is rather worrying.
Our ational Servicemen are fast leaving us. Two have just
gone, and Signalman Tweedie and Lance-Corporal Tate will
have gone by the time this appears in print. To them, to their
many predecessors and to those still with us, goodbye, good
luck. and thank you for your splendid support both on and
off duty.
224 SQUADRON
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Throughout BA.O.R., December must be almost synonomous
with Annual Inspections for Units of the British Army, and we
are no exception. We were luckier(?) than most, as we managed
to include a drivers conversion course in between practice
parades, cleaning parades, and the rest of the upheaval. The
task gave our M.T.0., Second-Lieutenant O:ff Noonan, his
first grey hairs. However, he refused to disturb his normal
routine, although the early hours found him surrounded by
training programmes as well as tankards! To everyone's relief,
our hard work paid off. Not only was the course 100 per cent.
successful, but on the 19th the Inspecting Officer announced
that he was pleased with our efforts, and that Lance-Corporal
Stevens and his merry men had won the barrack room competition. Universal scowls were rapidly uansformed into smiles,
frayed tempers were repaired, and the Nag's Head d id a roaring
trade. Lance-Corporal Stevens and Co. exchanged their carpet
slippers for boots, stopped discarding their cigarenes in adjacent
barrack rooms, and resumed sleeping in their own room. The
M.T.0. even managed to book a spot of leave before the vexing
question of the C.I.V. reared its urgy head.
Christmas came and went with the usual festivities and
attendant symptoms-late nights followed by sore beads and
green faces. An almost too successful All Ranks' Dance left
Lieutenant Tony Fielding, our Outgoing Radio Troop Commander, with an amazing total of breakages to account for. This
he successfully did by cheerfully ignoring the normal laws of
arithmetic. and, in company with the M.T.O , embarkPd on
the ha7.ardous task of motoring a somewhat decrepit DKW to
the U.K. His last communication was prepared in rough seas in
the Channel, so we can only hope that he arrived safely. We
wish him a riotous leave, safe journey on the last leg of his
trip to Catterick, and every success on his forthcoming " Q "
course.
Apart from normal routine, a number of incidents have
served to enliven proceedings. Si~alman O'Donovan, with
the unwilling co--0oeration of Corporal Moore, took great pains
(Corooral Moore's!) to demonstrate that it does not pay to start
a vehicle which is already in gear. The resulting sandwich
formed bv the vehicle, a trailer, and the victim's leg. involved
Corporal Moore in the use of a stick for some little time.
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Late in December last year
we said goodbye to, amongst
others, 23817535 Signalman
A. R. Reed, who lives at
Weymouth, Dorset. This
event was particularly significant for the Squadron, as
Signalman Reed was the
last National Serv.ice Special
Operator to pass out from
We cannot
training here.
quote numbers or statistics
of the many who have passed
through the Unit since its
formation as S.0.T.B. at
Trowbridge in 1940, but
many reading this will no
doubt recall memories of
Douglas, Isle of Man, Shealey and, of course, Garats
Hay. May we, in passing,
wish
all
ex - Operators
(Special) and
the later
generation of Special Operators, as well as those still
serving, the best of fortune
in the years to come, not forgening those former members of the A.T.S. who
were numbered amongst the many wartime trainees.
Congratulations to the M.T. in winning the Regular three-ton
event in the Northern Command Driving Championship of
1961. Lance-Corporal A. J. Skinner was the nominated driver,
accompanied by Sergeant R. S. Clapperton and Signalman J.
Moore. The team went forward to the Army Driving Championship, but unfortunately without success.
Despite reduced numbers, the Squadron continues to field
teams in all major sporting events in the District. At present,
spec!al praise is due to the football first eleven, which is doing
well in the Leicester Thursday League, after a setback when it
was unfortunately eliminated from the Cup.

224 SQUADRON -...
Winners of the Regular
3-ton event, Northern
Command
Driving
Championship
1961.
Left to right : Sergeant
R. S. Clapperton, LanceCorporal A. J. Skinner
(nominated
driver),
Signalman J. Moore.

237 SctUADBON
With ~e climate at Christmas not unlike that on August
Bank Holiday, we have to start early in Smgapore if we are to
work up the Christmas i;pirit. As usual we have had a resoundingly successful Yuletide.
T.ll.C•• Tnn.cllu. The Squadron be!ng attached to 18
administration, we shared in the Regiment's
fest1v1ues except at the out-stations. On Christmas Day the
senior N.C.O.s took over in the TRC and had a steady tour
of duty r.eceiving. those ingenious greetings cards done in type
on the prmter which amaze us year by year with their ingenuity.
Perhaps THE WIRE could start a collection and publish some of
the best efforts next Christmas. The Christmas dinner in Princess Mary Barracks caused no complaints except about the
clumsiness of some of the waiters I After the meal the hall
resounded to rhe stirring bawdiness of the COMCAN song
which the other Squadrons are beginning to learn. What unknown poet wrote the lyrics? With Lady Chatterley in a
Penguin edition, we may yet see it published. All the Squadron
Officers were hoisted table-high to speak, and R.S.M. Walker's
effort went down particularly well. He held a mongrel puppy
in his arms and wished a merry Christmas ' to all his dumb
friends.'
We ran a children's party on 22nd December and it was
voted very successful by the children attending who were rather
concerned, however, at the clan with which Father Fildes (of
R.E.M.E. Workshops) drove his rocket car. They wondered at
his survival down the centuries and hope he gets back to Lapland
in one piece.
Reg.u~~nt for

Bnn~kok.
No reoorts on Christmas at the time of
writing but the Grand Hotel has been planning a special menu

CHRISTMAS DAY, 1961
Signalman Evans, Lance/Corporal Fallon
Signalman Griffith, Staff/Sergeant Stringer, Signalman
Robinson, Signalman Lee, Signalman Chandler

R•,ceivers. Amey Quee made a very early start to the
festive season with a grand party late in November to bid farewell to Captain and Mrs. Thompson and to welcome the new
O.C., Lieutenant Sprackliog, and Mrs. Sprackling. Three weeks
later, on 15th December, the arrival of 201 Squadron (Australian). who will henceforth share the camp with COMCAN,
was celebrated by a shake-down and get-acquainted stag (Awitralian 'buck') party. In a darts koock--0ut, Major Colin
Cattemach and Sergeant Harry Birtles were winners.
The annual station children's party was held on 20th December and the established tradition of inviting children from the
Salvation Army Nursery Home was continued. The kids were
a little mystified by the Australian accent of Father Christmas!
The main Christmas function at Amoy Quee was a joint
201/237 Squadron party and draw which was the most
ambitious and successful function yet held at the station. The
efforts of W.O.I Roy Albright (201) and Lance-Corporal Charlie
Welch (237) in making the show go so well deserve special
mention. What a buffet! Impressive European food, a Malay
curry and the best Satay sticks in Singapore. By a happy coincidence the next day was a holiday. Many of the 200 present
had danced well into it.
Christmas Day went with a swing. Amoy Quee has a prizewinning cookhouse !
Transmitters. Chin Bee opened the season with a dance
and a draw on 22nd December attended by 180 people. An
electronic counter was operated as a random number selector
with great success for the draw, but the sales of tickets could
well have exceeded the machine's limit of 999. Next year there
will be a modification and we will strive to sell 9,999 tickets!
The star prize was a transistor radio and although there were
more than sixty prizes it was the last one drawn, so excitement
was high to the end. Again, there was a superb buffet and
dancing well into the morning.
The children's party was very successful and although there
are only seven U.K. families on the station, Father Christmas
has eightv--0dd children to satisfy. No, they aren't unduly
prolific. The Malay children were asked along as well.
A Christmas morning football match between the married
and single B.0.R.s ended with a score of five goals to three
tries! Wining and feasting after this violent exercise left very
few stalwarts for the canteen party in the evening. On Boxing
Day the wives took their husbands to dinner in Singapore's
swanky 'Prince's' Hotel. (Note that, you wives of the Corps!)
A Troop social was held on 29th December and a Hogmanay
party is to follow.
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Back :
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for months past and the puddings boiled by the Detachment
qommander'~ mother were sent off from Singapore in good
time. Captain Amos was very wise and his mother kind in
protecting the Detachment from a Thai attempt at a Christmas
pud!

1962

Childrens' Party, Christmas, 1961
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246 Squadron ready
for it's Annual Inspection. The Pipe and
Drums of 2 10 GR and
some of the lesser
Hong Kong Hills in the
background

255 Squadron (Bahrain)
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246 (GUllKllA) SQUADRO:\'

ince our last contribution to THE WIRE, we have started
collective training season.
In Hong Kong this occurs
between September and March.
A little research has shown that since January, 1961, we
have taken part in 23 exercises. These have varied in scope,
from simple squadron radio e.xercises, operating from mules,
to more sophisticated exercises, with an aircraft carrier and
a Royal Marine Commando.
As the Colony is very hilly and roads limited, tracks :ind
paths are much used for movement. Our stations have to
operate from Land Rovers, mules, or the ubiquitous back of
man over more difficult country. To practise our radio detachments in the n iceties of mule and manpack operating, we
recently arranged Exercise "Pokhara." New boys were warned
of the hazards of operating a mule pack station by the radio
sergeant who, a year or so beforehand, had a close call as a
rear link detachment commander. He was operating on the
move over a particularly twisting track, with a steep, long drop
on one side. H e was attached to the mule pack station by a
long drop lead. The mule slipped in the dark and dropped to
the valley below. Fortunately for the sergeant, the drop lead
came apart, and he managed to stay on the track, with his ears
burning, but otherwise unharmed. The mule was killed. Also,
on Exercise " Pokbara," we practised laying line from mules,
using three dispenser packs on each side of the animal. This
has hazards, as the load must be balanced or the mule will
be upended. The linemen learnt a lot on this exercise.
During December, 42 Royal Marine Commando paid us
a visit in HM.S. Bulwark, and the Brigade arranged an exercise
for them. As far as the Signals aspect was concerned, we all
learnt a great deal. Those who have suffered the problems of
mutual interference on radio nets should visit H .M.S. Bulwark
to see the problem at its worst. They operate more than 20
nets, and cannot, when conditions become unbearable, send an
interfering station up the road or around the hill.
In November, we had our annual Administrative Inspection,
preceded by tht numerous pre-administrative inspections.
Brigadier S. P. M. Kent, O.B.E., the Brigade Commander, took
the salute at the formal Adtninistrative Inspection P arade, which
went without a hitch. After the parade, Brigadier Kent inspected the Squadron's vehicles.
The results of the annual range classification produced 69
marksmen, 20 first-class and three second-class shots. This is
a considerable surface improvement on last year's results, but
the fact is that the classification standards with the S.L.R. are
far too low-at least for us!
We have had several notable visitors, who included: H.R.H.
King Mahendra of Nepal; H .R.H . Princess Alexandra of K ent;
Lieutenant-General Sir Richard Anderson, K.C.B., C.B.E., o .s.o.
(Colonel, 10th P.M.O. Gurkha Rifl es); Lieutenant-General Sir
Roderick McLeod, K.C.D., C.B.E.. Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley
(D irector of Telecommunications).
In the sphere of sports, we have achieved some success. W e
came first in the Brigade Minor Units' Cross-Country, and were
runners-up in the Colony Cross-Country Championship.
Lieutenant K. Ry(:tlg was selected to play for the Army
(Hong Kong) at rugger, and Captain F. C. L ettin and Sergeant
C. J. Meredith for the Army (Hong Kong) at hockey. Corporal
Gallagher has been producing excellent results in the cycling
events and was the first European rider home in the Hong
Kong Cycling Association Colony Race.
th

GROG TIME ON BOARD H.M.S. BULWARK
From right Signalman W illiams, Sig nalman Pentland, Lance Corporal
Hayes, CorporalJHoldsworth
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Late November and December have been periods of great
activity in the Squadron. Troop exercises in Malaya, the
arrival of 621 Signal Troop (Air Support) trips to sea and
Christmas parties are just a few of our activities.
Corporal Holdsworth, Lance-Corporal Hayes, Signalmen
Pentland and Williams were the lucky ones of H.F. Troop
selected to go on a five weeks exercise in H.M.S. Bulwark, the
Commando ship. This trip included a fortnight's visit to Hong
Kong which made the attachment even more enjoyable. The
party went aboard on the 13th November and were soon at sea,
in more senses than one. After a few days however they settled
down and quickly proved to the Navy that Royal Signals Telegraph Operators were every bit as good as Naval Telegraphists,
once they had learnt the new procedures. These duties consisted of inter-ship working, teleprinter links, ship shore links
and teletype broadcast working. They even learnt a little crypto.
With Army clothes cast aside and clad in blue shorts, shirts
and sandals it was not many days before they were almost
completely unrecognisable. They all agreed that the daily tot
of rum was a good thing, although their antics caused considerable amusement to the crew until they got used to its
strength. They decided, however, there was one thing the Navy
was quite incapable of doing and that was making a decent
cup of tea.
Everyone was most hospitable and helpful to them; trips in
helicopters, tours of the ship, instruction in Joint Service working were all specially laid on and when eventually these four
nautical soldiers came ashore again on 19th December they
left many new-found friends in Bulwark.
A glowing report from the Chief Communicator followed their
return and it was quite obvious that in five weeks they had
done a tremendous amount of good for the prestige of their
Squadron and the Corps.
On 21st D ecember a very successful children's Christmas
parry was held thanks largely to Captain Tacey and his committee of wives. The wives put in a lot of hard work in buying
presents, cutting sandwiches, etc. and Captain Tacey made an
admirable Father Christmas arriving in a landrover borne space
ship. Young Timothy, his small son, was not, however. d eceived
by the disguise, announcing in a loud voice that Father Christmas
spoke just like daddy.
We would like to extend a very warm welcome to 621 Signal
Troop (Air Support) which has just come down from Seremban
to join the Squadron.
The first three months of 1962 look like being extremely
hectic. First we have Corps Week, and the C.S.0.'s Annual
Exercise in which we are running the static demonstration, followed by a visit from the S.0.-in-C. February sees us up in
Malaya on two exercises and in March we go off to Borneo.

These photographs were taken when we were " Public Related " recently. I and 6. Signalman Harrison
and Corporal Lockwood posed suitably against backgrounds of a ruined Portuguese Fort and a Mosque respectively. 2. Signalman and Mrs. Thomas. 3. Mrs. Yoxall, Corporal Yoxall and children. 4. Lance Corporals Dawson a nd Langstaff with ' Oily' and litter. 5. Mast Erection - Grand Style. 7. Sub-Aqua enthusiasts with Corporal Hewitt going down for the last time ?

STEEPLE DUlUPSTEAD SIGNAL SQUADRON
The individual training sea on has commenced: and we are
busy converting to one thing and another. There is not, as yet,
a course for " C. of- E. to R.C."
Our absence for some time has been due to amendment ~o.
24 to Staff Duties in the Field. We've all been changing
Appendices to Annexe .
The pace has slackened somewhat now that the O.C. has had
his Annual Confidential Report.
The Squadron did not take part in Exercise "Spearpoint,"
we have not had an Administration Inspection, we've never
heard of C.I.V. and we haven't won any major sporting trophy.
However the District Commander did arrive one morning
last month' and seemed somewhat surprised that we were not
on parade. He looked most distinguished with his sword and
medals; Mrs. Claxton, the kitchen help, who met him as he
arrived was most impressed. Although the O.C. was away
that day we were not found lacking, the S.S.M. showed the
Brigadier all he wanted to see-in fact he stayed for only a
few minutes and was kind enough to say that he would rerurn.
We have just acquired six new married quarters, in a somewhat ingenious way. Last year we launched ourselves into the
amateur dramatic world and in preparing for our first production we asked District H.Q. for financial authority to build
six "flats." This was duly given and we ,took the letter to the
A.W.O. (North Essex). All C.W.O. officials are now attending a
course!
After considerable pressure from the D .C.A., our cook Private
Lush, A.C.C., introduced the "Help Yourself Service" in the
Dining Hall. Many did not realise that this exortation was
confined to food, in consequence we haven't got a knife or a
plate in the place . The addition of a juke box, Coca Cola
machine, bamboo trellis work and creeping plants has rumed
the room into an Expresso Coffee Bar. The O.C. refused the
request to change the 100 watt bulbs for 5 watt ones.
We are now in the ridiculous state where all new arrivals
cannot wear their much advertised Service Dress because no
one else has been issued with it. They have to be issued with
another Battle Dress. Back to Square One.
The posting in of a surplus Warrant Officer has enabled us
to form a Sick On Leave Investigation Team. On receipt of a
Medical Certificate, which usually diagnoses gastric 'flu, W .O.II
McGlennon dashes off in his private car to the victi.Jn's home.
He is usually found at the cinema or in a cafe and is sent back
to camp.
We have asked the War Office for a W.R.A.C. Troop. They
don't seem very keen-neither do the W.R.A.C. for that matter.

look at Lile in (omcan
BY SERGEANT

T. L.

BROWN

"All living-in personnel will
We all know
that time-honoured phrase, don't we?
Do you, Dear Reader, live in COMCAN? If you do, then
you are one of us; Brother, if you don't, then we respectfully
suggest you rurn the page and study traffic statis tics.
As in all COMCAN, we have an "R" and a " T " Site,
but unique (the O.C. thinks we're unique too, but for different
reasons).
Our immediate horizon is bounded by approximately 200
yards of barbed wire fencing, and we eat, sleep, work, and
play in one small (understatement) building. An ideal spot for
sedentary gentlemen, as from barrack room to place of work, i e.,
" R " Hall, is 20 yards, and some people are still late on shift.
Siruated 12 miles from Nairobi (along the main road), and
then a further five miles along what is laughingly described as
a road, but which in reality is a cross between a river bed and
an exoloded minefield. you must bear with us when we say that
"Going on the town " is difficult, to say the least.-So we stay
in!
Of course, we have our canteen, generally referred to as "The
Black Hoie "; we sit down in relays (it's my tum a week
on Wednesday), we play darts regularly-great fun-unless its
your tum to sit under the board! Darts isn't a sport with us,
its an occupational hazard. And then, Dear Reader, we have
films. Films! Ever been to a cinema measuring l 5ft. by loft.
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containing screen, projector and 20 men? Each reel is shown
twice, the second time reversed for the people sitting at the
back of the screen! We can't have comedies cos one has to
go into the corridor to laugh. :1-aughing in the corri?or is forbidden, in any c;:ase, as the noise may awaken a shift worker.
We hasten to add that means a shift which is off duty, and not
one in the hall. Noise during the day, when the living-out
personnel are here, no one notices, but when the soft, warm
blanket of the African night descends . . . Teleprinters chatter
like mechanical monkeys, a perforator busily clacks and gobbles
up tape, a symphony of telephone bells, C.F.~. racks, ~ 88's
with vocal solos by a bullfrog quartet outside the windows.
Not forgetting six radios, each on a different programme, a
record player churning out Elvis, and a learner guitarist who,
like Blondell, wanders about serenading anyone who will listen.
Working day ends at 17.00 hours . . . don't let 'em kid you,
son.
" Feed the chickens"
"watch for the hawks " . . .
"check the askaris."
. No-Sorry, false
" Smoke in the aerial field, Sarge!"
alarm!
" Boddingtons faded-there's no shampoo in the bar-which
film must we show first?"
Fire ! Fire ! !
Just a normal evening on" R " Site in COMCAN.-And you
know what? We wouldn't be anywhere else! Sense me, there's
a snake in the hen-house.
P .S . -There's a spare bed, if you can stand it!

Territorial Army
51 st REGIMENT

(T .A.)

" On assuming the appointment of Honorary Colonel to
the Regiment," signalled Lieutenant-Colonel J. Cochran, O.B.E.,
T.D., " I should like all ranks to know how proud I am to
come back."
"How doubly proud we are to welcome you, Sir," is the
feeEng expressed unanimously by all serving members, and
their sincere wishes for a most successful tour are echoed by
the Colonel's many old friends in the Aberdeen and Central
Scotland Branches of Royal Signals Association.
L!eu:enant-Colonel Cochran was commissioned into the Regiment in 1929 and served with the then Stirling 2 Company
untJ mobilisation in 1939. He assumed command of the
Regiment during the desert campaign after El Alamein and
remained in Command until the end of hostilities in Europe.
For outstanding services during the Sicily invasion he was
awarded the o.B.E. and his distinguished war record includes
two mentions in despatches.
As present Ghairman of the Stirlingshire Terr!torial and
Auxiliary Forces Association and also of the Central Scotland
Branch Royal Signals Association the spirit which prompted
the author of the H istory of the 51st Highland Division, 19391945, in narrating the detail of the glorious initial assault of the
Rh ine crossing by 51st Highland and 15th Scom:ish Divisions to
wr:te, "And a special word must be said of Highland Divisional
Si~nals under the indefatigable Lieurenant-Colonel James
Cochran," is still much in evidence today by his tireless effort
and active interest in these two spheres.
The first half of winter's so-called "close season" produced
the usual headaches for function organisers. An all ranks' dance,
by 2 Squadron, proved most successful, in Goosecroft Drill
Hall, Stirling, while Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
members, of Headquarters and l Squadron, entertained wives
and partners at their annual dinner in Fonthill Barracks,
Aberdeen.
Much credit is due to Major M. 0. MacKenzie, T.D.,
W.R.A.C., and to Captain W. Tyers for coping with so many
members and guests at the Regimental Officers' Mess cockta1l
party and supper. and also at the dinner before the Territorial
Army Officers' Ball, held annually in Aberdeen Town and
County Hall.
Aberdeen and Stirling Squadrons each entertained well ov~r
a hundred children and their parents, in their resoective Dnll
Halls at Christmas time. At the former party, Major D. M.
Sutherland, O.C. r Squadron, ably assisted by SecondTHE WIR E, FE BRUARY 196 2

Major J. H. Moonie, M.C.

Lieutenant N. Davidson, W.R.A.C., were principal organisers
of songs and games, with Corporal C. T . Brodie at the piano;
ergeant C. Lamond held his audience with comedy films,
and Major J. H. Moonie, M.M., T.D., filled the role of Santa
Claus. At the latter party, Mr . Louden, wife of the Squadron
Commander, Major G. Louden, T.D., organised the games and
Corporal J. H. Turnbull played the part of Father Christmas.
Without the willing help at both centres, of committee
members and Permanent Staff, too numerous for individual
mention, the children would not have had such a wonderful
and enjoyable time.
And last, bur certainly by no means least, congratulations to
Sergeant A. A. Johnston-whose gallant action in saving a
child's life was featured in the Regiment's December noteswho has been commended for distinguished conduct by
Lieutenant-General W . F. R . Turner, C.B., D.s.o., G.O.C.-in-C.,
Scottish Command, and whose citation reads " . . . Sergeant
A. A. Johnston displayed great courage and complete disregard
for his own safety."

52nd

(LOWLAND)

REGHIENT

(T .A.)

52nd (Lowland) Regiment (T.A.) were invited by the Lion
.tvloror Cycle Club, of Glasgow, to enter teams for their crosscountry trials on Sunday, 26th · ovember, l96I.
Two teams were entered from the Regiment, as follows:
Team I, Sergeant McLure, Corporal McEvoy, Lance-Corporal
Thomson; Team II, Signalmen Nicol, Butcher and O'Neil.
The trials were held in the Denny /Kilsyth area, over a very
testing course, which soon churned up, and many riders were
forced to retire and spend the rest of the day trying to recover
their bikes from large pools of mud!
Approximately 20 Army riders had been entered. and of
these, onlv four finished the course. Lance-Corporal Thomson
of this Unit received the Best Armv Rider award, for which
we congratulate him, and trust that this will be a good omen for
the Regiment in this year's trials.

305 SQUADRON (PARACHUTE DUIG.l\DE)
TUE lUIDDl.ESEX YEO:lfANRY (T.A.)
For five members of the Squadron, lst December, 1961, was
no normal London tube train scramble. As part of a force of
some eight hundred parachutists-the vast majority of whom
were Regulars-they jumped into Libya from Hastings aircraft
for Ooeration Solinus.
"We were out to show that the TA. parachutist is on a par
with the Regular Soldier in every way," e.'i:plained Sergeant W .
Draper, a Post Office engineer who used to be with the Regular
Parachute Brigade.
Four of our operator formed a radio crew for a Comoany
Group drawn from 44 Independent Parachute Brigade, T .A.,
who were attached to rst Battalion of the Parachute Regiment
for the ex~rci~e.
The fifth, Sergeant R. Goodier, ex-S.A.S. veteran, wa with
216 Squadron, our Regular counterpart, working a T.G. rear
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link to Malta. After the parachute descent on to the desert in
pitch darkness, sixty miles of marching-under the constant
dive-bombing of Fleet Air Arm jets and ground attacks by
Commando Units-brought our troops to the nuclear stockpile
they had to destroy.
Corporal M. Harding, who would normally have been at the
Stock Exchange, was in at the kill. "We made our final assault
on the enemy defences after creeping to within a hundred yards
of the main positions."
The stockpile was eliminated, and our troops were flown back
to Lyneham. The Regulars dispersed for a short leave, and
the Territorial parachutists returned to their civilian jobs. The
two other members of the team-Lance-Corporal R. Cole and
Lance-Corporal M. Sutton-both went back to their work as
Post Office engineers.
In this operation we had achieved a speedy and painless
transition from civilian to soldier. We had also proved the
success with which the Regular and Territorial soldiers can be
fused into a single fighting unit.

Association Notes
North

London

Bran c h

This Branch was formed in August, 1955, as Standard Telephones and Cables (New Southgate) Branch, and among its
Founder Members was a number of men who were attached to
a Signals T.A. Unit which was based on the Company's
premises until the outbreak of war.
Within a few weeks of its formation, enquiries were received
from prospective members living in the district, but were not
employed by the Company, and to accommodate these new
members, the Branch was re-named Southgate and District.
The Branch held its first dinner and dance in 1956 and
during his speech, Colonel K. B. Baldwin. M.B.E., T.D., the
Branch President asked Brigadier H. R. Firth, the General
Secretary. that the Branch should change its name once more,
thus the North London Branch came into being.
The area covered by the Branch includes North London,
Middlesex, and it also has members living in E sex and Hertfordshire. It has its Headquarters at the T.A. Centre, Priory Road,
Hornsey, London, N.8. Meetings are held on the second Friday of each month, these meetings consist of a convivial gettogether, at which members' ladies are welcome. The Branch
hold an annual dinner and dance, and sends a con•in!?ent every
vear to Catterick for the Association A.G.M. and Old Comrades'
Reunion.
The Branch Hon. Secretary welcomes enquiries from all
servin~ and ex-members of the Corps and will be delighted to
provide any information that may be required.
All enquiries should be addressed to Mr. J. T. Murphy, r,
Marlborough Close Whetstone London, N.20.

SS
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l.n11ec>-Corporal, I 953-G7. Married, two children. He
has been in hospital since October. The fund helped with
his rent and to keep bis H.P. refunds up-to-date, and in
his grateful letter, he thanks also for some children's clothes
an eiderdown and some toys.

Below, an attempt is made to describe, with suiiable
anonymity, seven cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded durmg the first week of January, r962.
Also, on the same page, is a simple statement of income
and expenditure.

Driver. 1939-SO. Married, one child.
He had a leg
amputated four years ago, and continu ing deterioration of his
condition has prevented him working since. 5 London Corps
Signal Trust gave a substantial grant, and a book was sent
to hi II-year-old daughter for Christmas.

Widow of Signalman, 1940-46, who died in October,
1961, lea\ring her vith two school-age children and a
daughter, age 16, who contributes over half her small earnings.
Before his death the husband was in a good position. The
fund made a grant for purchase of clothes for the two
younger children, and a book and a Schoolgirls' D iary was
ent in a separate parcel.

Careers anti Opportunities
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Widow of Driver, 1939-45, who died in l96o leaving
three school-age children. They manage very well on a very
small income, but were grateful for books, toys and clothes,
and a mall gift of cash.

Signalman, 1941-46. married, five children. He has been
in hospital since August, 1960, and his family exist on what
is provided by the State. H is wife writes: " I received your
two parcels· the coat and the shoes fit me very well, and I
will divide the toys amongst the children. I also received the
money and can't thank you enough; we will certainly have a
good dinner, and there will be enough left to treat the older
children to the cinema."
Driver, 1940-44. Married, four children. He has been
unable to walk since April, 1960. "I don't need to tell you
the difference the money and parcel made to our Christmas,
and my husband, the children and I wish you to know how
much we appreciated the kindness of the gift."
Widow with six children. whose husbn11d died in
1058, having been bedridden since 1955. She has received
ro parcels of part-worn clothing during the year, and other
articles have been sent periodically. Thanking us for her
D ecember oarcel her main anxiety was that the Association
Staff should enjoy their Christmas.

llOYAL
The

follou1ing

December, 1961 :

SIG:VALS ASSOCIATIO~
ISE:'\"EVOLENT FUND
s ub.scrip11ons

t.oere

most

erate(ully

received

£362 19

. ..
. ..
.. .
£3 54
(Includes: R C'lt and Rates; Beds ?nd Beddi ng; Furniture;
C<>ts and Prams; General Assmancc)
Ana1"...-s of Ca.ses:Widows and cleoendants
.. .
.. .
21
Released and Discharged Soldiers .. .
73
Total cases aosisted ...
or Soldiers who served during the 1939-45 War
38 C..ases of Soldiers who did not serve durinii the War

56

d14ring

£ s. d.
29 14 3
123 2 9
14 6
5 5 0
6 3 0
5 10 2
I 10 0
11
0 0
I
4 0
I
4 6
150 0 0
5 0 0
10 0
3 5 0
5 0
7 9 6
II
7
I
7
10 0
15 0
5 0
l
5 0
3 II
I
0 0
I 10
0
5 0 0

'8x[>enditurc During December, IQ6r: .. .

56 Case

A post for a man fully skilled and experienced in the trade,
able to teach it and to supervise trainees, appropriate 0 .N.C.,
C. and G. Certificate or equivalent qualifications desirable.
Selection by trade test and interview. Starting salary £806 rising
by seven annual increments to a maximum of £957. National
rates. Prospects of pensionable employment and promotion.
Write for details to Commandant, School of M ilita ry Engineering. Chatham. Closing date 3rd March, 1962.

fie
{)ut

Ministry of Defence
Third Grade appointment, salary around £1,000, available for
Royal Signals Officer (Retired or Retiring), upper age near 45
years. Apply Establishments Officer, Storey's Gate, London,
S.W.1, having r egistered previously with the Ministry of Labour
Professional and Executives Register, Atlantic House, Holborn
Viaduct London, E.C. I.
Vacancies in the Diplomatic Wireless Service of the
Foreign Office
All ranks who are contemplating leaving the Service during
rhe next few months are reminded of the interesting and well
paid appointments notified in this column of THE WIRE,
December, 1961.
Starting salaries for the majority of the appointments are
around £1,000 a year.

lU

A/f.,fa-t:c'fc/e

fke

11Jctfl
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., COVENTRY

Here's the brilliant new Hillman

.u~· D

8th R~gimc nt
24th Regiment
240 Squadron
243 Squadron
.. .
.. .
J 4th Reg\mC'1t (3 Squadron)
Junior Leaders Regiment
.. .
H.Q., A.E.R., R oyal s ;irals .. .
66th (Ul!ter) R egiment (T .A.)
632 Troop ...
...
...
...
nt R •gimeot
19hth Reg".ment
...
.. .
. ..
.. .
9t
Reg·ment
...
.. .
. ..
.. .
H .Q .. A lP~d Forces, Northern Europe
F. C. Wil•oo
J . E. D yson ...
W. R . Deane
G . B. Hollins
G Corden
M. Trc>w
...
H.J. Wall ...
G. Oldrovd ...
F. E. Foulds
A. E. Dobbs
C. J. Aston
C. P . Pre scot
.. .
.. .
The Robert Hart Trust
T otal

Civilian Instructor
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 0PERATTNG GROUP
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 0PERATING--LINE AND R ADIO

0

9
7

94
{.187 18 10
£166 1 9

Instructors-Telecommunications (Radio, Line or Telegraph)
Five posts for men fully experienced in the m aintenance of
telecoms equipment (radio, line or telegraph), to teach Royal
Signals technicians and trainees. Possession of appropriate
O.N.C., C. & G . Certi ficates, or equivalent qualifications desirable. Selection by wrinen test and interview.
Starting salary £712 (at age 21}-£993 (at age 30 or over)
rising to £1,07x.
Prospects of pensionable appointment and promotion.
Application forms can be obtained from C.E.P.O ., Peronne
Lines, C atterick Camp, Yorkshire. Closing d ate 19th February,
1962.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex,
Are anxious to receive applications from ex-members of Royal
Signals fo r the appointment of T echnician Watchkeepers. A
large number of men are required to supervise the working
of two recently-installed Microwave Stations, one in the North
of England, one in the South.
L iving quarters are provided in caravan s on each site; shift
working, and the rates of pay will be commensurate with the
employment of skilled men, plus " hard lying money."
Appointments are suitable for men trained as Technicians.

*

*

*

It is not possible to publish all the employment vacancies
which are on o.ffer through Headquarters, Royal Signals
Association, but normally it is possible to provide introductions
to a large variety of employments, for which the requirements
for ex-members of Royal Signals, both Officers and other 1·anks,
exceeds the supply.
T H E WIRE,
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H.M . Forces posted overseas
are able co purchase at
generous rax free rates,
which allow u p to six months
mo toring, in che U. K.
Please write for full details
and brochure to:
ROOTES LIMITED

Eu ro pean Sectio n, O verseas
Depc., Piccadilly, London, W .I.

THE
SUPER
MINX
*

ROOTES AUTOS

(Deucschland) G .rn.b.H.,
Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Ousseldo rf.

*

OverSOm.p.h. from a 1·6litr e engine * Padded facia,
dished steering wheel
Outstanding passenger space
& headroom, wide ope n ing doors* All steel unitary construction f or great strength * Only 3 greasing points!
Pt.11.t'-

windscreen washers and safety belt anchor points at no extra cos&.
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HUMBER · HILLMAN
SUNBEAM · SINGER
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•
• AND
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•
• ENGINEERS
•
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The new Marine Equipment Uult
is making a further twelve appointments immediately on long-term
projects offering varied and Interesting experience. These positions
will include work on complete
systems. Opportunities will exist
for promotion. Experienced personnel and ex - Service
radio and electronic mechtelephone I/ford
anics are invited to apply.

TRAIN 1n
Electronics
with C.R. E. I.

•
•

•
•

Please call, write or
30~0. Ext. 233.
The Plessey Company Limited,
Vicarage Lane, llford, Essex.
Saturday fotcrviews will be arranged
i( necessary.

C.R.E.I. HOME STUDY COURSES
ARE NOW AVAI LABLE FOR THE ARMED SERVICES
Accepted for whole or part refund oj fees
to approved personnel

R. SPENCE & Co.,

Thorough step-by-step tuition by highly-qualified tutors
possessing up-to-the-minute knowledge of technological
development and industrial requirement.

2

LTD.

IRONMONGERS

Courses that are being continuously revised to keep
pace with technological advancement-in this way the
inevitable out-of-dateness of text books is avoided.

Telephone 2171

3 Ind ividual tuition. The · relationship' between student

RICHMOND

Eltablisbed 1718

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES AND CLE.ANBRS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MATIRESSES
PERAMBULATORS AND CYCLES

and tutor is a personal one in the sense that the
student"s individual requirements and progress are
taken into account, throughout the course. There is
no question of proceeding at the rate of the class.
Your · class ' with C.R.E.I. consists of one person-you.

-- •
WAR OFFICE requires
TEC HNICIANS
for duties in Commonwealth Communications Army Network Stations in Malta. Cyprus, Kenya,
Singapore and for Stations in the South of England .
Applicants should have experience in the operation , maintenance, and repair of either high
power H .F. transmitters or diversity H.F. receivers, and should have coinpleted at least first year
of City and Guilds Telecommunications Technicians' Course, or possess an equivalent Service trade
qualification, e.g., Royal Signals XII trade certificate (Radio Tech. Heavy) would be acceptable .
Exceptionally, candidates who have at least three years' experience in the class of work may be
accepted.
TouRS OF DUTY overseas are for three years at a time, with inter-tour leave in the U.K.
Officials may be accompanied throughout by entitled members of the family at public expense.
For suitably qualified staff, opportunities for promotion and for appointment to established pensionable posts occur from time to time. SALARY SCALE for staff serving overseas is £665 (age 20)
rising to £990 p.a. (less £55 p.a. when serving in the U.K.). Foreign Service, Overseas Families,
Outfit and Trunk A llowances are payable in addition. Foreign Service Allowances are substantial
and non-taxable, and in some cases double the salary. depending on family status and the overseas station concerned .
APPLICATION FORMS from Manager (PE. 1956). Ministry of Labour, Professiona l and Executive
Register, Atlantic House, Farringdon Street, London. E.C.4.

CALOR GAS AGENTS

OPPORTUNITY is boundless - for the qualified
C.R.E.I. courses call for hard work and personal
discipline, essential requirements for a successful
career. C.R.E.I. quaUfi.ed men are able to do more
important work with accompanying rewards.
If you have at least two years' practical experi-

!

LATEST APPRO VED PATTERN

ence in electronlcs or a suitable educational
background, CONSULT YOUR EDUCATION
OFFICER or fill in this coupon now for full
details of C.R.E.I. courses, methods and
achievements.

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS

We may b e wrong - but

Lleht Blue/ N avy/Green, ratio 3: I: 3 two leather otr a po, two
b uc kleo.

C . R.E.I.
(i)
{ii)
{iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
TO

Home - 9/6 each plus post
Ab road- 9/- each plus post

Courses a r e available in:
Ma t h e m a t i c s f o r E I e c t r o n i c E n g i n e e r s
EIe c t r o n i c E n g i n e e r i n g T e c h n o Io g y
Spe cialized C ommuni c ati o ns
Ra d a r
A ut o mati o n
Ser v o
Nu c I e a r En g i nee rin g

W all Sh ields 7' x 6' Royal Signa ls
30/·
Blaze r Ba dges " Superio r"
40/·
" Quality " Car Badges .. .
38/·
Silk Ties Royal Signals .. .
14/Pace St icks
95/Sergeant s full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear o r Thim b le Ca p,
Crest ed
46/6
Ell por t
36/6
Peak Cap. No. I. Dress O .R's 22/6 (plus post) 3/-

C.R.E.1. (LONDON), (DEPT. TW.1) GRANVILLE HOUSE,
132/135 SLOANE STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

-:e

rI
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I

NAME

I

ADDRESS .... .. ···············································-········· ..............

I
I

ELECTRONICS EXPERIENCE ............................................

:;,;;.,;-;,bligaiion)I
I
······································· ··························· I

;::-d
Cior-m;-;nformati;;:and ;:;;;,,
full detaib of the Educational Programmes offered by your lnstilllte.

II ... .. .. .....
I

I

... . ·---·---------·····------·-C.R.E.I.
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.. ··············································· II
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( LONDON), ( DEPT. TW.1)

L a~ANv1_::E ~o~E~32/135~L~N..:_a~E~, ~~o~ ~-~

_

we think you wil l b e interested

_J

to see the craftsmanship that goes into the making of a Bernard
Weatherill uniform - the craftsmanship that has earned for us the
appointment of Official Tailor to the Royal Corps of Signals.
to know that we are famous for Civilian and Sporting Clothes, too; and
to hear that we are happy to accept payment by regular banker's order.
Indeed, we encourage you to make use of thi.s facility by simply refusing
to charge you interest !

Flashes embr o idered to special designs.
T ies made specia ll y to any design.
Miniat ure Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY

~ernard Weaiherill Lt°J'J

""'qt.Ult wonlta
~T_,_,

SS CONDUIT STREET, L O ND O

Wl and 4 7 HI G H S TREET, A LD E R HO T, H A

T S.

Telephone : ESHER 3705
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Abroad with a FORD!
FO RD will arrange the delivery and ex po rt of any

•· T H E WIHE "

one of thei r ex citing range of cars available fo

As very many already know a letter was sent out in January to Regiments
and Squadrons in which the Editor asks for guidance in framing Editorial
Policy.
A small number of comments are already in. The Editor will reply to each
individually, but it is desirable to publish a progress report.
By and large the present format of Tim WIRE is approved. There is
considerable criticism as to detail, all or nearly all of which is justified and
constructive.

export from the Anglia de· Luxe to the Zodi ac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to perso nnel
going overseas with in a specified time.

UNI T NOTES

TH E

WIRE

All or nearly all criticise the quality and/or quantity of U nit Notes. The
critics state, with varying degrees of force, that they are mostly very dull.
A consensus of opinion, so far expressed, is that Regiments and Squadrons
should not send in notes as a monthly chore, but only if they have something
worthwhile to say.
Some few urge the Editor to ruthlessly delete from Unit Notes every
paragraph which is of purely Regimental interest and publish only what is of
interest to the Corps as a whole.
.\llTl«.:LES OF HISTOIU(;AL Oil GENERAL INTEREST

T II E

ll 0 Y A I , S I G N .\ I. S
~I .\ 4.i .\ Z I X •:

Tbc Official Organ of the Signals
Association

Ed itor :
HlllGAJHEll H. II. FIRTH
A ll

correspondence and matter for

publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed to The Editor, THE WiRE,
88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
15th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

scription rates (post free, except air

FORD
OFFER
YOU

*
*

*
*

Priority Delivery

*

D efe rr e d Paym e nt T e rms

Trouble Free Export Arrangemen t s

mail) :

Twelve

months, 15/-;

sin1le

Unrivalled Export Experienc e
World-wide Service and Parts Availability

STO P PRESS: Popular s a v ai lab le f or pe rs on ne l p osted to Germa ny only

Vol. 16
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Most of those who have written so far admit freely that they do not read
more than perhaps one-fifth of any number. This is understandable. The
Editor, by contrast, has to read every word at least three times. He, therefore,
cannot fail to read what is interesting, most may fail to spot such items. The
following are culled from " Unit Notes" in the February number: Moor Rescue-being an unvarnished and true account of an
incident that caused alarmist headlines in the national Press.
Expedition to T ristan de Cunha-a foretaste of Royal Signals
participation.
D emonstration of Equipment-unexpected hazards.
The January Number was also " Dull" but there was an account of the
remarkable work of two Lance-Corporals in Belize, British Honduras, during
the hurricane that wrecked the town.
There is the sad story of " The Brighton Knell," and the loss to the Corps
of a pleasant barrack fronted by 500 beautiful rose bushes.
:HORAL

THE WIRE used to print a list of "What's worth reading in the Number."
It will restart this in March.
FlJTURE

T he Editor will publish, probably in April, a prccis of most of the
suggestions made. He will study carefully all the suggestions BUT many
Commanding Officers will agree that Unit Notes are a necessity. Many will
aaree
that they can be improved, and made interesting.
0
The Editor, reading the 3rd Regiment's Notes in February regetted his
lost youth.

month, 1/3.

FORD MOTOR COM P A NY LTD . Export Reta il S al es Dept· 88 R egent St · L ondon W 1 Tel. REG 7272

early all advocate more of these and here the Editor has much to be
thankful for. Perhaps as a result of the letter under reference, he has received
during February a splendid supply of interesting articles &bout foreign parts.
Sufficient indeed for perhaps two or three numbers. He asks that all with
some our of the way experience and all whose duty or pleasure have taken them
to an unusual country to please write of it and send it for publication.

•

1962

(New Series)

No. 3
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THE 8th REGI MENT IN TWS :NlmffiER

The Editor has taken apart what was sent and put in the three short articles
into different sections in pages 63 and IOI.
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Vale

H.R.H. The Princess Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O.,
G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,
Colonel-in-Chief, left the United Kingdom for
the Mediterranean on an official journey on the
12th February. On the eve of her departure the
following signal was sent:" All ranks your Corps send loyal greetings
and wish you and all who sail in Britannia
bon voyage.
-Representative Colonel Commandant,
Royal Signals."

Lieutenant· Colonel

J. l. JUDD, M.8.E.
MUS.BAC., F.T.C.M., l.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.

Director of Music
Royal Corps of Signals

Extract fl'Om the Court and Social Colimm of the
Daily T elegraph.
Harewood House, 1amwry 17th. The Princess Royal,
Colonel-in-Chief, R oyal Cot'ps of Signals, today received
Liewenant-Colonel 1. L. Judd, on his recirement as Director
of Music, R oyal Signals.
Like many other good soldiers, J. L. Jud~ C?f!lIDence~ . his
career as a Fusilier, and Boy Judd, of the Inrusk1llmg Fusiliers,
became Bandsman Judd in the Ist Battalion of the Regiment in
1919. He had then done a year at the Royal Military School
of Music. He went there again for h is "long course," 1927 to
1930, as a result of which, he was appointed Bandmaster of the
Highland L ight Infantry (Warrant Officer 1)-not bad, after
only 13 years, including Boy Services.
Bandmaster Hibbert retired in 1942 and Bandmaster J . L.
Judd was selected by the Corps to take over the Royal Signals
Band; small, unofficial, paid for entirely by the officers and by
what it could earn, and during the war opportunity of earning
was nil.
There were, however, other opportunities for one of his
ability. How it was accomplished, only J. L. Judd will know,
but of the real musicians called to the Armed Services, an increasing number of the famous foilnd their way into Royal
Signals.
Many still remember a concert in a specially-opened theatre
in Whitby in early 1945, to which were invited the "town and
county" of that part of Yorkshire. It was in the now familiar
John Judd manner, his charming introduction of each item,
which, amongst so much that was excellent, included two
concertos played by the great Solomons on a concert grand
piano, especially and lovingly tuned that very morning.
Since those days of war, National Service, among its many
benefits, brought to the Royal Signals many from the Colleges
of Music who are now famous. Nearly all seem to keep in
touch with the old master. This is a great source of pleasure
to the Director of Music, for so he was appointed in 1947· He
worked them hard· how hard, only he and they know; he taught
them much. Their success is, to an extent, his achievement,
because while leading the life of a bandsman in Royal Signals,
they were compelled to continue their academic education.
During the years the Corps Band has become increasingly
famous, both in the Army and in the world of music generally.
It has given great pleasure to many thousands and brought much
credit to Royal Signals. It is unique that the Royal Signals
Band has been invited to the Edinburgh Festival in every post
war year.
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Visit to War Cemeteries in North Africa

Bon Voyage

At peak, the Band has had a strength of about 120, capable
of almost any combination, both musical and military. By 196o
numbers had decreased to 80, but the majority were regular
soldiers, and the quality of their music was no less.
This, which is a farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Judd,
has digressed into a history of the Band-as indeed it shouldi t was his life.
What of J . L. Judd himself; it is difficult to differentiate between the man who acquired very high honour as a musician
and the man who was, above all else, a first-dass Commanding
Officer.
The musical side of his character is perhaps best expressed by
an explanation of the letters after his name:
Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Music
Associate of the Royal College of Music
Licentiate of the Trinity College of Music
Music Bachelor, D urham University
Fellowship of Trinity College
He was appointed a Member of the Order of the British
Empire in June, 1949, for, in the main, his qualities as a
Commanding Officer.
How often since then have visiting General Officers congrarulated Captain, Major, Lieutenant-Colonel Judd on " The
turn-out, the marching and the music of the Band."
For twenty years he has served Royal Signals, and few
of our alumni have brought to the Corps greater credit than
he has. Life has not always been easy, and he has had difficulties to overcome. But always it has been "The Corps " and
what will bring it credit that has been foremost in his mind.
Now he has retired-a long innings (1917-!962) by anybody's standard, and the last twenty never out of the public
eye. At long last he will have the leisure to enjoy his home,
and Mrs. Judd's garden in Sussex.
H e boasts that he will become a man of leisure. If anyone
has earned a holiday, he has. He considers that he has the
longest service of any now serving.
Let us hope, however, that although his days as a soldier arc
over, his days as composer and adapter of good music are not.
Certainly "arr. Judd" must continue to appear in our pro·
grammes of music. But perhaps later we may discover the nomde-plume which has concealed the composer, and realise that
what we are enjoying was composed by that very distinguished
Signal Officer and the best of good friends, John L. Judd.
He was " dined-out" in the Headquarters Mess on 13th
February, r962, by the Master of Signals, the Representative
Colonel Commandant and those of his friends who were
privileged to be in Catterick on that day.
{continued on page 63)
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It is rare for there to be speeches on such an occasion, but
Major-General Sir William A. Scott, K.C.M.G., c.B., G.B.E., spoke
for all in tribute.
During the evening Lieutenant~Colonel J. L. Judd was given
a silver box engraved with the signatures of the Colonels Commandant.
He also received many " , ignals " of farewell and good
wishes from his C.orps all over the world.
At the end of his evening, hoisted in a Bisley-type chair, he
was trooped around the Mess, . et down in the large ante-room
for the singing of "For he's a iolly good fellow," etc., and then
to a fanfare from his trumpeters lining the stairs he was borne
to bed.
A fuller accoum of che occasion will be in the April number.

A Mediterranean Cruise is being organised for May, 1963, to
combine a holiday in the sunshine with a visit to the 1939-45
War Graves at:Alexandria War Memorial Cemetery,
El Alemain War Cemetery.
Tobruk War Cemetery.
Knightsbridge War Cemetery (Acroma, 15 miles west of
Tobruk).
Massicault War Cemetery (Tunis).
Medjez-El-Bab War Cemetery (Tunis).
The journey will commence and finish at Victoria Station,
London, and last 15 days. The cost, depending on numbers,
etc., will be between 75 guineas and 100 guineas. Further
information from Captain G. S. Nash, RH.A. (Retd.), 6,
Hampden Crescent, Brentwood, Essex.

Bow Bells
Corporal F. Ellis has just completed his National Service
with 8th Regiment. His special hobby is campanology or bellringing. and the prime ambition of bell-ringers is to ring a
peal. This may take from 2! to 4! hours of continuous ringing
to complete and involves some 5,000 changes.
Corporal Ellis started bell-ringing at Wheathampstead at the
age of 14 years and later graduated on to change-ringing at St.
Peter's Church in St. Albans. His score of peals completed so
far is : 20 peals.
On 20th December, 1961, he was selected to ring Bow Bells.
This was the first time the Bow Bells have been rung for 22
years, and it was gratifying to see the Corps represented by
Corporal Ellis at the heart of this very special occasion.

Boxing
The Duke ol Etlinhurgh

Anny Tenna C:hamplonshlps

An article in the British Army Review published a number
of records of those Regiments and Corps which bad won the
Army Boxing Championship. It made no mention of the
spectacular performances of Royal Signals.
Major G. H. R. Flynn, M.B.E., Headquarters Training
Brigade, immediately wrote to the Editor of the British Army
Re'View pointing out that the article in reference was incomplete
without at least some reference to the record of the Corps as
set out in the Royal Signal Diary. The letter was passed to the
Honorary Secretary, Army Boxing Association, who put in his
reply:" There is no doubt that the Royal Corps of Signals have
made a substantial contribution to Amateur Boxing in the Army,
particularly before the war, when we were laying the foundation
for present day standards.
·
" Men like Lieutenant F. S. Cole, Sergeant Wheeler, Signalmen Stuart and Viney and Lance-Corporal Jones were not only
good boxers, but good sportsmen as well, and a credit to their
Units.
"Their efforts have not been wasted, Army boxers are known
for their sportsmanship in all parts of the country, and at whatever standard of tournament they may be appearing."
After expressing a slight difference between the Armv Boxing
Association records and what is published in the Diary, the
Honorary Secretary continues: "You might be interested to know we now have another
member of Royal Signals in the Army team-Lance-Corporal P.
F. Johnson, 44 (H.C.) Regiment (T.A.), a Regular Soldier from
Co. Durham, l9t years of age, and doing very well. He has
already boxed five times for the Army this season, and should
become Army Lightweight Champion in March."

URGENT

BY LANCE-CoRPORAL

C.

s Go/ti A wan/

GARREIT,

8rn

REGIMENT

On Wednesday, 20th December, l96r, I was presented with
my Gold Award by H.R.H. Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh,
at St. James's Palace in the Throne Room. This was the
culmination of three years' training towards the award, which
I started as an apprentice at A.A.S. Harrogate.
The award itself is split into three sections, the Bronze,
Silver and Gold Levels. Each of these is further sub-divided
into four: (1) Public Service; (2) Physical Fitness; (3) Pursuit;
(4) Expedition.
Public Service covers first aid, lifesaving and generally performing acts in aid of the public interest, i.e., helping voluntary
organisations, etc.
Physical fitness includes the whole range of sports, athletics,
swimming, gymnastics and also many ski1ls, fencing, etc.
The Pursuit Section entails participating in a bobby over a
period and showing interest in the chosen hobby to the extent
of instructing in it and making articles associated with it.
The final section, the expedition, is over rough country, unknown to the candidate, and in each section a detailed log
has to be submitted to the examiner and a close timetable
adhered to.
Each section gets progressively more difficult, ranging from
the elementary Bronze Section to the final, extremely difficult,
Gold Section, and the candidate also has to produce service
over a period, to some voluntary organisation.
On the whole, though difficult sometimes, it is a worthwhile
thing to work towards and an achievement to be proud of when
finally gained.

CLOTHING

URGENT

THE WELFA RE SECTION at Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square. London,
S.W.l , will be MOST GRATEFUL for unwanted clothes - men's, women's. children's anything in fact except ladies' underwear. There is a continuous demand which always
exceeds supply.
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VALE
Brigatlier R. B. Ritlley-Martin,

<l&_bituarp

, MIEE.

On fir t commissioning from the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, into Royal Signals, in January, 1929, Ridley-Martin
was po ted to the Depot Battalion at Catterick, from which, on
completion of his " Q " Course, he joined Armoured Fighting
Vehicles Signal at Tidworth. After two years regimental duty,
he was one of the officers selected to take the mechanical science
tripos at Cambridge University.
Going up to King's in
September, I932, he took his B.A. in 1934 (M.A., 1938), after
which he spent three years in a Captain's appointment as instructor at the School of Signals.
On leaving the School he attended a three months' special
G.P.O. cour e in London, and was then seconded for service
.viih the Sudan Defence Force, where he reported early in
1938. During this time he became an A.M.l.E.E. and later
an M.I.E.E.
He returned to regimental duty in Egypt in August, 1940,
and served both in Signal units and on the staff, including
Force 133, for the next four years in various parts of the Middle
East, receiving a Mention-in-Despatches in the Western Desert.
The last of these postings was in February, 1944, to I Armoured
Divisional Signals, and in May, 1944, he sailed with them for
Italy. He returned, X-Listed, to the United Kingdom early
in 1945, but was soon posted overseas again with 47 (R)
Divisional Signals.
The war in the West ended, however, while the unit was
at sea; Ridley-Martin disembarked at Alexandria, and on
1st June, 1945, was appointed Chief Signal Advisor to the
British Military Mission, Egyptian Army, with the local rank
of Lieutenant-Colonel.
He returned to the U.K. in 1948 and served in A.A. Command as Staff Officer and unit commander, until being appointed
G.S .0.1 in Signals 5, The War Office. In 1952 he became due
for overseas again and was posted as G.S.0.1 to the C.S.O.,
~.E.L.F.
He was invaluable in this appointment, with his
wide knowledge of the Middle East, at a ti.me when things
were very difficult, particularly in the Canal Zone. He proved
himself a tower of strength and was liked, respected and trusted
bv all he had dealings with. In August, 1954, he returned to
U.K. as G.S 0.1 Signals 7 (Colonel) on the staff of the Signal
Officer-in-Chief. After three full vears in the War Office, he
was appointed G.S .0.1 Signals, B".J.S.M., Washington, where
he was very successful and made many friends in the U .S.A. and
Canada. On completion of this appointment in Washington
he returned to the U.K . to take up his last appointment as
Chief Sirna! Officer, Eastern Command.
Dick Ridley-Martin has had a wide, varied and distinguished
career in the Corps and be served his Corps well. He will be
r~membered by all those who had the good fortune to serve
hun, as a person of integrity who always gave of his best, and
for his unfailing kindness and loyalty. He was a very good
fencer and took tremendous interest in boats of all sorts and
things mechanical. D ick will be very much missed on the
active list of the Corps by his many friends. We extend to him
our very best wishes for the future, also to his wife and family.

Mr. B. E. l Jackson
There can be few officers who, when visiting Records have
'
not had occasion to meet Mr. Jackson.
On 21st February, 1962, Mr. Jackson retired, after completing 42 years' as•ociation with the Army and 27 years' service
m the Corps R ecords Office.
~e. enli~ted as a volunt7er in the 1st (City of London) Royal
Fusiliers m 1913, but bemg under age, he was discharged in
~epte!Dber, 1914. In October, 1914, he again enlisted, this
ume m the R:F.A., but .o!1ce more was sent home, being still
~der age. Fmallv, he 1omed the Royal West Kent Regiment
m July, 1915, and was present in the fierce fighting on the
Somme. He was demobilised in May, 1919, and then joined
the. R.E. Pay Offi~e at Chatham as a temporary clerk and remained there until January, 1920, when he re-enlisted in the
Royal Army Pay Corps and saw service in In dia.
In May, 1923, he found himself again a civilian, having
fallen under the " G eddes Axe." In June, 1925 he joined
Royal Signals Pay Office, and in October, 1934, 'was tran s-

.\Ill. W. DUTLEH
4.;..neoral SN•rt'!tnry, Royal Sl"nnls As!'mc·iatlo11.
1920 to I94a
All older members of the Corps will learn with regret of the
dearh on 13th February, of Mr. W. Butler.
He was Chief Clerk in the Headquarters Signal Training
Centre when the Royal Corps of Signals was formed in 1920.
He retired shortly afterwards to become the first General
Secretary of the Association. Although THE WIRE was started
with Mr. G. E. Paling as Editor, Mr. Butler took a great part in
starting it, and became the Editor in 192r.
He retired from the service of the Association in 1945. His
widow, Mrs. W. Butler, lives at "Timberedge," Hillside Road,
Leighton Buzzard.
A fuller notice will appear in April.
MAJOR

Mr. B. E. I. Jackson
ferred to Royal Signals Records, which, at that time, was
under the command of Colonel C. W. M. Firth, M.C.
In March, 1939, he moved with Royal Signals Records to
Balmore House, Caversham. The staff at that time totalled two
officers and 26 clerks. During the 1939-1945 War he was
employed in the promotion section. He was promoted Executive
Officer in August, 1945, and has since that date been employed
in Division II, dealing with all aspects of documentation of
serving soldiers.
We in Records can only say bow sorry we are to lose such
an efficient colleague.
From an abundant store of knowledge and vast experience,
he was always ready with sound and helpful advice. For this
and his unfailing friendliness and cheerfulness, he will be
much missed. His departure is a great loss to the Records
Office and the Corps, which he served so well.
We wish Mr. and Mrs. Jackson many years of happy and
well-earned retirement.

A I.ETTER FROM J,IE1JTENANT- COLONEI. A. F.
AUSTEN, M.D.E •• D.E.M.
Th4'

~fanor

Douse, Fiizh4'ad.
Taunton, Somerset.

May I make use of the pages of THE WIRE to say au revoir
to all my old friends in Royal Signals, and at the same time
let them know of mv new address.
I enlisted in Royal Signals in 1929, and after service in the
Depot and Training at Catterick, served with 3 Division (1931),
Shanghai Signal Section (1932). Hong Kong Signal Section
(1932-35), I Division (1935), Hong Kong Signal Company
(1935-40) Combined Operations and 1 Commando Brigade
Signal Troop (1940-45).
After being commissioned in R.A.0.C., I served as Staff
Captain and D.A.D.O.S. (Wireless) in the Provision Bra nch at
the War Office, 0 C. 3 Sub-Depot. 22~ B.O.D. in Singapore,
C.O.D., Donnington, Ordnance 3. G.H.Q., FARELF, and lastly
at H .Q. Division/District here in Taunton. In all these appointment~ I have been. closely associated with my old Corps. in
fact, it was at one time strongly rumoured that Signals had had
me planted in R.A.0.C. to be of more use!
~aving subscribed to THE WmE for all of my 32 years'
service (I obtained my copy from the nearest Signal U n it), I
?OW enclose 15/- for a year's subscription. The above address
is my guest house, and all old frie nds will be sure of a warm
welcome if they are travelling in the West Country.
I was at Denbury last Wednesday, umpiring a cup match
for your Junior Leaders-there is no doubt that the fu ture
of Royal Signals is in good hands.
May I wish the Corps and THE WIRE every success for the
future.

The news of the death of Major Ken Brown at Catterick
Camp on 12th February at the early age of 44, has come as a
sudden shock to everyone m the Corps and in Catterick in
particular, where his cheerful and kindly spirit will be sadly
missed.
Ken Brown joined the Army in 1938 and was commissioned
into the Royal Inmskilling Fusiliers. Early in 1943, as a Captain,
he embarked for service in North Africa and at the same time
was transferred to the Royal Irish Fusiliers and saw service as a
Battalion Signal Officer.
His service in a Battalion of the 38th (Irish) Brigade, one of
the Brigades of 78th Division, meant that he was subject to some
of the bitterest fighting both in the Tunisian Campaign and in
Sicily. It was the 78th Division (sign the Battle Axe) that particularly distinguished itself on Longstop Hill, near Medjez-elBab, a feature that dominated the approaches to Tunis. Later
one of the turning points in the Sicilian Campaign was the
taking of Centuripe by the Division after particularly hard fighting over appalling hill features. Ken Brown played his part in
these two great campaigns. His particular abilities as a Signal
Officer were noted and he was attached to the 78th Divisional
Signals prior to his transfer to the Corps in October, 1945.
After two years with the School of Signals he found himself
passing through the Middle East again on his way to East Africa
where he was a S.0.3 on the C.S.O.'s staff for eighteen months.
A Telecommunication Course followed at the School and then
three years with 3 Training Regiment from 1951-54.
Overseas again in 1954, initially for a short and pleasant six
months in Trieste with BETFOR Signal Squadron, he was then
posted to 10 Air Formation Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R., and so
began a period of six years during which Ken gave such good
service to the Corps with the Royal Air Force. The first three
years with Air Formation Signal Regiments in B.A.0.R. were
followed by three more, 1957-6o, on C.A.F.S.0.'s staff, once
again in the Middle East, which he grew to know so well.
He joined the School of Signals again in June, 1960, and was
a G.S.0.2 (Training) for the last eighteen months.
During this time he developed to the full his love of music and
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He served in Royal Signals from 1931 to 1946, being commissioned during the 1939 War. He was well known on the
North West Frontier of India, 1934, 1939, playing most games
well. After the war he settled first in Henley and later moved
to Maidenhead. The Maidenhead Advertiser published a striking
tribute to him: "It is doubtful if any man in the town knew so many people
and he could hardly walk down the street without stopping every
few yards to speak to someone.
" He will be missed particularly in sporting circles. What he
didn't know about football and cricket was hardly worth knowing. He had a gift for getting together unofficial football or
cricket teams and generally could be relied upon to raise a team
at short notice.
"At one time or another he was either Chairman or Secretary
of many sporting clubs in Maidenhead.
" In his company life was never dull."

Wants anti Oiiers
OFFICER'S DAUGHTER, aged 23, trained Secretary,
experienced, and fond of children, requires post abroad with
family. Free 9th July for two months or longer.-Please reply
Box 85, c/o Editor.

A number of vacancies, offering good career
prospects, exist for :Male
Radio Operators
Cypher Operators
} Male and Female
Teleprinter Operators
Write, giving details of education , q ualifi cations and experience, to:Personnel Officer, G.C.H. Q . (RC0 /6),
Foreign Office,
53, Clarence Street, Che ltenham, Glos.

1 96 2

*

*

*

*

*

*

OFFICER'S RED MESS UNIF ORM, by "Alkit," chest 38in.,
inside leg 32in., height 5ft. Sin. to 5ft. rnin.; good condition,
£10.-Enquiries: Oram, 2, Meadow Walk, Mote Park, Maidstone, Kent. Telephone: Maidstone 55385.
FOR SALE.-Cramrners establishment at 30, Sackville Road,
Hove, 3, Sussex. Boys aged 12-14 prepared for Common
Entrance Examination to Public Schools. £2,500 for goodwill and furnishings.-Apply Major G ordon F raser, who is
prepared to remain for a period to ensure continuity.

Recommenietl Reatling
Adven t ure Training !!! Read what happens in the
course of normal duty in 210 Squadron. Pages
9 1 to 93.
Hurricane Hattie-the 3rd Regiment.

Page 75.

KUWAIT.

601 Troop, the first arrivals. Page 99.
In Retrospect. Pages 68 and 69.

Boxing -

The 8th Regiment.

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
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• K. DllOWN

particularly of opera. Besides being a regular member of St.
Martin's Church choir he took a leading part in the Richmond
Amateur Operatic Society and those who saw him will not forget
his most excellent performances.
His many friends will always remember him for his sense of
hu mour, his enjoyment of simple pleasures and his unfailing
willingness to help others.
Our deepest sympathy goes out to his widow, Ruth, and to
their son, Nicholas, in their tragic loss.

Page IOI.

T he Duke of Edinburgh's Gold Award.
Brazil

Pages 86 to 88.

Aden

Page 94.

Archaeology.

Page 63.

633 Troop.

222 Squadron.

Page 70.

T e chnician's Qualifications - an important War
Office Article to be read by all. Page 86.
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HPtlrf>mentB

PERSONAL
COLUMN

Lieutenant-Colonel L. M. H. Gregory, M.B.I!., 8th J nn uary, 1962.
Captain L . R. D. Willmott, M.M., M.D.6., r6th January , 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) W. B. Edwards, 17th January, 1962.
Major R. J. Barlow, 5th February, r962.
Major R. Carlyon, 17th February, 1962.
Major B. E. Tebbs, 14th February, t962.
~lovenients-lVnrrant

Loadoa Ga:ette
From Tue sday, wd 1anuary, to 6th Febrnary, 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel L . M. H . Gr.egor)', M.B.E., retired 8th Januari•. 1962.
Captain (Traffic Officer) A. Sawyer to be Ma jor (Traffic Officer), 9th
January, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant P. S. Cook to be Lieutenant, 11th Jan uary, 1962.
Captain (Traffic Officer) J. 0 . Tompkins to be Major (Traffic Officer),
3rd January, 1962.
Lieu1enant-Coloncl C. A. Lowe, B.R.D. (A.E.R. ) rcsi~cd his commission
16th November, l96J.
Lieutenant R. C. R. Barder (T.A.) resigned his commission, 6th D ecember,
1961.
Officer Cadet R. G . Titterington to be Second-Lieutenan t (T. A.) 20th
November, 1961.
Major (T.O.T.) W. V. D . Maguire, T.D. (T.A.), retired 15th N ovember,
1961.
Major G. J. C. Moss, M.B.E., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 23rd November
196J.
Major L. R. D. Willmott, M .M., B.E.M., retired , 16th January, 1962.
Major E. H. Rose retired, 29th December, 1961 .
Lieutenant C. D. Brown to be Captain, 14th January, 1962.
Captain (T.O.T.) J. S . Davy ( A.E.R.) to be Major (T.0.T.) 26th
September, 1961.
Lieutenant (Traffic Officer) J. R. A. Laird (A.E.R .) 10 be Captain (Traffic
Officer), 22nd December, 1961.
Major J . Shaw, M .B.E., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 11th February, 1961.
Lieutenant P . R . Buchanan to be Captain, 16th December, 1961.
Tiie undermentioned Second-Lieutenants to be Lieutenants, 23rd January,
1962:
A. J. Hervey
G . M . Finney
S. G. McK. Gordon
P. M . S tamp
P. D . Jones
K . P. Burke
B. L. Belton
A. W . de V. Hunt
R. F . Maynard
C. D. A. Blessington
A. F . Caner
G . A. Maude
R. P. Shiner
A. C. Stutchbury
Lieutenant (Q .M.) M. McDonald to R. A.R.0., 3rd December, 196r.
Captain C . H. K . Houghton retired 26th January, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant A. P. H. Marley to be Lieutenant, 1st February, 1962.
Major W. D . S. Renton, B.A., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 25th November,
1961.
Major F , L . Clarkson, M.B.£., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, tst December,
1961.
Major R. J . Barlow retired on 5th February, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant R. R. Johnson, B.A. from T.A., to be Lieutenant,
9th January, 1962.
Lieutenant J. E. T. Ray to be Captain , 4th February, 1962 (T.A.).
Lance-Bombardier G. S. W. R utherford to be Second-Lieutenant, 26th
November, 1961 (T.A.).
Second-Lieutenant I. J . Crouch to be Lieutenant, 23rd January, 1962.
W. C. Nicoll (formerly Pilot Office r, R.A.F.) to be Second-Lieutenant,
9th January, 1962.

ltlovement-Olli.cers
(Taken place or forecast to take place-period 15th Feb. w 15th March, 1962)

Lieutenant-Colonel (T /Col.) M. D .
Price, o.B.E.
...
...
...
.. .
Lieutenant-Colonel (T /Col.) J. R.
Pid dington, M.C. ...
...
...
.. .
Lieutenant-Colonel B. R. M. Hayles
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Knowles, M.B.I!.
Lieutenant-Colonel S. H. McKay .. .
T /Lieutcnant-Colonel C. E. T onry ...
Major D. E. Salisbury .. .
Major E . P. Procktcr
Major D. A. Barry ...
...
Captain M. J. T. O 'Connor
Captain R. L. S1onham . . .
Captain G. A. Thompson
Captain K. A. Regglci .. .
Captain G. J. Chitty
.. .
Captain G . C. M. Newton
Captain A . S. McK . Anderson
Lieutenant D. W. Stubb•
Lieutenant J. M. Hine · .s ...
...
Lieutenant R. A . Hoithton
...
Second-Lieutenant J . H. Almonds
Second-Lieutenant M. M. Ayrton
Second-Lieutenant A. H. Boyle
. ..
Second-Lieutenant D . C. N. G enders
Second-Lieutenant T. T . Hallchurch
Second-Lieutenant J. R. Potier
...
Second-Lieutenant W. J. P. Robins
Second-Lieutenant R. B. Smith
. ..
Major (Q.M.) R. F. C. Mhford
Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. Bevan ...
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Ministry of Aviation .
H.Q. Yorkshire District.
n th Regime nt (H S).
H.Q . A.A.F.C.E.
8th R egimen t.
r9th Regiment.
Federation Armed Forces, Malaya.
rst Regiment.
H.Q. NEARELF .
Gurkha Signals.
H.Q. M.U.L.F.
237 Squadron.
School of Signals.
All Arms Junior Leaders R egiment.
28th Regiment.
21st Regiment.
Army of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
210 Squadron.
1st Regiment.
7th Regiment.
4th Regiment.
7th Regiment.
7th Regiment.
wd Regiment.
2nd Regime nt.
2nd Regiment.
44th (H.C.) Regiment, T.A.
24th Signal Regiment.

W .O.I A. Williams . .
W.0.1 T. Walker ...
W.O.II E. Thomas
W.0.11 R. J. Bell .. .
W .0.II R. Young .. .
W .0.II J. Orme .. .
W .0.11 D. F. Langston
W .O .II B. J. O'Malley
W .O.II W. A. Barnes
W.O.II R. W . Kay ...
W.O.II A. Copestakc
W.O.II F. E. Wood
W.O.II 0. J. Gough
W .O.II F. M. Murphy ...
W.O .II L. E. Trevithick
\V .O .II E . R. T. Pearce .. .
W.0.11 J . M cGlynn
.. .
W.O.II R. F. Fairbairn ...
St.aff Sergeant F. J. Brown
Staff Sergeant T. E. Buckle
Staff Sergeant L. C. J eynes
Staff Sergeant W. Nallon
Staff Sergeant D. Wade ...
Staff Sergeant R. Menzies
Staff Sergeant R. A. R yder
Staff Sergeant A. C. Young
Staff Sergeant H. J. Saxton
Staff Sergeant L. J. Noakes . ..
Staff Sergeant G. E. Shakesbaft
Staff Sergeant J. Y. Glendinning
Sergeant G. Dodsley
Sergeant M. J. Cann
Sergeant A . W. Till
Sergeant D . Livermore ...
Sergeant J. Raffan .. .
.. .
Sergeant 1<. M . Slaughter
Sergeant F. Coulson
Sergeant A. Knox ...
Sergeant E. A. Brewer
Sergeant R. H. Forster
Sergeant D . G . Layton
Sergeant 0. E . Ballard
Sergeant A. D avis ...
Sergeant A . Waugh
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

D. G. McCartney
W. E. Currums ...
E . F . S. Le Quesne
T. R . Morse .. .
J. Mac1<innon .. .
J. B. Robson .. .
H. A. M cHugh

Sergeant E. H . IGlshaw ...

Ollicers and Ser9ennts
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247 Squadron
18th Regiment
13th Regiment
253 Squadron
253 Squadron
203 Squadron
235 Squadron
rr th Regiment
11th Regiment
14th Regiment (2 Squadron)
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
209 Squadron
44th (H.C.) Regiment, T .A.
:i.0 2 Squadron , T .A .
Queen's University O .T .C.
24th Regi'ment
H .Q. Eastern Command .
4th Regiment
16th Regiment
225 Squadron
rr th R.tgiroent
11th Regiment
11th Regiment
14th ~iment ( 1 Squadron)
53rd (Welsh) Regiment, T.A.
63rd Regiment, T .A .
237 Squadron
252 Squadron
r nh Hussars Signal Troop.
S .T .C. (Far East).
I Signal Squadron K.A.R.
Federated Army Signal Squadron.
Camp Comdt., War Office .
Junior Leaders Regiment
24th Regiment
7th Regiment
254 Squadron
7th Regiment
11th Regiment
8th Regiment
254 Squadron
2nd Regiment
24th Regiment
36 Corps Engineer Regiment,
Signal Troop.
24th Regiment
203 Squadron
H.Q. A .F.N.E.
H .Q . A.F.N.E.
9th Regiment
9th Regiment
AU Arms Junior Leaders Regiment.
rst R egiment

llf>at.'laa
BUTLER.-On 13th February at his home, "Timbercdge," Hillside Road,
Leighton Buzzard, W. Butler, Signal Service Royal Engineers, First
Secretat)' Royal Signals Association r920 to 1945. Editor Tull Wm!!
1921-45.
HANSEN.-On 31st December, 1961, at Maidenhead, Major P. A. Hansen,
Royal Signals 1931-46.
BROWN.-On 12th February, 1962, at the Military Hospital, Catterick,
Major J. K. Bre>wn, School of Signals.
PREBBLE.-23202744 Signalman A. H. Prcbble, on 2nd January, r962, in
the United Kingdom.
KELLY.-222~0054 Lance-Corporal J . J. Kelly, on 5th January, 1962, in
the United KIDgdom.
THORPE. -13o8914g Corporal J. G. Thorpe, on 6th January, 1962, in the
United Kingdom.
HOWE.-2366o294 Signalman J. W . Howe, on 7th January, 1962, in the
United Kingdom.
HOUSE.-On 14th February, at The Royal Portsmouth Hospital, LieutenantColoncl B. Harvey House (Retd.) late 8th (IGna's Royal Irish) Hussars
and Royal Signals, 1916-1938 and 1939·1945·

== Promotions==
The following promotions were authorised up to the end of January, 1962:

Signal Centre Su)H' rvisor Roster
To W.0.11

22594957
2549573

A/W .II
S Sgt.

Regimental Duty

Old
New
Sen. No. Sen. No.

Hammill, T. D.,
Stringer, A.

106o
ro70

oster

To W.0.1
5g90893 A/W 0.1
To S Sgt. • 22771347 Sgt.
• 22515566 A'S S_
* Accelerated Promotum~

Jack..<on, T. W.
Simmonds, R. W.
Markham, J. R.

1010 1380
6590 476o (Op.)
66oo 185o(Lrnn.)

Wainer, F.
Jones, A. J.
Jepson, P . E.
Till, A. W.
Wooden, A. G.
Jones, A. J.

590
830
226o
2270
228o
2300

14615414
22793392
23234656
21055785
22978962
22793392

S Sgt.
Sgt.
Cpl.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Whalley, J. M. P.
Elliott, W. H.
Howden , F. G.

3345
3346
366o

101h Regiment
JOSIAH.- To Corporal and Mrs. P . Josiah , a 11irl, Fiona Jessica Gail, on
30th December, 1961, at B.M.H. , Hostert.
McWILLIAMS .- To Signalman and Mrs. A. McWilliams, a girl, Jacqueline
Elizabeth, on 31st December, 1961 , at B.M .H. , Hostert.
2c5 Squadron
DAVIS.-To Corporal and Mrs. P. J. Davis, a daughter, Tina Maria , on
9th October, 1961 , at 29, Oakfield Road, Penge.
STARK.- To Corporal and Mrs. R. L . Stark, a daughter, Patricia Elizabeth ,
on 14th October, 1961 , at B.M.H., Iserlohn.
MOXON. -To Coporal and Mrs. K . Moxon , a dauahter, Susan Erice, on
22nd November, 1961, at B.M.H., l serlohn.
McANDREW. -To Signalman and Mrs. A. McAndrew , a daughter, on
17th December, 1961, at the Green, Wallsend .

22289408
22453909
22997754

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

INSERTIONS
22548295
22202258
22249756
22212649

Neill, S. G.

Sgt.

Gurkha Si~'11als
DUTTON- McCARTNEY.-Corporal J. R. Dutton to Maureen, da ul!hter
of Sergeant and Mrs. Stewart McCartney, nt St. Matthew Church, J.Qsnh
Camp, on 10th February, 1962.
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Bibby, R .
Longhurst. S. C.
'Crampton, R . A.

Sgt.
Sgt.

480
550

4610
7r10

476o
5090

I~~

5go
780

4070
4930

1080

1570

264
2930

850
2550

Genernl Trncles and D u t ies
Sgt.

2580

2800

Lineman
Sgt .

Electrical Engineers Ex h i b ition

to be held 20th to 24th March, at Earls Court.

3rd Div. Sig1•als Reunio n Club
arc holding their annual reunion at The Victory Oub 73/79, SeymoUI
Street, London! W.2., on Saturday, 31st March, 1962. The Hon. Secretary,
Mr. E. E. Bay ey, will be pleased to seod details to all ex-3rd Div. Signals,
past or present, who wish to attend. Enquiries to 10, Lanark Road, London,
W.9.

1000

1934
6oo
2914
2910

The annual dinner of the Aldersbot Branch will be held on 7th April, 1962,
at the Masonic Hall, Alexandra Road, Famborouah, Hants., at 8 p.m.
Tickets, 16/- per head.
Information from A. V. lent, 111, Gloucester
Road, Aldershot, Hants.

16th R o yal S ignals A s sociation Branch
Represen t atives lU e etin"

will be held at the T.A. Centte 47th Signal R egiment (Middlesex Yeo·
many) T.A., Duke of York's Headq uarters, Chelsea, S.W.3, at 10.30 a.m.,
Saturday, 31st March, 1962.

Co r p s D inne r

3740
6104
5904

will be held on 31st May,

1962.

:J7th lU e etinJ( of the Central Committee of the
Roy al Si"nnls Association
will be held on 31st May, 1962.

2714
2004

In place of the Aldershot Tattoo, " T he M odem Army " will be at home
to the public on Q ueen's Parade Aldershot, on the afternoons of 16th and
17th June, 1962. Apply ~ Ai'dershot D istrict, Steelcs Road, Aldershot.

Roy al Tournament

Rel(lmental Duty Jloster
W.O.I
S Sgt.

;*********************************i

Earls Court, London, n th-28th J uly, 1962.

Teehnicnl Roster
30
r300

Forthcoming Events i

will be held at Cattcrick on 7th/8 th July, 1962.

900

Clerical Roster

S Sgt.
Sgt.

8

Corps Wee k-end and Association Reunion and
Annon! General lUeetlng

Operatln" Roster

W.O.II
gt .

nnnmn1 111m11111111111111n11111111111111111111111n111111111n11m11111111111U11n11111m. . .111t

Alde r s laot Tattoo

Collins, D . H.
Higgins, D . I'.

DELETIONS

Sgt.

10th R egiment
BOWMAN- HAYES.- Signalman R. Bowman to Mary Rose Hayes, at the
Immaculate Heart of St. Mary Church, Gateshead, on 23rd Decem ber.
1961.
GREEN- ROBERTS.- Lance-Corporal T. M. Green to Joyce Eveline
Roberts, at the Wrexham County of Denbigh Register Office, on 3rd
January, 1962.

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

Signn18 Centre Roster
W .O.II
S Sgt.

*

Corps Regular Officers' At Home
7494

Genernl Trades and Duties
22537389
14052990

*

ADEN
Major C. Robinson, Commanding 222 Signal Squadron (Air
Formation), D.F.P.O. 69, is doing all he can to compile a
history of the Royal Signals in Aden. There has been a detachment of the Corps stationed there over a very great number
of years. Will anyone who has recollections, particularly of For
Morbut, write to Major Robinson.

will be held May 30th, 1962.

Operating Roster

Ma r r i n9es
205 Squadron
O 'DONOVAN- HANCOCK.- Signalman J . O' Donovan , on 27th October ,
1961, to Joan Davinia Hancock, at the Register Office, Bristol.
LAWLESS-HARRIS.-Corporal J. R. Lawless, on 6th JRnuary, 1962, to
Ann Harris, at the Parish Church, Tavistock, Devon.
LEDGER- FOGG. -Signalman M . F. Ledger , on 27th Ja n uary, 1962,
to Patricia Ann Fogg, at St. Nicholas, in the County Borough of Lincoln .

340
740
820
7go

Technical Roster
To Sgt.

*

Aldershot B r anc h

c::terJeal Roster
To W.O.II
To S. Sgt.
To Sgt.

Regimental Duty lloster

Births

26o
130

SOUTHERN COMMAND ROYAL SIGNALS ARCHAEOLOGICAL CLUB. This Qub has been elected to full
membership of the Council of British Archaeology from 5th
January, 1962.

r500
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lloynl Signals Institution Lectures, 1962
Tuesday, 3rd April: " Employment of Airborne Forces in F ut ure Wars,"
Brigadier A. J . Deane-Drummond, D.s .o ., M.C., at S.Vi p.m., North
Hau, T rainin g Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
*Friday, 25th May, " The Reserve Army," Colonel G. H. Shrimpton, T.D.,
6.15 p.m., at the T .A. Centre, 47th R egiment, T .A ., Duke or York'•
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W .3.
*Friday, 28th Septe mber, " N ew Zealand," Bri11adier J. E . Anderson,
6.15 p.m., at the T.A . Centtc, 47 th R egiment, T .A., Duke of York'•
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tuesday, 27th November, " Training of American Cadets at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. M iles, Jnr., U .S. Army, 5.15 p.m .. at
North Hall , T raini ng Brigade, R oyal Signals, Caucrick Camp, Yorks.
• Members ore allowed two guests for these lectures.

Hoyal

Sl~mals

April 18th

Assoelntlon Footbnll Club Flxtore11
Billingham Synthonia
R.B. M .E.
..
...
R. A.O.C.

Catterick Camp
Billin11ham
Catt rick Cam p

(Continued on page 70)
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KUWAIT IN RETROSPECT

The Desert

KUWAIT IN RETROSPECT
HE sun beat down through the moisture-filled atmosphere
on the bare, barren, heat-reflecting sands of Arabia; for it
was mid-summer and the middle of the " hot " season. At
this time-26th June, 1961-Kassem de<;ided to claim for Iraq,
the wealthy oil-producing State of Kuwait. As a result of this
threat, ihe Ruler of Kuwait requested Britain to honour her
treaty obligation by sending military assistance. This alerted
Middle East C-0mmand, which quickly answered the Ruler's
request.
As in any military operati9n, Royal Signals were heavily
committed. The first unit to arrive in Kuwait was 6o1 Signal
Troop (Ship) which had landed from HM.S. Meon. This Troop
did sterling work in these early days, establishing essential communications between H.M.S. Meon, Brigade H eadquarters and
the Airfield. They were soon joined by other units who were
included to assist in the provision of Rear Brigade communication s. D uring this period the Royal Signals were far from idle,
for they also provided the communications at Bahrein, where
" F lash" and " T op Secret" bad become common-place terms.
Let us not forget that small, but valiant band of linemen who
worked un<;easingly laying cable on the F orward Airfield, nor
the T roop with the Armoured Car Regiment, toiling in the
blistering heat of the desert. All units were hard-pressed an d
were beginning to feel the strain when the U.K . reinforcements
made their welcome appearance on 3rd July. These reinforcements, although they had been transferred from the pieasan t,
temper ate climate of England to the hot, dusty, humid clime
of the Persian Gulf in a matter of hours, tackled their tasks with
commendable purpose and energy.
Communications were soon in a settled state, and as the days
passed, it became clear that the K uwait operation was to be a
"waiting-ga me." It was now a quest ion of keep ing alert, keeping
fit and improving amenities.
What memories will remain with those who took part ?

T

Each will have his own, but many will be common. Stepping
from the aircraft or sliding down a chute on to the runway
of Kuwait's new airfield, which was still under construction,
and seeing crates amongst the rubble and rows of vehicles.
Experiencing the heat for the first time, which seemed to suck
the very air out of the body. Then who will ever forget the
thirst-that insatiable thirst. Cool, cool drink was the order
of the day, and in those early days was not easy to obtain. The
water-cooler outside the Brigade Signal Centre at the first
location became a much overworked machine, and in the
end could only produce a light--brown tepid liquid. Then the
blowing sand, which " peppered " any exposed skin, and
which, together with the glare of the sun, turned eyes into red
gritty orbs. However, it was once more proved that no matter
how uncomfortable the <;;onditions, the Army is at its best in
the field. An atmosphere of true comradeship exists, everyone
toils with a single purpose, and the sense of humour of the
soldier comes to the fore. No names have been mentioned, for
everyone performed his appointed task. The results produced
were not perfect, but everyone who took part can be proud of
the results achieved. Many lessons were learnt and all gained
from their experiences.
Last, but by no means least, one memory common to all, will
be the kind hospitality of the local families to whom a grateful
" thank-you " is extended.

K U W A I T TIT-BITS
Overheard.-One disgusted lineman to another, one warm
evening in Kuwait: "We've dropped to third place on the B.B.C.
news, mate!"
Who was the Warrant Officer who marched in fron t of his
C 0 . to ask why he had been left behind and was not detailed
for Kuwait? Needless to say, he got there!
Where did those numerous local contractors appear from,
armed with testimonials of previous service given to the British
Army?
One afternoon a Signal Officer stopped his operators accepting a tea invitation from a local fa mily due to a drop in operating
standard. This immediately resulted in the officer being invited
to tea by the good lady of the house-or was it to ask him
what he was doing to her boys?
Overheard in a Signal Centre:
Voice r : Staff, I can't understand this message-" All CWP
drawn from OFP will be returned to RSG immeditely."
Voice 2: That message is O.K., what's the trouble?
Voice I: The address groups, staff-I can't find them.
Who of the U.K . reinforcemen ts asked on arrival whether
he could now write home to tell his paren ts where the blazes he'd
got to?
True or false? I t was reported that an attempt was made
to con struct a golf course in K uwait. All wenr well until the
holes were made on the greens-they struck oil!
When trying to get some cable locally, one Signal Officer was
informed by a r esident engineer that insulated cable was not
essential.
H e added that due to th e dry soil, open wire
laid on the ground would produce a satisfactory circuit.
~

Corporal A. W instanley, Signalman J. Dye r

I. " On the a ir" Signalman Wilkes. 2. A change from the Yorkshire Moors, Lance-Corporal Hannan and
Signal m a n Jagger. 3. " Cool as a cucumber" Sergeant Church. 4. Corporal Fenn. 5. Desert repair
Lance-Corporal McKie. b. Beside the chopper Lance-Corporal Lowe 7. "far from Home" Sergeant
Wood, Corporal Kendall, Corporal Samphier and Signalman Moore
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Forthcoming Events

Finally, as the present Secretary is shortly to be posted from
the Salisbury area, there is an urgent need for a Retired Officer
or Other Rank to fill the post of Honorary Secretary. Peferably
a person resident in the Wiltshire area.

Continued from page 67
lloynl Signnls Hockey Fixtures
Mar. 21st
Apr. 20th-23rd

TG or not TG

\Vclbcck College - Wclbcck.
Scarborough Hockey Festival - Scarborough.

Indian Sit:nnl Units 1911-1948 O.C.A.

By Appointment to the Late Kine Georce V

On 26th May, at the Eccleston Hotel, Victorin, London, S.W.1 , A.G.M.
and Dinner. Open to members and ,:heir wives, but guests not allowed.
f'urthcr details from Captain W. Dowlcy, 153, Mychett Road, Mychett,
Nr. Aldcrshot, Hants.

North London Brn11ch
The Annual Dinner and Dance will be held at The Cambridge, North
Circular Road, Palmers Green, London, N.13, on Saturday, 14th April,
1962.
Tickets and information from tbe Hon. Secretary of the North London
Branch of the Royal Signals Association , J . T . Murphy, 1 , Marlborough
Close, Whetstone, N.20.

ROGERS & CO.
(MILITARY OUTFITTERS) LTD.

Mufti and Sporting Tailors

The 1962 ReuniC?D will be held at Hurlinahnm Club on Friday, 29th June
at. 3.30 p.m. Tu:kcts 9 /- per head. Hon. Secrc!llIY Brigadier A. J . M.
Wilton, O.B.E., The Cottage, 30, Thames Street, Sunbury-on-Tbames.

Breeches Makers

Roynl Signals Display Team
May 17th
May 19th
June :znd
June 19th-2rst
June 2)rd
July 7th
July nth-28th
August 1st
August 6th
September 1st

Hertfordshire, St. Alban's-Agricultural Show.
Billet Lane, Stamford le Hope, Essex.
Kynoch Social Club, Witton, Birmingham.
Edinburgh.
Holmfirth.
Catterick.
Royal Tournament.
Nantwich.
Homcastle.
Haltwhistle- Agricultural Show.

Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals

33 BRUTON STREET, MAYFAIR, W.I
Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.I

HAVE YOU
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Southern Command Royal Signals Archaeological Club
Report on the adivities for the year 1961
The Club, in its second year, continued to attract new
members and again received encouragement and help from the
members and staff of the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum
and th.e Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society.
Durmg the year the Editorial Staff of the club wrote and
pu~lished six issues of its magazine which gave details of excavanons, c;ourses, lectures, current archaeological and historical
book rev1~s, and ran .a series of articles on county historic
places of 1_nteres~. It ~s now currently running a series on
Archaeological D iscoveries in Yucatan.
The year 1961 prov~d to be a!l interesting one from the point
of field work, and the mterest stimulated by the excavations and
lectures of 1960 was carried through into l96r.
The club c~ntracted from the Salisbury and South Wiltshire
~useum ~e Job of surveying Tinker Pit, an open-cast chalk
pit a few miles west of Salisbury. The surveying was completed,
and on 8th January, 1961, memb_ers of the club, together with
members of the Museum Excavation Sub-Committee excavated
fro1!1 two adjoining Iron Age Storage Pits two skeletons of a
typical Iron Age "crouched burial." One body was classified
as that of a woma11 of middle age.
A pany was formed during April and worked at odd intervals
th.roughout _the remainder of the year on a project in connection
with t~e disu.sed stone quarry workings at Chilmark, Teffont
and T1sb~ry m the C<?Unty of Wiltshire. These quarries have
been menuon.ed by. various authors as having provided stone for a
Romano-British Villa, and for pan of the construction of Salisbury Cathedral, as well as for the spire of Chichester Cathedral
an~ many other famous houses and parish churches in W ilth1re .. The old quarries were investigated, a task which entailed
crawling along underground passages littered with rock falls
and stone rubble from the time when the quarries were last
worked. The year's work ended with an excavation at the
entrance to one of the old workings.
In 1962 the dub intends to survey all the entrances to the
70

Members of the excavation team opening the Elizabethan well.
to right : WO I. A. G. Harfield, Mr. S. F. Abraham (ex R.
Signals Lance corporal). Miss J. Bowler-of CSO's Branch, Southern
Command

Left

Indian -hmy Ucunion, 1962

No.
King
St., Odiham
Early 17th Ce ntury
padlock
found at the
above address.
Possibly from the
Odiham Stocks
which were situated near the
property.

- -

underground quarries, plot them on a survey map and also plot
the ope~-cast quarries and obtain a stone sample 'from each for
the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum who are going to
ca~ry out a petrological survey of building stone used in Wiltshire.
~n July ten f!lembers of the club assembled at Odiham, Hamps~re, and earned out an excavation at No. l, King Street. This
Elizabethan property had been at one time a house ale house
brew~ry and public house, and lately again conve~ted into ~
dwellmghouse. In the garden a well was d iscovered which had
been bricked over since 1828. Members uncovered the well,
and three of the .par~ descended. The well proved to be 46ft.
deep, and contamed JUSt over 3ft. of water. The sides were
flint lined for the first 22ft., but from there downwards were
TH E WIRE, MARC H 1 96 2

of natural chalk. The whole excavation took one day, and the
work of writing up the excavation and historical report remains.
This will n·quirc a period of documentary research at the County
Archive Offices.
Members of the club attended the Wiltshire Archaeological
and Natural History Society excavation, under the directorship
of the Rev. E. H. Steele, M.A.~ at the Iron Age and RomanoBritish site at Bil!mry, near Wylye, Wiltshire. This was the
econd season that the club had helped at this excavation, and
the Honorary Secretary attended for the full sixteen days.
Members also attended the Society's excavation ea~Jier in the
year on a Romano-British pottery kiln site in Savernake Forest.
It was during the Annual Meeting of the Wessex Group of
the Council of British Archaeology, which was held at Winchester, that an appeal was made for assistance on the site of
the old car park adjacent to Winchester Cathedral, where a new
hotel was to be erected and the Winchester Museum were
carrying out an emergency " dig " through stratification layers
which covered Medieval, Norman, Saxon, and Romano-British
periods. One member, whilst working on the site of a Saxon
building, excavated a coin of the reign of Ethelred.
The club has also been active in the documentary research
field, and on 17th June it published an 80-page book entitled
"A History of Chilmark and Guide to the Parish Church."
Copies were put on sale at the Chilmark Church Annual Fete,
in conjunction with an exhibition of church silver and documents, together with otjier items of hist~ric int~rest from the
Chilmal"k area. To date one hundred copies of this book, also a
large number of photographs of houses of historic interest have
been sold. Members of the club are now working on a " Supplement" to the 1961 edition, and hope to have this ready for
publication by mid-summer 1962.
The 1962 programme for the club includes the continuation
of the two previously mentioned Chilmark projects, the surveying of an old coaching road near Salisbury, and, if the !an.d owner's permission can be obtained, the excavation of the site
of an old inn named" The New Inn " adjacent to the coaching
road. This Inn is mentioned in a document in 1773, but appears
to have fallen into disuse in 1824. The club will continue to
give assistance to the Wilshire Archaeolog:cal and Natural
History Society on their excavation at Bilbury in 1962; this
project is being carried out on either a five or ten-year plan.
The year 1962 opened with the club being voteq f~ membership of the Council of British Archaeology, and 1t will now be
represented at their meetings by cwo members.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Any officer or other rank, either servin;g or retired, and th7ir
families may join the Club. Any person interested should wnte
to the Honorary Secretary, c/o C.S.O.'s Branch, H.Q. Southern
Command, Salisbury, Wiltshire. Membership is not confined
to personnel serving in Southern Command, but is open to all
members or ex-members of the Corps wherever they may be
serving or residing. It is hoped that the Club will eventually
be recognised as a "Corps " club and so be known as the
"Royal Signals Archaeological Society."
Any person interested in obtaining copies of the 1961 edition
of the club magazine should write to the Editor at the above
address.
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The trade test hour
draws near. It has
been a long, hard
course, every lesson
and note building up
to the final factor Trade Test.
It seems ages since
I first entered 24th
Signals and coming
from the luxury of
The Eleventh I was
somewhat taken aback
at the c o m p I e t e
change of attitude in
everyone around me.
From now on Trade
Training
was
the
order of the day.
Looking back I can
That rude and unmentionable word
remember when I was
"relegation "
first introduced to
the high piercing brain shattering morse, and under the
eagle eye of Mr. Day, our civilian instructor, we were lulled
into semi-consciousness with dit dah. Coming over gradually
at first and then suddenly in about the fifth week, the whole
screeching momento seemed to go mad and speed up to about
seven words 'Per minute. How well I remember the look on
the instructor's face when he mentioned that rude and unmentionable word " relegation."
Then came the typing periods, not as bad maybe as the morse
but still requiring a good deal of concentration. For che intellectuals the instructor would play music on his "Jews Harp"
and at the same time beat out the rhythm with h is big toe.
In between morse and typing (the big chiefs willing)
we mght have had either a procedure lesson or
a period a c t u a 11 y
work:ng sets. In the
procedure I e s s o n s,
apart from the instructor g i v i n g us
all the ·• Griff " on
how and how not to
send m e s s a g e s he
would also delight in
inform:ng us of the
d rea:iful things that
could happen if ever
we went wrong.
Over the past
twenty-eight weeks I
think the most quiet
and gentle natured
person I met was the
" E " and " M " InHow hard he tried to impress u pon us structor, he seemed to
be in a world of his
those magic symbols.
own, solely made up
of m o l e c u 1 e s and
neucli, every now and
again coming out with
such mumbo jumbo as
Fredohms Law.
Good g r i e f, my
time is up, the dreaded
h o u r of reckoning
has come. In a few
moments the h i g h
priest, with his gentle
voice, will come and
usher us into the
trade test room, and
when the door closes
behind me I will be
" on my todd " . . . .

-------- ------- 1
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TRAIN in
Electronics
with C.R.E.I •

Recruits from the Commonwealth- 3
BRITISH \VEST INDIES
BH Lieui('nant A. ltf. P. Harlwr, Hoyal Signals

The British West Indies has been much in the news of late.
ome of her peoples have immigrated and joined the Armed
Forces in the U.K., others joined up in the West Indies. The
latrer have to pay their own fare to U.K. which is refunded
after three months.
At present, seven recruits are in training in this Unit. They
all have different backgrounds, but have the common desire to
eek adventure and learn a trade in the Royal Signals.
The majority come from Jamaica, the largest island in the
British West Indies. It may seem strange at first that m en
hould leave such an island, with its sub-tropical climate, glorious beaches, Sugar, Banana and Grapefruit plantations, rich
bauxite mines and a vast tourist trade give employment to
much of the population. Many new resorts are being opened
up on the beautiful north coast and large hotels are being
built to accommodate holidaymakers who come to ride the
surf, to go yachting or motor boating, to fish, or just laze under
the palm trees.
There is, however, a surplus of labour, and in any case, the
best jobs are all family affairs and are passed on from father
co son or nearest relatives. For the average man with a few
G.C.E. qualifications, there are not many openings. The Government employ quite a number, especially in its Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands, a most important section of the Government. The banks also provide an outlet for a few.
Appealing though some of these jobs may be, there was not
enough travel and adventure associated with them to attract the
men who have joined the Corps.
Most of our recruits have tried jobs in Jamaica, but Signalman
Millar came to England straight from school. He was educated
at a co-educational boarding school, a new venture in Jamaica.
He lived in England from the age of two until he was eight
years of age. Now be bas come back to England and hopes to
attain a Commission.
Signalman Dusquesnay bas also been to England before.. In
Jamaica he was a member of the Cadet Force and attended
camps and courses. He was fortunate to be in a party of cadets
which toured England and Scotland in r96o. They visited
R.M A., Sandhurst, and had a flight in a Beverley of R.A.F.
T ransport Command, from Abingdon. They even went on the
Ranges at Eisley before going to a cadet camp in Scotland.
His trip obviously impressed him for in December, 1961, he left
bis job on bis father's sugar farm near Spanish Town (the old
capital in buccaneering days) and joined the Corps.
S~~almen Stassel and Pearce came to England together
They had both worked together in
to 1010 the Army.
the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands, Valuation D epartment.
However, they wanted to study electronics, and as there were
no opportunities in Jamaica, they joined the Royal Signals.
Signalmen McFarlane and Miller also worked together in the
same Ministry, but in the accounts section. Feeling the need
for adventure, they too joined the Corps; McFarlane to be a
Radio Relay Operator and Miller a Radio Operator.
Signalman Thelwell, from the very picturesque resort of St.
Anneon, the North Coast, was obviously branching into a new
field when he enlisted into the Corps. He worked with the
World Health Organisation on the eradication of Malaria. He
bas a number of qualifications relating to health and hygiene so
we have reluctantly advised him to transfer to the R.A.M'.C.
so that his specialist qualifications are not wasted. ·
'
Si~alman Crosswell was encouraged to join the British Army
by h1s fath~r, now pep~ty Commissioner of Police in Jamaica,
who was hunself once 10 the Army. To Crosswell this was
a big change from life in the resorts of the North Coast where
he used to do native dancing, including the Limbo and FireWalking, in floor shows for tourists.
Signalman Cummings was born in Barbados, but spent bis
school years in the U .S.A. After leaving school he came to
England and worked for London Tran sport. He is to train
as a Technician.
. They have all mixed .well with the other Troops during trainmg, and have held their own on the square, the ranges and in
Troop boxing competitions.
The winter weather was a bit too cold for most of them
but they will no doubt feel more comfortable as the summer (?)
draws near.
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Accepted for whole or part refund of jees
to approved personnel

Thorough step-by-step tuition by highly-qualified tutors
possessing up-to-the-minute knowledge of technological
development and industrial requirement.
2 Courses that are being continuously revised to keep
pace with technological advancement-In this way the
inevitable out-of-dateness of text books is avoided.
3 Individual tuition. The ·relationship· between st•dent
and tutor is a personal one in the sense that the
student's individual requirements and progress are
taken into account, throughout the course. There Is
no question of proceeding at the rate of the class.
Your · class' with C.R.E.I. consists of one person- you.

"B."
Captain P. Tripp has gone off to the desert and the Trucial
Oman Scouts, and we welcome Captain " Mac" Wise in bis
place, direct from a few years' flying.
W.0.1 "Jim" Griffin has left us for civilian life and has
settled down in Harrogate. W.O.II "Reg" Staniford has taken
his place.
S1mrtis NotPs
Hockey.-The School Staff team got through to the Yorkshire District finals, where they met the School of Signals, and
after being 3-0 down at half-time tried in vain to come back
in the second half with ri.vo goals. Final score: School of Signals
won, 3-2.

for the qualified

C.R.E.l. courses call for hard work and personal
discipline, essential requirements for a successful
career. C.R.E.I. qualified men are able to do more
important work with accompanying rewards.

Basketball.-The School Staff team have won the Northern
Command Basketball Cup for the second year in succession.
They played rrth Regiment in the final and won, 46 points to
15 points. We travelled to Edinburgh on February 25th to
play the winners of Scottish Command in the quarter-finals of
the Army Basketball Cup.

you have at least two years' practical experience in electronics or a suitable educational
background, CONSULT YOUR EDUCATION
OFFICER or fill in this coupon now for full
details of C.R.E.I. courses, methods and
achlevemen ts.

If
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rnh and 13th, and against Chepstow we did even better, taJting
first seven places and ninth.
Positions in each race were :
Carlisle

A/T Corporal James
. ..
,, Lance-Corporal Escott
,, Sergeant Parsons
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,

Baynes
Bradshaw
Collins

Lunn
Corporal Gardiner

I

4
3

Atborfield
4
3
2

2

14

5
13
9

12

11

7
tl

16

ChepslOW

7
1

•
2

3

i
9

We were not able to hold the Inter-Company Competition
because of the raging blizzard which struck " Penney Pot " and
seemed to go on for days.
We are now into the second half of the season and have high
hopes for our teams in the Army Boys' Championships and in
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Lowland Bde. Jnr. Soldiers
Wing-{Lannrk)

16

38

Sconish Coy.. Harroga1e

...

24

26

Rawson Coy .• Harrogate

...

25

36
30

Guard Coy. Jnr. Leaders Bn.
Jnr. Leaders Bn .. R.A.S.C ....

26
18

Sergeant Jenning has been the coach and trainer of this
Company for the past two years, and must be congratulated
on producing such a high standard.

I

ADDRESS ........................................................................ .......... .

L GRA~•::E ~o~E:_2:12/13~L~N~s~EET, ~~o~ s.w~

By permissio11 of the Y orkshirt Poll.

Lieutenant Colonel Edward R. Beaty having presented the Pipe
Banner to A/T Simpson

Army Youth Basketball Cup comes IO Harrogate. - On
Saturday, 9th December, r96r, Penney Company (" D" Company) won the Army Youth Basketball Championships by beating
"A" Company Junior Leaders Battalion, R.A.S.C., at Catterick,
by 30 points to 18 points, and by so doing, brought the Army
Trophy back to Harrogate for the first time. As our result
sequence shows, the way to the top was through five eliminating
games, and the nearest rival in these games was Rawson House
("A" Company) of our own School, who gave the winners
quite a fright.
THE WAY TO THE Top in the Army Championships:

C . R . E .I. Co u r ses are available in:
(i) Mathematics for E l ectr o nic Engineers
(ii) E I e c tr on i c Engineering Tech n·o Io g y
(iii) S pecialized C ommunications
(i v) Radar
(v) A ut o mation
(vi) S ervo
(vii) Nuclear Engineering

I

SC:IIOOL

Our newly-formed Pipe Band, now taking its rightful place on
parade, has recently been presented with two Pipe Banners.
Our photographs show these banners being presented.
On a wet and windy morning, we held a parade at which
Lieutenant-Colonel Edward R. Beaty, U.S. Army, presented a
banner on behalf of all ranks of the American Army Unit at
Menwith Hill, thus further cementing the tics of friendship
between our two Units.
In our photograph, Colonel Beaty is seen, having presented
the banner to Apprentice Tradesman Simpson, of Penney House .
On last term's Graduation Day, the Royal Signals Association
presented a Pipe Banner to the School, and our photograph
shows· Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Glanvill, T.D., President of the
Harrogate Branch of the Royal Signals Association, presenting
the banner to our Commandant, Colonel J. P. North, c.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel "Reggie" Glanvill, for the past two years
our Chief Instructor, has left us and Royal Signals for
civilian life. We were all very sorry to see him go; we have
all benefited from bis stay with us, and all at the School wish
Mrs. Glanvill and himself all the verv best in civilian life.
Other changcs on our staff:
·
Major D. W. Sutherland bas left us for the War Office, and
Major "Fred " Leathcrland has taken over as O.C. Signals Wing

C.R.E.I. HOME STUDY COURSES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE ARMED SERVICES

O PPO RTUN ITY is boundless -

.u•t•HENTl(;ES

_J
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Athletics and Cross-Coumry.-The first half o[ the crosscountry season has been most successful. The School Individual
Races were held in September, and medals were won by:
7uniors
Jennings (H.Q. Company)
Altham (PhiUips Company)
Wilmot (Penney Company)

Seniors
Escou (Rawson Company)
Baynes (Penney Company)
James (Scott Company)

A/T Corporal James was appointed captain for the season,
and under him, the School team has only lost two matches, one
to a Leeds University team (by two points) and the other to
A.A.S., Arborficld, in the Winter Games. In this last match
we tied on points, but their last man beat ours.
We pulverized Carlisle and Chepstow in the other games.
Against Carlisle, our placings were: rst, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 9th,
THE W IR E, MARCH 19 6 2

' By P•mtission of tM Yt7rltslrirt1 Poit.

The Commandant receiving the Royal Signals Association banner
on behalf of the School

wood, Kynaston and Junior Corporal Mate from the All Arms
Junior Leaders' Regiment in North Wales.
The Military Advisor was Captain Guy Rogers who using
the precedence started by Alfred Hitchcock, made ; short
appearance as a " Rebel " in one of the scenes. Though most of
the shots were taken at Tonfanau (All Arms Junior Leaders
Regiment), most of the action shots were taken very close to
Denbury and as usual the typi<;al Devonshire weather " gales
and rain," held up filming on several days.
'
Helicopters were used very successfully and the " artists "
chalked up many flying hours. It was no wonder that one of
the cast commented, "Adventure Training won't be the same
after all this."
We will not tell you the story or the plot; in fact we don't
know what the final production will be after the "cutter" has
finished. It will be a pity if they cut out "Rebel Rogers."

[By ki11d permiuion of "The Harrogatt Herald."
WINNERS ARMY YOUTH BASKET BALL CUP
Top Row, left to Right : A/T Clarke, A/T Glover, A/T Crickmore, A/T Corporal
Wllllams, A/T Sergeant Crow, A/T McDonald.
Bottom Row, left to Right : A/T Lance Corporal Pilbeam, A/T Sergeant Godwin,
MaJor S. E. Miller, M.B.E•. R. Signals, A/T Corporal Pou ltney, Sergeant Jennings,
A/T Lance Corporal Coldwell, A/T Lonee Corporal Simpson

the Civilian meetings in the North of England. In these latter
we have entered a Boys' team (i.e., under 16) as well as a Youthsl
team.-Catch 'em young, is our motto.
We have also started athletic training. The indoor arena
which was built up in the gym in Hildebrand Barracks has be~
moved to what ex-apprentices will remember as the Carpenters'
Shop. This is a comparatively vast building, 50 yards by 30
yards, and we have been able to establish separate pits for the
long and triple jumps, high jumps and the pole vault. We also
have a san?ed shot-p.ut :i!eai and. a practice throwing net for
hammer, ~scu~ and 1avelin is ~emg er:ected. There is ample
~m for circuit, po"':'er and weight training, and our ambition
is !O ~et a tw?-l~e ~der track laid down for the length of the
buildmg. This will give us room for starts practice, relay handover and three fiights of hurdles. In the very near future, the
new arena will be open every evening.
We can confidendy look forward to another good athletics
year.

3rd

Hurricane Hattie
!lrd

After the Inspection of
Guard of Honour
" Congratulations - Now
lets inspect some more ! "
Major General V. W.
Street, C.B.E., D.S.0. ,
M.C., Lieutenant-Colonel
T. W. Baynes, M.B.E .

llEGl"HE~T

. Notes from the Regim~nts are, by their very nature, of limited
mterest to readers outside the Regiment concerned. Yet the
more popular four daily newspapers can make a local story sound
"big" . . .

Military Vehicles Crash
. The crash and roar of military traffic disturbed the tranquil
village of Pucklecburch one day in January. This was the
beginning of "Lifeline," an exercise in co-operation with the
R.A.F.

Soldiers Lashed. Gales of 80-roo m.p.h. lashed the Relay
T:oop detachment hig~ on the Mendip Hills, but apart from one
mishap wh~n an aerial wa blown down, the crew had a
reasonable tune up there.
No1aric:us Figures. Pressure of work did not prevent a close
watch bemg kept on such figures as Yogi Bear and the notorious
Ena Sharples. But after ten days of wind, snow and ice no one
was sorry to return to Bulford.
Intervention. The forthcoming Administrative Inspection
l?Omed largely in our minds as unloading proceeded after " Life~e," but E.i:cercise " Ki:wi 2 " was to intervene and give us other
things to .think of. This tw<rday exerc;ise taught us much, and
the overrught snowfall enhances the memory of this event.

.JU1\'"IOR LEADERS' REGIMENT
Follow ~ly Lead
. Don't be surprised if you see a film (possibly with a recruiting
bias) at your. I~ cinema wJ:tich tells the story of a Junior
Leader and his life before, durmg and after training.
A. fi1.o: was made recently for Army Recruiting purposes by
!>nv~ Films ,~td., of Beaconsfield, and has been given the workmg atle of F<?llow My. Lead." The casting for the film was
made by. the _Director using our Junior Leaders in most of the
par~ which mcluded our own "Alan Ladd " -Junior R.S.M.
Wraith. Rank was not the main consideration "rugged looks"
and .one. who had completed his "Senior" 'were two of the
qualifica~ons that were required. Others in important parts
were Junior Sergeants Sharman, Lock, Junior Corporals Green-

The End o( the World
The Day of Judgment, widely advertised for Sunday, 4th
February, did not in fact arrive until the following day when
our Administrative Inspection took place.
Well wishers will be pleased to note that Doom has been
postponed for yet another year.

Coalition. The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess has now
..:eased to function as a Signals Mess and has amalgamated with
tht Division H.Q. on the Division H.Q. Mess premises.
The new Combined Mess under the guidance of W.O.I
(R.S .M.) Barnes-Murphy should soon be functioning as smoothly
as our old (Signals) Mess.
Nt•ws In Brie(
Men Severely Beaten. The Regimental footballers beat the
School of Artillery 3--0 in the first round of the S.P.D. Cup.
But both first and second teams lost their games with the same
score, 4-2 against 18 Field Regiment, J3..A., and H.Q. 3 Division.
Casualties in these two matches, Signalman Luke, damaged
knee, Signalman Strain, broken leg .
Captured. CongratuJations to Sergeant Chambers who is to be
married on 17th February.
Welcome to Corporals Frost, Pringent and Signalman Bray,
who have newly joined the Regiment.

Escaped. Corporal Flood to Trucial Oman Scouts. Corporal
Hemstock and Lance-Corporal Pitt to Germany. Corporal
Booker, Lance-Corporal Robertso~, Signa1?1en Robinson,
McGuire and Thurley to 30th Regiment. Signalman Ost to
Cyprus.
Released. Lance-Corporals Owen and Larkman, Signalman
Jackson, now civilians again.
.
Lance-Corporals Bulien and Line, Signalman Weir, to be
demobbed before the end of February.

Junior Leaders with Film Camera

Ht:GDIENT

True to Regimental tradition, it all started on a Friday evening.
Transmitter Troop was told to pack a complete Ct I Radio
Station for air transporting to British Honduras. A subsequent
demand was made for men. Eleven men, under Sergeant Freestone, were soon put on six hours' notice. Saturday saw some
action. At tea-time everybody was ready to go, and that evenmg
Sergeant Freestone, with the detachment, set off to .Lyneham.
The following morning Lieutenant M. Marples iomed ~2
Engineer Group, who were going to form the Force H.Q. m
British Honduras. The detachment flew from Lyneham to
Kingston Jamaica, via the Azores and Bermuda, and Lieutenant
Marples ~ia Shannon in Eire, Gander in ~ewfo~dland, and New
York. A brief few hours were spent m Jamatca and then on
to British Honduras.
All in the party were astounded by the ~ight of the ':"reckage
and other devastation as they flew over Belize. To see It on the
ground was a sight that few of us will forget . Houses. were laid
flat some were on their sides and some were upside down.
Str~ets were blocked with wrecked telegraph poles, smashed
cars and mud.
The first day was spent helping the very small detachment of
633 Troop to man the rear link to Jamaica, whilst Lieutenant
Marples went into Belize to establish the new H.Q. at the
Fort George Hotel and the II9 rad~o link with the a~port. A
second signal centre was set up m the once-luxurious Fort
George Hotel and by borrowing C42 sets from I Royal Hampshires a command net from the H.Q. was set up. The next
probl~m was line communications. By salvaging telephones, a_ll
of which were the old magneto type, we managed to repair
the hotel and Civil Exchanges, and soon had all the military
offices Port Control Government Offices and Public Services
back ~n the 'phone. 'This was only achieved with the invaluable
help of Staff Sergeant Evans of 633 Tr~p. We .now had
telephones in Belize and telephones at the airport, wlth a tenmile gap in between the two places. There was, . however, a
power route from Belize to t~e a~ort, so we. engmeered two
lines which consisted of half-mch diameter solid copper power
cabl~ Dro and household flex. Apart from bits of it being
stole~ local inhabitants hanging washing on it, prisoners breaking it' on working parties and, for one day, Radio Guatemala
coming through loud and clear, it worked well!
Cx r's, at long last, arrived from England, and we were able
to replace the borrowed Royal Navy 62 set, but fortunately keeping our " Players Navy Cut" bearded operator to help work it.
We were now able to communicate throughout the country .
Corporal Leech and Lance-Corporal Taylor's departure for
Stann Creek the second largest town in Honduras, was slightly
delayed by the first boat exploding in the harbo.ur ! Sergeai:it
Barr, who had now joined us, looked after the s1~al centre m
Belize with Signalman Harvey, Osprey and Smith. Sergeant
Freestone, with Corporal Hutchins, Signalmen Johnson, Seelhoff,
Stevens and the three men detachment from 633 Troop, manned
the radio sets and signal centre at the airport. Corporal W?Od
gave up his trade as a technician and became a permanent h-?eman, helped by anybody off duty. On more than one occasion

Scandalous Behaviour. Combat kit is a great leveller. When
the whole Regiment is wearing it, one can't distinguish an
Officer from a Signalman until one is close enough to see the
"pips."
This fact was brought home rather forcefully to W.O.II
(S.S.M.) S. A. G. Hulse one day on "Lifeline," when he invite~
a nearby " laddie " to " get your hands out of your pockets.
The offender, on closer inspection revealed himself to be the
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
General. The S.S.M. is always pulling publicity stunt like
this-one day he'll go too far.

Members of Guard of Honour Admin Inspection
Left to Right : Lance Corporal T. F. B. McDonald, Sergeant J. H.
Nelson , Sergeant R. M. Sanderson
THE WIRE, MARCH 1962

Pttblic Apology. In a recent issue we c~ngratuJated Ser~eant
R. L. Gardner on the birth of a son. This was a sad mistake
and we hasten to announce that full credit for the event belongs
to Sergeant F. R. Gardner.
Sensation. If this gets into print, there will be perhaps one
more sensational headline for you next month: " Ace Reporter Shot!"
THE WIRE, MARCH 1962

Damage in Belize

" Jimmy ", Signal man Osprey, Lance Corpora l Tay lor, Signa lman
Smith

livid officers have been quietened by such technical phrases as
" Rose, this is Chippy, be a darlin g and use the second cord from
the left."
Transport was our big problem, unti l we managed to get two
Lan~ Rovers from Jamaica.
Prior to this we had sported a
Cadillac and .a. ~otor bike to ~eep the line and S.D.S. going.
Once the mmal flap had died down and things moved slowly
back to normal, all three roads in the country were explored.
The roads took us to El Cayo by the Guatemalan border to
Stann Creek and Chetumal i?- M exico; after a trip to the latter,
stra w sombreros became quite popular!
. To all of u ~ this has been a tremendous experience. W e were
given no non.ce ~t all and were sent out to do an interesting
and worth~h il e JOb under almost operational conditions. W e
would all Eke to thank M ajor P. Irwin, Captain J. Wheeler and
all o~ .633 Troop for helping us in every way in most difficult
conditions.
·1~b

put up a ve:y good sho'"'., and everyone was sorry to see the
fight end with Second-Lieutenant Maude being knocked our
?Y a very heavy punch from Corporal Hooper in the third round
The final result, ~ victory for 4th Regiment, with 17 points ro
1~5, proves con<:1us1vely that every boxer must give of his best for
his team to wm.
From " knock--0uts" to "crash-outs " !
At a very early
hour of the morning (to quote one Signalman-" Cor blimey
wot a rude awakening!"), the Regiment received the code-word
for us to evacuate barracks and proceed to survival locations
This was a Divisional Exercise, and as a result, caused a littl~
embarra~sment round some of the Married Quarters. Men of
7~h R~g1ment ~ere seen .running around in circles, with wives'
high-pitched voices pleadmg that they shouldn't go as cc it's only
'
for those bods in 4th Div."
In. rypical British style, everything appeared chaotic bur
fu_nn.1ly enou.gh? w~ cleared the unit lines in good time: and
w1th1.n the hm1t la~? do";!1. A little conc~r~. was shown by
certain members of H ..Q. Company, 4th D 1v1S1on, when it was
found that at one . location the water bowser had arrived bonedry ... Many smirks from faces of Oriental-type 4th R egiment
honourable soldiers on seeing this. However much face lost
when. honour~ble offi~er of cc Romeo " Troop fails to check tha~
el.ecl!1cal equ~p.men~ 1s properly earthed, and lands in most undigmfied posmon m lowly peasant-type thrashing mach ine!
On Thursday, 25th January, . the Unit was visited by the
Commander I (BR) Corps, Lieutenan t-General Sir Charles
Jones, K.C.B., o .s.o. He saw all aspects of the Regiment at
work and play, and proved an extremely interested G eneral in
~odern. n,;ethods of _G<>mm~cations. 'Tis. said that after seeing
~harlie . Tro_op gl\-:e a display of physical end urance, intermin~led with line-laymg, and then hearing that they were depa.rting the same day for a three-day route-march the General
said : cc Good lord, all that, after this morning's perlormance?"
The "Ch~rlies," led by Lieutenant J. M. Gray and Sergeant
D. Loome, m fact, left camp at 15.00 hours on Thursday and
we.re taken by vehicle to the village of H essoldendorf. After
bemg. dropp~d there, .they marched with all the paraphernalia
as~o c1ated with exercises, to Holdendorf, a distance of seven
miles and stayed there for the night. D urin g the evening
the cc Charlies " had (quote) "a good night" (unquote), with
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Bantamweight : Signalman G. Broadbent (7 th Regiment).
Featherweight: Signalman P. Keating (7th Regiment).
Lightweight: Signalman ] . Akehurst (4th Regiment).
2nd String Light Welter: Craftsman D . Herd (4th Regiment).
2nd String Welter : Signalman D. Wittrick (4th Regiment).
Light Middleweight : Lance-Corporal T. Evans (4th Regiment).
tst String Light Welter : Lance-Corporal R. McNally (7th
Regime:u).
Middleweight: Signalman V. O 'Donavan (4th Regiment).
Light Heavy : Lance-Corporal T. J. Brown (7th Regiment).
Heavyweight: Corporal R. Hooper (4th Regiment).
Ist String Welter: Signalman R. K. Jacobs (7th Regiment).

BATES
Hatter & Military Cap Manufacturer

REGllUEI\'T

A hearty welcome to our new " Tara " and a sad farewell
to the old one. R.S.M. J. I. Jenkins arrived during the evening
of .8th January and was hastily changed into No. 1 Dress and
swiftly conveye~ to the . Officers' Mess, which was the venue
for the Officers v. ~emor N .C.O.s' games evening. At the
Officers' Mess, he quickly got into his stride and proved a very
capable stalwart .for the Sergeants in the age--0ld game of darts.
The games eyenmg proved very hectic, and considering the fac t
that he ~ad. JUSt completed a rather long and tedious journey,
our adm~atlon must be shown to R.S.M. Jenkins for sticking the
pace which was set.
. R.S ..fyi. M .. Ham, seated in h is car (complete with roof rack
piled high, with sledge on top! ) was not, in our honest opinion
a .very happy. man. on t~e day that he left the R egiment. I
~~ I am nght m say1?g that T~e 4th will always be first
m .h1s thoughts, and poetically speakmg cc his first love" Even
bemg towe~ out. of t~~ unit lines by th; Senior N.C.0.~ did not
seem .to raJSe his sp1nts. Never mind, sir, all our best wishes
g~ with you, and . the best of lu<;k for . the future.
The 4th
will always appreciate what you did dunng the time you were
h ere.
Well, so much for that, let us proceed to something which
would surely have brought a beaming smile to the face of R S M
Ham. On the night of Tuesday, 16th January the gyrnn~si~~
ech~Dd to . the roar . of applause when 4th R;giment beat ?th
Regimen t m the semi-finals of the Morrison Cup Boxing D ·
the course of the evening, both reams displayed some ~e ~~l~g
* 111 nd tremendous courage. Even though he lost, Signalma~
. · ent, of ~. Squ~dron, proved that cc there's good stuff in
h~e i{ackages.
Quite naturally, the main event of the evening
w !c everyone looked forward to, was bout No ro heavy'
w~ight, Corporal R. Hooper of 2 Squadron, ~nd 'second=
Lieutenant G. A. Maude, of 7th Regiment. Both these boxers

the local beer-drinking gentry of Holdendorf. The next morning at 09.00 hours the Troop set off for Assendorf, a distance of
25 miles, and covered this distance quickly, by both road and
cross-country. It is worthy to mention here that the crosscountry part ended in " Occy Charlie" getting lost. They stayed
the night in Assendorf, and among quite a few things that
happened, were serenaded by a German choir in one of the
" locals." The last stage of the route-march back to Herford,
approximately 22 miles, was duly completed on Saturday, and
the Troop arrived back in high spirits at 17.00 hours.
On 30th January, the Regiment was visited by the C.S.O.,
B.A.0.R., Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E. The C.S.O.
arrived by helicopter (you must do this more often, sir, it cleans
the square better than brooms, bass).
During your service in the Army, in fact every day, if you are
a good soldier, you read Daily Order . To many this is a sad
evt>nt, but to your scribe, it has proved immensely amusing in
some of the stations I have served in recently. The locallyemployed typists often end up as script-writers for Messrs.
Milligan and Sellers. Proof of this was shown in Regimental
Daily Orders recently, when a selection for a Rugby Probables
side showed an Officer to be " scrun half" and a Sergeant to be
"2nd tow." Greater enjoyment can be gained from the following extract from Orders, "as many members of the Unit as
possible should attend to clear the teams on." Quite obviously
the 4th Regiment do not like players hanging about too long
on Rugb) pitches.
Results of semi-finals of Morrison Cup boxing: -

21a JERMYN STREET
LONDON, S.W.1
Td. 11.EGmt 2722

One Minu1' from Piccadilly Cirtiu
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No. I Squadron breathed their last on 15th January, but not
before a lot of bard work had been completed on store and
equipment. The following Monday saw several swollen Troops
in No. 2 Squadron and Troop Officers and Sergeants doing
their level-best to shake down their new charges. However,
two weeks or so, and everything would appear to be back to
normal.
For the months before the final fold-up date of No. r
Squadron, they had been considering what to do to mark the
disbandment in a fitting fashion, before the personnel were
scattered to the four comers of the globe by posting.
Corporal L . Leary was sent out to reconnoitre the area to
find a suitable hotel, at a suitable price.
The reconnaissance was completed, the date and time were
chosen and the scene was set. At about 8 p.m. on the 15th
January, groups of extremely well-dressed soldiers could be seen
moving, not so quietly, through the darkened streets of Krefeld
to the rendezvous. All was prepared; the tables splendid with
far too much cutlery, glass, and flowers awaited the onslaught.
There was just time for a quick beer or two before the arrival
of the O.C., Major G. Klosser, and the cc Chancellor of the
Exchequer," Lieutenant A. L. G ilhooly. Most members of
the Squadron were present, including all the officers and 90 per
cent of our Senior N C.0.s-a good 70 per cent of the Squadron.
A four-course steak supper, with wine, was served, and coffee
was available to follow. Over the cups, Major Klosser delivered a marathon after-dinner speech studded, with dubious
definitions, such as a " Whizzer " and a "Wozzer," which
perform opposite functions, and interspersed with gripping
tales about psychiatric ailments, morals of sailors at sea, etc., etc.
The dinner itself culminated in the presentation of four "Bruno"
shields to " behin d the scenes " heroes of the Squadron, who
had hitherto received none of the limelight justly due to their
good efforts. They were S.S.M. W.O.II B. A. R. Yates, for
his tra ining of the swimming team and other accomplishments.
Staff Sergeant J. Douglas, for excellent work on the Squadron
M.T . Corporal E . E. Clarke for all the willing work he put
into the Squadron Social Club and into the organisation for the
dances. Lance-Corporal R. Haigh, who, up to the last moment,
was scraping and polishing desks and tables in an effort to reduce
the Squadron barrack damages bill. They then adjourned to
the cc serious drinking" room, and it is said that certain people
in the Squadron, who should be too old to do so, and too
dignified to dare to, were hammering on the door of the Gasthaus in dawn's early light-probably looking for a "Wozrer."
The only sports that do not appear to have suffered at the
hand of the wintery weather are basket ball and hockey. Both
with fa ir suc<;ess and enjoyment. Saturday, the 13th January,
saw the final of the Inter-Troop Hockey Competition, with
" B " Troop (2 Squadron) beating " K " Troop (1 Squadron)
by 3 goals to r. In sub-zero (centrigrade, of course!) conditions,
some very skilful hockey was played, and if nothing else, the
competition has proved that even those who have never handled
a stick before, can have a lot of fun and can acquire a good
standard on the pitch in a very short time. The Commanding
Officer presented the cup to Sergeant T. Atkins, cc B " Troop
team captain, complimenting them on a well-played game and
adding his congratulations to "K" Troop, having won the
soccer cup, for appearing in an inter-Troop final for the second
time.

REGIMENTAL CAPS

/or

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.: -

ROYAL SIGNALS
and for many other Corps and
Regimenls

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
2955

Eatabl.ishcd
1894

Bates' lightweight khaki S.D. Cap is made to one finest
quality only, and at a most reasonable price.
We have no second quality Cap.

0

Sixay Years

Satisfactory Service

" '\VB BUY THE BEST "

" WB SBLL THB BBST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT

" For God's sake, Grimshaw, do something with that awful hat."
(The practice of wearing side-hats has been started by the officers
on a " trial basis ").
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11th Regiment
(Depot)

Warrant Officers
ana Sergeants
1962
Sack Ro ~ : Sergeants S. R. P>rry, F. Coulson , R. P. O'Neill, F. Finney, R. W. H. Jamiuon, R. Bell, G. Godsley, G. R. Spoo ner.
3rd Row· Ser1eants S. J. Murray, A. R•e, W . F. Kilburn, D. C. Walton, E. A. Beasley, J. Cole, D. J. Tryner, R. T. Massey, R. Clothier ,
H. Simister, C. W. Webb

Aulstant Instructors (D rill and W eapon T raininc) C o urse N'!>. 8
Bock : Lance Corporal Allen , Corporal Ryan, lance Corporal Harrison, Corporal
Johnson, Corporal \Nalter . Corporal Anderson, Corporal Topliss.
From :

Corporal Moorhouse, L:1ncc Corpor:t.I Palmer. Corporal Ric-hardson,

Captain G. Barnett, Staff Sergeant Cushen , Corporal D~nniss , " lady.' '

2nd Row : Sergean t R. W. C lark, Scaff Sergeonts D. V. Smith, G. M Byrne H W Clark A Warren R Gilder T B B
s
Ree;es : J. O'Calla~h~n. R. Go~e.'
' . . r o w n, ergeants
K. H. R. Dole, C. W. Wells, W .

H.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Fron t Row : W a rro n t O fficers II G. J. Emery, A. E. Pugh, R. D. Wright, A. E. Lee, M.B.E., L. Irving, Lieuceno nc C o lon e ls . w . Brac kenbury, M. B. E., W.0 . I. E. R. C. Wall , Majo r R. 0 . Wilso n, Warrant Officers II J. D. Hucchinson, R. A. G ra ve ling , J. D. Kin g, R. J .
Bell, E. Ormond

A !ean month, a month of bills, paid and unpaid; insurance
prenuwns a~d car tax; rubber cheques; positive attempts to cut
down .smok ing and . other pleasant habits; and how do we face
u.p to It all? We wish every one the compliments of the season,
live austerely for about a month (helped along by the odd
lap ~e !) and by this time we are able to look forwa rd to the
Sprmg.

:8ecruit of the 1'1onth. S ignalman R. Holmes won both
pnzes, as Best Recruit and Best Shot, on the 24th January
from seventy-two men. An
excellent achievemen t and a
very good start to life in the
Corps. H is N .C.O. instructors were Sergeant G ore and
Corporal BurL
T here was added interest
to this event because S ignalman Holmes is almost a
"local."
H e a < t e n d e d several
schools in the N orth Ridina
but for the last two years h~
went to Darlington T ech
and specialised in accountanc)'._. ~?is did not appeal
to hlffi- Not enough excitement or variety." Very understandable, h is father is a
retired Police Sergeant of
the Nonh Riding Constabulary, now living in
orthallenon. Training in winter
in these pans, therefore, did
Signalman R. Holmes.
not deter young Holmes, in
.
.
fact by all accounts h e
enioyed 1.t. He now goes on to ~rain as a Technician. '
Both his parents were among the group of parents and fri ends
who attended the Pass-off. It is always a pleasure to have
spectato.rs, they invariably add interest and colour to the
proceedings.
S h ould~':' .to Shou lder. Ir may be recalled that we have
about 200 c1v1hans on our staff. Among those who have decided
that the Typewriter is mightier than the Sten, fourteen people
have been traced who have served with Royal Signals
They are hea~e? by Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd .) R. W. Atkinson, O.B.E., who 1omed Royal Signals in 1926 and retired in 1957
The " Oldest So~die:: " would appear to be Mr. G. E. Litch~
field of the Officers _Wmg, who served in the Infantry from 1916
to 1919 _then R.E. Signals and Royal Signals from 1920 to 1948.
Runnmg a close second is Mrs. E. E. Wells who was in the
W .A.A.C. from r918 to 1920, then joined the A.T.S. for the
_econd World War and was the Sergeant in charge of the ATS
girls and soldiers who staffed our present Officers' Mess fr~~
1947 to 1953· Even in 1947 one was somewhat overawed at the

~}ght

of the 191,1~18 War Medal and Victory M edal. There was
_no argwnent m those days and there isn't any in these days
either.
Many a time has "Micky" ~ells d~ained a Trophy-Cup,
Rosebowl or even Wooden Basin of Victory-wh en it proved
too deep for clle victors who'd filled it. She would then provid e
eggs and bacon throughout the celebrations. One part y a farewell to ~ C.O., lasted w~th interruptions, from W ednesday midday unnl Sunday mormng but service never faltere d.
Another l~dy appears in this list, Mrs. E. A. Tyler (R.H.Q .)
who was an mstruct~r at the W.R.A.C. Signals Trai ning Centre.
A close second m the men's list is M r. W. D iball ( r
S quadro~) who served in R.E. Signals from 1919 to 1921 and
Royal Signals 1921-1945.
Th~re are one or two more old soldiers who orobably need
watchmg, in the following line-up : Messrs: J . P. Baldry (W.O .s'
a nd Sergeants' Mess), 1936 - 1960.
S. E. Bowers (W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess), late A.C.C., wh o
spent a number of years attached to Royal Signals.
F. J. B ~tton (P.R.!. D epartment) 1927-35, recalled 1939,
served until 1942 then transferred to R.E .M.E .
. L. Carter (Vimy C), late A.C.C., was attach ed to School of
Signals 1958-1 961; W. J. Gibbons (Q .M . D epartment) 1922-54)·
L. M cK eil (Q.M. D epartment) 1950-52 (N. S.); H . Smith (Q .M '.
Department): ex-Boy A.A.S. H arrogate, 1948-1961 ; A. Thompson (Officers Mess), 1945-47; P. E . J . West (2 Squadron), 195355 (N.S.).

Awards. During a parade,
Sergeant W . H . Foster, of the
A.C.C., was presented with
the L.S. and G.C. by the Brigade Commander, Brigadier
P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., who
explained to our n ew members
the value of long and loyal service which is r endered by such
men as Sergeant Foster.
Co 111111 i s s i o n. On 1st
F ebruary, R.S.M. E . R. C .
Wall r eceived his Commission
as Lieutenant (Q.M.). Our
congratulations and we trust
th at h e and Mrs. Wall will enjoy life in Singapore. We know
they will, for they have always
shown a lively and active interest in Unit activities both on
and off duty.
I t is an extremely rare occurSergcont W . H. Fosce r A.C.C. rerence for an Officer to join the
ceiving the L.S. and G .C . Med al from
Officers' Mess of the Unit in
Brigad ie r P. M. P. Hobson , D.S.O.
which he was serving before
being commissioned.
During lunch-time on the 2nd February the transition stage
was completed successfully.

( 'oursN; \\o1 h1~. Commencement of the New Year saw
much increased activity in Courses Wing with No. 24 Sergeants'
Course assembling on 8th January, closely followed by No. 8
Assistant Instructors Course the following week. With so much
outdoor activity, the weather at this time of the year makes the
go:ng more than a little tough. This point was highlighted on
an all-day Map Reading Exercise, which took place over the
desolate wastes of Preston Moor. Conveniently, we had reasonable visibility to tart with, gazing at the still impressive beauties of Wensleydale, stretching beyond Redmire- with chattering teeth and a screaming wind trying to pluck our maps from
us. The !leXt phase though, a compass march, soon warmed
everyone up and apart from Sergeant Waugh stepping into a
water filled hole almost up to his waist, and O.C. Courses falling
flat on h is face through a similar hazard, all went well. The
day ended as scheduled, with a hot meal produced in the front
yard of " The Bolton Arms," except that a check revealed th ree
Sergeants deficient. These were recovered some two hours
later, cold and wet, in spite of their healthy exercise, just as
the light was fading. Normally this part of the programme
provides a very pleasant day, over some of the most attractive
scenery in England, with grouse, pheasant, hare, and even mallard duck all over the place.
We welcome with pleasure Staff Sergeant T . J. Cushen (from
Germany) who takes over the appointment of Staff Sergeant
(Drill), filling the vacancy created by the relinquishment of
Sergeant P arry, after a spell of recurrent poor health.
We wish the best of luck to Sergeant " Wally" Walton on
his posting to Germany after nearly five years of really good
work in Catterick. H is versatility was unusual. Equally at
home with drill,, weapon training, M . of I , or carpentry, we shall
miss him .
Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. P. D. Stowe, on the
birth of a daughter (Bettina), who will have three brothers to
keep her in order.
The present course is the last of the Royal Signals Sergeants'
Course, and in April will commence the first of <1:h e Staff Sergeants' Course P arts I and II.
Our photograph is of the current No. 8 Assi rant Instructors
(Drill and W eapon Training) Course, with their Course Officer,
Captain Graham Barnett, 3rd East Anglian Regiment (16/44th
F oot).
L astly, a " Howler from No. 22 Sergeants' Course initial test.
" What is meant by Vertical Interval?" Answer: "Break in
the construction of the spinal column ."
Gent•ral Nott•s. On the 22nd January the Royal Signals
Band under the direction of Lieutenant-Colonel J. L . Judd,
M.B.E. , gave an orchestral concert in H.Q. Mess.
This was h ighlie:hted by excellent solo and duet performances
and th e F ijian " Choir " who arrived dressed in their colourful
" home pattern " clothes.
It gives the writer much pleasure to record a visit by the
Secretary of the R oyal Signals Association and Editor of THE
WIRE, Brigadier H . A. F irth, during which time he gave a very
informative talk on the Association.
It was refreshing to exchange the old quip verbally during
a small lunch-time session instead of by post.
Quips by oost gang aft aglee! (We know, don' t we?)
During adventure training recently a recruit said, ·• Sir, how
is it that Officers keep so fit? I can't understand how they
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Sports. The Mackworth Trophy competition is giving rise
to keen competition among all Royal Signals Units in Catterick.
Our trouble is finding teams from an ever decreasing F.F.C.
We unfortunately lost the
orthern Command Basket-ball
fi nal to the A.A.S. Harrogate by 48 points to 15. An excellent
performance by the winners.
In small bore shooting we lie fourth in League 5 of Northern
Command. Lieutenant R. L ister, Corporals Wade and Daniels
have qualified for the Carterick Individual Championshio to be
held in March.
Of the three game~ played in the Garrison Squash League
we beat 42 Transport Company A.A.S .C. and 8th Signal Regiment but lost to 24th Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant G. Barnett has taken a party of Officers from
the School of Signals to orway for a two months' cour e of
ski-:ng instruction. Although under the headin~ of " Sport"
this course has a very serious application and is oart of th e
regular train ing programme for the " Q " Course Officers.

For AG11(0)-Posti11gs
The sun is shining through the of.ice window and the curtain
has had to be drawn for the fourth time this week I You are
forgiven for sending me here to spend my declining year but
it's Southward Ho ! in September.
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managed to bash on as they do. I thought they just sat around
in offices all day being Officers."
To be quite fair, the Officer so addressed couldn't answer
that one. For reasons best known to himself, he wasn't feeling too
fit at the time.
A~ a recent hockey semi-final against the A.A.S. Harrogate
(which ·w e lost 2-I) a W.O.II supporter told a silent West Indian
spectator that it was the custom to cheer on our team with
shouts of encouragement. A big broad smile indicated that
h_e understood perfectly. "Yas Suh" ! Came a split-second
silence then a very loud, rich bass voice implored "Yusc
Vylence" ! (Use violence).
· It was pointed out by our more delicately nurtured S.S.M.
that such a remark was perhaps overdoing things a bit. T he
next exhortation we heard was in an ea r-splitting crescendo ...
"Play Hard . . . Yuse Vylence" !
Extract from a letter from an absentee in London, ordered to
report back on Thursday. " Would it be all right for me to
return. on Monday because by the time I get back to Yorkshire
on Friday I would only be coming back on Saturday . . . it
would save me double expense . .. it would only be a waste of
time." No comment! descriptive adjectives are somewhat
limited in the English language.
A transitee was recently given " Attend C I day, bed down,"
by the M .O. H e sent for the Troop Sergeant who, full of
commiserat ion, was quite prepared to act as nurse and expected
the poor chap to ask for aspirins, water or tea or even to have
his pillow straightened.
lma~ine the impact when th e bod said, " Can I have a leave
pass, Sarge ? "
Ad1ninistratio11 Notes. Quite a few people have commented favourably on this monthly fearure and it is to be hoped
that everyone concerned will eventually take notice and try to
help us.
T wo beauties this month :A certain N .C.O. arrived in Southampton on a Trooper and
was given 28 days' leave and a Railway Warrant from Southampton to his home town-according to the AFW 5133.
Two weeks later, the same person in No., Rank, Name,
Initials and Despatching Unit, arrived by air and was given
a Railway Warrant from Gatwick to home address plus 28 days'
leave from the new arrival dare-according to another AFW
5133.
Assuming that this N.C.O. had had the previous passage cancelled we acted accordingly but when we contacted him by
letter, to our surprise and embarrassment, he'd come by Boat !
Three times this month we have had regular soldiers arriving
from abroad on the day before they were due for release. This
causes work enough because R egular Release cannot be held up.
These types were sent off without any documents whatsoever,
not even the AB 64 Pt. II.
Another reminder-please send all documents on time and if
nossible, all together. There have been several cases lately of
documents arriving complete but for the R elease Book AB 108.
Some Units are not sure whether to send documents to the
Deoot or to Royal Signal§ Records-it's all in the book !
All this tends to cause misunderstanding between 0 .1.C.
Records, who finalises documentation, and this Un it.
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I 3th REGIMENT
llundom ,Jottings. Any thoughts we might have h ad
about an early spring were rudely shattered last week by our
fir t heavy snowfalls of the year. Apart from disrupting sport
and other outdoor activities it sent ski-ing enthusiasts, frustrated
by an almost snow-free winter, scurrying to take advantage of
the conditions only to find their joy short-lived as the snow soon
gave way to rain and it now seems ,hat spring really i on the
way.
This thought may well have influenced some ol our more
adventurous spirits who embarked on the firs t of the year's
outings in the Regimental mini-bus to Paris and Amsterd~.
Another contributory factor may have been that a party of girls
from our W.R.A.C. Company is at present away attending a
urvival Course in Norway-we hope they survive and are soon
back with us.
A sure sign that spring is not far away was the St. Valentine's
Ball held in the Sergeants' M ess which, naturally was highly
uccessful.
Sport
Rugger.-Sadly it must be recorded that we did not win the
Morrison Cup this year. The Regimental team took the cup
10 Herford with them for the final just to let 7th Regiment see
it but unfortunately we lost a most exciting match after e.xtra
time and were obliged to leave the cup with our hosts.
Although Signalmen Ashman and Smith and Lance-Corporals
Haigh and Simpson played very well, R.Q.M.S. Rees was undoubtedly the star of the game and scored a spectacular try under
the posts after a brilliant break and a long run-as the score at
full time was 3-3 we may be forgiven for thinking that the
cup might have returned with us if only the attempt to convert
that try had been successful!
However, it wasn't co be and our congratulations to 7th
Regiment and our sincere thanks for their excellent hospitality.
Hockey.-The hockey team also reached the fin al of the
Morrison Cup competition by beating 21st Regiment in a hardfought semi-final match in which Sergeant Bray, R.Q.M.S. Rees
(yes, the same one) and Lieutenant Best were outstanding.
We hope the hockey team will go one better than the rugger
team did in their final.
.22 Shooting.-The Regimental team finished as clear winners
of the Rhine Area Competition and now go forward to the
B.A.0.R. Championships at Sennelager later this month.
Consistency has been the keynore of the team's performances
and, as a matter of interest, shooting with the issue No. 8 rifle,
without slings, the team's average score is 92.3 for ten shoots,
not brilliant but quite satisfying to team members.
The team has been chosen from Lieutenant-Colonel Sawers,
Majors White and Herberts, Lieutenant Deynem, W.0 .II
(F.-of-S.)
ixson, Sergeant Geere, Corporal Henderson and
Signalman Rid."Wood, of whom F. of S. Nixson and Signalman
Rickwood, a National Service soldier with no previous
shooting experience, have shown particularly fine form throughout with averages of over 94 points.
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R.H.Q. In mid-January, R.H.Q. divorced itself from H.Q.,
COMCAN, said farewell to the metropolitan fleshpots and set
up shop in Robinswood Barracks, Gloucester.
One great advantage of the reorganisation is that much more
time and attention can be devoted to the affairs of our widelydispersed Squadrons and stations, and this, in turn, should
cultivate and promote a better regimental spirit throughout.
I S quadr on. After the hustle and bustle of December,
this has been a very welcome period of lessening tension and
effort.
In its wake, the cold spell left a number of burst pipes and
mains, and an outsize headache for the resident works organisation. To add to the fun and games, the local electricity board
are installing 1 new transformer, and breakdowns in heating
and lighting are not infrequent.
It is not true that electric blankets are being provided for
the girls, and the R .S.M. can rest assured his lunch-time excursions to the local fish-and-chip shop are purely temporary.
Major Oliver has forsaken us for R.H.Q., and Major
Walrnesley-Cotham is now keeping the Robinswood hot-seat
warm. Lieutenant Sheila Jones has also left us to savour
the delights of Salisbury, and has been replaced by SecondLieutenant Anthea Gelston, just recently commissioned, but no
newcomer to the Corps, particularly in India.

Another addition to the fa mily i Captain (T .O.T.) D . F. D.
Barry, who is grappling with the complexities of the engineering
side of the Tape Relay Cen tre.
Mr. E . G. D illon, the Orderly Room King for the past six
year s, has gone to take up an E .O.'s appointment in War Office,
and Mr. R. M. B. D ay, another old-stager, is now holding the
fort. N ews has also just reached us that Mr. R. J. Green,
the M.Q.A.S. pillar of strength, has been selected for promotion
and is likely to get his skates on soon.-Nothing but changes.
Our rwo soccer teams still head the R.A.F., Innsworth League,
and we are also doing exceptionally well in a five-a-side competition, now in progress.
Our first serious outing at hockey was not attended with
much success, but considering the eleven had not played before,
the result, a fiv e to nil defeat, was not too discouraging. The
assistance of R.H.Q. performers is much appreciated.
2 Squadron. After the hectic Yuletide and New Year
festiv ities, life has returned to normal. Major D. Salisbury is
busy packing his bags in readiness for a trip abroad, and
Major P arsonage, our new 0.C., is gradually finding his feet.
A great deal of re-organ isation is taking place, and presently
we shall be wearing a new look.
The recent severe spell of weather has hampered outdoor
activities a bit, but work in the aerial park continues to make
progress.
Meanwhile, the engineer services are busily engaged in indoor structural alterations which, when complete, should improve club and dining room facili ties very substantially.

3 Squadron. We have taken the easy way out this time
and re-submitted the contribution intended for the January
edition, but which came to grief in the Post Office " work-torule " campaign.
Actually, it's not quite as bad as that, but when the excitement of Christmas and New Year dies down, not very much
happens for a while, and there's little to write about.
Of course there's always the weather, which has h ampered,
but not halted, the extensive re-building programme going on
at the moment. Maintaining operational efficiency while workmen demolish walls and floors all round, is not easy, but we are
managing somehow. In fact, the old efficiency graph remains
fairly steady. It will be some time, however, before we can
relax and say "this is it."
4 Squadron. We are due to fold up at the end of
March n ext, when the station reverts to care and maintenance.
Already A.G.II(O) and Officer-in-Ch arge Records have been
hard at work.
Major P. A. Toombs, the O.C., is now
languishing on the staff at Western Command, and quite a
number of other ranks have either departed or are getting ready
to go.
Closing down what was a very happy little outfit is always
a sad business, but such is life. Actually, not all our members
are leaving the Regiment. Instead, a few of the old-and-bold
are being transferred to other Squadrons, where holes exist,
and will doubtless be making their presence felt in due course.
Meanwhile, Captain W . Farmery, Lieutenant Colonel J.
Martinson (Rtd.), W.O.II Copestake and Staff Sergeant Menzies
are getting on with the demolition.
L ater on, and before we take a fond farewell of Cobbetts Hill,
we hope to produce a "Vale."
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Li eutenant-Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley and sportsmen
Regiment at the annual Sportsman's Dinner

year's cup final was extremely hard foug~ t, and play swerved
from end to end right up to the final whistle,. _On . the way to
the final we had the dubious pleasure of elmun.atrng our old
"sparring partner," 9th Regiment, 5-1 , in the semi-fi?aL Before
the draw for the semi-final, we had hopes of an all-Signals final.
The Regimental team now have to visit Malta to pl.ay for the
Near East Trophy. We have high hopes that they will be successful and bring back the sister trophy to the Near E ast
Cricket Cup tha t the Regiment won in Malta last September.
Corporal P aterson, of I Squadron, and Lance-Corporal
Costello (A.C.C.), of H.Q. Squadron, h.ave both been regular
members of the Army (Cyprus) team this s~ason, and. are considered likely to b e included in the Combmed Services team
later on.
Snilin~. T he " hardworking " season is upon us, and the
more enthusiastic sailors are spending many hours "botto~
scraping," painting and telling salty tales of events past, whilst
making grandiose schemes for the future.
Ski-in A. The first fall ?f snow . on the Troodos . range
sent the skiers foraging for thick clothrng and all the kit and
pieces that are a necessary prelude to a " broken leg.'' ~ome
members of the Regiment will be fortunate enough to enJOY a
short ski course in the Lebanon to supplement theu: regular
week-end excursions to Mount Olympus .

4oolf. The season has opened once again and, by she~r
hard work on the part of the Green (~rown) k~ep~r. and his
~ taff, the rugged course by the sea is looking most mv1ung.
.
The Royal Signals Golf Society. (Cyprus) held their
annual meeting at Happy Valley, Ep1sk~p1, on . 1st and 2nd
February. The Regiment's four compeutors did _very well.
Major John Mc~ellar won both the open and handicap ~am
pionships and, with Mator Gram:-Hansen, was runner-~p rn the
Inter-Unit Competition. The wmners were 20th Regiment.

REGIMENT

A much-depleted Regiment managed to celebrate Christmas
in true military fashion. The depletion is in anticipation of
our impending civilianisation. During November and December
we said goodbye to a large number of stalwart members of the
Still, from the cliffs of Episkopi, the luxury of
Regiment.
Dhekelia (the new Signal Centre is functioning at last) and the
bleakness of Mount Olympus, we few that are left, send our
best wishes for the New Year.
We intend, each month, to spotlight a Troop of the Regiment.
This month it is the turn of "B" Troop of r Squadron, but
before giving them the freedom of the pen, here is a quick rundown of the multifarious sporting activities available to all in
Cyprus.

S o ccer. The year has begun well for the Regimental team,
for on the 3rd January we defeated the R ifle Brigade 3- 2 to
win the Army (Cyprus) Cup Competition for the second year in
succession. The Corps has quite a reputation in this competition,
having provided a finalist for four consecutive years. This

Back row , left to right-Corporals Va nce, Wlllans, Conlon, QMSI Pearson,
La nce Corporal Sorrell, Corpora l Taylor, Private Campbell, Corporal McKocknle ,
Lance Corporal Shaw

Front row , left to right-Private Costello, Signalman Walker, Lieute nant Colone l
D. L. Sylvester-Bradley. Lance Corporal Costello , Darrel l Costello (mascot),
Major J. L. McKe llar. Corporal Pocerson, Signalman Abbott.
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Our last notes mentioned the 'bleakness' of Mount Olympus.
This month feature Troop is the Olympus detachment.
(See above and next page)
nnsketball. On 30th January a one-day. Royal Signals
knock-out basketball festival was held at Dhekeha. We entereEi
three teams. The results were as follows : First Round
Squadron 15th Regiment beat 203 Squadron 49-:30.
3 Squadron
9th Regiment beat 1 SquadJ:on 20!h R~guncnt 17-16.
2
th
Regiment "A" beat 20th Regiment (Ep1skop1) 17- u .
15
Semi-Fitial
.
3 SquadJ:on 15th Regiment beat 2 ~quadr?." ,?th Regunen t 80-24.
15 th Regiment "A" beat 15th Regiment B 43- 15.
Fitial

s:::lf

3 Squadron 15 th Regiment (The Army Cyprus champ:ons) ran
comfortable winners with a s~re of 54- 3:2· As :l';aysC T
Sergeant Dixon was the archuect of the victory.
s.
.
·
H o ' eybourne the wife of C.S.0. N.E.L.F., presented the ~oyal
Si~als (Cyp:Us) Basketball Cup to Sergeant Gray, the captalll o(
the winning team.

Jlidiug. On 7th January the Episk?pi Pony Clu~, held a
most successful gymkhana which culmmated m a .!f~ndr,
Hun·er " trial over a very rough, but well-constructed, ride
in Happy Valley. It w~s a. most enjoyable day and attracted a
large number of enthus1asuc spectators.
«

n "

Troop,
BY

l

S qu adron
W .0.Il FRANK

COOPER

Sitting quietly, at the D.S.O.'s desk, minding my own business,
when the 'phone rings yet again and my Squadr~n Commander
says (very pleasantly): "You have ten days to rntroduce your
Troop to the Corps through the medium of THE WIRE." Always
open to a challenge, I would like you to meet so~e of the boys
and girls who constitute "B" Troop, 15th Regiment.
Rather on the small, but happy, side, "'.e are part of COMCAN,
manning the Episkopi T.R.C. and T ributary, one of the two
shifts that make up No. I Squadron.
In the Traffic Hall we meet Staff S~rgeant K. Winfield, who
is still mourning the recent car accident, when ~ monsoo!l
ditch moved into the centre of the road to n;ie_e~ him. He 1s
ably assisted by a most pleasant, recent acqu!S!Uon from r4th
Regiment, CorporalE. Brown, W.R.A.C.-thank you, Gloucester,
for your generosity. Also in the T.R.C., we are about to say
farewell to our Korea veteran, Lance-CQrporal W. _Lee, wh.o
leaves us next week for 213 Squadron, on completion of his
tour in Episkopi-on-Sea. In the past few weeks we have 3:15<>
said farewell to ten of the Troop, who are at pres~t spendmg
Christmas at home, prior to joining sundry new Regiments and
Squadrons. In their place we welc;;ome the advance pare;: of
our Civilian Operators who having been assured that the natives
are friendly, are settlin.g do~n a~ongst ~s rather more smo:othly
than anticipated. Their a;nval m the _Sign~! c;,ntre gave nse to
the comment: " Cor, we ve been nationalised.
Doubtless, amongst the Regiment's contribution. to THE
WIRE, we will have a glowing report on the latest a?ucs of our
glorious Regimental Soccer Team-so I ~ust. <;la1m_ iJ:iat n_o
fewer than three of the 1st team have their on&rn w1thrn this
Troop. They are headed by our Aberdeen Professional Corporal
A Paterson who also occasionally produces some good work
b~hind the le Steel Door," under the watchful eyes of Sergeant
D. Clegg.
81
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Anyone for de-icing! ... A view of a 60 ft (10 set) tower from the
ANTRAC tower Mt. Olympus February 1961.

1962

1 6th

Corporal Hacker dressed fo r actio n Mount O lym pus, January 1962

Tiie Mt. Olympus Detacllment
Maintenance Troop 15th Regiment
Those members of the Corps who have served in Cyprus will
be famili ar with the island's highest mountain, Moun t Olympus.
For the benefit of those who do nor know Cyprus, Mc. Olympus
stands just off the centre of the island and is 6,053 feet at the
summit.
Perched on top of the mountain is a small detachment from
Maintenance Troop 15th Regiment who operate the Army's
Radio Relay Station.
.
.
.
This relay station performs an essei;tial function <?n _an island
which is almost quartered by mounram ranges. This 1s as true
today as "it was in 1956 when the s~ tion was built. to serve the
complex radio relay networks which were reqm.red for the
emergency.
.
Until recently the detachment was completely self-contamed
Jiving on the top and showing little desire co leave their mountain
retreat. Rumour has it that vast sums of money were saved.
A few months ago, however, the domestic side of the detachment moved a little way down the mountain to Troodos.
The relay station continues to function on top under the
direction of its N.C.O. I.C., Sergeant T . Charlton. Our oldest
inhabitant, Corporal R. Hacker, has just left us for B.A.O.R.
having spent over two years on the mountain and we wish him
uccess in his new job.
Life on the mountain can be very pleasant in the summer
away from the heat of the lowlands but in winter it is a d ifferent
story. Access ro the site is difficult and often dangerous a?d ~e
experienced skier has rhe advantage bur once a week, m fau:
weather and foul, Captain (T.O.T.) L. E . Adcock, O.C. Maintenance Troop, goes up the mountain to pay the derachment
and tend co their needs.
One of our main problems is to keep rhe aerials free from ice
and snow and much time and effort goes into rhis. Little
pleasure is derived from ~l!mbing 6~ ft. tow~rs . in rhe teech of .a
blizzard. Experts on de-1cmg of aenals are mvited ro offer rhe1r
olution
The detachment are justifiably proud of cheir achievements
in maintaining communications up co che high standard wh~ch
has been traditional wirh the Moun t Olympus Relay Station
ince it was first formed .

C.R. SIGNALS, SINGAPORE
As foreshadowed in the November number of
THE WIRE che Royal Signals boxing team fought against the
R.A.0.C. ht the final of rhe Singapore Base District Open Team
Championships on 30th January. Although beaten by R.A.O .C.,
18 points to 15, rhere were several very close fights, and all the
members of the team put up an excellent performance. Signalman Sandlan had his man on the floor for che count in no
time at all, Corporal Jones beat Pte. Zubir, a very clever little
bantam weight, on points, and Signalman Waller was a very
good loser to Corporal Cookson of the R.A.0.C. A very good
effort. Next year we propose to reverse the score.
Hoxl111(.
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The effects on one's spirits of a bleak winter m th e
Rhineland can be offset to some extent by che prospect of t~e
traditional carniva l season. The highlights arc forchcomi ng m
the form of displays and dances held by the local people. Here,
as in Southern Germany, the towns alon~ the Rhine arc ~ell
advanced with cheir plans and preparations for celebranons
which traditionally, also leaves them without a bean for months
afterw'ards. An atmosphere of increasing cheerfulness and hgh~
hcartedness develops gradually during flbruary .a nd even if
here in Krefeld the celebrations do not reach the pHch of those
in Cologne and Dusscldorf, they enliven an ocherwise dull
month.
" W itches Night," when the !~cal ladies tak.e unto rhemsclve
the free dom of rhe city, is a pamcularly am usmg event, _and ~e
causc chey are m asked, they have the menfolk at a tactical disadvantage.
..
Inter-Troop Sport is in progress, with a ladder competmon
for hockey, soccer, indoor football, basket~a ll , handball and
squash. The R egimen tal reams are showmg good sport at
soccer hockey and rugby. T hey enjoy cheir games, and so do
the spectators-the latter m ay tend to i:nin imise chc te~ms'
d ifficulties with powerful opponents at u mes, bur that is. a
pectaror's privilege. Our boxing tea m put up a g~eat fight with
28th Regiment in the second round of the Morns?n Cup. It
was a m atch in wh ich style, pluck and clean fightmg won the
admiration and applau se of a sporting a ud i~nce, wh ich ~elu d ed
our C.S.O. 28th won the evening's verdict by a pom t, and
the narrow m argin is a fair ind ication of che closen ess of some
of the bouts. Well done, the boxers of both U n its.
Our neighbours 10rh Regiment, have handed over two G .P.
14s to us and they should be at che W ittzee in a couple of
months, ~hen rhe weacher br_eaks. They are sailing craft which
we are very pleased to receive.
Major H astings left us to go to Hong K_o ng, and c~kes. our
good wishes in his next appointment. f\:ia1or -rompkms 1s ~o
leave on retirement after a Jong and distmgu1shed career m
the Corps and be fakes leave of many fr iends who wish him
well in hls new career in civil life. L ieutenant Gilhooly has
joined us from 1och Regiment and is now commanding the
.
.
Heavy Radio Troop.
Education and trade conversion cou rses are bemg held and
help to keep the Troop Corrunanders on rheir toes, because
they have to man the :rape Relay Cen~e wi~h the ~a me people.
The answer wi th a difficult problem is to ignore 1t.
The Regiment won rhe five-a-side basketbaµ , competition in
the Rhine Area. It was a knock-ou t competition and by the
end of a strenuous day they had earned rheir victory.
Incidentally, a fencing team is also in training and th at is
a new activity in rhe Unit.
18th REGIMENT

11.q. Squadron. This is rhe morning after the night before.
I refer to one of rhe highlights of our Corps Week, the Ball
which was held in che Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
It started at 2030 hours and wirh the aid of the two bands that
played, was still functioning at o630 hours 0is mof1:1in.g . 'I_"here
were present representatives from every Signal umt 10 Singapore, Malaya and Hong Kong, including Australian, Gurkha
and Federation Signals.
We are in the middle of the monsoon season and the resultant
rain has caused severe hold-ups in rhe sports progyamme.
Despite this M.T. Troop is at the top of che Inter-Troop League.
I Squadron. We have finally moved the Signal Centre
into the T .R.C. building, As soon as our SIGCEN Operators
have been converted into COMCEN Operators, we will be able
to call ourselves legitimate COMCEN.
When Second-Lieutenant Bruce broke his ankle, the DSO's
must have been doomed. In a few short weeks we have gone
from four shifts and chree DSO's to four shifts and no DSO's.
Second-Lieutenant Walden has gone to 2 Squadron and
Lieutenant Dudley has moved on to the " administrative " side
of the Squadron.
2 Squadron. Christmas fest ivities within the Squadron
began wich the Children's Party on rhe 20th December. Sergeant
Wortley, rhe organiser, overcame all difficulties as they occurred
and the children were entertained for a full three hours, cats were
plentiful and the children's glasses were overflowing several
rimes.
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A m m1ature amusement park enabled th e children co fi ll in
an y gaps between programme changes . . Ga:odwill was everywhere wich San ta Claus (Maior Stanley) 1ssumg presen ts to the
childrea without an AB 43 in sight.
Once again it was proved that " Popeye " is the fa vourite
movie star of rhc over 3o' s. Two days lacer it was the troops
who had their parti es, T.E., L.M ., U .G., and G.H.Q. S.H.Q.
Troop's novel idea of a party was to visit all the other troop
parries with the inevitable consequences. The Squadron has
now " Dug in its Heels " for the New Year wich the object of
doing everyching that matters better than before.
Our S.0.-in-Chief visited the Regiment on 26th January, 1962,
and inspected Sin gapore D istrict Exchange, the maintenance of
which is one of our commitments.
Lieutenant L. Lee, O .C., L M . Troop, will be leaving us soon
ro join the Singapore Military Forces. H e is ~ eing r e ~laced by
Second-Lieutenant D . Walden. Corporal Simms, Signalmen
Rahman and Yahaya are off to Borneo for three weeks to install
a minor exchange. T hey will give us a full report on the actions
of "The W ild M an ."
Foreman of Signals G ent, our Sub Aqua expert, reports that
club members are now in che final stages of a 3-monch course
to qualify as d ivers. Salt-water d ives were performed from the
causeway which joins Singapore to the Federation, lase Sunday.
Foreman Gent would like to hear from an y ocher Army Sub
Aqua Club in Singapore or M alaya,.
. . .
The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Club, which 1s m 2 Squadron Jines and at present being run by Foreman Buckley, scares
that it should be well and truly on the air, wich its own equipment, by the time this goes to ~rint. The club is ~ot ¥et quite
so fortunate as its counterparts m B.A.0.R.- no ghttermg A.R .
..
88s or 53 sets can be issued locally.
The club call sign is VSIRS. T he forecast of condmons predicts sligh t improvement during the next cou9Je of months, .so
the club is looking forward to making some D X con tacts w1ch
rather more d istant U nits.
The Squadron wishes all the best co Lance-Corporal Angel
and Jarvis and Signalman R idsdale, who are leaving us to
proceed to U.K . on release.
21st
UEGDlE~T
I n November of last year, the Regiment was reorganised with
four working Squadrons. Briefly, chis was ach ieved by the
amalga mation of 220 and 221 Independent Squadrons (A.F .) as
No. 1 and 3 Squadrons of th e new Regiment. As a result of
this amalgama tion, all Air Formation Signals in G ermany are
now in one Regiment, commanded by Lieutenan t-Colo!1el J?.
M. H aslehust, with " Head Office" control ~ y the Chief Air
Formation Signal Officer, R.A.F ., G ermany, Lieutenant-Colonel
J. J. H . Swallow.
We are very pleased to welcome co the Regiment all members
of che two Independent Squadrons, and in ~ dd i tion,. those
ind ividuals who have been oosted from outside Regunents
during the monrhs of D ecember and January. Amongst these
have been Sergeants A. J. Thomas (H .Q .) and ~· 0. ~orris
(r) from 8th Regiment, after successfully complecmg their B.I.
courses.
This month we bade farewell co W .0 .11 (S.S.M.) Meyer
(H .Q.), who has returned to the U .K. prior to his retirement,
and Sergeants Lunt and Buzzard, who have been posted to
r3ch Regiment. W.O.II Meyer has been S.S.M . of both H.Q.
and No. 3 Squadrons, and his departure from the Regiment was
marked by che presentation of a clock by the W arrant Officer '
and Ser<>eants' M ess in appreciation of che sterling work that
borh he ~nd h is wife 'have done while in the Regiment. We also
wish Sergeant and Mrs. Lunt and Sergeant and Mrs. Buzzard
the best of future at Birgelen.
Congratulations to Signalmen J . W. E . Piper (2) and W. D .
Pearson (3) on their recent marriages, and al o to Cor90ral and
Mrs. L awson and L ance-Corporal and Mrs. W eb ter on the
birth of cheir respective daughters.
In th e Morrison Cup Competition, our ba ketball team has
reached the fin al. The hockey ream was defeated in the semifinal by 13th R egiment.
.
.
In the Rhine Area Football L eague, the Regimental team . 1s
maintaining its position in the top half of the league, while
the cross-country runners from Laarbruch (having won the
Rhine Area Minor Units Shield for the second year) are now
preparing for an all-out assault in the B.A.O.R. Minor Units,
and lacer, the Morrison Cup Competition.
In D ecember the W arrant Officers and Sergeants held a
Regimental dinner at Laarbruch. The guests included LieutenantColonel J. J. H . Swallow, Chief Air Formation Signal Officer,
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th:: Commanding Officer and W.O.I (SC) D. McVeigh, W.0 II
G. Fiann, Staff Sergeants L. A. Crane and R. D . McMurray.
This is the first time that chc Warrant Officers and Sergeants
have been able to hold a dinner night, and it is understood that
this will be repeated again later in the year.
And fin ally, we arc very sorry to report the death, while on
leave, in the Royal Herbert Hospital, Woolwich, of Signalman
Prebble, on the 2nd January, 1962. Signalrna ~ A. H. P rebble had
only been in the Regiment for a short penod, and had been
employed by the Quartermaster. We extend to his wife our
sympathy.
2 4 th
HEGIJ\IE~T
Major B. W. A. Collins, Royal Signals, has joined us from
8th Regiment and has ass ume~ command of 2 Squa d~on from
Major R . Ed wards, who has retired co th e peace and quiet of the
vacant chair of Second-in -Command.
Major (Traffic Officer) J. Satchwell is another recent arriva l
to bolster up the chinning ran ks of the Regim ~ntal ". ?:'-forthWest Frontier" club . To rhcse officers and their fam1hes we
extend a sincere welcome and hope they will enjoy rheir stint
in the Regiment.
In our last notes we mentioned che departure to civil life
of Staff Sergeant Knowles. H e is not lost to the Corps as,
having settled locally, he has offered his services to the A.C.F.,
Royal Signals contingent which is affiliated to rhe unit-an
offer glad y accepted. The contingent is comma.nded by
Ca pta in C. R. Child (Rtd.), who che not-so-young will doubtless remember as one of our better-known Corps boxers of
yesteryears.
The revival of the Mackworth Trophy-awarded annually to
the bes t all-round sports Regiment in Catterick-is a welcome
move. The sports concerned are soccer, hockey, cricket, tennis,
cross-country running and small bore shooting-many a battle
will be fought on the field and over a pint before rhe winners
are known.
28th REGHIE~T
In rhe past few monchs che 28th Regiment has been slowly
converting from an all-British to a N.A.T.O. unit. It all started
early last summer wirh rhe arrival of the first eleme:°ts of ~3
BE Cie TTr which being translated means 13 Belgian Radio
Squadron. Slnce then mere has been a slow build-~p of strength
until now rhe Belgian Squadrons run all rhe radio and our 3
Squadron has been disbanded. The next stage of " NATC?-isation " was the arrival of a Dutch Squadron, and an eye-witness
report on this event follows:
" If you are a student of languages, you should really make
che effort and get yourself posted to us. We are beginning
to understand just what rhe constructor for ~e Towe!-' o~ Ba,b7l
had in m ind now that our progyamme of NATO-isanon is
nearing completion. To the many dialects and acce~ts o~ our
four home countries, and rhe smooch tones of our Belgian fnends
of six monchs' standing, we added, last week, a new language-Dutch. (It took a double for us to recover! ).
.
The arrival of the complete Necherlands Squadron of Lmemen and Despatch Riders was no less impressive co U.K. eyes
than that of the famous Squadron under Van Tromp many
years ago. It was, of course, raining when rhey swept into our
camp, escorted by half of che Dutch Provos~ Corps, several
German civil police patrols and <?ne lone Eng~sh M .P. ! I?e
awed silence wh i<;h greeted this massed display of pohce
strength was finally broken by an observation in pretty basic
Anglo-Saxon from the general direction of th7 L.A.J?. .After
making several tours round the camp traffic (accident) Cll'CUH, we
mana" ed co stop rhe "merry-go-round " and got rhe severaldozen0 Jeeps and three-conners formed up into some sort of
order and got our new fr iends "nicely settled in, thank you."
Well they have shaken-down well-they even have rhe cosy
U.K. habit of nipping home for a "48" as often as possi?le !
We look forward to working with them in the field on exercises.
Becoming a N.A.T.O. unit has many administrative complications and we are slowly feeling our way. In lacer notes we
hope' to tell you of our progress as a. fully international unit.
and. in particular, to report on the arnval of rhe next body of
soldiers, who come from Canada.
.
.
.
Meanwhile the British element of the urut contmues to live
and work
a fairly conventional way.
In particul~r, the
W ives' Club is to be congratulated on suddenly producmg another £10 out of rhe hat for the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund .
[Received with gra1i111de.-Ed.J
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members, staying until 12.30 a.m. The Lord Mayo1 later
wrote:" I wish your Regiment every possible success in the future
and congratulate you most heartily on the wonderful progress
you have made with your recruiting campaign."
The Regiment-now in its three locations, London, E.C.2,
Bamet, Herts., and Southborough, near Tunbridge Wells-is
again concentrating on trade training in readiness for our
Communications Exercise during Summer Camp, in July this
year.
In the meantime, a warm welcome awaits any young men or
women living in reach of one of these three Centres who is
prepared to take spare-time technical training seriously and
attend regularly.

65th
Regiment

(TAJ

»8th
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Top table, left to right: Major-General Sir William A. Scott, Major C.H. M. Milner, WRAC/TA, The Lord
Mayor, Lt.-Colonel E.W. Milner, Brigadier J. E. Rivett- Drake, WRAC, The Earl of Malmesbury, Mr. Sheriff
C . S. P. Rawson , Major J. 0. Hunter

The Regiment has been particularly active since July, 1961,
when, after returning from Annual Camp, we set about our large
stand at the National Radio Show at Earls Court, from which
we have gained approximately roo new members-nearly as
many young women as their male counterparts.
Trade training has been concentrated on Telegraph Operators,
Teleprinter Operators, Cypher Operators and Drivers and by
Camp, 1962, our operating strength should be appreciably
greater.
Our stand at the Radio Hobbies Exhibition in November produced a steady trickle of recruits and as it was our fifth year at
the Horticultural Hall, we met many old friends from the
" Ham " world.
The weekend of the 25th/26th November saw the Regiment
manning the Signal Centre at H .Q. Eastern Command for Exercise "New Broom V." This particular exercise is a little outside
the normal operational role of the Regiment, but was a very
good experience-and thoroughly enjoyed by all who took part.
On the 4th December, Major-General W. A.G. Bums, G .0.C.
London District, visited the Regiment in training after which he
addressed the Regiment and presented the Tiffen Trophy awards
for the outstanding recruits for the current T.A. year to LanceCorporal Stone, Royal Signals, T.A., and Private Bryant,
W.R.A.C. T.A.

Captain Maurice Willey, R. Signals and Captain Joy Crowe,
WRAC/TA.

The Officers of the Regiment held a 'Cocktail Party in their
Mess on the 6th December and two days later the Senior Officers
of the Regiment took part in Exercise " Blue Boy VII," held by
C.S.O. Eastern Command at Tunbridge Wells.
Romance is thriving in the Regiment at the present time and
hardly a month goes by without at least one member of the
Regiment treading the "fateful" path! The 27th of January saw
our Adjutant, Captain Maurice Willey, and our senior W.R.A.C./
T.A. Cypher Officer, Captain Joy Crowe, married at Southwark
Cathedral and our photograph shows the "happy couple"
immediately after the service. We wish them every happiness
for the future.
Tuesday, 30th January, marked a unique occasion in the
history of the Regiment when the Right Honourable The Lord
Mayor of London, Sir Frederick A. Hoare, dined with the
Officers of the Regiment. This was an excellent evening. The
Commanding Officer proposed the toast of the Lord Mayor
coupled with the names of our other guests and the Lord Mayor
responded with a toast to the Regiment. Our guests included
Brigadier J.E. Rivett-Drake, D irector, W.R.A.C., Major-General
S~ William A. Scot_t, Master of Signals, Mr. E. R. Mahby,
Director of Commumcations at the Foreign Office, His Worship
the Mayor of Shoreditch, Major-General W. A. G. Burns, the
Master and Clerk of the Worshipful Company of Skinners,
General Sir Edwin L. Morris, Colonel J. F. E. Goad and
Brigadier J. E. Anderson and Brigadier R. B. R idley Martin.
Our guests from the Foreign Office included Mr. J . M. Bruce
Lockhart, Mr. L. H. Mitchell, Mr. E. Michel and former
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. Sharpe. We
were delighted that our Honorary Colonel, the Earl of Malmesbury, was able to be present. The Lord Mayor was accompanied
by Mr. Sherriff, C. S. P . Rawson and the City Marshal,
Colonel G . E. P. Hutchins. The Lord Mayor spoke to every
Officer of the Regiment, as well as the guests and honorary

(NORTHUMHRIA.N)
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At the time of writing, the Regiment is freeing itself from
the grip of the winter training programme. Soon we hope to
have the bulk of routine inspections, trade boards and classroom work behind for another year and to get back to outdoor
activities once more.
Before leaving winter, the success of the Regimental Ball
should be mentioned. Brigadier W. A. C. Collingwood, Commander, 151 Infantry Brigade, and Mrs. Collingwood; Brigadier
W. B. Rowett, C.S.O. Northern Command, and Mrs. Rowett;
Lieutenant-Colonel B. R. D. Garside, G.S.0.1 5oth Division,
and Mrs. Garside, were amongst the guests. Four former
Commanding Officers of the Regiment were present, as well
as Brigadier Claude Fairweather, who served in the Regiment
between the wars.
On 5th January we had the pleasure of a visit by Brigadier
D. A. Pringle, the C.S.0. Designate, and Brigadier W. B.
Rowett. The extent of our territory made this winter visit a
formidable task to cover nearly all our T.A. Centres in a single
day.
A Troop of Sr Regiment (A.E.R.) is to join us for training.
We hope they will be sufficiently attracted by T.A. life to
join in an increasing amount of our work and play.

[Photo: North of E11g/and Newspaper Co., Ltd.

Left to right : Lieutenant Colonel E. W. Milner, The Mord Mayor,
Major C.H. M. Mi lner, WRAC/TA, The Earl of Malmesbury, Captain
H. D. P. Bambridge

[Courtey Middfubrough E<J<ning Gazmt.

Brigadier 0. A. Pringle, O .B.E., Captain R. M. Stewart, and Brigadier W. B. Rowett visit 339 Squadron

66th Ul.STEll REGIHENT (T.A.)
On 1st February, 1961, 66 Ulster Regiment (T.A.) came into
being. It is hoped that the new Regiment, which is regarded
as the logical successor to the original Supplementary Reserve
Unit (3 A.A. Brigade Signals), formed in early spring of 1939,
will provide that continuiry which will ensure Corps representation in this part of the United Kingdom for the foreseeable
furure.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. H . Pearcey, M.B.E., T.D. (T.A.) commands the Regiment, ably assisted by a Permanent Staff, not
yet up to strength, but well represented by Captain A. I. Bruce,
M.B.E., Adjutant, Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. R. Latimer, B.E.M., Captain
J. McKinlay, W .R.A.C., and R.S.M. E. G. Jones, B.E.M.
Recruiting has exceeded all expectations and now stands at
roughly 50 per cent of establishment. This bas meant a tremendout administrative effort from all staff, who have reacted
splendidly.
The Regiment's first camp was held in June, 1961, at Ballykinlar, Co. Down, and presented the first opportunity to "play"
with new equipment, great interest in which was displayed by
all ranks, during the local exercise.
June of 1962 will see us camping in England, in the Nottingham area, when we hope to gain further experience in our role
as a Command Signal Regiment.
D espite all the trials and tribulations of reorganisation, the
social side of our activities has not been completely forgotten,
and here, our W.R.A.C. personnel have made a magnificent
contribution, particularly in the running of a children's Christmas party, where some 170 children were royally entertained.
Recruiting potential exists, a good spirit prevails throughout,
and we are confident in our ability to measure up to our new
role.
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:
Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene

Blazer Button~Large (each)
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps

7/6

8/6

II/-

Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene

2I/-

Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Corps Blazer Badges

8I 6
3/45/-

2/3

r/8

45/Colours)
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
20/Colours
29 I 6 Plus postage
Corps Plaques
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).

21/21/Members
only

Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.
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ARTICLES OF
1
1
GENERAL INTEREST l
L__ -- - - - -- -------·----'
Technicians' Qualifications

Cl\>'IL .\~D IUILITARY
Cify and Guilds to be tile I.ink
1\n article in the June, 1961, issue stated that the trade training
of aJJ technicians up to and including Foremen of Signals would
be related to the Telecommunication Technicians Certificate of
the City and Guilds of London Institute. Details of this relationship have now been worked out by the War Office in
conjunction with the School of Signals, the Training Brigade
and the Army Apprentices School. D iscussions have also been
held with City and Guilds.
The object of this is not only to raise the level of technical
skill within the Corps, but also to improve the career prospects
and the tatus of Royal Signals technicians in civil life.
The Telecommunication Technicians' Course
o. 49) is
designed to cover a four-year course of study which candidates
should cover mainly in their own time. FuJJ details of the
syllabus, exemptions, etc., are contained in the relevant
pamphlet*
Royal Signals technicians passing the various e.\:aminations
connected with this course will be entitled to claim recognition
as follows: (a) Second Year Intermediate Certificate.
.
Holders of the Intermediate Certificate wiJJ be exempt
from the necessity of passing the " Principles and Practise" part of the Technicians Class II Trade Test.
b) Third Year Examinations.
Holders of examination certificates in Mathematics B,
Telecommunication principles B, and one of the special
subjects of the third year, will be exempt from the
necessity of passing the " Principles and Practice " part
of the Technicians Class I Trade Test and will also
exempt holders from taking the Foreman of Signals
entrance examination.
(c) F ourth Year T elecommunication Technicians' Certificate.
Although no exemption is possible, the standard is
recognised as being the equivalent to the Basics portion
of the Foreman of Signals Course.

Trade Test Summaries for aJJ technician trades will eventually
be amended to show these exemptions, and Trade Test Boards
are being instructed to take them into ac;count provided documentary evidence is available. AJJ technicians should therefore,
in their own interests, both for the short and the long term
consider studying with a view not only to becoming a Forema~
of Signals but also with a view to taking eventually the Full
Technological Certificate. The Electronics Industry is aware
of what we are doing in this respect and further consultations
are taking place so that the link between these civil and military
qualifications can be recognised in civil life.
The above relates to military recognition of civilian qualifications. On the other hand, City and Guilds have agreed to
recognise the Technicians Class II Trade Test. They now grant
exempuon from the first year examinations of the Telecommunication Technicians' Course to all those who have qualified
as Class II technicians at 8th Regiment.
It is hoped eventually that the syllabi of some of the Technician
Courses at the Training Brigade in Catterick Camp may be
altered so as to help candidates for this City and Guilds course
alth~ugh this will only be possible within the overall military
requl!ement.
<f>rrespondence Course_s, covering the whole of this City and
Guilds Course, are available through the Army Education
cheme (Correspondence Course Handbook-War Office Code
No: 1218.1) and a~I those who are interested should approach
their Unit Educauon Officers without delay. Special arrangement~ c~n be made by. R.A.E.C. for the City and Guilds
exammauons to be taken m overseas stations.
• •• Tclcco~uni~ation Tcchnici~ns' Course. (No. 49) Regulations and
Syllabuses. pncc JS. from City and Guilds of London Institute 76
'
'
Portland Place, London , W .1.
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Adventure Training in Brazil
BY SIGNALMAN B. W. DONCASTER

633 Signal Troop (Caribbean)
On 9th October a small party of four landrovers and twenty
men left Atkinson Field Camp, British Guiana, to try and reach
the Brazilian border. The tr.ip seemed ill fated from the very
start. We were vastly overweight and overcrowded. Only one
mµe from the camp we had our first puncture. After a tenmmute delay, we were once more on our way, seven m iles later
we found that one of the brake drums on the third vehicle was
burnt out and smoking. We had a two and a half hour delay
for that. While the fourth vehicle was sent back to base for
replacements and spares, we brewed up and had dinner on the
trail, only seven miles from camp. Our average speed for three
hours was 2. l miles---an r houn
When we started up again, one of the vehicles would not start
and was found to have a burnt out condenser, so all starting
had to b~ by towing. By fits and starts, we carried on towards
MackellZle, our first stop on the trail. Mackenzie is a bauxite
town situated approximately eighty m iles from Atkinson.
Miles from Mackenzie truck three broke down with a broken
halfshaft. We left the vehicle where it was, along with its crew
~f five, and_ headed on towards our objective. We had quite a
~1me remov~g d~ad trees from the trail, so we did not arrive
m MackellZ!e until about eight-thirty that night.
We spent the night at the Police Station. At breakfast the
next morning, it was decided that the vehicle we left behind
could be fixed in Mackenzie. One truck was detailed to travel
back to the vehicle, take out the broken halfshaft return and
have it fixed, then return to the vehicle, fit the sh~ft, and start
out for . Cannister Falls the next morning. In the meantime,
the vehicles that were left set out for Cannister Falls. We did
the trip in one day. It was the best dav's run to date one
hundred aJ?-d nine miles. The _next day, we all waited e~gerly
for the _arnval of the _other veh1cles. By nine o'clock that night
they still had no_t am':'ed so we gave up hope of them arriving
that day. At nme-thl!ty, however, we heard vehicles in the
distance, co~g c~oser, but then they cut out, so we thought
we .were hea~mg th!11gs. The next morning, the other two trucks
arnved at eight o clock. They had camped two miles down
the track and spent a very miserable night of it.
The state of the trail between Atkinson and Mackenzie was
not too .bad. Later, h<YWever, I do not know which was the
lesser evil, the Savannah paths with their wash outs and sand
traps, or the jungle with its swamps and pitfalls. In the jungle
the path was atrocious, often just ending nowhere. It was hack,
cut and ~hop paths around fallen trees and bogs. I can assure
you the Joke s~arts to wear thin, when one is up to his calves
m mud, releasmg a .landrover trapped in between a couple of
logs. Some of the hills we went down in the jungle were very
THE WIRE, M ARCH
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b_ad, wit? the vehicle tilted at a .45 ° angle, and everyone on one
side trymg to counter-balance it. We removed quite a bit of
heavy timber that had fallen across the trail, and in a couple
of places blasted obstacles out of the way by the use of PE
explosives (very good for fishing we found too!).
The advance party, who had driven up in a one tanner were
already at the falls, eating wild turkey and fresh fish ~aught
below the falls.
Some very nice fish were caught here by the Major, on homemade hooks and lines. The hooks were made out of " compo "
wire binding. B.ush turk!'!ys were also abundant, though the
only game seen m quantity were parrots and the beautifully
coloured toucans. We were woken every morning at about five
by the harsh screams of these parrots and so they were not
popular at all. Some excitement was caused by the capture of
an Armidillo on the trail. Three members of the party went
up river and said they shot a fifteen foot anaconda, some people
were very sceptical about this, but time proved them wrong.
On the t~ird day at Cannister, after we had cleared the path
across the nver bed for the two waterproof landrovers to drive
across, and had blasted a big boulder out of the proposed
path with PE explosive, we were ready for the crossing. This
started at nine on the morning of the third day. The two waterproofed vehicles drove across with hardly any trouble at all,
even though they were completely submerged. The water
covered the engines completely and the drivers had water up to
their chests, it was a great sight.
The two vehicles that were not waterproofed had to be
" floated " across, by the use of a canopy, which was lent to us
before we left by the U.S.A.F. at Atkinson. Firstly the canopy
was laid out flat on the ground and the vehicle was driven on
to it. The sides of the canopy were lifted up around the sides
of the vehicle. The whole thing was then pushed down into the
water, with a lot of foul language and hard work. Floating it
across was simplicity itself, but when we came to beach it on
the other side the trouble started. The front wheels were in
about a foot of water and the rear wheels in about three feet of
water, so that when the front of the canopy was lowered to drive
the vehicle off, the wheels spun the canopy out from underneath
the chassis. Of course the whole lot went down in about three
feet of water. The motor and everything was completely covered
and that's when the trouble started. No amount of pushing or
pulling could get the vehicle clear of the water so we ended up
using "old faithful" (the block and tackle). It took an hour
to get her clear and about twenty minutes to patch the holes
in the canopy, torn by the spinning wheels and the chassis. The
crossing of the second vehicles was much simplified, as we had
learned by our mistakes. We simply flo ated the next vehicle
down further to dry land and shallower water without a bank.
We then drove the vehicles across the thirty yard sand spit
dividing the river in two. For the second crossing we drove the
two waterproofed rovers across, then half drove and half towed
the other two across by using the first two vehicles and the
tow ropes.
This was all accomplished by one o'clock, so it was decided
to try and make at least ten miles by dark. But fate was still
riding on our tails, we covered about a hundred yards, when
one of the vehicles broke its four-wheel drive mechanism, so
it only had two-wheel drive. This vehicle was left with its crew
at Cannister Falls and the rest of the party carried on. Again,
however, trouble steppped in. Vehicle number two driving a
branch up through its radiator, putting itself out of action only
four and a half miles from the falls. This !androver also had
to be left behind with its crew.
.The two remaining vehicles carried on towards the Essequibo
Rtver. We made about ten miles when, as we were backing into
a clearing to camp for the night, the pinions in the leading
vehicle went, putting us out of action and leaving only one
serviceable vehicle.
The next morning it was decided to abandon the attempt to
reach Brazil and to return back to Atkinson. Parts and replacements were ordered that morning from Atkinson, with
which we had been in constant radio contact. We had a schedule
set up for seven every morning. We were using the 62 set with
a hundred foot all..JWave aerial, and I am happy to say that
communications were very good. In fact only one morning out
of the entire trip were communications not established and the
fault lay back at Base, as they failed to charge batteries and
had no spares. Though I will say my procedure can do with a
little brushing up.
We l'!ft that day for Canni ter to repair the vehicle with the
smashed radiator by replacing it with one of the radiators out
of the vehicle with the pinions gone, so we then had two comTHE WIRE, M ARCH
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River Crossing

plete vehicles, except for bits and pieces, lying by the wayside.
The two whole vehicles left the next day for Mackenzie, to
pick up the replacements and spares. Ten men left that day
also to march to the Essequibo by foot, a distance of about 23
miles. They completed 16 the first day and finished the march
on the second day. They did not make contact with the Amerindians until dark that night and they crossed the half mile of river
by dug out canoe and spent the night at Kupupukuri, returning
the next morning. They completed the trip back in one day.
In the meantime Starlight and myself were left in camp for
three glorious days of complete relaxation doing nothing but
sleep, swim and eat. The only hard part about it, was getting
up at six-thirty, to warm up the set ready for seven.
The marching party returned at three in the afternoon of
the third day and two hours later the party, which bad gone
back to Mackenzie, returned with the spare parts required.
I t fell to Private Ede to do all the work of repairs, and the
trip would have been '.impossible without him and his experience.
While he was working, everyone else was having a grand time,
swimming, fishing, and just plain loafing. A party of three of
us set out to try and find the upper source of the Demerara
River. Once we had reached the top of the falls, we tried to
build a raft to go up the still reaches of the river. Though we
were using jerry cans, we could not build a raft that would
float, all the available timber being of such a nature that it
sank as soon as you placed it in the water (greenheart). After
four attempts we gave up in disgust and set out on foot. It
was an exp.rience I shall never forget. Every step one saw
something different. Plants that cut and ripped; plants w.ith
swordlike leaves and spines; trees with a base of seven to eight
inches that could be c;:ut with a single slice of a machete. In
the way of wild life, we saw only Laba, an animal somewhat
like a rabbit, but with a head very much like a rat. Also the
odd fox or two and a couple of deer. Very few snakes were
seen up to date, in fact I had not seen one. We only travelled
up river for about four miles, and until the going became very
nearly impossible. Some excitement was caused by the discovery of an old prospector's claim-board, dated 1957; we
could not determine whether it was a gold or diamond mine.
We could not discover any sign of workings, since the jungle
was too thick all round the place.
We returned at five that evening to Base. Owing to my falling
in the river when the raft sank, and going about naked, I was
suffering from a case of acute sunburn on my posterier, and
when I say I suffered that night, I really mean suffered !
The next morning while Lieutenant Long was shaving in a
little stream he felt omething going around his feet, and to his
horror d iscover.d a xoft. Anaconda, or Water Carmodie, as the
natives call them. According to all reports, he easily beat the
English long-jump record, his yell could be heard miles away,
it was claimed.
The snake then swam into a still part of the main river where,
fool that it was, .it allowed itself to be seen again, by yours truly.
It rested by an old log in about 2ft. 6in. of water, where it
rose to breathe, and therefore it collected one twenty-two bullet
in the head. It immediately sank, writhing, into the deeper
water.
As I ran into the water to grab it, I was taken by the
notion that ir might he still alive, o I used a pole to get it out.
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The bullet had only stunned it and it curled
it elf around the pole I h ad in my hands. I then had great
enjoyment cha ing ever}' ne around the place with the snake
on the end of the pole.
The battery of camera that came out then, was simply
amazing.
ome verv good action shots were taken by different
people, with the still live snake around their n ecks, the only
thing wrong was that I did not have time to put on a pair of
horts and only had a towel draped around my middle.
We topped at Cannister Falls until the 2md Cctober. Nothmg much more in the way of excitement happene.:!, e.xcept when
I caught a whopping big fish; I do not know •.he nam e of it,
but it weighed over eight pounds, and had a mouth on it which
you could nearly put your head into.
On leaving Cannister, we did the trip back to Mackenzie in
one day withour incident. We spen t the n ight and all of the
next day in Mackenzie, where, owing to the fact that we had
no money, anything saleable was sold for beer money. In view
of the fact that we had eaten no eggs for three weeks, we did
a roaring trade for eggs with "compo ' ration s. The manager
of the local cinema gave us free admission for the two nights
we were there, and told us that an y time we were in
Mackenzie, to pop in and see him.
We left the following morning for Atkinson F ield. Seven
m!les out of Atkinson, I spotted a 6ft., harmless (but I did not
know it then), yellowtail snake, which I endeavoured to catch
and kill with a machete, bur he was too fas t for me.
We arrived back at Base at 3. 15 that afternoon all in good
health and in good spirits, having been through, I am sure, an
experience we will never forget.
I learnt a lot on this trip, and had the time of my life. I am
only sorry that you all could not have been with me to share
and enjoy th is wonderful experience.

Palm Beach, nort h of Malacca.
wind when suspended sand makes the water like porrage. Prawn
fishing in the surf is interesting to watch and there are prawns
laid out to dry everywhere. The smell is not unpleasant and
holds promise of that delectable Malay dish, N asi Goreng,
compound ed of prawns, rice, and much else-a magnificent dish,
and here is surely the best place to sample it.

H.F. Troop Climb Mount Orpllir
Malacca
The charming trad itional architecture of Malaya, with mainly
wooden construction, is very impermanen t, so for all the great
history of the country there are few buildings of any great
ant:quity. A very interesting spot, however (particularly for the
European) is Malacca, the location of the first Portuguese settlement. The town is only 155 miles from Singapore and so
readilv reached by car or hired unit minibus by members of
the Corps stationed in Singapore. Others, of course, are
sta tioned rather nearer.
When the first Portuguese traders arrived late in the fifteenth
century, they did not find a few huts on a desolate coast. Malacca
was already a major city with a flourishing trade with China.
It imported cotton, silks, ceramics and metals from China and
exported gold, ivory, and spices. Of these, the spices were
probably of greatest interest to the Europeans who could get
high prices for spices with which to disguise the taste of badlypreserved and often semi-putrid meats tha t came to the table in
wintertime.
In 15II, Malacca fell to Alfonso d'Alburqueque and during
the century and a half that followed the Portuguese built a huge
fort with palaces and many churches. They also converted many
of the local population to Christianity. The Dutch came in
1641 and held the city until 1825, when they ceded it to the
British in exchange for a settlement in Sumatra. The Dutch
have left their mark in several street names and in the form of
two fine buildings, the Stadhuys (used to this day as a town
hall) and Christ Church. Both are in typically Dutch style and
are built of fiat pink bricks from Middleburg in Zeeland, faced
with a laterite plaster, also pink. Most of the relics of Portuguese
days were destroyed by the British when they razed the walls of
the old fortress after taking over from the Dutch, but the main
gate, the Porta di Santiago, still stands, flanked by cannon, but
modified by the Dutch, who built into it the arms of the Dutch
East India Company. Something of the old fort remains and
St. Paul's Church, resting place of St. Francis Xavier, still
stands as a charming, roofless ru in. It is in the balconies and
carvings of more recen• buildings that the Portuguese influence
'
still strong through the missions, is still to be seen.
For a weekend visit, Malacca is a good spot. A few miles to
the north at Tanjong Kling there are several good and reasonably
inexpensive hotels and a first-rate Church of Sc:;otland Canteen
(they are usually good, but this one is outstanding). Further
north again, a dirt road follows the coast along Palm Beach
mile upon mile of golden sands backed by green lawns shaded
by palms. Swimming is good, except in certain conditions of the
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On the morning of 23rd October, 1961, we left Singapore for
an exercise "up c;;ountry." After a long drive past m iles and
miles of rubber p lantation s, we fina!Jy arrived at Malacca. We
camped for the night on the edge of the Malacca reservoir qu ite
close to the Assah an Ranges. Already encamped there was a
Sapper survey team-but discreet enquiries as to wheth er they
too were going to have a go at Mount Orphir only produced
a " Not likely!"
After S ergeant Akaster had checked the bearing with a compass we chose a site, put up the aerials, and bivouacked. This
was to be our rear base camp and as such was in permanen t
contact with the outside world.
W e spent the first night here, sitting around a fire with a
li beral supply of cans of Tiger Ale close at hand. Over the
hubbub of conversation, every once in a while someone's voice
could be heard, driv.ing home a particular point.
" When I was in Bangkok . . . . "
" Before I was married, in Paris, I met a fabulous
The n ext morning, having crammed four days rations into
our packs and found someone to carr y the W .S. A 510, we set
off following the culvert. The party consisted of L ieutenant
Golding, Second-Lieutenant Bruce, Corporal Holdsworth, Signalmen Birch, Home, Pentland, M acMahon and Ward. After
a short distance we turned off up the hill and into the jungle.
The heat and exertion soon reduc;;ed everyone to silence, and
the going became much tougher than we had anticipated. After
half an hour L ieutenant Golding called the first of many welcome
halts. Our first casualty came after a furth er hour' s travelling
when Signalman Home started to complain of stomach ache,
half an hour later Home was falling b ehind and Signalman
MacMahon was beginning to show signs of wear. Rather than
carry two passengers at this early stage, rwe decided to send
them both back to the base camp. So Signalman Birch took the
wireless set and the extra rations w ere split amongst the rest of
us. The remaining six of us went on climbing. After a further
two hours a long halt was called, whilst Pentland, who had
lagged behind, was collected. At 2,360 feet it was decided to
establish the forward base camp. This was done in an area
that was relatively fiat and rather less dense than the undergrowth we had been struggling through all day. No sooner was
the camp set up than it started to rain. However, putting a
waterbottle under a poncho or plastic sheet to catch the water
that streamed off it, did save walking down to the stream!
After lunch, when the rain had abated, we left all our heavy
kit with Pentland and Birch at the camp and set off up the hill
again . After some time, we arrived at an area of smooth sloping
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rockface known as " the sla bs " and had our first halt. Having
crossed this we w ent on up to a rocky p ea k from which the
summit Mount Orphir itself could be seen. To reach this, however, meant going down a hundred fee t or so and then climbing
up the three hundred feet to the crest.
With the rain coming down once again, we completed th is
fina l leg. At the summit, amongst the Chinese characters carved
on the rockface we carved " H .F. Troop " and tht:n sha red out
a tin of peaches by way of celebration . The most notable thing
was th e difference in temperature, having come up over 4,000
feet from the jungle below, it was like stepping back into a
European climate again .
Afte r w andering about for a short while, we thought that we
had better get back to one of the camps before darkness came.
In fac t, going down was a lot easier th an coming up and we
were soon down at the forward base area once again.
T he next morn ing four of us set out to follow the course of
the Sungei Belam ang-largest river in the area. We cut a path
through the jungle to the actual river, rather than follow a
tributary, such as the on e that ran past the " slabs." This is
because these smaller streams often vanish underground for
Jong stretches of their course. Reaching the main r iver, we
followed it down on to the va lley floor and pausing a short wh ile
after crossing a marshy p iece, to remove the leec;;hes from ourselves, we set off along an old surveyor's track to head back to
the rear base camp.
Back at base once again, it was decided, despite the fact that
it was now late in the afternoon, to take th e remainder of the
people who had n ot yet been, up to the for ward camp. This
would mea n moving for 2} hours through the jungle in darkness.
I t turned out, after an hour's march, to be far too dark and
murky for practical movement, and some form of illumination
had to be devised. After some deliberation, a Heath Robinson
torch was evolved, u sing a mess tin as a reflector, a piece of
sweat rag as a wick and a tin of insect repellant as fuel! Strange
as it m ay seem this arrangement was qu ite effective-it gave out
sufficient light to enable us to continue once more. Eventually
the gleam of the forward camp fire was seen and with some
relief we arrived at ou r second h ome !
The next morning L ieutenant Golding took those who had
not been up before, to summit of Orphir. Meanwhile the
remainder of us packed up the forward camp and pulled back
to the base.
The climbing party after tackling the main obj ective went on
to have a look at a lesser hill then came back to the r ear camp
as well. Once we were all together again, the whole party went
down to the local bar to celebrate our success with something a
bit stronger than com po peaches!

On N ew Year's Eve, Chinese families get together to pay
respects to their ancestors and to eat a family dinner. Even in
the humblest home there is liable to be an enormous and very
expensive spread of anything up to ten courses with plenty of
drink to wash them down ; so the party can indeed be merry
when N ew Year's D ay arrives at r r p.m. (the Chinese da y
begins an hour earlier than the western one). The party is
rather more than a New Year celebration and a family parry, for
the Chinese have a very sensible arrangement whereby everyone
becomes a year older on the first day of the year. This is an
additional reason to celebrate and spares the Chinese the task
of remembering birthdays. An even more admirable arrangement is the tradition whereby no-one celebrates a birthday until
he has reached a mature age and has children who can afford
How different from the
presents worthy 6f the occasion.
western practice of having Dad pour out money on presents
for the children, knowing he has precious little chance of getting
any fro m them in his old age!
The barrage of crackers that greets the New Year continues
throughout th e following day, and in the towns the street
verges are soon deep in the exploded red paper cases of crackers.
Your Chinese fri ends keep open house and the day is one
grea t round of visiting. It is nothing for a house to be full
of merrymaking guests with the " host " and his family miles
away, also visitin g! Children have a great day. Sweets, fru it
and toys come to them, and from all sides, they get little red
and gold paper "Ang Pow" envelopes conta ining money. These
are perhaps the most exciting feature of N ew Year.
Before the holiday, business houses pay bonuses to their
workers, and employers tip their amahs generously befor e
letting them go for up to four days' holiday. The aged and
infirm are not forgotten either, and parties are organ ised
and ang pows distributed by various charitable organisations.
You will be lucky to see a Chin ese other r ank around camp
during the N ew Year. They generally manage to get leave and
to celebrate at home with their families, but before they disperse they generally hold their own party in the unit. In 18th
Regiment in Singapore, this is invar iably one of the most
successful par ties of the year, a merry and gargantuan meal.
The grea t sport is trying to toast the guests under the table. If
challenged with a " yam sing" (bottoms-up) toast, you must,
in honour, accept. The tip for initiates is to keep an eye over
your righ t shoulder for the man with the brandy bottle who
will top you up brimful with neat brandy if you give him
half a chance !

Chinese New Year

SQUADRONS

One of the delights of soldiering in the F ar East is Chinese
N ew Year. In England we have far fewer official h olidays
than, for instance, the French, and Chinese N ew Year is a
I t falls between 21 st
holiday we should certainly adopt.
January and 20th F ebruary-surely the bleakest month of our
U.K . winter-and is a bit of brightness we can hardly afford
to miss.
On 5th February we entered the Year of th e T iger, the
2067th year of the Chinese lunar calendar, and did so to the
noisy accompaniment of millions of fir ecrackers. A week before
New Year's Day the Kitchen God went to make his annual
report to the H eavenly King. H e was away for a whole week,
and the lesser gods, who left a day later, were away for ten
whole days. We mortals, then, were left to have a whale of a
party with no spoil-sport activities on the part of the gods.
Preparations for the New Year began as soon as Christmas
was over. Christmas is now such a commercialised occasion
that one Chinese was recentlv heard to ask a Christian friend
if he realised how fortunate ·he was that he had two celebrations rogether--Chr istmas and the anniversary of the birth of
Christ ! Anyway, the Christmas decorations do not hang in the
shops to get fly~blown. They are torn down as soon as the
workers return from the Christmas holiday, and in place of
Santa and the reindeer, up 'go the red bunting the golden
dragons and the New Year greeting " Kong Hee Fat Choy."
While the shopkeepers are busily preparing for another buying
spree, mother and the amah are busy at home cleaning the house
from top to bottom. Once the Kitchen God has departed, to
the usual accompaniment of crackers, incense and offering~
the decorations go up at home-red, red, everywhere, for rh1s
is the "good luck" colour.

STEEPLE llUMPSTEAD SQUADRON'
We offer a belated welcome to our new Second-in-Command,
Capta in ffolljambe ffoulkes, and hope that he and ~is labra?or
will have a pleasant tour with the Squadron. He will nor mmd
our savin<> that the draughtsman had to see the name ~m the
Second-in:C:Ommand's identity card before he would pnnt the
new. door notice.
It is not generally known that air passengers to and from
Turkey are entitled to an excess baggage allowance of 43 lb.,
whereas those to European destinations (with certain Iron ~ur
rain exceptions) are only entitled to 21 lb. (Allow.ance Regu~at1<;>ns
652 refers). The subject for this year's Royal Signals Institution
Essay may be chosen to elicit the best reason offered to the
Treasurv which persuaded them to agree to an extra 22 lb. for
Turkey-bound passengers.
.
.
.
Driver Phillips (yes, he's still with us) has been off his f<>?d
for a fortnight since seeing the photographs of some Jumor
Leaders at the Victoria Palace.
Surely the ultimate has been reached. The Squadron has
just received a consignment of plastic India Tags (use? for
filing papers inside file covers). The old ones were admirable
for the job, the plastic ones ~e u.seles~ . . Doesn't anyone try
these things out before purchasmg six million of them?
The new 7-year rule concernini; the .inspection of motor
vehicles has rendered the Squadron 1mmob1le. It was found that
all our lights dipped on µie wrong side. Craftsman H<!inz
Kaltenburg, our V.M., could offer no e.xplanauon.
(Continued on page 90)
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The postal " Work to Rule ., has not affected us, except to
·ervc a a very good reason for delayed returns. Lance-Corporal
B.nsham. our Post '.C.O., ignored the restriction and continued to. deliver along the High Street and to Mildmay Cottages
on hi way from the Po t Office to the camp.
SIG~ AL

TR~UNING

(FAD

(;ENTHE

EAST)

.\i1d-De ember saw the arrival at Singapore of 12 Fijian
recruits, en route for various Training Regiments in the U.K.
These were suitably entertained by Foreman Rutter with
the able assistance of Staff Sergeant Thorpe of 1 Squadron.
They had a 'bus laid on by the R.A.S.C. and staff instructions
to e that the Fijians enjoyed themselves. This they did, and
took in all the sights of Singapore. In the process F.O.S .
had a whale of a time. But the Fijian lads also enjoyed themelve as can be seen from this photograph taken at the
Britannia Club. Reports have it that three senior N.C.O.s were
injured in the rush to volunteer to assist F.O.S., however,
all have now recovered and applications have flooded in to
look after the next batch of recruits who are rumoured to be
female. The more optimistic of our senior N.C.0.s are casting
peculative glances at the Unit's lawn mowers.
On 12th December the Squadron was involved in an internal
security exercise. Staff Sergeant Alfred distinguished himself
by repelling the rioters. This was due, in no small measure
to the fact that shortly before their arrival he had fallen into
an open sewer. He also repelled the security troops and the
staff of B.M.H. His many friends from the sergeants' courses
in c.anerick will be pleased to learn that he had suffered no
ill effects and is once more his amiable self, and is exhibiting
his scars with pride.
ergeant E. Edwards (ex-Lincoln) went down with a bad
case of yellow jaundice just before Christmas. He made a
lighming recovery, however, after the M.O. sent him the
following message : " If you were a dog, I would come down
and shoot you." He has lost an enormous amount of weight,
which detracts somewhat from his usual satorial elegance ..
Major Denton, our new O.C., has now taken a firm grip
of the reins, and is taking an active interest in all aspects of
training and administration; in consequence, our usual lethargic
life is livening up somewhat. R.Q.M.S. Cook is suffering from
writers' cramp in a frantic endeavour to acquire the equipment
the 0 .C. wants. With his usual pessimism; or is it optimism?
declares " I can't see us getting this lot before I'm mister. '
Sergeant Bloom has now returned to the Squadron after a
pell on Provost Sergeant. His new hair style has won wide
acclaim, and he has received numerous discreet enquiries as to
which barber manages to cut his hair from the inside.
At the present time we have Staff Sergeant Croaker dovm
from the Gurkha Signals, practising skills with a view to future
Yeoman courses. Sergeant Harmsworth bas done sterling work
in this sphere, and has sent so much morse these past couple of

Fijians Wrestling
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weeks that his right wrist threatens to give up the ghost. Rumour
ha it thar he stimulate his wrist with an occasional brush from
his moustache.
\Ve also have a dozen signal centre operators endeavouring
to convert to comcen operators. These wander round with
a permanently bemused expression, and can be heard
muttering "forty words per minute, impossible I" Whilst we
have reservations about predicting whether they will attain the
necessary speed, we will at least predict that at the end of their
course their knotted and disjointed fingers will furnish excellent
material for an article in "The L ancet " !
Sergeant Wood (ex-Harrogate) is busy instructing on technicians cour e, and also instructing Staff Sergeant Alfred and
Sergeant F. O'Brien on E. and M. in preparation for the next
A.C.E.r. If industry is any guide to the outcome, Staff Sergeant
Alfred will emerge with at least a B.Sc.
20a

SQUADRON

The recent smallpox scare produced the inevitable reaction
in our local Medical Officer, and he lost no time in cheerfully
summoning the whole Squadron to one of his vaccination
"parties." Contrary to gloomy expectation on the part of the
management, the after-effects did not cause a mass departure
to bed. However, we still have our own private epidemic to
cope with. For some time now, p ersonnel due to return from
U.K. leave, almost without exception, have found themselves
too ill to travel, just a few days before starting for Gatwick Airport. Heartrending letters of explanation (accompanied by convinci ng doctors' certificates) arrive in the Squadron office, and the
" S.0.L." total on the daily parade state shows alarming increases. In spite of this, the cheerful good health enjoyed by
these sufferers on their return causes certain hardened cynics
to point out that no-one has become ill before going on leave!
Certainly, Corporal Oliver and Signalmen K ennedy and Fuller
seem none the worse for their protracted stay in the U .K.
The M.T.O. was the unwilling victim of very different circurrlsrances when he returned from leave. Having been delayed by
technical hitches at London Airport (his story! ), he arrived late
at Dusseldorf. A combination of " determination, rapid-thinking, and initiative (again his story) got him as far as Hagen,
where he ran out of luck-and trains. After a little difficulty with
the civilian telephone system, he contacted Lance-Corporal
O' eill, who was persuaded, somewhat reluctantly, to motor
out into a wet and windy n ight. Having collected the M.T.O.,
all went well until they found themselves confronted by an overturned car, whose crew of Irish Guardsmen were staggering
dazedly about the scene of the accident. Having rendered
assistance to this unhappy band, the M.T.O. finally reached his
destination at -3.00 a.m.-very much the worse for wear, and
extremely reluctant to face work the following day.
Promotion is in the air.
Congratulations to " Q " Barr
(promoted to Staff Sergeant), who has filled the post of S.Q.M.S .
for nearly a year, and to " Saracen " Brown, whose LanceCorporal's stripe places him firmly on the first rung of the
promotion ladder. It is further rumoured that on the strength
of a recent B.F.N. request, Signalman Ashdjian has been
appointed "Baby Sitter-in-Chief" to the Squadron.
On Tuesday, 23rd January, the quadron was routed by a
singularly terrifying invasion-the arrival of the Wives' <;lub
to hold their first meeting in the Nags' Head. Hardened soldiers,
with years of service, turned pale, and hastily d isappeared into
the remotest corners of the Squadron lines; offices and stores
were locked, and the management rapidly retired behind innumerable imposing files. However, the "enemy" were appeased
by despatching Signalmen Maule and Maher with gifts of
char and wads to bolster the Beetle Drivers, and the day ended
in reasonably good order, despite the tendency of sundry children to attempt private looting forays . The opinion is widely held
that the char wallahs should be rewarded for bravery-and
detailed for the same duty next time!
After nearly four years in the Squadron, W.O.Il Young, our
S.S.M., is due to leave, and by the middle of March will have
taken up his new appointment of R.Q.M.S. in Kowloon. His
many services to this Squadron will not soon be forgotten . In
particular, Marina (our Minibus) and the Nag's Head canteen
owe most of their success to his efforts, and he is undoubtedly
the greatest champion of our horse's head emblem. Both on
and off duty he has worked consistently for the good of the
Squadron and its members, and we wish him every happiness
and success in his new appointment.
THE WIRE. M/>. RCH
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210 Squadron

KUWAIT
FLOOD RELIEF IN KENYA
SERENGETI GAME PARK

T is on.ly in fits and bursts t~at THE WIRE hears from us,
but th1s month we are burstmg-so here it comes! The
· last contribution was written at the end of June and included
an account of the ascent of Kilimanjaro, but since then much
water (and other well-known fluids) have flowed, and it is
related in chronological order.
Less than two weeks after coming down Kilimanjaro, the
Kuwait " flap " was on-so perhaps our little sojourn at 20,oooft.
provided good acclimatisation for the ensuing three-and-a-half
months. It is not proposed to dwell too long on what is now
a piece of history; if the author bad spent less time competing
in the Squadron fly-swatting competition, he might have found
rime to write these notes whilst still in Kuwait.
Brigade H.Q. was situated in a police fort about 15 miles
north of Kuwait town, in a small village called Al Jahara, which
is shown on the map as an oasis-but we have no comment!
About a quarter-of-a-mile away was another fort which looked as
though it could have been the original Beau Geste (which one
of our non-French speaking Signalmen translated as " The Big
Joke"). Conditions in the fort at Al Jahara were very squalid
an d exhausting, and would have been well nigh intolerable had
not the Kuwait Oil Company and their civilian employees been
so generous with their hospitality from the very outset of the
operation. Virtually all their recreational facilities were offered
to the Forces, and the soldiers managed to get about one day
off a week to do down to Ahmadi, the Kuwait Oil Company
"oil town," and relax in civilised surroundings. We would like
to take this opportunity of thanking · the people of Ahmadi so
very much for everything they did for us.
On returning to Kenya, in early October, the thought uppermost in most people's mind was leave, and after a quick reorganisation, we managed to start putting leave in.
Then in November the " short rains " came in unprecedented
quantities and the country was stricken by floods.

L. ti. Dicker's account
" What started out as a straightforward radio exercise (aptly
named Exercise "Paddle-Back") turned into a full-sca le operation, with the elements as an enemy.
For several weeks Kenya had been hit with practically nonstop torrential rain, which had disrupted communications all
over the country. Roads, railways and bridges were washed
away and the telepho.ne systems to various districts were put
out of action. This resulted in thousands of Masai tribesmen
being cut off and their cattle drowned. Consequently, the Masai
were without food and were in g;eat danger of dying from
starvation.
However, when I and my detachment set out on 13th November on the exercise we had no idea of the distress this proud and
friendly race were in, although before we set out it had been
suggested that our help might be sought, but the exercise was
to be prime importance. We were soon to learn differently
on our arrival in the Kajiado area (approximately forty miles
from Nairobi), \\!hen the Officer in charge of the exercise,
Lieutenanr M. R. Adams, approached the District Commissioner, Mr. Tom Edgar, with a view to offering the services of
the wireless detachments for such things as road condition
reports, weather reports and for arranging locations suitable
for air drops; for example, isolated villages inaccessable by
normal means. Our help in these matters was readily accepted
there and then.
The job I was given entailed travelling along a circular route
of approximately three hundred miles embracing an area called
the Nyiri Desert, which was planned to rake five days. However, this was not to be.
On the first day, we set our for a place called Mashuru, a
distance of about sixty miles and report back road conditions.
On reaching this point I was instructed to try and reach
Selengai if possible, which at the same time seemed unlikely
as the District Commissioner informed us the road had been
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out oC conum,. ion for ·everal days. We did, however, manage
to reach dengai, encountering on the way n umerous rivers, and
large areas f flood ed land six to twelve inc;hes deep in water.
I proceeded further until the fo urth d ay I had reached a
point one hundred and thirty miles from K aj iado over very
difficult terrain.
I wa in tructed to remain a t this point as long as my rations
and petrol would allow and report back weather and road conditions for that area, which appeared to be the worst hit part
of that district.
Next morning I was told to return to Kajiado to replenish
our upplies but on reaching one of many rivers previously
cro sed with comparative ease, I found it was now
raging
torrent _of flood water as far a the eye could see. I r eported
back th1 fact and was told to try and reach Kajiado by another
route the main Mombasa-Nairobi road), but on attempting this
~ound my way barred by numerous rivers wh ich were totally
unpassable. In other words, I was marooned with the M asai
tribesmen of this area with whom I had by this time, become
\'ery well acquainted.
As my position was now quite serious arrangements were
made for me to receive an air drop of supplies to enable me to
continue my job and try to reach the Game Warden's lodge at
Meru~sh!, a point about. twenty miles further along the road.
Wif did in fact reach a polllt about 200 yards from Merueshi but
this area ahead had by now turned into swamp land and we had
to emplo}'. the help of .a five ton road grader to tow us through.
On reachIDg Merueshi we were approached by many starving
Ma ai requesting food and <;lgarettes. It appeared that Kiboko
who had been separated from their families for about two o;
three ~eeks and . had little or no food during that time. Base
at Kaiiado was informed of their plight and an R.A.F. food
drop was requested. Problems, however, arose.
As we were not in personal contact \.vith the Masai on the
other side o~ the river instructions l!S to how to lay out markers
for a droppmg zone had to be shouted across. Material for
the markers were bandages taken from our first aid kit and
thrown, in weighted tins, to the other side.
We waited all day for the airdrop by a Beverley aircraft which
eventually came .at 16oo hours and was a complete success.
About the same tLrne the District Commissioner flew over in hi
~mall aer~pl:ine and dropped cigarettes and tins of beer to us,
Ill appreciauon ?f what we were doing, but which the Masai
got to first, leavIDg us no alternative but to barter our rations
for the return of these desirable items.
After living very closely with the Masai for fourteen days
we w~e eventually recalled to Base due to the flood relief being
or.gamsed on a much larger military scale involving the Army
Arr Force and Navy.
'
The return journey was not without event, including being
towed and pus~ed throu~h several wide and fast flowing rivers
by our new friends, which myself and my crew consisting of
Lance-Corporal Summers (driver), Signalmen Seli~a and Smyth
were very sorry to leave.
'
I?:spite all the hazards, we really enjoyed doing this very
exc1tlng a~d unusual. w~rk and only wished that we could h ave
~orked with the D1stnct Commissioner, Mr. Tom Edgar a
little longer.
'

This sUJry is typical of the wvrk done by several of our

de1ac~men1s although one ~f. them, when eventually cut ofj,

was

in

a; much better pos111on. They were trapped in the

Ambosell~ Gam~

Park but man;iged to make their way to the
01 Tukai Safari Lodge and. en1oyed the comfvrt of Dunl<>[>illo
mattresses normally occupied by opulent American tourists
and ~ere very reluctant to return to camp during a lull in the
flooding.
B.ft.~.

Th•• Dukt• of Edinburgh '\' isits
SPrPngPti Gome Park
Another. interesting voyage was that of Corporal Bee, Signalmen Hams and Powell. After the Duke of Edinburgh had
concluded th_e Tanganyika Independence Ceremony be went to
the Serengeti ~me .Park, and o.ur ~etachment bad to go and
open up a radio statJ?n O? ~e airstnp at Seronera, in the very
heart <;>f the S_erengetl Plam m Tanganiyka. Here is an account
oC their exploits.
f ' rporal Bee • •rlt.Pfil :

. "On the. morning of Saturday, 9th December, we started a

1ourney which ~as to take us through some of the most famous
game oountry m the world. The object of the journey was to
get to Seronera in the Serengeti Game Park of Tanganyika,

where we were .to set up s~i a l aeronautical radio facilities for
. the D uke of Ed mburg~ s vmt to the Park. The party consisted
of fiv:;:, Mr .. ~een" a~s1stant telephones controller of the Director~te of Civil ~v1a uon (East Africa). Mr. J. Nzaro, technical
a s1stant arti radio operator, also of the D.C.A. Two electrician
dr ivers, Signalrn.an H arris driv~g a 3-ton G.S . Bedford, Signalman Powell dnvmg an Austill I-ton Radio Light pulling a
6 k~•a g~ erator, and myself, Corporal Bee, respon sible for
serviceability of the Army equipment.
" Our route lay d irectly south to the T anganyika/ Kenya
border, through Ath i River- K ajiado to N amanga where we
~ad our lunch at the ' Namanga River Hotel.' There was a
h~tle game to be een on this tretch, a few buck, zebra and
giraffe. After lunch we contin1;1ed to Arusha, the road changed
from murrum to tarmac makmg the going easier. The road
passed near. to i\1-0Unt .Meru which was quire clear of cloud;
we were a lntle d1sappomred that the top of Mount Kilimanjaro
was covered with cloud, as it would have been a good place to
have photograp?ed .it ~rom . From Arusha we pressed on to Lake
Manyara reaching It 1ust before nightfall. Our night stop was
at the 'Lake Manyara Hotel' on the edge of the Rift Valley
es~pment, with a W<?nderful view out over the lake and valley.
· On. Sunday mo~nmg we contacted Nairobi Airways Centre
~y radio ro check if there were any messages for us and to
mfo:m Nairobi of our position and movement. This was
earned out everytime we stopped for a meal. From Manyara the
murru~ track led up the outside wall of the Ngorongoro crater,
to a he1ght . of ov~r 8,ooo f~e.t, the track was just wide enough
for the vehicle with a prec1p1tous drop on one side and a cliff
~all on the other. At the top of the climb we had a good view
mto the crater. Just off the road were half-a-dozen buffalo that
seemed to take little notice of us when we stopped to photograph them. V(Je had lunch at. the Crater Safari Lodge. After
lunch we contmued along the nm of the crater for a few miles
then started the long descent to the Serengeti plain. On th~
w.ay down through sparsely wooded country we saw a fow
giraffe and herd of zebra. Progress c;ame to a sudden bait when
we came to cross a dried up river bed; the banks had been
washed away l~aving a step either side. Luckily the step only
extended t~e width .of the ro3:d and th~ cr~ssing was approached ·
from t~e side. While surveymg the situation we could see lion
tracks m the soft mud between the stones. We were now on
the Se~engeti plain, a wide open expanse of land edged by
m~untaIDs. Now the herds of animals became more numerous,
wilde;beest, ze~)fa and gazelles. The Olduwai River looked rather
fo~m1da_ble with the recent rain water adding ro the flow. By
usmg sign language we were a ble to ascertain the depth of the
torrent from some young Masai warriors, who soon appeared
when we stopped. Both vehicles crossed with little difficulty
t~e water reached th e bumper of the 3-tonner. Just over th~
nver we saw the .famous Shifting Sands-mounds of black sand
blown by , the \"'.m.d, a few feet a year. Travelling over the
Serengeti is proh1b1ted between 7 p.m. and 6 a.m. because rhino
tend to charge vehicle. headlights. Just before we stopped at
the entrance to the at1onal Park we saw a rhinoceros, it didn't
get dangerously near l
"During S~nday night we heard lions growling in the distance so .we d1dn'~ get out of the vehicle unless absolutely necessary during the rught. Whilst making our usual call to Nairobi
we were calle;d by an aircraft trying to pass its position to
Khartoum without success. We offered to try and raise
Khartoum whi~h to our surprise gave us a report of ' Loud and
cl~ar' over a distance of nearly 2,000 miles using a r6 foot whip.
Mon~ay saw us bogged three times in 25 miles. On the first
occasi?n ~e 1-ronner slid off the road on to soft ground and
sank in with. the generator-the 3-tonner easily pulled it out.
:rhe seco?d nme the 3-ton truck just sunk in the road approachmg a built-up stream crossing. By now it was lunch time. It
took nearly three hours to get both vehicles across the crumbling
earthwork. which bridged the stream. Half-an-hour later, and
only 17 miles from Seronera, the I-ton truck sunk in the bed of
a stream when the generator struc:!c a rock and caused it to stop.
The 3-ton truck. b3:cked up to give a tow and sunk in itself.
No amount of diggmg could free the vehicles and so help was
requested. A Land Rover with ropes and 'Tanganyika jacks•
was sent out from Seronera. As the Seronera River was in
fl?Od ?1e Rover. couldn'~ reach us that night. We spent that
mght m th~ vehicles agam. B}'. now our food was running out,
so. ~st thing Tue~day mornIDg we requested an air drop;
w1thm an hour an atrcraft was overhead, it dropped milk, water
and bread. The Land Rover was sent out from Seronera again
at around noon, when the river was lowest and the roads driest.
It reached us about two hours later. The Tanganyika police

officer on b<?8rd a.dvised ~ s to lock everything up and return to
Seronera with h1m as 1t would not be possible to do an y
rowing on the wet roads. W e took the opportun ity to have a
hot bath and good meal- th e fir st for two days.
"On W ednesday morning it rained hard making the roads
completely impassable; the Chief P ark W arden closed the P ark
ro craffic due to the state of th e roads. About noon the Director
of Civil A~iations' He.r on aircraft m ade some test landings and
take offs m preparauo~ for the . return of the Royal Flight
Herons. The .ram contmucd un.ul the afternoon making th e
runway uns erviceable for heavy a trcraft and in consequence the
Duke left in an 'Apache ' aircraft of the T anganyika Government. When the time came for the D .C.A.'s plane to leave, it
sank in the apron when taxi-ing.
" Operations to recover the vehicles and the plane had to be
suspended until Thursday.
" Thursday morning was fin e and the aircraft was dug out
and run on to wooden planks. The Park Warden sent for a
caterpillar tractor from Benagi, about eleven miles away, but
because of the flooded river it didn't arrive until evening. The
plane got away after some of its load had been jettisoned.
" On Friday morning the drivers and about half-a-dozen Park
workers accompanied by a Park Guide left Seronera with the
caterpillar tractor to recover the vehicles and escort them from
the boggy areas of the Serengeti plain . With the recent wet
weather, the food supplies at Seron ~ra had gradually dwindled.
Therefore only the drivers were allowed to cross the plain in
case they had to wait overnight at the Oldawai River for the
level to drop."
At this stage Corporal Bee returned to Nairobi in a Kenya
Police Air Wing Cessna and the story is continued by one of
the drivers, Signalman Powell.

Sll(nalm.an Powell writes :
" After being towed to the Seronera Lodge there was noth ing
we could do, as the Austin was unserviceable and required
spare parts which had to be flown in from camp.
"Nairobi was contacted by radio and two days later the
spares and a vehicle mechanic were flown in by an Auster, together with rations, cigarettes, and clean clothes, all of which
were badly needed. The mechanic decided the vehicle could
not be repaired until Christmas Day, and this information was
sent back to camp.
'.' qn the 23rd December another air supply flight arrived
brmgIDg more rations, pay, and a Christmas hamper which we
were really glad to see because, as the whole area was cut off,
everybody's rations were getting dangerously low. A radio
operator, Lance-Corporal Wood, was also flown in on this plane
so that we could maintain a direct link to camp on the journey
back.
" While we were stranded at Seronera we went out with the
Game Warden and saw some of the game near the Lodge. This
included a pride of twelve lions and their cubs. We also went
hunting with the Game Warden and shot buck and gazelle for
eating. All in all we really enjoyed our Christmas, quiet as it
was. The Game Warden and the owner of the Lodge gave us
all the help and facilit ies we wanted and without them we would
not have been so happy.
" On Christmas Day the Austin was repaired and we decided
to set out on the 27th. We thanked everybody and set out on
what was to be another rough journey. After only five miles
we were bogged down again but five hours digging saw us on
our way. The road was still bad and we couldn't cover more
than ten miles in an hour, but we knew the road improved in
50 miles.
"However, about 45 miles out from Seronera the Austin
broke down again and couldn't be repaired so we had to tow
~t and the generator. The going was so rough that the Bedford,
in bottom gear of low ratio and in four-wheel drive, consumed
I gallon of petrol per mile. When we came to climb the sheer
wall of the Ngorongoro crater we had to tow the generator and
the Austin up separately as the Bedford just could not take them
both at once--it was losing efficiency as we were in the region
of 8,ooo feet. The tow chain had broken several times and was
now only four feet long, adding to our difficulties. Once clear
of the crater we had a down hill run to Arusha on better roads
and we stayed there overnight.
"On the 31st we started on the last leg of our journey from
Arusha to Nairobi. This road had been cut with severe flooding
but had dried up to a certain extent, leaving a very rough
surface. About 50 miles from Nairobi the generator wheel
sheared off, but fortunately another Army truck soon passed
us and we manhandled the 6 KVA on to it, and he took it back

to camp for us. W e crossed our fingers as we approached Kaj iado,
where we knew the road was flooded but fortunately the level
had subsided enough to allow u s to cross, and we had a clear
run back to Nairobi, the end of our 900 mile journey.
" Our one thought on arrival was bath and bed, nevertheless
it was a very good experience and all four of us decided we
wouldn't mind doing it again! "

General Notes
There is very little to report in the way of non-aquatic sport.
H?Ckey and soccer had just started to get under way when the
ralll cam~ and fl?oded all the pitches and is only just starting
to get gomg agam. The rugby season does not start until the
end .of. February The social column, however, provides fuller
readIDg.
At the end of Ocrober' we bade farewell to Major and Mrs.
Willw~y an~ welco~ed our new O.C., Major Sherrard-Smith,
and bis family. This was followed by a spate of nuptials which
had been disrupted by the Kuwait emergency. Captain F.
Smith, L ieutenant M . R. Adams and Lance-Corporal A. Brooks
all toolc lhe vows within the space of six weeks. To them and
their brides, respectively Miss Suzanne Thrift, Miss Susan
Minta and Miss Margaret Littler, we offer our congratulations
and best wishes for the future. Along the same lines, but
apparently not disrupted by General Kassim, we offer our congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. J. Woodhouse on the birth of
a daughter in October.
However, on 22nd December we had a tragedy in the
Squadron which overshadowed our Christmas leave. Six members of the Squadron, whose names follow, were killed in a
ghastly traffic accident about two miles from camp, involving a
civilian car in which they were travelling and an African lorry.
The six killed were Sergeant A. J. McLean, Lance-Corporals S.
Falconer, Nicholson, Pryke, Sherrat and Simpson. They were
all buried together with full military honours in Nairobi War
Cemetery on Christmas Eve. Fortunately none were married,
but to their next of kin and relations we e.xtend our deepest
sympathy.
In accordance with tradition W.O.II (S.S.M.) Bailey and his
senior N.C.O.s provided the" Thunder " on Christmas morning.
W.O.II (F.-of-S.) G. Sharpe tells how he approached one of his
customers who, unlike the others, had not thrown a bucket of
cold water at him. Having difficulty in rousing him, the Foreman retired in despair bemoaning the waste of good rum. The
young gentleman then leapt out of bed exclaiming, " Nobody
rold me you put rum in it." This was followed by a soccer
match. Officers and senior N.C.0.s versus the rest. The result
will be announced when the referee, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) E.
Summers, bas worked it out. Afterwards a lot of people got
wet and nine goldfish died. The Officers and senior N.C.O.s
then served Christmas dinner. Our oldest soldier, Signalman
Findlay, gave a speech of welcome to the Brigadier-it must
have been very good because he is a Lance-Corporal now!
After the dinner, and when Signalman Parker had e.xhausted
himself, the senior N.C.0.s gave their annual rendering of a
favourite song; intentional deletion.
New Year's Eve in the Brigade Sergeants' Mess got into full
swing well before midnight and was enjoyed by all. A special
word of praise to Mrs. Bailey and Staff Sergeant R. Cassling
(ovitch) on winning the Russian dancing prize. (It's agony, Ivy! )
This. occasion was also a suitable welcome to the Squadron for
Sergeant and Mrs. "Nipper" Wright.
213 SQUADRON
In order to give adequate cover to Squadron activities, it
is necessa ry to go back in time to Christmas. Although thi
may seem a long time, the writer hastens to plead that it is
not entirely due to negligence on his part; in mitigation he
would point out that due to "Work-to-Rule," h is previous
efforts took six days to cross the Irish Channel and to reach
London-too late for inclusion in the February edition of
THE WIRE.
Christmas, so eagerly awaited. did not fall short of expectations. The unfortunates who did not manage to make home
and hearth, were luckily few, and they received ome compensation by way of the excellent fare provided at the Christrna
dinner. This had, of course, been preceded by the traditional
" Gunfire," and the majority were quite astonished by the
charming, soothing and sympathetic bedside manner of our two
resident Sergeant-Majors S.S.M. Rankin and the C. .M. of
"H.Q." Company. Wonders never cease !
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Th~ Squadron detied the winter clements to put in a lot of

h.ird \'Ork in prcp3ration for the Central Inspectorate, R.E.M.E.

Th~ir effort. were not unrewarded; congratulations to all con-

cerned for an " Excellent " on arms and for the other very
sati factory r •suits obtained.
Advantage was taken of the winter months to carry out
quite an exten sive upgrading course programme. Under the
auspices of our good neigh bours, 233 Squadron, most of our
Radio Operators suc~cssfully gained Class II status. S.S.M .
Rankin ran an interestin g and beneficial course for L inemen,
agam with gratifying result . The Drivers still persevere in their
efforts under Sergeant Southart and Co.
All i. not work, however, the children's party was held just
prior to Christmas and was a gi:eat success. We should like
to convey our appreciation to the organisers for all the hard
work which they put in-and not least to Father Christmas him. elf (together with those pi.xies, gnomes (or whacever they were)
who undertook the considerable burden of pulling him inco the
arena !). T here followed a really excellent dance. The S.S.M.
u. ed his charms to attracc a host of lovely iadies from the
Belfast Telephone Exchange (no work-to-rule here!) and for
once we must reporc some surpluses, which is one of the
reasons why everybody enjoyed themselves so much.
The Small Bore Shooting Team are living up to the repucation they established for themselves last year. Performances
improve at every round; at the moment we head the league
-and wichout meaning to be too rash-the general feeling at
the moment is thac "it's in the bag." Our hockey team is
enjoying a full fi.xture list, but nor much success! We have
yet to gain a victory-in fact, on close recollection, it seems that
we have yet to score a goal. However, we refuse to be downhearted, and look forward with determination; if not brimming
with confidence, towards the Minor Units' Knock-out Competition. The cross-country team is training hard for the competition on 15th February; progress to date i most encouraging.
A number of familiar faces are now missing from our ranks.
We would briefly mention Corporals "Paddy" Cantell (now
exiled in Scotland), Pagliaro, Jewiss and Signalmen Flood and
Stubbs (of future wrestling fame): last, but not least, our radio
expert, Sergeant Cairns, en route for sunny Cyprus.
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This article is designed to be of general incerest to everyone
in Royal Signals, and especially all those who have ever served
in Aden. Many who fall into the latter category will remember
the "Gentlemen's Res c," which is our canteen. "The Rest," as
it is known, is situated at Steamer Point. When asked where
we live, we don't always reply " Oh, at Ras Morbut, on Steamer
Point." We prefer to say "at 'The Rest.'"
"The Rest" is a pub, a meeting place, the unit canteen, run
by the P.R.L, and quite the finest morale-raiser imaginable. In
size, it is one lofty room with a home-made bar and stock rooms
behind. From the ceiling hang four fans, on the walls hang
photographs of H.M. The Queen and H.R.H. The Duke of
Edinburgh. Our Colonel-in-Chief, H.R.H. The Princess Royal,
has the place of honour in the centre. Our painting is the one by
Sir Gerald Kelly. Cartoons of past members of the Squadron
adorn one wall, dart boards another. Sound is built in and also
wired to the parade ground outside. The furniture is home-made
and consists of benches and issue chairs scrounged from R.S.G.
and then repaired. The staff are volunteers, aided and abetted by
one of our Arab messengers.
oldiers in an Independent Air Formation Signal Squadron
lead a hard life; in our case, our lives are made even harder
by the rigours of Aden. The barracks are crowded and stuffy
(we do not yet have the luxury of air-conditioning), the food
1s poor, dhobi is expensive, and there are few amenities. The
work of digging cable in the desert, and of maintaining equipment under primitive and harsh conditions, in heat and eternal
sand storms m~kes the hours of leisure all the more precious.
At the same time, the almost complete lack of entertainment
makes the problem of " self-help " all the more pressing. Our
~nswer is "The Rest." Run by the P.R.I., its sole source of
mcome comes from bar profit. Hard and soft drinks, cigarettes
and sweets are sold over the bar. Five types of sandwiches
'
pies, and a " hot-dog" stand to supply the inner-man.
"The Rest" is essentially a meeti 1g place.
It can be
borrowed by anyone when not in use by the Squadron. All types
of i:ieople, all ranks, and all Services use it regularly. The Rugby
Umon Club, the Welsh Society, the Referees and Football
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Associations hold monthly meetings. We have had a number
of wedding receptions and two Tramps Beatnik dances. Christmas time saw the c::ntertaining of 150 children from the P arish
Church, two dances, two cinema shows an d a conjuror.
Why do I write in this boastful mann er? Why do I th ink
my readers in THE WIRE should be interested? Firstly, Air
Formation Signals work for, and are an established part of,
the R.A.F. Administered by the R.A.F., the good name of the
Squadron, and in turn the good name of Royal Signals, depends largely on our ability to keep in with the R.A.F . In this
" The Rest" assists in many ways. Secondly, " The Rest" is
a great morale raiser in a desolate part of Arabia, where the
maintenance of morale is always a problem. " The Rest," like
the aeroplane badges we wear on our K.D., is something that
the Squadron stands for. The personnel of treble-two enjoy its
simple privileges, and at the same time save money, as it is
far less expensive than Aden town (and far cleaner l ) .
(ALFCE)
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It is some months since this Squadron's notes appeared in
THE WIRE, and therefore it is only possible to give a brief
resume of events over the past three months. Anything that
was liable to affect Corps history must have happened before
your correspondent arrived.
In
ovember, 1961, the Squadron provided N.C.0.~ and
men for a combined Remembrance Day Parade through Fontainebleau. As usual, the rehearsals proved to be far more hazardous
than the actual parade. Troops taking part were an American
Air Force Band, a contingent from the U .S. Signal Company
here in Fontainebleau, the British contingent of combined Army
and Royal Air Force, together with what appeared to be a
complete French Training Battalion. The parade was commanded by a French officer. In consequence, all the commands were in French, which, as you know, not only requires a
powerful voice, but demands numerous gesticulations with head,
arms and hands. We found the best system for moving off at
the correct time was to watch for the Americans leaning forward
as if for a catapult take-off. Naturally, all went well on the day,
and the British troops received a very enthusiastic reception
from the Fontainebleau locals as we marched through the town.
One final hazard was that the American Band played Light
Infantry quicksteps as we marched at 120 paces to the minute
. . . talk about integration! Similar " manifestations " took place
at our outstation near Soissons, at which M. Pierre Clostermann,
the distinguished French airman, was present.
On 14th November, the Squadron Sergeants' Mess arranged
a darts evening with the Royal Signals' Officers from ALFCE
Headquarters. The evening started with the presentation, by
Colonel P. C. Williams, o .B.E., of a fine bronze replica of
"Jimmy" to the Sergeants' Mess (we hope to forward a photograph for the next edition), and he was thanked, on behalf of
the Mess, by W.O.I Kelly for this most generous gift. Although
we never did get round to playing darts, all present had a most
enjoyable evening.
Christmas entertainments started on Thursday, 14th December,
with a party given by Major and Mrs. Sinclair for the Senier
N.C.O.s and their wives. An excellent party, although one of
the side-effects was that two members of the Sergeants' Mess
found themselves in Orleans (6o miles away) at 04.00 the
following morning, trying to find Fontainebleau . . . ne
Squadron all ranks' party took place the following night in
the dining hall. The highlight of the evening was a very
local production of "Les Sylphides" (arranged Shine) with
the Squadron Corps de Ballet, Messrs. Tarbuck, Barry, Osborne
and Cook. This same versatile group later performed a rather
near-to-the-skin cabaret act, including the Can-Can-ToulouseLautrec would not have been amused. A very fine buffet was
provided by Sergeant Gray and h is assistants, and was demolished by the horde all too soon.
Christmas Day was the usual routine of " Gunfire," Officers
to Sergeants' Mess, Sergeants' Mess to Cookhouse, serve Christmas dinner and pick the odd bone, return to Sergeants' Mess,
and before you could say " Alka Seltzer " Christmas had gone.
The sporting life of the Squadron is good. We are well
represented in the ALFCE Rugby Union side, with W.O.I
Kelly, Sergeant Copland, Corporal Hargreaves and LanceCorporal Tippen.
The soccer team has improved greatly,
after setbacks early in the season; they have not Jost a match
in the past two and-a-half months, and are now making fine
progress in the Combined ALFCE League. Hockey has started,
too, and we appear to have the makings of a team. Although
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today ~ere is ,abou.t four inc~ es of snow outside, Captain
Halford 1ust can t wait for the cncket season to arrive.
More about work in the Squadron next month-in the meantime I must find 01:1t where it takes place ! Although one reads
a lot about Algenan rebels, 0.A.S. and the dreaded plastic
bomb, the only bombs ~ th is Squadron are very local, and
usually hom e-made. Durmg our annual camp at Gien, in the
Loire Valley, last year, members of the Comcentre Troop
Photographic Olub at our out-station produced a very amusing
8 mm. record of our activities. This received two performances
on Wednesday, 31st January, one for the Squadron wives and the
other for the f!l emb ~rs of the Squadron. in the evening. It was
very well received; m fact, at the evening performance an immediate repea t was demanded.
SfeUADHON
Lookin g back over the Squadron visitors' book for the past
few months1 .we find S?me dist~guished signatures, but a strange
lack of khaki. They mclude Air Marshal Sir Charles Elworthy,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.V.O., D.F.C., A.F.C., The Commander-inChief M iddle East; Captain P. G . Loasby, o.s.c., Royal Navy,
The C.S.O . M iddle East; Air Marshal Sir Wallace Kyle, x.c.B.,
C.B.E., D.s.o., A.F.C., the Vice-Chief of Air Staff; Air ViceMarshal F. E. Rosier, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., the A.0.C., Middle
East; Mr. John Profumo, M.P., the Secretary of State for War.
The Quarter Guard mounted for Mr. Profumo, commanded
by Staff Sergeant J. A. Morris, were wearing white No. 3 dress
the first ti~e it has been worn in this form in East Africa. They
·ere specially commended by the Secretary of State for their
smart tu rnout. The series of vists will rea<;h its climax in a
few weeks' time when H .R.H. The Duke of Gloucester comes
to Nairobi and meets some members of the Squadron.
23(l

Football. The season is in full swing again and t he
Squadron team has made a very successful start by winning
the first four matches in the Minor Units League. Top goal
scorer, so far, has been Lance-Corporal Green with ro. The
team is being managed this year by Captain Judd Gurney, who
will be known to many Catterick players. Unfortunately our
captain, Signalman E. Siddall, and a lot of others in the team
w ill have left before the season is over, so some new talent and
hard tra ining will be needed to keep up the high standard.

b~

sorry to lose him to 210 Squadron in a few months' time.
Signalman D . E. Boardman is again captain until he also goes.

Arriv~ls and Departures .
D epartures still greatly
exceed arrivals. We now have a number of civilians working
as. operators and technicians, and this is a considerable help
with our greatly reduced numbers. Among these civilians we
are lucky enough to have some ex-Royal Signals men. Some
of these will be well-known in the Corps, so their names are
given here : (Lieutenant-Colonel) N . de la P. Tate, (Major)
R. Jarvis, (W.O.Il) S. J. Usher, (Staff Sergeant) D . Moorman,
(Sergeant) J. Linskey, (Sgt.) G. Harrison, (Corporal) D . H .
B y~r?ft, (Corporal) G . A. Asker (T .A.), (L ance-Corporal) F.
Phillipson, (Lance-Corporal) M . C. Lowe, (Signalman) H.
Greenwood.

. Safari. The safari truck 'is still being repaired after its
disaster at Kampala on the last safari. Now that the rains
have at last stopped, we hope it will be ready soon, as lots
of new trips are planned, including a fishing safari to the
slopes of Mount Kenya and another attempt at Murchison
F alls, on the upper reaches of the Nile, where there are so
many chances of photographing elephant, hippo and crocodile.
There is usually plenty of excitement on these safaris. At the
end of last year Captain Gurney was chased smartly back to
cover when trying to get a really close, close-up of an elephant,
and the O.C., Major J. Handy, and his family were chased in
their car by a group of three rhino, only to find thac, having
shaken them off, there was an old bull elephant waiting to
charge a little further down the road. Good tyres are worth
having at these times.
Line Troubles. The Squadron Linemen and Cablejointers, under Sergeant G. W. Walker, had hoped for a slight
respite when the very heavy " short " rains finally stopped in
January, but a spate of thefts of the underground cables (they
are reputed to be worth a shilling a foot in the bazaar) has
kept them even more busy than they were during the rain.
Lance-Corporal Anderson, an operator by trade, has found
himself enjoying being foreman to a group of 18 African
labourers working on the routes. When the local African night
guards found they did not like the job of guarding the open
cable pits at night because of the noise made by lions, the
Coldstream Guards took over. They did not enjoy it much,
either.

Hugger. Training has sta.r ted for the new season, and it
is encouraging to find so many keen players in the Squadron.
Although W.O.II Clements had to give up playing at the end
o~ the last season because of illness, the club looks forward to
his keen support and help in organisation this year. We shall

Mr. Profumo talking to the Guard Commander Staff Sergeant J. A.
Morris. Others in the guard are (left to right) Lance-Corporal
C. S. Mason, Lance-Corporal A. Henretty, Corporal K. Halliwell,
Signalmen E. J. Webster, B. T. Talbot, Lance-Corporal W. Fox and
Signalman A. N. Chesters
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Colonel E. J. C. Spanton, M.B.E., Commander Nairobi Garrison
presents the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to Staff Sergeant
Agatsiotis
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Ftont row : Staff Sergeant Hashim. li eutenan t Sprackling, Staff Sergeant Hayes,
General W histler, Staff Sergeant Weir.
Bock Row : Sergeant Burrows, Colonel Freem~n. Sergeant Blrtles, Captain
Roberu, R.S. M. Walker, Sergeant Fredericks, Major Hawkins .
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This month we welcome the advance elements of the
COMCAN Installation Troop under Major R. Lott. They
are already hard at work at Amoy Quee and are contributing
to our play by joining the Squadron on the sports field. A reorganisation that has placed our Traffic Troop under O.C. 1
Squadron, 18th Regiment, is going to hit our sporting potential
and we don't relish meeting W.0.1 Bicknell and S ignalman
Platford on the other side. Already, however, there is keen
competition for the vacant positions in the Squadron soccer
side, and with the outstations contributing more than heretofore, we mean to remain a major force on the sports fields.
Golf is the latest big interest. Ten players are swinging away
furiously in an effort to obtain or reduce handicaps. It is
hoped that the Princess Mary Barracks golf course (an exercise
ground for volunteers, felons and fatigue men at present) will
be ready for play before they become scratch players. We are
anxiously waiting for the grass to grow!
On 13th January we had an official opening party for the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess at Amoy Quee, a most
successful occasion which gained in informality and zip from
the fact that the majority of the members were from 201
Squadron (Australia). Mrs. Warren, wife of our C.0., is an
Australian herself, so it is not surprising that the Colonel's
departure was delayed well into the early hours.
On 25th January, the Signal Officer-in-Chief, General
Whistler, visited the T.R.C. at Tanglin and was given a little
talk on tape relay organisation from Lance-Corporal F allon!
He visited Transmitters and Receivers on 27th January and stood
up well to the barrage of questions aimed at him from all sides
by all ranks. H e found time for a drink in each of the
Sergeants' Messes, a gesture that was greatly appreciated. The
General has appeared in numerous photographs in THE WIRE
of late, but we dare to offer yet another-taken in the Amoy
Quee Sergeants' Mess.
Convinced that our notes are no better reading than your own,
dear reader, we have deliberately kept them short this month
and are also contributing a few articles, some of which will, we
hope, meet with the Editor's approval and get published. Could
"':'e not make common policy of this? Our administrative inspecuons and P.E. tests are dull stuff, even to us, but the reflections
on Cyprus, in the December issue, and the two v-iews of Hong
Kong from wives of chaps stationed there made excellent reading. Every couple of years or so we are all 'sweating on a
posting' and so there is always a ready audience for news of
life on other stations. And life, thank God, has more to offer
than administrative inspections! If it hadn't, why would we be
the happy band of communicators we are?
2 4li
SQU ADRON
.Reporting th is month from a not-so-sunny Benghazi. Much
ram and local storms. Still, we are surviving and enjoying life
to the best. of our ability. We are awaiting the completion of
the new Signal Centre, complete with air-conditioning, and a
mor~ .fixed abode for S.H.Q., next door.
V1S1tors come and go, obviously very impressed, and the
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quadron 1s still fielding its sports teams and fulfilling respective
fixtures.
No records have been broken but somehow we
always get a mention. Three of our men recently attempted
to cycle from Benghazi to El Adem and back on Nuffield
Trust Hercules. Distance involved nearly 700 miles on
Libyan roads; three days' riding each way, with one day's rest
at El Adem. They were accompanied by a wireless detachment who reported progress daily, which was duly transmitted
over F.B.S. and followed with great interest. However, very
bad weather at Derna, on the return journey, forced them to
abandon the task. Credi~ goes to Signalman Griffiths, however,
for staying in the saddle, and to L ance-COrporal Shallis and
Signalmnn Mason, who paced him. Without doubt, apart from
the weather, Griffiths would have completed the run on time.
Another highlight is taking place at the present time, Corporal
Thompson is on his third trip across the desert, this time towards Khartoum, accompanying a detachment from 2 Royal
Tank Regiment, as wireless opera tor. A separate report from
Corporal Thompson will be forwa rded on his return.
We have moved our Royal Signals Association abode into th e
Squadron bounds into more spacious accommodation. The
Christmas festivities were held there and, needless to say,
everything went with the usual Royal Signals' swing; includin g
a spontaneously-recruited cabaret.

252 SQUADRON
W.0.11 Chin Ten Loy has been with Royal Signals for the
past nine years. He is at present our S.S.M . (H.K.0.R.). H e
writes our notes for this copy of THE WIRE under the title: " Kung Hei Fat Choy "
" Kung Hei Fat Choy " (or wishing you a prosperous New
Year (Chinese)) is the regular greeting in this part of world
about now.
The Chinese calendar is on a lunar month basis of twelve
months. But there are thirteen months in a leap year (for every
fourth year there is a leap year). The first moon occurs between
the end of January and the beginning of February of the Western
calendar and it has long been the Chinese custom that there is
a big clean up day about a week before the New Year's Day.
After <;oming in contact with, and being employed by
Europeans, a delightful Chinese custom was instituted whereby
two Western solar calendar months' wages were paid for the
last month of the year to give a total of thirteen payments corresponding to thirteen lunar months. In other words making an
equivalent of twelve Western calendar months. The local
government and the Army Pay Office have resolutely set their
faces against this scheme. Unfortunately in a number of cases,
this bonus payment is still insufficient to clear off all the debts
incurred during the year. But provided a debtor can keep clear
of the debt collectors until dawn on New Year's Day, the debts
are usually allowed to drag on until the fifth moon of the year.
Some twenty ye.ars ago, and even in the rural districts nowadays, hardpressed creditors were in the habit of carrying a
lantern around on New Year's morning to maintain the fiction
that it was still dark and the monies owing should be paid.
Over Christmas all possible Squadron duties are performed
by H.K.0.R.s and over the Chinese New Year the B.0.R.s
reciprocate.
As usual on feast days, a feast is held. This year we were particularly fortunate in having the Signal Officer-in-Chief, MajorGeneral A. M. W. Whistler, with us at New Year. To celebrate
the event, we combined with our sister Squadron (253 Squadron)
and laid on a "big chow" at the State Restaurant, a first class
restaurant in the colony, of which a full report will appear later.
The local people here always have a New Year Fair. One of
the main wares is flowers. The favourite is the peach blossom
which is designed to bloom on New Year's Day. The possession
of such a bloom is believed to guarantee good luck throughout
the year. " M" Troop has studied this problem in detail and
has eventually produced the ideal answer. It is the automatic
blooming narcissus (plastic type). Foreman Williams is convinced that he is on the verge of a major break through on the
Hong Kong economic market. He rather enjoys the thought of
being a " taipan" (Big Shot) and is already having himself
measured for a silken robe.
For those interested in the Chinese calendar, the following
may be worthy of note.
The third and eighteenth days of the moon are the high
tide days; the fiftee nth day is the day of the full moon . The
first cold spell and the second big freeze of the year are forecast and are remarkably accurate.
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The S.0.-in-C. looks at the Squadron Trophies

The eyes of the year (Lap Chun) normally fall early in the
first moon and sometimes late on the twelfth moon. There were
two " Lap Chuns " in the year before last, and one in last
year. There is none this year and the Chinese people consider
it to be a poor year for contracting marriages and starting
schooling for children-be warned.
The symbol for this year is the "Tiger." Once again " Kung
Hei Fat Choy."
Can You Dent This

The Squadron has had some success in sport and is at present
holding the following trophies. See picture.
F ARELF- Runners-up, fencing .
Hong Kong v. Singapore and Malaya- Winners, fencing. (The Squadron
provided five of the six members of the 1eam).
Land Forces, Hong Kong- Winners, fencing.
Land Forces, Hong Kong- Runners-up, Open LeaBue basketball.
Land Forces, Hong Kong- Runners-up, Open K .O . Competition basketball.
Land Forces, Hong Kong- Winner, Minor Units basketball .
Land Forces, Hong Kong- Winner, Minor Units K.O . Competition
basketball.
Hong Kong Garrison-Winner, Minor Units summer hockey.
Royal Signals, Hong Kong- Winner, soccer.
Royal Signals, Hong Kong- Winner, athletics.
Royal Signals, Hong Kong- Winner, hockey.
Royal Signals, Hong Kong- Winner, swimming.

Dare we add that the small cup in. the right centre bonom shelf
of the picture is the Island League darts competition which we
won last season.
In addition to the above, Corporal Sims represented Land
Forces Hong Kong in swimming and rugby and Sergeant Brown,
R.A.P .C., represen ted Land Forces cricket. Captain R. D .
Winningale won the Master at Arms fencing title FARELF.
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We would like to congratulate two of the Squadron who
recently got themselves married. Lance-Corporal. and Miss E.
Breed married at Willesdon on 16th December. Corporal Perry
and Miss Jones married at Tooting on 13th January. Good luck
to you all! It is to be hoped that you will join us in our beautiful bracing holiday resort when and if you <;an find a spare shack
to put up in, just temporarily of course, and then one day who
knows, you might even qualify for a married q uarter, if there is
one.
Our congratulations to Corporals North, Wydell and Signalman Hamill and their wives on living rough so expertly in such
snug little caravans.
The pen is now desperately trying to get started on a few
topical remarks about exercises and the like but, really we have
not done anything particularly out of the ordinary lately beyond
doing what we are paid to do. W e reckon we just about earn
our keep.
Christmas was pleasant enough but marred to a considerable
degree by the enterprise of certain Staff Officers who decided to
allow us to have our annual checkover immediately before the
festivities. This was not a good thing. However, most people
survived the period and came through the intoxicant stage without undue harm being done. Five of the Squadron spent the
period in a small village in the Sauerland where we have a
permanent camp and were royally entertained there. It was
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noticeable how much more the festival meant there in the
country than amongst us nearer civilisation and its horrid
commercialisation.
Recently some have been ski-ing locally but were handicapped
by a Jack of the essential snow. However, they looked as though
they could ski, which is, one supposes, ninety-nine per cent. of the
general idea! And of course, stories could be told, too!
It is so difficult to know just what you who read this article
in this magazine want to read. The members of this Squadron
we know would be delighted to have their names mentioned in
some connection or other but for others who almost certainly do
not know these names from Adam it is uninteresting. One feels
that perhaps abstract subjects would be best. How difficult it is
to obtain the views of the readers. The inevitable notes on the
memo attached to the latest requests for ideas from the Editor:
" Seen," " Nil," "No," "Na." Yet one can hear these same
literary experts moaning over our efforts. Perhaps one's training
reduces normal English to " SD-ese " which is rather dull. Or
perhaps the comics take the edge off our talent. Always we are
losing our men for varying periods to education and yet the
consumption of comic continues to rise !
Our basketball enthusiasts have been training hard and succeeded in beating 28th Regiment without much difficulty in the
Morrison Cup competition. Recently, however, we met 7th
Regiment in the semi-final and were well beaten by a better
side. Our players were S.S.M. Cryer, Corporals Crabtree,
Wydell, Brough, Signalmen Hamill, Footitt, Corporal Coker of
256 Squadron and Corporal Basset of 6o4 Troop. Sergeant
Seddon, A.P.T.C., trained the team. Signalman Hamill played
very well and was probably the most " polished " player on the
court.
Signalmen Douglas, Wood and Lance-Corporal Mills have
distinguished themselves on the rugger field and certain individuals have made efforts to find out if Lance-Corporal Mills
is as hard as he is reputed to be.
What has happened to the correspondent of Steeple Bumstead
Squadron? We would be grateful for some information on
rearing and operating pigeons.
The Secretary of our Entertainments Committee would like
to correspond with opposite numbers with a view to organising
a telegraph Bingo session.

Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland

THE ARMY NEEDS MEN
The Federation is looking for trained personnel
with recent Regular Army experience. The
Federa~ion offers them a new life in a vigorous
young country.
The job is challenging and exciting. There are
abundant facilities for sport and recr eation in a
wonderful climate. Pay is excellent, and the
chances of promotion exceptionally good. What's
more. leave is generous and offers splendid
opportunities to see more of a great continent.
Signals Officers, Operators Keyboard and Ciph eri
Radio and Radio Relay Technicians, Tecbnica
Storemen, Electricians, Operators Wireless and
Line - the job you seek may well be in the list
available.
Send brief details of your experience to :
Senior Army Liaison Officer,
Rhodesia Bouse.
429 Strand,
London, W.C.2.

601 Troop (Ship)

'lieat yourseH to a

• ..,,
IN BOTILE OR CAN.

Since our last notes we have lost one home and found
another. H.M.S. Meon has sailed for a six-month re-fit in
Malta and we have been rehabilitated with 255 Squadron, who
adminis ter us extremely well.
By far the most interesting event in our lives since our last
appearance in THE WIRE has been our somewhat eventful trip
to Kuwait. This was a surprise move, to say the least. The
detachment aboard H.M.S. Meon were peacefully enjoying
tropjcal routine in Bahrein harbour when we received the news
that we were to proceed post-haste to Kuwait. One advantage,
of course, was that we had twelve hours to think about it, on the
way there.

Enjoy
the proper creamy

Once ashore, we were well and truly put to the test. Corporal
Hendren, Signalman Stewart and Signalman Norrie were
established at 24 Brigade Headquarters, Lance-Corporal Smith,
Signalman Chapman and Signalman Watkins were located at
Kuwait New Airport. The fact that the airport was in the
process of being constructed, enabled the soldiers to use their
in itiative, and little one-room abodes sprang up everywhere,
built with material originally destined for more opulent
structures.

CADBURY
Taste

JU~

After the initial panic things settled down, and because of the
hospi tality of the civilians of the Kuwait Oil Company, life became very pleasant. We must note here, in particular, our
special hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Hall Gohn and Ros) who adopted
the Troop en masse, and who opened their home to us all.
In fas t we were better off in Kuwait than we had been anywhere else in the Middle East; Signalmen Argent and Atkins
now look upon Kuwait as a second home.
Since our return from Kuwait we have settled in with 255
Squadron and life is very pleasant. Normal training is interspersed with amphibious exercises, and during the Christmas
period members of the Troop visited Abadan, aboard H.M.S.
Meon; and Kuwait aboard H.M.S . Loch Lomond. We have
asked Sergeant Poole if he enjoyed his trip to Abadan, but for
some reason he doesn't remember. For those who remained in
Bahrein, there was a Squadron party, which was certainly the
biggest success of the social season.

Brewed by SIMONDS

LATEST APPROVED PATTERN

SALES ENGINEERS
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. manufacture all types of
transmusion equipment, r3nging from audio repeaters to SHF
microwave radio systems.
We require additional

SALES ENGINEERS
for

our expanding Transmission

Marketing Department.

The Job: Successful applicants, after a period of familiarisation with our range of products and commercial policies,
will have the opportunicy of taking sole responsibilicy for handling
export enquiries for complete systems. In this rapidly expanding
field thCTe arc ample opportunities for promotion.
Qualifications:
Candidates, who should preferably be
in the age group 25-45 years, should have a basic knowledge of
telecommunications, and some commCTcial experience would also
be advantageous.
Applications from younger men, with
degree, dip. tech. or HNC are, however, also welcomed .

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS

Our last exercise took us once again to Yas. This is an uninhabited island in the Persian Gulf which, although admirable
for military exercises, has nothing else to recommend it.

Ll1ht Blue/ Navy/ Green, ratio 3: I: 3 two leather straps, two
buckles.

Home - 9/6 each plus post
Abroad-9/- each plus post
Wall Shields 7• x 6' Royal Signals
30/Blazer Badges "Superior"
40/" Quality" Car Badges
38/Silk Ties Royal Signals ...
14/Pace Sticks
95/Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
46/6
36/6
Export
Peak Cap. No. I. Dress O.R's 22/6 (plus post) 3/Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

Apply :

wirh full derails of experience, education and age to:
The Staff Officer.

The General Electric Co. Ltd.
Telephone Wo rks, Coventry,
Warwickshire.

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites

EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone : ESHER 3705
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On the return journey we had a bit of " roughers " with the
usual results t Even Signalman Watkins missed his meals!
Signalman Cardy was initiated to life aboard, and he has
certainly learned not to step back to admire his handiwork
aboard a Rhino ferry.

left : A Centurion tank being disembarked from an LTC.

Right : Corporal Waring, Lance-Corporal Smith. On the 'su ndeck' of
an LCT.

Signalman Chapman, Signalman Argent, Signalman Atkins. On the
quarter deck of HMS Meon. The quartermaster is Able Seaman
Harwood.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hall (John and Rosaumund) with the shield
presented by the troop in appreciation of their wonderful
hospital ity during our stay in Kuwait.

SPORT
Tbe 1961 Triangular Regatta Far East
R. A. v R. E. v R. Signals
29 Nov. -1 Dec.
Royal Signals won this Regatta for the second year running,
and by a bigger margin this year. However, the issue Wd' very
much more in doubt, until the end of the final race, when our
team came from behind to snatch victory from the Guuners.
This year, the contest was arranged on a match basis, with
points to count only if matches were level at the end.
First Da;t·. Signals started well in the firs t race of the
match against R.E. Shortly after the start our team was in first,
e<.-ond and third places. An impudent Sapper, who forced h is
way into second place, was stopped by our leading boat and
firmly handed down from boat to boat into fourth place. This
was pretty, and it looked prettier still when our first boat opened
an unassailable lead, almost a pre-requisite to team success,
while our other boats sailed defensively. But the defensive
sailing was overdone and the Sappers infiltrated before the end
into second and fourth places. We ended with a lead of 3t
points; good, but not good enough.
· In the afternoon, in blowing weather, the Sappers firmly
thrashed the Gunners by st points. This was a very thrilling
race, with the leading Sapper overtaking the leading Gunner
in the last few lengths, to win by inches.
Second Day. The day started with the first race between
the Gunners and Signals, and went badly for us. After a bright
start, our team sailed badly and although our leading boat was
a safe first, the Gunners, packing well, occupied the next three
places to win by 2t points. The position now, at the half-way
stage, was that each team had won half-a-match, but the
Gunners were clearly favourites.
In the afternoon the Gunners consolidated their position by
exactly reversing their earlier result against the Sappers.
Thlrd Day. We went into the final day requiring to win
both races to be sure of victory; particularly, we needed a big
win against the Gunners, and this was a tall order.
Against the Sappers we again did badly. From a good start
with first and ·second boats, we sailed along with the race comfonably won until in the final stages, our second boat made a
fatal mistake and dropped two pla<;es. The Sappers won this
race by t point, but it was not enough, and we had won the
match on aggregate by 2t points.
It was blowing hard for the start of the crucial final race
against the Gunners. We needed at least a second, third and
fourth to halve the match and thus win the series. After an
even start, our team rose to the occasion, and in the long
beat out to the windward mark, sailed the Gunners down, to
occupy first second and third places. The last two Gunners
went off in an attempt to outflank the fleet and our third boat
was detached to police this manoeuvre, so we rounded the
windward mark in first, second and fourth places, a safe matchwinning position.
At this time a vicious line squall came in with a wind force
of about 5 to 6 and a steep sea rapidly built up. Everyone
sailed conservatively, concentrating on keeping control. Not
so our second boat, which went off in a slithering plane in an
attempt to put the issue beyond doubt. For 10 minutes he
flew along in a smother of spray, sailing very much faster
than anyone else, until the inevitable happened. The dinghy
spun on a wave crest and capsized dramatically, turning completely upside down, a difficult position to recover from. In a
flash,, we. were down to first, third and sixth, a match-losing
combmauon, but fortune finally smiled when shortly afterwards, the leading Gunner also rolled in. First second and
sixth was good enough, and to make sure, our '1ast boat recovered to fifth place in the closing stages. We had won the
race by st points and the match by 2t points, so the "Saint
Barbara's Buoy " was our's again.
Royal Signals' Team:
Helmsmen: Captain D. S. Keech, 3rd, 1st, 1st, 1st; Major L.
D. Line, 1st, 5th, 6th, 5th; Major N. D. Shaw, 5th, 6th, 4th,
211d.
Crew : Lieutenant Crow, Lance-Corporal Coley, Signalman
Day, Major I. McAnsh.

In retrospect, the result seemed to reflect the sailing accurately.
For Signals, Captain Keech was in devastating form, and was
clearly the fastest helm of the whole series. T o this, and to
more purposeful and constructive team tactics, we owed our
victory. However, we left it very late indeed, and at lunchtime on the final day, no one could be found to give more
than sixpence for our chances.

Royal Signals Singapore Regatta 1961
T he second Royal Signals, Singapore, Regatta was sailed at
Royal Singapore Yacht Club on 16th and 17th November,
1961. As in the previous year, the first day and-a-half were
allotted to team racing to provide the selectors with a chance
to choose a team for the triangular regatta, due in a fortn ight's
time.
Four teams were entered, two from 18th Regiment, one from
19th Regiment and a Staff Officers' team. The event was sailed
as a Jmock-out competition.
18th UeJ,fhnent ..D" v. The Staff Officers
The Staff Officers had bad luck in that two of their team
retired in the first race for breac;hes of the rules. This gave
the Regiment such a big lead that all they had to do in the
second race was to finish co~lete, and this they proceeded to do, despite every endeavour of the Staff Officers to
engage in a tactical gambit.
18th Regiment "A" ,-. 19th Regiment
18th Regiment "A," currently theatre champions, proved too
strong for 19th Regiment, although in the first race, by some
judicious manoeuvring, one of the 18th Regiment's boats was
put out and this race was won by only a quarter-of-a-point. 18th
Regiment eventually won the match by three points.
Final: 18th Regiment "A" v. 18th ReJ,flment "B"
The final had come about contrary to the organisers' seedings
and proved only that the teams had been fairly selected. The
" A " team produced first, second and third boats home in both
races.
Individual Race
On the final afternoon, an individual helmsman's race produced the heart-warming spectacle of 24 Royal Signals sailors
at sea together, and besides this, some of the acknowledged
experts had been left ashore to give the lesser lights a better
race. Captain Garratt got away to a good start and was doing
well until, unfortunately, he hit a mark and retired, when
Major Hamer took up the running. The wind freshened
sufficiently to capsize one dinghy containing a rather senior
ship's company. At the end of the first round, Major Hamer
was just leading from a close-packed fleet, but 200 yards later
he was back to fifth place, so keen was the competition.
As so often happens in Singapore, the wind now died away
completely and it became impossible to finish the race. Major
Hamer was adjudged the winner on the first round positions.
Not such an exciting regatta this year, although the standards
of skill exhibited were much higher, and there were more
sailors wishing to sail than boats available. A healthy indication
of the growth of Corps sailing in the theatre.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/2
" 9/6

(Postace Extra)

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

Boxing
Army Team Championships
U .K.

Semi-Fhual

Hth

1l4~g in1ent

Having won the Northern Comm and Inter-Unit Team Boxing Championsh ips in D ecember (see January's WIRE, page 12)
the Regiment was drawn again st the winners of Eastern Com~
mand, 1 Stafford, who defea ted I Royal Fusiliers, 2 Grenadier
Guards and I G loucesters in the Command rounds. The
match, the Third Stage (U.K. Semi-Final) of the Army InterUnit Team Boxing Championships, was to have been held in
Colchester Garrison Gymnasium on Friday, 19th January, but
due to injuries they sustained in their Command Final, 1 Stafford
were unable to fi eld a team on that date and the match was
postponed to Monday, 22nd January.
209 Squadron (Infan try Brigade G roup), led by their O.C.,
Major A. C. Bate, M.B.E., turned up in force to make up for
the small number of our own suppor ters (training in Catter ick
must go on), and we are very grateful to them, especially as
they had returned from a ten-day exercise 48 hours before, and
have not yet had a week-end at home th is month. Any fears
that the loyalty of the Squadron to a Battalion of their Brigade
might prove stronger than that to their Corps were very quickly
dispelled when at 18.00 hours, after a fanfare of trumpets, the
teams marched in to their respective Corps/Regimental marches
for the N ational Anthem.
Our team showed seven changes from that of the Command
Final in December: such is life in a Training Regiment. The
team finally selected was :
Bantam
Feather
L ight .. .
...
...
...
Light W elter (tst String)
,,
,,
(2nd String)
Welter ( 1st String)
...
.,
(2nd String) ...
Light Middle
Middle
...
L ight Heavy
H eavy
...

Signalman P . S. D icka90n
Lance-Corporal C. A. W right
Signalman B. H. Gooding
Corporal H. H om igold
Signalman R C . M ar sbllll
Signalman M . D. Tait
Signalman A. J. L yon
Lance-Corporal J. A. Naisbit
Corporal M . G. Springer
Sergeant R. l. Williams
Signalman L . F . Hopkins

The reserves. who trained and travelled with the team were
Signalmen J. D. Lvcett, B. P. Streetly. J. W. J. Head, D. W .
Morrison, V. R. Tonkin and G. White, and S.I. G . Davis.
A.P.T .C., was team second. Signalmen Dickason. Marshall and
Head, from Tonfanau, and Signalman Lycett, from Denbury,
are all ex-Junior Leaders, who joined the Regiment after
Christmas.
D uring the boxing it soon became obvious that the 1 Stafford
boxers more than made up for any lack of boxing experience
bv their toughness and hard-hitting, a..11d both Signalman
Dickason and Lance-Corporal Wright were unfortunate enough
to be knocked out in the first round before they could get
Signalman Goodine; lost on points and Corporal
going.
H ornigold won on a disqualification when his opponent, in the
noisy excitement, did not hear the referee from behind him
shout " stoo" and landed a blow after Corooral Homigold had
looked at the referee. Signalman Marshall had a terrific bout
and shows real promise for the future. His stvlish boxing won
two points after the full three rounds. Signalman Lyon had a
hard bout, which he lost on points. and at the interval the
score was 1 Stafford 9 points, 8th Regiment 8 points
Lance-Corporal Naisbit avenged our early first round knockout bv fioorin~ his opoonent within a minute, and the score~
were level. Corporal Springer was unluckv enough to get his
left eye closed verv early on, but at the end he had done enough
to win his bout and we took the lead. Nobodv in the gvmnasium
had seen I Stafford's next boxer in action. He reached Sergeant
Williams' corner before Ser1?eant Williams had turned round,
and was obviouslv very keen for a quick decision, but after three
rounds of hard-fou1?ht action, Ser~eant Williams' strai1?ht lefts
had won the bout. Lance-Corporal Spray, the 1 Stafford heavyweight is a man to be reckoned with and Signalman Hockins
received a body blow in the first round, which not onlv finished
the bout, but put Hopkins in hospital for the night under
observation .
As in our previous match with 4/7 Dragoon Guards, everything depended now on Signalman Tait, and once again he
put up a most skilful and exciting display against a more
experienced boxer. After three rounds, with the supporters of
both teams nearly hysterical, and after congratulations from the
referee to both boxers on a very close and well-fought contest,
I Stafford were declared the winner.
So, with the match
points even, at 16 each, 1 Stafford got through to the U.K.

Pinal on the result of the last bout. No-one could have wished
for a better bout on which to decide the contest.
W.0.11 E. D. George, the team manager, who has given up
so much of his time to Regimental boxing, can leave 8th R egiment in April knowing that the boxing spirit of 12th Regiment
has been firmly planted in 8th R egiment, since the amalgamation
of the two Regiments in April, 1961.

Assotiation Notes
Salisbury Branch
The Branch annual dinner took place on 10th February in
the T.A. Centre, 340 Squadron, TA., (by kind permission of
Major R. H. S t~k, T.D., Officer Commanding the Squadron).
Although a small affair, as compared with previous years, the
guests enjoyed a thoroughly good dinner, followed by dancing
and games.
Major H . Wattley, B.E.M., Branch Treasurer, welcomed the
guests in a (for him! ) short speech, and praised particularly,
the hard work put in by wives of members and other ladies
who h elp the Branch on the weekly Tombola sessions.
The top table included: Brigadier D. White, O.B.E., Chief
Signal Officer, Southern Command (Branch President); Brigadier
F . W . N icholls, C.B.E., Brigadier C. D. Clapp, c.B.E.1 LieutenantColonel Sir Evan Nepean, Bart., Mr. E. G. Hand (Vice-Presidents) and Major R. H. Stock, T.D.

rWELFA BE
I~
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SECTION===:::J

Below, an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymity, eight cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in February,
1962. Also, on the next page, is a simple statement of
income and expenditure.
Lance-Corporal, 1942-47, married, one child. Before
becoming paralysed, be had a good income. Now chairborne, it was necessary to make certain alterations to his
home to enable him to look after himself for at least a few
more years. Royal Signals, the British Legion and the Royal
Air Force, in which his wife served, readily shared the cost.
Signabnan, 1940-46. Single. Lives with his aged parents.
has been too ill to earn for very many years, and not for
the first time, the Royal Artillery Charitable Fund, the Airborne Forces' Benevolent Fund and Royal Signals continued
to help him.
Si~nalmnn, 1915-19. Infantry and Royal Engineers, 193947 Royal Signals. He writes thanking for help to erect a
garage. He now resides in a disabled person's bungalow,
built especially to enable Disabled Persons to move about
more freely.
Ser"eant, 1948-58. 100% disability pensioned from polio.
Married, one child. The British Legion, the Infantile Paralysis
Fellowship and Royal Signals shared the cost of a reading
machine-he cannot hold a book!
Widow of Sll(nalman, 1043-46, who died December,
1961, in tragic circumstances. The fund helped her to part
cost of the funeral.
C.Q.~f.S., 1939-46.
Married, two school-age children.
Wife totally paralysed. In order to continue his well-paid and
pensionable employment, he has to hire a "home-help."
Although the income is large, the fund made a grant to cover
the period of adjustment to a lower scale of living.
Widow of Signalman, 1920-21. Previous service in other
Corps from 1914. Royal Signals and the British Legion shared
in making her a very small weekly allowance.
Slgualnaan, 1952-l'U~. Married, three children. Illness
stopped him working in November, 1961, and the fund helped
with arrears of rent.
101
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able for a married man (with children up to the age of I I years,
who would go to the Army School). Pay is good-£147 approx.
per month for a married man-also there i a secondment
credit at the end of each of your 18-month tours.
Quarters arc generally available, and accompanied passages,
and there is a British Sergeants' Mess.
.
Plenty of sport is available to cater for all tastes, and Sierra
Leone has some of the most beautiful beaches in the world.
There is plenty of opportunity for travel up-country, but you
would be based in Freetown.
For further details, see " Terms and Condi.rions, Sierra
Leone" WO Code No. 12718 (Part XII) · also ask your Orderly
Room ' to see Royal Signals Records Letter No. u28r of 23rd
January, 1962.
Don't delay or the only other member of Royal Signals in
Sierra Leone,' the O.C. himself will have to find an A.V.O.
and repair the sets!

1un·.u. SIG'.'\'.\l.S .'\SSO('l.\TIO . . •\'.'\'D
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1nost

grCtlt'full)

J <)62:

~ ~~~nRegimem :· T.A:

1I11rin,:

rt:'<'tit.ir<J

L

8

...

d.

'"6

0
0

0
3~

3rd Regim nt
.. .
. ..
qth Regiment (1 quadron)
qth Regiment \4 Squndron)
201
Qll .iron
216 · uadron
...
.\1.E.S., .R.D.E.
.
. ..
. ..
s:gnals Br>nch. chool or Artillery
.. .
< ~th (Ea.I Anglian) Regimen t, T .A . .. .
C.S.0."s Branch, H .Q . Scotti h Command
61 t Regimeni , T.A.
..
. ..
H.Q. Royal ignal . 1 (B .R.) Corps
1st Regiment
...
4th Regiment
..
..
..
4th Rcgimcot (W .0.'s and ·Serge.mis' · Mess)
13th Regiment ...
2 th Regiment
20·
quadron
.
229 Squadron
. ..
..
. ..
.. .
. ..
Aden Protectorate Levies Sigoal Squadron

17

0
0
0
0
0

14

6

10

0
0

I

6
2

5
19
20
17
22
10

15

8
6
I

!>01 Troop (Ship)

H.Q. Allied Force ·~~ihen~ ..EuroP.,
R. T. Wicks
H. Liley
R. Wc.ir ...
N. L. Robertson
F. G. Strange ...
H. N. Fensome
J. F. Fish
I. G. Swan
...
J. S. T. Williams
T. McGrath
.. .
J. J. C. Finch .. .
D .•. Van dcr Goot

3

lO 0
2 10
2
5
15 12
l JO

1
0
0

15

6

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
10
0
10

5
JO

5

I

6
0
2
0

7

0
O

15
1

0
0
0

5

0

10
10

0
0

l

6

15
JO
0

0
0
0

Total . ..

Expenditure duritle 7am•ary, 1962
...
..
...
•. .
... £575
(Inrludcs: - R~nt wd Rates: Beds and Beddin15;
Furniture; Cot and Prams; General A si tance).
A r.al\'Sis of Gran ts : Families of Soldiers sen •ing in B.A.O.R .
Windows and Dependants . . .
.. .
Released wd D ischarB<'d Soldiers . ..
Total Cases assisted . . .
1
1

\.ascs of Soldiers who served durinit the 1939-45 War
Ca
of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

1 3 JO

3
3
30

36
{288 )]
£287 2

'
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Careers anti Opportunities
Technical Indusrial Vacancy
The following civilian technical industrial vacancy exists in
231 Sign-al Squadron (Park), serving the Central Ordnance
Depot at Donningron, Wellington, Shropshire.
Maintenance Electrician (telephone)
(UG cable experience essential)
This vacancy is suitable for an ex-Regular Royal Signals
Tradesman who has attained a Class II standard in his trade,
a Cable Jointer or Lineman with underground cable experience.
The basic staning wage is £10/0/2 for a 42-hour, five-day
week, with incremental increases, subject to satisfactory service,
to £u/8/2, and further increases in certain cases uo to a
maximum of £12/8/2, subject to technical ab'.lity and apolication.
Ten working days' annual leave, in addition to Bank Holidays,
is ~ranted, and conditions of serv!ce are excellent.
Establishment as a permanent Civil Servant, with its advantages, is also possible, subject to qualifications of seniority and
satisfactory service.
?mpl~yees become eligible for admittance to the housing
oomts list on the Local War Department Civilian Housing
Estate after 12 months' service.
. Apolication ~ould be nude to Major W. E. Fill, Royal
Signals, 231 Signal Squadron (Park), C.0.D., Donnington,
'
Wellington, Shropshire.
Sierra Leone Military Forces
Are you looking for a posting as a R adio Technician (Light)
in sunny, tropical Africa?
If so, why not apply to Royal Signals Records Office for
secondment to the Royal Sierra Leone Military Forces?
We have a vacancy for a Ser~eant, or suitable Corporal for
oromotion to Sergeant, in early July, 1962. This is an interesting and very. wo_rthwhile job-help_ing a newly independent
country to mamtam an effietent fightmg force. The job is suit102

De La Rue Bull Machines Limited.
Opportunities of Employment for Engineers and
Instrument Technicians
This Company offers an interesting career to Servicing
Engineers, who work on fault-finding, repair and maintenance
of date processing machines and computers. This Company
is rapidly expand ing and there are, therefore, exceptional
opportunities for advancement.
Applicants should be between 22-30, possess the G.C.E. at
"O" Level or an O.N.C., or an Armed Forces examination of
equivalent standard, and have completed either an apprenticeship in electro-mechanical instrument engineering, or have
successfully comoleted the equivalent Armed Forces trade training. City and Guilds or H.N.C. and similar qualifications arc
an advantage. A knowledge of French is useful, but not
essential.
After a six months' initial training period, which may include
a period of training at the factory in Paris, subsequent employment on machine maintenance will be organised on a regional
basis in the United Kingdom. As far as possible, Engineers
will be employed in the areas in which they are normally resident, but this cannot be guaranteed.
Salary will be £750-[.950 per annum, according to qualifications and experience. Appropriate allowances will be paid to
cover lodging expenses in the case of en~ineers who are sent
to Paris for part of their training. There is an excellent
Suoerannuation Scheme.
Application, stating full details, of age. education, qualifications and experience, should be made to The Personnel Officer,
De La Rue Bull Machines Limited, 114, Southampton Row,
London, W.C.1.
Candidates short-listed for interview will be required to take
a simple competitive written test in electro-mechanical engineering and also a short practical test.
Diplomtic Wireless Service
Vacancies exist at the Foreis.m Office in London for MALE
and FEMALE CYPHER STAFF. Aoolicants must have previous experience in cypher work. Starrmg salary £655 at age 25
or over, rising to [.875. Conditions of service include acceptance of night, Sunday and shift duties (for which extra allowances are paid). Candidates and both their oarents must have
been British subjects or citizens of the Irish Republic at all
t imes since birth. All first appointments are on a temporary
basis with possibility of later establishment.
Aoply, giving details of qualificat ions. to Assistant Director
of Communications (D.W.S.), Foreign Office, London, S.W .r.

UNBEATABLE VALUE!
THE IMPROVED

Hi 11 man Minx

There's no value like Hillman value l Here's a car famed
through the years for its reliability and quality. Its
smooth '1600' engine has an exhilarating performance
throughout the whole speed range, and strength~e:n~~ed~---:.:;,.~~Sfi&
front suspension for great stability. Its
impeccable finish, reliability and all-round
safety are hallmarks of the skilled workmanship
and high engineering qualities long
~~~!!~~~i!ii!ifij~I
associated with everything made by Rootes.

Abetter buy because it's better built!
H.M. Forces posted overseas are
able to purchase at generous tax
free rates . which allow up to six
months motoring, in the U.K.
Please write for full details.

1853-1962

WORLD-WIDE
PARTS ANO SERVICE

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

• • •

Like the Services, we also have a long tradition to
uphold, at the same time, again like the Services,
taking advantage of scientific progress in this age
of mechanisation; yet maintaining, through a
special department, a personal and helpful link.
with Service Editors, whom we are ever wimng to
11dvise and assist in the production of their journals.

F.J.PARSONS· LTD
Lennox House, Norfolk Street, W.C.2 · Temple Bar 6591

Headquarters, London District
Vacancy for RO.III
Staff Officer required bv C.S.O. for S.O 3 Tels. Apolv C.S.0.,
Headquarters, London District, Whitehall, S.W.r. (WHI 4466,
Ex. 140).
1962

ROOTES LIMITED European
Section, Overseas Reta il Dept.,
Piccadilly, London, W . I.
ROOTES AUTOS (Deutschland)
G .m.b.H ., Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusscldorf

Over a Century of Service
IN PRINT

52 (L) Regiment (T.A.)
Administrative Officer reauired for service with 321 Squadrnn.
T.A. Centre, Paisley Road, Barrhead. The selected candidate will
be commissioned in the rank of Captain on consolidated rates of
oay. Applicants most suited to the post will be ex-Service officers,
less than 42 years of age. The starting salary will be £945. rising
to £1,035. after six years. Certain allowances may also be
claimed. Tenure of appointment will be three years in the first
instance.
Apply in writing to the Commanding Officer, 52nd (Lowland)
Signal Regiment (T.A.), 21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
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TRAIN in
Electronics
with C.R.E.I.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Abroad with a FORD!
FORD will arrange the delivery and export of any

NEW ANGLIA

T he Marketing Organisation of the Transmission
Systems Group of Standard TClephones and Cables
Limited has several vacancies for

~·

SENIOR SALES ENGINEERS

one of their exciting range of cars available for
export from the Anglia de' Luxe to the Zodiac
Estate Car, free of purchase tax to personnel
going overseas within a spec ified time.

Applicants should have sound technical training and
considerable experience in telecommunications covering
lme carrier and microwave multiplex transmission
systems ; be accustomed to responsibility and negotiating at any level, and to travelling abroad. Ability to
speak Spanish or German desirable.

C.R.E.I. HOME STUDY COURSES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE ARMED SERVICES
Accepted. for part refund. of fees to approved
personnel
Thorough step-by-step tuition by highly-qualified tutors
possessing up-to-the-minute knowledge of technological
d evelopment and Industrial requirement.

These positions offer excellent prospects in an expanding company with comprehensive employment benefits,
including a substantial non-contributory pension
scheme.

2 Courses that are being continuously revised to keep
pace with technological advancement-In this way the
inevitable out-of-dateness or text books Is avoided.

3

Further details and application form can be obtained
from:-

The Personnel Manager,

Standard Telepltottes and Cables limired
North Woolwich, London, E.16.

Individual tuition. The 'relationship· between student
and tutor Is a personal one In the sense that the
s t udent's Individual requirements and progress are
taken into account. throughout the course. There Is
no question or proceeding at the rate of the class.
Your ' class' with C.R.E.I. consists of one p erson-you.

OPPORTUNITY is boundless - for the qualified
C .R.E.I. courses call for hard work and. personal
discipline, essential requirements for a successful
career. C.R.E.I. qualified men are able to do more
important work with accompanying rewards.
If you have at least two years· practical experi-

ence in electronics or a suitable educational
background, CONSULT YOUR EDUCATION
OFFICER or fill ln this coupon now for .full
details of C.R.E.I. courses, methods and
achievements.

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS
HEADQUARTERS :
TECHNICAL

SIGNALS

C.R.E.I. Courses are available in:
(i) Mathematics for Electronic Engineers
(ii) Electron ic Engineering Technology
(iii) Special i zed Communicat i ons
(iv) Radar
(v) Automat i on
(vi) Servo
(vii) N u c I ea r E n g i nee ri n g

OFFICERS

Three pensionable posts for officers trained and experienced in the technical aspects 'Of radio. Age:
normally at least 30 on 1.4.62, but younger men may
be considered if exceptionally well qualified. Duties
demand capacity for individual work of a research
nature and for the direction of teams engaged on such
work. Candidates must be serving, or have served, in
(i) the Royal Navy as Communications Officers,
or officers of me Electrical Branch or Naval
Instruction Branch;

FORD
OFFER

YOU

*
*
*
*

Priority Delivery

*

or (ii) the Army as Officers (a) of the Royal Corps of
Signals or R.E.M.E., or (b) of any other Arm,
provided that they either have a technical
degree or have passed the Technical Staff
Course. Technical radio or radar experience
is essential;

Deferred Payment Terms

Trouble Free Export Arrangements
Unrivalled Export Experience
World-wide Service and Parts Availa bility

STOP PRESS: Populars available for personnel posted to Germany only

FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD·

or (iii) the R.A.F. as Communications Officers or
Technical Signals Officers.
Knowledge of, or interest in, the communications or
trajectories of earth satellites is desirable for at least
one post. Salary on national scale £1,295-£1,638 or
£1,638-£2,054, according ro qualifications and experience; starting salary on lower scale may be above
minimum. Promotion prospects. Write to Personnel
Officer, G.C.H.Q., Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham,
Glos., for application form . Closing date, 30th April,
1962.
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C.R.E.I. ·(LONDON),

International Division of The capitol Radio
Engineering Institute, Washington D.C. Founded in 1927.
(DEPT. TW.3) GRANVILLE HOUSE, 132/135 SLOANE STREET,
LONDON, S.W.1.

I

I

-:e

Pie;; send
Uo-;;n~nfonnario:-and ::i;;-::it~u;-;,;;;ationll
full details of tl1e Educational Programmes offered by your Institute.

NAME ·---------------------------·--------· ···········----------------·-------·--·------------·

I
I

ADDRESS .----------------- ·············------------------------------· -- ------------------

I
I

I
ELECT RON IC S EXP ERI ENCE·····-------------- ---------------------·----

I
I
I

I
Visit our Stand No. Q728 at the l.E.A. Exhibition, Olympia,
28th May - 2nd June.
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Editorial
The Beginning of the Association anti The Wire
A Tribute to the late Mr. W. Butler

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
GOLDSMITHS a CROWN JEWELLERS,
GARRARD a CO. LTD., LONDON

GARRARD OF
REGENT STREET
Along the graceful curve of Regent Street
stands the House of Garrard, where the finest
examples of modern and traditional jewellery,
silverware and watches are to be found.

THE
TUE

WIRE

llOYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

The tradition of Garrard has been built up over
more than 200 years: our designers and
craftsmen create exquisite pieces, simple or
elaborate, according to your taste. For the
discerning people who buy from Garrard, only
the best is selected.

Editor:
BlllGADIER D.R. FIRTH

Our military department specialises in making
presentation plate, mess plate, cups and other
trophies: these may be to your own design,
from a picture or sketch, or we can produce
designs to suit your requirements. We have also
the badges of most corps and regiments, in
miniature, beautifully fashioned in gold and
enamel or set with diamonds.

addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,

AU correspondence and matter for
publication

/or THE

WIRE, should be

88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.

MATI'ER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
15th OF THE MONTH PRECED-

Catalogues are available under the following
titles: "Silverware", "Regent Plate", "Mess
Plate", "Watches" and "Gifts". Tax free
export price lists are also supplied upon request.

ING PUBLICATION.

A recent silver statuette created by Garrard in
exact detail from life

scription rates (post free,

GARRARD & CO· LTD

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association.
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Volume I-No. I of THE WIRE is dated 26th February, 1920, note this was
four months before the creation of the Royal Corps of Signals.
G. E. Paling, for so many years a stalwart of the Association in the Tunbridge
Wells area, was Editor; C.S.M. W. Butler was Financial Secretary.
The Editor's office was in Headquarters Signal Training Centre. The Staff
Captain was he who is now Major-General Sir Ronald Penney, K.B.E., c.B., o.s.o.,
M.C. His guiding hand is very apparent in the early Minute Books of the founding
of the Association.
Volume I-No. 8 printed a copy of the now historic Royal Warrant wherein
His Majesty King George V authorised the formation of the Corps of Signals. The
Warrant was signed on 28th June, 1920, by Sir Winston S. Churchill.
The Signal Association of the Royal Corps of Signals was inaugurated on 14th
December, 1920, at a meeting presided over by Brigadier-General E. G. GodfreyFausett, C.B., C.M.G. The credit balance in the bank is noted as being £1,600, and
Mr. W. Butler is appointed Secretary and G. E. Paling continues as Editor of
THE WIRE.
The offices of the Association and THE WIRE were in Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
E.C.4.
The first Reunion Concert, 'an absolute success,' was held in April, 192I.
The first Branches of the Association were rapidly forming and it is noted that
The Benevolent Fund is being kept busy.
Brigadier-General E . G. Godfrey-Fausett was appointed a Colonel Commandant
and THE WIRE commenced publication of his 'Notes on the History of Signals.'
Volume 2-No. 19 of September, 1921, records the presentation of King
Prempeh's Chair now in the Headquarter's Mess.
A page of cartoons illustrating a Royal Signals Mounted Gymkhana on 16th
July, 1921, pictures at least six men on one motor cycle. The Royal Signals Display
Team of today always boasts that it was started in 1930.
July, 1922. The 'Office' had moved to Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscourt
Park, W.6. (So long the home of 44th Home Counties Regimem T .A.) G. E.
Paling was still the Editor but W. Butler, as Secretary of the Association, retained
financial control. Then, as now, the Association was appealing for discarded
but serviceable clothing.
The Association in 1922 made a contribution to the "Farningham and Swanley
Homes for Boys." It was doing it in 1960.
In March, 1923, Mr. W. Butler became Editor of THE WIRE. That number
published twenty pages which read astonishingly like the current numbers which
are double in size and double the price.
The first 'Blue Book' (Corps Promotion Roster) was published in February,
1924; the first Royal Signals List was published in 1926.
By 1929 the office was in 95, Belgrave Road, S.W.1, and THE WIRE was publishing 26 pages very much as now and a long residence there culminated in severe
structural damage caused by enemy action in November, 1940--the office moved to
Dolphin Square and THE WIRE didn't even miss a month.
More suitable accommodation was found in Buckingham House in the Strand
and later in the war a further move was made to Princes Gate.
THE WIRE ceased publication in December, 1941, but the work of the
Association in the Prisoner of War and Comforts Fund went on until the end of the
war and shortly after it a move was made to 88, Eccleston Square.
During these years Mr. Butler was never "off duty," his staff were mostly
voluntary who came when they could, did what they could.
He handed over the ·appointment of Secretary of the Association in July, 1943.

•
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Being the farewell to the Director of Music and
the introduction of his last task for us, the
making of the Corps Gramophone Record.
The work of the 1st Regiment in Hamburg.
Three good stories.
The Army "line" on Nuclear Warfare.
In an unusual position on pages 123, 124.
Liaison with 403rd Regiment in Melbourne.
237 Squadron have all the luck.
Tanganyika in words and pictures.
A new Bagpipe M arch.
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Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. JudJ Replies

Two Farewells to Our Director of Music
''The ExpecteJ anJ the UnexpecteJ"

lieutenant-Colonel

J. l. JUDD, M.B.£
MUS.SAC., F.T.C.M., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.

And so to bed

The " expected" took the form of the traditional " Dining
Out" in Headquarters Officers' Mess, with variations. The
occasion chosen was the Corps Guest Night, 13th February,
1962, and the welcome to 51 ., Q " Course. The Master of
Signals, the R epresentative Colonel Commandant and Signal
Officer-in-Chief, plus many senior and not so senior friends
of J.L.J. were happy to be present on this momentous occasion,
to say welcome to the newest members of the Corps and
goodbye to, not the oldest member, but certainly one of the
longest serving soldiers in the Corps.
One hundred and twelve Officers sat down ro dine and after

the loyal toasts the Master of Signals made a speech of farewell, and made reference to the presentation casket which had
been on display before dinner. An extract of the speech and
that of the reply by Colonel Judd are given at the end of this
article.
After dinner we enjoyed the music in the hall and then
the retiring D irector was enticed into the small ante-room for
a glass of champagne. Whilst thus diverted, the whole of his
Band filed into the large ante-room, complete with instruments,
and to this great and unexpected sight he was conveyed in a
sedan chair, accompanied by the enthusiastic throng, and there
was much singing. We heard, supposedly for the last time,
the masterly rendering on the rifle, and saw for the first time
the sight of his boys not taking any notice of the baton, but
playing "For he's a jolly good fellow " in response to the
magic weaving, never before disobeyed.
Finally, he was chaired up to bed with his glorious fanfare
trumpeters lining the stairs and playing Fanfare No. 1,
composed by John Judd.
·

Farewell Speech by The Master of Signals

T rum pet Volun ta ry arr Judd
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" I do not normally agree with speeches in the Mess, but
tonight we are saying goodbye to our Director of Music,
Colonel Judd, and we hold him in s uch esteem that rules go
by the board.
John Judd has a very remarkable record of 45 years' unbroken
service. We are used to records nowadays. I did not check up,
but I think that takes some beating. He joined the Inniskilling
Fusiliers as a boy in 1917. Now, at that time, I was a Cadet
at the R.M.A. and I think you will agree with me that he bas
worn better than I have .
He joined us 20 years ago and at that time we had a very
pleasant little Band, which was an unofficial one. We got no
help from the War Office. We paid for it out of our own
pockets. It was quite inadequate for the needs of a Corps like
ours, and in the course <>f the years he has built that up into
the splendid "Band we have 10day, which is such an immense
asset to our Corps and which is in such high repute throughout
the whole country. He had been able to do that, I think,
because not only is he a fine musician, but he is a very fine
Commanding Officer. He has been helped, too, by a shrewd
business sense and I think a very keen sense of theatre, which
has helped him in his ou,,tside w ork. He knows what people
are likely to like and he gives them what they like, but he
has don~ this in h is own way. H is m ethods, I think, are simple.
He knows what he wants and he gets it. Ma ny is the tim e I
THE WIRE. APRIL 1962

haw ~een a proposal come up from the Band all with some
increase, but always something for which he 'wanted money
and the Corps Committee says 'No,' or 'You can only hav~
half '; then about a year later you wake up and find he has
got the whole thing.
Well, that sounds easy, but to bring off that sort of thing you
have to be. right nine times 01:1r of ten, and you have got to
~ave good iudgement, and I thmk John Judd has got splendid
Judgement.
From first-hand knowledge of meetings and
conferences on m:Jitary matters at the War Office and Kneller
Hall, I .know _h:ow much_ respected is his opinion on any affair
concerning ~ihta~y music and Bands and, of course, to bring
off results like this you have got to keep your eye on the ball
and never have I seen a better example of sheer devotion to
duty ?'ian we have seen from John Judd in these 20 years. He
has given up much of his home life, given his whole heart and
soul to the Band and to the Corps.
You are all familiar with the success of the Band outside
the .Corps; at Eastbourne and at the Edinburgh Festival in
particular. I ~ sure those have been of great value to us.
Th.e purely mil1tary value of a Band is difficult to over esumate. We have gained_ mu~ of that through John's time,
hut more than that, I .rhmk bis work outside bas made us
many friends 1throughout the whole country and given us much
to be proud of.
Now you have all, I hope, seen outside in the ante-room
before dinner this little box which we are going to ask John
to accept. I "."ould like him to know that the inscr'.ption is no
mere conventional phrase. It really does take with it our
grateful thanks and a token of our immense affection for him
and appreciation we have of all he has done for the CofPS.
We ha!! think of him as a wonderful servant of the Corps,
b1!t I thmk more than that as our friend. He has made great
friends of us all and we shall think of him with great pleasure
m the years to come as one of the best of good men and
now he is going to retire. I do not know what he will do - if
he is open to suggestion, I think perhaps he might fill in some
of his spare. time_ tryln:g to tidy up the Stock Exchange. We
s~all .!?arr with him with the greatest regret and he will take
with h1m our good wishes for the future our grateful thanks for
all he has done for the Corps and our appreciation of long
devoted service.
Now bef_ore I finish I must, I think, take the opportunity to
wd~ome his succe~sor, Lieutenant Pike, who is dining wirh us
ton1~ht to assure h:m that we will support him in every way we
po s1bly can, and to wish him the very best of good fortune
and a happy stay with us."

General Scott, Gentlemen,
May I first of all ~ay how v_ery conscious I am of the great
h~nour you have pa1d me this evening in dining me out in
th1 ~ He~dquaner Mess. I am well aware that this is an honour
which is usually reserved for Officers much senior in rank to
me and Officers who bad had a much more distinguished career
an~ I am Ve!)'. gr~teful ro you for the compliment you hav~
paid me and lt will always be a very bright picture m my
m~mory. Also I. would like t~ assure you that I shall prize
this J?emento wh1~ you have given me to mark my retirement
~s Director of Music of the Corps. It will have pride of place
m ~y home. I shall see it' daily and it will be a constant
reminder of the happy years I have bad in the Corps.
If .I may dwell for a moment on the Corps Band the Master
of Signals, General Sir William Scott, bas paid great tribute
to the Corps ~and under my leadership. He has told you it
was an unofficial Band and I do not think it can be said too
often that the debt we owe to the Officers who were in the
Corps at its birth when they said with one voice and with a
loud voice, this Corps of ours must •have a Band and if the
War .Office wD:l not give us an establishment we will make one,
and if they will not pay us for instruments we will buy them
ourselves, and furthermore we will pay <the safary of the best
Bandmaster in the land. Now there is not a shadow of a doubt
that the fine spirit in the Corps towards the Band was born
at that moment and which has been quite ably carried on
through the years.
When I cami: ~o the Band, as ~e Master of Signals said,
we had. 30 !11us1c1~ns and each Brigadier I served under they
each tried m theJI own way to improve the Band. They
wanted a better Band for the Corps. The first one wanted a
better Dance Orchestra - we added men to the Band to give a
better Dance Orchestra. The second one wanted a better
Orchestra, so we added some more men to the Band. The
next Brigadier said '_Cannot you leave the Band behind, John,
wihen you go away m the summer,' and so we made a nontouring Band, and then _the next Brigadier said 'John, when
you go away to the Middle East you take away the Lioht
Orche~tra, cannot we have two Light Orchestras,' so we m~de
two L1gbt Orchestras, and then the ne.xt Brigadier came along
and he said we must have Fanfare Trumpeters, and so we had
Fanfare Trumpeters, and I remember at that time Brigadier
Galwey was Secretary to the Mess and I said to him ' Tell me,
where does. all this fii;iish ' and lo and behold the next Brigadier
came stopprng up as 1t were. He had been to see the Trooping
of the Colour or some other ceremony and he said we must
have five side drums so we bad five side drums. The next
Brigadier came along and he said we are short of organists,
cannot we supply organists for the churches in Catterick and
so we supplied, and we still supply, St. Martin's, the Sc~ttish
Ohurch and the Methodist Church, and so we reach the
astronomical figure of 127.
Well now, the Master of Signals has paid very generous
tribute to the Corps Band. I would like to say this, if I have

Mr. Vice - John Judd
Gentlemen : Colonel John Judd
John Judd
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achieved any measure of success, it is not due to any profe ional skill that I may have, it is without doubt due to the
in piration of Officers under whom I have served. I was
very pleased to see in this room this evening Wilfred Jclf, whom
I erved under as a Warrant Officer. I used to go to him in
1946/ 47 when I was a Warrant Officer at fou r o'clock every
day with all my worries and with all my troubles, and he put
them right and I could go to the Band and I could get along
with music without any hindrances, and we got along very

oorn ~©w28& ©©~LP~ ©Lr ~u®~&l&~
Conductor

happ il~-.

Also in this room tonight is Edward Day, who was in at
the birth of the Fanfare Trumpeters, and also devised the
lighting which shows the Trumpeters out in relief in this dining
room. I thank David Coatsworth, George Blackburn, Dennis
Dixon and a lot of other brilliant Officers who gave me great
inspiration to do my job. Now, not only did my Band Presidents give me such inspiration, but many senior Officers in
the Corps not only inspired me, they inspired the whole Band
and I would like to give you one or two instances.
Afrer the War, when we had a Labour Government, there
wa continual changing of policy regarding the distribution of
fees at private engagements. Before the War that regulation
had not been changed for 50 years and with the advent of the
Labour Government we had about seven changes in a year
and I went to the Brigadier and showed him a spiteful A.C.I.
and told him it would have serious results, and he tore the
A.C.I. up and almost spat on it, threw it in the waste paper
ba ker and he Sdid ' I am not having the Corps Band - - about.' There was another case._ when they ~anged the Regiment who administer the Band, and the Commanding Officer
ent for me and he said 'My R egiment in future will
administer the Band,' and he said 'I have told my Officers
ow, it is not
that it is an honour to administer the Band.'
what he said to me whim is the point of the whole thing;
the point is that within a few moments that went right through
the Band and there was a much more happier atmosphere for
me to work in and it was easier for me to get results out of
the Band.
When we arrived in B.A.O.R. one year with the Corps Band
to do a tour we were met by the C.S.O . He not only met us,
he saw every man through the dining room himself. When we
went to the Middle East Brigadier R idley-Martin had waited
at a cold aerodrome for two hours. Our plane was late, we
arrived at four oclock in the morning. He saw every man
through the transit camp, he saw them fed, and he saw them
bedded.
ow I could go on giving you illustrations such as
this and there is no doubt that those experiences not only
affected me, but affected the whole Band, and I am very
grateful indeed for the suppor.t that I have received from my
Band President and throughout the Corps.
I would not like this occasion t o pass without thanking
Officers who have been kin d to me when I have been on tour.
Many of you have invited me into your homes, and many of
you have made what might have been a drab tour into a very
happy one, and even those who cannot be with us tonight, I
hope that those words of mine will reach them.
ow I would like to pay tribute to my wife. Many of you
have never seen my wife, and when I came here in 1942 the
quarters had ceased to be allotted and we looked at houses up
h.!re. We knew that I would be separated from her for six
months of the year, so we decided to make our home in Sussex.
Now never once has she complained to me about being away,
never once has she telephoned and said she was ill, and she
said to me 'Go away and get on with your career, and I will
make a home for you,' and I would not like this evening to
pass without making reference to her.
. Nov: I commend to you my successor, Clifford Pike. If you
glve him the same support you have given me, I am quite sure
the Band will never look back. Thank you very much indeed.

The Santis Surprise Farewell
. The "unt;xpect.ed " took place at Darlington Station, and
1s best descnbed m an extract from an article which appeared
in the Yorkshire Post on the 24th of February.
He look~d like a City man, in dark suit, dark overcoat and
bowler, wlth a rolled umbrella. A flurry of high ranking
officers moved around him as the Pullman was awaited at
Darlington.
In fa~ he was a man goin g home. Un til this moment h e
h2d claimed to be Britain's oldest serving soldier. There were
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Lieutenant-Colonel John L. JUDD, M.B.E. , F.T .C.L., L.'R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Director of Music, Royal Signals

forty-five years of continuous service behind him. Now he was
off to his place in Sus ex. Begone, Dull Care.
He was about to step on to the Pullman when he heard just
that. Begone, Dull Care is the march of the Royal Signals,
and here was the full Corps Band march ing out from its hiding
place on anovher platform to play goodbye to its Director of
Music, Lieutenant-Colonel John Leonard Judd.
It was a complete and moving surprise to Colonel Judd.
He had already said farewell to his " boys,'' but a 'bus had
been hi.red from Catterick Camp to Darlington Station so that
l1hey could play him away.
As the Pullman moved away, the Band switched to
Auld Lang Syne. It was the end of what Colonel Judd called
•· a wonderful gesture by my boys."
This whole idea, which originated from the Band, was made
possible by the friendly co-operation of the Stationmaster and
his staff. And so John Judd left the Corps as he had lived
with it, to the sound of music.

ROY AL SIGNALS BAND
GRAMOPHONE RECORD
Side 1 is devoted to music for Ceremonial
Parades.
Side 2 contains music for guest nights and
other occasions.
This record is what everyone has been
asking for for so long .
The coloured sleeve in which the record
is packed has photographs of the Band
and a full description of the music.
It is available cash with order from Royal
Signals Association :

30 1Price - by post
counter sale 271Civilian addressees outside the Commonwealth will be
asked to pay a little extra for postage.
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Unveiling of Portrait
of

The Princess Royal
1n

the

Signals Mess, East Pakistan
A pleasing ceremony took place in the Signals M ess, 14
Division, Dacca, East Pakistan on 30th January, 1962.
During the 5oth anmversary celebrations in Kohat last year,
the O.C. ignals 14 Division noticed that a signed photograph of
the Prince s Royal from the old days hung in the School of
ignals Mess in Rawalpindi, West Pakistan.
Later, he asked through the British High Commissioner in
Pakistan if Her Royal Highness would sign one for the Signals
Mess in East Pakistan. This Her Royal Highness graciously
consented to do and in due course a signed photograph was sent
to 0.C. Signals, East Pakistan, from the Corps.
Lieucenant-Colonel Ashiq Hussain Chowdhery, Commanding
Signals 14 D ivision, took the opportunity, during a tour in Ease
Pakistan by the British High Commissioner His Excellency Mr.
J. M. C. James, K.C.M.G., c.v.o., M.B.E., to invite him to unveil
this portrait on the occasion of a special dinner in the Signals
Mess in Dacca, to the organisation of which much thought was
given.
The High Commissioner was the chief guest; other guests
included Major-Genera.I Khawaja Wasiuddin, G.O.G. 14cii
Division, Major-General Sher Bahadur, Adjutant-General of the
Pakistan Army, Brigadier Mohammed Ahmed (author of the
biography of President Ayub entitled "My Leader "), who is
shortly to take over as Director General of the East Pakistan
Rifles, the Deputy High Commissioner and lst Secretary of the
British High Commission, the Regional Information Officer and
the British Council Representative, as well as several senior
representatives of the British community in Dacca. Other
officers of the unit made up a party of twenty-two.
The evening starred with a r~eprion in the well-equipped
Mess bar and, after about half-an-hour, the party moved into the
Mess lounge, which contained portraits of the Quaid-e-Azam,
the President and with a curtain drawn across it, the new signed
photograph of H.R.H. Colonel Cbowdhery made a shore and
appropriately phrased speech in which be said how pleased he
and his unit were to have the High Commissioner with them for
this ceremony and referred to the close association between the
Pakistan Army Signals and the Royal Corps of Signals in Britain.
He mentioned that until March, 1956, when Pakistan became a
Republic, the Princess Royal had also been Colonel-in-Chief of
the Pakistan Signal Corps and concluded by saying that this close
association had a special significance for the Signal Unit in

Dacca and that the Unit was proud to have this signed portrait
of the Princess Royal in their Mes , particularly as it was the
only one which had been presented to a U nit in P akis tan .
In replying, the High Commissioner thanked Colonel Chowdhery and the Signal U n it for their graceful compliment to the
British Royal Family in asking him as The Queen's r epresentative in Pakistan, to undertake th is ceremony. Speaking of the
do e as ociation of the two Corps to which Colonel Chowdhery
had referred in h is speech, the High Commissioner expressed the
hope that this association, symbolised by rhe presence of the
portrait of H.R.H. in the Mess, would continue. He then drew
back the curtain from the photograph of H.R.H. and official
photographs were taken of the group after the unveiling.

The New Director of Music
l,it•utNumt •.. II. Pike, L.H . .\.:'.U .. A.H.(;.~I., (t.s.m.

Ir is with great pleasure that we announce the appointmen t
of Lieutenant C. H. Pike as Director of Music in succession to
Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Judd. Lieutenant Pike joins us from
the Rhine Band of the Royal Tank Regiment in Germany which
he joined on being commissioned in August, 1960.
Clifford Pike enlisted at the age of 14 in the Band of the
Royal Engineers at Chatham. He has a long Royal Engineers
tradition behind h im. Father, Grandfather and Great Grandfather all serving twenty-one or more years in the Corps. He
quickly came to the forefront as a music;ian playing particularly
the violin and clarinet.
He attended his first course at Kneller Hall in 1939, and then
accompanied the Royal Engineers Band on its tours during the
war years. He again entered Kneller Hall in August, 1945, this
time as a student bandmaster and became leader of the School
Orchestra. There he obtained his L .R.A.M. and A.R.C.M.
diplomas.
In 1949 he was appointed Bandmaster of The Cameronians
(Scottish Rifles) and for seven years he had a varied and very
successful association with the 1st Battalion in the Far East, on
the Continent and in the United Kingdom. In 1956, still wearing
the Cameronian uniform, he became Bandmaster of the Lowland
Brigade, and one important function was to conduct the Massed
Bands of Scottish Command on the occasion of the Territorial
Army "Golden Jubilee" parade, reviewed by Her Majesty the
Queen and His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh.
We offer a sincere welcome to Lieutenant and Mrs. Pike and
wish them every success and happiness for the future.

Mr. J. M. C. James with officers of t he Army Signals, 14th Division
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Names of front row only
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. C. Moss, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Elston, Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Warren, Colonel A.
F. Freeman, Colonel R. K. Roseblade, Major General A. M. W. Whistler, Brigadier F. J. Swalnson, Bricadier P. E.
M. Bradley, Colonel G. G. L. Hinde, Colonel D. A. Caughley, Lieutenant-Colonel S . Schofield, Lieutenant-Colonel
M. J. R. Fletcher, Lieutenant-Colonel G. H . Wotton

G eneral A. M . W. Whistler, c .B.E., arrived in Singapore by
air on the evening of Saturday, 20th January. He was met by
Brigadier F. J. Swainson, o.B.E., C.S.0. Farell (who had
returned from ·England only twelve hours earlier), and h is
A.D.C. for the Singapore/Malaya pan of the tour, Captain J.
R. Roberts.
On Sunday, 21st January, General Whistler, accompanied by
Colonel A. F . Freeman, M.c., C.R. Signals Singapore, attended
the annual Corps Sunday Service held in St. John's Garrison
Oiurch, adjacent to Princess Mary Barracks, and the Bishop
of Singapore preached the sermon. Unfortunately, the Singapore weather rained off the March Past. Later in the morning,
the S.0 .-in-C. met officers and their wives at a Curry Lunch
in Princess Mary Officers' Mess.
On Monday, the S.0.-in-C. joined the C.S.O.'s Annual
Conference and we are grateful to him for his guidance on many
of our problems (and for letting us into a few of his secrets).

S.0.-in-C. inspecting the Quarterguard at 19th Regiment
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For an evening's relaxation we took General Whistler to sea
for a cruise round Singapore Harbour in a R.E. " Z" Craft.
The party was well supported by officers and ladies, and despite
a rare swell in Singapore Roads, all survived. A beach landing
on the South Sister Island was achieved and the parry reembarked safely (and, so far as we know, no one was left
behind).
The following day we showed the General how, in Farelf,
we try to make our equipment fir the task and terrain. In a
static - demonstration of equipment we showed how we try to
attain air-portability while new equipment, in quantity, is still
lacking. 248 (Gurkha) Sqn. showed a skeleton Brigade Headquarters consisting of 7 Landrovers and Trailers carried in the
initial " fly in.''
H.F. and Radio Relay Troops of 249 Sqn. showed ! -ton and
I-ton mounted detachments, all of which are airportable in
Hastings, Bristol Freighter or Beverley aircraft. We were glad
to welcome detachments of the Federation of Malaya Armed
Forces Signal Sqn. to display some of their new commercial
sets which have impressive performance.
At the close of the demonstration, the Radio Relay Troop
gave a very slick display of the speed at which a complete
working relay station can be landed from a helicopter and put
into operation on an unprepared site. S.0.-in-C. spoke and
rang on all channels which surprised him a little as he had
been shorting out surreptitiously two bared wires he found
under his chair !
In the afternoon, General Whistler gave a talk to the C.-in-C.
and Senior Officers of Farelf, on the new communication
plan for 1970. This was very well received indeed. After
a busy day, be attended the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
By a process of
Mess Ball in Princess Mary Barracks.
expansion of existing accommodation, some six hundred people
attended the ball; the festivities started at 21.00 hours and
the last remaining guests (some 80 in number) were served
with breakfast at 07.00 hours.
The Bands, the Buffet
Supper and the Cabaret (provided by Hula-Hula girls) were all
first class and we hoped that the S.0.-in-C. enjoyed his visit as
much as the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess enjoyed his
presence on iliis occasion.
In Farelf, the communicators of all three Services work
in very close harmony, and on Thursday, 25th January, the
General visited the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force.
In the morning 19th Regt. (Air Formation) proudly " tood
to," when General Whistler visited H .Q. Far Ea t Air Force
at Changi. He was met on arrival by Colonel G. G. L. Hinde,
o.B.E., C.A.F.S.O., F.E.A.F., and Group Captain N . M. Maynard,
o .F.C., A.F.C., A.D.C., Station Commander, Changi. After inspecting a Guard of Honour found by 19th Regt., General
Whistler met at H.Q., F.E.A.F., the Command ignal Officer,
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S.0.-in-C. talking to W .O.s and Sergeants in Princess Mary
Sergeants Mess

Arrival of S.0.-in-C. and C.S.O. FARELF at Kai Tak Airport

Group Captain E. V. tokes, C.B.E. Return ing to 19th R egt.
he took coffee with the W arrant Officers and crgeants, during
which he took the opportunity of talking informally on a wide
range of ubject connected with the Corps. Thi was keenly
listened to and very much appreciated. He then visited the
new auto exchange building and new cable pits. Afiter lunch
with rhe officers in the R.A.F. Mess, he moved on to the aval
Base where he was met by the Fleet Communications Officer,
Commander P. W . pcncer, n.s.c ., R.N. After a di cussion winh
Admiral Sir David Luce, K.C.B., D.s.o., o.B.E., C.-in-C. Far East
Starion, he vi iced Naval Signal installations.
For the next two days the S.0.-in-C. had a good look at
Army ignal on Singapore Island-not so much to see the
technical problems, but to meet the chap on the job. In the
course of a day with 18th Regt., he visited the Tanglin Comcentre, and took the opportunity of speaking to a number of
B.0.R.s, W.R.A .C. and M.0.R.s as well as meeting the seniors.
He was interested in the amalgamation of the Signal Centre
and the Tape R elay Centre which he felt was a long jump in
the right direction. Later he saw H.Q. quadron and went
to rhe dining hall to see lunch being served. One .C.O., who
was introduced as the "chief moaner,' gave t.he General bis
views on the frequent issues of Australian rabbit. This con,·ersation was cunningly steered by the Genera l into a lively
discussion on poaching, which left everyone, including the
grumbler in a happier frame of mind. In the crgeants' Mes ,
the .0.-in-C. made a special point of speaking to all the Warrant Officers and Senior
.C.0.s who assembled-well over a
hundred strong-he explained what is required of the Corps in
the future and left no doubt that only " the best" is required
in the Corps, and only " the best " will remain. He also bad
a separate talk with the Signals R.S.M .s of Singapore. After
lunch he visited the Signal Training Centre (Far East), and

-aw some of the problems of teaching two different trade
tructures in tihree different languages to five different races !
On the following day, the General visited the Transmitter
and Receiver sites, and visited 248 (Gurkha) Sqn. at Nee
Soon which was ceremonially drawn up on the Brigade Parade
Ground. After inspecting the Squadron, the General took the
salute at an impressive March Past.
The S.0.-in-C. started the second week of his FARELF tour
by visiting units in the Federation of Malaya. After flying to
Kuala Lumpur, accompanied by C.S .O. FARELF, he was met
by L ieutenant-Colonel S. Sch~field, C.S.O. Federation Armed
Forces, and spent the day with the Federation Army. After
visiting Federation Signal installations, be met all seconded
Royal Signals officers for lunoh. During the afternoon he
visited a Federation Brigade H .Q. which was set up in the
jungle. The landrover ride along an almost non-existent jungle
track was both exhilerating and rewarding.
The following day was spent with Gurkha Signals. Accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Wotton, O.B.E., C.R.
Signals Malaya and Commander Gurkha Signals, the S.0.-in-C.
visited the Comcan and transmitter sites. After a visit to the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, and lunoh with the
officers General Wh istler spent some time with No. 2 (Training) Sqn. Throughout his tour, he repeatedly paused to talk
to instructors and students and was clearly impressed by the
knowledge of English possessed by all ranks. After a visit to
the family lines where he saw school children playing gam es,
the S.0.-in-C. had tea in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'

S.0.-in-C. talking to members of the Radio Operator Biii to Bii
Upg rading Course at t he Gurkha Signal Regiment
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Major Sturge, Brigadie r Swainson and Lieut enant-Colonel Fletcher
listen to t he S.0.-in-C's views on mules. Cl3 mule stations in the
background
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S.0.-in-C. shakes hands with Mr. Chan Lu On. Other long service
linemen in the picture are Messrs. Wun Yin Gai , Chu Woo and
Chan Fat
,\.less and met many of the wives. In the evening, after a short
Cocktail Party in the Officers' Mess, the General visited the
Q.G.O.s' Mess for " Bhat" and a "Nach" party.
Bright and early (a lmost too early) on the morning of 31st
January, the S.0.-in-C. v1s1te<i H .Q . 28 Cornwell Brigade
Group at Terendak Camp, where he met Brigadier F. G.
Hassett, D.s.o., M.v.o., o .B.E., the Australian Brigade Commander, and Major B. P. James, the Brigade Signal Sqn. Commander. This visit was of double interest to him, as not only
was he able to see 298 (COMWEL) Sqn.-a completely integrated squadron of U.K. and Australian Signals-but he ~vas
also able to see the completed Terendak Camp which he himself had planned on a previous tour of duty in FARELF.
Returning to Singapore for just long enou~ to pack his kit,
General Whistler, again accompanied by C.S.0., FARELF, flew
to. Hong Kong on 1st February. He was met on arrive! by
L1eutenant-Coloncl M. J. R. Fletcher, M.B.E., C.R. Signals
Hong Kong, and his A.D.C. for the Hong Kong tour, Capt.
M. J. Hales. The following day, the S.0.-in.C. visited Tai Mo
Shan, the highest point in the New Territories and then went
on to Sek Kong to inspect a parade of 246 (Gurkha) Sqn., New
Ter.ritories Signal Troop, 4 R.A. Signal Troop and 14 R.A.
Signal Troop. Touring the lines of 246 Sqn., the General
showed interest in the mule oack radio stations and recalled
his experiences with mules (four legged variety) in India before
1939. His comments on the handlers' efforts to line up tihe
mules for a photograph showed that he had forgotten none of
his drills for mule handling acquired many years ago. From
Sek Kong the S.0.-in-C. visited 253 Sqn. (Kowloon) in Whitfield Barracks. Here he was introduced to four Chinese line-

The S.0 .-i n-C. speaks to Staff Serge ant R. Gilmou r, represen ti ng
4 R.A. Signal Troop . 14 R.A. Signal Troop, t he New Territories
Signal Troop and 246 (G ur kha) Signal Sqn . also on parade in the
background
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men Supervisors whose service with the Corps totalled more
tha n 100 years. The S.0.-in-C. had, however, taken his lineman's rating some two years before the supervisor with the
longest service. That evening, General Whistler and Brigadier
Swamson were guests of honour at a very successful Royal
Signals Chinese New Year Chow at a restaurant on the waterfront of Hong Kong I sland. Afterwards the S.0.-in-C. was
taken to the adjacent Night Club for a glimpse at the Colony's
night life.
On 3rd Februa~, Ge~eral Whistler visited 252 Sqn. (Hong
Kon~) and after mspectmg ~he quarter guard and having had
a qmck look around tihe Squadron lines he spoke informally to
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants on Corps matters. The
same evening saw the last of his official engagements in FARELF
when he attended a Ladies' Night given by the Royal Signals
Hong Kong Officers' Dinner Club in the Victoria Officers'
Mess. After dinner he took part in some games of skill and
chance with " make-believe" money, which was probably just
as well, as h is quota only lasted a very short time !
General Whistler left Hong Kong to return to U.K. on Sunday, 4th February. His visit to the theatre has been a brief
one, unavoidably so. But the impact of his visit to F ARELF
~a~ . excepti~mal. We see, at our far end of the pip eline, man y
v1&1t1ng Senior Officers during the course of a year, and we tend
~o beco~e a bit blase about them; but this visit mad e a d eep
1mpress1on on everyone, at all levels; the pace became a bit
brisker, and fhe eyes brighter after General Whistler had
moved on.

Lieutenant Tay Ah Tee
Royal Signals
There can be few officers in the Corps who have packed so
much experience into so shon a time as Lieutenant " Eddie "
Tay, whose home is in Johore.
He joined the Army in J anuary, 1955, for boy service, was
trained in the Boys Training U nit at Nee Soon in Singapore
and from there went to the Signal T raining Centre (Far East)
earmarked for training as a line technician. In his two years
at E.T.C. not only did he study E . and M . but also learnt to be
a Sigccn Op. D.R. and lineman. I n May, 1958, he went to the
U.K. for the first time and after a six-month course, at Mons
O .C.S., was granted a six year Shor t Ser vice Commission in the
Corps.
As an officer he has served in both 18th and 19th Regiments
in Singapore, gained second place on a four month R.S.O .s
course in Australia and has spent almost a year in Hong Kong
as Second-in-Comman d T raining Company in the Hong Kong
Chinese Training Unit. In his last appointment he performs
a task invaluable to th e Corps, for throu~h h is h ands pass the
locally enlisted Chinese who form a very large part of the Corps
units in Hong Kong.

Lieutenant Tay Ah Tee, Royal Signals, escorting H.R.H. Princess
Alexandra of Kent dur ing her visit to the Hong Kong Chinese
Training Unit on 9th November 1961
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Princess Royal Day
The Colonel-i n-Chief has approved
that the 28th June o r the Sunday
nearest to it be celebrated as the
anniversary of the formation of
Royal Signals in 1920.
The Display Team

The Lord Mayor with Captain H. Taylor

Royal Signals Display, 1962

in sending greetings and good wishes to you and all citizens of
Coventry on this momentous year .
W e are very proud of our Association with your C ity
through our close connection with The Triumph Motor Cycle
Company over more than 30 years and it· is. mos t appropriate
that this message from the Roya l Corps of Signals should now
be conveyed. to you by the hand of the Officer-in-Charge of
the Royal Signals D isplay T eam .

The 1962 Display commenced training on lst November,
1961, and spent the first six weeks sorting o~t men and
machines on the bleak heights of Gandale. In mid-December,
the activity moved to Gaza Square, Catterick Camp, and by
the end of January the Display was beginning to take a rather
shaky, but promising shape.
Captain H. Taylor leads the team for the second year
running Sergeant Sankey left at the end of last season, after
four years as Team Sergeant, and his replacement, Sergeant
Raf{an, arrived during February. The team is 28 strong, and
is the first all-Regular Team for many years.
The main bookings for 1962 include the Royal Tournament,
the Berlin Tattoo, the Royal Highland Show, and a rather late,
but most welcome return visit to Northern Ireland in October.
aturally the Tournament is looked forward to with great
anticipation, and our third visit to Berlin in three years is
indicative of the appeal of the D isplay to the West Berliners,
and the hospitality shown by the Berlin Signal Squadron to
the Team.
The Team visited the Triumph factory on 1st March to
collect the 19 machines for the coming season, and were honoured by a civic reception by the Lord Mayor of Coventry,
Alderman W. Callow. The reception had been organised by
Triumphs General Sales Manager, Mr. Neil Shilton, and he
can be seen guiding the Team to the Council House in the
photograph.
Captain Taylor presented the Lord Mayor with a message
(reproduced below) of greetings and congratulations on this
momentous year for Coventry. For in May, Her Majesty the
Queen will visit Coventry and attend the consecration of the new
Cathedral. The original on_ was destroyed by enemy bombs
during World War II.
The message was sent by the Representative Colonel Commandant of the Corps, Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., o.B.E.,
and the Lord Mayor expressed his delight at receiving this reminder of the 31-year-old association between the Corps and
the City of Coventry.
The Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress received the entire
Team in the Council House, and over sherry and coffee, chatted
for some 30 minutes about the Display, the Corps, and the
Lord Mayor's recent visits to the Lord Mayors of East and
West Berlin. The reception ended all too soon, and before
long, the Team were on their way back to Catterick Camp,
feeling very proud of this new honour.
It is hoped that in future news letters, we shall be able to
bring you photos and details of our Displays, both at home
and abroad, and remember, if the Team are performing in your
d istrict, we will be only too pleased to meet you.

[Display fixtures are gi'Ven in Forthcoming Events
in each number of THE WIRE]
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Letter from Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E.,
Representative Colonel Commandant.
My dear Lord Mayor,
On behalf of All Ranks of Royal Signals, I have great pleasure
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The Hamburg Floods
On Friday 16th February, 1962, the City of Hamburg
suffered one ~f the worst disasters in its history when, after a
n ight of storms, some 20 per cent of the city became inundated
by flood water. The extent of_the damage and ~anger threatening large numbers of the inhabitants created a national emergency
and called for the assistance of all who could help. Among
the many who came to the aid of the stricken city were the
Royal Engineers of the D ivision, who immediat.ely despatched
F ield Squadrons with boats and other rescue equipment .. These
took on the task of rescue in th e southern suburb of Wilhelmsburg, where many thousands .were m aro?ned a~d in danger. A
small H.Q. was established m. the pol~ce station ~ t Harburg,
where operations were co-ordmated with the pohce and the
Bundeswehr.
In the early hours of Sunday morning, th e 18th February,
various detachments of 1st Regt. were despatched to Harburg
to provide communications for H.Q., R.E. . All the civil telephone lines were out of order an~ o~r P.nmary task was to
establish radio relay and H.F. radio circuits back to Verden,
some 60 miles away. By Monday night a small signal centre had
been established and traffic was being handled for both the
Army and for the Press. With the restoration of the Bundespost circuits, our commitment gradually ceased, although we
continued to provide a C.II detachment for H.Q., RE., to
control the Engineer Squadrons in the city until their withdrawal on 23rd February. During the operations the Sappers
rescued over 3,500 persons, and did tremendous work in salvage
and' repair tasks. It was a great privilege for us to play our part
in support of the Divisional Engineers in their great task.
M essages of thanks were received, not only from all formation commanders in the theatre, but also from the President of
the Federal Republic, to all troops who took part.
Of the many incidents during the week, perhaps the problems
of the Cable Troop are worth mentioning in laying the radio
relay tails in the city. These had to cross the tram lines at
one point, and in the absence of accessible . sewers 1 seeme~
destined to be cut once the trams began running agam. This
proved to be the case. The problem was solved by throwing
the cable (suitably weighted) over the conductor wires a~d
making a high crossing over the street. This produced certam
taut moments until the cable had been pulled clear and made
off!
Mention must also be made of the collection of clothing by
the Regt. Five three-tonner loads were delivered to the Red
Cross, having been collected on various circular tours round the
married quarters durin g the week.
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Headquarters Allied Forces Northern Europe
Presentation of the L.S. an d G.C. medal to A/W .0 .11 W . E. Beadle
by C.-in-C. Allied Fo rces No rthe rn Europe, General Sir Harold
Pyman, K.C. B., C. B.E., D.S.O . The presentat ion took place in
the C.-in-C.'s office on 1st Feb ruary, 1962 in the presence of Colonel
C. R. Robe rts, U.S. Army (Deputy C.S.O . A.F.N.E.) an d the Senior
Royal Signal Officers, H. Q . A.F. N .E., Major C. N. le Gassick

Inter-University Signals Competition
The I nter-Varsity Signals Competition, between the Signal
Wings of Oxford and Cambridge U n iversity O.T.C.s, was
held on 10th/ I 1th February, 1962. This was the first meeting
since the war, although the event is more than fifty years old .
Cambridge were the hosts, and Oxford arrived at mid-day
on 10th February. At 14.30, the first stage of the competition,
the wireless section began. M essages, frequency changes, and
system changes were all to be coped with on voice and morse.
After passing traffic over ranges of five miles, the outstations
were moved out to ranges of 15 miles, and were promtly lost.
The exercise then turned into a game of hide-and-seek, with
the con trol stations driving round the countryside trying to find
the outstations. Needless to say, the outstations returned to
H Q. just after the search parties had left!
Following an evening spent sampling the liquor in . the
Cambridge University O.T .C. Mess, the second phase, linelaying, took place in th e Saffrop Walden area, on uth F~bru3;fY·
This got off to a ra ther bad start when the opposmg hne
vehicles collided! However, no serious damage was done, and
the exercise proceeded roughly as planned. What with poles for
pole-crossings being lost, cables snapping and other mishaps,
the details of the laying are better forgotten!
The final result was a win for Cambridge, but this does not
really reflect the proper state of affairs. Cambridge were in the
lead by 15 points after the wireless stage, but only managed to
stay ahead due to Oxford forgetting their jumper in the linelaying stage. Cambridge won by eight points, but Oxford lost
ro points for forgetting the jumper.
N ext year Oxford will be the hosts, and it is hoped that
most of the teething troubles will have been sorted out by then.
However, both teams enjoyed the competition very much and
look forward to meeting again next year.
Our thanks are due to Captain J. A. Gatward and the
1'.C.O.s from 239 Squadron at Hounslow, who judged the
competition.

Boxing
On page 63, March, 1962, was published a note of correspondence about an article in a recent number of the British
Army Review, including extracts from a letter from the Honorary
Secretary, Army Boxing Association.
Major-General R. F . B. Naylor, C.B., C.B.E., n.s .o., M.C., a
former Colonel Commandant, has pointed out that the letter
was ungenerous in not mentioning "Harry" Spencer, who
taught nearly all of those named how to box, and was himself
an Army Champion and Imperial Services Boxing Association
Champion, 1922-1925.
THE WIRE , APRIL 1962

11th Regiment (Depot)
Photograph Album
There is in existence in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
M ess of nth Regt. (Depot) a most valuable and !nterest~g photograph album containing many groups and other mterestmg photographs of Officers, W arrant Officers and Sergeants of the Corps
who have served with the Depot through the years since the
formation of the Corps. This album is now being renewed. Any
members or ex-members of the Corps in possession of photographs of groups or interesting events whilst they served with the
Depot are requested to forward them to Lieutenant-Colone~ R.
W. Atkinson, o .B.E., (Retd.), P.R.I., nth Regt. (Depot), V1my
L ines, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
.
.
As much information as is available should be included with
the photographs, such as the year in which the photograph was
taken, names, where possible, of personnel 'in groups, etc.

Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland

·THE ARMY NEEDS MEN
The Federation is looking for trained personnel
with recent Regular Army .exp!lrienc~. The
Federation offers them a new life lD a vigorous
young country.

. :l

The job is challenging and exciting. 'fl?.ere. are
abundant facilities for sport and recreation m a
wonderful climate. Pay is excellent, and the
chances of promotion exceptionally good. What,'s
more, leave is generous and offers . splendid
opportunities to see more of a great contment.
Signals Officers, Operators Key~o~rd and Cip:J:ier,
Radio and Radio Relay Techmc1ans •. Techmcal
Storemen, Electricians, Operators W1:1·eless a.p.d
Line- the job you seek may well be lD the hst
available.
Send brief details of your experience to :
Senior At·my Liaison Officer,
Rhodesia House,
429 Strand,
London, W.C.2.
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PERSO N A L
COLUMN
l,ondon Ga::t•tte
Fro m 6th F ebrumy, 1962, to 13tl1 forcll, 1962.
Major R . Carlyon re tired nn 12th F ebruary, 1962.
Ma jor B. E. Tebbs r etired nn 14th February, 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) W. B. Edwards retired 17th JanUJ1r)', •962.
Captain (T .O .T .) A. Eccl<elaers to be Major, 10th February, 1962.
Major J . O. Hunter, M .B.E., from A.E .R. to T .A .. ut N ovember, 1961.
Captain R. N . C. France relinquished his commission, 1st January, 1962.
Hon. Major (T.A.).
Lieutenant (Q .M.) J. C . Gosling to be Captain , 16th F ebruary, 1962.
Lieutenant P . J . March to T .A.R.0., 4th January, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant J. H . May from Short Service Commission 10 be
econd-Lieutenant. 13th November, 196o.
Major N. R. WiUiams, M.C., B. R.D., T.D., resiir;ned commission, 1st
December, 196x.
Major W. C . Lo1<eless, T .D., to T .A.R.0., 20th December, 196 r.
Captain E. E . E . R . Dillnn to T .A.R.O., 21 st November, 196I.
Captain A. W . Medhurst to T .A.R .0 ., 27th December, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Glanvill, T.D., retired 24th February, 1962.
Lieutenant A. J. Harrison to be Captain, 23rd February, 1962.
Lieutenant (Q .M .) S. G . Barnes to be Captain (Q.M.), 2:znd February,
1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel (Director of Music) J. L . Judd, M .B.E., MUS.B.,
F.T .C.M. , L..R.A. M., A.R.C.M., retired no 28th February, 1962.
Major A. Holifield , M .C., 10 be L ieutenant-Colnnel, 14th April, 196r.
Officer Cadet E. R. Castle to be Lieutenant, 13th January, 1962.
Officer Cadet R. G. Spear to be Second-Lieuteoaot, 13th January, 1962.
Officer Cadet P . A. Lcnthall to be Second-Lieutenant, 13th January, 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. R. ?.iorrison, M.B. E., retired on 18th February.
1962.
Lieutenant (Director of Music) C. H . Pike fro m Royal Tank Regt., 28th
February, 1962, to be Lieute nant (Director of Mu sic).
Captain B. E. M . P rophet, T. D. CT.A.), to be M ajor, 1st J anuary, 1959.
Ca ptain A. L . Cook from R .A. (T.A.) to be Captain, 1st February, 1962.
Captain F. Dymond (T.A.) to be Major, 1st January, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant N . J. T. M unro, from A.E .R .O. Nat. Serv. List,
R. A.P.C., to be Second-Lieutenan t (T .A.), 10th September, 1¢o.
Sergeant D. Graham to be Captain (T.A_), t st March, 1962.
J. P. F. Mason to be Second-Lieutenant (T.A.), 17th Jan uary, 1962.
C?loncl W. B. Rowett retired on 3rd March, 1962.
L1cut~nant W. A. F. Morgan to be Captain, i 6th D ecember, 196x.
Capt:un (T raffic Officer) W. J. Thomas to be Major (Traffic Officer) 6th
March, 1962.
W.O.I E._ R. C. WaU to be Lieutenant (Q .M.) (S.S .C.), ISi February, 1962 .
Sccoad-L1eutenant S. H. Savage to be Lieu tenant (T.A.), 4th March . i962.
Colonel D . E . Harrison , O.B.E., retired, 9th March, 1962.
Captain R. W. M. Wright to be Major, toth March, 1962.
_Lieutenant R . Saville from Shon Sen 'ice Commission, Gordons, to be
Lieutenant, 13th February, i961.
Captain W. S. Michael from Foresters to be Captain (T.A .) 22nd May
J957.

,

l.ieutcna":t F . K. Bailey to be Captain (T .A.), 21st D ecember, 1961.
econd-L1eutenant G . Ronan to be L ieutenant (T.A.) 12th February

19~>1 .

,

Major. (Traffic Officer) J . 0. Tompkins retired 16th February, 1962.
Captatn (Q.M.) S. T. G. Mark. relinq uished bis commission 15th March

1962
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Mor:ements-Olfic e r s
(Taken place or forecasr 10 take place period ending 151/t April, 1962)
Lieutenant-Colonel D . C. Harris
To the War Office
H.Q. NEARELF
Major J . A. C. Webber
Major D . S. Clarke .. .
,, British
Military
Delegation,
France
Major C. 0. Bound
H.Q . I (Br.) Corps
Major W. J. Oapp ...
Junior Leaders Regiment
Major F . M. H andsley ...
School of Signals
Major P . A. C. Baldwin ...
,, The War Office
Major J . A. Masser
...
,, H.Q. Northern Army Group
Captain P. C . V. Dolan .. .
School of Signals
.. .
,, 24th Regiment
CaPtain L. A. Grace
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
Captain J. 0 . C. Alexander
Captain I. F. Bird
...
13th Regiment
Captain J. G . BiUingham
65 r Lt. A.C . Squadron , A.A.C.
Captain L . A. Welton .. .
3oth Regiment
Captain A. D . Steel
.. .
14th Regiment
Lieutcruint A. J. Lewis .. .
Junior Tradesman Regiment.
..
School of S' gnals
Lieutenant M. A. Best . .
Second-Lieutenant K . G . Doyle
... ., 3rd R egiment
Second-Lieut ·nant W . P . B. Thomas ,, 3rd Regiment
Ma jor (Q .M .) N . J . Coslett ...
,, 232 Squadron
•\\a jor (Tfc. Offr.) E. H. J . Bridle
., 3rd Regiment
Major (Tfc. Offr.) J. Hastings .. .
,, 252 Squadron
,, 8th Regiment
CaPtain (T.0 .T .) J. A. Bevan .. .
Captain (T.0 .T .) A. V. Render
625 Troop
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) G . S. Massey
16th Regim ent
Lieutenant (Q .M .) J. W ildenpln
16th Regiment
19th Regimen t
Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. R. C. W all

To
W.0.I J. A. Kelly
W.0.I R. D. Laing
W.O.Il V. F. Burman
W.O.II R. Finister
W.O.II J. M. Ross
Acting W.O.II E. D. George
W.0.lI B. C. Folkard
,,
W.O .II T. E. Knight
W.0 .II E. H. Walker
W.O. II E. D. Izod
W .0 .II B. V. Link
,,
W.O.II A. J . Lane
..
W.0 .11 (R.Q .M.S.) J. Crich
,.
Acting W .O .II E. Robinson
W.O.II J. B. Skinner ...
,,
W .0 .II l. P. Windebank
W .O .II J . A. Raymond
W .0 .II 'E. C. Byrne
W.O .II C. Cooke ...
,,
W .O .II R. J . H oc .. .
W .0.II J . C . Brown
,,
W.O.II J . N . Clark
...
W .0 .II K . A. Clements .. .
,,
Staff Ser geant T . Lockley
,,
Steff Sergeant T . B. Brown
Staff Sergeant G . W . M ercer
,.
Acting Staff Sergeant J. B. L.inds~ii ,,
Staff Sergeant A . G . Riddell ...
,,
Steff Sergeant G. V. Douglas .. .
Staff Sergeant A. E. Kingham
Staff Sergeant E . R. A shworth
Staff Sergeant D. R. H andley
,,
Staff Sergeant P. L. H arrison
,,
Staff Sergeant N . W . Cun.ion
,,
Staff Sergeant I. Sharif .. .
. ..
.. . ,,
Acting Staff Sergeant A. J . H awtin ,,
Staff Sergeant J. R. Charlton .. .
.. . ,,
Staff Sergeant R. F . H ampson .. .
Staff Sergeant F. M_ Stock .. .
Staff Sergeant B. A. Kimber
Staff Sergeant D. Clarke ...
,,
Staff Sergeant D . H. D avies
,,
Staff Sergeant B. T . Flint
,,
Staff Sergeant J. M . Gilyeat
Scaff Sergeant B. T. Godfrey
Staff Sergeant N . A. Johnson
,,
Staff Sergeant I. R . Lidstone
,,
Staff Sergeant R . Lund . ..
.. .
Staff Sergeant R. M. Mainwarin g
,,
Staff Sergeani G . Moore ...
...
,,
Staff Sergeant A. J . Murray
,,
Staff Sergeant J . V. Culbert
,.
Staff Sergeant B. Adcock
,,
Staff Sergeant A. Coyne ...
,,
Staff Sergeant T. Keany .. .
Staff Sergeant P. H . I vcrson
Staff Sergeant P . V. Dixon
Staff Sergeant D . Recd . ..
Staff Sergeant G. Hayes .. .
,,
Staff Sergeant D . Boughtnn
Staff Sergeant R. Blohm . . .
,,
Sergeant R. V. Fairhurst
,,
Sergeant P . E . Je pson
Sergeant J. H ughes
,,
Sergeant P. C . Perrin
Sergeant G. E. Stringer ...
Sergeant R. W . H etherington
Sergeant R. Lahan .. .
. ..
,,
Sergeant F . E . Slade
,,
,,
Sergeant J . Rhind ...
Sergeant G . Woods
...
,,
Staff Sergeant R. J . R. Wood
,.
Staff Sergeant W . P. Scott
.. .
.. . ,,
Acting Staff Sergeant G . H . Nickson ,,
Acting Staff Serl!fnt A. O. Norton ... .,
Sergeant G. H . 1ckner .. .
. ..
.. . ,,
Sergeant R. W . Aldous ...
Sergeant M . T. Dunman . .
,,
Sergeant J . B. McKissock
Sergeant J. G ardner
...
Sergeant P. Watton
Sergeant R. G . Mill s
Sergeant A. F . D yer
Sergeant G . W. Bulman
Sergeant A. E. Abbott
Sergeant D . J. Radfor
Sergeant H . Shevlin
Sergeant J . B. T . Hill
Sergeant K . Maidment
Sergeant P. Mannion ...
Sergeant E. T. A. Webster .. .
Seqieant J. J . McElvoguc .. .
Acung Sergea'lt F . M . Young
Sergeant R . Ridley
. ..
. ..
Sergeant J. R. Brown
Sergeant J. Gledhill
Sergeant L. K. Maillard
Sergeant F . J. Lace
...
Sergeant A. D. Bermingham
Sergeant B. J. R. Travers
S ~r gean t J. A lcehurst
. ..
.. .
Acting Sergeant P . J . Frceston
Sergeant G. H . Tohnson ...
.. .
Sergeant E. Hall .. .
Sergeant M . ~orphey
Sergeant H . Cooper
Sergeant J. J . Smith
Sergeant H . F . Bumby

622 Troop
rst Regi ment
9th Regime nt
I I th R egiment
13th Regiment
48th Regi ment (T.A.)
520d (L.) Regiment (T.A.)
63rd R egiment ('f .A.)
66th Regiment (T .A.)
A.A.S ., H arrogate .
8th Regiment
11th R egiment
14 th Regiment
19th Regiment
237 Squ adron
T rucial Oman Scouts
11th R egiment
H .Q . T raining Brigade
22nd Regiment
H .Q . COMCAN
208 Squadron
11th Regiment
210 Squadron
Junior Leaders Regiment
School of Signals
School of Signals
I I th Regiment
24 th Regi ment.
18th Regiment
18th Regiment
247 Squadron
9th Regiment
9th Regiment
234 Squadron
2nd R egiment
16th Regiment
15th Regiment
Federal Army Squadron
19th Regiment
15th Regiment
21 st Regiment
225 Squadron
14th Regiment
A.A.S. Harrogate
A.A.S. Harrogate
9th Regiment
22nd Regiment
ist Regiment
School of Signals
7th Regiment
209 Sq uadron
252 quadron
9th Regiment
9th Regiment
9th Regiment
uth Regiment
llth Regimen t
!Ith Regiment
111h Regiment
6oo Troop
228 Squadron
znd Re(!iment
1st Rcg mc n t
252 Squadron
3rd Regiment
nth Regiment
H .Q .. North Ireland Comman d
236 Squadron
209 Squadron
222 Squadron
School of Signals
Signal Troop, 3rd R.H.A.
228 Squadron
628 Troop
r6th Regiment
234 Souadron
19th Regiment
19th Regiment
6r5 Trooo
Air P ortahle and Training R egim ~ n t (H .C.)
R.M.A . Sandhurst
210 Souadron
235 Snuadro n
i 3th R e!liment
8th Reg•ment
8th Regiment
,. 234 Squadron
r 5th Regiment
,, 227 Souad ron
,, 8th Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
4ist Regiment CT .A.)
65th Regime nt (T .A.)
,, 46th Reg;ment (T.A.)
66th Regi ment (T .A.)
239 Sauodron
i tth Regiment
2nd Reg; m e~t
256 Squadron
,, School of Signals
Junior Leaders Regiment
,, 227 Sq uadron
,, 249 Squad ron
,, Signal T raining Centre, P.E .
,, 210 So uadron
,, 45th (Essex) Regiment (T.A.)
Junior Leaders Regiment
16th Re giment
1

Sergeant P. W. Weathcrell
Sergeant E. V. Adams ...
er(!••nt A. Sirn
Acung Sergeant A. C. Robertshaw
Sergeant I. I. Carruthers
Sergeant R. T. Massey ...
Sergeant H. Holdsworth
Sergeant B. L. Brewer
Sergeant D. Holmes
Sergeant R . Rodger
Sergeant F. Finney
Sergeant R. B. Hunt
.. .
Sergeant J. J. F. Logan .. .
Sergeant G . B. Harrison ...
Sergeant L. Burnham
Sergeant G. Miller
Acting Sergeant W. E. Bowles
Acting Sergeant J. Reid .. .
Ser(!eant T. W. Potter .. .
Acung Sergeant D. Smith

11 8

,,

t

tth Regime n t

,, Junior Leaders Regiment
,, 2f9 Squadron
,, 224 Squadron
,, 227 Squadron
,, 2- d Regiment
,, 209 Squadron

Corps Dinner
will be held May 30th, i 962.

Corps Regular Officers' At Home
will be held on 3u1 May, 1962.

37th MeetinJ( of the Central Committee ef t h e
Royal S i"nals AHsociation

will be held on 3xst May, 1962.

Hir th s

Headquarters Scottish C ommand-C.S.0.s Branch
MORRISON.-To W.O .II and Mrs. J. B. M orrison, on 13th February,
i962. a son, Ian George, at Banff Hospital, Scotland.

1 uh Regim ent
CUERDON.-To Captain and Mrs. A. R. Cucrdon, a daughter.
LOCKWOOD.-To Corporal an d Mrs. Lockwood, a daughter.

16th Regiment
TAMS.-To Corporal and Mrs. T ams, on 26th January, 1962, a son, Gary.
BROWN.- To Sergeant and Mrs. Brawn, on 5th M arch , 1962, a son,
Gary Dennis.

Aldershot Tattoo
In place of the Aldershot T attoo, " The Modern Army " will be at home
to the public on Queen's Parade, Aldershot, on the afternoons of 16th and
17th June, 1962. Apply :a Aldershot District, Steeles Road, Aldershot.

Corps Week-en d a nd Asso ciation lle union and
Annu al Genera l M eet in g
will be held at Cattericl< on 7th / 8th July, i 962.

Royal Tournament
Earls Court, London, nth-28th July, i962.

Association

Marriage s

16th R egiment
PICKERING-MILBUR N.-Corporal V. P ickerin11, on 23rd D ecember,
1961 , to Miss S. M. Milburn, at AU Saints' Church of Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield.

D eaths
CAREY-THOMAS.-On 23rd January. 1962, at K ensington, L ieutenantColonel H. C. Carey-Thomas, M .I.E.E .
MEREDITH.-On 3rd March, 1962, L ieutenant-Colonel A. E . Meredith,
late 114 Mahrattas, Indian Sig,al Corps and Royal Sigoals.
WATTS.-On 6th M arch, at his home in Salisbury, ex-C.Q .M.S . H . S . R.
Watts, D.C.M., M .M . Life Member of the Association and Member of
Salisbury Branch.
EDWARDS.-On 10th M arch, i 962, M ajor F. T. Edwards, Royal Signals,
1920-1948.
OZANNE.-On 12th March, 1962. Mrs. B. Ozanoe, widow of Colonel
G. D. Ozannc, R oyal Si&nals (T. A.). She was an enthusiastic worker
for Royal Signals Prisoner of W ar and Comforts Fund, 1939-1946.
ROBERT S.-On 9th March, 1962, at P enrhiwceibcr, Glamorgan, ex-Driver
A. Robe rts, Royal Signals, 1940- 1946. Annual Member of the Association .
O'CALLAGHAN.-On 19th M arch, 1962, at Cattcrick ( nth Regiment),
1690~ Sergeant J. O 'Callaghan, aged 63 years.
i91 5-1925, Royal Irish
Regiment and Royal Army Service Corps; 1925- 1962, Royal Siir;nals. Life
Member Royal Sig-.als Association, 1925. M ember of Chester Branch.
Total service, 47 years.
BIRD.-Oo 22nd March , i962, M ajor R. C. Bird , of 17a, H astings Road ,
Bcxhill . Life Member Royal Signals Association, i 92x.
LEECE.-At R.A.M .C . H ospital, Millbank, on 27th March, 1962, Major
H . R. Lcece, Royal Signals, 1940-62.

Wants anti Oiiers
THE Royal Signals Troop attached Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry,
T .A., requires, in Swindon, an ex-Warran t Officer or Sen ior
N .C.O. to command as Troop Sergeant. Volunteer to apply
O.C. Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry or Secretary, Wiltshire T.A.
and A.F. Association, T .A. Centre, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wilts.
OFFICER'S DAUGHTER, aged 23, itrained Secretary,
experienced, and fond of children, requires post abroad with
family. Free 9th July, for two months, or longer. Please
reply Box 85, c/o Editor.

Southampton Branch
Annual D inner will be held at Blighmont D rill Hall, Millbrook Road, Southampton, on 12th May, 1962, at 7.30 p.m .
Tickets, 8/6 each, fro m F. S. Griffiths, 60, Winchester Road
Shirley, Southampton.
Members from neighbouring Associations are welcome, and
also any 1939-45 members of 43 D ivisional Signals, who will feel
very much " At Home " at this gathering.
T HE WIR E, APRIL
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,, 227 Squadron
54th (E.A.) Regiment (T.A.)
8th Regiment
243 Squadron
1st Regiment
235 Squadron
Junior Leaders Regiment
7th Regiment
15th Regiment
,, 2rd Re~. m ent
91.h Regimen t
,, 227 Squadron
,, rst Regiment

1962

of

H a rro g a te

A ppre ntices

The 10th Annual G eneral Meeting and Reunion is to be held on Tuesday ,
31st J uly_._ and Wednesday, r st August, i 962, at the Army Apprentices
School. H arrogate.
The provisional programme is: Aullllst ut, a.m.,
Graduation Parade; t4.oo hours, Trades Exhibition; 20.00 hours, Social
Evening. All ex-A/T 's who are members, are cordially invited to attend.
Requests for accommodation should be addressed to the Commandant, Army
Apprentices School, H arrogate, to arrive before ISt July, 1962.

Roy a l Signals I nstitution Lectures, 1962
*Friday, 25th May, "The Reserve Army," Colonel G . H . Shrimpton, T.o.,
6.15 p.m ., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiment, T .A., Duke of York.'1
Headquarters, Chelsea , S.W.3 .
*Friday, 28th September, "New Zealand," Brigadier J . E. Anderson,
6.15 p.m ., at the T .A. Centre, 47 th Regiment, T.A., D uke of York'•
Headquarters. Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tuesday, 27th November, "Trainin& of American Cadets at West P oint"
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. Miles, Jnr., U .S. Army, 5.15 p.m., ;.,
North Hall, Training Brigade, R oyal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
* Members arc allowed two guests for these lectures.

Roy al Signals Association Football Club Flxturee
April 18th
•

*

Billingbem Synthonia
R .E .M .E.
.. .
...
R .A.O .C .
F i..'<turcs not yet firm.

Catterick Camp
Billingha m
Catterick Camp

Roy al Si.Cnnls Hockey Fixtures
Apr. 201.h-2yd

Scaroorough Hockey Festi\•al -

Scarborough.

Indian Signal Units 1911-1948 O.C.A.
On 26th May, at the Eccleston Hotel, Victoria, London, S.W .1, A.G .M .
and Dinner. Open to members and ::heir wives, but guests not allowed.
Further details from Captain W. D owlcy, 153, M ycbett Road, M ychett,
Nr. Aldcrshot, H ants.

Indian Army lleunion, 1962
The 1962 Reunion wiU be held at Hurlin&ham Club on Friday, 29th J une
at 3.30 p.m. Tickets 9 / - per head. H on. Secretar)' Brigadier A . J . M .
Wiltnn, o.s.E., The Cottage, 30, T ham es Street, Su nbury-on-Thames.

Royal Signals Display Team
May 17th
May 19th
June :md
June 19th-21st
J une 23rd
July 7th
July 11th-28th
August 1st
August 6th
August 18th
September ist

H ertfordshire, St. Alban's-Agricultural Show.
Billet L ane, Stamford le Hope, E ssex.
K ynoch Social Oub, Witten, Birmingham .
Edinburgh .
H olmfirth.
Catterick.
Royal T ournament.
N antwich.
Horncastle .
D arlington- Darlington Show.
H altwhistlc-Agricul tural Show.

The Wyvern Club
The Annual Dinner for members will be held in the N avnl and Military
C lub, London, on 3rd October, at 7.30 p.m . for 8 p.m. Ticl<ets and infor mation from the Secretary, T he W yvcrn Dinner Oub, Headquarter
43 (WX) D iv./ District, Sherford Camp, T aunton , Somer ct.
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==Promotions==
The following promotion were a uthorised up to the end of Fcbruar)'· 1962 :

SiJ(nnl Centrfl

upervisor Roster

N 6flJ

Old

Ingram. W. E ..

1080

180

A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / gt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/ Sgt.
A / Sgt .
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

torcy, L. G. H.
Smith, E. R. B.
Lace, F. J.
McGrca\'y, T .
Hamilton, E. L.
Lewis. J. E . S.
Thomasj L . C.
Spiers, .
Griffin, J.
Simmons. R.
Newell, D . A.
Bryar, E.
Smith, K.
Kelly, L. J.
Preece, J. A. M.
Rl.'fters, F. D .
Bia ·clock, P. G.
Young, G.
Qemson, W.
Dewhirst. L . W.

9280
9290
9300
9310
9320
9330
9340
9350
936o
9370
9380
9390
9400
9410
9420
9430
9440
9450
946o
9470

5456
4500
3870
II40
3550
5354
3610
156o
4700
5210
5970
6590
6290
728o
5820
6570
676o
6724
7270
5732

Cpl.

S taple ton, A. G.

2310

2110

Phillip , J. H.
Crowder. N. J.
Gilbert , F.
Co\'erley, C .

3445
3655
3665
3670

1620
5910
2430
6140

Warren, \V/. J.
Curley, D. A.
Nicolson, A.
Handley, D. R.
Bums, A.
Gibbs, F. A.
Johnsrnne, R.
May, E. J. B.
Warwick, R. A .
Cleaver, B.
Morris, A .
Hawey, J.
Mason, K.
Harrison, P. L.
Pearson. A.
BeU, W. K. L.
Kingham, A. E.
Baglieno, C.
Price, H .
Page , A. D .
Dickinson, F. W .
Tune, B. W .

1020

1382
4570
6oo
46oo
4610
4126
480
4690
1920

Sm. No. Sc11. No.
To W .O .II

22 62704

A / W .O.II

Operntin,: Roster
To Sgt.

23133970
225378o7
22537710
22266<>99
225r639
234 6o32
22972707
22537855
21005396
22265734
22296564
22813072
228o8334
22959077
22246o79
22~26417

22 2J 101

22776oo4
2348t382
23847720

Clt>ric>al Roster
To

gt.

22993627

Te •hllical Roster
To Sgt.

22537766
22967513
22845292
23467500

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

lll"gimental Duty
To W.0.l
To W.O.II

To S / Sgt.

2325306 A/ W.O.l
21187441 A / W.O.Il
22569789 S / Sgt.
14452127 S / Sg1.
22272339 S / Sgt.
15002573 S / Sgt.
2355032 A / W.O.II
22548293 S / Sgt.
.O.II
5438706 A
22274297 A / S. Sgt.
22562336 A / W.O.II
22212676 Sgt.
22289336 Sgt.
22296816 Sgt.
2549501 A / S. Sgt.
2549639 Sgt.
22)56721 A / S . Sgt.
22537177 Sgt.
22212954 Sgt.
21040550 Sgt.
22953025 Sgt.
22548629 Sgt.

4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
6610 3390(0p. ~
6620 334o(Op.
6630 32oo(Op.~
6640 341o~Op.
6650 1070 Clk.)
666o uoo(Lmn.~
6670 1120(1.mn.
668o IIlo(Lmn.)
6690
9~mn.)
6700 135 GTD)
6710 3490 ~Op. )
6730 3510 Op.~
6740 353o(Op.

INSERTIONS
Rc>gimental Duty
19038954

W.O.II

Garland, M. F . B.

3552

3874

General Trades and Duties
2325537

Sgt.

Marsden, J. E.

Sgt.

Baker, A.

12 6o (Regt.
Duty S. Sgt.)

Op*'rating
2320009
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DELETIONS
Regimental Duty

w.o.u

2394
3670

S. Sgt.

GPnernl Trades and Dotie
Sgt.

530

136o

23 IO

J,hu•man
Sgt.

2264

iJ(nnl Ct>ntr1> Supervisor llost"r
W.0.ll

so

01tPratinJ( llostc•r
Sgt.

636o

Tet•hnieal Rost1>r
520

120

58o

670

2940

290 (Regt.
Duty S Sgt.)

ARTICLES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

A leave in East Africa in 1962

1

BY LANCE-CORPORAL C .

1
J
1________________ , ____ 1

A Surfeit of Durian
Anyone who has served in Malaya ~ill know the Durian. It
is a fruit which may grow to ihe size of a rugger ball, has a
rough green exterior and. a sweet white pulp within. The M~lays
rare it the finest of fruits, but most Europeans condemn it on
its all-pet·vading and corrupt smell alone. For many, to taste
ii is to love it, but beware of a surfeit, lest you have an experience
like that recounted below by Sergeant Baba bin Mohd Zaman,
of 237 Squadron (COMCAN).
Thunder rumbled in the distant sky and a flash of lightning
slashed the darkness. Cold rain stung my face. Sharp, pointed
finger nails dug deep into my neck; my hands and. feet. were
chained to my sides. With a strangled cry I shot. upright m my
bed, trembling from head to foot and wet with sweat, my
teeth chattering with fright.
Slowly lingeringly, my senses
cleared and I realised that my wife was bending over me,
worried by all my abrupt actions. The words " Ir was a dream,
a dream," drummed on my mind, and with a final dismissal of
doubt, I came down to earth. Yes, it was a dream, and a most
dreadful one too!
I t was a hot June night last year. Durians, freshly picked
from my friend's estate were to be the special item on the
menu, and so, after a rather heavy dinner, I revelled shamelessly in the white flesh of the durian. Funnily enough, the
more I ate, the less satisfied was my ravenous passion. Sat!ated
at last with this delicious food, I fell on my bed and slept like a
log. For a few minutes only, it seemed, I was sleeping and
snoring soundly and peacefully. Then it happened!
Suddenly I was walking alone in a weird and grotesque
wood. The trees had branches like claws, thin and wiry. Set
in this eerie environment was a gleaming marble palace. As I
drew near, the two sentries at the entrance (dressed, I noticed,
like durians) saluted me. I passed, unmolested, through a hall
where green tapestries decorated the walls and the smell of
durian was pungent in the air. All around the hall were
polished brass doors which led into other chambers. I entered
the first room. It was bare, with a green pool in the middle
and crystal chandeliers hung from above. As I stood gazing
into the pool, I was grabbed from the rear by hideous creatures
dressed in green and covered with long, pointed spikes. They
tore at my flesh with their spikes until I slipped from their
grasp and fled, bleeding profusely. Each room I darted into
was full of the same monstrous creatures. I reached the last
room.
Here it was calm and safe, and there was a bed, too, with
clean, white sheets. Although there was the same, identical
pond in the middle, there were no chandeliers. I had given my
pursuers the slip, so, taking courage, I washed myself in the
water and lay down between the cool sheets of the bed. I was
about to close my eyes when there was a loud thud and before
my eyes stood a huge, uncouth monster just like the others,
but much larger, and armed with longer, sharper spikes.
Menacingly it advanced, with claws like spears. Now it was
upon me, piercing my flesh with its claws, choking me. Panicstricken, I screamed.
Thar was all. The vision vanished and I was safe and sound
in my wife's arms, vowing never to touch another durian as long
as I live.

The Temple of the Emera/ti Butltlha
JIANGKOK
Surely the most interesting city in the Far East is Bangkok,
easily and inexpensively reached from Singapore and Malaya by
rail. The Y.M.C.A. in Sathorn road provides good accommodation, and some visitors have had the great good fortune of being
taken from the Y.M.C.A. to private homes where they have
lived the life of Thais for a few days. Several excellent tours
of the city are available and if you go to "Jimmy's Tours," in
an alley off New Road opposite the turning leading to the
Oriental Hotel, mention of 237 Squadron will get you a sizeable
reduction on all tours.
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Fearsome "Yaks" guard the entrances to the Temple of the
Emerald Buddha

W ith so much to see there is one place you must visit whatC\·er else you miss. This is the splendid and spectacular group
of buildings including the Royal Palace and the Wat Phra Keo,
or Temple of the Emerald Buddha. Plan this as soon as you
arrive as the temple is open only on Sundays and holy days.
Each of the several entrances to the compound is guarded by a
pair of huge highly-coloured demon gi~nrs or 'Yaks,' but for all
their forbidding appearance, entrance 1s free save for a modest
charge for permission to use your c.am.era.
.
The main building or bot, was built m 1785 by Kmg Rama_I.
It is a superb building with walls of white plaster cove~ed with
patterns and flowers in blue and gold. The four super-imposed
roofs are tiled in bright red, yellow and green and along the
frontals are carved serpents with their heads in the eaves and
their tails projecting outwards from _rhe gable-tops: The eaves
are hung with wind · bells, and the slightest breeze 1s enough to
move the brass plate attached to the clapper, so that the temple
is always filled with the soft music of the bells. Inside, there
are beautiful murals depicting incidents in the life of the Lord
Buddha and overhead there is a breath-taking ceiling, carved
and decorated in red and gold .. The Emerald Buddha is surprisingly small, less than two feet high, in fact. He sir_s under
a canopy on a high tiered pedestal richly decorated _with gold
leaf. Cut from a single piece of solid green jasper, the little figure
has a curious serene dignity for all its diminutiveness. It has
had a chequ~red history since it ~ame (it i~ b~lieved) from
Ceylon to Southern Thailand. Agam a'?-d agam H has ~een. a
prize of war and has been moved five umes at least durmg HS
recorded history since 1436. The little figure is appropriately
dressed in golden raiment according to the season of the .year
and his dress is chaJlged by no less a person than the Kmg.
The other buildings of the temple include a Pantheon, the
Phra Tepbidorn, originally built to house the Emera!~ Budd~a
bur found to be too small for elaborate state ceremomes. Ir 1s
a charming building, now u ed to house statues of the kings of
the Chakri dynasty. In an entirely different style is the lenderpired and collonaded Mandapa, an absolute gem of architecture,
which houses the Buddhist scriptures. The group is completed
by a belfrv ahd a tall gilded spire or chedi in the tradit-ional
Thai Buddhist style. On the terrace of the temple there are
charming little golden mythological figures of half-human, halfanimal or bird figures said to live in a wonderful forest at the
foot of the Himalayas.
There is so much to see in this temple alone that one cannot see enough of it in a short visit. But Bangkok ha much
more to offer, ·and · after the foot-wearying quest of culture by
day, there is the no less delightful, no less wearying. delight of
the restaurants and night clubs by night. How staid and quiet
ingapore seems in comparioon !
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A. BARKER

I have been stationed with 222 Squadron in Aden for nearly
a year. The only official local leave that is organised is the
Nyali Leave Camp in Mombasa. I, with my friend, Signalman
Patterson, applied for, and were allocated vacancies, immediately
after Christmas. However, after some careful thinking, we
decided not to go to Nyali, but to seek the wide open spaces
of East Africa by the method of " thumb." So Sunday found
us on the outskirts of Mombasa with rucksacks on our backs
and aches in our heads from the bright lights of Mombasa the
nigh t before.
Our lift ro Nai.robi soon materialised and took us through
the T savo Game Reserve. At one point half-a-dozen cars were
parked by the side of the road with their occupants standing
on the roofs with cameras and binoculars held to their eyes.
On stopping, we learned there were elephants about. Soon
we heard the very angry trumpeting of an elephant. I was
just thinking it sounded very close when simultaneously the
doors of six cars went bang, six engines roared into life, six
tyres screamed, and six cars disappeared over the horizon.
A second trumpeting, and we had overtaken them. Our driver,
a member of the community sometimes rather unfairly referred
to a a " Bombay Welshman,'' explained that he had just
had his car resprayed and that if the elephant had charged his
car, it would have cost him East African shillings, 400, to have
it resprayed.
N airobi, the throbbing heart of East Africa, where one can
sit at a table of a pavement cafe and hear French, German,
Italian, Gujerati, Hindustani, Swahili, and, on rare occasions,
even English, spoken . Cosmopolitan Nairobi, with tall contemporary buildings, first-class hotels, first-class shops, fustclass night clubs, with beautiful, but expensive, hostesses, and
only one public convenience. Oh, and I nearly forgot-lions
five miles from the city centre.
Monday, and south towards Uganda. A Mercedes pulls up
and the driver, after asking if we were nervous passengers, proceeded to overtake every car in front of us. He was a Gilgil
farmer. Have you ever driven down the road that twists and
turns from the top to the bottom of the Grear Rift Valley
with the needle nor dropping below 65?
o? Then in that
case you haven't had the thrill of dying twenty or thirty times
in three and one-half miles. Later he explained that he used
to drive with the Aston-Marrin works team with Tony Brooks,
"a couple of years back, old boy."
We were no longer
frightened, we just resigned ourselves to the thought that when
one's time is up, that's it. He dropped us off some 17 miles
from Nakuru, and within minutes we were picked up by a
Volkswagen. He was a sedate driver, who never let his speedometer go above 50, so that at lunchtime we found ourselves
welcomed to Nakuru, by the courtesy of King Size Filter-Tip
Cigarettes.
In the afternoon an Asian police inspector and his wife gave
us a lift to about 30 miles outside of Nakuru. His wife was
driving, but he was changing gear for her. She was a good
learner and only drove off the road once, but the words " where
the hell do you think you are going, sister," soon had us back
on the road again. The long evening shadows were creeping
across the road when a Peugeot 403 open van offered us a lift to
Eldorer. About 30 miles from Eldoret, it decided to rain. We
reached the town in the dark, soaked to the skin and sitting in
three or four inches of water. Eldoret is the central market
town of the White Highlands.
On Tuesday morning we travelled in another Volkswagen
with a chap working for UNESCO. He was on his way to
give some lectures at the University in Kampala in Uganda.
Just before we crossed the Kenya-Uganda border we caught
glimpses of members of an infamous tribe, whose name escapes
me at the moment. Despite police prevention, these chaps still
cat the occasional man and run around in ' puris nacuralibus.'
I believe, however, that they only eat he occasional missionary
on festive occasions. They only have the festivals of rain, sun,
fertility, harvest, light and darkness, etc. . . . Oh well!
Jinja is an important port on the north shore of Lake Victoria.
Ir is here, ar the Owen Falls Dam, that the River Nile starts
its rather tiresome journey through Uganda the Sudan and
Egypt.
Fifty miles further on, through banana, tea, coffee
and cotton plantations, we were welcomed to Kampala by, this
rime, the courtesy of Coca Cola, King Size and Family Size
bottles.
Kampala is famous for Makere University. The next day
we commenced the return journey to Nairobi but only reached
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little town called lganga, about 30 miles from Jija. At lunchtime we w re picked up by W.O.II Bell, of 4 K.A.R. He kii;ldly
took us co his house and gave us dinn r and a lift back co the
main ro.id.
On Thursday we were picked up by the Town Clerk of
Mbale. He asked u co tay the day with him and we pent a
pleasant time swimming and relaxing, and enjoyed n good
night's sleep, before once again raking to the road.
A Kitale farmer and his German wife gave us a lift to Broderick
Fall , and then an African offered us a lift on to Eldorer. When
we arrived there he demanded ro/- from each of us. That
was the only time on our trip that we were " srung." Having
reached Eldoret as night was approaching, w · decided to call
it a day, but in a cafe we met a Mr. Desai and his son, who
asked us if we were going to Nairobi. On the road, the fathe ·
gave us the most comprehensive talk on contemporary Indian
history, for which we were both very grateful. At the top of the
Rift alley we ran into cloud, and even with fog lamps it was
impossible to see the road. \Ve passed about a dozen cars
abandoned, having come to grief in the ditches on either side
of the road. Reaching airobi in the early hours of Saturday
morning, we were forced co spend the week-end there as the
road to Tanganyika was closed.
But on the Monday morning the road was opened, and we
were on our way again. We rode in a new Peugot 404 with
two chaps going on a fishing trip. We crossed the border at
Namanga and reached the Arusha by-pass just as the cloud was
clearing from Mount Meru. It was a spectacular sight, this
15,ooofr. mountain but nothing co what was in store for us.
As we were nearing Moshi, our destination, an enormous cloud
bank was beginning to clear and there, cowering above us was
the majestic Kilimanjaro. Irs two peaks, Mawensi, 17,sooft.
and Kibo, 19,5ooft. were both covered in snow down to about
15,oooft. Heming\vay was inspired by it; royalty has been awed
by it. We were overwhelmed by the magnificence of this mountain. If the lion is the lord of animals in Africa, then Kilimanjaro
is the lord of scenery.
As we did not like Moshi, we decided co start our return
journey to Nairobi immediately, even though it was dark. Oh
calamity! We accepted a lift from a Sikh gentleman driving a
large American saloon. He told us he was going to Arusha,
where we could stay the night. Tearing along the road at 100
m.p.h. plus, he decided to look for his cigareues with both
hands. We rocketed off the road and ploughed through a field.
To him this was very funny. He roared with laughter as he
drove back on to the road, still doing 100 m.p.h. As if that
was not enough, when he finally found his cigarettes, he used
both hands to light it. Off the road again, this time into bush
where, had there been a tree in the way, I would not be writing
this now. As it was, we flattened some 50 small bushes before
reaching the road again. This was ev~ funnier. Lofty, my
mate, was laughing too, until even I started, but we were both
laughing with hysteria.
When we saw lights from a farmho use we decided we could
stand no more of our Sikh friend. He was really disappointed
an_d reluctantly bade us good-bye and good luck. Seeing our
plight and state of fright, the kind farmers filled us up with
bacon and eggs and provided a bed .
We reached Arusha the next morning. Arusha is in the exact
centre of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, and is exactly halfway between Cairo and Cape Town. We got stuck at Arusha
and as funds were running low, we decided to make use of
the police station for the nighr. Take my advice don't do
anythin~ so silly. We were given the use of the offic; belonging
to the inspector. The floor was crawling with big black cockroaches that had the horrifying habit of promenading over our
faces all night.
. Wednesday, and a Ford Zephyr, with two chaps just returning "up country" from "holidaying at the coast." We reached
N!'lirobi_ without in~ident (?) around lunchtime. We stayed
with _fner:ids and picked up a lift to Mombasa on Thursday
mommg m a cattle truck.
Althoug~ we didn't share our truck with any animals, it
melt ~o high heav~n, ~o that when we dropped off at Kiboko,
100 miles from. Nairobi, we sm~lt too. That night, sleeping in
the I?etrol stauon, we were bitten to death by mosquitoes.
Luckily, we had been t"king our Paludrine.
~e got a l!ft a!ound lunchtime on Friday with a Government
official and his wife and got stuck in the mud in a foot of water
Lofty and I, with the three-fingered salutes of Boy Scouts did
our good tum of the year.
'
We_ reached troI?ical Mombasa late in the afternoon, dirty
and tired, but feelmg all the world like great explorers. We
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had covered 2,000 miles for 10/-. Our only worry was that
we still smelt like something out of a badly-kept farmyard
and we noticed how people in Mombasa walked on the othe;
ide of the road. We really did smell.
Sarurday, and farewe ll to East Africa. Hitch-hiking had givt!n
us one of the best leaves ever. Now the return to Aden-Ugh !

*
* - Thi story
*
[Commanding Officer's
Note.
is absolutely
genuine and has been typed in the author's own words. LanceCorporal Barker i a regular technician and "Lofty " Patterson
is a lineman . Barker is now serving in Bahrein).

Nuclear Warfare
BY

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL

A. R.

WYTHE

" I had just joined the Regiment," said the Adjutant, "and
I thought I'd have a surprise Civil Defence alarm."
The President of the Board of Inquiry, a Gunner Major,
leaned forward interestedly. "Did they tell you at Staff College
that Regimental soldiers had co be kept right on their toes
because they were liable to slack?"
"That's it," said the Adjutant.
"They always do," said the President. " When I joined
my Regiment, I turned out the fire picquet at two a.m."
" I read my Standing Orders . . . " said the Adjutant.
"They went through the C.0.'s garden at a hard gallop."
" Oh yes . . . " said the Adjutant.
"Straight into the canal. The C.O. threw me after them."
" I read my Standing Orders," said the Adjutant.
"Which of course said that all ranks will read and understand them,'' said the President.
"Yes,'' said the Adjutant, eagerly.
"They always do, and there was a note on the outside,
' R.S.M. get these damned orders amended.'?"
"That's it,'' said the Adjutant.
There was a sympathetic silence.
Captain Trumper, the
senior member, coughed and made a note.
"The orders said," said the Adjutant loudly, " that the telephone operator, on being told where an atom bomb had
fallen, would inform the persons listed below.''
" Yes," prompted the President.
" So I rang the operator and said 'An atom bomb has fallen
on the Quartermaster, inform everybody.'"
The Court looked at the Adjutant admiringly.
"You
certainly pressed the button there,'' said the President.
" It's what the orders said," said the Adjutant.
There was a pause. Captain Trumper leaned across: " Had
you told the R S.M. you were having a surprise alarm."
''No," said the Adjuant, " I wanted it to be a complete surprise."
" And it certainly was,'' said the President, " especially to the
Quartermaster.''

*

*

*

Signalman Smith and the President weighed each other
up.
"No doubt,'' said the President, "your mind is all a blank
like concerning the day in question.''
" It m~y hell?,'' said the President, "when I tell you that I
am Garnson Field Officer over the week-end, and if there is
any delay due to bad memory on the part of wimesses I have
no objection to passing time by further enquiries. All ~imesses
will, of course, have co be present. You see my point Smith."
"Yessir.'' said Smith.
'
"Good," said the President. "Tell us what haprened.''
. " I was on me switchboard," said Smith, "when the Adjutant's
light came up. I plugged in, and the Adj. shouted ' there's an
atom bomb on the Quartermaster, tell everybody.'"
"You immediately said 'wot' and rang in his ear" said the
President, pleasantly.
'
" I did nor," said Smith with d ignity. " I'd 'eard no atom
~mb, and I turned to Signalman Sugsby, 'oo 'appened to be
m the exchange, after feeling ill on coal fatigues, and said 'The
Adjutant is 'orf 'is nut.' I'd left me switch over and the
Adjutant 'eard. ' I'm nor 'orf me nut,' 'e bawls, 'do' as you're
told and you're under arrest.' "
"You then read your list, I suppose," said Captain Trumper.
"Wot list,'' said Smith.
Lieutenant Hackett, the junior member, who all this time had
avoided looking at the Adjutant, cleared his throat nervously.
" Now surely you remember a list of n ames which was given
you by the last operator,'' said rhe President coaxingly.
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" There weren't no list," Signalman Smith said, suspiciously.
" I weren't given no list.''
"All right,'' said the President, "what did you do then?"
" I informed everybody I could think of," said Smith. "I
started with the town fire brigades. I cold the main police
station, Brigade 'eadquarters, the Town 'all, the 7th Tanks, the
NAAFI Manager, 'alf, the locals on me board, and the
Brigadier.''
"Wot did 'e do,'' said the President.
"'e called me a blasted idiot,'' said Smith, "and told me to
put 'im on to the C.O. Cor, 'e didn't 'alf carry on."
" Anything else,'' said the President.
" No sir, that's all I did," said Smith.
"Few men,'' said the President," could have done more. You
may leave us."
"Yessir," aid Smith.
"We'll have some tea,'' said the President, "then sec the
QM."

*

*

*

"Well,'' said the President to Major and Quartermas ter
Flugle, " you had a rare old day over this lot, George."
The Quartermaster looked balefully at the Adjutant, who
paled and fidgetted with his gloves.
" In all my forty-two years of service," began the Quartermaster.
" Quite,'' said the President soothingly. " If you could give
us the exact details."
"I was counting socks at the time. O.C. 3 had drawn
some while _my back vyas turned. Suddenly the door flew open
and a man m blue umform trod on my hand. ' I'm the Senior
Warden,' says, 'keep calm.' I began to explain who I was. He
opened a window, said ' Shock case, Charlie,' and two men came
in and tied me to a stretcher. The Warden pushed all my
papers and ledgers on to the floor, sat at my desk, and said
'Don't you worry, mate.' They carried me outside, and there
were fire engines and men all over my stores."
" And tanks?" said the President.
"They came later," said the Quartermaster, "and pushed over
the oil stove, which caught fire."

*

"I've good news for you," said the C.0. to the Adjutant,
who was well aware of what the C.0 . had been studying.
" Sir," said the Adjutant.
" Forty quid," said the C.O., " and you're lucky you didn't
have to pay four hundred."
"But it was what the order said," said the Adjutant.
"You'd better get those orders amended,'' said the C.O.

® b i t u·a r i e s
l.IEUTF~'IVANT-C.:OLONEI.

u.

II.

114nrsE

Born 1897, commissioned 1916, retired 1938, recalled 1939,
final retirement 1945· The story, in one sentence, of an English
gentleman.
In fact, like many of his contemporaries, he started as a
Second-Lieutenant in the Territorial Army in l9I 5 hoping for
a short cut to active serv:ce. Parental influence, or common
sense, put him instead to a regular commission after six months
at the Royal Military College and to the 8th Hussars in l9I6.
In 1918 he was serving in the Cavalry Corps Signal Squadron
ar:id in December of that year he was officially "Seconded" to
Signal Service Royal Engineers. Rhine Army Signals, India
Mesopotamia, "F" Company S.T.C. Maresfield, occupied him
until in April, 1923, the then Lieutenant House, transferred to
Royal Signals.
After a year in rst Divisional Signals at Aldershot he was
appointed Adjutant, 51st Highland Divisional Signal (Temporary Captain). One of the Subaltern of that time writes : ".I remember him well, as our Second Adjutant, 1926-30.
This unit came into being a year or two after the end of the
First World War and Colonel F. R. G. Forsyth, M.C., D.L., had
been acting both as Adjutant and Commanding Officer. In
those days the Territorial Army did not involve the amount of
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LIEUTENANT-COLONEL H. C. CAREY-THOMAS,
HJ08 to 1944

*

*

work now required by an Adjutant or other permanent ~tatf,
and many look back now with pleasure on the carefree days of
the twenties. When Brian House came to the unit as Adjutant
things were changing. There were, of course, only horses for
movement of cable wagons, etc., as well as personnel, and
Brian House had always been a keen horseman. One of the
good things he did for the unit was use his skill as an army
boxer in creating enthusiasm amongst all ranks. Many years
after he had gone there was often quoted from his repertoire
in the ring ' stand back-box on.' "
Brian House then went to Gibraltar as O.C. Signals for five
years. Almost longer than anyone before or since (1930-35).
He returned to England to 1st Divisional Signals, attained
Field Rank in 1936 and retired in 1938. He had not Jong to
enjoy his leisure in his village, Alverstoke, in Hampshire, where
he was born and where much later, he died.
In 1939 he served with 3rd Divisional Signals in the B.E.F.
of that year, returning to England with the Division via
Dunkirk.
By 1941 as Acting Colonel he was commanding 2 Corps
Signals, later to " R " Corps Signals, later to 8 Corps Signals,
as Commanding Officer in each case. Having " made " the two
latter units he was relieved by a "younger man.''
In 1943 he became D.C.S.0. Sussex and Surrey District,
whence in 1945 his journey to his home was not of any great
distance.
Post war he resumed his life as a country gentleman and it
was recorded in the Hampshire Press that he had been prominent in the work of the Conservative and Unionist Association
and in all those other " public duties " which still attach to a
gentleman who lives in rural England.
He died on 14th February, 1962, and at his funeral at Alvertoke his Corps was represented by Major C. W. Ainsworth
(30th Regiment).
As far as is known he had no n~ar relatives. His contemporaries will remember him.
Men of his style are becoming fewer and England is the
worse for lack of them.

Thirty-six years is a long time and Carey-Thomas served
very nearly continuously throughout this period. His first
commission was in London District Signal Company, R.E.T.F.
He ended the war in 1919, his last appointment being Assistant
Director of Army Signals (equivalent C.S.0.), Headquarter ,
Western Command, Chester.
In 1920 he was appointed to a permanent commission in
Royal Signals - Captain - and after a normal career of those
day he went to R.A.R.0. in 1935 as C.S.O. Air Defence
Formation, T.A.
In 1936 he was restored to the Establishment and erved
until 1939 in 1st and 2nd Anti-Aircraft Division, T.A.
During the Second World War he served mainly in Egypt,
commanding 3 H.Q. Signals for a time and later in South
Africa.
He was mentioned in despatches in r916.
H <; died on 23rd January, 1962.

SERGEANT

J.

O'C.ALLAGJIAN

Sergeant J. O'Callaghan, born 1st May 1898, who enlisted
in the 3rd Bn. Royal Irish Regiment on the 19th April, 1915,
at Cork, was buried at Hipswell on the 21st March, 1962, with
:'viilitarv Honours .
"Paddy " had been with The D epot since 1958 and made
many friends. Although he kept very much to himself, hi
company was often sought either for a yam or invaluable advice
such as can only be gleaned from years of soldiering.
There were 15 wreaths at the graveside, including one from
the Signal Officer-in-Chief. The Regimental Association of the
Royal Irish Regiment was represented by Major (R ecd.) C. J.
Murphy, who laid a wreath on their behalf. Major Murphy also
enlisted in r 9 l 5.
In 1948 it was said of "Paddy": "With 34 years' service.
he requires no supervision.
Steady old soldier.'' He ha
been a steady old soldier ever since, and when interviewed by
a Resettlement Board last year, said that he wouldn't require resettling just now as he was re-enlisting for another year. ThC'
Army was his life.
~
Mr. H. W. Taylor (R.S .M., Signal Service, Royal Engineers,
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currently ergeant Pensioner, Royal Hospital Chelsea) writes:
It i with deepest regret that I heard of the sudden death of
ergeant ' Paddy ' O'Callaghan.
Whil t guest of the W arrant Officers and Sergean~s of nth
Regiment (Depot), at Chester in 196<> . and Catenck, 1961,
• Paddy ' was my guide, taking me to va.nous i;>ara~es, schools,
workshops, etc. I spent many pleasant hours m. his co.mpany.
He was to have visited me at the Royal Hospital this year.
The Corps has lost a grand old soldier."

Regiments
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1st Regiment
" Plz1s fa change, plus c'esc la meme c1«?se," to borrow a
quotation from The Journal The changes since our last not~s
have been numerous but the Regiment seems to carry on m
much the same way.' New arrivals include W ..0.1 D. Duncan1
raff Sergeant Kreckler and Sergeant Downey, m the Sergeants
Mess, and Major Bonnart in the Officers' Mess. Serge~nt.s M1;1rray
and Smith have left us recently, as well as three d1stmg_wshed
members of the Regimental Football Team, Corporal Fa1thf~ll,
Lance-Corporal Lister and Signalman McBe~th, whom we wish
all the best in their new civilian way of h~e. We managed,
however, to get into the finals o~ the Mornson Cup, but lost
to 22nd Regiment by 3 goals to nil.
.
.
. ..
The Regiment took part, for the first t~e? ~ the Div1s1oi:ial
ki Meeting, where we en.tered an enrhus1asuc, 1f somewhat mexperienced, team. Menuon ~ust be made of ~rporal J : D ;
Currie who as a first-year novice, came second m the ovices
Slalom'. Th'e team took part in all the team events-the .Patrol
Race, the 4 x 10km. Langlauf R elay, t!1e Open Do~nhill a~d
Slalom- and Lieutenant Barnes and Signalman Si:n1tb ran m
the 15km. cross-country individual. Althoug~ we did .not come
away with any cups, the team by no means disgraced melf, a nd
with more training and experience, hopes to do better ne~t nme.
We are now starting our athletics training f<!r the Regn:~1ent.al
Athletic Meeting in May, prior to the Royal Signals Meeung m
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July. A keen body of would-be sailors was addressed. ~y the
Commanding Officer last week, and show!1 films of .s~ilmg on
the Baltic. Applications to join the ~egimenta~ Sailing Club
came rolling in-had the shot of the girls' band m K:orsar .anything to do with it?-and there are rumours o~ potential tramees
tying running bowlines with ~pun yarn on aer.1al ~ast~ . We are
all looking forward to the arrival of .Pegasus, in Kiel~ m May.
On the more serious side, the Regiment was comm1tte? operationally during the Hamburg floods in Februa.ry, to provide co~
munications to an improvised Flood H.q. m Hamburg. This
story is told by Major Tighe, and published ~n another. page.
The exercise season is with us, but the Spring, alas, did not
come with it. The first " Cygnet " was consequently sol!lewhat
cool, and tempers were not impr?ved .by. one rcgun~ntal
column waiting for a second one in adiommg str~ets m a
small town south of H erford. It it had not been for a L1eutenantColoncl acting as D .R., they might well still be there. The
second " Cygnet" clicked much b.etter, but we could have
done with our white camouflage suits! W e all got there and
back, though, in spite of snow and ice, which says a lot for the
standard of driving.
.
And now-ah for some adventure training in the sunshme of a
Norwegian fjord!

Lions in 9th Regiment
9th Regiment can trace its ori~in back .38 years, having been
formed as 2 W ireless Company m Palestine from a number. of
wireless sections remaining in the Middle East after the Fust
World War. The Unit (under v~rious names) has s~rved
continuously in the M iddle East smce then. ~he Regiment
(then 2 Wireless) Regiment) moved f~om Palestin~ to CY_PI1;1S
in 1947 and is now the longest continuously serving Umt m ·
Cyprus.
.
lt was natural, therefore, when the Corps Comm1t~ee
provided a grant for the Regiment to .purchase s ~me decor~tlvc
silver that it should commemorate its service m the Middle
East ~ith a piece of silver representative of the historic background of Cyprus and Palestine. The p:ece chosei:i was a copy
in silver of the heraldic lion of the House of Lusignan, which
had connections in the M iddle Ages with both Cyprus and
the Holy Land.
The Lusignans bad been Kings of Jerusalem for many years
before they were displaced in 1187 by Saladin's captur~ of
Jerusalem. When Richa.i:d I of En~land {Coeur de L10n),
leading Christendom's Thud Crusade m n91 to recapture the
Holy C ity from the Muslims, was divenea to Cyprus by storms
he captured the island. Even in those days he fo.und the
islands an expensive luxury to hold, so he tra_nsferred 1t .to one
of his Knights, Guy de Lusignan, the displ~ced King of
Jerusalem as compensation for the foss of his Holy Land
crown. The successors of G uy de Lusignan ruled Cyprus for
some 300 years, during which period th~ island became one of
the powerful trading influences of the Middle Ea.st and .reached
the peak of its glory. When the last of the Lusigi:ian !me di.ed
in 1489 the island was annexed by the Republic of Vemce
(Shakespeare's "Othello" .recalls this).
Ei~hty years. of
Venetian neglect led to Turkish ~onquest. The i.sland remained
under Turkish dominance until 1878, when 1t came under
British influence.
.
The Lusignan Lion can still be seen in Cyprus m the
Old City of Famagusta and on a coat-of-arms .on the walls of
Kolossi Castle. In addition, a pair of these Lions (see, photograph) now grace the dinner table of the Officers Mess
of 9th Regiment.

11th Regiment (Depot)
February is usually a quiet month, a sort of post shock period
after the spending spree, when most of us are content to take
things easy; the weather being an excellent excuse for people
to stay at home and golfers to stay in the club house.
Mad March winds arrived on the 10th/IIth of February
which made staying indoors almost as hazardous as going out.
Many a fr iendly " Tree to Tree " line crossing is no more and
the old Field Cable training routes look quite different-speaking
as one who knew most of the trees in the Hunton, Hawkeswell,
East Whitton, Bellerby and Scotton areas.
Other hazards were occasioned soon afterwards by St. Valentine. Whoever wanted to spend some time alone with me on a
desert island has not pursued the matter. Heigh ho! Lackaday !
She probably beard that I intend to spend next winter on and
around Polynesia. However, one or two local dreams seemed
to have had every chance of coming true after the various
Regimental dances held in that week.

Recruits of the Mo11tb
The best recruit on the
pass-off parade held on
the 14th February was
Signalman R. P. D . Lloyd,
aged 19. He comes from
one of the less salubrious
areas of Cardiff " very
near T iger Bay " and
joined the Army in order
to change his environment
and get away from the
temptations which prevail
in such places.
His family had no Service connections yet he
belonged to the Amly
Cadet Force (The Welch
Regt.) and later served for
two
years
with
the
R.A.S.C. (T.A.) as a
driver.
During his first week
here, be went absent but
by bis subsequent behaviour has obviously
made good and received
the support of his-instructors and Officers.
He wishes to train as a Line Technician and achieve a useful
standard as a soccer player. Good luck!

C:onunonwealth Recruit
On the 28th February
yet another recruit from
the Commonwealth came
out on top. He is Signalman R. A. Luis, aged 23,
from Seremban, Malaya.
His father is Principal of
the Government School
in Seremban but Luis
spent five years at St.
John's Institute, Kuala
Lampur, where he passed
the G.C.E. by obtaining
six credits.
He gave an interesting
reason for joining the
Army, apart from its
attractions of travel, pay
and opportunity, "As
there are five brothers
and four sisters, one less
at home is appreciated."
Signalman Luis, R.A ., 28th February, 1962
fir
cl
Best Recru it
He is a
st.
ass
hockey player, havmg represented the Unit in every match and is undoubtedly a potential
Corps player.
Good luck anyway and we need Radio Technicians with good
academic backgrounds who are in for nine years.
THE WIRE, APRIL
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Courses Wini(. This month sees the end of an era, with
the last of the Royal Signals Sergeants' Courses (No. 24) passing
off. The photograph of this historic course (page 126) includes
some notable characters, not the least of which were the instructors: Staff Sergeant Warren, Major M. W. Jordan,
W.O.II King, Staff Sergeant Cushen. They were a good course,
scoring five "B" Gradings. Being fairly representative of our
sen ior N.C.0.s today, they indicate a comfortingly bright future
for Royal Signals.
On the other hand, they were a motley shower, revealing unsuspected talents on social occasions, from Russian dancing to
accordion playing and a most entertaining standard of football,
the highlights of which were probably " Steamroller" Phillips
and " Cannonball " Le Quesne, whose transfer fee declared as
being one 3d: stamp, rapidly diminished in value as the game
progressed.
The Sergeants' Course have been running for nearly five
years and during that period have handled just under 400
Sergeants, of which less than a dozen failed to qualify. Various
changes have taken place, many of them during the regime of
Major M. Sinclair, predecessor to the present O.C. Courses
Wing (Major K. W. Jordan). The interesting and popular period
spent on First Aid and Civil Defence Rescue at Guisborough
and the R.A.F. D ay, are still with us, but the Sergeants' initiative
tests were hastily terminated in 1959, following agitated calls
from the War Office. History has it that one pair of Student
Sergeants were given the task, " Say good evening to your O.C.
from the television screen on Saturday night." This mission was
successfully accomplished on the Ted Ray Show, much to the
consternation of an awful lot of people. Apart from exciting the
War Office, this event even disturbed the imperturbable W .0.II
A. E. Pugh, whose lively and colourful lectures will be remembered by many old students. They no doubt will wish
W .O.II A. E. Pugh "Happy Landings" on his posting to
B.A.0.R.

CLOTHING is still urgently required
by the WELFARE SECTION

Recruits from the (ommonwealth-4
MALAYA

AND

SINGAPORE

Malaya and Singapore are now provid ing recruits for the
Corps.
.
In order to enlist in the British Army, Malayan recrmts
normally have t• pay their own fares to U.K. and this gives an
indication of their keenness to become members of H.M. Forces.
At the present time there are three recruits from M alaya and
Singapore in training with this Regiment.
Signalman Ali Abdullah, 22 years old, comes from Pahang
in North Malaya and came originally to the U.K. to study in
London. He had already belonged to the Cadets while at
school and after IO months in London he decided to join the
Army. H e would like to become a cipher operator. S ignalman
Abdullah is a good all-round sportsman and has already
represented the Regiment at badminton.
Signalman Luis, from Seremban, who features in the notes
from IIth Signal R egt. this month has maintained the high
standard of Commonwealth recrui ts by gaining the award of
Best R ecruit of his intake.
Signalman Hoe Teck Swee, aged 19, comes from Singapore.
After leaving school where he was a member of the Cadets, he
joined the R.N.V.R. He started work as a trainee motor mechanic
but became dissatisfied with the training facilities and low pay
associated with his trade. He decided to join the Army and paid
his own passage to U .K . to enlist. He takes a keen interest in
sport, has also represented the Regiment at badminton and
possesses a yellow belt for judo.
All our recruits from Malaya and Singapore have impressed
everyone by their cheerfulness and determination and have
mixed very well with the others. They seem to thoroughly enjoy
military training and sports and like all Commonwealth recruit
they are most enthu iastic and loyal.
\Vie welcome them and wish them all the best of luck durins
their service with the Corps.
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hope that the "Hot House " effect of Droitwich has proved useful as an acclimatising process.
Major Parsonage arrived at the end of January, closely followed
by Captain Steel, both from Singapore.
Our new O.C. has made rapid contact with the Droitwich
Cadet Forces, as a result of which 20 boys, escorted by
Lieutenant Williamson and his staff, were invited to the Station,
taken in hand by Mr. Whines, the Station Technical Officer, and
insLructed in th e work of Signals.
After being impressed with the equipment, and permitted to
operate the Teleprinter, they were given supper in the dining
room, and lacer despatched home, with rounded tummies and
half asleep.
Thanks are due to the members of the Squadron who assisted
in making the Cadets welcome.
We welcome Major Logan, a retired officer, as R.O.III and
hope his admin. problems are little ones.

No. 2~ ROYAL SIGNALS SERGEANTS COURSE
Sergeants Ca.in , Snell, Philli ~ s . Morse, Lewis, Scaff Sergeants Singer, Judge ,
Ser1eants Thorroson, Le Quesne, Otley, Elliot, Waugh , Snow, Jones, Leak ,
Staff Serge•nts C•ge, Brice, Wuren, Major K. W . Jordan, W.0.11 Kin~. Sr.ff
Serieants Cushen , Armistead , Sergeant Nob le, .. Maggie "

port
Small Bore. In the rifle match to count for the Mackworth
Trophy, the Unit team came third with a score of 1323. LanceCorporal Wade put up the best score with 93 out of 100.
Cross Coun1ry. We did not do too well in the event to count
towards the a/n Trophy, but there were notable individual
performances. Sergeant Spooner joined the team at short notice
and finished tenth. Signalman Galley finished eleventh and
Signalman icolson seventeenth. These two were recruits with
one week's service-a most promising start.
o. 1 Squadron-the Recruit Squadron-provided most of
the personnel for this event.
Soccer. The Unit team is to meet 6 Bn. R.A.0.C. in the
Command soccer final in April.
Five members of the Unit have been selected for the Corps
side in a match against Durham University, Corporal Lockwood, Lance-Corporal Cockerill, Signalmen Johnson, Wilkie,
Quinn.
Boxing. orthern Command Individual Championships.
In the preliminary bouts held in morning, Lieutenant M. A.
J. Mulcahy knocked out Trooper Shepherd of the 417 Dragoons
and Lance-Corporal Thomas won his fight on points. This
brought them into the finals.
Lieutenant Mulcahy met Lance-Corporal Chalmers of the
R.E.M.E. in the light middleweight class. It was an extremely
well fought contest, neither contestant giving ground right up
to the final bell. Lieutenant Mulcahy won on points.
Two entries, cwo champs!
Badminwn. On 1sc March the Unit "A" team beat 150
Provost Company by four rubbers to nil and now stand second
in the league.
Admini str atio n Net. The 2355 hours Sunday Lrain from
Kings Cross to Catterick Camp is discontinued. Passengers for
camp must catch the 2345 hours and change at Darlington.
A special diesel leaves Darlington at 0535 hours Monday
mornings and arrives in camp ac o614 hours.
The 2350 hours from Darlington stops at Catterick Bridge
and Military Transport is provided for the journey to camp
centre at 2d. a head.

*

*

*

National Service Personnel continue to arrive late for release.
This month Group 6o-05, one man arrived the day after he was
due for release-an improvement on January.

*

*

*

Personnel posted in for discharge under Q.R.'s 55 Para (xix) (a)
-" Services No Longer Required "--are arriving a little prematurely as far as this Unit is concerned. There should be no
delay in getting these people out of the way, yet because personal
documents are arriving up to a week late these people become
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Lieutenant M. A. J. Mulcahy (rig ht) delivering left hook to Sergeant
J. Chalmers, R.E.M.E.

a nuisance to themselves, the public, the R.M.P.s and to us.
Some Units are in such a hurry to get rid of all trace of such
men char when the documents do arrive, they are not completed.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There have been several cases lately of A.B.s 108-Discharge
Books for Regulars-arriving almost blank with neither character
assessment nor testimonial.
Please ensure that all personnel are in possession of their
A.B.s 64 Pc II ac all rimes.
A Royal Signals enthusiast recently tried co sell a copy of
che " Blue Book " to our Q.M.S.I., A.P.T.C.
There is a story here somewhere, 'tis thought, with a plot.
14th

llEGIMENT

R .H.q. Bit by bit the old " homestead " is taking on an
inhabited look. A self-help face-lift, some sign boards and a
flagstaff all help to improve the appearance.
Lacer on, our gardener's sterling work on lawns and flower
beds should produce a riot of colour. Gradually, too, our staff
is building up and settling in, bur there's still a great deal to do
before the machine is working smoothly.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Lyske has just returned from an
Electronic Warfare Course and Captain R. T. Martin is at this
moment gracing the Yorkshire Moors while he brushes up on
" what makes it tick." In his absence, Captain R. Holmes, due
to return to the School of Signals in April, is keeping an eye
on the Adjutant's " in" tray when he is not busy briefing Captain
(T.O.T) D. Barry about the engineering intricacies of T.R.C.,
Boddington.
I Squadron. Apart from coping with the usual crowd of
visitors and trying to solve the problem of Lrade conversion,
m ilitary proficiency and upgrading, while furnishing the T.R C.
with numbers required to maintain continuous watch, life is
placid and uneventful.
Seriously though, la test information about the foreseeable manpower situation is causing some misgiving and not a few headaches, particularly in the technician field. However, as Confucious says, " It will be all the same in a thousand years."
Our soccer and hockey teams continue co battle away, the
former with a great deal of success in the R.A.F. Innsworth
League, the latter with less spectacular results, but much honest
endeavour.
Very few young men nowadays wield the lakhri
and so it is left to the old Koi Hoi's co do their stuff.

2 Sq ua d r o n . Major Salisbury and Captain Reggler have
completed their work with us and proceeded to Singapore. We
T HE W I RE , APRIL
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:J Squadron. Despite unprecedented winds, frost and
snow, work on the reconstruction of the Aerial Field and
Receiver Station has proceeded apace. All our towers have been
re-formed in a new and purposeful pattern, and stand erect
and proud at 15oft.; and the aerial party, led by Sergeant B.
H. Lee, Corporal A. Watson and Lance-Corporal E. E. Page,
have displayed considerable determination and aptitude in completing the renewal of aerials and feeders well within the target
date. The receiver hall itself is also well on the way, and
following on the belated departure of the contractors, the COMCAN Installation Team, under the direction of Captain T. T.
McVeigh, R.E.M.E., W.O.II F. of S. P. Harvey and W.O.II
C. G . Curtis, has made notable progress with the re-installation
of equipments and control line facilities. So it is with a sigh
of relief and some satisfaction we turn co receive the R.A.F.
Detachment (Central Communication Centre) who join us this
week. We extend a hearty welcome to W.O. R. Y. Ford, R.A.F.
i/c Detachment, who is already with us, and his team who
are joining during the next few days. We feel that this is an
auspicious occasion in the history of Bampcon, and is a
practical example of co-operation between the Services and a
step towards an integrated fixed communication system. May
thei r stay with us be a happy and permanent one.
Interest has been revived in .22 small bore shooting as a
preliminary to the range practices and Regimental and District
rifle meetings in the offing. The Squadron has entered the Regimental, Sub-District, and Southern Command small bore competitions, and is looking for good results. R.Q.M.S. J. E. Cox
and WO.II C. G. Curtis are very active in this field, and we
hear that Sergeant D . J. Gill (R.E.M.E.) and Corporal W. A.
Hunt are also producing some very good results. In addition,
we are pleased to record that we have Lance-Corporal E. M.
Ford competing in the "Army 40."
Congratulations to Corporal D. J. Wright, who was recently
awarded first place in the Junior N.C.O.s' Regimental Drill
and Duties Course, No. 22.
It seems that the slogan "Join the Almy and see the World"
still has some foundation. Postings our this month have sent
(with our best wishes, of course); Corporal K. E. Hill to Aden;
Lance-Corporal E. E. Page to Cyprus; Signalman R. Benwell
to B.A.O.R.; and south, but not so far, Corporal J. A. Grainger,
to join S.R.D.E. Establishment at Christchurch. On the other
hand, Bampton has been very pleased to welcome new regular
arrivals in the form of W.O.II J. J. Bingham, R Q.M.S .,
Corporals D . V. Hall and G. J. Izzo, and Lance-Corporal F.
M. Sage.
Almost Stop Press News: "Very recent arrivals: Corporal
an d Mrs. A. Watson, a son, Alexander Hamish; Signalman and
Mrs. G. F. Fuoco, a son, Jefferson Richard Michael; Signalman
and Mrs. J. Adam, a son, John.
:f. S•ru:ulron. There are only two men and a boy left to
wind up the party, but we hope to produce a "Vale" for the
next edition .

1 flth llEGIMENT

Those of our German staff who remember the hoc, sunny
days in early March in G ermany in 1945 (as no doubt some of
you do too) are just as displeased with the present spell of cold
snowy weather as those who are going co be h ere in March
1965.
However, the Joss of our barber has led to the increased
grow th of local protection against the cold. This raises the
question is there a closed season when the soldier is not hunted
for his fur.
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Carnival time is here, and most enjoyable it i~ too. le i
very pleasant to see people enjoying good humoured entertain ment and jollity with a carefree attitude that defies depression.
In Krefeld the social calendar of the local people has been very
full and carnival costume dresses have been well supported.
We had an informal visit recently from Commander, Rhine
Area, and as it was not an inspection, we showed him all over
the barracks.
The sports teams have turned out in some pretty horrid
weather of late, and although they are not likely to head the
league tables, they reward the support of the red-nosed
spectators stamping up and down the touch lines.
The ski-ing detachment is back from Winterberg and they
thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Second-Lieutenant Garton, our
National Service Officer, took part in ski patrol and survival
training, and as a ~ pecia l concession, he will be permitted to cell
gripping yams about it to all officers in the Regiment with
less than 20 years' service. That should keep him quiet. Incidentally, we are still running the primary cape relay station,
H.Q., B.A.0.R. Signal Centre, two other signal centres, and a
heavy radio troop, among other things, so those who are keen
on signalling, as well as social and sporting activities, will find
a well-balanced arrangement of work and play here. We look
forward to seeing you.
THE

GUllKHA

REGIMENT

Since our lase notes, Christmas and all its festivities have
come and gone. Father Christmas made a perfect landing by
parachute in a rubber plantation and then proceeded to astonish
the children by covering the distance to the party-about a
quarter-mile-in one minute, albeit he arrived somewhat red
in the face. The L.A.D. were not amused at having to recover
his " body " from the top of a rubber tree in pouring rain.
Like all other Signal Units, we have to endure an Annual
Administrative Inspection, but this year, somewhat to our
surprise, our inspeq_ion took the unusual form of testing the
signalling efficiency of the Unit in an emergency, our mounting
of the Divisional Headquarters Queen's Birthday Parade counting as our ceremonial parade. Needless to say, this went off
with only minor hitches such as smoke and shellac smells
pouring from a standby transmitter and other equipment breakdowns at most inopportune moments. The realism of the test
was carried to the extent of the Regiment having to run road
S.D.S. services throughout Malaya instead of trains and guards
being placed on exchanges. In some cases it was several days
before the latter were dismounted, as the outstations were
overlooked in the relief of getting over the inspection.
18th

BEGl~IENT

We have a party of civilians under instruction just new, and
later they will be employed in the T.R.C. Ten of these are
young ladies. The pleasant odour they emanate th;oughout our
training area has been the source of much guessmg from our
connoisseurs of perfumes, etc. But it's all in good fun.
Captain Nealon, our C.I., has departed for a trek up Malaya
to Terendak Camp, Malacca. Before he left, he gathered what
he thought to be the necessary supplies. If there are any
reports of large dust storms on the Malayan Peninsula during
the next week, chey can be attributed to foot powder emanating
from the lace holes of his jungle boots. If he uses all he has
taken. the whole of Greater Malaysia will be covered with it.
Early in the month three of our members put in a noteworthy appearance on the field of sport. Staff Sergeant Heaps,
Sergeant F. O'Brien and Corporal Walsh turned out for the
Serangoon Social Club soccer team. Their opponents were the
.C.O.s perladies of the aforementioned club. Whilst our
formance failed to arouse comment, their attire certainly did.
Scaff Sergeant Heaps wore a yellow flowered maternity smock,
which was very ~ecoming. The neckline had to be ripped to
accommodate his head. This caused someone to remark that
" chose garments are designed to accommodate swelling in another portion of the anatomy." Sergeant O'Brien was very
chic in a blue flowered flared skirt, which flattered his rather
trim figure. Corporal Walsh wore a firm fitting yellow dre s,
which gave him a strong resemblance to the late Arthur Lucan.
His immaculate ensemble was completed with basketball boot
and droopy socks, both of which were secured with string. As
can well be imagined, the ladies won by a comfortable margin,
and the local populace are firmly convinced that the British
are mad.
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S.l(. Blues
From Boni:: Kong far aero s the sea
I found my way to T.C.
'\ h re I, to m · amazement found, that waves don't wet but
make a ound
That volts push amps and ohms oppose
That ga mg cell affect the nose
That like· oppose unlikes attract
Could sex be getting in the act
Thi cience lark defeats me.
The morse omes out oh what a noise
That demon up there just enjoys
The looks of angui h on our faces
Whilst all the while his damned wrist races
The hieroglyphics on my page will send him in a frightfu l
rage
You're thick as . . . he'll loudly bawl
This eagle eye can see my all
Oh Bugis Street where art thou.
I work out resistance and what current flowed
I even have calculated how much lent owed
In spite of such efforts and abstention from drink
I've finally developed a marked Tetrode kink
Faraday's Theory and Maxwell's Rule
The things I've forgotten make me such a fool
The year of the Tiger I'm planning to study
I've drunk so much of it my eyes have gone bloody
A week with Staff Alfred would put me quite straight
But drill and Staff Alfred are two things I bate.
At hockey and rugby I've turned out to show
That even in Hong Kong their value we know
On Dover Road's fourth green my putting was sweet
But I've done it so well I've got athletic feet
This sport lark is healthy of this I can vouch
I've done so much of it each muscle says ouch
The cure to my sorrows is drown them in drink
Bue I find when I do this my brain just won't think.
Batteries, portable, which weigh half-a-ton
The person who named them just did it for fun
Acid to water he yelled as be strode
If you mix it vice versa your face will corrode
My brain's sulphated, my minds in a whirl,
Oh when will I see my Cheongsarn clad girl?
In spite of my efforts in this learned throng
I still find dear Suzie my answers are Wong.

Training.-Much effort, in competition with the volume of
paper work produced by R.H.Q., has been put to individual
training during the winter months . Upgradi ng courses and conversion course have competed strongly with the demands of
Regimental Sports Officers and those who have succeeded in
slipping away to ilberhutte to learn the art of ski-ing and winter
warfare. The reconciliation of all these demands bas been reolved in a masterly fashion by our Second-in-Command, Major
P. Flear, notably assisted by Lieutenan t Robinson, not forgetting
Staff Sergeant Cleaver who, despite th e hazards, quietly and
efficiently runs the training school.
Sporr.- On the hockey field, we fought our way to the 4th
Divi ional finals of the Army Cup, losing to 45th Regiment, R.A.,
2-1 in a very hard-fought final, which was played in appalling
weather conditions . After the game both teams were congratulated on their good sportsmanship and hard play; it was an
excellent game which could have gone either way.
On 10th February we lost to 7th Regiment 2-0 at home
in the semi-finals of the Morrison Cup, another excellent game;
the 7th team have our congratulations, and we hope they are
successful in the finals.
In the field of foorb all, we reached the final of the Morrison
Cup, which was played on Friday, 23rd February, at Bunde. It
was a very cold, windy day with a hard surface on the pitch.
Ist Regiment, our opponents, began to attack straight away, and
the play moved from end to end for some time, until a miskick by a rst Regiment defender gave an easy cA.ance to
Sergeant Grierson, who 'put us in the lead.
In the se<;;ond half we were more in command and appeared
to be gaining strength; Signalman Pontin pulled a high ball
on to his foot and scored a good goal from about six yards,
which put us two up. rst Regiment never gave up, but we
were now very confident. Signalman Pontin scored once more,
in the closing minutes of the match, to make the fin al core
3-0.
In reaching the final we defeated 4th Regiment, 4-1 ; 2nd
Regim ent, 4-1; 28th Regiment, 5-r.
The leading scorer for our team was Signalman Pontin, who
scored nine goals, in spite of missing the first game.
24th

A whiff of sulphuric cures hangovers well and I've got a
secret I'm itching to tell
In spite of your teaching I've got bur one aim
And that's to write GD alongside my name.
RELUCTANT STUDENT

22nd llEGDfENT

The
ew Year brought many changes to 22nd Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Knowles, M.B.E., who commanded us
since our formation as a Corps Signal Regiment, in September,
I9?9, lef~ us to ~ake up a new appointment at the Training
Bngade m Cattenck. In January we welcomed to Lippstadt
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. A. R. Wythe, from Cyprus.
Colonel _Kno-:vles' departure will be keenly felt by those who
wo~ked WJth him towards the development of this Regiment
which was formed by the integration of 244 Squadron
Support), . 2 Squadron (7th Regiment) and 218 Squadron
(AGRA Field). We extend our best wishes to him and Mrs.
Knowles, and take this opportunity of thanking them for all
that .they ~ave ~one for the Regiment and wish them every
happmess m their new surroundings.
If progr~ss is change, then the Regiment has made much
progress, smce was last reported we have indeed had many
changes. In December, Major D. Galbraith retired and in
February, our Quartermaster, Major N. Coslett left for a
new appointment in Singapore. New arrivals include Major
P._ J. C. Lloyd from 28th Regiment, Major J. A. King from
Libya, Captam T. E. D. Baxter from 2nd Regiment (who has
taken up the appointment of Adjutant from Captain J. T.
Treglown, who has become 0.C. 3 Squadron, and Captain A.
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J. Welch from H .Q, 2 A.T.A.F. (a welcome addition ro our
hockey ream).
econd-Lieutenant M. Cornforth and D.
Henning have joined us on their first appointment. Our congratulations to W.O.JI Peberdy on his recent promotion and
appointment as . .M. of 3 Squadron.

llEGIIUEl\'T

The main point of interest, since last month's notes, has been
the placing on a firm basis of the Regimental Branch of Royal
Signals Association. We are grateful to our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen, for his great
interest, through which the Branch has a " home " in which to
meet-both for business and social occasions-where the younger
members can attend with the more senior, and take an active
part.
At the initial meeting-when the Committee was elected, the
24 members in attendance undertook to each bring one Association member or potential member to the next meeting. This,
held on 7th March, resulted in an attendance of 53, and further
resulted in five new Annual and 13 Life Members.
On 9th March we were pleased to welcome the Catterick
and D istrict Branch to our Unit, where they held their monthly
meeting in the Unit Branch club room.
We hope that these activities will stimulate interest in the
Association and its work and encourage the younger members
to play an active part in its affairs in unit branches while serving
and continue their interest when they eventually revert to " civvy
street."
By the time these notes appear, Sergeant P. W. Weatherall
will have taken the final hurdle of the matrimonial stakes. His
bride, who is Miss Anne Howett, of Scotton, has been a member
of the Corps Church of St. Martin's for some 18 years, and it
is appropriate that the wedding is to take place at that church.
We wish them all they wish themselves.
Captain L. A. Grace has joined us from 8th Regt. and has
found a niche in 2 Sqn. He has also landed the job of Regimental
Swimming and Water Polo Officer.
The Regiment congratulates our " old enemies " of local
hockey, the School, on reaching the quarter-final of the Army
Cup, and wish them well on their trip to Northern Ireland in
the quest for a place in the semi-final.
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30th Regiment
For some time it had been known that he was threatening to
go and there had been official confirmation that he was, indeed,
to go but it was a future event that no one took too seriously.
However, it has now happened and the Regiment is very much
the poorer because of it for Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Piddingron,
M.C., Commanding Officer of this Regiment from 21 st August,
1959, until 22nd February, 1962, has relinquished command on
promotion and appointment to the staff of the Ministry of
Aviation.
For a Regiment with such well known connections it was
altogether appropriate that the Commanding Officer should go
on a swan and the photograph ilustrates how this was done at
a memorable ceremony on 16th February, 1962. A motorcade
formed by all the Officers and senior ranks of the Regiment.
with some of the wives, escorted the Commanding Officer and
Mrs. Piddington round the perimeter road in Blandford Camp,
finally depositing them with due ceremonial at their residence .
The departure of the pre-eminent member of a Regiment
always signals the end of an era. It has been a very gainful
one for the Regiment and all ranks combine to wish Colonel
and Mrs. Piddington all happiness and success in their new home
and role.
On the 20th February, 1962, the G.O.C.-in-C., Southern
Command, Lieutenant-General Sir Robert Bray, K.C.B., C.B.,
D.s.o., visited the Regiment and lunched with the Officers.
No further direct news has been available from Staff Sergeant
R. C. Shaw and Corporal T. J. McCormack who formed the
radio section of the Tristan da Cunha expedition. However, it
is known that morse communication has been satisfactory between Tristan and the Royal Navy Radio Station in Cape Town
and that a voice circuit between Tristan and Gough Island bas
been working on a short schedule. Both these links have been
set up using SR C11/R210 at Tristan. The geological work in
Tristan is nearly complete and the party is due to return in late
March. Staff Sergeant Shaw and Corporal McCormack have
now the pleasant prospect of a leisurely sea voyage home from
Cape Town in a luxury liner.
New arrivals recently have been the forerunners of a new
Squadron in the Regiment. They include Lieutenant L. W.
Moran, form erly of 7th Regr. and Lieutenant J. G. M. McLuckie.
Of the seniors only Sergeants A. D. Falconer and C. Coverley
have so far arrived.
In the games of winter the Regiment bas had steady if not
notable success. The football team, under the coaching of W.O.II
M. J. P. Giles, has s<,;<>red a lot of goals; the rugger team, under
W.0.11 Doonan, has held its own against strong opposition,
while the hockey team, under Captain D. H. Briggs, bas had
a full season with times of high success. Captain J. N. Taylor

The C.O. and Mrs. Piddington enjoy their last "Swan-Upping"
ceremony at Blandford Camp
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Staff Sergeant A. R. Hill , Corporal T . Peake, Lance Corporals N.
McKay, C . Clements, J. Crawley, F. Worrall, J. Hudson and P. Jones,
who formed the Quarter Guard at the visit of the G.O.C.-in-C.
Southern Command.

played rugby for the Army on several occasions and bas since
been on the verge of achievmg a full cap. He watches the
health of the current Army hooker with morbid interest.
Lieutenant McLuckie is congratulated on being selected to play
for the Dorset County hockey team.

SQUADRONS
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Now that the threat of prolonged ice, snow and frost is gone,
the Squadren is preparing its deck chairs and transis1or radios
for the summer exercises. Having had two abominable "summers"
running, we should now get a good one, and Lance-Corporal G .
L. Cox must wait another year for his ski-ing. No more will
his eyes light up at the first flimsy snow flake that alights on the
square. Six members of the Squadron went to Austria for two
weeks in January to slide down a few hills on their bottoms.
They came back, not sunburnt from ski-ing but pale and wan
from the night life offered by the little Tyrolean village of
Ehrwald. They also came back just in time for the first exercise
of the year. A little thing called, quite rightly, "Ice Jaunt."
The one c;ompensating feature was that there were others who
were much colder and wetter than we were. Soon after that
the first Brigade H.Q. exercise took place. We left barracks in
good order at 4 a.m. in cold, pouring rain. The rain changed to
now just as the first move from our wet, boggy wood was
taking place. It snowed on and off all day, never quite covering
the ground. Just as it got dark the whole lot froze up, and the
thought of all the vehicles sliding around the Ruhr on the
proposed Driving Competition (at night) so horrified the Brigade
Major that it was decided to convoy home. This we did, sideways most of the way, without a single accident. We have alway
said that the Squadron drives better in its sleep. Sergeant C. W .
Owen, who drove a Saracen, said he'd never sleep again. And
he doesn't want to drive a Saracen again, either modified, remodified or unmodified.
Our three spanking new Land Rovers have arrived, and
Lieutenant M. E. G. Chandler is busy making them unrecognisable with forests of aerials. The 0.C. and the Secondin-Command have bagged one each to the envy of Brigade H.Q.
Signalman E. Greenwood has fitted some plush carpets and their
trailers have been modified by Lance-Corporal E. Evans to take
the kitchen sink. We are now experimenting with hot and cold
running water.
The Saracens are going away to be remodified again, this time
for the last time. The armoured one-tanners are being interior
decorated by Lance-Corporal F. B. Haines, and all Operators
must either have fiat topped heads or be under five and a half
feet tall in order to sit inside. It is nevertheless a tremendou
improvement on the soap box we used to sit on.
Alpha Troop asked if they could use a sports afternoon for a
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trip to the local police force a few week· ago. After being shown
c•lL and procedures for cacching criminals, they decided
that hon sty pays. They enjoyed the trip so much that others
were or !:lnised, and Friday afternoons are now wrinen off for
visic to Indu trial Museums and the Airport. The latter visit
r •quired a ha ty i sue of a ball and chain per man. They wanted
to go to the Persil Factory, but the Persil people said that they
really only put on demonstrations for housewives, tJ:te. peo.ple
who u ed it. If only they could have seen the Admm1strattve·
Inspection preparations!
The National ervicemen who are remaining as paid guests
have taken their good fortune extremely well. We are astonished
to di cover that those who were not retained reckoned that if
their mates were to stay, then everyone should stay. Such
Esprit de N.S. Corps is not found every day. Only a few are
left now, but we shall do our best to see that they are entertained well while still with us.
Lance-Corporal Evans has taken over the Canoe Club started
by Corporal Bryan, who has recently left the Squ dron to our
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Ex-Apprentice Sergeant R. W. Smith and Lance Corporal D. A.
Pace in the Workshop
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A lot has happened since last we appeared in THE WtRE; as
usual we have welcomed a great many visitors. Chief among
them was the C.S.O. NEARELF, Brigadier C. T. Honeybournc,
o.B.E., who spent two days with us in December. As well as
inspecting the Squadron, Brigadier Honeybourne went with the
O.C. to Wheelus Air Base where he spent an afternoon touring
the signals installations, pursued by industrious photographer
from American P.R.
In February we were ~.sked to look after a Royal Fleet
Auxiliary over from Maira R.A.F.. Sea Salvor. The ship's
company seemed to enjoy themselves and we noticed the officers
continually wore dark glasses after a party arranged for them
on their second evening. They refused a challenge to a friendly
football game but accepted an invitation to a Squadron social
evening. Some confusion was caused by the ship having to
move from one side of the harbour to the other in the middle
of the night; the crew, ashore, were disconcerted; the R.M.P.
suspected theft; Corporal Taylor mourned the loss of the
telephone which he had installed on the bridge.
We welcomed the football team from 15th Regiment which
came over to play in the Near East final. Most of us watched
them beat the Royal Scots very convincingly 3-nil. Our draughty
barrack-rooms must have seemed pretty rough after the luxurious
quarters of 15th Regiment in Cyprus. Lieutenant Barrett continues to organise football for the area and was delighted with
the 15th Regiment's victory, as were we all.
Our own football team is not as good as last year but we
managed to finish third in the league, which was good considering the number of players we had lost. Among these is
Corporal P. Blakelock who has gone as a Sergeant to the Junior
Tradesmen's Regi ment at Rhyl. We shall miss him both as a
sportsman and as a radio operator.
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The modern tape relay centre at Watsonia Barracks, Melbourne

From Singapore the tentacles of Commonwealth communications reach in many directions, but perhaps our best radio circuit
is to Melbourne and the reason is not far to seek. We have an
arrangement whereby several exchanges of Officers and N .C.O.s,
both technica l and operating, are made each year between ourselves and 403rd Regiment in Melbourne. These are understandably popular for the Australians see someth ing of Singapore and M alaya and return home at the end of three months
with thei r transistor radios, cameras, etc., while our chaps come
back enthusiastic about Australia and, if bachelors, engaged to
Australian girls as likely as not. These working exchanges make
a refreshing change of air, and exchangees return to their Units
with plenty of new ideas about their jobs and with the knowledge
that they have firm friends and not just an anonymous 'they'
at the other end of the circuit. At the moment we have Captain
Morris (0 .C. Transmitters), Staff Sergeant Scrafton and Corporal
Irons ' down under' and are awaiting the arrival of Lieutenant
Gould and two seniors for a three months attachment here.
The Squadron Commander has just returned from a short visit
to Australia and local deliveries by kangaroo will probably be
introduced at an early date.
Readers might like to know a little about 403rd Regiment.
Commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. MacArthur, it is a
surprisingly small unit for the very big job it does. It is accommodated in a very modern barracks (far from typical accommodation, as the Australian Army, like our own, is working
hard to get modern accommodation for troops everywhere, but
has much rebuilding still to do). Dominated by a line-of-sight
radio tower and some twelve miles from the centre of Melbourne,
Watsonia Barracks houses other units, and besides a very modern
and well-equipped Tape Relay Centre, has a small signal centre.
The Regiment also runs a transmitter station at Diggers Rest

on th e Bendigo Road and a receiver station on the Ballarat Road,
both approximately 20 miles from Melbourne. New equipment
buildings and accommodation blocks are nearly ready and badly
needed to replace installations that 'just growed, like Topsy.'
Old-timers remember the good old days when space was at
such a premium that there were two 500 watt transmitters installed in the privy at Diggers! Unfortunately there is no photograph available of a technician ' tuning up.' These rugged days
are fast passing and Diggers even have the luxury of a piped
water supply. The R_giment also runs small Signal Centres
at Southern Command H.Q. and Army H.Q., Melbourne, and
has a C.M .F. (roughly equivalent to T .A.) Squadron with a
small regular cadre.
You have probably read of the recent fire disaster in Victoria
when forest fires blazed across the Dandenong Hills and
threatened the suburbs of Melbourne itself. 403 turned out in
force both fire-fighting and providing communiyitions for fire
control and did a sterling job.
Major R. Topp, a keen railroader, is one of a devoted band of
enthusiasts who have been working through the years to preserve
the 'Puffing Billy Line,' a hill railway which was to have been
discontinued as uneconomical. Making good the permanent
way, removing landslides and so on were necessary tasks tackled
by volunteers and the Army came to the rescue, undertaking
major works as training projects for regular and C.M.F. units.
3 L . of C. Regiment rehabilitated the telegraph system. Before
long 'Billy' will be puffing up into the Dandenongs with excited
loads of schoolchildren-a bit of Australian railway history
preserved by the efforts of civilian and military enthusiasts.
One thing you should know about Melbourne (and it is reason
enough to cross the world for confirmation)-it has quite the
finest beer you will ever taste!
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:

>

Corps Paint Transfers:
" Jimmy "-on background of Corps Colours (each)
lo" x 7t"
7t" x st"
3 1 / 1 . ' ' x 2'/,"
3/2/8
l/6
As above but mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/7/6
Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
8/6
Terylene
rr/Corps carves-Woollen
21/Rayon Squares
21/Cravats-Terylene
21/-

•
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regret. Corporal Bryan's talent as a sign writer left little to be
desired, and the Squadron signs were works of art. His canoes
aid not quite touch water, but Lance-Corporal Evans will put
that to rights when the ice breaks. We have had a few suggescions about a water borne radio troop, but feel that the War
Office might be suspicious about the write-off of a water-logged
Ci 1. Nevertheless we have a few ideas that we'd like to try
out, and given reasonable weather, troop trials will start at
Mohnc See this summer.
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Brigadier C . T . Honeybourne, O.B.E. with (right) Colonel W .
Denies at Wheelus Air Base
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Corps Cuff Links
8/6
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
3/- Members only
45/Blazer Badges
Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
I/8
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
35/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
20/Corps Plaques
29/6 Plus postage
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).

PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER for all the above articles except Corps Paint Transfers, for which an account
will be forwarded.
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In tallation T r o e , OOMCAN
Aft r cveral years based in the Mecliterranean where it completed various installation projects in Malta, Cyprus and elsewhere, Installation Troop, COMCAN, has now come East . to
put new gear in for COMCAN, Singapore. T he O.C., M aior
Lott, and a team led by Captain (T.O:T .) Iveson flew out ~o
join us in January, the second team havmg returne~ to V ·K : m
November after a spell in Malta and n ine months m N9.1COb1.
The troop certainly gets around and life with. it so~ds
exciting and perhaps a little glamorous. There lS certainly
adventure and travel but there is also the tiresome business of
packing and unpacking with ~very move and the.perio~c family
upheaval. It is hard to preclict where the nex~ J?b will .be and
the troop lives for the present, but the . work lS mterestmg ~d
varied with no two jobs alike. It i~ ruce, too, t~ be handling
new equipment before it is introduced into service.
The troop is keen on sport and regularly contributes to the
teams of the units by which it is, from time to time, administered.
In fact their (professional' footballer, Signalman Abbott, was
left behind in Cyprus to improve the Regiment's chances of
winning the cup. He was capably supervis~d by W.0.I (F.-of-S.)
Jenkins.
arurally soccer was not a full ume employment I
The troop says farewell with regret to many of the stal~arts
who are leaving at about this time, including W.O.II Critch,
the very competent ecretary of the Episkopi Motor Club. May
they have every luck in their new units and jobs.
244
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In January the Squadron was called to assist in the making
of a colour film on the subject of Air Support. This was a
trUly N.A.T.O. effort, as also starring in the production were
elements of the Belgian and German Signal Corps.
Squadron star performers on location were Lance-Corporal
Dickenson, who will be seen sitting at a typewriter, illuminated
by hurricane lamps in the cellar of a ruined castle, surrounded
by Belgian Signallers, and crouched under ~ha~ would app~
to be an outsize steel helmet. Corporal Pnce lS seen looking
more purposeful, handing messages to bis staff officers in . the
staff trailer, and Signalman Benny drives a Champ a little
faster than the approved speed, but succeeds in getting the wellknown " Red Hand " into the act.
The Regiment is in the throes of preparing for its Annual
Administrative Inspection by our C.C., Royal Signals, Brigaclier
M. A. Charlton, o.B.E., on 13th March.
We are no longer in doubt as to our future, as the cloud
of possible amalgamation has passed over, and we now look
forward to an interesting and, we hope successful year ahead.
247 (GUR K H A) S Q UADRON

The Squadron had a busy year in 1961. The news of our
move to U.K hit us in April, and a large number of men were
sent on leave to Nepal, so that we would have none due for
leave in 1962 or early 1963. Return leave parties and postings
began to reach us in September and continued to arrive until
now, in late January, 1962, we are almost up to establishment
for the move. Our days are now spent either fitting on Battle
Dress and other forms of warm clothing, or visiting the M.I.

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A num ber of vacancies, offerin g good career
prospects, exist for :Radio Operators
Male
Cyphe~ Operators
} Male and Female
Teleprinter Operators
Write, giving details of educatio n, qualifications and experience, t o :Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q. (RC0/6),
Foreign Office,
53, Clarence Street, Chelten ham , Glos.

Room. The doctors promise us an inoculation or test of some
sort weekly for at least two months, as they complete the comprehensive immunological procedures they have hatched up for
us. The Squadron won the Royal Signals (Malaya) Rifle M eeting again in 1961, our L.M.G. pair won the Divisional Minor
U nit Championship later in the year. Our next notes should
come to you from J ellalabad Barracks, Tidworth, which to us, is
an exciting thought.
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In December there were a series of Internal Security
Exercises of short duration aimed at practising deployment,
Signals and Reserve Units. Prior to these Exercises a good
deal of time was spent in testing ground to air communications
with light aircraft and helicopters. The use of aircraft in
Internal Security has obvious advantages, but there was no
satisfactory method of communication from the ground to the
L.0. and pilot. In the absence of the A41, an A40 was tried
out in conjunction with a ground A40 station and C,µ. The
chief difficulties were that of cutting out engine noise in aircraft and obtaining a good intercom for the pilot and L.O.
to converse to each other. This latter was overcome by the
R.A.F., who produced a ,. grey box" for fitting externally on
the 1\40. This enabled the set via the box to be plugged into
the aircraft intercom and with only one pair of headsets the
L.O. could speak to pilot and the ground. The A.A.C. and
R.A.F. gave us a lot of help with their aircraft (it was
rumoured that Lieutenant G. D. Birch was applying for flying
pay).
After the round of Christmas and New Year festivities the
Squadron prepared for the Signal Platoon assault at arms.
This competition is for the Signal Platoons of each Battalion
in the Brigade. The first day consisted of tests of signalling
technique and all the senior ranks were involved as examiners.
The second day was the communication race in which the
three Platoons simultaneously pass a message over a course
involving raclio, line and D.R. The finish of the race on motor
cycles rivalled the Singap9re Grand Prix.
V.H.F. Troop, now that they have settled down, have been
busy with their " social engagements." Captain P . H. Ridlington left these arrangements in the capable hands of Lieutenant
(Q.G.O.) Bhupal Gurung while be went on trek to Nepal. The
Troop took to the high seas on New Year's Day to assist the
umpires of the Singapore Sea Sports. Naturally enough, the
organisation was a little chaotic, but eventually all the sets,
crews and batteries were deployed on the correct launches
stationed around the harbour. These must have looked something like the ships which went to Dunkirk, they were seething
with the local population, but despite this no sets or men were
lost overboard. At the begirming of this month the Round
the Island sailing race took place and again a few of the
Troop took to the seas; all returned.
The highlight of January was the visit of the Signal Officerin-Chief. He first saw the Squadron at Meiktila Barracks
during the " Ultra Violet" demonstration. The Squadron had
laid out the airportable Brigade Headquarters and some of
the " Sea Tail " 'Vehicles. An aerial test was in progress
to Sungei Patani and Kuantan 360 and 170 miles away respectively, the aim being to try out the theory propounded by the
School of Signals on the orientation of dipoles (Liaison Notes,
May, 1961). Prior to this the Squadron had not dared to try
it out on Exercises. It was decided that cast-west was best,
so there is no change for us, but there was really little difference.
During this test the 8ft. rod was used and communications were
still " O.K."
The Signal Officer-in-Chief visited ·t he Squadron in Nee Soon
on 27th January. A ceremonial parade was put on and after
this the Signal Officer-in-Chief met the senior ranks in the
Squadron canteen over a glass of beer.
Immediately Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., bad
gone preparations of Exercise " Talisman " were started. The
Squadron was moving out the next day. This Exercise, though
short, gave valuable pra<;Iice for Brigade Headquarters calling
for air support from H.M.S. Centaur.
The Brigade/Squadron hockey team won the 17 Division
Minor Units Hockey Cup. This was a good effort after a
shaky start to the season. The Squadron were runners-up in
the R egimental cross-country and achieved the same in the
99 Brigade Minor Units race. Now that basketball has started
we are looking forward to another successful season.
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We have just returned from Exercise " Hope Angel" and
" Charity Angel " r espectively. These were held in the Malacca
area and apart from giving R.F. and R.R. troops some valuable
experience in the field (Securi ty T roop was also tactically
deployed outside H.Q. Commonwealth Brigade Sergeants' M ess
but of course that's all extremely hush hush) it allowed Corporal
Mahoney and Signalman Pitts to get their quota of duty fr ee
beer.
All H .F. Troop's 53 sets worked admirably after th e initial
truculence one expects after a long move. There was talk of
a conspiracy amongst the crew commanders to organise a series
of tragic accidents at the Muar ferry, but we all managed to cross
in one piece. Radio Relay excelled themselves and provided
excellent communication back to Singapore throughout the exercise; they also gave a spectacular demonstration of the combustability of a Land Rover relay station.
We had our highlights of course, L ance-Corporal McFadyen
and his scorpion bite which caused a minor sensation in the
Maternity Section of the M.R.S. at Terendak Camp. This, I
would hasten to add, was due to faulty directions given by one
of the local inhabitants. Corporal Holdsworth disappeared with
Corporal Howells halfway through the exercise to hack .his way
through the jungle with the K.0 .Y.L.I. to test a replacement
for the A5IO. I hope the powers that be will heed the opinion
of the man on the spot which was : " It's too B - - heavy," which seems fairly conclusive.
We all arrived back in Singapore in reasonable condition to
find to our unbounded joy that the pre-administration was in
full swing. There was of course an immediate influx of leave
applications, special sick reports, applications for change of air
postings and one N.C.O., who shall be nameless, was seriously
considering an application for a posting to the Long Range
Desert Group. However, everyone seems to have settled down
to the job in hand and you can find us most mornings on the
square in Meiktila Barracks advanc;ing and even sometimes
retiring in review order.
Even after the administrative the pace will not slacken, we
shall be running a refresher <;;ourse for our Training Operators
and Staff Sergeant Felton is frantically trying to find an E.D. to
put on a refresher course, there is a rumour that we have at
least two somewhere in H.F. Troop.
That would seem to be just about all the news at the moment,
as you can see our claim to being a busy Squadron is fairly
well substantiated. We mtist alas bid farewell to Sergeant
Abbott and Corporal Hay, both of whom are returning to U.K.
for their T.I. course. Congratulations also to Corporal Hay who
has passed the Foreman's entrance exam. We also welcome
Sergeant Donovan to Radio Relay Troop and in the same breath
categorically deny the rumour that he is being sent on a Fire
Fighting Course.
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Training and Sport.-The Squadron is probably fitter now
than for many months. Early morning P.T., P.E. tests and
competitive teams on the hockey and football fields ensure that
all are physically alert. Captain M . J. Hales has notched h is
first success in the local golf world ; Lance-Corporal T .
K enneally is showing excellent form at hockey, and Sergeant F .
Loveday and Signalman M. Sutton continue to represent the
Army at hockey and soccer respectively. With the athletics
season approaching, we are looking to several ne wcomer~ to
help us produce a winning team.
It is becoming current practice to encourage volunteers for
particular places and units through the medium of THE WIRE.
Let us conclude by enumerating our particular needs. They are
for line techn icians who are trained as fire .C.0.s, assistant
P.T. instructors, first aid orderlies, sanitary orderlies, weapon
training instructors, and, in addition, have passed their Army
Certificate of Education, SECOND CLASS, their military proficiency
tests and excel in their trade. Humour apart, this is a good
station with plenty of opportunities for challenging work and
amusing play.

ROYAi,
SIGNAU TllOOP
OF 37th REGIMENT, R.A.

Attached to a ., Thunderbird" Guided Weapons Regiment,
our role in life is a simple one, namely the ma:ntainence of a
Command link when the regiment is deployed tactically.
Although under our full strength of I I O.R.s the Troop still
fulfills its commitments within the Regiment. Our two Drivers
are kept happy with the Troop's small amount of Motor Transport; the Radio Technicians have plently of C-45S to play with
and the Rear Link Commander has a 53 set all to himself.
Incidentally, it is surprising whar good stand-ins for D.E.s,
Operators make.
Situated in a rather woody part of Dorset, at Piddlehinton,
the nearest " bright lights " being Dorchester, the Troop takes
a pan in most of the Unit's activities, to pass the leisure hours.
Troop members play in the Regiment rugby, soccer and basketball teams. Our smallest member, Lance-Corporal Murphy,
has lately been "persuaded" to have a go at filling a vacancy
in the lower weights division of the boxing team. We also take
an active part in running the Unit R adio Club, which hopes
soon to get on the air on the " Ham " Band.
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Since our last notes we have said farewell to Lieutenant J.
M. Hincks and Lieutenant D. W. Stubbs. We would like to
congratulate the latter on the occasion of his marriage to Miss
Rosemary Fran<;is, and are sorry we could not attend the
ceremony.
Lieutenant B. F. Strange and his wife have joined us, and
have quickly settled down to Hong Kong life, as have S.Q.M.S.
and Mrs. W . Carnley. S.Q.M.S. Carnley is now working on the
barracks side of our " Q" Department, filling the gap left by the
departure of S.S.M. and Mrs. T. N. Bennett, to whom we
wish success in their new posting with the T.A.

Christmas and Social Aciiviiies.-Thougb it's a long time
ago, the Squadron Christmas should not go unrecorded.
For the first time we had our own Sergeants' Mess.
S.S.M. R . B. Mills, ably assisted by Staff Sergeants D. M.
McPhail, K. W. Hawkes, and others, made sure that the Mess
played its full part in the Christmas festivities. Two children's
parties, a Corporals' Mess dance, a Squadron dance and draw,
and several troop parties were held. The Christmas lunch was
of monumen tal proportions and excellent quality. For this,
Corporal A. Littlewood, A.C.C., and his assistants, take the
credit.
The Squadron dance and other functions gave the opportunity for the wives of our somewhat scattered community to
THE W I R E; APRI L 1 9 6 2
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meet. A similar function is planned for March, when we are
hosts to H .M.A.S. Queenborough, an Australian frigate.

Standing : Signalman Chantrey, Lance Corpora ls Murphy. Potter,
Sign alm an Hallam

Seated : Cor po ral Spears, Staff Sergeant Leach, Corporal Burn
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Sport

I Signal Squadron
King's African
Rifles

Football
J 5th Regime11t Wi11 NEARELF Football t:u1t

Tanganyika
lntlepentlence
Celebrations
IUllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Me~bers

--

of the expedition at th~ last camp at I 5,000 feet. Centre, front row. is the Expedition Leader,
Ma1or P. J. W. Stephens, Royal Signals, and back row, right, are Captain P. D. Alexander, Royal Signals and
Sergeant K. Glenville

UR big news of the month is the expedition organised by
the Squadron as part of the efficial celebrations of the
occasion of Tanganyika's Independence. The expedition
took five weeks from start to finish and kept members of the
Squao/On busy comm~cating and administering throughout
that time. The final achievement was a spectacular pyrotechnic
di play, flag raising ceremony and broadcast from the 20 ooof<?<>t summit of Kilimanjaro, Africa's highest mountain, at 'midrught on 8t?/9th December, the exact moment of independence.
The ~'Pediuon kept everyone fully occupied in climatic conditions ranging from humid tropic heat to glacial conditions of 20
degrees of frost at the summit. We entertained the Prime
Minister of Tanganyika to lunch and achieved mentions in
newspapers ~~ughout the worl~. We exchanged signals with
the. Prnne M1ruster of Tanganyika and the Signal Officer-inCh1ef, and a congratulatory telegram from the Prime Minister
now holds a place of honour on the Commanding Officer's office
wall. We hope that our photographs and their captions will
tell the full story.
By comparis<?n with expedition days, life in camp must be
dull by <;:ompanson. However, operations and exercises keep us
busy, and we have also had a visit from the Secretary of State
for War to keep us on our toes.
Finally, arrivals and departures. We welcome Staff Sergeant
R. V. Purkis and family, and Sergeant B. T. Shears, from
B.A.0.R., Corporal H. D. Woolf from the Training Brigade
~rporal R. J. Bailey from 242 Squadron and finally Second~
Lieutenant W. D. Lawrence from Berlin. We have said "goodbye and thank you" to Sergeants D . F. Potter and K M
Slaughter who are both going to B.A.0.R. and to Serge~t A:
yq. Kyles and Staff .Sergeant Longhurst, who are going to the
JOYS of a home posung.

O

The ~x pedition was visited by the then Prime Minister of Tanganyika
who 1s see n to uring the lines with Major P. J. W . Step hens, Royal
Signals, and Captain P. D. Alexa nder, Royal Signals

13'4

Royal Signals Hockey
v. R.E.M.E.,
13th Februa ry, 196 2
v. R.~f.C.S .,
l <tth Feb r u ary, 1962
,._ Aldershot Services,
15th February, J9f;2
This tour got off to a poor start when on the day preceding
the first match the complete right wing pair had to drop out
of the side due to completely unforeseen circumstances. Coneq uently, two players from Catterick were called in at the last
moment and had their work cut out to reach Arborfield for
the R.E.M.E. game.
There was a noticeable lethargic approach by the Corps team
to the match against R.E.M .E. probably due to the effects of
travelling and trying to settle down to play as a team. R.E.M .E.,
however, got off to a good start and rnok advantage of a slow
moving Corps team. By half-tin1e R.E.M.E. were two goals up,
but worse was to follow, for in the second half they added a
further four goals to give them a convincing victory by six
goals to n il.
Before the second ma tch of the tour against R.M.C. . could
be played, yet another team change had to be made because
Briggs, the Corps right-half, had been injured in the R.E.M.E.
g~f!_1e. .we are indebted to 216 Squadron for helping us out of
d1fl1cult1es by producing Davidson, who proved to be a very
able player. In this m atch the Corps team produced rather
more fire than it had shown the previous day, but R.M.C.S.
were still the quicker moving side. By half-time ne!ther side
had managed to score, but after the interval R.M.C.S. netted
twice to give them victory. The first of these two goals is
worthy of particular mention because it came from a terrific
shot on the volley by the centre-forward, which gave Dale,
the Corps goalkeeper, no chance at all to save.

(Above} Members of the Expedition are here seen resti ng
at Hans Meyer Cave, the last resting points before t he
summit. The height here is ap proximately 18,000 fee t

(Right)

i5th Regiment, Cyprus, retained the Near East Land Forces
Challenge Cup recently in Tripoli, Libya, when they defeated
I t Battalion, The Royal Scots, who arc based in Tripoli, by
3 goals to nil.
This year the competition was open to North Africa and
Malta as well as Cyprus and the Royal Scots had beaten the
2nd Royal Tank Regiment, from Benghazi, and the 1st L.A.A.
Regiment of the Royal Malta Artillery to qualify for the final.
I 5th Regiment had been forced to two replays in their first
qualifying round in Dhekclia, but then went on to beat 9th
Regiment 9-·1 and 1st Rifle Brigade to reach the final, which
was played in Tripoli's Municipal Stadium.
It was soon evident that Royal Signals were the faster
and more skilful side, and the left wing pair of Costello and
Paterson-who is on Aberdeen's books-were prominent in
many early raids. It was Costello who put Signals ahead after
17 minutes when he pounced on to a loose ball and beat the
Scots goalkeeper easily.
The Scots had a few chances but their shooting was wild and
Sorrell in the Signals goal was rarely troubled. Captain and
left-half McKechnie turned defence into attack skilfully and
the promptings of Paterson helped the Signals to assert keen
pressure on the Scots goal.
Patterson made it 2-0 before the interval and although there
was greater pressure from the Scots on the resumption, Signals
never seemed in trouble. The defence coped adequately with
the opposition's attacks and although Sorrell was beaten once,
the goal was declared offside. Centre-forward Campbell dispelled any remaining doubt about the result with a third goal
in the second half.
H.E. the British Ambassador, Mr. A. C. Stewart, presented
the cup to Corporal McKechnic, the 15th Regiment's captain.
With acknowledgement to P.R.S., Libya.

Mem.bers of the Ex pedition are here seen erect ing
a tent JUSt below the summit at 19,000 feet
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Widely Known

Throughout the Services
Hawkes have supplied Service uniform and
equipment for nearly two hundred years. But
they arc equally well known as civilian tailors,
modern in their methods, while traditional in
their spirit. Hawkes Department for Immediate
Wear is the natural resort of men who wish to
maintain the Savile Row standard without
undue strain on theif pocket.

e

e
e

LOUNGE SUlTS FROM £22,'0/0
OVERCOATS FROM 19 GNS.
SPORTS JACKETS FROM 11 GNS.
ALL UNIFORMS AND SERVlCB
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

For Bespoke Tailoring , pafferns and prices wf/I
be gladly supplied on request

Hawkes of Savile Row
Regimental Tailors and Outfitters
Established 1771

I SA VILE ROW, W.l
(Tel!!phone: REGent 0186)

12a LONDON RD., CAM BERLEY
(Telephone: Camberley 829)

For the final game against Aldershot Services, Pitkin, from
the Army Air Corps Centre, relieved Davidson in the half-back
line and in this match the Corps team at last struck form. The
ball was moved about quickly and accurately and the tackling
developed a fervour which had been lacking in the other two
matches. Services took the lead early on in the game, but it
was not long before Ochlers equalised in a goalmouth scramble
after some good approach work by Smith. Soon afterwards
Whiting put the Corps into the lead when he forced the ball
into the net through a mass of opposing defenders. This goal
put added heart into the Corps team and up to half-time the
Aldershot Services side was easily held. After the interval,
however, the Corps side failed to keep up the pressure and
slowly Aldershot Services came back into the game. Eventually,
after a number of dangerous attacks, their inside-right made
the scores level and soon afterwards the whistle blew for fulltime.
The following played for the Corps side during the course of
the three days : Major A. G. Smith, Captains D. H. Briggs,
E. L. Rogers, I. N. Lee, D. C . Whitehead, D. Pitkin, C. N.
Last, G. R. Oehlers, J. M. Walmsley, Lieutenant J. G.
McLuckic, Sergeant Dale, Corporals Whiting and David on.

Royal Signals (Cyprus) Goll Meeting
This meeting was held on the 1st and 2nd of February over
the Happy Valley course in Episkopi. It was the first Corps
meeting ever held in Cyprus-as far as any records show-and
although the field was small it was an encouraging start. On
the first day the Open and Handicap championships were
played over thirty-six holes (both won by Major J. L. McKellar),
whilst on the second day, the inter-unit championships was won
by 20th Regiment in the morning and the Stableford by Major
F. F. Ellis in the afternoon.
At the end of the meeting, the Chief Signal Officer' wife
(Mrs. C. T. Honeybourne) presented the trophies. To any
golfers coming to Cyprus it is worth noting that there arc
courses at both Episkopi and Nicosia-so bring along your club
and help swell the field at next year's meeting.
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(ESSEX)

REGDIENT

(T.A.)

On Saturday and Sunday, 17th and r8th February, 1962, 45th
E sex) Regiment (T .A.) was " At Home " to the public as
part of a vigorous recruiting drive, and it demonstrated the
efficiency of the Territorial Army as a whole.
Dunng the week-end, more than 300 people visited the " At
Home '' and the outstation signal centres in the area and saw
demonstrations of the Regiment at work, and themselves
operated and used the equipment on display.
Before the " At Home " 30,000 leaflets were distributed
throughout the area and wide press coverage was given, both
before and after the week-end.
The Southern Command Royal Signals display provided a
most interesting stand, which was efficiently manned by 234
The
Squadron and Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate.
film "Three Roads Ahead," also proved a popular feature of the
exhibition.
47th Regiment (T.A) were kind enough to put their Band
at our disposal, for which we were most grateful. Marching displays throughout Leytonstone High Road on a busy Saturday
afternoon certainly drew attention to the " At Home." Traffic
piled up behind the Band for some miles. A hard-working squad
of volunteers under the D.R. Sergeants Fox and O'Neill faithfully distributed leaflets to the shoppers-and, cheekily, to some
of the irate car owners in the queue.
The result of a great deal of hard work and planning was
over 40 recruits, which, we feel, is a big step in the right
direction, but we are still badly in need of more trained Signal
personnel, both Officers and O.R.s, as instructors-so to any
would-be "leavers "-make use of your knowledge and experience by passing this on to our T.A. recruits and do yourself
some financial good at the same time-WE NEED YOU.

sent to pick them up. They were speedily revived by mugs of
tea but spirits wer e soon to be dashed again when a call for a
s tr~tcher party came over the wireless. This was immediately
sent out but difficulty was met in finding the group with the
exhausted member as they had done what seemed the impossible
and crossed the biggest and swiftest waterfall on the hillside.
As a result the stretcher party had an unnecessary journey down
the wrong side of the waterfall before realising their error.
The main body of N.C.O.s had been sent back to the T .A.C.
by this time, leaving only sufficient people to cope with the
stretcher, so it was an extremely weary group who finally reached
Rowardennan, where an ambulance was waiting to take the
stretcher case to hospital. (The girl, we are pleased to say was
discharged from hospital next day.)
The journey back to Glasgow was made in record time. Even
so the rear party was six hours late in arriving at the T.A.C.
One of the rescuers, an experienced climber, was beard to remark, " Mountaineering was never like this." It certainly was
a never-co-be-forgotten experience for everyone, especially those
who so nobly carried out the rescue operation. As far as the
W.R.A.C. are concerned-well, we just didn't realise how fi t
we were.
Regimental Personalities (No. l)

We had a most unusual anniversary in the Regiment on 14th
February this year. Sergeant-Major Kelsey-affectionately
known as "Pop "-celebrated his 32nd year with Signals.
He joined the 52nd in those far-<:>ff days, on 14th February,
In
1930, in the days of horse-drawn military tran sport.
September, 1939, he was mobilized with the Mountain
Division, served with Signals at War Office and was finally
demobbed on his return from Germany in November, 1945.
On the reorganisation of the Territorial Army, "Pop " Kelsey
was once again on the doorstep anxious to soldier on, and rejoined
30 Armoured Brigade Sqn. which later amalgamated with other
units to become 52nd D ivision Regt.
Now, at the age of fifty, he looks as alert and young in heart
as he ever did, and his energy and smart turnout serve as an
example to the present day recruits.
We would like to take this opportunity of publicly wishing
him well.

51st
High/anti
Regiment

(lA.)
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

From l•ft to rig ht : Major J. H. Moonie, M.M .• T. D., Majo r M. 0 . Mackenzie , T. D. (W. R.A.C. 'T. A.), Colonel G.D. G . Mackinnon,
T. D. , Colonel R. Linton , 0.8.E., Colonel T. P. E. Murray. 0 .8. E. , T .D., A.D.C .. Lieutenant-Colonel T. 8 . S. McMain, M.B.E., T.D ..
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Cochran. 0 .8. E., T. D .. Colonel E. Birnie Reid, 0 .8 .E., T.D .. Majo r R. W. Shaw (W.R.A .C. T. A.), Ma jor
J. E. Evans. M. C.

To the pleasure of serving officers and
many retired friends, assembled to mark the
retirement of Colonel T. P. E. Murray,
o.B.E., T.D., A.o.c., upon completion of a fiveyear term as Honorary Colonel to the Regiment, a bagpipe march, " Colonel Edward
Murray," was played by its composer, PipeMajor A. McDougall and Regimental Pipers,
and approved by the Colonel, who now have
pipe tunes named in their honour.

Colonel Murray's long history of 40 years' service in the
R egiment is known throughout the Corps, and many who read
this report will echo the sincere good wishes for his continued
well-being, expressed by his successor, Lieutenant-Colonel J.
Cochran, o.B.E., T.D., by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel T. B. S. McMain, M.B.E., T.D., and by Captain R.
T . Ellis, who represented the sentiments of those retired
members, whom he delightfully termed the "Black and White
Minstrels."

Colonel Ed1vard 1Jl1irruy
March

52nd

(LOWLAND)
REGIMENT
(T.A.)
Junior N.C:.0.s' ~lap Rending Exercise on
I Ith February, 1961-The W.R.A.C:. View

After a certain wet weekend spent camping in October, Officers
and N.C.O.s alike hoped that they would never again experience
wors.e or even. liki: weather conditions. The junior N.C.O.s' map
readmg exercise m February proved how forlorn their hopes
had been. This was the weekend of the gales. Remember?
It was a very cheerful group who met in the drill hall on
Saturday evening for the Junior N.C.O.s dance. Remarks about
the exercise the next day were all made in a light-hearted
manner. As everyone pointed out, seven miles was nothing; a
mere stroll, long enough to create an appetite for the tea waiting
at the end. The next day several opinions were changed.
In ~pite of the rain the N.C.0.s set out next morning, happily
clutchmg at grounds~ee~s, cookers and food, and making jokes
about the stretcher suckmg out of one of the trucks. On arrival
at Inversnaid the first part of the exercise was carried out
successfully-lunch was cooked on individual cookers. The
Adjutant's demonstration of the previous day helped greatly.
It is true that an outhouse had to be used because of the wind
and rain, but appetites were hearty.
After lunch the party was divided into groups (one W.R.A.C.
and the rest military), issued with wireles sets and maps and
ent out. For a while all went well, as the route was on the
road, but progress became slower when the mud on the hillside
was reached. The track was reasonably clear but it crossed
numerous streams. These, due to the persistent rain had become roaring torrents. What bridges there were had b~come unsafe, so excursions up the hillside had to be made to find easier
places to cross. The pace became slower and the W.R.A.C.
party eventually found themselves in the rear. However their
numbers were reipforced by some military members, ~ne of
whom ha.d hurt his ankle. Even wireless communications were
poor at times due to squawls on Loch Lomond.
Darkness was falling by the time the main body of W.R.A.C.
reached the road and saw the lights of the truck, which had been
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Composed by the Pipe-Major of SI Highland Signal Regt., Territorial Army, and first played by
Regimental Pipers at a Dinner in "-i:.nthill Barracks, Aberdeen in February, 1962 in honour of
Colonel T. P. E. Murray, O.
.D., A.o.r who served the Regiment from 1922 to 1961

Expenditure d"ring February, 1962
...
...
.
[,566 10 5
(Includes: - Rent and Rates; Beds and l!edding;
Furniture; Cots and Pram s; Gcncrol A ssIStance).

~lllllllllHlllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~
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Association

§

''"'"'"'""""""""'"'"""'Notes """""""""""""""""""i
Welfare Section

A na/ysis of Cases : Families of Soldiers serving in U.K.
...
Families of Soldiers serving in B.A.0.R.
Families of Soldiers serving in M.E.L .F.
Families of Soldiers serving in .f'ARELF
Widows and dependants
...
...
Released and discharged Soldiers . . .

2
3
1
1
7
27

Total Cases assisted

41

21 Cases of Soldiers who ser ved during the 1939 / 4~ War
20 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

Below, an aU•mPr is made to describe, tuirh suira~lc
anonymiry eitht cases ta.ken from the W"1fare Sccuon
{ius concluded dun·ni: the {int w;:ck in March , 1962.
AlsC:, on the same page, is a siff!Ple statement of mcome
and expenditure.

£302 17
£263 1 2

9
8

33 Indian Corps Signals
The 17th Officers' Annual Dinner was held at the Royal Court
Hotel on 25th February, 1962. Sixteen Officers were present
and a large number of others wrote to regret their inability to
attend.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Woodward, O.B.E., the President,
introduced a discussion on the future form of the Officers'
Reunion and thereafter proposed the Toast of the Royal Signals
Association.
The date of the 1963 Dinner is Saturday, 23rd February.
M. R. Holden, ,. White Rock," l'inewood Green, Ivor Heath,
Bucks, assumed as Honorary Secretary vice J. N. Shearme, who
received the thanks of all for his work during the last five years.

WIDOW OF CORPORAL, 1950-55, who died in 1962 leaving her with two
young children. A grant was made to enable SSAFA to help her.
CORPORAL, 1945-49. Married , three children. His wife cont:ra<?tcd can~
in August , 1961 , and died in February, 1962. He ha~ .t o give up l?is
-...-ork to care for her and the children and so the AsSOCJatton helped hun
by paying bi electricity account.
Mnrricd , four children. In 1958 he ~1ad a leg
amputated and will shortly lose the other le11. One chLld contnbutes b'!t
the family income is very small and has been for three years. On this
first appeal for help the Association made a grant to pay off arrears of rent.

SIGNALMAN 1942-47.

~arricd , one
child. Illness stopped him in March, 1961 , and it. was n!'t unttl February,
1962, that he had to ask for help, which was qwckly given.

SIGNALMAN, 1940-53. Life Member of the Association.

IGNALMAN

1949-57 pre\fous service Royal Artillery. Married, five
children
ffi work ~cased throu11h illness in July, 1961 , and Royal
Signals ·and the .A.~. S ..Bcncvol<;nt Fund , bis wife served therein, continued to help him in his finanoal difficulty.

Chesterlieltl Branch

SIGNALMAN-1<)60--SBRVING.

On the very stroni: recommendation
o( the Commanding Officer the fund helped his aged mother whom the
Signalman partially supports.

DRIVER, 1941-46. Married. Since 1951 he bas been complet~Y. cbairborne
and can do nothing for himself. The Branch of the A~uon. near . to
bi home look after him. For many years they have prov.ided him with
a Television Set, bis only enjoyment, the Central Fund pays the r~t,
the Branch pays license, insurance, etc., and frequently go to see bun
bearing some small gift.
DRIVER, 1943-45. Married . One child remains at home and contributes.
Total income is low. The fund bought him an overcoat as he suffers
from pneumonia.

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funt!
The following
February, 1962;

subscriptions

were

most

gratefully

11th Regiment
.. .
. .•
.. .
. ..
. .•
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess) . . .
...
. ..
...
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Scr11eants' Mess)
49th Regiment T.A. ...
. ..
36 Corps Engineer Reien;ent
43rd (WX) Regiment r.A.
227 Squadron (ALFCE)
228 Squadron (SHAPE)
.. .
...
. ..
. ..
238 Squadron (War Office)
. ..
...
. ..
2
Squadron, 41st Regiment (P.L.R.K.) T.A.
...
47th (.'Afddlcsex Yeomanry) Regiment T.A. (Warrant
and Sergeants' Mess)
...
. ..
.. .
. ..
Soth Regiment, A. E.R.
243 Squadron
. ..
. ..
·~
59th Regiment T.A.
...
.. .
...
. ..
2
Squadron, 5ut (Highland) Regiment T.A.
4th Regiment
.. .
...
. ..
.. .
. ..
28th Regiment (Warrant Officeis and Sergeants)
H.Q. Middle East Command
254 Squadron ( Aden)
255 Squadron (Bahrain)
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
Allied Forces Northern Europe
Central Scotland Branch
W . J. Morrant
E. F. Morey
P. Drayson
J. W. S. Wisc ...
A . R . G. Maynard
T . L. Harries
R . E. Barker
R. P. D. Gibb
T. W . Baynes
..
A. C . J. Chalmers
F. S. Morgan .. .
R. J. . Solly .. .
W. M. Lindley
A . J. G. Copeland
S. H . McKay
..
M. E. Holdsworth
H. J. F. White
C . A. Oliver

Total Receipts
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received

. ..
...

during

£
19
3
5
l

...
...
Officers'
.. .
. ..

2
7
3
2
5
I

2
4
3
I

5
I8
6
3

5
4
l
l

J
2

l

s. d.
19 9
14 0
I8 6
0
I
0
0
0 -'15
IO 0
0 0
8 0

/

~>

0
0

0
0

0

0

0 0
0 0
19 7
6 3
18 6
16 0
0 0
7 0
10 0
l
0
2 0
5 0
l
0
15 0
J
0
J
3
2 0
5 0
7 0
5 0
10 0
I 0
5 0
3 0
4 3
0 0
I
0
0 0

£1 18 18

I

----

The 12th annual dinner was held at the Ashgate Road Drill
Hall, about 30 members and their guests attended, on the 16th
February, 1962. After the loyal toasts, Colonel J . G. Underwood, T.D., D.L., proposed the toast of the Association and
Brigadier H. R. Firth, the General Secretary, made reply. He
was sure that the thoughts of all would be with Her Royal
Highness, our Colonel-in-Chief, rece~tly embark~d in H.M:Y.
Britannia on her mission to various countries bordenng
the Mediterranean. He mentioned the storm of wind that had
done considerable damage in Chesterfield on that day. This led
him to a description of the work of two Lance-Corporals and
a Signalman while maintaining communications in British
Honduras, where the city of Belize was destroyed by a
hurricane. He hoped t o see a strong representation of the
Branch at Catterick on 7th/8th July, but warned all that
LieUfenant-Colonel J. L. Judd, M.B.E., would not be in
cor.{mand of-the Band. Colonel Judd ·had ·been " dined out "
i,11 Canerick on the 13th February. Referring to some of the
other guests, be mentioned the close co-operation in Chesterfield between the Corps and the Grenadier Guards Comrades'
Association and the Royal Air Forces Association and, of course,
others in Chesterfield. He was pleased to see Mr. H. H .
Wilson (1st Guards), but all regretted the absence of Squadron
Leader Swannick (R.A.F.), that noted after-dinner speaker,
who, it might be assumed, was in Bedford assisting his brother,
the Queen's Counsel.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. F. A. Turner, O.B.E., T.D., proposing
the toast of " The Guests," regretted that business preoccupation had prevented him from taking as active a share

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts. : -

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Te4;~~0110

&~~~hed

Sixly Years Sati s factory Service
" WE BUY THE BEST "

" WB SRLL THB BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT

'
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in the affairs of the Branch as he would have wished. He
hoped the guests would enjoy their evening as much as h e
intended to.
Mr. H. H. Wilson, Grenadier Guards Comrades' Association,
replying for the guests, stressed the importance to all the
Ex-Service Associations in Chesterfield of their co-operation
one with the other- a combined operation.

Careers anti Opportunities
Wimbledon Stadium Ltd.,
Plough Lane, London, S.W.17.
Vacancy exists for the position of Assistant Totalisator
Engineer. Qualification is that of having some knowledge of
automatic telephones. Salary to be discussed, depending upon
age and. qualifications. Five-day week. Applications, in the first
instance, to Royal Signals Association.

52 (L) Regiment (T.A.)
Administrative Officer required for service with 321 Squadron,
T.A. Centre, Paisley Road, Barrhead. The selected candidate
will be commissio11ed in the rank of Captain, on consolidated
rates of pay. Applicants most suited to the post will be ex-Service
officers, less than 42 years of age. The starting salary will be
£945, rising to £1,035 after. six years. Certain allowances may
also be claimed. Tenure of appointment will be three years
in the first instance.
Apply in writing to the Commanding Officer, 52 (Lowland)
Regt., (T.A.), 21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N .W.
Retired Officers Wanted in the Signals Directorate
Two retired officer appointments are available in the Signals
Directorate, War Office, London, S:W.1·. Applicants -should be
ex-Regular Officers of Royal Signals. Preference will be given
to those having staff training or experience. No special technical
knowledge is required.
Applications to:
The War Office, Signals 1, Whitehall,
London, S.W .x.
Technical Industrial Vacancy
The following civilian technical industrial vacancy exists in
231 Signal Squadron (Park), serving the Central Ordnance Depot
at Donnington, Wellington, Shropshire.
Maintenance Electrician (telephone)
(UG Cable experience essential)
This vacancy is suitable for an ex-Regular Royal Signals
Tradesman who has attained a Class II standard in his trade,
a Cable Jointer or Lineman with underground cable experience.
The basic starting wage is £10/0/2 for a 42-hour five-day
week, with incremental irn;reases, subject to satisfactory service,
to £n/8/2, and further increases in certain cases up to a
maximum of £12/8/2, subject to technical ability and application.
Ten working days' annual leave, in addition to Bank Holidays,
is granted, and conditions of service are excellent.
Establishment as a permanent Civil Servant, with its advantages, is also possible, subject to qualifications of seniority and
satisfactory service.
.
Employees become eligible for admittance to the housl.Ilg
points list on the Local War Department Civilian Housing
Estate after 12 months' service.
Application should be made to Major W. E. Fill, Royal Signals,
231 Signal Squadron (Park), C.0 .D ., D onnington, Wellington,
Shropshire.
De La Rue Bull Machines Limited.
Opportunities of Employment for E ngineers and
Instrumen t Techn ician s
This Com pany offers an in tei:esting c~reer to ~ervicing
Engineers who work on fault-findin g, repair and maintenance
of data processing ma<;hines and computers. This Company
is rapidly expanding and there are, therefore, excepuonal
opportun ities for advancement.
Applicants should be between 22-30, possess the ~ .c. E. at
"0 " L evel, or an O.N .C., or an Armed F?rces exa mmauo~ of
equivalent standard, and have completed either an apprenuceship in electro-mechanical instrument engin eering, or have
T HE WIRE, APRIL 1962

successfu lly completed the equivalent Armed Forces trade training. City and Guilds or H.N.C. and similar qualifications are
an advantage. A knowledge of French is useful, but not essential.
After a six months' initial training period, which may include
a period of training at the factory in Paris, subsequent employment on machine maintenance will be organised on a regional
basis in the United Kingdom. As far as possible, Engineers
will be employed in the areas in which they are normally resident, but this cannot be guaranteed.
Salary will be £750-£950 per annum, according to qualifications and experience. Appropriate allowances will be paid to
cover lodging expenses in the case of engineers who are sent
to Paris for part of their training. There is an excellent
Superannuation Scheme.
Application, stating full details of age, education, qualifications
and experience should be made to The Personnel Officer,
D e La Rue Bull Machines Limited, 114, Southampton Row,
London, W.C.1.
Candidates short-listed for interview will be required to take a
simple competitive written test in electro-mechanical engineering
and also a short practical test.
Clerical Vacancy
There is a vacancy for a clerk in Regimental Headquarters,
Royal Signals (in the Central London area) in the grade of
clerical officer, as assistant to the Secretary, Royal Signals
Institution.
A suitable ex-Royal Signals clerk could be taken on as r.
temporary clerical assistant at £10/19/6 per week. Subject to
suitable recommendation, be could then be upgraded, after a
minimum of a month's probation, to Temporary Clerical Officer,
at £66o per annum.
The duties are of a general clerical nature, including assistance in the publication qf the Royal Signals Journal.
Any interested candidate should apply to the Secretary, Royal
Signals Corps Committee, R.H.Q ., Royal Signals, 88, Eccleston
Square, London, S.W.i., from whom fuller details may be
obtained .
O ther E mployment Vacancies
(see page 105)

SHIRLEY BROOKS
MILITARY TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS
announce Change of address

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone

TEMple Bar 3657

U NI FORM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
OFFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS
SAM BROWNE BELTS AND LEATHER
ACCOUTREMENTS
SHIRTS AND REGIMENTAL TIES
Reilmental o r
MIN IATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
Individual
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
Enquiries
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
Welco med
EMBROIDERED BADGES AND
Pr ices o n
CHEVRONS
Ap pllca tlon

Regimental Stable Belts are Our Speciality
•

Regimental Wall Shields, Cuff Links, Cigarette
Cases, Brooches, etc.
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UNBEATABLE VALUE!
THE/MPROVED

Hillman Minx

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY TIU! QUEEN
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN Jl!W[LLERS,
GARRAIW & CO. LTD.

4-DOORDELUXESALOON
ROYAL SIGNALS

There's no value like Hillman value! HeTe's a car famed
through the years for its reliability and quality. Its
smooth '1600' engine has an exhilarating perfmmance
throughout the whole speed range, and strengthe~~d~--~~-~;;i!illi
front suspension for great stability. Its
impeccable finish, reliability and all-round
safety are hallmarks of the skilled workmanship
and high engineering qualities long
associated with everything made by Rootes.

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home 0.5.0
Export £6.5.0

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set with
ROYAL SIGNALS

precious stones, a badge brooch is

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home £6.7.6
Export £5.10.0

a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste. Write now for

details to our military department.

Abetter buy because it's better built!
H.M . Forces posted overseas are
able to purchase at generou s tax
free rates , which allow up to six
months motoring, in the U.K.
Please write for full details.

ROOTES LIMITED European
Section, Overseas Retail Dept.,
Piccadilly, London, W . I.
ROOTES AUTOS {De utschland)
G.m .b.H., Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusse ldorf

WORLD-WIDE
PARTS AND SERVICE

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown jewellers
112 REGENT STREET · LONDON· W.1
Telephone: REGENT

3 021

( 11

lines)

..
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LATEST APPROVED PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
Ll1ht Blue{Navy{Green, ratio 31Ii3 two leather straps, two
louckles.

Home - 10/· each plus 9d. post
Abroad-9/- each plus 9d. post
Wall Shlelds 7' x 6' Royal Signals
30/·
Blazer Badges " Superior "
40/·
" Quality" Car Badges . ..
38/·
Silk Ties Royal Signals ...
14/Pace Sticks
95/·
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
46/6
Export
36/6
Peak Cap. No. I. Dress O .R's 22/6 (plus post) 3/·
Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 3705

TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., COVENTRY

"PLANNING FOR HOUSE PURCHASE."
(Conversation overheard in a Sergeants' Mess)
Sergeant-Major ]ones: " I know you've quite a time to go, Bill,
before you get into Civvy Street, but have you thought
about where you're going to live? Have your parents a
house they are going to leave you?"
Sergeant Smith: "Funny you should mention that, Jim. We
were only talking about it last night. Somebody said they
had seen a booklet written by a retired Brigadier which
talks about buying your own house when you leave the
Service.
" No, unfortunately, I have no prospects of a house
being left me."
Sergeant-Major ]ones: " Well, a Gunner friend of mine lent me
his copy of the booklet-it must be the same one--which
tells you all you want to know about House Purchase and
how best to plan ahead. There is a proforma in the booklet which you fill in.
" I wrote in and got back a suggested plan which I
have just started on. It's a matter of investing so much a
month while you are still serving. I only wish I'd staned
years ago."
Sergeant Smith: " Sounds a good idea. I might use my pay
increase on the principle that what you've never had you
never miss. How can I get a copy?
Sergeant-Major ]ones: "All you've got to do is to write in to
this Brigadier chap. I've got the address here--1 certainly
advise you to do it: BRIGADIER J. M. W. TITLEY (Retd.),
Insurance and Mortgage Consultant,
TuE MANOR HOUSE,
UPTON GREY,
BASINGSTOKE

HAms."
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FORD MAKES IT EASY
TO OWN YOUR OWN CAR
Earlier this year, the Regiments and Squadrons of the Corps were asked in a
questionnaire to advise the Editor of THE W IRE on the following heads: The priority of various sections of THE WIRE which were listed
and
constructive suggestions for the improvemen t of THE WIRE.
As far as can be judged, every Regiment and Squadron answered this
questionnaire with most valuable criticism and suggestions. These are still being
studied and will continue to be studied.

THE
THE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
1'1AGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

Editor :
BRIGADIER n. n. FIRTH
AU correspondence and matter for
publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed to The Editor, THB WIRE,

SPECIAL OVERSEAS PURCHASE TERMS

Whether you are being posted abroad or are at present serving abroad,
you can have priority delivery of a brand new Ford car; and for those
serving outside Europe, special shipment can be arranged. You've a
choice from a full range of cars, free of U.K. purchase tax.
• Tax-free use in the U.K.-prior to shipment • Hire purchase terms
available • Shipment overseas arranged • World-wide Service and
parts availability

The Ford range of quality cars includes: Anglia de luxe saloon and
Estate car ; Consul Classic 3 r 5 ; Capri ; Zephyr and Zodiac saloons.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
1sth OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
10 :

Royal Signals Associatlion.

scription rates (post
mail):

Twelve

Sub-

free, except air

months,

15/-;

single

month, 1/3.

HAY
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The Editor is assured that THE WIRE must continue as it always has to
depend on " Unit Notes." It is most remarkable how over the years historical
research has depended on the reading of Notes from Regiments and therefore
Unit Notes will continue to be printed.
The Editor is then left obeying the second exhortation which is to prune
them and commencing with the June number he is assured that he fulfils the
wishes of the Corps when he commences to do this pruning. Regiments and
Squadrons can help very much in this by very severely editing their own notes
before they are sent in. Such things as the Administrative Inspection, Junior
N .C.0.s Courses, P.E. tests, Inter-Troop games, are really of no interest outside
the Unit concerned. They are of no value to those concerned in historical research
and so should be omitted.

88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.
Wiant Is Wanted?
Nearly everyone who wrote about THE WIRE asked for descriptions from
Regiments and Squadrons of 'What we do?' 'How do we live?' 'Where do
we live?' How we live and where we live are of great interest. The Corps is
becoming regular and long-serving, and many of its readers will be interested in
a description of what goes on in another Regiment on the other side of the world.
'What we do' needs ca.reful writing and then vetting by a Senior Officer. We
must not put info print too much about our official work. Let us say how well
we have tackled the unusual. How well we have provided communications during
disasters. We must not give a technical description or describe in detail the
apparatus used.
In fine, the Editor needs your help if he is to perform his task to fulfil your
wishes. He, himself, by experience and temperament is a firm believer in "The
men at the sharp end knows best " and will therefore be loathe to expunge something which, while it may seem to him to be complete drivel, may well be of
great importance to the Regiment or Squadron that sends it fo him.

Consul 315

For complete details of Personal Export Scheme, contact your local Ford dealer or
FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD. 88 REGENT STREET· LONDON Wl ·Tel: REGENT 7272

The main criticism-and there was not one single reply which did not voice
this criticism-was on the style of "Unit Notes." Criticism ranged from a desire
for their complete abolition to an exhortation to the Editor to ruthlessly expunge
anything in Unit Notes which was not of general interest to others besides the
Regimen t or Squadron of origin.

•
(New Series) ·
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Meanwhile, he has a completely free band to ~verspend in the production
of THE WIRE so that it may continue to be as it nQw is acknowledged to be one

:»

of the best, if not the best, of the monthly magazines of the Corps of the Army.

No.
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Atltlress by Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, Signal Officer-in-Chief
To a Meeting of the Representatives of the Branches of the Association on list March, 1962.

My predecessor, who addressed you in 1960, and my Deputy,
in 1961, were able to tell you of our plans, what we were trying
to do, and I can now tell you of some progress.
Never before in the Army in peacetime has there been such
a big change. It is not only a matter that National Service
is ended and now we have an all-Regular Army. Now, work
and exercises can be progressive. . Officer-in-Charge Records is
now dealing with people known as persons with personal
attributes.
The speed with which this change has been made has caused
what is known as "the trough," a period when there is a
shortage of trained men. This has necessitated such palliatives
as the introduction of the Territorial Army Emergency Reserve
and the retention for six months over their normal engagement
of National Servicemen in B.A.0.R.
Some years ago Royal Signals, under the name "Hobart "
started planning for ten years ahead. Is is incidental that a
similar planning branch has now been established for the whole
Army. The advantage of this planning in Royal Signals has
been great. It is on this clear look ahead that the new trade
structure is based, and indeed, changes in trades are planned
on the requirement anticipated in ten years' llime. To meet
these plans, individual efficiency must be greater-obviously as
this occurs unit efficiency becomes greater. And an efficient
unit is a happy one.
In our career planning for officers, also based on long term
planning, we are encouraging more to ·take appointments outside the Corps with the object of having a Royal Signals Officer
in other branches of the staff at headquarters.
With a view to restoring the Regimental Sergeant-Major to
his proper position and to ensure proper delegatfon of duties,
R.S.M.s' Conventions have been instituted where all such
matters can be discussed. The Sergeants' Mess is again becoming the backb.one of the Regiment.
The name " Hobart " for all our pre-planning was a wise
choice. General Hobart was famous for saying " Commanders
get the Signal communications they deserve."
Dealing with his " Tours," General Whistler then gave the
meeting a resume of the state of the Corps and its activities in
various theatres.

NEAR EAST. Despite that, as announced in the press, the
role of the Army will be less than it has been, the role of
Royal Signals will still be important. He had seldom, if ever,
seen a better Brigade Signal Squadron than that stationed in
Cyprus.
MIDDLE EAST. This area is becoming much more important for strategic reasons and because of the situation in
East Africa, occasioned by what has been desccibed as mistaken nationalism, there was cause for anxiety. He wondered
about the future of our old comrades of the King's African
Rifles.
ADEN was therefore of real importance and here was currently the unique situation where married people were happier
than single, largely due to the accommodation situation.
KUWAIT had been a very near thing. Brigade Headand Brigade Signals started their journey in the first
aircraft,_ but had arrived much later on. The small Ship Signal
Troop Ill H.M.S. Hermes had landed a detachment which had
acted almost as Brigade Signals until <the situation had been restored. All praise was due.
q~arters

FAR EAST. He described bis visit to the Commonwealth
Signal Squadron: a unique organisation currently commanded
by a Major in Royal Australian Signals; to Gurkha Signals,
where he ~et Gurkha Sergeants qualified to go ahead as Foremen of Signals. The Federation Army Signals were making
excellent progress, aided by a small number of Officers and
N.C.O.s Royal Signals.
In ~ong Kong, Royal Signals was re-organising as an
Operatmg Squadron and a Works Squadron. This is regarded
a~ a very good station by those posted there, where Royal
Signals work with Chinese Signalmen in all trades of the
Corps.
1+4

B.A.O.R. The roth Regiment is being disbanded, their task
being taken over by a German Signal Battalion. The 2&th
Regiment is being internationalised with Dutch and Belgian
Squadrons included in it.
He paid tribute to the efficiency of the Signal Regiments
and Squadrons in Germany and to their high spirit and the way
in which National Servicemen had accepted their enforced
retention.
CARIBBEAN. He told the meeting how well the small detachments of Royal Signals in that large area had handled the
difficult communications situation arising out of the hurricane
in British Honduras, and more recently, due to unrest, in British
Guiana, until reinforcements arrived.
CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
During his visits thereto he stressed the importance of close
co-operation, and how good our relations with them are. It was
of great interest that Royal Canadian Signals had, unusually,
managed to arrange purchase of certain wireless equipment in
the United Kingdom as opposed to the U.S.
UNITED KINGDOM. The Signal Regiment of the
Strategic Reserve had a difficult role. It was prepared to send
appropriate detachments to anywhere in the world at the
shortest notice by air and at the same time to organise and
train as a normal Divisional Regiment.
THE TRAINING BRIGADE had introduced many new
ideas, and indeed, a new concept of discipline. After initial misgivings, it had been found that there was far less time wasted,
greater progress, greater enthusiasm, better discipline.
THE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS was increasing its liaison
wjth the Schools of other Arms of the Service and this will
be facilitated after its move to Blandford. Unhappily, the
building programme <there is delayed, and the move of the
School <;:annot commence before 1965.
ARMY APPRENTICES AND JUNIOR LEADERS. The
Corps was making remarkable progress in each category. In
the foreseeable future, 90 per cent of our technicians will come
from the former. Numbers of boys exceeded capacity, and
some Junior Leaders of Royal Signals took up vacancies of
other Arms.
RECRUITING. The Signal Officer-Jn-Chief, stating that
Royal Signals' Recruiting was now going well and boys were
best in the Army, stressed the continuing importance of the
problem and the need for all possible help.
THE ASSOCIATION. Paying a tribute to the work of the
Association in its frequent assistance to the Regular Corps,
the Signal Officer-in-Chief stressed the continued need of help
and advice. Branches should not hesitate to write to Regiments,
Regular or Reserve Army, and to Chief Signal Officers giving
suggestions, particularly for recruiting and for publicity for the
Corps. The Signal Officer-in-Chief asked his audience for immediate comment or questions on what he had said.
CAPTAIN J. BIRCHALL (Manchester Branch) stated, correctly, that the visits during 1961 of a Demonstration Team of
3rd Regiment, of the Band and of the Display Team to
Lancashire had omitted Manchester.
In Manchester and
Cheshire there was great publicity for certain Cavalry Regiments, but very little for Royal Signals. He advocated greater
care in the selection of cities and towns as the venue for such
demonstration.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief, in reply, said mat unhappily,
the resources of the Corps were, in England, less than those
of the Royal Armoured Corps. He had recently appointed
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Knowles, M.B.E., to a new post, "Controller of Recruiting, Royal Signals," based at Catterick, and
he hoped that Colonel Knowles would visit very many towns
and cities and gradually build up a better organisation.

* thanked*.the Signal *Officer-in-Chief for
THE CHAIRMAN
his most interesting address and ·t he meeting applauded.
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Visit of
Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal
to Cyprus
anti North Africa
to Staff Sergeant Ross Guard Commander 9th Regiment.
picture : Signalman Vinton, Corporal Cole, Signalman Royston

The. ~rincess R_oyal plays many roles in life. Apart from
her military appollltments, such as Colonel..,in-Chief of four
regiments, five Corps of Signals and the Women's Royal Army
Corps, her position and interest in the work of the Red Cross
the Girl G:uides and children's welfare ensure that any visit
she makes is both an extremely busy and an extremely diverse
oi;ie. It is, however, ~s ~olonel-.in-Chief of the Royal Corps of
Signals th~t our mam mterest and respect lie, and the time
an~ atte~tion that Her Royal Highness paid to Royal Signals
umts durlllg her very full tour proved that she has a considerable interest in us as well. Throughout her tour Her Royal
Highness was a(;companied by Miss Gwynedd Lloyd, M.V.O.,
and Lady Margaret Hawkins (Ladies in Waiting), Admiral Sir
Geoffrey Hawkins, K.C.B., C.B., M.V.O. (Equerry) and Major
Geoffrey Eastwood, c.v.o., C.B.E. (Comptroller)·
The honour of making the first contact of the Royal visit
went to 203 Squadron (Infantry Brigade Group) who operated
th<: shore end of .the Famagusta · be11thing link to H.M.Y.
Br~tann~a. Cont3;Ct on key was made on the first call by
Britannia, ten mmutes before the scheduled time of opening
foµowed by an immediate change to voice. Corporals C. c'.
Kmg ~d ~· C._ Laws and Signalman J. Murty enjoyed a short
excursion Ill Jolllt Procedure and bad a fine view of Britannia
as she passed close to the signal <tower into the harbour. Disembarking, Her Royal H ighness visited Cypriot Red Cross and
Children's Home work, calling on -the President of the Republic

CI-ps Bea~itude Ar.chbishop Makarios) and taking tea with the
Vice-President (His Excellency Doctor Kutchuk). The second
d~~ .was also _a fu)l one, as Her Royal Highness spent the day
VlSJtmg the historical areas around Salamis.
Saturday, the 3rd of March, was the first Royal appearance
as an Honorary General of the British Army. After entering
the Dhekelia SC?vereign Base Area the first engagement was
the formal. operung of the new Dhekelia Signal Centre. This
centre, designed by Mr.. G. A. Saville, A.R.I.B.A., A.M.P.T.I., and
run by 3 S_quadron 15th Regiment, is probably the most
mo.d~rn ~uts1de of . the United Kingdom. Mr. Saville was
wamng with the Chief Signal <;>fficer (Brigadier C. T. Honeyb<?urne, O.B.E.), the Commandmg Officer of 15th Regiment,
Lieutenant-Colon~! D. L. Sylvester Bradley, the Sqli'adron
Commander, Maior A. R. B. B. Dale, M.B.E., and Mr. D.
Jackman, M.c., A.C.I.S., the Area Works Officer. On the arrival
of .~he Princess R?yal, Brigadier Honeybourne presented those
waJtmg, before L ieutenant-Colonel Sylvester Bradley Jnvited
her to use a pair of silver scissors to cut a chadless tape strung
across the main entrance of the Signal Centre. To commemorate .this formal opening, a plaque inscribed with inlaid
gold letterlllg and surmounted by a silver and gilt "Jimmy "
had been set up on the inside wall.
In the Signal Centre, Staff Sergeant K. Win.field handed a
message_ of loy~l greetings from the Signal Officer in Chief.
1:he Prmcess signed a reply, and with the aid of a pictorial
diagram the Commanding Officer CA']Jlained how the message
would be transmitted by Radio Relay via Mount Olympus to
the Tape Relay Centre at Episkopi where it would enter the
COMCAN network. In -the System Control, Warrant Officer
Class II D. W. Capon, who has been responsible for the installation of equipment, and Staff Sergeant M. H. Welch
demonstrated the technical transmission of the message.
After leaving the Signal Centre the Royal party went to the
Dhekelia telephone exchange. The Cyprus Inland Telecommunications Authority inspector, Mr. Photiades conducted
them explaining the various equipments. The S\;itchboard is
operated entirely by Cypriot girls, under the supervision of
Mrs. Gavriella Zambakidou.
Leaving the Telephone Exchange, Her Royal Highness came
to the demonstration of three vehicle detachments of 203
Squadron ( ~nfantry Brigade Group). The Squadron Commander, Maior J. R. Cubberley, was presented by Brigadier
Hon7ybourne and conducted the Royal party to the demonstration.
Her Royal Highness meets Mr. D. Jackson, M.C., A.C.l.S., the Area
Works Officer when opening the new Dhekelia Signal Centre on
3rd March 1962.
Also in picture Mr. G. A. Saville, A.R.l.B.A., A.M.T.P.I., the architect,
Major A. R. B. B. Dale, M.B.E., Royal Signals, O.C. 3 Squadron I 5th
Signal Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel, D. L. Sylvester Bradley, Royal
Signals, O.C. I 5th Signal Regiment.

The fir
tand comisted of the light scales airportable " G "
Command vehicle fitted with two radio sets (Cu/R210 ~d
Cµ). Sergeant R. Breese explained the la}'.OUt of the vehicle
and its purpose while Corporal G. Powell dir~ted an .{Uauette
helicopter of xo Recoooaiss~oce Flight Army Air Corps mco the
demonstration area where it performed an elegant curtsy and
flew off.
d
The next stand was the normal scales I-ton Armoure
Humber with a modified staff compartment and. external batteries, designed for use as a " Q " Command v~hicle. ~orei:nan
of Signals F. W. Matthews explained the special modificauons
and Corporal J. W. Birkwood, the crew conu:nander, shO\yed
the remainder of the installation a~d eqwpmeot carried.
During this section of the derooostrau~o, a messag~ of loyal
greetings from 245 Squadron (Cyre~acia) was .received from
Benghazi. Her Royal Highness gr~c1ously received the loyal
.
greetings and approved a reply which was then sent.
From here, the group moved onto a tenacle ?f. 620 Signal
Troo (NEARIBLF) staffed by a Ground . Liaison Officer
(Cap~in A. Dixon, R.A.S.C.). A demoostrauon of a. ground
attack by a Hunter aircraft of 43(F) Squadron Royal Air For~e,
concrolled by the tentacle, was P!lt in tr~, the Hunter making
.
a low pass over the teoac_le precisely on time.
On leaving the Sovereign Base Area for 9th Regiment, the
Prince~s Royal was able to see those members of the Squadron
whom did not take part in the demonstration. Flanked by two
1-too armoured vehicles, and paraded under the Squadron
pennant, they were brought to attention by Warrant Officer
Class II R. W. Thornborough as the Royal p~r~y p~ssed by·
It was a perfect spring morning, the sun shmmg 10 a cloudless sky and a gentle breeze r~ffling the flags, wJ;ien Her Royal
Highness arrived at 9th Regiment. At t?e roam entrance to
the Regiment's camp, a crowd of. Cypnots h~d gathered at
the prospect of seeing Her Royal Highness who 10 the two ~~ys
already spent in the Famagusta area had become a familiar
and popular figure with them.
.
The Princess Royal was greeted by the Commandmg Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. Jones, and was saluted by the
Quarter Guard as her personal standard was broken by Warrant
Offi<;:er Class II D. B. Owen. The Quarter Guard was under
.
the command of Staff Sergeant R. G. Ross.
It was forotltous that Her Royal H ighness should be with
the Regiment at this time, for . although the new ba;.racks are
not quite ready for occupauoo, the name of
Mercury
Barracks" had just been approved. It was, there~ore, most
fitting that the Regiment should a.sk Her Royal. Highness to
perform the naming ceremony. WJth the road lined by local
Scouts and Cubs, a large crowd of families ~ad co~e to watch.
Before the ceremony, members of the Regrmeot 10 ea.ch r~
from Warrant Officer Class I to Signalman, together with th.elf
wives, were presented to Her. Royal High~ess who put everyone at ease with her ready smile and charmmg manner. Among
those presented with their wives were Signalman Gleeson, the
most recently joined regular Sp~<;ial 0.perator, ~~nee-Corporal
G. B. Pease, a National Service radio techmc1an who has
brought his wife with him to Cyprus, and Corporal D. B.

Her Royal Highness in a gay mood as she meets W.0.1 (F. of S.)
and Mrs. Carpenter and W.0 .11 and Mrs. C harlton
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R.S .M . Marris presents his daughter Margaret to Her Royal Highness

Weedon, the Regiment's cricket captain and chairman of the
Mercury Theatre Group.
.
To mark the occasion a plinth ·in local stone, show10g the
Corps badge with the name "Mercury Barracks " below, had
been made by Mr. Kostos Nikolao, our Clerk of Works, who
has been 22 years attached to the British Army in Cyprus, 12
of them with this Regiment. With scissors handed to hi;r on a
velvet cushion by Corporal S. G. Da".l'son, Her Royal H1g~ess
cut the ribbon and ithe Corps flag which had covered the plinth
fell aside to reveal the carving. Her Royal Highness most
graciously complimented Mr. Kostos Nikolao on his work when
he was presented, and learned. that he had also . carved the
impressive wooden lectern whic:h..Her Royal Highness had
seen the iprevious day when VlSltmg the Monastery of St.
Barnabas.
With a final salute from the Cubs, Her Royal Highness got
into her car to drive 'Past the new barracks and up to the
Operating Building, lo_oking ~e~arkably fresh in _its new coat of
paint! In the Operatmg Buildmg Her Royal Highn~ss showed
genuine interest in ·the work and the problems of shift employment. In addition to military operators, she met several of
the civilians who work alongside the soldiers and who had
previously served in her Corps. This part of the visit was
followed by one to the married quarters of Regimental SergeantMajor R. V. Marris and Regimental Quarter-Master .Sergea~t
T. R. McGrath, both of whom were presented with their
families.
.
During the afternoon ~er Royal Highness :vent on a sightseeing tour of ·the Old City of Famagusta which has ~ much
of history to show. Thro~ghout her to'!r. Her .Royal Highness
spoke with pleasure at bemg able to visit aga;n many of the
archaeological sites which she had first seen 10 1938 on her
original visit to the island.
On Sunday, 4th March, 9th Regiment was again privileged
to have a visit from The Princess Royal. The Royal party
attended Morning Service in the Garrfaon Church, where
the singing, which is usually ~usty .in St. ~ichael's, was
particularly good. Her Royal Highness ~as kmd eno'!gh. to
say how much she had enjoyed the Service and the smg10g.
From Church the Commanding Officer escorted Her Royal
Highness ·to the Parade Ground where nearly 300 Guides and
Brownies were drawn up for review. A large crowd of proud
parents had turned up to watch the parade, a commentary on
which was recorded and later broadcast on The Forces Broadcasting Serv-ice. The young ladies (and grown-ups t<?O)
thoroughly enjoyed their parade, and many went away w1th
proud memories of having spoken to a real Princess. Af.ter
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the parade Her Royal Highness joined the Officers and their
ladies for sherry before returning to H.M.Y. Britannia, leaving
the Regiment with many happy memories of a memorable
week-end.
On Sunday afternoon, the Britannia was due to sail to
Limassal from where it could most conveniently serve the
Princess' visit to the west of the island. A strengthening
wind, )1owever, meant that embarkation and disembarkation
there might well have been unpleasant. As a result, the yacht
did not sail until Tuesday. Despite thcis, and the long road
journey it entailed? .The Pri?cess Royal continued with her
visit to the Akrotm Sovereign Base Area on Monday, the
5th March. Spending the morning with the Royal Air Force
and the afternoon with the Guides and Brownies.
During this visit Her Royal Highness visited I I Airfield
Troop of 20th Signal Regiment at Royal Air Force Station,
Akrotiri. She arrived at Wing Operations Centre where the
Commanding Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Cooper), the
Squadron Commander (Major E. J. Buirski), the Troop Commander (Captain B. B. Gallagher) and Staff Sergeant J. A. Sharman, the Troop Sergeant, were 'Presented. Her Royal Highness
then visited the Automatic Telephone Exchange and Fault
Control where Sergeant G. E. Morrill was presented. She
spoke to the two duty technicians, and talked to Corporal T.
A. Hyde in the Frame Room. The Royal party was then
shown a radio relay .terminal where Staff Sergeant R. E.
Weighill, B.E.M., and Sergeant G. H: Johnsoi:i were pre~ented.
Her Royal Highness showed great 10terest 10 the equipment
and its operation·
Tuesday, 6th March, meant another drive from Famagusta
over roads a great deal of which are either under repair or
construction. Fortunately, moderating winds meant that
Britannia was able to sail to Limassol that morning. Her Royal
Highness thus only had to drive back the fifte~ miles from
Episkopi at the end of her engagements, the mam feature of
which was her visit to 15th Regiment.
The route into the Regimental Compound was lined wlth
H.Q. NEARELF E.R.E. pei;sonn~l from all units of. which the
Princess Royal is Colonel-10-Ch1ef, and 20th Regiment. .At
the entrance to the Regimental Compound the Command10g
Officer Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Sylvester Bradley, presented
the S~cond-in..COmmand (Major S. F. Dunkley), the Adjutant
(Captain K. G. White) and Regimental Sergeant-Major F.
Stockdale, B.E.M. Drawn up on the square behind the Communications Centre was a Guard of Honour under the command of Captain W. G. Robinson. The Regimental trumpeters,
Corporal J. Dark and Lance-Corporal M. R. Reed, crowned
their weeks of practice with a perfect Gener~!. Salute. After
inspecting the Guard, Her Royal Hi&h;ness VlSlted . the Communications Centre where, accompamed by Major J. L.
McKellar and Major C. F. Bushell, she chatted to many of
the W.R.A.C. and newly arrived civilian operators. In Syst~m
Control, Captain F. St. C. Robinson showed the Colonel-m-

H.R.H. visits the Signal Centre at 15th Regiment. Left to right :
Private Brindle, Lance Corporal Goodwin, Private Gosling, H.R.H.,
Major McKellar, Major Bushell, Lieutenant Colonel D. L. SylvesterBradley
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Chief a novel call band made into a most realistic "Jimmy."
At the telephone exchange Captain E. B. Foster, W.R.A.C.,
presented Sergeant E. J. Benson. Whilst in the telephone exchange, Admiral Sir Geoffrey Hawkins admired the brand new
carpet. One of the operators, her natural tact momentarily
deserting her, said: "Yes, sir, it's very nice, but we have to
send it back to the Barrack Stores when you leave." "Nonsense,"
said the Admiral, "Tell 'em I say that you can keep it." This
story was passed on to the Barrack Officer. It must have
touched his heart because the exchange still sports its new
carpet!
The next stop for the Royal party was the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess, where the Warrant Officers of both 15th
and 20th Regiments were assembled with their wives. During
coffee, many of the wives had the opportunity of talking with
the Princess.
Theo followed a visit to the Receiver Site and a visit
to the Transmitter Site. At the latter, Major S. C. Dare,
the Operations Officer was presented. Staff Sergeant D . C.
Pockock amused the Royal party by performing the " Em Key
Trick." Having seen the transmitter opened in "double-quick"
time, the Princess stepped inside the High Power Rectifier
sections.
Meanwhile, in the Officers' Mess, the officers and their ladies
were gathering for lunch. The Mess Staff, under Staff Sergeant
W. J. Gunn, had worked extremely hard, and the Mess looked
most attractive. The large collection of Regimental Sporting
trophies decorated the table. The preparation of the luncheon
had been under the supervision of Staff Sergeant F. Morgan,
A.C.C., and a fine meal it was. Before and after lunch, many
of the wives had the honour of talking informally with the
Princess. To commemorate the occasion, a group photograph
was taken on the Mess Patio.
The 7th March was again a day spent with the Cyprus
civilian authorities, and Her Royal Highness was able once
more to display her interest in, and knowledge of, the antiquities
in which the island abounds. The Thursday was a military
social day, and The Princess Royal's charm and graciousness
were continually apparent to the very many varied people that
she met and spoke to·
The Corps had an interest in her afternoon visits to the
Episkopi Saddle Club and Inter-Service Yacht Club. In the
afternoon she paid a visit to "Happy Valley," calling first on
the Episkopi Saddle Club. The Chairman of the Saddle Club
is Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Sylvester Bradley, who escorted
the Royal party around the stables. A numbi::r of yo':lDg enthusiastic members of the Pony Club, of which he 1s commissioner were lined up with their ponies to greet the Princess.
In the oe~by paddocks the Royal party saw jumping instruction
and &<;hooling in progress. Amongst the instrl!ctors was Mrs.
Grant, wife of Captain F. Grant, of 15th Regiment. ~e 40
ponies ·belonging to the Saddle. Club are ;1110st. versatile, f~r
as well as being used for hacking, show Jumpmg and . basic
equestrian instruction, they are also used for polo. The Prmcess
Royal showed a keen interest in both horses and riders.

H. R.H. visits Episkopi Saddle C lub
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Squadron Officer D. Trick, Lie utenant-Colonel J. H. Cooper, Colonel
A. C. Cox, Her Royal Highness, Brig·
adier A. C. Honeybourne, Lady
Margarit Hawkin , Colonel D. G .
Parker (late Royal Signals), Major
Geoffery Eastwood, Lieutenant-Col·
onel A. D. Mackenzie (late Royal
Signals), Lieutenant-Colonel The Hon.
M. M. Anderson, A.D.W.R.A.C.,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. Jones
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU

By the time the Royal party had reached the Inter-Services
Yacht Club House on "Tunnel Beach," a considerable gale
wa blow.ing.
It bad been hoped that the new Albacore
named Quindecimus, a gift to 15th Regiment from the
Nu.ffield Trust Fund, would be launched for the Royal occasion.
Major I. Gram-Hansen and Corporal J. Dark were ready for
its maiden voyage, but the seas were too high. In the Club
House, The Princess Royal spoke to many of the members,
including the Secretary, Major J. E. Carroll, M.B.E., of Chief
Signal Officers Branch, Headquarters, Near East Land Forces.
The second member of the Branch to meet The Princess
Royal that afternoon was W.O.II ]. Dean, the Orderly Room
Quarter Master Sergeant. He and bis wife were presented
when the Royal party visited his quarter in Episkopi.
The remainder of Thursday was occupied with the two
Royal Signals social functions. At tea-time Brigadier and Mrs.
Honeyboume were hosts to the Princess Royal. At this tea
party, she met the officers and wives at Extra R egimental Duty
in Episkopi and Limassol, Headquarters, Near East Land
Forces, and 20th Regiment. Each couple spent a few minutes
talking with Her Royal Highness, whose charm once more made
the tea party a very enjoyable and relaxed occasion. At its
end, Brigadier C. T. Honeyboume presented the Colonel-inChief with a hand-made Cyprus lace tablecloth and set of
napkins, a gift from Royal Signals Officers serving in Cyprus.
That evening, in the Officers' Club, Episkopi, Her Royal
Highness attended a Regimental Dinner given by the officers
of the Royal Signals, The Royal Scots (The Royal Regunent),
The Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire, and the
Women's Royal Army Corps, with a representative officer of
Princess Mary's Royal Air Force Nursing Service among the
guests. There were 92 officers present at this dinner, which
was a truly memorable and brilliant occasion. The mixed waiting staff of NAAFI Cypriot employees, Sudanese waiters in
tra~tio~al flowing dress, and W.R.A.C. women serving in
Ep!Skopi, completed a colourful Royal scene. The Regimental
Band of 2nd Bn. The Parachute Regiment, under Banclm3ster
W. Best, L.R.C.M., A.R.C.M., played throughout dinner.
After a day of private visits to some of the island's beauty
spots, on Friday, 9th March, Britannia sailed for Tobruk. After
having undertaken official civilian engagements, the Royal party

went to the Air Force Station, El Adem. During this visit the
Colonel-in-Chief met not only 14 Airfield Troop of 20th Regiment (commanded by Lieutenant L. A. Woods), but a detachment of 245 Squadron (Cyrenaica), who had travelled across
from Benghazi, under their Squadron Commander, Major J.
B. Stewart, for the occasion· Further civil engagements and
the voyage filled the days until her arrival at Tripoli, where
the main Corps interest lay in the visit to 219 Squadron
(Tripolitania) on Monday, 19th M arch.
Welcomed by the Squadron Commander (Major T. W.
Fortescue-Hitchins) who presented Captain ]. H. Cooper and
W.0.II ]. A. Crabtree, Her Royal Highness was conducted by
Lieutenant (Traffic) E. G. Barrett around the Signal Centre
whilst the normal day's routine continued. A visit to the Training Room followed, where several N .C.0.s, Signalmen and their
wives were presented, and Her Royal H ighness signed the
Squadron Historical Record.
The Princess Royal then saw the Transmitter Site and visited
Sergeant and Mrs. ]. Kitchen's quarter, close by. This part of
the morning was a particular suecess, being pleasantly informal.
Her Royal Highness seemed to enjoy it very much. The Princess
Royal finally had coffee with the officers and their wives in the
Garrison Officers' Mess.
A tour like this is an exhausting task, particularly when it
includes not only roles in the very many appointments that
The Princess Royal bolds, but a very full list of civil and
protocol engagements that her position as a Royal ambassadress
imply. There is no doubt, however, that all in the Corps who
met her-and as this article shows, the Colonel-in-Chief met
many and was seen by all ranks in her Corps-were impressed
by her warmth, graciousness and interest in all that she saw
and did.
Perhaps never before has Her Royal Highness's
interest in her Corps welfare been more clearly demonstrated
than by this voyage through stormy seas to see us, followed
by such a heavy programme of visits.

H.R.H. The Princess Royal with Lance-Corporal E. Hurst

H.R.H. The Princess Royal with Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Kitchen
and Sergeant and Mrs. Smith and their families

R.S.M.'s BASED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AT CATTERICK CAMP, MARCH 1962
8ock /\ow (left to righ t ) : G. N. Smith, T. Jones , I. D. C. C urr ie, W . E. Howle y S. G. Pavey, J. Donaldson , R. H. Jackson, G. 0 . Webster, C. Nutton , A. E. T. Bosten
Centre Row (left to right) : E. C. Jones , T. P. O'Connor, E. J. Fo rd, D. F. H. C rosby, A. C. B. Stou t, F. L. Holt , 0 . Haughney, G. H. Elsey. R. F. Wilford , J. W . Sinclair
Front:Row (left to right) : M. A. Barnes-Murphy, P. S. Mu lli n, T. A. Swales, M. Ham, Majo r-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., SO-in-C, W. G. Finch, A. V. K. Ward,

B. E. Clark, J. P. Mc Ke nna

Regimental Sergeant· Majors Convention
T 09.30 hours on Thursday, 8th March, 1962, in the Sergeants' Mess, nth Regiment (Depot), Catterick Camp,
A
Yorkshire, twenty-eight R.S .M .s stood before the Signal Officerin-Chief.
Six hundred and eighty-five years' service confronted the
Signal Officer-in-Chief, every one of the twenty-eight wearing
the Badges Arm Royal Arms.
H istory was made as never before in the history of our Corps
had so many R.S.M.s assembled together in one room.
They came from Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and from all over
England to this, the first U .K. convention. In 1961 a B.A.O.R.
convention of Royal Signals R S.M.s took place at H.Q.,
B.A.O.R. coinciding with the Signal Officer-in-Chief' visit; a
short convention of one afternoon and evening.
The U.K. convention lasted for two-and-a-half days; twoand-a-half days of abounding interest, discussion, argument,
humour and goodwill. Several met again for the first time for
over 20 years. Addresses were given by the Signal Officer-inChief, the Commander Training Brigade, Officer i/c Records,
Sen ior Personnel. Selection Officer, Major F. S. Petrie, M.B.E.,
representatives of the Army Apprentice School, Harrogate, and
Junior Lead ers Regiment, Royal Signals, from Denbury.
Colonel J H. Collins from the Signal Officer-in-Chief's staff at
the War Office and Major (Q.M.) ]. J. Brown from AG I I
were also present.
No query raised was left unanswered. Boys (both Apprentice
and Junior Leader), postings, promotions, trade structure, trade
training, recruits, dress the future signal plan, <the T.A., equipment, supply, commissions- all were discussed in an informal
atmosphere. A vast amount of information was both given and
received by all in attendance.
Cauerick, as usual, provided typical weather for the time of
year-even including a snow storm when the group photograph
was taken.
Visits were made to the School of Signals and also to uth
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Regiment (Depot) l Squadron to see recr1;1its fo~g into
squads prior to training and ac;;t1;1ally undergorng tramm~. The
Headquarters Officers' Mess invited the R.S.M:s for drinks . at
lunch time on the Friday in time to meet the Signal Officer-rnChief again and see him depa!t for Lo~don:
.
A dinner was held on Fnday evening m nth Regunent
(Depot) Sergeants' Mess, Helles Lines, at whi0 eight hundred
and twenty years Military Service sat down to dme. The Corps
Orchestra played throughout the dinner and the Fanfare of
Trumpeters from the Corps Band was also present. Our g~e.sts
were Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.s.o., Commander Tra:m!lg
Brigade Royal Signals, Colonel D . R. Horsfield. O.B.E., Chief
Inscruo{or School of Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel S. W.
Brackenb~ry, M.B.E., Commanding uth _ ~egim~nt (De~t)
Major P. D. Parker, Brigade Major, Trammg Brigade, Maior
(Q.M.) J. ]. Brown from AG n and Lieutenant (Director of
Music) C. H. Pike.
The fanfares preceding the Loyal Toast and The Colonel-inChief the Orchestra playing the ational Anthem, the silver
and i'.miforms by candlelight, the occasion itself and what it
represented, made for the writer, and I am sure to all present,
a memory to be treasured for ever.
The convention ended at mid-day Saturday, 10th March,
and most R.S.M.s departed on the x.25 p.m train from Darlington. One, however, who must remain nameless was still ' Dispersing" at eight o'clock that night (he made an excellent job
of billet orderly!) If the reader should be curious about the
circumstances that created an R.S.M. Billet Orderly- a k omeone who was there, maybe he will tell vou.
We hope next year that the R.S.M.s 'from B.A.0.R. will join
us- it's possible.
Finally, to the Major at H .Q. Training Brigade who "suggested" that perhaps the syndicate di cussion would ' dry up"
all I can say is, " Sir-Oh, Sir! "
The Sergeants' Mess Bar steward is still reco\'~ring.
149

Birthtlay of Her Royal Highness
The Colonel-in-Chief
On the 24th April, 1962 the following Signal was made:
H.R.H. The Princess Royal, Harewood House.
All ranks your corps send · loyal and affectionate greetings
on yqur Birthday.
Representative Colonel Commandant.

FIRST t;.K.

llEGDJE~TAL SEUGEANT-l'U.~.JORS'
co~''E~TION

lit/

JC . !ii.~I.

:fl.

A. llarn(>s-:Jl11rphy

Corps history was made at Catterick Camp on 8th March,
1962, when almost (I regret we were unable to enjoy the company of R.S.M.s Derwent and Creed, due to illness) all the
U.K.-based R.S.M.s met together for the first time. Twentyeight "fearsome" personalities confronted the excellent company of officers who laboured gallantly, and successfully, to
straighten om and to explain the many problems and questions
presented.
The experience was undoubtedly a great success, and all
credit should go to its instigator-it is ~rtainly an occasion
which should be repeated annually.
We were greatly honoured to be in discussion (I will not say
lectured, because the informal atmosphere during talks was
the keynote to the success of this convention) with the team
led by Major-General A. M . W. Whistler, C.B.E., Signal
Officer-in-Chief, and which included Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson,
o.s.o., Colonel F. P. Johnson, o.B.E., Colonel J. H . Collins,
Lieutenant-Colonel S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.E., Majors J. J.
Brown, F. Petrie and P. D. Parker.
Our first evening was spent meeting old friends and attempting to fit names to people we did not know. By the second evening, when we were entertained by R.S M . M. Ham in the
nth Regiment Sergeants' Mess, we were beginning to address
each other without the prefix "er-um."
R.S.M. Ham excelled himself in his speech of welcome and
introduced our distinguished guests, amongst whom was our
new Director of Music, Lieutenant C. H. Pike. Brigadier P.
M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., Commander of the Training Brigade,
re ponded in his usual inimitable way and set the seal on an
extremely enjoyable evening.
There were many items of extreme interest presented to us
during the two and-a-half very short days; the Hobart presentation (our congratulations to the American Colonel who baffled
us all with his science!) and the initial training of the recruit;
but time is short and if I write in detail and give credit to every
point, these notes will never get into print.
Many good things for the Corps will come from this, the first
U.K. R.S.M.s' Convention, of thlt I am sure, and I am proud
to have been one of those who attended.

Silver Presentation to the Corps
On Thursday, 5th April, 1962, Mr. D. Prenn, Chairman of
the British Communications Corporation Limited, attended a
Guest Night at the Headquarter Mess, Royal Signals. Mr.
Prenn was accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel F. P.
urdin
(late Royal Signals), who is the Sales Manager of fhe same
Company.
.
The Representative Colonel Commandant was presented as
principal host. After dinner Major-General R. J. Moberly,
C.B., O.B.E., gave a speech of welcome in which he outlined
the very interesting careers of the two guests. Mr. Prenn
had been a sportsman of international repute having represented
Ge~any before the war in Olympic tennis championships.
He IS no"": the ~ead
a very successful British Company
manufac~!mg radio equipment. One of its products which is
n<;>w fam1har to members of the Corps is the C13 HF radio set.
L1e_utena!1t-Colonel urdin is well known in Royal Signals as
Chief Signal . Officer to Major-General Wingate during the
Bunna campaign.
. At the conclusion of a most interesting and amusing speech
m reply, Mr. Prenn presented a silver model of a C13 set to

or

ISO

~!ajar-General Moberly as a roken of his Company's esteem
of Royal Signals. This magnificent gift is complete in everv
detail and it has already attracted much admiration from those
who have seen it displayed as a centre piece in the Headquarter Mess dining room.

Recruiting - Southern Command
In the July, 1961 edition, an account was published on the
recmiting activities of 243 Squadron (Southern Command)
under the direotion of the Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier D.
White, O.B.E. The purpose of this article is to complete the
tory of the twelve months April, l96r-March, 1962.
During the spring and summer of 1961 a total of 19 outdoor
events totalling 57 days were attended by the outdoor display
based on two 2-ton cipher trailers which had been specially
converted for the purpose by S.R.D.E. Without exception, at
all these events interest was shown by all classes of the public,
and the Corps was brought to the notice of many thousands
of persons.
Before the end of the season in September, plans were
underway for the construction of an indoor display for use in
the winter. The intended locations of cinema foyers and large
shop windows were dropped in favour of all arms exhibitions
organised by Area R'!cruiting Officers, usually in TA. Drill
Halls. During the p eriod Ist December, r96r-3rd March,
1962 a Corps stand was produced at nine exhibitions totalling
30 days.
Other activities during 1961/62 were equipment displays at
five schools, the showing of the Corps film at a youth club, and
the distribution of recruiting literature.
Results in this field are always difficult to assess, but the
statistics are encouraging. W1th only a few weeks' figures to
come in, it seems certain that the number of men and boys
recruited in Southern Command fQf the twelve months under
review will be over 40 per cent higher than in the previous
equivalent year.
Furthermore, as a number of the outdoor displays were at
holiday resorts, it is hoped that the right idea may have been
germinated in the heads of a numb er of holiday-makers resident outside the Command.
At present we are engaged on the renovation of the outdoor
display, but the equipment which we shall be able to show this
year is still uncertain. However, we have gone ahead arranging
dates and our present fixture list is published under Forthcoming Events.

Christmas Can/ for
the Colonel-in-Chief
It has become the custom to send to .the Colonel-in-Chief a
special Christmas Card painted by someone in the Cor.ps. Her
Royal Highness much appreciates this card.
It has been decided that a competition for the painting of this
card will now be held, the conditions of which are: (a) The competition· is open ro all ranks of the Corps, Regular or Reserve Army, and their families.
(b) Paqntings should preferably, though not necessarily, have
a Christmas theme.
(c) Any medium may be used provided the picture is capable
of being suitably made up into a Christmas Card.
(d) Pictures should not exceed 8ft. 6in. (upright or horjzontal), though there is no objection to their being a little
smaller than this.
(e) No attempt should be made to mount or embellish the
painting-arrangements will be made by R.H.Q. to mount
the one finally selected, as a card, together with the
necessary lettering.
(f) The card to be used will be selected by the Representative Colonel Commandant and will be sent from "The
Represencative Colonel Commandant and all ranks Royal
Signals, past and present·"
(g) A prize of £5 is offered, which will be awarded to the
artist who has the honour of having his or her picture
selected for use in the card for Her Royal Highness.
All who wish are invited to submit paintings ·t o reach this
Regimental Headquarters Royal Signals, 88 Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.r. at any time between now and 1st September,
1962. The final selection will be made in September and pictures not used will then be returned if senders have so requested.
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Arctic conditions on Sutton Bank

Captain H. Taylor has his photograph taken

Royal Signals Display, 1962

SECRETAllY OF STATE FOR WA~ THE RIGHT
DONOt;RADl,E MR. JOHN PROFUMO, M.P.

The activities of the past month have largely been restricted
to routine training, but it has been a satisfying month watching
the Display take form and begin to. ga~n that polish for which
it 1s renowned. The undoubted highlight of the past month
was the visit of a B B.C. television unit to film the Display
for their 'World of Sport' programme on May 3rd. It was
feared that the date of the visit-9th April-was a little too
early in the training season for the standard to be that expected
of the team. However, those of you who saw the programme
on 3rd May will agree that there was certainly nothing lack.in~,
and the ream can be congratulated on a fine show so early m
the season. The photograph shows the Assistant Television
Sports Producer for the B.B.C. North Regio!l, Mr. Stan
Parkinson, giving the Officer LC. Display, Captain H. Taylor,
a few pointers on shooting angles and stage management.
The other photograph shows the less glamoro1:1s side of being
a member of the team. The picture was taken when the new
machines were being run in prior to the actual Display training.
In four days the men and machines covered over 6oo miles,
and the Arctic conditions shown here near Sutton Bank were
pretty common up and down the country.
There have been crop of weddings and engagem~nts oyer
the past month, and it isn't known whether the cause 1s Sp~mg
or the Income Tax deadline! Anyway, many congratulatJons
to Lance-Corporal Howard, Signalmen Rowe, Thompson,
Usher and Hall on their respective marriages, and to LanceCorporals Blakey and Robinson, and Signalman Parmley on
their engagements.
·
It is with regret that we have lost Signalman ~owe from _the
team. He has been discharged from the Army on medical
grounds, and we all wish him well in civilian life. LanceCorporal Robinson is also a casualty. He ~anded ~wkwardly
during training, and at the present moment 1s suffermg at the
hands of all the pretty nurses in the Camp Hospital l Some
people have all the luck! However, the injury is not so severe
as it was thought, and with his ankle out of plaster shortly,
he should be back with us in a month or so.
The training goes on; the spirit of the Team was never
better, and the boys are looking forward to a hard but enjoyable season. More news next month, so until then, drive carefully, and watch out for Pandas on the roads!

He visited Catterick early in March and af.terwards wrote
as under to Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.s.o. : " Thank you very much for an interesting visit to your
Training Brigade and also for such an enjoyable luncheon in
the Royal Signals Mess.
" I was very glad to meet some of your recruits and to be
able to see some of the advanced courses which you run.
" On Saturday I saw the Boys at Harrogate and it looks as
if you have got some good material for the Corps.
" I shall be grateful if you would thank your Commanding
Officers who kindly showed me their Regiments and also all
those who helped to make my visit to you so interesting and
enjoyable and, from my point of view, so successful.
"My best wishes to you all.''

Tht> Cal1le "'agon
Do you know of a complete or partial Cable
Wagon which could be given, or loaned, to the Royal
Signal Museum to back-up the one and only which
they have?
Please write to : The Secretary,
Royal Signals Institution,
88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.r.
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ROYAL SIGNALS BAND
GRAMOPHONE RECORD
Side 1 is devoted to music for Ceremonial
Parades.
Side 2 contains music for guest nights and
other occasions.
This record is what everyone has been
asking for for so long.
The coloured sleeve in which the record
is packed has photographs of the Band
and a full description of the music.
It is available cash with order from Royal
Signals Association :

Price - by post
301•
counter sale 271Civilian addreuees outside the Commonwealth will be
asked to pay a little extra for postage.
Descri ption of Reco rd -
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;Jfovenients-"-ar r ant Olli.cers and Serg4>a11ts

PERSONAL
COLUMN
The London G1ueite

...,

F rom 13 th Marclr, 1962, 10 30th lHarcl1, J 962
Cap:ain \ f.O .T .) P . R . Moores to be t.1ajor (T.O.T.) 18th March, 1962.
The und rmcntion ed Lieutenants from A.E. Res. of Officers, N ational
enice L ist to be L ieutenan ts 20th March, 1962 :
P . A . E . R ec
J . P. Lesquercux
P . T . T aylor
J . P. Day
The undermentioned Lieutenant from T.A . N ational Service List to be
Lieutenants 20th March, 1962 :
D . G . Homby
R. M. con
R . K. Wilson
G . P . J. Beynon
G . Amo
A. J. William son
econd-Lieutcnant R. E. V. Wright (A .E .R .O.) (on proba tion) to be
Lieutenant 26th February, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant C. R. Reynolds-Jone from Re11. Army N ational
Service List to be Second-Lieutenant 9th March, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant R. G. S. Green (T.A.) to be Second- Lieutenant
(on probation) 11th January, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant T. B. W. Gregory (T.A.) from S.A.S. to be Second Lieutenant (on probation) 15th Februar>» 1962.
The undermentioned Colonels to be Brigadiers on dote shown :
P. E. M. Bradley, D.S.O., O.B.E., 1st January, 1962.
A. F. McGill , O.B. E., 1st January, 1962.
M . A. Charlton , O.B.E., 7th February, 1962.
C . T. Honcyboume, O.B.E., 20th February, 1962.
Major W. A. Dalziel from T.A. to A.E .R.O. to be Major. 15th M a rch,
1962.
Second-Lieutenant G. M. B. Wilson from Reg. Army National ervice
List to be Second-Lieutenant, 13th December, 1961.
Second -Lieutenant C . F . R. Wilson from Reg. Army National Service
List to be Second-Lieutenant, 13th December, :96I.
CaPtain G. W. Dyer from Unattached List to be Captain (T.A.), 1st
February, 1962.
Brign<lier R. B. Ridley-Martin retired 24th March, 1962.
Major D. C. Waid to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 4th September, 196r.
Major (Traffic Officer) L. J. Sharp retired 27th l\iarch, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant C. T. Williams (S.S.C .) to be Lieutenant, 16th
February, 1962.
W.O.I (R.SM.) J . Wilderspin to be Lieutenant (Q .M.) . 1st M arch ,
1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. Vincent Smith. T. D. (T.A.). to be Bt. Colon.el,
l t April, I 961.
.
Lieutenant A. B. Acton from R.W.F. to be Lieutenant, 5th February,
1962.
Lieutenant P. A. Treseder to be Captain, 30th Maich, 1962.
CaPtain A. Hughes relinquished his commission on completion of
service, 31st MDich, 1962, and is gran1cd the hon. rank of Major.
CaPtain E. T. WilliaIDs, T.D., to be Major, 1st January, 1962 (T.A.).
Lieutenant (Acting Captain) P. F. Jolliffe to be Captain, 29th March,
1962 (T.A.).
Major D . Galbraith retired I>t April, 1962.
Lieutenant G . T. Mills transferred from R.E.M.E., 20th Februa ry, 1959.

Movements-OHicers
(Taken place or forecast to rake place period ending 15th May, 1962)
Major W. T. A. Lockwood . ..
. .. To 1 nh Regiment
Captain J. Westlake
.. .
., Junior Leaders Regiment
Captain W. A. F. Morgan
,, Army Air Corps Centre (H.S.)
Captain C. J. Rayner ...
.. nth Regiment (S.A.S. Course)
Lieutenant M. F. H. Coltnan
., Junior Leader Regiment
Major J. R. T. Paterson
., School of Signals
Major J. C. Green
11th Regiment (H.S.) attached
,. War Office, Signals 3
Lieutenant R. Howell
11th Regiment (H.S.)
Captain A. F. Seymour
H.Q., M.E.L.F., Aden
Captain L. A. Welton
.
. ..
., 30th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel R. S. King, T.D.
., nth Regiment (H.S.)
Captain S . W. Read
. ..
..
222 Squadron
Captain I. F. Bird
. ..
225 Squadron
Captain D . M. A. Burridge
., 210 Squadron
Major L. S. McCarthy ...
,, uth Regiment (H.S.)
Captain H. Clarke
IIth Regiment (H.S.)
Major E. J. Baidell
111h Regiment
Major A. Lamb
.. .
., School of Artillery
Major W. G. Neilson
Royal Military Academy
Major J. N . Burrell
2nd Regiment
Captain W. Farmery
...
.
., 6o5 Troop
Captain D. C. Sidney
. ..
...
Junfor Leaders Regiment
f::ior (T.O .T.) J. T . Rogers ...
., C.A.F.S.O. CF.E.A.F.)
ptain (Q.M.) A. H. Knight
., 8th Regiment
Ca~tain (1'fc.) G. S. Massey
16th Reg' ment
.\ .\aior (Tfc.) E. H. J. Bridle
,. 3rd Regiment
Capuiin (Tfc.) D. W. Swenson
th Re ·
(H S)
Captain <T.O .T.) A. V. Render
II
giment
· ·
~·-·
T
., 625 Troop
· ~JOr ( .0.T.) E. Thompson
. .. . , 191h Regiment
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) L. R. Churchill
235 Squadron
Lieutenant-Colonel A. T . Burrows
;; 30th Regiment
Major J. L. Donne
. .
..
19th Re ·
Major K. E. P. Andrews
..
xunent
Captain M. A T . Hartnett
;~"sq~~~~~C.E.

H.

W.0.I J . W . Sinclair . ..
W.O.I D. E. Woodbridge
W.O.I A. N. G. Gent . ..
...
. ..
W.O .II (R.Q.M.S.) J. D. Hu tchison
W .O .II A. A. Kemp . . .
W .O .II L. I rving ....
...
W .O.II R. M. MacLeish
W .O.rr R . H. Jackson
W.O.II J. M . Brady
W. O .II C. D . Evis
W.O .II B. A. R . Yates ...
W .O .II Q . F. C layton ...
W .O .JI J. E. G rigsby ...
Acting W.O.!I J . M cGuire
S taff Sergeant A. L each
.. .
Staff Se rgeant W . G . M acLeod
Staff Se rgeant E. R . Hurnell
Staff Sergeant C . Manin
Staff Sergeant D . Palmer
Staff Sergeant A. Spurgin
Staff Sergeant G . H. W a ters
S1aff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

A.
E.
D.
R.

D. Mears
Milne
V. Smith
...
Hills . ..
. ..
J. M. Gittins ...
H . H . Anderson
R . M. Jones . ..
J. T . R. Walker
'r. W. Gibson
J. C . Mead
. ..
J. R. M arkham
M . J. Waite

Acting Staff Sergeant H . Pearson
Acting Staff Sergeant R. Ellis
Acting Staff Sergeant A. Horton
Acting S taff Sergeant D . O'Connor" . .
Sergeant L . Sant .. .
Sergeant M . H. Webb
Sergeant K. R. Brown
Sergeant R. K. Hopwood
Sergeant B. A. Meachin
Sergea nt G. Bashford
Sergeant W . G. Thomas
Sergeant C. Hatcher
Sergeant B. Ashton
...
Sergeant R. G. Postlethwaite
Sergeant R. H . Hanson
Sergeant H. Jacobs
Sergeant T. L. Grisdale
Acting Sergeant J. P . Huey
Sergeant J. H. I zzo
...
Sergeant P. A. Williams
.. .
Sergeant C. A. Smith
.. .
. ..
Acting Sergeant D . C . B. Silk
Sergeant W. J . Duncan
...
Acting Sergeant G. Coatsworth
Sergean1 M. Drugan
...
.. .
Sergeant J. R. Purdy
...
Sergeant R. B. N. Growns
Sergeant D. C. Parry
Sergeant G . Young
...
Sergeant R. T. Thompson
Sergeant D. H. Owen .. .
Sergeaot D . A. F . Adam
...
Acting Sergeant J. L . Harrison
Sergeant L. W. Wrixon
Sergeant J. H. Wise
Sergeant M. Stanger
Sergeant A. McKeever
Sergeant L. Pollard
Sergeant K. J. Driscoll
Sergeant E. N . T. Withall
.. .
Seq~eant P. E. C. O ' Connor . . .
Acung Sergeant J. A. Ironside
Sergeant W . Forrest
...
.. .
Sergeant G. J . Brooks
Sergeant J. M. Bell
Sergeant J . Sinnett
Sergeant J. M. Ferguson
Sergeant G. P . Selwyn
Sergeant P . Blunt
Sergeant T. Cockerill
Sergeant P. R. Sellwood
Sergeant B. A. Jewiss
Sergeant P. Donoghue ...
Sergeant C. H. Richardson
Sergeant T. Burns
Sergeant R. C. Jones
...
Sergeant J. L. S. Grinnell
Sergeant P. G. Farrell
Sergeant S. Braithwaite
Sergeant R. H. Charles
Sergeant R. A. I sgate
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420d (Lanes.) R~imenc (T.A.)
61st R egime nt (T .A.)
632 Troop
252 Squodron
30th Regiment
57 th R egimen t (T .A.)
44th (H.C.) Regimen t (T.A.)
224 Squadron
243 Squadron
Signnl Training Cen tre, F ARELF
227 Squadron
13th Regiment
18th Regiment
48th (H .C. ) R egiment (T.A.)
13th R egiment
245 Squadron
15th Regiment
Sth R egiment
47th Regiment (T .A.)
1st Signal Squadron , K .A.R .
47th Regiment (M.iddlesex Yeoma ~) (T.A. )
49th
orkshire) Regiment (T .A.)
326
quadron (T.A. )
All Arms Junior L eaders Unit
30th R egiment
3rd Regiment
Ilth Regiment
30th Regiment
23 8 Squadron
18th Regiment
18th Regiment
Gurkha Signal Regiment
Queen 's Royal Irish Hussars
Signal Troop
13th Regiment
627 Troop
14th Regiment
Army Apprentice School
2.0d Re giment
236 Squadron
222 Squadron
227 Squadron
H.Q., ALFCE
235 Squadron
59th Regiment
.Army Apprentices School
Singapore Military Forces
24th Regiment
School of Artillery
14th Regiment
11th Regiment
C.R. Signals, Singapore.
19th R egiment
H .Q. , East Africa Command
208 Squadron
24th Regiment
U.K. G arrison Signal Troop
U.K. G arrison Signal Troop
1st Regiment
2nd Regiment
4th Regiment
U.K. Garrison Signal Troop
R.M.A ., Sandhurst
Oxford Univcrsiry O .T .C .
2nd Regiment
22nd Regiment
225 Squadron
4th Regiment
U.K . Garrison Sigrtal Troop
5oth Regiment (T.A .)
Army Apprentices School
24 1 Squadron
7th Regiment
4th Regiment
224 Squadron
225 Squadron
18th Regimem
U .K . Garrison Signal Troop
228 Squadron
441h (H.C.) Regiment (T.A .)
2$4 Squadron
255 Squadron
3rd Regiment
28th Regiment
znd Regiment
254 Squadron
210 Squadron
21st Regiment
242 Squadron
21st Regiment
All Arms J,unior Leeden Regt.
237 Squa ron
24th Regiment
Signal Training Centre, f' ARELF
3rd Regiment

POR1W AY GUEST HOUSE, Curry Rivel, Langporr,
Somerset. Telephone L angport 225. Proprietors Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Partridge. Every comfort, good touring, centre, good food,
terms moderate.
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Birth#
CRANE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. R. D . Crane, on 8th January, 1962, a
daughter, Jacqueline Anne, at EDilsdon, Coventry.
HARRlES. -To Sergeant an d Mrs. R . J . L . H arries, on 28th January,
1962, a daughter, Allison D awn, a t Wegbcrg.
J'OWDRILL.-To Signalman and Mrs. D . Powdrill, on 12th D ecember,
961 a son, R obert, at Belper, Derby.
GOODMAN.-To SillJlalman and Mrs. C. F. Goodman, on 14th D ecember,
1961, a son, P eter, at B.M.H. H ostert.
SMITH.-To Signalman and M rs. H . Smith, on 13th M arch , 1962, a
daughter, Allison , at B.M .H . Hostert.
ATKINS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. T . H. Atkins, on 22nd February, 1962,
a son, Grabain, at B.M .H . Hostert.
DA VIS.-T o Signal man and Mrs. J. A. Davis, on 31st March, 1962, a
son, Paul Anthon y, at B.M.H . H ostert.
POWELL-To C aptain and Mrs. C . K . Powell, on 12th F ebruary, 1962,
a •on, Simon , at B.M .H . Hoster t.

.l111rriagrs
20 5 S quadron
KENNEDY-SHAW. -Signalman W . J. K enned y, on 3rd March, 1962, to
Irvy Shaw, at the Re gister Office in the Coun ry Borou gh of Manchester .
SCANT LEBURY-SEYTOR.--Signalman K. L . Scantlebury, on 27 th
January, 1962, to Pascaline E rnestine Seytor, at the ReiPstry Office .
Wooden.
DOU G L AS-O'HARA. -Lance-Corporal D . M. Douglas on the 28th
May, 1¢o, to Flora Macphail O'Hara, at the Registry Office, Chatham,
Kent.
REDPATH- McLEAN.--Signalman J . B. Redpath, on 20th March, 1962,
to I sabella McLean, at the Colioton Mains Church of Scotland, Edinburgh.

Dt>nths
WEBSTER-On 29th March, Major H . McD. Webster, at bis home, 32,
Tewkesbury Gardens, London, N.W.9. Royal Signals 1919-1955. A
L ife Member of the Association.
BARKER-On 6th April, Major-General R. E. Barker, C.B. E., of The
Downs, Geraldine, Canterbury, New Zealand.
BROWN.--On 15th F ebrua ry. 14354366 ex-Signalman L . H. Brown, at
his home, 26, Shafte bury Road , Reading, Berks. A Life Member of
the Association .

M A JOll H. A. LEECE. Royal Signal11
The funeral of Major H . A. Leece took place with Cull
military honours on Friday, 30th March, 1962, at 15.00 hours
at St. G eorge's G arr ison Church, Aldershot, and the military
cemetery.
The Senior Chaplain to the Forces, Millbank Military Hospital, -took the service. 30th Regimen11: provided the Bearers, the
Firing Party and the Wreath Bearers-there were many floral
tributes.
The Royal Artillery Mounted Band played the slow march
to the cemetery and provided a musician to sound the Last
Post and Reveille at the graveside.
The gun carriage was provided by 1 Training Battalion, Royal
Army Service C.Orps.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief was represented by the Chief
Signal Officer, Eastern C.Ommand, Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker,
O.B.E.

Many Officers of Royal Signals and friends of Bill Leece
were present.
MAJOR (T.O.T.) II. lUacD. WEBSTER
(Retired)
We learn w.ith regret that Major H. MacD. Webster died on
on the 29th March, 1962, at his home in North London.
Many old Corps members will no doubt remember Mac
during his long and varied service. Born in 1900, he joined the
Machine Gun Corps in 1919, and transferred to R.E. (Signals)
in February, 1920.
In 1922, on his posting to Turkey, Mac had his first taste of
overseas service, he rerurned home ·in 1923, but 1927 saw him
back in the Middle East, this time with 2 W.T. Company in
Palestine. He came home to "A" C.Orps Signals in 1930, but
returned to Palestine, again to 2 W.T. C.Ompany, in 1934.
In September, 1939, he was R.S .M. lSt Divisional Signals
and was commissioned as a (T .O.M.) in April, 1940. He joined
the ill-fated B.E.F. in France and was one of the last to leave
via Cherbourg.
In 1944 he was back in the Middle East as Second-in-C.Ommand Palestine C.Ommand Signal Regiment, and was posted to
Scottish Command in 1947. He returned to the Middle East
for a final overseas tour in 1950. He spent the autumn of his
service with Eastern C.Omrnand and retired .in June, 1956.
We offer our deepest sympathy and condolences to his widow,
and daughter Jean and son Derek.
The funeral service was held at Golders Green and was
attended by many servinit and retired members of the C.Orps.

ALBISTON.- John Murray, 2382o612, Junior Signalman, on 10th MDich,
1962, at Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot.
BALL.- John, 23849735, Junior Signalman, on
Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot.
HOLLINGSWORTH.-Gordon Douglas,
16th March, 1962, in East Africa .

10th March, 1962, at

2202oo65,

Lance-Corporal,

O'CALLAGHAN. -Jercmiah, 169o3, Acting Corporal, on
1962, at Catterick Camp.

on

19th March,

MACKENZIE. -L eslie, 23770481, Signalman, on 28th March, 1962, at
L iverpool.
I NCHLEY, W . H .-On 15th April, 1962, at the Star and Gaitcr Home ,
Richmond, ex-Signalman , a11ed 52 years. Royal Signals 1942-1946.

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171

RICHMOND

Established I 788

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASIDNG MACIDNES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MATIRESSES
PERAMllULATORS AND CYCLES

CALOR GAS AGENTS
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•friday 28th September, "New Zealand," Briaadier J . E . Anderson ,
6.15 p .m., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiment, T.A., Duke of York'•
Headquarters , Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tueeday, 27th November, " T rainina of American Cadets nt W est P oint "
Second-Lieutenant Paul L . Milee, Jnr., U .S. Army, 5.15 p .m. a,
North Hall, T raining Brigade, R <>yal Sianah, Cattcrick Camp , Yorks.
• Members arc allowed two guests for these lectures.

Hoy al

Sl~n a ls

As8o c lat ion Football Club Fixture•
R .E.M .E.
R .A .0 .C .
• Fixtures not yet firm .

Billingham
Catterick Camp

Indian Signal U1d ts 19ll-194 8 O.C.A.

The funeral of Sergeant J. O 'Callaghan

Sergeant J. 0 'Callaghan
As reported briefly last month, Sergeant O'Callaghan died
on 19th March. Here was a truly ' Old Soldier'; h e was
probably th e oldest serving soldier in the Army.
Born on the 1st May, 1898, he enlisted in the 3rd Battalion
Royal Irish Regiment at Cork, 19th April, 1915. On the 20th
June, 1916, he was promoted Lance-Corporal and in the
following August went to France with the British Expeditionary
Force. A year later he was wounded in the right arm and was
sent to D ublin. Within three months he was back again in
France with the 6th Battalion. Caprured in March, 1918, he
remained a prisoner of war until repatriated on 23rd D ecember,
1918. "The finest Christmas I ever had!"
After four months on the " Z " Reserve, he re-enlisted in
the Royal Army Service Corps, spent about a year in U .K. at
Chatham and Bulford then went off to India. He spent most
of his time there with 4th Mobile Company R.A.S.C. and
qualified as a " D river, Lorry and Car " at the BMT Workshops, Chakalata, in 1921. In 1924 he was sent on a refresher
course to Aldershot where he transferred to our Corps-26th
April, 1925.
His first Royal Signals Unit was " E " Company, The
Depot, then he went to "D " Troop Cavalry Signals in July
of that year. In 1926 he was posted to M.E.F. Egypt and
there he stayed until 1937. After three years in the U.K . be
returned to. Egypt and served with Egypt Command Signals.
By the ume war broke out he was back in U .K . and the
war years are recorded in his documents simply as " Active
Service," but be .in fact served in France and Germany. From
1945-49 he was m N.W. Europe and bis last Unit in B.A.0.R.
was Berlin Signal Squadron. Since 1949 he has been with
the D epot carrying out various store duties with a thoroughness one may expect from an " Old Soldier."
" Needs no supervision " appears in many of his annual
reports during this period, but here is one of the most recent
written at Chester in 196o :
'
"As. stalw~ ai;id loyal .as ever, despite his age and years
of service he 1s still a credit to any Regiment and an example
to both ¥o~g and old soldiers in every way."
By. this ume, he w~s quite a figurehead and by way of
markm~ 45 years service, he was promoted Local Sergeant
and Lieutenant-Colonel E . A. Sinnock, Office rs, Warrant
Officers and Sergeants presented him with a specially inscribed
tankard.
His last place of employment was in thhe Warran t Officers'
B;nd Sergeants' Mes~ Stores and o? ce again he produced that
little extra, by meetmg all la te arrivals and ensuring that they
were settled in.
In the last years, quiet and unassuming he was nevertheless very determined to soldier on until th~ end .
_He was buried with military honours on 21st March, at
Hipswell Cemetery.
. Arn~mg the many wreaths was one from the Signal Officerm-Cluef. The Old Comrades' Association of the Royal Irish
wh? had kept in touch through the years was represented by
Maior C. J. 1'.:furpby who laid a wreath on their behalf. All
local Ro¥al Signal Units were represented. There were representatives from other Un its in the area the Garrison Warran t
~cers' and ~e~gean ts' Club and the loc~I branch of the Royal
Signals Assoc1at1on.
Many of his civilian friends were present too and to these
and everyone who knew him as a friend we extend our deepest
ympathy.
'
15'4

PartJof the "Old Comrades " Squadron marching to Church,
4 July, 196 1. Sergeant O'Callaghan second from right

:HA.JOR

F.

T.

EDWAllDS

Major F . T . Edwards, who died on 10th M arch, 1962,
was a long-serving member of the Corps. H e served in the
Royal Marines during World War I and started in Royal Signals
in 1920.
A Clerk by trade, he served in 2nd Divisional
Signals at Aldershot, Headquarters S.T.C. at Catterick, and
cl:ten India. During the 1939-45 War he was commissioned
and spent mu<,;h time in charge of the Indian Wing Record
Office at Jubbulpore. In 1944 he joined the staff of Officer-inOharge Royal Signals Records at Reading. Retiring in 1948
he joined the Civjl Service and continued until about 1958,
when his final illness overtook him.
He was buried at Wootten, near Abingdon, Berkshire, in
the village church, and almost all of his n eighbours attended
his funeral, along with Major R. R. Evelyn, M.B.E., T.D., Royal
Signals (Retd.). His widow, and a son, who also served as an
officer in the Corps, survive him.

r"'F'~";t'h'~,~~'i'~g""""E';'~~t;"""I
~*********************************~
80th M eeting Corps Com.m ittee
will be held 30th May, 1962.

CorpH Dinne r

To Sgt.

A t Dome

Alde rshot Tattoo
In place of the Aldershot Tattoo, " The Modero Army " will be at home
to the p ubl'ie on Queen ' s Parade Aldersbot, on the afternoons of 16th and
17th Ju ne, 1962. Apply !:'Cl Ai'dcrsbot District, Steelcs Road , Aldcrsbot.
J une 18th. Massed Bands Royal Artillery on Horse Guards Parade.
Performance 1 p .m . and 6 p .m .

Corps Week-end and Association Reunion and
Annual General Meeting

of

Harrogate

At•prentices

Earls Court , London, n th-28th J uly, 1962.

Royal Sl"nals Institution Lectures, 1962
*Friday, 25th May, " The R eserve Army," Colonel G . H. Shrimpton . T.D.,
6.15 p.m ., at the T.A . Centre, 47tb R egiment, T .A ., Duke of York'•
Head.q uarters, Chelsea, S .W .3.
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Sgt.

23232184
22805081
22154083
23484589
22242620
2251 5900
23205288
2297 1666
22537410
23481853

T h e W yvcrn Club
The Annual Dinner for members will be held in the Naval and Military
Club, London, on 3rd October, at 7.30 p.m. for 8 p.m . Tickets and information from the Secretary, The Wyvern Dinner O ub, H eadquarters
43 (W X) Div./ District, Sherford Camp, Taunnm, Somerset.

i

Hertfordshire, St. Alban'5-Agricultural Show.
Billet Lane, Stamford le Hope, E ssex.
Kynoch Social Club, W itton , Birmingham.
Edinburgh.
Holmfirth.
Catterick.
Royal Tournament.
Nantwich.
Homcastle.
Darlington- Darlington Show.
Haltwhistlc- Agricultural Show.

17th-19th
26th
3rd-9th
23rd
27th
30th
IIth-28th

August 6th-8th
August 15th
August 25th
August 29th
Sept. 2nd-9th
Sept. 10th-15th
Sept. 26th

Devon County Show, Exeter.
Reading Pre-Service D ay.
Taunton Arm y W eck.
R.A.F.A. , Filton.
Nelson Haden School D ay.
Christchurch and Hig hcli.ffc T attoo.
Royal Tournament, Earls Court (subject to con·
firmation).
·
Southsca Pete.
Poole H ospital Fete.
H ambledon Flower Show.
Gillingham and Shaftesbury Show.
P lymouth Army W eck.
Swindon Carnival.
Frome Show .

HOYAL SIGNALS
AMATEVR RADIO S O CIETY
•• At Home ••-July, 1 962

Royal Signals A.R.S. will be ' At Home ' during Old Comrades Weekend on 7th and 8th July, 1962. All members and
ex-Corps membeFs of Royal Signals A.R.S . are invited to vis.it
the H .Q. Station which is situated near Whinney Hill. The
Club House will be signposted from Vimy Lin es. The special
call-sign GB,RCS will be used for this period and contacts
will be willingly sought on all bands, using AM and SSB.
A cubical quad atop a 6o-foot metal tower, vi1'ible from many
parts of Catterick, marks the Club House.

F

210
Bain, W. A.
Barnaby, G . A . J . 6oo
610
Randall , K. H.
Williams, P . A .
840
850
Bennett, H . R.
Rae, A.
2320
Collins, T .
2330
W illiams, J.
2340

Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A I Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
C pl.
A / Sgt.
C pl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.

2224683 1
22242524
22242083
22418163
22250 264
2282018 1
21005770

320
56o
540
750
800
1212

510
180

Bowes, R.
W ise, J. H .
Toole, F . T .
Rolls, E . H .
Vaspcr, R.
I saac, R. J .
Brown, T . L.
Palmer, M . J . L .
Conibcere, D. L .
Wal ton, A . S.

9480 4830
9490 7300
9500 8340
9510 848o
9520 396<>
9530 7510
9540 756o
9550 4010
956o 636o
9570 8284

Stephenson, T
Arnott, G . S.
Howard, K. S.
Hughes, D. J . M .
Greenwood, P . B.
Leiper, G . A.
Baigeot, G . M.

4350
6750
6700
6770
6780
6790
6800

4 130
I120
3540
3480
1150
356o
650

(Clerk)
(Op.)
(O p.)
Lmn.)
(Op.)
(Clerk)

Gen eral Trades anti Du Hes
To Sgt.

llecrui t ing Dis plays -Hay-September, 1962
May
M ay
J une
June
June
June
July

W .0 .II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
SgL
C pl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

llegime11tal Duty
To W .0 .Il
To S Sgt.

R o yal Signals Display Team
May 17th
May 19th
une :znd
unc 19th-2ut
une 23rd
uly 7th
July II th- 28th
August tst
August 6th
Augus t 18th
September 1st

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.
Br<>wn, J. D. G . 3662 4710
Woolf, H. D.
368o 3420
Wright, M. R.
3690 6o30
3700 5830
Maple, P . /·
Lawrence, .
1170
540

Operati11g Roster
T o Sgt.

The 10th Annual General Meeting and Reunion is to be held on Tuesday,
311t July_,_ and Wednesday, ut Auj!Ust, 1962, at the Army Apprentices
School, Harrogate.
The provisional proaramme is: Auaust ut, a.m.
Graduation Parade; 14.00 hours, Trades Exhibition ; 20.00 hours, Soci~
Evening. All ex-A / T 's _who arc members, are cordially invited to attend.
Requests for accommodauon should be addressed to the Commanda nt, Army
Apprentices School, Harrogate, to arrive before ISt J uly, i 962.

will be heW at Cattcrick on 1th/ 8th July, 1962.

Royal 'l'ournnment

To

14278902
22522842
14187225
22459818
22003746
2217<>656
2 1l 27427
22342694

The 1962 R eunion will be held at H urlinaham Club on Friday , 29th June
lllt 3.30 p.m .
Tickets 9 /- per bead. Hon. Secretary Brigadier A. J. M .
Wilton, O.B. B., The Cottage, 30, T hames Street, Sunbury-on-Thames.
As~oei atlon

Cpl.
Cpl.
C pl.
Cpl.
Sgt.

( 'Je ri c a ) Hos t e .r

Ind inn Arm y He union, I 062

will be held on 3 ut May, 1962.

Re~ular Offic e r s~

2325646o
23288690
22957472
22983282
22212952

To S. Sgt.

To W .O.I
To W.0 .II

37th M eetinJ,! of t h e Cen t ral Committee of t h e
Roy al SiJ,!nnls A sso c iat ion

will be held on 3ut May, 1962.

To Sgt.

On 26th May, at the Eccleston H<>tcl, Victoria, London, S.W.1, A .G .M .
md Dinner. O pen to members and ~cir wives, but guests not allowed
l'urther details from Ca ptain W . Dowlcy, 153, Mychctt Road, Mychcu;
Nr. Aldcrshot, Hants.

will be held May 3otb , 1962.

Corps

==Promotions==
The following promotions and dcle ti <>ns were authorised up to the end
of M arch, 1962:

L inemen

T o Sgt.

22212670
2251 5009
22265 150
22868421
22997290
22287748
222761 90
22559690
22569040
22966659
22296TJ 9

Barber, R. W . J.
Chalmers, W. M.
Torliss, G .
Jepson, F.
Braithwaite, s.
Thornton, E . C.
Goodridge, C. J.
Blank, J. H.
Andrews, K. G . T .
Parlett, E. D .
Atherley, K. A.

22144777
225625 15

Kybery, L. C.
Devey, R.
Morris, J. B.
Jewiss, B. A.
Salt, D . T.
Sellwood, P. R.
Wormall, K . E .

2 2 2 12997

22792l61
2229688 1
23220887
23468034

3520 1420
3530 2330
3540 1370
3550 2570
356o 3220
3570 3520
358o 3710
3590 3730
36oo 3750
3610 376o
3620 3940
2990
3000

3010
3020
3030
3040
3050

490

1240

1294
246o
2920
3496
3510

DELETIO S
R egime n t al Duty
W.O.Il
S Sgt_

1750
5670

3o80

4240

2350

Gen e rnl Trades and Duties
Sgt.

2620

l66o

6o

t740

2270

t740

2390

86o

l ,h1e man
Sgt.

OTHER DELETIONS
Tee h11leal Ros ter
Sgt.

13 10

1890

Cl e ri c al lloste r
S Sgt.

470

Ope rating Hos ter
Sgt.

NG is still urgently required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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S i~nal

3250

4490

5 I 00

Ce ntre Supervi s or Hoster

W.0 .II

270

690

4128458 W .0 .I Wnll, E. R . C.

R / Duty 430

Comd . Lieut./Q .M.,
1st Fcbruarv. 1962.

ISS

History
of the

I. The Cable Bear "Bruno"
2. Signalmen Varley and
Stacey testing circuits at a
well known training pick-up
point

3. Corporal Hull accepting
a new telegraph circuit in the
J.S.C. vehicle
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HE Regiment traces its origin to a group of a Signal
Company and three Sect.ions ra1sed in Glasgow on the
formation of the Supplementary Reserve in 1924. In r932
these Units were re-grouped and converted in10 General Headquarters Signals. In 1937 a new Company was raised in
Edinburgh and the following year two Wireless Sections in
Coventry. During the pre-war years the Unit had few opportunities of training with troops, but participated in two major
Exercises in 1937 and 1939. In September, 1939, the Unit,
together with a Regular Special Wireless Company, was
mobilised and went with the British Expeditionary Force to
France to provide communications at the G .H.Q. The Advanced
C)ignal Office was opened at Harbarc, near Arras, in October,
1939, and Christmas was spent at Dainville. The main communication to Corps Headqual'ters was by line and two Companies of Gordon Highlanders were attached for six weeks to
a sist with the digging.
After the German invasion of Holland and Belgium, the
G.H.Q. had movecl on 28th May, 1940, to La Paone, where
the submarine telephone cable to England was still intact and
m the hands of the Unit.
After Dunkirk the Unit was re-formed at Catterick and
moved to Barnsley in June, 1940. When the G .H.Q. Home
Forces with its supreme operational responsibility set up its
headquarters in the St. Paul's School, Hammersmith.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. Cumming, O.B.E., the same Commanding Officer who had commanded the Unit in France,
moved with the Unit to London. The Unit headquarters was
situated at the Old Town Hall, Hammersmith, and provided
in addition the Advance Signal Centre at the Cabinet War
Room. The provision of communications was a busy task
with only skeleton facilities and the hazard of nightly air raids.
However, great reliance was plac:::d on the G.P.O. to provide
circui1s to all the Command Headquarters. The most disastrous
breakdown of G .H.Q. communications occurred in the early
hours of the morning on 15th September, 1940, when the 100pair J cable from St. Paul's School to Shephe.rclS Bush was
destroyed outside Cadby Hall by enemy action. Seventy telephones and 16 telegraph circuits were put out of action. A
burning gas main prevented repair w1til o6.oo hours, then 12
pairs were put through on Quad. The whole cable was not,
however, restored until 09.00 hours on the 17th Sep tem ber,
1940.
Late in 1940 rhe H.Q. was moved to heavily protected accommodation at Storeys Gate Office adjoin ing the Cabinet War
Rooms with the Officers and men still billeted at L atymer
Court and in Hammersmith, and an emergency in stallation was
developed at Wentworth golf course. These duplicated instalations and moves of H.Q., although necessary, made still further
demands on the engineers of the Post Office, with very extensive switchboards and immediate trunk switching facilities.
The Unit at this time was organ ised with an Operating
Company and a Wireless Company at H ammersmith and a
Construction Compan y at Teddington. The radio transmitters
were scattered in the neighbourhood of South K ensington with
remote control from Whitehall and St. Paul's School. As
wireless was a standby to the G.P.O. cable system, the tran smitter control lines had to be independent of the ordinary telephone cables. To meet rhis requirement the line construction
troops laid seven pair cable routes through St. J ames's and
Hyde Parks, from Whitehall to South K ensington and on to
the School. At this ti me G .H .Q. was linked to all the Commands, th e War Office, Air Ministry and Admiralty, the Home
and Foreign Office, K neller Hall, all the R.A.F. Commands
and to IV and VII Corps. I t is interesting to th ink how much
depended on these insignificant looking cables strung on the
trees if the main cables were in terrupted by bombing.
In February, 1941, Lieutenant-Colonel L. H. Harris took
over command from Lieutenant-Colonel C. K. ThursbyPelham, C.B.E., M.C. The Regiment was some 1,200 strong
and still had a large elem ent from Scotland by reason of its
Glaswegian origin.
The Regiment continued to function as G H.Q. Signals for
the n ext two years. One of its r esponsibilities was to operate
a D espatch R ider L etter Service to the Military Commands
and to the Formations and Units of Home Forces and to the
many other Service H eadquarters with which the G .H.Q.
was associated . It operated by motor cycle or car and in the
case of Western, Northern and Scottish Commands by train.
There was the almost in credible case of a despatch rider whose
extraordinary habits were brought to light in a letter received
from a passenger on the tr ain. She said she thought it
peculiar to see the man openin g his despatch bag and letters

T

===*===

4. October, 1956. Major
General Rance (then Representative Colonel-Commandant) being shown the Pintsch
Equipment
by
Lieutenant
Colonel Elliott soon after its
arrival in the Regiment
5. " Next Hop - 80 K."
The Commanding Officer
showing an Army Air Corps
Pilot the location of the next
radio site
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and reading the contents to the other occupants of the carriage
to while away the time and that the Unit might be interested.
Investigation proved the story to be entirely true, even to the
extent of the individual providing himself with string and
sealing wax for re-sealing the envelopes. He was courtmartialled and sentenced, but the mystery remains as to how
the mentality of the man remained undetected long enough for
him to have been entrusted with such a job.
In July, 1943, the U nit was allocated the task of providing
communications for H.Q., 21 Army Group, while a new U nit,
G.H.Q. Home Forces Signals, was formed to provide the
communications for G.H.Q. Home Forces. Lieutenant-Colonel
L. H. Harris was succeeded by Lieutenant-Colonel F . Jones
in November, 1942, and then by Lieutenant-Colonel F. A.
Hough in November, 1943.
As preparation for offensive operations generally speeded up,
many Unit Exercises took place to practise establishing and
maintaining the Army Group communications during rapid
moves and to practise the use of TEVs. As long as the
Services remained in the United K in gdom, they relied mainly
on the G.P.0 . to provide all the elaborate signal installations.
The big question in the minds of those who knew the magnitude
of the requirement was how we should manage when everything had to be provided from Army resources. Once on the
Continent Royal Signals would be r esponsible for the provision
of the whole network. The staff had become used to an
elaborate civilian telephone system and had to be trained to
operate on only the skeleton system which would be available
during periods of fast movement. The Wireless and Operating Companies were getting plenty of practice; and to practise
the Construction Company detachments were loaned to the
G.P .O. Such an opportunity occurred on 10th May, 1941,
when heavy raids in terrupted the Birmingham trunk cables at
the Old Bailey. Immediately a large team of ex-Post Office
workmen were loaned to make good the damage. A feature of
this job was the temporary filling of the gap in a coxial cable
with a length of eleotric lighting wire between two manholes.
In September, 1943, the Unit was re-designated 21 Army
Group Signals and such was the intensive training that the
Signal Officer-in-Chief 21 Army Group aimed at 10,000 groups
per net per day over the wireless nets.
In J uly, 1944, the Unit moved from Hammersmith to Windlesham, Surrey, and from there the Main Group moved to France
on 3rst July and established itself at La Ville. From the 17th
July N o. I Company had been employed on the construction
of communications to and within the proposed location of Main
H.Q , 21 Army Group. Some of the existing routes were
rehabilitated and maintained, although much of the German
underground cables were abandoned as being of too poor a
quality to be worthwhile. Main H.Q. moved to Le Tronquay
on 4th August. From Le Tronquay Main H.Q. moved to
Amiens on 9th Sep tember, 1944, and then to Brussels on the
14th, where the Regiment was billeted in Caseme Artillerie
Barracks.
The provision of communications now became very routine.
o. 1 Company responsible for all line construction, rehabilitation and maintenance; No. 2 Squadron for operating and wireless at M ain H .Q., and No. 3 Squadron for operating and wireless at Rear H.Q. The main tasks included the rehabilitation of
the Brussels to Namur cables, the Amiens-Roye-Arras-Lille
route, the Amien s-Doule~ s -Frevant-St. Pol route, and the
main Brussels-Antwerp cable.
I·t is of interest to note that No. 1 Field Force Pigeon Section
was still being used in the Unit. On 17th October the first
automatic telephone exchange was installed by the Bell Telephone Company at Rear H.Q., while 143 Line Maintenance
Section installed a si.x-position board at Main H.Q. On 20th
January the total daily traffic at Rear H.Q. Signal Office
exceeded 3,000 messages for the first time.
A typical month in No. I Company can be seen in this
report of 23 Construotion Section (now No. 1 Construction
Troop) for January, 1945.
" 23 Construction Section was stationed at Ha selt
throughout the month and carried out the following work:
(a) Construction of loaded 7 pair cable AGR 29 from
Zonhaven to Helchreren.
(b) Construction of loaded 7 pair cable AGR 31 from
Oostmalle to Turnhout.
(c) Construction of two unloaded field quads AGR 32
and 33 from Bourg Leopold 10 set side to Wychmael.
(d) Construction of two 'P' type carrier quads AGR 34
and 35 from Hasselt Repeater Station to Neerpelt
Repeater Station via De Groote Test Point."
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One Offi er and jointer were employed on undergroll!ld cable
maintenance throughout the month. They were stationed at
Beu 1 until 24th January, 1945, when they moved to Hasselt.
On 26th March 1945, Tactical H.Q. moved to Brunel and
lin con truction was being provided to Suchteln in preparation
for the move of Main H.Q. on 5th April. The final move of
H .Q., 21 Army Group took place in May, 1945 to Bad
Oehnhausen and Herford. The advance Signal Construction
Group had moved to these locations on 28th Apd and settled
down to the work of catering for the raff of over 7,ooo. Installations included a 500 extension automatic exchange, 18 X 6
..:hannel V.F. y tern and 20 X S + DX in the Post Office at
B1d Oehnhausen and a 10 position W.D. switchboard at
H rford. The ignal Office in the Post Office at Bad Oehnhau en wa expected to handle a daily flow of 7,000 messages
from the J 450 taff Officers alone. The eventual extent of the
traffic is shown by th is analysis: 10 012 Messages- IN, OUT and THROUGH
13th June:
18th July:
10,755 Messages-IN, OUT and THROUGH
During August the Regiment provided a wireless detachment
for high speed work at Luneberg for the Belsen crjals. The
first Train De patch Service from Bad Oehnhausen to Antwerp
was initiated on 17th August. On 29th August the Unit was
re-designated H .Q. B.A.0.R. Signals. The Commanding Officer
was Lieutenant-Colonel H. K. Hagon four days previously.
The Regiment again assjsted at a war trial, this 6me at Nuremburg with cipher and keyboard operators. Another unusual
rask was in connection with a survey of the D enmark coast by
the Geodetic Institute of Denmark. It had been noted that
German V2s directed at Norway had been landing in Sweden
and further observations disclosed inaccuracies in the maps
used. Survey teams were posted at three trig points on the
Dan ish and Norwegian coasts, inter-communicating on 12 sets.
To ensure accurately-timed readings by the teams, time signals
were sent over 33 sets using a series of pre-arranged morse
ode signals.
On 10th September, 1945, the unit was once again designated
, o. r H.Q. Signals and now began the task of reverting <to a
peacetime unit. The strength was over 2,000 strong in 73
Troops and Sections. Apart from documentation, for which
had to be devised a complete office and staff, there was the
appalling task of " accounting" for section stores, fairly warwom and generally 30 ·to roo per cent. over ledger strength.
No. I Squadron, apart from continuing with the construction
and maintenance of telephone communications, ran the Royal
Signals Cable Factory at Soltau, staffed by German civil
labour. Their monthly output ran to: 28 miles
7 pair VIR
300 ,,
Field Quad
D 8
475 ,,
D 3 (Single)
410 ,,
No. 2 Squadron provided the Signal Olii<;e and Exchange at
Minden. There were: 245 T.S.B.O.s employed (1 50 A.T.S. 95 Royal Signals).
No. 3 Squadron provided the Wireless Telegraphy and
Signal Despatch Service as well as the Training School Courses.
No. 4 Squadron provided the communications for H.Q.
C.C.G. until I xth September, 1946, when it was disbanded.
The sphere of the unit's work stretched from Berlin to
Nuremburg, Paris and the Hook. During the severe flooding
of the Telephone Exchange at Minden on roth February, 1946,
the basement was flooded to within one foot of the ground
level and the telephone communications were seriously effected.
Ten set links were set up from Minden to the H.Q. of x and
30 Corps, while AN/TRC worked between Minden Repeater
Station and Berlin Repeater Station.
One night in the spring of 1946
hite armoured car on
DRLS between Helmstedt and Berlin skidded and ran off the
road down the embankment. Shaken but unhurt the crew
shouldered the mail bags, locked the car and thumbed a lift.
ext day when the R.E.M.E. recovery iteam went out they
found a Russian officer with a team of horses dragging the
white car away. Protests were unavailing and it was never
seen again-written off as " lost due to Allied Action."
By April, 1946, the strength of the unit was down to 56
T~oops and. inclu~ed Construction, . Telepr~ter Operating,
Cipher,. Medium Wireless, Despatch Rider, High Speed Wireless, Wireless Carrier, Security, Terminal Equipment, Troops
and Cable ~epair Factory. By December, 1946, the last of the
war established troops had been disbanded. The activity
th~t most of the Regiment from the immediate post-war period
will remember was the Mercury Theatre that was established

in a derelict garage in Bad Oehnhausen and presented a high
tandard of theatre in the area.
The command of the Unit passed from Lieutenant-Colonel
A. T. Sladon to Lieutenant-Colonel R. C. Conway-Gordon on
15th October, 1946, followed by the amalgamation of r H .Q.
Signals and 12 L. of C. Signals in December to become No. 2
L. of C. Regiment. The Regiment was organised on a three
Squadron ba is: No. I Squadron still being responsible for the construction,
maintenance and installation of lines. The new Rhine Army
witchboard at Bad Oehnhausen was installed, while clearing
up of old overhead cables was also carried out. Since the
end of the war 25,000 miles was returned to the Unit Cable
Factory at Soltau, of which 2,500 miles was salvaged.
No. 2 Squadron, in conjunction with A.T.S. Signals,
Germany, ran .the Signal Office and Switchboard at H.Q.
Rhine Army. Signal Office detachments were also provided
for .t he British Military Mission to Denmark and for Fiat
(Main) at Hochst .in the United States zone.
No. 3 Squadron provided and operated the Wireless communications and SDS routes. Detachments were located in
Berlin, Hamburg, Stettin, Iserlohn and with I Belgium
Corps. The Wireless Carrier Troop permanently manned a
ro set link along the route Minden-H.Q. B.A.O.R.-Bielefeld
-Iserlohn. During the latter months of 1946, several installations such as Minden Trunks, Herford Switchboard
and Minden Repeater Station were handed over to C.C.G.
(P. & T.).
By March, 1947, the strength of the Regiment dropped to
1,154 other ranks and the officers' strength was 60. On 15th
June, 1948, the R egiment was renamed H.Q. B.A.O.R Signal
Regiment with Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Seely in command.
The Regiment was responsible for me provision of static
communications for H.Q. B.A.0.R. at Bad Oehnhausen (2
Squadron) and for all H.Q. B.A.O.R communications in the
field. Lieutenant-Colonel Seely remained with the Regiment
until March, 1949, when his successor was Lieutenant-Colonel
J. E. S. Sanders, O.B.E. In February, 1951, the original
2 L. of C. Regiment was reformed and 2 Squadron of H.Q.
B.A.0.R. Regiment became 5 Squadron of that Regiment. In
April, 1952, when Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. L. Morris, o.B.E.,
assumed command, the role of the Regiment was again changed.
An Army Group H.Q. was brought into being once more and
the Regiment was responsible for providing communications at
Main Army Group H.Q. It was re-named 18 Army Group
Signal Regiment in November.
Exercises were very frequent during the summer months.
In the effort to become really mobile, the Regiment designed
its own terminal equipment, teleprinter and cipher office vehicles.
These were G erman ro tonner lorries constructed in Army
Workships to specification. The radio relay •troops were
equipped with German P.P.M. equipment in British 3-ton
lorries and was in regular use whilst the British equivalent
was still very experimental. The use of Deutsche Marks
enabled the Regiment to have -these innovations and included
the fitting of Telefunken equipment into the Commander-.inChief's Rover, so .that he could be ·tied illlto the telephone network without the laying of local lines.
In 1954 H.R.H. Princess Margaret visited the Regiment
during her journey from Sennelager to Bad Oehnhausen and
although her stay was brief she posed for a photograph with
the Regimental Officers (this photograph has its place in the
Mess to this day).
With the planned move to the Northern Army Group H.Q.
west of the Rhine, the role of the Regiment was changed to
that of a trunk regiment and it was proposed to move it from
Herford to Essen-Kray which was the nearest suitable barracks
to the H .Q. However, as 19 Army Group Regiment could
not accept ·the men and equipment until the spring of 1957,
the Regiment fulfilled a dual role with four operating squadrons,
two designated to provide radio relay communications, plus a
Signal Office Squadron and a Line Squadron for the field
H.Q. The P.P.M. equipment was discarded about mid-1955
and the Regiment relied solely on AN/TRC until the purchase
of P.intsch Multi-Channel Carrier equipment in late 1956. A
month before the change of command between LieutenantColonel J. D · Elliott and Lieutenant-Colonel A. H. D. Llewellyn
in Apr·il, 1957, the Regiment shed its operating commiitments,
said farewell to 3 and 4 Squadrons to 19 Army Group Regiment, and confined itself to the radio relay role with all its
equipment and at full strength. No. I Squadron had the cable
(Th e Histo ry Contin ues
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Our farewell ceremonial parade to mark our entry into that
dreaded and nebulous state of suspended animation was held on
Friday, 30th M arch. Brigade-General Dr. H. Maultzsch, Chief
Signal Officer, Northern Anny Group, took the salute and gave
an address of thanks and gratitude for the Regiment's long
service to Northern Army Group.
Among those distinguished visitors who watched the Parade
were Brigadier J. W. A. Stares, D.S.o., O.B.E., Commander
Rhine Area, Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison, o.B.E., Chief Signal
Officer, British Army of the Rhine, and Oberst H. Beyling,
Chief Signal Officer, 1st Korps, Bundeswehr. The Parade was
held under heavy, threatening skies but we managed to complete the ceremony before the rain came down in large, cold
lumps. An appropriately lugubrious ending.
Bruno, the Berlin Cable Bear, our much cherished Regimental mascot, was motored swiftly past the saluting box, off
parade and into his large wooden crate for immediate transshipment to Blandford where a new home awaits him. Former
members of the Regiment will be glad to learn that Bruno
maintained a stiff upper lip and a cold, stony silence throughout
the ceremony. (W ie typisches englishes kaltes Blut ! )

Our Regimental Mascot, Bruno the Berlin Cable Bear being towed
past the saluting box.

Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. Donald,
was unfortunately admitted to hospital about a week before
the parade and was unable to be present, so our Second-inCommand, Major J. E. L. Adams, deputised for him. After a
short address Major Adams presented a former British Cavalry
lance bearing a specially woven pennant to Oberstleutnant E.
Stroedter, Kommandeur 71st Femmelde Bataillon, Bundeswehr,
to commemorate our past associations and Freundschaft with
his Bataillon. Obersdeutnant Stroedter very kindly presented
us with a fine silver salver engraved with the figure of Bruno
and inscribed eloquently in German. The same evening we
held our last Regimental dance. It was a day to be remembered.
The breaking up of a Regiment is a sad affair at any time,
but we were not forgotten. The Representative Colonel Commandant sent a commemorative message to Herr Meul,
Direktor-General, Deutsche Fernk.abclgesellschaft, reminding
him of our association with his Company and of their generosity

Tf)e Regimenta l Guard saluting 7 1 Fernmelde Battalion as they
march off the Parade.
The Guard is commanded by Major C. McDevitt.
Immediately
behind him is Lieutenant C. A. Brown.
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HANDING OVER
Major J. E. L. Adams, Acting Commanding Officer, handing over the Lance and Pennant to Oberstleutnant E. Stroedter, Kommandeur 71 Fernmelde Battalion, Bundeswehr.
Standing on the dais , left to right: Oberst H. Beyling, 1st German Korps; Brigadier J. W. A. Stares ,
D.S.O ., O.B.E., Commander Rhine Area; Brigadier-General Dr. H. Maultzsch, C.S.O. Northern Army
Group; Brigadier E. J.C. Harrison, O .B.E., C.S.O. B.A.O .R; Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. P. Brader,
Royal Signals, O .C. Troops, Krefeld.
In the background : Major G. Klosser and Second-Lieutenant W.R. Ewing ar.? in attendance.
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in ongmally pr .nring us with Bruno. The Signal Officer-inChief, .'viaior-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., sent us a
me:. age of farewell and so, too, did Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison,
O.B.E., c. .0. B.A.0.R.
We have been proud indeed over the years, in the several
gu1 e in which our Regiment has appeared, to have served
Northern Army Group and to have had the opportunity and
the privilege of playing a small part in the growing history
of our Corps.
Dulce et decorum es . . .
DI TORY OF THE 10th REGDIEl'\T
(Continued from Page i58)
and carrier equipment troops and No. 2 Squadron had three
h<"avy and two medium radio relay troops. Exercise " Pietbull "
was the first time the Regiment functioned in its proper role as
a trunk regiment.
From then exercise followed exercise and such names as
" Cros ed Swords," "Bruno" and " Grand National" will
bring back many memories. In the autumn of 1958 a start was
made in the internal re-organisation of <the Regiment into two
identical Radio Relay Squadrons. This was completed with
the introduction of VF Telegraphy into the terminal equipment
troops early in 1959· When all signal units were re-designated
on Ist eptember, 1959, 18 Army Signal Regiment became roth
Regiment. The strength then was 26 officers and 365 other
ranks. Lieutenant-Colonel A. H. D. Llewellyn relinquished
command on 1st November, 1959, when he handed over to
Lieurenant-Colonel G. B. Donald. 24th October, 196o, saw
the last move of the Regiment when -i-t formally handed over the
Meanee Barracks, Essen-Kray to a Bundeswehr Signal Battalion
and move to Bradbury Barracks, Krefeld. The Regiment
remained in Krefeld where it continued to fulfil the role of
the trunk radio relay regiment for the Northern Army Group
H.Q. until being placed in Suspended Animation on rst April,
1962.
From simple line and wireless equipment in 1924 to magnificent 6o Channel radio relay equipment in 1962 the purpose and
aim of the Regiment has never altered. It has continued to
provide communications from the Army or Army Group
Commander to his subordinate formations. It bas been a
worthwhile task and all who have been members of the Regiment can look back on their work with a sense of satisfaction.
The Berlin (Albie B e ar
No history of the Regiment would be complete without an
account of Bruno. In 1945 an undamaged statue of a bear
holding a big cable drum in his paws was rescued from the
ruins of Berlin. I t belonged to the D eutsche Fernkabel
Gesellschaft and stood at their headquarters in Rognitzstrasse.
Not wishing to see such a prize fall ·in to the hands of the
~ ussians, £!le bear was loaded onto a 3-'l:on lorry, concealed by
signal eqwpment, passed through the Z-One check-points and
an:1ved at Harewood Barracks, Herford. The intention was to
sh1p the bear, together with the Eagle that adorned the entrance
to. Harewood Barracks, back to H.Q. Mess, Catterick, but
neither got any further than the Hook .
. Then, in . the ~pring of 1948 the bear was, with much
difficulty, ho1Sted mto place on top of a column which once
earned a German Eagle. There he stayed until his ceremonial
mov.e to Essen-Kr~y . Bruno's enduring presence with the
Regiment has had Its effects. He was adopted as the Regim7ntal mascot and was used by sports teams on their track
swts as a form of "colours," then on Christmas Cards and
eventu:illy on. notepaper. His rear part has changed colour
from. ttme to time ~t the hands of revellers and much scrubbing,
washmg and scrapmg needed to remove the d isguise.
One of the ~edium ~.R. Troops (No. 5 later "L ") used a
baby bear weanng a sailor hat with an AN/TRC aerial on it
as a troop badge on all their vehicles. They even "kept this
when they went to Suez during the famous operation. This
was adopted after a~ exercise with a T.A. Army Signal R egiment when the Regiment really worked for the first time as a
R.R. Regim~t.. 'J!le unit ~artoonist had produced a series
of ~artoons 1;0d1catmg the blith of a new R egiment by illustraung the birth a~d progre~ of the ~aby bear. Because they
had been so heavily committed dunng the exercise No 5
Troop adopted it as their mascot badge.
'
·
It was at Essen that a visiting engineer from Siemens saw
".Bruno,''. recognised him and thereby star.red off the negotiations which eventually resu lted in the return of ihe statue to
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the Deutsche Fernabel Gesellschafr. The bear was handed
over to Herm Friedrich Miihl, Director of the firm, with full
honours at a ceremony in the Barracks at Essen-Kray on 28th
November 1957. The difficult part of the operation was
Bruno's ,t ransfer from the top of plinth to the ground, undertaken with the aid of a large mobile cran e and with a precision
which was more remarkable in view of its novelty. An expression of the extreme generosity of the firm was the promise
to have a replica of the statue made and this was presented
to the Regiment by Herr Miihl on 28th May, 1958. The
press and radio coverage of both these ceremonies confirmed
the mutual feeling surrounding <the Cable Bear.
During the visit of one of the ·Commanding Officers to the
firm's offices, in Berlin, soon after ·t h ese events, one of the
ladies on the staff recalled that at the time of the acquisition
of the bear in 1945 the British soldiers involved said they were
taking it b ack with them to the Tower of London.
Bruno has oc;cupied an affectionate place with the members
of the Regiment ever since. At the time of writing a m ajor
operation is afoot tO transport Bruno (on a no cost basis) to,
we hope, his fin al resting place with the School of Signals.
The help of past members of the Regiment in the preparation
of ·this article is gratefully acknowledged. Permission is
acknowledged of Brigadier Sir Lionel H arris, K.B.E., T.o., to
quote from " Signal Venture " and Royal Signals Institution
to quote from .the " Royal Corps of Signals." In addition, the
Officer in Charge Royal Signals R ecords who kindly allowed
an officer tO examine the War Diaries of the Unit.
Alli.ff APPllEXTICES' SCHOOi,

The Spring Term which has now ended, has been a more
hectic term 't han usual owing to the fact that it is the first
time that a Graduation Ceremony has been held during such
term. In addition sporting activities have been large and all
in all we look back to a most successful three months.
On Saturday, 17th March, we were honoured by a visit from
the Secretary of State for War, the R igb,t Honourable John
Profumo, O.B.E., M.P. Although a lighming visit which lasted
only three hours the Secretary of State had a very detailed
and full programme seeing many Apprentices under training
as possible.
Graduation D ay was held on Wednesday, uth April, 1962,
when a further 38 apprentices passed out into man's service.
The Reviewing Officer on this occasion was Brigadier W. D .
Tarr, Inspector of Boys' Training, War Office. D espite the
cold north-west winds many parents and relations anended
the ceremony. To all apprentices leaving may we say " Good
Luck in the years ahead."
Prize winners for the Senior Term were as follows: Army Commander's Prize - " For All-Round
Excellence ": A/T R.S.M. Harwood, A. (Line Technician).
Comn1nudn11t' s Prize - " For Conduct, Discipline and
Example " :
A/T C.S.M. Deans, R. (Radio Relay
Technician).
Si~ual Officer-in-C hief's Award-" Best All-Round
Tradesman of the Term": A/T Beaumont, J. (Telegraph
Operator).
Colone l Con1mandant's Award-" Best All-Round
Soldier /Tradesman of the Term ": A/T Sergeant Scriven,
R. (Radio Relay Technician).
Trade Prizes
Best All-llo1111d Tradesman of Senior Tern•
Telegraph Operator
A/T Beaumont, J.
L ine Technician
A/T Witt, F. C.
Telegraph Technician
A/T Beer, E. C.
Radio Technician . . .
A/T Sergeant Hetherington, H .
A/T C.S.M. Turner, A. G.
Radio Relay Technician
Prizes Awarded by the lloy al Signals Corps
Committee
(To A/T who have made best use of their opportunities at
the School)
Telegraph Technician
A/T C.S.M. Snook, M. N. F.
Line Technician
A/T Corporal Harrison, R. P.
Radio Technician ...
A/T C .S.M. D e-La-Mare, M .

J.

Radio Relay Technician
A/T Sergeant Scriven, R.
T elegraph Operator
A/T C.S.M. Chick, R.
Continued on page 162
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I. Sergeant McGrath, W . F. receiving his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal from the Reviewing Officer. 2. A/T LanceCorporal Frimpong (G. M.F.) who won the Army Flyweight Championship and was runner-up in the l.S.B.A. Tournament. 3.
A/T C.S.M. Deans receiving the Commandant's Prize from Brigadier W. 0. Tarr. Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Brown, Chief lmtruct or Is in the centre. 4. The Secretary of State talks to A/T Corporal Whydell and Major F. W . Leatherland, Royal Signals, O.C.
Signals Wing B. s. The School Trade Exhibition Stand at Queen's Hall, Leeds, during the West Riding Science Fair (photo :
Pickard of Leeds, Ltd.). 6. The Secretary of State talks to A/T Wltheridge during Military Training. 7. The Basketball Team.

Dorou
of Uarro ate PrJz.-.
Best Essay on Local Government)
A/T ergeant Scriven, R.
A/T Corporal Harrison, R. P.
('bnnaplon Company Cup
Major S. Miller, M.B.E., Royal Signals.
Penney House-0.C.
C . .M. W.O.II Wilson, Duke of Wellingtons.

Basketball
In beating the Sherwood Foresters, the York Brigade and
1 rth R egiment to win the Northern Command Championship,
the
chool
taff team automatically went forward to the
quarter final rage of the Army Cup. Victories over Depot
Black Watch and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders at E dinburgh and the 9/12th Lancers (N. Ireland champions) earned
the team a place in the Army final which was played at York.
After an extremely bard but clean fought match, the School's
opponents, Guards D epot, Pirbright, emerged as winners by
59 points to 39.
Rugby
This term has seen the reward for great effort put into this
sport when we were able to emerge as runners-up in the
Northern Command Seven's to the R A.F. Leeming.
Penney House have won the Army Youth Cup and separate
account is included of this m atch.
JUNIOR

LEADEllS ·

JlEGIHENT

Graduation Parade, Easter, 1962. W e had to
break with tradition when we decided to have our Graduation
Parade on Saturday, 7th April This was done in order that
it would be easier for parents to come down and see the parade
than it would have been had it been held, as in the past, on
a week-day.
As always, some distinguished person was asked to take the
parade, and this time we were honoured by a visit of the Chief
of the Imperial General Staff, General Sir R ichard Hull, G.C.B.,
o.s.o., A.D.C. It was for him his first impression of a Junior
Leaders Regiment dressed in the new No. 2 Dress-by all
accounts he was very impressed by both turnout and drill.
Several other d istingu ished people attended, who included the
Master of Signals, Signal Officer-in-Chief, D ivisional Commander, Inspector of Boys' Training with many local dignitories
from local towns and boroughs.
Again, as on so many occasions in the past, we were lucky
with our weather-the rain held off just long enough for us to
complete the parade.
After the parade, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
accompanied by the Commanding Officer and R.S.M., visited
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, where he met members of the staff, and on leaving was interviewed by Junior
Signalman Smith, our top 1unior Mercury reporter.
After a quick lunch in the Officers' Mess, the C.I.G.S .
had to leave, but we carried on with our customary prizegiving in the cinema, attended by all parents and staff. The
prizes were kindly presented by Mrs. Whistler, who also
received a bouquet of flowers, presented by the smallest man
in the Regiment (by quarter-of-an-inch) Junior Signalman
Dawson of White Swan Troop. With the prizegiving over,
there followed a d isplay of Highland Dancing, Swords and
Fling, by Scottish Country D andng Team, and the afternoon
was closed by the choir, which gave a very fine performance,
under the d irection of the Choir Master-the programme ranged
from our traditional songs to a selection from "Stephen Foster
Melodies."

Parents and Staff were able to discuss the progress of the
Jun ior Leaders over afternoon tea, which was held in the
gymnasium. This was a particular success and very much
appreciated .by the paren~s, m~ny of whom had a pleasant chat
with the Signal Officcr-m-Ch1ef. Most of the parents, after
spending a n ight in barrack rooms, departed early on Sunday
morning, though a few stayed behind to attend the end-of-term
church services.
Once more Denbury is quiet, and to the output we send our
mcere best wishes for the future and we look forward to a
full Summer Term-always the busiest. Next term we return
to find the greatest number of Jun ior L eaders under training
we have ever had in the R egiment-we have over 40 per cenr
more under training now than we had three years ago-all this
in spite of a much higher entry and retention standard.

Graduation

Name

Training
Regiment

I

Telegraph Op

24th

J.M. Smith
M . H . Webster
A.H. Gauld
A. P. Tucker
J. R. Cavanagh
R. M . Gourley

8th
224 Sqn
24th
24th
24th
8th

Technician
Special Op
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Comcen Op
Lineman

Kukri Troop
17th Gurkha Signal
Regt.

R. E. Short
C . Parkinson
C. A. Hinton
F . H. Spencer
A. J. Bryant
J. H. Wooler
M. J. Toye
J. W. Brister
A. P. Heard
W . T. McCormack
P. Stanger
D. P. Stephenson

8th
8th
8th
24th
24th
224 Sqn
8th
8th
24th
24th
24th
8th

Technician
T echnician
Technician
Telegraph Op
Teletp'aph Op
Special Op
Radio Op
Radio Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Lineman

Francisca Troop
28th Signal Regt.

C. D. Cameron
D. Kay
J. A. Sharman
L. Ward

8th
24th
24th
24th

Technician
Telegraph Op
Telegraph Op
Comcen Op

Romulus Troop
13th Signal Regt .

M. H . Beresford
K. L. Black
L. W. Buglass
A. Locke
B. Gable

24th
24th
24th
24th
24th

Telegraph Op
Comcen Op
Comccn Op
Comccn Op
Comcen Op

Quadrant Troop
4th Signal Regt.

C. H . Hollander
M. J. Kynaston
W.R. Ferris
R. W. McLaren
K . M. Blatherwick

8th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
24th
8th

Technician
Special Op
Special Op
Telegraph Op
Radio Op

White Swan Troop
30th Signal Regt.

R. C. Harbird
C. W . Leach
P. D. Edwards
J. Collison
J. S . Manning

224 Sqn
224 Sqn
24th
8th
24th

Special Op

Kohima Troop
2nd Signal Regt.

J. A. Wraith
M . W. Smith
C. K . Claypole

24th
24th
24th

G.Dowdlc
T. S . Rayson
K. Walters

I

8th
24th
24th

~f~ri1c~ Driver

T echnician
Electrician Driver

Junior Signalman B. J. Dawson, White Swan Troop,
presents a bouquet to Mrs. Whistler

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
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"
"

White Spear Troop
7th Signal Regt.

"

TYLER'S TAXIS

....

THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone Catterick Camp 222"4
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP
You May book your requirement& at our office oppoalte the G.P.O
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C.R.E.I. Courses are available in:
(i) Mathematics for Electronic Engineers
(ii) Electronic Engineering Technology
(iii) Spec ial i zed Commun icati ons
(iv) Radar
(v) Autom at ion
(vi) Servo
(vii) Nuclear Engineering

"
"

Telegraph Op
Comcen Op

Bottom) The C.l.G.S. presents an award to Junior R.S.M. Wraith

you have at least two years· practical experience in electronics or a suitable educational
background, CONSULT YOUR EDUCATION
OFFICER or fill in this coupon now for !ull
details of C.R.E.I. courses, methods and
achievements.

If

"

Jerboa Troop
1st Signal Regt.

DRIVE

OPPORTUNITY is boundless - for the qualified
C.R .E.I . courses call for hard work and personal
discipline, essential requirements for a successful
career. C.R .E.I. qualified men are able to do more
important work with accompanying rewards.

"
"

Technician

Captions for facing pictures _.

(Centre)

"
"
"

Iron Troop
3rd Signal Regt.

and

Thorough step-by-step tuition by highly-qualified tutors
possessing up-to-the-minute knowledge of technological
development and Industrial requirement.
2 Courses that are being continuously revised to keep
pace with technological advancement-in this way the
Inevitable out-of-dateness of text books Is avoided.
3 Individual tultlon. The •relationship ' between student
and tutor ls a personal one In the sense that the
student's Individual requirements and progress are
taken into account. th roughout the course. There Is
no question of proceeding at the rate of the class.
Your · class • with C.R.E.I. consists of one person-you.

Javelin Troop
22nd Signal Regt.

Telegraph Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op

CARS
The C.l.G.S. interviewed by Junior Signalman Smith, junior
Mercury Reporter. An apprehensive R.S.M. " looks on "

I

Accepted for part refund of fees to approved
personnel

Troop and
Adopted Regiment

C . G . Stubbing

SELF
( Top)

C.R.E.I. HOME STUDY COURSES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE ARMED SERVICES

List

P re-selected
Trades

TRAIN in
Electronics
with C.R.E.I •

C.R.E.I. (LONDON), International Division of The Capitol Radio
Engineering Institute, Washington D.C. Founded in 1927.
(DEPT. TW.4) GRANVILLE HOUSE, 132/135 SLOANE STREET,
LONDON, S.W.1.
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full derails of the Educa1io11al Programmes offttr• d by your Institute.

NAME ·············-····--·-·-···.. ················· .. ··············"·······.. ·····-········
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C.R.E.I.

( LONDON), ( DEPT. TW.4)
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Visit our Stand No. Q728 at the l.E.A. Exhibition, Olympia,
28th May - 2nd June.
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Book Review Section
Anny life in AD 1
The Roman Army was the first fully professional regularly
paid military force the world has known. And now that we are
gecting back to an all-Regular footing it is pertinent to ask ourelves the question: what was the Roman Army like in its
daily routine? How did the conditions of service, the fatigues
and the duty rosters, the pay rates, saving schemes and stoppages, the N.A.A.F.I.s, ablutions and messing, training pamphlets and Annual Administrative Inspections and so on 2,000
years ago compare with Army life as we know it today? The
similarities are extraordinary and merit a closer look:
Terms of Service: 25 years with the Colours.
Volunteers were signed on in their teens with the following
inducements: Regular pay, a gratuity, a pension, the grant of
Roman citizenship, and a free plot of land.
Recmiting: The prospective recruit had to undergo a selection test, known as a probatio, which included a medical. Here
1s the discharge certificate of a failed applicant:

Copy of a certificate of discharge in the 12th year of the
Emperor Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus, on
the 28th day of the month of Pharmouthae. This man was discharged by Gnaius Virgilius Capito, the Army Commander:Tryphon, son of Dionystus, weaver, with weak sight owing
to a cataract. On the list of those from Oxyrhyricus . The
examination was conducted at Alexandria.
Postings: Recruits who passed the test were posted to a
unit. An example of a posting order dated A.D. 103 details
recruits enlisted in Egypt for posting to the third cohor·t of the
Itureians: My Dear Calcianus, (Commanding Officer)
Please give orders that the recruits approved by me be included in the rolls of the cohort with effect from the 19th February. Their names and marks of recognition I have appended
to this document.
Gaius Veturius Gemellus, 21 years, no marks of recognition.
Gaius 'Julius Pricus, 22 years, scar on left eyebrow.
Gaius 'Julius Maximus, 25 years, no marks of recognition.
Gaius Julius Saturninus, 23 years, scar on left hand.
Yours faithfully,
GAIUs MlNlcrus !TALUS,
Prefect of Egypt.
Pay Rates: -~ the first. c~ntury A.D. a private soldier's pay
was 225 denarn a year, paid m three instalments. The pay could
be supplemented by loot and by Imperial bounties. An example
of C?mp!l1sory stoppages from the pay book of a Roman private
servmg m Egypt m A.D. 83 where the pay entitlement in local
currency was 248 drachmae for each pay-period is : Stoppages
Bedding
Food
.. .
Boots and lace straps
Annual Camp Dinner

Drachmae
IO

Clothing
Burial Club (i.e. Life Insurance Policy) ...

IO

80
I2

20 (in the first pay period
only)
6o (in the first period,
146 in the third)
4 (in the second period
only)

O!-lt of 248 drachn;ae due to him in the first pay period, the
soldier g~t . only 66: m the second he received 142.
. In addition, soldiers were expected to bank part of their pay
with the Colours: -

From the bonuses which were issued to the troops a halfshare was retained with the Colours and preserved there for
the men themselves, to prevent its being wasted by the Other
Ranks . through extravagance or the purchase of useless articles
rv eget1us).
Duty Rosters: Here is an example of an all too familiar bar-

rack-:~m notice dating from the reign of the Emperor

Domitian, about r,800 years ago:161
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October
Name

7

6

5

8

Armoury

Bath
house
fatigue

Bath
house
fatigue

Bath
house
fatigue

Batman

Duty in
Century

Bath
house
fatigue

HO
G uard

Street
dutv

Gate
Guard

Cenrurians
boots

Helius'
shoes

Hclius'
shoes

Barrack
fatigue

Barrack
fatigue

Barrack
fatigue

Barrack
fatigue

Uniform of Hclius

Julius

Armoury

Julius 0.

Duty in
Century

Bath
house
fatigue

Clodius S.
Arrius N.

10

Leave by permission of prefect (a)

D omitius C .
Acmilius V.

9

Barrack
fatigue

Barrack
fatigue

(It is clear from the above that Arrjus had incurred the displeasure of the Sergeant Major).
Messing: Corn was the main item, with soup, bread , vegetables and lard. M eat was rarely eaten. M ess-tins and cookingpots were issued. The main drink was a mixture of vinegar and
water. (This puts a different light upon that seemingly insensate episode where, at the Crucifiction, a sponge soaked in
vingegar was proffered. It was the soldiers' own standard drink).

Training Manuals: An example from a Roman Army TrainManual recalling bayonet-drill is: Single stakes, six feet high, are fixed to the ground. Th e
recruit a_ttacks them as if they were the enemy, with a wickerwork shield and a wooden sword. He attacks as though against
th_e head and face, against the flank, the knee and the legs;
withdraws, comes up from the side, slinks up as though it were
a real enemy, threatens him with his wooden sword, using all
the strtmgth and skill needed in real battle.
Annual Administrative Inspections: The Inspecting Officers'
address, in this case by Hadrian to the rst Pannonian Squadron
in North Africa, will strike a familiar chord: You were quick to obey orders and you manoeuvred well over
the whole ground. Your ;ave/in-throwing was accurate and
good, and that in spite of the ;avelins being of a type difficult
to grasp.
Y i;>ur s_Pear-throwing too. was in many cases excellent, and
the 1umpmg was neat and lmely. I would certainly hQ'l.le pointed
out to you any deficiencies if I had noticed them-for example
if you had shown a tendency to overshoot your targets.
'
But there has been no fl.aw of any kind. All your exercises
hwe been carried out perfectly according to rule.
N.A.A.F.I.s: The bath-house to be found outside the walls
of nearly all Roman for.ts was no mere ablution-room. It was
a place for relaxation after the day's work with a series of rooms
heated to vary.ing temperatures. The bath was a kind of club:
Gossip and gambling took place in the fore-rooms. In leisure
hours the soldiers played games, gambled, wrote letters,
drank . . .
In case this article paints too rosy a picture of Roman Army
conditions, it is as well to close with an ex·tract from Tacitus
which quotes mutineers under Tiberius as saying: A soldier's life is heavy and unrewarded, that we know, body
and soul bought for IO coppers a day. And out of that he must
buy clo_thes, tent equipment, weapons, blunt the callousness of
Centurions and pay for exemption from duties. It is nothing
but blows and wounds, cruel winter and fatiguing summer
disastrous war and useless peacetime.
'

*

*

*

( Con tributed b y 8 t h R egime n t)
This article is a book review with extracts from the book
The Great Invasion by LEONARD COTTRELL. Publishers, EVANS
BROS.
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lieutenant-Colonel John L. Judd, M.B.E.1 Mus. Bae., F.T.C.L., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.

1HIS RECORD has been made for the express purpose of
giving units of the Corps an opportunity to hear and use
'l
our Corps music when their geographical position precludes a
visit from the Corps Band.
Side 1 is devoted to music for Ceremonial parades.
Side 2 contains music for Guest Nights and other occasions'
Side 1

Duty in the Century of Dccrius

Scxtilius G.

The Royal Signals Band Conducted by

1962

r.

QUICK MARCHES
(a) The Contemptibles (Stanley)
(b) On the Quarter Deck (Alford)
These two marches arc two of the finest marches for marching
troops on the line of march. The Contemptibles was written by
Mr. R. R. Ricketts who was Bandmaster of the Corps Band from
1926 to 1939. On the Quarter Deck was written by his brother
F. J. Ricketts who was Bandmaster of the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders and later Director of Music of The Royal Marines.
He wrote many famous marches including Colonel Bogey. Both
started their military careers as Bandboys in The Royal Irish
Regiment.
2.

GENERAL SALUTE
"Cavalry Brigade " (Anon.)

3.

CORPS SLOW MARCH
H.R.H. The Princess Royal (Stanley)
This is one of the fines-t Slow Marches ever wrir.ten It was
composed by Mr. R. R. Ricketts and strains of our Corps Quick
March <;an be heard running through it. It is generally used for
"Inspection music."
4.

CORPS QUICK MARCH
" Begone Dull Care" (arr. Judd)
The Corps Comrnilltee in 1924 offered a prize of £50 for the
best composition submitted which would be suitable for use as
our Corps M arch. There were some 140 entries. Dr. Charles
Wood's arrangement of Begone Dull Care and Come you not
from Newcastle was chosen, awarded the prize, and adopted as
our Corps M arch.
As a result of complaints about the joining of the two airs,
when entering the second half of the march, an amended version was adopted in 1952. This version was subsequently revised in 1959 in order to include some characteristc traits of the
original version, the omission of which in the first amended
version was deplored by older members of the Corps.
Eight minutes of this march has been recorded to allow for a
big parade on a large parade ground.
5. " THE BRITISH GRENADIERS " (Anon.)
For the advance in Review Order.

6. "RETREAT CALL" (a rr. Judd)
It is a great pity that records have not been kept concerning the
composers of the Trumpet and Bugle Calls of The British Army.
The composers of such fin e calls as Reveille and Last Post are
not known, but they are certainly the work of a fine musician
and fit their purpose admirably.
This arrangement was made for Band and Bugles.
7. THE NATIONAL ANTHEM (arr. Adkins)
On the Queen's Birthday Parade ait SCUTARI in the Crimea in
1954 the Bassed Band which was formed of Bands of all different pitches and instrumentation, played the National Anthem
o badly that the Commander-in-Chief, H.R.H. The Duke of
Cambridge, ordered that a Military School of Music should be
formed immedia•tely.
H.M. King George V together with H.R.H. The Duke of
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Connaught visited Kneller Hall, The Royal Military School of
Music, in 1925 to hear several different arrangements of The
National Anthem and this one was chosen, to ensure that all the
Bands of The British Army played what was considered the
correct version, and also the same version.
H.M. King George V hated it being referred to as "The
King" instead of its proper ritle "The National Anthem."
Perhaps no other piece of music of the same length, and so
widely known, is capable of so many different and quite musical interpretations. To ensure that all Bands in the Army play
the same interpretation, it is laid down in Queen's Regulations
1955-para. 1284-exactly how it should be played.
Side 2
r. " DINNER CALL" (Anon.)
This is the Officers Dinner Call and an arrangement made for
our Fanfare Trumpeters.
2. "THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND " (Anon.)
For over one hundred years it has been traditional to play this
music as the Officers process in to dinner.
3.

"FANFARE FOR THE L OYAL T OAST" Gudd)

4.

CORPS FANFARE
"Begone Dull Care" (Judd)
This is built on the theme of the Corps
Care and strains of thait air can be heard
fanfare. This fanfare is usually played on
the toast to our Colonel-in-Chief H.R.H.

March Begone Dull
running through the
Guest Nights before
The Princess Royal.

5. FANFARE F OR A ROYAL CHANCELLOR " (Judd)
In 1951 our Colonel-in-Chief H.R.H. The Princess Royal was
installed as Chancellor of Leeds University in the Town Hall
at Leeds.
The fanfare Trumpets were purchased in this year, and
appeared in public for the first time on this memorable
occasion.
This fanfare was the firs-t fanfare to be played in public by
our Fanfare Trumpeters.

6. "FANFARE F OR HEROES " (Judd)
This fanfare was composed for Victory Sunday at York Minster,
and was played for several years at this annual service.
7. "LAST POST" (Anon.)
This is the Cavalry version of the Last Post.
8. " REVEILLE " (Anon.)
Also the Cavalry version of this call. The soloist is Sergeant J.
Greer.
9.

QUICK M ARCHES
(a) Old Comrades (Tiecke)
(b) Officer of the Day (Hall)
(c) Imperial Echoes (Safroni)
These marches have been jomed together to give ten m!.lutes
continuous marching music to play the troops off parade or for
marching practice at drill parades.
Old Comrades. A world-famous German march which has
been very popular with Bands of The British Army for many
decades. A fine march on the line of marches.
Officer of the Day. One of the few American marches played
by our M.ilitary Bands. It was written in 1898 and is still one
of the best marches for parade purposes.
Imperial Echoes. A very good march wr.itten by an Italian.
33! r .p.m. Long Playing R ecord. Monaural recordings.
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3rd

REGIMENT

Exerche are now ·o commonplace for the Regiment that
one almo ·t forgets to mention them. Indeed, some of us are
trying to remember what we did with all the spare time we
mu t have had before these schemes became o numerous.
ince our last notes, the Regiment has completed "Kiwi
Ill," "Kiwi IV,' Exercise " Swansong" and E.xercise "Cross
Over," plus a number of schemes at both Squadron and Troop
level.
Exercise " Swansong," a six-day exercise, took the Regiment
to torfolk, a welcome change from Salisb'.lry Plain, whose
highways and byways are becoming all too fan iliar to us. The
weather has been none too kind to us during any of these
exerci es.
E.xercise "Cross Over," a four-day exercise, was a success
in spite of weather most foul. Lieutenant Thomas and SecondLieutenant Doyle joined the Regiment in time for this exercise;
we trust they enjoy it.
Another new arrival was Lance-Corporal Armbruster. He
had only been in the Regiment 15 minutes when be found himelf donning combat clothing and standing by to move out with
the Regimenr.
Two events of note-an unexploded shell found near main
Division cookhouse; a bottle of wine, produced by Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) Spear to celebrate his birthday during the
exercise.
These activities may be expected to interfere with Regimental
sports, and in fact, training time bas been reduced to a minimum.
However, despite exercise commitments, demobs and injuries,
the first XI will finish about fourth in their division, and the
second XI about half-way. On the whole, not a bad performance after a poor start to the season.
On 28th March we played the 1st Battalion Royal Welch
Fusiliers in the semi-final of the Salisbury Plain District (Major
Unirs) Cup, and this game was a thriller from stare to finish .
At one time 2--0 down, we drew level at 3-3 and finally lost
4-3 to a lucky goal scored in the last two minutes. It was a
centre which the wind carried over Corporal Gooch's bead.
Special mention must be made of Signalman Levett, who
blotted out the R.W.F. centre-forward; and of Signalman Smith,
who played havoc with the Welsh defence.
Recent results:
For Against
v. A.A.C.C. (F)
6
2
v. School of Artillery
5
2
12
I
v. R.A.S.C. (F)
v. R.W.F.
3
4
Representing the Regiment in the 3rd Division fencing
championships will be W.O.I (R.S.M.) M. A. Barnes-Murphy,
who has also recently been called upon to officiate at the Army,
Command and the Divisional Boxing Championships.
Still in a sporting vein, we look forward with some trepidation to " touching four walls and back again smartly," for S.I.
Arnold (A.P.T.C.) who joins the Regiment in Apcil, ex the
Durham Light Infantry.
April will also see an interesting experiment, when 3rd
Division Headquarters integrates with the Regiment.
Congratulations are offered to Sergeant and Mrs. M. J.
Palmer on the birth of their daughter, and to Corporal and
Mrs. S. Hicks on the birth of their son.
Congratulations also to Sergeants Thomas, Dewhirst and
Palmer (666) on their promotion.
We welcome Corporal Kirk to the Regiment and welcome
back Sergeant Dutton, Corporal Pyke and Signalman Pope,
from British Guiana.
R~cent departures include Sergeant Holdsworth and Corporal
Dullmg to 21st Regiment; Sergeant Dewhirst to the Junior
Leaders, at Troon, and Signalman Diviney to Bahrein.
Good wishes. are extended to Sergeant Ruffels, LanceCo.rporals Hopkmson, Mellor, Walls, and Signalmen Holden,
Oliver, Herbert and Paley, all demobbed recently.

7th REGIMENT
4 TTr re-visi ted. The celebration of the Feast of St.
Gabriel, Patron Saint of the 4th Battalion Troupes de Transmission, was the occasion for a visit to Veiden, a suburb of
Cologne, by a delegation of this Regiment. As has previously
been mentioned in a former issue of
WIRE, 4th Battalion
ff r is our affiliated unit operating for the 1st Belgian Corps
m the same way 7th does for rst British Corp5. Our delegation
was representative of the Regiment and also· included the
tegimental football team. In following certain cc you can't miss

nm
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it ' insrructions, W.O.II G. E. L-0udoun and W.O.II J. J.
Gerrard travelling by car, found that cc It " could be missed
quite easily and having passed their ETA by over an hour
decided to seek the assistance of the kx;al police. An officer
of the Polizei, resplendent in his light green uniform and speaking excellent English, soon had them on their correct way and
in departing they thought how much more difficult the solution
of a similar problem for non-English spea king visitors to U .K.
would be.
The arrival of the above-mentioned Warrant Officers completed the contingent and in a garrison where members have
been stationed some 10-15 years it was not surprising that
they found a number of familiar faces from their previous visit
some months before. R.S.M. Paturiaux as usual proved an
excellent host and made sure all was in order before carrying
on with his many tasks in the preparat:ons for the following
day.
At 0845 hours the following morning a special Mass was
celebrated in the Garrison Church and those who are not
familiar with Continental church services would have been
impressed with the way the priest celebrated Mass from the
rear of the altar. In this particular case the altar was erected
in the centre of junction of the congregation's accommodation
which was in the three arms of the letter "T," and in this
way it seemed all concerned were so much more a part of the
service. The escort to the Regimental Colour remained complete with head-dress and throughout were under the control
of a junior officer who gave his commands in a suitably subdued voice. Latin delivered in a French accent and hymns
sung very effectively in that harmony so typical of Continental
choirs added further interest to the occasion for the unaccustomed visitors. Following the French spokea sermon
proved too much of a strain on long forgotten school learning,
although a general impression was gained by the writer.
The programme then carried on to the Regimental Parade
which was held in the Garrison Stadium and it must be
admitted that 4th TTr, as far as sports facilities are concerned,
are much luckier than their affiliated cousins of 7th. During
the parade there were probably two major impressions that
strike the British Service spectator. Drill movements are more
slowly and deliberately executed and the feet movements
dur.ing turns at the halt seem to be the reverse of our own.
The other and probably most notable impression is the manner
in which dignatories arrive, salute and in tum are saluted.
After marching out each in turn (having been previously announced to the public), to the centre of the parade ground,
three separate salutes are made by the individual to the parade
throughout 180 degrees and this is repeated on the return to
the area of the spectators who of course stand and acknowledge
in a manner according to the status.
A most polished performance by the band of 1st Belgian
Corps then followed. This consisted of marching and countermarching led by the Drum Major whose physique, ability to
make the mace appear weightless and overall execution would
make his counterpart in the Brigade of Guards envious.
Vin d'Honneur was followed by an excellent lunch, which
it is considered would make even our own expert, W.O.II R.
H. Pearce, dare we say it, cc eat humble pie"? The football
match followed, and whether by thoughtful design, accident,
or even the cause of " Cologne by Night" after-effects on our
team, a very friendly result of three-all was obtained.
Various evening entertainments were arranged and the
previously-mentioned Warrant Officers found themselves at a
d3?ce which seemed to show no signs of ending. Bearing in
mind. the hazards of I 60 miles of hectic autobahn the following
mornmg, an early "goodnight " was considered wise. Final
departure was made after partaking of coffee, made in that
excellent manner for which the Belgians and French are famous, and the return journey was accomplished without need for
police guidance. Of course there really was no excuse for getting
lost, as they had made the journey once before. Records show
that they got Jost that time as well! A host of happy memories
survive this visit, surmounted overall by recollections of the
wonderful warm generosity of our allies and friends of 4th
Troupes de Transmission.

. Exer cises. That certain season is with us again, and really
1t doesn't seem so very long since we wiped the mud from our
cc Boots, CWW " and dried out our blankets from the last
Nothing seems to have changedexercise of last season.
except, perhaps, the participants here and there. Farmyards
still s~ell, mud still prevails and the local population seem, if
anything, to have forgotten what little English they managed
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last year. cc Mutton, Scotch style," still makes an excellent
breakfast, of course, though it is not understood how such
delicacies of " Compo " stock get issued outside Highland
Regiments. We fed that many of us would willingly forego
such issues if it meant that the H ighlander could enjoy a dish
described in such n ational terms. The Linemen and D.R.s still
have the donkey-work and still, surprisingly, manage to complete same with their typical imperturbable air. Outcry from
other trades will perhaps be avoided if in acknowledging the
efforts of operators and technicians, it is pointed out that their
task and problems arc reasonably standard and nearly always
carried out sheltered from the elements.
The start of this season will be remembered as one of the
coldest, and hopes are echoed by all that it is not the pattern
for the rest of the year. Ironically, the exercise was a cc Hot
Spot," and further comment will only serve to upset suffering
participants' convalescence, and chances of recovery.
~forrison (.;up-Dnsketbnll.
The Regimental Team,
under what has proved to be the expert tuition of Staff Sergeant
A. H. R. Carpenter, A.P.T.C., managed a very comfortable win
in the Morrison Cup final. Our opponents were 21st Regiment,
who seemed to take a long time to get into a scoring mood.
At one stage the score was 7th, 24 points to 21st's nil.
21st did not, at this rather discouraging stage, give up, however, and mainly due to the efforts of Signalman Roberts and
Choalt, they began to find some baskets, gradually pulling their
score up. In our team there were perhaps many who played
well, but perhaps the outstanding player was Signalman Hall.
The final score was decisive at 64-32, with H all having scored
42 of our points.

Shooting. In the Morrison Cup shooting, we wait with
baited breath for the result, which is expected hourly. We
have not done as well as the extremely high scores of last yearthere have certainly been some " off form-shouldn't have
happened" results. However, we believe we have done well
enough to win-the next 72 hours will show whether our confidence was m isplaced.
CR SIGNALS BRANCH,
MIDDLE EAST ~'D FORCES
During February, 1962, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Harris
relinquished the appointment of Commander Royal Signals
Mideast, and Lieutenant-Colonel T . I. G. Gray has taken over.
Having handed over h1s appointment it appeared that Colonel
Harris was reluctant to leave us for a while and in order to stay
gave up his seat twice on aircraft scheduled for the U.K.there was some rumour about chickenpox!
Also during February the office staff suffered a blow in losing
three clerks in one fell swoop. However, two ladies were engaged on a temporary basis anti are not only very efficient but
extremely decorative; so much so that the Chief Clerk now has
many more visitors than ever before.
Colonel Gray, despite the fact that he has been on our posted
strength for two months has not been seen around the office
all that much. In order to know his ' parish ' he must travel,
and travel out here takes days even though most of it is done
by anr. For example, it is about r,100 miles to Bahrain, 700 to
Sbarjab and about the same to Muscat, and there are no roads
from Aden.
Another traveller from the branch has been Captain G .
Dibley, who had the pleasant task of going places to take 'shots'
for the Corps officer recruiting film. He went to Dubai, Sbarjah, Massafe, Manama and Bahrain; and all except Bahrain
were very hot, dusty and full of desert.
Major B. H. Townson, our late Gil, left us for the United
Kingdom on 17th March, having obtained a passage on the
Canberra, which, believe it or nor, he gave up for a passage on
the RFA Amhurst ! Major G. A. Thompson arrived from England and on assuming the appointment of Gil found himself
immersed in two exercises with aircraft carriers. He hopes to
begin normal staff duties any time within the next two years
provid~d he is not irrevocably caught up in the vicious spiral
of manpower planning and establishments.
During the past 1961/62 cool season we were pleased towelcome to Aden Colonel G. D. T. Harris, from the Directorate,
and Colonel P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., the A.A.G. We hope their
memories of Aden are mostly pleasant, though we fear Colonel
Harris may feel that trips in motor boa<s that require rowing
arc hardly usual serials in a programme.
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lllEADQUAUTEUS, ROYAL SIGNAi, ·,
HONG KONG
Small headquarters do not, as a general rule, have annual
administrative inspections, sports days, at homes, nor any of
the other useful standbyes for Unit notes. They do, however,
have committees. It is probably news to a lot of people that
many of the clear crisp orders that eventually go out to Units
are the result of hours of wrangling round a table " in
committee."
Hong Kong is not a very big place, but it has all the
machinery of government of a far larger nation. It is also very
crowded, so th;it something which may start as a quite minor
project may have a chain reaction effect on many people and
organisations. There is, therefore, a hive of committees on
which H .Q. Royal Signals, Hong Kong, is represented. This
article concerns some of them.
Let us suppose that a quite minor P.L. project comes up.
In Hong Kong virtually all cable is underground. It also
follows the line of the roads, which themselves carry the
heaviest traffic density in the world. Clearly, digging up the
road is a big thing, which leads to traffic jams, hold ups,
universal bad temper and rude letters to the newspapers. To
overcome this the Public Works Department run the Road
Works Committee, of which we are members. Here is exercised
a degree of low cunning, as the game is to persuade someoae
else, like the Waterworks, to dig up the road and allow us to
use their hole or trench. We say this is to avoid inconvenience
to the public. It also gets our cables put in the ground with
a minimum of fuss to us, and what is more the rude letters are
about wicked waterworks or what have you, and not the
brutal Army.
With one of the world's busiest harbours, a large concentration of industry and a tourist industry that uses radio controllee
taxi cabs and tourist cars, and the Serv·ices, there is a mass
of communications in Hong Kong. There are constant demands
for frequencies, new broadcasting facilities, television, radio
telephone installations, new cable projects, both civil and
military, and so on. This activity would easily get out of hand
if it weren't for the Hong Kong Communications Board, and its
off shoot, the Frequency Assignment Committee.
These are predominantly civilian boards. Their tasks range
from fierce directives to radio owners to pay their licence fees
to an endless pursuit of plastic flower manufacturers whose
unsuppressed machinery is apt to play havoc with H.F. radio.
It is rumoured that between them the manufacturers own one
piece of fully suppressed equipment which moves round one
pace ahead of the Government Wireless Inspector. A typical
problem that comes to the Frequency Assignment Committee
is that of 15th harmonic interference from an R.A.F. H.F.
transmitter using a rhombic array to an international radio
relay link using a three-element Yagi. All good stuff.
In Hong Kong external radio communications are handled
by the Royal avy and R.A.F., while the keying circuits and
other associated lines are provided by the Army. This is known
as ·integration-a word that the Corps will hear often in the
future. To co-ordinate all these activities there is a Joint
Signal Board which deals with all matters of inter-Service
communications. Even although we are all in the same
business it is extraordinary how many differences there are of
procedure and method between us. I t is the Joint Signal
Board's job to help sort things our. You might describe their
charter as "Deciding who does what, with what, to/for whom."
It get complicated sometimes.

C.A..F.s.o.,

Jl.Q.,F.E.A.F.

This is probably not the first time that notes from C.A.F.S.O.,
F.E.A.F., have appeared, but certainly the first time for a long
time.
To many within the Corps unless one has had
experience of serving in an Air Formation Signal Unit, the
abreviation C.A.F.S.O. means very little. To remedy this, these
notes have been written.
C.A.F.S.O. stands for Chief Air
Formation Signal Officer.
The appointment in the Far East is at present held by
Colonel G. G. L. Hinde, O.B.E., who has as his Staff, Major
F. P. Stewart, M.B.E., Lieutenant (T.0.T.) A. K. Mercer,
W.O.II J. McGlynn, Sergeant D . A. Ewer, Lance-Corporal B.
J. Whitbread, our only National Service representative, who,
apart from the humid heat of Singapore, is sweating at the
thought of an extra six months' N.S.-though -ro be fair,
he has managed to convince himself, and the Staff here, that
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he ~ n't have to do it. We only hope that Mr. Profumo'.s
representative at Officer-in-Charge, Royal Signals R~rds, lS
convinced as well. And last, but not least, we have Signalman
J. Davis, as our draughtsman. Signalmen Jani and Abu :Bakar
rep~cnt the Malayan side of the Unit.
The branch is situated with the Headquarters of the Far
East Air Force at R.A.F., Chaogi. C.A.F.~.O. is th~ senior
Army Officer within the he.adquarrers and lS res~o~ible for
R.A.F. Signal Works Service and Telecomm~cati?ns requirements in the Far East Command. The ma1:ll s.ervices being undertaken at the moment are the autormsat100 of the
telephone exchanges; installation started at Changi the second
week of March. Approval has been given for a new air-conditioned building for the new exchange at Seletar. Large
underground cable projects have been undertaken in the last
rwo years to prepare for the automatic exchange scheme.
There has also been considerable extension of the underground cable system at each statio~ to bring them up-to-d~te
to meet the modernised Far East Air Force. Hunters, Javelins
and " V " Bombers disturb our tropical slur.nbers. Transport
Command is also getting new aircraft, Argosys, Belvederes,
Wessex and \Vhirlwinds will be seen here in due course.
On islaod-wkle radio relay system is also in the course of
installation and we have a considerable underground cable tailing programme.
For relaxation, the interests are varied. Both Colonel Hinde
and Major Stewart have boats at the R.A.F., Chaogi, Yacht
Club, Lieutenant Mercer bas a Go-Kart, though, as yet, no
trophies haye appeared. Swimming and, even in Singapore,
the inevitable " Bingo," come in for support. Theo we have
the office football pools entry, which is run by Sergeant Ewer
and Lance-Corporal Whitbread, who are both sure that a cable
will be on its way from Littlewood's Pools, Liverpool, telling
of the vast fortune won.

SIGNAL

TRAINING
W.B.A.C.

CENTRE,

It is high time we burst into print again and here we are
with a further edition of "News from the North "-brackets
on frozen brackets off.
The word " Spring " has a somewhat hollow ring about it,
as we keep adding to our already healthy supplies of winter
woollies and fur-lined collar studs.
However, in spite of the elements we are "fighting fit"
which just goes to prove that there must be something about
Catterick.
Although we are coping with ever increasing numbers of
recruits we still find the time for lots of outside activities, and
only wish that there were more ·than 24 hours per day.
Since our last contribution, we appeared in a very short
successful B.B.C. television programme which caused the
Students a great deal of excitement, and the local hairdressers
a great deal of overtime.
Our Administrative Inspection came and went in a flash. It's
amazing how popular drill is with the "gentle sex." You should
hear the complaints if there is any suggestion th;it a Parade
might have to be cancelled because of ghastly weather!
We are still holding our regular monthly dances, and the
proceeds of the next dance are to go to the Oxford Fund for
Famine Relief.
We have been heavily involved in most forms of sport and
have produced Unit teams to play in Badminton, Squash, Tabletennis, Hockey and Netball league competitions with a certain
degree of success.
Don't tell anyone-but we have a<;tually managed to win the
odd game when playing against male opposition. Or are they
being very gentlemanly?
We have now started training for the Athletics season and at
6 o'clock each evening a strange collection of ladies (young and
not-so-young) can be seen padding around the stadium and
doing all sons of bending and stretching exerdses which vaguely
resemble the "twist." Apart from doing our vital statistics a
lot of good, here's hoping we produce some athletic champions
when the time comes.
The most strange blue apparition appeared in our midst one
mof?i~g and took up i~ position at the entrance to the Signal
Tra1010g Centre. Feeling that it was our duty to take steps
urgently to find out what the thing was, we decided to ask
W.O.I Baylis-who knows all the answers-and sure enough
we got the answe!. It was Miss Baylis's newly acquired motor
car, a 1935 Austm 7 model, known as "Wee Willie." Mind

you, it works. This has been proved by the fact that, in spite
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of Wee Willie's limited cubic capacity, it seems to transport a

March has been a stra1_1ge mon~h this year. Normal activities
seem to have been carne~. out m a rather subdued wa as
t~ough everyone were waiting for the coming of spring y~s a
signal for an ~xcuse to get out and about and scatter a littl
personal sunshme.
e
Of course ~e blame the weat.he~. !he most reliable feature
of the regulanty of the seasons is tts rrregularity The sun h
crossed the equator 'heading this. way,' the ;pring equin~!
has passed yet 5? f~r, the ool);' ~1gn of spring has been the
song of a 1blackbird -cl~verly 1mnated by a starling who had
found a tub of frozen swill.
. Ev~o St. Patr~ck fol;lod the English somewhat unresponsive
m this area-which brmgs us to a very sad note
As reported elsewhere in THE WIRE our ~ldest soldie
Sergeant J. (Paddy) O'Callaghao died just after St. Patrick;~
Day. 9ne cannot s~rve for 47 years without a sense of humour
and without becommg the subject of many a tale. It is in this
way that we ~refe~ to remember our old soldiers.
When servmg. ID Egypt for the second time, " Paddy"
chummed up .with another Irishman, one "Paddy" Brown,
whom ~any "';'Ill remember. Thes~ two soon became inseparable
and their mai!l hobby was <poolmg their intuitive knowledge
~f horses and 1ock ~ys ta some advantage. They were so expert
mdeed that they implemented their beer money to such an
exte1_1t that .when war broke .out, Brown was issued with a
medical certificate recommend1Dg an extension of his tour in
M.E.L.F. because. of the adverse effect beer rationing at home
would have on him.
Aoyoi;ie who .has tried to follow horse racing in the Middle
East will admit that one would need almost supernatural
powers to succeed. Appare1_1tly the blarney of these two types
was a match for the mysteries of the East-as applied ta horse
racing.
It :was only natural that. these sons of Ireland should fall out
?Ccasi?oally .but :vhen th1.s happened, instead of resorting to
mv~cuve ~r ~"'.okmg the aid of the more sporting of the Saints
military discipline ~as stroo?ly and ruthlessly imposed. Bro~
was one week seruor to 0 Callaghan and everything became
ex tre~ely formal. Brown woul? order O'Callaghan to stand to
~ttenuon and. ~~ lat.ter retah~ted by addressing Brown as
" Seru?,r Soldie~, askmg permission to speak and kicking at
Leo -a corruc but loveable black dog who owned both of
them.
Tues~ phrases, however, never went beyond pay day when
both thirst and tempers were quickly quenched. It was a sad
day ~or O'Callaghan when " Paddy " Brown died in Chelsea
Hospital two or three years ago. This seemed to make " Paddy "
mar~ determined to stay in harness.
His i,nedals , are to be mounted and placed in the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
In 1954. when applications was made for a bar to the L.S.
a1_1d G.~. it wa~ discovered that he had rather over-celebrated
v1ct~ry m . Berlm and the consequent Regimental Entry disqualified hun.
·

tremendous number of people to and from the Signal Training
Centre.
There is considerable enthusiasm amongst the Instructors to
learn to drive. W.O.II Macey recently passed her driving test
having got herself a car in anticipation. Corporal Brown is now
sporting a Lambretta as big as herself. She could easily be
mistaken for a member of the Signals Display Team when she
appears at a rakish angle on the saddle, complete with helmet.
If we maintain our present rate of progress in this direction
we will soon be able to start our own school of driving.
Now for news of our staff. Major Dallas arrived to take over
from Major Ruston last August. Second-Lieutenant Byrom
arrived in January from the W.R.A.C. School of Instruction,
Hindhead. Staff Sergeant Tweoey left for B.A.0.R. this month
and Sergeant Foulds has now arrived from Cyprus.
By the way we are still looking for some more N.C.O.s.
Any offers?
We hope to re-establish communications with you in .the nottoo-distaot future. In the meantime, we pray for a heatwave.

*

*

*

A Visit to Paradise
BY CORPORAL SIMS, SIGNALMEN RAHMAN AND VAYAYA

The journey from Singapore to North Borneo in an R.A.F.
Beverley takes five hours. Once at Jesselton, the capital of
Borneo, a further journey by truck some 47 miles inland brings
one to Paradise Camp. This is the main Camp for a large
military training area running through the centre of the island.
We did this journey in company with a detachment of the
Singapore Guard Regiment who were going to ithe camp for
some field training. Our visit, however, was purely for pleasure;
we were going to spend three weeks having a look around the
island.
Arriving at Jesselton, the first impressions were of a town
exactly the same as Singapore but on a rather smaller scale.
The main difference was that all the houses were built above
the ground, on pillars, to overcome the swampy nature of the
g;round.
Having had a meal we set off for the last leg of our journey
by truck. The final miles of this journey proved to be quite
epic for having darkness come when we were about half-way.
The journey was completed along an extremely winding road,
just wide enough to take a lorry, with cliff face on one side of
the road and a sheer drop on the other.
The next day revealed the camp to be rather grim-looking.
Due to the past weeks of rain everything was in a sea of mud.
However, the weather was improving and within a week the
camp dried out sufficiently to allow our wanderings to start.
Moving about the countryside was a bit of a problem, but was
solved by the local trader who hired us a buffalo and a stick to
encourage it along.
Not long after being there we had an invitation to spend an
evening at a long house. So climbing on to our trusty water
buffalo we set out. Arriving at the far end, rather saddle-sore,
the long house proved to be a wooden structure like an overgrown hen house. Under its roof 28 people lived together.
Nobody spoke English, so all communication was conducted
in a series of pantomimes and gesticulations. In this manner
the headman introduced us to the assembled households, and
we all sat down in a big circle on the floor. A meal was brought
on, consisting of lots of dishes of all shapes and sizes. These
were placed in the centre of the circle and everyone helped
themselves. Local etiquette demanded that you taste something
then show appreciation by loudly smacking your lips and nodding in deep approval. This went on for two hours or so, the
whole meal being washed down with the local brew called
"Tapple." It looked and tasted rather like sherry, but was
treated with great caution as it has the reputation of being
rather potent.
The evening ended on a rather higher note, for when the
time came to leave, or so we thought, the headman would not
hear of such a thing and invited us to stay the night, at the
same time making an expansive gesture at all the assembled
and eligible women. A rather tricky situation to extrica:te oneself from, especially in sign language. However, this obsta<;le
was overcome, and we climbed back on the trusty buffalo to
return to camp.
T H E W I R E , M A Y 'I 9 6 2
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. Here are some unusual entries to have in one's documents
m 1962:

"Service for pension ends on 22nd July, r94r."
" Classified as Driver BIV 1951."
"Classified as Driver BIII 1961."
Sports
The Unit is lying third m the Mackworth Trophy
Competition.
Signalman J. Quinn played for the Army soccer team in the
successful matches against the Royal Navy and the Belgian
Arfmy. ~e has been selected for the Army soccer trials on the
orthcommg FARELF tour.
The Un.it lost the Northern Command soccer final 1-6 to
6t~ Battalion R.A.O.C., who we sincerely congratulate. Cer~amly the best team won but both teams played excellent
~ootball. '?ddly enough, the general opinion was that our goaleeper, Signalman J. Johnson, put up the best individual
performance of the match.
Four young officers, Lieutenants Brown (A.C.C.), Mulcahy
~adbu.ry and Parker (R.A.E.C.) are training for the Devizes/
estmmster Cai;ioe Race, each canoe has a crew of two. To
th~ young rec~u1t .who tho1:1ght that Officers "just sat around
bemg Officers, this is a fairly strenuous exercise and at times
very uncomfortable.
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~either

.

crew expects to beat the Royal Marine Commando
act to complete the course at all would be a good enou h
rLe~son for a celebration, since the only experienced canoeist ~s
1eutenant Brown.
ID

Recruits of the Month
Since the last issue of THE WIRE there have been two Pass
Off Parades.
On the 28th March it
was particularly gratifying
to see a young man following in his father's footsteps. Signalman B. G.
Carter woo the Recruits'
Prize. He is the son of
Captain G. M. Carter
who is at present Adjutant
of the 53rd (W) Signal
Regiment (T.A.), Cardiff.
Young Carter, who is
2 ! years of age, finished
his normal schooling at
St. It 11 yd s Grammar
School, Cardiff, and gained
his G.C.E. in five subjects.
He joined the G P.O.,
studied
part-time
and
gained his Second Year
City and Guilds Telecommunications Diploma.
Although he had made a
Signalman B. G. Carter
good start in civil life the
.
call of Service Ufe proved
the gr~~er attraCllon and he is now training to be an Electronic
Techmciao.

*

*

*

Here's to a long, interesting and successful career m the
Corps.
On the nth April
Signalman J. J.
Travers gained the
honours. He is 22
years of age and
comes from Londonderry where he spent
the last three school
years at the Christian
Brothers
Technical
School.
His father
served in both the
American and British
armies and was a
professional
soccer
played
for
Derby
City. It was not surprising to learn that
T
r a v e r s had
wanderlust
and the
in
Signalman J. J. Travers
fact he had bee? in the. Merchant Navy since he was 17. He
could have coo~mued with the Merchant Navy but considered
that a career ID ~e Corps_ presented more opportunity for
adv~cement. He is. now tra1Dmg to be a Radio Operator and
~as s1gne~ on for rune years. We sincerely hope that he will
like the life and t.J:iat the attractions of the Corps will outbid
the call of the sea m 1971.
Last month we were honoured by a visit from the Secretarv
of State for ~a:, the. Right Hoo. Joh?. Prof~o, o.B.E., M.P.
He saw ~e~rwts m various stages of tra101Dg. With typical zest
for obtam.mg first ~and k?owledge, he chatted with several
men, puttlDg them immediately at ease with his sympathetic
approach.
The G.O.C.-in-Chicf Northern Command, LieutenantGeneral Sir Michael West, K.C.B., o.s.o., accompanied Mr.
Profumo during his tour.
Admini!Stration Net

One or two Units abro~d are instrl;lcting personnel on Movement Orders to report direct to their new Unit on arrival in
U.K. for H<;>me Posting. They should of course be sent on
!eave !Ind mstruct~d co report to the Depot in writing
immediately on arrival, unless a special instruction is issued
to the contrary.
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which is still serving as part of the Commonwealth Force in
Malaya. The Sarawak R angers could not offer our two r ecruits
the technical train ing they wanted so th ey decided that the
next best th ing was to take the 10,000 mile trip to the United
Kingdom to achieve their aim. There is much to say to their
credit for they also paid their own fares . We are, of course,
investigating the possibilities of a refund of th eir passage
money.
These young men h ave now settled down very well to their
basic traming and have quickly adapted themselves to our
food and weather. They ar e provin g very good material and
will soon be pa sing out of this Regiment on posting to the
8th Regi ment for th e Trade Training.
The Right Honourable J. Profumo, 0.8.E., M.P., Secretary of State
for War

Incorrect home addresse are still being checked on the
AF W 9803 and other documents. One N.C.0. this month
had three variations of the one address.
Officers please advise the D epot of your arriva l in U.K. as
soon as possible. This will help the Officers' W ing to expedite
publication of leave and ration allowance.
It does happen that we are asked for the U.K. address of _an
officer. It is embarrassing to turn up a personal file which
indicates that the person concerned is not in U.K. whereas in
fact the inqu irer has already met him in U .K .
With the issue of No. 2 Dress valued at £u 3s. 4d. came
an increase of 2d. a week in the Clothing Allowance. Take
great care of your uniform because it would take 25 years and
10 weeks to cover the cost of a replacement at 2d. a week.
Spring is in the air at last with the sun shining, buds
bursting and real blackbirds burbling merry notes.

Recruits from the Commonwealth - 5
Borneo Signaln1en
The latest arrivals in the recruit Squadron of nth Regiment
are Signalmen Gang-Gang and Sabari-Bin-Ubu, from the
British Colony of North Borneo.
Borneo itself is located some 1,000 miles south-east of
Singapore. It is the second largest island in the world and is
d ivided into three territories, North Borneo, the Sultanate of
Brunei and the Crown Colony of Sarawak.
Signalman Ubu is a Melano whilst Signalman Gang-Gang is
a Sea-Dyak. Melanos live mainly along the coast and their
livelihood is obtained from fishing and farming, which are their
main industries. Sea-Dyaks mostly come from the interior
which, like Malaya, is jungle.
These people build the famous " long-houses " in which
sometimes 200 or more people live as a village community.
The Dyak race provided the famous trackers who became so
well known as the " Blood Hounds," to the Security Forces in
Malaya in their fight against the Communist Terrorists during
the Emergency. Their excellent jungle sense and tracking
ability was of immense value.
In civilian life, Signalman Ubu was a trainee engine fitter
and Signalman Gang-Gang was an apprentice electrician. Both
of these young men are firm friends, although of entirely
different origins. This friendship was cemented at the Shell
Training School, where they were receiving their instruction
and it was here that they heard about our Corps. Both men
now wish to train as Radio Technicians.
Borneo offers many sports including the hunting of wild
pig and deer. One unusual animal still to be found in the
jungle is the Honey B!ar but unfortunately these are becoming
very rare. Perhaps one of the most unexpected vegetables to be
found in Borneo is the cabbage. Anyone who has visited the
Cameron H ighlands in Malaya will know that many of the
European type vegetables are grown at a height of 6-7,000 ft.
It is the same in Borneo and cabbage, together with many other
varieties of fresh vegetables, are grown on the fertile high
slopes of the mountain sides. These are very popular amongst
the inhabitants of tropical countries such as Borneo.
Borneo has its own Army in the form of the Sarawak
R angers which have British Officers to lead them. Personnel
who have served in Malaya will know of this famous Regiment,
which had such a fine record in the Malayan Emergency and
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13th REGIMENT
13th Regiment h as always h ad a reputation for high sporting
standards but we have now gained new honours. Under the
captaincy of our Medical Officer, Captain S. L. Geoghegan,
the Regimental table tennis team gained second p lace in the
In addition, Captain
B.A.0.R. Inter-Services L eague.
G eoghegan and Signalman Catton won both the Rbiae and
B.A.O.R. doubles championships with Captain Geoghegan
becoming the B.A.O .R. singles champion.
Not to be outdone, 5 Communications Company W .R.A.C.
produced a table tennis team led by Lieutenant C. D iggins,
W.R.A.C., which won the B.A.O.R. (Women's) Inter-Unit
Championships. Following this success the team represented
the W.R.A.C. in the B.A.O.R. Inter-Services Championships
and were again the winners. At the time of writing our team
is in U .K. to play the Army (Women ' s) Inter-Unit Championships and we hope to ·be able to report further success in the
future.
Since our last contribution to THE WIRE when we reported
winning the Rhine Area Major Units .22 R ifle League our
team fired in the B.A.O .R. Championships at Sennelager. In
this league we got as far as the semi-finals where we were
beaten by the rst Durham Light Infantry by five points. All
things considered we feel this was a very cred itable p erformance.
Turning to hockey our team won the Rhine Area InterServices League, played 16 games of which we won 15. During
the league the team scored 94 goals against 13.
To conclude our notes we must say farewell and best wishes
to our Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel J . M. Sawers,
M.B.E., who is leaving the Regiment to take up a staff appointment in Aden. Lieutenant-Colonel Sawers is being succeeded
by Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. T yrrel-Gray, M.B.E., who we hope
will enjoy his tour with 13th R egiment.

14th REGIMENT

n.n.q.

One way and another it has b een quite a busy

month.
First of all, the No . 1 Yeoman of Signals Course came down
from their Yorkshire fastness to see how things are done in the
Tape Relay Centre. No sooner h ad they shaken the dust of
Boddington from their feet than a party of apprentice tradesmen from Harrogate turned up to try conclusions on " live"
circuits.
An unusual but nevertheless very welcome visitor was Chef
de Bataillon Jacques Perrot who spent a week looking round
all the Squadrons and their various activities. He seemed to
enjoy himself and went away quite enchanted with our " gogglebox."
·

I Squadron. The fir st flush of spring, and two weddings
to report. On the eve of his wedding to Miss Violet Brittain,
R.S.M. A. Creed found that a strenuous game of hockey obliged
him to make an em!rgency .trip to the Military Hospital, Tidworth. Somehow, thanks to modern surgery, the wedding and
the hon eymoon took place according to plan.
On St. Patrick's Day, Miss Wendy Lynam, daughter of
Major (Q.M.) G. Lynam, our Quartermaster, married Captain
P. Shield, R.A.S.C, at St. Michael's Church, Bishops Cleeve.
The reception was held in the Officers' Mess at Robinswood
Barracks. Qur congratulations and good wishes go to both
couples.
Meanwhile the T R .C. Traffic Hall is all a'glitter with new
engagement rings when the W.R.A.C. shifts are on duty and
more weddings are rumoured. The rapid run-down of male
personnel has caused some despondency in the W.R.A.C. compound and we are approaching the day when we may have to
import some partners to keep our dances going!
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New keating systems are now being installed and former
1 Squadron types who have memories of h uddling round coke
stoves will be interested to h ear tropical climate temperatures
are being so n early simulated that a certain N.C.O. succumbed
to prickly h eat ! W c wonder what caused the current wave of
German M easles ? P erhaps when it is safe to go into fhe
O.C.'s office we will find out.
Adventure Training started with a ten mile ramble down
the Wye Valley to Symonds Yat. Second-Lieutenant D . J.
Lawrence showed great aplomb dealing with a worthy who
accused him of leading a pack of lunatics on a day that wasn't
fit for a dog. When th e mixed party visited Goodrich Castle,
shrieks from the dungeons shattered the calm but SecondLicutenant A. Gelston, W .R.A.C., who wen t to investigate
fou nd it was nothing worse than side-splitting laughter caused
by seam splitting jeans!
The " Babes in Robinswood " joke became almost fact when
the Army Apprentices' School sent twelve boys to us for a
week's training. It was nice having them, and they made quite
an impression at Beddington. Captain N . E. Robinson had
not seen so many male soldiers on his shift for many months.
During the month two well known personalities have left
for cooler climes--Captain R. Holmes to Catterick and Sergeant
E. H . L e Quesne to Oslo. They both have our good wishes
but we wonder which will be wearing snow-shoes for the
longer pe:riod.

2 Squadron. Captain K. Reggler has left for warmer
climes and Captain A. D. Steel is now installed in the Secondin-Command's chair.
A great deal is happening at the moment but in the words
of the poet we don't know whether we're bewitched, bothered
or bewildered. However, one of these days we'll pause for
b reath and tell the world about life at Droitwich Spa.
3 Squadron. Here at Hampton it is at last relatively
quiet : the Rec;:eiver Hall is finished, the contractors have departed with their dust and the Installation Team has not
only taken over but nearly finished putting in our new equipment. It is doubtful if any "old hands" would recognise the
joint now: outside it is the same but there all similarly ends.
In the sporting field we are fairly active and have entered
three teams in the Devizes/Westminster Canoe R ace. These
are:
Corporal Wright and Signalman Hoare, Gazelle; LanceCorporal Smith and Signalman Fraser, P.B.K.; Lance-Corporal
Stacey and Signalman Lang, Folding Hammer.
They have been training quite hard and hope to do well.
The Squadron is also taking part in the sub-area hockey
competition. and quite a good team is in training. It appears
an Independent Company W.R.A.C. bas also entered and the
general feeling is that we must stay in the competition at
least until we have played them.
Entertainments are rather important for an out station and
it bas been found that a variety show in addition to the usual
dances is a worth-while event. We are having such a "do"
shortly and if it is as good as the last two have been then it
will be an evening to remember.

Staff Sergeant Major A. A. Copestake, 4 Squadron and Staff Sergeant
Major Harrison, I Squadron and the Normandy Pistol Trophy

Signalman B. Hodgett, 4 Squadron 14th Signal Regiment presents
the 'Cobbelt Hill Canoe Trophy ' to 0.C. 14th Signal Regiment
Lieutenant Colonel W. E. Lyste

S.S.M. W.O.II V. J. Clarke will be leaving us very shortly
on retirement. He is taking a job at Dennington. All ranks
wish him well.

4 Squadron. When this appears in print we will have
ceased to exist. The ' wind of change ' also blows in places
other than Africa. As part of COMCAN policy the Squadron
disbanded on 1st April, 1962, and the Cobbett Hill Transmitting Station put into care and maintenance. Droi~ic?
carry the transmitting load unaided 1.Ultil Cobbett Hi1:1 is
eventually rebuilt bigger and better and thoroughly modernised.
It is a melancholy task to close any show and disband and
disperse all that has been put into it over the years.. This is
particularly so in our case where _the Squadron was a _smgular~y
happy one as previous generauons of Cobbett Hillers will
confirm. At times like these it is brought home that an outfit
like this is not merely a matter of technical equipment, barrack
rooms, stores, offices and such like but an intangible thing
compounded of morale, loyalt~, discipli?e aJ:?-d friends~p.
Every unit in the Army has a little mystic of 1ts own which
makes it different from all others.
Closing down has meant much more than just a slow fading
away. A great deal of hard work had to be completed to time
and carried out with a steadily diminishing staff.
It has also given us opportunity to show our paces at a
' Farewell Parade' held on 16th February, 1962, and attended
by our Commanding Officer, Lieuten~nt-Colonel W. E. Lysk_e,
Royal Signals, who was presented with the new Cobbett Hill
Canoe Trophy by Signalman B. Hodgens on behalf of the
Squadron. This is to provide a stimulus to canoeing within the
Regiment.
After the parade, the Commanding Officer attended the
special dinner and bade all ranks and civilian staff goodbye
and God speed and thanked them for their service.
In the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, W.O.II
Harrison of 1 Squadron, deputising for the R.S.M., accepted
another new Regimental trophy from S.S.M. A. A. Cop~stake.
This is the Normandy Pistol Trophy and was accompanied by
quite the most magnificent wooden spoon which is to be
awarded to the lowest scorer in the same competition.
On 1st March a most enjoyable social evening was held in
the Junior Ranks Club to bid farewell to all and sundry.
During the evening, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Martinson, our
R.O., was presented with a silver salver on behalf of all ranks
as an expression of thanks. He _has helped ~e Squ~dron and
its personnel a great deal and his fund of kmdly wisdom and
never failing assistance in problems personal or military will
be long remembered · we wish him luck in h is new appointment at "the war box."
On 2nd March the Officers closed their Mess by entertaining the Warrant Officers and Sergeants and their wives
.
together with other good friends of the Squadron.
It is impossible to name all to whom thanks sre owmg for

ca~hire

terling work done in the do ing period. .Q.M.S. R. Men;iie
1s however worthy of special mention· a great deal of weight
of even ha fallen on him and he has seen us through
. plendidly.
Thank are also due to I Tra ining Battalion R.A.0.C. at
Blackdown who housed and fed our men for the last fe~
weeks and are now becoming custodians of Cobbett's Hill
until the station is re-activated some four y~ars hence.
15th REGHIENT
We seem to herald each month with a report of yet more
soccer successes. Once again we have to report that the Regimental team have hlt the headlines. On !7th February they
went to North Africa and in the Tripoli stadium before a large
crowd including the H .M. Ambassador they defeated the Royal
cots 3--0 in the Near East Command Challenge Cup.
One of the more interesting things about the trip was the
fact that the Americans at the Wheelus base airport h ave
apparently become ardent soccer fans. The game was televised
by the A.F. ., Major J. McKellar along with certain ?'lem~ers
of the team having been invited along to a pre-match rnterv1ew
programme. On their return to Cyprus the team were feted ~t
the airport by the local press and F.B.S. The season has snll
not ended, however, and as the Western Cyprus League Champions, the Regiment are involved in the all-island league playoff.
Unfortunately, the Regiment does not run a boxing team, but
we continue to make our presence felt in t his field because we
have on our strength no fewer than eight qualified, active boxing officials.
Our "Troop of the Month" this month are also boxers but
of a different kind. The honour falls to " Q " Troop.

" Q " Troop. At long last fame has come our way;
selected to be " Troop of the Month " is an honour indeed. Unfortunately, being small in numbers our claim to collective
sporting honours ·is slight. Nevertheless, many Garrison and
Regiment activities are organised amidst the varied assortment
of stores we have to handle.
R.Q.M.S. E. W. Redman, besides being a prop of ·t he W.O.s'
and Sergeants' Mess, has come into prominance as the Regimental Projectionist; too late in life w gain rapid promotion hls
ability as a photographer is now being recognised. W.O.II
D. R. Handley organises and competes successfully in the
Episkopi Motor Club Rallies. He is to be congratulated on
attaining his present rank; unfortunately, we lose his services
in the Technical Stores. Our loss is 9th Regimen-r's gain.
Staff Sergeant A. Wingate represents the Regiment at hockey;
on top of hls worries in the Accommodation Stores he successfully copes with the problems of property Member W.0.s' and
Sergeants' Mess. Staff Sergeant P. Teyen bas recently joined
the throng; with Signalman Hatton he can occasionally be seen
to surface above the bundle of demob kit. Signalman R afferty,
of football fame, and Corporal Hemsley heroically carry out the
many tasks that in our more plentiful days were the lot of seven
G.D . men. Both are thlnking of entering the strong-man contest in the next Western Area Fair. The Armoury is the responsibility of Corporal Barnes; Quarter Guards and Guards of
Honour have recently become hls speciality. Corporal T. Beare
has recently joined the Troop together with the M .T. accounts;
gone are the days of peace and security he once knew.
The remainder of the staff consists of the civilian element,
Messrs. Halil, Burgess, Easty; they are known as the " Indent
Happies." The boss, of course, is Captain (Q.M.) H. Newsham;
hls opinions on Near and Middle East soldiering are a revelation. Space unfortunately prevents these from being published.
To the Regiment we extend our thanks for this unusual
honour; to other "Q" Troops, we wish you " Many Happy
Boards of Survey."
D a m Gnlor(•. The Ham station (ZC 4 TX) at the Transmitter Site has had an active month. They have moved from
their shack (and we do mean shack) and are now embedded
(firmly, we hope) in what was the library in tlJe administrative
building. Their Minimeter Mercury 200 has been polished,
aerials re-routed and the room spruced up no end.
Corporal R. Price, R.E.M.E., Lance-Corporal D. Bullard,
Royal Signals, and Lance-Corporal J. Carson, R.E.M.E., are the
leading lights of the club, and together with other members
have amassed an impressive collection of QSL Cards. Score
to date in six months is i34 countries from 2,soo contacts.
In 618 Troop there is a second hive of Ham activity. Here,
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Lance Corporal J. Carson and Corporal A. B. J. Drewson show their
new Min imeter Mercury 200 - a gift from the Nuffield Trust

Captain Fred Stork with many willing helpers operates as ZC
4 FS. Unfortunately, Capta·in Stork leaves Cyprus shortly and
so the BC 610 transmitter will h ave to have a new licence
holder . . . Volunteers, please.
Down in Limassol there is an enthusiast par excellence. Staff
Sergeant Derek Pocock (ZC 4 CP) operates a home brew type
set with success. As well as attending to his own sta.tion he is
frequently to be seen encouraging new members of the Transmitter Troop club.
We are very proud of all our stations who, although they
normally work CW, frequently can be heard having RT chats
with all parts of the world. We would be very pleased to hear
more of other Royal Signals hams.
(The above Notes were held from the April number of THE
WIRE as they did not arrive in time. The Notes continue.
The visit of H .R.H. The Princess Royal overshadowed all
other events during the period under report. A full account
of the visit is contained elsewhere in this issue.
At long last the Regimental soccer team has suffered a setback. Having won tlJe Island Cup, Near-East Cup and tlJe
All-Island Army League Championship play off (all the
trophies available to us), we were matched against R.A.F.
Nicosia to decide the champion Unit in the entire Mid-East.
The sands of time however have run out and, because of rundown releases, the Regimental team was only a shadow of its
former self when it suffered a 3-1 defeat in front of a large
crowd of spectators at Happy Valley, Episkopi, on 17th March,
1962. The pundits say that this is the virmal end of our
sporting history, for with civilianisation and establishment cuts
we shall no longer be considered a major unit, but we shall
see. The Troop of the Month this month is "A" Troop of
1 Squadron.

"A" TROOP
BY STAFF SERGEANT D. J. MORTLOCK
" Once upon a time " (where have I heard that before) "A"
Troop consisted of a Major, a Warrant Officer II, 25 male
Omer Ranks and 25 W.R.A.C. These were the "good old
days." Now we have a total of six male Other Ranks (not a
single Signalman to do the dirty work), seven W.RA.C. and a
host of civilians, mostly ex-R.N. and bearded (or about to become bearded) to boot. The civilians man the T.R.C. under
the supervision of Mr. (ex-Chief Petty Officer) E. F. Leigh.
Though lacking the 'enthusiasm and fire ' normally associated
with National Servicemen, they have settled down extremely
well. Behind the 'Green Door' we find Sergeant (Monty)
Featherstone withstanding the '<;old blast' of civilisation. The
Signal Centre remains predorninently a female preserve, and
amongst the members of 27 Independent Company W.R.A.C.
(the matrimonial agency) is Corporal Stead who is 'enjoying '
a second tour with "A" Troop. She remembers the 'Time
that was Once Upon' having previously served with "A"
Troop from July, 1958, to July, 1960. (I discovered this whilst
examining the dust-covered Bumph that the troop has accumulated over the ages.) Our girls are an athletic bunch and are
always representing somebody at something or other-in consequence we are always short handed. This must be my cue
to return to the D .S.0. desk, better known as the C.I.P.
(Civilian Information Post).
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Members of the Regimental team leave their aircraft carrying the
Command Soccer Challenge Cup

16th llEGIMENT
Spring is here in a halJ'.-hearted fashion, but nevertheless the
name of t?e season alo1:1e is en<?ugh to set the mind to thoughts
of excursions and ounngs which are relatively easy to make
from Krefeld here .. The Dutch bulb fields, the Rhine, Amsterdam, the Nurburgnng, all can be reached with comparatively
little difficulty by t he enterprising and thus Krefeld the Silk
City, remains a popula< station.
'
The imminent departure of our friends of the roth Regiment
has bee!l heralded by the arrival of the Advance Party of our
new neighbours, the 16th Regiment, Royal Artillery. We look
forward to a long and friendly sojourn together in Bradbury
Barracks.
There have been a number of movements of officers. Major
Bul!ough ~as taken .over as Paymaster on the departure of
Maior Wanes. Captarn B?ast has come to us from 10th Regiment to take over as Adiutant from Captain Simpson whilst
L_ieutenant Wilderspin has assumed the mantle of Q.M.' (Tech~u~a.l) fro~ Captain Douthwaite. A warm welcome to those
JOmmg us JS extended, whilst our good wishes accompany those
who have left us having served the Regiment well.
With the aim of brightening up the barrack rooms the
Troops are now searching for good ideas. Whilst pin-up' girls
remain the firmest favourites a number of Ol:II men have used
photographs of friends and their homes, plus the works and
product~ of their hobby hours to produce neat and homely bedspa.ces independently of !!hose pictures of the bosom brigade
wh1ch, with such little vaI1iation, tend to become monotonous.
The newly arrived members of the Sergeants' Mess, one Staff
ergeant F. J. Brown and Sergeant Thorpe (R.A.E.C.) to
whom a warm welcome is extended.
A successful Go-Kart Meeting was held on 31st March 1962.
En~ries were received from far afield lll\d a good afte~oon's
racmg was seen by the few hardy spectators who braved the
elements.
At the conclusion of the meeting ·the prizes were presented
by Mrs. Brader, wife of the Commanding Officer.

hot-pot or Cornish pastie-the Scot will wade into an
Insh. stew-the Welshman will mutter over the mysteries of
Scottish broth~d th<: Englishman will sniff and suffer over
a leek as long as 1t has sunmered to destruction in a soup. Howev~r, to persu~de an Asian to try any of these commendable
Brlt!sh dishes lS a hopeless task-to tempt Asians to eat each
others food 1 even. more of one. Succulent pork, much relished
by the Chmese, 1s anathema to Malays and Indians. Sheep
cow, goat also have their admirers and at the same time horrify
~thers. Thank heavens the numerous religions of Britain have
little sway over th~ matter of diet as is the case with Asians.
To find c~mmon ground between Asians and Europeans we
must come nght down to the humble rice grain. At the grain
however,. all similarity starts and ends. For while the British
create, .wnh the help of milk, a marvellous stodge of a pudding
the Asian re':'erently turns the grain into a snow-whlte fluffy
f<JO:<i and has It as th~ staple food of his diet. Some two hundredweights of the stuff 1s devoured by. the Asians in this Regiment
per day, every day. To feed the mixed masses of the Regiment,
however, we are not bound to. accept the common denominator :
R.A.s ..q. and A.C.C. go quite a long way in providing the
necessities to ensure that if not each man each religion is
satisfied.
'
S?ift .workers f!om. communication centres; exchange operators, drivers commg m from late details; the social functions
that .Messes alway~ s~em to hold more of overseas; training
exe.rc:i~es; water-rat10:11mg; the ~xtraordinary variety of sporting
acnv1t1es that go on m the Regiment, all require that little extra
amount of effort from the cooks, and though the archers never
shoot a stag or h?g an~ the submarine swimmers never seem to
catch any fis~ with. which to supplement their rations, the aim
of the cooks is achieved: the hunger of the Regiment satisfied
~nd the pre s~ce of the A.C.C. justified. As Meredith said:
But where 1s the man who can live without dining? "
21st REGIMENT
As is usual at this time of the .year, we have been having a
turnover of both Officers and Seruor N.C.O.s in the Regiment
At the end of Febr1;1ary, Majo! (T.O.T.) J. T. Rogers, wb~
has had a long stay rn the Regiment (so long in fact that he
73:11 say, " ~ was at Wahn") bas departed to' the Fa; East to
!om, C.~ . O . s Branch. In addition, Sergeant E. A. Brewer from
N Wmg Troop, and one of our star hockey enthusiasts has
departed for I I th Regiment (Depot), and Sergeant B. Thorp,
R.A.E.C., to 54 Army Education Centre.
Congratulations to Signalmen J. Rogers, N. Brown, L. McPadden, Ser~eant R. Hamilton and Lieutenant G. H. W. Milburn on theu respective marriages; and also to Staff Sergeant
and ~rs. W. Harvey on the birth of their daughter.
Thls month we are proud to include a photograph of five
~embers of 'K' Wing .Troop, who were instrumental in helping
m the rescue of an air crew member from a crashed aircraft.

1 8 th R E GIMENT
BY S.Q.M.S. w. SMITH, A.C.C.
Man may l~ve without love-what is passion but pining?
But where ts the man who can live without dining?
We may live without friends, we may live without books,
But civilised men cannot live without cooks.
H_ow often must the cooks have wished that i8th Signal
had no civilised men. The aim of the cooks is to
satisfy the hunger of the Regiment plus two Independent
Sq1;1adrons and the Signal Training Centre (FE). Indian,
Chrnese, Malays, Nepalese, Scots, Welsh, Irish and English
camped together making 500 Asians and Europeans requiring
sust~nance. The achievement of this aim is beset with problems,
albeit often interesting ones.
Basically, no matter from wh ich part of Britain a soldier
comes, his diet is similar; thu s, an I rishman will tackle a LanRe~unent
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Me mbers of ' K' W in g Sign al Troop who he lped in a successfu l
att empt t o rescue a n aircrew membe r fro m a crashed ai rcraft
Le ft to right : Sign alman Fred , Cor poral Cha rl eswort h, Corporal
Fromson, La nce Corporal Laing, Signalma n Manciann e
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ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP MARCH 1962
The wlnnlnr team. 21 Signal Regimeut
Left to Rirht: Si1nalmen Shilling an d Bacon, Captain Woods, Signalmen Holden
and Glendennln&. Craftsmen Maxwell and Enclcott, Lance Corporal Price,
Si&nalman Aimer, Lance Corporal Kent and Private Gray, A.C.C .

In particular Corporal D. Charlesworth is •to be congratula.ted
on the prompt action he took in making the rescue operation
a successful one.
Now that ·the winter sporting season is coming to an c:nd, it
is perhaps fitting to look back on some of the achievements the
Regiment has had in the various sports. Perhaps our best
sutOCesses have been in the field of cross-country and basketball, and these may be summarised as follows :
Cross-C,.ow1try.
Winners of the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Cross-Coumry
Championship.
Winner of the Rhine Area Minor Units Shield.
Runners-up in the B.A.O.R. Minor Uni·ts Championship.
Runners-up in the Rhine Area/R.A.F. Cross-Country L eague.
To help the Regiment establish this record we have been
able to call upon Lance-Corporals A. L. Price and W. P. Kent,
Signalmen M. Bacon, E. G. Shilling, J. Aimer, A. B. Webster,
W. Giendinning, B. Ashby, Craftsmen A. G. Enticotol, I. A.
Maxwell and Private J. T. Gray.
The most· successful member of the team has been Signalman G. H. Holden who has claimed the following: Winner of
the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Championship; Runner-up in the
Royal Air Force Championship; Best runner in the Rhine Area/
R.A.F. League; 54th in the B.A.O.R. Championship at Crookham.
At basketball the Regiment notched the following successes
under the watchful eye of Second-Lieutenant M. J. Bowen:
Runners-up in the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Competition; Semifinalists in the Rhine Area section of the B.A.0.R. Cup; Third
in the Rhine Area League; and semi-finalists in the five-a-side
competition.
Those who have played regularly for the team and have been
awarded their Regimental Colours are Lance-Corporals A. G.
Ghaut, R. Wilson, A. R. Mead, Corporals W. Ling, M. D .
Annis, R. Roberts, F. Pratt, Signalmen 0. F. Thompson, R.
Curtis and D. A. Friday.
During the first three months of the year we have been able
to send off various parties to Ehrwald (Austria) and Winterberg for ski-ing, and as a result we now have about thirty members of the Regiment who can manage to propel themselves (in
varying degrees of efficiency) down the slopes.

Foreman Hazel and Sergeant Licence were the only remaining members of last year's skiing party and the only ones with
previous skiing experience.
As far back as August, 1961, plans were being made to ensure
the venture was a success. Ehrwald is a popular, medium class
resort and to ensure suitable, cheap but adequate accommodation, bookings have to be made early. Skiing is a hardy sport
and pre-training has to be done in the gymnasium for many
weeks before departure.
Last year the Regiment received a very generous grant from
the Army Skiing Association to assist with equipment, travel
and accommodation expenses. Unfortunately, no grants were
made this year, and it is particularly creditable to the junior
.C.O.s that the party was completely self-financed. A great
financial saving was that this year Foreman Hazel attended a
Skiing Instructors Course at Murnau at the beginning of the
season, and was able to teach the party all the basic downhill
skills without the expense of a professional instructor. All skis,
sticks and boots and insurance were arranged by the Regiment,
but clothing had to be supplied by the individual.
Ehrwald is a particularly good resort for beginners with the
more advanced slopes at Lermoos only 5 kms. away. The village
is ro miles from the German/ Austrian border and is r .200
metres above sea level. It is surrounded by high peaks, the most
notable being the "Zugspitzmassiv " which rises to a height of
2.965 metres. All winter sports facilities are available and ace
within walking distance of the village centre. The nursery
slopes and ski-lifts terminal are situated adjacent to the majority
of the hotels and pensions, and after a day on the slopes it is
actually possible to ski all the way back to your doorstep. An
ice-skating rink and tobogganing area are additional attractions
of t:he resort, and the numerous sports shops in the village all
have a full range of ski kit, ice skates and tobaggans for hire at
very reasonable prices.
The first time one alights from the lift at the terminus
(another fine art) the view is breathtaking, the scenery being
excellent and the downward slope appearing very steep. One
must immediately start on the downward journey to make way
for others alighting from the lift and there is no time for second
thoughts on ever becoming a skier. The first few nips are
always a series of falls and recoveries and the party soon learned
to try the things they had been taught, since they were going
to fall in the snow anyway. Confidence was soon gained and at
the end of week one the majority had mastered the stem turn
and the stem swing. Some were even beginning to ski with
their feet together; Foreman Hazel insists that this is a sign of
real progress! During the first week it actually snowed day and
night for five days and every day before instruction could commence-much to the delight of the Austrian instructors-a large
area of snow had to be packed. Packing is a long, tedious
process but good for the leg muscles and no one ever complains
of feeling cold.
On the Monday of the second week the only injuries were
sustained : Sergeant McKie twisted a knee and Corporal Pratt
fractured an ankle. Both were skiing well and were unlucky
enough to unexpectedly run into deep snow. The nearest Service establishment to Ehrwald is at Garmisch-Partenkirchen,

Ski-ing with 21st Regiment
(B·•

OUR SKIING REPRESENTATIVE)

It has now become a recognised Regimental calendar event
that a party should carry out two downhill skiing at Ehrwald
in the Austrian Tyrol. This year, eight members of the Regiment took advantage of the opportunity to pursue this exhilarating and exciting sport. They were: W.0.II(FOS) D. Hazel,
W.0.Il(A Q .M.S) M. U. Halliday, R.E.M .E, Sergeants G. P.
Licence, R.E.M.E., G. McKie, B. Thorp, R.A.E.C., Corporals
F. Pratt, A. Felton and Lance-Corporal A. Bolton.
IH

Left to right : W.0.11 Hazel, Sergeant McKie, Corporal Pratt,
W.0.11 Halliday, Sergeant Thor pe, Peter (Austrian Instructor),
Sergeant Licence

where the U .S. Army has a hospital. The hospital staff seem to
specialise in skiing accident treat ment, and the two casualties
were soon in very good hands.
Again this year, th e p eriod roth to 24th February was chosen.
Snow is guaranteed during this month and since the r esort
usually has sunshine and warm daylight hours it is particularly
good for beginners. The party travelled by r ail overnight from
Laarbruch a n~ arrived in Ehrwald at lunch time on Saturday.
First impressions of th e r esort were excellent, not a cloud in
the sky, brilliant sunshine and the snow quite slow.
After a hasty lunch, everyone bursting with enthusiasm
tackled lesson one on the nursery slopes. This involves walking
on skis, kick turns, side stepping, herring-bone step and
generally getting " ski legs." By dusk all were showing signs of
progress, thoroughly enjoying themselves and ready for the first
rum grog in the ski-lift cafe. During the n ext two days, snow
ploughing, snow plough turns and traversing were mastered, at
the end of which the more advanced were ready for the first
trip on the ski-lift. The ski-lift at Ehrwald is the " coat hanger "
type, where one leans backwards into a wooden yoke and is
dragged on skis up the hill. The use of this type of lift is in
itself an art, and many hilarious moments are to be had when
novice skiers are boarding.

24th REGIMENT
Our stalwart right-back of Regimental Hockey and head of
the R.H.Q. Orderly Room-W.0.11 E. C. Byrne, B.E.M., has
departed in the rank of W.O.I to become Chief Clerk at H.Q.
T ra ining Brigade, Royal Signals. Sincere congratulations on
his well earned elevation-he will be missed on the hockey field,
as will his cheerful co-operation in the Orderly Room. His
uccessor, W.0.11 E. R. T. Pearse, has taken possession of the
" hot seat "-we trust that he will find the Catterick air as
amenable as that of Blandford.
We include notes from the Signal Training Centre, W.R.A.C.
- we have a good deal in common-and welcome their eruption
into prin t and hope to include monthly snippits from them in
the future.
By the time these notes appear in print, Major R. 0. Edwards
will have departed to civilian life?? after 34 years in the Corps.
He h as been granted a T.A. commission in Royal Signals and
will be employed full time with 49 (Yorkshire) Regiment, T .A.,
at York.

SQUADRONS
205 S.QUADRON'
Despite the start of the exercise season, we are still trying to
upgrade our tradesmen, and convert them to new trades where
possible. Some surprising results are achieved. Signalman
O'Donovan, among others, departed for our parent Regiment
with the aim of becoming a B2 radio operator. His bartered
appearance on return gave us the impression that the lessons
had literally been "hammered home." However, all was made
clear when we discovered that the scars were received in the
ring helping the Regiment to a very fine win in the Morrison
Cup boxing. Indeed, our special congratulations are due to
Signalman O'Donovan, as his own first class personal victory
was the turning point in a match that until then had looked
rather black for the Regiment.
Plaster of paris must be the Spring fashion this year, as
four members of the Squadron have been wearing a fair
quantity of the stuff. Signalmen O'Neill, Lant and O'Donovan
have been stumping around with leg injuries, and no less a
personage than S.S.M. Chilvers has had his writing arm incapacitated by a plaster sleeve-the result of a fall on our
winter exercise aptly named "Frozen Hand." Signalman
McLeish only just failed to join the clan as his cuts and
abrasions only merrited a sling.
The Squadron has had its share of new faces recently, and
we welcome Lieutenant Peter Brown who has come from
HerfOf'd to command Alfa (Radio) Troop, Corporal Stokes from
Catterick, and Lance~Corporal Douglas from the recently disbanded roth Regiment. Recent promotions are also noted, and
Corporal Connor is congratulated on receiving his second
sLripe-alrnost simultaneous promotion to full corporal and his
21st birthday is no mean achievement.
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At the end of January we
took part in a Brigade Signal exercise w!:iich involved
most of the Squadron. It
was, in the main, uneventful.
Perhaps the message which
caused the greatest stir was
from one of the battalions
which announced that they
stampeded a herd of buffalo
in the direction of Brigade
H.Q. Was it purely coincidental that W.O.II (F. of
S.) G. Sharpe was heard to
be enquiring about the
feasibility of an armoured
rype radio repair vehicle
when he got back to camp?
Immediately after this
exercise, the Squadron went
"Bushwacking" up to Nanyuki for a week for annual
Signalman A. S. Cassie exerc1.srng MT
range classification. When
Troop's ma.scot - a baboon who once
not actually shooting, various
lived on the slopes of Mc. Kilimanjaro.
training took place. Some
of the Squadron drove up Mount Kenya to a height of 12,000 ft.
-the more energetic spent two or three hours climbing even
higher, while those suffering from "petrol feet" were quite
content to admire the remarkable view. Others visited a local
game farm where wild animals are kept in semi-captivity for
breeding purposes. A couple of sports fixtures were arranged
for " I " Troop, I Signal Squadron, K .A.R., and honours in
that field were fairly equal.
The greatest lesson learned during the week was that fieldcraft is not taught on Foreman of Signals courses, and we
recommend that the School of Signals includes it in the syllabus
of all future courses. The Foreman was obviously not at home

2 of our few remaining National Servicemen, Signalman Powell from
Birmingham and Signalman Slater from Durham , working on a
vehicle
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W.0.11 (F of S) G. Sharpe and Corporal Bee checking over a double
Cl I installation before a journey to Tanganyika

in the " Bundu,'' and \V.0.II Sharpe (alias " Buffalo Gill")
was completely unnerved by his rustic environment. A conversation with the O.C., however, shows the technical approach
to these problems.
Setiing.-A wood behind the ranges just before lunchtime.
O.C., S.S.M., and F. of S. on reconnaisance for Squadron
patrol e.xercise.
F. of S. (horror): "You are nor going into that wood, are
you, sir?"
O.C.: "Yes, this is where the exercise will be."
F. of S. (pointing) : "What's that on the ground?"
O.C. (casual) : "Elephant droppings."
F . of S. (from ro yards behind): "Elephant!" (noises from
behind of revolver being cocked).
F. of S. (pointing again): "That's funny!"
O.C.: " That's quite normal, its only where a rhinoceros
slept last night."
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Sergeant C. State, Lance Corporal J. Findlay, Signalman A. Berry,
and a wet Signalman M. Meadows (who now holds the Corps record
for quick evacuation of sinking vehicles !) ponder over a recovery
problem. As a matter of interest the vehicle started after only an
engine o il change

F. of S. (from 20 yards back): "Rhinoceros!" (F. of S.
then produces a flick-knife and walks close beside the O.C.).
O.C.: "What's that knife for Foreman? That won't be much
good again st wild animals."
F. of S.: "Oh I know that, sir. But if something charges
us I'll slash you with the knife. The animal will then smell
your blood and leave me alone, so I'll be alright!"
The week was concluded by a Squadron " Smoker,'' when
a lot of new talent was exposed.
Sporting activities have been mostly restricted to hockey and
soccer, the latter again being organised by Corporal M. Bailey.
The rugby season is just starting-and some people are playing
cricket as well, which may sound paradoxical to European
climate dwellers. Swimming is a perennial activity and is now
enhanced by the new swimming pool at Templer Barracks.
Postings-in include Lieutenant Houghton, Staff Sergeant
Paternoster and Sergeant Morphey, and postings-out are
Sergeant Truran to an upgrading course at the School of
Signals and subsequently B.A.O.R., and Signalman Brown to
civilian life. Also taken on the strength is a baby son who
was recruited by Sergeant and Mrs. A. B. Vowles, and we offer
them our congratulations.

222 squADRON (AIR FOllHATION)
The first few months of the year seem to bring a crop of
visitors. Our most important V.I.P. this year has been the
D.D. of Tels. (A.F. Signals), Colonel D. R. Yearsley, O.B.E.
Coming to Aden via Malta and Cyprus, during the week of his
stay he completed an ardous programme. He toured all our
route stations. He enjoyed a picn ic ' up country.' He also
enjoyed an All-Ranks cocktail party in the Gentlemen's Rest.
This was partly in his honour so that he could meet the
Squadron personnel informally off-duty and partly in honour
of the visit to Aden of the Bishop to the Forces, the Righ t
Reverend Dr. Betts, Bishop of Maidstone.
As we are now fully deployed around the gulf ana along the
southern Arabian coast, as well as having linemen in East Africa,
our sporting activ:ities have to some extent suffered. We still
play in the Minor Section League and have a few representative
players. Because we find it so difficult to raise a strong team
where eleven players are required, we have turned away and
concentrated on more individual games and ones requiring
smaller teams. We have a number of enthwiastic gymnasts,
who are now making the various items of equipment not available from the R.A.F. They are ably trained and led by our
Orderly Room clerk, who goes by the Welsh name of Jones
the P.T. Our fishermen are encouraged by the Q., Staff Sergeant Ridley. He claims to catch sharks, rays and all sizes of
deep-sea denizens. The struggle sometimes lasts up to two
hours. The C.O. has checked that the ro33 is signed up-to-date
for the hurricane lamp by the light of which these night battles
are fonght out. The Q. also breeds racing pigeons. lt is early
days and your writer promises statistics in due course.
Close Naval liaison also occupies ou r leisure. This is understandable if what we rea d in the newspapers is true. After all,
we are soldiers of Royal Signals working for and with the
R. A.F. Our activities include ou tdoor as well as indoor sports.
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DD of Tels (AF Sigs) with CR Sigs MIDEAST Lieutenant Colonel
T. I. G. Gray and NCO's of 222 Squadron at Abyan

Social evenings in the Gentlemen's Rest, visit aboard and even
a voyage to Djibouti. Our bag to date is two aircraft carriers
(communicators only), three destroyers, two frigates, five minesweepers and one survey ship. One young Regular found his
brother on board the last named.
Our visiting societies continue to thrive. What a night we
had on St. David's D ay with one hundred and fifty Welsh
voices raiised in song. All present were thrilled to receive a
cable from Buckingham Palace in reply to their loyal greetings.
All old friends will be pleased to hear that Colonel McNair
<:ailed in to see the Squadron a few days back. He looked fit
and well and enjoyed a cold glass of beer. I wonder how many
officers he moved during his tenure in the Officers' Wing of
the Depot?
This is Vale from the Commanding Officer, who is also your
correspondent.
Major Christopher Robinson is ' bowlering
goldenly ' in the near future, and sends his regards to all old
fr.iends. The new C.O. is Major G. W. A. Stephenson, who
arrives in early May.

234 SqUADR ON
(MALTA)
Posted to lUnlta
Say, " I am posted to Malta,'' and the reactions among the
brown-kneed and experienced members of the mess or barrack
room will be sharply divided. " You lucky devil,'' half will
reply, enviously. "You poor . . . " sympathise the others.
This article is not a holiday guide to Sunny Malta, but a
Signals eye-view of your prospects on posting to Malta, G.C.
It is written, admititedly, by one who likes the islands, the work
and the people, but I have tried to give an unbiased view in
the hope that some who read th.is may come knowing something of what to expect, and give this posting a sporting chance
of being a happy and contented one.
My first reaction on hearing, in the throes of an English
winter, that we were going to Malta, was delight at the thought
of being warm again. I then reached for the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, for I confess that my knowledge of where, and
how big, was distinctly hazy. I discovered that there were
three islands, not one, of reasonable size, plus a couple of
old rocks. Malta, the largest and most populous, with its
capital of Valletta and airport Luqa, is no !Jreat shakes for size,
being only about 17 miles by 8 miles. Gazo is about a quarter
of this size, with a small, mainly agricultural community, and
Comino is really ridiculously small, housing abm1t 20 inhabitants. These three are set in a tight little group about 75 miles
>0uth of Sicily.
Originally thought to have been the centre of a land bridge
between Europe and Africa, 't he Maltese islands have sat
a tride the sea trade routes of the Mediterranean since trading
began and because of this position have suffered a long
chequered history of invasions, dominations and "take-over
bids " in which, up to now, the local population has had very
little say. For those who are interested, and it helps in understanding and appreciating the people and the islands, this
history is readably traced in "Malta, An Appreciation,'' by Sir
Harry Luke.
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Getting to a posting is normally not a great worry-the
Army seems to cater for this quite efficiently, either by airtrooping to Luqa Airport or by troopship, when one sails into
Valletta's impressive Grand Harbour. Having a small babe,
and being of independent mind, my wife and I decided, as
have many others, to do the journey by road (as far as possible).
We did this via Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and
Sicily, taking a fairly leisurely ten days.
This is not the
cheapest way to travel and, with a small son, not the most
restful, but it made an interesting and enjoyable experience
and prepared us for mid-sununer weather in Malta. Transit
accommodation on arrival. however one travels is little problem:
there are two quite good hotels which are given over almost
completely to housing Forces' transitees, a task they do
pleasantly and well. Trying to give the form on quarters and
hirings is a dangerous game, and I cannot be quoted as an
authority, but at present the situation is as follows. Quarters
are at a premium, and one needs a fairly astronomical points
count 10 guarantee a short wait on the list. Hirings, on the
other hand, are fairly plentiful, and it is a buyer's. market.
Given time, there is seldom difficulty in finding suitable, if not
perfect, accommodation. The quarters, which for the main
part, are old, but solid, at the moment, are about to be added
to by a "new patch," at present in construction: hirings are
mainly fairly modern fiats, thrown up hastily in great blocks
by speculative locals to meet a sudden, but decreasing, demand.
Most of the military families find their homes in the northern
suburbs of Valletta, Sliema, Paceville and Gzira, but there are
many more who prefer the open spaces of St. Paul's Bay and
other country districts.
With a car, it is possible to live
practically anywhere in Malta and still get to work on time
without having to wake at the crack of dawn. On the subject
of cars, the traffic system, or lack of it, must be seen to be
believed. The standard of driving is erratic and faith is found
a fair substitute for rules of the road. The only reason that
more people aren't killed is that the roads themselves make
any speed greater than dead slow almost impossible.
The Royal Signals element in Malta consists of two
Independent Squadrons and a co-ordinating Headquarters. 234
Squadron (Malta) deaJs mainly with internal communications
on the island, being involved with cable, auto and manual
exchanges, mobile radio, signal centre and Air Formation
Signals work. The personnel are made up of U.K . Based and
Locally Enlisted ranks, and a fair number of civilians. It has
a long and proud history going back to the formation of the
Malta Signal Section in 1923. This Squadron occupies the old,
but pleasant, Lintorn Barracks in Floriana, just on the outskirts of Valletta. 235 Squadron (COMCAN) whose Headquarters is at Imtarfa, some 10 miles from the capital, has its
detachments spread over the rest of the island, and its name
This Squadron employs only
gives its role and functions.
U.K. Based military and local civilians.
Malta's climate, with a long, hot summer and a short, mildish
winter, dictates very leisurely working hours, which leave plenty
of time for sports and recreations. As a general rule, there
are only two full and four half working days a week, but
owing to the shortage of sports fields, even these two afternoons
are used for league and cup fixtures.
It is difficult to
think of any sport, other than ski-ing, for which facilit!es do
nGt exist, and it is even possible to get that in by gomg to
ski courses run in Cyprus in the winter. Anything from polo
to karting, tennis to skin-diving, the facilities are there. One
of the more popular " odd" sports is water ski-ing, for which
the coast and climate is ideal. I n the competitive sports the
Squadrons either fie ld their own individual teams or combine
to form a Royal Signals (Malta) team. We have a name on the
island for sport, and although we don't yet run to a polo team,
we give a good account of ourselves in nearly every sport.
Off duty, Malta abounds in things of interest to cater for
nearly every taste. Historically and architecturally, there is
enough to keep one interested for a complete tour; for those
not so academically-minded, there are modem cinemas (with
not-so-modern films), restaurants, bars by the thousand; we
even have a TV station planned for this year. There are
excellent lidos set up for all military ranks, which are
extensively used during the summer, and the inter-Unit and
inter-Service social whirl ensures that there is no need
for anyone to be bored, unless they really insist on it.
As a po ting, Malta has much to offer. It has its frustrations
(don't they all) and the very size of the place is inclined to
induce claustrophobia, but with a sen e of humour and a
determination to get the best out of it, it could be your "best
station so far."
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Hughes, the Combined Services and Army East Africa lefthalf, fell heavily after a tackle in the opening minutes of the
game and retired to the touchline with a badly-sprained ankle.
H eavily strapped, he pluckily limped on to the field to don
the number n ine shirt with instructions to lean on the opposing
centre-half for support. Here, at last, was the long-lost remedy,
for H ughes introduced a hitherto unknown accuracy to the
forward shootin g, scoring twice hi mself and allowing the team
to gain sweet revenge wi th a 5-3 win. Nor was this a fl uke,
for with Lance-Corporal Cooper playin g outstanding at lefthalf, Hughes, without ankle strapping, donned the number nine
shirt for the second time again st H eadquarters, N airobi Garrison, and found the back of the net no less than seven times.
With all our teething troubles seemingly over, the unit is to be
congratulated on its fin al league record of played 14, won 12,
lost l , drawn l , goals for 56, goals against 18, and fresh battlegrounds are confidently sought midst the Kenya European
Civilian L eagues and Cup Competitions.
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Some of the transmitter site staff with both this year's and]las(year's shields. Standin, left to right : Lance Corporal
Yaxley, Sergeant Hingley, La.nee Corporal Mawson, Corporals Lines and Brough , Lance Corporal Vietch. Corporals Toms
and Valentine, Signalman Foster, Lance Corporals Rogers and Robertson . Kneel ing : Lance Corporal Winch, Major
Handy (OC Squadron) , WO 11 (F of S) Jupe, Mr. Pachebat (FBS), Lance Corporal Logan , Mr. Norman (EAA), Lieutenant
Glydon (OC Troop), Corporal Sanders

Radio Troop Transmitter Site have got themselves into the
news again by winning, for the second year running, the East
African Airways Corporation Shield for the most noteworthy
contribution to the Forees Broadcasting Service " Wireless for
the Blind ' Christmas Charity Appeal. £104 was raised by
the men at the site, only just over 20 altogether, and everyone
from W.O.II (F. of S.) J. B. Jupe to the youngest soldier,
Lance-Corporal F. A. Baugh, is to be congratulated on their
magnificent effort. The money paid for two programmes, which
were excellently presented by Lance-Corporal Denver, by
Corporal Brough, R E.M.E., and Lance-Corporal D. Lightfoot,
were very much enjoyed by the rest of the Squadron. The
shield was presented by Mr. Pat Pachebat, the director of the
FlB.S. Station, to Lance-Corporal F. A. Baugh; Mr. L.
Norman of East African Airways also came along to the presentation. After the ceremony everyone went into the canteen
for drinks and a cake, made specially for .the occasion by LanceCorporal J. Veitch, A.C.C. It was a pleasant break from normal
routine. The visitors enjoyed the "Pin-ups."
The Mercury Club has been dosed for redecoration, and
when it is re-opened, we hope it will once again be a smart,
comfortable, social centre for the Squadron. One of the anractions will be a library, which has been started by S.S .M. A. J.
Pearce.
Usually a library looses books rapidly, but our
S.S.M. hit on a novel idea for doing just the opposite; anyone who borrowed a book was asked to bring back two, andstranger than fiction-within a week he had 500 books on his
shelves. He spent the rest of the month gloating over certain
of 't:he titles, and being constantly amazed by some people's
choices.
Visitors continue thick and fast. The 0.C., Q.M. and S.S.M.
were presented to H.R.H. The Duke of Gloucester on his
recent visit to the station, and this month we have three
Signals Staff Colonels and the Quartermaster-General all within a fortnight.
Since it has proved impossible to keep up with everybody's
comings and goings, we will, from now on, publish at the end
of each monthly note, a list of all those of a certain rank or
trade, at present serving with the Squadron. This monththe. backbone of the Army, the $ergeants: Sergeant C. F.
Snuth, R.R.Op.; Sergeant N. Ladds, Tg. Tec;h.; Sergeant D.
M. Hingley, R.Tech. (Hy.); Sergeant G. W. Walker, Lmn.;
Sergeant J. E. Mellett, Sig. Cen. Op.; Sergeant A. Agnew, Cable
Jointer; Sergeant D. Jones ED.; Sergeant D. G. Ellen, Clerk;
and Sergeant G . J. MacNally, R.A.P.C.

(The above Notes were held from the April number of T
as they did nor arrive in time. The Notes continue.
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Safari News. Taking
a<!lvantage of the past couple
of months of very fine
weather, Lieutenant C. H.
Glydon, 0.C. of Radio
Troop has been taking some
of his Troop on various
photographic safaris.
The first one, in February,
was to Murchison Falls, in
Uganda, and Corporal James,
L ance - Corporals C a i n ,
Smales, Ibbotson and Riley
went on this one. Elephant,
hippo and crocodile were
seen in large numbers. They
~ .,. I!::.. W .0 . 11 A. J. Pearce
also visited the Ruwenzori
Mountains and saw some of the famous Congo pygmies.
This eight-day 1,600 mile trip was followed by two visits
to the game sanctuary of the Ngorongoro Crater in Tanganyik11,
and Arnboseli Reserve in Kenya. The first trip found Corporal
Williams (R.E.M .E.), Lance-Corporals Denver, Logan and
Robertson and Signalman Foster seemingly enjoying themselves pushing the Squadron safari vehicle out of mud, and
photographing charging rhino. They were, however, unlucky
that no lions were seen.
On the second, similar trip, when a long wheel-base Land
Rover was used jnstead of the Squadron's Chevrolet truck,
L-ance-Corporals Doughty, Smales, Croson and Huddart (A.C.C.)
and Signalman Warm an had more luck. There was no pushing
out of mud, and they also saw a total of 19 lions and l I rhinos,
gening within ro feet of some. Normally rhino are extremely
unfriendly and charge withou t provocation, so it is an interesting experience to drive to within 30 yards of one and then
watch it walk towards you to get a closer look.
After camping in the bush for four nights, it was a sad
blow to have to get back to work again, but it was unanimously
agreed that a safari with Lieutenant Glydon is an experience
not to be missed !
Sergeants' Mess. Last month the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants of the Squadron celebrated the roth anniversary of
236 Squadron's living with the Royal Air Force at Eastleigh. A
Wednesday afternoon was devoted to drinks and a buffet
lunch, and the S.S.M., W.0 .11 A. J. P earce, presented the
R.A.F. Mess with a Royal Signals plaque and engraved plate,
which commemorated the even t. The first very happy decade
at Eastleigh was thus brought to a close. Owing to the crush
indoors, we were unable to obtain any photographs of reason-

Sisnalman R. little (Trainer), Signalman Garbutt, Sergeant Marchment, R.E.M.E.,
Corporal Morgan, R.E.M.E., Corporal Cooper, Private Walker, A.C .C., Corporal
Vauchan , R. E. M.E., Lance Corporal Green , Lance Corporal Hughes, R. E. M.E.,
Maio r J. Handy, Captain J. M . Gurney, Lance Corporal Newton , Signalman James

able quality of the actual presentation, but the spirit of the
occasion is summed up by the photograph of our SergeantMajor on page 178.

Football. Soocer hopes are running high in COMCAN
this sea·1on. With the Nairobi Section of the Minor Units
League already won, at the cost of only one defeat from
fourteen matches, the unit side is confidently expected to
acquit itself well in the forthcoming Keµy a European Soccer
League and Cup Competitions.
The 1962-63 season got away to a faltering start in January,
when it was discovered that half the unit side were enjoying
belated Christmas leave on the sun-soaked shores of the Indian
Ocean.
A hurried postponement of the initial rwo hockey
fixtures eventually saw a well-tanned COMCAN XI take the
field against 92 Company K.A.R. for their first fixture of the
season.
.
The thrills and toil of this game have long since faded m
soccer memory except for re<;ording the birth of a goal-scoring
feud between ~ur COMCAN R.E.M.E. Workshop's centre-forward, Corporal Morgan, an~ ex-8th Regiment inside-forward
Lance~Corporal Green. This feud was finally solved by the
Soccer Officer some half-dozen matches later, when Corporal
Morgan was protestingly moved to full-back with the scores
Green 10, and Morgan 9.
The fates were exceedingly kind when an immediate replacement in the shape of Sergeant Marchment (R.E.M.E.), ex-14th
Regiment arrived to take over as skipper and. right-half from
Signalman Siddall. Siddall, at rather short n?tice, ~ad board.ed
a U.K.-bound Britannia on the conclusion of his Nauonal Service
with the Corps and will long be remembered for his soccer
services, both t~ the Unit and the East Africa Arf!!Y XI.
The team continued to play sound football, robbmg opponents
of their unbeaten records, and pushing all thoughts of personal
defeat into the realms of unreasonability. Lance-Corporal Green
and Lance-Corporal Hughes. were now est~blish<:d Combined
Services and Army East Africa players, whilst Private Wa~er,
the Sergeants' Mess cook and unit centre-h~lf, had received
recognition of his underestimated talents with games for a
.
Kenya Scotland representative XI.
At the expected height of the team success, a stra?g~, if n?t
unknown malady struck the forward line. The ms1de trio
were rendered inc'apable of placing the ball anywhere other th.an
the outside edge of upright and crossbar, and on~y one pomt
was gained from two successive games. In vam, Corporal
Morgan was recalled to the forward line; Co.rpo~al Sande!s, a
goal-snatching outside-right, could only set his. sights at either
comer flag, and Signalman Goodall, an established centre-forward, converted winger, displayed a marked reluctance to shatter
the serenity of the opposition's goalmouth.
Came the day when the return match against 8 Reece
Flight, the un,it's only conquerors dawned, and no remedy had
yet been found for the forwards' dilemma. Lance-Corporal

237 SQUADRON
Bangkok
The Bangkok Troop continues to flourish and there is still
no lack of volunteers for duty up there. One of the difficulties
of being out on a beam, militarily speaking, is that the sporting
facilities the Army provides so liberally elsewhere are conspicuously lacking. However, the Troop has managed to turn
out players for the Bangkok Sports Club and has organised
teams in several sports to play against various EuroJ>ean
organisations which have sports fields of their .own. It is surprising what a good team you can tum out with such a small
number from whom to choose. As Bangkok can be unpleasantly
hot, there is a great demand for swimming facilities. Heretofore we have had to do a trip of some sixty miles to the
seaside at Bang Saen, but an arrangement has now been reached
with an hotel which bas a small pool.
Bangkok is a city of canals (klongs) and as illumination along
their banks is often poor it is not surprising that quite a few of
the lads have fallen in! We reckon no one really 'belongs'
until he has had a ducking in a klong. The detachment claims
several records, among them that for the number of passengers
in a taxi (14) and in a samlaw (motorbike-cum-car, half the
size of a taxi, also 14).
Every month brings some major religious or state festival
and all men off duty generally tum out to see what goes on.
One very spectacular recent festival brought the whole city
to the banks of the river to see the gilded Royal barges row
past and our chaps woul~ !1~"'.er have g?t near the r.iver but
for the kindness of a Thai civilian who said a few magic words
that <>ained them admission to a superb vantage point. It was
only later that they heard that they had been introduced as very
important officers attending a conference!
Guide books tell us that the jungles near Bangkok abound
with crocs, tiger, elephant and so on. After a difficult. t~ip to
the crocodile centre we discovered an aged local who d1sunctly
remembered the last crocodile-fifty years ago! We have yet
to see a tiger, but got quite close to one in the National Park a
couple of weeks ago.
.
The Troop decided en masse to go and give blood a short
time ago and doubled the local Red Cross Blood Bank reserves
in a single visit. It was discovered that three members of the
Troop have unusual blood groups, and recently we had Cor~ral
Rennie standing by with a truck ready to dash to the hospital
and give blood should this be required on the birth of a baby
to German parents whose blood groups were i?compatible.
Quite elaborate arrangements :were made a?d .R eome ~uly gave
a transfusion as a result of which the baby 1s likely to hve. The
Troop is rather proud of this effort .in which pra~tically. every
member played a part either by domg extra duties, acnng as
telephone orderly or standing by as duty driver.

Singapore
You are all waiting to hear about our administrative. inspection so here is as full a report as our readers are likely . to
wish for: it's over! Anticipating a stand-down after the mspection, we had a full day's ~ix-a-side soccer programme
organised at Arn_oy Quee ~nd this prov~d a mos~ successful
occasion for besides revealing new sportmg stars 1t "."as very
well supported by the families, as was the social evenmg lat~
on. We have had to get by with somewhat deple,ted ranks m
consequence of the day's sport and W.0.11 0 Toole (who
broke a bone in his cheek) and Signalman Smoker (who busted
a knee and had a spell in hospital) will certainly remember it.
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We are no\· thinking of geuing the ladies onro the miniature
range and are quite prepared to di cover that they are better
marksmen than their husband .
Boat at Chin Bee and Amoy Quee are out of the water
for refurbishing and repainting before the end of the monsoon,
Cap t:i m Blashill and his cricketers are regularly down at the
net and ou r athletes are practising hard to uphold the honour
of. the Squadron in for thcoming 18th Regi ment sports. M ean while the suppor ters of the ar ts are joining in a Squadron ~rt
and hand icrafts competit ion which h as an adulc and two junior
ections. Entries so far received are quite impressive.

lUobile Detachment
This detachment rarely gets into the news but we must
record that it recently d id a deploy~ent exercise in which it
motored to a site and was through on a 800-mile circ111t within
2 \. hour . Some allied communicators ell.'Pressed polite unbelief
when the lads bragged about their performance afterwards,
so we are now committed to a repeat performance with quite
a lot of money at stake!
249 S QUADRON (FARELF)
If anyone in S.E. Asia with nothing better to do (perish the

thought) cared to pay us a visit they would find a large proportion of the Squadron in the process of being refreshed. We
have several courses running at the moment and it is rumoured
that Security Troop are awaiting authority to run a brief course
in Counter Espionage.
Several members of the Squadron have vanished into Signal
Training Centre for various reasons and even Sergeant Clark
has managed to escape from the Squadrnn Office into the comparative tranquility of S.T.C. and was last seen having a violent
argument with a teleprinter. At the time of writing Corporal
Hay is still with us and can often be seen wandering round and
round the swimming pool at the Britannia Club reciting the
syllabus of the F.0.S. course quietly to himself. We wish him
luck.
Sergeant Abbott lefit us in an alcoholic haze and we sincerely
hope he comes too before his 'X'I course starts.
ow we come to the most interesting snippet of information
ro come our way to date. I have it from a reliable source that
Staff Upfield has learned ro swim. Afiter only three lessons, I
am assured by Captain Davis, Staff was able to strike ·out on
his own.
There is a rumour at present rife throughout the Squadron
that S.S.M. Hammond was seen in his office the other day. This
is at present unconfirmed and the last reported l01;ation wa~
given as Macao, with the Combined Services hockey team.
The television club continues to make steady progress under
the guidance of Sergeant Hiles who, with a small but devoted
following can usually be found in Basha 9 at almost any time
of th{! day or night. Sailing is now on the upward climb after
a quiet period due to exercises and various other unwarranted
intrusions. The Squadron has once again excelled itself on the
sports field by winning both the inter-Squadron seven-a-side
rugby and the six-a-side soccer competitions.
In conclusion we offer congratulations to Signalman Firman,
o.r rather Mrs. Firman, on the birth of a daughter. Congratulauons also to Sergeant Chalmers on his recent promotion. and
to Signalman Sandlan on being selected to box for the Army
in this theatre.
25 ~
S q UADRON (AD EN)
Ge n e ral. Our last appearance in print promised an article
on life in Aden. That was last August., and much water has
flowed down the Red ~ea since then. Following a prodding by
<;.ommander, . Royal S1~a.ls, we _again launch into print, this
time to allevdate that sinking feeling common to all on hearing
of a posting to Aden.
Aden is neither as bad as the old soldier-<>r old wives~e it sound, or as good as the new recruiting posters make
it appear. Its cllmate is delightful in the Jess hot season· the
lowest temperature one freezing night last January being 64 °F.
The hot season is hell.
Sing~e acco~_modation consists of single-storey " GAN " huts,
each_ a1r-condiuoned barrack room housing six men. All ranks
receive a ;Loca 1 Over~eas Allo:wance, which is adequate. (The
currency 1s Ea~t Africa Shi~gs, a. decimal coinage, the exchange !ate bemg 1/- sterling equivalent to EAS 1.00, i.e.,
12 p::nnies = 100 cents).
Married accomm?<lation varies from excellent to deplorable.
The qual'ters consist largely of huge blocks of prefabricated
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flats, well furnished, with all air-cond itioned bedrooms, on the
Isthmus joining the barren rocks of Aden proper to the mainland. Hirings, which vary in standard, are situated either in
Crater, an area which describes itself, or on the M a'Alla
"straight." They are owned by Ara b landlords and consist of
six an d even eight-storey blocks.
The Services are reputed to spend some £2 million per year
on rents for them.
Priva te accommoda.tion, for which the
h ighest rate of L.O.A. is payable-approximately EAS 50.00 per
day-is scarce expen sive and subject to many rules and r egulations that the faint-hear ted soldier may be easily put off. But
it is obtainable, provided the requirer is prepared to persevere
with h is search relentlessly. The cost of hotel accommodation is prohibitive, and " calls forward " to hotels are not
permitted .
How long must one wait for the family? One or two old
soldiers can get an accompanied passage, but in general a wait
of at least IO weeks is inevitable- sometimes it is much longer.
"Unaccommodated" allowances are such that most people
break even- just. But with rents upwards of £40 per month
1mft,mished, it is not easy.
Aden is a big sea port, but in common with most Arab
towns, there are few Western-type amenities. There is an
Officers' Club in Telegraph Bay, and a NAAFI "Mermaid
Club" for O.R.s, both with excelient beaches, complete with
shark-nets. There are four open-air cinemas, about five reasonable restaurants, and a large number of drinking saloons,
camera shops, radio and watch shops, and emporia who call
themselves " general trnders "-a term which implies that they
are prepared to stock anything by, which they can trick the
purchaser into paying too much. Food, although plentiful, is
expensive, with the exception of melons and tomatoes, grown
in an agr.icultural scheme about five miles up the beach at
Abyan. Water--surprisingly-is plentiful, but its taste requires
getting used to. Most families cook by using bottled butane gas
from the neighbouring BP Oil Refinery, As in all overseas garrisons V.I.P. V'isitors are common-all in their honour, there are
a steady series of Retreats, Tattoos, Colour Troopings and the
like.
All forms of sport are played-even golf. We have just
won the Inter-Corps Basketball Competition, and OW' soccer
team goes from strength to strength. There is seldom a soccer
final in which we are not represented. Riding, Go-Karting,
hockey-even fishing, represented by Corporal Swift and bis
intrepid Lieutenant Vernon-and Staff Sergeant P11escott
toured Kenya for the Combined Services Middle East Hockey
Team. S.S.M. Kirk posed in a recent re<;ruiting poster as a
water-polo player. Everybody swims-we even do so during
working hours under the guise of "training."
In short, life in Aden is basically what one makes it. It
can be a very pleasant and interesting tour; or, as so succinctly
expressed by Signalman Connolly: "There's not much point in
seven days' RPs here: a tour in Aden is already 730 days'
RPs. The only people who uRwittingly enjoy Aden are the
very little ones, clad only in nappies-they thrive.

*

*

*

Stop Press.-Yes-terday, 4th April, 254 Squadron were victorious in the final of the Command Army Cup Soccer, beating
the team representing H.Q., Middle East Command Anny
Element by four goals to two--af.ter eX!tra time!
M a intenance Troop . The Troop consists of a Technical
Officer, Telecommunications, a Foreman of Signals, twenty
technicians and an electrician driver, at the time of writing.
The <tasks of the troop are similar to Maintenance Troops
elsewhere, but they have some interes.ting local angles.
For example, Lance-Corporal Barclay is detached to the Royal
Marines and finds himself involved in all Commando exercises;
it is notewomhy that he is the only National Serviceman· with
the Commando. Signalman Wright finds himself confronted
with repairs to the turret of a Centurion tank. Lance-Corporal
Lamber<t and Signalman W-right are now detached ito the
Federal Army. Corporal Piper, 0ur Electronic Technician, has
not been seen out of the R.A.F. Comcen Cypher Office since
he arrived. Lance-Corporal Mawby, a Telegraph Technician,
overdue upgrading, is at present keeping his hand in with
machines in the Comcen gaining knowledge for his upgrading.
Our T.O.T., Lieutenant H. Stevenson, and F. of S., Staff
Sergeant Nugent, are in the process of running a Command
upgrading course for Radia Technicians light XIII to XII
assisted by Captain T. W. Hackworth, our Admin istrative
Officer, and Sergeant B. Hill, our Telegraph Technician Sergeant. .
Thirteen technicians are a~tending the course, which is in
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its second week. We hope to be able to publish results at a
later date.

Exercises have included H .M .S. Centaur, Victorious, Ark Royal
and 8 Squadron R.A.F.

Lin e Troop. Although we choose to call ourselves Line
Troop we are in fact an S.W .S. -troop and it is in this capacity
that we fu nction in Aden. Before cont inuing with a resume
on our activities as an S.W .S. Troop it is felt tha t it should be
pointed out that although our main task is S.W.S. we may be
called upon to Jay line in the field, e.g., during t he Kuwait
operation we had the responsibility of telephonic communications within the Joint Administrative H.Q. Thus it can be said
that we have the dual role of both static and field line commun ications.
If the read er can imagine ·the vast amount of work entailed
setting up from almost nothing the telephone system for a Command H .Q. and divide by three, the result is the tasks which
our Troop faced before the battle commenced. The total is
divisible by three as we shared the t ask with the civilian P. & T.
department and 222 Air Formation Squadron. After almost
rwo years the work is almost complete. Again the main task
can be split into three categories, and these are major projects,
works orders and fault duties. To date all major projects given
to us have been planned and executed by the Troop itself.
The latest addition to our list of "project honours " was the
laying of the underground route from Little Aden to Falaise
Camp. This was sorely needed to replace a light steel pole
route which had been up approximately IO months after a
planned life span of only four months. The distance covered
by this route was exa<;tly 18,070 feet and an interesting piece
of Royal Signals - Royal Engineers co-operation went into its
completion. At one point there was a Michigan grader, a Fowler
bulldozer, a small bulldozer, a 3-ton G.S. Cargo, a cable trailer
and 19 sunburnt linemen working on the trenching. The system
was that the Fowler dozer angled its blade and scooped out a
run of 2ooft. - 3oof.t., 2ft. - 2ft. 6in. deep in three runs. The
cable and trailer was hauled along the trench and the cable
laid in, and the grader followed up behind and back filled . Net
result 3ooft. of cable laid and backfilled in rocky ground in
about three hours. Needless to say that when this goes to press
the ca ble will be working. We have three more major projects
in the near future and one of a more fat eresting nature in the
form of the complete rewiring " te!ephoae wise " of one of the
up-country s.tations.
It is hoped to bring you a report on the completion of another
project in our next ·notes.

Air Su1•ply Platoon, R.A.S.C. It is probable that
in the fu ture we will provide a link between the Airfield and
the D.Z. for the Air Supply Platoon on exercises.
On top of th e above minor commitments we assist tn , or
provide morse training for the Infantry Battalions, Colony
Morse Broadcast which is sent out daily except Sunday on
M.C.W. at 6, 12 and x8 w.p.m., Internal Security Exercises,
Officer Voice Procedure L ectures, etc. On the roth April we
are staming off a training C.W. link on T53/RAR88D and SR
Cu/R210 between Bahrain, Aden, Nairobi.
There is no lack of work for this Troop.

Radio Troop. It is a long time since we last appeared
in print, i.e., just before Kuwait. The Troop spent an interesting and, after things had quietened, an enjoyable time there,
ably abetted by our U.K. reinforcements. The Squadron raised
soccer, basketball, water-polo, snooker, billiards and darts teams
which competed regularly against Kuwait Oil Company teams.
On top of this two members were in the Royal Signals VI which
won the Plate Competi·tion in the K.0.C. 1961 six-a-side hockey
competition. Our favourJte opponents was the Nadi Club,
who always sat us down to an Arab feast afterwards.
After our return we spent some time sorting ourselves out,
after which we got down to ·the more mundane things of life.
Our role in Aden itself is to provide rear link communications
for any unit requiring them. Some of the more interesting ones
are as follows:
45 Command o Admin istration Rear Link. Whenever the Regiment goes out on either ground or carrier exercises with Bulwark the Troop provides a rear link from the
Regiment in the field •to its base located in Little Aden. The
detachment is commanded by Corporal Mitten who is greatly
liked by the Royal Marines, much to his disgust, as he swears
that they do nothing but mar<;h everywhere and dig holes when
they stop. On one occasion Corporal Mitten was seen manpacking a CI2 on his back, a pressel switch in his right hand
and his aer.ial (a 52 set Cdn. Telescopic) in his left.
IO B rigad e Medlen) Company. The Company
goes up-country at least once a month doing Casualty Evacuation, Mountain Rescue, and Heat exercises. The Detachment
provides an HF. link back 1to the Federal Regular Army H.Q.
in Aden, who keep a 24-hour net open for their own up-country
stations and any units exercising in the area, and a V.H.F. set
for talking down ithe helicopter and Twin Pioneer should a
CASEV AC become necessary.

Assn. At present we provide the operators to man the
G.L.O. wireless sets at TAC Ops. on Khormaksar Airfield.
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After the disastrous floods, inevitably comes the prospect of
drought. Already S.S.M. Young's gardens are taking on a
parched aspect and the red murrum dust is dancing, dervishlike around the camp. Lethargy creeps upon one in the heat
of the afternoon, but a compensating factor is that one finds
various offices occupied by their owners seeking shade.
There is heavy breathing each Sunday morning at rx.oo
hours, when eleven portly gents from Buller Camp Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess take the field to compete in the
Nairobi Social Football League. Thirty minutes each way
with a 20-minute interval for " shandies " is the programme,
and anyone who is reasonably fit is promptly banished to the
touch-line. Fortunately, too, the rules are a la Continental
plus, for substitutes are allowed to an unlimited number.
Immediately one feels the heat, on comes a substitute and
off goes an old one, to partake of sustenance not necessarily
mixed with lemonade. The result doesn't really matter, and
after the match the " social " part of the league title really
comes into its own. We recommend it.
The news that his notes 10 THE WIRE are actually read by
someone is not only astonishing, but actually heartwarming
to the 'umble author when one has positive proof.
In October's WIRE I reported the gift of a plaque to our
Mess by the members of 209 Squadron, whom we had entertained ro a social evening when they were sojourning in
Nairobi.
This plaque was unfortunately destroyed in the
ensuing fire in the Sergeants' Mess, which was reported in
October's WIRE.
The above-mentioned members have since forwarded aaother
plaque, which we assure them will take a place of honour
in our new Mess. May we of I Squadron extend our grateful
thanks through the pages of THE WIRE for their kind gift.
I still maintain that their Sergeant-Major would have made
a talking point, fixed in the vacant place, but let that not detract from our gratitude.

FEDEllAL REGULAR AJI HY S QUA DllON
On the 29th November, 1961, the title Aden Protectorate
Levies ceased to exist, and the Force was redesignated "The
Federal Regular Army of the Arnirates of the Southern S!ates of
Arabia." This event was marked by a parade at Al ltuhad at
which His Excellency the Governor handed to each of the
Battalions and Training Battalion a Regimental Colour. This
was the Formal Handover of the Aden Protectorate Levies to
the Chairman of the Supreme Council of the Arab Amirates
of the South. The Minister of Defence, H.H. Sultan Fadhle
Bin Ali Al-Abdali will now be responsible for the Federal
Regular Army. The Squadron, under Major R. H. Gilbertson,
was responsible for the publi<; address system used by the
Governor and the Chairman of the Supreme Council.
The Christmas preparations then got underway and the
Squadron held a cocktail party in the "Jimmy Club " for all
members of the Squadron and their wives and guests. The real
highlight of our Christmas celebrations was the Squadron
annual dinner party held in the Holkat Bay Restaurant, at
which all ranks and their wives sat down together to enjoy the
rypical English Christmas fare.
The Squadron has undergone a few changes, Captain W. E.
A. Edmonds to B.A.0.R., Corporals Peplow and Dickason to
213 Squadron, Corporal Chambers to the wilds of civvy street;
arrivals: Sergeant Cann from Northern Ireland, Corporals Kerr,
McKnight from U.K., Sergeant Stidworthy from School of
Signals, who is n,o stranger to the Squadron having been our
M.T. Corporal on. his previous tour.
At present the Squadron is deployed on operation and we
hope to give a detailed account of this in our next contribution.
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Spt>eial 01u~ ratio111s. The "Brighton March."-" Tough
and Technical," our Regimental slogan, was justified by results
on the last week-end in March, during which, the County of
London T.A. Association sponsored a gruelling 44 - mile,
London-to-Brighton M arch, for The Courage Trophy.
As well as providing all the equipment and personnel for
th~ wireless communications necessary for controlling the March,
the Regiment also fielded a team of enthusiasts to enter the
event itself-led by Second-Lieutenant D. Manders-the team
proving tough enough to finish 12th out of the 27 teams that
completed the March. Our associated Squadron, 305 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (Parachute Brigade), also fielded
two teams.

Army Rugby

In the replay of the final round of the Army Rugby U~on
Youth Challenoe Cup, Penney House, Army Apprentices
chool Harrog::l:e, defeated " C " Company, A.A.S .. Chepstow,
.
the hoiders by two tries (6 points) to one try (3 pomts).
The match was played at Harrogate on Saturday, 7th Ap_ril,
the first encounter between the two teams at Chepstow hav1Dg
resulted in an 8-8 draw.
.
:
Conditions for the replay were only just short ~ impossible:
heavy and continuous rain had reduced the playlDg surface to
the semblance of black porridge, thickly sweetened by a liberal
adm ixture of black treacle. To make matters ~orse, a lateral
wind of about five-eights of gale force blew gustily through<;mt.
Harrogate, having won the ross _and el_ected to play against
the slope, Chepstow kicked off and lffime~1ately for_ced the pac~
with clever use of the windward touchline, forming the basis
of a sustained series of attacks into Penney House territory.
These culminated as always seemed likely in the first score,
when after 15 minutes, "C" Company, Chepstow, who had
established a clear ascendancy in the set scrums, heeled clearly
and sent their three-quarters away for the first and only time
in the game. Miraculously, in view of the_ condit~ons, the_movement did not break down, and HambllD, thetr capt~ID, got
over for a splendid try near the corner flag. The kick, not
surprisingly, failed.
.
othing daunted-though they might well have beenPenney House fought back, .and h_ad their efforts ~ewarded by
being g iven two penalties ID qmck succession nght . on the
Chepstow line. Kicking was clearly out of the question, but
the heroic efforts of the entire Harrogate pack to " bulldoze "
their way over, were somehow foiled, and half-time arrived
with the score still standing at 3--<> in favour of "C" Company
Chepstow.
Penney House attacked strongly from the re-start, and a
concerted forward rush carried the ball over the opposing line :
mud had long since rendered individual players un recognisable,
and it might have been any one of three forwards who scored,
as it is, credit for the actual touch-down is given to A/T
P. J. Davies. It goes without saying that A/T Crow's gallant
attempt at conversion did not succeed.
Play now swayed excitingly from one end of the field to
the other, as each side in rum exerted pressure. Chepstow
maintained their superiority in the set scrums, hooking three
times to Harrogate's once. But the ball was so slippery that
despite the excellent service from their scrum-half, Chepstow
could build up no three-quarter movement and Penney House's
lively pack were quick to capitalise on their opponents' mistakes.
One of these indeed-and inevitably-prefaced a second
devastating "hack and follow" by the lively Harrogate forwards,
which enabled Lowry to set the seal on a splendid captain's
game by achieving the touchdown himself; Crow's efforts to
make the ball stand up long enough for him to kick it proved
of no avail, and this try, too, remained unconverted.
Thus Penney House took the lead, 6-3, but Chepstow had
by no means had their final fling: twice judicious kicks ahead
crossed the Harrogate line, only for the pursuers to be foiled,
first by Randall and then by Pearson, who stuck to his unenviable full-back's task most manfully throughout.
By now the sweet scent of victory had overcome, in Harrogate's nostrils, the pervading odour of mud, and they amply
held their own till no-side. A dour and difficult battle it may
have been, but there can be no doubt that Penney House
mastered the abominable oond itions the better and thoroughly
deserved their victory, which brought them the added distinction of being the first side ever to beat A.A.S ., Chepstow, in
this competition.

llEGllUENT

Royal Signals Hockey
Royal Signals v. Welbeck College
2 1st March, 1962

21st ltlarcb, 1962
Welbeck must be congratulated on gaining their first victory
against the Corps. The teams were very evenly m~tched but
Welbeck, always direct in t~eir appro~ch, took ~eir chances
whilst the Corps forwards fnttered theirs away with too much
close passing.
Welbeck started the match at a furious pace, obviously determined to run the ' old ' men off their feet. The Corps defence
with Jolly outstanding, stood firm and gradually the pace of .the
game was controlled and the Corps took command. Goals JUSt
would not come and though wingers created openings the punch
was lacking in the centre. Five minutes from half-~ime Welbec~
with swif.t cross-field passing created half an opemng and their
inside-right cracked in a perfect shot from the edge of the
circle. The goal rejuvenated the College and they pr~ssed hard
until half-time and were unlucky not to score aga1D from a
penalty bully. Goalkeeper Brewis. hav_ing concede?. the bull.Y
stickless, cleared with ease thus silencmg those <;ntical of his
stick ability.
The second half followed a similar pattern, the Corps dominant in mid-field but failing to convert chances into .g?als. A
quick clearance caught the Corps defence out of poslt!on and
although Bird gallantly stood on the ball he was unable to prevent the second goal. The Corps fought back to try to reduce
rhis lead but could not pierce the competent College defence.
Special mention must be made of Major B. Edwards playing
what may well be his last game in Corps Colours. He gave the
Welbeck defence an uncomfortable afternoon and was our only
forward to look like scoring. Bob will be missed next season
both on and off the field since he has contributed so much to
Corps hockey as player, coach and umpire.
The team which represented the Corps was as follows: 0

Major R. 0. Edwards
Captain I . F. Bird
Captain A. C. Earl
Captain A. R. Bushell
Lieutenant D . Jolly
Second-Lieutenant Darby

Ett. 1749

Second-Lieutenant P . R. Brewis
W.0. I. Lombard
Staff Sergeant Howie
Sergeant W . B. Brown
Sergeant Bodclington

Phone 2108

W.METUALFE
The S ports Depot
STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROY AL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTIDNG
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS

RICHMOND,

YORKS.
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Tactical Operations. " Greenfields" and "The GPlan Ops." !-In anticipation of our "Greenfields" Camp in
the first fortnight of July, pre-planning, training and general
activity gets brisker daily, and with it, a mounting enthusiasm
throughout the Regiment.
Early in the New Year, our Command Team (LieutenantColonel S. R. Beazley, Major S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D., and
Major G. F. M. Pike) produced "The G-Plan," a series of weekend tactical operations, designed as a gradual training build-up
to " Grecnfields," and its aim: Operational Efficiency, which, as
the C.0. said recently, is only possible with the co-ordinated
efforts of all ranks towards the achievement of its 'p rime factors,
High Morale plus Technical Proficiency.
Social Activity.
Since we last went to press, in
November, this has included : the Regimental dance and prizegiving in December, which has never before received such
popular acclaim; much of the credit for this being due to
S.S.M. D. H . A. Alexander, B.E.M., whose tireless efforts
were an example to all.
A social evening, held in February, by the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess, to which they invited members of the
Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades' Association, proved another major success, and we hear that it was truly an occasion
of "Yeoman Yams."
The Wandsworth Military Ball was at the end of March,
at which Major F. Ruthven, O.C. of our Putney Squadron,
representing the C.O., received a magnificently illuminated
scroll from the Mayor of Wandsworth, embodying the formal
adoption of the amalgamated Regimt;nt by . the Wandswort?
Council. Three members of the Reglffient, ID full dress umform of The Middlesex Yeomanry (Duke of Cambridge's
Hussars), and their leader, .Staff Sergeant Abbot, provided part
of the Full Dress Guard.
I•erson:al Coluuan . Welcome to W.0.1 I. D. C. Currie,
our new Regimental Sergeant-Major. Although this is now a
somewhat belated welcome, we nevertheless hope he will enjoy
his stay with the Regiment.
Congratulations, on their recent appointmentments and promotions, to: W.0.II J. C. Clark to R.Q.M.S.; Corporal W. H.
French to Sergeant; Corporal J. E. Heaton to Sergeant; Corporal
K. D. Keen to Sergean t; Signalman D . P. Wain.man to LanceCorporal.

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A number of vacanci es, offering good career
prospects, ex ist fo r :-

Cyphe~ Operators
l,. Male and Fem ale
Tele printer Operators )
W ri te, gi ving details of education , qualifi-•
cat ion s and ex pe rience, to :Perso nne l Office r, G.C.H .Q . (RC0/6),
Fore ign Office ,
53 , Cl aren ce Street, Cheltenham, G los.
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THE LONDON-BRIGHTON MARCH
S.S.M . Wyllie, Signalmen Titmus, Swift, Snowden, Bell, Stapp
Dumbleton and Second-Lieutenant Manders

52nd (LOWLAND) llEGIMENT (T.A.)
321 Squadron. On yet another drizzling Sunday morning, the intrepid soldiers of 321 Squadron (T.A.), Barrhead,
assemble in the Drill Hall and await the formality of muster
parade. Some are in uniform, some are not; some have a hangover, some have not; some are kee? .to work, soi;i:ie are no~;
but they all have in common a willmgness to give of thetr
leisure time to the Territorial Army.
In recent years, the role of the Squadron has changed
several times, and at present we are under the eye . of a
somewhat Orwellian " Big Brother "-fortunately not qmte of
the " 1984" type. Ii he were, alas, we should have all been
long redundant, as the communi<;ations we offer are sometimes
as effective as Red Indian smoke signals. But were the need
to arise, we would certainly send up our smoke signals with the
best of them.
Our " Big Brother "-52nd (Lowland) R~ent (T.A.), with
which we have been amalgamated-has 1Dtroduced a more
formal military note to the Squadron. More comprehens!ve
and varied training courses are now run than was possible durmg
our period as an independent Squadron. I'.urther, the new
relationship with our associate Squa~ons provides the welcome
stimulus of healthy inter-Squadron nvalry.
At this time of year, when spring is about to blossom ~orth,
we, too, are beginning to s?ake off the trammels of W1Dter,
and soon we shall be helpmg Mother Nature to adorn the
countryside by festooning the odd few miles of cable along the
hedgerows and by erecting the ~casional aerial mast t~ ~lend
with the growing foliage. Can It be that we are unwmmgly
following a greater plan than that ~:V:O up by our O.C., by so
conforming to the schemes and act:1.vrt1es of nature? Oh well,
perhaps not! The experiem;e gain ed and the benefit derived
from these week-ends and one-day exercises often appear to end
rather indecisively, yet seem to bear fruit at armual camp,
which this year will be at Blandford.
The number of recruits joining is encouraging and it looks
as if the present recruiting campaign is achieving some success.
Perhaps the abolition o~ ~ational S.ervice means that the T .A.
will thrive and prosper m Its own nght. As the c~mplete r~
dowti of National Service has only recen tly ended, 1t is possible
that those who previously believed that they were escaping
military service, now realise tha~ t?ey are ~ssing som~thing.
It is noted too, that the ma1onty of National Servicemen
who blinded,' grumblt;d and compl~~ed th:ir way throu~out
their two years' service, now remm1sce wistfully about Do
you remember when . . . "
.
.
.
We must finish on a more senous note. Captain I. C. Gibson,
our P.S.O., is leaving to take up a post with a well-known
radio firm. We are extremely sorry to lose him, and ~ffic~s
and men join in wishing him the best of good fortune m his
chosen career.
6 Ula
UEGllUENT
( T . A .}
and I Sc11m tlron (Sheffield). The longawaited move of R.H.Q. and l Squadron from Crabtree T.A.
Centre Sheffield, took place during February 1962, and we
are now firmly settled in our new abode. Far better facili~es,
including miniature range and covered garage accommodation
are now available and the greatly-increased attendance on
training nights and week-ends prove the popularity of the
move.

n.U.Q.
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On unday, 1 Ith March, the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate
for meritorious T.A. service was presented to W.O.II H.
Greaves by ir Frederick Neill, C.B.E.• o.s.o., T.D., D.L., D eputy
Lieutenant of the County. The occasion took the form of a
short parade followed by " Ar Homes " in the Officers' Mess,
Warrant Officers' and Sergeanrs' Mess, and Junior Ranks'
Club. This was very much in the nature of a " house-warming "
of our new T.A. Centre, and we were honoured by the presence
of the Lord Mayor of Sheffield, the Chief Constable, Brigadier
and 1.rs. D. A. Pringle, and many other guests.
On 27th March, Brigadier D . A. Pringle, O.B.E., Chief Signal
Officer, orthem Command, carried out our Annual Administrative Inspection. There was a large anendance of T .A.
Volunteer' and the Chief Signal Officer was able to see all
aspects of T .A. training and meet many members of the
Regiment. The C.S.O. also saw our recently-acquired Manor
Cadet Detachment, Royal Signals A.C.F., and was photographed with their football team, which won the We t Riding of
Yorkshire A.C.F. Six-a-Side Football Competition.

2 Squadron . ottingham). W.O.II R. F. Dobbs has
now joined the Squadron as Senior P.S .I., and is busy senling
down to the T.A. life.
The Squadron is now under Command of Major E. Holmes,
who succeeded Major G. H. Hilliar, T.D., in October, 1961. The
move from Beeston to Wigman Road T.A. Centre caused a
drop in attendance for a time, but this is now picking up and
several successful week-ends have been held, which have also
been attended by the Glossop Detachment under Captain G.
Sharples and Lieutenant R. Mistlin.
The Chief Signal Officer visited Glossop and Nottingham on
28th March as part of the Annual Administrative Inspection,
and so far no " horrors " have been reported.
404

SQlJADllO~

,\.E.U.

404 began life as the Army Reserve Wireless Squadron; it
became 2 Press Communication Squadron, A.E.R., and under
that title took part in the Suez operation. Now, as a Category l
A.E.R. unit, it has a special role to play in providing the press
communications which are beyond the capacity of the regular
units in the order of battle.
In order that the unit should train most effectively, it was
decided that the Category 1 extra training commitment, which
in the case of most other A.E.R. units is met by affiliations to
local T.A. Signal units, should be met by the affiliation of 404
to 3rd Regiment. Lieutenant-Colonel T. W. Baynes, M.B.E.,
Commanding 3rd Regiment took up the suggestion eagerly,
and as a result, 70 members of the Squadron descended upon
Ward Barracks at Bulford on the week-end of 24th/25th March.
This is easily said, but the Squadron recruits its personnel from
all over the British Isles, and as a consequence, many men
had to travel all night to attend, some lost work in order to
get away in time to catch trains on the Friday, and there
were some who lost Saturday and Sunday on duty in order
to attend. When it coses numey io ccme, you have to be
enthusiastic.
This first meeting between the two units was especially important in view of their furure close association, and 3rd Regiment were geared up splendidly to look after us. The enthusiasm and interest with which they brought us to an understandin~ of their organi~ation and problems found a ready response m 404. We realised that we both have experience and
knowledge which could help the other, and it is gratifying to
record the happy bond which we feel has been established.
Col?nel Baynes and his Second- in~Command, Major F. M.
S. ~inter, succe~ded admirably in conveying the principles
behind the strategic reserve and the main signal responsibilities
to an attentive audience, and M11jor J. Stubbs from Southern
<;:omma~d Public Relations Office, introduced u~ to the organisauon behind the war correspondent and his particular needs.
A number of searching technical and administrative questions
from the Squadron, directed at a joint panel of 3rd Regiment
and 404 Squadron officers, sparked off a lively discussion and
really set the seal on the Saturday's activities.
This was
foll?wed by an extremely well-<>rganised demonstration of radio
equipment for those concerned as operators or technicians and
the remainder of us were introduced to the mysteries of the
SL rifle.
On the Sunday morning, strengthened by the previous night's
hospitality, in the respective messes (some among us seemed
strangely weakened) we were all firing the new weapon on a

nearby range. Once again our regular colleagues, apparently on
the principle that since we were daft enough, they could do
no less than sacrifice a Sunday, provided both instructors and
butt party.
The outstanding impression was that the week-end had been
tremendously valuable and that all the effort involved in reaching Bulford was amply repaid. We hope that our Regular Army
coll~gues i~ 3rd ~egi ment feel that the tremendous work they
put mto tlus exercise was worth the effort. We are convinced
of it.
On the week-end 7th / 8th April, ten members of the Squadron
took part with 304 Squadron (T .A.) on Exercise " Indivisible,"
at Blacon. This was another successful exercise, and a party
of 30 Sea Cadets visiting the site on the Sunday morning,
were visibly impressed by a control station ruling a net ranging
from Eastbourne to Aberdeen, over which hand-traffic was
being passed by some hurrying keys.
The Squadron's training nets still occupy the skyways every
Sunday morning, and we hope that this year will see even more
of our members becoming registered amateurs. This is the
way to keep a reserve which is active in every sense.
410

SQUADUON

A.E.U.

Until January we were unique in having a phantom O.C.,
and so were delighted when Major W. A. Dalziel joined us
from the T.A. Since his appearance he has begun to establish
everything on a firm footing faithfully aided and abetted by
Captain P. MacLeod and despite hinderances from Captain I.
Blake in Dublin, who insists that all correspondence be sent
in a plain envelope and addressed in green " Biro " to fool the
I.R.A.!
Ait the time of writing 410 has not met as a unit, and although
many of the members know each other from their days in 82nd
Regiment, the Squadron as yet is nothing more than lists of
names and a collection of coloured dots on a map in the office.
Every so often the O.C. looks at it and sighs; his problem is
that of arranging out-of-camp training weekends require a system of speedy transport which Scotland does not possess. It's
easy enough to get hold of those in Edinburgh and Glasgow,
but what about the ones in Aberdeen, Oban, Inverness?
A London-based conference held in February was attended
by the O.C., and although there was much useful discussion the
details of the role we are to play have yet to be tested in the
field. However, there is a certain piquancy in the fact that we
are liaising with all sorts of exciting and faintly exotic units of
the R.E. and R.A.S.C. One man at .t he conference announced
that he was from " the Fast Launch Company " and he bad a
splendid moustache (" Whiskers if worn shall be of moderate
lengcll " ?) So this conjures up the vision of Major Dalziel in
sparkling flannels, yatching cap and one of those smart navy
blue blazers dashing away to Cowes-" Just off for a recce."
One of the most ex<;iting prospects is that as a Category I
unit we shall be expected to reach a standard comparable with
that of the Regular Army so we can fit into a complex of units
in an emergency and function efficiently right from the start.
The London conference left us in no doubt that unless we can
swing into top gear at the very beginning, during the initial
unloading of cargo, we shall be worse than useless. Part of the
attraction in becoming a member of what will no doubt turn
out to be something of an " elite " group, is that it will be necessary to attain a degree of flexibility unnecessary for most Signal
units. Added to this is the fact that nearly everything at this
stage is "experimental."
Camp will take place initially at Blandford, but for the second
week we shall move to Marchwood to participate in Exercise
Pablo II being staged by Force H.Q. Certainly June is a
more attractive time than October, during which month 82nd
Regiment had two successive training seasons and nobody who
was there can ever forget 1961 of wet and muddy infamy.
In welcoming all those who are now part of 410 we should
like to point out that apart from technical training we hope to
~old our own in other fields of Army life, notably spOI't. There
1s no reason to suppose that June will prevent a Scottish unit
from playing numerous games of football, and a look down
the list shows that a goodly number of players from 82nd have
come to us. Whilst commiserating with 82nd Regiment, who
gave us birth, one is reminded of the Walrus and the Carpenter, who, you may remember, sorted out " those of the largest
size," we would like to assure Colonel Lawrie that we shall take
good care of his former players. Can we suggest a ma·tch perhaps?
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Roy a l Signals (Hackbrldge) Troop, Surrey ACF
Afftllated to: 2 Squadron 4lst Regiment
(Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment) T.A.
Whilst THE WIRE is primarily a Corps magazine for the
Regular Army and T.A. I feel that many serving and exmembers of the Corps may be interested to hear of a rather
unusual achievement by a Royal Signals A.C.F. Troop.
The Cadet i::roop was very keen to enter the recent County
of London Brighton march as their parent T.A. Unit was
putting up a team~ but this was not possible as arrangements
for A.C.F. competitors could not be made this year. It was
decided there.fo~ e that a team should be raised unofficially in
order to ~e e if m fact Cadets could compete this distance and
carry the same kit as the T.A.
All the volunteers had an Army medical by courtesy of
Captain K. Walker of 47 Field Ambulance R.A.M.C. T.A. and
training with 2 Squadron started in early February. This continued each Sunday until every Cadet could march 20 miles
withou t suffering acute discomfort. By this time the "team"
had been reduced to six Cadets and it is interesting to note
here that, of these six, four are waiting to go into the Regular
Army. We had also acquired four members of 301 Parachute
Field Squadron R.E. T.A. who volunteered to accompany the
Cadets and at the same time use the march as a training run
for their own rough training competition later this summer.
We should like to thank Major Hobbs, 301 Parachute Squadron,
fo r "loaning " these parachutists.
The Cadets completed the march to Brighton without any
casualties and in good shape at the end of the second day. They
marched the same distance in battle order with arms and the
only " cheating " allowed was that an emergency vehicle
manned by Corporal Simpson and Lance-Corporal Marshall
of 2 Squadron kept in touch with the marchers and made
numerous brew ups during the weekend. These two N.C.O.s
also erected the Cadets' bivouacs and cooked a hot meal for
them in our own bivvie area near Handcross; it being felt
tha t it was rather a lot to ask of Cadets to do this as well as
the march. The ages of the Cadets were: three of them 14
years and the other three 15 years.

In yiew ~f the Cade.ts' achievement the C.O. 41st Regiment
T.A. 1s hoping to obtam some form of modified certificate that
they completed the march and is also allowing the award of
Regimental medallions to the Cadets as well as the T.A.
personnel who completed the march. These two items, needless to say, being greatly appreciated by the Cadets.
May I conclude this article by thanking all at R.H.Q. and
2 s.quadron for their kind assistance on this effort; particularly
Maior Luttman-Johnson, the Second-in-Command, for fixing
us up with a bivvie area and Major Clarke, 0.C. 2 Squadron,
and Permanent Staff Instructors for unlimited assistance to
the Cadet Troop as usual. Finally, I would like to say a very
sincere " thank you " to Corporal Simpson and Lance-Corporal
Marshall of 2 Squadron who gave up an entire weekend for
the Cadets and did all the dreary routine chores. Their efforts
were indeed greatly appreciated.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
The minutes of the 16th Meeting of Branch Representatives of the Royal Signals Association held at
Headquarters 47th Signal Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Duke of York's Headquarters: London,
S.W.I, on Saturday, 31st March, 1962.

The meeting was attended by 63 representatives of the following 44 Branches: Aldershot, Bath, Bedford, Birmingham,
Blackpool, Bournemouth, Bristol, Cardiff, Catterick and District, Central Scotland, Cheltenham and District, Chester,
Chesterfield, Chislehurst and District, Croydon and District,
Darlington, Harrogate, Hull, Jersey, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool, London, London North, Loughborough, Manchester,
Middlesbrough, Newark, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Nottingham, Oldham, Portsmouth, Port Talbot and District, Reading and
District, Salisbury, Scarborough, Shrewsbury, Southampton,
West Hartlepool and District, Torbay and District, Tunbridge
Wells, York, No. 27 Unit Branch (3rd Regiment), No. 24 Unit
Branch (24th Regiment).
Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel
Commandant, Chairman of the Association, welcomed the
representatives and after it being proposed by Mr. T. Black,
Liverpool Branch, and seconded by Captain J. Birchall, of
Manchester Branch, and approved by ·~he Meeting, he signed
the Minutes of the 151lh Meeting, which had been sent to
branches and published in THE WIRE. He continued:
I.

Mr. W. Butler
You will all be sorry to learn of the death on 13th February
of Mr. W. Butler, the first Secretary of the Associacion, 1920t945. Under the direction of such famous men as Brigadier
R. W. Willan, Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, Major-General
Sir Ronald Penney, he guided the Association during the first
years of its formation, from the Royal Engineers Signal Service
Association.
He established the Offices and continued as Secretary during
the War, 1939-45-the office was bombed out at least once.
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He was Editor of THE WIRE from 1921-45, the first Editor
being Mr. Gordon Paling, Tunbridge Wells Branch, who died
a few years ago.
The funeral, near Leighton BU2zard, was attended by Mr.
Jacob, of Bedford Branch, on behalf of us all.
Thank You
I know you will wish me on your behalf to thank LieutenantColonel S. R. Beazley and the 47th Regiment (Middlesex
Yeomanry) T.A., who have so often in the past kindly made
arrangements for our Meeting.
Signal Officer-in-Chief
Immediately I have finished my report, Major-General
A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., the Signal Officer-in-Chief, js going
to tell us something of the state of our Corps. He has given us
one of the few Saturdays he has free during the year and we
should thank him.
Financial Statement
The financial effect of the establishment of Regimental
Headquarters
(a) 1961 was by no means a full year in that, although
established in 1960, Regimental Headquarters did not
become effective until February 1961, and indeed, many
matters remain uncompleted, it is clear that the SAVING
IN COSTS OF ADMINISTRATION IS, and will be, very considerable. Subject to final check, the saving is nearly
50 %-in the region of £4,000.
(b) We shall get a more accurate picture in 1962, but I do
not expect to reach finality until 1963.
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The 1961 Accounts
In 196o there was a deficit of £ 839.
In 1961 there was a surplus of £ 2,199.
That i the main thing.

Gain : £ 3 038.

I will not bore you with a lot of figures . You will have an
opj)\)rtunity of studying the accounts in ~etail after they have
been scrutinised by the Central Commmee and before the
Annual General Meeting.
Suffice to say that with two exception , the various items were
much the same in 1961 as in 1962, and where there was a
difference it was anticipated. The two items I refer to are:
(a) Support of the Association by Regiments and Squadrons
of the Corps. Despite considerable reductions in the
numbers of units and of the total men serving in them,
the comparative figures are
1960
£3,500
.1961
£3,300
A reduction of only £200 is a very remarkable thing,
and I think we should all express our thanks to the
Signal Officer-in-Chief and ask him to pass on our gratitude to all concerned.
(b) ''The Wire." In 1960 there was a small profit, £172;
in 1961 a considerable loss, £995. THIS WAS ANTICIPATED.
During 1961 the Executive Cornmi11tee considered this
and approved that this loss be accepted as an effort to
maintain and indeed improve the standard of THE
WIRE. The Central Commirtee in October, 1961, confirmed this, but directed that a questionnaire be sent out
w the Corps and the Association to get the feeling of
readers. We shall be discussing this paper this afternoon.
State of the Association and the Effect of the end of National
Service.
New Members. In l96o, 3,621, of whom 367 were enrolled
by branches. In r961, 759, of whom 430 were enrolled by
branches. Well done, the branches.
In the e figures is an increase in new L ife Members, 381 in
1960; 492 in 1961.
It will be seen, therefore, that of the new members enrolled
by units nearly all were Regulars, nearly all Life Members.
Three Branches Unhappily Ceased during 1961
BRIGHTON: Chiefly because of the withdrawal from Preston
Barracks of the 4th Independent Squadron. Without the support of the Squadron the Branch could not continue.
ORTHAMPTON : Ceased chiefly because there was no one to
keep it going.
HEFFIELD has ceased for the same reason, but I have hope
that the Commanding Officer of the 64th Regiment will make
a strong effort to restart it this year when the Regiment moves
into a new Drill Hall.
But I received news only this morning that a Branch has
been established in Kirrawee (Australia) known as the New
South Wales Branch.
The Branch Officers are: President,
Major W. J. Main, M.C.; Chairman, Mr. L. J. Allison; Secretary,
Mr. E. Fishbourne; Treasurer, Mr. J. H. Tement.
You may possibly know some of these, and I think we
should instruct the Secretary to send them our good wishes.
(The Meeting signified their approval of this proposal).
Contributions from Branches
I wish to mention particularly, how grateful we all are to
those branches, and there are many of them, who have sent
very generous cheques to help the charitable work of the Association during the past few days. Some of these have been received
this morning, and 1t is understood that more are in the post.
Clothing Scheme and Christmas Appeal
The scheme by which part-worn clothing of all sorts, men's,
women's, children's, is given to and sent out by the Welfare
Section, has ..:ontinued during the year. It has met a very
great need amongst our poorest families. These live pretity
strictly within the National Assistance Board scales, and those
of you who have experience of welfare work will know that the
income from National Assistance Board does not provide for
replacements of clothing. It is interesting that, while a gift
of money does not always mean a letter of thanks, a gift of
The Christmas
clothing invariably brings real gratitude.
Appeal-its second year was again a very great success. Miss
Hyde-Parker and Miss Cook, assisted by Mrs. D. Hughes, a
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Clerical A sistant in Regimental Headquarters, worked very
long hours to unpack, so11t, repack and despatch the parcels.
On very many days a van had w be used to take the parcels
to the post. We are very gratified indeed to those who enable
us to do these two things. I wish I could read you all the
appreciation letters.
The Trustee
I would like to say a word about the Directors of Royal
Signals Association Trustee Limited who, under the Chairmanship of M ajor-General Sir Ronald Penney, guide our investment policy.
As you should know, they have been carrying out a planned
and wise programme of re-investment of about one-third of our
capital.
When the accounts are shown to the Annual General Meeting, you will see that all, or n early all, the initial " paper " value
has been regained, and the income from our investments h
already greater by £300 as compared with 1958; £200 as compared with 1959·
Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Judd, M.B.E.
As most of you know, our Direoror of Music retired in
February, havJng then had 46 years' service; longer, so h e says,
than any other serving soldier.
I nhink we would all like to send him a message of appreciation for all he did for the Association, and of good wishes for
his future happiness.
You will be glad to know that the Standing Committee 011
Free Life Membership decided to break all their own rules and
have granted him a Free Life Membership of the Association.
Move of Association Offices
The lease of 88, Eccleston Square ceases at the end of the
year, and before then, as part of Regimental Headquarters,
Royal Signals, the Headquarters of the Association are to be
established in the Duke of York's Headquarters-in fact, not
50 feet from where we are now.
As soon as considerable structural alteration is completed
and the date of the move known, you will be informed.
It will be a big ste~hange of address and telephone number,
etc. The Secretary will give you the longest notice he can.
I ask you to do all that you can to inform your Members.
Tribute to Branch Officers and Committee
In fine, I wish to pay a very real trJbute to you-each
one of you here today, and to your immediate colleagues-the
Chairmen, the Honorary Secretaries, Honorary Treasurers, and
a few of your Committees. By your effo11ts the branches continue. We here, at Headquarters, know the work that you do.
As they can, the Headquarters staff try to help you. You
know, as they do, how inadequate that help is.
The Headquarters Staff
It is customary for the Chairman to say a few words abou t
the work of the Headquarters staff. In this, mention may be
made, perhaps, of:
Miss Veronica Shannon-12 year~the Branch Representatives all know her well. The awkward gap between her
departure and •t he arrival of
Mr. S. H. Wilson (s till Staff Sergeant) as he has given up his
terminal leave to serve the Association.
Mr. W. J. Evenden and Mrs. Urs, who keep the accounts.
Mr. A. E. Stead, who now conducts most of the correspondence with branches.
Miss Hyde-Parker and Miss Cook-Welfare and Employment.
Junior Leaders Regiment
After the Signal Officer-in-Chief had addressed the Meeting,
the Chairman, Major~General A. E. Morrison, spoke of the
prompt and efficient aid given by the Association to the Junior
Leaders Regiment after the recent disastrous fire at Denbury.
2.

Address by the Signal Officer-in-Chief,
Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief's address was of such general
interest that it is published separately on page 144.
3. General Secretary's Announcements
(a) Apologies for absence had been received from Mr. J.
Dewsnap, Glossop and Distnict Royal Signals, O.C.A.,
and from Mr. J. 0. Adams, Northern Ireland Branch.
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(b) The Secretary then read a letter from Major T. L.
H arries, P.resident of Shrewsbury Branch:
" In presenting a cheque for £30 to the Association,
I wish to thank all Branch Secretaries who so kindly
aided by selling raffle tickets and so helped to raise
this money. It was grand working for such a cause,
and in thanking all who helped me, I am equally grateful for thei,r kind wishes and remembrances of the past."
(c) The Secretaary then read a list of dates of "Engagements " of branches; their annual dinners. This list
was posted on the board.
(d) The record recently made by the Band of the Royal
Corps of Signals had been played-orders were invited.
General Secretary
The Chairman announced that subject to the approval of
the Central Comm~ttee, it was expected that Brigadier P. M. P.
Hobson will assume the duties of General Secretary, vice
Brigadier H. R. Firth at the end of the year.
The Meeting adjourned for lunch and reassembled at 2 p.m.
4.

Alterations to Rules
President of the Association
Mr. A. V. lent, Aldershot Branch, proposed, Captain D. T.
Hunneyball, Croydon Branch, seconded, and the Meeting
AGREED TO RECOMMEND to the Central Committee that:
The Master of Signals be ex-officio President of the
Association.
Major-General Sir WHliam A. Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
c.B.Ej., be invited to become the Association's first
President.
Alteration to Rule 8
Captain D . T. Hunneyball, Croydon Branch, proposed, and
Mr. S. F. Hart, M.B.E., M.S .M., Salisbury Branch, seconded,
and the meeting AGREED TO RECOMMEND to the Central Committee that: DELETE. The following sentences from Rule 8 be
deleted:
" Unit Branches in Regiments of the Training Brigade,
Royal Signals may retain out of each N ational Service
Signalman's
2/Annual Subscription
Life Subscription
5/Except as above, branches may retain out of each
Annual Subscription (all branches)
3/Life Subscription (unit branches) 15/25/Local Branches
The remaining portion of Annual and Life Subscription will be remitted to ~ssociaition Head~uarters,
which will issue Life Membership Cards and Senal numbers on receipt of Life Subscriptions."
AND SUBSTITUTE
Branches may retain
(a) The whole of the Annual Subscription paid to the
Branch.
(b) Of the Life Subscription:
In the case of unit branches
15/Local branches
25/The remaining portion of the Life Subscr~ption . wiµ be
remitted to Association Headquarters, which will JSS.uc
Life Membership Cards and Serial Numbers on receipt
of Life Subscriptiions.
5. Catterick Reunion
In considering Agenda Paper 16 BRM 5, the following additional matter was discussed:
Standards
.
Racking will be provided for the placing ?f Standards m
North Hall during the Annual General Meeung.
.
Dedicallion. West Hartlepools and D istrict Standard is to be
dedicated.
Entertainment on Saturday, 7th July
.
Captain H. A. Cuerden, Secretary ~f the Reunion ~m
mittee opened discussion on the suggestion that to perlTilt the
Junior Ranks serving in Catterick, who are members of the
Association to attend the various entertainments on Saturday
evening th~t 1these be organised by the Warran~ Officers and
Sergeants, as heretofore, but OUTSIDE the respective MESSES.
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Major R. 0. Edwards stated the case as President of the
24th Branch of the Association. In the 24th Regiment there
was an increasing membership of the Association and they had
their own club room where all ranks met as Members. There
was considerable feeling in that, when the Saturday evening
entertainment of Members was held in the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Messes, Junior Ranks who were serving must
perforce be excluded.
Mr. W. A. Lightbody (Newcastle), Mr. W. E. Reynolds
(North London), Mr. T. Black (Liverpool), Mr. A. V. lent
(Aldershot) and others spoke. The Chairman summed up and
put the matter to the vote. The Meeting AGREED TO RECOMMEND that on S.11turday, 7th July, 1962, the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Messes be closed in the evening, and that the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants, Royal Signals, be asked to
extend their normal, most generous hospitality, in other premises.
The General Secretary asked branches to use their influence
to ensure that :
(a) As many as possible wore their medals to Church on
Sunday.
(b) All their members were properly dressed during the
A very small
evening entertainment on Saturday.
minority of younger men had attended without collars
or ties and this, quite reasonably, had givt:n offence to
our hosts.
(c) All members of the Association took care to safeguard their
"reunion" badges. In 1961 a number of these had
been " lost " and had got into the hands of men who had
no connection with Royal Signals, who had thereby
received hospitality. This no doubt accounts for (b)
above.
Standard Marshal
On the proposal of Mr. W. A. Lightbody (Newcastle
Branch), seconded by Mr. A: W. Smith: (1:-<>ndon Branch)" the
Meeting AGREED that Cattenck and District Branch continue
to provide the Standard Marshal for Church Parade.
Turning the Page of the Book of Remembrance
Bath Branch stated they were unlikely to be able to have a
contingent at Carterick in 1962. The General Secretary proposed and Birmingham Branch accepted the duty.
Accommodation
Captain H. A. Cuerden and the General Secretary both asked
branches to send an estimate of numbers attending the Reunion by lSt May, 1962. There were certain anticipated difficulties of accommodation in the 8th Regiment, and the problem
of providing overnight accommodation for ladies was always
acute.
Cost of Meals
Cost of meals for " families " on Sunday will be the same
as last year: Lunch 5/-, Supper 2/6.

" The Wire"
The Meeting NOTED Agenda PaJi>er 16 ~R~ 6 and a statement by the Editor of THE WIRE m amplification thereof. He
exhorted branches to send in accounts of their activities for
publication.
.
The Editor accepted the suggestion of Mr. W. A. Lightbody
(Newcastle Branch) that names and addresses of Secretaries and
dates of Branch meetings be published in THE WIRE.
7. Princess Royal's Day
The Meeting AGREED TO RECOMMEND THAT:
(a) In future years .the Annual. Gene~al Mee~g and Reunion be arranged, as far as is possible, durmg the weekend immediately following 28th June.
(b) The words "Princess Royal's Day" be incorporated in
the official title of the "Catterick Week-end."
8. Dress, Standard Bearers and Escorts
After Captain D. T. Hunneyball (Croydon Branch), Mr._ T .
Black (Liverpool Branch) and others had spoken, the ~eeung,
without exception, voted AGAINST the proposal of Cattenck and
District Branch that blue berets should be worn.
9. Telephone Numbers of Branch Honorarr Secretaries
The Meeting agreed unanimously with Hull Branch that
telephone numbers should be published, where ~hey existed.
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IO.

Election

By a large majority, the Meeting elected Mr. S. F. H art,
M.B.E., .M.S.M. ( ali bury Branch) to fill the vacancy of " Branch
Representation" in the Central Oonunittee, vice Mr. V.
Goodman (Aldershot Branch) tenure expired. The Secretary
was directed to write to Mr. Goodman in appreciation of his
services.
II. Vote 0£ Thanks
JV1r. T. Black (Liverpool Branch) proposed that the Meeting
pay tribute to the Chairman and the Headquarters Staff for
their conduct of the Association's business during the year. The
Branch Representatives were unanimous in approval.

owing to heavier business commitments, his place has been
taken by Mr. E. Warren, whose stay will be long and, we
hope, enjoyable. The C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel J. Boyland
unfortunately through some error, did not manage to tum up. '
After the meeting Major B. McVicker informed the Officers
present that Colonel Piercey and he were arranging a dinner
for Royal Signals Officers, Retired, T.A. and Serving, in
orthern Ireland and Eire, and provided support was good
enough it would take place on 16th March in the Officers' Mess
Victoria Barracks. The results of their efforts were that 33
sat down to dinner, the tollowing being present: LieutenantColonel Boyland, C.S.0., Colonel Lindsay, E.R.D., Lieutenant

(Continued on Page 189)

12. The Chairman closed the Meeting at 3.SO p.m.

Wei/are Section
Below, an aucmpt is niadc to describe, wirll suitable
anonynury! eight cases taken from rite Welfare Secrion
files, co,.ctuded during rlrc (lrsr week i11 April, 1962.
Also, on rite same page, ts a simple staLcmcni of
income and e.'(penditure.
WARRANT OFFICER, 1937-45 (B.E.M.) Life Member of the Association. In full and good employment until September, 196I, when cancer
stopped him working.
ow living on National Assistance. On strong
recommendation of S.S.A.F.A. the Fund helped him generously.
WIDOW OF SERGEANT, who had previous service in the Gloucestershire Regiment, with Royal Artillery and Royal Armoured Corps, about
24 years' service in all. He clied in I959· Royal Signals and the Royal
Artillery helped her. She has two school aged sons and a very small
income.
WIDOW OF SERGEANT, who had service in other Arms 1933-42 and
from I942-6 in Royal Signals. He died in March. The Branch of the
Association near to her home were quick to aid. Association Headquarters were then brought in to a s:st with n grant too large for the
Branch.
SIGNALMAN I940-46 married, one school-age daughter. He has been in
ho pital (Tuberculosis) since September, I96o, and when he came home
in mid-winter he had not a warm overco3t and indeed was without any
warm clothes. He opened a credit account, paid off a little, and
recently S.S.A.F.A. recommended and the Fund paid the balance.

WIDOW OF SIGNALMAN WHO n'?AS KILLED IN ACTION IN
I942- Since then she has managed very well bringing up his two
children, one of whom still lives at home and helps to support her.
Since November, I96o, she has been ill and after an operation on her
hip, she has been advised by the Ministry of Pensions to have special
shoes for which under the National Health Service she has to pay l
Needle to say the Association paid.
CORPORAL 192I-57, married, five of his six children have married and
gone awa)'. Now aged 6o, he and his wife and surviving son (currently
~ut of ~ork) have only £4 a. week between them. He is now permanently
incapacitated and Royal Signals and the British Legion continue to
make a small weekly allowance.
LANCE-CORPORAL 1953-56, married , five children, four of school
age. He has been too ill to work since October, I96o, and so the
Fund helped him a little. He is a Life Member of the Association.
SERGEANT . 1920-26, Distingushed Conduct Medal, previous service in
De•·on Regiment, now a11ed 77 and his wife aged 6o. He is a Life
Member _of the Associauon. He needs constant care so his wife has
had to give up her small work as a cleaner. Their combined income
£3 7s. 6d. The Fund helped.

Clothing
Since the beginning of the year, gifts of clothing, toys, etc.,
have been gratefully received from the following: Mrs. D. F. Symonds; Captain H. S. de M. Rogers; Major
R. Lawrence; Captain L. D. Edinger; Major K. M. Smartt;
H_. J. Wall, Esq.; W ives' Club, 1st Regiment; 202 Radio Troop;
Lieutenant-Colonel T. V. Barber; Major J. L. Donne; LanceC?rporal M. R. Trow; Lieutenant (T.O.T.) C . J. Bayfield;
L~eutenant-C?lonel E. R. N. W. Nanney-Wynn; Colonel J. L.
L1ll.ey; Captam C. A. M. Robertson; Colonel R. Linton, o.B.E.;
Maior G .. D. K. Woolrych; Sergeant G. Park; R. Cartwright,
Esq.; Maior R. F. C. Ashford; Lieutenant-Colonel G. M.
Welsford; Mrs. M. Snatt; Miss U. Moberly; Mrs. F. W.
Oakes; 2 Squadron, 13th Regiment; Mrs. R. J. Moberly; W.0.II
R. A. Lawry; Mr. and Mrs. Simnett; Mrs. D. E. Warburg;
Captain D. T .. Hunneyball; Major-General M. S. Wheatley
C.B., C.B.E.; Maior G. Proudman ; Miss Linn.
'

Northern Ire/anti Association
Our quarterly meeting was held as usual and a good number
turned up, but we still would like to see more.
Bad weather was the cause of some of our " far out "
m:rnbers not turning up and apologies were accepted. Committees were. elected for the year, practically all remaining in
office. Captam W. Houston has had to give up the "Treasury"

Royal Signals Association anti
Benevolent Funt/
J"lrc foll owing
Marcl1, I962 ;

subscriptions

were

most

gratefully

received

Headquarters Officers' Mess (from Mayor of Richmond for
services of the band)
School of Signals
24th Regimenl
. ..
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
24th Regiment (W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess)
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
. ..
...
...
14lh Regiment (4 Squadron) .. .
. ..
. ..
4 ( Independant) Squadron
63rd Regiment T .A.
. ..
H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals
213 Squadron
20d Regiment
7th Regiment
...
...
25 ~ Squadron (Kowloon)
234 Squadron
...
. ..
. ..
H.Q. Allied Forces Northern Europe
9th Regiment
219 Squadron
. ..
...
. ..
Cheltenham and District Branch
Harrogate Branch
Leeds Branch
Chester Branch
Hull Branch
.. .
Leicester Branch
P. R. Sellwood
H. Hammond
R . D. Bromley
N . Bradbury
M.. Trow
...
N. L. Robertson
W. T. Wagg
.. .
J. A. D. Hamilton
H. G. Smyth
C. K . Maclennan
W. Glcndinning
W. E. McNamara
M. G. G . Wilson
R. F. A. Weaire
J. F. Clarke
W. H. Storey
A. Fraser
J. Lothian
J. Cochran
R. N. Houston
F. Wimer
...
R. J. Henderson
W. Butters
R. S. Forward
J. N. Armstrong
J. Gray
.. .
D. M. Forsyth
N. D. Clive
C. P . Pre scot
.. .
G. D. Adamson
D. L. Carnegie
F. G. G. Davey
H. E. Day
. ..
H. E. K. Wakefield
L. Evans
C. R. H. Firth
F. S. Thompson
. ..
Sir Leslie G. Phillips
C . G. Hawes
B. G. Rowley
G. W . Ogden
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I
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5
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0
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4
10
1
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0
8
I
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2
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0
0

0
0
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0
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0

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
6
7

0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
8 0
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Total Receipts .. .

Expenditttre during March, 1962

. ..
...
...
...
[.I,S9I 12 11
(Includes: -Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding;
Furniture; Cots and Prams; General Assistance;
Assistance to Junior Leaders' Regiment).

Analysis of Cases:-

Families of Soldiers serving in U.K. . . .
Widows and dependants
Released and dischargcd Soldiers
Total Cases assisted

2
tt

26
39

24 Cases of Soldiers who served during the 1939 / 45 War ... £256
IS Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War
£t.335

3 4
9 7

(Continued from Page z88)
Colonels Piercey, M.B.E., T.A., Davis, Finney, Majors Stanley,
Tucker, E.R.D., McVicker, Grieve1 M.B.E., E.R.D., Bowie, Paton,
Wade, Waller, T.D., Neill, T.D., Aaams, Bramham, Taylor, KirkPatrick, Leebum, Captains Scott, Smyth, Douglas, Blackwood,
Roy, Farrer, Johnston, Brooke, Montgomery, Kyle, Ormsby,
Second-Lieutenants McCartney (Mr. Vice), Lyster, Kennedy.
During dinner Lieutenat11t--Colonel J. Boyland read a telegram
of apology from the Signal Officer-in-Chief, as he was otherwise
committed- bad luck for us, but time was against us--better
luck next time. After the toasts we retired to the lounge and
bar, where the usual was heard, "Remember so and so, etc.,
etc." It was here that Major J. Bowie and Captain P. Roy
(both retired) met, both ex-Northern Ireland District members
(pre-war)--Bannu, etc. The former found that LieutenantColonel Daviis was an ex-" Y" member and again the past
returned. Lieutenant-Colonel Finney sends his regards to Cecil
Barker. Major V. Hoyland, Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. Latimer were
"out " under Doctor's orders and who, with our Southern
Ireland members (owing to distance), were sadly missed.
For the organisers this was a fine success and it is hoped
that it will now become an annual affair. Many thanks again to
Colonel Piercy and B. McVicker for their hard work in making
this evening possible.

Altlershot Branch
Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., o.B.E., Representative
Colonel Commandant and President of the Branch, presided
at the annual dinner which was attended by some fifty members
and their friends in the Masonic Hall at Farnborough. Mr.
A. V. Ient introduced the speakers. The Aldershot Branch is
particular in that a majority of its members have long service
in Royal Signals. The occasion of the annual dinner is therefore even more " family " than in other branches.
Major-General R. J. Moberly spoke briefly. Proposing the
toast of the Royal Signals Association he mentfoned particularly
the value of Regimental Headqual\ters Royal Signals, of which
the Secretariat of the Association is a part, in co-ordinating
much of the work of the Corps. He looked forward to its move
into new offices in the Duke of Yorks Headquarters.
He spoke of the excellence of the Junior Leaders Regiment
at which on that day the Graduation Parade was being taken
by the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. He remembered
the recent tragic fire at Denbury when two Junior Lea4ers had
lost their lives and some ninety others had lost everything that
they possessed. The Headquarters of the Association ha~ been
quick to proffer all aid and as a result some of the hardship had
been ameliorated.
Replying to the toast, Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B.,
o.B.E., Colonel Commandant and Chairman of the Association
introduced Brigadier H. R. Firth, the General Secretary, who
praised especially the way in which the Aldershot Branch
always did exactly all that they were asked.
Mr. A. V. Ient. Secretary and Treasurer of the Branch. proposed the toast of the Guests, and Mr. J. Ridgon, Royal Naval
Associatiion, responded.

Careers anti Opportunities
Wimbledon Stadium Ltd.
Plough Lane, London, S.W.17.
Vacancy exists for the position of Assistant Totalisator
Engineer. Qualification is that of h~ving some kno,~ledge of
automatic telephones. Salary to be discussed, ~ep~ndmg. upon
age and qualifications. Five-day week. Apphcat10ns m the
first instance, to Royal Signals Association.
Technical Industry Vacancy
The following civilian technical industry vacancy exists in
231 Signal Squadron (Park), serving the Central Ordnance
Depot at Donnington, Wellington, Shropshire.
Maintenance Electrician (telephone)
(U.G. Cable experience essential)
.
This vacancy is suitable for an ex-Regular R?yal. Signals
Tradesman who has attained a Class II standard m his trade.
The basic starting wage is £10/0/2 for a 4_2-hour, five-?ay
week, with incremental increases, subject to s~tisfactory service,
to £11/8/2, and further increases i? cer~a.m cases UJ? t? a
maximum of £12/8/2, subject to technical ability and apph~tton.
Ten working days' annual leave, in addition to Bank Holidays,
is granted, and conditions of service are excellent.

Establishment as a permanent Civil Servant, with its advantages, is also possible, subject to qualifications of seniority and
satisfactory service.
Employees become eligible for admittance to the housing
points list on the Local War Department Civilian Housing
Estate after 12 months' service.
Application should be made to Major W. E. Fill, Royal
Signals, 231 Signal Squadron (Park), C.O.D., Donnington,
Wellington, Shropshire.
De La Rue Bull Machines Limited
Opportunities of Employment for Engineers and
Instrument Technicians
This Company offers an interesting career to Servicing
Engineers, who work on fault-finding, repair and maintenance
of data processing machines and computers. This Company
is rapidly expanding and there are, therefore, exceptional
opportunities for advancement.
Applicants should be between 22-30, possess the G.C.E. at
" 0" Level, or an O.N.C., or an Armed Forces examination
of equivalent standard, and have completed either an apprenticeship in electro-mechanical instrument engineering, or have
successfully completed the equivalent Armed Forces trade training. City and Guilds or H.N.C. and similar qualifications are
an advantage. A knowledge of French is useful, but not
essential.
After a six months' initial training period, which may include
a period of training at the factory in Paris, subsequent employment on machine maintenance will be organised on a regional
basis in the United Kingdom. As far as possible, engineers
will be employed in the areas in which they are normally
resident, but this cannot be guaranteed.
Salary will be £750-£950 per annum, according to qualifications and experience. Appropriate allowances will be paid to
cover lodging expenses in the case of engineers who are sent
to Paris for part of their training. There is an excellent Superannuation Scheme.
Application, stating full details of age, education, qualifications,
and experience should be made to The Personnel Officer,
De La Rue Bull Machines Limited, II5, Southampton Row,
London, W.C.1.
Candidates short-listed for interview will be required to take
a simple competitive written test in electro-mechanical engineering, and also a short practical test.
Clerical Vacancy
There is a vacancy for a clerk in Regimental Headquarters,
Royal Signals (in the Central London area) in the grade of
clerical officer, as assistant to the Secretary, Royal Signals
Institution.
A suitable ex-Royal Signals clerk could be taken on as a
temporary clerical assistant at £10/19/6 per week. Subject
to suitable recommendation, he <;<>uld then be upgraded, after a
minimum of a month's probation, to Temporary Clerical Officer,
at £66o per annum.
The duties are of a general clerical nature, including assistance in the publication of the Royal Signals Journal.
Anv interested candidate should aoply to the Secretary, Royal
Signals Corps Committee, R.H.Q., Royal Signals, 8~, Eccleston
Square, London, S.W.r., from whom fuller details may be
obtained.
Sound Service Limited
Vacancy suitable for Royal Signals Officer, aged 35 years
(perhaps 40). The Company interested deals _with sound ~s
and equipment and all forms of sound and visual presentation
for industry and commerce, and is one of a large group
specialising in the production and distribution of films. The
successful applicant will almost certainly have to make a considerable effort to become acquainted with technical information
and methods associated with the business. but the prospects
are quite considerable. While technical ability, with a suitable
background, is very important, the major portion of his duties
would be of an administrative nature, including dealings with
clients.
The starting salary is likely to be in the region of £1,200
per annum and anyone interested should \Yrite to Mr. H. S.
Hind Sou~d-Service Limited, Wilton Crescent, Merton Park,
Lond~n S.W.19. The letter should be marked "Confidential"
and full personal details, together with information regarding
education, training and experience should be included.
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BATES
Hatter & Military Cap Manufacturer

21a JERMYN STREET
LONDON, S.W.1
Ont Minute from Plccadllly Clrc,..

T•I. REGtnt 2722

Specialists in
PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE

REGIMENTAL CAPS
/or

Luxury Saloon Coaches

ROYAL SIGNALS

available for Military

and for many other Corps and
Regiments

units at short notice
TBLllPHONJI : lllCHMOND :i.348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

'lieat yoursd to a

•mll'
IN BOnLE OR CAN.

Bates' lightweight khaki S.D. Cap is made to one finest
quality only, and at a most reasonable price.
We have no second quality Cap.

Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland

THE ARMY NEEDS MEN
~e Federation is looking for trained personnel
with r~cent Regular Army experience. The
Federation offers them a new life in a vigorous
young country.

The job is cJi?J.J.enging and exciting. There are
abundant facilities for sport and recreation in a
wonderful climate. Pay is excellent and the
chances of pro!llotion exceptionally good. What's
more, le?-".e is generous and offers splendid
opportunities to see more of a great continent.

1 Zippy new 1147 cc engine for effortless driving
2 Independent suspension on all four wheels
3 25-foot turning circle for easiest parking

5 Driving seat adjustable to 72 positions
6 Unique 93 % all-round vis ibility

Send brief details of your expe))ience to.:

9 Beautiful Italian Jines. Everyone loo ks twice at the Herald

· Rhodesia: House,
•· ·429 Strand, .
• London, W.C.2.

.
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about a Herald- the most advanced light car in
Europe. Four superb models, saloon, coupe, convertible and e tate car.
There's a Standard-Triumph dealer near you-or fill
in and send the coupon for full details.

4 Needs garage maintenance only once in 3,000 mi le.

7 Rigid steel-girder chassis, separate body
8 Safest car made. Facia, steering column, yield on serious impact. Limousine luxury, too. Walnut facia, de luxe upholstery

Senior Army Liaison Officer, · • •
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9-point guide to the cleverest car on the road

Officers., Operators Keyboard and Cipher
Radio and Radio. ~elay Technicians, Technicai
Storemen, Electnc1ans, Operators Wireless and
Lin~- the job you seek may well be in the list
available.
Si~als

Brewed by SIMONDS

New TRIUMPH HERALD 1200
-you can buy it this afternoon

li'iU'"d;'•'Jliti;''"r'R'*
A member of the Ley laud Mo/ors Group

r-----------------1
To: Standard-Triumph Sales Ltd ., Export Sales
II
I

(European Division), Coventry, England .

Please send me your colour brochure
Triumph Herald J 200

NAME.-------··---···--------·-···---------··------··------·-··

011

the

··---·-···----------

You still save money Choose the beautiful new T riumph

1 RANK---------------··-····---------·----·-··-·-··--··------···---··-·-··

Herald and save. Low capital outlay, low fuel bills, very low
maintenance costs. Generous tax concessions are still available.
Your Standard-Triumph dealer has all the details. See him today

I
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ADDRESS ··--·--·-------·--------------·------·---·-----·---·---·-·---·--·-··-
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/The finest family car in its class

*

* *

Fine performance from a large '1600' engine
developing 56·5 b.h.p.
Specially strengthened
front end for greater stability.
Powerful, hydraulic brakes with 121 square inches braking
area.
Silent hypoid rear axle and 13! cu. ft.
luggage space.

*

With this goes the world-famous Hillman reliability, high quality finish and elegance. At its price
there's nothing to match the Hillman Minx
De Luxe Saloon anywhere!

Hill man Minx
H.M. Forces posted overseas are
ab le to pu rchase at ge nero us tax
free rat es, whi ch all ow up t o six
mont hs moto rin g, in the U.K.
Please write for fu ll details.

fie

/!!J-ut _////_ll'ill''cc'lcfe
fke l!Uttl

4-DOOR DE LUXE SALOON
ROOTES LIMITED European
Section, O verseas Retail Dept.,
Piccadilly, London, W . J.
ROOTES AUTOS (Deutschland)
G .m.b.H., Military Sales Dept.,
A ll eestrasse 33, Dusse ldorf.

WORLD-WIDE
PARTS AND SERVICE

Ut

TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., COVENTRY

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

SHIRLEY BROOKS
MILITARY TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS
announce Change of address

We may be wrong - but

44 BEDFO!\D STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2

we think you will be interested

Telephone

to see the craftsmanship that goes into the making of a Bernard
Weatherill uniform - the craftsmanship that has earned for us the
appointment of Official Tailor to the Royal Corps of Signals.
to know that we are famous for Civilian and Sporting Clothes, too; and
to hear that we are happy to accept payment by regular banker's order.
Indeed, we encourage you to make use of thi.s facility by simply refusing
to charge you interest !

Bernard Weatherill

Ltd'J

UNIFORM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
OFFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS
SAM BROWNE BELTS AND LEATHER
ACCOUTREMENTS
SHIRTS AND REGIMENTAL TIES
Reclmental or
MINIATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
Ind ividual
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
Enq uir ies
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
Welcomed
EMBROIDERED BADGES AND
Prices on
CHEVRONS
Application

Regimental Stable Belts are Our Speciality

SS CO N DUIT STREET, LONDON W1 and 47 HIGH STREET, ALD E R S HOT, H AN T S .
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ASSURANCE

at
NO EXTRA
CHARGE
COVERING
WAR RISKS!
Policies for :

Convertible Whole Life, Endowment, Education,
Death Duµes, House Purchase, etc.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
OFFICERS' KIT :
Europe 15/- per £100
World Wide25/-per £100
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS
PERSONAL ACCIDENTS
Premium £3 for £1 ,000
Death and other benefits

MOTOR:
Competitive Rates for
New and Old Cars
Home & Foreign Policies
Bloodstock, Camera, Cara·
van, Golf, Gun, Hunter
Personal Liability, Transit
Television Policies, etct.

B. E. THOMPSON & Co., Ltd.

9Y ...l'C)LHTN&HT TO

Jt.M, our;DI WLUlnM
nee QUI.Pl wOTlilh
~,.--,
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TEMple Bar 3657

LIFE

•

Regimental Wall Shields, Cuff Links, Cigarette
Cases, Brooches, etc.
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Insurance Brokers
11 KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSIIlRE.
Tel. No. 2308
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Note from The Chairman
Royal Signals Association
I am ure all readers of THE WIRE will be sorry to hear that the E ditor,
Brigadier Firth, had to be rushed off to Millbank on Friday, 18th May, for
an operation. I am pleased to be able to inform you that the operation was
successful and he is now making slow, but good, progress. He hopes to be
fit and well for the Reunion at C atterick, as I am sure he will be.
I know you will agree that the staff in his absence have made an excellen t
job of this copy of THE WIRE.
Brigadier Firth ends you this message from hospital: -

H.M.S.

Totlay's IWre
For the first time since 1948 THE WIRE is not publishing the Editorial.
The reason is that the Editor is in hospital and cannot write it.

WIRE

THE
TUE

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

Since 1948 THE WIRE has only twice before been pasted up, that is
prepared for publishing, by anyone other than the Editor. On these two
occasions it was undertaken by those long practised in doing so.
The June WIRE has been put together by people who have only done it
once before in their lives, and a wonderful job they have made of it, too.Editor.

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

Message from Her Royal Highness
The Colonel-in-Chief

Editor:

In reply to a signal of congratulation on her birthday (published in
the May WIRE), Her Royal Highness was graciously pleased to send the
following:
St. James's Palace,
25th April, 1962.

BRIGADIER D.R. FIRTH

All correspondence and matter for
publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed to The Editor, Tm! WIRE,
88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
1sth OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

The message of loyal and affectionate greetings from all ranks of
my Royal Corps of Signals on the occasion of my birthday has given
me very great pleasure.
I send · you all my best wishes.
MARY,
Colonel-in-Chief.

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

Recommentletl Reatling
PAGE

scription rates (post free, except air
mail):

Twel11e

months,

15/-;

single

month, 1/3.

JU E
' ' •'· 16

19"4

•
(New Series)
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Expedition Kilimanjaro
Royal Society Expedition to Tristan da Cunha
A commentary sometimes unfavourable on Army Wireless Equipment and Procedures
A Holiday Tour in the Far East .. .
Singapore
Hitch-Hiking through Uganda-210 Squadron
Safari Motor Rally-236 Squadron (Comcan)
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219
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N important event in the history of the Corps took place
A
on 24th April, 1962, when we, the Royal Corps of Signals,
presented to H.M.S. Hermes a silver "Jimmy" to mark the
affilia tion between {he carrier and our Corps. The presentation
was made during the commissioning ceremony, prior to the
ship's departure for eventual service with the Far East Fleet.
About 30 officers and men of the Corps reported to the Naval
Dockyard, Portsmouth, just before mid-day and were received
on board H.M.S. Hermes and entel'tained by the Ship's Signal
Section. We were shown round the control, transmitter and
receiver rooms, given some idea of the difficult aerial problems
that have to be faced, and then entertained at lunch in true
naval fashion.
The commissioning ceremony started at quarter past two,
when all the ship's company, accompanied by wives, children,
fathers, mothers and girl friends assembled in the ship's hangar.
The Captain, Captain W. D. O'Brien, n.s.c., R.N., made a
short address and read the Commissioning Order, and this was
followed by a short service.
The Master of Signals, Major-General Sir William A. Scott,
K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., then presented the silver " Jimmy " to
Captain O'Brien. In a short speech, he said how proud we of
the Royal Signals were to be associated with H.M.S. Hermes
and hoped that the affiliation would be long and valuable. The
cooks were then played on and the huge ceremonial cake was
cut. After the ceremony we were shown round some more of
the ship, leaving after tea.
The name Hermes has been associated with the Royal Navy
for over two and-a-half centuries, and in that time ten ships
have borne the name. It was first used in 1796 to re-name a
captured Dutchman, and for the next hundred years six other
vessels, mostly lightly-gunned sloops of about 500 tons, carried
on the tradition.
The eighth ship was a 5,600-ton cruiser, an II-gun vessel
with a top speed of twenty knots. Her life was uneventful
until 1900, when she had a boiler breakdown in the West
Indies. She drifted about under sail until eventually found by
a tug and towed back into harbour. In 1913 began the link
with the Fleet Air Arm which was to continue until the present
day. She was fitted out as a seaplane carrier, with three aircraft (a development of the Mayfly) and became the seagoing
parent ship of the Naval Wing of the Royal Flying Corps. In
August that year, Hermes was the scene of the first-ever flight
o~ an aircraft with folding wings. Soon after the outbreak of the
Fust World War, she was ordered to sail for Dunkirk1 where
her aircraft were to attack the German flank. She arrived on
the day of a submarine scare. The following morning, after
there had been a submarine attack, she was ordered to Dove.r,
but shortly after getting under way, she was struck by two
THE WIRE, JUNE 1962

torpedoes from the German submarine U.27 and sank with
the loss of 23 lives.
The ninth Hermes had the distinction of being the first
ship specially designed as an aircraft carrier. Work was started
on her in January, 1918, and she was completed in February,
1924. She displaced 12,900 tons and her flight deck was 598ft.
long. She carried nine fighter aircraft (Fairey Fly-catchers) and
six spotters (Fairey IIIF). In 1937 she had 803 and 824
Squadrons on board, but these left in 1938, 824 going to
Eagle. In September, 1939, she embarked 814 Squadron (Swordfishes) from Ark Royal. Shortly after the outbreak of the
Second World War, eight hunting groups were formed to track
down the German raiders; Hermes formed part of Group "N"
together with the French Battleship Strasbourg and the cruisers
Dupleix and Foch. One of these groups later caught and
sank the Admiral Graf Spee. Her next action called for a
special kind of courage, because after the fall of France, in
July, 1940, Hermes (with Captain R. F. J. Onslow in command) became the senior ship of a force ordered to put out of
action the French Battleship Richelieu, at Dakar, and prevent its
use by the Germans. When the force arrived off Dakar, six
Swordfish made a torpedo attack and scored one hit, which
only caused slight damage; but with the poor repair facilities
available at Dakar, the battleship was out of action for a
whole year. Hermes remained in the South Atlantic after this,
covering British convoys. In December, the same year, together with the cruiser Dragon and the Armed Merchant
Cruiser Pretoria Castle, she formed one of the groups set to
trap the raider Admiral Scheer, but we had very few ships at
our disposal and the German escaped. In January, 1941, she
helped the Army drive the Italians out of East Africa, and in
company with the cruisers Shropshire, Capetown and Ceres,
she sank eight Italian destroyers. April, 1942, found her at
Trincomalee, when reports were received of a strong Japanese
carrier striking force approaching the island. Hermes, with the
Australian destroyer Vampire and three oilers sailed clear of
Ceylon to avoid the air attack, but left her Swordfish at Trinca.
When the attack came, Hermes was 65 miles from the island,
but soon after she headed back to the harbour. They were
sighted by Japanese reconnaissance aircraft and later attacked
by an overwhelming force of more than 50 fighters (including
many Zeros). Hermes was the main target, and within ten
minutes she had received 40 bomb hits; within another ten
minutes she had sunk-the third Hermes to be lost in action
with the enemy.
The present Hermes was laid down in Barrow-in-Furness in
June, 1944, and was launched by t.'!ldy Churchill on 16th
February, 1953, after building had been halted once or twice
while the need for new 'Ca,ciers was debated. Her first commission was from November, 1959, until September, 1961, and
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Expetlition Kilimanjaro
BY MAJOR

Master of Signals Major-General Sir Will iam Scott, K.C.M .G., C.B.,
C.B.E., presents statuette

her second commission has been ordered at the end of extensive
alterations. Although originally a unit of the Centaur class, her
design has been modified to such a great extent that she is now
an entirely new class-the Hermes (Modern ised) Class. She has
a displacement of 23,000 tons and a ship's company of 1,700,
including same 200 officers. Her equipment includes three postwar British inventions-the angled flight deck, the deck landing
mirror sight and the steam catapult; in addition, she has the
most modern radar and display system in the world. It is
very fitting that Britain's latest carrier should be given the
name borne by the first ship designed and built specially for
this role.
The Hermes is currently undergoing trials in the Channel,
and towards the end of May she will sail for foreign waters.
Her Signal Officer is Lieutenant-Commander B. A. N.
Buckley, R.N., whom some may recall as a member of 2 Wireless
Regiment Officers' Mess in 1952. We look forward to reading
some WIRE Notes from him in due course.
We all wish HM.S. Hermes God-Speed, and assure her
Signal Section of a hearty welcome from the nearest Royal
Signals detachment whenever she comes into port.

*

*

*

Prize Essay Competitions
IJ{IRTRAND STEWART ESSAY COMPETITION, 1963. Prize: £80.
Oosmg date: 22Ild June, 1963.
Subject: The R.A.F. is at present building up a short-raoge transport
force which will operate in tbe battle aiea in support of the Army. Ooe
Commando ship with helicopters is already io service and a second will
shortly be available.
wJi>i~::d ~e .:~~d:'.d logi>tic opportunities which these developments
General conditions for this essay competition will be the same as for the
1962 competition and can be found in A.C.I. 440 of 1961.

9BORGB ~NIGHT CLO'fBS MEMO~AL PRIZE ESSAY, t963.
Prizes: ut prLZe £35; 2nd prizc £15. Oosmg date: 31st March, 1963.
S.®ifCI: In tbe rf!7CDt past Armies have relied on reservists to bring
Urn.ts up to wai establishment on mobilisation and the British Expeditionary
Fore~ sent to Fraf?i:e in 1914. aod 1939 incltlded a h!gh proportion of
rcsen:1su. . Some cnu~s d?Ubt if,_ under modem condinons, this method
of remiorCJ?g Uruts 1s still pracncable. They doubt if we can rely on
always havma the lJJlle, or means, to do so--especially in the case of
B.A.0.R.
Disc~u in iteneral terms W problems of Service Reserve personnel
and with spcaal reference to reinforcing Army Units, in Germany and
elsewhere o\·crscas, in an emergency.
.
General conditions £or this competition will be the same as for the
1962 competition and can be found in A.C .I. 308 of 1961.
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Kilimanjaro, towering above the Northern Province of Tanganyika, has presented a challenge to all who have seen it since
it was first discovered in 1848. Mr. Julius Nyerere, the future
Prime Minister of Tanganyika, looked upon it as a symbol
and decided it should play a major part in the Independence
celebrations of his country in December, 196x. It was his wish
that a beacon should shine at the summit and the new flag of
'Tanganyika raised at midnight, 8th/9th December. At the
same time a symbolic " torch of freedom " was to be lit and a
radio broadcast made from the top to the peoples of T anganyika.
This task was given to I Signal Squadron, The King's
African Rifles, to carry out. The preliminary instruction was
given to m:: mid-October, 1961. At first it seemed a staggering
task with little time for preparation, and none in the Squadron
really knew where to begin. A minute to the Chief of Staff at
Headquarters, East Africa Command, mentioned no more than
a dozen people as being necessary for the task. The list included a _Royal Signals Officer to command the military party,
a Sapper or R.A.O.C. Officer to assist in the beacon preparations, and a medical officer. Public relations were included and
a few signal personnel were included to provide communications. I saw with much relief that the East Africa Posts and
Telegraphs were also involved and were to supply the communications for the broadcast from the summit. An African
officer of the 6th Battalion, The King's African Rifles, was to
be nominated to do the actual broadcast.
The expedition then was to be a combined operation with
the E.A.P. & T. and I felt we could do no better than to get
together as soon as possible. The official name of the expedition
was Exercise "Highlight," an apt title, but this gradually gave
way to another name, "Expedition Kilimanjaro."
We mer together at the foot of the mountain near a small
village, Marangu, where we had our first look at one another.
The very friendly aunosphere which was immediately apparent
augured well for the future and we got down to some preliminary planning. Most of the discussion centred round the
problem of the beacon, which was to be seen far and wide and
to bum for an hour. Suggestions as to what fuel should be
used ranged from magnesium to tons of firewood to be dropped
into the crater from the air. We agreed that none of these was
practicable and decided to lay on a firework display which we
thought would be more impressive and be seen from a greater
distance.
The division of tasks was agreed and worked like this : The
Squadron was to be responsible for the complete administration
of the expedition including rations, tentage, accommodation
stores, beds and bedding, cold weather clothing, provision of
the fireworks, radio communications within the route from the
base camp to the summit, provision of oxygen and the transportation of all stores to the summit. The E.A.P. & T. party
was to provide the high quality radio broadcast circuits from
the summit, postal facilities at staging posts on the route to the
top and a radio call system at each of those posts. The radio
call would enable voice contact to be made willi any part of
East Africa and in the event proved a great boon.
I was asked to take over the leadership of the expedition and
agreed to do so. I saw that the entire resources of the Squadron
would have to be used and that the project was bigger than
was suggested in the original minute to the Chief of Staff. I
was fortunate in having Captain Paul Alexander, my Administrative Officer, with me and appointed him second-in-command
of the expedition.
Now a little about the mountain.
It is 19,340 feet high and lies in the Northern Province of
Tanganyika. On its northern slopes it forms a boundary with
Kenya. Under German rule all of it was in Tanganyika and
it was presented by the Kaiser to Queen Victoria which made
it necessary to alter the border between the two countries.
Two hotels on the southern slopes cater for the tourist who
wishes to climb in reasonable comfort. The normal method
takes the climber three days to the top and two for the return
journey. Porters, a guide and all food and bedding are supplied
and carried on the heads of the porters all for a charge of £20.
There are three staging points on the route up. The first,
Bismarck Hut, at 9,000 feet, is some ten miles from the hotel
and provides the first night's shelter. It is immediately below
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a dense rain forest on a precipitous slope traversed by an extremely narrow track. Once through the rain forest the llrack
breaks out into the open and leads over rolling hills covered
with tall thick grasses and enormous flowers of the red-hot
pokt'll' variety. Six streams have to be crossed on the way. The
wa ter is crystal clear and very fast flowing, fed by the melting
snows from the mountain.
The next shelter, Peter's Hut, is reached after an eleven-mile
walk up to an altitude of 12,335 feet. From here both peaks of
the mountain can be seen as if they were a few hundred yards
away.
Kilimanjaro has two peaks, the main and higher one, Kibo,
and the lower one, Mawenzi at 17,339 feet. They are separated
by a saddle 12 miles long. Kibo, our objective, is a "walk "
compared to the craggy Mawenzi Peak which has already
claimed several lives owing to the very brittle volcanic rock of
which it is composed. Both peaks are perpetually covered with
snow and ice. Peter's Hut is the last where both water and
wood fuel are available and there still remain 14 miles to the
summit. From here all supplies required at the next and last
hut have to be carried by the porters. The walk from Peter's
to the last hut, Kibo Hut, immediately below the summit is a
truly exhausting one. A steep track winds upwards to the saddle
at the base of Mawenzi, and it is on this leg that the lack of
oxygen first makes itself felt.
Once on the saddle all signs of vegetation ceases and the
barely visible track straggles across an arid and cheerless desert.
Kibo Hut can be seen in the distance some five or six miles
away, and it was our experience that the hut appears to get
further away rather than nearer. The whole effect is depressing
and utterly exhausting. The hut lies at 15,200 feet with the peak
immediately above it. The view of the summit from here is
quite wonderful and awe-inspiring with its blanket of snow and
ice. The air is cold and thin, but even at this height invigorating
if one is not using energy.
The normal drill for the climber at Kibo Hut is to get to
bed early. He rises at 0300 hours to commence the 45-degree
slope which to begin with consists of deep scree where the feet
sink in and progress is slow and laborious. Under normal
weather conditions, 2,000 feet or so higher up the scree gives
way to snow but progress is little better. Breathing is difficult
and often sickness overtakes the climber making it impossible
for him to go on. Halts have to be made every few steps. This
comparatively short distance of two miles and 4,000 feet takes
anything from three to six hours, but once the summit is
attained the agony of the climb is forgotten in the beauty and
utter silence of the peak, the highest point on the continent of
·
Africa.
To return to the expedition. A base camp was necessary and
it should be as high as possible and within reach of Motor
Transport. Bismarck Hut was considered early on because normally four-wheel drive vehicles can get up to it. The weather
broke at this time and heavy rain fell daily, turning the track
into a muddy and impassable morasse feet deep. A new site
was found further down the mountain than was desirable but
near one of the motels and ten miles from Bismarck. It had
· the advantage of possessing a large building which the local
Chief generously allowed us to use for no charge and ideal
surrounding for a camp site. As normal tourist climbing had
to continue we were not allowed to use the huts on the route
up the mountain, so we planned tented camp near each of
them. These were necessary as staging posts for the summit
party and for the large amount of stores, equipment and rations,
etc., which we required.
The question of transporting tentage and other heavy items
was our big concern as the porters' maximum load was 40
pounds up to Kibo Hut and from there to the summit only half
this amount. I thought then of 67 Animal Transport Troop,
The King's African Rifles, stationed in Nanyuki, 130 miles
north of Nairobi. I asked for and obtained a section consisting
of 12 horses each capable of a load of 160 pounds. They were
placed under the command of Second-Lieutenant D. Bowley,
R.A.S.C., who proved a highly energetic and enthusiastic member of the expedition. Our problem of transporting stores as
far as Kibo Hut was solved. Each horse had its own handler.
This meant more personnel with a consequent increase in
tentage, rations, bedding, and so on. It was our constant aim
to keep the party as small as possible, but in the event we were
70 strong and each man was vital.
In Nairobi we gathered together the key people and picked
each others' brains as to store requirements. The Sapper,
Major C. Gillespie, who was G Il(SD) at Command Headquarters--and this fact served us well for obvious reasons-was
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The highest post office ever in the world. John Sharkv posting his
first day covers of the new stamp issue. Height 19,000 ft

particularly helpful as he had some previous experience of
expeditions of this nature. He suggested airfield locating flares
as the basis for the firework display. These required a mortar
type projector weighing some 10 pounds. We thought of all
stores in terms of weight, particularly those which were to be
carried to the summit, as the porter could carry only 20 pounds
on the last leg of the climb. If any item was more than this
it could just not be taken up. A rough stores list emerged and
included such unlikely items as face cream, energy pills, crampons and lip salve. Oxygen was included on the suggestion of
an expert on our particular mountain particularly if serious
work were to be carried out at the peak with exact timings to
cope with. It is a fact that mental and physical reactions at a
height of 20,000 feet are very slow. Our medical officer, Major
C. Walkley (who is now on his way to Australia to practise as
a civilian) also told us that fits of irresponsibility are very liable
to occur. All our efforts to obtain oxygen failed and we made
up our minds to do without it.
Nine 3-tonners were required to carry all stores to Marangu,
a distance of 240 miles. Particularly helpful in providing the
detail of the list was Major C. Rolls, our Quartermaster.
He was also our anchor man back in Nairobi when we had
occasion, rather frequently, to ask him ferry out and send down
some important but overlooked item. To enable us to speak to
him we had installed a C11/R210 link which produced very
good voice communication from Squadron Headquarters to base
camp.
Julius Nyerere, the future Prime Minister, wished to pay a
visit to the expedition at the base camp on 26th November,
196r. This fixed our departure date from Nairobi at 20th
November and would give the camp party time enough to get
the camp ready. On the longer term planning it also gave the
summit party a reasonable period in which to move up the
mountain by stages, becoming acclimatised, and also time for
a dress rehearsal which I thought was necessary. As always,
plans do not work out, and this was no exception. The Prime
Minister found he could not come on the 26th November and
brought his visit forward to 16th November. Our 'time
cushion ' was gone and the flap was on in real earnest. Major C.
Gillespie took me up to the Command Ordnance Depot and
for the first time in my life we were allowed to wander around
and select any of the items which caught our fancy. It was
rather like being on a shopping expedition without having to
worry about the pennies. The Ordnance people were quite
wonderful and co-operated splendidly in this rather unusual
procedure.
In the meantime most of Kenya was under flood and the
roads south were impassable in places. After several false starts
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Captain Alexander and W.0.II C. Young, my Squadron Sergeant.\iajor, left Nairobi on 10th November with the convoy of
twelve 3-tonncrs and six Land-Rovers and after two days
arrived at Marangu. I flew down in a helicopter on 14th
November and found that everything was ready. In that short
tim it V.'3S a very fine effort. I also found that they had started
to e tablish Bismarck as well. With the party were Sergeant
McSorley, who had the very tricky job of looking after the
large variety of stores and keeping tabs on them when they
were pread over the length and breadth of the mountain. Our
eventual losses were relatively small and mos-t of the credit
goes to him for that. Sergeant Glenville was organising our
radio set-up and was later destined to be in charge of the Bismarck Camp. Staff Sergeant Nunn of the A.C.C., was our
catering expert for the duration, and he laid on a very excellent
lunch for the Prime Minister's visit. Corporal Payne, our Radio
Technician, was busy at anything but his trade and kept the
battery charging and lighting systems going. I have included
a comprehensive list of the members of the e.xpedition at the
end of this article.
Early on 16th November the Press descended on us. They
took over the camp and I wondered how any order would come
out of the confusion in time to get things sorted out before the
Prime Minister arrived. Of course it rained. The drenching,
gentle, persistent variety. A representative parade, both civilian
and military, was soaked to the skin. At last the Prime Minister
arrived sccompanied by the Chief of Staff, Brigadier N. W.
Biggs, L ieutenant-Colonel J. Eagle, C.S.O. East Africa, and
Mr. W. Moore, who was our chief contact with the Tanganyika
governmenr and also the Regional Director of the Tanganyika
E.A.P. & T.
The parade was inspected and after a tour of the camp
followed the handing-over ceremony of the flag and torch which
were to be taken to the summit. Lieutenant A. Nyerenda, of
6 KA.R., received them from the Prime Minister. It was particularly suitable that he should do so as he was the first
African Queen's commissioned officer and also a Tankanyikan.
Pre-lunch drinks followed at which all the local chiefs, subcbiefs, petty chiefs, etc., were present. After lunch, the Prime
Minister left having expressed his thanks and appreciation.
After the last guest and Pressman had left, we were left with
a feeling of anti-climax, but also with the thought that at last
we could get down to business and stop polishing up the camp.
The first step was to continue the establishment of Bismarck
Camp, IO miles from base camp. Half the distance of the track
leading to it is all-weather but the second leg was the mud
already described. The rain continued and in fact did so for
the remainder of the expedition except for two days. It was
most ironic that the last day of the operation saw the end of
the bad weather. This added to our anxiety that we should
not have all the camp sites established in time for the summit
party to pass through on schedule. I was not able to spend
the entire preparatory period at base camp and the work fell
to Captain Alexadner. His plan was to pack stores into Land
Rovers at base camp with orders to the drivers to get as far
up the track as they could or until they became bogged down.
The horses then took over and the loads were transferred. This
part of the journey was often three to four miles but always in
thick mud and up steep slopes to Bismarck, which was eventually establised. The other camps were established by this
method except that the horses carried everything the whole
way. Every single item, tentage, cookers, blankets, rations,
petrol, oil, charging engines, wireless sets, batteries went up
on the backs of the horses. Replenishment lifts were carried
out every single day of the expedition and everything started
off from base camp.
By the end of November Peter's and Kibo Huts had been
established. Each camp was run by a British N.C.O. or officer
who acted as Camp Commandant and was responsible for the
provision of food and accommodation for those passing through.
He also had to organise and supervise the loading of the horses
on ~eir_ way up to the _next camp. We had installed a SR B44
net linking all camps with base camp and every evening a conferenc!! was held to decide on. the lift~ for the following day.
Captam Alexander ust1ally presided. ThJS was often complicated
by lack of horses owing to sickness and injury. One horse had
to be shot, as it fell and broke a leg in the rain forest just above
Bismarck. All of us by now were very fond of these gallant
animals. and their handlers and this, our first casualty, was
depressing. They each covered some twenty miles every day
and over deep, rough, muddy tracks where every step had to
be planned and every foot placed. Horse and handler arrived
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at their destination soaked, and all of us were fully conscious
of the efforts of these men and their animals .
Our basic ration was COMPO, which was filling enough but
very monotonous. Occasionally eggs and bread filtered through
from base camp to vary the diet. A highlight of the expedition
was at Peter's camp when we had an air drop. Special cold
wea ther mittens had been sent out from U .K. and had arrived
in Nairobi well after the beginning of the expedition and were
to be flown down to us. Through the radio call Major Gillespie
was talking to Major T . L acey, who commands 8 Independent
Reece. Flight in Nairobi and fixing the details of the drop. As
an afterthought and more in fun than anything else he asked
Major Lacey if he could send down some potatoes and bread as
well. The Beaver aircraft arrived and the mittens were dropped.
A little to our surprise the aircraft turned for another run and
we saw a container on the end of a parachute leave the aircraft.
Something was obviously wrong because the container, its contents and the parachute all parted company and we found ourselves pelted by loose potatoes. This was repeated, and the next
' free ' drop was bread. Three or four runs were made and we
were surrounded by mangled loaves of bread and thousands of
potatoes. All were edible, and the askaris spent hours searching the area. Someone suggested that in time a 'high level '
potato would be found growjng at 12,000 feet and would pose
a problem for its discoverer.
On 2nd December the summit party moved out of Peter's
camp and started the climb to Kibo in preparation for the rehearsal on 4th December. It was an exhausting march, but we
each took our own pace. Major Walkley, our medical officer, was
the first to arrive at Kibo. The next day we spent resting, and
at 05.00 hours on 4th D ecember we started for the summit,
Gilman's Point. It was a beautifully clear day and we were
well above the clouds. The going was bad. The snow line was
lower than it ever had been in living memory. This also applied
to the abnormally bad weather conditions. The snow was fresh
and soft and the feet sank in deep. Every step was a conscious
and studied effort and all thought was concentrated on keeping
going. To stop and rest was defeat, but the periods between
halts became more frequent. I was the last to reach Gilman's
Point and arrived at 1045 hours, just a few minutes before the
broadcast rehearsal was due to start. It appeared unreal to
hear Dar-es-Salaam coming in with a clear and loud signal.
The test broadcast was made and went very well. It was done
in English and Swahili and Lieutenant Nyerenda filled in most
professionally from a very sketchy script.
John Sharky, the senior E.A.P. & T. engineer, asked me if
I would like to talk to my wife. I was still in a daze and
thought he was joking. However, a few minutes later I was
speaking to her in Nairobi and the quality of the speech was
excellent. She later told me that the local operaror was quite
overcome with the task of putting through a call coming from
the top of Kilimanjaro. I think that this must have been the
first time that such a thing had happened. It reminded me of
1946 when I had last climbed the same mountain and took
with me (carried by the guide) a 48 wireless set and had spoken
to Nanvuki very clearly from the too.
The broadcast over, we had time to look around and decide
where we could site the rocket launchers. There was very little
space and the safety precautions demanded a 30-foot gap between rockets and the operator firing them. Gilman's Point is
on the very edge of the crater, the floor of which is a thousand
feet below. The rim is well defined and its edge sharp. There
are ways down, but the thick snow obliterated the tracks and
anyway we did not appreciate the thought of having to climb
back again. A spot was eventually selected some 50 feet below
the crater edge, which was not really large enough but would
have to do. It should be explained here, that further south
along the crater edge is Kaiser Wilhelm Spitz, which in fact is
higher than Gilman's Point. It could not be reached under the
conditions which prevailed and, indeed, the guides were unwilling to take us there. No track wa.s visible, and I think all
of us were thankful in our hearts that this was so. However,
for all practical purposes Gilrnan's Point has long been considered the summit and the point at which to aim.
The descent to Kibo Camp occupied just over an hour and
took the form of slithering sort of roboggan on one's behind.
The braking effort was extremely tiring and the muscles which
one seldom used ached excruciatingly after a day or two. Most
of us agreed that there was little to choose between the aches
caused by the climbing and the descent.
My original plan was for the summit party to return to
Peter's camp for three days to rest and then to return to Kibo
for th.e final climb on 9th December. We all agreed that it
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At the garden party in Dar-es-Salaam, the day after the descent.
H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh is talking to Lieutenant Alex Nyerenda with Major Stephens looking on
Lieutenant Alex Nyerenda caught in a dramatic pose at midnight
8/9 December 1961 on the summit as he raises the flag of the new
Tangany ika. The symbolic torch can be seen attached to the flag
pole

would be better to remain where we were, and so avoid the
gruelling journey back again. This, of course, put out the plan
for the replenishment of the camps. Captain Alexander reorganised the lifts and .the animal caravans arrived with our
rations, petrol and water. To supplement eur water supply we
melted the snow, which was plentiful and learned the lesson
that it takes an unbelievable amount of it to produce even a
glassful of water. It also used up a vast amount of petrol to
keep the cooker going. We were using No. 3 Cooker which at
that altitude worked well but slowly.
We had five days before D-Day and were occupied, or rather
requ isitioned, by Major Gillespie whose rockets and launchers
had by this time arrived. They were encased in thick, greased
paper wrappings and all had to be cleaned and tested for continuity. About this time I b t:gan to feel feverish and could not
keep any food down. I was advisd to retire to bed by our
doctor. I lost that day, the whole of the next and finally awoke
the following day, feeling much better but very weak and unsteady on my feet. I was concerned that I should be fit to
make the climb again on D-Day but felt that in my present
condition I should not be able to do so. Major Walkley strongly
advised me against it, and having seen the rehearsal go well I
felt that there was little for me to do there anyway.
The morning of 8th December arrived and final preparations
for the departure of the summit party were made. During the
previous five days the porters had been ferrying the rockets,
launchers, a tent and the other stores to the summit. We employed ten porters and each made one journey a day. This
made a total of 500 pounds of stores which they had carried
to the top-a truly remarkable effort. H-Hour was 2340 hours
that night, when the pre-independence broadcast was to be
made from Gilman's Point. By then all the rockets had to be
positioned and the launchers wired in to a control panel which
Colin Gillespie had manufactured. The radio circuits had to
be tested. All had to be done during daylight. It would have
been impossible to carry out these tasks during darkness without the very real risk of stumbling over the edge.
A gradual thinning-out process had started two days before
and Kibo camp moved down ro Peter's. Everything was now
in position and only the summit party and I occupied Kibo
Hut, by arrangement witth the Mountain Club.
With little ceremony the party left and in a moment were
lost to sight in the mists. I was alone in Kibo and it was very
quiet. As the mist cleared, I could follow their progress up
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through the steep snow slope. At 1700 hours they were all on
the top, then darkness fell and there was nothing to do but wait
until H-Hour. I still had the radio call set and was able to
listen to the Tanganyika Broadcasting Corporation programme
which would be relaying the broadcast from the top of the
mountain.
My relief was profound when at last I heard Lieutenant A.
Nyerenda's voice cracking through the air announcing that the
party was all well and he was about to hoist the new flag of his
country. To confirm this, at exactly midnight I saw the first
rockets soaring up a thousand feet into the air and exploding
with a million candlepower brilliance and then drifting slowly
down. Another broadcast followed and the rockets were still
going up until 0020 hours when the last of them lit the sky
and then all was dark and silent again. It was all over. The
first of the summit party returned to Kibo Hut at 0400 hours
and after drinking some hot soup which I had kept ready went
straight to sleep. The remainder of the party slept the rest of
the night at Gilman's Point in an eight-man tent and eventually
returned at 0700 hours looking very fit and full of high spirits.
After a short rest and some breakfast we all set off on the long
walk back. It was all over and we were a very happy party
on arrival back at base camp at 1800 hours, having walked
about thirty miles. Major Gillespie, Lieutenant Nyerenda and I
decided to spend this night in one of the local mountain hotels.
On arrival we asked for large beers and were told that the local
branch of the Tanganyika African National Union had forbidden the sale of any alcohol on the mountain for that day. It
was a bitter moment! However, we felt that we were exceptions and we did get our beer. I drank mine irt my bath,
which was the first for two weeks.
Early next morning Lieutenant Nyerenda, Mr. Sharky and I
left by charter aircraft for Dar-es-Salaam. Major Gillespie and
Major Walkley left later by road for Nairobi. We had been
summoned to attend a garden party where we were to be presented to the Duke of Edinburgh. It felt most uncomfortable
to have exchanged the cold, thin mountain air for the steaming
heat of Dar-es-Salaam withirt 24 hours.
The following day I left by the same aircraft and landed at
Moshi where Captain Alexander was waiting and we returned
together to Nairobi. Kilimanjaro seemed a long way away. A
large part of me expedition and the Squadron were still high
up on the mountain, packing up and searching for missing kit.
This part of the expedition was the least glamorous and rewarding and I give great credit to W .O.II Young and Sergeant McSorley who brought the large convoy back to Nairobi
with no casualties and comparatively few losses of stores.
Second-Lieutenant D. Bowley followed a day or so later with
his horses l!nd the handlers.
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We we~e all pleased to say
seen. a bit t~o much of it.
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View from SAS Transvaal.
I

E.A.P. & T.
Cook, civilian of
Squadron, K.A.R.
G .D., civilian of 1
Squadron, K.A.R.
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'goodbye' to our mountain having
On arrival home there was Kilithe wall-a large painting which
surprise present for my retum !

CUIUISTMAS CAHD F OR THE COLONEIAN-ClllEF
In the article under this heading in the May number of THE
due to an error in para (d) of the conditions the size of
the ca~d was .given as 8ft. 6in. This, of course, ~hould have
read Sm. x 6m. We regret any puzzlement which may have
·
resulted from this.

WIRE,

Volcano in centre with lava flow covering normal landing beach.
ment at right

The Army was selected to provide and man the communications for the Royal Society's expedition to Tristan D a Cunha
and 30th Regiment was chosen to send two wireless operators.
I was just about the happiest and proudest soldier in the Regi/
ment when I heard I was to be one of them.
It was quite a rush getting the equipment packed and ready
to go, what with trials still going on in my Squadron and
Christ.mas almost on us. I was beginning to wonder if we would
every be ready, but the 5th January, 1962, came and Staff
Sergeant Shaw and I were waving goodbye ro the snow and
rain of England and looking forward to the sun of Africa.
After three days in a Beverley we arrived in Aden. There
was no chance of getting anything duty free though, for we wen:
offered a lift to Nairobi by Hastings the following morn ing·
Other than that the best they could do was a Beverley some
days later and after a three-day trip to Aden we were not too
fond of Beverleys, so we took the early morning plane and
managed six glorious days in Nairobi. With quite a reasonable
sun tan we boarded a B.O.A.C. Comet 4 at Embakasi airport
and on to Capetown. After Beverleys and Hastings it was pure
luxury. We were billeted with H .M S. Afrikander a few miles
from Capetown, and there, repacked all equipment, charged
batteries and got to know the people who we would be working
with, and also a little Naval procedure. We met the rest of the
expedition and on the 22nd January the twelve of us boarded
S.A.S. Transvaal. Not being a very good sailor I had plenty of
running about on the ship and had more views of the side of
the ship than any other who sailed her.
I managed to catch up on a little of the island's history in
between sprints. It was discovered by the Portuguese in 15o6
and was originally spelt Tristan D' Acunha. It became a British
garri on in the 1800s and in this garrison was Corporal William
Glass, who founded the colony which was approximately 280
strong before it was evacuated. Two other islands make up the
group, Nightingale and Inaccessible, but neither of these are
populated with anything other than birds·
The island was sighted on 27th January at the end of our
1,500 mile journey from Capetown. With everyone on board
wanting to see the volcano the small frigate soon developed a
definite list to port. The weather was much too rough to make
any attempt at a landing so we just had to steam around for
rhe day. Next morning three of the party, Staff Sergeant Shaw,
Dennis Simpson (Agricultural Advisor) and Adam Swain
(Islander-Guide) managed to get ashore on the southern side of
the island at Stoney Beac;;h. They were going to try to get to
the other side of the island to the settlement, and see if a landing
was possible at the lava flow, but bad weather was still with
u~ and made it impossible for the shore party to attempt the
climb to the base (2,500 feet) and another day was spent being
tossed about in the bad weather.
Next morning things were looking much better on the settle-

Settle-

ment side of the island so the Captain decided to land us. Another party went ashore to find the best beach to land the
stores. The Captain, making sure that things were running
smoothly, was keeping a careful eye on the party through his
glasses, but catching sight of someone on deck fishing he decided
to have a try himself. As the Captain was doing it, it seemed
an open invitation for anyone to join in. Within two minutes
the deck was a free-for-all, with just about every kind of fishing
tackle imaginable being used, and not one person interested in
the landing party. We managed to get ashore with the help of
the ship's crew and soon set up a camp at the settlement itself.
Communications being of first importance, Staff Sergeant
Shaw and I set up the Cu in the wireless room previously
used by the South African Met Stations radio operator. The
set was soon in working order and using a station rhombic aerial
we soon had communications with Capetown and let them
know how things were progressing. Of the time spent on the
island not once did the Ci I let us down, the only trouble b_ing
when the charging engine broke down. We set up a 24 volt
wind charger which we found on the island and had things
working alright again without a break in schedule.
We settled down in the houses which were fin e except for
the fleas but we got rid of them after a few days. I found that
after the wireless schedules I had some time to myself so I
became the expedition's poulterer and caught some chickens.
In two weeks, just as the South African supply of eggs ran ou1
we had fresh eggs every day and they also helped out with tht:
meat ration .
Evenings were perhaps the dul1est part of the day; wherea
the scientists had their paper work to c;;atch up on, I had very
little to do, so I took advantage of the e.~pedition's Ham licence
and tried my luck on the wireless· I didn't realise that I would
be such a popular station. As soon as I gave a call the frequency
was jammed with pe<>ple trying to contact me. I worked well
over 100 stations, most being South African; I was working
to Bombay on voice (5,000 miles) and managed five British
station s on CW. Not bad going for an Army Cu!
I had the opportunity to travel to the other islands, ightingale and Inaccessible, this I took up saying that I would help
out bringing back specim_ns of rock, etc. The trip was quite a
disappointment all round. five of us went and we only manag:d
to land twic;;e due to bad weather. We were taken out on the
Tristan Development Company ship, Trisiania, but as it was
only five hundred tons, I was quite glad to get back to the solid
ground of Tristan again.
The volcano seemed to have quietened down wh'. lst we were
away so three of us decided to climb and see wh3t it was like
inside the crater. I was quite scared when I got on top and
I'm sure had I been by myself I would have turned back. The
others probably felt the same way as this was the first time
anyone had been right insid- the crater but W ! encouraged each
201
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Special Meeting of the
British Institution of Ratlio Engineers

The island 's only transport. This is me on our favour ite moke
{the volcano in the background)

I

other and pre sed on. It wasn't quite as hot a I h ad imagined
but the fumes made it uncomfortable. We spent about half
an hour in the crater, climbed on top of the new dom e and
then made our way back to the settlement.
The animal life seemed to take no notice at all of the volcano;
cattle would graze at the foot of it most of the time although
vegetation directly above and four miles to the east had been
greatly affected . It could be seen growing again, even on the
lopes, so any damage was only temporary.
The dogs on the island managed to kill almost 700 sheep,
carcases could be seen all over the island. Obviously we had
to do what we could to protect the remaining sheep so it was
agreed to shoot all the dogs (agreed by everyone that is, but
the dogs). They didn' t take too kindly to the decision and gave
us a good runaround but we managed to put down all but one.
Later we heard some barking from the base but no sight of a
dog was seen in the last two weeks.
Private mail was sent and received over our link to Capetown and thence by air mail, under despatch arrangements of
the S.A. avy, and the same in reverse for replies- If the
person receiving the letter in England answered by return, a
lerter sent on Monday would have a reply back on the following
Monday. 253 signals were handled. by Staff Sergeant Shaw and
myself; of these, 152 were private letters, each person being
allowed a letter in each direction once a week.
The weather was much warmer than expected. We were all
warned to cake plenty of waterproof clothing, but luckily we
didn't have to use it too often. The weather was just beginning
to tum towards the end of the expedition, as March in the
Southern Hemisphere is the start of their winter season.
We made contact with H .M.S. Protector whilst she was sailll:g for us, and at 07.30 hours on 20th March, she came into
sight. We had placed all the stores by the heliport, which
we had marked out some time back, and everything was ready
to go aboard. A helicopter on board Protector had been arranged
t~ lift the expedition's stores and members off, and the whole
lift took only 31 hours. The total weight of stores and rock
speciments evacuated was 4t tons. It had been arranged for
Protec_cor to take aerial photographs of Nightingale and In~ccess1ble, so w~ had yet one more day bobbing around the
islands. The tnp to Capetown took four days. This ship is
well-known for her ability to roll on just about any sea, and
this she certainly did; I can't say I was sorry to see Capetown.
. It was gr~t to be back in civilisation again, but after travel~g at walkmg pace for so long, the speed of cars was frightenmg· It was good to eat food without first cooking it, and most
of us made straight for fruit and milk and other fresh foods.
Wi1;b!n four days we were saying our goodbyes to the
exped1t1on, be<;ause we were h?oked for a two-week holiday
aboard the l:17mdsor Castle, wh1ch was to bring us to Southa!llpton._ . With ve!'.'Yon~ on board in holiday mood and clean,
a1r-cond1t1oned cabms, 1t was the perfect ending to the most
interesting job I have ever had the pleasure to do. Too soon
Southampton appeared, and I had to come down to earth. After
~ short. leave, I was back in my job in 30th Regiment-it's
mterestmg work, but not the fun that the expedition proved to
be.

The Briti h Institution of R adio Engineers held a special
meeting at Catterick Camp on 10th April, 1962.
It was the first British I.R.E . lecture meeting to take place
there, and was held by kind permission of Brigadier H. F.
McGill, o .B.E., Comman dant, School of Signals.
More tha n one hundred people attended to hear Mr. J. B.
Wilson, M. Sc., of James Scott (Electronic E ngi neering) Ltd.,
deliver h is paper on " Jodrell Bank." Mr. Wilson, who had
been engaged upon scientific work at Jodrell Bank, bega n with
an in troduction to the subject of rad io astronomy as a science,
fo llowing the early work of Jansky in 1931 and Reber between
1938 and 1944·
Comparison with optical astronomy was made and it was
hown how the rad io astronomer has advan tages over his optical
counterpart. Interferometer aerial systems were considered and
the kind of information obtained from the m discussed.
A very good film, showing the design and construction of
the massive " dish " and supporting fram ework, and the railway
on which the wonderfully balanced masterpiece of engineering
moved.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Wilson was given by Major M.
Mcintyre, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., Royal Signals, who is now a member
of the North Eastern Section Committee.
The evening was enjoyably continued in the Headquarters
Mess, where the guests were entertained to dinner.
Those present included Brigadier H. F . McGill, o.B.E.,
Captain D . E. Bromley Martin, R.N . (Captain of H.M.S.
Mercury, R.N. School of Signals), Colonel D. R. Horsfield,
o.B.E. (The Chief Instructor, School of Signals), Mr. Mitchell
(The Controller of Telecommunications Liaison Group,
B.A O.R.), Lieutenant--Colonel D. T . W. Gibson, M .B.E. (Senior
Instructor (Equipment) School of Signals).
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Corps Silver
The picture shows the silver model of the C 13 set which
has been presented to the Corps by the British Communications
Corporation Limited to commemorate the introduction of the
first Phase Modulated Radio set into the Army.
The actual presentation was made by Mr. D . D. Prenn, the
Chairman of the Corporation, at a' Guest Night in the H.Q.
Mess on 5th April, 1962. Mr. Prenn was accompanied on this
occasion by a Director of the Corporation, Mr. F. G. Nurdin,
who served as a Lieutenant-Colonel in the Corps during the
war, notably with General Wingate.
The model is beautifully carried out in a dull finish silver,
complete in every detail. It will form a magnificent addition
to our Corps Silver and we are deeply grateful to :the British
Communications Corporation for their generosity.

This is an age of standardisatioi:i and the Arf!ly, like ?th.e r
great institutions, seeks to mould its raw material, that is its
men and women, into an accepted pattern of excelle~ce . It
does so, on the whole, with r~markabl~ success,_ but its raw
material is wayward and from time to tune, happily fo~ us all,
a product emerges that does no~ conform but keeps its own
intractable shape, excellent but different. As the years ~ass he
impresses himself on his community and becomes recognised as
a character.
D ick Barker was such a one, and a most l~vable character in
his own right. With his great frame and deliberate moveme~t,
a face that a friend described as knobbly and a general massive
presence he looked rugged and that is exactly what he wa~.
H e had ' unshakeable integrity and robust commonsense. His
best fri ends and he had many very good ones, would not
have called bim brainy, and he would have recoiled from s~ch
a tribute· it was with r eluctance that he put pen to paper himself and 'he viewed the habit, especially in ~is supenor. officers,
with distaste and suspicion. He was afraid of nothmg, a~d
simple, perceptive people like Kurds an~ Pathans found m
him something that greatly c~mmended itself to them. Any
outdoor activity appealed to bu~; he. was a yachtsman and a
man of his hands who could bUJ!d his own boat, a good shot
and a good but not a neat horseman. His temper, except .when
roused by some act of meanness, was re~arkably even: 10 the
full mean ing of the old phrase, he was kmd and true.
He cared greatly for the men and officers under ~is command,
and senior officers of today, who "".ere on~e his subalterns,
remember him with affection and with gratitude for all that
he taught them.
As with all characters, stories grew up a'?<>ut him.. He was
Master of a pack of Beagles at Colchester· 10 the middle of a
run hounds were suddenly, unaccountably at a loss; nearby

lounged a gipsy-looking man in a Jong overcoat. Pro~pted ~Y
an instinct all his own, Dick laid firm hands on him, said
"Where's my hare?" and drew the animal from the stranger's
capacious inner pocket.
He was born in 1888 at Christchurch, New Zealand, and went
to Wangahui Collegiate School and from there to Sher~rne
School in Dorset. He joined the New Zealand Mounted R ifles
in 1907 was commissioned in the Prince of Wales' Volunteers
(South 'L ancashire Regiment) four years later an d transferred
to the Royal Signals as a Captain in 1922. By then he ~d
served with the Indian Signal Corps and the Kurd Irregular.s, m
Iraq (1915-1918) and as a Political. Officer in .Iraq, Kurdistan
and Persia (1918-1920). H e was m Ireland m 1920-22 and
served as Chief Signal Officer in Palestine and Trans-Jo.rdan
(1936-37) in Northern Command (1937-40) and the M iddle
East (1940-41). This led to his ap~intment as Si~al Officerin-Chief Middle East with the acung rank of MaJor-General,
in 1941~ H e was fo; a time C.S.O. Scottish Command and
finished the war as Chief Signal Officer, Home Forces. H e
retir ed in 1944.
In 1920 he married Dorothy Enid Millton, of Orar i, N ew
Zealand and a better match and a happier marriage cannot be
imagined. T heir son Mark is a Major in the Corps; their. other
two sons have both served with the rank of Major, one m the
N ew Zealand Regiment in Malaya and the other in the Royal
Artillery. The latter has retired and is studying for Holy
Orders in the Church of England. Their daughter Prude~ce
has married a soldier, Major C. H ay of the Staffordshire
Regim ent.
From his boyhood on bis father's farm far~ing was in .his
blood and he dreamed through bis long service of the ume
when ' he should retire and follow his heart' s desire in his own
country. At one of the yearly tea parties, where it is the gracio~s
custom of our Colonel-in--Chief to meet her officers a~d therr
wives he was presen ted in bis tum to Her Royal Highness,
and ; he bade him sit beside her for the usual short chat. The
in terview prolonged itself far beyond the _traditi~nal ~ew
minutes: both parties were clearly absor~ed m therr su1;>1ect
and the organisers of the <>ccasion grew anx10us about the. timetable. When finally the Royal guest allowed. him to go 1t 'Yas
learnt that they had been discussing a sub1ect of e~grossmg
common interest-the virtues of different breeds of dairy cattle.
His friends are happy to think that his last rs. years were
spent in the realisation of h is lifelong dream, on ~1s own farm
at Wainui; and they can only be thankful th~t his ¥1'eat heart
and active spirit were never vexed by long mcapac1ty, for he
died suddenly, of heart f~urt;, in Christc:?urch . Their thoughts
go out in sympathy to his wife and family.

CAPTAIN

D.

G.

WIUGDT

It is with deep regret that we record the death of Captain
David Wright, of 253 Squadron. He was killed .by a fall on
training on a mountain called Ma On Shan, m the New
Territories, on 4th May, 1962.
Born in London on 12th March, 1930, of Irish parents,
David Wright was' educated at St. Wilfrid's School, ~eaford,
Sussex and then at St. Edwards' School, Oxford. . Enlisted as
a G~er in April, 1949, he joined the R.M.A.S. 1;Il August of
that year and was commissioned into the Corps m February,
1951. After his Y.0.'s course at the O.T.W., an~ .a. parac:hute
course at Abingdon, be joined rst Infantry ~1v1s1on Signal
Re!!irnent, with whom he served for two years, m Egypt. He
the~ returned in November, 1955, to U.K., where be completed
his subaltern'; Part II course. Immediately after this he was
placed in charge of the Royal Signals Display Team for a Y~·
Between December, 1955, and February, 1957, he served with
12th Wireless
quadron and 16th Independent Pa~achute
Brigade Signal Squadron . A period of t.w~ years .with ~st
Wireless Regiment was followed by a sumlar penod with
Eastern Command (subsequently 239) Signal Squadron.
In April, 1961, he .left. U.K; for Hong Kong, where he
continued to serve, until his unurnely death.
He was accorded a full military funeral on 8th May, 1962.
his body being buried in the Happy Valley Cemetery. The
very large turn-out of voluntary mourners, both officers and
other ranks British and Chinese, clearly showed the extent of
the respect' and affection in which he was held.
Our sympathy goes to his mother and family.
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COLUMN

Captain D. R. Beadon .. .
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Clarke
Lieut. / T/Captain C. N. Last

,, 216 Squadron (Pura Brigade)
C.R. Signals (Malta)
305 (Mx. Yeo.) Squadron (Para
Brigade) T.A.
Captain D. P. Watson ...
. ..
JSt Regiment (B.A.0.R.)
Captain M . A. T. Hartnett ...
,, 2 ro Squudron (East Africa)
Major D. P. Gnrnon -Williams
...
2nd Regiment (B.A.0.R.)
Major (L/ Lieut.-Col.) H. E. Roper ...
Course No. 26, JSSC.

Movcnrnnts-tt ·arrant Olliccrs tintl Sergeants
LondfJn

Ga:cttc

From 3rd April, 1962, lo 4th May, 1962
econd-Lieutenant W. C. Nicoll to be Lieutennn\, 5th April, 1962.
.\ujor P. G. Castner, M.B.E., relinquished S.S.C., 5th April, 2962,
Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel.
.M ajor S. B. Co)·oc relinquished S.S.C., 7th April, 1962, Honorary Major.
Lieutenant-Colonel Viscount Malden, T.D., relinquished Hon. Colonel,
4oth Regiment (T.A.). 6th April, 1962, rctsill.ing Honorary rank Colonel.
Lieutenant F. D. H. Jones to be Captain, 8th February, 1962 (T.A.).
Captain (Q .M.) T. Mellor rclinquisbcd S .S.C., 9th April, 1962.
Captain J. D. S. Levick to T.A.R.0:.1. 13th March, 1962.
Lieutenant R. L. Dodds to T.A.R.u., 1st March, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant C. M.. DHb)• to be Lieutenant 12th April, 1962.
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) R. Bnriett to be Major (Tic. Offr. ) 12th April, 1962.
Lieutenant D. E. Burt to be Captain (S. S.C.) 14th April, 1962.
Csptain J. P. Harri on to be M ajor, 15th April , 1962.
Captain J. M. N. Lyons to be Major, 16th April, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant D. A. Pocklin1tton to be Lieutenant (S .S.C.) 15th
April, 1962.
Major W. Robenson to be Lieutenant-Colonel (A.E.R.), 12th Morch, 1962.
Lieutenant J. M. Barraclough to be Captain (T. A.), 17th April, 1962.
Captain J . B. Prince to be Major, 220d April, 1962.
Lieutenant C. A. Brown from S .S.C. to Lieutenant, 2nd February, 1962.
Lieuu;nant J . M. Gray from S.S.C. to Li~utenant , 14th December. 1961.
Capram D. A. W. Clark, T.D., to be Maior (T .0 .T .) (T .A.) 7th March,
1962.
Lieutenant J. W. Banks to T.A.R.O ., 10th November, 196r.
Undermentioned Captains to be Majors:
J . B. Cox, B.A., 4th December, 196r.
L. A. Welton, 4th December, 1961.
. J . H. S. Weston, 2nd March, 1962.
Maior (Tfc. Offr.) T. J. Winder retired 30th April, 1962.
Ma1or-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., O.B.E., relinquished Hon . Colonel
49th Yorkshire Regiment (T.A.), 30th April, 1962.
Lieutenant A. W. Douglas to be Captain (T.A.), 1st March, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant H . D. Stanley to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 30th April,
1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel B. R. Wood, o .8.E., T.D., promoted Colonel (T.A.),
I t May, 1962.
Ma!or A_ R . Wythe promoted Lieutenant-Colonel, 4th February, 1962.
Ma1or L. M. Rutherford, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., retired 5th May, 1962.
Ca~tain A. <;:. Bir~wist,le, B.A., promoted Major, 5th May, 1962.
Ma1or R. Hair, rclinqwshed S.S.C. , 4th May, 1962, Honorary Major.
Second-Lieutenant J. A. Clark to be Lieutenant, A.E.R., 11th March, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant R. Eaton to be Lieutenant, A.E.R. , 27th M arch, 1962,
Second-Lieutenant L . J. Abbiss to be Lieutenant, T.A., IIth March 1962.
1
Second-Lieutenant A. J . Hartup to be Lieutenant, T . A., 11th Maren,
1962.
Second-Lieutenant L . H. Quilter to be Lieutenant, T. A. , 18th March, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant J. L. R. Echlin to be Lieutenant, T.A., 25th March, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant G . C. Washington to be Lieutenant, T.A., 27th March,
1962.
Second-L!eutenant B. Crinson to be Lieutenant, T.A., 20d May, 1961 .
Second-Lieutenant J. J. M. Scarlett to be Lieutenant, T.A., 5th May, 1962.
S~cond-L1eutenant D . Hunt to be Lieutenant, T.A., 5th May, 1962.
Lte!'tenant E . P. Brown to T.A.R.O., 28th March, 1962.
Maior J. C . Green retired, 30th April, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant R. C. Patten to be Lieutenant, S.S.C. , 29th April 1962.
C?1onel John Reading, M..B.E., E.R.D., relinquished Honorary Coloncl 86th
Regune:u, A.E.R., 1st Mai•, 1961.
Lieutenant-Colonel J . A. Charlto_n1 E.R.D., relinquished Honorary
Colonel, goth Regiment, A.E.R., ISt May,
1961.
Major A. P. Lawrie, B. R. o., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, A.E.R., 2nd April
196z
'
Second-L!eutenant H. Wall to be Lieutenant, A.E.R., 27th April, 1962.
Second-L!eutenant B. J. Hordle to be Lieuteo,ant, A.E.R., 5th May1 _1962.
Secood-L1eutenant A. M. Anderson to be Lieutenant, T.A., 9th March
1962.
'
Secon?-Lieutenant M. W. R. Bell to be Lieutenant, T.A., 2nd May, 1962.
C:iPtam W. C. Bradford to T.A.R.0 ., 1st April, 1962.
Lieutenant I . J. E. Barrow to T.A.R.O ., 1st April, 1962.

Mo vemcnts-Olllcers
Major V. C. Valle
. ..
. ..
Lieut./T/Captain G. H. Morgan
Ljeutenant B. J. Austin
...
Lieutenant J. J. Bally . . .
.. .
Second-Lieutenant P. R. Brewis
Second-Lieutenant P. C. Burns
Lieutenant C. H. D. Cross .. .
Second-Lieutenant C. M. Darby
Second-Lieutenant J. McD. Edgar
Second-Lieutenant R. C. Etheridge
L~utenant R. Saville
...
Lieutenant I. D. Scott
...
Second-Lieutenant P. B. Webster
Lieutenant B. C. Carpenter
Lieutenant G. Wilkie-Snow
Major F. C. Lockwood
...
Major A. Begg
Captain J. B. Prince
l>ujor A. M . Hewson
Major D. A. R . Elliot
Capt:tio A. R. Bushell
CaP!llin M. C. Deverill
Major F. W. Lew.ii
Ma1or J . L . Donne
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To H .Q ., AFCE
Aden (6o1 Troop)
22nd Regiment (B.A.0.R.)
3rd Regiment
4th Regiment (B.A.0 .R.)
7th Regiment (B.A.0.R.)
237 Squadron (B.A.0.R.)
1St Regiment ~.A. 0.R.)
1 tth Regiment Held Strength)
ISt Regiment B.A.0.R.)
7th Regiment B.A.0.R.)
nth Regiment
.S.)
4th Regiment B.A.O.R.)
ut Regiment B.A.0.R.)
20th Regiment NEARELF)
nth Regiment Cadre)
11th Regiment H.S.)
19th Regiment FARELF)
11th Regiment H.S.)
nth Regiment H.S.)
A.A.S., Harrogate
11th Regiment ~H.S.)
11th Regiment H.S.)
18th Regiment FARELF)

f

f

W.0.1 L. J . Tnylor
W.0.II R. D . Angus
W.O.II J. H. Coleman
W.0.11 D. F. Leighton
W.O .II K. A. Rutter
W.O .II A. Holmes
W.O.II L. Leppington
W.O.II W . Newton
...
W.0.II D. K. Earnshaw
W.O .II A. E. Pugh
.. .
W .O.II R. A. Rankin .. .
W.O.II D . G. Rowthoro
W .O.II J. S. P. Pilkington
W.O.II D. Bees ...
.. .
W.0.ll J . D. Fra ncis ...
W.0.II G. W. Boscomworth
Staff ergeant R. Weir ...
Staff Sergeant R. Campbell
Staff Sergeant R. Conway
Staff Sergeant E. M. Short
Staff Sergeant K . Crosbie
Staff Sergeant K. S. Pemberton
Staff ergeant J . C. Willis
Staff Sergeant R. Stringer
Staff Sergeant G . Shakeshaft
Staff Sergeant A. R. Jarratt
Staff Sergeant D . I. Tombs
Staff Sergeant R. Weighell
Staff Sergeant A. Leach
S taff Sergeant D . Spear
Staff Sergeant D. Timson
...
Staff Sergeant R. A. C. Drake
Staff Sergeant E. Platt
Steff Sergeant A. W. Bird
Staff Sergeant A. Morris
Staff Sergeant H. E . White
Staff Sergeant R. C. Shaw
...
Staff Sergeant L . J . McGuinness
Staff Sergeant A. Morris
Staff Sergeant A. W. Pugh
Staff Sergeant R. F. Telford
Staff Sergeant J. G . Stanley
Staff Sergeant C. A. Smith
Staff Seregant K . A. Francis
Staff Sergeant C. D. Hawkes
Acting Staff Sergeant R. A. McKay
Acting Staff Sergeant R. J. Judge
Acting Staff Sergeant D . Jackson
Acting Staff Sergeant J . C. Kirton
Sergeant R. Cobb
Senteant G. K. Wardill
Sergeant W. S. Rowland
Sergeant A. J . Cook
...
Sergeant M. C. Foulds
Sergeant B. T. O 'Connor
Sergeant J. Morris
.. .
Sergeant D . W. Evans .. .
Sergeant C. A. Thompson
Sergeant J. P. Steeples
Sergeant F. W. Wilson
...
Sergeant R. Goodman
Sergeant A. G. M. Buckland
Sergeant R. Morris
Ser~eant J. Edgington
...
Acung Sergeant G . Geldard
Sergeant D . N. Curtis
Sergeant R. J. Wortley
Sergeant J. Clark ...
Sergeant R . Aldous
Sergeant J. M . Ward
Sergeant A. G. Curtis
Sergeant A. Murray
Sergeant L . Walters
•..
Sergeant T. J. M. Peters
Sergeant D. Mackay
.. .
Sergeant E . P. Close .. .
Sergeant A. Leitch
...
Sergeant P. Donnelly
.. .
Sergeant P. W. F. Shirley
Sergeant T. M . Cannings
Sergeant R. Cockcrof t
Sergeant C. A. Smith .. .
Sergeant G. H. WriRht .. .
Sergeant R. E. W. Growns
Ser1;1eant P. B. Wymbs ...
. ..
Actmg Sergeant R. C. Breese
Sergeant C. V. Forth ...
Sergeant A. J. Playford
Ser1;1eaot R. W. Henson ...
Actmg Sergeant E . Rapson
Sergeant R. L. Clarence
Sergeant W. M. Chalmers
Sergeant J. T. Driver ...
Sergeant P. R. Uttridge
Sergeant T. E. B. Cran
Sergeant W. C. Mitchell
Sergeant W. Smith
...
Sergeant J. Hughes

To 220d Regiment
,, 61s1 Reguoent (T.A.)
,, 24th Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
,. 4th Reguoent
14th Regiment, I Squadron
School of Signals (Courses)
,, A.A.S ., Harrogate
66th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 16th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
,, 249 Sq undron
,, 17th Gurkha R egiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
16th Regiment
3rd Regiment
i 3th Regiment
H.Q., At'SE
,, 18th Regiment
,, 20th Re(!imcnt
School o! Signals Courses)
chool of Signals Courses)
School of Signals Courses)
,, School of Signals Courses)
School of Signals Courses)
,, School of Signa ls Courses~
,, School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
,, 237 Squadron
,, 41h R egiment
,, i tth Regiment
H.Q., Royal Signals1 Hong Kong.
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
43rd R egiment
,, 9th Regiment
,, 241b Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
U.K. GRN Troop
,, 200 Squadron
,, 208 Squadron
. , 210 Squadron
6o1 Troop
,, 229 Squadron
,, 8th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, 629 Troop
,, 19th R egiment
28th Regiment
School of Signals Courses)
,, School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
School of Signals Courses)
,, School of Signals Courses~
,, School of Signals Courses
,, School of Signals Courses
School of Signals Courses
,, 19th Regiment
228 Squadron
Sierra Leone Military Forces
19th Regiment
8th Regiment
18th Regiment
,, 245 Squadron
Gurkha Regiment
,, Gurkha Regiment
,, 235 Squadron
11th Regiment
nth Regiment
245 Squadron
210 Squadron
15th Regiment
15th Regiment
210 Squadron
Special Reece Squadron, R.A.C .
4th Regiment
2nd Regiment
R .M .A., Sandhurst
76 Squadron, R.A.S.C.
208 Squadron
13th Regiment
,, 254 Squadron
24th Regiment
A.A.S., Harrogate
13th Regiment
Junior Tradesmen Reg!., Rhyl
Selection of Personnel Staff
239 Squadron
236 Squadron
252 Squadron
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crgeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

D. W. R. Monteith
K. Ruddy
···
S. Nelson
.. .
H. E. White .. .
S. C. Gibney .. .
R . H. Marchant
J. Donaghy
.. .
J . W. Horne .. .
P. R. Hardman
E. H. Rollend

541 Ordnance Depot
6og Troop
21st Regiment
9tl1 Regiment
School of Signals
3otl1 Regiment
11th Regiment
. . . ,,. School of Signals
238 Squadron
,, 237 Squadron

:!Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!:
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Aldershot Tattoo

Births

205 Squadron
MOORE.- To Corporal and Mrs. Moore, a son, on 16th April, r962, at
B.M.H., Iserlobn .
242 Squadron
GALE.- To W.O.II and Mrs. P . W_. Gale, on 28th ~rc.h1 196~, a daugh_ter,
Linda Celia, at the Royal Simpson Memorial Maternity Pavilion,
Edinburgh.
161/t Regiment
BARTLETT.-To Corporal and Mrs. Bartlett, on 2ut April, 1962, a
daughter, Catherine Dorothy.
BELL.-To Staff Sergeant and Mrs. K. Bell, on 15th March, 1962, a son,
Ian.
BROWN.-To Sergeant and Mrs. H. Brown, on 14th April, 1962, a son,
Alexander.
FISHER.-To Staff Sergeant and Mrs. B. Fisher, on 23rd April, 1962, a
son, Robert Adrian.
HODGSON.-To Corporal and Mrs. P. Hodgson, on 29th April, 1962,
a son, David Joseph.
WATKINSON.-To Corporal and Mrs. J. C. Watkinson, on 7th March,
1962, a son, John Andrew.
BOAST.-To Captain and Mrs. T. G . Boast, on 12th March, 1962, a son,
Gregory John.
HAIGH.-To W.O.I (S.C.) and Mrs. P. Haigh, a daughter, Jane Kathleen,
at Chester on 9th May, 1962.

Marriages
JBNKINSON-COOKE .-Private K. P. Jenkinson, A.C.C., to Janet Irene
Cooke at the Primrose Hill Congregational Church, Northampton, on
23rd April, 1962.

In place of the Aldershot Tattoo, " The Modern Army " will be at home
to the publ c on Queen 's Parade, Aldersbot1 on the afternoon• of 16th and
17th June, 1962. Apply :o Aldershot D1Strict, Steeles Road, Aldcnhot.

Corps Week-end and Association Reunion and
Annual General Meeting
will be bcl.J at Catterick on 7th/ 8th July, 1g62 .

Royal 'l'ournament
Earls Court, London, nth-28th J uly, 1962.

Royal Signals Institution Lecture11, 1962
•Friday, 28th September, "New Zealand,'' Briaadier J. E. Andenon,
6.15 p.m., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiment, T .A., Duke of York'•
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tuesday, 27th November, "Training of American Cadets at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. Miles, Jnr., U.S. Army, 5.1~ p .m ., at
North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
• Members are allowed two guests for these lectures.

Indian ArDly Reunion, 1962
The 1962 Reunion will be held at Hurlinaham Club on 1:rida_y, 29th June
at 3.30 p.m . Tickets 9/- pei head. Hon. Secretar)', Bngadicr A. J. M.
Wilton, 0.8.E., The Cottage, 30, Thames Street, Sunbury-on-Thames.

Association

of

Harrogate

Appren tices

The 10th Annual General Meeting and Reunion is to be held on Tuesday,
3tst July, and Wednesday, 1st August, 1962, at the Army Apprentices
The provisional progr~e. is: Auaust ut, a . ~. ,
School , Harrogate.
Graduation Parade; I4-00 hours, Trades Exhibiuon_; 20 ..00. hours, Soetal
Evening. All ex-A/T's who are members, are cordially mvtted to attend.
Reque•ts for accommodati.on should be addressed to the Commandant , Army
Apprentices School, Harrogate, to arrive before ut July, 1962.

Deaths

Royal Signals Cricket Club Fbtures

WATSON.-22522800, L ance-Corporal J . A. Watson, on 7th April, 1962,
in U.K.
LOCK.-22569066, Corporal D . R. F. Lock, on 20th April, 1962, in
U.K.
WRIGHT - On 51h May, 1962, in Hong Kong, Captain D . G . Wright,
Royal signals, as the result of an accident. First commissioned 9/ 2/5i.
DEEDES.-Oo 4th M ay, 1962,. Bripdicr . J . G . Deedes, C.M.C., 0 .8 .B.,
at Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia. R.E. Signals T.F. 1914-18. Member
Royal Signals Association.
WILSON.-On 6th May, 1962, 19037!182, Corporal G . W. Wilson, at
B.A.O.R., as the result of motor accident.
COCK1lILL.-On 23rd April, S. J . Cockbill, M.8.B. , at his home in Welwyn
Garden City. Ex-R.Q.S.M., 1937-1945. Annual · Member of London
Branch.

June 16th/ 17th
July J1th/12th
July 13th/ 14th
Sept. 6th/7 th

Four Brigadiers in one Troop Ship
On 29th April, Brigadiers C. H. Stoneley, O.B.E., A.D.C.,
P. E. M. Bradley, D.S.O., o.B.E., and F. J. Swainson, _o.B.;E.,
stepped aboard s.s. Navasa in Singapore to welcome .Brigadier
R. H. E. Robinson, o.B.E., E.R.D., as C.S.O. Designate to
FARELF.

Hockey
Colonel J. E. S. Sanders, o.B.E., M.A., A.M.I.E.E .., w~o is
a master at Welbeck College and before he retired was President
of Corps hockey, was appointed to umpire during 1961/2 !l?d
also umpire the international trial-the East versus an English
XI played at St· Albans on 20th January, 1962.

Wants anti Olfers
Wanted by 45th /Essex) Regiment (T.A.), Signals House, Selsdon Road ,
Wanstead, E.n, a l. Solar Topee" and a "Bombay Bowler." These are
required for recruiting demonstrations.
Prints of " Menin Gate" and "Through." 22nd Regiment wishes to
purchase copies of either of these well known prin~s. If you know of any
possible source of supply please write to 220d Regiment, B.F.P .O. 16, and
give details.
PORTWAY GUEST HOUSE , Curry Rivel, Langport, Somerset. Telepho11e Langport 22~. Proprietors, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Partridge. Every
comfort, good tourtng centre, good food, terms moderate.
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Aldcrahot
Bramley
Eastoey
Oval

R.E . ...
R.A .0.C.
R.M . .. .
R.A.C .

The Wyvern O oh
The Annual Dinner for members will be held in the Naval and MilitarY
Club, London, on .3Id October, at 7 .30 p.m. fo~ 8 p.m. Tickets and information from the Secretary, The Wyvcrn Dmner Club, Headquartcu
43 (WX) Div. / District, Sherford Camp, Tauntt>n, Somerset.

R o y al SiJ(nals Display Team
June 19th-2ut
June 23rd
July 7th
July nth-28th
August at
August 6th
August 18th
September ut

Edinburgh.
Holmfirth.
Catterick.
Royal :rournament.
amw1ch.
Horncastle.
Darlington-Darlington Show.
Haltwhistle-Agricultural Show.

Recruiting D i s plays-June - Sep tembe r ,
June
June
June
July

23rd
27th
30th
J1th-28th

August 6th-8th
August 15th
August 25th
August 29th
Sept. 2nd-9th
Sept. 10th-15th
Sep1. 26th

1962

R.A.F.A., Filton.
Nelson Haden School Day.
Christchurch and Higbcliffe Tattoo.
Royal Tournament, Earls Court (subject to con·
firmation).
Southsea Fete.
Poole Hospital Fete.
Hambledon Flower Show.
Gillir.gbam and Shaftesbury Show.
Plymouth Army \Veek.
Swindon Carnival.
Frome Show.

R A.."VD
T o urin g Band

ENGAGDIENTS

June 17th-23rd
June 24th-29th
July 19th-21st
July 220d
...
July 23rd-28th
July 29th
...
August 6th-nth

Victoria Embankment
30th Regiment, Blandford
Oban
Kirkcaldy
Dunfermline
Kirkcaldy
rst ~M:l Sussex Regiment, Shorn-

August 12th-18th
August 19th-25th ...
Sept. 30th-Oct. 7th

Folkestone
Edinburgh
Eastbourne

N on-Touring Band
June 21st
...
August 5th
August 17th-18th
September 6th

Leeds
Liverpool
Edinburgh
The Oval

205

··

Quiek~llvt"r

June 11th-20th
June ~JSt-2Sth

•• 1962
Glasgow
Glasgow- Paisley Road

Anny Benevolent Funt/
A concert in aid of the Army Be;uevolent F und will be held
at the Royal Albert Hall on Sunday, 24th June, 1962, at
7.30 p .m.
Brigadier Leslie Wieler is oritanising the concert, and the foUowing have
a1:1rced ~o take part. The Kneller Hall Band of the Ro)·al Military School
ot ~"iu 1c and the Orche tra of the Royal Opera House (a total of apprmcimatcl)· 320 musicians). The soloists will be Harry Secorobe (tenor) and
Ian Wallace (baritone). Eric Robinson, of B.B.C. fame, will be the Guest
~~;to{i. _upportcd by Lieutenant-Colonel Brown, Director of Music

11

As in__ the ca.sc of the. Roth':! Performance las! November, all leading
taking part 10
e concert served m the Army in World

{V~~o'Jf.•Ue

The Anny Art Society

The Club's

Patron : H.R.IL Princess Marina, Duchess of K ent.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax
(Postage Extra)

each 9/2

"

S?me sevent}'. odd members of the 3rd Divisional Signal
Regiment Reunion Club gathered at the Victory Ex-Services
Club, S~ymour Street, London, W.C.2, on Saturday March 31
for their eleventh annual reunion dinner. The' customary
A.G.M. preceded dinner when the Secretary and Treasurer
gave their reI?Orts; t;h_e latter s_howed the Club as being in a
he~lthy financial posmon. Serving officers and committee were
~e-el~c:ted en bl<?c and Major K. N. Smartt gave details of his
mqumes regardmg a club tie; alternative patterns were disp_layed and the final selection, "Jimmy" and the Divisional
s1~ on a blue background, was ultimately decided by vote.
Maior P. Wheeler g~ve ~ome advance news of a possible trip
to th~ . Normandy mvas1on beaches and explained that the
co.mm1~tee woul~ make enquiries with a view to a trip, which
might mclude wives, being arranged during the summer of 1964.

W6

n.s.o.,

Presiden~, Major-General R. F. B. Naylor,
M.c., pr_es1ded at the dinner which followed.

c.B.,

The
Gu.est of Honour this year was Lieutenant-Colonel S. A. W.
Philcox, T.~., wh~ as many will remember took over command
of th~ Urut d~mg the hectic days immediately before the
D.un.kirk evacuation and, as the Club's first Chairman contributed largely to its formation in 1952.
'
C.B.E.,

The Society, which exists to encourage Art in the Anny and sister
Services, is holding its 31st Exhibition from sth-12th September 1962
at the Chcnil Galleries, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.3.
'
'
All ranks of the Army, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, past or present
permanent or temporary, may submit works for consideration.
'
The Society is a~ ~i;>tircly unofficial organisation and for several years
\-Cry. succe~ ful exhibu;ions have been held in London each Autumn.
erVI~. artisIS can derive m?r~. interest from their hobby by aiming at
submm1ng works for the exhibmons, which also give them an opportunity
to compare their standard and style with others.
As the Society is non-profit making, the entrance and banging fees arc
kept as tow as possible.
Imcndinf:l E_xhibitors are invited to apply after the 1st May for particulars, Applicaoons should be addressed to the Hon. Secreiary Army Art
So_ciccy. W. A. Arnold, 4, West D rive G ardens, Harrow Weald.
,\.\jddlesex.

l-ARTICLES-OF___________l

3rtf Divisional Regiment
Reunion Dinner

Forthcoming Events- continued

Following dinner the President, on behalf of the Club
presented Colonel Philcox with a tankard appropriately inscribed
as a memento . of ~e o~<;asion and in doing so expressed the
very real affec~on m which Colon el Philcox is held by all those
who. served with the U nit during his period of command. The
President also welcomed the Signal Officer-in-Chief MajorG eneral A. M. W. Whistler, who in spite of protest~ that he
was present as a member of the Club and hoped for a quiet
evenmg, was brought. to his feet for a few words. In proposing
the toast to the Regiment, General Naylor warmly welcomed
the present, C 0 ., ~ieutenant-Colonel T. W. Baynes, and other
serving represe~ tatives pr~sen t and, in his response, Colonel
Baynes gave a lively and mteresting account of the R egiment's
present role and activities during the past year. It was good
to see pre~ent for the first time one or two of the old L.A.D.
boys, particularly ex-Sergeant McCulloch who, in order to be
pres~ n t, ll!otored all the way down from P erth during the
previous night.
Dinner and speeches over, the company ever true to form

ga~ered round th~ bar and as the evenin g passed memorie~
revived and . old. tunes recalled. Eleven o'clock cam e all too
soon and with it another successful an d very happy reun ion
cam e to a close.

T. F RO ST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

The Cable W agon
Do you know of a complete or partial Cable
Wagon which could be given, or loaned, to the Royal
Signal Museum to back-up the one and only which
they have ?
Please write to : The Secretary,
Royal Signals Institution,
88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.r.

-E
106

ING 1s still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION

3rd Divisi onal Regiment Reunion Club Annual Di nner, March
31 st , 1962. The President Major-General R. F. B. Haylor, C.B.,
C.B.E., D.S.O ., M.C. an d Guest of Ho nour Lieutenant-Colonel
S. A. W . Philcox, T.D.
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GENER AL INTEREST :
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Contrast anti Comparison
BY

L.R.0. A. KNIGHT, R.N.

At 08.30 hours on 4th February, 249 Squadron left Meiktila
Barracks on Singapore Island for Tarendak Camp which is just
outside Malacca and approximately 170 miles from Singapore.
They were about to take part in Exercise "Hope Angel" which
was designed primarily to exercise the communications personnel in preparation for a larger exercise which was to start
about ten days later. Travelling with the 1st Detachment of
the Squadron, and enjoying the colourful scenery, was a Royal
Naval L.R.0. (Leading Radio Operator). The Communications
Officer on board H .M .S. Centaur had been approached by the
ignal Officer of 249 Squadron who had asked if two R.N.
operators could be borrowed for Exercise " Hope Angel." The
outcome of this was that myself and a Radio Supervisor had
been volunteered, transported to Meiktila Barracks and piled
mto two jeeps.
We arrived at Tarendak Camp at 17 oo and after an Army
~upper of chicken, we spent a leisurely hour or two in the
camp canteen and then turned in for the night. Next morning
brought a rude awakening but a pleasant drive to the artillery
range at the foot of Mount Ophir which was to be the exercise
area. Corporal Holdsworth, who was in charge of Detachment I and had taken part in one of the few successful assaults
on this mountain, calmly informed me that we would be very
comfortable once we were established. I learned quite a lot
about making oneself comfortable in the Malayan bush during
the five days of the exercise, but I can not understand how
anyone, however primitive, could describe our living conditions
as comfortable.
The setting up of the various Tentacles and their associated
equipment was a fascinatin g sight, and one very stran ge to the
Navy, as were many other things that we saw during the
exercise. The Army practice of cuttin g aerials to length for a
specific wavelength was something that I have only seen done
once in the Navy. Theoretically, an aerial that is cut for a
specific frequency gives better reception and reduces the power
loss in the aerial. This also dispenses with the aerial tuning
coil in the transmitter as the aerial's length does not h ave to
be adjusted electronically. The main tran smitters used by 249
had an aerial tuning coil fitted b ut this I understand was only
used in con junction with the whip aerials mounted on top of
the jeeps. As an aerial coil was already fitted, I should have
thought that it would have been just as effective and far more
efficient to use a length of wire fo r the aerial and match the
aerial to the transmitter by using the inductan ce coil. We in
the Navy use a whip or wire aerial and match it with the transmitter by using an inductance coil and a select:on of fixed
capacitors. This seems to work quite well. The mobile units of
249 Squadron can be likened, to some extent at least, to a ship.
The difference being that 249 may one day b e caught with their
aerials down! I hope th is does not cause any ill feeling as it
is not meant as a criticism, but as a comparison of methods
employed.
The transmitters used by 249 were also rather bulky in comparison wi th some N aval transmitter s of similar standards. We
have at least two transmitters of similar power output, supply
requirements and w ith a higher frequency r ange. They are
much smaller and more compact than 249's and also much
lighter. As weight is of such great importance to a Squadron
such as 249, these tran smitters would at first glance seem
ideal. The modifications that they would r equire for them
to be of use to 249 however, may be so numerous that they
would be of little use. They would h ave to be able to take a
great deal of rough riding, as I found out, but on the other
hand, they would leave more space for other equipment if they
could be easily adapted .
Many differences wer e noticed in the procedure and operating
signals that were used during the exercise. As the Navy is now
developing and e~tending its amphibious operations and is
taking greater interest in ground support techniques, these
differences should be hunted out and, where possible,
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s~ndardise~ in order to fa~ilit.ate greater speed in handling
signals. This could be of maior importance to all three Services
not to mention N.A.T.O. The confusion that sometimes occur~
on a .RN./ Army circuit is due mainly to slight differences in
techmque, procedure and in the different use of operating
signals. I noticed that 'QTC,' meaning-I have a telegram for
you-":'as. used to indicate that a, station has a message for
transmiss10n, while the Navy use QTC' to indicate a commercial telegram-as opposed to an official message. The
?perating signal ' ZBO,' meaning-I have a message for you~s used in the Navy to indicate an official message. After using
1t on one of the nets in use, I discovered that it was not immediately recognised. After discussing this with Corporal
Holdswor_th and one or two other Signalmen, quite a few differences m the use of operating signals were noticed. This is
probably due to the different interpretations put on them by the
Services. Whilst the operators usually have a copy of these
operating signals handy, it must be remembered that if they
are used. ~o any great extent on a circuit, and the operators are
not familiar with them, delays must invariably occur.
T~e procedure used in the Army to ask for a repetition of a
portion of a message also seems to differ greatly from the
Navy's procedure. No doubt the R.A F. have similar difficulties .. This causes a great deal of delay in receipting for a signal
and 1s one of the major sources of delay on inter-Service circuits
and in some instances could result in loss of life. A number
of ways to overcome this problem present themselves. Bearin g
in mind that we are a member of N .A.T.O., the procedures of
all three Services could be standardised to conform with
N.A.T.O . requirements. This has already been done in some
instances and is still going on, but it would undoubtedly cause
a certain amount of confusion if introduced suddenly, therefore
it bas to be a fairly gentle transition which incorporates both
old and new techniques at some stage. Another method would
be to exchange p ersonnel for short periods, during exercises for
example, and let the operators man their own circuits. This
also presents difficulties but it would enable the operators to
understand the difficulties and differences involved at both ends
of the circuit. T his would also give operators valuable experience in working with different equipmen t and with the
procedures used by all three Services.
I personally learned a great deal about the equipment used,
the men using it and the difficulties involved in Army communications. I also have a fa ir idea of what happens when a
Brigade H .Q. is set up and the vast amount of planning involved.
I would like to repeat my visit to the Army Signal Corps and
go into the gen eral organisation more fully, as my short stay
did not allow for any detailed study. Operators of all three
Services would ben efit greatly from a better knowledge of
methods and equipment used in the Services, but whether this
is a practical idea or not is not for me to say.
Finally, I would like to thank the officers and men of 249
Squadron for their patience in dealing with our incessant
questioning and wanderings throughout the exercise, and for
their hospitali ty afterwards.
OTE:
H .M.S . Centaur recently took part in Exercise
" Meniscus III " which was held off the North African coast
and involved the 1st Royal Scots and 3 Troop, Royal Artillery.
At the wash-up on completion of the exercise, the Chief Rad io
Supervisor (equivalent to a Staff Sergeant) of H .M.S. Centaur
commented on the high standard of operating shown by the
Army operators and jokingly asked if they had borrowed Naval
operators for the exercise. The Army Signal Officer gave his
answer in a more serious voice. Strangely enough, it was
' Yes'!

Music in Kreleltl
A soldier writes of his hobby
BY CORPORAL

E . E.

CLARKE,

16TH REGIMENT

For the past 2! years I have had the good fortune to be in
a station which gives me ample scope for my hobby, which i
a great passion for opera and classical music.
I refer of course to Germany, birthplace of some of the
greatest composers the world has ever known.
Unlike the United Kingdom, where lovers of serious music
are in a very small minority, Germany has a large percentage of
her population who prefer Puccini to Presley and Beethoven
207

to Bilk. • ·or 1 · this perc~ntage confi ned to ad~lt "squar e ." A
visit to any Opera or Symphony Concert will show a large
number of young people between the age o~ 12 and" 25, a~
age group which in England seems co_ confine Itself to . Pops.
Every tov.'ll worthy of the name m Germany bas its own
T own Or he tra whilst most of the larger tO\\'llS also possess
an Opera H ouse or large theatre. Even small village have a
small hall which can be used for quartets or small Chamber
Orche rras. T he den sely populated Rhine and R uhr areas
contain many fine orchestras and Opera ~ouses an~ I wo~d
like to take Krefeld as an example. This silk and satm weav10g
centre of G ermany, to give the guide book name boasts both
Concert H all and Opera H ouse. The hall seats about 800
people and i usually _full to ca p~city for. every performance.
I t is used for everythmg from piano recita ls by well known
concert pianists to 150-strong choir concerts.
T he Opera H ouse or S tad tthea tre, also held ab?ut ~oo
people until it closed in March. Not, as you m ay un agme,
through lack of support but in o_rder that it. could be ~nlarged
to about double its present capacity! At a time when, 10. England we have cinemas closing down every week, such is the
supPort for serious music in Krefeld, that the D irectors of the
Opera House are spending somewhere in the region of one
million Deutsch marks to gjve more people the seats they
demand. At the same time, do no t think tha t this money has
been obtained by charging exorbitant prices far b eyond the
reach of the average wage earner. Seats in the Opera House
range from 3s. 6d. to 14s. ?<I· Th_is is about the price _one would
pay for seats in a good cmema 10 En~land o~ for tickets to a
First D ivision football match, somethmg which thousands of
people do for 42 weeks in the year.
Although, as I have mentioned before, Germany has produced
composers such as Beethoven, Mozart and Weber, they do not
concentrate on the works of these composers but cater for every
taste by playing works by every well known composer.
The Opera Company here in Krefeld is not very large, the
choir being usually in the region of 35 to 40, but at nearby
Duisburg, however, at a performance of Verdi's " Aida," I
counted over 150 in the choir. This beautiful Opera House is
on the same circuit as the world-famous Dusseldorf Opera
House and consequently features stars of the German radio in
the superb performances which are given there, and among my
favourite records is one of " Aida," featuring two world-famous
stars and conducted by the same person whom I saw conducting
the same Opera in Duisburg.
The Krefeld Symphony Orchestra has the reputation of
being the finest town orchestra in Germany and it certainly
lives up to its name. Concerts, which are gjven every month,
usually consist of a work by one of the O ld Masters and one
or two by one of the modern classical composers. The versatility
of this orchestra under the direction of their D irector of Music,
Romanus Hurbertus, is really fantastic. They bridge the gap
between a Beethoven Symphony and the extremely modem
Roman Fescival by Resphigi, with no effort whatsover.
This then, is a glimpse of another facet of life in Germany.
One which will not appeal to all members of H.M. Forces, but
for those who like classical music, this posting offers an invaluable opportunity to see and hear the finest music in the
world and I am sure that if more people who profess to detest
classical music were to take this opportunity to really listen to
it, they would enjoy it. I have myself proved this on two
occasions. After playing Tchaikovsky' s 1812 Overture several
times the first few days I had it, I was amazed to come in one
day and find a fervent "Pop" fan, who had previously derided
me for listening to that " tripe," listening to the record with
obvious enjoyment. The same sort of thing occurred with
Ravel's Bolero in another barracks. When asked why they were
playing these records, their reply was the same on both
occasions. They had got to know the basic melodies and had
consequently enjoyed them more and more each time they had
heard it.
These replies lead me to the theory that if Disc Jockeys
would play a piece of classical music every day as they do a
" pop " tune, then that record would become as well known
as any in the "Top Twenty." After all, what is a " pop "
song? Something which is drummed into the minds of people
who are too lazy to think about the music they hear. A simple
melody and a repetitive text are made to order for an idle mind.
I can enjoy " pops " and jazz as well as the next person but
my pet hate is the person who ridicules good music when he
or she has never tried to listen to it and understand it. You
see, it is the easy way out to say one does not like it when one
is too lazy to think about it.
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A Holiday Tour in tlle Far East
BY W.O.I (F .

OF

S.) I. GENT

I - llong K ong lloli.1ln11
Asian Travel Ser vice Ltd., in Battery Road, made my outgoing sea and open ticket air return bookings. The afternoon
of 13th F ebruary saw me embarking on the P . & 0. liner
S.S . Cachay, bound for Hong K ong. The accommodation and
all amen ities left nothing to be desired, and the cuisine was
absolutely superb.
The variety to choose from was really
staggering.
Being at the P urser 's table, I was in a position to be up to
da te with the n ews, as well as to satisfy my c uriosity about
any of m y fellow passengers. The most no table amongst these
was the Sultan of Selangor and his entourage; the m ost in terestin g was a blonde nurse.
The time passed qu ickly enough, read ing, writing, sunbathing, playing at deck quoits with the blonde nurse, tom bola,
going to the pictures, dancing, and, of course, just chatting away
with the blonde nurse; it was a very pleasa nt journey. T h e only
upset was when gale-force winds at one stage decim ated the
attendance in the dining r oom for a few meals.
On Saturday morning we steamed into H ong Kong h arbour
and berthed at Kowloon . Although I had not b een to Hong
Kong before, I had seen it on films and postcards. I was
very surpri ed to identify it on th e left instead of m y right-hand
side as we came steaming in. T he m ystery was solved when
I found out that the southern en tran ce was a bit tricky and,
in fac;t, we were entering from the north. In Kowloon are
the m ajority of the large ho tels, restauran ts and n ight clubs.
It is a far larger shopping centre than the island; frequent
ferries connect the two places.
There are a number of places of interest for the visitor,
once he has had his fill of the shops. R epulse Bay, on the south
side of the island, is a very popular swimming r esort, with a
vast expanse of beach and a lido.
Near the eastern tip of the island is one of its best bathing
beaches. There is an 18-hole golf course n earby, or visitors
may become temporary members of the Royal Hong K ong
Golf Oub, which has a 9-hole course at Deepwater Bay.
H appy Valley contains most of the Colony's recrea tion grounds
and the racecourse, which holds meetings approximately once
a fortnight.
The Peak Tram, which was built in 1888, carries you up
1,800 feet to the top of Victoria Peak on the island, and
is well worth the somewhat terrifying ride for the magnificent
view.
The floating fish restaurants at Ab erdeen are a definite must
for any visitor. The amount of time and skilled handicraft
taken to produce the elaborately-carved r estaurants has to be
seen to be appreciated. Fresh fish, crabs and crayfish of m any
varieties are kept alive in tanks and large wickerwork baskets at
the rear of each restaurant, so that you can select your meal
on the spot and be sure that it is really fr esh. This is possibly
not appreciated too much by the squ ea mish.
Only when one has once seen the vast areas of floating
junks at Yaumati, it is possible to appreciate th at some p eople
live their lives without once having set foot on dry land. E ven
cats and dogs seem to accept their water-borne life. Vendors
ply their heaped sampans from junk to junk, supplying the inhabitants with their needs, and yet other s take the children to
the school house junk, or the sick to the floating hospital. In
every sense, it is a real floating city.
No visit is complete without a trip into the N ew Territories,
where agriculture is being carried out in the traditional ways
that have lasted through the centuries. Also to be seen are the
old, square, brickwalled, moated villages, with watch towers at
each comer, that are relics of centuries Jong since past, when
these defences were necessary. Nowadays cement paths and
water stand pipes are being provided on a self-help basis to
improve the lot of the villagers, and the moats are used for
keeping ducks and growing lotuses.
252 Squadron is on Hong Kong. 253 Squadron is in Kowloon, and there is a 19 Air Formation Signals Detachment with
rhe R.A.F. at Kai Tak. I visited all three and renewed a number
of old acquaintances. I was invited by 253 Squadron to stay
in the Mess and save on hotel bills. I was very pleased to
accept this welcome offer.
The O.C., Major McKirmon, said I was their first · visitor.
He was very helpful and most hospitable during my stay.
When the time came to say thank-you and farewell, he told
P11r t
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me to tell anyone in the Corps in Singapore, that he and h is
quadron would be very pleased to meet any visitors who called
in to see them.
It was a most generous, heart-warming and
open invita tion.
Hong K ong is the stepping-off place for the Portuguese
colony, M acau, for which a visa has to be purchased from the
Portugu ese Consulate. U nfortunately, with so much to see and
so many invitations to accept, I did not find time to sample
its 24-hour gambling and other intriguing possibilics.
I de finitely recommend Hong Kong and Kowloon to anyone
who has the chance to visit it. M any things there, especially
luxury goods, are cheaper than i ~ Sin_ga pore. But _be warned,
that wi th such a vast and temptmg display, you will find that
you need a deep, deep pocket!

locust Control
BY W .O.II J. H . CoLEMAN
A week after our last exercise of the year, the Scouts
received a plea for aid from the Locust Control. One would
hardly think that there would be locusts in a desert, but there
are, in great profusion, which we learnt almost immediately.
Six Land Rovers, with B.O.R s and A.0 .R.s, took off " up
country to D ig Dugga. All ignorant an d eager, we disappeared
in a cloud of sand, determined to wipe out every locust in
Axriving at D ig Dugga, which is an
the Trucial Sta tes.
agricultural station, we were met by Mr. T illen, who has spent
the last 20 years in every cen tre in the M iddle East on locust
control.
After staying the n ight, we moved to the fie ld camp, where
we had our first view of th e en emy; disappointed by their size
(lin . long) bu t awed by their numbers (they appea red endless)
we set about d es troyin g them. This is done by du sting the
whole of the area with a m ixture of G am ax ine and sand; the
effect of this is immediate, and had we collected the carcasses
of the first lot they would have fill ed a three-tanner.
Flushed from the first victory, we returned to camp, reloaded
with Gamaxine and moved off north, east and west, find ing and
destroying these " hopper bands " as they are called. At las t
light we were still finding them, but had to call a halt until
next morning.
The camp that nigh t was a weary one, but a happy one.
While the Arabs sat around the camp fire singing (can one call
it singing?) Mr. T illen and the B.O.R.s sat drinking tea and
discussing the campaign. It seemed that if we could destroy
these locusts whilst they are still young and in groups, that is
during the first three weeks of their lives, we would win the
battle. W e had a tremendous ar ea to cover, approximately 120
square m iles, and even in that fir st day we h ad seen more than
we thought could possibly exist, in the solitary square mile or
so that we had covered . After three weeks, if not halted, the
locusts gather in huge bands and eat everything in their path.
At tha t stage aerial spraying would be the only way to stop
them. Therefor e, we had to make every effort to catch them in
the first three weeks. The next day we went back to Sharjah
for more vehicles and " bodies." When they arrived, we went
into the same routine, out of camp, into the dunes, see, stop,
spray, r emount and on again.
The female locust which laid the eggs from which these
hoppers were hatching, always seem to choose the top of the
highest sand dunes, where one could only take the Rover to
the base, clamber up, sliding back six inches at every pace,
only to find, h aving dusted all the way up that there were
hoppers on that side, too.
Mr. Tillen, to save us taking time out to cook, hired a cook;
this misguided individual produced gallons of tea, at all times
of the day and night. Curry and rice for lunch and curry and
rice for dinner. After three days of this, we decided that we
would have a U.K.- type of meal for a change, and gave him
si mple instructions as to opening three tins of Scotch broth and
one tin of potatoes, to chop up the potatoes and put all into a
large cooking pot, heat it up and serve. He came staggering
into the circle with the inevitable large tray bearing bowls,
plates and spoons. Yes, he had curried the lot!
We moved camp the fourth day to a new area about forty
miles away; there we were joined by a further five L and Rovers
They, too, were
and ten B.0.R.s from Signal Squadron.
shown what the locust looked like, and how to dust them, etc.,
and they started their second day all aches and pain s, as we had
done.
The operation now continued at a much faster rate, with
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ten L and Rovers dashing in and out of camp, up the dunes,
exterminating locusts for miles around.
Travellers on camel would arrive at our camp at all time:;
of the day and n ight and shout to our Bedouin workers that
they heard all about th ese mad Englishmen who were killing
" d ibba " (hoppers) even in places a hundred miles or more
away, they couldn't quite understand why we didn't leave
them until they were big enough to eat, then everyone could
have a real feast. "But what about grazing?" "Oh, Allah will
provide." "What about the people in the watered plains who
are gardeners, and a plague of locusts would leave destitute and
starving?" "They are not Bedu, so why worry?" They may
not have the expression "Jack and the L ifeboat," but the
attitude is there.
The operation finally wound up after Christmas in the field,
all having enjoyed it. Quite an experience. Not one that comes
in the normal run of soldiering, but then, the Trucial Oman
Scouts are not normal soldiers. We do not do the usual things
in the Scouts, and its not a usual coun try we serve in.

Singapore
With th e Malaysia Plan very much in the n ews these days,
the spotlight is again turned on Singa pore, genetically and
climatically truly a melting pot ! I t may be of interest to some
who have never served h ere to read about the island and its
people; and to those who have been h ere, certain nostalgic
mem ories may be recalled.

Historical
Six thousan d years B.C., the ancestors of the Australian
aborigine passed through Singapore in their search for new
homes. Since then it has come under the influence of the
Indian, the M alay, the Javanese, the British and the Chinese.
The name Singapore is derived from two Sanskit words,
" Singa Pura."
It is record ed that Sang Nila Uttama, a
descendan t of Alexander the Great, was driven ashore by a
storm. On reaching land he saw an animal which he was
informed was a lion. He said " U the animals here look so
smart and fierce, it would indeed be a good country to found
a kingdom." The new kingdom was then named Singapura
(the L ion City).
Modem Singapore dates from 1819, when Thomas Stafford
Raffles, who was in the service of the East India Company,
saw the possibility of turning what was a swampy, malarial island
into a great trading centre.
In 1824, th!! island of Singapore, together with the. small
islands within ten miles of its coastline (except those 10 the
Straits of Johore) were ceded to the East India Company. In
1836 it was incorporated with Penang and Malacca as the
Straits Settlements.
In 1869 the Straits Settlements were
transferred from the East India Company to the Colonial
Office. From 1869 to 1946 Singapore remained a part of the
Straits Settlements. In 1946 it was made a Crown Colony,
separate from the mainland of Malaya.
Singapore became the self-governing State of Singapore
within the Commonwealth of Nations in May, 1959.
On
all internal matters the State is independent. The defence and
external security of the State is the responsibility of the United
Kingdom Government. Singapore has raised defence forces
of its own in the Malayan Royal N aval Volunteer Reserve, and
Malayan Auxiliary Air Force, and the Singapore Military
Forces, which include regular battalions, with a number of
seconded British Officers and Senior N.C.0.s
Geographical
Situated 85 miles north of the Equator, Singapore lies at
the centre of the rich lands of South-East Asia, which now produces rubber and tin, essential to modern industry.
The
island is diamond-shaped, approximately 26 miles from east
to west and 14 miles from north to south, and lies at the tip
of the Malay peninsular, to which it is joined by a causeway
carrying road and railway.
Vegetables, fruit and tobacco are grown and pig and poultry
kept. Being so near to the Equator, there are no "seasons"
as such, and the days are of uniform length. There is a socalled Monsoon season, from November to March, when
tropical storms of considerable ferocity are experienced. The
damp, warm climate produces luxurious vegetation, and the
Chinese vegetable growers, with their kill and hard labours,
can produce crops all the year round.
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T11e Malays. Of all the peoples in Singapore, the Malays,
recognised by the Constitution as the indigenous people, have
been here the longest. It is believed that originally they came
from Yunan in China, thousands of years ago. They were
ettler left behind from the peoples moving southwards from
the heart of Asia to the islands of outh-East Asia. They
comprise 13 ')0 of the population, and their language is the
By tradition they are an
national language of Singapore.
agricultural and fishing people, and are not so prominent in
commerce and industry as are the Chinese population. Many
wear the traditional dress of songkok and sarong, and they
look most colourful when dressed for festive occasions.
Westernised dress is, however, gaining ground with all races
of ingapore.
The Indians. Indians have been present since the first
century, mainly for the purpose of barter and trade.
Many
more have arrived in recent years and settled on the island, and
Indians represent about 8% of the population.
The Chinese. 76% of the total population are Chinese. To
Singapore have come Cantonese, Hokkien, Teochew and
others, and although many have retained their own dialects and
cu toms, the Chinese national language of Mandarin is becoming more common. The Chinese are to be found in every
walk of life and have a strong influence on island affairs. The
educated Chinese like the Indian, is multi-lingual, and many
are extremely wealthy.
Oiher Races. The remaining 3 % of the population includes
Europeans and Eurasians, with a sprinkling of many other
races.
Religion

The multi-racial population of Singapore includes Buddhists,
Christians, Confucianists, Jews, Hindus, Muslims, Parsees,
Sikhs, Taoists and Zoroas trians, all of whom have their own
places of worship and religious customs. Some of the
religious festivals provide a great spectacle, with public parades.
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Perhaps, somewhere in the ranks of the Royal Corps of
Signals, there may be a person who eagerly awaits the arrival
of his copy of THE WIRE each month so that he may see what
has happened in Oslo since he was here with H.Q. A.F.N.E.
Perhaps there are more than one such person· If there are,
then we do confess that usually they are disappointed and must
lay aside this magazine for yet another month. In April, we
were able to put a small pictorial appearance sufficient, we hope,
to keep their interests alive, but we do apologise for not
appearing more regularly.
There is, however, a pretty good reason for our apparent
reticence. Unlike our big brothers (or are they sisters) 227 and
228 Squadrons, we have no life of our own here in Oslo.
There is only about a score of us, some of whom work on the
staff of H.Q. A.F.N.E. and the rest form part of what is called
the Signal Support Element. To give you some idea of the
exte~t . of integration in this Unit, which is responsible for the
prov1S1on for H.Q. A.F.N.E. of all forms of communication
including_ photography_ and .one or two equally unlikely things,
we have_m our r~nks, l~ strict ~ATO alphabetical order, Danes,
Norwegians, Uruted Kmgdoffiltes and United Statesiders· All
four nations _provide indi~iduals from different Services, Army,
Navy and Air Force, which means that we may possibly have
up to twelve different types of uniform. When one realises
that those uniforms may be filled by male or female occupants
and that, in addition to that lot, we have male and female
Norwegian civilians, one may begin to realise just what a
mixed bag we are.
Accepting the fact that we Royal Signals rypes fit into such a
background and realising that we have clerks who work during
the day, communicators who work during the day, communicators who work on shifts and officers who don't work at
all, one begins to see that it is almost impossible for us to
arrange to get together in the same place at the same time.
Nevc;rtheles~, we don't ~et this get us down. We are pretty
happy m our JOb and c<;>ns1der that w~ run a pretty good Signals
Support set-up. In spite of long wmters and short summers,
th.ere are not many. of ~s who would yolunteer to change places
with a person servmg m, say, Cattenck. We like it here, and

Polland the Club Leader, who is now of at least Silver Medal
standard, received a class Distinction Certificate and a Silver
Medal for his performance at 1lhe Fling. Four other Junior
Leaders received Ffrst Class Certificates and awards of merit
and the team dancing on its own and in combination with ~
young ladies team received altogenher four merit certificates.
This was not nhc end for dancers; they go on to compete in tlhe
T aunton and Plymouth Army Weeks and the Reading Searchlight Display plus several local charity shows.
Of -0ur Pipe Banners we have written before and t!his term
staned with the presentation of another two-this time from the
ancient town of Ashburton and from the Newton Abbot Rural
District Council. It will surely be a wonderful sight to see our
Pipe Band at full strength displaying our royal and seven other
banners. On local civic occasion a request for the Band and
Pipes is always qualified by ''You will ensure that our piper
carries our Banner won't you"? 'Th.is request has been made
on several occasions and very recently was made again by the
Mayor of Tornes who will welcome Her Majesty the Queen and
His Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh in July when they
Major.C.:_N.:._Le Gassick, H.Q.C.O. H.Q.A.F.N.E., hands over to
Major D. J. Strong

we will see if we can do something about producing something
for future copies of THE WIRE, not regularly every month, but
sufficient to show just how much we do like it here, and that
we have not forgotten that we might be somewhere else.
We have recently said "goodbye" to Major C. N. le Gassick
who, until 22nd March, 1962, was H.Q.C.O. (That stands for
Headquarters Communications Officer). The photograph show
him handing over his " badge of office" (not really! I t's something that all Warrant Officers and above wear) and his job
ro his successor, M ajor D. J. Strong. We wish him and Mrs·
le Gassick all the very best in their new assignment in Aberdeen,
and would remind him that we still expect to receive the
promised photograph of le Gassick-in-kilt in the near future.
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The Adventurous ·rerm. Summer Term as always
bursts upon us and l!lhis term was no exception. From the
Denbury Calendar we can see that two of our biggeS>t adventures
takes place~ten Tors 1962 and Nijmegen Marches. These are
the products of several terms' planning, work and training-bur
more will be said about each of these, individually, later.
One of our new " ventures" was ,t he participation of twelve
of l!lhe Highland Dancing Club in the South WeS>t of England
Dancing Festival at Pagnton. By enthusiasm and encouragement our Instructor overcame the natural caution and apprehension of 1lhc dancers nhemselves. The final results were far
benter ithan the wildest of 1hopes could have expected. Corporal
Junior Sergeant Woo ley and Jun ior Lance-Corporal Wellington
playing fanfare trumpets at the Exeter Assizes, May, 1962

sail up the River Dart to Tomes fr-0m Dartmouth Royal Naval
College.
Two of our Regimental Fanfare Trumpeters were honoured
by being invited to play the civic fanfares at the recent Devonshire assizes at Exeter. The trumpets and banner, unfortunately, were not our own-they were provided by the City of
Exeter as they always do for the unit providing the trumpeters
be it the Royal Marines or the County Regiment. Conunents
by professional musicians were most flattering--one of them
~ould not accept that they played as a hobby and not as full
nme bandsmen-there could be no greater compliment paid to
their leader-Drum Major Yates, B.E.M.
Our next contribution will be a detailed report of "Ten Tors
1962,'' the third year of this "Youth Expedition" sponsored by
the Regiment.. Over Whitsuntide there will be over 2,000 youths
of all . ~ges and sizes in Denbury-the assembly point of the
expedition.
The atmosphere over the period has to be exoerienced to
be believed, but once seen the calibre and value of present day
youth can never be in doubt.
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Super De-Luxe
Caravans
for 1st
Regiment

*·
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Thursday, 1st March, was an auspicious day for five married
members of the Regiment. On that day they became the first
occupants of brand-new, British-made, Bluebird caravans.
Of the 200 of these ultra-modern, 3oft. long caravans, ordered
by the War Office for use as married quarters in BA.0.R., five
were allotted to 1st Signal Regiment. Their arrival by sea and
rail fro m U K. was the signal for the start of feverish activitiy
at the site selected for them at Cluvental Barracks, Verden, some
two miles from the Regiment's home in Caithness Barracks,
Verden. The preparation of the site was carried out almost
entirely by self help. The site had first to be levelled and
cleared of rubble, and then some 350 yards of drainage trench
had to be dug, varying in depth from 2ft. 6in. to 7ft. 6in. Each
caravan had to be wired for electricity and water supply had
to be laid on. Brick pillars were built to support the corner
of each caravan, and brick bases made for the steps outside the
doors. Next came fire points, paths, and posts for clothes
lines.
The vast majority of this work was carried out by the
ubiquitous " C " Troop, who toiled Jong and hard under their
Troop Commander, Lieutenant E. W. Penny, quite undeterred by a particularly bitter and miserable winter. To them
goes the gratitude of the new occupants, and satisfaction of a
most worthwhile job completed in extremely difficult conditions.
The picture shows them man-handling a caravan into position
in the final stages of the project.
The caravans themselves bear little resemblance to the
popular conception of a " towing van ., of the type towed by
the average medium-sized family car. These are the "super
de-luxe" models, which really live up to the description of
homes on wheels. Externally, they are attractively finished in
pale blue, whilst the interiors are fully and tastefully furnished.
The appointments include a double bedroom with fitted wardrobe, bathroom with bath and separate lavatory, kitchen complete with sink unit, refrigerator and electric cooker, and a bright
lounge equipped, among other things, with a settee which conTHE WIRE, JUNE 1962

General view of the site

verts easily into a double bed. French windows from the
lounge open on to a pleasant verandah with wrought-iron
rails. Curtains, carpets and all furnishings are of modern design,
while wall-fitted electric fires in each room and insulated walls
keep the caravans snug and warm against the rigours of the
North German winter.
The occupants are unanimous in their praises of their new
homes, and have settled in quickly.

Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Woodrow take tea with Signalman
and Mrs. Parry
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HEGUIEXT

·· Grnnd!itnnd "

\\'e take thi opportunity of bringing to you the n ~ws and
view - of the men of rhe Strategic Reserve !
Alerc. Ever on the Qui Vive, ever on the alert, the Regiment
continues its high pressure training in exerci es on the verdant
green of
ali ·bw:y Plain.
Exercises ,. Cros over." and
" Panther' Leap ' showed a vast im.pr~ve~t:nt in . skiµs and
technique. The Regiment is fast idenufymg itsc:!f. with Jts n_ew
role and Regimental pride in turnout and our ability to provide
oommunications is increasing with every new day.
Tune to R emember· The winter cries of exercises in the
" Mud" role culminated in Easter Block Leave--a heaven sent
reiief to relax and recover our essential sense of humour, but
no~, I may say, until all was made safe and secure.
No Hiding Place. Leave over and Exercise "_Recovery"
begins. All equipment to be overhauled and set to rights.
ew
ideas to be uied and tested.
.
.
The days of recovery are slow and labonous but J.t must be
a job well done. Our fut~re succes~ dep~nds on good or~an
isarion and serviceable equipment which "':'Ill wor~ and con~ue
to work under the stress and strain of aonve servic~ conditions.
It is a time too for the men who work nhe machines, to rake
a breather and look at life in a fresh light.
In the coming year we will be preparing for me "Sa~d " role
but we're very versatile in this Corps of ours, and we Wlll tackle
the task as we do all others and no doubt succeed .
Sporis Report. Although the R egiment was _committed
almost continually on exercises we managed our fair share of
spon. Two soccer ti;ams wi;re enter~ in the local leagues .and
finished the season m creditable posiuoas. We had a crack
at the Army Cup and the D ivisional Cup_ and weri; lucky
enough to reach the semi-final of the Sahsb~ry Plam Sub
District Cup. Troop rteams played on every occas10n throughout
the season so that everyone was given a ohance to play in a
game of some kind.
Hockey produced our usual team of enth';!Si3;sts and they
fought their way through to the final of the D1smct Cup. Not
winners but again we bad no gladiators and everyone plays
their best. The Regiment is not in a position to give regular
training to sportsmen but nonetheless if the odd cup came our
way we would be very pleased.
Boxing and fencing were included in t!1e programme and. all
those who took pan enjoyed the expenence and are looking
forward to an even better next season.
The rugby team ,bas been ably supported and participated in
some very good games but the queer shaped ball takes a lot of
getting used to-maybe .vbe Army will finally become converted,
who knows?
H earty congratulations to Major (Q.M.) Glover on succeeding
to bring the Meiktila Yachting Trophy into the R egiment.
Sports Preview. Cricket and tennis has c-0me at last-now for
the long warm summer days, or are we being unduly optimistic?
Lieutenant (Q.M.) H arding and S.S.M. H ulse have prepared
a very complete fixture list for the Regimental cricket team
for the forthcoming season and we are glad to see they have
catered, in the troop matches, for those who are more conversant
with a " duck " than wim a " T un."
Tennis, squash and golf facilities are available and we will
be heading in that direction too in the coming months.
Lieutenant P. T. Jones, the athletics officer, is busily knocking
the Regimental team into shape for the 3rd D ivisional Championships and later, if they are successful, for me Southern
The May Fayre Wh ite El e phant Stall.

Command Championships. The R. .M. w:ll be the Chief
Recorder on both these meetings, so in either event we will be
reprc entcd !
Emergency W' ard Ten. Our best wishes and hopes for a
speedy recovery to Sergeants Oliver ~nd T~orpe who are
spending the first of the sunny months m hospital.
Double Your Money. The Wives' Club ran a very succe sful
May fayrc in aid of the National Cancer Research Fund. They
cleared £60 and were able to send a substantial cheque to the
fund-well done.
Afthough the weather was not alt?genher all ~at coul_d be
hoped for, the visitors, and the children especially, enioycd
themselves . W hat
more could be asked
for than p o n i e s,
swings, slides, bran
tub, ice cream, side
shows, mu s i c and
Easter Eggs ! For the
little older there were
stalls-white elephant,
handiwork, p l a n t s,
raffies, toys and books,
and rtea and refreshments.
Mrs. V. W. Street,
wife of M ajor-General V. W . Street,
G.M.G.,

C.B.E.,

D.S.O .,

M.c., was invited to
open the fayre, and
the small daughter
of
Lance - Corporal
McLuckie very prettily
MAY FAYRE
presented her with a
Mrs. V. W . Street. Elizabeth Mcluckie and Mrs.
bouquet. The comT. W. Baynes
mittee, Mrs. Baynes,
Mrs. Winter, Mrs. Barnes-Murphy, Mrs. McLuckie, Mrs. Page,
Mrs. Chapman, Mrs. Bell, and all the ladies worked extremely
bard to make the occasion a success and they felt themselves
amply rewarded by the fine response to their efforts.
Roving R eport. Sergeant Dutton ha~ recently return~d to us
afiter five weeks in British Guiana; this gives the Reglffient a
nC\v <territory on its " World Wide Tours."
He now refuses to travel again unless it is by Boeing 707
( 1~t Class) !
Here Today. During the past weeks we have lost many of
our stalwarts to other lucky R egiments and in che near future
we will lose quite a few more.
R .Q.M.S. Knight, Staff Sergeant Nallon and Sitaff Sergeant
L indsell who formed ilihe 1backbone of it:he Q depal'tment, have
recently left us and ilihe Q .M. is speedily rtraining a n ew staff
in the complicated role of the Regiment.
Captain Tonoison, our stalwartt of '!ihe hockey field and
.the M.T., has now handed over these harrowing duties to
Lieutenant (Q.M .) J. Harding and depar.ts for Singapore very
shortly.
Sergeant Andrews and many others are now settling down in
new fields. We wish lllhem all the best of luck and hope to see
them in the future at ~he reunion dinners.

New arrivals are too numerous to mention in detail
Lieutenant Lieutenants Mills, 'I11-0mas, Second-Lieutenan~
Doyle, Sitaff Sergeant Gittins, S.I. Arnold, Sergeant Fuller and
so on. We welcome t!hem all and hope they have a happy and
profitable stay with ithe R egiment.
Date with Mystery. Lieutenant Jones, Sergeant Chambers
and Lance-Corporal Gordon lhave joined 'tlhe Tanks of tihe
"happy chosen of Allah." At least that's .rhe impression they
give af.ter the brief idyll of the honeymoon, b\llt we know that
they will soon lbe just as we are-tamed and subdued bw: to
all it!he world, masters of all we survey ! Congratulations on
their marriages, may they be very happy.
Beat Your Neighbo11r. A number of photographs have been
produced by our R egJIDental Photograoher and selections are
published in this issue. Everyone is not photogenic but our
succ:ess ~n ~~ D ivisional Cookery must be put on record.
Flfst mcEv1dua1 : Corporal Hanson, 3rd Regiment.
Second Team : 3rd Regiment.
A fine tribute to the men who provide the excellent fare
we enjoy.
Epilogue. Perhaps these notes are long but we have covered
a great deal of ground and your correspondent is literally brain
washed-out with rthe TV Times, uo with Armchair Theatre
Close Up and This Week, I can again enjoy the best pro~
gramme of them all-The Flint&rones I
11th
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(DEPOT)

Last month's notes ended thus : " Spring is in the air at last
with the sun shining, buds bursting and real blackbirds burbling
merry notes."
For the ensuing three weeks, the Arctic Circle was diverted
through Leeming Bar, the blackbirds went all silent and the
buds popped back for shelter. During the past week, however
the rtrees decided ito show ithe:r leaves and what's more it wa;
almost "s.h.irt-sleeve order."
. Excellent weather for a. fe!e held to raise funds for the Royal
Signals Benevolent AssOGJatlon and the Oxford Famine Relief.
Under t!1e benevol~nt diG!-"atorship <?f Major R. 0. Wilson everyone rallied ~oun<l:, mcluding the wives, to produce a display of
most attraouve side-shows. Customers were queuing at some
of these for the whole af.t:ernoon and an extension of half an
hour became necessary.
It was interesting to see our Commonwealth Troops trying
out pie Bow and Arrow. One would exPect a certain amount
of skill-possibly through an association of distorted ideas-but
they were as inaocurate as our own " NAAFI Cowboys " were
with the revolver earlier in the month.

Mrs. S. ~· B~a~enbury wife of the Commanding Officer
drew the pnze-"".mmng raffle tickets at the end of the day and
presented the pnzes.
The success of the proceedings may be judged from the
results; over £160 for <these worthy causes.
lljmruits of the
::\lonth. 0 n th e
pass-off of nth April,
R.
H.
Signalman
Johnson
was
top
recruit. He co m e s
from Falkirk, where
he attended the High
School and was a
member of its A.C.F.
He spent the last year
at Welbeck and is 19
years of age. Possibly
influenced by family
associations with the
Forces, one grandfather was a Lieutenant - Colonel in the
" Sappers," he has
always had an urge
to join the Army. He
is to train as an
Electronics
T ech nician.
On the 2nd May,
the top recruit was
N.
N.
Signalman
Medford, from Trinidad. He is 26 years
of age and bad tried
to join earlier but his
parents w o u l d not
consent. He followed
up normal schooling
by attending a Commercial College for
two years where he
studied English and
gained certificates in
shom:band and typing.
He has been an electrician and a typewriter mechanic.
One of his teachers
showed films on Service life and one on
Sandhurst particularly
impressed him.
E v en t u a 11 y, by
achieving independence and paying his
own fare, he came to
U.K. and enlisted. He
will train as a Teleprinted Operator.
Two grand chaps,
good luck to them
both.

Signalman R. H. Johnson

Signalman N. W. Medford
Sport

3rd DIVISIO N COOKER Y COMPETITION
Se rgeant Mansfi eld , Pr ivate Edgi ngt o n, W.0.11 Ke nn edy, Major
J. D. Stevenson , D.C.A., Lieu tenant Drake (Messing Officer)

Jlegime ntal lliOe ~fe eting. Although, as a D epot we
find it very difficult to come across good shots and even more
difficult .co get them out to practice, a handful of bold warriors
led by irhe C.I. decided it would be a method of " digging out "
some desk bound individuals, if we held a R egimental Meeting.
The morning of the 27th April, " D -D ay," was cloudy and
overcast with a biting wind but it produced a good " shooting
light " and by 0940 hours-only ten minutes behind programme
time--the meeting got under way.
To round off a very plea ant day the Commanding Officer
kindly presented prizes to 1lhe winning teams and individuals.

Mrs. W icks an d Mrs. H ulse

SIX QUARTERMASTER'S P ROB LEMS
(Left to right)
Waist
Height
Corporal Wright
49•
s· 7!"
Signalman Austin
44~·
6' s·
32•
Sl&nalman Trotter
5' ot•
33•
Signalman Lee (Recruit)
6' 2r
35•
Signa lman Barns (Recruit)
6'W
Corporal Perkins
43•
S' St•

T H E WIR E, J UN E 196 2

Weight
I Sst.
20 St.
Sst. 21bs .
1 lst. 71bs.
I 1st. Slbs.

17st. 71bs.

Champion S.L.R. hot: Sergeant Daniels, r Squadron .
Champ:on Pistol : Major Hutley, 2 and 3 Squadron .
S.L.R. team winners. 1 Squadron : Lieutenant Barnett, Sergeant Daniels,
. Corporal Wade, Corporal Bayne, Sergeant Jepson, c.rgcant Gore.
Falling Plate, 2 Squadron : C1ptain Stockill, Sergeant Simister, Sergeant
Brewer, Corporal Brace.
Pool Bull: Corporal Bayne, Corporal U nderwood.
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to the generosity of the "Nuffield Trust "--0f our new Burnha~ Pionet:r motor crui~er which we have named Mercury I.
With the kmd co-operation of Mr. F. Ward, mine host of the
" Trout," we have been able to launch and moor it on the
Thames at Tadpole Bridge. A photograph is included in these
notes.
We are very pleased to welcome our new Squadron Sergeant~ajor,. w.q.n A. ~opestake, who has already impressed us
with his bnsk, efficient and cheerful approach to the job. It
seems his arrival has also " sparked off " an early-morning
activity in the Sergeants' Mess area-the study of " natural
history" at 06.30 hours. The President and Chairman of the
new group are W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) J. J. Bingham and W.O.II
(S.S: M.) A: Cope~tak e,-, Their first disco".ery was " The Copstacical Bmgrnoruous,
bona fide replica and description
attached. Some believe this is a fig ment of the imagination
liable to occur in the early morning, especially if disturbed by
the S.S.M.'s bugle call. What do you think ?

On 6th May, Lieutenant Brown came . econd in ~he So.uth
hield · harbour race, paddling a Kr racing Kayak 111 a ume
of 33 minute .
\.dminl!itruth·•• N".-t. Will over cas U nits please send
iz.c-rolls 0 { personnel of unusual stature, so.me three .m onths
·n advan e to our Quartermaster. You will appreciate the
1 roblcm if 'you take a look at th phoro of som~ of our nonPtandard type .
pccial sizes ~ay take up to eigh t weeks t o
come through from the date of mdent.

*

*

*

*

*

*

ome U nits continue to send personnel h ome late for release
-and with out their AB 64 Part II. Two men were overdue
for release.
Quite a few W.O.s and . .C.0 .s arc very rusty on curruleot
affairs wh:ch personally affect them. As i:xamples : R e~
govern ing the issue of railway warrants;, ~e price .of T HE WIRE,
the address of the Royal Signals AssOC1at1on ; acuon on loss of
AB 6 Part II; action on change of leave/home address and
4
o on.
*
*
*
There were two cases this month of ~en bei? g s~rt on U :K.
leave and told •· To wait further 111struct1ons.
Nothing
happened and we were not notified- un til th e men began to
worry and contacted us.

*

*

*

*

*

*

evcral cases of amendments to R .O.P.O.s were missed,
causing a lot of trouble all round.
Jncorrecr compilation of AF W 9803. The more trou~l ~some
are incorrect leave entitlement (Leave Manual) and fa1hng to
say if personnel are for Courses (Serial 18).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Posting CORSUK personnel to this Unit instead of L.A.C.
Incorrect procedure on posting personnel from one overseas
Unit co another.
If rbere is any doubt, please ask. i;'his is much preferred
to me horrors of sorting out hambles with Q depleted staff.

*
*
*
The other day we had a fire practice round .about

1630 hours.
One of our elderly civilian clerks, a littl<: _!J~t pushed, rushed
out and joined a fast moving gr?UP ~f civilians on rhe road.
Puffing a bit by now, our clerk unpauently asked w_h ere they
were parading. Game the reply " We're not paradmg, we're
catching a bus."
14th
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1 Squadron. Robinswood is beginning to look civili~ed
again. The arduous battle to get an adequate grass cutting
contract has been won-the mowing machines commenced
humming two weeks ago without any prompting from ~s. The
rr:m appearance of our acres of grass, the colour provided by
Mr. Mill's flower beds and the summer frocks of W.R.A.C.
personnel have transformed the place in a very short space of
time.
.
The brighter sunshine has spurred our Canoemg and
Rambling Club to greater efforts. Last week a v~ry successful
sortie on the River Wye took place and although It was a short
trip which did not overtax the capabilities of the members of
the mixed party, it was a good rehearsal for the four-day
outing planned for the coming weekend.
.
Our soccer team, which finished the season with top hono~s
in the R.A.F. Innsworth League, met the R.A.F. Secretariat
Squadron in the final of the "Walker Challenge Cup.'' We
lost to the tune of 3-5 after a very hard fought game. All in
all soccer players are to be congratulated on a creditable ~eason.
New arrivals include Lieutenant (Tfc.) G. H. Cowsill and
R.Q.M.S. J. Crich We welcome them.
Our very successfu Wives' Club monthly . m~e~gs ar_e continuing, and we are pleased to say membership is. mcreasmg.
Mrs. Eileen Holmes, who was such a very efficient and hardwork:ng President and did so much to get the club on a sound
footing and then to sustain interest, has now left u~ but we a~e
delighted to welcome Mrs. Lyske, the Commandmg Officer s
wife, as her successor.
At our last meeting, Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Lyske's colour
slides and talk of life in Kenya were much enjoyed.

3 SQUADRON 14th REGIMENT. MOTOR CRUISER- MERCURY I
Major L. H. Dutton, Royal Signals, handing over key to Staff Sergeant
J. Povon, Royal Signals. At the wheel, Sergeant D. J. Gill, R.E.M.E .
Also in the cockpit, S.A.C. G . B. Wilson , R.A.F.

2 Squadron. A very enjoyable and well supported social
evening was held on 13th April. .w e were a~ pleas~d to see
our Commanding Officer, his wife and Maior Oliver, our
worthy Second-in-Command from R.H.Q .
.
D ancing partners were produced by .energetic mi:mbers. of
the Squadron who raided the local hospitals and a lively um.e
was had by all. The members who strove so hard to make it
a success earned our gratitn_d e.
.
The machine age has arnved and a d ispen ser is busy with
fresh milk, flavoured drinks and orange juice. These tough
soldiers, how they must suffer!
3 Squadron. April, 1962, in Bampton will ~e r emembered
for its fine, dry and warm summery days addmg colo~ and
encouragement to those eager to get out and get on with the
summer programme.
.
. .
th
In the sporting world ~~ were 9uickly ehmmated from e
District Hockey Competition, losmg away to the R.A.E.<;:.
School at Beaconsfield. Noteworthy is the fa ct that Captam
J. Webb, Royal Signals, attending _a language course there,
played an important part in our demise.
.
.
W e regret we are unable to r eport success m the Westi;rimster /
Devizes Canoe Race of the 19th, 20th and 21st April: Both
entries had to retire because of damage to canoes durmg the
night period. Many valuable. less?ns wer~. learne?, ~?wever,
and enthusiasts are already discussing the next nm ~.
The great highlight of the month has been the arnval-due

*

*

*

THE TRIBE GALLED " TELE O's" (" B " TROOP)
And it was decided by the Great Ones that those not of the
Centurions, but in civilian habit, would travel by sea and bird
tO dwell in a place called " Romantic K yprios,'' across the seas
to slave with the Cen turions.
'
They were to catch th e voices from the sky in boxes which
spewed forth paper, which looked as though the eagles had
tri.ed. to devour it, for it were covered with many peckings.
D1sc1ples of the Great Ones h ad taught the minions to read
these strange papers and extract the voice from them; these
they called m essages.
For th is the slaves were paid many sheckles to r ent dwellings,
buy food, clothes and mechanical <,;hariots. These sheckles
they received from the T emple, and because they were many,
the local merchants soon did h ave words with each other so
that they may reap a rich harvest, richer than they had ever
known before.
The memsahibs of these strange p eople called Tele O's
found much time upon their h ands ro visit the bazaars to spend
the sheckles of their masters. And they found others to do
their menial household tasks 'a nd their dhobi, so that they
could brown their soft wh ite bodies in the sun of Kyprios and
play like children in the waves of the blue sea. And the sahibs
also spent many sheckles on mechanical chariots and in the
dwellings of the dancers and in the eating of strange meats
called kebabs, washed down w ith fire water of the name of Keo
Brandee.
,Verily, Kyprios has not seen the likes of this before, and
still these strange people arrive by bird from their homeland
called Anglaise. They say the Great Ones have sent them for
36 moons; only five moons have passed, and their mechanical
chario ts and their strange voices are everywhere. Yea, the
scribes will have many scribblings on their pads by the time
another five moons h ave passed.
And now, speaking in the strange language of the Tele O's, I
must say zed kay jay; I will take myself to the building called
bank and shovel more sheckles into the urn named deposit.

* not consist
* entirely of
* civilians though,
The Troop does
the steel door (and also behind bars) we find two busy
little men who shout, at odd times at the window leading into
the Signal Centre, queer words such as "Traaa-Fick," "Oh
Pip " and " Where's my tea.'' The two, when they get called
anything else other than Cifa are Sergeant D. Clegg and Corporal
" Nobby" Coole, who amaze everyone, including themselves, by
producing a reasonable amount of Crypto traffic (that is, when
" Nobby" can spare time from collecting tea money).
~eh ind

THE COPSTACICUL BINGMONIOUS
More commonly known as the white tailed hare. This rare animal
was recently discovered near the ancient Roman site at Weald ,
Bampton , where it is believed to be the only species in existence
THE WIRE , JUNE 1962
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16th REGIMENT
ummer was certainly slow a' coming this year. Heavy
rain _in mid-M ay, the wo~st for r6. years, they say. P erhaps
that is what h as been keepmg the cncketers away fro m practice.
We are the holders of the N ear Eas t Command Cricket
Trophy, bnt we will have to be light-hearted about our team
this year if th e firs t practice ga me was anything to go by.
"B" Troop, of r Squadron is T roop of the Month. Their
article, in lighter vein is, we hope, about their n ew civilian
element. W e take the opportunity to welcome all our civilian s
and wish them and their fa milies a happy stay with us.

t•

Donuty and the IJenst ( ~) "
The beauty is supplied by our seven W.R A.C. Operators,

THE WIRE , JUNE
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ea~h

one a "good girl " (not ~f the " good time " variety, wc
might add). It has been said that they don't Jet the little
finger know what the index finger is trying to do but with
:Zel . . . ? they certainly are good tea makers I Th~ beasts arc
m the shape of the Superintendent and, of course, the D .S.0.
16th
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. The Stadt ~ai d in Krefeld is looking very pleasant with all
trees now. ID ne.w leaf and the n earby racecourse has had
its . first meetmg. th~s year. In the T iergarten, the Zoo's new
arnvals are begmn mg to show themselves outside t he dens
where the infra red lamps have been offsetting the cold spell.
The hundreds of specimens in the Botanical Gard ens are responding to the changin g season. In Bradbury Barracks the
R.S.M. has started the Regimental spring drills. The first GoKart meeting has shaken the dust from the Parade Ground.
The first coughs and cold s are fast d isappearing. There is
movement among the jallopies outside Block 3. Summer is
probably on the way.
Train ing is goi ng ahead for the Nijmegen marches an event
in which the Regiment annually takes part. Boots a~d anklets
life ,?e.ing wo~ at increasingly frequent intervals by the "short
list ID readmess for the battering of briny feet. They always
do well as we have a goodly number of keen chaps. P.T.
classes for the over 35s are h eld every Wednesday afternoon
and a powerful stimulus h as been given to this voluntary activity
by the Commanding Officer. It is sufficiently gentle to ensure
that there ar e repeat attendances.
The Fencing Club has increased its numbers and at times
the stage in the gymnasium rocks to the steady advance of the
fencers under command of Sergeant Cairns. Some interesting
and well spun yarns are to be expected now that the Ang]ing
Club has star ted its activities.
Captain McQuade, our Officer-in-Command Signals Works
Seryices and Messin~ Officer, continues to produce a large
choice of spare parts m the Tape Relay Centre and six choices
on the menu for lunch in the Men's Dining Room.
Prc:parations for . th~ Regimental Fete in June are going
steadily ahead and it will no doubt be as great a financial success
as those we have held in the past. The Royal Regiment of
Artillery which is now in the Barracks in increasing numbers
is now sharing the chores with us. It is a pleasant coincidence
that wt: also share the same Regimental number.
~ts

18th REGUHENT
llari llayn Punsa Festivities
BY ISHAK LONG - H.Q. SQUADRON
Every year, the ninth month of the Muslim calendar is a
month of fasting. This period is known as Ramadzen, and is
one of the five commandments of the Muslim religion. The
fasting is absolute during the daytime. The exact length of the
day is laid down by the religious leaders, and usually is from
about 5 o'clock in the morning. to midnight. During this
period no food may be eaten and no drink taken-which can
be rather trying in this tropical climate, especially if work involving any hard labour has to be done.
The culmination of this month is Hari Raya Puasa, or the
day of celebration of Pnasa, when all the trials and tribulations
are laid to one side and give way to celebrations and eating.
Unlike Christmas, the actual day on which Hari Raya Puasa
falls is not fi.xed. It is determined as that day upon which
the new moon is sighted. Thus, if the first few nights are
cloudy, Hari Raya may actually take place some days after the
calculated date.
For some time before the day, houses are cleaned and
prepared, new clothes and food are bought then finally, when
the moon is sighted, everyone begins the big day of celebration.
It starts early in the morning when, after putting on new
clothes, everyone goes to the Mosque.
After that, families usually spend some time remembering
relatives and friends, past and present. Where possible, graves
are visited.
From this point on, the Puasa celebrations follow the same
pattern as Chinese New Year or Christmas or, I suspect,
any celebrations anywhere in the world. Close friends are
visited, and all the family sit down together to a meal. The
children come into their own, for it is at this stage that presents
are exchanged.
That i how the day goes on-a day of relaxation nd enjoyment.
The
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And th~ Sun Shone. In warm sunshine, the G .O.C.,
Singapore Ba e D istrict, wit:h D.R. escort, . arrived at .~e
Station Square R.A.F. Changi, to carry out this years Administrative Inspection. The General Salute was played by the
Band of the 2/7 D.E.O. Gurkha Rifles, and the "day" had
begun- too late now to rectify any omissions from the preparatory activities of several weeks!

Hocke.-~'.
The ambition of M ajor (Q M .) R. H. A.
Sali bury officer-in-charge hockey, until he departed on the
Nevasa l~st month on R.H.E., was realised this season when
the Regiment won the FARELF Hockey Cup for the first time.
In our most successful season, the Regimental ream has won
the FARELF Cup, the Singapore Zone Cup, ~ingaP?re B~se
District Six-a-Side Cup, Singapore Inter-Services Six-a-Side
Trophy, and the R.A.F . Changi Station League Cup.
The final of the FARELF Cup competition was watched by
the Commander-in-Chief, Lieutenant-General Sir Nigel Poett,
K.C.B., o.s.o., who presented the trophy to our skipper, Staff
Sergeant Devine-Jones.
Our opponents were 1/7 Q .E.0.
Gurkha Rifles, the holders, and a thrilling struggle was watched
by a capacity crowd at the Gillman Barracks ground, P asir
Panjang, the final score being 2-I.
Representative honours have been many for individual
members of the ream; all have played for the Corps at some
time· Sergeant Nizar, Corporal Jaafar, Lance-Corporal Freeman,
Signalmen Ashari, Noordin, and Shamsuddin are all Combined
Services players; additionally, Nizar Jaafar and Noordin are
State players and trainees for the Malayan Olympic team to
go to Tokyo.
Several familiar faces will, however, be missing from the team
next season, and we are fortunate in our new officer-in-charge
hockey, Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. R. C. Wall, who, with his
family, we welcome to the Regiment, as his love and knowledge
of the game will be of great value in maintaining our prestige.
Bari Raya. For those who have served with Malay
troops, the impact on day-to-day working of the fasting month
will be well known. During the fasting period, the commencement of which is controlled by the sighting of the new
moon of the Muslim month of Shawal, and which lasts for
thirty days, Muslims do not eat, drink or smoke between the
first sign of dawn and sunset.
Celebrations and feasting follow the fasting month, and in
the Regiment, a very successful children's party was held. Mrs.
Elston, the wife of the Commanding Officer, assisted by the
ladies of the Regiment, distributed presents to our 385

Malay children . The Malay camp was transformed for the
Hari Raya dinner and dance. At the dinner, the Commanding
Officer cut the traditional H ari R aya cake, which had been
superbly made by Sergeant Mahadi, our A.C.C. Cook Sergeant.
Unfor tunately, the weather was against us on this occasion,
and a severe downpour caused some disruption to the programme. However, it dried up sufficiently for Joget dancing to
take place in the evening, as planned, and Brigadier F. J.
Swain on, O.B.E., C.S .0 ., F ARELF, and Brigadier C . H.
Stoneley, o.B.E., A.D.C., D eputy Commander , S.B.D., were
among the distinguished guests.
~foventNtCS.

Troopships and charter aircraft have of
late been active, and in add ition to the departure of M ajor
and Mrs. Salisbury M ajor J. A. M assey who, with his wife,
will be greatly missed, has departed for B.A.0 .R. Gone, too
is Captain H enry W atson, R.A.P .C., who held the money bags
for so Jong. W.0 .II (R.Q.M .S.) Clayton and W.0.II (S.S.M .)
Wood will also be missed. With Corporal Dooley, W .0 .II
Clayton won the S.B.D. Badminton Doubles Championship
last season. Staff Sergeant Walters was very pleased to b e
posted to the M iddlesex Yeomanry-home is round the corner!
We welcome M ajor D. E. Salisbury as the new O.C. 2
Squadron, also Captain J. McCarthey, R.A.P.C., the n ew P aymaster, and h is family.
22nd
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The main event for w e Regiment during March was our
annual Administrative Inspection which was held on the 13th
March. The Inspecting Officer, Brigadier M. A. Charlton,
o.B.E., C.C. Royal Signals I (B.R.) Corps, was met at the
entrance to Churchill Barracks by the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Wythe. There he inspected the Regimental Quarter Guard under the command of Sergeant M. 0.
Wilson of 2 . Squadron. After coffee with the Commanding
Officer, Brigadier Charlton inspected the Regiment by its various
tactical groups. The Regiment was paraded in battle order
loaded and prepared for action. H is inspection started on the
hockey pitch where he saw R.H.Q. and these elements of I
Squadron, normally located at Main I (B.R.) Corps. He then
moved on and inspected 2 Squadron (Rear Corps) and 244
Squadron (A.S.). Following a visit to the Sergeants' Mess the
Brigadier lunched in the Officers' Mess. The afternoon was
taken up with an inspection of H.Q. Squadron set up and
camouflaged to represent a typical Regimental Adminis-trative
Area. We are happy to report that the Brigadier subsequently
expressed himself well pleased with all he saw and congratulated
us on our bearing and appearance.
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Sport. Despite the pressure of inspections and exercises
sport continues to play an important part in our daily lives.
The Knowles Cup is still fought out. All Squadrons are preparing their teams for the hockey tournament due to be played
on the 19th Af)ril. On the 8th April a combined team from this
Regiment and our neighbours, 49th Regiment, R.A., met the
Royal Naval Engineering College (Magpies). This was a firstclass game in most appalling weather conditions, the "Magpies"
coming out the winners with a score of 3--0. In the field of
football the Regiment is now fourth in the local league having
acquired 20 points from 16 games.
Finally we must congratulate W.0.Il Evans on his recent
promotion and the acquisition of a pace stick. R.H.Q. are
also to be congratulated on obtaining the services of W.0.11
Oliver as R.Q.M.S. for 244 Squadron. This transfer was made
necessary as we recently lost W.O. II R.Q.M.S. Dodsworth to
a warmer climate. We wish both he and Mrs. Dodsworth a
happy and successful tour in their new station .
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llbiOe ~flhoohtirt~. TThhe highli~ht of this month's activities
h as . een n e s ootmg.
e Regiment held a very successful
~eetmg at Deerpark Ra~ge on 6th May. Messes were estabhshe~ on the range, which gave the right atmosph
h
occasion.
ere 1o t e
The results were:

Rampell Cup Competit ion
Winner Class A
Class B

2 Squadron
H.Q . Squadron

Henry Whitehead Cup Competition
Winner Class A
Class B

2 Squadron
2 Squadron

S.M.G. Competition
W inner Class A
Class B

H .Q . Squadron
I Squadron

Falling Plate Competition
Winner Class A
Class B
Champion Squadron

H.Q. Squadron
H .Q. Squadron
2 Squadron

Champion Shot
Class A

244 Squadron (A.S.). The accent this month has been
on centralised training in the field and for this purpose the
Squadron left Lippstadt on 15th March and established itself
under canvas in a wood near the Dutch border.
During the first week we took part in a N .A.T.O. exercise in
conjunction with various allied A.S .S.U.s. This period was
followed by a series of small . scale day and night exercises.
During this time gradual improvements were made to the camp
site, including the acquisition of a television set. It was quite
like home to many as the Dutch television service carry a
number of English films in their programmes.

19th REGIMENT HOCKEY TEAM, SEASON 1961 /62
(Standine) : Ser1eant Niur, Lance-Corporal freeman, Staff-Sergeant DevincJonu (Captain) , Signalman Asharri, Captain (T. O .T.) P. Thomson, Signalman
Shamsuddin, W .0.11 (R.Q.M .S.) Clayton, Sergeant Shamsuddin, Majo r (Q.M .)
R. H. A. Salisbury (0.1.C. Hockey)
(S1ttinc) : Corporal Jaafar, Signalman Noordin, Lieutenant-Co lonel J. W. El5ton
(Command in& Officer). Signalman Arshad, Sergeant Lee Kim Ann

24 Ch

Class B

Champion S .M.G. Shot
Class A
Class B

Sergeant

Wallington, R.E.M .E.,
H.Q. Squadron
Signalman Watson, 2 Squadron
Wallington, R.E.M.E .,
H .Q . Squadron
L ance-Corporal Brownjohn
H.Q. Squadron
Sergeant

The W .O.s and
Sergeants won their
match
against
the
Officers and duly collected their winnings
in the Mess at lunch
time.
Th e
Regimental
Meeting was closely
fo 11 o w e d by the
Northern
Command
Rifle
Meeting,
in
which Sergeant Wallington, R.E.M.E., of
H .Q . Squadron, won
the Individual Championship. Initially, he
tied
with
Captain
G r ayson ,
Royal
Signals, which necessitated a re-shoot of
the Roberts Match.
This he won by 10
points, scoring 126
out of 150. A highly
credita.ble
achievement.
Lieutenant - Colonel P. D. Vaigncourt - Strallen
Th e
Regimental
presenting the Championship Cup to Cil.ptain
Team also gave a
Grundy of No. 2 Squadron
very good account
of themselves at this meeting, as the following results show:
Major Units Championship Third Place
L.M.G. Match
Runners-up
Falling Plate
Semi-Finalists
~e1mrtures. Maj.or R. 0. Edwards said goodby1: to the
Regiment. on 26th Apnl, 1962, and departed for civilian life
after servmg the Corps for over 30 years. He will be particularly
r~memb~red for his services to Corps and Army Hockey. Besides bemg. a great player himself, he did much to encourage
young . soldiers to take up the sport. He is not lost to the
Cor~s, as he has taken up an appointment with 49th Yorkshire
Regiment (T.A.) at. York. He was suitably dined out by the
office~s of the R egiment and presented with his bowler hat
by Lieutenant-Colonel P . D. Vaigncourt-Strallen.
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BEGHIENT

Change~ of the ~~a~ding Officer of a Regiment are of
caus~ all unportant m its life. With a change of head the ~y

caL.n so suCffer a change of heart. H owever the arrival of
. 1eutenant- olonel A. T . Burrows M B E E R o' find
m very g od h
d ll
' · · ., · · ·>
s everyone
B
o
cart an a combine to welcome h;m and M
b~b~ulto fB!andford Camp ~nd to hop e that th.cir tour ~~i
n
o success and happmess.
The ne~ C.0 .. knows the Regimen t well from h is connection
~oughh his previous appointment in the M inistr y of Aviation
w ere ~ "":'as gre~tly concerned with the production of ne~
commurucat1on eqwpment.
Ch~n~cs, it seems, rarely come singly. Of a sudden the
s~on -m-command, Major V. C. Valle is posted
d finds
1
~ rns<:lf ordered to Pa~is. What luck ! D ining him ou:r1involved
1
~= r!:o an after dmner speech of rare quality, bristling with
Affi:ongst new arrivals are M ajor L. A. Welton, who is com~~~dgh
mgri~ Squadron and Staff Sergeant Hills; and Sergeants
' T ggen, H aylcr and Coatsworth who are forerunners
of a new r oop.
. S ~rt ~ the princip~ interest of the month. The outstanding
is e r ecent achievement of Captain R. B. Carroll well
nown . as a. golfer of gr_eat merit, who has opened the' 1962
Champ1onsh1p season by winning first the Southern Comm d
and
· h 1'p s. From the latter event
an
h b then htheh Army Golf Ch ampions
. e mhro~g t ome a l.arge cu~ (little known by the Corps for he
~ e rst ~oyal Signals winner) which was duly filled with
ampa~ e m .an Officers' Mess ceremony.
The R ·ment
extends its special congratulations to Capain Carroll.
egi
f The Regimental football team must not be overlooked either
or on the last day of April in the final league match of th~
season they beat No. I P .R.D., R.A.S.C. (6-3) to become South
West Services League Champions, 1961/2. The final table is:
PW
DLF
AP
17
14
2
I
88
34
30
d Much credit fo~ this splendid consistency of performance is
ue to W .O.II Giles, the coach and mainspring of the team,
:vho welded. the efforts of individuals of no outstanding talent
mto a formidable whole.
Wi~ ~ eye to the future, when much of the Corps hocke
talent is likely. to be concentrated in che South, the RegimeJ
~onsored a Signals hockey team in a side competition of t:he
ournemouth f!aster Hockey Festival. Games were played at
Blandford aga~st the _Norfolk Rams (o-o) and Gypsies (lost
t3). Sh?uld 1t be desired to enter a Corps team in this e.xcelent Festival when the School of Signals comes to Blandford
the path for entry should, it is hoped, be smoothed.
. No. 3 Squadron .is at present in Skye. Its inimitable report
is as follows:
These notes come ~rom ~e!lllish Pier, Glendale, Isle of Skye,
where th«7 Squ~dron 1s agam m tented residence. Warm sunny
weather is qwckly tanning winter faces and newcomers are
~em

Captain R. B. Carroll receives an acclamation by officers of the
Regiment on winning the Army Golf Championship 1962
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cooking gear. Those. ':"ho wanted to, went to Sun Valley with
?ergea~t Fenney, ski-mg across country, and considering the
·
mcxpenence
of
they made very good tun· c, covenng
·
· the party,
.
th e d 1stanc~ ID 35 mmutes. By road and on foot it took at
le~s~ 45 mmutcs.
At Sun . Valle)'. they saw some very fine
ski-mg, notably by two Austrian Ski Instructors from th L
Centre .and a young girl believed to be the British Juttl eaSvk~
Champion.
or
l
1:-eaving the Camp site as spotless as it was when the
ar:1ved, the party left at 13.30 hours and handed their e ui ~
m.nt to the Leave Centre. They bade farewell to T oodq p
14.15 hours.
r
os at
~e party learn~~ a lot from this expedition, the least of
which was the ski-mg. They learned how to exist in th
sno.w under foul weather conditions; how to co--0perate with
their fellow
. men,
. . and how .to remain cheerful, even wh en soa ked
to th e skm m 1c;:y cold ram. They returned bronzed fit
d
eager to "have another bash."
' ' an
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Back row : Lance-Corporal H. B. Oakden, Sergeant A. D. Webster, R.S.M . J. W.
Sinclair, Signalman D. Boland, Lance-Corporal J. P. Macey, Signalman A. L.
Catherall
Front row : Corporal W. B. Bell, Signalman E. F. Newham, Corporal H.J . Byrne
(Captain), Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Burrows , M.B.E., E.R.D., R.Q.M.S. W. Giles,
Signalman A. Fisher. Lieutenant J. Mcluckie

wondering where the rain and mists predicted by the old hands
have gone.
"The Commodore," Staff Sergeant A. J. Crabbe, now has
a fleet of four boats. Fishing, trips round the Loch, swill
dumping and " Get those boots out of that boat," are all his
province. Thursday night is cinema night and Corporal N. J.
Willmott, our projectionist, is so expert that the break between
reels is barely sufficient to obtain another drink. Shifts are
being worked, but it is hoped that the local girls wiU have an
opportunity to Strip the Willow or dance a reel with everyone
of us during the liberty visits to Porrree.
Finally, our <:ongratulations to Sergeant L. P. Rann on his
re<:ent promotion.
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Early on a rold, wet, Sunday morning, a party of potential
skiers left Anzio Camp for the Troodos Mountains. The
party was commanded by Sergeant Fenney, who was also the
ski instructor, and included Sergeant Breese, Corporal SmithTaylor, Corporal Hardwick, Lance-Corporals Beacher and
Wright, Signalmen Turner, McDonald, Yates, Love, Newby
and Burton. Captain Stanley and four men of the Intelligence
Corps joined the party en route.
The journey itself was uneventful until two miles from
Troodos, when the vehicles joined the tail end of a traffic
jam which stretched into Troodos village. Whilst waiting for
the traffic jam to clear, the party heard, over a .portable radio
carried by Corporal Smith-Taylor, that vehicles in the Troodos
area should remain where they were until the police bad
cleared the hold-up.
As it was impossible to move, this
announcement seemed superfluous. Two hours after arriving
within two miles of Troodos, the vehicles finally reached the
village, where there was a further delay of two hours due to
another traffic jam. Traffic conditions were chaotic, and were
not helped by the local drivers, whose road sense must be
world renowned.
Whilst the vehicles were held up in the village, Sergeant
Fenney, in the company of Sergeant Breese and Captain
Stanley (whom they had met in the traffic jam) went up to
the camp site to look at conditions. Sergeant Breese returned
to gather a snow-clearing party, which soon removed enough
snow to make a reasonable car park and tent area. Eventually
the vehicles arrived and all hands set to to erect the tentage
and lay out the camp area. Although the weather conditions
were about the vilest Cyprus could produce-it was cold, wet,
slushy and thoroughly miserable-everyone worked with a will
and not a complaint was heard.
The rain stopped during the night and a hard frost set in.

From left to right looking at photo : Lance-Corporal Beacher, LanceCorporal Wright, Signalman Yates, taken from top of Sun Valley
looking east

Monday morning saw everybody up bright and early, and
immediately after breakfast they all boarded the three-tonner
and drove to the Leave Centre to draw their skis and equipment. Unfortunately skis were not available for all, only four
were able to get themselves fully equipped-they bad all done
a little ski-ing before, and were allowed to draw the better-class
skis from the ski store. The remainder drew ski boots, which
meant that they were at least dry shod. On return to camp
those with skis began instruction under Sergeant Fenney,
whilst the others completed all the small camp details.
Snow fell during the day and soon ski-ing conditions were
perfect, but the wind and snowfall made long runs very unpleasant.
On Tuesday all the men were fitted out with skis, and by
10.30 hours, lessons were able to start for everyone. At first
there were the usual laughs and giggles as men fell all over
the place, and many of the party became first-class contortionists without even trying. Continuous snowfall made the
weather slightly unpleasant, and marred otherwise perfect skiing conditions. Even so, all the men made satisfactory progress,
and by the end of the day everybody was able to perform kickturns, herring-bone, step-turns, and even traverse with a fa ir
degree of proficiency. It should be mentioned here that the
New Austrian Ski System teaches traverses, side-slipping and
uphill swings before the snowplough is even mentioned. The
late afternoon saw the arrival of the unit M.T.O., Lieutenant
N. Moss, with a very welcome addition to rations in the form
of a jar of rum. This was much appreciated by all concerned
and was despatched with all the respect due to it.
The sun shone on Wednesday and everyone's spirits rose
with it. On this day the party went to Sun Valley, where they
were the only class to use the slopes that day. The roads were
impassable to vehicles and the party went on foot. Ski-ing
technique and ability improved throughout the day, and by the
evening nearly everyone mastered the traverse, side-slip and
uphill swing.
Snow fell again on Thursday, but the party braved the
elements and went again to Sun Valley, which this time belied
its name. The class practised again what it had learned the
previous day but, due to the weather or the snow, it did not
have the same proficiency as it had the day before. That
evening some of the class went to the Leave Centre to see a
film on ski-ing. After the film, which impressed everyone, the
class returned to the warmth of ,t he fire in Makhlouf's Hotel.
Friday was another cold, snowy day, and most of the ski-ing
was confined to the slopes in the vicinity of the camp area.
For a change, and to break the monotony, the class were
taught the snowplough. Turning at a given spot is not as easy
as it looks, and several of the class evolved now dances like
the "Ski Cha-Cha" and the "Ski Waltz." Notwithstanding
the weather, everybody's spirits were high, and late in the
evening they all worked with a will to pack all non-essential
kit ready for the move on Saturday.
Saturday was a glorious day, and by 10.00 hours all the kit
had been packed, with the exception of a small amount of
THE WIRE, JUNE 1962
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Your scribe from the Commonwealth Squadron a 1 ·
for a l~ck ?f words from his unit recently. He ho es~ : s
up for it with these notes of the Squadron's comingspand · e
In ;arly pecel"?~r, the Squadron moved from its wo!d~d
atap ome .m Ta1p1Dg to a new and modern camp at Terendak
Terel_ldak is the .home of th.e whole Commonwealth Bri de.
and. is now nearmg completion. Being among the earl gain~
hab1:nts of a ne~ camp has its disadvantages for all,
we
llrtle ~h .ones Jio discover all the little, and sometimes not-sowe h mthgs hat go wrong. We have to put them right, but
ope at .t os.e who follow us will benefit.
. We read with mterest the article on Malacca in the March
r~1ili' but wehre sorry !hat the. author did not travel seven miles
r er nort of TanJong Kling and visit the Commonwealth
cantonment at Terendak Camp. I hope he won't mind if 2o8
(Cofmmonwealth) Squadron's notes complete his journey with
a ew words .about the cantonment.
All the UI_lits of the Brigade live in the one cam and so
}here are miles of barracks to be seen. These are pilie main
fieature,_ ~nd are good. Among the facilities in the camp are a
din7 sadlin~ club, beach clubs for all ranks, and an air-contlone cmema run by the .A.K.C. Sports fields abound but
as yet ar7 not really settled. A golf course is in the cour~e of
cons~uctJon, ~nd will e,ventually sport nine holes. NAAFI have
provided Junior Ranks Clubs in all the major unit lines and
a central one for the minor units.
'
Th7 b_each at th7 camp is sandy, but at certain times of the
ye3! is mfested with a particularly vicious form of jelly fish
wh1ch has. already claimed many victims with its most un~
P1easant stmg.
s·So life in Terendak is quite pleasant. Within easy reach of
1?gapo:e and Kuala Lumpur, we need not go short of the
bnght hghts at "'.eek-ends or for leave. Malacca town itself is
some fourteen .miles from the camp, but provides little in the
way of entertamment.
~e Squadron,_like all others with infantry brigade groups
has its share of exercises. These are of particular interest'
as we are probably the only Brigade doing jungle warfare, apart

1s
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Th.e period has again, to a large extent, been one of
exerc1s.cs. We do not understand the great affin"ty h
b
the Bnga~e for exerc;ising at Kajiado; the multitud~ of\{:;:ana
~rabs, while unquesuonably the finest specimens in East Africa
o not. lepresen~ a realistic enemy and, moreover, they thriv~
~~e aSti- o~e powill?er ! By the time this article appears in print,
.qua .on. w
have flown up to the remote Northern
Frontier District for a short exercise.
~~ !r?Op was recently detached from the Squadron with
c It ~s at pres.ent normally integrated, and flown to' Adell. or a ~enes of Air Support Exercises. These proved most
mteres \mg and valuable, providing practice in procedures not
norma 1Y _used. We operated to the carrier HMS Centaur
old fnend from Kuwait, and later to H.M:s. ·Ark Royal:
evez:al F.A.C.s had also been with us in Kuwait After the
exe~c.1se, ten of the Troop went on board H.M.S. ·Centaur for
a v1s1~ and were very well looked after.
This was the first visit of the Troop to Aden and we were
pleasantly surprised by the weather (though w~ were told it
gets much ?oner from May until October) and by the facilities
~ ~~ stauon.
Fr?n;, the . soldier's point of view, something
at went down big . was the standard of service offered b
the SU<lb ba~7n, and 1t was an indescribable lowering of th~
stan ~ of livmg to get back to Kenya and clean one's own
boo ts.
While duty persists in the uncanny knack of taking one to the
f?Ore unpleasant areas, leave, if organised with a bit of initiative, ~ust rank among the best one is ever likely to have The
~ope tl1s there-if only more people would take advantage. of it I
ecen y, half-a-dozen S_ignalmen hired the Safari Land Rover
~nd spent. a leave tourmg Tanganyika and Kenya, including
ID theu trip two game parks and the coast. Another interestin
leave was spent by Lance-Corporal Horsfield and s· a1m g
Moore, ~ho hitch-hiked round Uganda and even in~~ded 31!
sly pe~ m the Congo. Signalman Moore, a National Servicehn Signal Centre Operator, from Plymouth writes. "On
t e first day of o~ 1,soo-mile lllke, we left c.an:p and ~a ed
to get as far as ~s~u, on the N.E. corner of Lake Victo~a.
We stayed the rught m an hotel (at that time we had some
money). ~e next day we reached Kampala the capital of
Uganda, havmg passed through Jinja and taken photogra hs
of .the Owen Falls Hydro Electric Dam there. (It was at ~s
pod. mt, only about 100 years ago, that the source of the Nile wu
1scovered). . At Kampala we. met a European who owns a
hotel and, typical of the generosity shown by many of the people
~7ghre,. he gave us free .accommodation for the night. The great
1 lig~t of. our stay m Kampala was that we discovered what
we believe is the only bar in East Africa which sells draught
?eer (real draught beer). It was surely a discovery which ranks
m equal term~ with the discovery of the Nile!
Next. mornmg we g~t a lift to Masindi, which is the last
townshi~ before ~m:ch1son Falls National Park. After a fivehour wait at Masmdi, w~ got .a ~t right into the Game Park,
~nd so reached our ma1D obiect1ve-a distance of 63o miles
m three days.
We only staye~ one day in the park-all we could afford
be.cause the Safap Lodge. charges prices more suitable to th~
pockets of fi:mencan tourists! The Murchison Falls National
Park must. lie ~ne of the most fantastic sights in the world
The ~ark itself 1s about 50 miles square and is divided a
·
th_ed nuddle. by the River Nile, which is a~proximately 4oo ~J!
wi e at this early stage of its existence.
. The falls, from w~ich 0e park gets its name, is a sight within
itself. ~e whole nver 1s funnelled through• a gap in the rocks
20 f~et Wide ~d drops thr~>Ugh a distance of 140 feet, before
~perung out to its normal Width again-the noise and reverberation seem to make the very ground one stands on unsafe Th
whol~ park abounds with elephant in their hundreds and alon;
the nver bank, also in their hundreds are crocodile'and hippo
Thrfougho~t the park are to be seen ~Y of the lesser speci~
o game, mcludmg a fine selection of birds.
Vf!e woke up the next morning and to add to the natural
Optical derangements Of ~at time of day, we saw, about 50 feet
away, a bull elephant. We cautiously took som photographs
a_nd then ran; we found out later that he was fairly tame and
liked to come !?-ear. people because he was often fed with
bananas. The highlight of our stay in the park was a trip up

f
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After years of complaining about overwork the officers of th
Squadron have had . their excuse sabotaged' by the arrival of
a . ~urth. officer. Lieutenant P. Brown has arrived complete
w1 ~1tar, to c?i;rimand "Alfa" Troop. After ~o months
spent m reorga.rusmg troop stores and accounting ther
many ~ho .believe that a fiddle would have be~n a em:r!
appropriate mstrument.
We. have recently been preparing for and participating ·
Exercise " New Harpoon."
'
m,
Our new Brigade Commander sets a very high standard of
c~mouflage, and we went to considerable trouble t
hi
h1~ standard. . ~e highlight of our efforts was probab& ~~
orb~ f~~ all JU~1or officers . to conceal their overlong hair-a
~u . e
mt which was quickly taken, and resulted in the
iuruor officers ?f the Squadron having their hair cut the da
af~er ~ eserc1se ended. The last word on camouflage cam~
w en . e quadron ~mmander lost his voice. A weary voice
~mThana~mg kf~om a pile of brushwood was heard to declare·
at s ta mg camouflage too far!"
·
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fr?m the Gurkhas. We have the added interest of working
with Australians and New Zealanders.
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the • ile. As the river was in flood though, we could not go
a far a i normally po sible. During this launch trip we went
through the middle of the park and got very close indeed to
the game; it was quite possible to take photographs without the
u e of a telephoto lens.
We then pushed on to try and reach the Sudan, about 50
miles away, but we met a chap who was going into the Congo,
about 30 miles away, so we went with him. He was a European,
though I don't know what nationality; his English was perfect.
We went with him to his farm about 50 miles inside the Congo
and came out that evening with him again; our trip had been.
made without passports or visas.
We stayed the night at Masindi at a hotel, and that cleared
us out of money, 580 miles from home. On the next morning
we hitch-hiked back to Kampala and stayed at the Makere
College there, free of charge, for a few days. The college is the
nearest thing to a university in East Africa and is for African
and Asian students. We were allowed to stay in the students'
quarters. We then bitch-biked back to Nairobi, sleeping in
police stations and eating sugar cane; this took u s three days.
We got back all right after spending one of the best leaves of
our lives, and something which was really worth doing. It is a
great feeling getting up in the morning and saying, " I wonder
how far we will get today."
And now back to the rest of the Squadron news. It is with
regret that we must record the sudden death, due to n atural
causes, on the 16th M arch of L ance-Corporal G. D . Hollingsworth. It was a great shock to all who knew this promising
N.C.O. and to his wife and small daughter we offer our deepest
sympathy.
The births column is again busy. It must be the altitude !
This time we congratulate Sergeant and Mrs. Wright and
Signalman and Mrs. Berry on the births of their daughters, and
Corporal and Mrs. Harrison on the birth of their son.
Recent arrivals in the Squadron G.re W.0.11 (Y. of S.)
Oements, Staff Sergeant R. Jones (F. of S.), Sergeant K.
Rollings, Sergeant M. Morpbey, Corporals Davenport and
Harvey-all with their families over here. Those departing
(and they shall all be a loss to the Squadron) are W.0.11
(F. of S.) G. Sharp to 7th Regiment and W.0.11 E. Summers
to the RM.A. Sandhurst, Corporal G. J . Williams to 238
Squadron and finally Corporal · Bee who has completed bis
National Service.
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Defying both elements and an impen<ljng annual Administrative
Inspection, our Squadron training got off to a flying start with
Exercise " Spring Fever" in early March. For those at Squadron
~ ...
H.Q. during the exerJ
cise, many thanks to
Second - Lieutenant
Dixon for housing
everyone so comfortably
(comparatively
speaking!) and efficiently at Gosford
Castle. It is reputed
that Gosford Castle is
one of two " twin "
castles, each the result
of a wager between
two men as to who
could build the ugliest
castle! Be that as it
may, we were most
g r a t e f u 1 for our
sanctuary in the adjoining
farmhouse,
and would wish to extend our thanks to
the
two
unknown
gentlemen, and the
Ministry of Agriculture, for making our
stay possible.
Perhaps our sub-stations
were less fortunate in
their comforts, but at
all events they were
well plied with line and incoming rad io signals in the early
' . J
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phases of the exercise, and succeeded in maintaining fairly continuous rad io contact up to t he conclusion of the exercise from
the very north of Ulster . The linemen were to be observed
putting into practice much that they had learnt on previous
upgrading training; the Bridge Megger whirred happily in its
efforts to fault find and repair the damage done by S.S.M.
Rankin's wire cutters and the more acquisitive members of the
local population! Signalman Raby never did successfully
account for the two hundred yards gap in the overhead p art of
the line: explanations about hungry sheep and phantom circuits
are quite unacceptable! On the radio side .there are memories
of the C.V. crew controlling the net with microphone in one
hand and the new Voice Procedure Pamphlet in the other;
also of our Continental friend " George,'' who constitutes a
very useful check as to whether one is on frequency or not·
mention should also be made of Signalman McClure, who
almost managed to dispose of the rum ration into his batteries
(murmers of "lack of appreciation" and " Slow McClure"
may still be heard)· lastly, perhaps, the efforts of the O.C. to
erect a wire aerial (one comment: " Swingin ")·
The day after our Easter break finished, the Brigade Headquarters complete moved to Magilligan Camp for the annual
R ange Classification. For the five days we were there, the sun
shone almost unceasingly, and everyone returned as perfect
examples of what a holiday in Ireland can do for you. R ecreational transport made available the exploration of Port Rush and
Coleraine, and added to the enjoyment of this very pleasant
time.
In the sporting life of the Squadron there have been two
notable successes. Firstly, victory by the Brigade H·Q. team
in the Minor Units Cross Country Championship at Eglinton;
secondly, the achievement of the Squadron Small Bore team
in winning the 39 Brigade Competition and being runners-up
to 66th (U) Regiment (T.A.) in the Northern Ireland Command
Competition . The hockey team enjoyed a good fixture list
thanks to the efforts of Second-Lieutenant D ixon, but we were
soundly beaten by the strong H.Q. Compan y team from I
Foresters in the semi-final of the Brigade Knock-Out Competition. Activity at the moment is directed towards the
Brigade Command and Corps Rifle Meetings, and the Command
Athletic Meeting.
W e also report that Lance-Corporal Toole and Signalman
Squirrel! have taken the plunge, and we wish them and their
brides every happiness. Best wishes, too, to the following
members of the Squadron on posting: Sergeant Rhind to
Aden, Corporal Milton to the Trucial Oman Scouts.
Corporal O'Kill in B.A.0.R ., and Signalman Powell en route
to K enya.

STAMP COLLECTORS
THE JUNIOR LEADERS REGIMENT has restarted
Its Phllatelist Club and wm be most grateful to
receive stamps from all Regiments, Squadrons,
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthusiasts receive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be addressed:
Philatelist Cl u b, Junior Leaders Regiment. Royal
lgnals, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, South Devon.
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It'. s a _long while. since we wrote to THE WIRE, but, as exBerlin Signalmen will kno":', although the city is a Shangri-L a
f?r rej)Orter s and scoop-writers, the military programme leaves
little tu? e for non-staff off!cers to produce bumf.
~ead m g between the. Imes of national newspapers, the experienced cold-war soldiers will know of th e type of life we
lead and of the frequency of flaps and alarms th at r ipple th
waters of our gold-fish bowl.
e
.The U nit has its. lighter side, however, and as our r eaders
will see, H err Ulbricht docs not demand our full- time efforts.
~intf'lr
"\Varfure Training-Barz 1Uom1tains.
D urmg February our Squadron Commander Major B"'attie
led ~ party of twelve specially detailed volunte'e rs out of Berli~
and mto the _H arz mountains. For the next two weeks th e spare
tyres, ex:pens1vely purchased in many a Berlin pub, were rapidly
punctured by expert Norwegian ski inst.ructors .. -.The perky
~u.adron porn-porn hats gave a false unpression of apres
s ~ 1- mg to the party as they sweated and slogged around the
hills of St. A~dreasberg. Anyhow they all came back to Berlin
full of e~thusiasm for the n ewly experienced sport and sporting
muscles m places "':'h ~re most people don't have places. The
t'.~elve would all willingly go again but feel that next year a
di fferent twelve should be sent-noble and comradely chaps !
lnter!•~ tional
opportunltl~s to g~t

Co-01teratio11. Berlin offers unique
to know Allied armies. The Squadron
~ever sl?w m g!aspmg opportunities, have been busy cementing
mtem at1onal fnendships. A visit to the American 3rd Battle
Group St3:fted this year's visits and members of the 229th (as
the Amenca~s r~fer to us) featured in the Siars and Stripes
newspaper chmbmg up-the-pole with their hosts We shortly
after retll!Ded their hospitality as our photograph. shows. The
French Signals have been our most recent guests. They come
across each. year to play u~ at soccer and exchange their bistro
for the whisky of our Junior R anks' Club.
. ~urn.des, visits and iJ1speetions. Our more serious
vis~ts this year so far have been from the C S O
B Ao R
Brigadier H arrison, and Brigadier Charlton, C.C. R~yal Si~~ls:
I . B.R. Corps. Both of these distinguished Signals Officers were
given the full round of the Squadron at work and we believe,
departed happy that all is well with Berlin Signal~
The Squadron was privileged recently to provide a vehicle
detachmen.t at the farewell parade of our G.O.C., MajorGeneral Sir Roha~ D elac~mb e, K.B.E., c.B., n.s.o. The detachment of seven vehicles, drivers and crews were most impressive
as they. drove past the saluting base in perfect formation and
very shmy.
~ Allied guest, whose nation shall be nameless, actually
b elieved ~e story told to him by the Squadron Commander
tha~ Captain Olds managed to salute without holding on to th~
vehicle because the " soles of bis boots are screwed to the
floorboards! "
"M"Troop a5: usua,
1 and helped by the Line Section, had
done an unobtrusive but first-class job of the tannoy arrangements and all passed off well.
Sport. If you are keen on sport there is no better place
than Berlin. We are indeed fortunate to occupy the pre-war

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A number of vacanci es, offe ring good career
prospects, exist fo r :-

Cypher. Operators
"\, Ma1e and Fe ma 1e
Teleprinter Operat ors )
Write, giving details of education , qual ifi cations and experience, t o :Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q. (RC0/6),
Foreign Office,
53, Clarence St reet, Cheltenham , Gl os.
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U.S. Signal Corps personnel visit 229 (Berl in) Squadron. W.0.11
V. F. M. Thom explains t he layo ut of the Brigade Sig nal Centre
G~rman University of sport for our barracks and have everythmg that healthy young sportsmen could need and we take
full advantage of it. Best achievement so far has been by the
soccer team who were finalists in the Brigade Soccer Competition
and we are not ashamed to say we were only defeated in the
fu;ial by none other than those giants of Army soccer the Durham
Light Infantry.

236 SQUAD RON (C01UCAN)
" As ~~~ter comes round each year East Africa is gripped by
Saf_an fever. Not the usual shooting, fishing or photographic
safari that take up so much of our time durin<> the rest of the
year, but t_he Safari Motor R ally, probably the''toughest motormg eve~t m the _world. Over 3,000 miles is driven at average
sp ee~s ID the fifues on roads that, if found in England would
certainly be marked '.'Impassable to Motor Veh icles." The
newspa pe~~ are f,u,11 of ~t, the local Ra?io Stations talk of nothing
else, the ham Radio Bands are iammed by it as amateurs
send back results to Nairobi, and the world and his wife tum
out to watch, cheer, chase and ~ow stones at the competitors.
No one from 236 took part this year but many watched and
helped and talked about it. The C.O. bad his windscreen
b!oken by . a stone, the Adjutant came to a grinding halt when
his car boiled on a _hill,_ and Sergeant D . G. Ellen fin ished off
~e suspension on his Citroen ID 19 all in the cause of watching " The Safari." The latter, with L ieutenant Glydon followed
the rally round. mo~t of the course and their desc;iption of
what ~ey saw i~ pr~nted below, as it will undoubtedly stir up
nostal~c memories. ID those who have served in East Africa,
and will perh_a ps ~!Ve to those who hope to serve here in the
futur~ some little idea of the joys of travelling by road in this
ma_gnificent country of wide open spaces. Sergeant Ellen
wntes:The en~y wa~ a _rec?rd on e, and 104 cars drove down the
ramp outside airob1 City Hall on Thursday night of the Easter
weekend. The first . car a.way was a Renault R 4I, the others
followed at three-mmute. intervals. Lieutenant C. H. Glydon
and I saw the cars leaving before we set out to follow them
over a large part of the route.
Ea~ly on Friday morning we set out in my Citroen ID 19
Safan to cover ~e northern ~eg; leaving Nairobi at dawn, we
drove to Tororo m Uganda, v~a Naivasha, Nakuru and Eldoret.
We we.nt to a control at Busia, I I miles from Tororo. Here
we waited for the cars to come in after th eir all-night drive
over ~e treach~ous Embu-Meru section (about 90 hairpin
bends m. roo miles of dusty, rocky, unsurfaced road through
the foothills of Mount Kenya, and described in the A' A. handbook as ~e most breathtaking road in Kenya!) and the even
worse secuon around Mount Elgon. The cars came through
>~ell spaced out .and all were at least an hour late, showing
signs of a rou~h JOurney. Stone damage was mu h in evidence
and all t~e d rivers we spoke to told of Africans throwing rocks
and puttmg logs across the road. It was on the Mount Elgon
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. ection that two of the new Ford Zodiac Mk. ~!Is r~tired
fter hitting a wa haway at speed and ruining their radiator .
After lunch, the fir t Volkswagen appeared, bringin~ ne~ of
the retirement, with a smashed sump, of last year s .wmner,
John Manussi . We saw three VWs through; one, driven by
two Singh , had front suspens!on trouble,_ an~ arrangemen~s
were made for it to be repaired at Nairobi.
VW works
car were supported all round the route by travelling wor)<sho~s
carrying every spare needed. Pat Moss . and Ann Riley m
their SAAB 96 received a tremendous ovation from the cro_wd.
The AAB sounded very sweet and good f?r ma-?Y more m~les.
oon after this four cars went through m quick succession.
A Rapier a Hillman Minx 16oo (leading its class) a Simca
Montlhery and a Peugeot 403 all sounding healthy· On 01:1f
way back to Tororo and home, we met Peugeot 404s, Austm
A6os and two Mercedes Benz 19os, all going very fast. At
Tororo itseU, we saw a little Renault R41, driven by a French
crew, who were protesting about the st~te of the road. We "':'ent
back to airobi where we spent the rught, and transferred mto
Lieutenant Glydon's VW for our journey to the control at
Msanga, nr. Dodoma in. Tanganyika, .45? mil~s s~uth. We
passed Kilimanjaro, the highest rnountam m Afnca, Its 1,9ooft.
peak always snow capped; Lake Manyara, a beautiful lake surrounded by hills, and on those banks elephants are often seen;
and then on to some of the worst tracks that pass for main
road I have ever travelled upon. The little VW p erformed
magnificently, taking potholes, corrogations, and the mud in her
stride.
We arrived in the afternoon and camped near the control.
After a supper, cooked by Lieutenant Glydon (who burned the
soup), we slept in the car. I was woken at 05.45 by Pat Moss
going through in her SAAB, closely followed by Erik Carllson
in a similar car, both going very fast. After an early breakfast,
we went to the control which was one of the best organised in
the rally. A steady flow of cars began to come through, all showing signs of a muddy passage. From the officials we learnt that
most of the big cars were mud-bound on the Mbulu escarpment, a track hacked up the side of the Rift Valley by the
Germans in the 1914-18 war so that they could get their horsedrawn guns up. Most of the small cars got through without
too much difficulty, but the Peugeot 403s had mud covering
their radiators; a Rapier was stuck in mud over the top of its
wheels, and two Mercedes 220 SE6s were held so fast that a
tractor could not get them out. The only two African entrants,
in a VW, were also stuck here and were dismayed when pushed
further into the ditch by a Ford Anglia slithering by. The first
big car through was a Humber Super Snipe, which had holed
its sump on a rock. This was repaired with shaving cream and
bananas. The same thing happened to a Volkswagen driven
by two Sikh AA. patrolmen who repaired it in the same way
and brought their car home to finish in the first 10.
We left Msanga to drive to the Ngngeregere control, 82 miles
from Dar es Salaam (Swahili for " haven of peace," and capital
of newly independent Tanganyika). On our way we stopped
to help the drivers of car 29, an Auto Union rooo, which had
dropped out with a seized engine. We cooked them some food
and carried on. They were removing the offending con-rod
and were going to carry on with two pistons. Spirit ! ! In
Morogoro crowds lined the streets waiting for Safari cars to
pass. By this time our VW was covered in mud and we got
a few cheers. At the control we were able to see the latest
positions, a VW was in the lead and the Humber Super Snipe
was fourth, but had to fall out shortly afterwards when the
crew ran out of bananas! At this stage we were fortunate
enough to be able to see cars coming back from D ar es Salaam,
as well as those going to Dar es Salaam. Here we again managed to see the British girls, Pat Moss and Ann R iley in their
SAAB. They looked very fresh and gave us a spirited wave
whilst motoring at about 70 m.p.h. W e saw some Fiat 2300s,
a lone Ford Zodiac Mk. III going very well, a Mercedes 220
SEB looking the worse for wear, and an Austin A6o which had
lost an argument with a lorry, minus its windscreen, and with a
new look in roof-lines.
We then started our Jong journey back to Nairobi, overnight,
through Morogoro, Korogwe, Moshi, Arusha and Namanga, a
distance of 621 miles. It was a nightmare drive from K orogwe
to Moshi, along a narrow, wet, mudd y and potholed road. T wice
the VW took off completely, and I hit my head on the roof at
frequent intervals. Most of the bends were without warning,
and those that were, were not always correct. One that was
marked as a left-hand bend, turned out to be a right-hander.
With some wheel-juggling, L ieutenant Glydon got us round,
but onlf just. Just befor e Korogwe, we came across a dead
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buck a v1cum of Pat Moss and her SAAB. Near Moshi we
got a tumultuous reception at a service station, where we were
mistaken for a competitor's car. The VW was spring-cleaned
in n.xt to no time. I took over the wheel and soon after
came to a sharp bend turned the wheel and the VW carried
straight on across the bundu and regained the road, none the
worse for wear! I still think the road should follow my route;
1t was no rougher. We arrived in Nairobi at 10.30, just in time
to see the leading cars finishing-Erik Carllson came in minus
rear springs, which had finally given up 300 miles back, near
Mombasa, and soon afterwards a VW, the eventual winner,
drove in to the cheers of the very large crowd watching.
We also saw the Peugeot 404, which had come second, and
the SAAB, which came third, clock in, before driving home to
a well-earned sleep.

246

(GURKHA)

SQUADRON

Since our last WmE notes, in D ecember, the Training Cycle
for 1961/62 has ended and we have started the Individual
Training for the current year. Upgrading is the main theme
of this training, but we have several other activities planned
in order to get maximum benefit from this period.
In January, 1962, we used VHF as the primary means of
communication for the Brigade Command Net, and it worked
very well indeed. This success was repeated during February
and March and the operators, after a sceptical start, became
enthusiastic VHF supporters.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief visited us in February, and after
a very crowded tour, sat for a Squadron photograph. At his
suggestion, a pair of mules FFR were included in the group
and behaved with complete indifference to the occasion. After
a time, the mules were arranged, noses to the camera, but it
is with regret we announce that the photographer (a Gurkhalispeaking Chinaman) made a nonsense and the photographs were
not worth the time and effort spent in posing.
March was a month of change and event. Major H. A. J.
Sturge handed over command of the Squadron to Major K .
Kirkby, who arrived from 17th Gurkha Regiment, Malaya.
In the same month, S.Q.M.S. McGuinness and Sergeant W . N.
Dunn left us.
Major Sturge left in early April, after a run of chronic bad
luck had delayed his departure. We hope his luck will change
when he goes to J S.S.C.
To McGuinness, Dunn and Staff Sergeant Robertson (who
left on 6th March, 1962) we would like to record our appreciation for their keen efforts and hope they will be able to borrow
a copy of THE WIRE and read these few lines.
In March we were also committed to providing a marching
and a mechanical column for the Queen's Birthday Parade (12th
April, 1962). In Hong Hong this occasion is performed on the
grand scale appropriate to a Crown Colony.
The Squadron has been affiliated to H.M.S. Alert for a number
of years. Although no records exist of the start of this affiliation, it is believed that it was started in 'r954, through the efforts
of a past Squadron Commander (now Lieutenant-Colonel
Glanville, T.D.). The Alert visited Hong Kong during ~arc~/
April, and the Squadron acted as hosts. One event which m
fact went down quite well (for sailors!) was a trek over Snake
Pass (5 miles), followed by a Gurkha Bhat on Cloudy Hill which,
at the time, was very cloudy.
The Squadron is at present training for the Round the
Colony Race. This consists of visiting ten check points in the
more remote parts of the Colony in the quickest time. The
team consists of an officer, two corporals and above, and four
rank and file. Apart from a ban on aircraft, and a strict regard
for the Hong Kong traffic laws, there are no rules. The whole
course will take about 12 (plus) very strenuous hours.
The Squadron seems singularly gifted in sporting talent. The
U .K. element consists of three British Officers, one Staff
Sergeant, three Sergeants and two Corporals and one Signalman. Between them they have netted the following Corps
Colours (FARELF) Hockey, 2; Rugby, 3.
Corporal Gallagher has been awarded a special commendation by C.S.O., FARELF, for his outstanding performance as a
Colony Cyclist.
Brigadier Mohamed Suleiman, D irector of Signals, P akistan
Army, visited the ~ quadron on Saturday, 7~ April, 1962, at
the end of his stay m Hon g Kong. After seemg the Squadron
vehicles fitted for rad io and line, he was entertained in the
Q.G.O } and Sergeants' M ess, and then for lunch in the
Brigade H .Q. M ess.
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(DAllUAIN)

Here in the Persian Gulf, the cool season is now over and
by a strange coincidence, our stream of visitors from the U.K'.
has dimini~hed to a tric~le. Since the beginning of November,
the following V.I.P.s, m order of appearance, visited the
Squadron:
Lieutenant-General. C. L. Richardson, c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o.
(D.G.M.T.); The Right Honourable John Profumo, o.B.E.,
M.P. (Secretary of State for WaT); The Bishep of Maidstone·
Colonel G. D. T. Harris, O.B.E. (War Office); Colonel P. F'.
Pentreath, M.B.E. (War Office);
General Sir Richard Hull
J<.C.B., o.s.o., B.A. (C.I.G.S.).
'
In addition, of course, we have had several visitors from
Middle East Command, including the G.O.C., Chief of Staff
and C.R. Signals. We are delighted to see our visitors and ar~
pleased to think that we are not forgotten out here.
We hear that sometime next year we may be providing the
Royal Signals personnel for a Joint (Integrated?) Communications Centre. Already we have noticed a slight rise in the
NAAFI sales of rum and a certain well-known brand of hair
cream. The Squadron Commander has refused to grow either
a handlebar moustache or a beard. On the subject of beards
601 Troop (Ship) live with us and roll around the camp
uttering seamanlike noises. The oldest member of the Troop,
w~o claims he has " Mo~e seatime than Noah," managed to
sail the Squadron GP14 dmghy on to the only rock in the bay.
The crew ended up in the water-sorry 'Oggin !
Another of our neighbours on the island is a Troop of 222
Squadron, who joined us for a recent Royal Signals social
in the local church hall. The wives and a few (too few) girl
friends partnered us in our dancing, and there were large
quantities of beer and food. We noticed that the boys of
" Treble Two " left most of the dancing to their Troop Commander; they were quite happy with the "cakes and ale."
We have a very fine rifle range on Bahrain Island, and the
occupants of the " butts " are never tired of explaining the
ingenuity of the target-raising system and trying to persuade
someone else to take over their next stint. During the recent
range classification, the Squadron Commander offered a prize
(liquid) to the Troop with the highest average score. Signal
Troop won, beating Radio Troop by 0.5 points, 3 goats and a
stray camel. The Squadron Headquarters claimed that they
were the true winners, but were disqualified when the S.S.M.
was seen standing in the butts with the butt-marker's leave
applications.

TRUCIAL

OMAN

SCOUTS

Since we last went to press, the Squadron has experienced a
number of changes to its members. Major A. W. McKinnon
has left for home to get married and then take up his new
appointment in the War Office. We wish him the very best
of luck for the future, both as a married man and as a Staff
Officer. S.S .M. J. Coleman has also left, after completing x8·
months with the Scouts. Before he left, however, he was prevailed upon to put on record an account of an anti-locust campaign in which he took part. His story is published in this
issue on page 209.
The Squadron is now commanded by Major P. C. Tripp,
who arrived from the Arabic Language School in Aden on
3rd May. By comparison, S.S.M. I. P. Windebank, who relieved
S.S.M. Coleman, is now an old stager, for he has been in office
for two months, and has virtually commanded the Squadron for
that time.
Finally, we are delighted to welcome Staff Sergeant J. Allcock,
who has the distinction of being the first Royal Signals S.Q.M.S.
m the T.O.S.; previously the post has always been filled by a
Staff Sergeant from another arm. Perhaps this is an indication
that at last the T.O.S. Signal Squadron is corning to the notice
of other members of the Corps.
Sergeant Dicker, the oldest serving member of the Squadron,
has added to his numerous achievements by opening an
amateur wireless station. He operates under call signs MP4TAM
and MP4TAC, and is known as the "Voice of Oman." He is
on the air most evenings and would be delighted to hear from
any member of the Corps.
The Squadron still continues to train its own operators, and
it is astonishing to see the high degree of efficiency some of
these Arabs obtain-many of whom are boys whose ages range
from 9 to 16 years. The fact that most of them are illiterate
in their own lan guage and are required to write E nglish script
by the end of the course is even more remarkable.
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~e Arab appears to have what almost amounts to a natural
affinity to the morse key. This, however, also has its drawbac~s, for his enthusiasm knows no bounds, and when he has no
official traffic to pass he " chats." Furthermore, he has discovered that by merely changing frequency-any frequency-he
can ".chat" without being molested or monitored. The difficulty 1~ to stop this '?r~ach o.f net disc::ipline without curbing the
en.tJ::ius~aslll: that prec1p_1tates It. Happily, we are slowly bringing
this rrus~1ded enthusiasm under control but, like the painting
of th<: Firt}j. of Forth Bridge, it is a task that requires constant
attention.
Th~ hot season fast approaches, and with it the prospect of
exercises. For many years, apparently, the accepted rule has
been that_ no ops:, and therefore no exercises, can be successfully earned out m the hot season. This, like so many other
tales that first saw the light of day in Arabia, was proved to
be a fallacy, and since then, just to remind everyone and this
includes the Arabs, of this fact, the Force conducts a ~umber of
exercises during the "100 days of hell "-as the Arabs call
the hot season.
This does not imply that the entire Force packs its bags and
proceeds to "swan " about the desert for a few weeks· on the
contrary, for. this is perhaps one of the few genuinei'y active
forces operatmg under the auspices of the British Government.
Aµ ~hat happens is that instead of conducting its affairs from
w1thm the confines of Sharjah, Force H.Q. moves into the
field and operates from there, as indeed it would do in the
event of a major conflict. With it, quite naturally, goes the
S~uadron, less thost: persons necessary to keep Rear H.Q.
Signal Centre operatmg.. However, all this is still to come,
and no doubt will be the subject of further contributions to
THE WIRE from the Trucial Oman Scouts.

Sport
FARELF Royal Signals Corps
Hockey 1961-1962
The Royal Signals (Singapore) Corps Hockey Team have
recently completed a most successful season. A total of 11
Corps matches were played, eight were won, two drawn, and
one lost. Two matches were cancelled due to bad weather.
The t~arn toured Malaya for the triangular tournament against
Royal Signals (Malaya) and the Federation Signals. The first
match, against Royal Signals (Malaya) was played at Seremban
and the Corps XI won this match 1-0. The following evening
the Corps X I played the Federation Signals at K uala Lumpur
and after a very thrilling match in which 20 minutes extr~
time was played, were beaten 3-2. Federation Signals who
had previously beaten Royal Signals (Malaya), therefor~ won
the trophy.
During the season, 16 players of 18th and 19th Regiments
have played for the Corps XI; eight members have played for
the Army, and eight in the Joint Services XI. In addition
Sergeant Nizar, Corporal Jaffar, Signalman oordin and Signal:
man Abdullah have represented the State of Singapore in interstate games

Goll
The outstanding success this year within the circle of Corps
goU is the magnificent effort on the part of Captain R. B.
Carroll in winning the Army G olf Championship, and equally
commendable, the victory of Major-General E. S. Cole, c.B.,
C.B.E., in the Generals' Cup. On behalf of all Corps goUers we
offer our congratulations.
The Spring Meeting was held at Pannal Golf Club on 12th
and 13th April in bright and clear weather. Twenty-seven
members played, and we must congratulate Captain J. B.
Prince on winning the Handicap Challenge Cup, the Championship Challenge Cup, and the Open Championship Cup
with a fine round of 74 and 82.
The results of the Corps matches so far are:
R .M.A.S. .. . . . . .. .. .... .. .... .. .. Wo;;R .M.C.S.
. .. . .... .. . .. . . . . . . .. Won
R .A.S.C.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. Won
York GoU Club ............... Lost
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T.A. anti A.E.R.
U.Q.,

A.E.H. ROYAL SIGNALS,
BLANDFORD CAlUP
" 'eekcnd Exercise, March 17 /IO~ 1962
During the evening and night of Friday, 16th March, thirtye •en A.E.R. Officers assembled at Blandfo1d, the last arriving
an hour before breakfast after driving through the night from
Leed . In spite of the distance between the Officers' Mess and
the new location of the working portion of H.Q. A.E.R. in
Drake Line , everyone assembled in the cinema in time for the
opening session on Saturday morning. After a short introduction from Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, Commander, A.E.R.
Royal ignals, a team of regular staff officers from Headquarters
3rd Division took over and gave a delightfully lucid account of
the many aspects of the problems involved in limited " cold
war " operations. Lunch followed and the afternoon session
opmed with a well rehearsed and briskly presented playlet by
that well-known troupe the "Blandford Barnstormers," whose
resemblance to the permanent staff was a great credit to those
responsible for production, make-up and wardrobe! This playlet was designed to introduce to the audience the personalities,
organisation and role of the Regiments represented at the weekend and in this it was very successful. It was equally successful
in introducing to those who had not already suspected it,
certain aspects of the rigorous life led by those who work at
H.Q., A E.R. !
The remainder of the afternoon and early
evening was spent in syndicates considering the two exercise
problems.
On Saturday evening some 45 officers assembled in the
Officers' Mess for dinner, the guests on this occasion being:
General V. W. Street, c.s., D.s.o., M.C.; Brigadier D. D.
Zveginrzov, O.B.E.; Colonel J. M. C. Tulloch, O.B.E. (C.S.0.,
3rd Division); Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. Jordan, M.B.E., T.D.
.(C.S.O.'s Branch, H.Q., Southern Command); Major V. C .
Valle and Major W. T. A. Collyer (both of 30th Regiment).
An extremely good dinner was prepared and served by the
staff of the Mess, and the last stewards departed for bed in
the early hours of a very frosty Sunday morning.
Work commenced again at 9.15 a.m. on Sunday morning,
and at least one officer who had decided that a morning constitutional was a necessary correction to the previous night's
excesses arrived at the Drake Cinema exhausted, not from his
walk, but from continually saying " o ! " to any of his
brother officers who had offered him a lift in passing. The
first half of the morning was spent in discussing the problems,
of which there were two, the first being bas~d on the tactical
setting and the second being of a general character, on recruiting and training. This latter provoked a considerable amount
of interesting discussion, to which, to their credit, many of the
younger officers present, made a valuable contribution. The
discussion could well have continued until lunch time, but had
to be broken off to leave sufficient time in which to see a display
of modern equipment, kindly arranged for us by 3rd Regiment
and 30th Regiment. Once again we were all very impressed
by the keenn~ss and knowledge of the present-day regular
soldier, particularly on this occasion by the young N.C.0.s in
charge of their detachments.
There is no doubt that this was an extremely valuable
and interesting week-end for all present, more particularly in
that it provided a get-together of Regular and Reserve Officers.
We are extremely grateful to H.Q., 3rd Division, for their
excellent co-operation, and to H .Q., A.E.R., for all their
activities, both in front of and behind the scenes. And a
special word of praise and thanks is due to the Mess Staff, who
looked after us so well.

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of T he Wire ?
Why not do so now?
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A.E.U.

Hitherto we have held our
winter weekend conference
at some well-furnished hotel
reasonably accessible to all
our members. This year,
however, we broke with
and
journeyed
tradition
south to H.Q. A.E.R., Royal
Signals, at Blandford Forum.
The weekend was significant for two special features
it was the first winter re~
union of the amalgamated
81st and 9oth Regiments,
and we were dining out on
his retirement LieutenantColonel J. Pritchett, E .R.D.,
the first Commanding Officer
of the new 81st and a founder
member of the old 8Ist
Regiment (originally 50 Air
Formation
Signal
Regiment). The success of the
marriage of the two Regiments was evident from the
near 100 per cent. turn out
Lieutenant-Colonel Jack Pritchett, E.R.D., of officers of the new Regiretiring C.0. of Sise Signal Regiment, ment; for this success credit
is mainly due to Colonel
A.E. R., February, 1962
Pritchett, who conducted
the official ceremony last
summer.
Colonel Pritchett has now retired after completing eleven
years of service with A.E.R. Royal Signals. The term of each
of the Commanding Officers of the two Regiments marked a
distinct phase in their life; that of Colonel Pritchett a consolidation of the foundations laid and a careful nurturing of the
corporate spirit of the Regiment, a vital feature of any Regiment but doubly so in the case of the A.E.R. where a lack of
continuity out of camp poses special problems.
Lieutenant-Colonel Pritchett has brought to his command an
extensive technical ability and above all a down-to-earth understanding of A.E.R. people. On behalf of the officers of the
Regiment he was presented by Major Frank Beckett, his
Second-in-Command and successor, with a handsome canteen
of cutlery. We wish Colonel Pritchett everything of the best
for the future.
Our traditional farewell drama, staged for departing Commanding Officers, on this occasion took the form of " This Is
Your Life "with due acknowledgement to the B.B.C. We were
entertained by an excellent sequence of film and recorded interviews enlivened by some inventive reminiscences. We were
delighted to have with us two previous Commanding Officers:
Colonel A. Woodland, E.R.D. (now our Honorary Colonel), and
Colonel D. Braine, E.R.D., and also Colonel T. Grigg,
Commander of H.Q., A.E.R., Royal Signals.
The working part of the weekend was devoted to the study
of the problems connected with A.E.R. recruiting and the outof-camp training of Category I reservists.

304 S Q UAD RON T.A.
Chester has been a garrison town for over two thousand
years. 304 Squadron would like to lay claim to the Roman
legionaries as its founder members, but alas we can trace our
history only to June, 1939· Score Lane, Liverpool, was the
birthplace of 23 Armoured Brigade Squadron.
The Squadron trained as part of 55th (West Lanes) Division
until May, 1942, and then 23rd Armoured Brigade joined 8th
Armoured Division and sailed for the Middle East. Within two
weeks of its arrival in Egypt the Squadron was in action and
took part in the defence of the El Alamein box. After the breakout the signalling resources of the Brigade were taxed to the
limit in the 800-mile advance through the desert to El Agheila,
but 23rd Armoured Brigade were still on net when Tripoli was
capmred in January, 1943· Still in the vanguard of the advance
23rd Armoured Brigade supported 5oth (Northumbrian)
D ivision, 4th (Indian) Division and 56th (London) Division
during the advance which culminated in the final battle in
Africa at Enfideville in May, 1943·
D uring this period the Brigade adopted the Liver Bird as its
sign to show its proud associations with M erseyside.
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Into action again ~ Ju~e, 1943, with 23rd Armoured Brigade
at the Salerno landmg m Sl!pport of the United States 5th
Army. In !V1.ay, 1944, the Bngade su.pported the Canadians of
St? Army m the breakout. from Anz10. Communications were
still lo1;1d and clear when, m June, 1944, the Armoured Brigade
was withdrawn to Egypt to recuperate.
On once more to new fields in Greece and Salonica for by no
means, peaceful garrison duties in those troubled la~ds in
October, 1944. '.!'he end of the war found the Squadron still
m Greec.e but disbandment lay ahead· The wireless sets were
handed m a.nd the (l.rmoured Command vehicles put to respecta~le retirement m May, 1946. Only seven years after its
formatJ~n the Squadron was placed in " suspended animation."
But. m Ja~uary, 1947, the Territorial Army was reborn and
the Liver ~ird "".as once. again to be seen on Royal Signal
sleeves. 'I!lls rebirth agam took place at Score Lane, Liverpooll but m May. the Squadron moved to Chester. There it
~urv1ved many mals and reorganisations and even happily
accepted the anonymous sounding title of 304 Squadron
(Armoured Brigade) T.A.
The Liver Bird eventually met its demise in March l96I.
What had begun as yet another reorganisation overnight became
a very personal problem, 23rd Armoured Brigade had fallen
under .the .Planners axe. For the second time in its brief but
sple.nd1d history the Squadron laid up its Armoured Command
vehicles and looked ahead with some misgivings to becoming
an Infantry Brigade Squadron.
~fowev.er, when it .was. discovered that being in an Infantry
Bngade m no way implied th~t. the Squadron were required
to mare~ mo~le rose. We. iomed 42nd (Lanes) Regiment
whose history is longer and iust as splendid as our own and
we no.w well! the Red Rose with just as much pride as we wore
the Liver Bird.
Our new role has brought its problems but it has also
brought us new equipment and even the most stalwart armoured
mei;i have. agreed that the new CII/R210 stations and Humber
radio vehicles have some advantages which the "Tin Lizzy"
lacked.
If any WIRE readers are in Chester we shall be very pleased
to s~e them. at Blacon Point .~ouse, telephone Chester 2n44,
particularly if they want to iom our ranks or can put us in
contact with ex-members of the Corps who want to do some
active soldiering in their spare time.

402 SQUADRON A.E.R.
Since our last notes appeared we have had a busy time
and we are also pleased to report that a number of recruits have
joined us since last year. The majority of them will be with
us for .annual traini!1g in B.A.0.R. during June. The main
occupation of the. ~mter IJ?Ont~s has been the organisation of
the week-end trammg, which 1s now an additional obligation
of Category I of the Army Emergency Reserve. One Detachme~t spent. a very good week-end with 327 Squadron (T.A.)
durmg April, and by all accounts, everything went according
to plan . Your scribe spent a week-end with another Detachm~nt of ~e unit .who trained with 325 Squadron (T.A.) in
Bnstol durmg April, so that I can report on this more fully.
When this additional training was first announced we all
"'.ondered just how it would work out. The answe; is that,
given some common sense application to the administration
plus some enthusiasm on both sides, it works out very well. '

We spent the. Saturday in Bristol, doing some revision and
also . some preliminary training, ready for the new ~ange
practices, .a~d on Sunday we were busy with trade revision and
morse tram1;0~. The success of the week-end was mainly due
t~ the ~rov1S1on of good instructors from the T.A. unit, combm~d. with excellent accommodation provided at the Week-End
Trammg Centre; nor must we forget the T.A. Cooks. On
these week-ends we purchase rations locally, and the cost is
shar~d by ~e personnel attending.
These cooks deserve a
special mention, they cared for our needs excellently.
As examples of enthusiasm, mention can be made of one
T.A. member who missed his train from Plymouth to Bristol,
but, undaunted, returned home, loaded up his kit on his
An Army
motor-cycle and arrived in Bristol on time.
Emergency Reserve member, en route from Cardiff had "big
end " trouble art~ was forced to leave his car in' Chepstow.
From there he hitched a lift to Gloucester and there by a
fluke, was picked up by another member of 'the unit tr;velling
fr~n:i H~refoi:d to Bristol. So something of the old Gerta Cito
spmt sull exists.
We would ~ke to take this opportunity of thanking the
many Royal S1gn~ls T.A. 1:1nits in the United Kingdom who
have co-operated m acceptmg our members for training.
64th

llEGllUE...~T

(T.A.)

3 Squadron. In Glasgow, in April, 1961, 313 Squadron
(T.A.), whose previous aliases had been 3 (Indep.) U.K.L.F.
~quadron (T.A.) and 500 (Indep.) Squadron (T.A.), surrendered
its ten years. of indep~ndence and became the adopted son of
an English Signal Regunent. We once again changed our name
by Deed Poll and were re-christened 3 Squadron, 64th Regi~ent (T.A.). We changed not only our name, but our Formation Signs as well, and a surgical operation converted the proud
Lion of Scottish Command, which had hitherto adorned our
vehicles, into the U.K.L.F. Griffin (described in my dictionary
as a " Heraldic Monster " or a " Fierce, ugly woman ").
To celebrate our new status, we were given a Drill Hall
above whose doors the words "First Lanarkshire Voluntee;
Artillery" are cut deep into the stonework. We had previously
" roomed" with 52 (Lowland) Regiment (T.A.), and although
our association with that unit had been a very happy one we
'
were delighted to have our own "house" at long last.
Annual Camp followed, and we journeyed to Sussex to be
introduced to our two step-brothers, namely, No. l Squadron,
from Sheffield and No. 2 Squadron, from Nottingham. We
looked each other over for a couple of days, but at the end of
the fortnight we all realised that a very happy, efficient though
rather under-strength Trunk Line Regiment had been' created.
We had barely drawn breath, after camp, when we were informed that top priority was now recruiting. If in fact we
did nor double our numbers in "X" months, we ~ere ru~ing
the risk of being "wound-up," "dissolved," "cannibalised " or
other,,fates that sounde~ worse than death itself. The "'dogfight was on - and •n Glasgow, Paratroopers battled with
Gunners; Infantrymen with Sappers; and Signallers with
the "lot," in the "Civil \Var" to get that extra recruit. We
came our fairly well, but are still far short of our target.
We are all now looking forward to our annual reunion with
our English relatives once again, as we will be spending a fortnight's camp at Homsea in Yorkshire.
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters :
Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene
Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Corps Blazer Badges

7 /6

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps

8/6

u/21 /21/-

2/3
1/8
45/-

21 /8/6
3;_

Members

Corp~~~~~es .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . ~~ ~ ~ Plus postage
Corps D iaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).

45/-

only

Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.
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Exp•ndiwrc Durini: April, 1962
.. .
···
· ··
· · · . · · · £83
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and ~cdding;
Furniture; Cots and Prams; General Assistance).
Analysis of Cases :
Families of Soldiers serving in U .K.
Families of Soldiers serving in B.A.O.R.
I
.. .
3
Widows and dependants . . .
8
Released 0:1d discharged Soldiers

:.. 11 lllllllllllllllllllllllUllUllllllllllll lllllllllllJllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

tl\llllDl\Ullll\l\ll~,~N~!:!i~~,llllllll l \l\l l J

Total coses assisted
5 Cases of Soldiers who served during the .1 939 / 45 War

8 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

9 9

13
£52
£31

l

5

4

Welfare Section
Southampton Branch

Below an allempt is made to describe, with suirablc
anony;..ity, sevm cases taken from rhe WelfOTc Secrion
files concluded dunng rhc first week in May, . 1962.
Als~, 0 ,. ihe same page, is a si~nple siarement of income
and exp1mdHwe.

SERGEANT, 1923-31.
Other service on various ~gagements, mainly
RA from 1907- 19 42. Aged 78 lives alone. In ho p1tal for a successful
OPcr~tion. The fund bought ~ some coal, to come home to.
WIDOW OF SIGNALMAN, 1924-31 and 1939-45.
He died in ~9()o.
Her widow's pension ; £2/ 17/6 and at age 54 she worked m a
laundry. earning £-:./6/o. Illness stOJ>pcd her in Ma~ch and the fund
made a generous grant to pay electr1c1ty and gas bills.
SIGNALMAN, 1938-46. .Married, son a11e 4.
He has been ill ~ce
The fund helped him
1 9 5 8, an~ his wife became ill a few weeks ago.
to pay his rates.
LANCE-CORPORAL, 1947-52, previously !ive years R.A.0.C. Married,
five children. Illness stopped him working m De~.mbcr 1 1961. The
income is not bad. The only debt was an elecmcny bill, which the
fund paid.
SAPPER, R.E. SIGNALS, 1917-1919. N ow aged 64, H!' lives with his
wife end 34-year-old son, who is cnpplcd, but 1s still able to . )>BY
for his board, he has not been able to. work f"! some months. Bnnsh
ugion give 10/- a week and Royal Signals paid for some coal.
SIGNALMAN, 1941-46.
Married, five children. . He went ~o hospital
in I96o and has not worked sincc--an incurable disease. His wife wru:;s:
" Grateful thanks for the latest of several parcels you have sent.
WIDOWED MOTHER, who is sole support of ex-Signalm.an son who
has been increas'°gly ill since discharge from the Corp~. Smee Ij/54 he
has been completely incapable.
They arc sent clothing from nme to
time, and the mother writes to us most gratefully.

Royal Signals Association anti
Benevolent Funt/
The follou•ing subscriptions were most patefully received during April,
1962:
£ s. d.
3 I7 0
Headquarters Officers' Mess (Grand National Draw) ...
5 5 0
uth Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
75 0 0
24th Regiment (24 Unit Branch)
9 IO 3
224 Squadron ...
. ..
. ..
. ..
9 0
240 Squadron .. .
...
···
0 0
IO
I Squadron, 14th Regiment
3 I 6
2 Squadron, 14th Regiment
2 5 0
201 Squadron
I IO 0
MES / SRDE
...
. . . ... .
7 6
Signal Wing, School of Artillery
0 0
4
6o5 Troop ...
...
...
· ··
· ··
···
· ··
···
···
···
2 0 0
47th (MY) RcPmcnt (T.A.) (Warrant Officers and Sergeants) ...
4 6
C.S.0.'s Branch, Headquarters, Scottish Command
[
6 6
632 Troop
.. .
...
5 2
6ut Regiment (T.A. ) . ..
Headquarters, I (BR) Corps
.. .
. ..
5 0 0
I
3 9
Headquarters, Royal Signals, Hong Kong
4 16 I
253 Squadron
I
IO
0
403 Radio Troop
30 IO 0
Shrewsbury Branch
5 5 0
Bath Branch
21 0 0
Glossop Branch . . .
...
North London Branch . . .
.. .
4 0 0
Hartlcpools and District Branch
5 0 0
Birmingham Branch
5 0 0
Southamp_ton Branch
5 5 0
H . K . Hagon
...
3 6
I 0 0
T . H. L . Speight
5 4
A. C. Layull
IO 6
R . A. Briggs
6 0 0
M . C . Stanley
IO 0
J. F. Timings ...
5 0
H. W. G. Cooper
0 0
2
R. M. Dawson
7 ·o
H . W. Hose
JO
0
D. G . Heilbron
IO 6
J. M. Jones
I 0 0
J. G . Hopkins
IO 6
A. H. Campbell
IO 6
E . J. Pieu ...
I IO 0
J. N. B. Penny
A . M. Stonebanks
5 0
R. Bruce ...
7 6
IO 0
R. M. A. Jones
L . Haves ...
5 0
IO
0
R. E . Pickford
0
IO
G. Cawthorn
IO 0
I, Proctor •..
Total Receipts

226

£226

I
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The 16t:h Annual Dinner was held at Blighmont T.A. Cenue
and the Branch kept up its rem~rkabl e srandard-95 attended.
Major J . A. Taylor, T.D., Ghauman and founder member r:i
the Branch presided and announced the names of the new
officers of t!he Branch : Mr. G. Dickenson (President), Mr. F. S.
Griffiths (Hon. T reasurer), Mr. L. Illingswortih (Hon. Secretary).
He spoke of the Branch's summer outi~g on. 20th June.
Brigadier D. White, o.B.E., the Ghief S1~al Officer, proposing the Toast of me Association, spoke higihly of <he state
of 1Jhe Corps and how small detachments " fired" by Souvhern
Command had done very well in coping winh crises the world
.
over.
He was arranging for a Special Royal s·1gna1s R ecrwter
(Sergeant Collins) to be appointed to SouthamI?ton and asked
members ito give him support and oomradesh1p. I n an apt
illustration he likened die Corps to the four fingers of one hand :
The Regulars
The Territorial Army
The Army Emergency Reserve
.
.
The Association which he emphasised was co-equal with the
others working in its specialised field.
.
Brigadier H. R. Firth, General Secretary, respond!llg to t?e
Toast chided the C.S.0. because one of meir members with
ONLY 43 years' service in tlle 43rd Regimeillt w~s now, by
age, relegated ,t o Civilian Employment IN the Regiment: He
also mentioned a young competent N.C.0. not allowed m the
Regiment because he was in Dhe . Regular Army Reserv~
Regulations gone mad ! He, as did '!11~ C.S .O. before bun,
spoke highly of the work of the Assoc1at1on.
.
Ma jor J. A. Taylor read out the names of some _unavoidably
absent and of others who had come considerable distances.
Mr. G. D ickenson, the President, proposed ~e Toast of the
Visitors. Although ocly .tihe 16th D inner it was, m fact, the 27th
. .
Anniversary of the Branch.
Colonel C. H. Howarth, T.D., was by no means 3: v1s1tor
although he was to reply to th~ Toast. He had considerable
previous service in the 43rd Regunent (T.A.). He spoke o~ the
interest taken in the Branch by some members of the Signal
Service R oyal Engineers.
Colonel C. H. Howarth, replying for the Guests, said he had
enlisted in me Regiment at Hamilton House in ~933 and
reminisced nicely about life in nhe T.A. in nhose previous days.
As a member of the War Office staff his par>ticular charge ~as
the " Ever R eadies," the T.A. - E.R. It was necessary ~o . ~ve
greater publicity because in Royal Signals the numbers J0!1Uilg
them were too fow.

North Lontlon Branch
The seventh annual dinner and dance was held at the Cambridge Hotel Palmers Green, N.13, on 14th April, 1962. About
75 members' and their ladies were present. After the Loyal
Toast, Brigadier H. R. Firth proposed the toast of the North
London Branch and in his speech paid compliment to .the
ladies of the Branch who encouraged their husban ds to take time
for Branch activities.
He compared the Corps of today with the Corps of .the past
-and of the future, and while sure that those now s~rvmg were
worthy of their great traditions, he was very ce~tam th:it the
Corps of the futu~e would outshi?e them all; In 1llustrat1on he
described the action of the Jumor Leaders Warrant Officers,
N.C.O.s and Boys during the recent fire at _Denbury when two
Junior Leaders lost their lives and some nmety others lost all
their possessions. He quoted one of the Squadron <;:omm.anders
there who, commen ting on rather laudatory articles m the
National Press had said "The Warrant Officers and NonCommissioned 'o fficers d id exactly as might be expected. We
have been training them for three years !"
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He mentioned the greatest battle of the 44th Home Counties
Division in World War II. The Branch has its origins in the
Southgate Section of the Divisional Signals. Brigadier Firth
was promptly reproved by:
Colonel K. Baldwin, M.B.E., T.D., President of the Branch,
who explained that the 44th had fought in three of the greatest
battles 1939-42. He himself had been in the Divisional Signals
on each occasion.
He spoke of ·t he progress of the Branch and of his desire
that there should be greater representation at the Catterick
Reunion. He regretted the absence of Major-General L. de M.
Thuillier, Representative Colonel Commandant, Vice-Chairman
of the Association, and Mrs. Thuillier. A telegram had been
~cnt wishing the latter a speedy return to health.
Major G. G. Freemantle, Chairman of the Branch, proposed
" The Guests " and Councillor E. T. Hendrich, the Deputy
Mayor of the Borough of Enfield, responded.

Presentation
At the conclusion of the speeches, bouquets were presented
to Misses E. A. Reynolds and B. Merryweather who aided the
Officers and Committee of the Branch in dealing with correspondence and to Mrs. E. D . Murphy, wife of the Honorary
Secretary of the Branch.
Mr. J. T. Murphy acted as Toast Master and later compered
the dancing with his usual skill. A thoroughly enjoyable evening
was aided by the music of the Embassy Band who played during
and after dinner.

Careers anti Opportunities

(2) Good educational standard.
or equivalent.

Minimum G.C.E. (0 Level)

(3) Ambitious to earn an income on results· Many existing
Representatives earn over £2,000 per annum. Initially
candidates should budget to between £750/ £1,000 per
annum. Pension and other benefits provided.
(4) Good health essential.
Applications for more information and to arrange an exploratory interview should be made to the Branch Manager: G. K.
Chillcott, Esq., Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada,
London/City Branc;;h, King's House, 36/7, King Street, London,
E .C.2. (Telephone Monarch 4934).
Employment of Retired Regular Officers
There are vacancies for Retired Regular Officers in Royal
Signals Establishments in Headquarters and Units of the Corps
at home and abroad.
Currently, applications can be considered for posts in London,
Eastern Command, Southern Command, Northern Command,
and overseas in Germany, Near East and Far East.
The present salary range is fro m £1,o67 to £ 1,266.
Overseas allowances are payable in addition to salary.
Serving officers who are about to retire should follow the
rules given in ACI 433/61.
Retired Officers should apply for details of employment to:
The Under Secretary of State, The War Office (C5/RO),
London, S.W.I.
AG 11 will gladly help any officer who needs advice regarding
submission of an application for a Retired Officer post. The
address is: The Under Secretary of State, The War Office
(AG11), Stanmore, Middlesex.

Sound Service Limited
Vacancy suitable for Royal Signals Officer, aged 35 years
(perhaps 40). The Company interested deals with sound films
and equipment and all forms of sound and visual presentation
for indusuy and commerce, and is one of a large group
specialising in the production and distribution of films. The
successful applicant will most certainly have to make a considerable effort to become acquainted with technical information
and methods associated with the business, but the prospects
are quite considerable. While technical ability, with a suitable
background, is very important, the major portion of his duties
would be of an administrative nature, including dealings with
clients.
The starting salary is likely to be in the region of £1,200
per annum, and anyone interested should write to Mr. H. S.
Hind, Sound-Service Limited, Wilton Crescent, Merton Park,
London, S.W.19. The letter should be marked "Confidential"
and full personal details, together with information regarding
education, training and experience· should be included.
42nd (Lanes.) Regiment (T.A.)
Assistant Adjutant required for service with 42nd (Lanes.)
Regiment (T.A.), Norman Road, M anchester, 14. The selected
candidate will be commissioned in the rank of Captain, on consolidated rates of pay. Applicants most suited to the post will
be ex-Service officers under the age of 42 years. The starting
salary will be £945, rising to £1,035 after six years. Certain
allowances may also be claimed. Tenure of appoinnnent will be
for three years in the first instance·
Apply, in writing, to the Commanding Officer, 42nd (Lancashire) Regiment (T .A.), Norman Road, Manchester, 14.

Diplomatic Wireless Service
Vacancies exist at the Foreign Office in London for MALE
and FEMALE CYPHER STAFF.
Applicants must have
previous experience in cypher work. Starting salary £655 at
age 25 or over, rising to £875. Conditions of service include
acceptance of night, Sunday and shift duties (for which extra
allowances are paid)· Candidates and both their paren ts must
have been British subjects, or citizens of the Irish Republic, at
all times since birth. All first appoinnnents are on a temporary
basis with possibility of later establishment. Apply, giving
details of qualifications, to Assistant Director of Communications (D.W.S.), Foreign Office, London, S.W.I.

INSU RANCE
The Assoc iation is accredited Agent to a well-i<nown
Insurance Company and anyone who insures with this
company on introduction of the Association benefi ts by
a half-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
goes to Association Welfare. Further information
from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W. I.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depis.:-

A Career in Life Assurance
" Selling top quality Life Assurance to the right people
calls for initiative, in tegrity and determination . If you have
these qualities and would rather be dealing with people than
doing any other kind of work, we will teach you the rest."
This notification has been sent to us by the Branch Manager
of the London/City Branch of the Sun Life Assurance Compan y
of Canada, Mr. C. K. Chillco tt.
Several new amendments are being made to the Sales
Organisation of this Branch, due to a special expansion programme. The Branch Manager will welcome applications from
candidates who fu-lfil the following requirements:
( 1) Age 23 to 45 years.
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S up e r b Qualit y

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
2955

Established
1894

S ixty

Years

Saiisfacto r y S ervice

" WE BUY THE BE ST "

DAILY

" WE SELL THE BEST "

DEL IVERIES IN Y OUR

DISTRICT
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PUT G O INTO GOING!

SUNBEAM
ALPINE

Nearly everyone will agree that the 36 pages published in June were well
up to standard. This was due to two main causes.
First, the way in which the apprentice Editors put the magazine together
-all praise is due; second, AND MORE IMPORTANT, the EXCELLENT
MATERIAL placed at their disposal.

Slip behind the wheel of an Alpine, unleash that surging power at
your feet-and you feel like a million. Here's accele ration with exhilaration, split-second response, pure driving pleasu re. The Alpine
is docile in t raffic, yet moves like a panther on the open road. It's so
stable that it seems to take th e corners on rails. Hills just vanish .
And powe rful front disc brakes make it one of t he safest cars of all
time. Driving is believing. Go to your Rootes Dealer, step into a
Sunbeam Al pine - and step right into a new world of driving.

Over the years the Editor has constantly appealed for more fac tual
accounts of the unusual experience either in the course of duty or on leave.
In the past few months these have been flowing in.

In particular, in June, a nice balance was reached. There were several
good stories of unusual traveL
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fo r full detai ls.
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Please keep up the supply of these excellent true stories of adventure or
travel. This is often a matter for Commanding Officers. The individual
Officer or Signalman who has an unusual experience will seldom think of
putting it on paper unless encouraged to do so.

*

*

*

THE WIRE is becoming more aI_ld more readable. I t depends entirely on
what is sent by Regiments and Squadrons.
D.A.O.R.

Currently (13th June) the Editor, having little else .to do, reads several
newspaper each day. There is a good deal of criticism of certain Regiments
in Germany. It would be well if THE WIRE· coulcf .publish the truth of
how our Regiments work h ard and play harder, offending no one, edifying
nearly all.

Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal
tleparts /or Canatla
On the eve of the departure of Her Royal Highness, Princess Royal,
for Canada, on 12th June, the following message was sent to Her Royal
H ighness by the Representative Colonel Commandan : " All ranks of your Corps wish you a happy and successful tour in
Canada."

1962

Her Royal Highness graciously replied as follows: " Th e m essage from all ranks of my Royal Corps of Signals for a happy
and successful visit to Canada has giv en me v ery great pleasure.
" I thank you all for your kind thoughts.

No. 7

Colonel-in-Chief."

GOODRICH

Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 3705

Two of the best were unfortunately " concealed " in the notes of 210 and
203 Squadrons. Had the Editor himself been competent these two excellent
stories of individual adventure would have been "headed" to emphasise
them. When the Editor did the final proof reading, it was too late to alter
the setting of the concerned pages.

MARY,
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St. J ames's Palace,

:;.w.1.

Whitehall 4110

" If

there is

anything more
L~e

spirit of 3dventure is still \•er;· much alive.

L.iv lng as -.·e do ;..n l.n overc r owded , hlghty
requlated is~ and it needs "ons!Jenbie :ngeouity to find an
rotlet !or thi~ splr iL
Colonel Greqory hs.s hlt :Jpoa an idea which
prov!cies jast the right miKture or challenge to the inqeouity,
tou¢ness and adventure o! health;· yO'.mg people.

I oope all the patrols :axing part in the 1962 Ten
Tors w!.ll have an inter esting time and when it is over I hope they
w!H tbo:r cuqhly enjoy t~ S"'nse of ach~evement..

JUne

1962

The mess1189 f rom a ll ranks of my Junior

Leader s P.egiment and i500 young people starting

The success o! tl"e Ten Tors exp?<iltions shov.'S

:leariy that

8th

itt;portant
tban the will to
succeed,
it is that the will

on th• 'l'en Tors Expedition on JJartmoor has
given me very great p!aasure.
1 send you all my best wishes and ho pe
you will have good wea ther and a succe ssful
and enJoyable venture .

shall not falter. 11
:st 1anuur. 1962

T was with greatly increased support that over 1,300 comI"Ten
petitors assembled at Haytor for the start of the third
Tors." D ue mainly to the increased numbers, the start
had to be carried out in three phases, the first of which was
at 07.00 hours on Whit Sunday.
The Lord Lieutenant of D evon, Lord Roborough, started
each phase by welcoming the competitors to D evon and wishing
them God Speed and success in their expedition, which was
to take them over some of the roughest country on Dartmoor.
Among the many hundreds of sp~tators were Major-General
Whistler, the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General Cubbon,
the Commander of the 43 (Wx.) Division/District and also a
patron of "Ten Tors," and Lieutenant-Colonel Gregory, our
former Commanding Officer and founder of the expedition.
On 8th June competitors arrived at D enbury from all over
the country-in fact there was even one team from B.A.O.R .
(2nd Signal Regiment). The first night was spent on one of the
two large camping areas in D enbury which were specially prepared for competitors.
Youth from all walks of life arrived, and their varied dress
was greeted with mixed comments of surprise, envy, amusement and admiration.
Scouts, Police Cadets, Pre-Service Units, Publi.c and Local
Schools, Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme Clubs, and other
Youth Teams assembled for the expedition. These teams, with
names like "The Moor Trekkers," "Concordian Centrifugal
Force," "Four Admirals Club," "Margaret Mitchell's Team,"
" Operation Dartmoor" provided over 800 competitors, whilst
the remainder came from the three Services, were represented
by both male and female competitors, with the males coming
mainly from Officer and Junior/ Apprentice Training Establishments.
The distance marched was dependent on the age and sex
of the individual teams, which had to be six in number and
within an age bracket of 14 to 20 years: 35 miles, girls and boys,
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Colonel-in-Chief

14 to 16 years; 50 miles, boys, 16 to 18 years; 6o miles, young
men, 18 to 20 years.
With a time allowance of 36 hours (including a 10-hour compulsory rest) each team had to visit ten selected Tors, at which
they had their patrol cards stamped and signed. Control H.Q.,
which was established on the moor and resembled a division
in the field, was in direct communication with all the Tor
checks points. Communications were provided by detachments
from the Gurkha Signal Squadron, at present stationed in this
country, and Junior Leaders and ex-Boys from Catterick.
The weather was kind (probably a little too kind) with. bright
sun for most of the time. Heat and the long road approach to
the moor took its toll of many of the marchers, particularly
those who had not carried out sufficient training (an essential
for this type of adventure).
However, most teams finished and qualified for medals and
certificates, which were presented the following day at the prizegiving ceremony in Denbury on the 30-yard range, which had
been decorated for the occasion and formed an excellent
amphitheatre.
At the prizegiving, Odlonell Holifield, the Commanding
Officer and Chief Controller of the expedition, introdaced
Colonel Gregory, who made a fine spee<;h and presented awards
to successful competitors.
Brief statistics of the whole expedition are as follows: Teams
competing, 225 (girls 13, boys 58, youths II2, young men 42);
total competitors, 1,348; certificates, individuals, 188; team
medals (each complete team), 83; individuals finished, 683.
The utmost credit must be given to the competitors themselves, who, by their fine spirit of cheerfulness, co-operation,
good sense and adventure, made the whole expedition a great
success. Anyone who had the good fortunte to witness this
large gathering of youth could not help but feel immensely
proud of their achievements.
For us in the Regiment, we were all satisfied that our efforts
were appreciated.
TH E WIRE , JULY 1962

•
d the route 2 The Wrens Team study their maps at.the start
I. Lord Roborough, Colone l Holifield a nd Genera l Wh1st ler Tstu YR k
4
J~nior •First Alder' with a pretty task. 5. The
'
d ff ' t he start from the Hay or oc s. •
A E"" (S
ta
3. Fanfare T rumpets sou n o
Colonel Gregory presents Certificates and Medals. Major Nye, R•. •.:... ecre ry
first girls teams arrive at t he fin ish. 6.
Ten Tors) is on the left
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Royal Signals Dinner Club
'f'HE Mascer of Signals, Maj?r-General Sir Willia~ A. Scott,
.l K.C.M.G., C.B., c.B.E., preSJded at the Annual D10ner held
at the Hyde Park Hotel on 30th May, 1962. Two hundred
and ten officer were present.
Messages in reply to telegrams of loyal greetings we•e
received from Her Maj scy The Queen and Her Royal Highne s
The Princess Royal.
Speech llfl Jtlajor-General. B. J. ltloberly,
C.B., O.B.E.

After the two Loyal Toasts, the Representative ColonelCommandant, Major-General R. J. Moberly, c.B., O.B.E., rose
to speak as follows : " This year we have a new look for our dinner. The Top
Table has been abolished and some tables have been specially
arranged. You will notice one for the 'Desert Rats' and two
for ' Gurkha Signals.' There are others I would prefer not to
mention.
We also hope to have a new look for the T ea Party next year
in the form of a garden party, perhaps at Hurlingham.
We are all very disappointed that Gfter all Lord Portal cannot dine with us tonight. On the other hand a family party,
with no guests, is very appropriate, in particular because we
have with us for the first time in our history our Master,
General Sir William Scott.
We are all glad to see that other Signal Corps are represented
tonight-Canada, Australia, Pakistan and the United States.
We also have with us two Gurkha officers.
Since our last dinner many distinguished officers have died.
I glilllOt list their names bat I would like to mention MajorGeneral R. E. Barker, who recently died so suddenly in New
Zealand, because he dined with us last year.
You will be sorry to learn that The Princess Royal is not
well and may be unable to attend the Tea Pwty tomorrow.
However, I am glad to say she is much better today. You
will also be sorry to hear that Brigadier Firth is ill in Millbank
Hospital recovering from an operation and that Major Sen is
also in hospital there. Otherwise I am sure that Major Sen
would have represented India here tonight.
You may have heard that those old soldiers Firth and Howe
are shortly to retire for the second time, and that they will be
replaced by Hobson and D ay.
It is appropriate to have a new look tonight for we are on
the threshold of a new era. Far reaching changes will come in
the Corps. However, plans for the future have been made by
some of our best officers and we must have the courage of our
convictions.
The Regular Corps is in good shape. Recruiting is going
well and is better than most-about 6o a month-but we need
even more. Our Boys recruiting :is <the best in the Army and
I keep hearing that our Boys' Regiment are also the best. The
officer position is improving and Sandburst is full. More of
the better cadets are asking to come to us and a great deal of
the credit must go to our devoted team of Instructors at the
RM.A.S. We have two new prizes for our cadets in addition
to the Agar Memorial Prize for the first in order of merit. A
sword is to be given for efficiency and character and the Wemyss
Memorial Prize for the second in order of merit.
Re-equipment is going well for the Regular Army. By
the end of the year it will be complete for All Arms except for
certain increased scales, principally for Infantry. Unfortunately,
however, certain key equipments for Royal Signals are lagging
behind. Reserve Army re-equipment will get under way in
1963.
Plan " Hobart," a very imaginative all Army Signal plan for
the future, is making steady progress. Recently a team from the
School of Signals has made a number of presentations of this
plan in the United States and they have been very well received.
. The Adjutant General told me the other day that he is very
impressed by our Units and in particular by two Regiments
that . he inspected-one ~ Germany and one in Cyprus. He
considers them first-class 10 every way from the Commanding
Officers down to the most junior signalman.
You all ~ow the tragic story of the fire in our Junior
Leaders Regiment at Denbury when two boys lost their lives.
Although some 95 boys lost all their possessions these have aU

been made good with outside help, in particular from our
Association. The Regiment has made a wonderful recovery and
has recently had the uplift it needed when for the first time in
our history the Pass-Off Parade was taken by the C.I.G.S.
himself.
Plans for the move of the School of Signals to Blandford
are going well and the Master has approved the architect's
plans on the spot. The School is expected to move from
Catterick in the Spring of 1965.
Our Units in the Reserve Army are settling down well
following the recent reorganisation. We all know of their tw~
most pressing problems-the obtaining of good quality
volunteers and new equipment.
Our Corps has close links with the Royal Air Force. Our
links with the Royal Navy have been fewer and so I am glad
to say that in addition to the adoption of H.M.S. Mean, the
one remaining headquarter ship on which we have a Signal
Troop, we have more recently adopted the aircraft carrier
H.M.S. Hermes. At the Commissioning ceremony last month
after her refit in Portsmouth, we were well represented and th~
Master presenced a "Jimmy " to the Captain for the ship's
company. Unfortunately the cc Jimmy" we gave was not of
the correct design--a figure with very fat legs and ce11tainly
no messenger of the Gods, as General Scott himself said. We
have since replaced this cc Jimmy " by one of the correct
pattern. On your behalf I have given Captain O'Brien of H.M.S.
H ermes, at his request, permission to play our Corps March
onboard whenever he likes. I have also presented to him one of
the long playing records of the Corps March which LieutenantC-0lonel John Judd made with che Corps Band shortly before
he retired. Incidentally I have also presented one of these
reco~ds to our Colonel-in-Chief from whom I have had a very
gracious message to say that she looked forward to playing it
at Harewood House.
Her Royal Highness has approved that P.rincess Royal Day
should be celebrated by Units throughout the Corps on or
about 28th June.
Recently the Chief Signal Officer of the U.S. Army, MajorGeneral Nelson, accompanied by his wife, paid a short official
visit to this country. He stayed with the Signal Officer-in-Chief
he was entertained to an official luncheon in London, he had
discussions in the War Office and it was my privilege to present
him and his wife to The Princess Royal at ~t. James' Palace.
As always, the Corps bas done well in sport. In Soccer, 15th
~egiment won the championship for the second year running
m NEARELF. Gurkha Signals won the Nepal Cup in
FARELF.
In Athletics, Royal Signals won the Army in Malta
Championship.
In Shooting it has been an outstanding year. We have had
five representatives in the Army 12 Long Range Inter-Service
Mat_ch and five dn the Army 20 Inter-Service Match. 7th
Regiment won the A.RA. Unit Team, Young Soldiers and
Company strengcb Small Bore Matches. They also won the
Srock Exchange Cup. The Corps Shield was won by 20th
Regiment and Lieutenant Waxman won the Young Officers'
Cup and was in the Army VIII Pistol and Rifle teams.
In Golf, General Cole has again won the General's Cup,
beating another General Cole in the final. Captain Carroll
has won the Army Championship.
In Sailing, Royal Signals won the Triangular Regattas against
the Gunners and Sappers in NEARELF and FARELF. The
4t-.ton yacht Ganga Devi, skippered by Captain Alexander,
arrived 10 Falmouth from Hong Kong last July having covered
10,000 miles in seven months.
Incidentally when Captain Alexander reached Aden he and
a naval member of his crew took official jobs there for a month
or two for two reasons. First it was necessary to make special
arrangemen~s to get through the Suez Canal. Second, of perhaps more importance, they had to await the beginning of the
next leave year in order to be able to continue the voyage.
In Mountaineering, Captain Hasell, an Instructor at the
R.M.A.S., is a member of the Joint Pakistan British &my
Expedition due to arrive in Rawalpindi about the 3rd June.
They are to attempt to scale an unclimbed peak in the
Karakorams. I wrote to Brigadier Mohammed Suleman, the
Director of Signals in Pakistan, asking him to 100k after Hasell

m Rawalpindi and I have had a typically friendly reply saying
he will do everything he can.
You will be interested to know that a Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society has been formed . The President ~s the Signal
Officer-in..Chief and the Vice-President, General Cole.
Unfortunately for us General Whistler gives up Signal Officerin-Cbief a year early next September. He has done so much to
reorganise the Corps for the future-for example, the new Trade
structure, the new Selection Board system for promotion, and
rhe new training cycle for officers. But above all be has put
the Corps on the map and he will be greatly missed.
On the other hand we must congratulate him on bis W?nderful new appointm:nt as Chairman of the B.J.C.E.B. and Director
of the Joint C.E. Staff in the Ministry of Defence, in which
capaci~y he will have direct access to the Chief of the Defence
Staff, Lord Mountbatten.
We are very fortunate that such a distinguished officer as
Brigadier Swainson will be taking over as Signal Officer-inChief in September.
As you know, one of the recent c~anges in the Corps ha.s
been the formation of our new Regimental Headquarters-'lt
has four R.0.s and a number of clerks paid for from Government funds and W.D. accommodation provided instead of our
having to pay rent for the Eccleston. Square pre~is~s. The
Regimental Headquarters,, together with ~e !'-sSOC1at1on and
Institution are to move 10to accommodation m the Duke of
York's H~adquarters near Sloane Square in October or
November this year.
As I have already said we have with us tonight for. th.e first
time our Mast:r of Signals. It is perhaps a strange co10cidence
that his appointment dates from the 4th August last year, a
date which will be well remembered by the older ones of us
pres:nt tonight. We are indeed very fortunate that Gener~l
Scott has accepted this new appointment. We all know of his
very distinguished career and of his devotion to the Corps and
we wish him every success in the future.
I am sure that you would like to .hear somethi~g ~rom ~
on this historic occasion and so I will now ask him if he will
speak to us."
Speeeh bfl the Master ol Sigaals,
Major-General Sir William Scott,
H..C.Jtl.G., C.B., C.B.E.
The Master of Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott,
K.C.M.G., c.B., c.B.E., then rose and said that .as this was the
first time in his recollection that we had dined alone as a
family party, he was not going to tak~ up their time by making
a speech, but as it was also the first tune .we had had a Jl.:1.aster
of Signals, he felt there were just two thmgs he would like to
say.
First, he wanted everyone to. know that our first <;hoice for
the appointment of Master of Signals had been Roome Penney
(Major-General Sir Ronald Penney). He would have done 1t
supremely well but his doctor had put his foot down and he
had had to ref~se. The Master thought everyone would like to
know that and he was glad of the opportunity to pay him a
tribute.
The second point was the title itself. He thought it was a
good one and certainly he had heard favourable comment ~?m
outside the Corps. He had no doubt people would be exerc1s~g
their wit and would devise va.riations of the title-he had ID
fact heard one: cc Master Oscillacor "!
He concluded by saying that although the title was "Master,"
he would always regard himself as the " Servant" of the Corps.

Dakar Operation
The story of the Anglo - Free French Expedition which
attempted to rally French West Africa to th.e Free Frenc_11
cause in September, 1940, as planned by Mr. Winston Churchill
and General de Gaulle.
BY COLONEL JOHN A. WATSON, O.B.E.
OFFICER OF THE LEGION OF MERIT, CHEVALIER DE LA LEGION
D'HONNEUR, CROIX DE GUERRE.
Publishers: P.R.M. Publishers, Ludgate House, Fleet Street,
London, E.C-4.
Price : 25/-.

®bituatp
BRIGADIER

J.

G.

DEEDES,

C.M.G.,

O.D.E.

Jack Deedes started his Army career in the T.A., obtaining
a commission in the 2nd (London) Divisional Signal Company
in March, 1914.
.
He served in France, and in 1919 went to South Russia
with the British Military Mission as Signals Liaison Officer.
On the formation of the Corps, approval was given for the
granting of regular commissions to a small number of nonregular officers and Deedes was one of those selected.
After service in Egypt, at the War Office and on the C.S.q.'s
staff at Aldershot, he retired in 1933, but was recalled for service
in June, 1939, and went to France with the staff of C.S.O., 2nd
Corps, where he was awarded the O.B.E.
In February, 1941, he returned to the War Office as G.S.0:2
in the Signals Directorate, later became G.S.O.r, and m
February, 1944, was appointed D.D. Signals Telecommunications.
He retired in 1945, and for the next two years served as
Telecommunications Attache at the British Embassy in Washington, receiving the C.M.G. in 1948.
Jack Deedes saw many aspeccs o~ Signal .work during his
long service, and was a most expenenced S1g_nal Officer. It
was as a Signals staff officer that he was at his best, and f:be
Corps owes much t~ the unt.iring. and. capa?le enthusia~m with
which he tackled his many iobs m his quiet, unassummg and
friendly way.
In 1949 be emigrated to Sout~em Rhodesia, and his ~Y
Corps friends of the old days will be very sad to hear of his
death there on 4th May, 1962.
He leaves a widow and a son, to whom we offer the sympathy
of the Corps.

The New Signal Officer
United States Army
The folio.wing messages have been exchanged between. MajorGeneral A. M. W. Whistler, Signal Officer-in..Chief and
Major-General Earle F. Cook on his nomination as the new
Chief Signal Officer, United States Army.
Signal Officer-in-Chief to General Cook :
Heartiest congratulations from us all. We are delighted with
the news and look forward to continued and expanding cooperation between our two Corps.
General Cook to General Whistler:
I was delighted to receive your thoughtful message of congratulations. Thank you 'l'.eTY m~h. I, too, look forward to
a lasting and pleasant assoCUUJon with you and members of your
command. Kindest personal regards.
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PERSONAL
COLUMN
Birthda11 Honm1rs List
Congratulations to those honoured b)• Her Ma1esty.
Colonel G. H. T. Shrimpton , T.D.
C.B.E.
Lieutcn.ant-Colonc.l V. C. Holland (Civil)
O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. D . Fairman.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. W. Milner, T .D.
Lleutcn.ant-Colonel J. R. Piddington.
.Majer R. J. Barlow.
~i. B.E.
~n1don

Gazette

From 81li May to 291li May, 1962.
Captain ~· G. Heaton, T.J?., to be Major, 1st April 1962.
N; econd-L1eutenant G. L. Richards to be Lieutenant (t.A.), 12th M.ay,
Jyv2 .

Lieuu;.nant-Colonel R. S. P. Forbes, T.D., to T.A.R.O., 1st April 1962.
Ca~am D. F. Oak.le)" to be Major, 14th May, 1962.
Maior R. 0 . Edwards retired (S.S.C.), 1st May, 1962.
Ma)Or A.. F. Cook, T. D.L to T.A.R.0., 1st April , 1962.
Scrond-L!eutenant P. E . .Hruce to be Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 17th May, 1962.
Secon~-L1cutcnant M. A. Orwin to be Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 17th May, 1962.
CaS?tam (Q .M.) W . E. Roscoe to be Major (Q.M.)1 15th May, 1962.
Ma1or J .. P. Brown (T.A.) retired 25th March, 1902.
Second-Lieutenant L. E. J. Evans to be Lieutenant (T.A.) 15th April

1962.

,

,

Second-Lieutenant S . H. Boardman to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 18th May,
1962.
W.O.II F. G. Rayner to be Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.) (T.A.), 21st March,
1962.
Major. C. E. Meager to T.A.R.O., 12th March, 1962.
C:iptam J. M. Frewcr to T.A.R.O., 30th April, 1962.
L1eutt;nant
V .•i\Ules to T.A.R.O., 25th Feb ruary, 1962.
C:iPtam (Tc. Offr.) N. E. Robinson to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), nth
April, 1962.
1'v\ajor P. M. Luttman-Johnson, T.D., to be Lieutenant-Colonel (T.A) 1
ISi May, 1962.
•
Licutenan_t J. M. WhipP-Goode to be Captain (T.A.), 12th April, 1962.
Secend-L1eutenant G . G. F. Tulley to be Lieutenant (TA) 15th April
t962.
. . ,
,
Second-Lieutenant J. J. Ferguson to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 15th April,
1962.

l·

The undermentioned Lieutenants to T .A.R.O. on the dates shown: J. F. Doyle, 1st April, 1962.
J. G . Wilkinson, 3rd April, 1962
C. S . . P, Cordingley, 3rd April, ~962.
. T. Wilkinson, 9t.li April, 1962.
Ma1or (Q.M.) L. Teal to be Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.), 17th January,
1962.
Captain J:I. Oarke retired (S.S.C.), 25th May, 1962.
S~-L1eutenam S. G. Small to be Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 8th April, 1962.
C:iPtaul (Tfc. Offr.) D. W. Swenson retired (S.S.C.), 23rd May, 1962.
Lieutenant P. G. H .. Summers to T.A-R.O., 3rd April, 1962.
L1eutt;nant D. G. Mitchell to be Captain, 29th May, 1962.
~Ptam (Tfc. Offr.) F. W. Moseley to be Major (Tfc. Offr.), 23rd May,

1

Captain K. Wans to be Major (S.S.C.)1 29th May 1962
Second-L!cutcn.ant B. V. Tout to be Lieutenant (T.A.), z7th May, 962
Secon_d-Licutenant R. D. Gee to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 29th May, ~962 .
•
Capiam K. Watson to T.A.R.O ., 31st December 1961
Ma!or 0. B. G. Sboubrid~e retircdj 1st June, i962. ·
Ma1or L. S. ¥~Y renrcd, 1st une, 1962.
~Jonel (T/Bngad1er) F. J. Swaiasnn, o.B.E., to be Brigadier, 16th June,
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Movemeats-Offleers
(Taken place or forecast 10 talu place period ending 15th 1uly, 1962).
Lieut~ant-Colooel (T /Col.) R.
s.
. King, T.D.
. ..
•. .
. ..
To B .A.S., Washingioo
Ma 1or E. W. Lewis
...
,, A.A.S., Harrogate
Major L. V. McNaught-Davis...
,, School of Infantry
Major R. C. K. Baron . . .
. ..
16th Regiment
Maior D. A. R. Elliott, M.C
H.Q .. Malta
Major W. McDonald
... · .. .
,, 24th Regiment
Ma1or R. H. Blizard
H.Q., Training Brigade
Major D. C. Newman · ··
War Office
Major G. S. Symonds , T.E.
,, H .Q .• M.iddle East
Captain J. M. EUingworth
. . . ,, 226 Squadron
Captain E. L. Rogers
···
,, 4th Regiment
Captain
T. Treglown :::
···
War Office
Captain . M. Horsley-Curry ...
,, 656 Light Aircraft Squadron
Captain
. C . Grayson, T.E
,, 237 Squadron FARELF
Captain P. Gilham
·
,, 14th Regiment
Lieutenant D. S. Mulli;;eaux...
,, I
Squadron, K.A.R.
Lieutenant I. D . Scott
21 o Squadron
Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.) J. E. ·Gill
,, 242 Squadron

t

Movemeats-Warrant Ollicers and Sergeants
W.O.I
W.O.I
W.O.JI
W.0 .11

W . C. Whitbread
N. Lane
P. F. Bycri·
•.•
C . Wood ...

To
,,
,,
,,

30th
8th
nth
nth

Regiment
Regiment
Regiment (2 Squadron)
Regiment (2 Squadron)

J . N. Oark
D . W. Capon
B. C. Cole
S. R. Mingaud
G. A. Sharp
...
·w.o.n G . A. J. Barnaby
W .O.II H . J. Crocker . ..
w.o.n G . E. Fiann
W .O.II F. Eastwood
W .O .II V . A . Vallor
W.O .II I . McLaughlin .. .
W .O.II E . Summers
.. .
W .O .JI R . W . Steadman
W .O.Il M. B. McCormack
W .0 .II C. W . Palrner .. .
\~ .O.II S. W. Halbert .. .
\\ .0.II W. J. Harrison ..•
W .O .II A. Stringer
Staff Sergeant J. L. B. Walke
Staff Sergeant ) . Lawrence
.. .
taff Sergeant V. J. Kimber . . .
Staff Sergeant F. P. J . Edge .. .
.. .
taff Sergeant E. S. Cone
taff Sergeant J . H. Edwards
taff Sergeant L. H . Devine Jones
taff Ser~ant F . P . Simpson
Staff Sergeant A . M . Sutherland
Staff Sergeant H . Price
...
taff Sergeant D. H. M. Rumsey
taff Sergeant T. G . Armstrong
taff Sergeant J. R. Overton
Staff Sergeant G. E . Tompkins
Staff Sergeant K . R . Montgomery
Staff Sergeant G. W. Giles . ..
Sergeant L. R. Jones
ergeant W. C . Yates
Sergeant C. McGilvray
Sergeant A. J. E . Irons
Sergeant S. Whorrod
. ..
Sergeant P. D . Watton .. .
Sergeant M. D . Hammond
Sergeant J. S. Pearson
Sergeant J. N . Phillips
Sergeant A. C. Potts
Sergeant G . H. Lomax
Sergeant D. L. Bassett
Sergeant P. B. Cairns
Sergeant H. Orton
Sergeant A. Byram
Sergeant W . Forrest
Sergeant W. O'Connell
Sergeant J . Low
Sergeant P. Day
...
Sergeant J . M. Hancock
Seregant J. Cummins
...
Sergeant R. M. Sanderson
Sergeant F . J. Lovatt
.. .
Sergeant W. N. Dunn .. .
Sergeant R. H. W. Jamieson
Sergeant T. T . F. Harding
Ser(!eant P. W. Nichols . . .
. ..
Acnng Sergeant W. G. Wallace
Acting Sergeant M . Jennings
Acting Sergeant W. Mowatt

.. 16th Regiment
.. School oi Signals
School of S1gnel s
., 8th Regiment
., 7th Regiment
3otl1 Regiment
,, G .H.Q ., FA.RELF
C.R. Signals, Sin gapore
,, Army Camp Comdt. , Aden
,, 3rd Regiment
,, 224 Squadron
RM.A., Snndhurst
,, 4th Regiment
,, 13th Reg:ment
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
22nd Regiment
237 Squadron
301h Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
., 18th Rcgt., R.A., Signal Troop
232 Squadron
H.Q., London District
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
308 Squadron (T.A.)
4th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
13th Regiment
,, 222
Squadron
,, 235 Squadron
236 Squadron
,, 237 Squadron
,, 3rd Regiment
U .K. Garrison Signal Troop
l Ith Regiment (2 Squadron)
638 Troop
73 Squadron, R.E.
A.A.S ., Harrogate
24th Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
A .A.S., Harregate
30th Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
Intelligence Centre
9 / 12 Lancers Signal Troop
24th Regiment
,, 6o2 Troop
,, 255 Squadron
,, 2nd Regiment
,. 41h Regiment
,. 18th Regiment
r6th Regiment
,. 235 Squadron
nth Regiment
,, 255 Squadron
,. 24th Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
13th Regiment
3rd Regiment
210 Squadron
16th Regiment
Signal Training Cen . (Far East)
254 Squadron
., H.Q., A.F.N.E .
,, nth Regiment

W .0 .11
W .O .II
W .0 .II
W.O.II

Births
GITTINGS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Gittings, on 12th February, 1962,
a son, Stephen James.
MULLINS .-To Corporal and Mrs. Mullins, on 29th April, 1962, a
daughter, Catherine Carmel.
COWE.-To Staff Sergeant and Mrs. A. J. Cowe, on 10th May, 1962,
a daughter, Jane Eli.2.abeth.
CHAINEY.-To Signalman and Mrs. C . W . A. Chainey, on 1st April,
1962, a daughter, Lorraine.
HARGREAVES.-To Signalman and Mrs. G . A. Hargreaves, on 12th
February, 1962, a daughter, Colene Irene .
SHAW.-To Signalman and Mis. J. G. Shaw on 20th Apn·l 1962 a son
Ronald Alan.
'
'
'
,
SWINBANK.;--To Signalman and Mrs. R . A . Swinbank on 20th July
· '
'
a son, Davt.d.

y,.atlu
WlLSON.--On 6th May , 1962, at B.A.0.R., Corporal G . Wilson, as a
result of accident .
OSWIN.-On 1Ith May, 1962, in Aden, Signalman T. R . Oswin, as a
result o{ accident.

CURTIS.-On 26th J.une, 1962, at B.A.O .R ., Silllllllman
23797465 , as the result of a road traffic accident.

Royal Signals Display Team

R.

Curtis,

July nth-28th
August ut
August 6th
August 18th
Sep.e111ber Ut

Wants anti Oiiers
Would any Unit wirh stocks of unsold stable belts of the old,
obsolete pattern please contact PRI, I Signal Squadron (Comd.),
The King's African Rifles, B.F.P.O. 10, who is interested in
buying up stock.

*
*
HOUSE, Curry

*

PORTWAY GUEST
Rivel, Langport, Somerset. Telephone Langport 225 . Proprietors, Mr. and Mrs. E . C. PSitridge. Every
comfort, good touring centre, good food , te::ms moderate.

!!Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!§

I Forthcoming

Events i

~*********************************§
Royal 'l'ournament
Earls Court, London, uth-28th July, 1962.

Royal Signals Institution Lectures, 1962
•Friday, 28th September, "New Zealand," Bripdier J. E. Anderson,
6.15 p.m., at the T .A . Centre, 47th Regiment, T.A., Duke of York'•
Headquarters, Chelsea, S .W .3.
Tuesday, 27th November, "Trainina of American Cadets at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. Miles, Jnr., U.S. Army, 5.Vi p.m., at
Nonh Hall, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, York•.
* Members are allowed two guests for this lecture.

Association

of

Harrogate

Apprentices

The 10th Annual General Meeting and Reunion is to be held on Tuesday,
3n1 July_,_ and Wednesday, tst August, 1962, at the Army Apprentices
School, ttarrogate.
The provisional proaramme is: Auaust 1st, a.o;i.,
Graduation Parade; 14.00 hours, Trades Exhibition; 20.00 hours, Social
Evening. All ex-A/ T's who are members, are cordially invited to attend.
Requests for accommodation should be addrcsscd to the Commandant, Army
Apprentices School, Harrogate, to arrive before IS! July, 1962.

Royal Signals Cricket Club Fixtures
Sept.

6th/7th

R.A.C.

Oval

Royal Signals Lawn Tennis Fixtures
July 25th
July 26th
Aug. 8th

Royal . Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers
...
...
...
. ..
Royal Army Education Corps ..
Royal Army Service Corps

Alder shot
Alder shot
Aldershot

V.J. Day Dinner
will be held in Headquarters Mess on 15th August, 1962.

8 lst Meeting of the Corps Committee

Marriages

C,ou11cil Meeting of the Royal Signals Institution

O ' NEILL- HARTLEY.- Lance-Corporal T. F. O ' Neill on 15th May,
1962, to Maureen Hartley, at the Register Office, Bla;;dford.
JOINER-VERHAGEN.-Caputln B. H. Joiner to Jannette Verhagen at
the Hague.
'

will be held on 24th October, 1962.

Repr6'sentntlve Colonel Commandant
tours B.A.0.R., 21st to 31st October, 1962.

Hoyal Sib'llals Omcers' ReUllion
will be held at the Duke of York's Headquarters on 30th November, t962.

G. H. Little to Denise Salmon, at

82nd Meeting of the Corps Committee
will be held at the War Office on 30th November, 1962.

10th Annual General 1'feetlng of the Royal
Signals Institution
will be held at the War Office on 30th November, 1962.
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The Wyvern Uub
The Annual Dinner for members will be held in the Naval and Military
Club, London, on 3rd October, at 7.30 p.m. for 8 p.m . Tickcu and information from the Secretary, The Wyvcrn Dinner Club, Hcadquartctt
43 (WX) Div./District, Sherford Camp, Taunton, Somerset.

will be held at the War Office on 28th September, 1962.

TEWKESBURY-SCKHEWSKI. Signalman Tewkesbury to Liane
Sckhewski, at Krefeld.
BARR-SMART.--Sergeant R . Barr to Margaret Smart, on 21st April,
1962.
LEB-KISTLE.-Corporal R. A. Lee to Constance Edith Kistle, on 19th
May, 1962.
POWER- RYDER-Corporal T. C. Power to Aon Ryder, on 2nd June,
1962.

will be held at H yde Park Hotel on ut December, 1962.

MlLLS.-On 13th May, 1962, L ance-Corporal E. G . J . Mills at his
home, 19, Br omfelde Road , Stockwell.
Member Royal Signals
Association 194 ~.

FISHER-To S~ Sergeant and Mrs. Fisher, on 23rd April, 1962, a
son, Robert Adrian, a t B.M.H. Hostert.
DEAN.- To W.0.II and Mrs. J. Dean, on 24th April, 1962, a son,
Kevin Alexander, at R.A.F. Hosphal.

LI~~~ALMON.-Lance- Corporal

Annual T.A./A.E.R. Royal Signals Officers'
•·At Home," lff62

Royal Tournament .
Nantwich.
Horncastle.
Uarlington- Darlington Show.
Haltwhistle-Agricultural Sh.ow.

RecruJting Displays-June-September, 1962
July 11th-28th
August 6th-8th
August 15th
August 25th
August 29th
Sept. 2nd-9th
Sept. 10th-15th
Sept. 26th

Royal Tournament, Earb Court (subject to confirmation).
Southsca Fete.
Poole Hospital Pete.
Hamblcdon Flower Show.
Gillingham and Shaftesbury Show.
Plymouth Army Weck.
Swindon Carnival.
Frome Show.

BALVD
Touring Bnnd

ENGAGEMENTS
Oban
Kirkcaldy
Dunfermline
Kirkcaidy
ISt Royal Sussc>< Regiment, Shomcliffe
Folkestone
Edinburgh
Eastbourne

July 19th-21st
July 22nd
...
July 23rd-28th
July 29th
...
August 6th-nth
August 12th-18th
August 19th-25th ...
Sept. 30th-Oct. 7th

No11-Touring Band
Liverpool
Edinburgh
The Oval
York

August 5th
August 17th-18th
September 6th
September 15th

"Quicksilver," 1962
July 12th-19th
July 20th-29th
August 2na-7th
August 8th-15th
August 16th-21st

Manchester
Liverpool
Leeds
Yorks Coast (Scarborough, Whitby,
BridlingtOD, Filey)
Darlington-Middlesbrough

The Anny Art Society
Patron : H.R.H. Princess Marina, Duchess of Kent.
The Society, which exists to encourage Art in the Army and sister
Services, is holding its 31st Exhibition from 5th-12th September, 1962,
at the Chcnil Galleries, King's Rood, Chelsea, S.W.3.
AU ranks of the Army, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, past or present,
permanent or temporary, may submtt works for consideration.
The Society is an entirely unofficial organisation and for several years
very successful exhibitions have. been held in ~ndon each ,A~·
Service artists can derive more interest from thetr hobby by aurung . at
submitting works for the exhibitions, which also give them an opportunuy
to compare their standard and style with others.
.
As the Society is non-profit making, the entrance and haogmg fees are
kept as low as possible.
.
lntendinJ! Exhibitors nre invited to apply after the 1st May for particulars. Applications should be addressed to. the Hon. Secretary Army Art
Society, W . A. Arnold, 4, West Dnve Gardens, Harrow Weald,
Middlesex.

APOLOGIA

On page 148 of the May issue of THE WIRE there is a description of a visit of rhe Colonel-in-Chief to c;;yprus and North
Africa. Unfortunately, a most regrettable senes of errors were
made in the caption to one of the photographs. The corrections
should read as follows :
For Lady Margarit Hawkin read Lady Margaret Hawkins.
For Colonel D. G. Parker (late Royal Signals) read Colonel
D. G. Parker (late Royal Scots).
For Major Geoffery Eastwood read Major Geoffrey Eastwood.
For Lietenant-Colonel A. D. Mackenzie (late Royal Signals)
read Lieutenant A. D. Mackenzie, Royal Scots.
For Lieutenant-Colonel The Hon. M. M. Anderson,
ADWRAC, read Lieutenant-Colonel The Hon. M. M. Anderson, CWRAC.
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The Regular Officers' "At Home"
The Ar Home was held this year, as hitherto, at the H yde
Park Hotel, on 31st May.
Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal was unfortunately
unable to be present, being confined to her room with a throat
infection.
Sir William and Lady Scott received the 173 officers and
their wives who attended and a most en1oyable afternoon
followed .

Entering R.M.A., Santlhurst
It would be appreciated if any serving or retired members
of the Corps, of the Regular or Reserve Army, who have sons
about to enter R.M.A., Sandhurst, would notify .this fact to the
enior Royal Signals Officer on the Staff there, at present,
Major J. M. W. Badcock, M.B.E.
There are many little ways in which boys can be helped, and
it is only right that we should "look after our own." It is
nor always possible, however for the Staff on the spot to
know who may be in this category unless this notification is
given.

Guitle to British Electronic Valve /ntlustry
Who ~lakes What in U.K.
A guide to the structure of the British electronic valve
and semiconductor industry, published in booklet form in
London this month (May), broadly classifies 48 types of valves
tubes and other devices and gives the names of the firms which
make each type mentioned.
In a brief historical foreword, it is stated that British production of electronic valves and tubes exceeds 90 million
annually, while the current annual rate of manufacture of semiconductor devices in the United Kingdom is of the order of
32 million transistors, 28 million diodes and five million rectifiers ( ~eluding selenium). Exports have been growing steadily
and direct exports of valves for industrial purposes alone have
multiplied more than three times over the last four years.
There is a reminder in the 800-word history that the
th~onic yalv~ pa~ented in 1904, resulted from research by
a Bnnsh. sc1enust, .srr. Ambrose Fleming, and that t he magnetron, wh1ch revoluuorused radar, and travelling wave tubes were
invented in the U.K.
Primarily intended as a brief for British Commercial Attaches
an~. Informa_tion Officers abroad, the booklet is published by the
Bnt1sh Rad~o Valve Manuf~cturers' Association (B.V.A.) and
the Electroruc Valve and Semiconductor Manufacturers' Association (V.A.S.C.A.) and is available, post free, from the Secretary
B.V.A., Mappin Hous~ 156, O~ord Street, London, W.1. '
.The B.V.A., formed m 1926, JS concerned solely with entertamment types. of valves . and television cathode ray tubes,
V.A.S.C.A. bemg responsible for all industrial valves and
tubes and semiconductor devices. Ea<;h association is
autonomous, but they share the same secretariat and offices
and work closely together in. all matters involving liaison with
gov.ernment . departments, allied trade a·ssociations and internanonal bodies.

Her Majesty$ Ship ''Hermes"
Connnissioniag Service 24th April, 1962
Tuesday, the 24th April, 1962, dawned clear and bright a
very happy po~e~t ~or the v~sit of representatives of the eoq,s
to the comm1ss1onmg service ..aboard Her Majesty's Ship
Hennes.
·
The p~ty from 3rd Regiment, under the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. W. Baynes, M.B.E., included
R.S.M. M. A. Barnes-Murphy, Staff Sergeant V. ]. Kimber,
Cor~ls D. S. Frape, H. E. Bishop, C. Pritchard, R. B.
Hutchings,_ W. Helme, Lance-Corporal P. Marshall and Signalman ]. Spink.
We arriyed at Portsmouth Dockyard with military precision,
dead on nme, ~d prepared for an enjoyable day.
Our. expectauon~ were fulfilled but an aircraft carrier is no
mean. Itel?. of equ1p!Dent to cover in a short time. However,
we d1~ visit the vanous messes (and were royally entertained)
the fl!ght deck, the hangar and the signal section. The Com~
maJ'.!ding Officer ~d the officers were entertained in a mysterious
section of the ship called the "Wardroom."
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C.P.0. (Chief Radio Superviser) R. W. Rogers and the R.S .M.
discussed (amongst other things) the different and related
asp ects of radio signalling between the Royal Navy and the
Army. Future visits an d perhaps short trips would be
enthusiastically r eceived by both sides and it is hoped that the
bond between the Corps and our friends on H.M.S. Hermes
will be strengthened with the passage of time. The C.P.O.s
Mess now ha"'.e a standing invitation to visit the Sergeants'
Mess at any time, and also to attend one of our Regimental
Mess Dinners. This will probably be difficult for some to come
as H.M.S. Hermes will soon be east of Suez leaving on her
first voyage, but n~ve~theless we will welcome £?e opportunity
to repay the hospitality of th e members of this fine ship as
early as we can.
The name Hermes has been associated with the Royal Navy
for over two and a half centuries, a little longer than Mercury
has been associated with the Corps, and in that time ten ships
hav~ borne the name. In . 1913 the eighth Hermes (a seaplane
earner) became the seagoing parent ship of the Royal Flying
Corps; ~is gives further identification with the Corps in the
Royal Signals and R.F.C. were both children of the same
parent, the Royal Engineers.
In more recent times there has been closer association with
Hermes. Cruising off Kuwait, at the time of the "Incident "
the small Ship Signal Troop in H.M.S. Hermes landed ' a
d_etac~ment which acted almost as Brigade Signals until the
s1tuauon was restored.
The present Hermes, the Flagship of the Aircraft Carrier
Fleet, was laid down in Barrow-on-Furness in June 1944 and
wa~ l~unched by Lady Churchill on 16th February,' 1953, 'after
buil~ng had been halted once or twice while the need for new
earners was debated. Although originally a unit of the Centaur
Class, her design has been modified to such a great extent that
she is now . an c:rit~<;ly new clas~-the Hermes (Modernised)
Class. She is B;1tam s latest earner and it is very fitting that
she should be given the name borne by the first ship designed
and built specially for this role.
To commemorate the occasion of H.M.S. Hermes, about to
embll!k. on h~r second General Service Commission, and her
association With the Corps, Major-General Sir William Scott
K.C.M.~" C.B., C.B.~., _The Master of Signals, presented to he;
Captam, W. D. 0 Bne_n, D.s.o., R.N., a silver Jimmy, on behalf
of the Corps. Captam O'Brien, in thanking G eneral Scott
welcomed the. members of the Corps attending the ceremony
aboard and said that he hoped the association would be a long
and happy one.
The Commissioning service was very impressive throughout
and I can do no better than to conclude with an extract from
th.e message of the Commander ~o all ratings. A message, which
with a fe~ amendments, we could well apply to ourselves-" A
happ~ ship occurs, no matter what her size, when the leaders?1p 1s good, when everyone on board knows his job and sufficient ?f the. next person's to appreciate his difficulties; when
there 1s maximum C?-op~rati?n an? respeot between all departments; when there 1s pnde m a JOb well done whether it be
from achieving the ultimate ·in aircraft serviceability launching
~nd landing c~cles, interceptions, maintenance schedttles steammg and workmg the ship, provision of the best food ~r even
the more i:nundane _tasks of spit and polish to produce the
cleanest ship-both internal and external-in t he Fleet " f of
returning from leave on time !
'
" To you all ~ ~ay welcome, and I wish you a happy and
successful comrruss1on together."

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Telephone
2955
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" WE BUY THE BEST "
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HON<;
KON<;

For those who know Hong Kong, the following notes may
be of interest, if only to show how different (or the same) are
the signalling arrangements since they left. For those who do
not know Hong Kong, its news anyway. We had best start
with a sketch map.
Sek Kong is the home of 246 Gurkha Squadron, who work
with 48 Brigade Group; Kowloon houses 253 Squadron
(Engineering) and Hong Kong has H .Q., Royal Signals (part
of H .Q., Land Forces) and 252 Squadron (Operating).
Kowloon and the north side of the island are densely
populated city areas.
Outside of these areas is a pleasant rural quiet, varying from
rice paddy, through jungle, to pleasant beaches .

Weather
We are fortunate in Hong Kong in having a recognisable
winter season from the end of November to about the middle
of March. Snow does not fall, but last winter we had frost,
on the Peak and at Sek Kong ice formed in a trailer which
had been left in the open all night. This cool spell is most
welcome and, in fact, Hong Kong is perhaps most ~nj?yable
in December-humidity is low, and the temperature 1s m the
range 65° to 68°F. Spring and autumn are hard to determine,
for the clear line where summer begins and ends is hard to find,
but the summer season is reckoned to last from May to
September. Durin g this time the temperature builds up to the
nineties and the relative humidity to nearly 100% on most
days, and the devotees of air-conditioning prefer to remain ~
their protected areas, whilst those of us who profess to be antlair conditioning (but are in fact unable to afford the luxury)
just melt, and melt, and melt!
.
No dissection on weather is complete without some mention
of rain. To date, this year has been extremely dry, and only
half the normal amount of rain has fallen, which has bad the
effect of causing water rationing-water is now available for only
four hours daily, so one is forced to fill as many receptacles as
possible during these four hours to prepare for the 20 " ~ry "
hours. It is only when no water is available that one appreciates
the many uses to which water is put.
Facilities
Sport. Although sports grounds do not abound in Hong Kong,
there is ample opportunity to follow practically any of the
sports normally played. However, since we try to get the
more strenuous games played in the cool season, it is no
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strange sight to have cricket, hockey, soccer and rugger taking
place simultaneously on adjoining pitches. The only dravi;:back to this is that one often finds that Player :X, who is
opening bat in the first XI, centre-half in the hockey XI, and
reserve full-back in the rugger XV is required to play for all
three teams on the same day-this makes life difficult.
For those wishing to escape (even if only temporarily) the
heat there are many pleasant beaches, both on the Island and
on the Kowloon and New Territories mainland. Throughout
the summer water ski-ing and swimming are most popular,
and for the very hardy, it is possible to swim all the year round
-even though 65°F to local residents is a trifle cold to a
native of Mud-Sticking-in-the-Mud (North of the Wash of
course!) this is quite warm.
Recreation.-Virtually any recreational activity or hobby can
be pursued here. Due to the (sometimes over-emphasised)
fact that Hong Kong is a Free Port, many commodities can be
obtained here cheaper than in their country of origin, and in
consequence, if one wishes to indulge in cinephotography or
build up a stereophonic suite to "out-stereo " any other, this
is the place to do it. However, it is not intended to convey
the impression that all things are cheap here; on the contrary,
many commodities are extremely expensive, due to freightage
charges, etc. For the devotees of night clubs, these ~ here
in numbers, but for those who are attracted by the click of
the roulette wheel, one must travel a little further afield, to
Macao, which is some 50 miles from Hong Kong. Here are
many casinos to cater for those who like a flutter.
For those who like !'heir recreation to be a little more strenuous, ample facilities exist for sailing (most units have their own
boat club), fencing (although this is perhaps more of a sport
than recreation), rowing, and a whole host of others.
Before one can partake in any of l'hese activities, there must
obviously be some work done, and we try to do this with the
minimum fuss, but at times frustration clouds the air, particularly when one reads in THE WIRE that Unit Z has just
been issued with the latest equipment, and here we struggle on
with equipment which the F. of S. swears was issued just after
the war (not specifying whe~er Boer, Crimean or Napol~ni<;).
Then one is forced to admit that all the benefits of bemg m
Hong Kong ourweight the many disadvantages of being at the
end of the pipeline for stores and reinforcements, and perhaps
having read this there might be a flood of applicants to 0.I.C.
Records for posting to Hong Kong. We are short of the
following tradesmen . . , !
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Signals in the Cameroons
BY AN .. OLD CoASTER "
A few scanty references have appeared in THE WIRE about
the Cameroons. In recent editions we have read about Kuwait
and Kuwait again. In support of my short tour with 634 Signal
T roop (Southern Cameroons), covering the same period as the
' Kuwait Storm ' I append my recollections which do not cover
the political situation, but are merely the jottings of someone
who has been used to sitting behind a desk, looking seedy and
peering at dozens of files. The experience of serving with the
Grenadier Guards Force was a refreshing and memorable one
and although I had anticipated a posting to Singapore or Hong
Kong, having spent my previous service on the West African
coast, I did not regret the opportunity to serve in the Cameroons
and once again in West Africa.
I arrived at Bulford on an early May morning with what was
to be known as the rear party of 634 Signal Troop, and prepared for draft for the Southern Cameroons. This party consisted of three Senior N.C.0.s and five Other R anks.
What a moth-eaten lot we looked when unlpading our kit
at Tidworth Station; we were faced by the immaculately
dressed main party of the 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards. I t
seemed that half the Household Brigade had turned out to
see them off. Their Regimental Colours were being escorted
up and down the platform whilst we crept sheepishly away to
find a quiet comer in the troop train bound for Southampton.
Our role in the Cameroons was to provide the outside communications for the Grenadier Guard Force, who as a protecting
body, were to ensure that law and order was maintained until
the country was handed over to the Cameroon Republic on
rst October, 196r. The thought of serving with the Grenadier
Guards was met with mixed feelings by all the supporting Arms
and Services, since all ranks up to W.O.II seemed to act like
automatons at the approach of their R.S.M. and Officers. Our
introduction into their way of thinking was soon to come.
On the H .T. Devonshire we sailed on 12th M ay, 1961, from
Southampton for the West African coast, stopping at Las
Palmas and Lagos. The trip out was indeed a very pleasant
one. However, we were disappointed to see so little of the
coastline and after seven days at sea, much of our time was
spent dashing from starboard to port, looking at a variety of
tropical fish in abundance.
At the end of May we approached the Cameroons, and all
that could be seen was a massive mountain rising from the sea.
The following morning we disembarked at Victoria, and were
met by the Drill Sergeant (known in the Battalion as 'Russian
Henry') who promptly, in his own inimitable style, marshalled
us into trucks for our destination Buea the <;:apital, a distance
of 23 miles from Victoria.
The Troop was divided into Headquarters at Buea, and
small detachments up country with each of the Gua:rds
Companies. We met our brethren of the advance party (who
had arrived by air a month earlier and were quite 'old hands '),
and soon settled down to the life and tasks expected of us.
The Force was fortunate enough to have ready-made camps,
and our communications had been established successfully with
the equipment in situ. These were provided by the hard work
and experience of the former Force-The Kings Own Border
Regiment.
The weather, up to our arrival, was perfect. However, we
had heard such a lot about the rainy season in the Cameroons.
It holds the record of having the world's highest rainfall. Can
you imagine 141 in. of rain a year? At that stage neither could
we. Two weeks later it hit us. The Camp being located on the
lower slopes of Mount Cameroon, and our Signal Centre and
accommodation and aerial fields at the southern end of the
camp, invited all the drainage to descend upon us. The drains
proved inadequate and we were faced with building larger concrete drains and concrete paths. An unusual task for Signals,
but interesting, and we were well pleased with the results of
our humble efforts.
The aerials were resited, improved and rested on concrete
blocks instead of mud, and it was so satisfying to receive a
strength 5 signal from Nairobi, some two thousand miles away,
and vice versa, instead of the usual strength 2.
The _four Telegraph Officers at Buea (one was later to have
an accident when he damaged his spine in a fall, and was
medevac to U .K.) were kept very busy. OUI schedules worked
from 09.00 to ox.oo hours daily on the Nairobi rear link.
It is D:ice to recall that our Troop had the highest standard of
morale m the camp at Buea. This was no mean feat in a
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country where it rained almost continuously for three to four
months of the year (four of our six spent there), and with no
outside entertainment available. Moving beds because of leaking
roofs· forever changing wet clothing; waking up to find your
bed standing in a pool of water· continually trying to dry wet
clothing; changing rotted halyards and guys; coaxing generators
which were being flogged quite heavily and working long hours,
were but a few of the labours which were accepted quite cheerfully by each member of the troop. True we had not the need
for ice cream and lollies as in Kuwait, but umbrellas in plenty
were available for purchase and a surfeit of ponchos in store.
We ran our own canteen and a number of social evenings
were organised such as darts tournaments, tombola, etc. Swimming was available at the Banana Plantation and the Cameroon
Development Centre Social Club pools in addition to sea
bathing. An unfortunate accident put a temporary stop to the
sea bathing. A young A.C.C. Private was drowned at sea soon
after his arrival. A non-swimmer, he was standing waist high
in the water when the treacherous und ercUirents swept him off
his feet and carried him out to sea. His body was never found.
Later on, parties with lifeguards, ropes, whistles, etc., were
organised and sea bathing continued.
At weekends we ventured out to visit different parts of the
country by Land Rover, armed with a portable camp cooker,
dry rations and near rusty cameras. We were lucky to catch
sight of an antelope hunt in progress. The natives use dogs
which have a kind of black bell slung around their necks.
Directed by their masters' calls and whistles, they charge
through bush country making such a din and driving everything
before them. It was, unfortunately, nearing the end of the day
and we could not stay to see what was bagged. Earlier that
day we had paid a visit to the Lava Bed, which can be seen
for miles around as a black scar on the side of Mount Cameroon.
From the crater the lava had run down the side of the mountain
covering a village during its journey, and then stopped with
dramatic suddenness, leaving great boulders rising to a height
of 50 ft. The width of the flow was about 400 yards. Steam
formed white clouds hovering over the lava which was still hot
some two to three years after the eruption. Everywhere an
uncanny stillness filled the air as we wandered over the bed.
The temperature of the lava is fre quently recorded . This can
be seen by white painted circles indicating where the thermometers are buried, and it is said that some idea can be formed
of when the volcano is likely to erupt again, based on the
temperature readings.
Other visits took us in search of monkeys, bamboo to improve
the decor of our canteen, to lakes, bays, etc.
'
A few members of the Troop went along with the mountaineering Club to climb Mount Cameroon. Others to visit old
wrecks of planes which had crashed into the mountainside and
where dolls, trinkets and other personal items still remained
untouched, within the area of the crashed aircraft.
The Troop provided a soccer team and a good average was
selected for the Garrison teams for rugger and soccer.
The O.C. kept alive the outside interest in world news by
producing a nightly news sheet which was distributed throughout the country. This, together with the 'weekend sports news
and, later in the tour, football results, was most popular.
Our pets included a couple of chameleons, a tortoise and a
monkey which, after a bath, caught pneumonia and unfortunately, died.
Of snakes, there were a number, and we killed one of the
deadly variety, a black cobra. Many anxious moments were
spent after the killing, in looking for its mate. Or was it the
other way?
Most of our time was centred in our 'Nissen Hut' where
the WS 53's were operated on the Nairobi Link, and which also
contained the Administrative Office and Stores section, and a
little pol'tion not much larger than a telephone kiosk, as our
Cipher Office. We had, of course, a workshop where a full
repair programme was carried out with a variety of equipment,
and a Battery Shop and G enerator Sheds.
The Cameroon Republic was to take over Southern
Cameroons on rst October when the deployment of the force
would end. There were a few skirmishes with the rebels and
during one a Guardsman was killed. Several raids were made
by the rebels on villages bordering the country. However, all
was quiet at the all important time approaching rst October.
Then started the business of returning our equ ipment to the
over-worked small Ordnance Depot.
Gradually we handed in our equipment and spares, leaving
just sufficient to enable us to remain in contact with the outside
world until the last possible moment. Certain stores were to
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be sold to the Cameroon. Republic ti-rmy, and French Army
representatives arrived to mspect the:r purchases ~nd se~ how
they worked. Trying to teach tun~g and loading drill on
WS S3 and WS 62 to the French durmg the days tha~ followed
was amusing to the onlooker, but a headache to the mstructor.
Difficulties were eventually overcome and they went away
satisfied.
II
Our N issen hut had taken on a new look. A bare she
stripped of all the familiar racks which had held expense an~
Gi098 stores, now held just a few boxes and our p~rso~al kit
all ready packe~ and wai~ing .to be collected for lo~dmg ID ~e
Devonshire whi<;h was lymg m the harbour. An air of exC1t~
ment had pervaded the Camp for over a week or more. This
was it! At last we were going h<?me. Some _of us boarded ~e
Devonshire earlier and set up a link from ship to shore, which
worked Buea and points up country to cov~r the conv<?ys ~s
they left each area of the Cameroons on their way to V1ctona
Harbour. The organisation of evacuating the _force was extremely
well done. The R.N. destroyer Diana arnved for H.E. The
Governor and the handover I takeover of Governments was
completed. At midnight on the IS~ Octo~er, we watched the
fireworks display from the Devonshire, which heralded the new
Government and Independence, feeling quite relaxed, and
knowing that all had gone well.
We left the Cameroons on 3rd October for So~thampton .. It
seemed as though we had been away for years IDstead of JUSt
six months, but the experience we had ~ained. in that short
tour will last a lifetime. Would we do 1t agam? Of course
we would.
And what of the future? In my case, back to an office,
looking seedy and squinting over mo:e . d--:-d files, but the
Gods have been kind, and the office is m Smgapore.

A Holitlay Tour in the

~or

East

BY W.0.I (F. OF S.) I. GENT

t

Part II - Bangkok
Leaving Hong Kong, I took the Cathay Pacific _flight to
Don Muang airport, 18 miles outside Bangkok. Havmg completed the customary formalities, and bought a 2~ baht bus
ticket, I was bowling merrily through the COU?trys1de on the
way to the City of Bangkok. The newly-arrived passengers
kept an eye open for the first sight of the famous temples
in the pictUiesque Thai architecture.
Arriving, I booked into the Erawan Hotel, and was soon
showered changed, and refreshed from my travels.
There 'are a number of tourist agents available to show you
round but I elected to use "Harry's Tours," in New Road.
It wa; only three doors from the Princi:ss Hotel, which most
taxi drivers knew. Students acted as gwdes. They ~ere very
knowledgeable about their c;ity, a?d all . spoke qmte ~ood
English; correction of faults ID their ~?~lish was appreciated
and they were quick to learn. WhCl'.l: yJSJtmg places at t'.he same
time as other tours it was sUipnsmg how many . o~ them
stopped to listen to our discourse. I get no colllIDJss1on for
panhandling for " Harry's Tours," but I did appreciate the
.
.
good, friendly service it offered.
Bangkok is the major port, as well as cap1t.al of Thailand,
so a cruise along the river discloses a very active scene. The
people themselves are very friendly, and you can wave your
arms off if you feel like it. Once into the klong~ (or c~als)
there is a continuous traffic of sampans laden with all kIDds
of produce.
. .
The Temple of the Dawn or Porcilain Pagoda, as 1~ 1s ~ome
times called, offers an impressive pan~rama .of the Clty if one
cares to hazard the steep break-neck stairs to .its t~p. Its colourful figures and designs have all been made with bits of coloured
china. Apparently the materials came from a cargo of crockery
which suffered a bit of a rough passage en route to Bangko~,
and someone had the bright idea of putting the wreckage to this
effective use.
.
On certain days, one can vis~t rpe Grand Palace, which contains the Emerald Buddha; this 1s allegedly carved from one
huge piece of jade. It is held in very great. esteem by ?ie
people, and has clothes for the summer, wIDter an~ ramy
seasons. Apparently the clothes are changed ceremomally by
the king himself.
If desired, a tour can be al'ranged to the !amed Aug~or W~t,
in Cambodia, and they will arrange to obtam the required visa
for you.
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This has only been a very abbreviat~d summary ~f ?ie main
attractions and more famous places of mterest. Staust1cs quote
that there is a shrine, temple or pagoda for one in every five
people in Thailand. The City of Bankok itself is very large
and spread out, so that transport is a problem. The buses and
trams are all rather quaint. The rickshaw and trishaw have
been ousted by the samlor, which is a scooter-powered threewheeled cab that operates very effectively-if your nerves are
up to it.
I will never forget a birthday party in our Ban&!<ok detachment. After dinner we all poured out of the hotel mto saml?rs
and proceeded in triumphant procession to the_ detachment sit.e.
It really is quite surprising some of the things you find m
.
.
luggage compartmt;nts nowadays.
At the majority of tourists in Bangkok are Americans, pnces,
generally, are rather high, and the impression hel~ by ~he
residents is that all foreigners are rich, so to any mtending
travellers: "You have been warned."
The people, however, are very friendly and hospitable, but
comparatively few speak English.
The most famous and popular sport is boxing. But Thai
boxing is not fought under the Queensbury Rules, for feet
are legal weapons and, generally speaking, it is a case of there
being literally no holds barred.
I have only painted a little of the picture, because the canvas
is so vast, but Bangkok is well worth a visi!· I have been
and enjoyed it, so much that if th~ opportunity. ever arose,_ I
would go again. Finally, I should like to take this opportunity
of thanking everyone whose cordial hospitality and welcome
assistance made my trips to there and Hong Kong so memorable.

Anniversary of the B11ttle of Tunis,
7th May 1962
Copies of Signals Exchanged be twe e n the 1st Signal Regime nt
and the 1st Divisional Sig nal Re g i ment, Royal N ew Z ealand
S ignals

Signal received from 1st Divisional Signal Regiment, Royal
New Zealand Signals:
Th e officers and other ranks of 1st Divisional Signal Regiment
Royal New Zealand Signals send warmest greetings to your
command an the occasion af the anniversary of the Battle of
Tunis. All ranks are mindful of our proud alliance with your
Regiment. May the future strengthen our kinship.
J. w. BATEMAN, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Commander, Royal Signals, New Zealand Division.

*

*

*

Signal sent to 1st Divisional Signal Regiment, Royal New
Zealand Signals :
From 1st Signal Regiment
Ta 1st New Zealand Signal Regiment, Wellington.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. 1. Woodrow and all ranks a/ 1st
Signal Regiment, Royal Signals, thank ihe officers and other
ranks of 1st Divisional Signal Regiment, R_oyal New Zea!arid
Signals, for the greetings _sent on the occasion of the anruversary of the Battle of Tun~s. We send _our greetings to you o_n
the anniversary of mir alliance. We wish you al~ good luck m
1962. We shall drink your health at our Regimental Guest
Night on 15th May.

••••••••••••••••••••
• ELECTRONIC TESTERS and ••
•
TROUBLE •
•
••
•
SHOOTERS
•
•
•
•
•
•e
are required for the Marine Equipment

Unit of the Plessey Company limited.
The work Is on long term projects, In·

eluding complete systems1 and ~ffers
varied and
Interesting
experience.

Generous rates of pay are offered, the

working conditions are good, 01nd e.xcet ..
lent opportunities exist for promotion .

Applications are invited from experienced Personnel, and ex·Service
radio and electronic mechanics.

.............. ·-·...
•

•

e

Please coll , telephone or write to the
Employment Bureau, The Plessey Compony limited, Vicarage lone, llford,
llford 30~0. Ext. 233 . Mr. A. /. Small

e
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lstan/Jul - or Bust
Over Ea ter, Corporal J. Golding and Lance-Corporal A. P.
Edens, both of Royal Signals T roop, 42nd R egiment, R.A., and
a member of the Gunners all sta tioned in Cyprus, decided to
get to .I tanbul and the Black Sea (and back) in five days.
Regimental funds kindly helped with the air fares but all
o her expenses were to be borne by the three- of us, so consequently we planned_ to do the t rip as cheaply as possibly. As
we had such a short ume we bad to travel as <Swiftly as possible
m order to accomplish our object, hence, this trip may appear
le s rugged and rather more civilised .than some of the accounts
of. illil;gly adventures that usually figure in these pages. F rom
~1cos1a we flew to Ankara, the capital of Turkey, briefly touchmg down at Adana on the way for arrival formalities. One look
at our ru~sacks bulging with compo rations and the customs
man lost 1nterest
The airport .bus took us co the middle of Ankara and we bad
a long walk Wl th the rucks to a hotel at which accommodation
had b~n previously booked by a well meaning friend. We
found it was far too expensive for our slender means and made
a? un~gnified exit to a doss-house opposite that only charged
six shill10gs ea~ for a bed. Unfortunately one of us had to
share a room with a voluble turk who didn't arrive until x a.m.
and then _talk~ Frt;nch half the night. In the morning be
brou~ht his fnends ~ for te_a to watch the Englishman carry
out !11s !DOrrung abluuo~s which they seemed to find immensely
fa~ali?-g· J\ll the kit was fingered and handed round for
mmute lllspe~o~. We_ ~tarif:ed the day with a touch of luxury
as we got ~ lift m ~ Bnush Embassy Jaguar co the bus station.
Has the high rankmg officer who normally uses this smooth
motor-car ever found on roe floor a tin of compo egg and bacon
that dropped out of one of the packs?
We caugh.t O?e of the fast buses that does the 4ook.m. journey
to Istanbul m JUSt under 8 hours. It cost a liule more than we
had expected but throughout the journey a smart bus-hostess
walked up and . down handing out chewing gum, peppermints
and flashmg smtl_es to the blar~ of Turkish Top Twenty; so we
felt we were ge.mng our _moneys worth. We stopped three times
only, and at nudda.y whilst the rest of the passengers went into
a comfonable looklllg restaurant we opened some tins and had
an equ_ally g??d meal sitting on a pile of bricks. Turkish brown
bread is delicious and only costs ninepence for a large loaf.
Already we had experien;:ed the great friendliness and courtesy of the Tu_rks and this impression grew stronger during our
stay. On ~e JOurney a .TW:k1Sh studem brought us tiny glasses
of rather bitter te:i, which is. very refreshing. Our route took
us. t!irough the Boilu Mountams ~nd ~e rolling southern plains.
Milit~ Camps seemed ~uch m evidence, which is not so
surpr:ismg when you consider the proximity of the Russian
fronuer. Most of the soldij!rs •vear a drab rough open-neck
bat!le dres~ and rea.lly looked scruffy, even in the big cities.
Daily pay is about sixpence. By about 4 p.m. we were getting
rather weary of our lwnuy bus and then quite suddenly we
tu~ned a corner and there it was-Istanbul. "An azure blue
misty panorama of a thousand mosques set against the waters
of the Bosphorous." Even the travel brochures are hard put
t<? find enough superlative words; it really was a breathtaking
view. We_crossed ~he water on the car-ferry which gave us
p~enty of ume to enioy the approach into the main part of the
city. On the plane we had met an engineer out on business
fr?m U.K. and in conversation "it transpired he worked for a
Lmcoln firm well known to Lance-.Corpor~l Edens. This proved
lucky, for we then went to see his Turkish agent in Istanbul
who gave us useful information on the best area to stay and
~!so ho~ ~o use the underground. This wasn't very diffic:U.t as
Jt only J.oms two stations and links the lower and upper parts
of the city. ~e event~ly !ourrd a v.ery reasonable hotel very
?ear to the mam shoppmg centre at nine shillings a night includmg breakfast.
It was already evening when we finally got organised but
we went down to the commercial centre to absorb a little of the
real atmosphere. A stretch of water called the Golden Hom
Gparates _the No~ part of Istanbul and is spanned by the
alata Bridge which 1s always packed with a surging hurrying
crowd and scores of boats lie alongside. In order to allow the
larger boats through the brid~e is supposed to swing open between~ and 6 a.m. each mommg, but we never quite got round
to gettmg up early enough to see it open.
The next daY: we set out in true American tourist style w.ith
came~as and guide books (but without transistor radio) to "do"
the sights of the old part of the city. Much better pens than
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this have descri ~ ed I st anbul's great ~lorie s . Sr. Sophia an
enormous Byzanune Mosque. The Mosque of Sultan ~ent
better. known_ as the Blue M osque because of th e magnificen~
blu ~ ules wb~ch adorn the interior. The Seraglio which is the
ancient dwelllllg of the Ott<?man Sultans and the historic palace
from where t he , great emp ire w11s ruled (the harem unfortiinate~y was ~pty /. The enormous underground vaulted cistern
which ~upplt ed the P.alace with water. We saw them all.
.Outside the Seraglio we got out the Hexamine burners for a
m:~d a.y meal and then, full-~p inside, made for t he Bazaar.
This is a hu~e covered labyrin th of shops. A friendly T urk
told u s th at if you .walked along eve.ry alleyway you would
cover over fifte en miles. . It was a ~ t~i s stage one member of
the party commenced dehca ~e negotiations with a secretive store
holder, over ~ •bottle of whisky .we had brought with us. Let
us draw a veil over the proceedings except t o say the deal wa
~n:inci.ally •t o everyone's advant age and that our standard of
hvmg improved considerably afterwards. After several purchases
we walked back to Galata Bridge to catch a ferry up the Bosphorous. We usu.ally found someone •t hat could speak English
although several times we. scraped •t hrough on basic French or
9-erman, even fluent SJ(amsh by one of us) but on this occasion
it was only after the Journey started >thait we di.scovered the
ferry was due back much later than we thought. Af.ter about
four stops we made a hasty disembarkation. We now had to
get. back about fifiteen miles to Istanbul and had our first experience .of the " Dolm1;1s " or sha~ed taxi. _These are very
common m Tw:ke:i:r ~nd m stead of hmng a ,t axi and paying the
full fare, each mdiv1dual passenger h ires one of the five scats
and pays one-filth of the fare; our journey cost us two shillings
each.
A, large new Opera I;{ouse is rising in Taksim Square bH.t it
won t be completed until the end of the year so we paid a visit
to ·th; o!,d wooden origin~ bup.ding of the p;esent Opera to see
yerd1 s A ~asked Ball. Like most opera stories it was quite
mcomprehe~s1ble, even more so than usual because we arrived
late ~nd missed •the first act, and, of course, it was sung in
Turkish. The more sleepy of us woke up for a deafening pistol
shot at the end where some spare Duke (who was making
passes at a most attractive Princess who thought she was someone. else) s.hoots the. hero who took 15 minutes to die and sang
lustily until he ~xpued-but at only four shillings for a good
seat m the stall it was just worth it.
Or:i Easter Sunday we went to Galata Bridge to catch the
public ferry up the Bosphoro.us to 0e Black Sea. This ferry
holds abo.ut 150 people and is a fa irly matey journey. For a
five hour ioumey the cost was only tenpence each return--excelle°:t value for m?ney. To our left was Europe and to our right
Asia. As we sailed between th~ continents up this impressive
waterway we ca~ed on each side at about a dozen villages.
Eventually we sailed through a substantial looking boom and
steamed lllto the entranc~ to ~e Black Sea st<;>pping at a village
~pl?arently calle~ R~melikavag1 (although a tipsy local resident
insisted on spelling 1t Dostuzhemsizhedediz). Here we had an
hour a~hor~ and .cooked a midday meal whilst watching numerous ships, mcludlllg several Russian, steam in and out
We arrived back in Istanbul about 5 'I?·m. to find all the
?~kers on strike for more pay, and no bread for sale unless we
1omed long queues; in desperation we tried a rather seedy restaurant where the owner was already putting up his shutters. Mrer
some haggling in German he agreed to sell us the left over bread
that was already lying cut up on the tables. His opinion of the
~ritish was obviously rather shattered as we walked away graspmg our bag of crusts.
In the middle ?f the smart part of Istanbul, and overlooking
th~ Bosphorous, 1s one of the Amencan Conrad Hilton Hotels,
built only four years ago. After asking visitors whether they
have seen St. Sophia and the Blue Mosque every Turk will
ask whether you have seen the Hilton?~we could hardly
White shirts and ties were dug out and we
answer no.
sauntered into this fabulous hotel to sample one drink with
the " international set." Looking fairly international ourselves
~or so. we thought) we .soon found the sumptuous cocktail bar
Ill which you can luxuriously sink "Manhattans " and "Screwdrivers " whilst . seeing ~e lights _of Istanbul twinkling below.
Ho~ever, the sight of noh Amencans shovelling in deliciouslooklllg foods made us hungry and we returned to our room
fo.r Mutton, Scotch Style! a la Golding-perhaps not served
with the finesse of the Hilton, but equally delicious.
Easter Monday, we caught an early morning 'bus in order
to return to Ankara. It was 23rd April and National Childrei:i's Day. The towns and ~illages we passed through were
gaily decorated and all the children were wearing fancy dress.

G<>blins, butterflies, fairies, and even dark-moustached little
sultans with baggy trousers were all waiting to join the procession through the streets headed by the local military band
(which had changed out of B.D. for the occasion). When the
'bus stopped at midday, we improved our drill and produced
a meal in ten minutes. By 4 p.m. we were back in Ankara.
Ankara is not only the capital of the Turkish republic, but
the symbol of the new T urkey, founded by a man called K emal
Ataturk in 1923. Everywhere his portrait, in shops, hotels, etc.,
looks down in rather a forb idding manner. Most of it was
built in the x93os, and is not particularly impressive, and,
apart from several individual buildings of interest, is rather
drab. However, on the outskirts, on a small hill is K emal's
mausoleum. This was built in 1953 to house his remains. A
300-yard flag-s toned avenue, bordered by Hittite lions, leads
up to a large squar e, and which is crowned by the mausoleum
itself; a huge granite stone markin g the tomb. The whole
thing is most impressive and looks r ather like a film set from
Cleopatra.
We eventually found a hotel on the main boulevard, but
still only paying nine shillings each a nigh t. The room had
the advantage of a tiny balcony and soon a curry was bubbling
over a hexamine burner. Fortunately the manager never got
up to the top floor to discover where the delicious smell was
coming from. W e celebrated our arduous journey with a bottle
of " four lire plonk " a local red wine of fair potency.
After an outing to the opera in Istanbul, what better than a
"bash " at the ballet in Ankara. A seat in the seventh row
of the theatre was only five shillings, and was packed with
smartly-dressed people (apart from us).
We flew back to Nicosia next morning, just scraping enough
money at Adana to pay the airport tax on leaving. We left
Turkey most impressed by the friendliness and genuin ess of
everyone we met. In five days we had never wasted a moment,
in fact those members of the party who were waiting to write
long letters to girl friends in U.K. only had time for a qu ick
postcard on the 'plane.
On arrival in Cyprus the customs man was officious; the
immigration officer irritable, and the Land Rover which came
to pick us up wouldn't start-the trip was over; we were back.

Why not . . . Hant/ over your Pantry?
BY

CAPTAIN

F.

w.

EDWARDS

Well, why not? The M .F.O. has gone and, if you are in a
quarter or equipped hiring, there's not much else to do. The
mad rush of borrowing from " Mum " or living on one knife,
two forks and a chipped tea pot for rwo weeks does not apply.
There's plenty of equipment. Stacks of it. Up to me day you
leave, and hand over, you can . have a dinner party for twenty
people of ten courses and still have enough cutlery and crockery
for breakfast before you wash up next day. (I think the scale
is right!). That's not the rtrouble What is the trouble is that
there is nothing to eat with all this equipment. Of course, there
could be, but who wants to fill up the pantry at this stage?
With the depaI1ture of the M.F.O. and the waiting to hand
over the quarter, comes a period of either leave or handover.
In both cases this means having to do some work. By the end
of a tour in the normal circumstances the average soldier has
things so organised that he is not exactly over pushed! But
now he is. So? So he tends to eat more. He ceilta.inly tends to
drink more-as a medicinal sedative, of course. But-ahhere's ·the paradox. He doesn't want to buy more food or buy
more drink just now. k will only fill up the pantry and that's
no good on the verge of a move. One can inVite " the lads "
around for a drink session-just to help out-but wifey is apt
to . ... well you know what. A problem indeed.
In the new Welfare State that the single man so clearly sees
the married army drititing into, there mu t be an answer. The
soldier can't be happy without his food and drink. I'm sure
• apoleon must have said it. It's certain Marie Antoinette did.
(Trust the French). At this time of eac.h tour, as he has been
o clearly proven above, he needs his food and drink even more
-one doesn't mention the yet further demands the excitement
of movement and uavel require. Yet he cannot buy what he
wants because he does not want to leave behind a full pantry.
He cannot afford to. Think of it. If the departing housewife
could fill her la~ M.F.O. box with that half carton of salt, those
two part used sauce bottles a pint anEI. a third of milk, two eggs,
four sausages and a tin of "Kattomeat "-to mention but a few

items-it would pay for a down payment on a new tele at
least (if going to England) and pay it off if leaving. But it can't
be taken. I't won't travel. I don't think an insurance agent
would look at it.
The answer? Why not .... hand over your pantry when you
hand over the house? I see it happening this way. At each
local headquarters would be established a new department
known as Q (kitchens and pan tries) or Q (K and P). Each area
would need, say as G.S .O.II, two Staff Captains (one an expert
on food values and one on drisk values; the latter would probably be the more senior), an A.C.C. advisor, an R.A.O.C. storage
and preservation terun, a NAAFI price expen and clerks, runners
and d rivers to scale. Nothing complex. T wo weeks before
the planned handover date a Q (K and P) assessment party
would provisionally allot points, based on in ternational scale,
for all items of food and drink in the house. These points would
be based on quantity, age, size, colour, smell, storage ability,
value on ITV and similar guides t o u uth. On the day, items
no longer there would have their points deducted-items bought
since given points, and h ey presto, off you go to your next
quarter in the new station. There, a ready made working larder
awaits you. If its points equal the ones given to you, there
is no problem. Any balance either way will be made up by
buying or receiving from NAAFI part used items le~t over from
their canteens t o make up your full entitlement of half sponge
cakes, part used (and sticky) tins of treacle and empty beer cans.
There are problems, ef course. How far can personal choice
enter into it? Maybe you don't want to take over one third of
a four month old gorganzola cheese even if it doesn't equal in
poin ts the six fresh eggs you left behind. Again, what if you
don't move into a quarter, or leave the army altogether? How
are different brands, prices, dates of original opening and so
on to be equalled? How can you get a posting to Q (Kand P)?
If this proposal gets the serious suppon and cons'.deration it
deserves, I will produce next month a drafit Army Council Instruction. Like any other A.C.I. it will solve all problems and
put this vital mauter on a firm footing once and for all. Developments into the field of cars, electrical equipment and many
other items must, of course, be considered later under separate
heads involving Royal Signals and R.E.M.E. participation.

We Were There
Dy

19th

Regiment

As all our readers now know, in April Tha.iland appealed for
help. Her Majesty's Government along with the New Zealand
and Australian Governments decided to send help in the way of
fighter 'planes. There was much coming and going at 224
Group H.Q. R.A.F. x9th Regiment kept its ear to the ground
and, at last, after a couple of false alerts Chiang Mai was fixed
as our airstrip. The Hunter aircraft left for Bangkok and the
rest of us collected our bits and pieces to fly in and activate
the airstrip. A detachment of Operations Troop consisting of
four men, a Land Rover and trailer took off for Changi Airfield
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and loaded them elves into a Hastings. T he Royal Signals
party went off in the econd aircraft for Chiang Mai.
Their job to lay the e sential cable for the F . .K. receivers
and tran miners, the V.H .F. receiver and transmitter and such
other operational lines as were essential to get the Airstrip
running.
We have had no word as yet from the Corporals Juckes
and tubbs or Signalmen Anderson and H olmes. We all
as umc that the " tickal" or hould it be sp~lt " tickle" is
proving valuable.
o doubt as soon as our other commitment,
·· Exercise Trumpeter" (which is deploying the rest of Ops
troop) is over we shall get a chance to visit them. In the
mean time you will see Royal Signals have done it again and
can ay " We Were There " as they did in a certain T .A. Regiment a little while ago. Unfortunately, the strain of sailing,
plus the Operation and " Exercise T r lll'Ilpeter," have proved too
much for the T roop Commander. H e has slipped a disc? and
is in B.M.H. T he Troop and all of us hope to see L ieutenant
Crow back wi th us soon.

C.R. Signals, Malta
Sporting Aeth•ities
It has previously been stated in THE WIRE that the two
Squadrons, 234 Squadron (Malta) and 235 Squadron
(COMCA ), enter a combined team for certain sporting competitions. The Royal Signals (Malta team has upheld the
sporting traditions of the Corps as follows : Hockey. The team had a most successful season, and were
runners-up .in the Major League and the Major Unit Knockout Competition. The team was captained by Captain P. D. E.
Chase, and was very ably managed by Major H. Gully. Next
year we hope to win at least one competition. W.O.II Rose
and Lance-Corporal Perry (235 Squadron, COMCAN) were
awarded their Army colours and played in alL the Inter-Service
games.
Rugby Football. The team under the captaincy of Captain
S. Ward did extremely well, and a number of L.E. personnel
played the game for the first time. The following played for
the Army team: -Corporal Scrivens, Signalman Bentley, both of
235 Squadron (Malta); and Major J. H. S. Weston, Corporal
McClure and Sergeant Morgan of 235 Squadron (COMCAN).
Athletics. The Royal Signals team had been runners-up in
the Major Units competition for the last two years, and we
were hoping that we would be third time lucky. The team on

the 3rd and 4th May did extremely well, and at the meeting
it soon beca?le. apparent .that our strength was in depth, rather
than good md1v1dual wmners. Lance-Corporal Harrison was
second in the three miles, and ran a good tactical race to win
the 880 yards. Corporal Zammit was second in the bop, step
and jump, long jump and the Ioo yards. Corporal Cotton
R.E .M.E., the team captain, was a good example to his team and
was second in the 220 yards, third in the roo yards and third
in the long jump. Corporal Scrivens won the uo yards hurdles
and was second in the 220 yards hurdles.
Th~ final. event was the 4 x IIO yards, and provided we were
n?t disquahfied the cup was ours for the first time in Malta's
history. The team after considerable briefing were under
star ter's orders, and our fears were soon lost. T he team
(Corporals Cotton, Zammit, Costello and Signalman Attard)
~ve a perfect exhi~ition of baton changing and won by a
distance of some eight yards. There was much joy when
Co.i:poral Cotton, R.E.M.E ., received the cup from the G .O.C.,
MaJOr-q-eneral A. J. C. Block, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o. The name of
Royal Signals now appears on the cup amongst such illustrious
n ames as 45 and 42 Command R.M., I Royal Fusiliers and many
others.
I Royal H ighland Fusiliers were runners-up and 2nd Regiment, Royal Malta Artillery, third .
It was agreed by all Royal Signals personnel that it was a
fitting present for Lieutenant-Colonel T . G. Ghambers, M.c.,
before he hands over his appointment as S.R. Signals, Malta.
'l}ie followuw also represented the Ar~y : -Corporals
Scnvens, Zamrrut, Cotton, Lance-Corporal Harrison and Major
J. H. S. Weston.

Composite Squatlron, 1st Regiment
visits Denmark
For the second year in succession, a Squadron of the Regiment has been attached to the Jutland Regiment for two weeks'
training. For the Officer .Commanding, Major P. A. M. Tighe,
and ten orhers of the Squadron it was a return visit, but for
the remaining eighty men and for Captain D . G. Pratt and
Lieutenant B. A. Blackwell, it was a new and welcome
experience.
Once again the composition of the Squadron was based on
the tasks required of us on the Danish exercise. Whereas last
year, however, we were integrated into the Danish Signal
Battalions and provided certain channels at each level between
Brigade and Army H .Q., on this year's exercise we replaced the
D anish Divisional Signal Battalion who were themselves on
exchange training with 2nd Regiment in Biinde. Having left
Verden on Sunday, 20th May, and staged overnight at Kiel,
we found ourselves briefed and driving to our first exercise
location at first light on the following Tuesday morning. Our
Danish hosts had made considerable preparations to ensure that
the exercise was a success and, above all, that their British
guests were kept as busy as possible! Our' task involved Radio

Relay and a V.H.F. Command net from Division to three
Brigades and a Telegraph H.F. Radio link to a Joint H .Q.
With ocly one Signal Centre and the need to deploy Relays
and rebroadcast detachments, we were unable to step-up when
moving H .Q.s. By early recce and getting Cable D etachments forward to lay tails and locals, however, we were able
to reduce the breaks in communications when moving to a
minimum. In fac t on our last m?ve of the ~hree, all of which
were at night, we beat the Danish target time of two hours
by 50 min utes. Danish detachments from the Corps Battalion
were attached to us to provide Radio Relay and carrier cable
circuits. These gave us three Teleprinters and six speech
circuits to Corps, the former with On L ine Cipher .. ;Luxur!ous
communica.tions indeed l I n fact, all were fully uuhsed, smce
a small but extremely efficient, Traffic cell was attached to the
ignal Centre and fed in prepared traffic every fifteen minutes
throughout the exercise. In our 56 hours of working, we passed
-B4 messages, most of which were between 60 and 90 group
texts.
. .
So much for rhe business-like side of our v1S1t. Throughout the exercise we once again ·experienced the friendliness of
the Danish people in the areas where we stopped. Nothing
was too much trouble for them; they let us use their schoolrooms to get dry and warm in the atrocious weather, and the
supply of coffee and Danish pastries seemed unending. It was
left to Corporal Cru ickshank and his radio crew to repar: some
of this hospitality by giving a lecture and demonstration ~t
rhe school near their " Brigade H .Q." and, incidentally, gam
some further Press publicity in the process.
The remainder of our stay in Denmark became a sucession
of visits and tours interspersed with Troop and D etachmen t
training. Our hosts laid on ceac;;h trips to various points in
Jutland, including the most popular attraction, the local brewery.
A party of twenty went to Copenhagen for the week-end; many
used the local swimming pool and the beaches, and all found
something of interest to enjoy, although the details are in
many cases not known to your correspondent!
With memories of our heavy defeat last year at football, we
decided this time to bring some footballers with us. The match
took place in glorious sunshine in the local stadium before a
large crowd of troops, and this time, after a hard and excitipg
game, we managed la win 6--3. Our numbers had been . remforced at the time of the match by the crew of the Royal Signals
yacht, Petasus, wh.ich was ~n charter t? the Regiment. She
had been sailed up from Kiel the previous week, and among
those on board were the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel A. J. Woodrow, who stayed with Colonel WormLeonhard the Colonel of the Jutland Signal Regiment, and
.attended both the football match and a cocktail party we gave
for the Danish officers. Colonel Worm-Leonhard and his family
also spent an aft ernoon on board Petasus as guests of the Commanding Officer. Two pieces of silver were exchanged after
the football match and we shall now treasure a beautifully engraved cup from our Danish friends as a memory of our visit.
It will, however, only be a matter of w~eks before we ren~w
our friendship with the Jyske Telegrafregunent, as a composite
company will be visiting us in Verden for two weeks from
18th June, and we shall have the opportunity to repay the kindness and hospitality we have all enjoyed.

/For a home of your own

SAVE WHILE YOU SERVE
You can be certain of a mortgage
wh.en you leave the service by
saving NOW under the War
Office approved soheme. savm,.,
from 5/ · upward!, earn 4 %
interest, income tax paid when
you invest in MNW ahare1.
8&'9ings are completely sateshares and deposits in the Society
are trustee investments.

Sergeant D. Bracey and Lance Corporal N . Craig of Romeo Troop
brew up with t heir Danish counter part

Member of the
Building

Societies Association

Assets exceed £11,000,000
Reserves over £800, 000

The scheme is simple to enter. Post the coupon
for details, entirely without obligation to:

Lt. Col. A. Downer

MAGNET and NORTH-WEST
BUILDING SOCIETY
North West House Marylebone Road London NWl

Bock Row, left to riiht : Lance Corporals J. Phllipson, R. Eldred, D. Smith, A.
Keohane, Serceant A. Wright, Corporal F. Costello.
Centre Row, left to rifht : Lance Corporal G. Redpath , Corporal R. Scrivens,
W.0.11 J. Rose, Signalman B. Attard, Corporal D. Mi tch ell.
Front Row, left to ri1h1 : Major J, H. S. Weston, Co rp o ral I. V . Zammit, Major
G. J. Curl, Lieutenant-Colonel T. Chambers, C.M.M., M.C., Corporal B. Cott o n,
Lance Corporal R. Harrison.
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Lance Corporal Kayne starting the P.E.75 with Danish assistance
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raid by a gang of six-shooting desperadoes, who relieved various people of their valuables and went on to hang Brigadier
McGill with proper ceremony. The arrival of the Sheriff retored law and order, and the four of us were .t hen sworn in
as Honorary Deputy Marshalls of the City.
The tour round the United States was rounded off by a debriefing conference in the Pentagon with Major-General R. T .
Nelson, ·t he United States Chief Signal Officer, who generously
admitte~ ~hat our presentations had provided a stimulus to
U.S. Army thinking on signal communications.
We then left for Canada to give a presentation to Army
Headquarters in Ottawa, followed by visits to the Signal School
at Kingston, and various research establishments in Ottawa .
While at Kingston, Brigadier McGill presented a second leather
bound volume of " History of Royal Signals " to the Commandant of the Canadian Signal School, Colonel G . E. Streb,
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[US Anny Photograph
The Team in the Commandant's Office ac The United States Signal School , Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
Left to right: Major R. H. Borthwick, Colonel A. D. Brindley, M.B. E., Brigadier-General C. M. Baer, (Commandant ol the Signal
School), Brigadier A. F. McG ill, O . B. E., Major-General Wm, D. Ham lin (Commanding General ol the US Army Sig nal Trainin&
Command and Fort Monmouth), Lieu ce nant·Colon el N. C. Porcer Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Scott (British Liaison Officer at Was hington)

On 24th February, this year, the Commandant, Brigadier
A. F. McGill, o.B.E., and a Planning Wing team, headed by
Colonel A. D. Brindley, M.B.E., sailed from Southampton in the
Queen Mary, bound for New York. A brief account of the
trip, written by one of the team, is given below :
" On the morning of the day we arrived in New York,
Colonel Glenn had made his triumphal rour of the city, during
which 3,500 tons of ticker tape had been strewn about the
streets. The remarkable thing was that by the time we arrived,
in the early afternoon, every scrap of it had been swept away.
Like all good visiting Englishmen, our first visit was to the
top of the Empire State Building, to <be followed by a trip to
the RC.A. exhibition. In search for the latter, we asked our
way of a man in the street and the genial reply was: " Say,
you guys English?" We were all wearing British warms and
there was no denying it, whereupon our questioner said: "You
come along with me and have a drink." Now this rather
worried us, because the Movements Staff Officer who had met
us when the Queen Mary docked had warned us about the
various dangers of being accosted m the New York streets.
!Jowever, we. w.ent along, and were reassured by being taken
mto the soph1st1cated Longchamps bar, where a waiter bowed
and bid " Good evening, Mr. Watson," to our host. Mr.
Watson turned out to be a Canadian who had lived in the
United States for 36 years and had a thriving business as a
~orset ~ufacrurer in Fifth Avenue. He had fought in France
m the Fust World War and had spent several months in
E•glish hospitals after being wounded. He obviously had a
great affection for Britain and the British people, and he made
our first day in America an unforgettable one. When we finally
emerged from the Longchamps, three hours later, we still did
not know where the R.C.A. building was, but by this time we
didn't really mind.
~e purpose of .our trip across the Atlantic; was to give a
series of presentations on the future communications in the
British Army to a wide cross section of the American Army
including Combat J?evelopment Staffs, Research and Develop~
n;c:nt Staffs and Signal Staffs. The principal establishments
v1s1t~d were: The Pentagon, Washingron, D.C.; United States
Manne Co~~' . Quanti.co, Virginia; H.Q., CONARC, Fort
Monroe, Vugm1a; United States Army Electronic Proving
Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona; Command and General Staff
College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; Army War College, Fort

Carlisle, Pennsylvania; United States Signal School, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey; Army Headquarters, Ottawa, Canada.
A.t each place we were given a very real welcome, and it was
obvious that the Commanders and their staffs had gone to
great trouble to assemble the appropriate audience and to ensure
that every opportunity was allowed for the fullest discussion on
all subjects.
~hile at For.t Monmouth, Brigadier McGill took the opportunity to present an inscribed leather bound volume of General
Nalder's "History of Royal Signals " to Brigadier-General
Charles M. Baer, Commandant of the United States Signal
School.
In <;onu:ast to the. soothing trip on the Queen Mary, all the
travellmg m. the Uruted States and Canada was done by air on
seventeen different scheduled flights. It was this which really
brought home to us the vastness of North America, especially
when it took half-a-day's flying to cross Texas.
In addition to the scheduled visits, we were able •to visit
many other places of interest, such as West Point and Project
A~vent, an~ t;he b~ttlefields of the Shenandoah Valley Campaign. While m Arizona, we had two days free, and were given
a .wonderful trip round a Hereford cattle ranch by the rancher
friend of Colonel Peter Lonnon, the British Liaison Officer at
Fort Huachuca. This was followed by a short trip into Mexico
to the town of Nogales, where only the thought of British
Customs prevented the wholesale purchase of the cheap but
good Mexican silver and leatherwork.
The second day was devoted to a visit to the town of Tombstone, of Wyatt. Earp fame. The graveyard there, Boothill
Cemetery, contams the graves of many a famous Wild West
character, and rhe headstones bear witness to the misfortunes
of their owners :
" Killed by Indians"; "Legally hanged"; "Hanged by
mistake"; " Lynched in error"; and so forth. It was difficult
to fin~ a ~ingl~ ~rave whose occupant had died peacefully. One
amusmg mscnpuon ran as follows:
" Here lies Lester Moore
4 slugs from an A44
No Les
No more."
In the evening we were guests at a big party in Tombstone's
main saloon, The Waggon Wheel, where we were treated to a
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Finally, on 24th Marc;h, we flew back to London, leaving
Lieutenant-Colonel N. C. Porter behind for further discussions
at Fort Huachuca.
Although some of our off-duty moments have been given in
detail, it would be quite wrong to leave an impression that the
tour was basically a "jolly." A great deal of work was done
and much was achieved, but security reasons prevent an account
being given. The tour was extremely hectic, and on several
occasions we arrived at an establishment late at night, after a
whole day's travelling, having to be ready to give a presentation
first thing the next morning. We were fully rewarded, however, by the warm friendliness and generous hospitality we met
wherever we went.
The whole trip was, indeed, a most
memorable experience."
In this edition we feature No. I Yeoman of Signals Course,
whose students write:
" In June, 1961, some eighty aspiring Class I Operators of
va rious trades sat the first Yeoman of Signals Entrance Examination. There were four written subjects: Voice, Telegraph,
Switchboard and Tape Relay Procedures, and practical tests
using Morse, Teleprinters and Typewriters for transcription.
Mid-November saw eighteen successful candidates starting
their preliminary training course with No. 4 Independent Signal
Squadron at Brighton.
On 15th January the course assembled at the School of
Signals with, as we now know, 12 weeks interesting and hard
work ahead of us. After being made welcome at the School,
we sat the acceptance tests and the course proper began. The
first three weeks were spent with Tactics and Traffic Groups,
with a written examination at the end of the Tactics phase,
which caused a little surprise, if not consternation.
Week 4 began on 5th February, where the course started
the phase with Line Group. Here we were given instruction
in Telephony systems, DC Telegraphy, with various types of
equipments and circuits. V.F. Telegraphy, Cables and a brief
outline and demonstration of facsimile equipments. The phase
ended with a one-day exercise, followed by a written examination.
Electronic Warfare was next to claim our attention; this
proved •t o be very interesting, and we soon realised the scope
and importance of this new subject.
Switchboard operating and supervision followed, and we
were instructed and tested by W.R.A.C. Instructors on a 400line exchange, with calls coming in ' fast and furious.' During
these phases with the different groups in ·t he School of Signals,
periods were allocated throughout the programme for Keyboard
and Morse practice, so that students could reach the !'equired
speeds by the final week.
The halfway stage was reached while we were with Radio
Group. An introduction to the new range of equipment, particularly the SR Du, and a wider knowledge of Aerial Theory
and Propagation lef·t little time for boredom. After several
days of practical handling with the various types of sets, an
exercise was held in Arctic-like conditions around the Yorkshire
Moors. After encountering some very treacherous road conditions, the RV for lunch at the "Boars Head" boosted morale
considerably. During ithe a~ternoon a very heated argument
was overheard, coming from inside the radio vehicle laying on
its side in a ditch, as to the advantages of horizontal polarization over vertical polarization!
"Phen followed a week's visit to Boddington, where, considering the staff's main concern was handling the 'live traffic,'
they did extremely well in organising a comprehensive training
programme, which covered all duties in the Tape Relay Centre,
both f.rom the Traffic and Engineering points of view.
The large number of precis already held was now to be
increased during our stay with Multi-Channel Group, whose
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subject was completely new to the majority of the students.
However, all went well and, we like to think, a most successful
exercise was held using SR C41 and ACT 1 + 4 (this was
confirmed by the Drivers who said : ' The Officers and Foremen never get clu:ough as quick as this.').
Week 10 arrived and in the Automatic Data Processing
Systems Group we were introduced to a new language-an
auto code and machine language used with a computer. After
preparing programmes with mixed success, the phase culminated
in a visit to the I .C.I. Computer Section at Wilton Works,
Middlesbrough, where we received full V.I.P. treatment.
The final stages of the course were now reached and we found
ourselves inundated with exercises and traffic handling problems
from the supervisory angle. Our numbers by this time had
dwindled from the original eighteen to 'The ~agnificent
Seven,' as we have been christened by the remainder of the
Mess.
Rightly, we think, the standards required are high, and these
were maintained through every phase of the course. We only
hope that the final product will fill the long-needed requirement
of the Corps for a ' Supervising Operator.'"

[US Army Photograph

Brigadier-General Baer accepts the inscribed History from Brigadier McGill at Fort Monmouth

Huglles
Hughes joined the Army in 1944. It would perllaps be more
accurate to say that somebody of extra()rdinary pertinacity had
winkled Hughes from civilian life and deposited him, at the age
of 38, at the General Service Depot. For Hughes cannot be
said ever to have joined the Army: he remained, throughout the
training designed to make him a soldier, a pleasant, cheerful,
entirely co-operative civilian.
He liked the Army and all those in it, from the Colonel
(though we managed to keep their contacts few) to the N.C.0.9
in charge of his billet. But he never actually belonged and behaved throughout as a polite and grateful guest.
From the very first, he found the Army an inexplicably
benevolent organisation. I met him just after his intake arrived
in their billet, a converted house in a northern town, piled
high with greatcoats, suits of battledress, denims, boots, and
the other products of a lightning visit to the Quartermaster.
They were not happy-except Hughes, who was exasperated by
the general disgruntlement.

.. I can't think what's wrong with you chaps," he said.
"You'\·e com here with your fare paid, the first thing they
do i gi,·e you a whacking great meal, and now they've given
you all this stuff for nothing. Now they're .going to treat you
co a haircut-a decent one that'll last some tune they tell meand then you'll be going to bed in the firm's blankets. And
th re's even three or four chaps laid on to look after us. What
more do you want?"
After breakfast, the next morning, he was even mo~e delighted.
The ergeant (Hughes nev~ :referred t<:> him as
anything else but " the foreman") of his platoon believed that
a belligeram spirit should be inculcated immedi tely, and always
began the training with an hour's bayonet drill. H e demontrated very well; with enormous ferocity he would assault th
dummies, finishing with a butt-stroke of lightning speed and
accuracy. It never occurred to Hughes that this could be other
than a remarkable comic performance laid on to entertain " the
chaps." He roared with laughter and called delightedly for an
encere, exhorting the others to show their appreciation. The
sergeant was taken aback, but, having recovered, e.xpressed himself with vigour. But Hughes had seen this sort of thing at the
P alladium and was not to be deceived by this display of wrath.
At all training parades he was the same. H e simply could
not believe that these extraordinary activities had any serious
intentiott, and any attempt, whether kindly or fierce, to convince him that they had . made him think that his leg was
being pulled. At drill parades, which a despairing seregant
allowed him to watch, he was rather like an avuncular figure
at a dance: he liked to see the young things enjoying
themselves provided that it didn't go on too long. If it did,
he was apt to go up to the N.C.O. and say that he thought
the chaps had had enough and wouldn't want to miss dinner.
One thing irritated him, however. He could not understand
why, whenever something had to be fetched from the stores,
or the platoon went to the canteen for a meal or, indeed, when
any movement took place, it had to be in threes with an
N.C.0. at the head. It was all right once or twice for a lark,
but as a regular thing it seemed to him inefficient and cumbersome. He came up to his officer one day--0r rather hailed
him from afar with his usual greeting of "Hey, Guv."
"Hey, Guv," he said. "Why does the foreman always take
the chaps to dinner all that way round the road? I've found
a jolly good short-cut through the back. I've told him about
it, but he won't listen. He seems to take some notice of youwhy don't you have a word with him?"
After a very short time his sergeant announced that, from
now on, Hughes would be permanent billet orderly. Hughea
was very pleased about this. "Hey, Guv,'' he said, "the foreman's given me a job. He says I've got to stop in when the
chaps go out, and look after everything-you know, see thal
all the stuff's all right and all that. Say's it's important. Hope
I can do it all right." (He was one of the few genuinely modesr
men I have met).
He was, in fact, an excellent billet orderly, fatherly to tho
" chaps,'' an excellent cleaner and tidier, and a formidable protector of platoon property. Billet Inspection was a delight,
"Morning, Guv," he would say.
"Come to have a look
round?" He would keep up an invaluable running commentary.
" They've taken the guns out this morning, so you won't be
able to see them ... but you ought to have a look at Mick'she's not pulling it through a lot these days ... Look at young
Jimmy's buttons! I keep telling him he ought to take more
trouble, but he's an idle little nipper. I reckon his mothet
spoilt him . . . Hello, hello, here's young Lofty's spare pair
of boots tucked under the bed . • . I'll bet it's because they
need mending . . . I thought so-no, it's my fault, I told him
I'd take them down to the cobbler ... "
Every Wednesday he borrowed five shillings from his officer,
"an advance on my pay," and as the platoon marched back
from pay parade on a Friday, the only time that Hughes went
along with the " chaps,'' he would break off with a shout of
" Half-a-minute, mate," to the N.C.O., pursue his beoefactot
and repay the loan.
After a few weeks of billet orderly, Hughes felt sufficiently
confident to ask the sergeant for some other job, on the grounds
that he could do something while protecting the property. Of
all things, he was given the job of polishing the dustbin. For
some reason that I have never been able to understand, Hughes,
who found nothing remotely serious in any Army activity he
had met, felt that polishing the dustbin was a responsibility not
to be dischargea lightly. He worked with extraordinary vigour,
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and after a week must have had the best dustbin in Northern
Command.
But this was only a beginning. As the weeks went by it
grew glorious, inside and out, until it had that thickness of
shine that shows long and devoted labour. It was the talk
of the whole unit, but Hughes never mentioned it himself. At
billet inspection you passed it by on the way in-its moment
came later. When all was fini bed inside and Hughes had
pointed out everything that was wrong, you moved outside and
approached the dustbin. In a silence that was almost reverent,
Hughes would lift the lid. Still silent, you looked inside (and
on a sunny day this was not easy) and then Hughes replaced
the lid.
o word would be spoken -it would have been im·
pertinent to congratulate him-until you reached the gate
"Well, Guv, see you tomorrow."
I do not think that his sergeant talked to Hughes about it
either. But one say I noticed an addition to the list of duties
of the billet orderly.
" When rain seems imminent the billet orderly will take in
the dustbin and put it in the sergeant's bunk." Hughes had
been doing this for some tim e, but this was the official recognition of his work, the blessing of authority.
And then one Sunday morning before Church Parade his
sergeant reported that Hughes had gone absent. A great many
men went absent from that unit and we knew what to do, but
this was altogether a more serious and sad affair. It was as
if we had offended a guest, who h ad departed without recrimination and fuss, and we felt bewildered and ashamed. "What
about the dustbin ?" we asked. It was there, in the s~rgeant's
bunk, so that we knew that it had been after dark that Hughes
had gone, for he always put it in for the n ight. But nobody
had seen him go, nor had he said anything to the "chaps." We
did nothing about reporting his absence; the thought of the
police being on the look-out for Hughes was more than could
be borne.
I cannot describe my feelings of relief when, approaching the
billet on the Monday morning, I saw the dustbin outside and
knew that Hughes was back. " Where the hell have you been,
Hughes?" I said. " The foreman told me you were all worried.
I only nipped over to Leeds for the week-end. The wife was
corning up to see her aunt and I thought I'd go over and meet
her-there didn't seem much on, except Chur<;h, and I don't
mind missing that." I don' t know what I ought to have doneI suppose that, in the interests of military discipline and the
safety of the realm, Hughes should have been hauled in fron t
of the C.O. All I did was to say "Well, glad to see you back."
It was true, and it would have been impossible to explain to
Hughes the system for getting lcav~ passes-he simply would
not have believed it.
I was in charge of the draft of which Hughes was a
member when his preliminary training was complete. Inevitably, he joined those who were not very advanced in military
arts, and went with them to a unit which was admirably determined to make the best of the material and keep up morale.
They were met at the station by a band and marched to the
barracks in great style. I saw Hughes go off with them and,
as I followed with all the papers, wondered what he would
make of all this. I need not have worried. As I left after
lunch there was Hughes waiting at the gate for me. " Smashing place this, Guv," he said. "You ought to see where they've
put us to sleep-all polished up it is. And look at this." He
pointed to a large looking-glass at the gates, with "Are you
smart enough to go out?" printed above it. "What a good
idea!"
We said goodbye, and as he walked away I saw Hughes eyeing
the dustbins at the back of the Mess. There was work to be
done.

STAMP

COLLECTORS

The Junior Leaders Regiment has restarted its
Philatelist Club and will be MOST GRATEFUL to
receive stamps from all Regiments, Squadrons,
Detachments serving oversea s.
Amateur radio enthusiasts rereive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be addressed:
Philatelist Club, Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
Signals, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, South Devon.
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1st Regiment
I. 2 Squadron winning the tug-of·war. 2. Lance Corporal Giii of 2 Squadron on the High Jump. 3. The Fencing Team: Serceant Boyd
Lieutena nt Blessi neton, Sergea nt Pree ce, C.S.M.1. Woc.llard, Lieutenant Passmore, Corpo ral Houahton . 4. Corporal John•on, Serceant Nichols
Corporal Da ley and Signalma n Jones of I Squadron. 5. Second Lieutenant Crew in the Messaee Race. 6. Reeimental Sports D ay. Three
cheers for Mrs. Woodrow. 7. 1st Signal Regiment on Exercise 0 New Harpoon," watch the Cup Final being televised.

I st

l\EGIMENT

We may have been quiet in the last three month , but that is
n t to say that we have been inactive--far from it. Exercise
" Overnight, • in frosty April, was followed by a cool "New
H arpoon" in rainy May. Cool though it may have been, the
wire , physical and others, were h1:1rnming red ~ot, and the
Regiment came back proudly having been praised by the
G .O.C. and treated to a pint by the C.O. Our new Second-inCornmand, Major a.inch performed wonders with aerials. an d
produced a television performance of the Cup F mal m a
barn on our way out to exercise-and what's m ore: in
.
Engli h!
Regimental Sports D ay was a great even t, specially for the
Quartermaster, Major Bill Howard, who won the Old Soldiers'
R ace (oould it have been due to his hand icap ; he did not d are
to breathe too hard at the start lest his chest touched the
fini bing line). 1 Squadron distinguished itself by winning by
a very narrow margin. A very fine performance was put up by 2
Squadron tug-of-war team, which, contrary to expectations,
carried the day against a h ighly professional demonstration by
207 Squadron Team.
F encing is a successful Regimental activity and we are very
proud of our team consisting of Lieutenants I. Penny and C.
Blessington, C.S.M.I. Woollard, Sergeants Boyd, Preece and
Cosser, and Corporal Houghton for winning the B.A.0 R . Uni t
Fencing Championships.
econd-Lieutenant Davis, Corporal Alexander and Signalman T aylor, having helped (or hindered, as the case may be!)
our shooting team into fourth place at the Royal S ignals
(B.A.0.R.) M eeting, are off to Bisley to try their luck. Our good
wishes go with the.rn.
In the second half of May, a composite Squadron, led by
M ajor T ighe (and accompanied by Mrs. T ighe to keep an eye
on him) proudly drove through the gates on their way to
Aarhus in Denmark. Their adventures are the subject of a
separate article.
Combining adventure training, sport and liaison added up to
a glorious trip to Denmark by the Royal Signals yacht Petasus,
which set our from Kiel with a crew from lhis Regiment
(mainly relying on Corporal Robinson, our staunch h elmsman)
and sailed ga ily into Aarhus harbour at the week-end, having
picked up the Commanding Officer on the way, there to be
received by the Commander of Jutland Regiment and member s
of Major T ighe's Squadron. Another crew took <the yacht back
to Kiel, calling at some wonderful D anish islands on the way.
W e bad our usual spate of visitors-including some Very
Important Persons. The new Corps Commander, LieutenantGeneral K. T . Darling, C.B., c .B.E., D.s.o., made a lightning
tour of the Regiment on 19th April. The C.S.O., B.A.O.R.,
Brigadier E. J. C. H arrison, O.B.E., visited us on the 15th and
16th May, and was received by the Wives' Club in the Junior
Ranks' Club, which had been delightfully arranged by Frau
Dietz, the Manageress. Shortly, a whole Company of Danes
will descend on us-to repay our visit to Jutland Signal Regiment, and towards the end of the month we expect a number
of M .P .s We are getting ready to practise by-elections . ..
STOP PRESS: June bas suddenly burst out all over! Trucks
are being prepared, small kits packed (including swimming
trunks) and boots polished (including beach sandals) as the
Regiment prepares to disperse for Whitsun Adventure Training
along the Baltic Coast!

3rd

llEGIMENT

I t is often said thal literary contributions by units to THE
WIRE are too often a monotonous list of arrivals, departures,
births and marriages, with little entertainment or informative
value. This may be so, and probably justifiable criticism, but
when there isn't an author or a newspaper correspondent on the
strength, life becomes very difficult. The fact becomes increasingly obvious when WIRE notes time comes around and
I can imagine all the other scribes in the Corps laboriously
placing pen to paper and stirring the sluggish brain.
However, the time of waiting is -over and the game must
be played.

Kl e k OB. The close season is for us a time for individual
train ing and Regimental preparation in our strategic role. Every
ava ilable man has been set his allotted task and there is little
time for d istraction, but things do come up and, as usual,
they d id.

Knock Out. After many evenings of trammg, and a
little coercion, the Squadrons eventually fielded reasonably strong
teams to battle for
the Inter-Squadron
athletic trophies. t
Squadron
finally
captured the cup
from H.Q . Squadron, with some
s l i g h t assistance
from Lieutenant P .
T. Jones.
The
greatest satisfaction
is that so many
took part in a
most enjoyable day.
Sport should be
for all - whether
participating, officiating or organ ising,
and everyone certainly played their
part. Mrs. Baynes
Prese ntation of the bo uquet to Mrs. Baynes.
kindly
presented
Corporal Bergin, Julie and Mrs. Baynes
the prizes and was
rewarded with a
bouquet of flowers from Julie, the sm all daughter of Corporal
G. R. Bergin-father providing the moral support.
Captain J. A. Tonnison aga in won the Old Soldiers' R ace,
fo llowed closely home by the Colonel~this sort of thing
certainly becomes monotonous I M ajor E. H . Bridle turned
out in a fin e pair of track shoes, bu t he appea red to lose
one just before the " off "- I wonder how that one got away!
Hurdles. T wo militar y parades came in quick succession,
but with one rehearsal and a great deal of en thusiasm, both
went off without a hitch.
Due to our tightly-run schedule, the parade in honour
of H er M ajesty the Queen' s Birthday took the form of a modified
private ceremony on rst June, and we took this grand opportunity of presenting Corporal G . H erberts with his well-earned
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. On the 3rd June,
L ieutenant M . Marples commanded the contingen t representing the Regi ment on the Army Parade Sunday Service at the
Garrison Church, and both h urdles bad been cleared without
serious interruption of our training programme.
0

J, ine Out. At the end of April six radio detachmen ts left
Bulford to join the Royal Horse Guard s on their annual exercise,
" Spey Cast," in the lowlands of Scotland. When we reached
Catterick for our overnight stop, we bad been reduced to five
detachments, leaving a rather mangled Humber in L eicester.
The next day we moved on to Alnwick, on the north-east coast
and harboured with t he R.H.G . and units attached for the
exercise. The Guards and S.A S. were acting as enemy.
The exercise was a withdrawal on a wide front, and we
were withdrawing from the north-east coast of England to the
west coast of Scotland. We moved about three times a day
and our drivers d id very well to keep up with the speedy
armoured cars and Rovers of R.H.G. The d isadvantages of
1-ton Humbers became very appar ent on soft ground, and our
motto was " Anywhere the Horse Guards can get bogged, we
can get bogged deeper."
Our wireless links worked very well and on a few occasions
R.H.G. were forced to pass their traffic over our links when
their duplicate links were not through.
Although we all
suffered from lack of sleep due to .the insistence of R.H.G. to
· move before first light, everyone on the exercise really enjoyed
themselves. The weather was excellent and we all returned
from the wilds of the north with good sun-tans.
Our thanks to rrth R egiment (Depot) for their patience and
for the help offered to these d etachments, especially on the r eturn journey, when they arrived unexpectedly and unanneunced.
Air Support Troop has been again in action, working with
the R. A.F . on F.A.C. courses. The object of these CO\ll"ses is
-to train Army officers in the control of ground attack aircraft.
Altogether, these exercises appear to have been very successful,
and the R.A.F. wireless operators have certainly advanced in
the estimation of our experts.
J,ong Jwnp. Promotions are in vogue at the moment.
Not, happily, as automatic as they used to be. Our congratulations on their promotion to Sergeants Thomas and Palmer and
to Corporals Hallam, Biddiscombe, Nichol and MacDonald .
Great things are expected!
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Love ~fateh . Corporals Lee and Power have recently
joined the Married Families' Union-it must be the last pay
rise I We wish them both every happiness on their voyage into
the unknown.
Uuli Time. On 30th May the combined Sergeants' Mess,
presided over by the R.S.M., held its first Regimental Dinner
under the new roof. The evening was a great success and, we
feel has further cemented ,t he friendship and co-operation which
is s~ essential in an experiment of this kind. The Band of the
3rd Carabiniers (Prince of Wales's Dragoon Guards) provided
excellent music during dinner and afterwards at the dance, and
our thanks are due to Bandmaster Price for his kindness in
permitting his musicians to attend.

7 th R E GIMENT
Perhaps the most notable event in the Regiment's history so
far this year, is the retention of the Morrison ~~.!?· The scor~
board below is probably the best way of descnblllg the Regiment's progress towards final victory although it must be
pointed out that for some time throughout the series of events
the result was far from certain. It can be seen that our closest
rivals throughout the whole competition were 13th R egiment
who gave us plenty of concern and indeed it was not until the
final scores in .22 shooting were in could we relax and say
"success."

ltforris on (;up Scor';board-1962
Regiment
Cricket
Athletics
Rugby
Boxing
Soccer
3
Hockey
Basketball
2
Cross Country .22 Shooting
Totals
5

2

4

7

IO

13

21

4
4

2

28

2

3

2

3

4

2

20

2

4

2

3
16

2

2
2

3
4

2

AGRA

3

3
2

3
4
3
4
8

22

2

4

2

16

4

2

2

6

II

9

13

2

We have b ad other commitments of course, bo th m ilitary and
social, and r ecently E xercise " Ground Zero 28 " ~e pt us up to
date with various problems and on some occasions, at least,
with their solution. W e do not understand why local farmers
choose a low lying piece of ground when they make their far:nyards- the result in this particular exercis~ was that eyerything
went with a squelch! The S.D .O. at one trme seemed m danger
of being completely engulfed in thick black ooze! the smell of
which gave rise to considerable doubt as to the wisdom of such
site selection. To Corporal A. Aziz, who spent long hours under
such conditions the blue skies of his native Cyprus must have
seemed very far away.
In every location throughout the. exercise it seeme~ as though
the farmer bad waited for our arrival before emptying the cess
pit (seemingly bottomless) which are usually constructed at the
end of each stock building. The liquid is used as fertiliser on
the fields and no stretch of the imagination is necessary to

W .0 .1 G. E. Loudo un presenting a cu p to t he 56 year o ld captain
of W e rl F.C. w ith so me obvious ind ication of win t er's breat h
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SERGEANTS' MESS SOCCER XI
Front row: Sergeant H. A. Sankey , Sergeant A. McCabe, Se rgea nt P.
C. Barn ett, Staff Sergeant J. Packwood , Sergeant J. A. Heacock
Rear: Se rgeant S. Tearse, Sergeant J. A. Higgi ns, Staff Sergeant
A. H. R. Carpenter, Sergean t A. Knox , Sergeant G . A. Pfeiffer
Staff Sergeant F. W . Jones

appreciate that this operation when coinciding with mealtimes,
as it often did, did much <to a~unt for an unusually large
amount of unconsumed exercise rations being banded in.
A party of cadets from King's School, Worcester, were
attached to the Regiment for the period of the exercise and by
now it is a debatable point whether such attachments do have
good recruiting value. It does seem, however, that King's
School has as part of its curriculum the subjects Tact and
D iplomacy, for of those cadets interviewed, not one could be
persuaded to pass any disparaging comments or perhaps they
really d id enjoy their stay and "Ground Zero 28."
In the Herford area it is bec;oming not uncommon to find a
team of elderly gentlemen from the Sergeants' Mess featured
in a match with a local village football club. It is a requirement
of these matches that team members should have reached the
age of 30 years. Necessity makes us cheat occasionally b';lt we
rely upon the good nature of our hosts or guests to avoid an
international incident.
Over the past few months the Sergeants' Mess have played
a number of matches and is becoming quite well known. The
start of these games was inspired by Herbert, a local fello~,
who when he is not arranging games for the Mess, cuts the hair
of members of the Regiment. Perhaps this admission will result
in remonstrations by the Commaading Officer when the subject
of 'long hair' crops up on administrative conferences. _Herbert
has now gone all British and adopted the Mess as bis team,
certainly no one is more pleased than be, when they score one
of their occasional victories.
· The social evening which usually follow these games have
resulted in mutual respect on both sides and many friendships
have grown. It could be said with conviction that the Mess is
doin" its share of promoting Anglo-German relations. Of
cour; e there is an anti-climax in nearly every situation and
perhaps the following extract of a conversation between the
writer and his son will illustrate the point.
Father-to son arriving home late for tea : " Where have you
been"?
Son: " In the woods playing "-this is followed by a nominal
roll of playmates involved.
F ather : " What games were you playin_g that made }'.OU !Jltc
for tea ?"-thinking of such dangerous pastimes as tree climblllg.
Son: "War and cowboys."
F ather: "War! What sort of war?"
Son : " Germans and English of course ! "
Does this as the saying puts it, place us back " In Square
One?"
We extend a special welcome to W .O.I Cyril Holman
(F. of S.), Royal Australian Signals, who bas joined us for a
six month spell before he returns to <Down Under' complet~,
we hope with a certain recording of you know what, by Charlie
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7th

REGIMENT

(lefc) 7th REGIMENT R. SIGNALS (BAOR) FULL BORE CHAMPIONS 1962
left to right: Corpor•I P. M. Upton, Lance Corporal G. R. Timms, Second-Lieutenant M. Mel . Ayrton, Second-Lie utenant D. C, N . Genders, Captain W . E.
Caiger, Signalman M. Madge, Signalman B. Atkins, Staff Sergeant C. J. Courteney, Signalman B. Southern
(Right) 7th REGIMENT SMALL BORE RIFLE TEAM WINNERS OF ARA TROPHY, MORRISON CUP AND 20 ARMD BOE LEAGUE
&ck row: Signalman B. M. Southern, Signalman B. Atkins, Signlaman M. Madge, Sig nalman R. C. Everett
Centre row: Corporal C. J, Boot (RAPC) , Sergeant J. Donaghy, Lance Corporal G. R. Timms, Ser1eant N. S. Fazackcrley (R EME). Lance Corporal T. H . Parry (RAPC)
Front row : Staff Sergeant R. Ro wden (RAPC), Captain G . W . Gittins, Lieutenant (QM) F. J. Pavey, Lieutenant-Colonel F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E., Captain W . E. Caicer,
Su.ff Sergeant C. J. Courtenay

Drake. In the short sI?_ace of time that he has been here already
he has fitted in so well that we shall surely miss him when he
goes.
Also, we hope, with the consent and co-operation of
the Editor, to let photographs tell most of our story for us.
Not that we are lazy, or short of news, but we suspect that
the usual catalogue of exercise is becoming a little stale-after
all, one exercise is much the same as another to most of us.
Thi! outstanding feature of last month was the visit to the
Regiment by General Sir Richard Goodbody, K.B.E., C.B.E.,
o.s.o., the Adjutant General. During his visit he was accompanied by the D.A.G., H .Q., B.A.0.R., Brigadier M. A.
The
Charlton, o.B.E., C.C. Royal Signals I (BR) Corps.
General walked through the Regimental lines and visited the
caravan site, 0 .R.s' restaurant and W.V.S. room, where he
had coffee with a representative party of wives of the Regiment.
After a drink with the members of the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, the visitors were entertained to lunch with the
officers. From all accounts, the visit has been judged as a great
success.
Shootin g . The photographs give some idea of the successes of the Regimental Small Bore and Full Bore teams. In
detail, the full results are:
ROYAL SIGNALS RIFLE MEETING (B.A.Q.R.) 1962
Royal Sistnals (B.A.0 .R.) Inter-Unit Team Championship
Match 6
(The Roupcll Cup)
-...
Match 7
(The H enry Whitehead Cup)
Match 8
(The Robens Cup)
Match 24
(Revolver Team Match)
Match 32
(Parachute Regiment Cup, S.M.G.)

Winners
Runners-up
Runners-up
Winners

Winners
Winners

Individual Successes
Champion Shot
Match 6
2nd in Cla ss B

URGENT

I. Lined up in pa cke ts ready to move off in a" Cru h Move." 2. Seraeant To~le s eems happy with h is camouflaged Sia nal C e ntre. J, S e raeant Ho rne
w ith Slcnal ma n Cooper che cks phone comm• from DR hide. 4. W.0 .1 (F o( S) P. Holman Aust. Sigs. assisted by Cotpora l H a mmonds and A . N .
o ther p ond ers a n aerial sl t lnc problem . 5. C la ssified w as te is burned by Lieutena nt (Tfc) Pendock and Cipher Corporals Howell and H a nco x.
'· P erils o f a new location .-7.-Adequately cope d with by Slanalman Allen of 3 Sqn. 8. Staff Seraea nt Su11. Seraeant La w , Sta ff S e rreant Wil liam s
and Ser1eant Horne dl1cu11 the merits of compo.
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Second-Lieutenant D . C. N. Genders
G. R. Timms

Lan~-Corporal

.Match 7
:'.1atch

8

Revolver xxx
Cup
.Match 32

A
B

Second-Lieutenant D . C. N. Gcndeu
Signalman B. At.kins
Signalman M. Madge
Second-Lieutenant D . C. N. Genders
Signalman B. Atkins

lSt in Class A
lSt in Class B
2nd in Class A

Second-Lieutenant D. C. N. Genders
Signalman B. At.kins
Second-Lieutenant D. c. N . Genders

in
in
in
in
I St in

lSt
lSt
2nd
I St

Class
Class
Oass
Oass
Oass

A
B
B

A.R.A. Small Bore Championships, 1962
Winnecs

A.RA . Trophy
Young Soldiers Cup
Company Cup

Runners-up
H.Q. Squadron
I Squadron

14th

2nd
5th

REG'DIENT

Highlight of the month was undoubtedly the Regimental
Athletics Meeting, which took place at Bampton on Saturday,
the 19th.
At the conclusion, Mrs. Lyske, wife of the Commanding
Officer, presented the pri2es.
This was the first meeting of its kind for a number of
years, and in spite of our operational role and the wide dispersion of Squadrons, performances were good and attendance
encouraging.
To Major L. Dutton and members of 3 Squadron, who were
responsible for the excellent arrangements, go our grateful
thanks.
· Inter-Squadron rivalry was fierce and each event keenly
contested; right to the last moment, I and 3 were running
neck-and-neck, but the former's superiority in the high jump
tipped the scales in their favour.
Our girls, too, had a dour battle with " A " Troop, emerging
winners over " B " by a narrow margin.
Results were as follow :

CLOTHING

URGENT

THE WELFARE SECTION at Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.1, will be MOST GRATEFUL for unwanted clothes - men's, women's, children's anything in fact except ladies' underwear. There is a continuous demand which always
exceeds supply.
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MEN
Jcn:elin
Cpl. Wells
L/Cpl. Smith
Cpl. Wright
High Jump
L/Cpl. D earnley
Cpl. Kay
ig. D ay
Discus
Cpl. Wells
Cpl. Hall
Sgt. Meachin

1

2

3
2

3
1
2

One Mile
L/Cpl. Clowes
Cpl. Toovey
Sig. Clement ...
220 Yards
L/Cpl. Taylor
Sig. Stainer
L/Cpl. Ainsworth

Tyrell
Cpl. Long
Sgt. Meachin
880 Yards
L/Cpl. Clowes
ig. Lomas
Cpl. Toovey
100 Yards
Sig. Day
L/Cpl. Taylor
Cpl. Hall
Long Jump
Sig. Day
Cpl. Wells
L / Cpl. Smith ...
440 Yards
Cpl. Kay
Cpl. Hunt
Sig. Stainer

3 Squadron
r Squadron
2 Squadron

3
I
2

3
I
2

3
I
2

3
2

3
1
2

3

3
I
2

3

4 x uo Yards Relay

Sl1or
Pt~.

I
2

Old Soldiers R ace
Major Turner
S.Q.M.S. Grummett ...
M ajor Oliver
Tug-of-War
3 Squadron
1 Squadron
2 Squadron
Chain of Command
r Squadron
3 Squadron
2 Squadron
Imer-Sqn. Athletics
Challenge Cup
r Squadron
3 Squadron
2 Squadron

I
2

3
I
2

3
I

2

3
I
2

3

I
2

3

W.R.A.C.

High Jump
Pte. Salisbury .. .
L / Cpl. Woodyatt
Pte. Martin
Long Jump
Pte. Ryder
Pte. Hullott
L/Cpl. Hetherington
Old Soldiers' Race
Major Cavanagh
Mrs. Keyte
S/Sgt. Herbert
22 Yards
Pte. Wootton
Pte. Pollard
Pte. Carnall

Yards
Pte. Ryder
Cpl. Baxter
Pte. Hullott

100
I

2

3
I

2

3
I
2

3
I

2

3

2

3

4 x Ho Relay
"A" Troop
" B " T roop

2

Inter-Troop Athletics
Challenge Cup
"A" Troop
"B" Troop

2

Husband and Wife three-leg
Cpl. & Mrs. Collins
I
Major & Mrs. Dutton Dead
Capt. & Mrs. Senior Heat

A.G.u(O) and Officer-in-Charge Records continue to issue
little bits of paper which herald change for a number of people.
Those on wheels in the near furure include Major (Q.M.) G.
Lynam to Tripoli; Major (Tfc.) N. E. Robinson to Blandford; Captain R. T. Martin to Bahrein; Lieutenant (Tfc.) A.
W. Batram to Aden; W.0.II Harrison, Staff Sergeant Butler
and Sergeant Gray to Catterick; Sergeant Meachin to ALFCE;
Staff Sergeant Aldborough, Sergeant Andrews and Sergeant
Cumming to Singapore; Sergeant Boxall and Sergeant Low to
Malta; and W.0.II White, Staff Sergeant Coe, Sergeant
Chambers, Sergeant Daines, Sergeant Nurse to B.A.0.R.
A little bird also whispers that Staff Sergeant E. M. Cresswell,
W.R.A.C., is about to take her leave of us; not on posting,
but to wedded bliss.

16th

REGIMENT

The cry in Krefeld at the moment is " Where, oh where,
has the sun gone to? " and to add insult to injury, the A.KC.
cinema recently screened "The Day the World Caught Fire "
-" The Day the Rains Came " would have been more
appropriate.
Though the rain may put a damper on most things, it has
not affected our spirits-liquid or otherwise.
The month has been a busy time in sport and work. With
the end of the soccer season, we have been looking for those
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among us who wield a trusty bat or bowl straight and true,
and with high hopes, we go forward to the cricket season.
The Nijmcgen marchers are still hard at it and looking fitter
every day. With "what course are yofi on, chum," as the passvrord these days, our training officer, Major J. G. Baker, has
been showing a few more grey hairs.
For the nautical types who h ave just completed the sailing
course at Kiel, "well done." Congratulations to Major G.
Klosser and W.O.II W. Littlejohn on obtaining their certificates;
they are now qualified to take out 30 square metres of sail.
This most interesting course is available to all ranks in Germany.
It is si.x days' hard training, and can often be quite hazardous,
especially when the weather is against one. The main test
is from Kiel to Sonderborg, Denmark, and with high seas
and strong winds, it can be quite a feat of endurance and
craftsmanship to bring the boat into the right harbour.
The hockey team made sixth place in the Rhine Area League,
and with six of the games drawn, we could be called the
" Bankers." With the first game played in the summer league
against C.P.O. as a 4-2 win for us, we hope to achieve a
better position in this league.
The Rhine Area Athletics Meeting was held on 24th to 26th
May, at Monchen-Gladbach. After a lot of hard training in
a very short space of time, the R egiment was represented in
most events, with the result that the Major Units Trophy was
brought back to Krefeld. In the individual events, Signalman
M . J. Smith won the 220 yards and came second in the 100
yards. H e also recorded the fastest time for the 100 yards
during the heats. In the team events the R egiment was successful in the 3 miles, I mile, 4 x 440 yards, 4 x 880 yards, 4 x 120
hurdles, the weight, discus and javelin, and took second place
in the other events. With congratulations to 21st and 28th
Regiments, who finished first and second respectively in the
Minor Units events, it was truly a Corps victory.
The Regimental Fencing T eam of four novices and two
members with previous experience, namely W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.)
Crabtree, Sergeant Tookey, Sergeant Cairns (capt.), S.I. Edwards,
A.P.T.C., Corporal Crowe, Corporal Grant, and with Staff
Sergeant Gardner as reserve, entered the B.A.O.R. championships and surprised us all when they finished in fourth place,
which made us Rhine Area Champions. Two of the novices,
Corporals Crowe and Grant reached the semi-finals in their
weapon. Our S.I. Edwards won the A.P.T.C. individual Epee
competition and at the moment is in the U.K. competing in
the Army championships, and we hear rumours that he has
beaten the Army Fencing champion.
With all this sporting success, you may wonder if we do
anything else, but don't be deceived. Our role in the world
and B.A.0.R. communications networks remains as ever, and to
keep us on our toes in this respect, the C.S.O., Brigadier E.
J. C. Harrison, O.B.E., visited the Regiment on the 22nd. This
was truly a flying visit. With the C.S.O. using a helicopter
as his means of transport, he was able to inspect us here in
Krefeld, and 3 Squadron, in Belgium, all in the one day. For
the first time, the Quarter Guard was in, what is to us, the new
No. 2 dress, and very smart they looked too.
For those who may be joining us in the future, we have, in
previous issues, tried to give a fa ir picture of life in our part
of Germany, and in each issue it is hoped to add a little
more.
Krefeld is situated in North West Germany, some 25 miles
north of Diisseldorf and 30 miles inside the border between
Germany and Holland. It is a town that is expanding rapidly
and offers excellent shopping and recreational facilities. The
town is linked with the rest of Germany by the main autobahn running from Berlin in the north to Munich in the south,
and to whiCh most other autobahns in Germany are connected.
For those who are not interested in high-speed motoring, the
town is connected by other main roads to places of interest.
From the railway station one may get a train to any part of
Europe or the U.K., though this does entail some interchanging en route.
With Holland not too far away, the Wives' Club runs a
bus, usually once a month, to Venlo, which does afford one
some cheaper buys and gives the wives a day away from the
normal chores. For the single members, the W.V.S. run many
trips to all parts of Germany and Holland, which are very
popular with the junior ranks. Recently the Operating Troops
have been running their own Troop outings to places mutually
agreed upon . . . to be continued.
To end these notes, it would be fitting to say that our next
contribution will be in the 43rd year of Corps history, and may
that year be as happy and successful as the past.
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Arrivals.-Captain R. J. Tanner, Captain C. K. Powell,
Lieu tenant J. S. Beswick, W .0 .I. (F. of S.) ~- Hooper (from
xoth Regiment); Staff Sergeant A. J. K. Hawtm and Sergeant
N. F. Bumby (from 24th Regiment); Sergeant T. H. Atkins
and Sergeant W. J. Bunn (from xoth Regiment).
J 9th

UEGIMENT

The picturesque Padang (Spar.ts Field) at Changi, fringed
by the sea and palm trees, was the scene <;>f two athletic meetings during the month. The fir~t m~etmg ':"'as .the annual
Regimental Inte!-Squadron Chaml?ionsh1p, and m this I Squadron gained a fairly comfortable victory. The 2 Squadron tugof-war team, well coached by W.O.II (F.-of-S.) D avies, won
the Furtado Tug-of-War Cup however. Corporal Bell of
2 Squadron gave an outstanding performance in the 440 and
880 yards also in the 880 yard leg of .the medley relay.
Sergeant Shamsuddin won the Long Jump and Hop, Step and
Jump for about the tenth year in succession I .
The prizes were presented by_ Mrs. Elsroni wife of the Commanding Officer, at the conclusion of an e~ioyable afte~oon.
Talent was being carefully spotted by MaJor D . E. S~1sbury
and Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. R. C. Wall (Corps and Reglffiental
Athletic Officers respectively) in preparation for the Corps
Triangular Meeting which was held O? the same ground a
fortnight later. T eams from 18th Regiment and the S_.T.C.
provided the opposition for this meetin~. 18th Regunent
succeeded in wresting the Challenge Shield from 19, the
holders for the previous two years, in a close struggle.
At the end of a very successful meeting, the prizes were
presented by Mrs. Robinson, wife of our new Chief Signal
Officer. One new trophy was a handsome Tug-of-War Challenge
Cup given by Brigadier Robinson, and this was won .by the
Regiment, represented by the 2 . Squadron team, agam well
coached by W.0.II (F.-of-S.) Davies.
Corporal Bell and Signalman Syed Othman were members
of the victorious Royal Signals tea m which won the open one
mile medley relay at the R.E.M.E. Corps Sports.
Congratulation s to Sergeant Nizar, <;:orporal Jaafar, I;-anceCorporal Freeman, Signalmen Ashaar1 and Shamsuddin on
being awa·rded Corps Hockey Colours (FARELF). Sergeant
Nizar was also awarded Singapore State Colours.

Art. When not polishing or painting his vehicle, M.T. driver
Signalman Baharum directs his artistic ~~e!lts to paintin~ ~d
drawing. In the recent R .A.F. art exhib1t10~, one of his oils
was highly commended and a water colour gamed second place
in its class.

Staff Changes. We welcome to the Regiment, Major and
Mrs. J. T. Rogers and Major and Mrs. E. Thompson and
fa mily, and bid a fond far ewell to L ieutenant and Mrs. _Me!cer
and Captain and Mrs. P. Thomson. W .O.II (S.S.M .) Ritchings
of I Squadron has depar-ted for Germany; con&!atulations. to
his successor W .0 .II (S.S.M.) Stephenson on his promotion.
Staff Sergeant Hehir is also welcomed.
Singapore. Although bascially there are no se.ason~ in
Singapore-flowers bloom the year round, and fruits npen
throughout-the year is split by the monsoons. From October
to March the winds come from the north-east across the South
China Sea, and from June to September from the south-west.
During this latter period rain squalls of a violent nature, but of
short duration occur. These are known locally as ' Sumatr:is'
ince they come from the direction of Sumatra. Tropical
showers occur throughout the year to make up the average
annual rainfall of 95 inches.
Although the temperature is more or less constant the year
round, definite sporting ' seasons ' are laid down, an.d we ~~ve
now, in contrast to U.K., started the soccer season m addition
to the cricket season.
Soccer. The Regimental team plays in two leagues, the
Singapore Base District and the R.A.F. qitangi Stat.ion Le~gue.
So far this season fortunes have vaned-sometimes giantkillers sometimes the despair of our enthusiastic Officer-inCo~and Soccer, Captain J. McCarthy, R.A.P.C. A succes~
ful run, however, in the Malayan Armed ~orces Cup. comp_etltion took the team to the fin al for the first time. The disappomtment at being defeated was softened slightly by the knowledge
that our conquerers were 18th Regiment, so it was at least a
Corps victory in a competition which included tea!11s from the
Singapore Military Forces and the Singapore Police.
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Brigadier F. J. Swainson, O .B.E., Chief Signal Officer inspecting
a Malay Guard of Honour from the Regiment

Boxing. Our close ties with the Royal Air Force wei:e in
no way impaired by the aggressive victories of Corporal Jackson
and Signalman Graham of 2 Squadron, Seletar, who battled
through the eliminating rounds to win the Mid~eweight and
Lightweight divisions respec~vely in the. Roy~ Air Forces Far
East Individual Open Boxmg Championships. They were
loudly applauded when they received their awards.
Bachninton and Basketball. Now, too, is the badminton and basketball season. As a Regiment we do better in
the former. Most of our basketball enthusiasm comes from our
Chinese members, whose agility is often no match for the
height of opponents.
.
The badminton team have now reached the seDll-finals of
the Singapore Base District Inter-Unit Championships.
Sergeant Nizar, who has captained. ~e team f~r.mB?Y seasons,
is still displaying his remarkable agility and ant1c1pation.
Christmas Island. Congratulations to Major (T.O.T.)
P . R. Moores, who commands Changi <;:ommunic:ations ~d
Maintenance Troop of 1 Squadron, on his promotion. ;Maior
Moores has just returned from an attachment to Chnstrnas
I sland with some lovely stories about the American Bell Telephone Company civilian cable join~ers, wh_o as a ~ee-man
team joint 54 pr/ 20 cable complete m 34 mmutes. With overtime it is claimed they can pick up £i50 per week (steady bo_ys
-no recruits required!). A claimed jointing rate is 100 parrs
per hour (for 19 gauge cable) using a pair of scissors and a
couple of spanners only I
Farewell Visit of C.S.O., FARELF. Brigadier F. J.
Swainson, o.B.E., Chie.f Signal Officer, Ff\RELF, r.aid a. farewell visit to the Regiment on 27th April. After mspectmg a
Malay Guard of Honour from the Regiment, commanded .by
Lieutenant J. A. Eastgate, the C.S .O. toured departments bidding farewell to the various members of .the ~egiment, wI;io a~e
all indeed sorry to see him go, and wish him success m his
new appointment.
20th

REGIHENT

These notes mark the disbandment of 20th Regiment, a unit
whose record goes back to July, 1941, whe~ it was rais.ed as
4th Air Formation Regiment, and served durmg the war .m the
Western Desert, in Sicily and Italy. In 1946 the unlt was
moved to Palestine and Egypt, and in 1954 to Cyprus. In
September, 1959, the unit was redesignate~ ~oth Re~me~t and
moved to Episkopi, No. 1 Squadron remaimJ:?-g ~t N1coslll. .
In addition to the usual airfield communications the Regiment has been responsible for providing inter-station circuits,
mostly by radio relay, throughout the island and our thanks
must go to all the radio relay technicians and operators who
kept the system working in spite of the frozen aerials on Mount
Olympus and the red hot B 7o's at. Pergamos and elsewhere. .
With the handover of this commmnent to the new Marconi
system the Regiment's establishment h~s be.en reduced and the
Regiment becomes 261 Squadro~, 'Y1th its .~eadquarters at
Episkopi and Airfield Troops at N1cos1a, Akroun and El-Adem.
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A farewell parade was, however, held in March before our radio
relay men left, and the Regiment was thanked for its work by
th A.0.C.-in-C., Air Marshal Sir William L. M. MacDonald,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C.

The rundown to the new establishment has inevitably meant
the departur of many familiar faces._ Major E. J._ Buirski
2 Squadron, Major (T.O.T.) T. Jenkinson, Captam J. P. Bnan,
the Adjutant, Lieutenant L. A. Woods from the Airfield Troop
at El-Adem, Lieucenant W. Oliver from 6 Construction Troop
and Captain B. B. Gallagher from the Airfield Troop at Akrotiri
have left. Major Buirski and Captain Brian leave a difficult gap
to fill the ranks of Corps golfers in Cyprus, likewise we shall
miss Captain Gallagher from the Regimental shooting team.
Major M. H. Priestley has moved from o. I Squadron at
, icosia to take over the new Squadron when Lieutenant-Colonel
J. H. Cooper, the Commanding Officer, relinquishes Command.
Lieutenant-Colonel Cooper, we are glad to say, will remain in
charge of our destinies as C.A.F.S.O.
R.S.M. N. Lane, who left recently for 8th Regiment, is greatly
missed for his enthusiastic work in the Amateur Radio Club
(ZCJTJ), for his own swimming and captaincy of our successful swimming team last year, and for his work on the hockey
field. Our Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant F. P. J. Edge, has left
for London Distric;t, leaving us without his wise counsel. We
hope his feelings on the Cyprus Traffic laws have mellowed!
Many members of our football team have unfortunately left
as a resuk of the run down--Signalman Rooney, an Army representative player, Craftsmen Maddocks and Harrison, Signalmen Smith, Cordall, Taplin, Coyle, and Lance-Corporal
Tomlinson. We wish them every success, and success, too, to
R.Q.M.S. Humble in rebuilding a new team.
Our best wishes for their speedy recovery to Lance-Corporal
Pearce from Akrotiri and Corporal Cortis from Episkopi who
have been "Casevac" to U.K.
Corporal Smith and Signalman Charlton represented Royal
Air Force Station, Akrotiri, in the finals of the Inter-Station
Boxing Competition against Royal Air Force Nicosia. Corporal
Smith managed to pull off a win for the Station in the lightheavyweight contest by finishing the contest in the first round.
Welcome newcomers include Captain R Ping at Akrotiri,
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) C. Bradley and Lieutenant G. WilkieSnow. Lieutenant I. Graham has taken over as Adjutant,
W.O.II Lacey as S.S.M. and Corporal Worrall as Chief Clerk.

q.c.

21st REGlllEN'T
These notes include the happenings in the Regiment during
April.
It is appropriate to mention here that the previous notes'
writer, our Second-in-Command, Major L. C. P. Jaggard, has
now left us on posting to the Works Study Group Headquarters
BA.O.R. He has left a
gap in the Regiment
which it will be hard to
fill and we wish he and
his family all good
fortune.
During this period we
have also said farewell to
Captain A. A. Griss on
retirement, to Captain P.
A. Spooner on posting to
65th Regiment T.A., to
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R.
Taylor on posting to 234
Squadron, to Staff Sergeant D . Sparrow (on
posting to 226 Squadron)
and to Staff Sergeant J.
Smith on posting to 28th
Regiment as W.O.II.
Newcomers to the
Regiment have been :
Major E. C. Collins from
17th (Gurkha) R egiment,
W.O.II C. Johnson from
the Life Guards, Staff
Sergeant I. Bowers from
Staff
13th
Regiment,
Sergeant (F. of S.) D.
Clarke from the School
lieutenant - Colonel J. J. H. Swallow.
of Signals, Sergeant A.
C.A.f.S.O., H.Q., R.A.F. Germany, 2 T.A.F.
presenting a Shield at the Regimental Small
F. J. Gunderson from
Arms Meetin&
roth Regiment, Sergeant
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R. Jones from 16th Railway Regiment R.E. and Sergeant C.
Richardson from 201 Squadron.
Congratulations to Signalman M. Hill on his marriage.
Congratulations also to R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. D. Spence,
Corporal and Mrs. C. Hughes, Corporal and Mrs. T. Scott,
on the birth of a son, and to Staff Sergeant and Mrs. M.
Pearson, Sergeant and Mrs. F. Brudenal and Signalman and
Mrs. M. Tilley, on the birth of a daughter.
The first event of the month was the annual Regimental
mall Arms Meeting held at Arsbeck Ranges on the 5th and 6th
April The competition consisted of three matches, S.L.R.,
.M.G. and L.M.G., points being awarded for team placings.
For the third year running " M " Troop were the winning
team. The prizes were presented by C.A.F.S.O., H.Q. R.A.F.
Germany, 2nd Tactical Air Force, Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. H.
wallow. Some results were:
Best Officer ............. ..
Best W.0./S.N.S.O. . ..
Best Cpl./L-Cpl.
Best Signalman
Champion Shot ..... ... .

Second-Lieutenant R. A. Lenthall
R.S.M. T. A. Vaughan
Lance-Corporal Gilbert
Signalman Saxon
Lance-Corporal Gilbert

On 17th April, 1962, Royal Air Force Station Laarbruch
was visited by the Air Officer Commanding Headquarters Royal
Air Force Germany, Air Vice-Marshal Gordon Jones, C.B.,
c.B.E., n.s.o., D.F.C., R.A.F., on the occasion of the Annual
Inspection of the R.A.F. station. The Regiment was honoured
by a visit from the A.V.M. and provided a Quarter Guard.
The A.0.C. was shown round the Regiment's "Hall of
Mirrors," where photographs illustrating the Unit's activities
during the past yeM and the Regimental silver were on display.
In the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Spring Golf Meeting held at
R.A.F. Bruggeo on 30th April and rst May, the Regiment bad
several outstanding successes. The Regimental Foursomes
competi·tioo was won by Major S. W. B. Lee and SecoodLieuteoant I. G . Dorward. Major J. W. Ingledow and W.0.11
(F. of S .) Hazel came third in the same competition. In the 18
Hole Bogey Competition, Major Lee was again triumphant, and
Second-Lieutenant Dorward was runner-up.
The Regimental Athletics Meeting was held on a very cold
2nd of May. The Inter-Squadron Trophy was won by "H.Q."
Squadron with a convincing margin. It would be invidious
to name any particular performer. Mention must be made,
however, of Signalman Holden who beat the R.A.F. Station,
Laarbruch, record for the 1,500 metres.
·
The soccer season came to a successful end with the final
of the Inter-Troop Kna<;k-Out Competition which was woo
by "N" Troop who beat "H" Troop by 4 goals to 3 at
Laarbruch on 10th May.
1961/62 was the last year for which all Royal SignaliS units
in B.A.O.R. competed for the full range of Morrison Cup sports.
The year has seen the best ever results for 21st Regiment, who
finished fourth out of twelve units. Our successes included : -

2211d

AFT£R THE. FOURTH
NIGHT MOVE WE. GOT
1H£ HANG OF WINGS.

Signalman Kerr in a cowshed, to the great interest of some 20
cows and one small white goat. However, we progressed-fir~t
in the kitchen and finally, by evening, we were in the best
room in the farmhouse, suitably entertaining Grandad and the
lot with some of Messrs. Booth's well-known " Mothers' Ruin.''
To our arrivals, we bid welcome to Lieutenant C. A. Brown,
from 10th Regiment; Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Nixon from Training Brigade and W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Ewens, who is no stranger
to us, having formerly been S.S.M., 1 Squadron. We offer
our congratulations to the Yeoman and Mrs. Ewens on the
birth of their daughter, and Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Nicholson
on the birth of their son.
Farewell and the best of luck to Sergeant and Mrs. Walrond
and their family who have now joined 7th Regiment.
Our congratulations are also due to W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Oliver
on his appointment to R.Q.M.S.

UEGIMENT
April's arrival has brought the
Regiment once again very much
into the Exercise Season. 1 and
2 Squadrons have been much
involved and 244 Squadron's
aotivjties are rcpomed elsewhere.
Newcomers whom we welcome to
the Regiment include Captain
(Q.M.) W. Roscoe and Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) Lidstone. We
wish them both a happy tour with
the Regiment. Unhappily we also
during April said farewell to
Captain (Q.M.) Harry Bond, one
of the old and bold, who has retired from the Army. He was of
course dined out in good 1>tyle and
it is typical of his devotion to the
Corps that he spent his last hours
in the Regiment umpiring a
Knowles Cup hockey match. He
will be very much missed.

I Squadron (.Habt Corps Radio). As a historical
note and to enlighten forrner members of the Regiment, this
Squadron was originally 2 Squadron of 7th Regiment, and as
such, was transferred to 22nd Regiment. It has recently been
renumbered as 1 Squadron, 22nd Regiment (Main Corps Radio).
During May, we have had the usual spate of exercises and
received the usual congratulations for our performances! There
has been little time for recreation, but Corporal Mansfield spent
an enjoyable (?) two hours in the Mohnesee when his dinghy
capsized during the Royal Signals regatta.
We welcome back to the Squadron Lieuceoant J. Sayers from
another unit; he has been replaced by Lieutenant J. Bromley,
from the Squadron.

11.t!. Squadron. At the risk. of incurring the wr~th
of the Editor, we feel we would be bormg our readers by telling
them what we do in normal times-everyone knows what an
H.Q. Squadron does. The fact that we do it rather better than
most is by the way.
Where we excel is when the cry arises "To the Woods," and
off we trundle in stately convoy : the woods lately have turned
out to be farmyards, and we are becoming quite superb at
infiltrating barns.
.
Exercise "New Harpoon" saw us ensconsed m the country
for quite a number of days, ministering to the more mundane
needs of the Regiment-from the action side, it was most
successful and we all learnt a lot.
Little highlights stick out-R.Q.M.S. Johnston, as duty
officer, his urbane and unruffled self quietly answering three
telephones at once with a confidential "City Desk.''.
.
Officers and seniors had breakfast served by the mdefaugable

{j)
Willi TIE

oc LAD

2 Squadron (Rear Corps Radio). This month,
in common with the rest of the Regiment, and many others, we
took part in Exercise " ew ·Harpooo." We are glad to report
that all went well. A period of intentional Ri!dio Silence fortunately occurred at a time when the Cup Final appeared on
German Television. Due to the goodwill of our landlord farmer,
the majority of the Squadron retired to the front parlour and
looked in. No doubt Grandma was suitably bribed with an
extra supply of chocolate, which appeared to be her staple diet.
Goodwill seemed to abound, and S.S.M. Peberdy "arranged "
a plentiful supply of eggs and potatoes to augment the compo.
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47th REGDIEXT f:UIDDLESEX YEO IAXJn:· )
Caps 011
Ours-to all the Regular Army personnel, Old Comrades and
civilian friends of the Regiment who have given such cheery
encouragement and real practical support, in response to our
various requests for help since 1st January, when the
C.O. (Lieutenant - Colonel Simon Beazley) started our
Operational Efficiency Drive.

seek with the pilots, who were sent out to find them. Their
camouflage was put to such good effect that a signal was sent
out to reduce camouflage and give the pilots a chance.
24th

Corporal J. E. Walker 244 Squadron, 22nd Regiment, standing
in front of his vehicle during exercise " Royal Flush." His detachment is parked near a "Hunter" at Ramstein Airfield

Later in the month the Squadron was given the task of erecting the camp for the Royal Signal BA.0.R. ~e Meeting,
held at Brackwede Ranges. The camp went up 10 about seven
days and came down in one (due :ve feel to the imminence o~ a
long week-end), that is not count10g the large ~arquee which
disappeared one night in a blaze of glory, despite, of course,
adequate fire precautions!
2'14 Squadron (Air Support>. For the past seven
years teams from the Second and Fourth Allied Tactical Air
Fore~ have pitted their wits and flying skill against each other
in a visual and photographic reconnaissonce competition named
" Royal Flush." The centre for this competition this year was
at Ramstein, in the American Zone. A new section to the
competition was added this year requiring pilots to pass an
In-Flight Mission Report to an Air Control Team.
4 Squadron, R.A.F., who were providing the Short Range
Team for 2 A.T.A.F., asked this Squadron to provide the A.C.T.
and an HF Adrnin. Link back to base. Unfortunately, due
to the lack of Yankee dollars, the A.C.T. could only consist of
one man. This one man band was ably taken over by Corporal
Walker. In spite of having to drive his vehicle, operate the HF
Admin. Link, conta<;t the aircraft and do his own cipher, he
still found time to help the remainder of the team to such good
effort that he has been elected an Honorary Member and presented with a pilot's tie. Your correspondent has been confidently informed that Corporal Walker has at last had regrets
about his figure, he just could not fit into the modem fighter,
so his activities were confined to the ground side of the exercise.
Serving, but in a less spectacular way, Sergeant Jukes and
other detachments, commanded respectively by Lance-Corporals
Hunter, D ickinson and P irie, from "Alpha " and " Bravo "
Troops went into the wilds of the Sauerland to play hide and
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On Tuesday, 29th
May 1962, two of
Instructors,
our
Corporals Vickers
and
Blackmore,
were supervising a
course of telegraph
operators.
Trainees were given a
band of frequencies
in which to search
and read any morse
stations
radiating
on this band.
Whilst demonstrating the technique to the rest
of the class, CorCorporal 's Vickers and Blackmore working
porals Vickers and
Blackmore located
on the C 11 / R 210 on which they received
readable signs on
the S.O.S.
a tr a i n i n g freTh e i r
quency.
attention was alerted by the fact that the station was sending

s.o.s.

Calmly and efficiently, they recorded the message being n:ansmitted. It was from the Captain of the Naval Corvette, Cltona.
This stated the Cliona was on fire, blazing in the Irish Sea,
that some of the crew were injured, and help was required.
The Instructors, with great presence of mind immediately
rang Headquarters of the Signal Training Brigade and passed
on the S.O.S. Within seconds the message was relayed to the
Police, Air Sea Rescue Teams and Coastguards. Help was
soon on the way in the nature of a Dutch tug and two other
vessels.
Later, the full story was received. The Cliona had. been engaged on an exercise in the Irish Sea and was droppmg depth
charges. A fire started on board caused by a broken fuel line.
Flames belched through a starboard ventilator and quickly
spread. Three of the crew were burned and were subsequently
detained in hospital.
The Captain of the Cliona finally managed to get the fire
under control and was able to take her to Cork in Southern
Ireland under her own steam.
Two hours later, the Captain, Lieutenant-Commander H.
Henry, R.N., sent a message of thanks to the Regiment in which
he said that all his transmitters had been damaged by fire, and
he had only been able to transmit his S.0.S. on the one frequency.
.
The initiative displayed on this occasion by Corporals Vickers
and Blackmore was highly commendable.
Uieir vigilance
illust:rates the importance of the work of the Telegraph and
Radio Operators of Royal Signals. Throughout the Corps acts
like this occur frequently, but rarely is it possible for the individual operator to see the fruit of his labour.

A moment of reflectien ;u the Signal Officer-in-Chief :uks Major I.• G. Swan
what was obviously an im possible question which readers will reco,nisc from
the look on his face
Left to ri11ht: The Signal Officer-in-Chief, the Master of Signals, Colonel T. H. C.
Griu (Liaison Officer for Blandford Rebu ild Project), Lieuten_a nt Colonel
E. Jelf, G. I. School of Signals, Brigadier F. J. Swainson, O.B. E., Signal Officerin.. Chief Designate, and with his back to camera. Major I. G . Swan, Executive
Officer Blandford Rebuild Project

w.

30th

llEGDIENT
On I 5th May a distinguished body assembled
at 30th Regiment to present the plan for the rebuild of Bland!ord Camp
to the Master of Signals.
The majority of participants
are shown in the photograph, and others att~nd
ing were Colonel Vulliamy
and Captain (T.0.T.) W. A.
Nation. The rebuild will
commence at the end of this
year and will be complete
enough in 1965 to enable
the School of Signals to
move from Catterick.
By
1967, H.Q., A.E.R., ~oyal
Signals and 30th Regiment
should be able to move from
hutted accommodation in the
camp into permanent buildings.
During a tour of the
Corporal G . Herberts receives his Long
camp, the Pimpernel Beagles,
Service and Good Conduct Medal from
which are a joint-owned
the Commanding Officer on HerMajesty
30th Regiment/civilian pack,
The Queen's Birthday Parade
were paraded for the Mast~r
of Signals to see one of the many assets of Blandford. This
pack has a civilian Master. The huntsman for the 19_62/63
season will be W.O.II (F. of S.) W. G. Paul of the Regunent.
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:
Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene

7/6
8/6

II/-

21/21/21/-

Corps Cuff Links

8/6

Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges

3/45/-

Members only

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
r/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
35/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
20/Corps Plaques
29/6 Plus postage
Corps D iaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).
Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.
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Tactical Operatlom1. G minus 44 . . . The " Greenfields " Operation gets nearer!
The middle of April saw another Tac. " 9P " of _the " ~
Plan" series-more stimulating than anythmg prev1ou ly, if
only because it showed us that we were not quite as good as
we thought! Which was, of course, " Mea_t ~nd Gravy" to
Major G. F. M. Pike, the Tac. "Ops" spec1a_list of_ ~ur Command Team (Lieutenant-Colonel Beazley, Maior Williams and
Major Pike), whose ubiquitious activity gave iair warning of
what he and the rest of the Command Team expect on the
next " Op" of the series at the end of May.
But the C.0.'s following remarks pin-pointed key lessons to
be learnt:Remembering: The " Greenfiields " Aim : -Operational Efficiency.
Efficiency Factors: (a) Organisation is the basis of efficiency.
(b) The basis of Organisation is : (c) Systematic Approach.
(d) Delegation of Responsibility.
(e) Super-Supervision.

Tactical OperatioJJS. • G ' -Doy, 30th June!
" Greenfields" only a month away gave special impetus to
the final Tac' Op'. in our "G-Plan" series of. pre-camp
build-up operations, held in the Blackdown area, 10 the last
week-end of May.
.
This operation, designed ~y. our Cornman~ Tea~ (LieutenantColonel Beazley, Major Williams and Maior Pike) as a final
field " work-out" for all equipment and personnel engaged on
" Greenfields "-and planned for maximum realism, relative to
" Greenfields " conditions-was an object lesson in what can
be achieved, in terms of operational efficiency, by pre-planning
and team work-in spite of the " extra realistic " torrential rain
throughout.
The " Stars of the Show" were undoubtedly our Tech' Team,
led by the T.O.T., Lieutenant J. Simpki_ns, who, in. spite <;>f the
appalling weather, succeeded in complet10g the ~Ure engmeering test programme that had been set by Maior G . F . M.
Pike of our Command Team, for the proving and "bug"
clear'ance of the V:H.F. ~nd Line Carrier _equipment associated
with our newly-wired Signal Centre vehicles.
The enthusiasm of the T .O.T. and the Foreman-Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) W. A. Aldridge, so inspired the remainder
of the Tech'. Team, that until specifically ordered to do so,
none would stop for either fooEI or sleep.
Are the Troop Leaders Leading?
The C.O.'s theme phase, for our recently-introduced " Officer
D evelopment Programme," was put to the test towar~s the end
of the operation when our offi<;ers were suddenly given, as a
"Leadership T a'sk," an hour, in which each had to complete
a report on " Recommendations for improvements likely to increase operational efficiency during ' Greenfields.' "
Such shock treatment can be disrurbing!-and we hear that
the R.S.M. is still seeking " the Voice " overheard commenting
"'ere ! look at their faces, they've never 'ad it so good!"
Special Operations. Cavalry to Commun ~cations !
The Regiment amply showed the mettle of Jts past and
present roles at the Easter Parade in Battersea Park-with two

PARADE OF THE PIMPERNEL BEAGLES
Left to right : Master of Signals, J. M. Grice Esq., F. R.l. B.A., Arch itect for the
Blandford Project, Lieutenan t Colonel A. T. Burrows, M. B. E. , E. R.D., Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel E. G . Day , (Rt"d), Corporal Fryer, Signal
Officer-in-Chief, Lieutenant Colonel W. E. Jelf, Brigadie r A. F. McGill , O.B.E .,
Brigadier J. E. Anderson
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hor ed Hu sars in the parade itself. These were Sergeants W.
H . J. Fren h and J. E. Heaton of the Mounted Patrol, wearing
the full dress uniform of the Middlesex Yeomanry (Duke of
Cambridge' Hussars).
At the ame time, clement of "B" and "C" Squadrons,
on a p cial "Op " in the area, under Majors F. Ruthven and
J. R. N. N icholson, were able to offer assistance to the parade
authoritie with communications for casualty clearance and
crowd control-and when it was learnt that our efforts had been
directly responsible for the speedy clearance of over a hundred
first-aid casualties from the crowd, the fact that we were still
recovering part of the ten miles of cable late into the Sunday
evening, did not seem to matter-morale was high l

p4>ela1 Operations-Batae Training, Aldersh-0t
" D " Squadron personnel, under their Squadron Leader,
M jor S. J. Williams (the Special Ops. specialist of our
Command Team) and two Troop Leaders, successfully completed the special op'. planned for the first week-end in
June, in the Aldershot area.-An introduction to Battle Training, with emphasis on fostering initiative and self reliance.
" D " Squadron, our primary training unit, being responsible
for instructing all our recruits in elementary military training,
basic signal knowledge and the Cavalry customs and traditions
of the Regiment (raised in 1797), prior to their posting to an
operational Squadron for trade, and continuation training.
The operation opened with an amphibious attack from assault
boats on Hawley Lake, followed by the establishment of a
defensive position behind Cove. Here, part of the night was
spent under canvas-the remainder on patrols, involving a
night map-reading march of 12 miles.
By morning the Squadron had advanced to Pirbright, where,
after firing a short range course on the ranges of The Guards
Depot, it moved to Aldershot and the final objective, via an
assault course, at The Army S<;bool of Physical Training.
We gather that the subsequent hot meal, with the 2nd Bn.
The Para«hute Regiment, was an "objective worth fighting
for!"

Shoot ln.c. The efforts of our two shooting teams were
justly rewarded in the London D istrict Rifle Meeting held on
the 15th April, when we not only won the Inter-Unit Shooting
Trophy, but gained second place also. The winning team was
led by Captain P. R. Lewin.
Eagiaeeri•g T est Programme, Ch lswich
The sight of the Chiswick Regatta gave Major J. R. N.
Nicholson a novel means of providing some " live traffic " and
added interest for the detachments of "A " and " B "
Squadrons taking part in the Engineering Test Programme
that he directed in the Chiswick area recently.
The programme, one of several, for the " Testing and
Proving" of the technical equipment to be used on " Greenfields," utilised V H.F. and Line Carrier equipment for the
provision of a multi-channel service for speech.
Ce r e raoalal Daty-Cav alry M e morial Parade
The Regiment was represented at the annual Cavalry
Memorial Parade in Hyde Park, on the 6th May, by a detachment of serving members and Old Comrades of the Middlesex
Yeomanry.

Social Activity-.. Baynes Dafl " Cele'1rations
"Baynes Day "-uth May, 1797. This, the 165th anniversary of the formation of The Middlesex Yeomanry (prior to
1871 known as The Uxbridge Yeomanry Cavalry), was marked
by a champagne party given by the Officers' Mess aboard a
Thames river steamer, which made the return trip to 6reenwich from Cadogan Pier, Chelsea, with the Regimental Band
playing from the upper deck.
The guests included Major-General and Mrs. Cecil Deakin
and the Mayors of Chelsea, Wandsworth and Uxbridge and
their ladies.
Personal Columft.-Departures and. Arrivals
Goodbye to Major (Q .M.) T. H . Luscombe, our Quartermaster, and to Major F. Ruthven of "B" Squadron, who leave
us with our best wishes for their future and thanks for all
their pa't services to <the Regiment.
Welcome to Major (Q.M.) K . Parsons, our new Quartermaster, and Staff Sergeant D . J . Palmer, whom we hope will
enjoy their stay with us.
Promotions a•d. Appointments
Congratulations on their recent promotions and appointments
to :-Captain T. D. W. Woodgate to Major, and O.C. "B"
Squadron; Captain E. A. Scarlett, B.E.M., to Major, and 0.C.
"C" Squadron; Major J. R. N . Nicholson, from "C" Squadron to Technical Duties at R.H.Q.; Corporal P . W . L. Adey, to
Sergeant; Signalman H. H . Sawford, to Lance-Corporal;
Signalman R. E. Leach, to Lance-Corporal.
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The writer, chastened by world-wide criticism of boring and
parish-pump Unit contributions, will this time at any rate try to
keep it short. He believes, however, that there is some point in
recording the activities of small Units. Such notes are of
interest te past members and also to the present generation, even
if they seem dreary to the Royal Corps as a whole.
In April we won the Area Rugger Competition and the
Seven-a-Side Rugger: this we regard as a major sporting
achievement as it involved beating teams from an Infantry
Battalion and other Units many times our size. Congratulations
to Lance-Corporal Pace (now released), Sergeant Smith,
Corporal Lucas and all concerned.
4th May brought our Administrative Inspection by Brigadier
Dickson, the Area Commander, who seemed pleased with all
he saw. " Self-help" is still our watch-word and one which
we find useful on these occasions; slightly too much self-help
went on in the O.C.'s office where the safe was effectively
sealed up with paint; breaking the paint seal is now included
in the standing orders for the duty telegraph technician. We
ended the day with a very successful Squadron Social Evening,

Tlae Regirne •tal Band.
"Greenfields " prevents our Band from attending Camp with
the R egiment this year, instead they have been kindly accommodated by the 41st Regiment (Princess Louise's Kensington
Regiment), at Penhale, from which they have just returned and
where we understand that their services were much appre<;iated.
Mayoral l•stallation Cer e nwny
Holding the Freedom of the Borough of Chelsea, we are one
of the privileged Regiments who find Escorts to the Mayor
of Chelsea on ceremonial occasions, which included the recent
installation of the new Mayor, when two Sergeants of our
associated Squadron, 305 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Squadron
(Parachute Brigade), were on duty.
llrcr e atloaal Tral•l•g;-Motor C ycUng
Second~Lieutena~t A. R. ~axwell and Sergeant N. Jones
of our Dispatch Rider Team tted for second place in a recent
heat for the 250 c.c. class of the "Motor Cyclist of the Year"
competition, held at Uxbridge, by The Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents.
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219 Squadron Rugger XV W inners of T ri pol itania Area Rugger
Compet it ion
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where those who had not had their hair cut off let it down. We
were glad to have with us that evening two E.R.E. Warrant
Offic:rs of the Corps; one was R.Q.M.S. Arthur Godfrey the
Camp R.Q.M.S., and the other R.Q.M.S. Arthur Dodsworth,
recently arrived for duties with the Army School.
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Everywhere there are new faces. Major C. Robinsor1: left .us
early in May on retirement from the Army: we wish him
every success. Major G . W. A. Stephenson has now assumed
command, with n ew Troop Commanders Captam S. Read and
Lieutenant E. Castle.
The deployment of the Squadron over such vast distancesfour and a half hours by Brittania to visit one distant troop,
for instance-keeps those of us at S.H.Q. very busy. S.Q.M.S.
Ridley reckons h e's getting in more flying hours than ~y ~
airline captain l For the " Q," these hours aloft seem to mspire
the muse and he is becoming a regular contributor to our
local Co~and newspaper. They say that one day he's going
to re-write the " Tales of the Arabian Nights "-if he ever
gets off the Peninsular I
The existence of small detachments from the airfield uoopsin some cases just one or two men-does much to foster a
sense of responsibility in the chaps concerned. As the sole
representatives of Air Formation Signals on the ground, they
have to work on maintenance and projects, keep a check on
their stores and report in d etail on their work, all on their own
initiative. The only access to these localities is by air, .a~d
constant visi ts by Trool' Commanders and S.H.Q. personaliues
are not possible;. But the junior N.C.0.s. _concerne~ s~em to
thrive on it, •t he importance and respons1b1hty of. th.err iobs on
these isolated sites bounded by sea and desert brmgmg out the
very best in them.
Our T .0.T., Captain C. Bolton, continues to shout so ~<?ud
when the dusky-skinned labourers employed by oppos1t1on
concerns put ·their picks through one of his cables that you'd
think his foot was under it!
As we said a month or two ago, finding Squadron teams
is a bit of a problem now that we're so split up. Still, our
contribution to Station teams is not inconsiderable. The Royal
Signals Aden soccer team which reached the Command Cup
Final had no less than four players from " Treble Two." And
Lance-Corporal Mitchell from S.H .q. playe~ ~ugger for _A den
and Royal Air Force Steamer Pomt, fin1shmg up with a
Command trial.
The Squadroa's pigeons, having COIDJ?leted their basic ~ain
ing are now allowed out unaccompanied. They are said to
go down to the Crescent (where we buy our cameras, radios and
other loot) to loek round the stalls. ~ey haven't bought anything yet but one of them put a deposit on a new hat.
To s~ up we are a very dispersed and very busy Squadron
these days. 'But as everyone knows, ha.rd work and high
morale go hand in hand, so the busier. the better l
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Exercise "Ophir "-this unusual-sounding nam7 w~s given
to our major activity carried out since the last contribuuon from
the Squadron.
It was generally agreed by th7 ?fficers of the Sq~adron th~t
some serious, uninterrupted tram mg must . be carried. out m
order to maintain our standards. It was obvious that this could
not be achieved in barracks, since someone always " thinks-up "
something for Signals to do. The idea was born-the Squadron
should go out-lock, stock and barrel~but where ? A .suitable
training area was selected and plans went ahead, not without a
few hitches availability of rations and tents and other small
details! Like all military exercises, a name had to . be. alloCiJ.ted and Exercise " Ophir" was decided on; Ophir is the
4,oooft. mountain peak dominating our training area and up
which the Squadron was to launch an assault.
The Reece party moved off on 3rd fViarch .and arrived at
the site in the early afternoon. Captam Moulal Thapa a?d
Lieutenant Birch sited the camp and soon tents sprang up like
mushrooms. The following day a slight mishap occurred; the
tents appeared not to be in the correct area (according to some
Water Board authorities), but after a slight move and some
diplomacy from the 0.C., Major A. Dacre, the Squadron
stayed where it was. The camp site. was by the side of a ~mall
reservoir at the foot of Mount Ophir, the scenery was delightful. Captain Copeland brought the main body up, and the
next day was spen t in camp organisation.
One of the major items on the training programme was the
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assault on Mount Ophir, to establish a (42 rebroadcast talion
on the summit. Lieutenants Birch and Bhupal, with a small
party, went on a recce to discover if the path was suitable for
heavily-laden men. On their return they were able to report
success to the O.C., who had just arrived.
Training went ahead, a long route march ana individual
Troop and Detachment training! A daily A.D.S . service was
established with Singapore and rear links to Nee Soon and
Seremban were operated on schedules. Air recognition panels
were flown from the dipoles, giving the impression of Tibetan
prayer flags; this was necessary as the camp was at the end of
an air strip. The 0.C. demonstrated his prowess at seamanship and neatly hauled the Squadron pennant to the top of a
36ft. mast. H.Q. Troop were in their element, this being their
chance to show they could look after the Squadron in the field.
An efficient office and "Q" Store were set up, the armoury,
cookhouse and canteen completed their organisation.
The Troop Commander, Captain Motilal, arranged,
organised and received an airdrop.
The assault on Mount Ophir was at hand. The previous
day, loads were made up, some in packs, some on manpack
carriers. The break-down was : 1 C42 complete, " A " Troop;
1 C42 complete, V.H.F. Troop; ration party, "J " Troop;
300-watt generator party, 10 "picked" men.
The party totalled 70 all ranks, the 300-watt generator proved
the most awkward load, and th is was carried in relays, one man
at a time. Although the equipment load, with the secondary
batteries, generator, petrol and rations was a large one, it
could have been handled by fewer men.
The ascent, through steaming jungle on a narrow and, in
places, steep path, took five and-a-half hours-a good time for
a laden party. (See the report by H .F. Troop of 249 Squadron
in March edition of THE WIRE). The view from the summit
was glorious, to the south and west the flat, cultivated areas
of Johore and Malacca were laid out like a map. The hills to
the north around Seremban were visible through a haze. Tea,
with condensed milk, never tasted so good as the first cup on
the top, but there was work to be done and communications
to be established. The two C42s were set up for re-broadcasting, and our two out stations on opposite sides of the
mountain, down below, were contacted, one an A4o and the
other an A41. All worked well-10 miles, and then 20 miles
distant, but suddenly an unknown station was heard. Security
was thrown to the winds and the station was found to be a
detachment.of Gurkha Engineers in Kluang, 60 miles away, with
a C42. After a little explanation, this detachment joined the
test and was " plugged ' through to an astonished Sergeant
Krishhabahadur on an A4o in Jasin. The result was a very
satisfactory working link from Kluong to Jasin, (42 to A4o
via a re-broadcast station-total range, 75 miles.
Towards evening the weather deteriorated and it rained
quite hard and the rum bottles were "lightened " for the return journey. In the morning the officers spent a frustrating
two hours trying to get a down shot with a battery of camer3:s,
but the clouds decided otherwise. The descent was made m
light-hearted manner, being a gentle trot all the way down.Phase I completed.
The next phase was a series of aerial and frequency tests.
This was something the Squadron had wanted to do for some
time. Problems are always cropping up on that 15-35 ~le
range. Twenty Cn/R 210 _detachments were sc:t out at vary~g
distances to put up five different types of aenal. A selection
of the Squadron frequencies was made, and the results were
taken down over a 24-hour period. Some very useful knowledge was gained, but naturally, a test of this nature could not
be fully conclusive.
The final training scheme was a three-day jungle march, the
aim being to practise jungle-craft and jungle communications
with Asrns and A4I sets. A tactical setting was devised for a
Brigade advance with the 0 .C. acting as Brigade Group Commander. Jungle navigation was proved to th officers to. be just
as difficult as they thought-you are never where you thmk you
are-and that it is possible to go around in a circle when following a river. Air recce support had been arranged and was
successful in locating "Lieutenant-Colonel Ridlington's" Battalion who duly turned up at the R.V. slap on time and in good
order. A reception committee in the form of three officers from
R.H.Q. and our " Q " element with beer and orange respectively
were eventually brought to the correct R.V. l
The general verd ict on the exercise-a good useful two weeks'
training was gained by all. Now we have I.S. for the month of
May and Exercise "Trumpeter" for the whole of June to look
forward to.
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T hi month ha found the quadron heavily involved. in
ex rcises up-country in Malaya, Troop-wise an.d Squadron-wise:
all in preparation for bigger and better exercises to ~me. In
pite of thi Corporal Holdsworth has managed to put m several
pells of Adventure Training with h is Canoe Section. One weekend ortie was spent paddling to the islands around Singapore,
and another week-end was spent following the source of the
egamat and Muar R ivers until it reached the sea on the west
coast of Malaya. They had a most exciting time coping with
rapids and qually seas, and the crews suffered several
duckings.
H.F. Troop had a mo t amusing incident during Exercise
" Gabriel." The Troop managed to acquire several tins of hardtack biscuits to help augment the "compo," but found them
unpalatable and uninteresting after a week or S?. .It '".'as
decided by popular consent to cry and barter the b1scwts with
the local p.."Ople in Alor Gajah area for chickens. Corporal
Westerman had little success with this venture, but Signalmen
Mokhtar and Abu Bakar had more success when they sallied
forth later in the afternoon. Tobey returned with four fine
chickens but, unfortunately, alive and kicking. This rather put
off most of the chaps, however partial they were to chicken,
they did not feel like eating them after seeing them on the
hoof, as it were. It was not very long afterwards that hunger
overcame squeamishness and Corporal Holdsworth started
making enquiries as to how one killed chickens; Corporal
Westerman performed this task for him with alacrity.
He simply grabbed one of the chickens and pulled its
The
head off much to the astonishment of everyone.
squeamish members of the Troop became even more squeamish
when they saw the chicken running around without a head.
Corporal Holdsworth. then tried his hand at plucking and
cleaning the carcass, which he managed without much difficulty.
Signalman Mokhtar despatched another of the chickens much
more adaptly, plucked it and cleaned it, quartered it, dipped
it in curry powder and fried it in oil. Corporal Holdsworth
rather liked this idea and did the same with his, and the
friend chicken was really the finest tasting hard tack ever
savoured in 249 Squadron. Another of the remaining chickens
was consumed the following day, and the last surviving chicken
was never consumed. No one relished the idea of despatching
the last of the lonely chickens and it became an intimate pet
of Corporal Mawdsley, who fed and looked after it. He brought
it back to Singapore with him when the Troop returned, and
it now resides in his garden as a fed, contented pet for his
children. If you ever go on exercise with a pile of hard tack
biscuits you cannot eat, and do not know what to do with,
try some bartering with the local ·inhabitants; you never know
what you might get; we certainly had some good entertainment and good eating.
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TROOP

It is not always easy in a small troop such as this to find time
to produce WIRE notes or produce items of interest.
As it is quite a time since we last went to Prass a few short
notes now will help to remind readers that we still exist.
One of the high spots of each year for the troop is the Queen's
Birthday Parade held on 2nd June.
The troop provided three radio nets. The first Buckingham
Palace-The Mall for controlling the start of the parade. RS .
No. 88 were used. The link was manned by the O.C., Staff
Sergeant A. J. Cowe, Lance-Corporal R. J. Savage and LanceCorporal R. Coules.
The second net was established at Horse Guards, using
R.S. No. 31, and was manned by Sergeant J . Spiers, Sergeant
A. Todd, Sergeant N . M. Donnelly and Corporal P. M. Warren.
The third net, using fourteen R.S. No. 88, was set up in
The Mall by St. John's Ambulance for casualty clearing. We
lent the sets and provided Corporal W. G. Eggleton to supervise.
St. John's manned the stations.
Our list of outstations continues to grow, and we have now
taken over staffing and operating responsibilities for the telephone exchange at the Guards D epot, Pirbright.
On the lighter side mention must be made of two excellent
parties held.
A troop dance organised by Staff Sergeant W. A. Peat was
held in Beavers Lane Camp NAAFI on 3rd May and was a
roaring success.
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The follow ing evening we entertained our civilian staff m
the Duke of Yorks H.Q. This too was a great success, albeit
a quieter one. It was gratifying to note how many attended
from outlying exchanges, r anging from Mill Hill to Woolwich.
This type of entertainment was a n ew venture wh ich we hope
ro repeat.
Our main item of sporting interest is the appointmen t of
Lieutenant B. W. Giller as Team Manager of the Army
Gliding Association. At the time of writing he is away at
Aston Down.
We have said goodbye to Captain D. C. Sidney, who was
0.C. for three years, and who did so much in every sense for
the troop. The efficiency of the troop is a direct reflection of
his wise and steady guidance. We wish him well in his new
job with Junior Leaders Regiment.

U.q.

A.E.ll.

A Church Parade was held on Sunday, 3rd June, at Blandford, in which detachments of 37th Regiment R.A., 30th Regiment and 82nd Regiment A.E.R. took part. During the
Service, Colonel T. H . C. Grigg, the Commander H.Q. A.E.R.,
read out Her Majesty's message to the youth of the Commonwealth, and later he took the salute as the troops marched past
under the Command of Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Bellman,
M.C., R.A., Officer Commanding 37th Regiment R.A.
82nd Regiment A.E.R., who were in their first week of
Annual Camp, also held a parade to commemorate the Queen's
Bir.thday on Saturday, 2nd June, at which / their Honorary
Colonel, Colonel M. G. Holmes, took, the salute. Also present
at this parade were Colonel R. Linton, o.B.E., C.S.0 ., Scottish
Command and the Commander, H.Q. A.E.R.
The high standard of drill and tum out achieved by the
Regiment on both days reflected great credit on all concerned.

SPOR 1
British Army Motoring Association
Singapore

Centre

Championships 1962
By 19th Regiment

The B.A.M.A. held its first Singapore Championships on 29th
and 30th May, 1962. The 19th Regiment entered a team and
succeeded in winning the Shell Trophy for the best team, and
the Freeman Cup for the bes-t Royal Signals crew.
The championships were organised by C.R. Signals,
Singapore, and comprised 150 miles rally .type driving at night,
followed by a cross country section with observed hazards, a
series of manoeuvreability tests and a technical hazard designed
to test the drivers knowledge of his vehicle and servicing
techniques. All crews (driver and navigator) were mounted in
standard Bedford RL 3 ton trucks, each vehicle carrying
approximately two tons of sand.
The afternoon of 29th May saw the square of Meiktila
Barracks crammed with vehicles from Units in Singapore, their
anxious crews watching the scrutineers performing "CIVs."
Surviving this the Regimental team retired to the NAAFI, and
at 8 p m. the first vehicle left the start. Running somewhere
about the middle of the order, our three crews cleared the start
and disappeared into the night. By first light it was apparent
that they were doing well, and at the end of the road sections
19th Regiment was clear into the lead by some 500 points,
one crew having lost fewer penalty points than any other.
The cross country sections and hazards were performed in
daylight after the crews had had some two hours rest. These
were not our meat and our lead was shortened.
Back at Meiktila Barracks the driving tests began. H ere
19th Regiment's drivers performed creditably placed third, but
with their lead cut down to 300 points.
The examiners advanced for the technical hazards. Puzzled
frowns boded ill for us, but when the scores were announced
we were placed se<;ond, 30 points ahead of our nearest overall
rivals.
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Then followed the usual period of waiting whilst the might
of Singapore's P ay Department concentrated and produced
some final totals. By 3.30 the slide rules were cooling off and
the Regiment had won two more ' pots.'
Considering that this was the first event of its kind to be
run in Sin.gapore, congratula~ons ~e .due to both competitors
and orgamsers. ~he Champ1onsh1p is now an annual affair
and it is hoped that the cups will remain with us for many
years to come.
D etailed results are as follows :
CREW I

Driver, Craftsman Fowler; Navigator, Craftsman Laverton:
2nd overall crew. Highest placed Royal Signals crew. Winners
of the Freeman Cup.
CREW 2

Driver, Lance~Corporal Shabuddin; Navigator, Signalman
Rosli : 3rd overall crew. 2nd highest placed M.0.R. crew.
CREW 3

Driver, Signalman Yusoff; Navigator, Corporal Syed Mahmood: 14th overall crew.

Royal Signals Hockey
Scarborough Festival-20th April, 1962, to
23rd April, 1962.
Unfortunately, the side which visited Scarborough for the
Annual Hockey Festival was a rather depleted one. This was
due to regular players being unavailable, and also the fact
that " Signals, Blandford," fielded a side at the same time
to play a number of teams selected by the Bournemouth
Festival Committee, with a view to the eventual entry of a full
Corps team into the Bournemouth Festival.
The first game, on Good Friday, was against our old rivals
The .T:h.ist~es, and during the early stages the Corps team held
the tmUative. They were, however, unable to convert their
dominance into goals and soon Thistles fought ba\;k to score a
g~d goal thro~gh their centre-forward. The Corps replied to
this setback wtth a goal from a short comer, but Thistles
continued to press for the remainder of the match and eventually ran out winners by three goals to one.
On Easter Saturday our opponents were the Lincolnshire
Poachers, and once again the Corps side started off in fine form.
Both teams managed to get early goals, and by half-time the
score was two goals each. In the second half, however, Signals
were unable to control the thrusting Poachers' forwards, and
the final result was a win for our opponents by five goals to
two.
Easter Sunday saw us up against the powerful Picts, and
once more, although the Corps moved the ball about well they
were unable to gain control of the game. Gradually the ren:iorseless attacks of the Picts' forwards found gaps in the Corps
side and they gained a well-merited victory by six goals to nil.
1:fle final game .of the Festival on Easter Monday was
aga inst the Scarbonans, whose main strength lay at centreforward . and in Moore, one of their full-backs. The Corps
team enioyed a good deal of the play in this match but failed
to pierce the competent Scarborians' defence. Our opponents,
however, took the chances offered and put the ball into the
net four times. Two of these goals were scored by the centreforward and the other two came from short comers which Moore
converted.
At the other end of the ~ountry, the " Signals, Blandford,"
team, led by Derek Briggs, had two games against teams selected
by rhe Bournemouth Festival Committee. The first of these
ma tc~es, against the Norfolk Rams, ended in a goalless draw,
but m the second, game the " Signals, Blandford," side lost
to the Epsom Gypsies by three goals to one.

Corps Shooting .
Results of Non-Central and Small-Bore Competitions 1961-62
were as follows: -

Match 39-The Corps Shield
4th
9th Regiment
20th Regiment
5th
*Winners of" Abroad Series."
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Score 733*
Score 706

Match 54- The Individual Rifle Match
2nd
Signalman R. Neall
...
. . . Score 91
5th
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh ... Score 89
Winner of Royal Signals Bulford Cup-Signalman R. Neall
Match 66-The Individual Small Bore Cha1npionship
5th
Lance~Corporal T. Parry . . .
. .. Score
7th
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh ... Score
8th
Lance-Corporal T. Pilkingron
Score
11th
Sergeant J. Fazackerley ...
Score
Winner of Royal Signals Aldershot CupLance-Corporal T. Parry

388
385
384
383

Match 67-The Individual Small Bore Match
roth
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh . . . Score 393
13th
Second-Lieutenant A. W. Low ... Score 391
Winner of Royal Signals Blandford Cup-Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
Match 69--The Unit Small Bore Match
rst
7th Regiment
Score 4555
4th
9th Regiment
Score 4059
Winners of Royal Signals Small Bore Trophy7th Regiment
Match 70-The Team Match-Any Rifle
5th 7th Regiment

Score 4494

March 71-The Young Soldiers' Cup
2nd
7th Regiment

Score 1430

Match 72-The Company Cup
5th
I Squadron, 7th Regiment

Score 1409

March 77-The Three Posirions Match
4th
Major G . M. Allan .. .

Score 289

~llllJlllllllUllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!:
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Welfare Section

Below, an attempt is made to describe, wit/1 suitable
anonymity, eight cases taken from the Welfare Section
files, concluded during the first week in 'fune, 1962.
Also, on rhe next page, is a simple starement of income
and expendiwre.

SIGNALMAN, 1943-1947. Married, four children. Has worked very little
during the winter owing to chest trouble. The Association made a small
grant to tide the family over a ctifficult period.
CORPORAL, i943-1947. Married, one child. Has not worked for over
a year due to a serious illness. The Association cleared his cleetricicy
account.

SIGNALMAN, 1920-19~5 . Servi~e in other Regiments. Life member ol
Royal Signals Associauon. He 1s permanently in hospital and the funds
made a small grant for com.forts.
SERGEANT, 1939-1946. Married, four children. Hu been in hospital
for a long time and still unable t~ work .• owing to serious illness. A
grant was made to clear outstanctine accounts and toys and clothing
were sent for the children. A most grateful letter has been received
from the Sergeant and his wife.
CORPORAL, 1940-1946. Married, five ehildun. Has an incurable illneu
and has not worked for two years. A grant was made and PQrccls ol
clothing sent.
WIDqW OF CORPORA!'.:1 1946-1948. Husband cticd suddenly last year
leavmg three young children . The Association co-operated with the
British Legion in a grant to set the family up with clothing.
SIGNALMAN, 1943- 1947. Life member of the Association. Single
several months unemployed owing to ill health. The Fund helped t~
meet vnrious small c:omm.itments to tide him over a difficult period .
~PJ~i~t Section trying to help him
find suitable light work fM

to
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Royal Signals Association and
Benevolent Fund
The

May,

followinll
i962:

subscripriotu

were

mosi

11ra1cf111/y

received

during

[. s. d.
118 14 ll
4 5 6

11th Regiment
...
...
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
24th Reljimcnt {Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess)
216 Reguncnt
..•
8oth Regiment, A.B.R.
C.S.O., H.Q . B.A.O.R.
l 9l Regiment
4th Regiment
7th Regiment . ..
. ..
229 Squadron
.•.
...
...
.. .
.. •
...
. ..
Roval SiFals TrooPt. Queen's Royal Irish Hussars
H.Q. Allied Po.roes .Northern Europe
.. .
. ..
Birmingham Branch
London Ea t Branch
W . R. Redpath

I
15

9

0

I9 IO

0

36

6 u

20

0

0

l 15
IO 0

0

I

IO

5

0

0

10

0

0

I
5

7

0

0

N. R. Cooper

I

IO

6
0
0

J. D. F. Hewson

7

R. H. Lucas
V. E. Dcaman
R. W. C. Reeves

7

•••
. ..
.. .
. ..
H . R . W. M arsh {Deed of Covenant)
F. I'. We t
...
...
...
...
.. .
E. T. P arkes
.. .
C. R . D ickenson
H. M. Kirkald)'
T. W. Vigers
R. G. Coates ...
J. D . Buchanan
R. G . L. Giblin

0
0

IO

2

s

0
0

6
0

0

0

10

6

IO

0
0

6
5

2

0
0

IO

0

I

10
0

0
0
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I

5

Expniditure during M ay, 1962 . ..
. ..
. .•
...
...
... [.356
{Includes:-Rcnt and Rates; Beds and Bedding;
F urniture; Cots and Prams; Gcocxal Assisuince).

8

o

T otal Receipts ...

Analysis of Cases : Widows and dependants
...
. ..
Released and discharged soldiexs ...
Total cases assisted

JO

33

43

32 Cases of Sold iers who served duri ng the 1939 / 45 W ar... [.303 IS
11 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War
[.52 12

7
5

Careers anti Opportunities
48th

Employment of R etired Regular Officers
There are vacancies for R etired Regular Officers in Royal
Signals Establishments in Headquarters and Units of the Corps
at home and abroad.
Currently, applications can be considered for posts in London,
Eastern Command, Southern Command, Northern Command,
and overseas in G ermany, Near East and Far East.
The present salary range is from £1,067 to £1,266.
Overseas allowances are payable in addition to salary.
Serving officers who are about to retire should follow the
rules given in ACI 433/6r.
R etired Officers should apply for d etails of employment to:
The U nder Secretary of State, The War Office (C5/RO),
London, S.W.r.
AG I I will gladly help any officer who needs advice regarding
submission of an application for a Retired Officer post. The
address is: The U nder Secretary of State, The War Office
(AG II), Stanmore, Middlesex.

The finest family car in its class
* Fine pflrformance from a large 11800' engine
developint. 58•5 b.h.p. * Specially strengthened
front end for greater stability. *Powerful, hydraulic brakes with 121 square inches braking
area. * Silent hypoid rear axle and 13t cu. ft.
luggage space.
With this goes the world-famous Hillman reliability, high quality finish and elegance. At its price
there's nothing t o match the Hillman Minx

Hii I man Minx :~::::on:;::~E SALOON
H.M. Forces posted o verseas are
able to purchase at ge nero us tax
free rates, w hic h allow u p t o six
mon t hs mo to ri ng, in t he U.K.
Please w rite for full de tails.

Diplomatic Wireless Service
Vacancies exist at the F oreign Office in London for MALE
and FEM ALE CYPHER STAFF. Applicants must have
previous experience in cypher work. Starting salary £655 at
age 25 or over, rising to £875. Conditions of service include
acceptan ce of night, Sunday and shift duties (for which extra
allowances are paid). Candidates and both their parents must
have been British subjects, or citizens of the Irish Republic, at
all times since bir.th. All first appointments are on a temporary
basis with possibility of later establishmen t. Apply, giving
d etails of qualifications, to Assistant D irector of Communications (D.W. S.), Foreign Office, London, S.W.I.

Joint Services Staff College, Chesham, Bucks. Vacancies exist
in the following grades: Photoprinter Grade 1, Carpenter/
Joiner, Q.M. Storeman, Other Ranks' Mess Waiters, Sergeants'
Mess Waiters, Hall Porters, Barman, Kitchen Po.rters, Cleaners.
Applications should be made ·tO the Administrative Commandant, Joint Services Staff College, Latimer, Ohesham,
Bucks.
Vacancy with accommodation. A man is required who would
be interested in a job of gardening in the sununer and looking
after two horses in the winter. It would be an advantage if
he could ride a horse, but this is by no means essential There
would also be occasional work on the farm. Wife would be
required to do some work in the house. A three-bedroomed
modernised cottage is available. The village is three miles from
H ertford and about 20 miles from London. Train and bus
services.
Applications should in the first instance be addressed to
Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.I.

ROOTES LIMITED Eu ropean
Section , Overseas Retail Dept .,
Piccadilly, London , W . I.
ROOTES AUTOS (Deu tsch land)
G.m.b .H., Military Sales Dept.,
Al leestrasse 33 , Dusseldorf.

WORLD·W I DE
PARTS AND SERV I CE

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

BY APPOINTMENT TO HFR M<\ft:STY TllE QUE'EN

GOLOSMrTHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,

(S.M.) Regiment (T.A.)

Administrative Officer (W.R.A.C.) required for service with
48 (S.M .) Signal Regiment (T.A.), T .A. Centre, Cateswell
House, Stratford Road, Hall Green, Birmingham, 28. The
selected candidate will be granted a T.A. Commission in the
rank of Captain, on solidated rates of pay, i.e. starting salary
£ 775 per annum rising to £845 after six years, and will be
required to attend for evening and weekend tt"aining periods
and for annual camp. Upper age limit on appointment 44
years. Tenure of appointment will be for three years in the
first instance.
Applications in writing to the Commanding Officer, 48 (S.M.)
Signal Regiment (T.A.), at the above address. P.reference will
be given to applicants who have had previous administrative
experience in the Services.
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A Career in Life Assurance
" Selling top quality Life Assurance to the right people
calls for initiative, integrity and determination. If you have
these qualities and would rather be dealing with people than
doing any other kind of work, we will teach you the rest."
Th.is notification has been sent to us by the Branch Manager
of the London/City Bran ch of the Sun Life Assurance Company
of Canada, Mr. C. K. Chillcott.
Several new amendments are being made to the Sales
Orgaaisation of this Branch, due to a special expan sion programme. The Branch Manager will welcome applications from
candidates who fulfil the following requirements:
(1) Age 23 to 45 years.

GARRARD

& CO. LTD.

:,,:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A number of vacancies , offering good career
prospects exist for male

ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enamel

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

Home G.5.0
Export £6.5.0

RADIO OPERATORS

In gold and enam el or set with

Write giving details of education, qualifications
ar:id experience, to : -

ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home £6.7.6
Export £5.10.0

Personnel Officer, G .C.H .Q. (R0/6),
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham, Glos.

precious stones , a badge b rooch is

a gift of lasting chann . He re
is a piece o f jewellery which i~
always appro pr iate an<l always

.u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111uuu'$

in p erfec t tast e . Write now for
details to o ur military department.

STAMP COLLECTORS
THE JUNIOR LEADERS REGIME"lT has restarted

its Philatelist Club and will be most grateful to
receive stamps from all Regiments, Squadron .
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthusiasts receive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be addressed:
Philatelist Club, Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
!gnats, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, South Devon .
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GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON· W.1
Telephone: RFGENT 3021 (11 lines)

T H_E W I R E , J U L Y I 9 6 2
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C:ATTERICK,

1962.

"Bigger and Better ! " has been the motto of each successive Old
Comrades' Week-end at Catterick for many years.
In 1?61, graced by the presence of the Patron of the Association, Her
Royal Highness The Princess Royal, c.I., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., P.R.c., T.o., c.D.,
o.C.L., I.!-~·, everyone thought that the summit had been reached.
Op1ruon, as expressed by so very many of the guests, was that " 19(52
was the best ever."
They say that every year!
. The. Host~-Training Br~gad~ and School of Signals-faced many addit:J.on'.11. difficl!lues; but as . Brigadier ~- M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., Commander,
Tralillng Brigade and Chief Host, said the day before: "We will get there
somehow."
}.i.fter church, the march past was tremendous. In ranks of six, headed
by . eighteen. standards, the members of the Association demonstrated by
their marching that " Once a year we show our pride in being Signalmen."

WIRE
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.Editor:
BRIGADIER H. R. FIRTH

New TRIUMPH HERALD 1200
-you can buy it this afternoon
9-point guide to the cleverest car on the road
1 Zippy new 1147 cc engine for effortless driving

2 Independent suspension on all four wheels
3 25-foot turning circle for easiest parking
4 Needs garage maintenance only once in 3,000 miles
5 Driving seat adjustable to 72 positions
6 Unique 93% all-round visibility
7 Rigid steel-girder chassis, separate body
8 Safest car made. Facia, steering column, yield on serious impact. Limousine luxury, too. Walnut facia, de luxe upholstery

9 Beautiful Italian lines. Everyone looks tyvice at the Herald
You still save money Choose the beautiful new Triumph
Herald and save. Low capital outlay, low fuel bills, very low
maintenance costs. Generous tax concessions are still available.
Your Standard-Triumph dealer has all the details. See him today

26'4

I

about a Herald-the most advanced light car in
Europe. Four superb models, saloon, coupe, convertible and estate car.
There's a Standard-Triumph dealer near you-or fill
in and send the coupon for full details.

\iiiUi•b!;f•f•11i;luffyiQ:t
A member of the Leyland Motors Group

Sal~Ltd.,

;--To: Standard-Tri:ph
Expo1:Sates-(European Division), Coventry, England.
Please send me .your colour brochure on the
Triumph Herald 1200

AU correspondence and matter for
publicaiion for THE WIRE, should be
addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,

88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.
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Sunday, 8th July. ~e General Secretary "fell in" the troops
after the Annual General Meeting. If the numbers appeared a bit thin be
consoled himself by the knowledge that they would be doubled by the tlme
No. l Old Comrades Squadron marched on to Baghdad Square. And indeed
that is exactly what happened.
THA1~.K

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association.
scription rates (post
mail):

Twelve

free,

months,

Sub-

except air

15/-;

single

month, 1/3.
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Saturday, 7th July. "They" began to assemble at 7 p.m., and at
7.30 p.m. the Band marched on-some tunes were old-we knew and liked·
some tunes were new-we liked them, too.
'
" Sunset " we always stand very still and we do not look at each other's
faces.
Then on to the incredible hospitality of the Headquarters Officers' Mess
and of the Warrant Officers and Sergeants.

ING PUBLICATION.

I
I
I

.
~he Displ~ys. All so very good. The writer, who is very old, will be
given indulgence if he expresses a preference.
The yo_ung Signalmen of nth Regiment in their "Pass-Off" Parade.
The drill of 247 (Gurkha) Squadron. Gurkhas of any age " look young"
and all bad sacrificed a leave warrant to come and please us. '
The Band of the Junior Leaders' Regiment. They are young· they are
good-they are Royal Signals of the future.
'
An innovation-a Finale-~d tjie tunes of " Sunset," with all performers
assembled, to the music of the Corps Band and Junior Leaders'
Band.
. It made the okle~ Signalmen very still, very silent, with memories of
fnends no longer available, and complete confidence in the future.

•
(New Series)

1962
No. 8
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YOU

So many of the " Signalmen" not now in uniform asked the Editor to
'
express their thanks. This is done unreservedly.
At the A.G.M. (reported on pages 301 and 302) on Sunday 8th July
someone praised the catering, and this got as big a round of appl;use as any
other statement.
If Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., and Brigadier A. F . McGill, o.B.E.,
can say it for us, to ALL ranks under their command, we shall be grateful.
But they cannot express all that is in our minds. So first let THE WIRE say
" Thank you," and please may we come back again next year- all of us
Generals, Sergeants, Signalmen. We do enjoy it. We do like t~ show tha~
marching behind OUR Band, we are just as proud as you · are of being
" Signalmen."
THE

COLLECTION

AT

ST.

MARTIN'S

Thank you all again for £52/19/9. This has only been beaten once.Last year!
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PERSONAL
COLUMN
Th" Londora Gazette
Fro1t1 5th 11me, 1¢2, to 29th 'junc, 1962
Captain M . H. Willey retired 24th May 1962.
econd-Lieutenant H. D. K. Flannery to be Lieutenant, 7 th June, 1¢2.
Captain E . A. Scarlett, B.B.M., to be Major, ISL Ma~. 1962.
ad-Lieutenant M. D . Owen to be Lieutenant Ct.A.), 27th March ,
1962.
M. J. B. Poole to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 29th March, 1962.
Colonel R. C. Newcombe, O.B.B., T.D., T .A.R.0 ., 1st Mayl 1962.
ecood-Lieutenant D . A . French to be Lieutenant (T.A.1, 13th May,
1962.
Lieutenant J . D. Bromley from S .S.C. to be Lieutenant, Jlth April, 1962.
Undermentioned Second-Lieutenants to be Lieutenants, 16th June, 1962:

C. R Crew

C. R. M. Noonan
J . J. Cullen
J .B. Ken
A. B. Atkinson
J. P. Higton
Captain F . C . H . W!J.)ker relinquished S . S.~., 16th June, 1962. .
Captain S. Cox res!gned (T.A.), 18th April, 1962, Honorary M a1or.
Captain G. S. Dove retired (T.A.), 16th June, 1962.
The undermentioned Lieutenants to be Captains (T .A.):
G . H. J . lsted, 1st May. 1962.
N. M . D . Farrant, 1st May, 1962.
E . G. Smith, M.B.E.t .8th May 1 1962.
Captain R. Holmes to be Major, 20tn June, 1962.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) H . B. S. MacMorran to be Captain (Q.M.), 5th June,

~nd-Lieutenant G. H. J. Grist to be Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 19th June,
1962.
Captain (Tfc. Offr) L . T. Cann to be Major (Tfc. Offr), 1st Februaey,
1962 (A.E.R).
Major P. M . Vane, T .D., to T.A.R.0., 24th April, 1962.
Captain D. J. Macintyre to be Major, 24th June, 1962.
Captain H. H. Montgomery, T.D., resigned (T.A.)._ 31st May, 1962.
Lieutenant N. J. East to be Captain (T.A.), 23rd June, 1962.
Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.B., is appointed Colonel Commandant, 30th
June, 1962, in succession to Major-General Sir Hubert Rance, G.C.M .G.,
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A. MacF. MacGillivray to be Major, 1st July, 1962.
Major (Q.M.) C. Rolls retired, 15th June, 1962,
Captain (T.O.T.) J. Pickering retired, 1st June, 1962.
Lieutenant T . G. Llewellyn resigned (T.A.), 5th May 1962 (Honorary
Major).
Second-Lieutenant D. G. Ker to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 27th May, 1962.

W.0.II J. P. Williams ...
W.O.II M. J. L. Molony
W .0.II H. Haw
W.O.II T. E. Hall
...
W.O.II D. Spence
...
W.O.II R. C. Routledge
W.0.II R . Reid
W.O.II P. F. Byers
W.O.II C. Wood
W.O.II M . Edge
.. .
W.O.II R. J. Cook
.. .
Staff Sergeant R . Warmslev
Staff Sergeant R . Chidlcy ·
...
Staff Sergeant T. Burke
Staff Sergeant D. Greenbrook
Staff Sergeant R. C. Meyer
Acting Staff Sergeant D. H. G~rm;u;
Staff Sergeant J. Wilson
Staff Sergeant S. Hughes
...
Staff Sergeant J . F. Byrne .. .
Stnff Sergeant R. W. Coe
.. .
Staff Sergeant C. A. N. Woods
Sergeant A. Smith
Sergeant E. T. Ball
...
. ..
Acting Sergeant M . M. McEwan
Sergeant D . F. Goodyer
...
Sergeant D. G . Ellen
Sergeant
S ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

A. Struve
F. G. Froggatt
K. Smith
...
J. E. Braithwaite
'B. F. Welch .. .
L. G . Didlick
L. T. Oliver ...
P . Thornborough
J . Evans
G . A. Lewis
R. G. Patient
G. J. Holland
E. li. Thompson
G . Mumby
B. D . Parlett
C. W. Owen
A . T . Wright
P. Whitham
D . L. Bassett
A . Lunney
C. B. Jones
Scr~ant H. J. Dee
.. .
. ..
Acting Sergeant D. S. J. Wootten
Acting Sergeant J. A. Higgins
Sergeant P. A. Evans . . .
. ..
Sergeant S. H . Waudby
Sergeant D. B. Collins ...

,, 91h Regiment
,, 234 Sq unaroa
,, 14th Regiment (1 Squndron)
STC FARELF
,, 28th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
14th Regiment ~1 Squadron~
11th Regiment 2 Squadron
11th Regiment 2 Squndron
AAS Harrogate
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
,, 257 Squadron
,, 24th Regiment
,, 256 Squadron
45th Regimeat (T.A.)
., 234 Squadron
,, 240 Squadron
., 224 Squadron
,, 19th Regiment
,, 8tl1 Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
C.H.Q ., FARELP
H.Q. 17 Gurkha Div. / OCLF
H.Q. Training Brigade
1 Squadron Command, K.A.R .
,, 9th Regiment
14th R egiment (R.H.Q. and 1
Squadron)
,, 235 Squadron
I
Squadron, 14th R egiment
54th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 217 Squadron
,, 2nd R egiment
,, 4th Regiment
,, 8th R egiment
,, 240 Squadron
15th R egiment
, 235 Squadron
,, 13th R egiment
AAS, Harrogate
,, 30th R egiment
;ioth Regiment
Q.R.I.H . Troop
48th Regimeat (T.A. )
,, 24th R egiment
,, 254 Squadron
6o2 Troop
,, 216 Squadron
,, 225 Squadron
225 Squadron
11th Regiment
600 Troop
53rd Regiment (T.A.)
,, 4th R egiment
,, 8th Regiment

WANTED

All the oldies serving in B.A.0.R. of Group 49 B (Operators
or Technicians) please try to contact Staff Sergeant D. C.
Paterson of xst Regiment, British Forces Post Office 32. It is
proposed .t o hold a re-union early in the Autumn if enough
support is forthcoming. The chance of meeting Bill Hough,
Brian Cleaver, Colin Forth, Bob Magnum, Jim Purdy, Gordon
Blackman, just to mention a few should not be missed. All
letters will be answered.

*

*

*

Will any Unit with stocks of unsold stable belts of the old
obsolete pattern please contact PRI, r Signal Squadron (Command), The King's African Rifles, B.F.P.0. 10, who is interested
in buying up stock.

*

*

*

SALE

*

30th ~feeting of the Cf'11tral Committe , Royal
Signals Association
will be held on 14th November, 1962.

82nd Meeting of the Corps Committee
will be held at the War Office oa 30th November, 1962.

I 0th Annual General Meeting of the Doyal
Signals Institution
will be held at the War Office on 30th November, 1962.

Royal Signals Officers' Reunion
Annual T.A./A.E.IL Doyal Signals Officers'
" At Dome," 1962
will be held at Hyde Park Hotel oa 1st December, 1962.

Royal Signals Display Team

PREFECT, 1955. One owner, now giving up driving. Black,
good tyres, battery, plugs. Excellent condition. M.O.T. certificate. £230 or near offer.-Seen any day by appointment, 88,
Ecclestone Square, London, S.W.x. VIC 5480.

*

will be held on 24th October, 1962.

will be held at the Duke of York's Headquarters on 30th November, 1962.

PORTWAY GUEST HOUSE, Curry Rivel. Langport,
Somerset. Telephone Langport 225. Proprietors, Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Partridge. Every comfort, good touring centre, terms
moderate.
FOil

39tb (;ouncll Meeting of The Royal Signals
lm;tltution

Darlington-Darlington Show.
Haltwhistle--Agricultural Show.

August 18th
September rst

Recruiting Displays-June-September, 1962
Hamhledoa Flower Show.
Gillingham and Shafte sbury Show.
Plymouth Army Week.
Swindon Carnival.
Frome Show.

August 25th
August 29th
Sept. 2nd-9th
Sept. 10th-15th
Sept. 26th

*

No. x DRESS (seldom used); chest 37in., inside leg, 31in.,
waist 32in., under-arm seam 17t in., x4tin. collar, £12/ 10/-.
No. x Dress hat (seldom used), size 6t/ 6t (22in. inside band),
£3.-Apply Box No.-?-? c/o Editor.

DA~D

ENGAGE~llENTS

Touring Band

ONE PAIR bronze American optical spectacles have been
handed in to the Orderly Room, nth Regiment (Depot). These
were found on Messines Sports Ground after Old Comrades'
Week-end. Telephone Catterick Camp, 2281, Ext. 61 or 67.

~on-Tourinq

Band
Edinburgh
The Oval
York

August 17th- 18th
September 6th
September 15th

Births
161/i R egiment
HALL.-To Craftsman and Mrs. A . S. Hall , on 24th May, 1962, a son,
Michael, at B.M.H. Hostert.

Folkestoae
Edinburgh
Eastbourne

August 12th-18th . . .
August 19th-25th .. .
Sept. 30th-Oct. 7th

FOUND

"

Quicksilver,'~

August 16th-2xst

1962
Darlington-Middlesbrough

Move m e a ts-Offleer s
(Porecasl period ending 151/i August, 1962)
To xrth Regiment for retirement
Lieutenant-Colonel F. E. Berry
24th Regiment
Major W. McDonald
...
,, School of Signals
Major R. H. Gilbertson
...
254 Squadron
Major P. A. M. McGillivary
,, 14th Regiment
Major P. D. Mootham . ..
. ..
11th Regiment for retirement
Major A. E. Scaife - . ..
. ..
H .Q ., A.E.R.
Major (Q.M .) J. P. Cairns ...
,, 11th Regiment
Major (Q.M.) J. A. G. Stokoe
H.Q., COMCAN
Major (Tfc. Offr) H. Gully ...
,, 30th Regiment
Major (Q.M.) W. R. Pearse
,, 24th Regiment
Captain R. M. Ashton
,, Junior Leaders Regt.
Captain A. Coates
,, 224 Squadron
Captain V. S. Smith
,, 238 . Squadron
Captain P. W. Powley
,, 255 Squadron
Captain R. T. Martin
Canada
Captain P. S. Reader ...
. .•
,, 11th Regiment
Captain T. L McL. Robinson
,, 24th Regiment
Captain J. G. Fleming ...
,. H.Q., A.E.R.
Captain P. E . Riding ...
,, 7th Re11imeat
Captain M. G. Adams ...
2nd Regunent
Captain A. C. Birtswhistle
,, 226 Squadron
Captain J. M . Ellingworth
,, 237 Squadron
Captain N. C. Grayson ...
,, 254 Squadron
Captain G. A. W. Hickman
19th Regiment
Captain J. M. Hewson . ..
,, 18th Regiment
Captain J. A . Toanison
,, 4th Regiment
Captain C . S. Tyson ...
,, 15th Regiment
Captain J. M. Newman
,, 4th Regiment
Captain B. L. Rogers ...
,, 7th Regiment
Captain T . H . Wheawell
,, 4th Regimeat
Captain J. C. Campbell
A.A.S . Harrogate
Captain P. A. Dally
...
.. .
20th Regiment
Captain P. A. Talbot .. .
.. .
,, 7th Regiment
Captain (T.O.T.) P . Thompson
,, 4th Regiment
Captain (Q.M.) A. E. Carter ...
u
240 Souadron
Lieutenant D. M. O. Miller
,, 7th Regiment
Lieutenant D . F. Malone

M o1.•f'mf'n ts-Warrant Officer s and Sergeaats
W .0 .1
W .0.l
W.O.I
W.O.II
W.0 .II
W .O.II
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A. V. K. Ward
R. A. Rankin .. .
R. Jenkins
.. .
G. A. J. Barnaby
R . N. Howells ...
G. E. Appleyard

... To 48th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 19th Regiment
30th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
,, School of Signals

lJfarr i a g es
H .Q., A.F.N.E.
CADMAN-OSMAN.-Corporal P . J. Cadman, oa 28th July, 1962,_ to
Leading-Wren Margaret Osman (WRNS), at Church of the AscenSton,
Preston Road, Wembley.
;x6th Regiment
ALMOND-VlLLETTE.-Signalman F. J . Almond, oa 16th June, 1962,
to Miss C. L. Villette.
BATES- BESHARI.-Lance-Corporal R. Bates, on 19th May, 1962, to
Miss B. Beshari.
RIORDAN- ALSOP.-Signalman T. H. Riordan, oa 211d June, 1962, to
Miss N . A . Alsop.
SMYTHB-HENSHAW.-Laace-Corporal L . F . Smythe, oa 20d June,
1962, to Miss V. M . Henshaw.
BATBMAN-LEE.-Craftsman A . N. Bateman (R .E.M.E .). on 26th May,
1962, to Miss J. M . Lee.

D ea ths
BEST. -22523095 Corporal S. Best, died at Rimini, Italy, whilst on leave,
oa 26th June, 1962.
BAILEY.-2316o740 Signalman D. J . Bailey, on 28th June, 1962, at
Staines, Middlesex, as a result of a road accident.
CROOKS.-22964071 Lance-Corporal E. Crooks, on 28th June, 1962, at
Staines, Middlesex, as a result of road accident. Life Member.
BARCLAY.- Signalman A. A. Barclay, oa 27th May, 1962, as a result
of a traffic accident.
STALLAN.-On 12th July, at his home, Pinkers Revel , Bourne End,
Buckinghamshire, Lieu1enant H. A. C . Stallan, Royal Signals, 1925 to
1931.
CARLYON.-On 12th July, 1962, at Farnborough Hospital, 'Kent, Major
R . Carlyon, 79, Kiagswood Road. Shortlands, Bromley, Kent. Royal
Signals 1935-62.
MARTIN.-Oa 26th June, 1962. at St. James's Hospital, Balham, Captain
S. G. Martin, of 29, Ormeley Road, Balham, S.W.12, after a long illaen.
LEBMING.-On 18th June, 1962, at 104, Shelford Road, Cambridge,
Captain John Heys Leeming, Royal Signals. Beloved husband of Peggy
and Daddy of Susan and Michael.
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To the Regimental Associations
of the Old Indian Anny
65th Regiment, T.A.
invite you to visit their stand at the Natioaal Radio and Television Show,
22nd August to 1st September, at Earls Court.

Doyal Signals Institution Lectures, 1962
•Friday, 28th September, "New Zealand," Brigadier J . E. Anderson,
6.15 p .m., at the T.A. Centre, 47th Regiraent, T .A., Duke of Yori<'•
Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tuesday. 27th November, "Training of American Cadets at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. Miles, Jnr., U.S. Army, 5.1~ p.m., at
North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Cattericl< Camp, Yorko.
* Members are allowed two guests for this lecture.

Royal Signals Cricket Chili Fixture
Sept.

6th/7th

R.A.C.

Oval

Royal Sign a l s O fficers' Golfing S o ciety
will hold its Autumn Meeting at West Hill Golf Club, Brookwood, near
Woking, on 13th and 14th September, 1962.

Rist lUeeting o f the C:or1•s Co UlJDi ttee
will be held at the War Office on 28th September, 1962.

The Wyver11 Club
The Annual Dinner for members will be held in the Naval and Military
Club, London, on 3rd October, at 7 .30 p.m. for 8 p.m . Tickets and information from the Secretary, The Wyvera Dinner Club, Hcadquener1
'43 (WX) Div./District, Sherford Camp, Tauntba, Somerset.

Representative Colonel Co mmandant
tours B.A.0.R., 21st to 31st October, 1962,
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20, BART ON COURT AVENUE,
BARTON-ON-SEA, NEW MILTON.
Tel.: New Milton 1859.
STATION: New Milton, Hampshire.

(Bournemouth

IO

miles)

In order to give effect to the wishes of a well-known ex-Officer
of the Old Indian Army, who died recently, it is proposed to
make available, in the house mentioned above, accommodation
for ex-Indian Army Officers and their wives who may feel in
need of rest and a change, in surroundings congenial to them
and with an atmosphere of home. This plan has been discussed
with Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck, who hopes it may
succeed in its object.
The house belong to me and I propose to run it myself.
There is no wish to make money or profit by it, and terms are
framed accordingly (see note below).
Visitors would be accepted for a limited period, probably not
exceeding one month.
If anyone wishes to avail himself of this offer, he is requested
to communciate with C. H. Ireland (Miss) at the above address.
T enns: x2 gns. per week double; 6t gns. per week single.
Norn: Officers who, after service in the Indian Signal Corps
are in receipt of Indian Army Element of Pension, are regarded
as Officers of the Indian Army.
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Colonel G. 1 Untlerwootl,

Vale

==Promotions==

C.B.E., T.D., D.l.

l\IAJOR R. O. EDWAHDS

The following promotions were authorised during the months of April,
.May and June, i962:

On his retirement as Chairman of the Joint Administrative
Council of the Territorial Army and Auxiliary Forces Association. Colonel Underwood was honoured by Her Majesty, and
was al o entertained by the Council of the Territorial Army
and Auxiliary Force Association to luncheon on the 12th July.
Col. Underwood began his military career as a subaltern in
the 4th Hussars in 1917, and joined the Territorial Army in
1921, continuing on the Active List until 1945, a period of 24
years. He became a member of the Council of the Territorial
and Auxiliary Forces Association in 1930. Colonel Underwood
commanded the 46th Corps Signals (T.A.) from 1930 to 1938,
and then raised a second line regiment in 1939. A portion of
the second line regiment accompanied him to India in 1939,
forming the nucleus of 4 Corps Signals. He became C.S.O. of
4 Corps Signals until in 1944 he was invalided home. He has
been Honorary Colonel of the 46th Signal Regiment (T.A.) for
15 years. He has been Deputy Lieutenant of the County of
Lancashire for over 10 years.

After twenty-seven years service, this Officer retired in April,
1962, he still serves the Corps in 49th Yorkshire Regiment, T .A.
For a variety of reasons unsufficient mention was made of his
service in an earlier issue of THE WIRE.
During his service he did many things, and doubtless finished
them.
Unfinished, but quite the most successful, was his influence
on Corps hockey and his love for and work for the Association.
Hockey, even in his last years, he was either a member of or
on the fringe of Corps and Regimental elevens. As a referee
he is of international standard.
This short article is, in the main, an appreciation of his
work for the Association. To the writer's personal knowledge
he has been ' at it ' for fifteen years.
Probably his active and most effective work started earlier
than that. Northern Ireland, and later, the 24th Regiment.
In the latter-a Training Regiment-a Club Room, a most
lucrative weekly Bingo session and a very great amount of careful, unobtrusive welfare work.
Unconnected? Connected? demonstrations to Schools and
Boys' Clubs in the North-East.
The.re has been some criti<;ism in the National Press that in
the modern Army some officers and others are " Clock
Watchers." Where the good of his Corps is concerned, 'Bob'
Edwards never had a watch, much less ever knew the time.
York Branch of the Association will be the better for his
adherence. He has been a Life Member since 1935 and usually
boasts that roo per cent. of his Squadron are also Life Members
-0f the Association.
A very great Signalman and a very great friend .

Te/star - anti - Certa Cito
During the inaugural intercontinental exchange of television
pictures and sound, Royal Signals did not fail. Chief Yeoman
Warder A. Griffin (Royal Signals) was shown to America during the Ceremony of the Keys at H.M. Tower of London.
Signals are said to be bounced off Telstar. Those who
know Mr. Griffin will have been heard to comment "some
bounce"!

ROY Al SIGNALS BAND
The Band had the privilege of playing at a Garden Party at
Buckingham Palace on 25th July, 1962, an honour shared by
the Band of the Royal Horse Guards.

Mr. Leonanl Charles Colgan
Mr. L. C. Colgan, civilian switchboard operator at H.Q.,
Chatham Garrison, who ' was awarded the Imperial Service
Medal in the Queen's Birthday Honours List, was presented with
the medal on 26th June by Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E.,
C.S.O., Eastern Command. The presentation was made in the
Library of the School of Military Engineering, where the Commandant entertained Mr. and Mrs. Colgan afterwards.
Mr. Colgan's record of service is remarkable, he having enlisted in Royal Engineers on 22nd June, 1916. He transferred
to Royal Signals when the Corps was formed in 1920 (Army
Number 2308645 ! ) and was transferred to the Reserve in 1923.
He then joined East Command Signal Company as a civilian
and was employed as a switchboard operator at Chatham. He
did tours of duty at Hounslow, Sheerness and Biggin Hill, but
always returned to Chatham. He was embodied from 1939 to
1948 when he reached the rank of Sergeant, but remained at the
Chatham switchboard throughout.
When his war service was finished, Mr. Colgan returned to
his previous civilian post and has thus served with Eastern
Command Signals, in its various titles, as a soldier and civilian
for 39 consecutive years. This is probably a unique record, and
as the accompanying photograph shows, Mr. Colgan looks as
though he will be able to give several more years' service before
he has to think of retirement.

*
Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker,
O .B.E., C.S .O., Eastern
Command, presenting Imperial Service Medal to
Mr. L. 0 . Colgan

*
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Technical Roster
To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

1.

1290
770
5900
9266
53 10
1050
4920
7010

To W .O.I
To W.O.II

To S Sgt.

1050
436o·
4370
4380
4390
4400
4410
4420
4430
4440
4450

39718o4
14857628
7888926
22296401
22242164
22$40458
2547772
2553003
22212894
25477738
22239628

A/W.O.II
A / W.O.II
S Sgt.
A / W .0 .II
A/W.O.II
A/W.0.II
A/W.O.II
S Sat.
S Sgt.
A/W.0.II

Jenkins,]. I .
Richlngs, S.
George, E. D.
Allcock, R.
Talbott, R. H. J.
Downs, T .
Plwnridgc, L.M.G.
Healey,
Green , . J.
Greenbrook, D .
McKay, A. Y .

21022u8
22190317
22275131
21033799
22265073
22569464
22390873

Sgt.
A/W.0.II
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Howie, B. S .
6810
Robinson, E.
6820
Hop'.tins1 D . G . E . 6830
Kendrick, L.
6840
Turner, B.
6850
Baxter, J.
686o
Houghton, R .
6870

J·

1490
1680
4290
4440
3444
4780
2700
2620
4030
3610
4710
3640 (Op.)
370 (Field)
3674 (Op.)
3680 (Op.)
36oo (Op.~
2410 (Op.
366o (Op.

966
3104
3270 2020
3280 3540
3290 3570
3300 1940
3310 2220
3320 2230
3330 2370
3340 2540
3350 2570
336o 2640
3370 2670

Foreman of Signals
To S Sgt.

22265335
22526338
22776o78
22550228
19037429
23469698
23238336
22569553

S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

1630
1640
1650
166o
1670
1680
169<>
1700

5180

Levins, M. J.
Morrison, J . B.
Southgate, T. H.
Pemberton, F. H.
Finch, T. A.
Nightingale, J. E.

620
630
86o
870
88o
890

650

Feber, H . L . H.
Jewell, J . P.
Kitchen, J .
McEwan, M. M.
Williams. B. K.
Bellamy-Wood,
c. R.
Jones, A.
Sharrock, T .

2350
236o
2370
2380
2390

2370
2520
2634
46o
2030

2400
2410

2050
2124

2420

2240

36o

46o

1090
IIOO

220
234
300
290
170
306

Timson, D. R.
Norton, A. G.
Kirton, J. C .

O'Connor, D.

Nixon, E. D.
Ellis, R. A.
McKay, R. A.
Keeton, G.

2010

2630
2940
296o
4900
6440
6710

Chief Clerks Roster

LANCE-CORPOHAI, E • •J.

BY

MAJOR

H. E.

To S Sgt.

MIU~~

KNIGHT, J.P., M.I.E.E.

"Recently I had the sad duty of attending the funeral of my
old batman, Lance-Corporal E. J. Mills, of 19, Bromfield Road,
Clapham, S.W. He was 58 years of age. He had quite a long
career in Royal Signals, as I know he was at Maresfield in the
early days and was recalled from the Reserve on the same
day as myself, i.e., June 18th, 1939.
My connection with Mills was unique in that he was my
batman from June, 1939, until he was demobilised three weeks
before me, in July, 1945. He served me with devotion in all
my .travels, i.e., France and Belgium, 1939-40; North Africa,
1942-43, and Italy, 1943-45, and I have very happy and grateful
memories of him."
SIG.NALM'AN A. A. DARCLA"l."

Signalman Alexander A. Barclay died as a result of a traffic
accident on 27th May. An ex-National Serviceman, he joined
402 Squadron, A.E.R. (Radio) as a special operator in 196r. An
excellent tradesman, he soon proved to be a very popular
member of the unit. The funeral was private and took place
in Kirkcaldy on 31st May. To his parents, at 150, Lismore
Avenue, Kirkcaldy, we offer our very sincere sympathy on the
loss of a fine son.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1962

22242105
14093285
14441343
22537083
22709645
22537845

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

620
820
452
950
850

Administrath•e Roster
To Sgt.

23340178
22821017
22569042
22669028
23297841
23327146

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

22295193
22817852

Cpl.
Cpl.

II070
11720
1386o
4300
4&20
4940

9850

986o
9870 5590
9880 6720
9890 9154
9900 n16o
9910 11320
9920 11390

2630

3200

2940

RegiJnental Duty
W.0.I
78o
W.O.II
70
S Sgt.
41 50

2520
4720

2794
4840

3710

790

950

386o

4230

Field Hoster
Sgt.

26o

670

1840

1880

Chief Clerks ll.oster
W.0.1
S Sgt.

140

650

620

200

Administrative Jloster
820
206o

Smith, H.
Pfeiffer, G . A.
Stirling, A. J .
Phillips, J. F.
Wi~ate, C. J.
Mc hie, J.
Rann, L. P.
McGreiirr, R. A.
Tyler,
. W.
Sanderson}.;". F.
Skipper,
.
Thurgood, M. A.

9810
9820
9830
9840

49<>

W.O.I
40
W.O.II
50
Sgu.
2010

Sgt .
21I25468
22296697 A/Sgt.
23250836 A/Sgt.
22525806 A/Sgt.
22569054 A/Sgt.
22772980 Cpl.
22296349 Cpl.
23217552 Cpl.
22539015 A / Sgt.
22956231 Cpl.
22265080 Cpl.
23224369 Cpl.

BaSM:tt, D . L .
WilltinllOn, F.
Brown, K . C .
Botham , R .
Gray, P. C.
Frost, J.
Richards, J. C. T.
Coultish, C. A.
Birkwood, J. W.
French, R. G.
McMahon, M. D .
Tasker, A. C. T.

Teebnical lloster

Field Roster
To Sgt.

Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

DELETIONS
Foreman of Signals
W.O.I

To W.0.II

®bituarp

23336288
23516611
23546291
22776496
22821085
2346ooo4
21005514
22776121
22845303
23480761
22526oo2
22823478

Old
Sen. No.

Regimental Duty Roster

The Singapore Signals Group
Notice the new name. but don't be confused, the:re are no
basic changes. The Group consists of 18th Regiment, 237 Squadron (GOMCAN), 249 Squadron (FARELF), Signal Training
Centre, 612 Troop (Cipher), 621 Troop (Air Support), and
spreads it wings over Borneo and Thailand as well as dealing
with the complex signal problems of Singapore Island.
The Group is under command of Colonel A. F . Freeman,
M.c., C.R. Signals, Singapore. He and his staff are moving to
the Tanglin area about 1st September.
This is in line with the present reorganisation trends in
Singapore.

22569401
22265735
22537999
2549712
23468298
22309118
2322036o
23220477

New
Sen. No.
Mortimer, B. G. T. 3661
Sutcliffe, R. H.
3710
Maple, G. C.
3715
Fox Roberts P.
3716
Esdalc, S .
3717
Sawyer, W.
3720
Brabon, T . D .
3730
Smith, J. F.
3740

Operating Roster

452

950

850

1220

1842

176o
4770

5000

Signal Centre Supervisor Hoster
S Sgt.

640

Operating Roster
Sgt.

4540
3640

36oo
3680

5730
366o

INSERTIONS
"l.' eomnn of SigJmls Roster
2549264
19056979
22247168

w.o.n
w.o.n

W.O.II

Ewens, R. M.
430
Gubler, G . I. D . 440
Francis, J . D. 450

Sgt.

Thompson, E. H.

Field Roster
22772254

1514

790

British Army Staff Representative
visits Fort Monroe, Virginia, U.S.A.
Colonel M. D. Price, O.B.E., Royal Signals, representing the
British Army Staff in Washington, was a recent visitor to Headquarters, U.S. Continental Army Command, ~t Fort Mo.nro_e.
The British officer discussed U.S. Army Signal orgarusauon
and developments with USCONARC officials during his visit to
the Fort Monroe headquarters.

Signal Centre S111tervlsor Jloster
To W .0.I
T o W.O.II

2597200
2549278
25f737
228 2197
19034163
22446561
2340163

A/W.O.I

Leggett, A. T.

S
S
S
S
S
S

Leggett, C. W. J .
Dixon, P. V.
Giles, G. W.
Coyne, A.
Rowe, B.
Thomas, F. A.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

JIIO
1120

II30
1140

, -eomnn of Signals no st.er
To S Sgr.

23666171
22515692
22956230
23823877

Sgt.
Sgt.
A /S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.

Smith , C. A.
French, K.
Hawkes, C. D .
Brown, P.

IOIO

1020
1030
1040

4476
5250
6730
7050

Colonel M. D. Price, O.B.E., Royal Signals (right) and Colonel
G. T. Kimbrell, Deputy Chief of Staff, HQ, Usconarc
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Visi ted on 18th July, the T ournament still provides the best
entertainment in London.
The Royal Signals' Display was in excellent form and,
judging by audience reaction was the most popular item
amongst many that were very good.
A stroll round the building after the performance r evealed
the Royal Signals' Stand, manned by 243 Squadron of Southern
Command, was attracting r easonable interest. Aided by the
loan of equipment from 30th Regiment and, be it said, from
Gurkha Signals, a large amount of modern equipment was displayed attractively.

Members of the British Joint Communications-Electronics Board
(Middle East)

B.LC.E.B.(ME)
Visit ol British Joint Communications-Electronics
Hoard (Middle East)
On the 26th June, the B.J.C.E.B. (M.E.) visited East Africa
Command to hold their second quarterly meeting of 1962.
For those who don't know, the B.J.C.E.B. (M.E.) is, as its
name implies, composed of officers of the three Services and is
charged with studying and making recommendations for all
communication matters which have a 'joint' aspect.
The Chairman is Captain P. G. Loasby, o.s.c., R.N. The
Secretary is Squadron Leader A. F. Plant, D.F.M., R.A.F. The
Members are L ieutenant-Commander E. A. Spencer, R.N., Staff
Officer Communications to the Flag Officer .Middle East; C.R.
Signals, .Middle East, Lieutenant-Colonel T. I. G . Gray;
Wing Commander (Tels.) .Middle East, represented in
this case by Wing Commander 'Jimmy ' Edwards, R.A.F.;
Squadron Leader C. F. L. Turner, B.E.M., R.A.F., and
Lieutenant-Colonel J . W. Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., C.S.O. East
Africa.
Since the meeting coincided with Princess Royal D ay we,
together with every R.A.F. Signal Officer in the Command,
combined business with pleasure and entertained the Board to
dinner on the 28th June.
Sixty-five officers and their ladies sat down to dine, the
guests of honour being Major-General and Mrs. R. E. Goodwin.
The dinner was held in the New Stanley Hotel, which will
be well known to those who have served in East Africa. Afterwards, mellowed by wine and good food, many of us went on
to the Equator Club, now moved into Lugard Avenue from
Victoria Street. There we danced into the small hours to the
Jambo Boys' Band.
At the end of their visit, the visiting B.J.C.E.B. Members,
wives and children went to the fa mous "Treetops Hotel."
They were lucky, as the elephant, rhino and buffalo were out
in force. It was an interesting and exciting experience for them.
Mount K enya too, showed her beautiful head late in the evening
and there are few more lovely sights than Kenya in the setting
sunlight.

*

*

CORPS CRESTED ASH TRAY
Available from Royal Signals Association.
Unbreakable plain glass, 4!in. Square.
Corps Crest in gold.
Price 4s. 6d., including postage.
Suitable e.-;pecially for souvenir gifts and for
personal use.
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With this goes the world-famous Hillman reliability, high quality finish and elegance. At its price
there's nothing to match the Hillman Minx
De Luxe Saloon anywhere!

4-DOOR DE LUXE SALOON
H.M . Forces posted overseas are
able to purchase at generous ux
free rates, which allow up to six
months motoring, in the U.K.
Please write for full details.

ROOTES LIMITED European
Section, Overseas Retail Dept.,
Piccadilly, London, W. I.
ROOTES AUTOS (Deutsch land)
G.m.b.H ., Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.
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A Charter for Technicians ?
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19th Regiment in Thailand
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Kufra and Turkey Trot (203 Squadron)
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L ife in F ARELF (249 Squadron) ...
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WORLD-WIDE
PARTS AND SERVICE

HUMBER • HILLMAN
SUNBEAM • SINGER

..
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Fine pArformance from a large 11600' engine
developinli 56'5 b.h.p.
Specially strengthened
Powerful, hyfront end for greater stability.
draulic brakes with 121 square inches braking
Silent hypoid rear axle and 13t cu. ft.
area.
luggage space.

Recommended Reading
An Experience in Sailing

,/

The finest family car in its class

Technical Training Manuals
Attention has been drawn previously to those excellent
manuals Basic Electricity and Basic Electronics. These were
described in THE WIRE as making all things easy, both for
students and instructors.
The Technical Press, n2, Wes~bourne Grove, London, W .2.,
have now produced Part I of three parts of each of Basic
Electronic Circuits and Rasic Radar.
Again, each subject is dealt with in a series of profusely
illustrated, short, easily understandable, notes. These are very
simple for the student. For tfie instructor, they provide a series
of lectures, complete with easily copied diagrams.
Basic Radar is, alas, useful only to the enthusiast. It is not
a Royal Signals subject.
Basic Electronic Circuits is a must for instructors. It costs
16/- for Part I only, but it is very well worth it.
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THE JUNIOR LEADERS
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bas restarted
lts Philatelist Club and will be most grateful to
recei ve stamps from all Regiments, Squadrons,
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radlo enthusiasts receive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes contalnlng stamps to please be addressed:
Philatelist Club, Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
SlgnalS, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, South Devon.
REGIME~T
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HERBERT JOHNSON
specialise i11 hats for every
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to suit you personally, witli
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An Experience in Sailing
BY W.0.II W. A. LrrrLBJOHN
A chilly morning in
May saw five members of
16th Regiment making
their various ways to
Kiel on the orth Coast
of Germany. Our unit
ihad been fortunate in
having been allocated one
of the British Kiel Yacht
Club's fleet of 30 square
metre cla s sailing boats
for a one-week Baltic
Helmsman's Training
Course. Under the experienced eye of our
qualified i n s t r u c t o r ,
Captain R. J. T anner,
the crew of Major G.
Klosser, W.0.11 W. A.
L ittlejohn, Corporal L .
C. Williams and L anceCorporal A C. D ar kins
l,efl. to righ r : l ance Cor poral Dar kins , naviwere to be initiated into
s ator; W .0 .11 li ttlejoh n, helmsman; Captai n
the ways of the Baltic sea
Tanne r, ski pper
waters and their effect on
the 30 square.
On arrival at the club, we scanned the boat list and discovered that a yacht called Hieko had been allocated to our
party. This was handed over, in true military style, by a
member of the Royal Engineers permanent staff. It was only
then that we had the opportunity to have a good look around
at the 6ft. x 6ft. x 12ft. area that was to be the home of the
four crew members. The instruccor was to sleep on a much
more luxurious boat than ours-a 100 square metre class. A
boat that size was like a palace compared to ours, and the
" skipper " never <;eased telling us of the grandeur he enjoyed.
During our first evening, we met the members of the other
crews and their skippers in the convivial atmosphere of the
clubhouse. There were 12 crews in all for the course. We also
met Captain S. Townsend, Royal Engineers, who was the
" Captain of Boats " and is the main instructor and Chief
mentor. He gave us the outline programme of the course.
We had to get into bed in relays, because the area between
the bunks would not allow for four grown men to jostle out
of their clothes and into their pyjamas together. This was only
our first lesson in adaption to our new surroundings. The
peaceful rising and falling of the boat with the gentle swell of
the water soon put us to sleep.
We arose early next morning and made a noble effort of
preparing a meal for five on our one gas ring. CW e also
learnt that the first one up must put the kettle on for tea, otherwise breakfast would be delayed). A delightful Compo breakfast out in the cockpit under the early morning sunshine
set us up for our first morning's instruction. This was an
introduction to the boat, its construction, and to some unfamiliar nautical terms. Boat husbandry (the nautical term for
BULL) was on the afternoon programme-all in preparation for
going to sea. So much fresh sea air during the day had
exhausted us so we all had an early night.
On the second day, after starting early again, we found
ourselves much more suited to our unusual surroundings. It
is amazing how adaptable human beings are. We spent the
morning under the experienced eye of the Captain of Boats, in
his classroom, learning about navigation, chart reading and seamanship. In the afternoon, we had our first sail. We cruised
the quiet waters of the inner harbour area learning to handle
our craft. The fleet of sailing boats looked very picturesque in
full sail.
The third day started with lessons, very important lessons,
too, for we learnt that if the weather permitted during the last
three days of the course we would put all our studies to good
use on a sea voyage to Denmark. D uring the afternoon we
sailed Hieko around the Kieler Fjord. In Kiel Harbour, the
apparent prosperity of the shipbuilding yards, full of activity,
made a sharp contrast to the crumbled concrete of the submarine pens remaining from the Second World War.
The land takes on a different aspect when viewed from the
water, everything and everyone seems to be in such a hurry
whereas on the water, things take their time.
'
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We now had the handling of the yacht at our fingertips, all
our crew had been " dinghy " sailors for some time, so the
adaption to the larger vessel was not so difficult. We were
ready to face our anticipated sea passage.
We had to await the early morning weather forecast before
our exact destination could be announced. Fresh south-westerly
winds were announced, and we were to set· our Rhum line
for Sonderborg, the most southerly port in Denmark. Corporal
Williams had to make up the crew of one of the 1oo's that were
to travel over as escort to the fleet of smaller vessels. We bad
completed customs and immigration formalities the night before,
so at 11.00 hours, we made sail and steered for the seaward end
of the fjord. The weather was perfect. A fresh south-westerly
wind " pushed " us along past the Fredricksorte lighthouse and
the line of buoys that marks the channel for the liners. The
small markings on the chart came to life-just like road signs.
We set a course, steered by compass, and were soon out of sight
of land.
In the Baltic we met the heavier swell of the sea. LanceCorporal D arkin s was the navigator on watch and was below
working on the passage chart. Suddenly he popped his bead
and shoulders out of the hatch and leaned daringly over the
side. Only his subsequent green pallor indicated that be was
our first, and only, victim of seasickness. He elected to take
over as helmsman-out in the fresh air for a while! The wind
was freshening now, and we were making about 5 or 6 knots
on a •• r each." The 30 square class is, by repute, a "wet"
boat, and H eiko was showing us just how wet. Our oilskins
were h astily donned, but the persisten t sea soon fou nd its way
in and soaked us. Brewing coffee in this weather at sea is quite
a feat, but drinking it is an even greater one. The worried
looks of our skipper were eased when we sighted the Flensbore
L ightship. T his marks the entry into D an ish waters, and was
one of the signposts of our journey. W e changed our courtesy
flag and made for harbour. The high seas were tossing us about
and making the passage very uncomfor table. Avalanche, one
of the 100 squares passed us. She was a splendid sight in full
sail.
The calm of Sonderborg ba.vbour made the journey really
worthwhile. At the entrance stood the impressive fortress of
Sonderborg Castle and beside it the red brick customs house.
The h arbour is used mainly by yachtsmen from Copenhagen and
Germany, and the Bkyc fleet is a r egular sight there.
We moored up at the quayside. The town is situated on a
hill, its streets running down to the water's edge.
By now, the cooking prowess of M ajor Klosser h ad come
to the fore, and h e elected to prepare the evening meal. H is
method of selecting tins of compo at random, mixing them together and producing a savoury result, always received our gra teful thanks. That evening we sampled the D anish hospitality.
The people were very friendl y, and really made u s welcome.
The next morning, it was our skipper that awakened us at
about 09.00 hours and noisily produced breakfast. We allowed
him to eat it all, as well, because we had to admit we had had
perhaps just a little too much of that " friendly D anish
hospitality.
For the next two hours, we worked as a crew- trying to
delay our sailing time to allow the cobwebs to blow away. We
were, in fact, the last of the fleet to set off for a sail in local
Danish waters. We had the experience of stopping the road
traffic at Sonderborg, when a low bridge had to be opened to
let us through. Our passage took us up the Alsund, a narrow
waterway separating the island, on which Sonderborg is situated, from the mainland. We had lunch at anchor in the sound
in a very peaceful setting. Back at our moorings at Sonderborg
that evening, preparations were made for the passage back.
We were a much wiser crew now, and the art of preparation
and stowage of kit came easier. The order for all boats to be
our of harbour by 09.00 hours curtailed any ideas of more
fraternising, so we had a pleasant walk around the local beauty
spots and collected a few souvenirs before retiring.
The passage back was made in a force 7 wind, and in just
as fast a time as we had made on the outward journey, even
though we had to beat against the raging south-westerly. The
submarine memorial at the entrance to the Kieler Fjord was
an indication that our journey was nearly at an end. We were
exhausted when we tied up at our clubhouse mooring.
The course was over! In just one week we bad learnt so
much about the elements of nature and how to use them to
the best advantage that all seemed worthwhile. In was an unusual course for soldiers, but one which exercised the littleused qualities of resourcefulness that lie dormant for so long.
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Operations Troop anti Exercise
"Trumpeter"
BY SIGNALMAN R. INGHA¥
I am 19 and <;ome from Adswood, near Stockport. I was
educated at St. George's Secondary Modern School until I
was 15. I then became an apprentice electrician-firstly, with
a firm doing contract work on internal wiring of houses and
offices. I got around quite a bit on this. For the last nine
months before I joined the Army, I worked on electrical maintenance and plant wiring installations. On one job I was at
Leeds for a month assisting on the wiring of an overhead crane.
My main interests, outside work, were with the local youth
club. I am keen on weight lifting, soc<;er, swimming, and have
played some cricket. When I was 17 I started to run the weight
lifting classes for those up to 16 years at the youth club. I
used to spend three nights a week at the youth club, with the
intention of becoming a leader.
My last job was becoming a bit boring, since it was gradually
developing into a 9 to 5 routine. I wanted to move around.
My aunt and her husband (he was in the Manchester Regiment)
had recently returned from Germany. My girl friend and I
used to visit them very frequently. My aunt told her what a
grand time she always had with the Army overseas. I eventually
got my girl friend sold on the idea of my joining the R egular
Army.
I reported to Catterick, I Ith Regiment, in October, 1961,
and there I did my six and a half weeks initial training. I went
to 8th Regiment in January, 1962, and passed out as a lineman
BIII in April, 1962. I had been interviewed whilst under training by the Parachute people. They had accepted me. I was in
fact, on my 1 l days end of course leave, prior to joining them
for training, when I was told to make it 14 days' leave, since I
was now to go to 19th Regiment at Changi. I heard that it was
an Air Formation Regiment and imagined it would be somewhat on the scale of 8th R egiment. When I got to the D epot
after my leave the other chaps said I was ' dead lucky ' to be
going to Singapore. I was at 11th R egiment for seven days
getting kitted up and receiving my 'jabs.'
I left for Lynham on 16th May, arriving at about 16.00 hours.
I spent the night there. We boarded a Brittanie at about 08.30
hours; after being airborne for about 15 minutes an engine hatch
cover fell off and within 20 min utes we were on the ground
again. Another n ight was spent at L ynham. We fina lly took
off at 09.00 hours on Friday, 18th May. We night stopped at
El Adem and had a refuelling stop at Aden. Both looked a bit
barren. We arrived at Gan I sland on Sunday morning at 02.00
hours. We had a Jong wait there whilst a spare part which had
been sent for from Singapore was fitted. We took off late Sunday afternoon and arrived at Chan gi at 02.00 hours on Monday,
21st May, 1962. W e were then taken to Nee Soon T ran sit
Camp. At about 15.00 hours on Monday transport arrived and
I was taken to Chan gi. I spen t a week at Changi getting by
O.G. tailored and kit sorted out. On Monday, 28th May, I saw
the Commanding Officer and was posted to Operations T roop
at Seletar. L ieutenan t Crow, O.C. Operations T roop, saw me
and told me exactly what the Troop did . I also learned I was
off on an exercise on the following Monday.
What wer e my impressions? I thought th e Regiment would,
before I arrived, deal only in UG and overhead cables. Little
did I think that I would find myself dealing with D ro cable,
jungle survival and field rations in addition. One lives and
learns. My biggest surprise was to find that mosquito n ets are
not required in Seletar-we are mosquito free.
At 03.00 hours on 4th June-out of bed-we left in L and
Rovers for T emerloh at 05.00 hours. We got there at 14.15
hours. The journey was tiring. It was mainly mile after mile
of jungle with odd kampongs dotted here and there. We unloaded our tents and put them up, then sorted things out r eady
to lay the lines next day. We started to lay the engineering lines
between the R.A.F. transmitter and r eceiver sites. Then the
more importan t lines in order of priority given to us by Captain
Higham. On 7th June I left T emerloh with Corporal Jackson
for T riang, the Forward Air Strip. We left at 10.00 hours and
arrived about xr.oo hours. W e unloaded and appropriated one
of the wooden chalets just off the airstrip. On the 8th we laid
the R.A.F. engineering lines and the other lines in order. Unfortunately, the R.A.F . had to move their radio vehicles five
times so we had a lot of extra work.
This airstrip catered for N aval H elicopters, T win and Single
Pioneers and Army Air Corps Austers. Since none of us had
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experience of working with
helicopters before, we made
a duff choice. Our chalet had
a thin tin roof. One of the
first helicopters to land came
to rest about 40 yards from
our chalet. When it started
up we were sandblasted, and
one side of the roof of the
chalet folded back over the
other. What a mess. It took
20 chaps to get it back in
position. We roped it down,
only to lose it again to the
next helicopter. We were
beaten and moved to a d isN ot
used generator shed.
so comfortable, but at least
fairly dry, with an intact
roof. We only had a 10 line
exchange. ' 28th Brigade provided the big exchange, further down the road, we had
lines to this. We were able
to swim in the river for the
first two days, but then it
was i;ut out of bounds because the water spread
jaundice. We wer e not
allowed to wear " flip-flops "
because of scrub typhus in
the grass.
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See 1st Reg iment
page 274

Lieutenant Co lonel A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., w ishTng Captain
Klysner a safe journey back to Denmark
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Major J. C, Clinch 2 IC 1st Regiment inspects the Dan ish Signal Company on arri val in Germany

A Squadron of 1st Regiment, having recently spent two
weeks in Denmark, a reciprocal visit by a Company from the
Jutland Regiment has now been made. The Company 100
strong, arrived in Verden on 19th June, under the comln.and
of Captain S. Klysner, to spent two weeks living and working
with the Regiment. Of their complement of seven officers,
eight Warrant Officers and Sergeants, and 85 other ranks, only
ten were regular soldiers; the great majority being National
Servicemen and, in the case of the officers, Reservists. They
brought with them a varied selection of signal detachments,
including radio, radio-relay, cable and signal centre; the composition having been previously decided in order to provide
certain communications for the D ivisional C.P.X "National
Hunt," which took place in the second week of their visit.
Some preliminary preparations were necessary for this exercise, in order to integrate the Danish equipments into the signal
layout, and a small regunenta! exercise was held during the first
week, and the few problems were sorted out. These preparations, however, were but a small part of a busy programme
laid on for the Danish soldiers, who, from the moment of their
arrival, found themselves taking part in Regimental activities,
some of which must have been strange and surprising to them,
but were always accepted with enthusiasm, perhaps as examples
of the strange ways of the British Army! Quite clearly however, our Danish friends found nothing strange or surprising
about the parade arranged for their reception, on which they
were greeted by a Squadron of the Regiment and the Band
of the 13th/1 8th Hussars, and were inspected by the Commanding Officer. Their marching and bearing were of a high order.
A certain amount of rivalry has already been created on the
foo tb~ field in .~e co~~e of our friendship wi~ the Danes,
and this compeuuve spmt was strengthened durmg their stay
through various other sporting activities, in which they
acquined themselves extremely well, despite the fact that they
were only of company size. The football match, played in
the Verden stadium, was a victory for the British, but, in
fact, not an easy one. On the athletic field the Danes came
into their own. however, and at an inter-squadron sports day,
held as part of the celebrations of P rincess Royal's Day, on
Saturday, 2.3rd June,_they were able to show how fit they were.
Not only did they wm the tug-of-war and the soldiers' obstacle
race and 880 yards, but in a cable laying race with two detachments from the Cable Troop, they won by a handsome margin.
The young officers of the Regiment slightly recouped our losses
by winning their obstacle race, and the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants were perhaps moral victors in theirs. It was a muchappreciated surprise, at the prize-giving, to find that our
guests had regimental ashtrays ready to give to all the winners
of both teams.
I~ would _
perhaps be unwise to dwell too long on the many
social occasions of the past two weeks, which included the
Regimental cocktail party on Princess Royal's Day, and a special
lunch for the men, served by the Officers Warrant Officers
and Sergeants of both Regiments. There were also parties in
the Corporals' Club and dinner nights in both messes. The
dinner night in the Officers' Mess was attended by Brigadier
M. A. Charlton, C.C., Royal Signals 1st (BR) Corps, and
Colonel Worm-Leonhard, Commander of the Jutland Regiment
and his Adjutant. Colonel Worm-Leonhard stayed to see th~
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first day of Exercise " N ational H unt," and before leaving expressed his delight at the success of these exchange visits between our two Regiments.
This success is most clearly apparent in the work of the
Danish signallers on the exercise, during which they provided
a variety of links at various headquar ters. T heir main task
was communications for the Corps cell, including Radio-Relay,
Teleprinters with on-line-cipher and radio. They also laid a
carrier cable between Main and Rear Divisional H.Q., and provided terminal equipment and radio as well, including a Radio
Teleprinter link from Rear D ivision to H.Q., 7 Armoured
Brigade. There is little to add to this except to say the links
worked and were well manned and a credit to the Danish
Signals.
Too soon, it seemed, ·t he visit was at an end. So much
had happened in the two weeks, and many have been omined
from this report. Visits were made to Bremen and Hamburg,
also to Bergen-Belsen, and to Steinhudermeer for some sailing.
The 5th Royal Tank Regiment arranged a memorable tour for
the whole Danish Company, who returned full of their day with
this Regiment and the thrill of looking over the tanks and
equipment of an armoured regiment.
A smorresbrod and beer party (and Aquavit, too, for those
who understand) rounded off the visit, and on Monday, 2nd
July, with the whole Regiment lining the roadway of Caithness Barracks, our Danish guests drove back to Denmark,
leaving with us memories of many good friends made, and the
hope that we shall all meet again, either in Denmark or
in Germany.

OC of the Danish Signal Company presenting prizes afte r the
Football match
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I. Brigadier Harrison, C.S.O., B.A.O.R., with a Patrol Team from the Danish Signal Company. 2. The overall winning team
from Charlie Troop Left to Right:- Corporal Webster, Signalman Sharpe, Lance Corporal Piggins, Corporal Collett, La nce
Corpora l Taskers, Signalmen Saunders, Prendergast, Tweedie. 3. A team from "Oscar" Troop in the Watermanship Contest.
4. A team from Radio Relay Troop competing in the Log Race. S. Brigadier Charlton, CCR Signals (BR) Corps LieutenantColonel Hoerder, CR Signals 2 Div, and Captain Fick, OC Danish Signal Company, watching a Watermanship Race from the
Rescue Boat. 6. Brigadier Charlton with Y of S French, who recently attended the first Yeoman of Signa ls Course and passed
o ut t hird in order of merit. 7. The Nuclear and First Aid Exercise. 8. Competing on the Scrambling Net.

2nd

Ac the outhern edge of the British Zone, where jt . joins
the U. . Zone, south of Paderborn, is the Sauerland, a picture
postcard " area of wooded hills and lakes. Some of _the lakes
are well-known through the Second World War exploHs of the
"Dam-Busters." Between two of the famous lakes, the Mohne
See and Eder See Ires a smaller lake, the Diemel See, by
the side of which the Regiment held its annual camp in conjunction with a signal company from the Royal Danish Army.
The programme for the camp was divided. i?to two. distinct
phases, the first week being a patrol compet1t10n, designed to
develop mdividual initiative an~ to give ev~ryone a chance of
seemg something of the beautiful countryside. Some of the
families travelled down from Bunde to see the camp over the
week-end and brought with them the first sunny day. The
second week saw the second phase, a Regimental signal exercise
to practise co-operation between the British and Danish Signals.
The patrol competition had two parts. The first consisted
of a 24-hour map-reading and initiative test, whi~h included
a night in bivvies, and the second, which .'~as held m the c~mp
area consisted of a series of P.T. compet1tJons, a nuclear, light
resc~e and first aid exercise and an assault boat race. The overall winners were a team from " Charlie " Troop, led by Corporal
C. Webster and the runners-up were the L.A.D. team, led by
Corporal A. Delbridge.
During the first week of camp, the Regiment was visited by
the C.S.O., B.A.0.R., Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E., by
C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier M. A. Charlton o.B.E., and by
Colonel Thompson of the Danish Army. Colonel Thompson
helped the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. H.
Hoerder in presenting prizers to the winning teams in the
patrol competitions.
It was the small events that will make the camp memorable;
such occasions as the " Charlie" Troop party after the prizegiving. when it became difficult to distinguish between the
Danish linemen, the British linemen and the L.A.D., especially
after all had been despatched into the lake in true boat race
fashion;
Sergeant D. B. Le Feuvre suspended over the river on the
Death Side; the H.Q. Squadron team watching their clothes
drift downstream during the Jog race; the visiting senior officer,
travelling in the powered assault boat to follow one of the
races, having to help with the paddling when the engine broke
down;
Signalman K. Hughes, " Romeo " Troop, who forgot to wait
for the boat and found himself launched into the water;
the two teams in the 24-hour patrol competition. one of which
marched to the debussing point instead of the embussing point,
and the other that arrived extremely fresh in the bivvy area ...
having done their " march " in a taxi!
As a last note, many friendships were formed between the
Danish Signallers and ourselves, and the Regiment looks forward to the possibility of visiting them on their own ground in
the future.
4th

They slept, ate and worked with ¢e detachments and came
out with considerable credit.
One story is told of a Champ breaking down in the middle
of nowhere whose BI driver left a Cadet with the vehicle while
he went for the repair team. Two hours later, on arrival at
Main H.Q., he found the Champ and Cadet awaiting him.
The Cadets themselves .report having thoroughly enjoyed
. their stay and having learned not only some technical but also
some tactical aspects of signalling. We are told this was
exactly what they required.
We wish them all the best and hope we may have convinced
them of a worthwhile career in me Corps. Several of them
confessed to entertaining new thoughts on their respective
futures.

REGl.lUENT
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At the end of May, the R.E.M.E. inspection team from Dusseldorf descended upon us for the Unit C.I.V. In preparation many
full working days were taken up, plus considerable burning of the
midnight oil. especially bv Captain Dix, R.E.M.E., and his men
of the L.A.D., who seemed to run an uncomplaining 24 hour
shift.
During this same period, a small team was entered for the
4th Division. the B.A.0.R., and the Roval Signals rifle meetings,
in the first of which. Lieutenant D Insall, Royal Signals, achieved
second place in the individual oistol practices. Unfortunately,
he was later taken ill, and unable to compete at the other two
meetings. The falling plate team had its moments of glory, but
the general lack of practice was evident.
Followin~ close on the heels of the C.I.V., came the Queen's
Birthdav Parade. when all Regular soldiers of the Regiment
paraded for the first time in their No. 2 dress. The parade was
commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. Hutchins, and we
were honoured bv the presence, on parade, of the Divisional
Commander, Major-General J. V. Allard, C.B.E., D.s.o., E.D.,
C.D. Judging from letters received afterwards, the hard work
put in for this parade was well worthwhile.

7th

The G.O.C. talks to Lance-Corporal Butcher the Ex Junior R.S.M
of Newton Abbott

In mid-month, four Squadrons competed for the Regimental
Athletics Trophy. Unfortunately, 20s Squadron were unable to
attend owing to other commitments. This year I Squadron retained the cup in an exciting finish, with H.Q. Squadro?
second, and a depleted team from 204 Squadron hard on their
heels in third position.
There were some notable achievements, with Lance-Corporal
Chambers I Squadron, winning the high jump, having returned
from leave literally rs minutes before his event. Lance-Corporal
Pitman ' H.Q." Squadron, won the sprints and Corporal
Bowler r Squadron, the Jong distance races, but perhaps the
best p~rformance of the meeting was by Corporal Co?', 204
Squadron, who, having won the h~rdles, walked away :wi~ the
pole vault, clearing over a foot higher than any of his rivals.
At the end of an excellent day, we were treated to the spectacle
of the handicap stakes for ' old soldiers,' those with ~ore than
rs years' service. This was won by the R.S.M. (the white flash),
who was running in his tennis kit and should therefore have
been disqualified.
.
.
The Whitsun break came as a relief to many, with Hammersmith Barracks seemingly deserted. Almost all were basking in
the glorious sunshine somewhere in central Europe.
Of all the trips that were organised, perhaps we should mention the one to Berlin under the guidance of the W.V.S., and
that of the Acquarist Club, who went north to pursue their
various activities.
This club with Lieutenant J. M. Gray still at the helm,
marches on,' and the canoeing team is in hard. training at the
time of writing for this year's races. We w1sJ:i them every
success in spite of the fact that they left the Regiment to communica'te alone on Exercise" Salad Days." We don't know how
we managed without .them.
.
This exercise was not, as was popula.rly believed, a ~r~duc
tion by the local Amateur Dramatic Society, but an admimstrational exercise in Schleswig Holstein. It seems to be the general
opinion that all exercises should be held in this area where we
were not without the basic comforts, thanks to the warm welcome accorded to us by the local population, who provided
everything from a horse for the Technical Warrant Officer to
complete S.D.S . runs, and a blue tiled shower for the 'gungy'
members of the L.A.D. (These R.E.M.E. men must either be
brighter or 'filthier' than we Signallers).
We offer our congratulations to Lieutenant 'Bob' Middleton
on the occasion of his marriage; say farewell to SecondLieutenant Ian Kerr (to soth Regiment, R.A.), SecondLieutenant ' Mike' Forge (to 204 Sqadron) and to W.0.11
Singer, who, so soon after his promotion, is called ' sir ' even
by his General.
We must also extend our welcome to Captain R. Trotman,
Lieutenant I. Hamilton and Second-Lieutenants P. Webster and
R. Brewis, the latter of whom managed to eat breakfast in the
Regiment before disappearing to 20s Squadron .
Throughout the exercise we acted as hosts to a party from
the Cambridge University O.T.C., consisting of three Officers,
one W.O.II and Io Cadets.
Having arrived, they plunged with great enthusiasm into the
Regimental life and were not spared.

llEGIHENT

Of late the Regiment has suffered a lull in acuv1ry, as far
as exercises are concerned and, with the exception of Exercise
"Salad Days," which only affected S Squadron, little movement
has occurred.
B.A.O.R., as readers will know, has suffered a lot of publicity
lately, unfortunately not all good, and yet another term to be
included in the military vernacular has been found. " Poison
Dwarf,'' which it should be emphasised now, in fairness to those
now so termed, was not a strictly correct interpretation but,

REGIMENTAL PARADE
PRINCESS ROY AL DAY
Brigadier M. A. Charlton,
O.B.E., Commander Royal Signals HQ I (BR) Corps, presenting The Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal to
W .0 .11 A. E. E. Hawkes

and do, enjoy friendly relations, and it is simply a case of
the world-wide rule : " If you want trouble you can always
find it." It is, of course, just as easy to make friends.
28th June, which no reader should need amplifying, was
celebrated in true military style, with a Regimental parade.
The Regiment was most fortunate in securing the service of the
Band of The Royal Tank Regiment for this parade, and there
is no doubt that live music is far more conducive to good drill
than " canned " versions. Everyone concerned, not least of
course, R.S.M. Keay, was pleasantly surprised at the standard,
which was comparable to any much more experienced unit
commonly associated with ceremonial parades.
We are more than pleased with our Motor Cycle Trials
teams' latest efforts. On 3rd July they competed successfully in
I2 Infantry Brigade Trials and literally swept the board. First
overall team was our "B" Team, followed in second place
by our "A" team. In addition, Signalman Everett won first
individual and first novice prizes, while Signalman Hill came
away with second novice prize.

SHIRLEY BROOKS
MILITARY T AI LORS AND OUTFITTERS
a nnounce Change of address

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone

due to the imagination of some individual, has now been accep~ed
as such. Such events as have led up to the press camprugn
were doubtless unfortunate, but as the German press has pointed
out, the situation is no different now .to what it has been in the
past.
In our garrison area it is true to say (and we are only some 20
miles from Minden) we enjoy cordial relations with the local
people. The Sergeants' and Corporals' Messes both have played
soccer matches some of which have been previously reported,
with local German teams. In the very near future the Sergeants'
Mess is organising a football festival, and some indication of
the relationship between both sides is the fact that no trouble
This
at all has been experienced in finding participants.
festival is to be followed at a later date by a Regimental one,
involving some ten teams. On rst July the Sergeants' Mess
was presented with a very fine trophy from the village team
of Milse to commemorate the game played on that day. The
game was followed by a very convivial evening, during which
tlie language barrier seemed non-existent. Some visitors were
overwhelmed by our hospitality and suffered the following morning, so it is reported, but undaunted, they have quickly
challenged the Mess to a return mat<;h on their own ground,
followed by an evening in their club. It is a pleasant thought
that nearly all the German teams use the local gasthaus as club
premises.
It would seem, therefore, that despite press reports, we can,
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REGIMENTAL PARADE - PRINCESS ROYAL DAY
Brigadier M. A. Charlton, O.B.E., Lieutenant Colonel F. L. Clarkson,
M.B.E., The Commanding Officer, Major R. H. Maxfield, OC 4 Sqn,
R.S.M. E. H. W. Keay and Sergeant J. Horne

TEMple Bar 3657

UNIFO RM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
O FFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS
SAM BROW NE BELTS AND LEATHER
ACCOUT REMENTS
SHIRTS A N D REGIMENTAL TIES
MINIATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
Reclm e ntal or
Individual
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
Enquiries
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
W e lco med
EMBROIDERED BADG ES AND
Prices o n
CHEVRONS
App llcatlon

Regimental Stable Belts are Our Speciality
•

Regimental Wall Shields, Cuff Links, C iga re tte
Cases, Brooches, e tc.
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pring ha~ once . more . given way to SWI1!11er, and the
th..:rmometer is shoo!lllg rapidly up th~ scale. Bemg a COt?parative newcomer to Cyprus, the change m the temperature is very
noticeable but I have drawn comfort from those stalwarts
who e " knees are brown," from previous summe.r.s here, who
deign to admit that it is warm. Many of us will, however,
shortly escape on leave from the h~t to the su~er health
resort in the mountain ranges, of which Troodos is one of .the
mo t popular. After this we can look forward to next sprmg,
when we shall be able to enjoy the magnificent splendour of
the island's flora. when fields erupt into a blaze of c:olour from
the mas es of gladioli, iris, marigolds and poppies, and a
ho t of other flowers which appear miraculously to transform
the i land's summer barrenness. As one of the few overseas
stations left for us to enjoy, Cyprus must surely rank as one
of the best. Apart from its agreeable climate, its beaches ~d
splendid bathing, there is much of historical and archaeological
interest to be seen, and one should count oneself fortunate
to be posted here.
This month we said goodbye to L ieutenant-Colonel D. G .
Jones, who commanded the Regiment fr?m July, l9?o, and
who has relinquished command on promotion and appomtment
to a new role at Catterick. Colonel Jones shares very many
happy memories with those who were privileged to serve under
bis command and all ranks combine to wish him and Mrs.
Jones every ~uccess in their new home and role.
We extend a cordial welcome to our new Commanding
Officer L ieutenant-Colonel D . D. F airman, and to Mrs. F airman and offer our congratulations to him on the award of
the 'o.B.E. in the Queen's Birthday Honours. We are confid ent that the loyalty and soirit of happy relationship that
existed tluoughout his predec-essor's time will prevail during
L ieutenant-Colonel Fairman's tenure.
Tue new Mercury Barracks, which were graciously named
by Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal during her tour
of Cyprus and North Africa this year, will shortly be occupied,
and we are looking forward to vacating the Twynham and
Nissen Huts hitherto occupied. The temporary absence of
mirrors over wash basins and pelmets from which to hang
curtains will not seriously inconvenience us !
Some of the Senior N .C.O.s of the Regiment have been
actively engaged in spring drills under the eagle eye of the
R.S.M., Mr. Harris, who, although suffering from a strained
larynx shortly after the drills commenced, carried on in true
tradition and got his message through. His success is evidenced
by the amount of tailoring being done to the waistlines of some
of his victims' K.D.
On 28th June, we celebrated the first of the "Princess Royal
Days." It was of an informal nature, the sole object being to
enjoy ourselves. In the morning a church service was held at
Dhekelia, which was att ended by the Chief Signal Officer,
Brigadier A. T. Honeyboume, o.B.E., members of 203 Squadron
(Infantry Brigade Group), 15th Regiment and ourselves, after
which we saw a display of 203 Squadron equipment, followed
by a conducted tour of the Dhekelia Signal Centre and Telephone Exchange. In the afternoon a social get-together of all
ranks took place at the Services' Beach Centre, Famagusta,
where everybody, including, it was noticed, some of the local
populace, enjoyed a free barbecue. The get-together was highlighted by the R S.M. offering to be thrown into the sea, and
his generous, unrehearsed, act received deafening acclaim from
those who witnessed it. The R.S.M. is still wondering how
it happened and how he forgot to remove his watch! A free
cinema show was held at night, and the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess entertained the officers and their ladies
at a very successful Spring Ball.
On the sporting side, the Regiment is at present actively engaged in cricket against the major units of the island, and are
so far faring very well. Additionally, the Rowett Cup, which
was donated by Brigadier W. B. Rowett, when he commanded the Regiment, is being contested by the Squadrons.
This cup is presented annually at the end of the competition
to the Squadron gaining the most points from the sports played
- these are Association football, rugby football, basketball,
hockey, cricket, tennis, swimming, shooting, athletics and crosscountry running. The competition fosters a tremendous enthusiasm and spirit between Squadrons.
There remains
swimming, tennis, cricket and shooting to complete the competi-
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Alas, this month THE WIRE notes for the Regiment pass out
of the hands of Major D. S. A. Hutley, G.M. His interesting
writing will be missed by all THE WIRE readers. Unfortunately,
other duties have made it necessary for him to hand over the
notes to a new editor.
May is always a refreshing month in the United Kingdom,
especially in Catterick. Winter, which has been hanging on
for grim death, has at last given way to more moderate weather,
and in all aspects of training, more fresh air activities can be
expected.
Ullswater is now open for Adventure Training, and each
recruit intake will now spend four days there, fell walking,
canoeing and generally getting fit.

THE SHOOTING TEAM
Sergeant R. B. Walters, Lance Corporal A. I. Cheese, Sergeant
D. E. Wilson (INT Cor ps)
Sergeant S. E. Denton (RE.M .E.), Captain D. Hall , (R.A.P.C.),
Lieutenant Colonel D. G. Jones, Royal Signals, Major A. Milligan,
Royal Signals, Sergeant J. E. S. Lewis
tion for th is year. At the moment 3 Squadron are just ahead
of 2 Squadron, and a storming finish seems likely.
A word about Regimental shooting.
The shooting year, which ended on 31 st March, has been
this Regiment's most successful so far. The initial success came
early, when the team won the Royal Signals (N.E.L.F.) Small
Arms Cup at the Central Meeting, held in Cyprus in August,
196I. Unfortunately, our fortunes ebbed in the Cyprus Rifle
Meeting, probably due to our younger m embers being overawed by the occasion. Nevertheless, was carried off several
individual prizes and had the honour of providing four of the
Cyprus 48. These four acquitted themselves very well indeed,
and firtished within the first twenty. T eam prizes eluded us by
very narrow margins. The team next tackled a series of A.R.A.
non-central matches and succeeded in winning the A.R.A.
Corps Shield (Overseas). This is a truly magnificent trophy
and is ample reward for all the effort. Small bore matches
met with relative success and the team achieved fourth
place in the Unit Team Small Bore Championship-no mean
feat when one considers that the match was fired on an outside range in a strong crosswind and with issue .22 ammunition! Following the completion of the A.R.A. matches, the
team was awarded the Royal Signals (N.E.L.F.) Shooting
Trophy for the best aggregate of six matches, which included
S.L.R., S.M.C. and .22 rifle matches. Finally, we were pleased
to learn we have also been awarded the Royal Signals Inte.rUnit Trophy, having returned the best Royal Signals aggregate
score in the A.R.A. matches " 1st Army Cup" and " Corps
Shield." The team is now looking forward with confidence to
the new shooting year.

Spo rt. Tennis .- In the Mackworth Trophy Tennis Competition, the unit defeated a strong School of Signals side by
seven matches to three. Let's hope we can keep this up.
Basketball.- Lance-Corporal Evans was awarded bis Army
Colours when he represented the Army in April this year.
Canoeing.- Lieutenant B. E. Brown, A.C.C., continues to
encourage canoein g. Two canoes were entered for the Chester
National. The crews were: Lieutenant B. E. Brown, A.C.C.
(KI), Lieutenant M . E. Bradbury, Royal Signals, Lieutenant N.
A. Parker, R.A.E .C. (Wessex).
This was a very exhausting and fast race over a 13-rnile
course, and we cannot grumble at the results : Singles,
Lieutenant B. E. Brown, A.C.C., 4th. Doubles: Lieutenant M.
E. Bradbury, Royal Signals, and Lieutenant N. A. Parker,
R.A.E.C., 3rd. Lieutenant Brown had a third the following
week in the annual Windermere race.
R ecruits of tlte ~fonth. Since the last issue of THE
WIRE, there have been two Pass-Off Parades.
On 18th May, Signalman G . Brook passed out as best recruit.
What better start in the Army could a man wish for, who joined
in the first place on a spot decision.
Signalman Brook was educated at Kingsley School, Barnsley,
and left at the age of 15 years to study coal mining at H ensworth
Tech. H e has no previous connection by family association
with the Army, they are all in mining.
He is now 27 yea rs of age and married, with a son aged three
and a daughter, one year.
A friend of Signalman Brook, named Eastwood, decided to
leave the mines and join the Army. Signalman Brook accompanied his friend on a visit to the local Recruiting Office. He
was interested in the tests he saw .and decided to try for himself. H e completed the tests successfully and being impressed
with the " patter " he heard, decided to join up. A decision
I am sure he does not regret. He leaves now to train as an
electronic technician.

W.METfJALFE
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A tl m111 Net.
Personnel continue to arrive without kit
or without evidence that it bas been withdrawn. Please keep
a look-out for cases in which personnel are detached to U.K.
(without kit) temporarily or medevac and the~ are suddenly retained in U.K. Heavy charges up to approxunately £30 have
to be raised against some individuals.

STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROY AL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTHING
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS

RI£UMOND,

YORKS.
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Car Rally. A successful car rally was run on 2.3rd May,
and it was encouraging to see such a good entry list.
It was not run in a too business-like way, and everybody
seemed to enjoy themselves.
However it must be faced that the ladies seem to adapt them.selves to this sport very well, much to the alarm of some
keen motor types. It was most discouraging for some of the
men to leave « Mr. D unlop" all over the Yorkshire Moors
and to come back and find that certain lady crews had covered
rwice as many che<;;k points and had never changed out of first
gear.
The men's prize was won by R.S.M. Ham and R.Q.M.S.
Barnes. The ladies prize, or to be proper, " Coupes de Dames,"
was won by Miss C. Best and Miss 0 . Jones.
The writer is much too interested in his career to mention
who came last!
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On 1st June, Signalman P. G. Camille, aged 18 years, passed
out as a very proud best recruit.
Signalman Camille was born in Nairobi, where his parents
worked, and then went to live with his aunt in the Seychelles.
At the age of 14 he rejoined bis parents in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika, where they now live. He attended school until the age
of 17, and then decided to join the Army, owing to the political
unrest in that country.
Although initially he had difficulty in getting in, he made a
trip to Nairobi Garrison and they accepted him there.
He soon. found himself in England, training, and now will
continue his training as a Radio Relay Technician .
At the moment he is on a six-year engagement, but he says,
" I enjoyed myself so much at uth Regiment (Depot), I might
tnake it my career." Let's hope he does.
Two recruits passed out on the lst June Pass Off Parade
already decorated.
One was Signalman O'Connor, from Bantry, County Cork.
O'Connor served with the Irish Brigade in the Congo and holds
the United Nations Congo Medal.
He was attached to
the India Brigade H .Q.
at K atanga, and was
so impressed with the
longe range communications there, that he
decided to join the
Royal Signals.
An experienced recruit with his weapons,
he now continues his
training as a Cypher
Operator:
Knows
what he wants, this
chap. Term of service,
9 to 22 years.
The other decorated
recruit was Signalman
Omera Fikri, from
Cyprus. He holds the
G.S.M. for 6t years
with the W.D. Police
Force, 9th Regiment.
His reasons for joining are a full life and
better pay. Fair enough. Term of service,
9 years.
Staff Sergeant NalStaff Sergeant Nallon
Ion was presented with
the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal on 1st June by ColonelD. R. Horsfield,

A F ll' 9803
Serial 17. Reason for M ove and Authority: Where possible
please quote ROPO. If a ROPO is not quoted, we assume that
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it i a " funny " and act accordingly. If the authority is a local
one plea e end copy of relevant correspondence.
Serial 37 : At the end of a tour a man is granted 28 days'
leave and we calculate the balance.
S erial 30. Leave Address.-This must be read as Home
Address or Private Address. We cannot progress pay, R.A.,
leave dekit/rekit, joining instructions, etc., when the man proceed direct to Home Address on deplaning and we don't know
where he is.
For the past seven months various comments have been made
m these notes, illustrating the need for co--0peration in order
to cut down our unnecessary administrative tangles. One or
two units have been most helpful, others, perhaps, do not realise
the e..x tent of the problem.
As an indication, since the middle of March the Release side
only of No. 2 quadron, has handled 314 signals, nearly all
avoidable fro m 84 units and sub-units.
Please do not post inter-unit mail in P ersonal D ocument Files.
This is really a king for trouble.
Relevant copies are most helpful, but originals could so easily
be flied as copies instead of actioned.
M ilitary personnel travelling with passports must travel as
Government Officials. Passports must not be altered.

Postings In. We welcome Major F . C. Lockwood, who
has recently arrived in the unit to take over command of I
Squadron. from Major J. G. James, M.c. M ajor James now
assumes the appointment of Second-in-Command of the Regiment in place of Major 0 . B. G. Shoubridge who has recently
retired. Fortunately, Major Shoubridge will still be with us
for some time yet, and now takes up a new task as O.C. Officers'
Wing.
13th

REGIMENT

. Attachment of 402 Squadron (A.E.R.). Earlier
m the year the news that the Regiment was to play host
to 402 Squadron (A.E.R.) for their annual training in June
was received with some misgivings but, in the event, the
attachment was most successful and we were delighted to
have the Squadron with us for a fortnight.
It was encouraging to see the enthusiastic way in which
~ personnel of . th.e Squadron approached their training, and
1t wa.s most grat~g to see the way in which they fitted into
the life of the Regunent and the standards of efficiency they
achieved.
A welcome visitor to see 402 Squadron at work was Colonel
T. H. C. Grigg, Commander A.E.R., Royal Signals, and he
was good enough to comment favourably on t'he training of
the A.E.R. personnel.
Ilegimentnl Training. Training in the Regiment is
no_w concentrated on trade conversion courses, military proficiency courses, annual range classification and P.E. tests and,
to put it mildly, life is rather full.
.''islt of Director of Telecommunicntious. The
Director of Telecommunications, Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley,
was al~o able to spend two days with us during a crowded
wee~ m B.A.O.R. and saw something of the work of the
Regiment.
His vis i ~ happily coincided with a Regimental guest night,
and we think he enjoyed his visit.
RiOe Shootin~. The Regimental team did well in the
Area Riffe Meeting, W.O.II (F. of S.) Nixson being in
pamcularly ~ood form to win the title of Individual Best Shot
of the Meetmg.

Rh~e

Prin~ess

lloyal's Day. The activities arranged to celebrate Prmcess Royal's Day, including a Church Service, Regimental Athletics, All Ranks' Tombola and Social Evening
a~d the annual Officers v. Warrant Officers and Sergeant~
cncket match (w~n, nee~ we. say, by the officers), were very
successful and enJoyable, m spite of the rather discouraging and
unseasonable weather.
C.ri1·ket. Under the guidance of Captain R. Ramsey the

R~mental team is. doing well in league matches and we are

hopmg for success .m the cup competitions. Stars of the team
are ui:idoubtedly Signalmen Thompson and Walliker, who are
both m great form as all-rounders. Thompson has also been
chosen for the .B.A.O.R. team on several occasions and has
done very well in.deed.
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3 Squadron. June has been a particularly active month
placing exceptional demands on our diminishing manpower. '
Details <?f the Ann?al Regimental Rifle M eeting will be seen
elsewhere m the Regimental notes, but should like to add our
congratulations to the 3 Squadron team who we think "did us
prou~." The follow--0n has been .~e Southern Command Corps
Meetings and currently as wntmg the A.R.A. Meeting at
Bisley. So Captain C. M. Senior, W.0.II R.W.Q.S. J. E.
Cox, W.0 .II S.S.M. A. A. Copestake and W.O.II C. G. Curtis
have all been absent from the fold for a longer spell than we
care to dwell upon; but we wi h them the best of good fortune
in the final competition and must say that we are pleased to see
the Squadron so strongly represented.
.The long spell of dry weather has encouraged the Squadron
cncket team who have been playing regular week-night and
weekei;id matches with notable success in most instances. An
exception was the match v~su s Mr. ~ - <;ollins's (local farmers)
eleven, when we lost by virtually an mnmgs defeat. Considerable interest is centred around the re turn fixture due on 17th
July when the Squadron hopes to reinstate itself in this now
annual even t.
We are pleased to be able to report that the Unit motor
cruiser Mercury II is proving to be a success on the nearby
Thames, and is used every weekend and on some week-days by
the " fortunates" off duty. Judging by the extent of the canoe
~epair programme in hand by the Squadron Canoe Club this
1s currently a very active sport. It is hoped to organise a " ~anoe
regatta " comb~ed with Squadron picnic in the near future.
T~e long-~ wa 1ted Camp Improvements Scheme chiefly concerrung mess'?g and recreational amenities is still only a subject
of conversafion. The optimistic, however, are looking for
completion before the winter.
Finally we . o~er oux sincere condolences to Corporal and
Mrs. G. Martin m the very recent sad loss of their newly born
son after but a few days when all seemed well.

15th

16th

REGHIENT
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Closing . of th~ O~cers ' ltfess. On 20th June, the
last formal dmner rught m our own Mess was nostalgically enjoyed by a number of important guests. These included the
G .O.C.-in-C., Cyprus, Lieutenant-General Sir R. Anderson,
K.C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., and the C.S.O., NEAREAST, Brigadier C.
T. Hon~yboume. In future, the officers of the Regiment will
~ess with No. 2 He adqu~rters Mess, Episkopi.
The C.S.O.,
m a sho~t speech after dmner, expressed the hope that in a
not too distant future we would again have our own Regimental
Mess. The closing of the Mess is the natural result of the
NEAR.EAST run-down and civilianisation. The number of
" livers-in ".has been steadily declining for some time. The
recent marnage of Lieutenant E. Mulley to Lieutenant A. Hill
W .R.A.C., and their subsequent elevation to the status ol
" Married Pads " cut the number of resident Mess members
almost by half.
To those w~o have seen the. ~ess bare Nissen huts gradually
take . on an air of respectability and comfort, it was a sad
ev~n~g. Naturally, rumours about the future use of the Mess
buildmgs have been numerous. It has variously been reported
a.s a youth club, barrack sto~~l office block, theatre and education centre. It now seems likely to become an R.C. Church.
.e Episkopi, Oh Episko1ti."
On sale at bookshops
thr.oughout Cyprus recently was a new publication. A short
sattre on cantonement life, entitled "Episkopi Oh Episkopi."
The author <;>f ~s book is Lieute~ant J. Coop;r, R.A.E.C., our
tame educationalist. The book 1s extremely well illustrated
by . W.0.II ".Charlie " ra:"'cett, the S.S.M. of 2 Squadron.
Incidentally, 1f anyone is mterested, copies of this book can
be had from the author, c/o 15th Regiment, price 5s., post free.
(I promised him a plug).

Episko1ti :t"~hology, Part II . . Inspired, no doubt,
by the communication centre notes last month on "Centurions "
etc., the Transmitter Troop submit their own "fairy story'."
As a backgro1:1nd, let me say that until a short while ago, the
Tx. Troop lived and worked about seven miles from the
rest of the Regiment. They became quite independant in outlook. Now the Troop is partly civilianised and ~he balance
of military personnel have been " welcomed " back to live with
the rest of the Regiment. They now commute daily and we
have almost got them speaking the same language. '
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Lieutenant J. Cooper, R.A.E .C. and W.0.11 C. F. Fawcett Royal
Signals, autograph ing cop ies of t hei r boo k ' Ep is kop i oh Episkopi '

THE TX FA IRIES (Or Paramali Pixies)
Once upon a time there was a Fairy Troop; I know that
they were fairies because they were not the same as other men.
These fairies lived on a rocky plateau on a small island far away
in the Mediterranean Sea.
No one knows when the fairies first came to T x, for
that was the name of the place, but they were first recognised
as recently as 1954 when " wizards" in Bampton and other
equally remote places, I believe, recorded hearing strange voices
talking to them. I t transpired that the T x fairies were performing a service for a fairyla nd called G.H.Q., Episkopi-but
that is another story.
I must tell you all about the fairy camp and how they lived.
They had everything, simply everything ! . . . They lived in
little canvas houses and right besid e their homes they were
clever enough to arrange all the amenities that they needed .
Books, music, moving pictures on the the wall, games, a fairy
boat, plenty of good food (the fairy cook was quite excellent)
and pets. The fairy pets included dogs, pigeons, rabbits, the
odd snake, and at least a million dear little pussy-cats. Above
all, the fairies had their inn, the " Getsome Inn." Ah! what
fun and games went on at the inn (talking of fun and games,
it wasn't unknown for little girl fa iries to be seen in and about
that special place). The fa iries had their own band and a
bard. Now this fairy bard was a great teller of storiesspecial fairy stories. In add ition, he knew all the verses of
" Eskimo N ell," and would often recite them r ight through
without a mistake-this after five Coca-Colas and five Keo, is
·
no mean .fea t-even for a fairy.
The fairies would, I am sure, have been happy as they were
for ever, but others, learned and worldly men, no doubt, were
so anxious to lend a hand that bit by bit they " took control,"
as they say.
Alas and alack, the poor fairies, downhearted and dispirited,
all disappeared. It is whispered that they all went back to
Fairyland to live happily ever after.
Ordinary mortals do all the fairy work now, but it could
be that the fairies have left a sort of rear guard, for some of
these mortals look suspiciously like the original fairies in
disguise.
(I apologise for being unable to publish a fairy picture,
but you will understand that if they had settled in one spot
long enough to " pose," they would have died of " exposure."! ! )

Butchers : Grocers : Grune Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-
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On the evening of the 25th May, the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants en tertained the Officers at a games tournament held
at the Sergeants' Mess. Zero hour 20.30 local. The battle
commenced on schedule with an assortment of games, including
darts, billiards, snooker, dominoes and cribbage. One felt the
deadly earnest in which the contestants entered the fray. Blood
match, no, no blood to spill, just liquor. The darts teams, with
arrows poised, took deadly toll and with the early casualties
in the Officers' team it gave the Sergeants a lead which they
maintained throughout the evening. With an unauthorised
sortie at tipit the Officers fought to a worthy victory, though
this was not accred ited to their final score. A marathon game
of cribbage interruped the scheduled truce for eating. The
contestan ts being the Commanding Officer and Second-inCommand, Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. P. Brader and Major K.
S. N ewell respectively, on one side and W.0 .1 Seymour and
W.O.I Lockie on the other. With the timely help of "sheckles,"
Staff Sergeant Brooks, it ended in a win for the officers. Many
thanks are due to the cooks under the guidance of Staff Sergeant
Woodhart for a most excellent feed. Back to battle, and the
traditional boat race was on, under the expert refereeing of the
Padre," T he Reverend A. K. James," who was heard to remark,
" This is the biggest congregation I've had since joining the
Regiment." The evenin g ended with the presentation of the
Losers' Trophy to the Officers. This was accepted by Captain
McQuade who after his most eloquent speech handed it back
to the R.S.M., W .0 .I W. J. Warren, for safe keeping. With
the battle well fought it was time for home and bed, except of
course the D iehards, who rallied at the bitter end with Liar
dice. A most enjoyable evening which we hope will be repeated
on many more occasions.
To celebra te the occasion of " Princess Royal Day," the
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes held a " R egimental Dinner "
night. At 20.15 hours, when all the Officers, Warrant Officers
and Sergeants were assembled in their respective Messes, a
signal was despatched to the Chief Signal Officer B.A.0.R.
containing Loyal Greetings from All Ranks of the Regiment on
the 42nd birthday of our Corps.
Despite the weather, the Regimental Fete held on 30th June
was a great success. With the many stalls and side shows gaily
decorated, " All the Fun of the Fair " was very quickly instilled
into all of us.
A big attraction was the mi,niature race track controlled by
Staff Sergeant Fisher and Sergeant Simpson, who I believe
run a miniature racing club here in K.refeld. With an extensive
layout it fascinated young and old alike.
Much hard work went into producing a very intricate Bottle
Stall, which reminded one of a gigantic spider's web, the
principle spiders being Lieutenant Cheshire and Sergeant
Tookey, who were more interested in money than flies. " Flip
a coin," "Three Balls in the Bucket," "Test your Nerves"
and " Throw a dart " being only a few of the stalls, one had
quite a choice of places to Jose one's money. The R.S.M. and
R.Q.M.S. Evans took the chair to get a ducking at Aunt Sally
and a queue of patrons quickly formed to try their luck. The
"wee " train, expertly driven by A.Q.M.S. Calvert, was
thoroughly enjoyed by the children. There was even a miniature
station for them to await the train's arrival. Nothing has been
seen of last year's rocket, which was understood to have left
on a journey into space, so it was surprising to see the A.Q.M.S.
there at all.
It was most gratifying to see the amount of electrically
operated · stalls as this always gives an air of professionalism.
The most interesting of these was that operated by Lieutenant
Sansom and Staff Sergeant Gardner, in which an aeroplane
travelling across the stall, at the press of a button, released its
bomb in the form of a dart onto the target in the middle of a
model village.
Many thanks to the Wives' Club for their magnificent effort
and many well baked cakes. With their responsibilities divided
into groceries, books, cakes and white elephants, they were
hard pressed for most of the afternoon. The draw run by
W.0.II Snell produced some attractive prizes for the lucky
winners, including radios and cameras. I am told the camera
won by Captain (T.0.T.) Foster just about completes his collection. At the end of this most enjoyable afternoon, one could
see clutched tightly in the hands of the children a stream of
coloured balloons disappearing through the barrack gates and
down Kempener Allee towards the Married Quarters. Well
done, the Fete Committee, for such an enjoyable and prosperous
afternoon.
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Tiie Royal Sigtials Association benefitted by £317 /ro/3, a
wonderful effort.-Editor.
We now boast an Angling Club of 20 members, amongst
whom is the Commanding Officer. We cannot get waters of
our own, but after much effort by individual members and
the committee, especially W.0.II Snell, the local civilian fishing
club have allowed us three guest cards on their Wl)ters, which
can be transferred amongst our own members. We are slowly
.finding our way around other daily ticket waters; M st of them
are old gravel pits and hold plenty of fish, carp and tench being
the main quarry. There are a number of records held by
members awaiting to be broken, such as the Chairman's, Staff
Sergeant " Brummie " Hawtin, who holds three : largest fish so
far (carp), 9 lb., number of rods broken two, and hours fished,
uncountable. The only record the treasurer (R.S.M.) holds is
the one showing the large amount of cash received off the
members. Another record is held by the Secretary, Staff
Sergeant Gardner for " miles covered" transporting members
about Germany trying the pools. We are now looking around for
competition, but (as yet) are sorry we cannot challenge any
team to come to Krefeld. If 21st Regiment care to accept a
challenge to a match and name a rendezvous, we will be pleased
to oblige (what about it 2r?).
Note from the Secretary: I do not recall seeing a photograph
of a fish in Tim WIRE, but I will, in due course, submit one
for publication.
Lire in Krefeld continued. Bradbury Barracks is
located on Kempener Allee in Krefeld and is the present home
of R.H.Q., r and 2 Squadrons, r6th Regiment, R.A., are also
accommodated in the Barracks. Recently, the Officers' Mess
moved to Hindenburg Barracks which is approximately half a
mile away and the living-in Offi<;:ers are accommodated in their
own Mess. The Warrant Officers and Sergeants have their
Mess in Bradbury Barracks in the same building as the
Sergeants' Mess of the R.A., the building being split into two,
one Mess upstairs and one down. Our Sergeants' Mess occupies
the upper half. Junior Ranks are accommodated in Barrack
Blocks in four or six-man rooms. The Junior Ranks' Club is
shared with the RA. It provides billiards, table tennis, a large
lounge, a writing room and separate TV room on the upper
floor and these are under the expert care of the W.V.S . The
lower floor consists of the restaurant, the tavern and separate
facilities for the Junior N .C.O.s. Alongside the J .R.C. we have
a swimming pool which has now been renovated. This is very
popular during the hot spells and is especially appreciated by
the off-duty personnel The Barracks has its own AKC cinema
which at times is not quite big enough, mainly due to the fact
that it is the only one in Krefeld and personnel as far out as
Willich (five miles away) use it. Welfare buses are laid on to
bring in those who wish to attend the cinema. The cinema
changes its programmes approximately four times a week, so
there is a good selection of film entertainment.
Food being all important to most soldiers, a word here
about the messing facilities. The junior ranks' restaurant is
run on the cafeteria system and caters for both Regiments.
The menu for the midday meal always includes a good selection
of dishes. Meal times are so arranged as to meet the special
needs of the personnel who work shifts. Messing meetings
are held at frequent intervals presided over by the Messing
Officer and all personnel are represented. To be continued . . .
In our last notes we explained briefly the sailing courses held
at Kiel. With this contribution, we have submitted an article
(with photographs) written by W.O.II W. A. Littlejohn which
I am sure you will agree makes very interesting reading and, for
those of us who like sailing, a certain feeling of nostalgia.

CLOTHING

1s still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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c.n. SIGNALS BllANCU, M.E.L.F.
.\ Report on behaU of Jloynl Signals (Aden )
on •• The Corps \Veekend "
Due to the absence on duty of Commander Royal Signals,
Lieutenant-Colonel T. I. G . Gray on the Corps Birthday, Royal
Signals (Aden), celebrated the occasion over the weekend 22nd
to 24th June.
It was very much a pioneering venture but the evident
success and enthusiastic atmosphere created leads us to believe
that we may well try a full Corps Week next year.
The programme started on the Friday afternoon with a
knock-out basket ball competition. This was organised by
Lieutenant M. Orwin of 254 Squadron who eventually led his
team from Line Troop to victory and to receive their prizes
from Mrs. T. I. G. Gray.
In the evening, a barbecue on the beach at Elephant Bay for
the other ranks and their families and a Signals/Sappers cocktail parry for the officers and their wives in the Tarshyne Mess
took place concurrently and provided much needed refreshment
between the sporting events.
On the Saturday morning, teams from all Royal Signals Units,
Aden, large and small, participated in a soft ball competition.
C.R. Signals Branch (including E.R.E. officers), 222 Squadron
(Air Formation), 254 Squadron, F.R.A. Squadron, 403 Radio
Detachment and Q.R.I.H. Troop all entered teams. Unfortunately I7 /21 Lancers Signal Troop could not compete due
to a previous engagement-a tels inspection!
The morning was hectic, hot and very sandy and excitement
over interpretation of the rules ran high. Only the umpires,
Sergeant Roberts, of 254 Squadron, and Mr. J. Stevens, the
American Vice-Consul, remained calm and undaunted by the
chaos around them.
Line Troop 254 Squadron emerged the victors after a thrilling
struggle in the final against 403 Radio Detachment (resplendant
in gaudy blue pyjama type jackets but not Red Sox!). The
result was hardly surprising as Line Troop had previously been
coached by Mr. Stevens and therefore had the advantage of
knowing what was going on.
However it would be wrong to assume that the evident predominance of Line Troop spoilt any of the enjoyment. More
than one game was decided by the simple expedient of the
fielding team and their supporters so completely confusing
the opposing team by their shouting, that the strikers ran back
and forth between bases like the proverbial yo-yo. Under these
circumstances excitement for spectators and players alike was
at fever pitch. Staff Sergeant Ankers and his ubiquitous barmen
(and bars) from 254 Squadron did legion service in preventing
all concerned from being so exhausted that the prizegiving
could be appreciated. Mrs. J. Pearce, wife of the O.C. 254
Squadron, bravely did the honours at the end of a gruelling
morning in the face of a sandstorm.
After a quick lunch a gratifying number of hardy spectators
came to see another thrilling spectacle. This was a safe driving
competition organised by Captain B. Freeman and the F.R.A.
Signal Squadron. After a series of manipulative tests, a run
round a section of Aden had to be performed twice, in opposite
directions, in as near as possible identical times-without
watches, clocks or sand-timers! Those who know Aden and
its Arab drivers will realise this is no mean fe;Jt.
403 Radio D etachment (by this time having doffed their blue
pyjamas) completed the double. Signalman Dix of the Detachment and his navigator won the military vehicle class, while
Major N. Baker, the O.C. of the Detachment with his wife as
navigator, won the civilian vehicle class, though closely followed
by C.R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel Gray, also navigated by
his wife.
Excitement lasted throughout the afternoon as no one knew
who had won until Mrs. R. Walker, wife of the O.C. F.R.A.
Squadron, presented the prizes. Second in the military vehicle
class was Signalman Hardiman of 254 Squadron and third was
Signalman Kane of 222 Squadron. The ladies, too, were included, as third in the civilian class was Mrs. G. A. Thompson.
wife of the G2 Signals, who merely acted as navigator. The
winners were therefore remarkably representative, which perhaps
proves that we are all safe drivers!
That night, Saturday, was devoted to indoor games, the
results of which are not for publication. If. however, the
number of empties which had to be removed next morning is
proportionate to the enjoyment, we may assume some results.
A D ru mhead Service was held in the open on the Sunday
morning. We were fortunate enough to have bot.11 the Band
of the rst Battalion the King's Own Scottish Borderers (why
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CR Signals Branch M.E.L.F.

The Corps Weekend

I. CRICKET MATCH: The Demon Horner Bowling. 2. SOFTBALL: Not Sing Sing just Singapore Lines, Aden. 3. COCKTAIL
PARTY: One event at least which was strongly supported by ERE officers. In the picture Lieutenant-Colonels Sawers and Brett
with Maj'or Macdonald. 4. BARBECUE: Man and meat done to a turn! S. CAR RALLY: They also win who only navigate.
Mrs. N . L. Baker receiving her prize from Mrs. R. Walker (ably assisted by Captain Gregory). 6. CHILDREN'S PARTY: One
of the camels indicating that three is a crowd.
THE WIRE , AUGUS T
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doe n't the Corps Band travel?) and Padre Higgins, Chaplain
to the F.R.A. The Padre conducted the service in a total time
of 23 minutes without in any way detracting from the solemni~y
or significance of the occasion. Again those who know Aden m
th hot season will appreciate how lucky we were.
Having got rid of our soaking uniforms, those who weren't
playing settled down. to watch a Signals v. S~ppers cricket
match. The little evident talent wa soon to disappear after
the lunch time beer, but in the end it was the Signa!s team
which received the winner's tankards from Mrs. T. W. Hackworth (who had to wait an e.xtra twenty friendly overs before
presenting them-obviously the players at least hadn't had
enough! .
ignal won by 24 runs in an exciting finish. Best performances were by Signalman Hardman of 254 Squadron who
scored 37 runs before he was run out and by Major Homer who
took four Sapper wickets for IO runs (a good thing for the
Royal Signals that Major Homer didn't accompany his wife
home by boat the previous week).
Midst all the sport the children weren't forgotten. Thanks
to the organisation of Major Stephenson and Staff Sergeant
Ridley of 222 Squadron they were given a splendid time during
the afternoon's play in the cricket match. It was noticeable
that the succulence of the tea and the excitement of pony,
camel and tractor train rides soon attracted as many adults as
children. The children were so well looked after under the
watchful eye of Mrs. B. D . Elsmore, wife of S.O.A.F. Signals,
that the parents could completely relax-well almost!
The first Royal Signals Weekend in Aden ended with that
well known sport tombola. This was organised by 254 Squadron
who under the guidance of the O.C. Major Pearce, and the
Squadron Sergeant-Major, W.O.II Kirk, also laid on many
other administrative arrangements.
All those who participated, helped or just watched should feel
satisfied that their efforts gave the Corps in Aden a good weekend of celebration. sport and enjoyment.

A (barter for Technicians?
BY c

L YE."'100R '

Last month, in somewhat frivolous vein, I asked "Why
not?" to the handing over of the supplies left in pantries on
posting. Only Mother Hubbard would be unlikely to find that
article valuable (excuse the modesty). This month on a somewhat more serious note, I want to i;:onsider a possible way
of filling an empty cupboard that the Royal Corps of Signals
faces. To compare the Signal Officer-in-Chief with Old Mother
Hubbard might seem a quick way to get the boot-and not a
golden one at that! As far as the technician's cupboard is concerned, however, he is in a dangerously similar situation. Sowhy not a charter for technicians?
Let me hurriedly say that I do not hold the view that the
officer speaks only to technicians, whilst the technicians speak
only to God! Nevertheless, they are vital to the continuance
of the Corps and they are not as readily available as we would
like. Many efforts have been made to encourage them to sign
on, and not only by the Army. Both LC.I. and Unilever, who
run large-scale apprentice schemes, with all the benefits that
their vast rescources allow, admit to finding difficulty in recruiting the sort of man who makes our technician. Competition
from every source is fierce. This is not a recruiting essay, but
accepting that the Army cannot pay the same as the oil
companies (who wants continuous tours in Bahrein ! ) nor provide the permanent home comforts of the n ew Wilton works
at Middlesborough, the variety of surroundings, employment
and welfare amenities offered by the Army-plus the pay and
guaranteed promotion-are enough to entice the potential
technician. Why then, does he not join? Many minds have
grappled with this problem, including those of serving technicians
who are not always as capable in explaining their reason s for
going out as they are in their work. One major factor occurs,
however. " I am being pushed about-not employed in my
trade." I said above that I do not consider the technician as
;iomething apart. He must be a soldier first. Nevertheless, he
is a scarce man whose value in modern society is ever increasing.
~o why not-get up to date! The technician is a specialist
tramed man. After long schooling, it is neither in his nor the
Army's interest to waste his ability on barrack chores. Therefore, the charter. O~itside the Arm)'., it has lon g been the practice
to present a potenual employee with a contract. Due to misguided and over widely spread trade union practices, this has

come to imply a one-sided arrangement designed constantly to
limit what an employee may be told to do. The result of this
trend is frequently seen in the "who-does-what" type of strike
that bedevils industry today. A contract can be quite clearly
an employer's one. I t lists the conditions under which a man
is employed-period of service, pay, gratuities and so onand also ell.-actly what will be expected of him. In effect, a
charter can tell a man "You will do anything you are told that
is legal-but if you do anything outside your normal scope of
work, certain precautions and benefits will apply."
At the H eadquarters of the International Telecommunication
Union in Geneva-in which our Corps should have a considerable interest, and to which subject I intend to return in another
essay if the Editor will tolerate this series any further- the
charter system is used extensively. Like anyone else in the
communicating world, they cannot forecast details of what a
job will entail and for how many hours in any day or week will
be required. What is done is to give each employee a charter.
In the case of our technicians, this could define the standard
Army terms of service-his option dates. pay rates, examinations he must pass and how his time promotion scale operates
with even a weekly mean of hours to be worked; it could outline his future-guarantees of taking a Foreman of Signals
examination and, on passing, the extent a Foreman's course can
be guaranteed. The charter could continue by defining h is
tasks-what equipments he should and should not be expected
to work on at each trade level, plus the extent to which he is
liable for drill, weapon training and parade-type duties; and
it could then say, quite clearly, that duties beyond these, or
hours in excess of the mean, will be done if legally ordered, but
that overtime will be paid for them, and unprejudiced requests
for their restriction may be made to Commanding Officers.
I can almost see the hands raised in horror. Overtime!
Trade Unionism in the Army! Never! But steady. Is overtime such an unusual thing in the Army? Drop in at the next
dance run by one of the Regiment's Messes and see how many
many men are getting extra duty pay. It's not such a novelty
and its definition as a right in certain cases is only a logicai
step to keep abreast with the changing national social structure.
The fear of Trade Unionism is similarly a bit wide of the
mark. Trade Unionism is restrictive. The charter employee
needs no trade union. Each man is his own. He has got his

own conditions, and his value is recognised by the safeguards
and benefits that apply if the accepted mean of those conditions is varied from. The charter is an employer's one-but
one that allows that when conditions dictate excessive working
or serious misemployment, the intelligence of the employee is
not insulted and his skill not wasted without some forethought and pre-consideration.
The remaining complaint is that the technician, by such
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ROYAL SIGNALS BAND
GRAMOPHONE RECORD
Side 1 is devoted to music for Ceremonial
Parades.
Side 2 contains music for guest nights and
other occasions.
This record is what everyone has been
asking for for so long.
The coloured sleeve in which the record
is packed has photographs of the Band
and a full descript ion of the music.
It is available cash with order from Royal
Signals Association :

Price - by post
301•
counter sale 27 1Civilian addressees outside the Commonwealth will be
asked to pay a little extra for postage.

Description of Record -
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a charter, becomes too much a man apart from his fellows. If
a charter for them, why not one for the field signalman? This
is partly answered by the fact that on present pay scales and
time promotion rules, the technician is already a marked man.
The rest of the answer, however, is that as he is not a contented
man, neither is he an easily recruited man. The introduction
of a charter on the lines described above may supply the invention to help satisfy the necessity. Why not?

The crowd watches the Corp Band whilst Colonel T. R. Warburg and Lieutenant -Colonel J. D. Ell iott examine
the Berlin Cable Bear. Staff Sergeant Hill stands guard un t il the ceremony is over

We were privileged to have the Corps Band with the Regiment accompanied by the Director of Music, L ieutenant C.
H. Pike, during the last week in June. During four busy
days, we fitted in a wide variety of entertainment, and our
picture shows the most formal occasion, which was held to
celebrate Princess Royal Day.
We "kicked--0ff" our "Corps Week" with a band concert
in the County Modem School in Blandford Forum under
the auspices of the Mayor of Blandford. This civil7military
occasion was much enjoyed by a large audience, and a worthwhile collection was made for me Mayor's Old People's Outing
Fund and the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. A Regimental
" At Home," in brilliant Dorset sunshine, took up most of
Wednesday, where a combination of competitions, games (some
of chance) and music made a memorable, even if exhausting,
occasion. · A massive effort by the ladies of the Regiment and
our own sideshows showed a handsome profit for charities,
most of which is to go to the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund.
Readers will recall that the May issue of THE WIRE gave an
account of the ceremonial removal of the Berlin Cable Bear
from 10th R egiment location in Germany. On Princess Royal
Day, he changed his crate cage for a more dignified setting in
our own lines, pending his final enthronement by the School
of Signals, when they arrive in Blan dford. This ceremony was
conducted by Colonel T. R. Warbug, and to a fanfare of
trumpets and a roll of drums, his veil fell away to clapping from
the crowd and sighs of relief from the highly-qualified technical
staff who for the previous week had been burning the midnight
oil studying unveiling techniques. We were pleased to see three
of " Bruno's " former Commanding Officers, LieutenantColonels J. D. Elliott, A. H . D. Llewellyn and G . B. D onald,
who were impressed and gratified with our efforts to give him
such a dignified, even if temporary, home.
Elsewhere, during the week, the band entertained us. not
once, but five times, with a concert in the other ranks' quarters
area, a lunch-time session in the dining room, music in the
Officers' Mess at a cocktail party, which followed the unveiling of " Bruno," music for a Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
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Mess dance, and music for an all ranks' dance which followed
our "At Home." This dance was the best one we have ever
had, and because of the popularity of the band, our gymnasium
was packed with a cross section of regimental, garrison and local
residents. 410 Squadron (Port Task Force) A.E.R., the Unit in
summer camp in Blandford Garrison, produced a welcome
diversion in the shape of a piper, who lead the Scottish dancing
and much later in the night could still be heard in our still
Dorset air.
Meanwhile, 3 Squadron have been having their share of
incident in the Isle of Skye. For two days in May they endured
a gale and storm which even the Skye residents had to admit
was severe. Although the mess and living ten ts were flattened,
sufficient aerials were saved to allow work to continue as soon
as fair weather returned. Scottish Comman d turned up trumps
and had n ew tentage, including two portable light aircraft
hangars and, far more important, new ration s on the way in a
matter of hours. The storm preceded a visit by the Director
of Telecommunications, Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley, and the
Chief Signal Officer, Scottish Command, Colonel R. Linton,
o .B.E. Although they did not see us at our best, they donned
gum-boots and found us all cheerful. Gales seemed to dog
visiting officers, for when our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel A. T . Burrows arrived, it was a hot, sunny day, with a
southerly gale keeping us guessing as to whether there would be
any tents or operations site left for him to inspect.
The last week in May was Skye W eek, and the Squadron
provided a detachment for the parade through Portree to the
Highland Games sports field, where Lieutenant Walter put the
12lb. stone, Lieutenant Grant ran in the mile and LanceCorporal Jack demonstrated his skill at throwing the Scottish
ha mmer. Lance-Corporal McK ay entered the long jump and
Signalman Court the 880 yards. All did well, particularly
McK ay, who came third in his event. Fishing has continued
to thrive, with large quantities of mackerel being regularly
caught. The only salmon caught so far was by Sergeant Cooke,
when out fish ing for trout.
The surprise of the mon th has been Corporal Bell's perform285

ance in shooting. He started what we imagined would be a
mediocre hooting career only a few days before the Southern
Command shoot, where his score gavi: no indication of wh~t
was to follow. In the follov.'ing week m the Corps match, his
ability for the first time began to show, and he was made a las!minute entry for Bi ley. At Bisley, in the Whitehead Competition his core was the highest in Royal Signals, and he also
shot for the Corps in the Methuen Cup and was awarded the
Corps Shooting Tie. Our other representatives at Bisley, also
last-minute entries, were W.0.1 Ferguson and Lai;ice-Corporal
D avies. They both did well, W.0.1 Ferguson bemg awarded
the Corps Rifle Association Tie.

('.ll.

SIGX.\LS,

SINGAPORE

Princess Royal Day was marked by a dinner in Princess
Mary .fess, one of the guests being Mr. Searle, the Regional
Officer of The D iplomatic Wireless Service in Singapore.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. W. Cock, the new C.0. of 18th Regiment,
was dined in. There was a half-holiday (for some), a swimming
gala and a party for the M.O.R. .
Owing to prearranged exercises and other activities it was
not possible to celebrate the 28th June to the full this year.
However, the Annual Fete and Funfare at Princess Mary
Barracks will be held on 28th July, and next year we hope to
arrange this and other functions nearer the r ight date.
The Corps soccer team in Singapore is shaping well and beat
R.A.F. Changi 3-2 in a "friendly" on the latter's new floodlit
ground on 21st June. They were beaten by R.A.F. Seletar 4-2
on 5th July in a very level and fast game. The side was missing
Signalman Platford who returned to U K. that very morning.
He will be remembered by all footballers in Singapore. No
doubt a worthy replacement will emerge. Records please note!

19th REGDIE:\'T IN' THAD.AXD

BY MAJOR D. E.

SALISBURY

By now you will all have read the last WIRE Notes concerning our operations Troop's departure for Thailand. The
main part of the Troop departed for Malaya and Exercise
"Trumpeter"
two
days after the party
for Thailand. Having
been out to visit the
R.A.F./ Army
Joint
H eadquarters'
party
at Temerloh on 8th
June, I flew up to
Malacca on Sunday,
10th June, departing
from Seletar at 06.00
hours in a Beverley
and returning in a
Twin Pioneer at 17.00
hours. I got into the
office at 08.00 hours
on Monday, 11th June.
"You can't put a pole crossing there - that's
I was in the middle of
the runway."
organising the extra
Corporal Jukes; Signalman Holmes; Signalman
J,
for
telephones
Anderson (Backcround)
Chieng Mai, requested
by signal, when the phone rang. There was the Commanding
Officer. "G<iod morning, Dennis. I want you to go up to
Chieng Mai on Wednesday and see how the chaps are getting
on? You will be stopping over-night in Bangkok. The
Adjutant will fix the flight for you. O.K.?" A bit staggered.
"Yes, sir." "Oh, take a camera with you and get some snaps
please." I then got cracking with the Quartermaster, Lieutenant
E. Wall. We got the phones and they went up with me. I sent
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a signal from the R.A.F. Radio Room to the worthy Juckes,
hoping it would get there before me. To cut a long story short,
I finished my last telephone call to Malacca at midnight-then
packed my kit and tumbled into bed at ox.oo hours. 03-45
hours came all to soon, with a little man with my coffee-off
to Changi air terminal. Breakfast at 05.00 hours- air borne by
06.30 hours in a Hastings. We landed at Bangkok for an hour
to refuel. Here we collected the British Consul, Chieng Mai, and
his wife. They had been to Bangkok on a conference for the
visit of the King and Queen and the Secretary of State for Air
on 16th June. We landed at Chieng Mai at 12.00 hours. FlightLieutenant John Dickenson, our Captain, kindly agreed to stay
till 14.00 hours so that we (Mrs. Smith, Malcolm Club, the
R.A.F. Command Catering Adviser, and I) could get our jobs
done. My signal arrived-Corporal Juckes was there to meet
me.
Flying over Thailand is qu ite an experience af.ter jungles of
Malaya. It appears to be nothing but wee villages and paddy
fields, all looking very fertile. The airfield at Chieng Mai is
some 15 kilometers from the town, which was the old capital
of Thailand. The landing strip lies practically due north/sou th.
It is some 4,oooft. high.
The camp is tented and at the side of the airstrip. The
detachment has laid so far, five miles of cable. They have a
10-Jine switchboard with 15 telephones from it. The lines laid
are for the R.A.F. radio transmitter and receiver controls, the
Hadley Teletalk and domestic use. The domestic telephones
to the messes are in parallel. The food is plentiful and good.
They have an excellent mountain stream for bathing, the water
in this is luckily free from the indigenous microbes and hook
worm. The mosquitoes are a nuisance, but we all have nets.
We have managed to keep the supplies of duty free beer
reasonably well up. It is a great pity NAAFI cannot open up
a canteen. However, the Malcolm Club ladies will be established up there soon.
The fighter aircraft are at present operational from 07.00
hours to 13.00 hours daily. This gives all a reasonable spell
off duty in the daylight hours. We hope that by the time
we come to change the chaps over at the end of the month,
they will all have been able to have had a look at tihe temples,
Thai silk weaving mills, the umbrella, silver, woodcarving and
lacquer villages. This is the centre for all these industries.
·we took off at 14.15 hours and landed at Bangkok at 18.00
hours. We arrived just as the heavens burst. What a downpour! If this was a sample of the monsoon, Chieng Mai will
be very damp under canvas. We arrived at our hotel at 20.00
hours, in the centre of Bangkok. After a very Jong day, we all
had a quick meal and so to bed. We left for the airport at
07.30 hours next morning; took off about 10.00 hours and
arrived back at Ohangi at 15.30 hours. A pity we were not able
to sample the n ight life of Bangkok or see the sights next day.
I hope to do better if I get a second chance. Anyway, it was
a pleasant way of spending my birthday.
Just before we arrived, the American Sabres had dive-bombed
the airfield and we had to wade through a sea of American
" Army Form Blank," I noticed theirs is the " Andrex " variety.
I wonder what they got in return?
At least one of Operations Troop is enjoying his stay there! have had a written request for a second tour from Signalman
Holmes ! We will see.

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.
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In the May issue of
WIRE, the Editor
requested correspondents to write their
notes on "What we
do and where we do
it." This coincided
with the completion of
a job of which we are
justly proud. As most
people may know, we
are an Air Formation
Signal Unit, which
means that we provide,
install, and maintain
ground
communications for the Royal Air
Force in Commands
abroad. The Regiment is based at
Changi, in Singapore,
where we have R.H.Q.,
H.Q. Squadron and 1
Squadron. About 10
miles away, at Seletar,
we have our 2 Squadron, which has a
Troop based at Tengah.
Finally, 2,000
miles away, we have
our G an Island Troop.
The main work at
Changi in the recent
past has been the preparations for the installation of the first
military automatic exchange on Singapore
Island, and it is in
connection with this
that we have produced
the " before " and
(Top) Before . .. and (Below) After
"after" photographs
shown here.
In addition to our work for the R.A.F., we also look after
a very ancient JO + 50 switchboard whioh served the 1st Bn.
Queen's Own Highlanders (Seaforths and Camerons) in nearby
Selarang Barracks. This had been installed in about 1947,
and the time had come when it was decided to remove it, and
the extensions it served were to be cut-over to the Changi
switchboard in anticipation of the ultimate transfer to automatic working.
.
Over the years the joint pit outside the exchange had degenerated to a state rather reminiscent of a "snake pit," as
shown in the " before " photograph. It was therefore decided
to use the opportunity provided by the cut-over to carry out a
" spring clean " and renovation of the pit. The job was given
to two detachments of
U .G . Cable Troop, with
Corporals Errington and
Brookes as N.C.O.s-incharge detachments. They
started working in relays,
c u t t in g and jointing
cables, and altogether,
they made 14 joints including two crutch joints
and one plug joint. As
can be seen from the
" after " photograph, they
did a good job of work.
THE

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACffiN~ AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRlNG MATIR~S~
PERAMBULATORS AND CYCL~

*
Well-unfasten the lot and
see what happens then.
Lance-Corporal Stubbs; Signalman Holmes ; Signalman
Anderson

CALOR GAS AGENTS
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Bock Row: Ser1eants Morris, Gwinnel, Phillips, Stoneham, Bloom , Owens,
Prees, Balch, A keste r . Tanner
Sitting: Captain J. H. T. Nealon. Major J. E. Denton , Brigadier R. H. E. Rob inson
S.S.M. Alfred, Staff Sergeant Brew in, St;.ff Sergeant Heaps
Front Row : Sergeants Dryden, Ham mil, Keeler
4.

No. I ST.'\FF SEJlGEANTS' COlJRSE,
FAR EAST

Fifteen intrepid students reported in to the Signal Training
Centre (Far East) on 23rd March, 1962, to attend course No.
62/62 or No. 1 Staff Sergeants' Course. Ahead of them lay
ten gruelling weeks, much evening swatting and little or no
let-up. It was, however, not without its lighter moments.
Each day throughout the course opened with a period on the
drill square, where Staff Sergeant Alfred endeared himself by
In Methods of
his continual display of " Umpety Pao."
Instruction, we were fascinated by Sergeant Phillips' very
accomplished dissertation of " Boils " where, by the use of
hard-boiled eggs he managed to utilise all of the five senses. To
one and all, it brought home many of the problems of teaching,
and during practical periods the air in the classroom achieved
the intensity of the dentist's waiting room, where the usual
pervading odour of T.C.P. was replaced by good honest sweat.
Sergeant Hamil celebrated his 4oth birthday on the drill
square, where Sta.ff Sergeant Alfred, in his most fatherly manner,
paid tribute to his great age by giving him his individed attention for an additional period as LC. the squad.
Sergeant Keeler was, throughout the course, always at the
alert to dispense coffee, whilst Sergeant Balch justifiably earned
the nickname of "Professor " by asking intricate questions at
the psychological moment when the instructor was about to
conclude his lesson.
To exercise their initiative and tenacity, the whole course
was sent off in pairs over the Island to discover many and
varied items, the most amusing of which Sergeants Bloom and
K eeler, who were commissioned to bring back the " Pas de
Chat." After following intricate clues, they discovered themselves to be in the midst of a troupe of teenage girls at a
Singapore Ballet School. Here they acquired the sought-after
" Step of the Cat," which they were privileged to exhibit in the
Mess on subsequent occasions.
The course Pass-Off Parade was taken by the C.S.O., Brigadier
R. H . E. Robinson, o.B.E., E.R.D., who, in his closing address,
congratulated one and all on a very splendid display of squad
and continuation drill. He pointed out that now that they had
seen and, he hoped, acquired the knowledge and skills expected
of senior ranks of the Corps, that they would use this knowledge as a firm foothold and not relax in their search for greater
knowledge, " For it is only on this," he concluded, "can you
achieve the all-essential self confidence and assurance."
203
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The Squadron has been reasonably active since our last notes.
The usual exercises and other diversions have kept us fully
occupied-not too occupied, however, to preclude a little light
relief in the form of travel off the island. In April, we
joined a desert expedition to the Kufra Oasis, and in May
a party went off on adventure training in Turkey. Both were
much enjoyed and most successful.
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Kufra

The expedition rejoiced in the name of Exercise cc M~xed
Bag," as per onnel wer7 drawn from the n~merous minor
unit clo. ely associated with H.Q., 3 Infantry Brigade Group.
The ta k of the Squadron detachment was to provide communications from the desert back to Cyprus; whether or not
the composition of the detach ment indicated the difficulty of
the task it is hard to judge, but in fai rness co L ieuten ant Moss,
ergeant King and Corporals Bowden and Moorhead it should
be recorded that all fell for a shoal of duties outside pure
signalling.
.
.
.
Kufra, 6oo miles south of Tobruk, 1s not m fact a smgle
oasis but a wid pread group of oases each with its own Arab
settlement. It will be well known to all who have read accounts
of the wartime e>..-ploits of the Long R ange Desert Group, who
used it as a staging post between Egypt and their area of
operations. The initial progress of the expedition was slow because of the difficult nature of the terrain south of the billy
area known as the Jebel El Aihdar. It was here that the
expedition first encountered that well known desert feature, the
wadhi. It was generally acknowledged that the wadhi was
the winner on this occasion. However, once the oasis of Jalo
had been reached the way south was open and distances of up
to 200 iniles a d ay were covered across the featureless gravel
plain.
earer to Kufra, which was reached eight days after
setting out from Tobruk. the going again deteriorated; typical
desert as it is popularly conceived-soft sands and rolling dunes
with occasional outcrops and low ridges of lunar type hills.
The 16-man expedition travelled in six standard military
vehicles-four mark three Land Rovers and two dropside Bedford RLs.
The Land Rovers in particular bad a number of modifications
carried out on them in advance by workshops. Panniers were
mounted on the sides and Jerrican holders on the front, all
giving a greater carrying capacity.
A guard, not unlike a cowcatcher, was bolted to the front
bumper to give protection to the track rods on the rocky
sections of the route. A bracket mounted on the dashboard
allowed the fitting of a sun compass, the expedition's chief
means of navigation. Last but by no means least, road tread
tyres were fitted to facilitate movement through soft sand.
Needless to say the vehicles performed extremely well throughout their 2,000 mile journey despite the great heat, dust and
long periods in low gear and four-wheel drive.
One Cu/R210 and two C13's were taken along to provide
communications. Schedules were worked twice a day to
Benghazi and Cyprus. Ever since the fatal day on which
operators Sergeant King and Corporal Moorhead discovered
that an 8 foot rod would normally give results every bit as
good as an endfed they were quite insufferable, in fact, confidence rose to such a level that a serious attempt was made
to abandon their Signal Officer in a particularly nasty stretch of
desert!
. The fleshpots of Benghazi acted as a spur on the return
1ourney so that the coast was reached in only four days. This
part of the expedition was notable only for the gibbli, or bot,
sand-laden wind, which blew in on the second day. The weird
forms of dress adopted to combat the searching grains of sand
were only partly successful and talk over the
evening meal that night
was all of this hazard to
desert travel.
By the standards of
men who know the
desert, this journey to
Kufra presented no real
difficulties. but members of the expedition
Cyprus
returned
to
realising above all else
that the desert is no
place in which to take
chances, however simple
the journey undertaken.

'Turkey Trot'
On Thursday, 17th May, 1962, a detachment of the
Squadron left Cyprus for a ten-day period of adventure training
in tl1e neighbouring country of Turkey. The party, all
suitably equipped, consisted of Lieutenant Wilson-Brown,
Sergeant Currums, Lance-Corporal Walmesly and Signalmen
Barton, Griffiths and Yates and all emplaned at Nicosia
arriving at Adana at 17.50 hours the same d ay.
The night was spent in a modest hotel, in the company of
one D anish traveller namely Henrik W. Tetens whose acquaintence we made at the airport, and whose everlasting fame we
guaranteed by inclusion of his name in our trip record.
Prior to settling down for the night we had our first taste of
Turkish food in the shape of a dish called Doner Kebap, which,
with one or two bottles of the local wine (scarab) proved to
be quite tasty.
Next day the party proceeded by bus to .the town of Kayseriver the route through the T aurus range of mountains.
After many pleasant hours of viewing this quiet little town with
all its historical attachments, the last two and a half hours
being spent as extremely interested spectators at the local
celebration of Bayram or Youth Day, we set out for the fabulous
valley of the cc Fairy Chimneys," Goreme.
This beautiful tourist attraction is simply riddled with ancient
caves, temples and tombs, and hours were spent gazing in
wonder at all the intricate carvings and writings to be seen in
each temple and tomb. Completion of an exhaustive exploration of the valley saw us on our way to Avanos via rocky
terrain and many valleys.
Avanos suitably viewed and monumental points noted,
Neveshir was our next stop. This was reached earlier than
anticipared by virtue of a spor of birch-hiking.
In this area, and in particular at the village of Nar, we
experienced our first real taste of ·t he hospitality for which
Turkey is famous. Having met quite a few of the local people
in our wanderings through-out the village we were escorted by
our n ewly found friends to a local beauty spot-a most beautiful
gorge, rich in colour and boasting a waterfall in addition to the
hot springs which are the valley's most notable feature. Forming a giant circle of friendship the locals plied us with food
and wine of the highest quality, to which Lance-Corporal
Walmesly and Signalman Yates in the main will readily attest,
for at the end of a delightful day both were flushed with good
living, if that is the correct diplomatic expression to use.
Regretfully we said goodbye to our friends of Nar and made
our way to Nevishir and then on to Kirse-hir, where we were
enthralled by the town's main feature, a 4,000-year-old building
some 140 feet high now used as a Mosque. Your scribe can
vouch for the 140 feet as he climbed every single foot of the
way up the interior of the minaret!
Ankara was our next objective and we spent a whole day
in the capital taking in all the places of interest, the highlight
here being the floodlit Youth Park, surely one of the most
beautiful of parks ro be found anywhere. We then moved on
to Konya, the old capital of ancient Anatolia and the H.Q. of
the widely known " Whirling Dervishes," where the tomb of
Mevlana, their founder and leader, is the main feature of the
Konya museum.
From Konya to Mersin, on the southern-most coast, was
perhaps the most interesting leg of our journey for the road
led right through the Taurus Range. Our vantage point

rbroughout the passage of the range was the back of a 10-ton
vehicle from which we saw the most impressive and beautiful
views. Mersin, with its many inlets and coves enhancing the
beauty of the Mediterranean, was soon reached and we spent
the night enjoying the hospitality of the small Dutch community
within whose _compound we camped and bathed.
'
. From Mersm we moved to Tarsus, the historical birthplace
of St. Paul. and .then to A_danax, where we spent our
last hours J?Urchasmg souvemrs of our memorable visit.
On the mormng of Saturday the 26th of May we ate our last
Kebaps and at 13.30 hours regretfully emplaned for the more
routine life in Cyprus.
A~d all this exci~i n g adventuring the normal Squadron
routme nat';lrally contmued and the usual arrivals, <;iepartures
and promotions occurred and though not aglow with journalistic
phrasings are duly recorded.
Congratulations to Corporals King and Birkwood on their
elevation to sen ior rank status, L ance-Corporal Conway to
'fl;lll rank' and Signalmen Phillips, Dyson and Kearney to the
heights of Lance-Corporal, by now paid of course!
Departures of sta~warts W.~ . II Thornborough, Sergeants
J.oh~son, ~re ese, Inglis and Whitham, and by the time of publication Lieutenant Brown, each and all to the cooler climate of
U.K., <?ther _than Sergeant Whitham and family to Aden. On
the amval side we welcome to the Squadron W.0.II (S.S.M.)
Orme, Sergeant Currums, Corporals Cartwright and Gray
Lance-Corporal Hanley and Signalmen Wardle and Callinan'
'
and hope that their stay will be a happy one.
Finally, o~ congratulations to Sergeant Goodyer, our Chief
Clerk, on his award of the B.E.M. in the Queen's Birthday
Honours.
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Th_e.Army in East Africa devoted the week ending 14th July
ro ra1smg funds for the Army Benevolent Fund by having an
"Army Week." Events during the time included an Open Day
at the new Templer Barracks, a Band Concert of massed bands
soccer and rugby matches and culminated in a Horse Show and
Searchlight Tattoo. The Horse Show was held on 13th, 14!fl
and 15th J?lY and f:be Tattoo on the first two evenings. Both
t<:>ok place m the Mitchell Park area, which was surrounded by
side sho~s (all the fun of _the fair) and stands showing the work
and equipment of the vanous Corps and Units.
" Two-Ten " was proud to have contributed its efforts for
this worthy cause . . MaJ?-Y soldiers worked hard and late to produce the eye-carching displays of the Squadron, and their efforrs
Their hard work and
have been gratefully acknowledged.
rhat of those who took part in the displays, undoubtedly
helped to swell the profits for the "Week."
. One of the Squadron's main efforts was staging of the static
displays, both at Templer Barracks and at Mitchell Park Royal
~ignals' stand, the latter shared with other Royal Signals units
m Kenya. Long hours were spent in " bulling " the Saracen
a Ferrett, Line Land Rover, which vehicles proved to be very
pop~ar with the public.
In addition, the normal display of
equipment was made, and all visitors seemed very impressed.
The Searchlight Tattoo was one of the week's greatest
artractions. This typically military function included such events

*
•

left to right : Sergeant
Currums, Signalman S.' G.
Yates , Lieutenant W ilsonBrown, (standing): Signalmen S. G. Barton, S. G.
Griffiths, Lance Corporal
Walmsley

*
KUFRA
Signalman Bowden in an
informal mood
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" SUNDAY SAFARI"
Signalman (alias Mrs) Cotterlll and Signalman Chester
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"SEVEN UP"

(Top to Bottom left to right): Signalman Herbert, Sergeant State,
Signalman Harris, Corporal Fish, Corporal Davenport (pilot),
Corporal Wood (Tail end Charlie), Lance Corporal Finlay (Eyes
Down)

as Massed Bands, P.T. and drill displays, a musical drive by
a Battery of 3 RH.A., and a Platoon in the artack demonstration
by a K.A.R. unit. Which brings me to what your modest reporter and many others to whom he spoke, considered to be the
most exciting and impressive event of all-the 210 MOTOR CYCLE
DISPLAY TEAM. The local press reported it to be "As daring
a spectacle as you can see anywhere." Yes, the Squadron
tra~ed and produc:ed its own Display Team. In a short space
of ume, and handicapped by heavy machines which had seen
many better days, the team was trained by Sergeant State and
brought up to a v7ry high st~ndard. The performance they
gave was most creditable and did much to put the Corps in the
East African public eye, both civil and military.
The display followed the Corps Team pattern, with bighspeed crossing and formation riding. The driverless sidecar
and ~amp jumps through paper hoops, by Signalmen Clowes and
Hams. It ended with Sergeant State jumping through a wall
of fire and, like the Phoenix, our Brigade badge,, coming
through unscathed (although perhaps slightly singed! ).
One sidelight of all this has been the worried expressions
worn by the O.C. and M.T.0. It seems that the G.O.C.,
while watching rehearsals had said: ' This is very good. You
will get a lot of bids for this display all over Kenya." M.o st
encouraging news-but who is going to maintain the Squadron's transpar_t while the team is practising and performing?
The team ls, m fact, already booked for the Royal Agricultural
Show, Kenya, in October this year.
227 SQUADRON'
. The last of the paint is dry, the Generals and their A.D.C.s
have departed and the Squadron settles back into a normal
routine again. Even the most reticent of our members could
hardly describe the merry month of May as being less than
hectic. In the space of 10 days we have had our Annual
Administrativ:e Inspection, Her Majesty The Queen's Birthday
Parade and the L.C.S.C.D. Signals Day.
The Annual Administrative Inspection, by Major-General T.
B. L. Churchill, C.B.1 C.B.E., M.C., took place on Monday, 28th
May, with the Squaaron on parade in a smart mixture of No. 2
Dress an_d Batt~edress at Caserne Lariboisiere. All went well,
and the mspecung officer seemed well pleased with both turnout and obvious hard work that had gone into the preparation
of the barrack block.
On Friday, 1st June, together with detachments from the
Royal
avy, British Army Camp Support Unit, Royal Air
Force and Royal Canadian Air Force, we paraded at AIRCENT
H .Q. to celebrate H.M. The Queen's Birthday with the traditional ceremony. The salute was taken by Air Chief Marshal
The Earl of Bandon, G.B.E., C.B. , c.v.o., n.s.o., COMAIRCENT.
For this parade we were fortunate in having with us me
Band and Pipes of the 1st Royal Irish Fusiliers, who were on a
four-day visit from B.A.O.R.
Saturday, 2nd June, was LANDCENT Command Signals
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Day, a new annual event devi. ed by a committee of Signal
Officer fr-0m F rance, Germany, United Kingdom and United
State.
The Signals Day started with a combined parade from the
four participating nations in a large French barracks in Fontainebleau. On this occasion the Squadron paraded in No. I Dress ·
which, against the khakis and greys of the other nations,
made a very smart splash of colour. The parade was inspected
by General Holle, of the Royal Netherlands Army. Accompanied by a French Military Band and the Band of the 1st
Royal Irish Fusiliers, the troops marched past a distinguished
gathering of V.I.P.s, including General Spiedel, Commander
AFCENT. The parade was followed in the afternoon by a
fete in the Headquarters Stadium. The Squadron provided
numerous stalls and entertainments (including Crown and
Anchor, ably misrun by Messrs. Weech and Burge, straight
from the White City), a treasure hunt (very difficult to resolve,
as we neglected to bury the treasure) and toffee apples, a great
hit with the children, but causing irate mumurings from sticky
mums and dads. Beer and hamburgers were provided by the
other nations, ensuring that the day went with a swing. The
fete ended at 17.00 hours, with beating "Retreat ' by the Band
and Pipes of the rst Royal Irish Fusiliers. The day finished
with a grand ball in the Headquarters gymnasium, a fine affair,
but some of us were just a little too tired to enjoy it. The day
was a great success, and our thanks are due to those who
worked so hard to make it possible; in particular, our overworked comrades in the Band.
Enough said. If you've got this far you'll be wondering e.'>actly
what we do for a living here.
ormal work did carry on
throughout and we are now preparing for our Annual Camp at
Gien on the banks of the Loire-happy thought-field soldiers
for 14 days.
We welcome to the Squadron our new S.S.M., W.O.II R.
Yates, and his wife and family and all other recent arrivals
and trust that their stay with us will be a happy and rewarding
one. Departures r~ently include W.O.I J. Kelly and family,
Sergeants Blunt, Uttridge, Thorburn and Driscoll, their wives
and families, to all of whom we wish the best in their new
stations.
236 SQUADRON"
General Sir Ri c hard Hull, G.C.B., D.S.O.
The C.I.G.S. visited the Squadron last month and instead
of the normal visitors tour of Squadron H.Q. and the T.R.C.
we arranged for a helicopter to fly him to Transmitter Troop
at Ruiru, about 20 miles from Nairobi. The pilot was horrified
at the thought of landing in the middle of the aerial field, the
sort of place pilots have nightmares about. He took the O.C.
with him on a dummy run a few days before so that be could
be shown a way in through the wires. A route having been
successfully pioneered all went well on the day, and the C.I.G.S.
stepped safely out of the aircraft a few yards from the entrance
to the site. The site is guarded by a detachment of East African
Army Wardens, old soldiers of the King's African Rifles who
are very keen and proud of having this job, and they provided
a special guard for the visit.
General Hull showed great interest in the transmitters and

The Inspection of the EAAW Special Guard
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General Hull talking to Lance Corporal J. Morrison the Transmitter
Hall
went inside one to see the maintenance team at work. He met
and talked to a number of men in the hall and control room,
and after inspecting the living accommodation went over to the
standby power house where he saw one of the generators run
up to its full load of 280 KV A. He then got back into the helicopter, found a way out through the maze of wire, and flew off to
H.Q. 24 Brigade. Before he left he said how much he had
enjoyed visiting one of the smaller isolated Army Units, and
c;omplemented the troop on their high standard of work and
turnout in spite of being so much under-strength.
249
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In response to the appeal in the Editorial of THE WIRE for
May, 196z, herewith, an attempt to give an insight into the life
in 249 Squadron (FARELF).
We are a semi-independent squadron-one of a group of
units under C.R. Signals, Singapore-independent as far as our
work and training are conc;erned, but coming under 18th Regiment for our administration. This organisation, although unorthodox, works, largely due to the efforts and desires of the
officers and N.C.O.s of the units to get together.
The Squadron consists of an H.Q. and six troops; H .F.,
Radio Relay, L ine Troop, Security Troop, 621 Troop (Air
Support). Our task is mainly that of providing Rear Link communications for the Far East Strategic Reserve. As such, we
are one of the few mobile signal field units in the Far
East. We are proud of this, and we are proud of our special
position. At the time of writing, we are fully deployed on
Exercise "Trumpeter," one of the biggest exercises ever held in
the Far East. Malaya is not an easy coun~ry for communications, as many who have served in this theatre will remember,
and it is a constant struggle to maintain our high standards.
There is talk of new equipment which would make our task
easier, but, as we have heard this before, we will believe it when
we see it.
We spend a lot of our time in the field, and in the course
of a year we <;over most of Malaya. The scenery varies little,
and for the most part consists of endless rubber plantations
and thick jungle. The towns and villages are small and widely
separated, and the further one travels, the more obvious it
becomes that even small operations in country of this nature
involve tremendous difficulties.
The task of R.R. and H.F. detachments and the A.S.S.U.
tentacles is a difficult and often very uncomfortable one, but
at the same time very worthwhile and rewarding. Any operator
who has not sat sweating in the back of a wireless vehicle,
surrounded by a swarm of voracious mosquitoes trying to pass
a long cypher message in the middle of a violent electrical storm,
doesn't know what he has missed, and I recommend that he
apply immediately for a posting to this unit.
In spite of the usual chorus of moans and groans, and the
Wednesday night hate sessions in the NAAFI, I consider that
we are among the more fortunate units in the Corps today. Our
accommodation, Princes Mary Barracks, borders on the luxurious, and has all the comforts, and a few more besides, that a
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soldier could ask for. It is very pleasantly situated in one
of the less odorous parts of the island, and the blocks are so
sited that even on the hottest day they always seem to get a
cool breeze.
We share the l_:>arracks with 18th Regiment and 237 Squadron
rcoMCAN) whilst S.T.C. (F.E.) Jive in M eiktila Barracks a
few hundred yards down the. road. Our Squadron Office ;nd
Troop stores, etc., arc also situated in Meiktila Barracks and
this, o.f course, much to the di~gust of many in the Squ~dron,
ne.cess1tates two. guard~ eve~y ~11g~t and two Orderly Sergeants;
this, ho~ever, is a i;nmor .irntanon, when put up again st the
comparative luxury m which we live. We have often heard
whispers of an extension of Princess M ary Barracks to accommoda~e us ~togetbe~, b~t not a brick laid as yet.
Pa.SI.! ~anJ.ang, w~1ch 1s the na.me given to the area in which
we hv.e, 1s situated !n close proximity to the city itself. Singapore JS, by anyone s standards, a large city and contains all
the various advantages and disadvantages that go with this
state. There are several very large and very expensive cinemas
that s~reen all the lat~st Hollywood epics with monotonous
regularity.
We are JUSt recovering from a spate of the
adventures of Hercules and resting our eyes and ears before
the onsla';lght of Barrabas. ~fowever, we do get some of the
more docile films, and for this we have to thank in the main
the A.K.C., who run several cinemas on the isl~nd and cate;
very adequately for all tastes.
For .those . in.terested, there are several very good amateur
dramatic soc1et1es, who regularly stage some extremely good
plays, for which there is no lack of support. The last one seen
by the writer was Agatha Christie's " Mousetrap" which was
of a very high standard.
'
Those who enjoy good food wiJl find Singapore well up to
the mark. There are large numbers of very good restaurants
and hotels, and the menus range from the ultra exotic to
"Abdul's Egg Rolls " and " Zam Zam's " chicken curries
which have provided the staple diet for many thousands of
Servicemen.
On the field of sport, we more than hold our own against
the other ~quadrons in. this theatre. Swimming and sailing
are very high on the list of recreational pastimes· there are
a large number of good swimming pools and som~ very nice
stretches ?f beach within easy reach of Princess Mary Barracks.
The Regiment owns a Falcon (generously provided by Lord
uffield) and also has the use of several Fireflies belonging
to the FARE~F Sailing Club. The O.C., Major P. H. F.
Webb, M.B.E., JS a keen sailor, and an increasing number in
the Squadron spend their week-ends at sea, paddling tenaciously
up nameless rivers in the wilds of Malaya, very ably led by
Corporal Holdsworth, the shining light in the Canoe Club.
There, briefly, is an outline of how and where we live and
what we do .. . You can see t~at when off duty, there are endless
ways of whiling away the tune, but when at work it becomes
not quite so pleasant. However, it's all part of the job and the
Royal Signals offer, I think, more than most branch~s of the
Service today, a varied and interesting life.
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Ca1ttain.D. G. Wrilofht. It is with deep regret that these
notes are wntte.n.. On 4th May, Captain D . G. Wright, the
0.~. New Tem~ones S.W.S. Troop, was killed in a climbing
acc1~ent. An obituary has already appeared in THE WIRE, and
we m .the Squadron can add little to the sentiments expressed
there. He had many friends, and all are shocked and sorrowful ~t his death, and offer their sympathy to his mother and
family.
Personalia. Major E. Hewson (Retd.) has arrived in
the S9uadron to take the Retired Officer vacancy in S.H.Q.
Captam D. Whitehead has also joined us. S S.M. R. Bell has
taken ?Ver from S.S.M. R. B. Mills, and R.Q.M.S. R. Young
fills this new R.Q. appointment. We welcome the newcomers
and their families, and wish S.S.M. and Mrs. Mills good
fortune in their new posting.
Reorganisation has caused many moves, and we have lost
L~nce-Corporal R. Furey, Signalmen Dixon and D. Collins to
Smgapore, to be followed by Staff Sergeant Carnley. May
these moves bring promotion l Staff Sergeant Platt has moved
to H.Q., Royal Signals, and is replaced by Sergeant J. Williams
as Chief Clerk, on promotion.

S1•ort. Athletics and swimming have claimed much of our
off-duty hours, with a few keen sailors in the Squadron Boat
Club.
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An excellent effort by the Athletics Team just enabled u'
beat 252 Squadron and 246 Gurkha Squadron for the Royal
Signals. Inter-~quadron Cup. It was a team effort, everybody
pr?du~~g their bc:st. New talent was found in the " throwing
thmgs events, with Lance-Corporal A. Hopkinson Signalman
P: Shaw and K. ~a.rry showin~ hitherto unsuspe~ted talents.
Signalman B. Phillips ran .with speed and determination.
Sergeant F. J. Loveday captamed the team with success.
Our tr.iumph was. short lived, for 252 Squadron beat us in
the qam~on f>.~etl cs Championships by a narrow margin.
S"".1mnung JS JUSt .getting under way. Captain M. Hales is
formmg a t~am. Signalman K. Parry remains our best performer at this sport, but we have two promising H.K.0.R.
~~~g continues, but too fe w people take advantage of the
fac~ue~ the ~oat club offers. Staff Seregant K. Hawkes enthusiastically mstructs · the few who come.
t~

S~cial Activities.
Two major social events have been
held m ~e last <;iuarter. In March we entertained members of
our affiliated ship, ~ .M.A.S. Queenborough to a social and
~anc.e, as well as beatmg them at football and in a games evenmg i;i the Sergeants' Mess. We look forward to their return.
Prmcess Royal Day was celebrated by an All Ranks' Dance
and a families'. Cbur~h Se~ice. The dance was well attended
and greatlr enjoyed, m spite of the heat and humidity we are
n?W suffermg. . The Band_ of the Queen's Surrey Regiment provided the music, and their enthusiasm was matched by that of
some of the dancers.

Though this comes last in our notes for some it
Se~ior N.C.0.s,
line .technicians and some swnchboard operators are carrying
two JObs because of our new establishment. Past good work in
the underground cable system has led to a great reduction in
faults. Project work C?ntinues, albeit haphazardly, because of
th~~ w~rher, change~ m p,~n, and non availability of stores.
B~mg
away from it all, m I:Iong Kong. has as many disadva~tages as advantages when 1t comes to getting a job done
on. time.
The great rate of building development is unbelievable, and has caused a repeat of this Hong Kong story.
"A short occurred on an O.H. line circuit. The Troop
Se~g~t went out on a recce,. and at a particular point a
~ilding had been erected with the route going in one
side _and out of the other. The short was caused by the
~ashmg hanging on the lines in the loft."
It could happen
1t may have happened, who knows?
Work.

~ust be a.ll. they have time t? think about.
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Presentation of Long Ser~'ice and Good Conduct
Dfednl to Lieutenant H. Stevenson, Royal Signals.

" R egar d
this
award as a positive
achievement, and not
just as 18 years undetected crime," said
Major-General J. A.
R. Robertson. c.B.,
c.B.E., o.s.o., General
Officer Commanding
Middle East Land
Forces, to an informal parade of 254
Squadron (Aden) on
16th May, 1962, as
he presented the
Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal
to Lieutenant
(T.0.T.) H. Stevenson, Roval Signals.
The General went
on to say that he
hoped many of the
young soldiers in
front of him would
one day themselves
achieve the award.
Lieutenant Stevenson joined in 1943
and served with the
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British Liberation Army during the war. He then became
an F.-of-S. and was commissioned ~ October, 1960; he has
served with 254 Squadron in Aden smcc.
Exerelsln~. For the rest of the contribution we submit
brief details of a number of exercises that have been held
recently involving Radio Troop. .
.
Readers will readily see that this . Troop is ~ept. busy, and
any operator in any other Unit w~o is ~ed ~f life m barracks,
would do well to apply for service with this Squadron. .
The e.xercises we take part in range from Kenya to the .Persian
Gulf and involve moving by air. Life is busy, but vaned and
interesting.

Air Portability Exercise to .Afa9. On 2nd May two
detachments of Radio Troop numbermg eight men went on an
air portability exercise to Ataq in the Western ;Aden Pr~t7ctor
ate. The e.xercise was designed to test the air ~rr:ibility of
stores and radio sets and also to set up cornmurucatJons back
to Aden.
Ataq is a small garrison manned by the _Federal Regular
Army, 150 miles from Aden as the crow flies, and 300 by

ro;~ had an uneventful trip up from Aden

by R.A.F. Valletta.
The only hardship endured was that no cigar~ttes could . be
smoked for an hour-the time taken to do the trlp. On arrival
we unloaded the stores and set up the radio stations. We lived
under canvas which was comfortable at night but ex~remely
hot during the day. The rest of the week 1;>assed w~th the
detachments fulfilling their schedules, and havmg a qwet rest
from the bustling metropolis of Aden.
. .
The day before we were to return, we were invited to go
on a patrol with the 2nd Battalion F.R.A There were groans
from the mattress-pressers. However, at six o'clock on Monday
morning we set off in a convoy consisting of armoured _cars,
Land Rovers and 3-ron vehicles. Exeryone was armed with a
rifle or equivalent and ammunition. The Y eme.Il: border ~as
not far away and dissident tribesmen yrere roaming th~ hills.
We were looking forward to some action and we got n, but
not the sort we wanted . At 8.30 we dismounted from the
vehicles to patrol along a wadi an.d af~er a m~ch of fiv_e or
six miles entered a long valley with d1ebals (hills) on either
side, all over 1,000 ft. in height and of a volcanic nature. _T he
djebals had to be picketed, so the Arab troops started to climb.
We looked on marvelling at the skill and speed of those men,
loaded with equipment, as they climbed. It was decided to
test the mettle of the Signals as the last pickets so up we went,
keeping up with the Arabs. It was very tough going but we
managed to scramble to the top although all of us I'm sure
were wishing for "Jimmy's" wings.
At the top of the hills we were lookouts while the convoy
moved through the valley. One member of a picket passed
the time conjuring up images of ice cold beer in gallon cans
which made him very unpopular, for all we had was warm
brackish water.
At 2 p.m. in the afternoon w_e returned t<;> the OJ?en. desert
again and had lunch, although it was a decidedly liquid one,
with pints of water easing our thirst. The rest of the day was
spent driving round the desert showing the flag. The occupants
of the 3-tonners (us) were rather uncomfortable as the desert
tracks are not very level and most of the trip was spent airborne.
We got back to the camp at eight o'clock in the evenin~,
tired but satisfied that we had matched the experts at their
own game.
The following morning we loaded our kit onto a Beverly and
sat back to have a well earned hour's rest in the plane on the
return trip with happy thoughts of the hospitality and helpfulness of the 2nd Battalion Federal Regular Army.

Exercise Bake . On the 26th May Radio Troop went
into the field again, this time to supply communications for the
Medical Research Council, who were conducting heat trials
using members of the Parachute R egiment. The exercise lasted
for a fortnight and during that time each of our four detachments was attached to a doctor in charge of a particular branch
of the research team. As timing was very important it necessitated communications being established for the whole exercise
and apart from one or two tricky faults on the sets, which were
soon remedied, we came through with flying colours.
A n Exer c ise "'11th F e d e ral R e .Colar Arm y .
On
Tuesday, 12th June, Radio Troop again went on exercise with
the Federal Regular Army Signal Squadron. The object of the
exercise was to give the Arab operators practice at sending and
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receiving messages. The exercise lasted for three. days an~ took
place in Lahej, which is one of the Arab sheikdoms 10 the
Western Aden Protectorate. Both radio elements had a very
instructive time and the exercise was reckoned to be quite a
success. There was a touch of drama when one of ow: I-ton
vehicles broke down and as the nature of the country is very
difficult quite a lot of scratching heads went on until a solution
was reached. We finally managed to tow it back to Aden which
was no mean feat and full marks to the drivers involved. To
imagine the type of country we work in, one would J?.ave to
visualise miles and miles of sand dunes and scrub liberally
sprinkled with rocks ranging from boulders to pebbles. However we have always managed to supply communications when
and where they have been desired.

Exercise " Hot Potato." Two detachments reported to
10 Brigade Medical Company to provide a rear link, and also a
training link on their recent Exercise " Hot Potato."
The detachments being Signalmen Hardiman and Lee,
Corporal Ainsworth and Signalman Bowman. Each detachment
carried a complete C.12 radio station and each detachment was
self-contained except for messing.
.
.
The object of the exercise was to exercise a section of IO
Brigade in casualty collection and evacuation ~ the field.. The
Signals role being: one detachment on a rovmg comnus.si?n,
to site casualties and communicate back to the C.C.P., givmg
the location nature of casualty and the cause of the casualty.
To make things more interesting we instructed the R.A.M.C.
personnel in voice procedure and message procedure, and ~en
sat back and let them have a bash.' It was quite easy to pick
out the TV addicts who used " Highway Patrol " procedure
0

I~~

.

The area of the exercise was at Abyan, a small Arab villa~e
approximately 70 miles east of Aden, where the water supply is
somewhat doubtful so we carried enough to " see us through "
plus a few crates o'f beer to eke out the water ra~ion.
.
The refrigerator unit housed :in the 3-ton vehicle was qu.ite
useful to the extent of keeping the beer cool and the empty
beer crates useful for carrying Medical equipment.
On the journey back we exe_rcis.ed in ·~ Ambus~," dril~, an~
Air Attack procedure, both quite mterestJng but one sided,
the ambush party being two men and the ambushed 20.
The exercise ended with a mad dash to reach the beach and
get back to Aden before the tide came in.

Exercise "Ha rtn ey W intney. " On the recent exercise of 24 Brigade held in the Kajiado area of Kenya, ?1e rear
link detachment for 45 Commando, R.M., was provided by
Radio Troop. The enemy were represented by the Gordon
.
.
Highlanders and a Squadron of Q.R.I.H.
The whole party was transported to Kenya by a Bnttarua
of R.A.F. Transport Command and whilst in Kenya the detachment was accommodated with the 2nd Battalion Scots Guards
in their new camp at Kahawa.
Preparations for the exercise went very smoothly, thanks to
the assistance of 210 Squadron.
Plenty of time was allowed for sightseeing, and tours around
the Games Reserves were arranged. A visit to Thompson Falls
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took place on the day before om: return and w~ ~ad lun~h with
the Gordon Highlanders at their camp at Gilgil. Their hospitality was second to none.
The R.A.F. Eastleigh were our hosts on one occasion, when
they kindly offered to take us for a trip in a Twin Pioneer
aircraft. The trip lasted ~pproxi~atel;: 4t . hours and enabled
.
.
us to see quite a lot of Afr~ca an~ its w~ld life. . .
We also enjoyed the wild (mght) life of Na1rob1, with its
numerous bars and dance hall.s.
.
The exercise was held dunng the rainy season _and on two
occasions the exercise was halted to re.cover veh~cles bogged
down in mud. Quite a change fr~m bemg stuck i? sand and
much harder to dig out. One vehicle of the exercise was dug
in so far that the recovery vehicle got bogged in trying to get
him out and another recovery vehicle had to " recover the
recovery to recover the unrecovered" (work that one out!).
One crew got annoyed at the helicopters landing beside him
every half-hour to ask if he was all right. His reply was, " I
have enough food, wate: and " h~rd stuff" to last me for weeks,
now. please leave me m peace.
We were a bit reluctant to leave the green fields of Keny~ to
go back to the stifling bot season of Aden, but all good things
must come to an end as we soon realised when we touched down
at Khormaksar. The question now is " When is the next Kenya
Exercise!"
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Now where shall we send him? I know-the Outer Hebrides!
Not being very sure where the Hebrides were, let alone knowing
what went on there, I asked that font of all knowledge-the
Unit chief clerk. After a short pause he muttered some well
known catchy phrases and so it was that I volunteered to go
anywhere east of Dover.
.
To cut a short story even shorter, after 24 hours of travelling,
I arrived at the Royal Artillery Guided Weapons Range, Benbecula Outer Hebrides. I was shown to a Barrack room and
there &-iven some of the local griff.
.
The troop, about thirty all told, was responsible ~or . the
usual administrative communications and also commurucanons
associated with the safety of the range, both at Benbecula and
on St. Kilda. St. Kilda, I was very quickly told? was an ' OP '
island 45 miles •• out in the bh_.ie." The .only tI;imgs th~t could
be said for St. Kilda were that 1t was a birdman s paradise, gave
scope for those who collect wind and rain records (100 knotsa spring breeze) and exercised the war.er transport company ?f
the R.A.S.C. in seamanship. In passing, I was told that m
spite of the former civilian occupants hav~g been evacuated
from the island in 1930 because life was a little raw, the Army
borrowed it after the Navy and Air Force had seen the red
light. (To the uninitiated there · a.re no _trains. or night. clubs
on the island.) With all this most mterestmg gnff and w~th the
sound of water bubbling through the barrack room wmdow,
I went to sleep on my double tier bunk in Benbecula.
The next day, ~ was in. th.e thick of it. After a. miraculous
ride for twenty mmutes, m1ssmg sheep and pea~ trailers by the
score I arrived at the rangehead. I was taken mto the hub of
indu;try-Range Control. The countdown of a missile was ~
progress and I was promptly told to get my finger where it
should be get weaving on the teleprinter, answer the phone and
last but x{ot least pay my respects later in the day to the Unit
Quartermaster -ta have my head examined. (We have no professional barbers in this part of the world.) X-3 seconds, X-2
seconds, X-1 second, F ire . . . missile away! To the sound of

a tremendous roar, a 30 ft. surface to surface missile left a pad
3oox away. The teleprinter stopped, the O.C. swore and I was
again told where my finger should be!
Well much water has passed under the bridges since then. I
went t~ St. Kilda on the m.v. Mull via the rocks of West Loch
Tarbert in Harris, put red and blue cochineal on the f~~t. of
some St. Kilda mice so as to impress some of our vmtmg
Chelsea animal lovers on the rarities of the isles and last but not
least, tried my hand at a dram or two of the local bever~ge.
To those of you wanting to come up the sharp end, JUSt drop
us a line-c/o OJ.C., Royal Signals Records-and before you
have time to read the answer, you'll be here. Cheers the noo !

II
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Tour of Britain Cycle Race, 1962
It all started nearly twelve months ago with a letter from the
Signal Officer-in-Chief! At that time ~e writer kne"". nothing
about cycling, and even less about milk, however, smce that
first letter he is now the proud possessor of a file nearly two
inches thi'ck which lists all the requirements that should be
considered when organising such a venture.
The first task after meeting the Milk Marketing Board (who
sponsored the !ace) and learning of the requirem~nts, "".as t?
find crews for the two Rover mounted Cr rs, with which 1t
was decided to control and pass information regarding the
riders to the race officials during each day's racing.
Volunteers were called for from the A.E.R., and the final
seleciton was : Sergeant J. Wynne and .Signalman L. ~ilby,
Soth Regiment, A.E.R.; Corporal P. Wilcox, 83rd Regiment,
A.E.R.; Lance-Corporal C. Barlow, 404 Squadron, A.E.R., together with Corporal Machin and Signalman Roebuck, Regulars,
from Headquarters, A E .R.
.
.
. .
.
This being done, and authority forthcommg to l?art1cipate. m
the event, it was then possible to complete the: detailed plannmg
with the sponsors, which was a long, labonou~ task. Hotels
had to be booked and petrol and battery-chargmg arranged at
each of the 13 stage towns; however, it was all eventually completed and " D-Day" arrived, Blackpool, 11.30 hours. Monday,
nth June. The race was started by comedian Tommy Cooper
(who said he was the Lord Mayor of BlackPQ?l 1), and the
whole cavalcade of 40 white Ford Zephyrs, 77. n~ers and two
Land Rovers, moved off to the Blackpool town limits, where the
race was deneutralised. W:hat amai:ed ~e Rover c_rews was the
terrific speed that these nders mamtamed, ~o miles p~r hour
on the flat and nearly 50-60 down slight gradients and hills. In
Wigan the' whole ~eld overtook. the ~eading Rover-which soon
found itself travelling two vehicles m front of the r.ear Rover
(wondering why reception strength had suddenly mcreas~d).
It took nearly an hour to regain its position, but by the time
Rhvl was reached. everything had sorted itself out. .
Tuesday, 12th June, found the Rover crews travellmg through
country familiar to all those members of the A.E.R. who
remember the halcyon davs of Blacon.
Rhyl, St. ~saph,
Denbigh The Horseshoe Pass and Oswestry, to name 1ust a
few plac~s. Communications were extre~ely good on tJ:iis leg,
except for a short period when the vehicles were on d ifferent
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Royal Signals Tennis Championships

"Following a Break"

Bournemouth 16th June, the crews taking their " Daily Pinta"

sides of the Horseshoe Pass, but during the final stages, a
distance of 25 miles on voice was achieved from Ledbury to
Cheltenham. The following stage wended its way through some
very pretty countryside in the Cotswolds, then on throu&h
Somerset to finish at Weston-Super-Mare, where our Radio
Technician, Corporal Machin, found he was unable to keep up
his boast of a bathe at each coastal resort we visited; the tide
was so far out that he needed rubber boots to cross the mud.
The fourth day was over e.xtremely difficult country, both for
vehicles and riders, and within the first 40 miles, everyone,
with the exception of a vehicle carrying our spare batteries,
cable, etc., had managed to negotiate Porlock. the riders, however did not dismount on this one-in-four hill. On arrival at
Pai~ton, the Rover crews and cyclists were welcomed by the
Regimental Band of the Royal Signals Junior Leaders Regiment,
who looked very splendid in their red tunics. The trumpeters
played a fanfare as the winner of this stage received his
wreath of laurel from the Dairy Princess, after which the Band
beat "Retreat" on the promenade.
The fifth day was rather uneventful, but nevertheless the
crews were very pleased to be welcomed on arrival in Bournemouth by Colonel T . H. C. Grigg, Commander, H.Q., A.E.R.,
Roval Signals, who was able to see a spectacular finish on the
Undercliffe by the first foreign competitor to win a stage,
Pokorny of the Polish Team.
Saturday, 16th. found us on our way again, and right from
the start, the race was in trouble, due to heavy traffic on the
A.3I. It could not be deneutralised at the s"lected point, with
the result that the riders only covered 93 miles, instead of the
planned 103.
Communications over this stage were d.ifficult, but due to
some very efficient operating on the part of Lance-Corporal
Barlow and Signalman Wilby, who promptly changed to C.W.,
the vehicles were never out of touch with the progress of the
race, and a runn.ing commentary for forty-five minutes was
made pos•ible, prior to the arrival of the first rider at the
finish in Hove. This stage was won by a British rider, and
put the British team well up on points.
Sunday was no day of rest, and at 10 oo hours we were off
to a verv thrilling start, at which the stars of the English
teams. Buttler, Nuttal and Hinds, forged into the lead and kept
it until well past Guildford. where they were caught up by the
Pole and a couple of Spaniards, who forced the pace even
harder. On occasions, the leading Rover was doing well over
35 m.p.h., and only just keeping in front of these very tough
and fit riders-who fought it out mile by mile until the Pole,
with a tremendous burst of speed, about two miles from the
finish, managed to gain a 200-vard lead, making him an easy
winn"r for the second t ime in three davs. The interest shown
in this dav's stage bv the spectators surorised the crews of the
Rovers, who were besieged for information whenever they had
cause to make a stop, of even a temporary nature.
Monday and Tuesday of the second week proved very uneventful, consisting of a 99-mile ride from Northampton to
Skegness; and a 25-mile time trial on Tuesday, which was won
by a Spaniard in 56 minutes.
Wednesdav found us off again for a very hard. fast ride of
over 130 miles throu~ Lincolnshire, South and East Yorkshire
to Scarborough. This stage was won in tremendous style by a
rider of one of the Enelish teams, in an almost photo finish.
Pokornv was still overall race winner, because his individual
time for the whole race was well below that of all other riders.
The next stage of the race to Seaburn, over a much different
type of country, including stiff hill climbs in both Rosedale
and Westerdale, in the North Riding, and when the compara-

tively flat country was reached just north of Darlington, the
Scandinavian team came into its own, one of their riders
forging ahead to cross the finishing line 4 minutes 40 seconds
ahead of his nearest rival.
On the thrilling penultimate stage, from Seaburn to Morecambe. across the North Yorkshire Moors, over Gunnerside,
Muler, Keld, Hawes, and on past Ingleton, the cyclists had to
climb no fewer than six mountains of over 1,200 feet, including
the Buttertubs, and it says much for their fitness and endurance that they all finished only 3 minutes behind the stage
winner.
Saturday, 23rd June.-Blackpool again, having covered I,400
of the most arduous miles in England and passed through no
less than 350 towns and villages (the Rover crews consumed
252 pints of milk, or 4t gallons per person. during the 13 days
of the tour), we were welcomed by the Corps Band under its
conductor, Sergeant Hewson, who kept the crowds entertained
with a selection of light music during the very anxious period
of waiting for the first riders to arrive at the finish on the
Middlewalk of Blackpool Promenade.
The final results were:
Team : England 1st, Poland 2nd, North Region 3rd.
Individuals: Pokorny (Poland) 1st, Holmes (England) 2nd,
Hinds (Southern R egion) 3rd.
Communications during the tour proved to be excellent, at no
time were the vehicles out of touch, although C.W. was found
to be necessary on occasions. Distances of up to 30 miles on
voice were achieved on most days.
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Army Cycling Champion
Signalman M. J. Coupe, 28th Regiment

Signalman M. J. Coupe

Signalman Coupe has
been sweeping the board
in both local and Army
cycling championships.
Earlier this year he
WOJtl
the Ronde um
Duren, one of Germany's
cycling classics. The race
was over a gruelling
129 kms. Coupe broke
away with four other top
class riders from the rest
of the field in the first
lap, but it was 20 miles
from home that Coupe
really showed his class,
forged ahead, and despite
four broken spokes, won
by a clear three quarters
of-a-minute.
Coupe has not been
satisfied with this, and
has gone from strength to
strength, winning outright both the Army 25
and 50-mile events. Next
week he goes to England
to represent the Army in
the Inter - Services 50mile event. Good luck
to him.
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The championships, this year, were held at the Officers' Club,
Catterick, on 23rd to 26th May.
High winds made good tennis on the first two days almost
impossible, but the matches were somehow pushed through.
Some new talent appeared on the scene and this will reinforce the Corps side, badly weakened by the loss of LanceCorporal Sharp and other National Servicemen last year.
The results of the championship are as follows:
Singles: Winner, Captain G. Oehlers (24th Regiment); runnerup, Lieutenant K. Kent (School of Signals), 6--2, 6--3.
Open Doubles : Winners, Second-Lieutenant Louge and Staff
Sergeant Smith (A.E.R., Blandford); runners-up, Lieutenant
Kent and Lieutenant P. Webster (School of Sign~ls), 6--3, 6--1.
Inter-Unit Doubles : Winners, Second-Lieutenant Louge and
Staff Sergeant Smith (A.E.R., Blandford); runners-up, Captain
G. Oehlers and Lance-Corporal McLaughlin, 6--1, 3-6, 6--4.
Some excellent tennis was seen in the finals, especially the
Inter-Unit Doubles Championship, as suggested by the score.
It was nice to see Colonel E. L. L. Vulliamy, o.B.E., playing
again in the Championships, and still playing excellent tennis.

March 8 (RobeTts)
Winning Team
Ind. Class u A"
Ind. Class " B "

216 Squadron (Para.)
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, 243 Squadron
Signalman R. G. Davies, 216 Squadron (Para.)

567
156
142

216 Squadron (Para.)
W.O.II C. G. Curtis, 1 Squadron 14th Regiment
Signalman R. F. Biddlecombe, 216 Squadron
(Para.)

514
155

216 Squadron (Para.)
W.0.II C. G. CurtisJ 3 Squadron 14th Regiment
Signalman V. L. J. Church, 216 Squadron
(Para.)

384
II9

Match 32 (S.M.G.)
Winning Team
Ind. Class " A "
Ind. Class "B"

127

103

243 Squadron
493
Corporol C. H. Davidson , 216 Squadron (Para.) 136
Signalman V. L. J. Church, 216 Squadron
(Para.)
n3
Matc/i 30 (Falling Plate)
Winning Team
243 Squadron (" B " Team)
Runners-Up
3 Squadron 14th Regiment
Champion Shot
W .O.II J. G. Turner, 216 Squadron (Para.) 5n
Runner-Up
W.0.II C. G. Curtis, 3 Squadron 14th Regiment 500
Third
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
488
Champion Team
243 Squadron
Runners-Up
216 Squadron
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rst
2nd

Rifle
3 Squadron
I Squadron
I

The Meeting took place at Bulford on 14th and 15th June,
1962. Eighty-five competitors attended.
The matches fired were the Roupell, Henry Whitehead,
Roberts, Parachute Regiment Cup (S.M.G.) and the R.U.R.
Cup (Falling Plate).
A strong variable wind made shooting conditions difficult,
particularly for the less experienced shots. Even so, the scores
obtained by the best individuals and teams were higher than
last year's. This is encouraging, and is a pointer that we are
learning more about the S.L.R.
The two teams able to put in a few weeks practice, 216
Squadron (Parachute Brigade Group) and 243 Squadron
(Southern Command), had a keen tussle throughout. 216
Squadron won the Roupell, Whitehead and Roberts by narrow
margins, 243 Squadron won the Parachute Regiment Cup, the
Falling Plate, and the Championship.
Teams for each match consisted of four firers, but the
Championship was awarded on the aggregate of the best six
competitors in each Unit's team.
S.S.M. W. G . Turner of 216 Squadron was a worthy
Champion Shot. He had one poor practice only, and quickly
put it behind him and got on with the rest of the job. W.0.II
C. G. Curtis of 3 Squadron, i:4th Regiment, came from behind
with a very good Whitehead and Roberts, and finished runnerup, I 1 points behind the winner.
Mrs. J. M. S. Tulloch kindly presented the prizes to the
following: March 6 (Roupell)
Winning Team
Ind. Class 0 A ,,
Ind. Class " B ,,
March 7 (Whitehead)
Winning Team
Ind. Class " A ,,
Ind. Class " B "

REGIMENT

The past month has been a very busy one.
On 3rd June in brilliant sunshine and amid the picturesque
setting of Sneedham's Green the Regimental Rifle Meeting
took place and attracted large crowds from Bampton, Droitwich
and Gloucester.
It coincided with Army Sunday and before shooting
commenced a Drumhead Service was conducted by our Chaplain, Padre Matthews, to the musical accompaniment of the
Band of the 5th Battalion Gloucester Regiment (T.A.) which
also performed at intervals throughout the day.
From an early hour competitors and families began to arrive
and the gaily coloured frocks of the ladies contracted vividly
with the more soxp.bre attire of the khaki clad military gentlemen.
There was something to cater for all tastes-pony rides and
jaunting cars for the kiddies, sideshows for the not-so-young
and of course Antonio and his inimitable ice cream cart.
At noon a wonderful buffet lunch was served on the range
and a most enjoyable day came to an end with the prizegiving
by Mrs. Lyske, wife of the Commanding Officer.
As in the Athletics Meeting, I and 3 Squadrons keenly contested every inch of the way, the verdict this time going to
the chaps from Oxfordshire.
Results were as follows: Falling Plates
3 Squadron
1 Squadron " A ''

Royal Signals Southern Command
Rille Meeting, 1962

I4th

S.M.G.
3 Squadron
I Squadron HAU
1 Squadron "Bu
2 Squadron

ISt

2Jld

3rd
4th

lit

B

n

Squadron " A

n

u

2 Squadron
Cltampion S.M.G. Shot
433 Sergeant Smith
Cltampion Rifle Shot
W.0.II Curtis

:md

3rd
4th
1 Sqn.
3 Sqn.

Later on 1 and 3 Squadrons competed in the Royal Signals
Southern Command shoot at Bulford and acquitted themselves
very creditably, the former obtaining 5~ ~d . the. latter ?rd
place. W.O.II Curtis of 3 Squadron agam dis~mgwshed himself with the second best rifle score of the meetmg.
Finally, to round off a most successful month's shooting, the
Regimental team consisting of representatives from ~ll three
Squadrons, obtained second place at the Corps Meeting.. On
this occasion, W.0.II Kay of 2 Squadron and W.0 II Curtis of
3 Squadron were second and third respectively in the individual
championship. Well done.
.
.
.
.
The team is now at Eisley trymg conclus10ns with the elite.
Male athletes from I Squadron took part in the District
competition at Taunton but our o~y success was in the mile
race with Signalman Clowes leading the field from start to
finish and thus repeating bis success of the Regimental Meeting.
Not to be outdone, our girls from Gloucester proceeded to the
W.R.A.C. Southern Command meeting at Tidworth and distinguished themselves by winning the 4 x I 10 yd. relay race
and a handsome cup to boot. The team consisted of Corporal
Thompson, Lance-Corporal Blenkin, Private Ryder and Private
Lee. Lance-Corporal Blenkin also won the 440 yards. Jolly
good show and we hope you enjoyed the champa~e.
Finally, Princess Royal Day was celebrated with an All
Ranks' Dance in our elegant J .R.C.
This was a magnificent affair beautifully organised by I
Squadron but attended also by outstation Squadrons from
Bampton and Droitwich.
.
During the evening an imported cabaret company entertamed
us regally and after partaking of a sumptuous buffet supper
prepared by Staff Sergeant Wilson, A.C.C., everyone settled
down to witness the " Piece de resistance," the Miss Robinswood 1962 Competition. confined to members of the W.R;.A.C.
Twenty girls, encouraged and spurred on by boy fnends,
eventually took the floor and posed some pretty headaches for
the panel of judges. After a great deal of thought, Private
Roper was declared the winner and received a handsome sash
and a £5 note. Private Staniland was second and Private
Wootten third. Mrs. Lyske presented the prizes and in tum
received a bouquet of flowers from " Miss Robinswood." Majors
Oliver and Walmesley-Cotham, her partners in crime, were the
recipients of red roses and kisses from second and third competitors. They just refused to be left out of the act!
To Sergeant J. Harvey, of 3 Squadron, who was awarded the
B.E.M. in the Birthday Honours we tender our hearty
congratulations.
Mention of Sergeant Austin, 2 Squadron, whose efforts contributed in no small measure to the success of the May Day
Dance in Droitwich was inadvertently omitted last time. Our
felicitations and apologies for the "belated entry."
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Singapore Driving Cbampionsbip, 1962
British

.~rmy

lUotorin • Association (§ingnpore
Centre)
After many months of patient lobbying, C.R. Signals managed
to form the ingapore Centre of the British Army M.otormg
Association. The final approach came from the .K.A.C. and
the H.Q. of B.A.M.A. in the U.K., just two weeks before our
~trail~
.
A willing band of helpers, headed by Maior D. Hall and the
Chief Clerk, W .0.11 G. K. Kothwell churned out the "bum h"
and orgarused the rally down to the last nut and bolt.
All units on our small island were invited, and we started
off with 31 three-ton vehicles, including a team each from
We had decided on three-ton
18th and 19th Regiments.
vehicles for our first venture because they provide a greater
test of driving skill, though judging from the number of
vehicles caught in the speed traps, Lieutenant ("'Sanda")
Carll.Ilg (18th .Kegiment's ace) for example, they are not much
slower than a quarter-ton. They were all loaded with ammo
boxes, filled with two tons of sand under "urut arrangements."
18th Regiment, being su<;h a busy R egiment could only find
time to fill after dark-I am told the local population were
a little surprised to hear the shovels pounding from the graveyard under the mosque in time to the muezzin call, but we.re
somewhat mollified to know that the "words" that were
issuing forth had a fervent « religious " flavour !
All went well on the 125-rrule road run, apart from four
recoveries, one cockpit fatigue and one lost (I've been up and
down this road for 30 rrunutes and I'm b - if I can find
the right turning!). The route had been selected with the
cunning skill of W.O.II Rothwell and Mr. W. Wells, the Secretary of the Forces' Motoring Club, and the penalties lost
ranged from 166 points to 2,428 points.
After a short rest, the cross-country and driving skills started.
o one knows who drove the tank across the water splash, but
the first vehicle across thought it a little "off beat" when his
front wheels met a 3ft. vertical bank of mud. The recovery
crew had a field day. One of the leading contenders broke
his arm moving between hazards, but the newspaper story was
wrong-<mly cwo vehicles overturned, not three.
The skill tests on Meiktila Barrack square were very searching. Bogey time was made by Pte. J. McArthy (Queen's Own
Highlanders) and times varied between this and the maximum,
which a large number of entrants collected.
There were 23 survivors fit for the final scrutiny. The
results were :
1st, Drive.r Zaino! and Corporal A Rahman (25 Company,
R.A.S .C.; 2nd Craftsman Fowler and Craftsman Laverton (19th
Signal Regim~nt); 3rd, Lance-Corporal Shabuddin and Signalman Rosli (19th Signal Regiment).-1st Team, 19th Regiment.
19th Regiment, with second and third places were really good.
Although Lieutenant Carling would have won if it hadn't been
for that d - - speed trap.
Brigadier C. H. Stoneley gave away the many splendid
trophies. He tells me that as an ex-member of the Corps (he
graduated in 1959) he was highly amused to find that two
R.E M.E. craftsmen appeared for The Freeman Trophy (the
best Royal Signals crew prize).
We learn from Staff Sergeant Levins, who came to pick our
brains during the rally, that 17 Gurkha D ivision are holding a
rally in September, again run by Signals. In this part of the
world, anyway, it is apparent that the motor cycle has been replaced by four wheels, but Signals are still running things.

T.A. anti A.£R.
,j4th (EAST ~\:\'GI.IA) REGllUENT (T.A.)
3 SqnadroJa Attends Annual C:nm1• at
St. ~lart.i11's Plain, Sltorneliffe
19th MAY-2nd JUNE, 1962
During the latter half of May the Squadron attended Regimental Annual Camp at St. Martin's Plain, Shorncliffe, and a
very successful camp it was too.
Last year, due to the T.A. reorganisation it was somewhat
of a " getting to know you camp," this Squadron being the
residue of 55th (M) Regiment (T.A.) having to meet R.H.Q.
from Cambridge and other Squadrons from far flung posts of
the Regimental Empire in East Anglia. This year, however,
we settled down to training from the word go and it is amazing
what can be done on a shoestring. The Squadron policy of
really mixing the W.R.A.C. and Military in their duties is
meeting with great success. At camp, Communication Centre
wise, we had no problems. The W.R.A.C. ran them very
efficiently, but it was interesting to see a mixed D.R. Section in
action (a necessity through shortage of men) and how ably a
W .R.A.C. driver attached to the Wireless Troop for the period
of camp coped with the problems of siting and setting up
station.
The three-day R egimental Exercise during the second week
had its inevitable trials and tribulations. The ramifications of
manning and administering Rear Division were a constant
worry to 0 .C. Squadron prior to the exercise due to the extreme
shortage of men. It would work if everyone put twice as much
effort than normal into it and the fact that it proved to be a
success was only due to all ranks doing just this. The Padre,
becoming Officer-in-Command tents. The S.Q.M.S., in addition
to normal " Q ·" duties became head cook and bottle washer.
The S.S.M. (always with a cup of cha) was Chief Technician,
W.0.-in-Command cookers (temperamental beasts) and father
confessor to all and sundry. Captain Hovey, W.R.A.C. Squadron Training Officer, when not keeping a maternal eye on her
girls, was always on hand to answer pertinent questions on
wireless, lines or technical equipment.
Early on the second day of the exercise, O.C. Squadron
found himself very perturbed at the air of peace and quiet
which pervaded the atmosphere of Rear Division. It just
didn't seem rrue. What a relief to find that all communications
were through. Shifts were being relieved, lunch was well under
way and in spite of the unreliable weather everybody was
happy. In all his years of experience of Regimental Exercises
at T.A. Camps this was the very Mt time he had been able
to sit back and enjoy his pipe.
The Regimental Parade went well and it is felt that the
R.S.M. is now satisfied that it is possible for the W.R.A.C. and
men to march past in one body as a Squadron. Corporal
H amilton, W.R.A.C., was a credit to the Squadron during the
presentation to her of the T.E.M. by tbe Honorary Colonel
on the Regimental Parade. We, much to our surprise, became
r=ers-up in the Regimental Inter-Squadron Football Competition and the nine men (all we could muster) are very proud
of their bronze medals.
The following, penned by one of our newest W.R.A.C.
recruits, Private A. Conley, is well worth reading and gives a
more enlightened and amusing eye witness account of life in
camp in a mixed Squadron: -

Royal Signals Officers' Go/ling Society
The Royal Signals Officers' Golfing Society will hold its
Autumn Meeting at West Hill Golf Club, Brookwood, near
Woking (nearest Railway Station, Brook, 7 minutes walk), on
13th and 14th September, 1962. All those who have held any
type of commission in Royal Signals (T.A., A.E.R. and War
Emergency included) are eligible to take part.
A match against the Ironsides is to be played at West Hill
on 12th September prior to the Autumn Meeting. All those
officers who would like to be considered for the team are
requested to let the Secretary know by rst September, 1962.
Entry forms for the Autumn Meeting can be obtained from
the Secretary: Major J. P. Durrant, Air Ministry (0.R.n),
Whitehall London, S.W.r.
Completed entry forms should
reach the Secretary not later than 7th September, 1962.

\V .n.A.C. Viewpoint
" Some weeks ago I received, through the post, a card
inviting me to spend fifteen days at Shorncliffe Camp, Folkestone, with the 54th (E.A.) Regiment (T.A.). Somebody told me
I would enjoy it-that, coupled with the fact that there was
small print on the card to the effect that if I did not attend
civil action could be taken in the absence of a good reason,
made me decide to go. That is why 3 Squadron of the above
Regiment was hampered with one very raw, very green, very
new recruit in its W.R.A.C. ranks.
" Since I enjoyed the rank of Private it was inevitable that I
became involved in fatigue duties and generally getting under
the feet of the worthy sergeant in the Officers' Mess on the
only fine day we had during the first week. When I eventually

emerged into the sunshine I had a hunt round for a bath. I
found one too, and I wallowed in what seemed to be un~
believable luxury for half-an-hour or so. I read the orders later
and discovered that a certain hut 36 was for the use of male
officers only. Hut 36 was where I had just had my bath . . .
"After the initial shock of having to work for a living my
sense of humour returned and camp became a most enjoyable
place to be. In the middle of the first week we had a couple
of map-reading sessions on foot. It is amazing how those of us
who complain about a 15 minute walk to the tube ploughed
our way through the fields and lanes of Kent, enjoying every
minute of it, even though Christina Rossetti's lines flitted
through the mind occasionally: Does the road wind uphill all the way?
Yes, to the very end.
" It was during the second week that we camped in the real
sense of the word, and for two and a half days we roughed it
in a very pleasant Kent valley. We had to pitch tents to sleep
in, and this was where the Padre took the lead. I was quite
merrily tightening some guys when I heard the Padre saying,
' Someone will have to climb to the top of this tent-the centre
pole has come out.' I thought to myself that that should be
worth watching and I looked round to see whom he was
addressing. There was nobody else there but me; I knew the
Padre did not talk to himself, and he was looking at me. 'You
mean,' I ventured hesitantly, 'you want me to climb up there
.. .' I left the sentence in mid-air. A few minutes later, with
the Padre pushing me, I joined it via the tent. When my
inelegant ascent was completed all I could do was hang on,
and the pole stubbornly remained out of place. ' Let go,' suggested the Padre. I had been obeying orders, immediately, for
over a week by then-eyes right, eyes left, quick march, halt,
about turn, let go-it was just another order-so I let go like
the perfect little Private I am, and Whoosh !-the inelegance of
my ascent was surpassed by the alacrity of my descent. (In
the end the Padre had to fix the pole himself, but I triedhonest I did!)
"When all this was going on our Staff Sergeant was preparing a delicious meal from compo rations, and what a successful meal he and his helpers dished up. The next day the teleprinters were in action-and how! When I decided to become
a teleprinter operator nobody warned me that the blessed things
could become live. One of the other operators discovered it
first, then I too discovered it. In spite of S.S.M.'s promise that
it would make my hair curl I was loth to touch the thing. Someone then had a brainwave-' Perhaps we'd better earth it!'
So it was earthed, but it still kept giving us an odd jag every
so often, and the reason the teleprinter operators came back,
tingling fresh, was not due to the toothpaste they were using!
Ours is a mixed Squadron and that is the reason why tlre
Signal Centre was turned into a mad house for a few moments
during the exercise. The lads had found a slow-worm. To me
anything more than t:wo inches long is a snake and I don't
rrust it, so when this monster arrived I had only one thought in
mind-namely to make a quick exit. It wasn't the call to duty
which prevented my carrying out my intentions it was merely
that the soldiers and the slow-worm were blocking the only
means of escape. I did the next best thing-I grabbed hold of
the Sergeant-Major and with a series of gyrations managed to
get behind him. So intent was I in escaping from that reptile
(i.e. the slow-worm) that it wasn't for a second or two I realised
that I had wedged myself against the live teleprinter, thus at
the ripe old age of twenty-three I learned that life presented
problems. I emerged from the fray unharmed, untouched and
hair still uncurled!
Two and a half days after the exercise started we returned
to base and civilisation, but it had been tremendous fun . We
did some work as well of course, but the spirit was such that
even work was fun.
At another post, during the exercise, the story is told of a
young Signalman who was sent by his Sergeant-Major to a
nearby cafe for two hot pies. A few minutes later the young
soldier returned, banded some money back to the SergeantMajor and explained: " Here is your change, sir, there was only
one pie.''
"Thank you, where is it?"
"Oh, I ate it, sir I" But I don't know what the Sergeant-Major
said after that. Rumour hath it that the Signalman is still in
circulation, but nobody is quite sure where.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1962
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"A Squadron party ended the fortnight, but few of us wanted
to return to the mediocre work in shops, offices and fact<>ries
where the battle of the sexes is ever ranging. For one busy
fortnight men and women proved they could work together in
perfect harmony, the superiority which each sex feels over the
other blending in a superior fighting force. It's a great life
in the T.A. and, if I may quote Masefield out of context: Tomorrow
By the living God, we'll try the game again! "
80th

REGIMEXT,

A.E.R.

In its first annual camp, after last year's amalgamation
exercise, the new 8oth Regiment, A.E.R., was subjected to what
must have been the biggest barrage of " brass " aimed at a
Reserve Regiment for many years.
Although the weather in the first week of camp at Blandford
was rather cool for mid-May, this did not deter us from giving
a warm reception to our first visitor, Major-General A. M. W.
Whistler, C.B.E., the Signal Officer-in-Chief, who was accompanied by Brigadier J. Anderson. Because of a very tight
schedule he was only able to spend just over an hour with us,
but nevertheless, in his characteristic style, he managed to see,
be seen and talk to most of the Regiment whilst the normal
training sessions were in progress. He stressed his theme of
"One Army "-whether Regular, A.E.R. or T.A., in his talks
and conversations with all ranks. We thank the General for
fitting us into his intinerary on that day because it gives a real
'
meaning to the idea of the A.E.R.
Our second visitor, Lieutenant-General Sir R. Bray, K.C.B.,
C.B.E., o.s.o., G.0.C.-in-C., Southern Command, literally
dropped in for a flying visit-arriving by helicopter. It was
his first visit and contact with any unit or any Corps of the
A.E.R. and, we gather, he was suitably impressed. He took a
great deal of interest in the particular problems of A.E.R., Royal
Signals, and this visit, we hope, will be of benefit to all other
units camping at Blandford, as the G.O.C.-in-C. seemed anxious
to do what he could for the A.E.R., Royal Signals, now that
the Headquarters is in his Command. After meeting as many
soldiers and officers as possible, in their normal uaining work, be
was entertained in the Sergeants' Mess before having lunch
with the officers.
We were also very pleased to play host to Colonel D . R.
Horsfield, O.B.E., The Chief Instructor, School of Signals, who
interrupted a busy programme to spend an afternoon visiting
Sqadron locations and detachments on Exercise "Empress"
during the second week of camp. As the School of Signals will
be our neighbour at Blandford in a year or two, it is as well
that liaison " networks,'' official and unofficial, should be set up
as soon as possible, to the mutual advantage of both. We hope
the C.I. enjoyed his visit. We did.
In addition, we also had our usual great pleasure in entertaining Colonel P. T. Lovely, c.c. (our Honorary Colonel), Colonel
G. H. T. Shrimpton, C.B.E., T.D. (a former C.O.) and Colonel
C. Vincent-Smith, T.D. (Comd., Force Signals, A.E.R.).
Before camp this year, it became apparent that the Regiment
had grown sufficiently in numbers to consider a re-organisation
o_n the usual R.H.Q., Squadron and Troop system-the anticipated role of the Regiment being based on a " brick troop "
organisation. In previous camps " ad hoc " arrangements were
made year by year, according to the particular needs of training and the exercise. This year a determined effort was made
to settle an organisation, post all ranks to troops or appointments and establish a chain of command. During a busy weekend, a few weeks before camp, the senior officers and the
Adjutant fitted everyone into their respective pigeon holes,
and it is to their credit that the C..'-1Jerience gained at camp uncovered only a handful of cases where cross-postings became
necessary. At the beginning of camp it was explained by the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H . Oxborough, and the
C.O. designate, Major L. Hancock, E.R.D., that the effect to
make the organisation work and to establish the chain of command was just as much a necessity as the training programme
and exercise. The effort was made and was worth it and
should prove, we hope, the foundation of a happy, efficient and
e..xpanding Category I Regiment.
Having done the good work, it is a pity that many will have
their last camp with the Regiment, and we will be very sorry
In particular, everyone w· regret that
to see them go.
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GOC-in-C VISITS 80th REGIMENT AER
Left to right: Lieutenant Colonel H. Oxborough, Major P. R. King,
E.R.D., Lieutenant General Sir R. Bray, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O .,
Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, Captain D. Latham, Major E. M. Fox

Lieutenant-Colonel H. O::liborough will be finishing on 30th
September, 1962, after completing an extension to his term.
We owe so much to the hard work that he has done, both in
and out of camp, first of all in making the amalgamation of
l96I succeed, and then establishing a viable unit in r962.
Among others who are leaving the Regiment for age or
other reasons, are Major (T.O.T.) "Willie" Wattle, E.R.D.,
Captain (Q.M.) H. F. Smart, Captain (Tfc.) H. E. Crawford,
S.S.M. C. Lonergan, R.Q.M.S . W. T. F. Newton, R.Q.M.S.
J. T. Shanahan, Staff Sergeants Pettitt, Winsland, Clark, Norrish
and Coe, and Sergeants Dight, Barratt, Harding and Grattan.
Although leaving the Regiment, some are remaining in the
A.E.R. by transferring to Category 2. For their help and
service to us in their many varied ways, we thank them all
and we are very sorry to see them go.
Forrunately for us, new men have been coming along, and we
are very pleased to welcome into the Regiment a number of
men who have never served in any of the Services before. We
are anxious, however, to step up recruiting, and if you know
anyone in the South-East of England who wants to join
Royal Signals, A.E.R., we can accommodate practically every
ttade, and there are plenty of opportunities for promotion.
There is no truth in the rumour that most of our wireless
operators are a crowd of old lags who have done a spell " on
the moor." What is true, of c;ourse, is that we were asked to
provide the umpires' wireless net for a T.A. Brigade exercise
on Dartmoor during the first week of camp. About 35 of
our men, under the leadership of Captain L. Oswin, braved
it out for four days in most unseasonable weather. By all
accounts, a very good job was done by all concerned. They
were accompanied by our L.A.D., dashingly led by Captain
V. Sharp, R.E M.E., and we hear also that they did a very
worthwhile job, and not only on our behalf, either. We enjoyed
having our L.A.D. with us this year, and we look forward to a
continuation of the practice in future years.
82nd

B E GDIENT

(A.E.R. )

At long last we have been blessed with a summer camp, this
we have calculated as being the third fine weather camp in ten
seasons, we certainly made the most of it.
All ranks were disappointed to learn that our popular Secondin-Command would not be with us this year. Major W. Lang
was spending a couple of months "down under" in Australia
on business, we wish him well in his venture. In Major Lang's
absence, Major D. A. B. Crawford stood in, and although he
admits to finding the pressure of authority at times a little
much, he managed to last out the fortnight and came through
with flying colours.
Colonel Lawrie and his clan did not arrive in Blandford
until the Monday, having assembled on the previous Saturday
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at Edinburgh on a mobilisation exercise. The exercise had
gone off smoothly, ending with an overnight train joumeywith no losses; that we know of! Though some vivid descrip•
tions of a " Sasseoach" breakfast on cheese sandwich and
sausage roll were heard.
It was rather a shock to Major Crawford and his advance
party to find four W.R.A.C. mentioned in the nominal roll;
after much checking and re-checking, it was proved to be true;
four women were due to arrive on the Sunday, only one of
them having had previous services in the Forces l They were,
in fact, the first women volunteers in the A.E.R., and they
certainly got the V.I.P. treatment. A visit from Colonel E.
W. Gi~son, M.B..E., D.A.D.W:R.A.C., Southern Command,
whose kmdly advice was appreciated all round, and a plentiful
supply of all those things considered necessary to young female
comfort, electric irons, kettles, radio sets, bed lamps and mirrors,
all by courtesy of H.Q., A.E.R., on " scrounge" by "Q" 82nd
Regiment; we sincerely hope that the girls respond to the treatment they received and that their numbers increase next year.
This year the Regiment was divided ·nto three composite
?etachments from the beginning of camp, eating, sleeping, workmg and playing together in the first week, prior to going on
exercise the second week. This proved a great success, bringing
a sense of competition and team spirit back into the Unit.
Due to the dissection of the R egiment with the formation
of 410 (Port Task Force) Squadron (Category I), our numbers
were very small for this camp, compared with previous years.
The loss appears to be felt greatest among the technician and
operating trades. However, with a great effort from those present the exercise, " Reploy II,'' proved a success. A little
trouble was experienced in setting up the H.F. radio, but the
operator at Bovington showed the usual Royal Signals initiative
by eventually getting on " net " standing on top of his radio
vehicle using the convoy flags semaphore fashion--certa cito!
There is only one Queen's Birthday and one Army Sunday
in the year, and it fell to the lot of 82nd Regiment to have them
both occur in their fortnight at camp. Without too many groans
and with much effort from all ranks, a very good turnout was
displayed on both occasions, especially at church parade. We
certainly were not outclassed by the regular contingents from
the Royal Artillery, Royal Signals and R.E.M.E.
Colonel
Lawrie was very proud of his men on this occasion, perhaps
the first of its kind, with battle-dressed A.E.R. marching in
step with No. 2-dressed Regulars.
The Regiment suffers a great loss this year, due to the
imminent retirement of our former Adjutant and Recruiter-inChief, Major R. Bannerman; we shall all miss him and his
work a great deal. We wish him good health and happiness in
the future, and offer our thanks for all his past work; he must
surely know that he will always be welcome as a visitor at
future camps. Best wishes to his successor, Lieutenant T.
Tevendale, now in the Adjutant's chair.
The Regiment notes with respect 410 Squadron's article in
the May edition of THE WIRE, and certainly accepts the
ch~llenge to a soccer match, if it can be arranged.
We must
pomt out that we defeated 30th Regiment 4-1 this year. It
is to be hoped that 410 as a whole can put up a better show
than their officers did last year in a similar challenge to a " boat
race" l
We hope to have another early camp next year, now that we
have had a taste of the finer weather. We are, as previously
mentioned, ~adly in need of recruits, and any ex-members of
the Royal Signals, Regular, National Servicemen, T .A., A.E.R.
and W.R.A.C. will be heartily welcomed, especially if resident
North of the Border. A Regimental Piper is now required
urgently, our previous "music maker" (his opinion) deserted
the ranks of the elite to help give a little Scottish tradition to
410 Squadron.
The planned early end to camp this year, in order to avoid
the Whitsun rush, was almost snookered. Who locked the
bounty cash in a safe which was locked in a bar which was
loc~ed in a Mess, which was locked (the keeper of the bounty
h~vmg only the safe key!) a1_1d which senior (very senior) officer
displayed burglar potentialties to get at it-all this at 06.00
hours!
This almost caused a 1962 "Mutiny of (correction
' for ') the Bounty " !
All r~mnd, ~~mp, 1962 , was a very happy one, a fact reflected m the wmd up 1 of Q Tech and Q Accommodation
~atters with abso~utely no losses.
The first-class co-operation between Maior (Q.M.) R. Shove, Captain (Q.M.) E.
Mowatt and their respective staffs is always a feature of annual
train ing and both sides deserve the highest commendation.
THE WIR E, AUGUST
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Wei/are Section

Careers anti Opportunities

Below, ~" at!empt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymi ty, SIX Casas taken from the Welfare Scctio>1
files during •1!• first .week in ]illy, 1962 Also on the
.scmre pages rs a sample statem ent of income and
expenditure.

SIGNALMAN, 1950 (two months' service). Life Member of the Association. Grant and Joan made to help his wife to a holiday . She served in
A.T.S. 1939-41.

402

Wl~OW

OF SIG1:'1ALMAN, 1953-58. who died in 1962. There are three

children under

SERG!iANT,

First Row : Corporals W.R. Kernick, J. B. Heath, Sgt. R. J. Hazell , S/Sgt. G. F. Pegler , Lt. G. J. P. O ' Neill , W.0.11 S. Lock·
wood, Maj. I. B. C. Jones , Capt. P. A. Lancaster, Sgt. T. J. Gorton, S/Sgt. F. T. Mason, Sergeants F. A. McGovern , W. V.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

years. Grant made to clear an electricity accou nt.

1955-~r.

_When h_e was discharged from the Corps oa
m_edica! gr?unds, his wife left . him and he and his school-aged son lived
with his widowed mother, payl.Ilg over to her all that he receives for his
m_aintenance. I!' conJ~Ction with the British Legion the fund con~nbu.ted to a slighdy _higher standard of maintenance. He is a complete
invalid. The Associanon also helps with clothing.
•

Squadron

A.E.R.

SIX

Taylor, G. B. Codd
Second Row : L/Cpl. D. A. Fishlock, Signalmen H. Ferran, J. M. Kelly, A. Thornton, L/Cpl. B. Hayman, Sigmn. J. A. Henry,
L/Cpl. E. G. James Sigmn. A. D. Barnett, L/Cpl. W . G. Barnett, Sigmn. M. P. Firth Cpl. R. G. Bennett, Signalmen D. E.
Pullan, B. F. Perriam, Cpl. J. B. Quinn
Third Row: Signalmen G. Morgan J. C. Mackel R. G. Giffard, Cpl. C. G. Glynn , Sigmn. J. Prunty, Cpl. E. J. Hilton , Sigmn .
G. Maynard, Corporals J. H. Williams, L. A. McKeown , Signalmen T. Griffiths, P. Tasker, E. Dalton
fourth Row : Sigmn . J. A. Moon, L/ Cpl. P. L. Campain , Signalmen M. H. W . Lawrence J. B. Thorburn, Cpl. P. Stewart,
L/Cpls. J. H. Frith, D. Stratton, Signalmen G. R. Ambler, T. C. Harding , Col. A. N. Sheppard, Sigmn . G. W . Smithson ,
L/Cpl. D. A. Aylward , Sigmn. R. J. Lee
Sitting : Corporols A. E. Oakley , B. Blackburn, L/Cpl. A. D. Fraser, Corporals K. Reynolds , D. J. Ottaway, R. C. Armstron1

All too soon, our annual camp has passed, and t<;> most
it is just a memory. This camp was a new expene~c7
travelling to B.A.0.R. as a unit, and to complete our training
under the guidance of i3th Regiment. On our return to the
U.K., what do we remember most strongly? Primarily, the fact
that, as a Reserve unit, we were training away from our home
ground and under the kindly, but discerning eye of a Regular
unit, and that several quarters would be "watching points."
We believe that we were certainly able to hold our own, and
that our hosts were satisfied by all that we undertook. Camping
under these conditions means that both host and guest must
consider each others point of view, if all is . to go. well, and y.re
would. like to place on record the splendid assistance which
was given to us. We cannot, in these notes, acknowledge our
debt to every individual concerned, but the circulation of THE
WIRE will convey our gratitude for the co-operation which was
given to us by all ranks of the Regiment.
Corps Day occurred towards the end of camp, and so enabled us to take back some of the prizes during the Regimental
Sports. Administrative problems prevented several of our more
elderly members from entering the " Old Soldiers' " race, otherwise the M.T.O. may not have won this event so easily!
In our own Small Bore competition, the trophy was won by
Corporal B. Blackburn, but not before Captain R. 0. Stinton
had made a fine effort to retain the trophy for the second year.
Of course, going overseas brings with it the risk that some
of our members may be attracted by Regular service and prepare the way for " signing on," and this in fact has happened.
On the other hand, it does give us a chance to encourage those
leaving National Service to join us, and we found several candidates-so we should show a profit. The Squadron photograph
was taken after our first parade as a re-formed Squadron.
The march past and salute was taken by Lie1;1tenant-Colonel R.

Wlf?OW OF SIGNALMAN, 1941-46, who died 196o leaving her to
b~mg up th~~ son a_ged 17, an apprentice carpenter. In conjunction

with ~e Bnush Legion the fund paid for a set of tools when his
apprenuceship ceased.

DRIVER, i946-52. M arried, two children. Before an accident in January

1962, he earned a g<?Od wage and now his income is exacdy half what
it was. The fund paid arrears of rent.

SI9NALMAN, 19_J9-46. Married, . one child. Illness stopped his working

•t? 1956 and he. 1s now at a Min!stry of Labour Training Centre with a
;~~w!~ becorrung employed again .
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REUNION, CATTEBICK, 1962
Port Talbot and D istrict (South Wales) Branch were given
a rare treat at this year's Reunion, when they were entertained
at 8th Regiment by ten members of the Fijian Squadron, now
in training at Catterick.
Accompanied by a guitar-strumming handsome six-footer, they
rendered some very fine South Sea melodies with first-class
choral effect.
When asked by the Secretary of Port Talbot Branch if they
knew "Cwm Rhondda," that famous Welsh hymn, they replied
that they did, and were astounded at the unforgettable experience of hearing " Cwm Rhondda " sung in Fijian!
Coming from a great rugby nation, Port Talbot were also
amazed to learn that rugby football is a national sport in Fiji,
and that some of the boys were good enough to play for the
Royal Signals Team.
Great tribute, it is felt at Port Talbot, must go to the
organisers of this year's " do." The march back from church
was the best ever, and the "Grand Finale," on Messine's Sports
Field on Sunday afternoon, was a sight to remember.
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The following
1une, 1962:-

Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares

8/6

II/2I/2I /-

Cra va ts-Terylene
Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches

21/-

Blazer Badges

45/-

8/6

3/-

Members only

Dlazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
I/8
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
35/Colours
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
20/Colours)
29/ 6 Plus postage
Corps Plaques
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).
Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.

subscriptions

were

most
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received

d 11 ring

£ s.
3

7

d.
3

6
6 4

IO

8

0

22

5

0

17
3 0

6
6

2

0

I

46 14
17 0

0

IO

0

0

I

I7

6

25 0
4 14
18 3
35 5

0

IO
20 0

6

0

200

I

0

8

0

6
0

0
0
0
0

11

6

IO
0
IO

0
0
0

0

0

10

0

£498 19

6

Expenditure during June, 1962 .. .
.. .
...
...
. ·'
... £299 18
(Includes : - Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding;
.
Furniture; Cots and Prams; General Assistance).
A naI ysis of Cases: Widows and Dependants
...
5
R eleased and discharged soldiers
28

7

Total Receipts

Total cases assisted . . .
.
18 Cases of Sold!ers who s~ rved during the 1939/ 45 War
15 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

33
£185 3
£n4 I S

0

7

CLOTHING
Gifts of clotbing have been gratefully received from the following since
April:
'
. .0.II W. Barnes, Major G. Proudman, Mrs. and Miss R Hoysted
Ma1or L. M. Rutherford, Brigadier F W P Bradford ~f e B
w'
r'°Cnley, . Esq., Mrs. G. M . Fraser, L ieute~ani-Colonel E. H. · darke;
. artwnght, Esq. , Mrs. R. \Vagner, Major J. L Donne capt D T
H
S u~neybnll, Capt. H. Scott, Capt. (T.O.T.) A.. G. Priichard.° A ." E:
tokes, Esq., Mrs. T. Peckj Capt. W. G. Cunningham Major J H Dirs
M.BC.E., Mrs. . A. W . Caulfie d, Mrs. P. Log"!', Staff Ser!(eant and Mrs. A'.
J . . owe. Lieutenant-Colonel T. H . C. Gngg, Major L. v. Mc •nughtDav1s. W.O.I M . A. Barnes-Murphy. Colonel J. C. Christopher, D. W.
:'~lfordM
, Esq ., Colonel B. H. P. Barnes, Lieutenant-Colonel T Victor
ar er,
rs. H. M. ~ebster, ~ior J. F. Stokes, T .D., Mrs. S. Trow, Mrs.
~ JG. Swann, Captain G .. Dibley, Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D . Farr,
a or K. M. Sf!'nrtt, Maio: T. D. Shillcock, J. Wheeler, Esq., T.D.,
Mrs. D. E .. Hamson, Captntn A. C. Dexter, Mrs. C. Fairlie, Mrs C
~;~~low, MnJOr E. H. Frampton, M.U.6., Mrs. A. S . Rnwson, P . De-;,ny;

Cll\l!

0
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gratefully

Headquarters Officers' Mess (Derby Draw) ...
24th Regiment
...
...
...
. ..
. ..
Army Apprentices' School
3 Squadron, 14th Regiment
A.A.S.
...
...
...
...
54th (E.A.) Regimen~ T.A.
51St (H ) Regiment, LA . . ..
16th Regiment . . .
...
...
226 Squadron (Radio)
...
236 Squadron (COMCAN)
246 (Gurkha) Squadron
...
252 Squadron (Wives' Club)
254 Squadron (Aden)
...
9th Regiment
...
. ..
20th Regiment
...
. ..
H.Q ., Allied Forces, Northern Europe
Cardiff Branch . . .
...
. ..
Cauerick and District Branch
Bequest-the late Colonel B. H.° Hou~
H. S. Nokes
C , West . . .
. ..
J. D. F. Hewson
J. B. Meihuish
...
E. De W. H. Bradley
C. P . Prescot . ..

The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:
7/6

The fund paid a small electricity

Royal Signals Association anti
Benevolent Fund

J. Tyrrell-Gray, M.B.E., who took the opportunity to address
the Squadron afterwards and welcomed the first A.E.R. unit
to visit his Regiment.
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South Western Electricity Consultative Council
from. those holding an electrical qualification
are mv1ted for appomtment as Secretary of the Council, salary
£1,530 x £40 - £1,650, from 1st January, 1963. The post will
be superannuable and subject to three months' notice on either
side. Otherwise terms and conditions of service will be similar
to . those ag;eed by_ th:: Electricity Supply Industry National
Jom~ Co~nc1l. Applicauons, marked " Confidential," stating age,
quahficat1on and present appointment, should be sent before
19th No~ember, to. the Chairman, South Western Electricity
Consultative Council, Pearl House, High Street, Exeter.
App~cations

48th (S.M.) Regiment (T.A.)
Administrative Officer (W.R.A.C.) required for service with
48 (S.M.) Signal Regiment (T.A.), T.A. Centre, Cateswell
House, Strat~ord Ro.ad, Hall Green, Birmingham, 28. The
selected candidate will be granted a T.A. Com.mission in the
rank of Captain, o~ .solidated rates of p~y, i.e. starting salary
£77~ per annum nsmg to .£845 after six years, and will be
requU"ed to attend for evenmg and week-end training {leriods
and for annual camp. . Upper a~e limit on appointment, 44
years: Tenure of appomtment will be for three years in the
first mstance.
. Applicati~ms, in writing, to the Commanding Officer, 48 (S.M.)
S1gn~l Regrment (T.A.), at the above address. Preference will
be g1yen t? applican~s who have had previous administrative
experience in the Services.
. Joint Servici;s Staff College, Chesham, Bucks. Vacancies exist
m. the followmg grades: Photoprinter Grade x, Carpenter/
Jomer, Q:M. Storeman, Other Ranks' Mess Waiters, Sergeants'
Mess ~alt~rs, Hall Porters, Barman, Kitchen Porters, Cleaners.
Applicauon~ should. be made to the Administrative Commandant, Jomt Services Staff College, Larimer, Chesham
'
Bucks.

Annual General Meeting
Minutes of the Seventeenth Annual General
Meeting held at Catterick Camp,
on 8th July, 1962.
Present: Major-General A. E. Morrison, C.B., o.B.E., Chairman and Colonel Commandant; Major L. de M. Thuillier, c.B.,
O.B.E., F.R.G.S., A.M.I.E.E., Vice-Chairman and Colonel Commandant,_ and approximat~ly _200 members of the following
branches.
Aldershot, Bmningham, Blackpool, Catterick,
CJ:ielt~nham, ~ester, Ch_esterfield, Cardiff, Croydon and
D1str1ct, Darlington, Edmburgh, Glossop and D istrict
Grantham, Harrogate, Hartlepools and D istrict Hull Leeds'
Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Newark, Newcastle-upon:
Tyne, North London, Nottingham, Oldham, Port Talbot and
District, Reading, Sc;arborough,_ Sheffield, Shrewsbury, York.
The Master of Signals, Maior-General Sir William Scott,
K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., was present.
The Chairman, Major-G~neral A. E. Morrison, C.B., o.B.E.,
open~d the Meeting by saying: "My first and most pleasant
task 1s to th~nk, on your behalf, Briga~ier P . M. P. Hobson,
D.~.o., and J:i1s s_taff, and the th~ee Regrments of the Training
"8!1gade; Bngad1er A. F. McGill, O.B.E., and the School of
S1gnals1 for all that they have done, and are to do, for our
ei:itert~men~.
They have. as I know, suffered from many
difficulues this year, but there is no outward sign of this."
I: Captain R. D. Hardy, Chester Branch, proposed and
Ma1or-General C. M. F. White, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., seconded,
that the Minu.tes of th~ .sixteenth ~ual General Meeting be
approved. This Pr<;>posmon was earned unanimously and the
Mmute Book was signed by the Chairman.

2. The Chairman announced that on the recommendation
of the Central Committee, and with the approval of the Annual
General Committeej it was proposed to ask Her Royal Highoes
The Princess Roya Patron of the Association, to agree that a
new appointment, " President of the Association" be created
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and filled by The Master of Signals. The meeting approved
of this by acclamation. Major-General Sir Willia~ A. ~cott
stated that subject to the approval of Her Royal Highness, he
would be honoured to be the first President of the Association.
3. Chairman's Report
You have before you a shortened fotm of .the Accounts which
in a fuller form were considered in detail by your Central
Committee on 31st May, 1962. A number of copies of the full
detailed accounts are available here.
Before asking you f.o approve the Accounts for 1961, I would
draw your attention to three salient facts.
The value of our capital is creeping up to the figure at
which it started in 1948-£106,000.
A loss of £839 in 1960 has been turned into a profit of
£2,224 in 1961.
These twQ e.xcellent dlings are due in part to the wise
policy of our Trustee in dealing wjth our investments and also
to the impact of Regimental HeadquaI!l:ers. Around 50 ~ ceDJ:.
of the cost of administration of the Headquarters Office is now
borne by the War Deparment.
The margin of profit would have been greater if THE WmE
had not lost £1,000. This was anticipated. The Central Committee were fully informed of the position in advance.
It is the considered policy of the Central Committee to
continue this subsidy during 1962 in order to maintain the high
standard of THE WIRE.
Major-General C. M. F. White, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., said that
with reference to THE WIRE he had always felt that one's coat
should be cut according to one's cloth-but he entirely agreed
with the decision of the Central Committee that as long as our
finances were sound the debt of THE WmE should be carried by
the Central Fund.
Mr. T. Black, Liverpool Branch, proposed and Captain D.
Hunneyball, Croydon Branch, seconded, that the Accounts be
passed. The Meeting approved their adoption unanimously.
4 (a). Rule 8

The Chairman, Major-General Morrison, asked the meeting
to approve the alteration of Rule 8 as set out in Agenda Paper
17: A.G.M.: 4 (a).
Deleie:
"Unit Branches in Regiments of the Training Brigade
Royal Signals may retain out of each National Serviceman's
Annual Subscription ........................ 2/Life Subscription
... . ....... .... .. .... .. . 5/Except as above, Branches may retain out of each
Annual Subscription (all Branches)
3/Life Subscription (Unit Branches) .. . 15/Local Branches ..................... £1 5 o
The remaining portion of Annual and Life Subscription will
be remitted to Association Headquarters which will issue Life
Membership Cards and Serial Numbers on receipt of Life
Subscriptions!'

And Subsiitwe:
" Branches retain
(a) The whole of the Annual Subscriptions paid to the
the Branch.
(b) Of the Life Subscription:
In the case of Unit Branches
15/Local Branches .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. £1 5 o
The remaining portion of the Life Subscription will be
remitted to Association Headquarters which will issue Life
Membership Cards and Serial numbers on receipt of Life
Subscriptions."
After favourable comment by Captain R. D. Hardy, Chester
Branch, it was proposed by Captain C. Childs, Catterick Branch,
and seconded by Captain J. May, Croydon Branch, and the
meeting approved unanimously that Rule 8 be amended as
indicated.
4 (b ). Rule I I
The Chairman stated that it was necessary to withdraw this
item from the Agenda.
The General Secretary, as part of the Establishment of Regimental Headquarters, Royal Signals, is ' officially ' appointed by
the War Office. Obviously the Central Committee must retain
their power of selection.
Similar considerations affect the Royal Signals Institution.
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The Chairman emphasised that the delay in altering the
rule was only to provide a form of words suitable to all. The
matter will come before the 38th meeting of the Central
Committee in the Autumn of 1962 and for ratification to the
Annual General Meeting in 1963.

5. General Secretary
The Chairman asked the meeting to note that the 37th meeting of the Central Committee had approved, under Rule u,
that Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, n.s.o., is to be appointed
G eneral Secretary vice Brigadier H . R. Firth, with effect from
1st January, 1963.
6. Territorial Army Centres
The Chairman announced that the Central Committee at
their 37th meeting had considered recent War Office letters
whereby under normal circumstances the use of canteen facilities
could not be extended to Branches of the Association. He
stated that the Central Committee had asked the Representa tive
Colonel Commandant to take up the matter with the Director
of Personnel Services and that the General Secretary had
represented the case to the Co-ordinating Committee of Service
and ex-Service Organisations.
Colonel F . E. B. Jones, T.D., J.P., emphasised that the matter
was one of considerable urgency and quoted several cases of
which he had first-hand knowledge, wherein bona fide Regimental Associations had, of necessity, been denied these
facilities.

AND BENEVOLENT FUND
Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1961
1960

1960

[.

[,

[,

ACCUMULATBD FUNDS (including Minor
Trusts)
Balance at 31st December, 1960 . .
Add: Excess of Income over Expenditure for the year
..
..
Profit on Realization of Investments
during the year

107,773

9. Other Business
Various members then raised points of detailed administration
of the current Reunion which the Chairman ruled were to be
noted by the Secretary and brought before the Branch Representatives Meeting in 1963.
A representative of Cardiff Branch voiced the opinion of all
in praising the catering arrangements-Commander, Training
Bri.gade, was asked to pass this on to the staff concerned.
10.

Major-General L. de M. Thuillier, C.B., o .B.E., F.R.C.s.,
A.M.I.E.E.

11
4,233
5,083 - - 102,690
1,040
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5

Income for the year
..
..
Excess of grants made by Minor
Trust over Income
..
..
Loss on Realization of Investments
during the year

£

1,589
1,960

2,229

12,634
28,116
19,158
38,093
98,001---

26
104,893
1,079

£
891
2,182
961
35
428

LoANS TO BRANCH AssOCIATIONS

104,919

26

£
CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND
..
SUNDRY DEBTORS AND PAYMENTS IN
ADVANCE
..
..
..
lNCOMJ! TAX Rl!COVERABLE ..

957
40
431

2,224

£105,972

£103,730

STOCKS ON HAND
..
INVF.STMBNTS--At cost
British Government Securities
..
Dominion and Colonial Government
Securities . .
..
..
British Municipal Securities
Other Securities
..
..

Markct Value of tb.e above Investments at 31st December, 1961 was
£93,898 (1960-£86,713)
Shares in Royal ·Signals Association
4
Trustee Ltd.
..
..
..
OFFICE FURNITURE-At Cost, less
464
Depreciation . .
..
..
2,000 LEASEHOLD PROPERTY-At Cost
1,716 Less: Amount written offt.o date
284---

11,928
28,116
19,158
41,642
100,844

4
485

2,000
1,858

142

£103,730

£105,972

W.c _have examined the above Balan~e S.heet and accompanying Income and Expenditure Account with the books and records of tb.c F d d
·
ou:;..::rrmon they represent a true anc_I fair view of ~estate of affairs of the Fund at 31st December, 1961 and of the Excess of Income overunEx anndi~:ri:ilithat Ul
~ . o~ th.Tat dare. Lloyds Bank Lu:ruted has certified .that 1t b.cld the securities representing the Investments wb.icb. arc registered in the nam~of th R al s~ ycaral
=S0C1anon rustce Lu:rutcd, and that the Bank Balance IS correct.
e .oy
1gn s
HOWARD SMITH THOMPSON AND Co., Charter<d Accountants.
London.

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1961
1960

1960

£

[,

£

£
1,039

3,309

Administration Expenses
Salaries, National Insurance, Superannuation contributions of headquarters
staff
..
..
..
Other administrative expenses

3, 159
996

8,921
172

Loss on uThc Wire"

4,155
996

5,612

188
3,870
100

I I.

12. Brigadier Sir George H. Walton, K.B.E., C.B., T.D., D.L.,
expressed the feeling of the meeting in a very generous trib?te
to the retiring Secretary, Brigadier H. R. Firth, and the meeung
supported this by prolonged applause.

102,690

CURR£NT LIABILITI ES

160

Thanks to Headquarters Satff
The Chairman then spoke of the work of the Headquarters
staff and of the until now, unsolved difficulty of replacing Miss
V. Shannon. He paid a considerable tribute to her for stepping
into the breach and for being kind enough to come on the platform to do the Minutes of this meeting.
Despite all difficulties the Headquarters Staff had continued. to
function with amazing efficiency and loyalty, particularly during
the illness of the General Secretary.
The meeting showed their appreciation by their applause.

£

A. E. MORRISON, Chairman
H. R. FIRTH, Socrv2r~.

£

" I shall be very brief but I should like to say I am very
proud that you have elected me as your Chairman, and I hope
I shall be able to adequately follow in the footsteps of my
predecessors-Generals Morrison, White and Fladgate, to
mention only three since the war. Secondly, and much more
important, I am sure you would like me to pass a vote of thanks
to General Morrison on retirement as Chairman and thank
him very much for all the work he has put in as Chairman and
Vice-Chairman, and to assure him that we appreciate all he
has done, and to say that we shall look forward very much to
seeing him as an Old Comrade at future reunions of this kind."

[,

Lu.: Excess of Expenditure over

839

7. Charities Act 1962
The Chairman announced that the General Secretary was in
treaty with the Charity Commission to effect registration of all
funds administered by the Association.
It was hoped that these negotiations would avoid the necessity
of the Registration of Branches under the Act.
8. Corps Gramophone Record
The Chairman announced that this excellent recording on a
double-sided long playing record of the music of the Corps
Band would be on sale during the afternoon and he urged those
who had not already done so to purchase a copy.

ASSO~IATION

346
100
40
160

Formation expenses of Royal Sigrutl~
Trustee Ltd.
..
Benevolent grants . .
DonationsSoldier;;». Sailors' and Airmens' Families
Assooauon
..
..
..
..
Shaftesbury Homes and Arethusa Training Ship . .
..
..
..
..
National Association for the employment
of Regular Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen
Forces Help Sociecy and Lord Roberts'
Workshops
..
..
..
Royal Alexandra and Albert School
..
Star and Garter Home . .
..
..
Sundry other charitable and welfare
organisations for service and ex-servicemen and their families ..

102
1,008 - 51
Depreciation of Office Furniture ..
142
Amount wrinen off leasehold propercy
253
Bad debt, written off
..
..
242
Cost of Association reunions
..
..
Income Tax deducted on Investment
93
Income not recoverable . .
..
Excess of Income over Expenditure
£14,940
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3,691
100
240
298
100
40
160
103

£

Subscriptions
Donations from i'n:divid;.;,ls .,",(! loc'ai.
branches
926
Receipts rro·m regiments, squadron's;
Royal Signals
..
3,516
Receipts from branch.cs
97
Receipts from corps funds
l,000
Sundry receipts from sales of corps
clothing, badges etc.
..
274
Income from publications
75
Grants
refunded
.
.
.
.
..
1,273
4,124
Income from investments-gross
Donation from Army Benevolent Fund ..
1,500
Contributions to administration expenses
250 Officers' Benevolent Fund
..
..
27 Royal Signals Institution
277-Excess of Expenditure over Income
839

[,

[.

1,167
598
3,302
202
1,000
237
127
640
4,179
1,000
250
250

War offi~;;::_he following administrative expenses arc now borne by the
1,041
54
142

. S.ccretary's Salary, part of .S~ff Salaries, Rent and Rates, Heating and
L1gb.nng, Telephone, part of Prmung and Postage, Office Cleaning and some
Travelling Expenses.

290
109
2,224
[,12,702

£14,940

[,12,702
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TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., COVENTRY

We may be wrong - but

New TRIUMPH HERALD 1200
-you can buy it this afternoon

we think you will be interested
• . • to see the craftsmanship that goes into the making of a Bernard
Weatherill uniform - the craftsmanship that has earned for us the
appointment of Official Tailor to the Royal Corps of Signals.
to know that we are.famous for Civilian and Sporting

lothes, too; and

to hear that we are happy to accept payment by' regular banker's order.
Indeed, we encourage you to make use of thi~ facility by simply refusing
to charge you interest !

13ernard Weatherill

LtdJ

•

nuro1 ~tNTfO

H.M. OUl.JJ't W1Allll'l'M
ntlQVRMMUTl(Ql
~Tlli!#J

SS CONDUIT STREET, LONDON Wl and 47 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT, RANTS.

9-point guide to the deverest car on the road
1 Zippy new 1147 cc engine for effortless driving
2 Independent suspension on all four wheels
3 25-foot turning circle for easiest parking

1

about a Herald-the mo t advanced light car in
Europe. Four superb models, saloon, coupe, convertible and estate car.
There's a Standard-Triumph dealer near you-or fill
.in and send the coupon for full details.

4 Needs garage maintenance only once in 3,000 miles

ii•M~"ft!;!•" llttriill ·f 9;1111,~eq:w

5 Driving eat adjustable to 72 positions

~

6 Unique 93 % all-round visibility
7 Rigid steel-girder chassis, separate body

8 Safest car made. Facia, steering column, yield on serious impact. Limousine luxury, too. Walnut facia, de luxe upholstery

9 Beautiful Italian lines. Everyone looks twice at the Herald
You still save money Choo e the beautiful new Triumph
Herald and save. Low capital outlay, low fuel bills, very low
maintenance costs. Generous tax concessions are still available.
Your Standard-Triumph dealer has all the details. See him today

A member of the Leyland Motors Group

;--To: Standard-Tri:; Sale~td., Expor~ales- -

I

(European Divi ion), Coventry, England.
Please send me your colour brochure 011 the
Triumph Herald 1200

I
I

NAME ............................................................................ _

I

RA K----··········-····---·--------------------------------------·------

1 ADDRESS ·-······------··················--·········-·----·--·-····-

I ···············-------------·-----·
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Major-General W. A. Dimoline,

War Office Notes on Policy Matters

C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.

A Farewell Letter
Front lUajor-General A. 1'1. W. \Vltistler, C.B.E.
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88, Eccleston Square. London, S .W .1.
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Remittances should be made payable
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except air
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month, 1/3.
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This month I hand over, after two years as S.0.-in-C., to General Eric
Swainson. First, let me welcome him and say how pleased I am that the
mantle has fallen on him; his forthright, rugged and honest character is just
what Royal Signals need to guide them through the next few years.
It has been my fortune, or fate, to be at the head of your affairs during
the exciting and exacting time of the change from a National Service to a
Regular Army and during a complete re-organisation of the Reserve Army,
with all the consequent planning and counter-planning unavoidable at such
a time. That this vast and fundamental change has and still is taking place
with success and comparative ease is due in no small measure to the National
Servicemen themselves, to whom no tribute can be too great; and for the
rest, credit is due to the fundamental good sense and hard work of the old
regular and voluntary core of officers and N.C.Os., on whom the brunt of
the work has and is continuing to fall.
My period in office may have been looked upon as one of reform or
" all change." This, from the very nature of things, has been largely unavoidable, but my guiding principle has been a two-fold one - long term
thinking and efficiency. No changes or plans have been accepted, nor must
they be accepted, unless they both fit the future and raise efficiency; from
these two precepts com e stability, confidence and happiness. This goes for
both men and equipment, but it must always be foremost in ones mind that
it is the m an that matters; the equipment is but a tool in his hand. Obviously,
" temporary expedients " are occasionally necessary in both manpower and
material a nd are, for instance, unavoidable where shortages exist and have
to be overcome for operational reasons, but there they must stop.
We have not, as I h oped, caught up on our recruiting, but stem measures
are in hand to put this right, and when it is so, then expedients should cease.
T hat we have n ot yet met our manpower target is due largely to the fact that,
in pursuit of m y two-fold principle, we have refused to lower out standards;
the young entry is excellent, and the future holds tremendous promise.
F rom the C.I.G.S. in person downwards, the value and importance of
R oyal Signals is fully recognised. We must live up to this recognition,
particularly in our military efficiency if our plans for the future are to mature
as well as we h ope and expect. Communications are, after all, but a means
to an en d, and the good Signalman knows all about that end in order to
apply his art. When he does not, his voice is not heard, and his task made
doubly difficult.
It is with great reluctance that I leave Royal Signals iat this time of great
achievem ent, great expectations and great hope. What I have enjoyed most
as S.0 .-in-C. h as been the chance to get round the world meeting you allor nearly all-and talking with you, h earing your hopes and ideas, and even
your doubts and fears, discussing the future, and seeing you at both work
and play. To those whom I did not see, I apologise; my time has now been
cu t too short to m ake amends. Without a doubt, what I have seen augurs
well for the future.
But I do not leave the Army or communicating, for my new job is in
the Ministry of D efence as Chairman of the British Joint C ommunicationsElectron ics Board and D irector of the Joint C.-E. S taff where I hope to be
of h elp, even if indirectly.
Thank you all, p articularly m y own staff in the War Office, for your
support and inspiration. In the words of my family motto-" Forward!"
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We are indebted to "Peterborough" in the "Dajly Telegraph " of 3rd August for the following :
FAREWELL TO THE RIFLES
Major-General Dimaline, Colonel-Commandant of the King's
African Rifles, leaves next week for a farewell tour, taking him
to Uganda, Kenya, Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
With the arrival of independence, the names of battalions are
being changed. What used to be the 6th, for instance, is now
the Tanganyika Rifles.
General Dimoline has held his post since 1954, and has
made several tours. The approaching trip will be melancholy,
but lightened by one thought.
This is of the African cadets now being trained at Aldershot.
Last week he attended the passing-out parade of the first 16,
whom he expects to meet in Kenya as officers. Another 15
should pass out shortly."
What is not mentioned is that General Dimoline was, in his
other capacity, a most distinguished officer in Royal Signals.

The Empire Fie/ti of Remembrance, 1962
The Empire Field of Remembrance, 1962, will be held at
Westminster from 8th to 12th November (both dates inclusive).
It will be opened at 12 noon on Thursday, 8th November, with
a short service, conducted by Canon Stancliffe, assisted by the
Dean, at which members of the Association are invited to be
present, and will remain open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
although access thereto is, of course, possible at any time.
The Royal Signals Plot is No. 203, as in previous years.
Mr. A. E. Stead and members of the London Branches will
be the official representatives of the Association at the opening.
If any other members of the Association are in London on
8th November, and wish to attend the opening, they should
notify Headquarters, Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston
Square, S.W.1.
It is hope that a good number will be able to attend this
year.
The following are available from the British Legion Poppy
Factory, for the Memorial Plot and, if ordered, will be placed
on behalf of units and branches who cannot send representatives, by the official representatives of the Association.
Badge Crosses
Field Crosses
Poppy Crosses
Wreath Crosses

I

21/15/'- Remembrance Crosses @
10/-

6d.

5/-

llecrultlnJ( is now improving steadily, although we are
not yet getting the numbers we want. In particular, COMCEN
Operators are not coming forward. A television advertisement
film is being prepared to try to attract these types.
Dress. A new Corps Memorandum, No. 7, more comprehensive than the present one, is in draft and will be issued
as soon as all concerned have approved it. It is hoped to lay
down patterns for non-issue items, e.g., blazers and officers'
shirts. We know that everyone has been waiting years for this,
but the 34 pages of draft, reflecting no fewer than 70 items
from meetings of the Corps Committee have required careful
research and cross-checking.

Entering R.M.A., Sant/burst
It would be appreciated if any serving or retired members
of the Corps, of the Regular or Reserve Army, who have sons
about to enter R.M.A., Sandhurst, would notify this fact to the
Senior Royal Signals Officer on the Staff there, at present,
Major W. G. Neilson.
There are many little ways in which boys can be helped, and
it is only right that we should " look after our own." It is
not always possible, however, for the Staff on the spot to
know who may be in this category unless this notification is
given.

Ajax
The

Ca tteric k

Club

On Sunday, 12th August, 1962, Major-General R. B. F. K.
Goldsmith, C.B., C.B.E., G.O.C. Yorkshire Distxict, in front of
a large number of Members of the Catterick Garrison Officers'
Club, made a presentation to Colonel and Mrs. Ajax Broomfield, in recognition of their fifteen years service to the Club.
The presentation took the form of a large cheque, specially
prepared, depicting around its edges in colour the favourite
pastimes of Ajax with Ruth looking on. T he cheque was made
out for three hundred and eighty-seven and one half brace of
pounds, and the G eneral said when making the presentation that
a few runners were still •being picked up, and he hoped to be
able to sign a supplementary cheque, which would bring the
total up to £800 before the end of the month.

Museum Pieces

Correspondence and orders relating to the Field should be
addressed DIRECT to the Secretary, British Legion Poppy
Factory, Petersham Road, Richmond, Surrey (with a copy to
Association Headquarters), and cheques should be made payable to:
The British Legion Poppy Factory Ltd., and should be
crossed.

The following bound copies of THE WIRE are available from
the Headquarters, Royal Signals Association.
1927, one; 1928, five; 1929, one; 1932, four; 1933, four;
1934, one; 1935, seven; 1936, four; 1938, four; 1939, two;
1940, fifteen; r947, one; 1948, one; 1949, one; 1953, one;
1954, one; 1955, one.
If you wan t one or more of these, please send your request,
.with postage of 2s. 6d. per copy. There will be no other charge,
and applications will be taken in strict ~oration .

Recommentletl Reatling

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
PAGE
3o6

S.O ....in-C.'s Message
H.R.H. The Colonel-in-Chief visits 46th
Regiment
344-345
Her Majesty The Queen at Totnes
317
Satelite Communication ...
312
T.A. Training in Malta, G.C ... .
349
Athletics in B.A.O.R.
339-341
The cost of living, Hongkong ...
328
Bahrain
338
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A number of vacancies, offering good career
prospects, exist for :-

Cyphe~ Operators
'\ Male and Female
Teleprinter Operators j
Write, giving details of educat ion , qualifications and experience, to :Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q . (CO.J_6),
Foreign Office,
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham, Glos.
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From 15th Yuly, 1962, 10 151h Augus1, r962
Major R. J. F. Whistler, B.SC., retired 25th June, 1962.
Captain F. R. Redding relinquished S.S.C., 6th July, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant L. A. Rowntree to be a Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 5th July,
1962.
Captain G. A. S. Excell, B.A., to be Major, nth July, 1962.
Captain A. A. Griss relinquished S.S.C., 8th July, 1962.
The undermentioned Captains to be Majors, r4th July, r962:
K. Kirby
J. P. Durrant
W. J. A. Norris, s.sc.
D. C. Woodbridge
R . D. Whitehead
F. C . Lockwood
M. J. Watts
J. R. Garratt
Second-Lieutenant D. W. Hill to be Lieutenanti.,.29th May, 1962 (A.E.R .).
J. MacLcod, from R.A.F. V.R., co be Captain (LA.), 16th May, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant G. J. H. Grist to be Lieutenant, 19th June, r962.
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) J. A. Green to be CaPtlliO (T.O.T.), 15th July, 1962.
Captain D . Peden, T.D., to be Major (T.A.), r6th July, 1962.
Lieutenant R . F. Day, from T.A.R.0., to be Lleutenont (T.A.), nth
April, 1962.
C. G. Simmons to be Captain (T.A.), ist June, 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. C. Sumcer retired 21st July, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant W. D . Lawrence to be Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 19th
July, 1962.
Major D. W . Cottrell, T.D., to be Lieutenant-Colonel {T. A.), ISi April,
1962.
Captain A. V . Swindal~ to be Major, 220d July, 1962.
Major (Tfc. Offr.) J. McD. Glass, M.B.E., retired 24th July, 1962.
W.0.I A. N . G. Gent to be Lieutenant (T.O.T.), nth June, 1962.
Lieutenant C. M . G . Francis to be Captain (T.A.), 24th July, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant J . P. Goldner, from N.S., to be Lieutenant, 26th
Jul~., 1962.
Captain P . J. Egan to be Major (T.A.). 1st April, 1962.
Lieutenant A. H. Hawksworth, from T .A.R.0., R.A. , to be Lieutenant,
rst June, r962.
Second-Lieutenant C. Reynolds-Jones to be Lieutenant (T .A.), 29th
July, 1962.
Captain F . Enright to T.A.RO., 1st July, 1962.
The undermentioned Lieutenants 10 be Captains, 27th July, 1962:
J. Mills
M . F. H. Colman

~: r:.a~os

C . H. Glydon
Lieutenant W. J. Folkes to be Captain ( A.E.R.), 27th /Viar, 1962.
Cap:ain H. C. Lawso::i relinquished his commissio::i (T.A.), 24th April,
1962.
Lieutenant K . D. Brown, from N.S., to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 6th June,
1962.
Lieutenant R. Mistlin to be Captain (T .A.). 1st June, 1952.
Lieutenant J. A. Capewcll co be Captain (T.A.), 7th June, 1962.
Captain (T.0.T.) P. M. Pearson, T.D. , to be Major (T.O.T.) (T.A.) .
24th April, 1962.
.
Second-Lieutenant N. C. Muir to be a Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 4th August,
1962.
Major C. E. Meager, from T.A.R .O ., to be Major (T.A.), 21st May, 1962.
Licptcnant (T.0.T.) Brodlcy to be Captain (T.0.T.), 7th Augustl 1962.
Ma10r D. A. E . Chopp•n, T.D., from R.O ., to be Ma1or (A.E.R.J, 28th
.M.ay, 1962.
Captain P. G. Bennett, T .D.1 to be Major (T .A.), 4th July, 1962.
Lieutenants to be Captains 1T.A.):
D . E. M. Bennett, 8th May, r962.
K . W. Dodd, 91h July, 1962.
H. H. W. Crust, 9th July, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant P. R. Harrison to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 8th February,
1962.

IJ1o ve m e nts-0Hlcer s
(151h August-15th
Lieutenant J. M. Drake
...
Captain B. B. Gallagher
Major R. H. Gilbertson .. .
. ..
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. S. Manscrgh,
0.8.B.

...

...

...

.. .

Lieutenant (T.O.T.) A. K. Mercer
Major G. R. Peirson ...
...
Captain (Tfc.) N. E. Robinson
Major J. T. R. Sylvester-Bradley
Captain A. C. Birtwhistle
Captain P. A. Davison . . .
Captain E. Wells ...
...
Lieutenant G. R. Funocll
Captain J. C . Campbell
Captain G. A. Cox
•. .
Major J. R. Cubberley . ..
.. .
Major D. H. Thursb)'-Pclbam
Captain CT.O.T.) P. Thomson
Capcain T. H. Whcawell
...
Major S .. G. Hod~on ...
...
Sccond-L1euL R. C. F. Homewood
Major J. E. Carroll-'- 0.8.1!. .. .
Lieutenant (Q.M.) w . G . Finch
Major E. J. Buiraki
...
.•.
Captain A. C. Dexter
Captalo N. C. Moody
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Sept.ember, r962)
To Jun. Tradesmen's Regt. (Troon).
,, 8th Regiment
,, School of Signals
,,

... ,,
... ,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
•.. ,,
... ,,
. . . ,,
,,

,,
,,

II th Regiment (Held Strength)
24th Regiment
nth Regiment (Held Strength)
30th Reginlent
IIth Regiment (Held Strength)
2nd Regiment
2nd Regiment
2od Regiment
Ht Regiment
4th Regiment
41h Regiment
4th Rcginlent
7th Regiment
7th Rcginient
7th Regiment
16th Regime nt
2rst R egiment
22nd R cginient
22nd R egiment
C.A.F.S.O. (2 T.A.F.)
28th Regiment
227 Squadron (AL FCE)

,, H.Q., ALFCE
224 GL Sec., Bahrcin
1st Regiment (Barricfield,
Ontario).
Lieutenant (Tfc.) A. W. Batram
H.Q., M.E.L.Ft Signals Branch
Captain R. T. Martin ...
.. .
255 Squadron Bahrcin)
254 Squadron Aden)
Major P. A. M . MacGillivray
17th (Gurkha) Reginlent
Captain (T .O.T.) P. E . C. Davies
Major (Q.M.) \Vi. f'. G. Hoskings
17th ~Gurkha) Reginlent
I 7th Gurkha) Regiment
Captain 1.'. C. Livingstone
...
Captain (Q.M.) W. A. Rowbory
17th Gurkha) Regiment
18th cgiment
Captain J. A. Toonison
Captain J. M . Hewson ...
...
... , 19th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel W.R. G. Hcncher, ,, 19th Regiment

Capain G. N. Jenkins
Major J. L. Botterill
Captain P. S. Reader

M.8.B.

...

...

...

...

...

Second-Lieut. R. J. G. M. Rumford ,, 19th Regiment
The undermentioned on First Commissioning arc posted to School of
Signals

Second-Lieute11n11ts
A. R. Bailey
S. R. Carr Smith
I. S. Durrell
A. B. Grant
R . A . Knox-Johnson
B. Robinson
G. C. Saunders
J. F. Storr
J . J. Ventham

P. L. Bye
D. W. Cook
A. M . Elliott
G. W. Howard
J. H . Lowe
W . Roper
R. W. Stark
K. G. Turner
D. B. S. Yates

•~aovenients-n·11rr11nt Officers 11,nd Sergeants
W.0.I
W.0.I
W .O.II
W.0.II
W.O .II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II

H. Bell
...
K. B. Bailey ...
R. Porter ...
H . A . Hemming
R. R. Bulloch ...
J. E. Orme
D. L. Morgan .. .
W. R. 0. Clark .. .
F . A. Gibbs
.. .
w.o.n w. F. Hammo::d
W.O.II R . B. Mills
W.O.ll S. R ich:Ogs
W.O.II A. E. Lee ...
W.0.ll P. Harrison
...
...
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S .) C. W. Johnston
W.0.II R. Thornborough
W.O.II R . Thompson
W.O.II P. J . Walls
W.O.Il J . Donaldson
Staff Sergeant K . Mason
Staff Sergeant J. J. Green
Staff Sergeant A. A. Leach
Staff Sergeant G . E. Curtis
Staff Sergeant R. Stather
Staff Sergeant N. Walker
Staff Sergeant G. R. Harrison
Staff Sergeant D. H. A. Alborough
Staff Sergeant G. E. Tompkins
Staff Sergeant J. Berry ...
Staff Sergeant J. J. Brough
...
Staff Sergeant G . R. Morris ...
Staff Sergeant J . 0 . Anderson
Staff Sergeant J. Hehir ...
Staff Sergeant R. G . W. Hayes
Staff Sergeant W . J. B. Gunn
Staff Sergeant P . G . Ahern
Staff Sergeant
G. Sharman
Staff Sergeant . C. Mead
Staff Sergeant
. Carnley
Statf Sergeant J. S. Allison
Staff Sergeant 'r. Quinn ...
Staff Sergeant W. Murphy
Staff Sergeant L. V. W. lags
Staff Sergeant R. Hornsby
Sergeant L. N. Whitmore
Sergeant A . Rae
Sergeant T . Collins
Sergeant G. James
Sergeant L . Perrier
.. .
Sergeant B. A . C. Hardy
Sergeant V. B. Selby
...
Sergeant W . C. Stagg
Sergeant D. Potter
Sergeant M. Truran
Sergeant W. Lee

l

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

G. J. McKie
R. C. Kelly
W. H. Elliott
L . P . Rann
...
M . A. Thurgood
C . W. Kitchen
B. J. Buzzard
W. J. B. Gunn
J. A. Sharman
ll. H. Lee
...
F. W. Dickinson
Baxter
.. .
. Lakey
.. .
. M. Higgins
. Q . Hazard .. .
. It Hunt
M. Metcalfe
...
R. Fell
.. .
.. .
T. N. R ichardson
W. Y. N. G rierson
D. L . Brown .. .

1·

. .. To 24th Regiment
... ,, 64th Reginlcnt (T.A.)
... ,, 52od Reginlent (T.A.)
,, 24th Regiment
8th Regiment
,, 1 Ith Regiment
41st Regiment (T.A.)
3rd Regiment
,, 2nd Regiment
St. Andrew's University O.T.C.
I I th Regiment
41h Regiment
30th Regiment
... ,, School or Signals
1st Regiment
.. .
A.A.S ., Harrogate
239 Squadron
,, 209 Squadron
45th R egiment {T.A.)
,, 4th Regiment
213 Squadron
228 Squadron
228 Squadron
,, 248 Squadron
2 Royal Tanks Signal Troop
14th Reginlent (2 Squadron)
,, 237 Squadron
3rd Regiment
,, C.A.F.S.O. , N .E. A.F.
School of Signals
,, C.V.D., Marchington
302 Squadron (T.A.)
24th Reg'.ment
41h Reginlen t
,, 71h Regiment
School of Signals
8th Regiment
,, 249 Squadron
18th Regiment
30th Regiment
14th Regiment ( t Squadron)
227 Squadron
13th Regiment
2nd Regiment
r3th Regiment
,, 237 Squadron
15th Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
,, C.R. Signals, Singapore
,, 24th Regiment
School of Signals
,, A.A.S., Harrogete
,, 4th Regiment
,, 4th Regiment
38 Corps Engineer Regiment
Signal Troop
,, 219 Squadron
14th Regiment (r Squadron)
45th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 213 Squadron
,, 28th Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
19th Regiment
7th Regiment
8th Regiment
,, 638 Troop
233 Squadron
,, 21st Regiment
,, 224 Squadron
.. . ,, 227 Squadron
,, 8th Regiment
A.A.S., Harrogate
,, II th Reginlent
24th Regiment
,, 209 Sq uadron
24th R eginlent
.42nd Reginicnt (T. A .)
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Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

B. Cook .. ·
E. Brant
J. W. Swann
R. G. Osborne
A.
Playford
F. . Knowles

J·

,,
,,
,.
,,
,,

H.Q.
209
213
234
229
208

A.E.R. , Royal Signals
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron

Births

16th Regiment
LEARY, Cooporal A.- A son, Peter Gareth , on 17th July, 1962.
McREYNOLDS, Lance-Corporal S. H .-A son, Michael Robert, on 20th
July, 1962.
TURNBULL, Signalman G . W.- A son, Michael, on 18th July, 1962.
IRONMONGER, Signalman L.- A son, Brett Lynton, on 29th July, 1962.
191h Regiment
BARRETT, Captain, M . C.- A daughter, Tracey Ann , on 26th February,
y962.
DAVIS, W .O.II (F. of S.) R.- A son, Graham Leslie, on 24th May, 1962.
ROBERTS, Captain J. R.- A son, Mark Ogwen, on 28th May, 1962.
FORD, Lance-Corporal D . H.- A daughter, Marion Joy, on 22nd July, 1962.
THOMAS, Captain E. G.- A daughter, Joanne Davida, on 2191 June, 1962.
CLARK.-To Corporal and Mrs. Oark, a son, on nth August, r962,
at B.M.H. lserlobn.

Deaths
MUTTER.--On 7th August, 1962, at his home, 16, Buc~ingham Avenue,
Welling, Kent; W. A. Mutter (ex .F<;>/S), M.8.1!. ~oyal Signals 19zc>-I938 .
Widow and one daughter. Assoc1auon member since 1946.
MELLOR.--On r3th July . 1962, suddenly at his home, G . E, ~kllor, Royal
Signals 1944-1946, Lieutenant. Life member of the Associauon.
LEEMING.-Jobn Hays Leeming, Captain, Royal Signals . .on 18th June.
Beloved husband of Pcgi}' and Daddy of Susan and Michael, of 104,
Shclfocd Road , Cambridge.
PERRY.--On 7th August, 1962. G. C. Perry. Served in Royal Signals
1934-1945. Annual Member of the Association since 1945.

Mrs. G. Stickler wishes to thank everyone who sent
dowiers and letters at the time of the sudden death
at the Junior Leaders Regiment of her second son,
John Ball.

Wn11t.ed
All the oldies serving in B.A.0.R. of Group 49 B (Operators
or Technicians) please try to contact Staff Sergeant D. \:·
Paterson of rst Regiment, British Forces Post Office 32. It is
proposed to hold a re-union early in the Au~mn . if enough
support is forthcoming. The chance of me.eung Bill Hough,
Brian Cleaver, Colin Forth, Bob Magnum, Jrm Purdy, Gordon
Blackman, just to mention a few, should not be rmssed. All
letters will be answered.

*
*
*
with stocks of unsold stable

Chief Yeoman Warder A. Griffin (Late Royal Signals) is greeted
by Her Majesty at Tower Pier on 18th July
;;,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11~

I Forthcoming Events !
~*********************************=
Roynl Signals ID.8tltution Lecture•, 1002
*Friday 28th September, "New Zealand," Briaadier J. E. Anderaoo,
6.15 'p.m., at the T.A . Centre, 47tb Rcaiment, T .A., D uke of York'•
Headquarten, Chelsea, S.W .3.
Tueaday, 27th November, "Trainipa of American Cadcu at West Point."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L. Miles, Jnr., U.S. Army, 5. 1 ~ p .m., at
N orth Hall, Training Brigade, R oyal Signal1, Cat terick Camp, York1.
* Members are allowed two guests for this lecture.

8 18t Meeting of the Corps Committee
will be held at the War Office on 28th September, 1962.

Will any Unit
belts of the old
obsolete pattern please contact PRI, r Signal Squa~c.m (Command), The King's Afi;ican Rifles, B.F.P.O. 10, who is interested
in <buying up stock.

The W yvern Club

F o r Sol e
PREFECT, 1955. One owner, now giving up driving. Black,
good tyres, battery, plugs. Excellent condition. M.9.T. certificate. £230 or near offer.-Seen any day by appomtment, 88,
Ecclestone Square, London, S.W.r. VIC 5480.

R e pre sentative Colonel Conunnndnnt

ASSO CIATION O F D ESPAT CH RIDE R S
Mx. F. Adam Collins, 68, Greenacres, Lansdown. Lane,
Weston, Bath, is anxious to get in touch with any who wishes to
join with rum in the starting of an Association of the Armed
Services who were D espatch R·iders during their service.

--

The Annual Dinner for members will be held in the N aval and MilitarY
Qub, London, on 3rd October, at 7.30 p .m. lo~ 8 p.m. Tickeu and information from the Secretary, The W yvcrn Dinner Q ub, H cadquarten
43 (WX) D iv./ D istrict, Sbcrford Camp, T aunum, SomcraeL

tour• B.A.O.R., 21st to 3ut October, 1962,

30t h Counc il 1'1 eeting of The Boynl Signals
Institution
· will be held on 24th October, 1962.

38t h 1'1eetlng of t h e Cen t ro( Committee, Roy al
S ignals J\s s o c intion
will be held on 14th November, 1962.

8211d M eeting of the Corps Commlttwill be held at the W ar Office on 3olh November, 1962.

MOVEMENT OF
HEADQUARTER OFFICES
The Headquarters offices of the Association
of the Royal Signals Institution and Re~imental
Headquarters Royal Si~als from 88 Eccleston
Square to Duke of York's headquarters, Chelsea
S.W.3, is likely to take place in early December.
Exact dates will he published in the Wire
when they are known.
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10th Annual General Meeting of the Royal
Signals Institution
will be held at the W ar Office on 30th N ovember, 1962.

Roy nl Signals Omce rs' Reunion
will be held at the Duke of York's Headquarters on 30th November, 1962.

Annual T .A. I A.E.R. Boyn( Signal• omce r s'
" A t Home," 1002
will be held at Hyde P ark H otel on ut December, 1962.

BAND
Sept. 301h-Oct. 7th
Nov. 18th
...

ENGAGEMENTS
Eastbourne
Middlesborough
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Major-General R. T. Nelson, U.S. Army,
visits U.K.

==Promotions==
JULY, 1962.
RegimenCa l Du ty Roster
To S Sgt.

14193728
22538396
22774 '71
22537_s53
22309459
22249 76
220534~

225155

Field

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No .

Burman, D. W.
A ndrews, L. M.
Mcintosh, W.
L everton, R.
H ealey, J. R.
Fugill, A. B.
R odger, W. A.
N. C.

Elliott,

6720
6880
6890
6900
69 10
6920
6930
6940

130 (Fd.)
3830 ~Op.)
3820 Op.}
390 (Fd.l
400 (Fd.
3730 (Op.}
3810 ~Op. )
346o Op.)

Ma~owan, T .
Mc way, B. L .
Phin, J. T .
H assett, T . H .
H arding, C. G .
R apson, B.

3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430

210
3680
t1 6o
1710
2770
2770

9574
9576
9930
9940
9950
9900
9970
9980
9990
1000
10010
10020
10030
10040
10050
1oo6o
10070

1800
3280
14040
2420
2720
1146o
11890
6750
1258o
13210
13290
13970
14030
14420
14470

370

490

855

6oo

Roster

To S gt.

22276o49
;t2537448
22107443
22537307
22525331
2342906

Ope rat ing
To Sgt.

Boster

22537989
225 15799
22 562535
22296978
22196818
23466436
22569904
22056o85
23250899
23229398
22594363
22549234
2 31~6476

239 3873
23 220418
23677847
22798654

A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / S gt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl .
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt .

Cotillard 1 A. S.
E\•ans, A. G.
Omabo. ncyf H . J.
Mclvcr,
. R.
P otter, E. R. S .
W alters. L.
McBcatb, A .
Campbell, C.
Neal T B
Clegg, D. ·
Howson, A . S .
Murdoch, J.
Arnold , '.H. G.
Meredith, C .
Symonds, B. J.
W augh, A. P.
Syme, A. R . G

145 ~

H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh having " laid " the foundat ion
stone
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THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MRITARY
ENGINEEllING

S i g nal Centre S upe r v is or Roster
To W.O.I

22265249

W .O.I

Taylor, A.

Chief Cl e rks Roster
22561002

To S Sgt.

Sgt.

Strutt,

R.

A.

Admi nis trativ e Ro ster
ADDITION TO SGTS.
* 14441343
*
t 2594228

S

T

th

D

8

Whltc';t~. E". H. ~~
t ~J:.."e~nr~So~~n· ~ s. Sgt.
n~ cancelled.
on conunuancc (Rcgtl. Ext.

career).

DELET IONS
B e glme ntal
W .0 .I

Duty

800
812
2870

W .O .II
S Sgt.

Oper ating

7280

Chie f

Cl e rks

Sgt.

7720

Ro ster

120

26o
86o

A dmlnl s trath·e

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS ,
GA R RARD

& CO . LTD.

ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home G.S.O
Export £6.S.O
ROY AL SIGNALS

BJ:f~;3eneral Whistler to Lieutenant-Colonel Cunningham

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New R egulation P attern wi th Straps

Made up as required

each 9/2
,,

9/6

CPostace Extra)

T . FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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some case contammg the books on the United States Signal
Corps, and amongst others that on G eneral Greely. T his bookcase will find a place of honour in th e H eadquarters Mess in
due course.
General Whistler presented the N elsons with reproduction
portraits of Their Royal H ighnesses The Queen and the Duke
of Edinburgh.
General N elson's visit to the W ar Office was climaxed by a
bet he made with the M.G.O., General Sir Cecil Sugden, that
the latter, before his tour of office expired, would be able to
cable G eneral elson that he had reduced production t ime from
four to two years ! Let us pray that General N elson wins h is
bet!
In spite of such a short visit General and Mrs. Nelson found
time oto entertain a large number of British and United States
guests at the Columbia Club before they left, a gesture
thoroughly appreciated by us all. They were seen off at London
Airport by General Moberly, tlle Representative Colonel Commandant, and his wife.
They admitted to enjoying their visit as much as we enjoyed
having them. If all Anglo-U.S . relations were as cordial there
would be less worries in this world.

BY APPOINTMllNT TO H'ER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

Roster

6oo

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

Royal Signals Staff and Cadets wit h t he S.O . in C and Major Gene ral
R. T. Nelson

d

1840

Ro ster

Sgt.

W .O .I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

Ro ster

880
136o

Friday, 20th July, r962, is a ~ate. whic:h will long be rememSappers as one of historical significance. It occurred
week of celebrations commemorating the r oth
~n.ru:rersary of the founding of the School of Military En~eer
~g
Chatham, .and was the occasion of the visit of H .R.H.
e uke of Edmburgh. He h ad come to lay the foundation
~to~e o f the Sc:J;tool's n ew barracks at Chattenden. It was
urmg 1uncheon m the Royal Engineers' H.Q. Mess before h e
crossed the !"1edway t<r perform this t ask, that he announced
that Her Maiesty the Queen wished to mark the 15oth anniversary by conferrmg the title " Royal " upon the School From
that. mo~ent the School became the Royal School of Militar
E?~mee~mhgd an_d a new chapter was opened in its long an<}
istmguis e history.
_Present at the luncheon was our corps representative
~~eu~~~t-Colonel T. Cunningham-Burley, who commands th~
~gngl d lll?d?f the School. ~s soon as lunch was over he passed
.e
a U mgs to. the Signal Officer-in-Chief who sent a
signal of congrarulauons to the Commandant. This signal and
the ~~an~ant's reply show how our close ties and Ion
association w1~ the Royal Engineers enabled us to sh
-~
them the happmess of this historic event.
are wi
~erl?d by all
ur~ng the

On ithe 12cl1 May General Nelson, C.S.O. of the U.S. Army,
arrived at London Airport with Mrs. Nelson to spend me
week-end with the S.0.-in-C. and Mrs. Whistler and make a
three-day farewell vi~it to tihe U.K. They were met at London
Airport by General Whistler, Captain Derek Poole (appointed
A.D.C. for the visit) and M:ss W1histler {also in W.R.A.C.
uniform for the occasion), and Colonel and Mrs. John
McKinney, from Catterick.
General Nelson and his wife, Chris, interrupted a long and
strenuous tour of the U .S. 'Forces in Europe to honour us with
this visit, so the first evening was ?pent quietly at the
S.0.-in-C.'s house in Bagshot. The twO Generals at last had
ume 11:0 renew that spontaneous and deep friendship which
sprang up berween <them only last year in the U.S.A.
On Sunday morning the whole pam:y drove to Matins in the
R.M.A., Sandhurst, Chapel, and they were shown round both
the Ohapel and ithe R.M.A. after the service. They had drinks
with t;he Commandant, Major-General Gordon Lennox, and
his wife, who, l ike all who met them, were immediately
impressed by the Nelsons and asked 11:0 see .more of them, but
time did not allow. T hey met and spoke with most of the R oyal
Signals Staff and Cadets at the Academy.
The highlights of the stay were visits to Windsor and to
London, wh ich included an aud ience with Her Royal Highness
The Colonel-in-Ghief and to the War Office. At St. George's
Chapel, W in dsor, General Nelson has probably been booked
by nhe Dean. The Padre was showing him the banners of the
Knights of St. Ge011ge, in p3I1ticular that of " Monty" with its
lions with "claws rampant." The C.S.0 . merely said "Some
might say you scratch my back and I'll scratch yours.'' No
doubt that saying will be remembered and quoted for many a
year.
At the Royal audience, H e r Royal Highness was graciously
pleased to accept a presentat ion autographed book on General
Greely, ithat fa mous American C.S.O.-or was it infamous?
For, you will remember, h e was accused of cannibalism on his
Arctic exp edition.
At the luncheon party at ithe U nited Services Club afterwards, G eneral Nelson presented Royal Signals with a hand-

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home £6.7.6
Export £5.1 0.0

Ple~e convey follo wing message to the Commandant
J
have 7ust heai:d the splendid news that the School has b.een
gran.ted ~he title and style of The Royal School of Militar
~gineenng. <;:ongratu!ations from all of us in Royal Signal.I.
e a~e all _delighted with this news. It is perhaps appropriate
tlhis unique occasion for Lieutenant-Colonel Cunninghamur ey to . pres~nt again his credentials to you as 0 r
representative with The Royal School of Mili·t,.,...,
·
·u
- J E ngmeenng.

w

·

Li~~::n£-C'ozi~etch ~or ,;::rBvelry kind message which

h·

unnmg
- ur ey conveyed to me on
N//fppoiEm~nt as your representative at The Royal Schoo l of
1 wly
ngmeering. At this moment we are very proud of
o~rsdveshanRd valery happy to ~ave the congratulations of our
en s t e oy Corps of Signals.

fri

.

In gold and enamel or set with
precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste. Write now for

'it

F_ro m BSr!gadier E. F. Parker for Major-General A M
·
·
Wh 1st1er, ignals Officer-in-Chief :-

THE BADG E OF YOUR CORPS

details to our military department.

'

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT ST R EET· L O N DO N• W.1
Telephone: REGENT 3021 (11 lines)
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CADRE W .O.'S AND SERGEANTS' JULY 1962
Front row (left to right) seated: W.0.11 (C.S.M.I.) Sankey, F., W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S. Tech.) Parfitt, G. E., W .0 .1 (F. of S.) Ireland, J. C., W .0 .1
(Sig. Cen. Spv r.) Lombard , W ., W .0 .11 Golding , S. H. D., Ca ptain L. P. Clayton , Royal Signals, Lieutenant-Co lonel W . E. Jclf, Royal
Signals, Brigadier A. F. McG ill, O .B.E., W .0 .1 (R.S.M .) Stout, A. C. B., Lieutenant-Colonel F. E. Berry, T.D ., Royal Signals, W .O.
(F. of S.) Hooper, L. C., W .0 .1 Ba in, W . A.,W .0 .11 (R.Q.M.S. Gen.) Baalham , C., W .0.11 Hunt, A. A. E. , W .0 .11 (F. of S.) Capon, D. W
2nd row (left to right): W.0.11 (F. of S.) Hudson, G. L., W.0.11 Higgs, W . E., W .0.11 Marshall , D. W ., W.0 .11 Tipton, N., Staff-Sergeant
Mercer, G. W ., Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) King, C. A., Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Mainwaring, R. M., Staff-Sergeant Healey, J. R., StaffSergeant Yates, G. E., Staff-Sergeant Ryton , H. F., Staff-Sergeant Hopson, C. E., Staff-Sergeant Freeman, D. , C/Sergeant (R.H.) Bell,
J. c ., Staff-Se rgeant Smith, P., Staff-Sergeant Brown, T. B., W.0.11 Gubler, G. I. D., W .0 .11 Singleton, D. W., W.0.11 Weir, W .
3rd row (left to right): Sergeant Sm ith, C. M., Sergeant Palmer, D. G., Sergeant Johnson , G. H., Sergeant Travers, B. J. P., Sergeant
Jarratt, J. R., Sergeant Wright , L. H., Sergean t Abe ry, R. F., Sergeant Woods, G., Sergeant LindS>y, 0 . E., Sergeant Duffey, K. F,
Sergeant Goldsmith, P., Sergeant Mcinally, J. , Sergeant Abbis, B., Sergea nt Kybert, L. C., Sergeant Horne, J. W.
4th row (left to right) : Mr. E. Andrews (Mess Steward). Sergeant ( R.A.P.C.) Ca rr, J., Sergeant Beresford , D. C. , Sergeant Down ie, G. A.,
Sergeant Smi th, B. J., Sergeant Gibney, S. C. , Sergeant Buxton , H. A. L., Sergeant Short, J. E., Sergeant Atkinson, E. G., Sergeant
R.E.M.E.), Baily, R. C., Sergeant Skil l, G. M.

Since our last notes went to press the somewhat doleful climate
has been brightened by a series of lively events which have
together made our summer term a memorable and enjoyable
time for all at the School.
We have enjoyed the company of a number of short courses,
not least that of No. 17 W.R.A.C. Officers' Qualifying C?urse
and No. 7 N.A.T.O. Signal Officers' Course. The former 1s the
subject of our "Feature Course " and their literary effort appears
later in this article.
Not all the work of the School is concerned with teaching,
and examples of the diversity of our activity are the SateJ¥te
Symposium and Exercise " Dovetail." As these are of wide
interest we include here " copy" produced by our " reporters "
on the spot.
As the "backbone" of our organisation our W.O .s' and
Sergeants' Mess continues in good heart and great strength and
is the home and focal point for our long-term students on Foreman, Yeoman and Radio Technician Heavy courses, in addition
to an average 6o Cadre members. It is hoped to move the
Mess into more spacious premises in the near future. On the
occasion of the Annual Administrative Inspection an excellent
photograph was taken of Cadre members, so we are pleased to
feature the Mess, complete with many of their smiling faces in
their own article.
One of our numerous visitors this term has been Brigade
General Dr. H. Maultzsch, C.S.0. NORTHAG, and we were
proud to show him our organisation and to record his visit by
the accompanying photograph, taken whilst looking-in on the
W.R.A.C. Officers' Course on Exercise "Centre Peace."
No. J 7
W .R.A.C. Officers' " q "
Course.
Seven subalterns arrived at Catterick on 18th June. From the
outset all things mechanical connected with the Course seem
to have gone wrong! A tape recorder was the first to take
exception to our dulcet tones, teleprinters objected to our nimble
fingers--<>r should it be their not so nimble fingers? The Course
began to worry that they had a jinx over everything they
touched.
The Course has included a variety of subjects including
instruction from Traffic, Radio and Systems Groups, but most
of the time we spent learning signal centre organisation and
working.
To prove that what we had learned is applied practically we
visited the Command Signal Centre at York. Here the mysteries
of tape relay were cleared up and we bad our first experience
of handling " live " traffic.
Various exercises were arranged to help us appreciate the
practical application of our newly acquired theoretical "knowledge." Among these was an exercise with Radio Group, when
the Course set out in three one-ton radio vehicles. Unfortunately
our jinx appeared again, one t!l'uck just escaped the ignominy

of being towed home and contacting anybody was rarely simple.
Besides being busy at work the Course was well occupied
socially. They felt really in the midst of things being in Catterick
during the Royal Signals Old Comrades weekend. A great risk
was taken by the School in asking some members of the Course
to operate radio sets for the athletics meeting at the Regilnental
Weekend-for once nothing went wrong.
We were very pleased to be included in two Regimental
guest nights.
The patience and understanding of all instructors is greatly
appreciated and the Course hopes that they have not caused too
many grey hairs to the staff. The staff will, no doubt, be glad
of a recuperation period of some 40 weeks before the W.R.A.C.
again invade the School.
We were delighted to learn that as W.R.A.C. Signal Officers
we will be entitled to wear Royal Signals Collar Dogs, and hope
that we will prove worthy of the honour.

Syniposium
On
Satellite
Co1D1Dunications.
On the 28th June, r962, a satellite communications symposium
was held at the School of Signais, with the object of giving an
insight into this very exciting field of communications. By the
generosity of the Royal Aircraft Establishment and Messrs.
Plessey, De Havilland and A.E.I. who kindly provided exhibits
for display, the atmosphere in North Hall was highly futuristic.
We were a large audience which included many officers in the
Corps from Home Commands and Germany. The Press and
television were also present and on the evening television news
a good coverage of the day was given.
The symposium was opened by the Signa'1 Officer in Chief,
Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, c.B.E., who stressed the need
for the Corps to keep abreast of the times in its thinking. He
reminded us of the tremendous efforts being put into space
communications by both the United States of America and by
Russia and said that we must take note of this and consider it
in all our future planning. He went on to say that satellite communications were something which we would have to contend
with in the not too distant future and were therefore of interest
to our Corps now. "We must always look forward, not backward." He ended by saying that the cost of such systems seemed
to point to a single government strategic system of communications.
The S.O -in-C. then introduced our four speakers pointing
out how luc;ky we were in having lecturers all immediately concerned with satellite communications. First Major-General L .
de M. Thuillier, C.B., O.B.E., F.R.G.S., A.M.1.E.E., Co-ordinator of
Communications Electronic Policy, the Cabinet Office, who
headed a British delegation in recent talks with the Americans.
He gave a broad survey of the whole field of satellite communications. He explained the basic cries and terms associated
with satellites and their orbits and went on to talk about active

No. 17 W.R.A.C. OFFICERS Q COURSE
Left to right: Second Lieutenants A. Byrom , A. K. E. To~y, M.' J.
Birkett, Lieutenant E. E. Payne, Second Lieutenants A. E. Pickering,
J. P. Tyler, M. H. Patterson
and passive satellites, the frequency. bands ~s7d for control, ~e
positioning of satellites and the various ~r~1tmg syst_ems w~c~
could be used. He concluded by summar1s':flg_all projects w ~
had taken place in the last few years brmgmg us up to e
present day positiion and Telstar.
f
th
Next came Mr. J. K . S. Jowett, B.SC., M.~.E.E., rom
e
Engineer-in-Chief's Office G .P .O., who is acuvely concerned
· Ii ·
with project Telstar.
.
He gave a very interesting lecture coven~g the J:?Ot~tla ties
of broadband communications systems usmg ar ufic1al e:l!th
satellites the preferred d esign of a systen:i and our collabor~t1?n
with the'United States National Aerona?t1cs an.d Spac;e Administration in tests across the North Atlannc. Thi~ led mto a CO!Ilprehensive description of the n ew ~ound station at . Goofh~y
Down, including a fiolm made durmg the construction o
e
station.
R
w
11
c
RN
The third speaker was Commander W. . e s, D.S. ., · .,
from the Admiralty S.igI)a~ ~ivisi??·
.
.
.
_
His talk dealt with the JO!llt military mterest ~ satellite com
munications and their cost and gave a gener.al picture of h~w a
satellite system could be put into effe<;;t. This talk was classified
so unfortunately little reference can be made _here. US Arm
Our final speaker was Colonel J. B. McKinney, · ·
. Y
Signal Corps, who is an integrated mem~er of the Planning
w ·ng Royal Signals and fills the apporntmei:it of G.S.<;>.L
(Pian~) H e gave a' very interesting presentauon on project
Advent a United States military satellite system presently un.der
development to test the feasibility of synchro~ous. C?mmurucations satellites. The basic concept of Advent is s~milar. to th~
ro osed for a commercial system but the system itself 1~ mu
~o:'e complex. The m ilitary satellite must b~ able rapidly. to
connect local military communication netw?rks rnto a world-\".1de
communication system and provide multi-channel commuglrubations between U .S. military commands anywhere on the o e.
These military requirements add greatly to the am?unt of el~
tronic equipment which must be used and thus rncreases . e
weight of the satellite. Although the Advent programme 1s a
research and development project, it is e~pected to be the forerunner of an operational system to be mtroduced m the post
·
·
1965 period.
.
The Symposium was brought to a clo.se with an rnteresung
discussion in which many points were aired from the body of
the hall.
\Varraut Officers' and Sergeants' ~fess. In . the
words of the prophet, much water has passed under the bridge
since our last notes.
d d
d
·oyed
Occasions hectic and placid have been en !-Ire an en) .
in the balmy (or barmy) summer weather which only Canenck
can experience.
· al f N
5
The Mess strength has been swelled by the arnv o
os .. I
and 16 Forcmans and No. 2 Yeomans C<_>urses, the Jf;~r loo;m.g
more like an ex-boys reunion than their annual
er.
t is
hoped that all the students «enjoy " their cWour seI. I (F f S) D
Two new arrivals to the cadre ranks are ·0 · . ·
w. Capon and w .O.II B. C. ~le-here's hoprng at your
next 3-4 or 6 years here will be enjoyable-who knows, you may
even see the School move to Blandford.
. .
The Old Comrades descended on us on 7th/8~ July; :Ji ~s
quite pleasing to note that "civvy street." has not stiffened e1r
elbows nor had their hollow legs filled m.
.
d he
The weather was actually kinder to us . this year an t
display on the Sunday afternoon seems to improve each year,

SPEAKERS AT THE SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
Left to right : Commander Wells, R.B., Major-General Thuillier,
Colonel McKinney, Mr. Jowett
this one being slick in its presentation and interesting in its
entirity.
l fl
uff
Administrative Inspection - got through - usua ap - n
said.
· d'ier A · F ·
During this inspection the Cornman d ant, Bnga
McGill, o.B.E., presented Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals to five members of the Mess, W .0 .I (F. of S.) L. C.
Hooper, W.O.I (F. of S.) J. Ireland, W.O.II D. Golding_ W.~::>.II
D . W . Singleton, and Colour Sergeant J. C. Bell.1:loyal Marmes.
For our further entertainment we h.a~ the. Regimental Week.
end on 28th July, with the Mess prov1drng side shows.
For light relief the following. weekend saw us all getung
" hep" in our jeans and check shirts at a western style Bar B Q,
under the watchful eye of Sherrif Ken Duffey. It has been
rumoured that I.T.V. were relaying this over Telstar to show
the Americans how we in the ole country spend our summer

.

'

everungs
. these activities the Schoo1 h as ·Jts summer b reak when
After all
we can all sit down peacefully, and prepare for the exams next
terfu. the meantime, your scribe i~ go~g to change his trade
from author to artist, and draw this article to a close.
Exerci~e • Dovetail" 1962 was held in the North
Hall: Catterlck Camp, on 18th-~ot~ July. Its ai?1 w~s ~o study
Army and Interservice commurucauon problems m a limited war
operation. About 6o representatives from the Arms Schools,
Signals Directorate at the War Office, H.M.S. M~C1~ry, 38th
G
Royal Air Force and many other orgamsat1ons and
es~~~8shments attended, in addition to many Cadre Officers of
the School.
·
h f hich
The exercise comprised a series of presentau~ns, e~c o w
was followed by discussion. The pre.sentauons m_cluded an
Amphibious Operation, a Parachute Bngade Operat10n, a 3rd

;h · ·
cs o

NORTHAG VISITS 17 W .R.A.C. Q COURSE ON EXERCISE
. . .
CENTRE PEACE
Left to right: Major F. T. Harris. Second Lieutenant Pickeringd
Brigadier-General Maulczsch, Major H'. R. W~odger , Secon
Lieutenant Birkett, Brigadier A. F. McGill, Captain B. I. Weston
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Dkj ion/3 Group Royal Air Force presentauon and the air
landing of a trategic reserve Brigade.
A dem~n tr:ition was given of lightweight signal equipment
and modifications to standard equipment for air portability.
Included in this demonstration was a Radio Station Du fitted
in Airteck containers and the new 100-.f :>t lightweight ma t.
This was easily and quickly erected by a two-man team.
A guc t night was held in the H eadquarters Mess and this
perhaps did nothing to ea e the confusion of A.S.0.C.s,
B.A.. O.C. , A.T.0.C.s, F.A.T.O.C.s, etc. on the last morning!

Army
Apprentice
School
Harrogate

THE R.H.A., S.'\~DHURST
Signal Communications Wing
We have arrived at the end of another term and hope to
enjoy a well-earned leave.
Over the last ?x months, we have had a complete change
of staff. Our Ch1ef Instructor is Major W. G. Neilson, with a
capable staff of W.0.11 E. Summers, Staff Sergeant ('l. of S.)
P. Brown, Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) V. D eClancy, Staff Sergeant
D. Wood, Staff ergeant R. Simmonds, B.E.M., Sergeants L.
Waurnsley, J. Barton, B. Styles. C. Speight, B. Symonds, and
Sergeant (S) D. Hague, Royail Marines. We are unfortunate
in one sense that we are losing our Royal Signals drivers who
are being replaced by drivers from various Armoured and
Cavalry Regiments. Our replacements are of the highest order
and are settling down in the Wing and doing a good job of work.
We have two most e.xcellent tradesmen soldiers from the
R.E.M.E., Sergeant K. Johnson and Corporal G. Chitty who
replaced our Corps Technicians. Both have now settled 'down
and are regularly found to wander from the Sandhurst Hall
~The Wing Headquarters) muttering. "P.A. on the OLD Buildmg Square, 09.00 hours,'' "P :A. on the NEW Building Square
09·!5 hours-:-how can I do 1t?" One sympathises with new
arnvals at this vast place; it really is a terrifying experience to
be conducted on the first tour of the Academy!
The .Academy ~ad sum!Iler. ca~p at Otterourn during July.
After six weeks without ram, 1t ramed the day the vehicle party
left Camberley for Otterbum (a good omen for a summer camp).
We wer~ most g~teful ro 8th Regiment for putting us up, and
for putung up with us for one night, after which we pushed
on to Onerburn.
Our summer cru;nP was a complete success as far as Signals
were concerned, with perhaps some of the credit due to Officer
Cadet operators at Control who appeared just a little " powerdrunk" after reading para 44 on page IO of Pamphlet ~o. 7.
(More rockets were launched at offending users and operators
than ever left the launching pads at Cape Canaveral).
In the world of sport? we. field a team in every league within
the Acade~y H.Q., which mcludes every possible team game.
Ever):'one 1s encouraged to play and the results are sometimes
~artling to say the least, as one occasionally finds talent,
hitherto unsuspected, at the end or last game of the season.
At the annual sports meeting we won the tug of war the
team each receiving a prize. The team suggested a vofe of
thanks to the coach, the Chief Instructor. The gesture left him
speechless. (He lost his voice coaching and urging the team
to greater efforts).
The June ball . held by the Sergeants' Mess was, as always
a wonderfyl evenmg. We undertook to instal lighting and such
effects which always produces a glow of appreciation from those
present. (Subdued lighting and liquor always produces a glow
anyway).

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Q uality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Telephone
2955

Established
1894

Sixty

Years

Satisfactory

.. WE BUY THE BEST "

DAILY
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DELIVER IES

Service

" WE SELL THE BEST "

IN

Y O UR

DIS TRICT

I
The Senior Squadron being inspected by the Reviewing Officer
JUNt: bALL, ~1:R1..>t:ANTS' MESS, THE R.M.A. SANDHURST
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) and Mrs. E. Summers, Mrs. M. J. Molony, Mrs.
Marshal, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) M. J. Molony, Major and Mrs. W. G.
Ne ilson

Well, there it is; whilst all others are on leave yours truly
the scribe and the Chief Instructor report every' other day t~
~lear ~e " IN " tray. Administration continues whether the
~stru~uon has ceas~d or not.
One cannot even attempt to
y1sualise the mountam of correspondence that would be waiting
1f one had every day away.
To those who have pas~ed this way before, we know you must
have many happy memones of days s~ent in " The Academy ";
to those who are yet to come, you will never find a better job
in happier .surroundings? and to those who pass us by, don't
pass next time but call m and see us. You will be certain of
a warm welcome.
More at the end of next term.
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Graduation Day
Sixty-eight Apprentices graduated to Man's Service on 1st
August, 1962. The parade was under the command of Apprentice Tradesman R.S.M. R. Harris.
The Reviewing Officer was Lieutenant-General Sir Charles
L . Richardson, K.C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., Director General of Military
Training. During his speech he stated that he had visited a
number of Schools all over the country, but the quality of
performance of Apprentice Tradesmen on parade was about the
highest he had ever witnessed.
Among the Apprentices passing out were three GhanaiansApprentice Tradesman Sergeant Tontoh, Apprentice Tradesman
Corporal Nyarneke and Apprentice Tradesman Corporal Frimpong, who will be the lasit to attend this School due to the provision of training facilities in Ghana.
During the year there has been an intake of 341 boys and
130 are already booked for entry next term.

SUMMER CAMP
" The Summer Camp this year was held
, In the land of sheep and heather
And the Signals Wing from RM.A.
Went Northwards-all together.

Sergeant Barton urged and urged
llis driver to go faster
By-passed the town and then went back
To motor through Doncaster.
Sergeant Waumsley had no luck
As rus mournful features showed
At the start his aircraft lost the way
At the end-he lost the road.
So steep was the hill where Sergeant Styles
Lived in amongst the trees
He now has a permanent list to port
Of forty-five degrees.
Staff Sergeant Wood had had enough
Of mountains, rain and sheep
And so he tried to hide his truck
In a large manure heap.
Sergeant Speight as Callsign Nine
Fulfilled his job with zest
His efforts earned him the title of
The Regimental pest.
The_ Company operators humped their sets
Until their backs were creaking
If they made an error their reward
Was, "Pronto Minor Speaking."
And when at last we set off home
After two weeks on the moor
Our motto had been well upheld
"Cerra Cito "-Swift and Sure."
T HE WIRE , S E P T EMB ER 1 9 62

*
Receiving the ir prizes from
Lieutenant
General
Sir
Charles
L.
Richardson,
K.C . B., C.B. E., D.S.O . :

left): A /T
C.S . M.
Rayment receives the Major
the Earl Wavell Memo rial
Prize

(Top

(Top right): A/T Corporal
Windmill receives the S.0.in-C.'s Award

(Bottom left): A/T Sergeant
Poultney receives a Prize
from the Reviewing Officer

(Botrom right): A/T Corporal
Ellins winner of the Commandant's Silver Bugle

*

Amongst the official guests present were:
Major-General H. T. Alexander, Chief of Staff Northern
Command, and Brigadier J. E. Anderson, B.G.S. War Office.
Anny Commander's Prize.-For all-round excellence, A/T.
R.S.M. R. Harris.
Commandant's Prize.-For Conduct, Discipline and Example,
A/T. Sergeant I. Tontoh.
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award.-Best all-round Tradesman of
the term, A/T. Corporal R. L. Windmill.
Colonel Commandant's Award.-Best all-round Soldier/Tradesman of the term, A/T. Sergeant D. P. Poultney.
Major The Earl Wavell, M.C., Memorial Award.-For Outstanding Efforts in Adventure Training During the Past
Year, A/T. C.S.M. J. D. Rayment.
Commandant's Silver Bugle.-Overall Best Bugler of the Year
in the School Corps of Drums, A/T. Corporal M. J. Ellins.
List of Prize Winners continues on Page 316.
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Prizes Awa1ded by The Royal Signals Corps Committee
To Apprentice Tradesmen who have made best use of their
opportunities at the chool :
A/T. J . T. Davies
Line Technician ...
A/T. Corporal M . Frimpong
Telegraph Technician ...
A/T. Sergeant I. Tontoh
Radio Technician
A/T. P. J. Luccombe
Radio Relay Technician
A/T. C.S.M. J. D. Rayment
Telegraph Operator
Trade Prizes
9TH

TERM

Telegraph Operator
Line Technician ...
Telegraph Technician
Radio Technician
Radio Relay Technician

A/T. C.S.M. J. D. Rayment
A/T. ergeant D. P. Poultney
A/T. Corporal N. A. Pilbeam
A/T. J. S. Cook
A/T. Corporal R. L. Windmill

Athletic .-Although the season has not been a great success
m winning team events, there have however been some notable
IDdividual performances by A/Ts. of the School.
The following awards were obtained in the Army Championship at Aldershot on 7th-8th July:
Army Champions
A/T. Lance-Corporal Randall
Barne
Cairns

Junior i2oyd. Hurdles
Junior 88oyd .
Youth High Jump

Runner.s-up
A T. Baynes
...
. ..
. ..
Lance-Corporal 'cwman
Norrie
Harris
McKeitch

Junior
Junior
Junior
Youth
Youth

22oyd.
Weight

Third
A I T. Black
Morris
Sergeant Wil~s
Harris

Junior
Junior
Junior
Youth

r20yd. Hurdles
Javelin
Hammers
xooyd.

I7&CC.
zmin. 2.4sec.
5ft. 2.in.

1 mile
12oyd. Hurdles

High Jump

As a result of the above performances, A/Ts. Randall, Baynes
and Newman were selected to represent the Army in the Inter
Services Junior Championships which were held at St. Athans.
Results were as follows :
A/ T. Lance-Corporal Randall
Lance-Corporal

ewman

Baynes

~rd in the 12oyd. Hurdles in x6.6scc.
(personal be t).
4th in the 120yd. Hurdles in x6.7sec.
(personal best).
2nd in x mile in 4Jllin. 37.6scc.

The overall result was:
rst - Army
2nd - R AF
3rd - Royal Navy
Canodng.-The School has had a most successful term so far
as this sport is concerned.
In the Westminster to D evi2es race our teams finished 2nd
4th, 7th, 8th and 13th out of 170 teams competing.
'
A/T Shillinglaw gaihed an outstanding personal achievement
when he managed to reach the National Youth Kyak final,
which was held at the Serpentine on Saturday, IIth August
1962.
'

Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
Sc rip t of a broadc a s t by Captain J. E . P. PHILP,

n.n.c.,

27th July,

1962

0~ 2~ June this year, the Royal Corps of Signals Amateur
Radio Society undertook ~he largest ever amateur radio hook-up
in the history .of rthe Army. Every member throughout the
world, ai:id there are over 100 of them, together with amateurs
of the Signal Corps of Canada, Australia New Zealand India
and Pakistan, were invited to come on :he air during 'the 24
hours from 7 a.m. on ~8th J une until. 7 a.m., the 29th June.
The Headquarters stanon of the Society at Catterick Camp
was manned by myself and Staff Sergeant Bill Grahame and
for 24 hours we made contacts worldwide
Question : Why was the 28th of J~e chosen for this
hook-up?
. This i~ the Corps' birthday. The Royal Corps of Signals
~\as officially formed on 2~th J~ne, 1920. Earlier this year,
m . honour of our Colonel-ID-Chief, Her Royal Highness The
Prm~~ s Royal, the 28th of June was named "Princess Royal
D~y.
Throughout the world, wherever our Corps is serving,
this day wo1;1ld be celebrated m many and varied ways. Furthermore, on .rh1.s day, we would be reunited as a Corps in thought.
It was this idea that led me to organise the hook-up.
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Question : Why then did you invite the Commonwealth to
join in?
In most Con:monwealth countries there is a Corps of Signals.
Each of 't hese is closely connected by many ties with our own.
I believed that this would give all the radio amateurs of our
ow~ country and ithose of the Commonwealth a great opportU:UtY to speak .ro eaoh other .. By specifying a definite day,
this made clle chance of meeting on rthe air a ce11rainty. I
sent a signal via ltihe normal military channels to every
Command at home and overseas and to :tihe senior Signal Officer
of the Commonwealth countries. In this I merely gave the
facts of the hook-up and invited them to send me the call
sign of radio amateurs taking part. I received many replies
including some from the Commonwealnh.
'
Question : Was your hook-up successful ?
Yes, we made over 300 contacts throughout :the world but
becau e of bad radio conditions we did not hear many st~tions
from the Far East. We did not contact India.
Question : Will you try this again next year ?
Most ce11tainly and I hope that even more stations will join
in.
Question : Apart fr om your hook-up, is your Amateur Radio
Society very active ?
Very active ! We have a fine club building at Catterick and
have some very good amateur radio equipment. We meet twice
a week and apart from making contacts, there are many nonamat~urs who build such things as radios, tape recorders,
amplifiers and so on. We even had one chap who built his
own colour celevision transmitter and receiver. During Old
Comrades' Reunion Weekend our Club, which houses the Headquarters station of Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society were
again on the air all day Saturday and Sunday, the 7nh ~d 8th
of ~uly. 1:'his rime we used a very special call sign, GB3RCS.
This was issued by the Radio Services Department of the
G .P.0. We made over 250 contacts during those two days.
Both operators were very glad when we finally closed down
as we had preitrty husky voices by .then !
'
Question : Do you only use speech when you contact other
amateurs?
No, we use me Morse Code often, but as this was a special
day I felt that a more personal note would be sounded if we
SJ?Oke rather than us_ed Morse. I might add we use Single
Sideband _a lot, as tlus offers greater range for a given power
of transnutter.
Questi~n : How long has your Society been going ?
Only JUSt over a year. We held our inaugural meeting in
June, 196r. The Royal Navy and Royal Air Force both have
~e Amateur Radio Societies and it was felt !!hat it was high
tune me Royal Corps of Signals had one too. Major-General
Cole was the one person who mooted the idea and who saw
~ur ~ociety _
finally launched. Although he is now retired, he
1s VlCe-P:esiden~ of _the Society and I, as General Secretary,
have deaJ0gs Wilth hun. General Cole is a very famous radio
amateur hnn~elf and holds the call G2EC. Until very recently
he _was Pres1de?-t of . the R adio ~oc~ety of Great Britain, the
radio amateurs nauonal organisation. We have received
magnificen.t support from the Army and they have even given
us itra~srrutters to loan to Regular or Territorial Army Units
who wish to starrt a club but have no equipment. We have our
own fun_ds and are a very active and happy Society. We offer
~e soldier a cha~ce to. become: a radio amateur and then help
hun w~ere possible with equipment to carry on his bobby.
There is not, u~ortunately, an Army Amateur Radio Society
y~, but I am qmte confident that there wall be in the not too
d1stan_t future. I~ is my hope that our Society will be able to
offer 1t the experience that we have gained .

Junior
leaders
Regiment
Major M. D. Scott accompanies Her Majesty the Queen
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Royal Guard of Honour and
Sununer Graduation
As expected the summer term . was very busy ~nd it was
with satisfaction and a sense of achievement that Junior Leaders
and staff went home for the usual long summer leave.
The streamlined new training programme worked we!! and
was not unduly handicapped by two great event_s:-Ten Tors
(already reported in our last notes) and the provision of ~hat
is believed to be the first Royal Guard of Honour to be provided
by a J!!_nior Leaders' Regiment. .
The close links between the Regiment and the towns o~ South
Devon have been reported before when these towns, and m some
cases Rural Councils, presented Pipe Banner~. The town of
Tomes through their previous Mayor (Collll;cillor Evan~), was
the first to present a banner--:this banner is now earned ~y
the Mayor's Piper on any occa_s1on that the Mayor m:iy require
his presence. Such an occasion arose . ~ecently (Fnday? 27th
July) when Her Majesty The Queen v1S1ted Totnes whilst on
her Royal Tour of South Devon.
"
,
Tomes not only requested the presenc;e of _the
Mayors
Piper " but asked if the Regiment could provide ~he Royal
Guard of Honour. The selection, training and gr<>?mmg of the
Guard was under the direction of the Secon~-m-Command
Major Scott (seen in the photograph accompanying J:I.M. The
Queen). Each Squadron, Sil.im and ~exander, prov1d~ sutty
junior leaders each and from these the final ~election was
made The standard and bearing was of a very high order and
the c~owd of several hundred applauded their marching both to
and from the Steamer Quay where the inspection took place.
Gradua ti o n.
General Whistler, probably visiting ~e
Regiment for the last time as S.0.-1n-C., took the parade, wh1~h
was watched by over four hundred parents who had stayed ID

the Regiment overnight and were to see the prizegiving in the
afternoon and the Denbury Theatre Show in the evening.
General Whistler, in addressing the Junior Leaders, stressed
the tremendous opportunities that are available to those graduating to colour service and in particular to the promotion prospects that are there t~ those Junior L eaders who ~re prepared
to develop the skills and standards that started ID Denbury.
The General's words were very much appreciated and a!l ranks
wish him every success in his new appointment and smcerely
.
hope that he w.ill visit the Regiment again.
Parades vary very little at Denbury though each graduatmn
parade has that little "something" _that is different from the
rest-this time we had our Pipers ID full dress for the first
time. (The photograph shows the Pipe !'1ajor, Junior ~rporal
Bowie carrying the Royal Banner, talking to the S.0.-m-C.).
After 'some apprehension about the weather, we were thankfyl
for a fine day and the Adjutant, with a sign of relief, put his
Wet Weather Programme away for another tern:.
At the prizegiving in the afternoon, Mrs. Holifield presei;ited
the individual prizes immediately after the Colonel had given
his report (Headmaster style) to the parents. Tea followed for
all parents and staff in the gymnasium where the careers and
progress of the boys were discussed in a more relaxed and
informal manner.
The evening's highlight, after the Beating of Retreat (under
the direction of Drum Major Yates), was a full two and a half
hour show in the theatre by Junior Leaders and staff. With
every seat taken the parents, who forme~ the majority of the
audience, were treated to a show of a high standard of both
variety and performance-by far the best se~ . ~t D enbury.
Production was by Mr. Whapham, one of our civilian teachers.
Summer term came to a close on a high ~ote a~d as i_t f~des
away one wonders what Christmas term will brmg-Firelight
Fantasy?

CORPS CRESTED ASH TRAY
Ava ila ble from R oyal Signals Association .
U nbreakable plain glass, "fin. Squa re.
Corps Crest in gold.
P rice 4s. 6d., including postage.
Suitable especially for souvenir gifts a nd for
personal use.
S.0 .-in-C. add resses t he

Parade (" Monty"

fash ion)

Part of t he Band w ith t he new Drums
3 17
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Band and Drums of the South Wales Borderers Beating the Retreat
on Bunde Market Square on Saturday, 7th July

2nd
The Pipers in Full Dress

The Regimental Standa rd accompanied the S.0 .-in-C.

ame

T rammg
..
Regiment
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GraJuation List - August, 1962
P re-s el ected
Trade

Troop

D.R. Menhennet
R. B. Moore
B. Wray
G. Hedges
P. J. Cowley
D. F. R. Laing
H. Seabrook
M. J. Britten
E. J . R. Owens
D . J. Hunt

8th
24th
24th
8th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th

Technician
Radio Op
Elcccrician Driver
Ra.d io Relay Man
TGOp
TGOp
TGOp
Comccn Op
Comccn Op
Comccn Op

Romulus

J. S . Beaumont
J. Cooper
L. Proctor
D. v. Langstaff
0. M. Prevost
B. Sharpe
J. Gainer
D.M.Rand
G. E. Moore

8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
24th
24th
24th

Technician
Technician
Technician
Lineman
Lineman
Lineman
TGOp
Comcen Op
Comccn Op

Kukri

R. Rumley
M. L. McPherson
B. McKcnna
M. L. Stone
R. W. Hyde
M. J. Swinburne
J.E. Davies
D. Read
B. E. Slavin
D . Forbes
B. E. Pridmore

8th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
224 Sqn
24th

Technician
Radio Op
Radio Op
Radio Op
Comcen Op
Comccn Op
Comcen Op
Comccn Op
Comcen Op
Special Op
Comccn Op

Quadrant

K. V. Austin
R. Jaggard
R. Porter
S. G. H . Mann
J. Powell
R. J. Watts
C. T. Cartland
C. R. F. Smith

8th
8th
8th
24th
24th
24th
24th
224 Sqn

Technician
Technician
Lineman
Eleecrician Driver
Electrician Driver
Elcccrician Driver
TGOp
Special Op

Kohirna

,,"

"

""

"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

M. E . Turner
R. B. Dunn
C. Cunliffe
A. Edwards
A. D . Innes
H. Maddison
A. T . Simpson
D . S. Smith
F. S. Brookes

8th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
224 Sqn

Lineman
Eleccrician Driver
TGOp
TGOp
TGOp
TGOp
TGOp
TGOJ
Speci Op

Javelin

E. J. Grove
G. T . Lawton
J. H. Wooler

8th
24th
224 Sqn

Lineman
TGOp
Special Op

Francisca

T. McKenzie
R. Monk
R. 0. N . Woolley
J . Polland

8th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 Sqn

Lineman
Special Op
Special Op
Special Op

White Swan

24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th

Radio Op
Radio Op
TGOp
TGOp
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op
Comccn Op
Comcen Op
Comcen Op

Iron

B.Hall
P. J . Meadows

24th
224 Sqn

Comccn Op
Special Op

White Spear

D. T. Foster
T . Gould
D. Stdlhen.•
J. c. ibb
J. I -herwood
A. G. Stockton
E . Tai

24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th

Comcen
Comcen
Comcen
Comcen
Comcen
Comcen
Comccn

Jerboa

C. M. Lawrence
A. E. Nash
D. Forster
R. G . Young
D . M . C . Curtiss
J. Fawcus
D. Hudson
P . M. Newlands
R. E. Cousins
R. W. Dewar
E. F. Forester
D. C. Lister
A. M. Cunningham

Op
Op
Op
Op
Op
Op
Op

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

REGHIENT

•· Kobima" Regimental Weekend
Second Signal Regiment commemorated Kohima (Assam,
1944) with a Regimental Weekend on the 6th, 7th and 8th July.
I t began with an address to the Regiment by Lieutenant-Colonel
G. H. Hoerder, M.B.E., the Commanding Officer, in which he
outlined the battle and its importance as the turning point in
the war in Burma. A specially recorded talk by Brigadier Nettleship who commanded the Regiment at Kohima conveyed a vivid
picture of the grim conditions in Assam and the unfailing spirit
of the signalmen who survived monsoons, malaria and Japanese,
and maintained the essential communications.
The garden fete, which took place that afternoon in very
English weather, nonetheless produced well over £100 (£40
better than last year!) for Royal Sigaals and other Corps' benevolent funds. The stalls of the Wives' Club alone produced £6o
and their doll raffle was won by S.S.M. Grainger on behalf of
his small daughter. The L.A.B.'s " Birdwood Express" kept
the children happy while their elders went round the numerous
Troop and Squadron stalls or ttied to make a fortune at bingo.
The Warrant officers' and Sergeants' Mess Kohima ball, to
which they kindly invited the officers and their ladies, was held
the same evening and proved a great success - the Mess door

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"

Kohima "Potted Sports Meeting," Saturday, 7th July.
Steel with Staff-Sergeant McCormack hanging on

dominated by two large Burma Ribbons and Stars, dance music
provided by the band from the South Wales Borderers (:rumour
has it that the R.SM. was seen " twisting"), and a mouthwatering buffet.
Saturday morning saw a variety of sporting activities including
a seven-a-side knock-out football competition amongst 12 teams
in which 2II Squadron eventually beat 2o6 Squadron in the
finals; a tennis match between the Officers and Ladies of Biinde
and the Officers and Ladies of Lubbecke, which the home team
won by 8 matches to 5; a tug o' war in which ··the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants of the Regiment defeated the officers in
two sttaight pulls, despite the fact that the two small officers
were entered as one man; a Squadron Commanders' race won
by l Squadron with Major Cattennull putting in a fine spurt;
and a children's race which was adjudged a dead heat for all
13 competitions!
Saturday evening was fairly hectic-Beating Retreat on the
Market Square in Biinde at 5.30 p .m., the Officers' Mess cocktail party at 7.30 followed by the all ranks' dance from 8.30 to
midnight. The Band and Drums of the South Wales Borderers
by kind permission of Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Sharp and the
officers of The South Wales Borderers put on a very stirring
display which was watched by over l,OOO of the local population
and the leading c;itizens and town officials of Biinde. They also
provided the music at the Officers' Mess cocktail party where
the 200 guests included the G.O.C. 2 Division, Major-General
M. A. H. Butler, c.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., Brigadier M. A. Charlton,
o.B.E., C.C.R . Signals l (BR) Corps, Biirgermeister Rothemeyer
and many town officials. The all ranks' dance went with a
swing; there was no lack of young ladies from Biinde and the
" twist" seemed to further Anglo-German relations.
Sunday provides;\ the culmination of the weekend by the open
air Kohima Memorial Service held on the sports field in which
H .Q. 2 D ivision participated. The service was conducted by
the Rev. L. Lloyd Jones, B.A., S.C.F. 2 Division, and the Lesson

"
,,"
"
"
"
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:
Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Woollen
...
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene
.. .
. ..
Corps Cuff Links
Association Bunonbole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges
Crested Ash Trays

7/6
8/6

II/21/21/21/8/6

3/45/4/6

Members only

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
I/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
...
35/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
...
20/Corps Plaques
29/6 Plus postage
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).

ntlllHllllllllllHlllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllWWllllDlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllWJIJllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Lie utenant-Colonel G . H. Hoerder, M.B.E. with G.O.C. 2 Div.,
Major-General M. A. H. Butler, C.B.E., D .S.O., M.C., after the
Kohima March Past, Sunday 8th July
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Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.

Garden Fete, Friday 6th .

Bundwood Express starting out from the
Station
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was read by Lieutenant-Colonel Hoerder. In his address the
Rev. Jone reminded us that those who fought and died at
Kohima were ordinary men who had risen to the occasion with
courage and selflessne s.
After the service Major-General M. A. H . Butler, C.B.E., D.S .o.,
M.C., too~ the salute as L ieutenant-Coloneil. H ocrder, M .B.E., led
znd Regiment and H.Q. Company 2 D ivision in the march past
to the music of the Band and Drums of the South Wales
Borderers. So ended another Kohima Weekend which had
involved a large amount of hard work for everyone in the Regiment and for which thanks are due not only to the Squadrons
and Troops but also to Staff Sergeant Mitchell A.C.C., and his
stalwart cook , the Regimental Wives' Club and the Band of the
outh
ales Borderers who brought a touch of colour which
made us forget the weather.

3rd IlEGDIENT
The Regiment is now not sure whether it is ra:nbow bombs
or the Officers' multi-coloured " fore and aft " hats which
occasionally dazzle the atmosphere ro such an extent that it
can no longer carry our radio comms !
We have ~.ow comp~e!e? our per~odi<: about turn in " Regimental roles. Our D1v1S1onal type vehicles are wedged in the
garages. Our set boxes (and all the other bits and pieces of
Force Signal Regiments) have been taken out and dusted the
spiders on them painted over. The weighing machines have
been working overtime--everything from linemen's ladders to
Landrovers now has its weight painted on it ! All this bas
culminat~ in the first big "Force" Exercise of the year. Half
the Regun~nt flew from Colerne to Abingdon with all its kit
and belongings ~d the other half from Abingdon to Colerne.
Perhaps the ch01ce of name Exercise " Kiwi VI " was a little
unfo:runate (as kiwis cannot fly), otherwise it was counted a
considerable success.
. As pare of "Kiwi VI," Radio Relay Troop took a step forward
mto the ti...-rure. !'or the ~t time ever a half-ton radio relay
detachment was lifted bodily under a Belvedere helicopter and
was flown to its relaying location. The crew of the detachment
travelled inside rhe helicopter and Lieutenant T. A. Panther, the
Officer Commanding, even did his recce from one ! Altogether
the detachment travelled some 6o miles slung underneath the
~vc:dere. Who was more worried when this unusual combtnation flew _over Marlborough at about 200 feet is not
recorded, but 'l.t has been suggested that both the citizens of
~e town and Mr. Panther were pretty green looking at this
time!
Anoth~r Exercise-This time in Denmark-helping the S.A.S.
The Regrmertt sent a _detachment of one Corporal, one LanceCori;><>ral and five S1gnalmei;i to 22nd Special Air Service
Regunent at Hereford to go with them for their annual Exercise
to Denrn_ark. All seven ~en. ?'ere operators and they spent
a week m Hereford fam:.hansmg themselves with the codes
and sets in use with the Regiment.
This is Corporal Mortimer's re1tort :
".We left on 3rst May. Our job was to help man the 'Base'
;ad1~ s~s and k~ep a 24-hour watch in case any patrol checked
m. with informauon. On his briefing, <the Commanding Officer
said we s~ould be roughing it this time. We arrived to find
huge Damsh tents put up and waiting for us to move into, with
double, 'tl~r~ beds already ~~de up. If this is roughing it at
base, Ill iom the S.A.S. W1thm hours of our arrival the patrols
were on the.ir way. T~eir task was no easy one, because most
of the Dan_ish population seems to take an active interest in
these Exerc!ses and they do their best to catch our blokes. One
patrol was informed on by a group of young children.
"After the Ex~rcise t~e fun began. We were given a dayand-a-half to go s1ghtseemg. We went to Viborg to have a look
at the ~thedr~l, with its various murals, and then to the brewery
~ffic1ally to msi:ect the bottling department-but really to get
Jugged up on the:r lager, which was very nace ! After we had
slept that lot ~ff, we.were allowed into a night club free as long
as we were 1? uniform. The local female population was
extremely hospltable, perhaps it is our colourful uniforms 1 The
next day, unfonunately, we had to return to England." ·
After "Kiwi VI'', the Princess Royal's Day. Thursday, 5th
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Belvedere carrying Radio Relay Detachment

July, the Regiment had a holiday- festival would perhaps be a
beliter word. We started off w.ith a quiet morning. In th e
afternooi:i we had a cricket match, Officers and Sergeants against
the Regtmenral l earn (guess who won ?); Go-Karting on th e
Square, a children's fun-fa ir and pony rides at Mercury House
(our Regimental Oub). We finished the day quite noisily with
an all ranks' dance to the excellent music of the Band of the
D~e of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment. M an, .t hat Band play
-r:w1st way out ! There are still ugly rumours going around that
Signalman Barry Cosford actually did s plit h imself up the
middle that night !
This month iwe ihave set the "powers on high " something
of a problem. We have at last joined forces with the "workers "
of 3 Division-H.Q., 3 Division Headquarters Company-to
whom we extend a hearty welcome- they can share our guard
duties with us; we might even persuade .them <to buy THE WIRE.
We congr~~~te C.S .M. J. D . French, M .M., Scots Guards,
S.S.M. of D1V1s1on H.Q. Squadron, on being the first C.S.M .
to be an S.S.M., if you can work that one out !
As we bring these notes to a close, 2 Squadron are trund li ng
down the r?ad on a week's holiday in Cornwall. They claim
they are gomg down dtere 11:0 get some work done, but it was
nouceable that <they all packed their swimming trunks !
Anyway, who has ever heard of an Exercise with a name like
" Cornish Pasty " ?
J,ater News
We referred last month to our integration with our Divisional
Headqua:ters: _this m_ay . be the last set of Notes appearing
under this headmg. Fmdmg a new and acceptable title is no
easy task and somewhere a game is being played not unlike
tha~ on ".Sunday Night at the London Palladium " with intrepid
ladies trytng to make sense out of a jumble of words.
Meanwhil~ most of the Regiment is on . block leave leaving
a rear party m a very empty Bulford. Empty that is of soldiers
for we have J;>e~ .invaded for s<;>~e time by an army of civilian;
bent on rebu1ldmg Bulford. It 1s JUSt forty years since the Regiment firs~ came to the Garrison. There have been many
cha~ges smce then, but none on the scale of those started this
spnng.
Large areas have been fenced off by the contractors (as a
defence against children?) and many of the hutted areas are
now but. sc_ars in the chalk. And not before time, for some of
rhese buildings-long condemned-were still in use as married
quarters until a few weeks ago.
Wel~o~e as this work is, for some it was a wrench to leave
the ~w1 Officers' Mess which is being rebuilt as an Infantry
Battalion Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. However,
thanks to some sterling work by the LAD we were able to
remove r.he panelling from the ante room and library which
was put m by the officers of the Regiment in 1938.
We already have some two hundred new other ranks' married
quarters a~d are. promised much n ew building over the next
two years, mcluding schools and a community centre to replace
the shopping area so appropriately known as " Tin Town."
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The first weekend in July will long be remembered in
Herford, for an entirely new sound was heard above the usual
thunder of lorries and squeal of tyres-the skirl o' the pipes.
The occasion ? The Regiment was host to the Pipe Band of
227 (Argyll and Sutherland) Regiment, R. A. (T.A.), World
Champion Pipers of 1962. H aving played on Friday, 6th, for
the Regimental Cocktail Par ty (an extremely well-attended
function, and very enjoyable by all accounts). the Band wen t
to, and played at, the Wives' Club ' Sale of Work' on the
Saturday. Then, having thoroughly disturbed the usually
peaceful, in fa ct somnolent, residents of H ammersmith Barracks,
they marched off into th e town of H erford on the morn ing of
Sunday, 8th, where, resplendent in their ceremonial bearskins
and kilts, they drew a crowd of several hundred people in
the square, and successfully disrupted all traffic in the town.
In the aft ernoon, the Band played to an equally large audience
in the neighbouring town of Bad Salzuflen , where they were
filmed, later to appear on German T elevision. M any thanks
to the Band for a ' stirring ' weekend, and one can safely say
tha t their enjoyment of the tour can be judged from the looks
on their faces on being told the price of whisky over h er e.
Pride of place this month must go to the canoeists of the
Regiment. The first ever canoe crossing from Norway to Denmark, and a convincing win in the Divisional Canoe Race;
both achievements of which we are justil.y proud.
Firstly, Exercise " Terje Viken." which grew from an idea
of Signalman Richards of r Squadron into a full scale leave
project, complete with full co-operation from the Royal
Norwegian Navy. It was based on a mythical journey by the
legendary Norwegian Terje Viken, who is said to have rowed
across the Skagerrak, which lies between Norway and D enmark,
in 1809. His journey is related in a poem by Henrik Ibsen, and
Signalman Richards, with Lieutenant P. S. Norris of The
Lancashire Fusiliers, decided to try to emulate this achievement. Hence they set out from the Adventure Leave Centre
at Kristiansand on June 29th, having already been delayed three
ti mes due to bad weather. They were placed in the water at
23.00 hours that n ight at Torigen Light, and 20t hours and 70
nautical miles later arrived at Hirtshals in D enmark, tired but
physically fit. The weather throughout the crossing was bad,
despite assurances to the contrary by Norwegian Naval forecasters. In fact, Commander Bang, of the R.N.N., who accompanied the canoeists in his vessel S.K.S. 5, predicted that the
water would be 'like a mirror.' After the crossing, Lieutenant
Norris voiced the opinion that 'if that was typical of Norwegian mirrors the local males must have an awful trouble ·
with shaving.' All the more credit, then, to these adventurous
young men, and congratulations on a really fine effort.
The Divisional Canoe Race on the River Weser was this year
a two-day event, with seven Units from the Division entering.
Our old rivals, The Green Howards, were reported to have been
training very hard, and on the strength of this, Lieutenant
Gray and a party of sta.Jwarts were not seen by the Regiment
for many moons. Their absence was justified, however, for on
the first day, which consisted of a sprint of 7 km., the Signalmen
showed that local knowledge was advantageous because they
cunningly used the currents to help them along, thus gaining
many valuable minutes on their rivals. Canoes from the Regiment finished rst, 2nd, 4th, 5th and roth out of 22 giving us
first and second in the team placings. The second day, however, was yet to come. The distance to be covered was 65 km.,
and our canoes moved up well right from the start. We were
feeling quite confident, when we suddenly discovered that the
Green Howards canoes had crept up, and were now ahead on
time. Much frantic exhortation from spectators on the banks,
including a radio detachment waving several suspicious-looking
brown bottles in encouragement, resulted in a close, but clear,
victory over our rivals. Well done, Lieutenant Gray, Corporals
Thomas and Pittaway and Signalman Brookes for a fine team
effort, and well done the other members of the Regiment who
competed. Congratulations also to the Green Howards team
who so very nearly pipped us. Incidentally, there is no truth
in the rumour that a certain 0 C. Squadron deliberately
manoeuvred a car ferry into the path of their canoes-he was
in fact, shanghaied l On the other hand, can anyone substantiate the report that Mr. Gray was seen wearing uniform
one day last week?
From the point of view of training, things have been very
quiet -since Exercise " Salad Days.'' The Regiment has run a
Military Proficiency Course, on which students practised the
basic skills of a soldier; how easy it is to become 'rusty' after
leaving the Training Brigade! Also a Driver Conversion and
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4 DIV CANOE RACE
Signalman Brookes (front) and Corporal Pittaway in Canoe No. 5,
They were the other half of the winning team

Upgrading Course was held towards the end of the month. A
party of Officers, N.C.O.s and men from the Regiment, led by
Captain Lloyd, disappeared in the direction of England on a
tour which is officially labelled ' Keeping the Army in the
Public Eye.' With a week of leave at the end of the recruiting
drive; there should be little doubt that the aim will be well
and truly maintained.
Arrivals in and departures from the Regiment are too
numerous and frequent to mention in detail. We would, however, like to wish all those departing the best of luck in the
future and extend a hearty welcome to all new arrivals.
7th

REGDIENT

Nijmegan ii.larches. This year once more the Regiment successfully took part in this event which has now reached
international scale proportions. Due perhaps solely to the drive
and persuasion of Captain R. . Filsell, R.E.M.E., O.C. L.A.D.,
and C.S.M. Carpenter, A.P.T.C., who trained the team over
some few hundreds of miles of local countryside the team succeeded where many failed. 13,000 marchers were reduced to
n,ooo after the first day which is some indication of the effort
required to stay the course. Blisters in plenty, even the cycle
orderly su.ffered with them, fatigue and extremely warm humid
weather were successfully combatted by our determined team and
won for them a team award for the second year.
R egimental Fete. This was held on 30th June which
apart from being the writer's birthday was memorable for its
most unfavourable weather. Winter clothing was the order of
the day which makes the smiling face of Sergeant Stacey in the
photos shown that much more of a gallant effort. An encouraging profit was however made which has now been forwarded to
R.E.M.E., R.A.P.C., A.C.C., and our own Corps Benevolent
Funds.
Continued on page 322
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THE REG IMENTAL FETE
(Left) Sergeant Stacey faces the "bowling"

and is bowled !

~lotor Cycle Trials.
The successes of our Trials
Team are, without any exaggeration, becoming taken for granted.
For example:
26th June, 1962 : Team winners 7 Armoured Brigade Group.
Runner-up Best Individual, Sergeant Slaughter.
4th July, 1962: Team winners (" B" team) 12 Infantry
Brigade Group Trials. Team runner-up (" A " team). Best Individual, Signalman Everett. Best Novice, Signalman Everett. 2nd
ovice, Signalman Hill.
16th July, 1962: In 6 Infantry Brigade Group Trials our
teams took all the awards except one-" The Best Beginner."
The simple reason was that no member was eligible.
31st July, 1962: Team winners in 4th Division Trials. Runnerup Best Individual, Sergeant Slaughter.
At the time of writing our teams are out again attempting
successfully, we hope, to bring off yet another victory.

11th BEGIHENT
It seems almost unbelievable that with flaming June behind
us little sunshine has appeared in Gatterick .vhis year. However, the weather has not been unkind enough to spoil the
Old Comrades' Week-end activities, or interfere with the two
Pass-Off Parades we have had since the fast WIRE notes
were despatched.
Best Recruits
On 2nd June 23895851 Signalman R. Laidlaw passed out as
Best Recruit with 3 and 4 Troops. Born ·in Edinburgh, Signalman Laidlaw finished bis schooling at Poxtobello Senior
Secondary School. He worked as a wholesale fruit salesman
until rhe age of 22 and then decided to join the Royal Signals.

Signalman Capell
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On 12th July, the Chief Signal Officer of Northern Army
Group, Brigadier-General Dr. H. Maultzsch, v:sited the
Regiment. During his stay he was introduced to the general
aspects of uaining Royal Signals recruits and observed young
soldiers being introduced to their weapons. Perhaps he was
most impressed by I and 2 Troops undergoing drill tra:ning on
Baghdad Drill Square. It iis o~ten forgotten that German troops
are still restruoted by convention from this type of drill training.
Captain iB. I. Weston, nth Regiment, acted as A.D.C. for
the vis.it. He has recently completed a course to enable him to
take his interipretership in German. A useful exercise for him
to this end.
lit iwas apparent that relationships common to our own Corps
are already ibuilding up dn Signals circles in N.A.T.0., when
the General immediately irecognised R.S.M. M. Ham, whom he
previously met Jn Herford, B.A.0.R., many months ago. We
are sure that General M aultzsch found his visit most profitable
in furthering the knowledge of N.A.T.O. Signals that a C.S.O.
NORTHAG would require.
Cricket
In the Mackwomh Trophy cricket knock-out competition, the
Regiment's " A " .team defeated 8th R egiment " A " team by
seven wickets. The same day the " B " team also defeated 8th
Regiment " B " team, and both teams are now successfully
through to ithe next round.
Tennis
It Js pleasing to note that despite the lack of tennis players
early on iin cthe season the tennis tteam is now well reinforced.
In our Mackworth Trophy match against 8th Reg.i ment the
team convincingly won by eight matches to one, despite the
fact that it was depleted by other regimental activities. lt is
hoped !that we will strengthen it even further before the end
of the season.

7TH REGIMENT MC TRIAL TEAMS
Facing from left to right: Sergeant W illiams, Sergea nt Atherley, W .0.11 G ibson,
Signalman Everett, Sergeant Sankey, Sergeant Slaughter, Signalman Collier,
Sergeant Spooner, Corporal Huntleigh-Smith. At back : Captain T. P. Can ham,
OIC Team

He originally enlisted on a thiee years' engagement but has now
changed his engagement Ito nine years. When asked why he
increased his engagement, he said " I now realise that the Army
gives me a worthwhile oppomunity to learn a trade and
excellent chances to see the world.
S1gnalman Laidlaw has four brothers and a sister, a1l of
whom work as civilians. His father, however, was in the Royal
Scots during the war.
He now continues hi s training as a Special Operator.
On 8th July, 23911056 Signalman Capell passed out as Best
Recruit with 5 and 6 Troops. Signalman Capell was born
in Loughborough and am:ended secondary school there. He
left at the young age of 15, then joined the Merchant Navy
for two interesting years; he toured European and Middle East
ports, working as a steward with the Blue Star Line. He left
tihe Merchant Navy at the relatively young age of 17. For a
short time he worked as a stone mason at Bracknell, hoping
that his new employment would satisfy his ambition. He soon
found out <that cthis was not so. The urge l[O travel came back
and after consulting his father he decided to join the Royal
Corps of Signals.
None of his lihree brothers have been .in the Army, but his
father did serve with the East Yorkshire Regiment for six yearB
during the war.
Signalman Capell now continues training as a T elegraph
Operator, a trade we hope he can settle down in.
Visits
The Regiment were honoured by a visit from the S.0.-in-C.,
Major-General A. M. W. Whisder, c.B.E., on Tuesday, 26th
June, 1962. During !llhe course of his visit he spoke 11:0 many
Officers and N.C.0.s and expressed his interest ~n the problems
of .recruit training. Later he .remarked rt:hat he was well satisfied
with the general pattern of training within the Regiment.
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~isplay

by 44th Parachute Squadron, T.A.

Old Comrades' We4"k-e>11d, 7th - 9th Jul)·
The week-end was a great success throughout Catteack. The
Warrant Officer ' and Sergeants' Mess were responsible for
sponsoring the entertainment of 6r Old Comrades, although the
'bus service laid on r~ulted in a great majority of them visiting
llhe Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess over the week-end.
This was a great effort of hospitality when considering that
the Mess had only moved eight days previously back to Baghdad
This now an~ient location provided some nostalgic
Lines.
memories to many of the visiting Old Soldiers. The photograph
below shows R.S.M. Ham talking to ex-R.Q.M .. W . G.
Withers. R.Q.M.S. Withers was born on 16th September,
1893, and enlisted in the Middlesex Regiment on 6th June,
l!}IO. In 1912 he jo'.ned R.E. Signals and served with them
until 1920. In 1920 he became a member of the Royal Corps
of Signals and served until 1933. W ar resulted in his re-enlistment to Royal Signals in 1939 and he eventually retired in 1949·
How's this for a Regimental Number, 2303470? Certainly a
man with a great deal of Signals experience behind him. The
Regiment also entertained two Chelsea Pensioners, Coughan
and Pledger, ages 79 and 67 respectively.
Aft e r the Saturday
night's entertainment it
was pleasing to see such
a splendid turn-out at
the churoh parade of no
less than 250 Old Comrades. Lieutenant-Colonel
S.
W.
Brackenbury,
M.B.E., took the parade,
R.S.M. M. Ham being
Parade R.S .M.
Then
followed the magnificent
sight of all these Old
Soldiers marching energetically to ch u r ch,
headed by the banners of
the Association Branch; a
fine example to all the
younger generation looking on and taking part.
On Sunday afternoon a
display and Pass-Off
Parade was held on the
Messines Sports Field.
The Old Comrades witnessed the Pass-Off of 5
and 6 Troops, l rth RegiR.S.M. M. Ham and Mr. W. G. Withers
ment (Depot), in a most
impressive parade. It was
pleasing to hear some of the favourable comments made by the
Old Soldiers about the turnout and bearing of the recruits
on parade.
Omer actiivities at the display included an assault course
competition. Two teams from each of. the three Signal
Regiments in Ca-ttenick and the School of Signals were present.
Lieutenant D. J. Jolly and his merry men from 7 and 8 Troops
nth Regiment (Depor), carried off wiuh " A " team rhe .Com. petiliion Cup, which was presented by the Maste: of Signals.
The cup will now be competed for annually at this event.
There is lititle doubt that the week-end reunion was a great
success. Certainly the turn-out of so many Old Comrades and
the energy these men still have <to enjoy themselves clearly
portrays <he calibre of the men we have in our Corps.

MURPHY RADIO
require an experienced Maintenance Engineer for a large
VHF communications system in Northern India. The
tour of duty will be approximately six to nine months
with the prospect of similar employment elsewhere afterwards. Applicants must have had suitable installation or
maintenance experience, preferably with multichannel
VHF transmitters and receivers, and have a reasonable
technical background. Write with details of age, qualifications and experience to the Personnel Officer, Murphy
Radio Limited, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
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APOLOGY
Through an inadvertence, the August number of
The Wire featured a visit by a Company of the
Corps of Signals of Denmark to the 1st Regiment.
The host Regiment was in fact the 2nd Regiment.

THE WELFARE SECTION URGENTLY
REQUIRES CLOTHING

l
_
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Holiday month and not a great deal to report.
The Commanding Officer has returned to the fold fit and
well after a br ief spell in hospital.
_Our shooter , too, have. joined again from Bisley, where
~ .0.
II Copestake, Curtis and Kay had the distinction of
firing for the Corps in the Methuen Cup.
These thr e and Sergeant (433) Smith made the "Army 400 "
and W.O.II Kay reached the " Army loo."
9>nsidering training problems and difficulties, this is a rare
a hievem~t and reflects great credit on all concerned.
The girls, too, have been in the news again. Last month
they came away from Tidworth with the Southern Command
4 x no yards Relay Cup, and in mid-July at Alder hot took
on the .winners .of this event from the othe'r U .K. Comr:iands.
Two bits of silvei; now grace the ideboard, and we hope
to pr~uce some pictures of the gladiators with their trophies
next time. Well done.
Tney hav.e also ~eached the third round of the Southern
<f>mrnand mter-umt . rounders competition, and have their
sights fixed on that third pot. Keep going.
3 Squndron. July has been kind to the Cricket Team
no fixtures being cancelled for weather. The two most notabl~
matches of _the month_ .were both J:iere, at Bampton; one with
Messrs. Snuth and Philips, from W1tney, and a replay with Mr
G. Collins .O:armer.s' XI). Both produced very close result~
and .enterta~mg cricket, and we think did much to "cement
public relauons."
Du.r~ng August we. had two public engagements with a
r~r~1ung flavour.
First, a cricket match for boys from the
distnct, followed by a look-see at items of interest in the
Squadron, an~ later a visit from the Witney Round Table.
Congratulauons to one of our younger families, LanceCorporal and Mrs. J. Cuffe-a new arrival-a son.

16th REGIMENT
We are unable. to forward photographs of the Regimental
Fete; however, with ·t he accounts now complece the monetary
result was excellent and exceeded our expectation. With the
firial count down at over £300, some nice healthy cheques have
winged their way to the Benevolent Funds.
The Nij~egei;i Marc~~s a~e in full swing and the R egimental
team .left m high spmts m search of glory, or is it gory
(especially on .the feet), amongst the flat hills of Holland. Afiter
months of bard training they looked very fit and confident.
Hard luck on W.O.li Snell, who had to withdraw from the
team with a pulled muscle in .the leg!
With fair weather,. the Warrant O~cers and Sergeants played
off the scheduled cncke.t match agamst the Officers. Was it a
fact that the Captain turned up in his pyjamas and was Iefit out
of. the t~, or was it something I read in the daily paper<S.
With sputniks ~nd Tel.stars the talk of the day, it is certain
they have nothing on some of tlle balls bowled during the
course of the filtemoon.
·
The result of the match was a victory to the Officers by
seven runs.
ot to be out-done, the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants, ably led by the R.S.M., <retaliated by winning the
beer march. A very good day was had by all including
excellent buffet tea held in the Sergeants' Mess. '
S~11ting activities in the Regiment are of the seasonal trend,
desptte the bad we~e~ we have had. In the summer hockey
league we are runmng m a gqod position with five games won,
two drawn, one losr, and foux to go we hope to finish near the
top.
On 9th .July the Unit athletic team travelled to Herford to
~ake pa~ m the B.A.O.R. team athletic competition representing Rhine Area.
Conditions. were ideal on these two days and th e performances very high. The team finished last out of nine teams.
On ~~th July the earn took part in the Morrison Cup
competJUon .. ~s in the previous two years, the weather was
wet and conditions poor. A very tired team who had run them
elves to ~ standstill the previous two days finished filth.
We finished first in four of the 14 events : 4 x loo metres·
4 x 200 metres; discus; javelin.
'
f ~gling within the Unit continues, with keen competition
or t e use of our three day tickets. One member of our Club
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was invited to join the local Angling Club, on whose waters
we fish; nee~ess t o say h e accepted wh ich now means, of
course, fo~r of our Club can fish at th e same time. The local
Club (~vh 1.ch from now on we will refer to as che Kemp ener
Cl~b) ~nvJtcd four . of us to enter their annual competition,
which 1s a b~ ~t weight out of rhrce days, only fish of size to
count competmon. Best weight of the first day was 400 grams
caught .by a m ember o~ Kempcn er Club. The first day of th~
coi:ipeuuon was. defimtely not a fishing day. The evening
fims~ed us up m. a gasthouse where only l(lhe best pidgeon
English/G.erman is spoken; the evening stretched well into
th~ followmg day. German anglers have as their patron saint
Sai~t Peter, and al~ay~ gre~t each other with "Petl'i hail," to
whic~ the. ans:w~r is
Petn dunk." This particular night .i.t
was Petn hail' and Petri drank." That is I am afraid all
the news about the Angling Club at present, ~ore next mo~th .
Life in Krefeld

In . this issue I am devoting the space for <the interest of
married personnel. As in most cases, the amount of married
p~rsonnel .far ~xceed rthe qual'ters available, so firstly I will deal
\Vil.th the s1tuat1on as it ~~nds at the moment. Married Quarters
are. allocated on. t<he .i;iomts system by a Garrison Commit·tee,
wh_1c;h u~ually .sits ·t\v1ce each month. There is a fairly Jong
wa~mg hst an<;f on average a man wirh 60 points would have a
wait of approximately two months, for Officers the wait is much
longer. . Though many of the Married Quarters are in Krefeld
rh~ Regiment also occupy s.o me in other places as far a.field a~
Dusseldorf, Br~cht, Neu-Kirchen and Uerdingen. We do try
to keep our . shift workers quartered in Krefeld but .cllls is not
always possible.
'
No".' a .word a~out amenities for the family. Most of the
JS -done m the NAAF~, which in Krefeld is situated
m Bradbury B~rracks. The shop is at the moment a "B "
class shop and is on the small side. A new larger shop is at
the moment l.Ulder construction and should be ready in a few
mo?ths. We then hope to have facilities for buying commodities
which at the moment are only obtainable on order or a,r one
~hoppmg

LATEST APP.ROVED PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
~~~t~e~.lue/ Navy/Green, r atio 3: I : 3 two leathe r atrapa, two

Home - 10/- each plus 9d. post
Abroad-9/- each plus 9d. post
Wall Shlelds 7K x 6¥ Royal Signals
30/Blazer Badges "Superior "
...
40/" Quality" Car Badges
38/Siik Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
95/Sergeants full size Regime~~al Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap
Crested
'
..6/6
E.xport
...
36/6
Peak Cap. No. I. Dress O.R's 22/6 (plus post) 3/-

...,_

Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD
CLAYGATE, SURREY
'
Telephone : ESHER 3705
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of the "A " shops. T he Regiment runs a weekly 'bus service
for the fam '. lics to rhese N AAFI shops in Krefcld and
Rheindahlen.
There is h ere, as in most R egiments, a Wives' Club, which
nonnl.lly h olds meetings once a month . Included in their
many activities arc shopping trips to Holland and, on occasions,
Cologne.
For the children's educat:on, the B.F.E.S. have a primary
school in Krcfeld for 't he younger ch ildren normally up to the
age of l I , after wh ich th ey may go to one of th e secondary
boarding schools or the day school .at Rheindahlcn, depending
on where one's Married Quarter is situa.ted. For .the day

sohools adequate transport is provided from and to th e !;Chool
each day. The midday meal is provided by the school at a
cost of approximately DM 3 (5/-) per week.
T he educatLon afforded is good and compares favourably with
schools i.n the U .K . Uniform is worn generally, but is not
compulsory for the children at the secondary schools.
Finally, identity cards must be carried by all dependents
of th e Forces in G ermany, so it is advisable for the family to
bring two passport s-ize photographs with them; this will save
a delay in the !issue of the cards. Families require the identity
card and trading permits to be able to shop in the NAAFI.

Princess Royal Day in Near East, .1962
HE first an.d the last. What m igh t be termed .as a" Final "

T inauguration of the new Corps day was toheldexis.tm NEARELF
only 34 days before the Command
for, on ;rst
cea se~

August, Malta and Libya moved out to orbit on their o.wn. Like
Telstar, it is hoped in Cyprus to hear from them occasionally.
The last it may have been in one sense, but it was a first that
set what is hoped to be a sound pattern for the future. The
Chief Signal Officer's view was this was a C~rps fa~ily day
and, as the following report culled from the various urut reports
shows, this view was well implement ed.
In Cyprus, the day started with a Church service at Dhekelia
attended by families stationed in Dheke'lia itself and some who
journeyed over from Famagusta.
203 Squa1lron notes take up Chc- stor~· ·
The Corps first Princess Royal Day saw 203 Squadron and
3 Squadron 15th Regiment, old friends of work and J:?layi on<:e
again working closely together to make a success of this historic
occasion in our Corps annals.
. .
.
.
Most of us at the time were heavily mvolved m preparing
for, or committed on, the various exercises which ;19 Infantry
Brigade Group bad flown to Cyprus to take part m. Consequently there were a few mumblings from t)le depths when
the time came to erect tents and generally gird ourselves for
the great day.
Fortunately all went well and the members of b<?th Sq~adrons
and their families seemed to have thorougldy enioyed lt. We
started the morning with an open air church service in Dhekelia
(held under the cover of marquees to keep the. sun off our
heads!) which was attended by the Chief Signal. Offi.cer
Brigadier C. T. Honeybotirne, who flew up from Episk?PJ to
join us, and also Lieutenant-Co~one~ and Mrs. D. p. Fairman.
and most of his officers and their wives of 9th R egiment.
The Padre (Reverend M. C. Lillingston-Price). set not only
the right scene for a trnly family gathering, but pomted out ~at
our communications to God were probably not up to the b1gh
tandard of our daily work. Lance-Corporal D. C. Toller of
203 Squadron read the Lesson.
.
.
After the service we refreshed ourselves with drmks and
toured 203 Squadron's working display of some o! its equipment
and vehicles. This was conoluded by a t -ton line detachment
laying a demonstration route, after which we all moved to 3
Squadron's area.
3 Squadron showed us t~eir gleaming new Signal C~ntre
which was opened by the Prmcess Royal on her recent trip to
Cyprus. We were also given an interesting tour around the
Dhekelia Area Telephone Exchange.
Everybody then moved to a nearby beach for a picnic lunch
followed by an afternoon of swimming, natt~ring childr~n's
races, chattering, ladtes' and gents' races and still more talking.
Many thanks are due to Signalman: D . Oddie of 3 Squadron who
kindly lent us his boat for the afternoon. The boat was hardly
visible under its load of yelling children who were thoughtfully,
and with many thanks from Mums, looked after by several of
the bachelors.
During the afternoon consternation reigned amongst the
assembled gathering when an Auster ~ircraft appeare~ at prac~ically nought feet with a figure wavm.g and appearmg to be
trying to land amongst us. However, it turned out to be the
Chief Signal Officer on his way back to Episkopi who, presumably smelling our delicious barbecue, had found us and dropped
us a good luck message.
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After the successful barbecue on the beach most of the children
went home to bed while the remainder had a last drink and final
swim before moving back to Camp.
Here the bar was aga in opened and film show given for all
ranks and their familiies on the officers' mess tennis court. As
the sounds of "Davy Crockett" came to a close all quietly and
sleepily departed for their beds after our first and very successful Princess Royal Day.
At Fan1agusta, 9th Regiment's prog.. amme
included a luncheon party at the Officers' Mess, where the chief
guest was Brigadier Honeyboume, beach barbecue parties and
late night festivities. Throughout all these events the keynote of
a family holiday was maintained. A different kind of note was
the "ham" activity.
The twenty-four hours from 08.00 G.M.T. was very much
enjoyed by all operators of the radio club> who covered the whole
time on shifts. This was to be the last event as ZC4SS, for the
Republic call 584SS was due to come into force on 1st July,
so, we decided once more to go out in the sun. Nothing elaborate
. . . . just a long extension lead from a point on the comer of
the cricket pitch and two 36 foot masts, a brightly coloured sun
umbrella . . . . and away.
The only planning that we had time for was the construction
of a "ZL Special" dreamed up by Corporal J. Dark and put
together with the aid of Signalman P. 0. Buchanan. With high
hopes that 21 mc/s would be open .. .. we pointed this at U.K.
and got on the air eventually a couple of hours late. The first
thing we beard was a discussion between M.P.T.A.M. (Trucial
Oman Scours) and 9M2AD (Royal Signals Malaya). We heard
9M2AD calling " C.Q. Royal Signals Contest" and after working MP4TAM . . .. we did the same with little result. However
still R/T (Royal Signal type) we worked V.S.I.G.C. in Singapore
(but he was R .E.'s) and followed up with various other contacts
in Europe. The horrible rea-lisation struck us in the afternoon
that we were beamed in the wrong direction so a hasty down
and up was carried out. Later in the evening, glory be, we heard
our first listed ca I in the Royal Signals A.M. Radio Society
Members List . . . . G3ADZ (Major H aylock) was calling on
C.W. but fighting the Q.S.B.... we realised that he was giving
us his " Mercury " number .... and we had been thinking more
in the serial number way! However we reciprocated, but contact was lost. That was the end of the contest as far as we were
concerned. Stalwart "ops " to work the shifts were Signalman
D . Hardman (soon for U.K.), Corporal J. Dark, Signalman P.
Buchanan and Corporal J. Staniforth.
A shnilar •• bnm " effort was being mnde by
15th llegirne nt.
It was decided that 2 Squadron's celebrations of Princess Royal
Day would be in the form of a day out on the beach for the
whole Squadron, with their wives and families. Accordingly,
quite early in the morning, an advance party set out for Governor's Beach about 16 miles east of Limassol, for the purpose of
setting up the bar, beach umbrellas, etc. This was done with a
little effort and a lot of swearing, and at about 10 o'clodc the
rest of the Squadron began to arrive in buses and private cars.
The weather was excelleDJ:, the water warm, and soon everybody went for a swim. S.S.M. Molony established himself as
barman and was soon administering in a very professional
manner to the needs of thOl>e of us who wanted to get wet inside
as well as out.
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There being several amateur radio enthusiasts among us, the
" ham '' station from Transmitter site had been bod.Hy uprooted
and brought along with us, and after a few unexpected sparks
and flashe· at the out et we finally got on the air. Our callsign
was ZC4TX/P, the /P, of which we were very proud, meant
that we were operating a portable rig (after all, we carried it
there ! ! ! ). Our first contact came when searching the band
for a clear spot to send out a C.Q. and we tuned in to a conver ation between MP4TAM (Sergeant D icker in the Trucial
Oman) and 9K2AD (Kuwait). We "worked " both these
stations after they had finished. We did even try to work the
other Royal Signals hams in Cyprus, but could not even raise
them. Inside the skip distance, you know ! ! !
We had several more contacts during the day, among them
being EA3NQ (Spain), VS1GC (Singapore), 9M2AH (Kuala
Lumpar), hSR (Italy), and G38MY (England).
The lastnamed contact, by the way, was the club's only contact with
England all day, and to our chagrin was made by a visitor to
the beach, an amateur friend of our (ZC4AB) who had come
down to see how we were getting on. Other visitors were
some of the lads from the club station at R.A.F., Akroriri
(ZC4AJ().
Our stalwart operators were Staff Sergeant D . C. Pocock,
Lance-Corporal D. C. Bullard, Signalman F. A. Larcombe
and Mr. P . B. West. Everybody on the beach seemed very
interested, we had plenty of spectators around the rig all the
time. Although most of them had never seen a " ham" station
being operated before, ail being jaded professionals, we were
asked a lot of questions, so perhaps we'll be getting some new
operators. One person who seemed especially interested was
the O.C., and we tried to get him to send out a ca:ll, but
apparently he is shy!
Perhaps the two highlights of the day were provided by
the excellent salad lunch put on by the cookhouse, and the
" buzzing" we were given by the Chief Signal Officers' 'plane.
We had been informed that he would be flying over to drop us
a message, and at about 4 o'clock the 'plane appeared, flying
very low. H e passed over our heads and dropped his message
on the large 15 we had made in the sand. It informed us that
the Chief Signal Officer was sorry he could not join us, but
hoped we were enjoying ourselves. The pilot then made a

few more runs over the beach, narrowly missing the ham
club's aeria1, and was gone.
At about six o'clock we began to pack our gear, ready to
depart. Everybody had enojyed ·themselves, and as they m ade
their ways home, tired but happy, many were heard to remark :
" \Ve must do this again sometime." Maybe next 28th June
might be appropriate!
Rt•adquarters and l Squadron had, meanwhile, been
sent on a frantic car treasure hunt by Major C. F. Bushell.
"Frantic" may sound too harsh a word for a very well organised
and thoroughly entertaining enterprise full of (very!) original
thoughts---'but maybe the average competitor just did not have
the same tortuous and off-beat thinking that to the organiser
appeared to have been thought straight-'forward. The competitors, of course, made no mistakes-but the planner I Nevertheless, no one really got lost, and whether it was the scent of
the brine, all made the final rendezvous on Governor's beach
more or less oin good order. For those on shift during these
frolics, a beach ·barbecue was held on itunnel beach that night.
To add to the general family atmosphere success, it was very
pleasant to have ·the full support of the civilian members of the
Regiment thoroughout.
Away in ~lalta, a full week's programme is described,
together with other items of interest. First and foremost, we
say farewell to Major W. Brennan the ex-T.0.T. of 234
Squadron (Malta), who bas now retired from the Army, after
over 35 years' service. We wish both he and Constance many
happy years in their retirement. Even though India became
divorced from the British military scene in 1947, we feel that
our last military link with that country has now finally been
severed, but we eagerly await more experiences in the "whats "
name (Memoirs) on there!
We welcome Lieutenant and Mrs. Taylor to the Squadron
in their place.
We also bid farewell to our C.R. Signals and his wife, who
recently departed, and welcome Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
A. J. Clarke. We wish the best of fortune to Lieutenant-Colonel
and Mrs. T. G. Chambers in their new station.

l
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The finest family car in its class

*

* *

Fine performance from a large '1600' engine
developing 56·5 b.h.p.
Specially strengthened
front end for greater stability.
Powerful, hydraulic brakes with 121 square inches braking
area.
Silent hypoid rear axle and 13t cu. ft.
luggage space.
With this goes fully-proven Hillman r eliability,
high quality finish and elegance. At its price
there's nothing to match t he Hillman Minx
De Luxe Saloon anywhere!

*

4·DOOR DE LUXE SALOON
H.M. Forces pos te d
o verseas are able to
pu rchase at ge nerous
tax free rates , wh ich
allow up t o six months
motoring in t he
U.K. Please write for
fu ll details.

guests.
The cricket match between Royal s·1gna1s o ffi cers ~n d R oya1
Engineer Officers (Malta) this time resulted i~ a wm for the
Sappers by five wickets. For us, the only br1ght spot was a
49 by Captain P. Chase.
.
We welcome a visit from part of 65th (M) Regiment (T.A;),
who somehow have contrived to hold their annual camp m
Malta.
On the sporting scene, cricket is not one OL" t h e .h"~ghl"gh
1 ts,
but the water polo and swimming teams are trammg hard
to retain the trophies they won last year.
.
On rst August, as mentioned earlier, North Afnca left
NEARELF and joined Malta. The last reports from ~19 and
245 Squadrons to come from the old Command, tell therr Corps
Day stories.
219 Squadron (Trl11olitania"s) main celebration f~r
Princess Royal Day was a Squadron barbecue. They he~d this
one day late, on 29th June, as it has been. found m. the
past that it is better to have these Squadron parties on ~ Fnday.
The staff seem to keep pretty quiet on Saturd~y mornings_ and
we can spare some men to clear up the remams.
.
Captain and Mrs. J. Cooper organised the barbecue, which
was on the beach at Kassala. It started at about 1~.00 hours
so that children could see part of it, and went _on until thi: early
hours, with dancing under the stars .. A certam lethargy ID the
Squadron was noticeable the followmg day. Thanks to t~e
hard work put in by Captain Coope~ and many others,. especially Corporal E. V. Taylor and the line party, the everung was
a great success.
.
d
th
On 1st July, Royal Signals church service ~as hel at
e
Garrison Church, for which the Squadron provided the flowers,

SIGN Al.S

(SINGAPOllE)

v .s.1.n.s. The members of the Corps Club in Singapore
woke on Saturday, 28th July, to a gloo~y weather pros~ct.
Dull, with heavy monsoon clouds wandermg fibout. ~othing
daunted, we started to set up our station a~d display equipment
in a marquee on 18th Regiment Sports Field to do our whack
for the Regi mental Pete being held that day. Fore~ Buckl.ey,
Club Secretary V.S.I.L.B., was a tower of strength ID producIDg
transport and labour, Staff Sergeant Llewellyn produced the
patter and lots of quiet hard work, and Staff Sergeant Dowsett,
V.S.I.H.D., produced the ":ig" f?r the da)'..
.
The heavy equipmen~ arnved w1~ the. ram and with a flurry
of activity the station displays and gimmicks were set up.
V.S.I.B .U., ·muttering away to himself ~s he knocked up a
couple of ground-planes for the duplex radio t~lephone? lent by
the Pye agents for the day, was studiously avoided until he had
his pair of little monsters mount~ on M.A.L. poles and got the
gear working. Then e".ery service telephone exchange supervisor rang up and that side of _the show "'.'as on, loud and clear.
Kerata 99, our oradio tele call sign, was qm~e busy fro~ then on.
While this was going on, the Club stau?n was bemg set up
and a loud cry of "Where's the power?" disclosed the fa~ that
no one had the key to. the "Gents" holding the nearest available
power socket.
.
.
This was soon put r1ght and V.S.I.~.S_. was on the all".,, The
local amateurs had been asked to. give us a shout and
co-operated magni~c.e~tly,. the President of MARTS, Mr. S.
Read, V.S.I.F.Z., vmtmg m person.
The club set was kept busy throughout the fete and a steady
trickle of visitors kept things goin~.
.
.
"ch
Marconi provided a S.S.B. pomt-to-pom~ transce1ve: whi
aroused a lot of interest and members prov~ded many .items of
both " home brewed " and commercial equipment which were
looked at avidly and worked by many.
Provided by the Signal Training Centre. (F.E.), a C1~/Rz10
ground station was shown a lot of attention and admued by
many.

D~roughout the daylight hours a "family day·: .v:-as he}d
on the beach, where swimming and other beach acuviues, smtably a<ided by "light" refreshments, were the order of the day.
Unfortunately, the plan ~? play .o~ the . annual challenge
match against the British Military M1ss1on cncket t~am for the
" A:llsops " Trophy was stumped befo!e the _wickets were
pitched, due to the " field of battle " bemg reqwred for more
benevolent purposes.
f
"al
In the evening, the Mercury qub was a scene o ~ore:S1of
activities A film show was quic~ly followed up by .&&
skill," n~t to men rion "chance,:' and ended on the familiar n~t.es
of dance music, kindly provided by guests and host~ alike,
certain instrumentalists of the 1st Bn. The Royal H1ghla~d
Fusiliers (Princess Margaret's Own Glasgow and Ayrshi~e
Regiment) band and other individualists who shall remam
nameless!
The theme in NEARELF was " a f ami·1 Y d ay. " N o 1argecale entertainments with outside guests were held .. From t~~
Padre's open ing remarks to the last barbecue fi!e glimmer, ~1
theme was well maintained. Other reports will .be r~ad with
interest but it is hoped wherever people then ID this
mand go in future they will retain a happy memory o
e
first of what is hoped to be a long line of days to come.

Enjoy
the proper creamy

CADBURY
Taste
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ROOTES AUTOS (De utsch land)
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CLOTHING 1s still URGENTLY required
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As man y o f 2 45 S quadro n (Cyrenn iea) as possi~le
were excused duty for the day to e~able all but a ~ew essenual
shift workers to participate in this, the first Princess Roya'l

Hillman
Minx

ROOTES LIMITED European
Sect ion , Overseas Retai l De pt. ,
Piccadill y, London , W . I.

Royal Signals (M alta) completed a successful Corps_ Week.
Ml ranks' dances were held at Zonkor and on the tenrus court
~ t Lintom Barracks.
The Warrant Officers' and Seri~eant~'
ball was held at the lovely ballroom of the Hotel ~hoenec1a this
ear and was enjoyed by all, except the more active, who ':"'ere
flo~red " by the lack of ventilation on an extremely hot rught.
A church parade was held on the Sunday_ at Mtarfa, and the
rwo church services were fully attended.
At the _parade,
Lieutenant-Colonel Chambers presented the Long Serwce a~d
Good Conduct Medal to Staff Sergeant D. Convery, Chief
Clerk Headquarters Signals.
Th~ officers' cocktail party was this . year held on the r~f
of our administrative block, where c~1mney stacks were ~hs
guised as windmills which, together w1~h the ~oral decorations
and coloured lights, proved an attracuve settmg for the 150
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Thumbing through back numbers of TuE WIRE one is struck
by the numb r of articles that deal with unit work, unit environment and even unit weather. It is a rarity to see an article
which answers the question, "What does it cost to live there?"
Thi , we think is interesting information to all, whether it is
the co t of beer and cameras or renr and baby foo d. After all
we all know what pay we're going to get-most of us don't
know how far it will go when we arrive in a new station. In
fact o~e of the first thoughts of most people on posting is " Will
I be richer or poorer?"
Hong Kong is one of those places where a (ew people are
very rich indeed, and the vast majority are very poor. Somewhere in the middle are the Armed Forces, extremely well off
m th_e _eyes o~ the m~jority, but themselves apt to be a bit jealous
of civilians m busmess, whose income (taxed locally) looks
astronomical. In addition to the residents there are the tourists
mostly American, and frequently having the biggest spending
spree of their lives. All this means that in Hong Kong there
are four distinct price levels, which are:
Tourists; Hong Kong's European residents; Armed Forces;
Chinese.
The first thing that the Serviceman must do when he shops
in Hong Kong is to establish who he is otherwise he will find
himself paying top rates (and it is worth noting that some
Chinese shopkeepers are curiously unable to distinguish between
British and Americans when money is involved).
Having established mat the price range is that for the British
:;oldier, there are o~er facto.rs .to be conside~ed. For example,
1s the shop fixed pnce? If It is then the pnce on the label is
the one the shopkeeper e.xpects. This is the usual rule in the
bigger, usually European, department stores. Smaller shops
often claim to be fixed price~ but in fact give a substantial discount for cash: 15 % is a fair average, 25 or 30 % not uncommon.
Lastly there are the shops which display no prices at all. Here
the customer is fair game. If he does not bargain he is :rightly
~egarded as a sucke_r, loses much face and more money. Patience
is a good weapon m such shops, and may even inspire a patter
from the shopkeeper that goes like this :
"At 800 tb.!s be~utiful piece of furniture is a gift. Ah, I
see, yes, there 1s a uny crack there, well, as I was saying for
$150 you won't find anything better; you are clearly a very
good _man, and I would_ like to sell you this, as I said, with this
bea~tJful vase throw~ m _for $680." At this point bargaining
begms : ~ E1J!opean 1s domg well if he gets the price down to
$300, which 1s probably only twice what the article is worth.
. So much for generalisation; now some brief notes on special
nems:
L~'"liri~s.
This includes watches, cameras, other photographic eqwpment, tape-recorders, transistor radios !!Tamophone records, jewellery, pearls, etc. These item; a~e far
chea~er than in the U.K., and probably cheaper than anywhere
else m the W?rld. There are hundreds of shops, and price
ranges vary ~1dely; h?wever, £12 for a good 35 m.m. camera,
£6 for a transistor radio, 25/- for a long playing record, £25-£30
for a good watch of famous make, are all reasonable target
prices. The real bargain hunter waits for the sales which follow no apparent pattern. Prices then tend to become'ridiculously
low.

. nrs. Contrary to popular belief cars are nearly as expensive as they are in U.K., British cars being cheape:r than foreign
due to a 10% Imperial Preference T ax. Good second hand cars
can be bought for £250-£350. Jalopies, often old taxis-and
sadly banered--cost about £so. Garage servicing and retreads
are cheap; petrol costs less than in U.K. Insurance rates are
reasonable.
Eating Ont. There are restaurants and bars to fit every
pocket. and a wide c~oice of f~. Drink is normally about
two-th1r?s of U.K. prices. The bigger hotels are designed for
the tounst, a~ are the more famous Chinese restaurants. The
food and service often don't justify the prices charged. Chinese
r~staurants are often very good, especially for parties as the
bill per head tends to decrease in relation to the number 'at table.

Eating At Dome (for married men). Food
is expensive. It is bought either from NAAFI or from a general
g~ds store _known locally as a compradore. Very brave housewives shop m th: market,_ which is r.nuch. cheaper, but apr to be
a smelly and tedious pastime. Hygiene is almost but not quite
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unh eard of. Most wives ay that housekeeping is almost exactly
double U .K. prices, but this i offset to a grea t extent by L.0.A.
l~ents. . The married man in a quarter, hiring or hostel is
all right. Pnvate flats arc horribly expensive and well beyond
the mean s of most. Even a high rate of accompanied, unaccommodated L.0.A. does not really make private accommodation a
practical proposition. Wherever the married family lives the
quarterly electricity bill is always a nasty shock particularly if
its head has indulged in an air-conditioner.

Clothing.
There is no difficulty in finding cheap clothes
of reasonable quality. Inexpensive tailoring of a very high
standard used to be a maj_or Hong Kong attraction, but these
days are nearly over and prices for bespoke tailoring have already
increased considerably - charges now are somewhere between
Montague Burton and SaviiJe Row.
~e h_ope this has shown S?mething of the price level for the
sold~e~ m _Ho~g Kong; luxuries are cheap, but the general cost
of !ivmg 1s high. Bec;ause of the quantity of cheap luxuries
available there are ternble temptations for the newcomer who
if he is careless, can find himself over the ears in debt with
r_emarkable speed. The discriminating and careful shopper can
hve ver_y w~ll and sav~ on his pay. Many soldiers' wives work
-full-~me 1obs are fairly easy . to find, part-time jobs are almost
non-existent. Pay for full-time work is usually of the order
of $600 - $100 a month (£37 - £43). If there are children in
the family the~ often an extra amah has to be engaged to look
after t!Jem; this of course knocks doVl'.n the. return considerably,
but stJll shows a profit for the working wife. It is a popular
~yth that Hong Kong is a "get rich quick " station. Maybe
1t was once. For anyone posted here it is as well not to arrive
expecting too much; if you do you will be disappoinred if you
don't you will be agreeably surprised.
'
18th

REGIMENT

II.ft.

Squadron. Preparations are going ahead for the
Regimen~ Fun Fair to be held on 28th July, 1962, on Meiktila
Sports Field. H.Q. Squadron is providing bingo lucky dip hot
dog and sat~y stalls, guess the weight of the cake: the space' ship
and toy tram.
_As _can be se~n all departments of the Squadron are contnbutJng something. If nature contributes the right kind of
weather, aJad the public contribute handsomely it will all be
worth while.
'
Work continues on the Warren golf course the Squadron in
addition to cutting all the grass once a we~k has now b~en
presented with a demand for 219 man days of ..;,,ork to be compli;ted by the end of August. This is in the nature of a big
dnve to get the course completed, but it is only fair to say that
all the other Sq~adrons have been given a share of the work too.
In the sportmg world we <;ontinue playing all games with
reasonable success. M.T. Troop is top of the Troop football
league, and thanks to R.Q.M.S. Leeson who took eight wickets
we ma_naged to beat I Squadron at cricket in our latest encounter'.
Amvals and Departures. First of all, a daughter Shelly Ann
for ~taff Sergeanr and Mrs. Sowman (R.A.P.C.)-<:engratulations.
Lieutenant P. L. Thompson, Royal Signals came to us from
the Far East Training Centre, just in time f~r the annual Triangular Athletic Meeting, and found himself entered for the
J)?le vault and 4 x II_o yards. It may have been just a coincidence that 18th R egiment were the winners this year.
Staff Sergeant Douglas j~ined us from U.K. For him, it is a
!eturn, to what he terms his second home. He now languishes
m the Squadron Store, trying to balance the P.R.I. and Welfare
Ledgers. He is also. treasurer of the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess.
Staff Sergea~t Gibson also recently arrived from U .K . and
has found a niche somewhere in Major (Q.M.) Don Banham's
complex. "Drawing" has taken on a new meaning for him.
We were all sorry to lose Captain G. J. Ferris (Devon and
Dorset). ~e had been a ~ower of strength over the past two
years! hold1~g down such diverse assignments as Unit Education,
Messing, Fire, Internal Security, relief Paymaster, etc., etc. We
were glad to hear that he and his family had a pleasant journey
home on H.T. Nevasa, and that he is enjoying his resettlement
course at Aldershot.
I Squadron (01•.). The highlight of this month was
the. ~shing competition held on Sunday, 15th July. The competltlon, well organised by Staff Sergeant Clarke was attended
by a good crowd which included teams of five from " A," " B,''
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Final of Sincapore Base District Inter-Unit Badminton Championship 1962,
Malay Section. Played at Badminton Hall. Pasir Panj1ng, Sincapore on 20th
June, 1962.
19th Regiment

Staff-Sergeant (F.O.S.) G. J. Wright, 19th Regiment

"C," "D" and S.D.0. Troops. Four ladies also competed,
Privates Winrerbottom and Wiffen (W.R.A.C.), Mrs. Gibney
and Mrs. Chambers. Prizes were to be awarded for the best
individual fish and the highest aggregate weight caught by a
team.
Fishing in Singapore is carried out at ponds, mostly owned by
Chinese gentlemen who supposedly restock these ponds at
frequent intervals, for this service they charge each fisherman
$M2. The fish normally found in the ponds are Grasseaters,
Carp and Song (this fish doesn't sing it hums).
The day was hot and catches were small, so the competition
was open until the very end. W.O.II Chambers landed the
first fish-a 3lb. 6oz. grasseater. This was followed by a furious
five minutes when Private Winterbottom (on her first ever fishing
trip) hooked a big one. Signalman "Jock" McCaskill went to
help but by the time the inrerpreter had passed on the advice
the fish was gone. Incidentally, Private Winrerbottom, to the
eternal shame of all the male anglers, landed the biggest fish of
the day, a 3lb. 7oz. grasseater, and won the fibre glass rod and
a spinning reel.
After lunch Corporals Gibney and Huet both wrestled with
what they claim were "big " ones but didn't land them. •• C"
Troop ran out winners with a total catch of 7f lb., and were
presented with the challenge cup. In an unofficial drinking
competition held afte:rwards, S.D.O. Troop came inro their own
and won " Cans down."
Hatches. To Mrs. Edgar, wife of Staff Sergeant Bob Edgar,
a son, Robert Alan McKay. To Mrs. Cairns_ wife of LanceCorporal Cairns, a daughter, Anita.
Matches. A quiet month, nil, but from the goings on on the
back row of the Sampan cinema-it won't be long now. One
of the W.R.A.C. was heard to say she was getting married on
the first; this turned out to be on the first opportunity.
Despatches. Only the usual odd one hundred thousand passing through S.D.O. per month.

2 Squadron (Line).
The Squadron is at present
very much involved in the Automatisation programme of the
Service Telephone Exchanges throughout the Island, and the
term " Final Selector " is now known to have a technical significance, as opposed to one young Signalman's interpretation as a
"bloke" who has the final say in picking this year's Test team.
Major J. Batty, our 0.C., has managed to survive the rigours
of a tongue twisting Malay language course and is once more
in the chair of authority, which was kept warm (and very ably
too) by Captain John Garratt, who has since been promoted to
the rank of Major; we think that the whole thing was prearranged just to give Major Garratt a "dummy run."
We are extremely lucky in 2 Squadron to be accommodated
adjacent to what must be some of the finest sports fields in the
Army, and we certainly take advantage of them. We are a busy
Squadron. but we are always ready to take on our weight at
most sporting events, and win or lose, we enjoy the encounters.
We were recently the guests of the T.X. Troop of 237
Squadron at a sports and social function; we managed to distinguish, or disgrace ourselves, by winning all the sports fixtures
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arranged for that day, and came back after a very enjoyable trip
to Chin Bee, looking like a Silversmith's Guild, loaded with a
fine array of "pots." We greatly appreciated the excellent
hospitality of our hosts under the very able direction of Major
and Mrs. "Wallie" Norris and Lieutenant H. James. (The
curry was just what the doctor ordered).
We get more than our share of sunshine in this Evergreen
Island. We are always prepared to share it with anyone who
has the good fortune to visit or join us. We can guarantee a
wide and varied assortment of entertainment including sailing,
deep sea fishing, aqua lung diving.
It is with regret that we said " Goodbye" to Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) and Mrs. Le Butt, and to that elusive bachelor,
Sergeant Clavey, who joined them in a posting to " Civvy "
Street; we wish them every success in their new sphere, although
we have a sneaking suspicion that Sergeant Clavey may return
to the fold when the rugby season starts.
We extend a welcome to Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Short, Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) Burton, and Lance-Corporal Shaw, and hope
that they will enjoy their time in Singapore.
2 Squadron (Line) can always assure you of a warm welcome,
and we hope a happy" tour"; we work hard, we play hard, and
" twixt " the two we thoroughly enjoy ourselves.
19th REGDIEST
July has proved a month of movements.
Although the
recent failure of the Singapore cricket team against Selangor,
at Kuala Lumpur, in the State Competition, was not entirely
due to the absence of Captain D. Keech, his departure on 21st
July for U.K. has deprived the State side, not to mention the
Regimental, Corps, Army and Inter-Service sides, of a reliable
and attractive run-getter. He wi'll be missed, too, in the sailing
world where, for the past three seasons, he has proved almost
unbeatable in the Snipe class. We welcome Captain P. GrahamHill to the Regimenr, just in time for the shooting competitions, in which we hope he will quickly " find his eye." Captain
J. R. Roberts. who commanded the Troop at R A.F., Tengah.
was another departure, leaving his mark in th~ world of the
theatre.
The unfortunate premature departure of Lieutenant.Colonel
C. J. Crow, on medical grounds, was regretted and we hope
his disc will be quickly and completely "unslipped." W.O.II
Marshall (R.E.M.E.) replaces W.O.I (A.S.M.) Mitchinson, who
has successfully guided the destinies of the L.A.D. for three
years, and we also welcome Sergeants Aldous and Cobb.
Sergeants Welch and Martin departed with good wishes on a
job well done.
Our athletes have continued to show good form during the
month. The 4 x uo yard relay team, of Sergeant Shamsuddin,
Signalmen Syed Othman, Hassan and Yussof, representing
R.A.F., Changi, were victorious in the R.A.F. meeting held
at Tengah, and were again successfu l in the District/ Army
Championships held at Nee Soon. Overall, the Regiment were
placed third in the District Meeting, 18th Regiment taking
second place by only one point in a thrilling climax. LanceCorporal Bell deserves especial menrion for hi continued 440
and 880 yard successes, and Corporal Kinsey, who almost ran
down the gangplank from the T .T. Nevasa into the arena, has
proved unbeatable with the discus.
For the first time, the Regimental team reached the final
of the Malay Section of the District Badminron Champion hips
but had to be content with runners-up position, being beaten by
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22nd REGIMENT

H.Q., R.A. . C. in the final. W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Reed, who
runs the badminton, hopes to do even better next season.
The Regimental Sepak Raga Cup was won by 2 Squadron
"A" Team who, in the final, defeated UG Troop "B" in this
es entially Malay sport, which can be likened to badminton,
played with a 4in. rattan ball, and without a racket, calling for
a h igh degree of fitness and agility.
The R egimental Swimming Gala provided a win for 1
Squadron. The high spot of the meeting being the diving of
Signalman Ghani, although "Neptune" (Major J . R. Hamer,
our Second-in-Command) made a dramatic descem from the
five-metre board in the chain of command race!
The one year term of service on Gan Island has meant a
change of 0 .C. for the Signal Troop there, and Lieutenant J.
L. Golding has been torn away from the flesh-pots of Singapore
to replace L ieutenant M. J . Ford, who rejoins the R egiment.

Personality Parade. Our photograph shows Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) G . J. Wright with trophies won at GoKarting. Geoff. Wright enlisted in 1953 and trained as a Rad io
Technician, being posted in 1954 to 2 Divisional Signal Regiment in B.A.O.R. He left 2 Division to join the School of
Signals, B.A.O.R., at Hamburg_ and subsequently Lemgo and
Essen. After successfully completing his Foreman's Course, in
1959, he was posted to S ingapore, where he became interested
in karting, which was then being developed on the island.
Purchasing a Clinton-powered Trokart, he at once met with
success, which he has maintained. He still races the Trokart,
but bas spent so much spare time breathing on the engine
and modifying the chassis that it almost qualifies as a special!
Some chassis modifications are, however, attributable to excursions into monsoon drains which inevitably border the parade
ground circuits in Singapore. Staff Sergeant Wright hopes to
continue to race when he leaves Singapore at the end of h is
tour, possibly progressing into the t-litre class.

Zlst REGIMENT
The Regiment brought the 19(52 Art:hletics Season t o a notundistinguished close on 12.th July, 1962, by winning the
Morrison Cup Tug-of-War Competition for the second year in
succession. Previously the unit had won the Rhine Area Championship in both weights and reached •t he B.A.O.R. Semi-Final,
only to be knocked out by .t!\VO Canadian Army teams. Our
rug-of-war men are trained by Staff Sergeant Hadfield, who
leaves us for Berlin Signal Squadron on well earned promotion.
In the Athloocs, 21st Regiment won the Rhine Area (Minor
Units) Competition for the first time ever, and were unlucky
not to win the Morrison Cup due to an unfortunate series of
" no jumps " "no itbrows " and gremlin-infested batonchanging !
Successes were also scored in B.A.0.R. Royal Signals
Shooting (third) and Rhine Area Swimming (third).
Princess Royal Day was celebrated on 29th June, 1962, by a
Gburch Service at R.H.Q. Geilenkircben, and invited as their
guests Rhine Area Commander, the Station Commander, Command Eleotronic Officer (R.A.F.) and C.A.F.S.O. This is only
the second known occasion when a formal guest night has been
held with all available officers of the Regiment present. The
opportunity was taken to present a Royal Signals plaque to
R.A.F. Geilenkirchen, and in addition Majors Lee (C.A.F.S.O's
staff) and Jaggard were accorded an Air Formation Signals
dining-out. Major Lee also collected bis well-earned Regimental
Golfing Co~OiUCS for helping us <to win the Royal Signals
B.A.O.R. Foursome Trophy.
The neX!t large item on the Regimental calendar is the summer
exercise, when we shall be acting as host to five officers and 20
men of our adopted Regiment, 81st Regiment (A.E.R.) and
probably an unknown number of T .A.E.R. personnel as well.
Our Annual CIV Inspection passed off with very satisfactory
results, owing to the help of all bands, and we can now breathe
aga'.n until the same time next years !
No. 1 Squadron and "D " (Heavy Cable) Troop, have been
to war again. We refer, of course, to Exercise "Spider," during
which they not only did everything that was required of them
in the way of communications, but also found time to spare
for Fieldcraft and allied subjects. It was, we learn, a somewhat
soggy exercise, the South-West Monsoon having moved north
obligingly for the occasion; conditions were such that Lieutenant
Mansfield learned a number of soldierly expressions which he
had never heard before. . . . The Squadron goes back into
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Lieutenant Colonel D. M. Haslehurst presents a "J immy" plaq ue
to the Station Commander, R.A.F. , Ge ilenkirchen

the line again \Shortly, for Exercise " Blind Mouse," so no doubt
he will learn a fe.w more !
We say goodbye this month to a formidable list of R egimental stalwarts, including W.O.I W. C. Whitbread W .O.II
Eastwood, Staff Sergeants Willis and Sammut, S ergeants Stapleton, Rapson, Morris, Marchant, Gibney and Markham, and
Corporals Hutchinson, Piute, Keegan, Morrison, Kirk and
Young. We wish them all ,t he best in their new units, and assure
them that in the meantime we shall endeavour to struggle on
without them. To assist us in this task, we welcome our new
arrivals, prominent amongst whom are Captain W. E . A.
Edmonds (" N " Airfield Signal Troop), Staff Sergeants Franklin
and Osborne and Sergeant Nelson.
We congratulate Corporals John.son and Pritchard, LanceCorporal McFarlane-Lumsden, Signalman Gee and P.te. Baines
on their marriages, and an equally Jong lis.t of proud fathers;
the birth rate in 1the Regiment is so high that this "new arrivals"
section is too numerous to mention!
It is with ithe deepest regret that we record the death of
Sign~an Robent Curtis of No. 2 Squadron, in '3 traffic accident
at Neiderkirchen on 26th June. He was a most popular member
of his Troop and represented the Regiment at Basketball, in
addition to being a fine soccer player. Our deepest sympathy
is extended to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. i::. Curtis, in their
sad loss.
Forithcoming events include the Regiment's participation in
the Nijmegan Marches, with a team led by Lieutenant M. F.
Andrews and Sergeant R ichardson. The entire team, with the
exception of Signalman Boswell, are doing the marches for the
first time, and we hope to include brief notes on <their experi. ences in the next issue.
Subscribers are asked to note the following : (a) Correspondence in connection with the Journal
of the Royal Signals Institution, the Royal
S ignals Booklet, Photographs of H .R.H. The
Princess Royal and the Royal Signals Museum
shoul'd be addressed to the Royal Signals

INSTITUTION.
(b) Correspondem:e in connection with THE
WIRE, Royal Signals List, Association Subscriptions, Benevolent Fund subscriptions and
donations, Corps Clothing and Employment
should be addressed to t!he Royal Signals

ASSOCIATION.
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This month R. S.M. J. W. Webster left the Regiment on
retirement from ,t he Army. On the day of his departure he was
duly towed in his car from •t he Sergeants' Mess to the Guard
Room by the Officers, Warrant Officers and N.C.O.s of the
Regiment.
We wi.sh him and Mrs. ·Webster every success and happiness
in their new sphere of life.
Major (Q.M. ) J. A. Dunbar is welcomed to the Regiment,
having just arrived from Ghana, and Lieutenant R. W. Garlick
from a " Q " course.
Athletics . At .the Inter-Squadron Athletics Meeting the
eventual winners were 1 Squadron, who thus prevented 244
Squadron from gaining permanent possession of· the trophy.
Even so, it was a very close thing and it was not until after
!.he final event, the medley ~elay race, that the result became
clear.
Perhaps the most thrilling event was the invitation medley
relay, in which ithe Squadrons joined forces to produce a team
to beat two German teams, one an Army team and the other
from a Guided Missile B3illtalion. Another event which caused
a lot of interest was the pole vault. The spectators were so
enithralled by this that the ~est of the meetiing was temporarily
suspended until Corporal Lightfoot proved himself the winner
at 8ft. 9in.
Signalman Smi ~h of 244 Squadron, repeated his last year's
performance in the javelin and proved an easy winner by
throwing 149fit. xoin. Another athlete who excelled was
Corporal Holmes, also of 244 Squadron-he cleared 5fr. 1in. in
the high jump, as well as gaining places in both his sprint
events. He was given a special cup ru: the conclusion of the
meeting by Mrs. Flear, w ho presented the prizes.
H.(t. Squadron. A very quiet month from the
Squadron's .point of view and with little of general interest,
apart from rthe fact il:hat we won the tug-of-war at the
Regimental Spons.
Congratulations to M aj or (Q.M.) W. E. Roscoe on his
promotion to M ajor, and to W.O.I (R.S .M.) C. W. Johnston
on his promotion to that rank.
I Squadron. There have been several Officer changes
during the month. Captain John Welch has taken over Papah
Troop, and we welcome L ieutenant Austin, who has taken over
Alpha Troop from Captain Livingstone. Tom L ivingstone is
leaving us afiter three years of very successful corrunand of his
Troop, during which time it has been activated, reorganised
and thoroughly diJ5rupted by a variety of outside influences.
(The Commanding Officer, on checking over these notes, merely
wishes to say .that on dark nights, during Regimental field training, he has heard himself called many things, but never an
outside influence). I<ts spirit has been very high and it has
always produced good communications.
2 Squadron. This month we welcome Major P. J. C.
Lloyd, who came to us via 28 Signal Regiment and R.H.Q. to
replace Captain J. T. Treglown, late Squadron Commander
and now ensconced in the War Office complete with bowler
hat and swiped trousers. Among other new arrivals we welcome
Second-Lieutenant J. Graham and Sergeant Adams.
The biggest event of <the month, if only in the fact that it
occupied most of the Squadron, was the Royal Signals
(B.A.O.R.) Ri.tle Meeting at Brackwede, where we were
responsible for the preparation of the range. For two weeks
enormousi gangs of slave labour swarmed over the range,
erecting tents, painting white ever~~hing that d id not move,
erecting flag poles wherever there was a space, even levelling
hills. For those of us lefit in camp !!he only sign we saw of
the work in progress was the collection of bar.eels of beer from
nhe local brewery. The meeting itself was rather an anticlimax in comparison.
Schles.wig Holstein seems to be a favour ite haunt of
z Squadron-" B " Troop were there for a week of glorious
weather providing radio communications for 26 Transport
Column, R.A.S.C. (BR).
Besides communicating they
instructed ( rather roughly at times) in voice procedure and
turned amateur 1technicians by repairing two 3 r sets, a ten line
exchange and counruess .tele " L's." Two weeks later the greater
par.t of .the Squadron went to al most the same area for Exercise
" Salad Days " -unfortunately the wea!!her had broken and we
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never did get our promised swimming and football. It was
even more galling to hear that Lippstadt (usually almost permanently under water) was enjoying warm weather !
We close on an optimistic note; from having last month no
S.S.M., no S.Q.M.S., and only one senior N.C.O. to run the
Squadron, we are back to what we should have. In fact, we
have the edge on the other Squadrons, as our acting S.S.M. is
Foreman of Signals Lidstone until 16th July.
2 44 Squadron. Apan from the Regimental Athletics
Meeting, the Squadron has been exercising very hard and apart
from work has little to report. We are p leased to announce
the arrival of Lieutenant Nichol, newly posted in from a " Q "
course. His past e:Kiperience in the R.A.F. is proving to be of
great benefit to him in his new job as Officer Commanding
"B" Troop.
W.O.II Oliver, the ex-S.S.M., is congratulated on his new
appointment as R.Q.M.S. •t o the Regiment. Though the
Squadron is very sorry to see him leave, it is nice to have a
contact man in the Regiment's Super Market. Rumour has it
that a Self-Service department is arriving at any time now.

Later Notes

Lance Corporal Drewitt, Lance Corporal Allie, Signalman Paul,
Signalman Cook, Lance Corporal Brewer standing by their detach·
ment I ton armed vehicle

Canoeing on the Baltic Sea during I Squadron's Camp

(Left to right) : Corporal Wheeldon, Signalman t Hesson, Lance
Corporal Hutchison, Signalman Tuffin

I Squadron. During July we held a very successful
Squadron Camp on the Baltic Coast where we concentrated on
Infantry Tactics and crew-drills in between prolonged periods
of sunbathing, swimming and canoeing.
A certain amount of training was carried out in the Reeperbahn Training Area of Hamburg and a number of members of
the Squadron visited Denmark.
When not training or on the beach, we arranged two soccer
games with the local side in which we did not disgrace ourselves
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A successful patrol return with two prisoners!
I Squadron Camp

Training during

in spite of their rather loose interpretation of the substitute
rule-dn one count twenty-five men were on the field.
eedless to say we hope to arrange a return match neJ..1:
year the Burgermeister, Police Chief and local farmers have
a'.ready said that they will be delighted to see us again.
2 Squadron. July has once again been a monili of
exercises and we have all been out frequently. The C.R.A.S.C.
of 2 Division was very pleased with the communications he
was provided with; he described them as the best held during
the la t eighteen months. Well done," B" Troop. We are busy
now licking our wounds havjng a well-earned rest and preparing
for exercises late in August.
Our congratulations to Sergeant Moore and his wife on the
birth of his daughter (after four boys), Lance-Corporal Leigh
and his wife on the birth of their twins and to Lance-Corporal
Pile and Mrs. Pile on the birth of their son.
244 Squadron (A.S.). Over the past three months
the Squadron has been looking after Lance-Corporal Allie,
a member of the Royal Sierra Leone Military Force Signal
Troop, stationed in Murray Barracks, Freetown.
LanceCorporal Allie, a 21-year-old Radio Opera.tor B.III, has
found his work with an Air Support Squadron of a somewhat different nature to his life in a Signal Centre, working
C 12's in Freetown. He commenced his attachment by working
hand in hand with the crew commander of an Air Contact team
and then graduated(!) to a detachment attached to the Corps
H.Q., where in his ovm words he found out about Crash Moves!
Lance-Corporal Allie had never used or for that matter seen
the type of sets we use but nevertheless he soon got the hang
of things with the help of the crew shown in the photo, which
includes Lance-Corporal Drewitt, Signalman Paul, Signalman
Cook and Lance-Corporal Brown (page 331).
Lance Corporal Allie is due to leave us during August to
return to his Un.it and his wife and two young children, we
wish him the best of luck in his career and more specifically
that the Royal Sierra Leone M ilitary Force Signal Troop will
benefit from his experiences in Germany.

H.Q. Squadron. The fact that me Squadron has not
been out of camp this month, apart from one Saturday morning
jolly round tlte lanes, is causing some " buffalow lowden in the
brain bokkers" to quote Professor Stanley Unwin of Brewmaster fame, in order to find something interesting or even
scandalous to write about.
Captain John Harwood, or T.0.T., has been hurling himself
round the car race tracks of Europe at an alarming S!>'"...ed and
happily his front wheels seem to have stayed on more frequently
now-it must be all that Bostik.
A new activity becoming popular at weekends is not holding
under the leadership of Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Nixon. Some
peop!e are never satisfied: but shown to dig a nice deep slit
travel and all you get is a reproach for look and some show
shovelling hot ash then to leap lightly down a pot hole and
ten men are trampled in the rush. Fade out to the strains of I
was diggin "an ole."
The Squadron Command wishes to be known that any
resemblance between the cartoon heading the Regiments fully
act, and himself is purely coincidental- anybody knows a Good
Lawyer.

Rall and Fat'ewell Sep.
Welcome to W.O.II (S.S.M.) Blake, W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.)
Halbert, Sergeants Rozier, Southgate and Campbell.
Farewell to W.O. (S.S.M.) Evans who has crossed the road
to 244 Squadron (A.S.) and Staff Sergeant Berry who has
departed for better climates.
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As long .as ~~sses retain home and living connations, they
rcmam d1v1ded by rank. I have no personal wish, nor
have I found any general support, for an introduction of some
communal mess life. Here, the rank groupings may find their
own companions in their own surroundings. What is needed
to solve the two problems outlined above-the need for. a place
for private all rank meetings, and the need to introduce a
British evening entertainment atmosphere particularly overseas
-is to, quite simply, build a jolly good pub in every camp.
And I don't mean a NAAFI pub.
NAAFI is too closely tied to the Army structure to be suited
to the type of pub I have in mind. Trus is not a criticism of
AAFI. Its services are considerable. and its future development would appear to best lie in the field of shops and catering.
The pub I want to see in every camp is one with bar, lounge,
smoke room and private room; with piano, darts, crisps and
winkles-and run by a straight forward, no (other than possible
brewery) strings attached landlord, with power to adjust his
opening hours to those rival attractions around him. Ho, Ho!
I hear, and if that's not leading young soldiers to drink, what
i ? I'll admit its leading drink to the young soldiers-a slight,
and at fus-t sight, worse difference-but to pretend any more
that the NAAFI closing hour of 9.30 p.m. has any relevance,
again particularly in overseas theatres, is to bury one's head
in the sand. A few shindigs like the recent German ones and
even the sand is quickly scattered. The only real result is to
send your soldier out of camp all the earlier, despite higher
prices, to some place where he won't be turned out in the middle
of his evening by (to him) schoolboy rules that teenage money
and freedom since 1945 have grown out of.
Let me try and rationalise. What I'm after is a straight forward British civilian "pub in every camp." It would be completely independent of the Army and would be run by a free
landlord as a private enterprise, backed maybe by a brewery.
Here, any groupings of any ranks could meet, whether by design
or accident, over a drink. Ladies would be able to use the
lounge or smoke room. If the pub pays off, a cocktail bar could
also be added. There will be darts, skittles and so forth and
maybe television--even if -in German! There will also be a
room for private hire. Against such a natural, informal and
socially mixed background, any young man will be able to
enjoy himself in a relaxed and natural way. Trips to the down
town spots will be reserved for special occasions-and for the
regular "down towners." Drawbacks-? Well, NAAFI will lose

Are we to tempt our young soldiers still further to drink?
The man thinks it's manly-and he's no boy by the time he's
made up his mind on a six year engagrnent ! Indeed, it is more
of an adult decision than most employment ones. Saving the
three months discharge by purchase clause- <me, that with
sensible handling should only be used by the genuine misfits
in both their and the Army's eyes-there's no easy way out by
giving a fortnight's notice. Thus, before we start any argument
about leading " young soldiers " to anything, let us make sure
that we are talking of the same men.
But why are we talking at all? Ah, yes, the title of this "why
not." It's better "they say" to begin at the beginning, so here
goes. One of the big fai•lings of camp life is the lack of facilities
for all ranks to meet socially. This is more particularly so outside the United Kingdom. The troop party, the Branch social,
the sports team get togethers, the promotion/birth/posting
celebrations-where can they easily be held? As readers will be
only too well aware, there is little choice. Both NAAFI and
Unit club and Messes are organised on a rank basis' with little
scope for hiring a private room. Even if such a room exists, it
means a restriction upon its normail users, and it cannot be
expected to have either permanent facilities or equipment to
give the relaxed off-duty air essential to an all ranks function
success. I repeat, this is the troop/promotion celebration scale
of activitity. Larger balls and dances can be well catered for
on a one-time special effort basis.
Recent events in Germany have highlighted the problems of
evening boredom. The more serious commentaries can be
summarised in one view to the effect that '°the television is in
German." This I take to mean not just what it says. One only
has to stroll around any British town in any evening to find
that all t:he young people do not spend all night watching
" tele." No. what is probably being pointed out is that " the
evening entertainment is all in German." It is said that the
charm of serving overseas is taking part in the local life. Only
part of the charm, however. The very fact that NAAFI
canteens exist is generally proof of this. Only the keenest
student of local sociology is going to merge himself completely
into the background of his overseas posting. Even if there is no
language barrier, the norma!l tour is scarcely time enough for
the average chap either to get deeply into his temporary
environment or to grow out of his preference for British tastes.
When he goes " down town " overseas it should be as a
pleasant selected change, and not as a necessity of boredom.
24th REGDIENT
Farewell. The Regiment said farewell to Brigadier P. M.
P. Hobson, o.s.o., during July. Brigadier Hobson's contribution to .the Corps will be recorded later in THE WIRE, but
he will always be remembered by this Regiment as a Commander
whose first interest was the welfare of his officers and men.
Brigadier Hobson was dined-out by the officers of the Regiment on 26th July, 1962. He was taken home in traditional
style riding a motor cycle mounted beneath the Display Team
"Fire Jump." A torchlight procession by officers marching
to the music of the Corps March, provided a fitting background
for the journey back to Jutland House.
Our photograph shows Brigadier Hobson mounted in the
"Fire Jump." This picture was posed on reaching Jutland
House; he was w.ith difficulty restrained from demonstrating
his skill and ability by riding through the blazing jump standing on his head on the handlebars of the machine.
Sport. 2 Squadron reached t:he final of the Minor Units
Cricket Competition, but were beaten by a team from the
School of Signals.
The Regimental Motor Cycle Team gave a good performance in the Northern Command Motor Cycle Championships,
gaining second place to a team from the T.A. Being the
champion team from the Regular Army qualifies them for the
Army Championships, to be held in Borden in October.
Church Fete. The Regiment was given the task of
organising the 1962 Pete for St. Oswald's Church. With the
help of other units who use the church, the record sum of
£267 was raised.
The Putting Championship of Catterick Camp, 1962, was
The winner of this much-coveted
staged during the fete.
trophy, against intense competition, was Major R. Harvey.
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some canteen trade, for these pubs can only be a succes as
much at their expense as the local hosteleries. In turn, this
means unit P.R.l.'s will lose, but will lose I would argue in the
positive sense. By losing the canteens portion of their income
they will gain more in morale and social conditions for the
soldiers than they ever could by spending that money on some
pecific function. Other losers will be semi-private clubsSailing Clubs, Motor Clubs, Buffaloes and the like. But they
should only lose those with a fringe interest, whose departure
may well be a benefit. If COMCAN can get its space television
on a par with the Americans, we may even have a darts
tournament between "The Mucky Duck,'' Nairobi, "The Red
Bear," Berlin, and "The Hole in the Wall," Catterick-with
at least one Major, Sergeant and Signalman in each team.
We!l-Why Not?

SQUADRONS

1---

203 S(tU.i\DRON
July saw the Squadron busy with Exercise "Barbican II," in
which we entertained 209 Squadron in the hot and dusty hills
of the Troodos range. It, perhaps, would be difficult to say
who entertained who in the event; suffice it to say that we
enjoyed the visit of 209 and would have liked to see them
again.
July also brought final confirmation that the Squadron was
to disband-so "Barbican II " was our swan song and this
will be the last report from the Squ!ldron to appear in
THE WrnE.
By any measure, our life as a Squadron has been indeed
short-1st September, 1959, - 30th September, 1962. However,
for those who have had the good fortune to know the fine
spirit of the Unit and its high standards it will remain a lasting
memory.
There is little point in detailing the major events in our short
history except to say that there have been many-all reasonably
to our credit.
Our association with H.Q., 3 Infantry Brigade Group and
with Units in the Brigade has been close and happy- always
an indication that a Squadron is doing a good job.
A great number of Units will be receiving, or have already
received, reinforcements from us. The Units will find the
men "above standard"; we hope the men will say the same
of the Units and we wish both a happy and successful
future.

205 SQUADRON
The ~loselle Wine Hnrve~1;
Since we last appeared in print the activities of the Squadron
have had an extra mural tinge. Corporal Page, Lance-Corporal
O'Toole, Signalmen Cross, Evans Robinson and Lant took a
day off to explore the lower reaches of the Moselle. Strangely
enough, their visit coincided with the end of the wine harvest.

.,

24th REGIMENT
Brigad ier P.M .P. Hobson, D.S.O.
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Si•nnlman Lant writes:" We arrived at Rudisheim at about 12 o'clock_ after following
the Rhine river for five hours. It w&s the time of the wine
harvest, and with most of their work over the people were
letting themselves go. The festival was in full swing as we
walked around the town. Having browsed round the shops,
the old buildings and the young frauleins in summer dresses, we
were debating whether or not to visit the local • schloss,' when
someone suggested that we sample the wine. Surprisingly,
there were no dissenters.
" The main street was literally jammed with people. We
could hear music and singing coming from every guest house,
and having selected a likely looking one we entered. In the
dimly lit ceL'.ar-bar, our official wine taster, Lance-Corporal
O'Toole, sampled the wine and pronounced it 'good.' After
\Ve had all tried this ourselves and given our verdicts, we moved
on, sampling our way round the guest-houses of the town. At
the fourth (or was it the fifth?) house, we were singing with
the best, and Signalman Evans reque ted that 'Tom Dooley'
be sung. The result sounded something like 'Michael Row the
Boat Ashore,' but anyway we sang.
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" All too quickly the time came for us to return. Unfortunately the scenery did not get much of our attention on
th way back-we were ail sound asleep !"
Baltie f'ruiseMeanwhile, " somewhere in the Baltic," Lieutenant Noonan,
C.Orporal Chambers and Signalman G<>rdon were battling against
the elements to get a small boat from Kiel to Sondeborg. D id
I say "battling?" There follows a hort extract from the log of
the good ship Friese ":
Sunday, 15th July
xr.oo hrs. Slipped Briti h K iel Yacht Club Moorings. Wind
NNW Force o-x.
12.oo hrs. Kiel Fiord . Threw matchbox over bow and timed
its progress to estimate our speed.
13.00 hrs. Kiel F iord. M atchbox still with us.
14.00 hrs. Wind now steady Force I.
Beginning to leave matchbox astern.
17.00 hrs. Clear of Fiord. Wind Force 2. Alarming speed
of rt knots.
Thinking of reducing sail.
20.00 hrs. Becalmed. F amiliar looking matchbox beginning
to overhaul us.

Friese eventually reached her destination, Sondeborg, at
05.30 hrs. the next day. Food and sleep occupied her crew for
the next five hours, and after a visit from a friendly D anish
Customs officer, who knew Friese better than anyone aboard her,
sail was set and a course laid to F aaborg.
This leg of the trip was much the same as the first. For the
first five hours or so there was hardly any wind at all, and
Friese drifted rather than sailed her course. But the sun was
"'hining, no one was in any great hurry, and the crew was
content to get nowhere and get a tan doing it.
The wind freshened later on in the d ay and good progress
was made as far as Skoljdness Light. Once round this headland, however, things were back to normal, beating to wind
was in a Force I wind. Nightfall found Friese tantalisingly
close to her destination, but simply lacking the motive force
to get there.
F aaborg was eventually reached at 04.00 hours, after some
dodgy moments in the very narrow channel which leads to the
harbour. While halfway through the channel the wind dropped
so far as to very nearly deprive Friese of steerage way, and the
prospect of going aground in the dark was not faced enthusiastically by the crew. Just at the right time, however, the wind
freshened and the channel was cleared.
Friese stayed in Faaborg for the remainder of that day and
night, to give the crew a chance to clean up and sample the
delights of life as hore. In Faaborg this meant sitting in the one
and only cafe playing the top twenty of c.1950 to death on the
juke box.
The next morning (Wednesday) the party sailed to Aeroskjobing, in a good steady Force 4- The sun shone, the sea
sparkled, and the spray flew. C.Ontrary to tradition, Aeroskjobing harbour was entered in daylight. Friese's crew marked
their stay in this delightful old town by a visit to the New
Moving Biograph, or "Kinema," where a modem "film" from
the New World was exhibited to the wonder and delight of the
capacity crowd of thirty-five.
On Thursday morning Friese slipped her moorings and sailed
for Kicl and home. She moored up at the Bkyc at daybreak on
Friday in the traditional manner, and after sleep and food the
crew cleaner her and handed her over. All that was left to be
done was to take leave of Friese and Kiel and return to sunny
Iserlohn.
In our September notes we hope to have an account of the
doings of a party from the Squadron which will be attached to
a French Chasseur Unit in the Alps for three weeks.
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(COMWEL)

S QUADRON

D ear S.S.M.,
Now that you '.Ue rproudly showing the flag by wearing t!he
Commonwealth flash in that far flung outpost of tlle Empire(?)
called Catterick for a few months, we thought you might like to
know how your boys have been getting along while you have
been away.
You will remember some time before you left that it was

JH

rumoured that we would be doing a big exercise in Borneo
which was supposed to last for for about ten weeks? Well, we
have done <that exercise now but it was jt :little different to what
we originally expected. We didn't go •t o Borneo at all, and some
people hardly <w ent anywhere. A terrible rnmour reached
those of us at •t he sharp end that some people even managed to
go home for lunch from their exercise area. Anyway, you can
rest assured that most acquitted ,themselves fairly well on
Exercise "Trumpeter." We were -away from the bright Hghts
of Terendak Camp for about three weeks, and one or two of us
even did at bit of real jungle bashing during .that rt:ime. We had
a lot of rain on the exercise, so m uch so rt:hat I must tell you of
th e night we had a visit from Captain R egler, 249 Squadron's
rad io relay officer. He appeared at llhe signal centre late one
night looking a li1itle bedraggled. iHe asked if anyone knew if
a C41 was supposed to be waterproof. Trying to cover our
ignorance (you might find out wh at a C41 is while you are at
Oatteriok) we all said that we thought so. " Look at th is one,"
and so saying h e tipped a large green box on -to one corner to
allow a lot of dirty brown fluid escape. Now that shows you
that it really m ust h ave rained some. Lieutenant Edwards silll
has not recovered from the shock of the mess on his nice clean
signal cenu e floor.
Your stand-in, Snaff Banham, is doing well, although h e has
not got your touch when it comes co selling THE WIRE. I nearly
managed to read all of last month's in ithe office without paying
for it before h e spotted m e. If you don't get b ack before the
ne>.i't issue I may get away with it.
By the w ay, don't come back too soon as tlleir is a whisper
of this year's administrative inspection taking place in a couple
of weeks, and I haven'1t done my PE tests yet. Som e people
managed to qualify for ·them on the exercise, ask Signalman
Down when you get back.
What is Catterick looki ng like these days? If you can, bring
a few photos with you to rprove to tlle Diggers that winter in
Catterick is <the .same time of year as ilt is Down U nder. They
don 't believe that it snows in July.
Somebody •t old me the other day that Lance-C orporal Wal!h ead, who is detach ed t o the Ga rrison Military Police, distinguished himself by "booking" the 0 .C .'s wife for speeding
in .the camp. I h ear she got a severe reprimand from the O.C.
that night. Lance-Corporal Wallhead is going h ome shortly,
and we'll have to replace him, any id eas?
I hope these <Snippits of n ews from Malaya h ave been interesting to you and that you haven't forgotten us.
Best wishes from all ithe Porns and D igs.
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At the end of our last notes we were preparing for Exercise
" Solinus" last November. This exercise took a large part of
the Squadron to North Africa for two weeks. We all cam e back
with suntans, and Christmas presents which we gave to the
Customs men. The round of Christmas parties was consequently
slightly drier than anticipated, but nevertheless went with a
swing.
Troop exercises took place throughout the early months of
this year beginning with a Brigade Troop manpack exercise on
Salisbury Plain. This was designed to simulate conditions during the period immediately following an airborne assault before
the heavy drop arrived. This it did. It also simulated conditions
somewhere near the North Pole! In the same month radio
detachements again flew out to North Africa for I Worcesters'
exercise. The Worcesters were under command for training
purposes, because at this time the 2nd Battalion, The Parachute
Regiment, were overseas.
The Royal Air Force have ~ecently taken delivery of the new
medium range transport aircraft, the Argosy, and the Brigade
has been carrying out parachute trials on it. Fifty guinea pigs
from the Squadron spent the second week in April living at
Westdown Camp and jumping on Everleigh DZ, as the
Squadron's contribution to these trials. The new A and B type
parachutes were tested too, so the week was one of new experiences and great interest. A smaller group had gone down earlier
in the year and on that occasion W.0.II Turner had a hairraising incident when he got caught up with an S.A.S. Sergeant
in the door.
A Southern Command signals Exercise " Cross Over " employed most of the Squadron on control and umpire communications for the first week in April. Everything worked well,
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and was good training for all tradesmen. We then got busy on
th<! Brigade Administrative and Headquarters exercises and also
a series of small Troop exercises.
In the name of recruiting, Captain Flynn took W.0.II Elliott,
C.Orporal Houston and C.Orporal Daniels off on a round Britain
tour, followed by a C.Ontinental tour. This was very popular
with the tea m, and it also seems to have had some success. The
Squadron's intrepid " infanteers " gaily bashed away at the 10mile Evelyn Woods marching and shooting course, and marched
'\'ery well on the day to win fifth place in the competition. This
competition was the entree to the Brigade R ifle Week which
was a good excuse for the more belligerent members of. the
Squadron to work off their excess emotions.
The Squadron then polished its boots for the Rhine Grossing
Parade, when the Alders hot News decided that we were the
smartest unit on parade and published a photograph of us. That
they called us "The Parachute Regiment" should be disregarded.
Lieutenant Funnell and Corporal Daniels went on separate
S.A.S. Escape and Evasion exercises and had a "cool" time.
Lieutenant Collins went off to join the Norwegian Army for a
month and, in spite of living in a bale of straw, he too had a
cool time.
Corporals Hay, Drennan and Petty, our trained free-fallers,
have each made a few continuation descents this year, though
these are fairly hard to come by.
Camp this year was at Penbale in Cornwall, and the Squadron
travelled down with happy memories of two years ago when
we camped in the same place. We had lots of open air fun and
games during the day which was just as well considering what
went on in the evening. Some people took their military training
too far. In particular, two men are known to have run the 8
miles from Newquay to Camp, and to have arrived just in time
to change and parade for early morning P .T. This performance
is particularly remarkable because one of the men had already
been excused boots d ue to bad blisters. Corporal Emery's
travelling circus toured the locals, and to the de-light of the
landlords led the good people of Perrinporth and Newquay in
community singing.
We wound up the camp with a barbecue on the beach when
our two cooks, C.Orporals H arden and Prosser, did a miraculous
job in converting 10 rather eggbound broody hens into the most
presentable roast chicken . An enormous driftwood bonfire kept
us all warm, although there was nearly a tragedy when the
blazing telegraph pole which formed the centre piece of the fire
came crashing down onto the sand. I t was a p ity we only had
time for one week ther e.
Princess Royal D ay was celebrated by a Squadron open-day
on Hankley Common. W e had a buffet lunch on the C.Ommon,
a communications r ace in the afternoon .and an all ranks' dance
in the evening. F or the r ace, teams of 10 men parachuted ;
collected a message; registered it and p repared it for transmission; found and corrected a fault in a Cn / R210 and set up a
radio link over which the message was passed; laid t -rnile of
Dro by wh ich the m essage was passed to a DR; drove the
message to a comcen where it was decrypted, and then carried
the message by runner to the finishing line. L ance-C.Orporal
Chadwick drove his L androver with such ardour that he managed to strain his back.
We have just fin ished our summer block leave and are now
packing like mad before going off for a training period in
Greece. Reports from the advance party and promises of
exercises in store, indicate that this is going to be a marvellous
trip. Watch this column for furth er n ews.
On the sports field we have had a victorious season culminating in the Squadron coming 1st equal with 9 P arachute
Squadron, R.E. (our old ~ivals) in the Ismailia Cup Competition . Th1s is the first time we have won the cup and is a credit
to every man in the Squadron. The swimming, basket-ball and
hockey teams won their competitions outright and deserve a
special mention. The soccer and rugger teams h ave also had a
ful l season, although Sergeant Griffiths' ardour in arranging
rugger matches had to be restrained when it was discovered
that h e had a provisional fixture to play a floodlit match against
Cardiff.
Changes amongst the officers have occurred. Captain C. N.
Last is still wearing a red beret, but is now with 305 Signal
Squadron (Parachute Bdgade) T .A. We thank him and his
wife for all they have done for the Squadron. Captain D . R.
Beadon, his wife and twins have joined us from the Junior
Leaders Regiment, and Lieutenant A. M. Willcox has come
over from B.A.0.R. They are all most welcome and we hope
they will enjoy their stay with us. Also, with the run-out of
National Servicemen, a lot of the Squadron characters have
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left. The Squadron Office backroom boys left en masse. As
with all the others, they are missed, both for themselves and
also for the gaps they leave in the Squadron.
So jf you think you're up to it and would like to have a go
at taking their places, then read ACI 327 / 6o, and take no notice
of any " wild " stories you hear about the selection course
(particularly from people who have failed it). It is tough, but
any determined man can pass it if he has the guts and the
right spirit.
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Since our last appearance we have suffered the annual torture
of <the yearly inspection. No sooner was this over than we
launched into the arrangements for the Inter-Allied Signals Day,
photographs of which appear here This Pete des Transmissions was a general reunion between ithe four nationalities of
signal company serving this headquarters and we paraded
together, drank together and fought over dance partners together
on a brilliant 2nd of June. To the C.O. of the rst Bn. The
Royal Irish Fusiliers we send many thanks for letting us use the
Pipes and Drums and Military Band-1hey made the day.
The Squadron twist expert, led by Seregant P . Evans; then
proceeded to win the iteam prize on the AFCENT fo ur-day
marches. The medals should really go t o a certain firm of
brewers at Chalons--their product helped and fortified the
team in its praiseworthy efforts.
We then repaired ourselves .to the banks of the Loire to
undergo our annual field training (?). A great sucx:ess largely
due to wonderful weather and very hard work by all concerned.
The local papers had much t o say about " Nos camarades
anglaises' and this year we forced t he Gien football team (one
of the best in French amateur league football) to a 4-1 victory
over us as compared rt:o 9-3 last year. We beat handsomely the
local French Armoured Workshops--again a great improvement
on past years.
T o former members of the Squadron " Noddy" sends her
love, as do D any and Solange. The bear still keeps going
round and round and Signalman Spencer now seems to be the
champion shot especially when he h as consumed fairly large
amol!DtS of the local potion.
Fishing !this year occupied the spare time of some members
of the Squadron. Our attached R.A.F . Medical Orderly caught
a good 1t lb. chub and a rt lb. roach. Major Henning is not
approachable on the question of the size of his catch !
On 29th June, the O.C., Sergeants Reid and Johnson, Signalman Dunn, Gosling, Ridyard and Corporal Cooper carried
out an adventure training ~ ortie that conveniently ended up at
the French Atlantic resort of Les Sables d'Olonne in which
town the marriage of Captain John Halford {our PRI) and Mlle.
Madeleine Bodinier was solemenised on 30th June. The patrol
arrived back the following day somewhat jaded, deciding that
sleep at any cost was the prescription for the n~'t week ! To
the newly-weds we offer our very best wishes and say " bienvenue Madame " to our newest member of the Wives' Club.
The news from our detachment this month includes the
arrival of a son for Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) and Mrs. Kentrnany congratulations. Other couples at Soissons are " infanticipating " and more news of them in due course.
We hope that any Royal Signals friends who may be driving
through France on holiday this year will look us up. Squadron
H .Q. is located only a few hundred yards off RN 5 South from
Fontainebleau in an ancient French Barracks known as Caserne
Lariboisiere. Our " rest home " at Soissons is in fact rather
more difficult to find but is, nevertheless, on RN 2 North of
Soissons and about 10 Kms out of town near the village of
Neuville. We are always pleased to see visitors and do hope
rhat all who can will dook us up. A word of advice--tbe Gendarmerie are very hot on dangerous driving and parking in
unauthorised places, so keep your wits about you.
There is not a great deal to report on sports at the moment.
We are, however, very proud of the fact that Lance-Corporal
Bennett is riding as a British entry in the amateur "Tour de
France." At the time of writing he is lying 26th- a good effort.
His next appearance will be in irlle World Championsh ips at
Milan in September and thereafter the British and Empire
Games. He, incidentally, happens to b e a Technician and
occasionally favours the TOT with the odd vis:t when h e has
a moment to spare from cyoling !
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amazed at the state they have reached considering that they are
still awaiting the installation kits ! ! !
We still follow the golden rule, that it is essential to play hard
as well as work hard, and to this end we have taken a full part
in the sports programme of our parent unit 18th Regiment, and
have had several social functions.
A fishing competition at our R.X. Station was quite a succes ,
whilst our T.X. Troop challenged 2 Squadron 18th R egiment
to an open sports day. T.X. Troop were beaten in all events,
but later proved that it was the " Spirit" that counts.
A Squadron social was held on 7th July to say goodbye to
Captains Blasshill and Martin, and also R .Q.M.S. Licence and
A.S.M. Fildes. We were honoured on this occasion with the
presence of the Commanding Officer 18th Regiment, LieutenantColonel W. W. C. Cock, and h is wife.
A mention should be made before closing of the new element
in our Squadron, the civilians who are arriving weekly from
U .K. We welcome them to Singapore and feel sure Ihat they
will very soon feel full members of the team. Who knows, we
may get a new look to our WIRE notes if any of them shO'ws a
literary ability.
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In May we entertained Singapore witll the annual threeLance-Corporal Little delivers message from President Army
Benevolent Fund to H.E. the Governor
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The Squadron D isplay and Funfare in the East African Army
Week Show was the event of last month. This show, which
combined tattoo, horse-show, display and funfare, was organised
to raise money for the Army Benevolent Fund. The Squadron
ran a most successful funfair arcade during which over £40 was
collected in three afternoons. Nearby was our display. A large
satellite was in orbit high above the road outside and inside the
srand a teleprinter, beside a 10 foot high dramatic picture of ~e
first communications satellite, was receiving messages, which
some of the public really thought were coming from Telstar I.
The Racal Digital Frequency Meter with a neon display panel
above it helped complete the picture of COMCAN in the future.
On another bench Corporal Taylor and Lance-Corporal Litrle,
with the help of COMCAN the world over, provided the public
with a free greetings telegram service to anyone in the Army.
They were kept really busy, passing 147 messages in all, in~ud
ing one from H.E. The Governor of Kenya, who sent greeungs
to the Secretary of State for War, and said he was admiring our
Signals equipment in airobi. The G.O.C. received a message
from General Sir James Steele, President of the Army Benevolent
Fund, wishing the show good luck. The show-ground teleprinter
was linked into rile COMCAN network through two B10 relays,
perhaps the first time COMCAN has used 4000 mc/s. Sergeant
Webb and his band of helpers put in a lot of work in the days
before the show to make sure everything would work on the
day. Almost everyone in the Squadron, including the R.E.M.E.
Workshop, was involved in one aspect or other of this show,
and the feeling that the Signals' stand was one of the highlights
was confirmed when the Sunday Nation's description was pub·
lished, more Ihan half the column was about us.
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Since the last notes from this Squadron appeared there have
been many changes among the personnel. Firstly, we have a
new Squadron Commander. He is Major W. J. A. Norris who
previously was 0.C. T.X. Troop and he replaced Major W. F.
D. Hawkins who has returned to the U.K. Our new Admin.
Officer is Captain P. F. White, who replaced Captain D. Steele.
Caprain (T.0.T.) A. D. Martin has gone home to U.K. and we
welcome his relief Captain (T.0.T.) J. Le Hardy. Our Engineering Troop Officer, Captain T . Blashill, left us on 22nd July on
Ihe Nevasa, and we await his relief Captain N. Grayson, who
is due to arrive at the end of August. The present O.C. T.X.
Troop, Lieutenant H . James, is due to join 18th Regiment in
the near future, so we have Ihe un ique occasion of a virtual
100% change over of officers in a couple of months.
If it is true that new brooms sweep clean, the Squadron
should rapidly become spotless. The only thing that carries on
regardless is the work, and we feel justly proud of the numbers
and scope of the projects and improvements now going on. The
GOMCAN installation team is well and truly into its task of
installing the new H.S. 51s at Transmitters, in fact, we are
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day Internal Security Exercise; ome of Ihe simulated crowds
were so good <they must surely have given some prospective
trouble makers an idea or two. The local population seem to
rnke it all very well and some even express the view that it
g:ves them a " sense of security " to see the Gurkhas rushing
around - me too !
Although a considerable effort was put into Internal Security
during May, most of our working hours were devoted to preparations for Exercise "Trumpeter." This was undoubtedly
the biggest Exercise of its kind rhis side of Suez since the last
war.
The aim was to practise the Commonwealih Brigade in its
strategic reserve role against a jungle-bound insurgent-type
enemy - our Brigade.
Had the Squadron's responsibilities been merely providing
communications for our own Brigade, life would have been fairly
simple, but next we were asked to provide Umpire Communications; me General asked so nicely t'would have been churlish
to refuse. On .top of this the planners realised they needed
communications at the combined Mrn.y/R.A.F. Control-UmpireForce Headquarters and convinced us of their need for us.
This raised the problem Ihat a third of the Squadron as
umpires wiih the Commonwealth Brigade would know of
"things" which another third (ithe enemy) must never hear
about, and Ihe remainder at Control Headquarters knew everything about everybody, but must on no account tell either of
the other faet:ions. The Squadron Commander, who attended
everybody's briefings, is now recovering from a bad bout of
schizophrenia.
The enemy side -0f things gave everyone, including the communic:Mors, a lot of scope. To begin with, our Brigade
Commander was given a fairly free hand as the insurgent
commander; but when they began to realise, back at G .H.Q.,
what a really criminal mind he has, they began to have doubts
and imposed some controls. Even so, llWo Gurkhas dressed as
civilian policement " controlled " Commonwealth Brigade
vehicles through a small Malay Kampong during the initial
stages of the Exercise.
The main " enemy " problem was providing communications
over a three-week .period to Battalions, Companies and small
parties of the Sarawak Rangers, all in deep jungle spread over
a wide area-without any resupply whatsoever throughout the
three weeks. Rations, petrol and stores were initially moved in
by helicopter before Ihe exercise started, dumped and made
secure.
One element: of rhe enemy was situated in a specially
constructed insurgent-type defended village, populated by
Gurkhas-some dressed as women-with their own ""rations on
the hoof " running all over the place. Signalman Thambahadur
Pun provided communications from here wiith an As10 - his
aerial also serving as a clothes line !
One Battalion rear link had their Cu/R210 equipment moved
into deep jungle by helicopter and then had to carry it a couple
of m iles up a stream (actually in ithe water) to the base location.
This, with oharging engine and batreries, would have made
quite a splash - but they did not drop iit.
The Squadron borrowed a 97-foot mast from 237 Squadron
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Signalman Thambahadur Pun strolling around the " Enemy"
Village. The tall poles are to deter helicopters from" dropp ing-in ."

Signalman Birkaji Gurung with the Cl l/ R210 Detachment in the
Insurgents Jungle Stronghold

(COMCAN) in order to elevate a C42 ATU. and aerial (with a
putnik-like ground-plane arran~ement) to its to~. Afte~ !he
top section had fallen down twice, fortunately without killing
anybody, we realised that it was not as easy as it looked.
Our L.A.D. managed to repair the mangled sections and Ihe
welder who did the job insisted on coming rto sec our third
attempt at erecting it. In his expressed view, "He'd repaired
the b - thing 1lWice and didn't want to miss it when it
fell down the third time." He was disappointed - and we
were delighted; it enabled our Squadron pennant to flutter at
least 6o feet higher than any other bunting in the area and
gave us superb V.H.F. communicarions to the manported A4I S
in the jungle.
For the first time ever we worked a really combined Signal
Centre with the R.A.F. It was not easy to begin with, as we
just did not speak the same language (and I do not mean
Gurkhali/EngliS'h); our rtechnical terms, operating procedures
and handling are -so very different, within a few days, however,
all difficulties had been thrust aside and R.A.F. traffic was
rattling over our rteleprinter, whilst they cleared many of our
messages.
Lieutenant Birch, who was looking after " enemy " communications, tried his hand ac imercept and " net intrusion."
Quite a lot of bogus traffic was also passed, but I doubt if the
results will eve·r be known.
Once again we were working closely with "248 plus-one,"
our friends of 249 Squadron. Possibly they feel that with Ihc
recent posting in of Corporal McBlain and S.S.M. Rowthorne
from Gurkha Signals ithat Ihere ·is a little bit of insurgency work
going on in Singapore !
After a month out on " Trumpeter " we turned our vehicles
5outhwards and made for home. Here we gave Lieutenant
Birch just (ime enough to rtake his jungle boots o.ff before
punting him on a .plane bound for Nepal, where he will be our
Assistant Ifocruiting Officer for two years. There he replaces
Captain H. Mel. Paterson, who returns to the Regiment this
month.
The next event was our annual Funfair organised in aid of
the Army Benevolent Fund and our own Gurkha Welfare Fund.
The Squadron was assisted by the Brigade H.Q. Company
and the Gurkha Anny Service Corps Company. Lt was a grand
afternoon's cntertainmen{ and raised 2,300 dollars, almost £300.

Our Gurkiha Signal Pipes and Drums came down for this
and later Beat Retreat for us in the Nee Soon Garrison.
The Squadron has just welcomed Lieutenant Kent, who
replaces Lieutenant Birch; he should find time passing quickly,
for within half-an-hour of arriving he was instructed that he
had to learn the language, lay an underground cable, take over
" J " Troop, look after the athletics team and captain the
football team.
Lieutenant Narbahadur Thapa recently arrived back from a
Hythe course to 1take over "A" Troop and with our full
complement of Officers Captain Copeland is planning on a
spot of leave; nevertheless, he will have to work it in between
epal and his
.the Squadron Commander's return from
departure for Ausualia.

The web of intrique spun by the enemy during exercise Trumpeter
was equalled only by this one spun by our seven field linemen
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The Squadron has only recently returned from the largest
exercise ever held in the Far East, Exercise "Trumpeter." After
a series of brilliant operations carried out last year known as
" The Angel " operations, in which the Squadron featured
prominently, the forces of Northland were vanquished by
Southland. In June of this year, however, Northland, in the
shape of 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade, reared its ugly head, once
again in the central region of Malaya, and Southland, as usual,
called in 28 (Comwel) Brigade and 249 Squadron to come to
their rescue. Exercise " Trumpeter " was launched.
In this exercise 224 Group of the Royal Air Force and a
Naval Helicopter Squadron participated and the accent throughout was mobility by means other than by road. Members of
the Squadron moved by Pioneer, the Auster aircraft, helicopters,
and on their feet. Waterborne transport was also used but we
avoided this refinement.
Detachments of the Squadron were deployed over the whole
length of Ma'1aya from Penang in the north to Singapore in the
south. Our accommodation varied from the luxurious surroundings of a peacetime R.A.F. station. encounti:red by P>rporal
Mahoney and his detachment to a ramswept hill top rrules from
civilisation on which Corporal Whittle and his relay detachment
sat. Even more isolated were Staff Sergeant Brotherton and his
tentacle who found themselves deep in the jungle providing the
very vital Air Support Comm~nicatio.ns for Tac Bri_gade H.Q.
The only way of reaching their locanon was by helicopter.
As usual detachments arrived back wiih stories of huge snakes
that had been sighted and the eyes of weird beasts that had
been seen close by their bivouac areas at night. Whether these
latter belonged to local inhabitants or genuine wild animal will
never be known.
The weather was particularly vile, boiling hot to start wi~h an.d
then almost incessant rain. Only those who have served m this
theatre will know how grim working a wireless er in the
cramped surrounding of a la~drover with r~in beating in whil t
your kit in a home-made b1youac 1s getung soaked, c3;0 _be.
Lance-Corporal Caisley and Signalman Tregenza .were enJoymg
a game of cards in a home-made shelter one. evei:img when suddenly a rushing torrent wept through their bivouac and the
card table floated away. Two Radio Relay chains one of which
was over 100 miles, were successfully engineered although the
new O.C. Radio Relay Troop, Captain Rcggler, took on an
emanciated look by the end of the exercise. Captain Tacey, of
H.F. Troop, who sat at Rear Brigade H.Q., however put on even
more weight and looked more comfortable and opulent than
ever by the time he was due to leave for home. The quadron
Commander, Major Webb, seemed more placid tha!l usual,
although this might not have been apparent to Radio Relay
Troop, being fed copious cups of tea by Foreman Bradford and
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his team. By the end of the exercise everything was so well
under control that Sergeant Todd had hardly to rise from his
bed. \Vho won the war we shall never know, but anyway we arc
now back in Singapore again, and the tired old 53 sets which
have done gallant service for nearly twenty years have been pur
in to the Foreman's workshop for a rest and refurbish before a
T elecommunications inspection at the end of September. The
equ ally tired, bur nor so old, detachment commanders have been
packed off to the Signal T raining Cen tre for upgrading and a
pirit of relative peace and calm r eigns over the Squadron,
except for prepar ations for the fun fair which is bein g run for
Singapore and Service Charities in the n ear future. Sergeant
Prees who is h elping prepare the Squadron float was heard having a heated conversation as he had a bevy of " lovelies" but
no grass skirts for them, whilst another Squadron h ad got grass
skirts but no lovelies. Who won in the end or whose floats
looked the most gla morous will not be known until the next
ed ition of THE WIRE.
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Corporal Whittle and his detachment utilising a tappers hut for
living accommodation

Lance-Corporal Marsh carrying o ut "field repairs on Ex T ru m peter"

Signalman Abbott outside his re lay statio n o n t op of a lonely h ill
in the mid dl e of Malaya

SQUADllON'
Bahrain

Since our last appearance in THE WIRE, very little of note has
happened in the unit which would be of interest to the majority
of r eaders. Because of this, and the strong words in the M ay
Editorial, we will try and give you some idea of Bahrain.
Bahrain is the largest island of a small group lying half-way
up the Persian Gulf. It is linked by a one and a half mile
causeway to the next largest island of Muharraq. Manama, the
capital, lies at the Bahrain end of the causeway and is quite a
large town by any standards, the population being n early 62,000.
There are, at the moment, no army quarters or hirings in
Bahrain so families have to make their own arrangements, renting bungalows, houses or flats in M anama. The European residential area is very pleasant and the more fortunate Jive in houses
overlooking the sea . .Rents are high but are within the u sual
allowances. Food is expensive but plentiful. Most British and
American canned and frozen goods are available in the shops.
Radios, cameras and projectors are cheap, particularly those
imported from Japan. Most soldiers return home with a camera
and transistor portable radio.
Bahrain used to be the centre of a very large pearl fishing
industry but this has dwindled to nearly nothing. You can,
however, still buy very nice natural pearls and have them made
into rings or earrings at about a third of what it would cost
in the United Kingdom.
Currenl!ly there is a shortage of evening entertainment on
the island. There are two cinemas which we normally use, the
R.A.F. cinema at Muharraq and the Oil Company cinema at
Awali in the centre of the island. We have of course the usual
camp cinema shows using the end of a barrack block as a screen.
We also have our usual quota of canteens including a Malcolm
Club. The foundations have just been laid for a new Junior
Ranks' Club in the compound where the Squadron lives. For
those with money the Bahrain airport has a very nice restaurant
(with licence!) where you can watch the Comets and Boeing
707's take off for home.
The weather features in everyones' conversation out here just
as it does at home, but for vastly different reasons. It IS hot and
nobody will convince us otherwise. Forrunately there is a cool
season, in fact you can nearly call it winter. In January it is
cold enough for electric fires and an overcoat. At the other end
of the scale, the daily temperature in the hot season rises to a
little over 100°F . with nearly loo% humidity at night. All
houses and barrack rooms are fully air conditioned and the
inside temperatures are usually kept at 70° - 80°F.
Soccer, basketball, hockey, cricket and even rugby are all
played, although enthusiasm for energetic games wears thin during July and August. The more hardy sportsmen go shark
fishing and some mighty monsters have been landed.
For those of you in Southern Command, the island of
Bahrain is an archaeologists goldmine. It is the site of one of
the world's largest prehistoric cemeteries with something like
10,000 burials mounds dating back to 3,000 B.C. A Portuguese
fort built between 1521 and 1562 still stands on the site of a
city built 5,000 years ago. "Digs " have been started in only
a few areas.
Bahrain is no "Paradise " but no one expects to be stationed
there! It is not, however, half as bad as oilr "friends " told
us when we were posted to 255. After all we have the desert,
palm trees, moonlight nights, the sound of breaking surf and,
yes-a GIRL.

TH1JCI A I.
OMAN SCOlJTS
SIGNAi , SttUADHON
When we last appeared in prin t we glibly referred to the
approaching hot weather-the notorious loo days hell-and the
fact that we exercised and operated in it. However, then it was
largely a case of " ignorance is Wiss " for it was difficult to
visualise intense h eat and "old sweats" always tend to
exaggerate the facts.
Now we can commen t from experience and for once old
soldiers' tales arc not exaggerated. On the coast, shade temperatures are often well over the II0 ° mark with 100% humidity
rating and inland temperatures rise to 130 ° or more but with
·
little hu midity. A poor choice !
Any sort of activity in this weather has to be very carefully
controlled to avoid h eat stroke, heat exhaustion and breakdown
of vehicles and equipment. Everything and everyone stops during the heat of the day, everyone that is except the Army which
is required to continue operating. Even mad dogs wait un til it
is cooler I
In spite of the precautions, vehiQles constantly stop due
entirely to heat, and the last exercise put " paid " to two of our
older soldiers. However, we trust that this is but a temporary
setback and we hope to see them up and active again shortly.
Before we finally drop the subject, we were amused to h ear
that the R.A.F., who were conducting special hot weather trials
on aircraft, decided that Aden was not hot enough. The aircraft
were finally sent to Sharjah. (Any comment from Aden?).
The T .O.S. Navy took to the sea a few times last month.
It consists of a dhow, "Al-Qaid," fitted for radio, whose job it
is to carry stores to some of the more distant Squadrons and
patrols and to stop and search vessels suspected of gun running
and other nefarious activities.
The crew consists of a family of three Arabs-father and two
sons-who between them and accompan ied by much shouting
and gesticulating, manage to sail the dhow and carry out all the
manoeuvres that they are from time to time called upon to
execute.
The main armament is a troop of soldiers commanded by an
officer and on occasions they must present an unusual sight for
the unwary. The distinctive uniform and general appearance
of the soldiers-many with shoulder-length hair and beards-are
reminiscent of the Spanish Main and Jolly Roger rather than
H.M. Forces carrying out routine patrols. However, notwithstanding their appearance (or perhaps because of it . ... ) these
patrols have proved worthwhile from a military viewpoint-in
addition co their obvious attraction as a break from land patrols.
The Al-Qaid's greatest achievement to date was to stop and
board the United States destroyer Gainard. The U.S. vessel
had been on a courtesy visit to the T .O.S. and had just weighed
anchor preparatory to leaving when· the T.0.S. Navy hove into
sigh t and bore down on them. The Skipper, presumably at a
loss as to what to do and particularly as to what Al-Qaid was
going to do, decided that discretion was the better part of valour,
and dropped anchor again. The Al-Qaid's crew which had
merely put to sea to give the U.S. Navy a nautical send off were,
instead, welcomed aboard to the sµ-ains of pipe music-the
Skipper of the Gainard had at some time in the past been presented with a set of pipes, which he had learned to play and
which he did play on every possible occasion. Some two hours
later the Al-Qaid finally sailed back to Sharjah, once again to
the strains of pipe music (we were assured it was a well-known
Scottish tune!) having successfully stopped a vessel of the U.S.
Navy.
The visit of the U.S. Navy was the excuse for much celebration with the usual friendly game of soccer. The Sergeants'
Mess entertained the Petty Officers in the time honoured manner
and "acquired," as a trophy, the only flag on board with fifty
stars-the ship sailed next morning displaying only forty-nine
stars on the mast. Truly a memorable visit.
Our amateur station is still flourishing but although we maintained a 24 hours schedule on Corps Day we regrettably only
worked five other Royal Signals stations. The ''Voice of Oman"
still operates regularly and we are delighted to welcome newcomers to the fold. Do please call us and swap information.
We would like to end these notes with a" Can you beat this?"
Our best wireless operators are enlisted boys, whose ages vary
between 10 - 13 years. These boys are in every respect, except
age, serving soldiers and they are all entitled to-and proudly
wear-the General Service Medal. This was awarded for operation Jebel Akhdar in 1957/59, and the youngest soldier to be
awarded the medal was nine ,years old at the time.
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BA OR Inter Unit Athletics Championship, 1962
Royal Signals
This year the athletics and tug-of-war championships were
again held at H erford Stadium, this time under the management of 7th Regiment.
Herford Stadium offers a good 400 metre red marl track, with
ample throwing space and jumping pits, together with a covered
stand capable of holdin g some thousand spectators. It is, in
fact, typical of the high-class small arenas with which almost
every sizeable town in N .W . Germany is provided, and in
the case of Herford, it is very well looked after by resident
groundsmen.
E ight teams competed for the athletics championship and
four for the rug-of-war, and they converged upon Herford
from as far afield as Verden, in the north, to Rheindahlen, in
the south-west. Since a unit team averages about 30 athletes,
the numbers involved made it impracticable to hold a two-day
meeting, and consequently many athletes had to work hard
for their day's pay on nth July-a runner doubling up in
the 4 x 400 metres and 4 x 800 metres relays, for example,
had to take on four strenuous races in one day, due to the
necessity to run A and B finals in all the relays.
The day was notable on two counts; firstly, for the intensity
and closeness of the competition, and secondly, for the almost
unbelievable ferocity with which the weather deteriorated at
the eleventh hour (alpha time). The track competitions opened
at 10.30 with the 5,000 metre team race, and by this time the
finishing straight was completely flooded in its centre section
opposite the stand. After one lap, the seat of each runner's
shorts was a dull red in colour, and by the end of the race, the
general appearance of the 32 runners suggested a steeplechase
rather than a pure track event. After this there were, adrnirtedly,
one or two dry periods, bur the bad weather was never far away
and several of the events took place in driving rain.
Ir soon became apparent that no fewer than six of the eight
teams were all very evenly matched, with 2nd, 7th, 21st and
28th Regiments all looking like winning at various moments.
By tradition, the " Queen " of all the events, the 4 x 400 metres
relay, was the last co be decided and immediately prior to it
the scores were :
2nd Regiment
203
7th Regiment
199
21st Regiment
194
186
28th Regiment
Furthermore, all these items were in the final and would
score 32, 28, 34 or 20 points, barring disqualifications, and so
any of the first three could therefore still win the competition.
The setting at the start of the race was therefore one of
considerable tension, and at one juncture, as the final leg was
being run, it looked as if all the home team supporters would
swarm on to the track. However although 7th Regiment were
convincing winners of the particclar race, 2nd Regiment were
placed second, so that the two regiments had an overall score
of 23i.
A tie is, of course, a splendid way to end an athletics match,
but a cup is a cup, and doesn't divide quite so easily. It was
only when trying to decide who should rake the cup that the
closeness of the result became apparent. The view that the
winner of the 4 x 400 metres relay decides the competition,
as with the welterweight in a boxing tie, was superceded by a
rule that the ream with the most wins takes the trophy. This,
however, failed to decide the issue, since 2nd and 7th Regiments
were credited with four wins. Admittedly 7th Regiment had
four clear wins, whereas 2nd Regiment had three clear, and
one drawn win (in the high jump), but on the other hand, 2nd
Regiment had two second places, as opposed to 7th Regiment's
one. In the end, the Referee, Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison, o.B.B.,
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decided that the tie should stand and that the cup should be
held for six n;onths each by each Regiment in turn, starting
with 2nd Regunent-for no better reason, as the referee put
ir. "that 2 was less than 7."
The great thing about athletics, as the Olympic motto points
out, is to take part, and the great thing about inter-unit athletics,
m particular, is that it is a team game, allowing a higher number
of people to represent their Regiment than in any other sport.
In keeping with this, no mention has been made of any
individual athlete or his performance. Ail gave of their best
and produced a first-class competition-who can demand more.
Below are listed, just for the record, the final placings and the
winning performances.
In the tug-of-war, which was limited to JOO stone, 21st
Regiment beat 7th Regiment by two straight pulls in the final.
The standard of pulling by both teams showed a great improvement over the "all weight and no strength" spectacle which,
until the last few yea rs, had too often been the case. The rugof-war is an event calling for fitn ess and determination, as well
as pure strength, and it is one in which a small unit is not
so markedly at a disadvantage as in other sports. One hopes
that next year more teams will enter for this competition, which
can be as exciting as any.
In a short address, after giving away the trophies, Brigadier
Harrison said that all concerned, athletes, officials, organisers,
assistants and spectators were to be congratulated for the way
they contributed to a very successful day's competition.
All the teams appreciated the co-operation of the Herford
authorities in lending us, without charge, their splendid stadium
and, in return, it has been decided to present them with a cup
to be competed for annually by teams from all the local schools
who also use the stadium regularly. D etailed arrangements for
the competition and the presentation of the Cup, which comes
from all Royal Signals in B.A.0.R., are still being made.

Royal Signals
BAOR
Atllletic Meeting
Her/orJ StaJium
12th July, 1962

Shot

Discus
Hammer
Javelin

16th Regiment
t6th Regiment
7th Regiment
21st Regiment
7th Regiment
28th Regiment
7th Regiment
7th Regiment
2nd Regiment
1st Re&iment
4th & 2nd Regiments
7th Regiment
2nd Regiment
16th Regiment
2nd Regiment
16th R egiment

46.4secs.
unin. 34.Ssees.
3min s. 45 .7secs.
8mins. 52secs.

6th

7th
8th
Tug of war

znd & 7th Regiments
21st Regiment
28th R egiment
16th Regiment
1st R egiment
4th R egiment
13th R egimen t

available for Military
units at short notice
TBLl!PHONll : RICHMOND

2348

53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

4mins. 12.9secs.
15rnins. 57 .4secs.
1min. 14.8secs.
37ft. 8! ins.
IOft. 7ins.
19ft. 9ins.
69ft. 9ins.
2nft. 6ins.
26tft. 1ins.
298ft.

P INAL PLACINGS
1st equal
3rd
4th
5th

Luxury Saloon Coaches

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd

RESULTS AND PERFORMANCES
4 x too metres relay
4 x 200 metres relay
4 x 400 metres relay
4 x 800 metres relay
1500 metres team r ace
1st m an home
5000 metres team race
1st man home
4 x 110 metres hurdles
Long Jump
High Jump
Pole Vault

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE

231
218
2o6
182
173
137
134

points
points
points
points
points
points
points

with 14th Regiment runners-up. Northern Command won the
Henry Whitehead and Britannia, Southern Command, the
Roupell and Roberts and 8th Regiment the Parachute Regiment
Cup (S.M.G.).
Three of the Gurkhas shot very well, particularly at 300 yards,
and Signalman Dhanbahadur Chhetri won the prize for the
best Gurkha rifle shot.
The Second Officer-in-Charge, Major-General A. M. W.
Whistler, c.B.E., attended the Meeting on the last day and
presented the prizes. In addressing the competitors he stressed
the importance of shooting as a first-class sport within the
Corps and urged that all who had ability, and the time, should

Winne.r s
21st Regiment
Runner-up 7th Regiment

Shooting
Cor))S Rine l\feetha~, 1962
The meeting was held at Bulford on the r8th, 19th, 20th
and 21st June. There were 91 competitors, including five
Gurkhas from 247 (Gurkha) Squadron. 7th R egiment was the
only B.A.0.R. Unit able to send a full team. It was hoped that
at least three teams would attend but 21st Regiment had to
cancel at the last moment and rst Regiment could only spare
their men for the Bisley Meeting.
The weather changed each day and provided good training for
even the experienced shots and particularly for the competitors
from B.A.O.R. who mainly have to train on tunnel ranges and
therefore lack experience in aiming off.
The matches fired were the Roupell, Henry Whitehead,
Roberts, Britannia._Parachute Regiment Cup (S.M.G.), Revolver
XXX Cup, and The Bisley Cup (SR(B)). The general standard
of marksmanship was slightly below last year's, but there were
many good experienced shots unable to attend the M eeting. Of
the newcomers W.0.11 K ay, of 14th Regiment, and Corporal
W. G. Bell, of 30th Regiment, showed great promise. At Bisley
they both shot in the Corps Methuen team and W.0.11 Kay
made " The Army Hundred " at his first attempt.
South ern Command retained the Champion Team Trophy
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CORPE RIFLE MEETING 1961
CHAMPION TEAM - SOUTHERN COMMAND
Bock row : Corporal D. M. Anderson. Signalman R. F. Biddlecomb Serieant
A . C. Robertshaw, Signalman V. I. J. Church, Signalman J. T . Marsden , Signalman
R. G . Davies
Front Row : Staff Sergeilnt 0 . Greenbrook, Lieutenant Colonel C . V. Walsh,
The S.O. in C. Ma jor General A. M. W . W histler, C. B.E ., Major G . M. Allan,
WO II J. G . Turner

HI

their score was only three points below the second team's their
placing was 9th. In the Ran elagh our team of six averaged 95,
but the winning team managed to average 97. W e hope to win
this event one year, particularly so as it is a concurrent shoot
with the First Stage of the " Queens."

be given the opportunity to practice their skill and to compete
against other Arms and Services at central meetings.
Prizes were prcse.ntcd to the following : Match 6 (Roupe/I):
Winning team - Southern Command.
Individual Cle
" A"- Lieutcnant-Colon cl C. V. Walsh. Southern
Command . Score 163.
Individual Class "B " -Lance-Corporal P . J. D avies, 30th R egiment.
Score 137·
Match 7 (H enry Whitehead):
Winning Team-Northern Command.
Iodividual Class "A" -Lieutenam-Colooel C. V. W alsh,
outhc.rn
Command. Score 161 .
Individual Class " B "
ignalman R . G . D avies, Southern Command.
Score 143.
Mt11ch 8 (Roberts):
Winning Team-Southern Command.
Individual Class " A"-Stalf Sergeant
Command. Score 1 r8.
Individual Class " B " -Signalman R.
Command . Score 105.

D.

Greenbrook,

Southern

F'.

Biddleeombe,

Southern

Match n (Bisley Cup):
Wioner- Lieutenant D. H . losall, 4th Regiment. Score 142.
Second- Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Southern Command . Score
1)9.
Third-Sergeant H . Simister, nth Regiment. Score 138.
Match l 2 (Revolt><lr):
Winner- Lieutenant-Colonel C. V . Walsh, Southern Command .
Score 9r.
Second-Lieutenant D. H . losall, 4th Regiment. Score 84 .
Third-l-.iajor G. M. Allan, Southern Command . Score 83.
Mt11ch 22 (Britannia):
Winning Team-Northern Command .
Match 32 (Parachute Regiment Cup):
Winning team-8th Regimenr.
Individual Class "A" -W.O.II J. G . Turner, Southern Command .
Score 135.
Individual Class "B " --Signalman J. T. Marsden, Southern Command .
Score 122.
Best Gurkha Rifle Shot:
Wmncr--SigT1alman Dhanhahadur Chhetri, 247 (Gurkha) Squadron.
Score 35r.
Champion Rifle Shot:
Winner-Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Southern Command .
Score 423.
Second-Captain N. C. Grayson, School of Signals. Score 414.
Champion Shot:
Winner-Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
Southern Command.
Score 543.
~ccond-Staff Sergcan~ C. J. ColJ!tenay, 7th Regiment. Score 5 10.
Third-W.O.Il C. Curtis, 14th Regunent. Score 495.
Champion Tteam:
Wioner--Southem Command . Score 2,s91!.
Second-14th Regiment. Score 2,405.

Sisley, 1962
.>\.R.A. Meeting
42 Royal Signals competitors attended the Meeting from
23rd June - 7th July. Of these 24 qualified to shoot in the
Second Stage of the Army Championship and two. SecondLieutenant D. C. N. Genders of 7th Regiment and W.0.II R.
W. Kay of 14th Regiment reached the Army Hundred and
were awarded The Army Hundred Medal, 1962.
Four Gurkhas of 247 (Gurkha) Squadron competed in the
championship and three of them reached the Second Stage.
They got a special mention at the prize giving for being the
first Gurkhas to attend a Bisley Meeting.
Staff Sergeant C. J. Courteney of 7th Regiment won his
place once again in the S.M.G. XXX and was awarded the
S.M.G. XXX 1962 Medal.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh and Lieutenant D. H. Insall
of 4th Regiment qualified for the Revolver XXX final stage.
7th Regiment retained the London Middlesex Rifle Association "Stock Exchange Cup" which they won for the first time
last year, and were placed third in the S.R.(B) Team Matcha new match introduced this year.
243 Squadron came fourth in the Revolver Team Match.
Many of our best known shots were unfortunately unable
to attend this meeting and our Methuen team was not as strong
as we would have liked. We kept ahead of the Sappers in the
first two practices, but they gradually eased us out in the final
two practices and once again won The Woolwich Trophy.
We had little difficulty in beating the Gunners.
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Cricket
Jleport o( • (;or1•s ' ~latches
19th May, 1962-Royal Signals v. Welbeck College.
At W elbeck: Ga me cancelled due to rain.

CORPS MET HUEN TEAM 1962
Bock Row : Seco nd Lie ute nant S. R. Davis ( Reserve), Major G. M. Allan
Sitting : Staff Se rge a nt C. J. Cour t e nay, WO II C. G. Curtis, WO II A. Co pestakt,
Second Lie ut ena nt D. C. N . Gen ders, Lieute na nt Colon e l C. V. W als h, Co r~ora l
W . G. Bell, WO II R. W . Kay, WO II J. G . Turne r .

We had our money on Second-Lieutenant D. C. N . Genders
to retain the Young Officers' Cup for the Corps, but h e had a
very poor " Whitehead " and although he finished strongly in
the Roberts and Army Hundred he had left himself too big a
margin to make up and was beaten into third place, 9 points
behind the winner.
W.O.II R. W. K ay of 14th Regiment and Corporal W. G.
Bell of 30th Regiment, in their first year of competitive shooting,
shot extremely well. W .O.II K ay made the Army Hundred
and also shot very well in the N.R.A. M eeting and Corporal
Bell failed by only two points to make the "Hundred."
Lance~Corporal O'Neill, of the R.A.C. Centre, was a member
of the winning pair in the L indley Cup, an L.M.G. match.

N.R.A. Heeting - S.R. (a)
Second-Lieutenant D. C . N . Gender, W .0 .II R. W. Kay,
W.O.II J. G. Turner (216 Squadron) and Staff Sergeant C. J.
Courtenay represented the Corps and used the SLR rifle. The
R.N. and R.A.F. still use the No. 4 .rifle and have a distinct
advantage in most matches of this M eeting. We were therefore
very pleased with out team when they finished second in "The
Hythe," the Sitting and Standing Match, their score being only
two points behind the winners. W e had a major success when
Second-Lieutenant D. C. N . Genders won the "Sitting"
match and Challenge Cup. It was the first N.R.A. Cup we
have won for many years. He tied with two other competitors,
scoring a "possible," and in the shoot-off was an easy winner
with a score of 39 out of 40.
W.O .II R. W. Kay had an excellent score of 170 in the first
stage of the " Queen Mary " and was also well placed in the
Service .Rifle Aggregate and the Rapids Aggregate.
N.R.A. Meeting - S.Il. (b)
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C.
Ward, Captain J. Tate, Lieutenant D. H. Insall (4th Regiment),
Second-Lieutenant D. C. N. Genders, Second-Lieutenant M.
M. Aynon (7th Regiment), Staff Sergeant C. J. Courtenay and
Sergeant H. Simister (nth Regiment) represented the Corps
at this Meeting.
We had a good representation in the Army teams once again.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Lieutenant-Colonel D . C.
Ward, Captain J. Tate and Lieutenant D. H . Insall firing in
the XX Match, with Second-Lieutenant M. M. Ayrton and
Sergeant Simister as reserves and in the Long Range XII we
had Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Ward as reserve.
Lieutenant D. H. Insall had an excellent meeting, bis more
important successes being 4th in the Stickledown, 4th in the
" Stock Exchange " and 5th in the Wimbledon (S.R.). He also
shot for England in the "National" and for his county in the
County Long R ange Match and reached the final stage of the
Georges.
Captain J. Tate and Second-Lieutenant M. M. Ayrton were
also well in the prize money in a number of matches.
Sergeant H. Simister had an excellent shoot at 900 yards in
the Dulce of Cambridge, scoring 49 out of 50 whic;h was equal
second best score on the range and won him the Class "H "
Silver Bar.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh reached the final stage of
the Georges once again and the second stage of the Queens and
shot for Ireland in the "National," "Mackinnon" and the
"E!clio." He also came 3rd in "The Albert," a Match Rifle
Shoot at r,ooo, x,roo and 1,200 yards.
The Corps team of fou~ in the "Belgian" shot well bur although
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26th May, 1962- Royal Signals v. Ampleforth College.
At Ampleforth: M atch Drawn.
.
Ampleforth 192 for 7 declared (Signalman Crichlow 3
for 45).
Royal Signals 156 for 9 (Captain M . J. Williams 41 not out).
Royal Signals v. R.M.A., Sandburst.
Played 13th June, 1962, at Sandhurst.
Conditions were ideal for cricket when the Corps played
Sandhurst in the opening game of the June Tour.
The RM.A. were put into bat on a firm wicket and their
opening pair faced Walmsley and Crichlow. The former had
been 12th man for Combined Services against Cambridge
University on the previous day.
Runs came quickly and the first wicket put on 71 before
Evans had D enison Smith l.b.w. for 37. With the score 81,
Bernard and Lunn came together and proceeded to put on
103 most attractive runs for the third wicket. They both completed 50 before being out. The fifth wicket fell with the total
196 at wh ich stage the R.M.A. could obviously afford to go for
the run s and this they did. At 247 for 9 the innings was
decla red closed.
Wilkinson was the most successful Corps bowler with 5 for
76 in 22 overs.
Cole and Bamborough opened the bat ting for Signals but
were out quickly; when Walmsley was brilliantly caught at
short leg the score was 27 for 3. Porter and Johnson then set
to work to retrieve the situation. They put on 63 for the fourth
wicket before Porter was caught for 34. Johnson was l.b.w. at
the same total for 39 and the score was 90 for 5. The scoring
rate decreased against accurate bowling and keen fielding,
McLaughlin taking 30 minutes to score 6 before he was out.
Radford scored a useful r8 but when he bowled Wilkinson was
out immediately afterwards. The total at this stage was 138 for
8 and the game appeared to be almost over. However, Williams
and Crichlow proceeded to set about the bowling very effectively
and with the total 190 there were thoughts of a tight finish .
This was not to be. Crichlow was stumped for 29 and when
Evans was bowled the innings closed at 19r. Williams had
scored a very good 34 not our.
Result: R.M.A., Sandhurst won by 56 runs.
Royal Signals v. R.A.S.C.
Played on 14th/15th June, 1962, at Aldershot.
The weather was fine and warm when the R.A.S.C. played
the Corps on the attractive ground in Buller Barracks.
Signals won the toss and elected to bat. Cole and Johnson
opened the innings and faced the bowling of Thorold, an Army
player, and Vaughan. Runs came slowly but steadily unti}. with
the total 16 Johnson gave Thorold a return cat~h . Crichlow
came in and immediately began to play attractive shots all
around the wicket. Cole, too, was batting well and the. score
mounted. With the total 46 Cole was caught off Lerwill for
22 and at 55 Walmsley was out to Waller. Crichlow, Porter
and Bamborough were out in quick succession and the score
deteriorated to 61 for 6. Mitchell and Williams then batted
carefully taking the total to 98 before Williams was bowled for
14. However, Thorold was brought back ro .bowl and took
the wickets of Wilkinson, Mitchell and Cum.mmgs to end the
innings at 115.
Wigigunawaradena and Wallace opened for the R.A.S.C.
against the bowling of Walmsley and Cr~c~ow. Off the last ball
of Walmsley's first over Wallace was brilliantly stumped on the
leg side by Cole. However, "Wigi" and Goodall then added
109 for the second wicket before the latter was caught off
Wilkinson for 34. "Wigi" was out in a!l identical manner a
short time later for 77. The score at this stage stood at ~12
for 3. Ryder and Lerwill then came together and havmg
settled down proceeded to attack th.e bo"".ling scoring at a
rapid rate. They added 122 for the sixth wicket before Ryder
was caught for 6o. The innings was finally declared closed at
253 for 5, Lerwill having scored a very good 72 not out.
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The Signals second innings was very similar to their first.
Only Walmsley, who scored 54, managed to get on top of the
bowling. The side were eventually all out for 117, losing by an
innings and 21 r uns.
Royal Signals v. Royal Engineers.
Played on 16th/ 17th June, 1962, at Aldershot.
This game was played on the attractive Officers' Club ground
and the weather was fine and sunny throughout.
The Sappers won the toss and chose to bat. Johnson and
Crichlow opened the bowling for the Corps and the latter had
both the opening batsmen back in t he pavilion without scoring.
When Johnson bowled Jarman the score was 9 for 3. Proctor
and Woodward temporarily stopped the rot but the latter was
caught off Johnson with the total of 25. Wickets continued to
fall at regular in tervals, due to steady bowling and keen fielding.
Proctor was the only batsman to make any headway. He scored
39 before being bowled by Radford. The Sappers were
eventually all out for 94 in their firs t innings.
When the Signals batted, Mitchell was bowled by Richardson in the first over but Cole and Johnson then proceeded to
put on 107 for the second wicket in even time. Both were
eventually out to Hunt, a left arm slow bowler. Johnson scored
61 and Cole 45. The scoring rate now declined due to the
accurate spin bowling of Hunt and Sartain. Wickets fell
quickly also and when McLoughlin was bowled by Sartain the
score was 146 for 7. However, Banborough, Evans and Wilkinson revived the batting and a total of 215 was achieved giving
Signals a lead of 121 on first innings.
When Sappers batted a second time they were obviously
not going to be got out cheaply. Both the openers were out
with the total of 33 but the first innings deficit was cleared off
before Stott was out at 140 for a very good 56. Richardson,
Proctor and Jarman also batted well and the total was 180
for 5 when Jarman was out for 25. The tail then wagged to
good effect, the final total being 257. A feature of the innings
was t he bowling of Wilkinson who took 5 for 87 in 33 overs.
Signals thus had to score I28 to win.
This was not to prove easy.
Cole and Johnson were both out with the total 9. Mitchell
and Crichlow then took the score to 56 before Crichlow was
bowled by Richardson for 35. After Mitchell was out at 69
wickets fell quickly and when McLoughin was out the score
was 87 for 7 and it seemed that Signals would lose.
However, Porter and Radford batting with great determination
held off the Sapper bowlers and scored the remaining 41 runs
necessary for victory.
A most enjoyable game culminating in the Signals first win
of the season.
Royal Signals v. R.A.0.C.
Played on 11th/12th 'fuly, 1962, at Bramley.
The weather was rather showery when the Corps played the
R.A.O.C. but a full game was completed. R.A.0.C. won the toss
and batted first. Crichlow and Harding opened the bowling
and immediately found the wicket to be very helpful Four
wickets fell in rapid succession for I I runs and ~ere were
visions of a very low score. However, Flack, bamng determinedly at one end, staved off a major catastrophe, bu~ even so
the seventh wicket fell at 52. Hammond and Goldmg then
came together and added 38 very good r~s for the eigJ:ith
wicket before Hammond was caught off Hardmg for 26. Golding
continued to bat well and when the side were all out for 139
he had scored 58 not out. Crichlow was the most effective
Corps bowler with 4 for 48.
.
When Signals batted they found Goldmg to be equaµy
troublesome with the ball. Gaining a lot of help from a ramaffected pitch he caused the batsmen . many anxious mo~ents.
Cole, Crichlow and Porter were out with the total 39. Mitchell
was batting doggedly at one end and he found a useful partner
in Pocock. However they were both out with the score 89 when
there were si..x wickets down. Radford was bowled at 101 for 8
and it seemed that R.A.0.C. would lead on first innings. However Wilkinson proceeded to attack the bowling vigorously
scoring all around the wicket. When he was event~ally caught
for 48 the innings closed with the total 165. Goldmg had the
.
excellent figures of 5 for 54 in 22 overs.
When R.A.0.C. batted a second time they had a deficit of
26 on the first innings. This they quickly cleared off and put
on 45 before the first wicket fell when Skinner Y{as stumped
for 28. Carroll was batting well and when he was bowled by
Harding for 46 R.A.0.C. were 93 for 3. At this stage Pocock
(continued on page 334)
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4 7 th REGIMENT
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(Th e Duke of Cambridge's Du sar )
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O n arrival Her Royal Highness, escorted by General Moberly,
Representative Colonel Commandant meets Sen ior officers '

T.A.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Her Royal Highness with visiting officials and officers of the Regiment

N one of those most rare sunny mornings during this all
too wet summer, the morning of Friday, 27th July, the
parade ground clock at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough,
reached I0-45 hours, the Quarter Guard Commander, Sergeant
Dukelow, was heard bringing the Guard to attention, and we
knew that the occasion, to which we had all looked forward so
much, was upon us: our Colonel-in~Chief, H er Royal Highness
The Princess Royal, accompanied by Her Lady-in-Waiting,
Miss Gwynedd Lloyd, M.V.O., had arrived to inspect the
Regiment.
A little while later the Parade Commander, Major T. S.
Wragg, M.B.E., T.D., <;ailed the Regiment to attention and
brought it to the slope, and Her Royal Highness, escorted by the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. V. Emery, E.R.D.,
T.D., mounted the saluting dais for the Royal Salute, and our
hearts swelled with pride. Then, to the music of the band of
the rst Bn. The Loyal Regiment, Her Royal Highness inspected
the Regiment. Blessed by the sun, it was a colourful scene, no
less for those on parade than for the spectators. To the left
and right of the saluting dais were the Representative Colonel
Commandant, Major-General R. J. Moberly, c.B., O.B.E., the
Chief Signal Officer Northern Command, Brigadier D. A.
Pringle, o.B.E., the Honorary Colonel, Colonel G. J. Underwood,
C.B.E., T.D., D.L., our earlier Commanding Officers, Colonel R.
E. Pickford, T.D., D.L., and Colonel J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor,
T.D., D.L., and the Mayor and Mayoress of Scarborough. We
were honoured, too, by the presence of Brigadier ,retired) W.
B. Rowett, the previous Chief Signal Officer, Northern
Command.
Her Royal Highness, after the inspection, presented the Territorial (Efficiency) Decoration to Major J. T. Gibbs and
Captain W. S. Michael, the Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire's
certificate to W.O.II V. C. Neal, W.R.A.C., and the Territorial
(Efficiency) Medal to Corporal P. Warren, W.R.A.C.
The Regiment then marched past Her Royal Highness to
the strains of " Begone Dull Care " and " The Lass of Richmond
Hill." The Ceremonial Parade ended with the final Royal
Salute.
After the parade the Regiment dispersed to its various training
~entres. Her _Royal Highness, amongst other forms of training,
l.IlSpected a simulated lay~ut of the communications network
for which the Regiment is responsible in its Civil Defence role,
and in this she took a very keen interest.
After visiting the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, and
lunching in the Officers' Mess, Her Royal Highness honoured
the Regiment by attending the Regimental Sports Day and
presenting the prizes. In the course of the afternoon several
members of the Regiment and their wives and families were
presented to Her Royal Highness, and Signalman MacBain was
presented with the silver bar which he recently won at Bisley.
It was a splendid afternoon: our Colonel-in-Chief; a cloudless
sky; the sports field embellished with bunting; the sound of the
sea; and the happy contestants and spectators. The cheers to
whkh Her Royal Highness left the Regiment came indeed
straight from the heart.

O

A Regiment owes what it is and has, not only to its present
permanent staff but also to the past, and for this reason we
were delighted to have three past Adjutants at our Regimental
Guest Night, L ieutenant~lonel F. E . Berry, Major P . Ashlin
and Captain P . Gilham, supporting our present Training M ajor,
Major M. S. Gordon-Jones.
During the second week of camp the Regiment was honoured
by a visit from Major-General T. H . Birkbeck, C.B.E., o.s.o.,
Commander of North M idland District and the 49th Division
T.A.
In addition to the preparations and training carried out during
the first week for the visit of our Colonel-in-Chief, an intensive
programme of military, physical and trade training was implemented. The Regiment was divided into trade-training cadres
and additional courses were arranged for the officers, N.C.O.s
and recruits. From the Trade Boards there emerged 43 successful candidates.
The social side of Annual Camp was not neglected. Thanks
to the efforts of the Training M ajor, the Padre, and many
others, a very good and enjoyable camp concert was incorporated
with the All Ranks' D ance. Many of those gallant soccer
players who had damaged their limbs in the inter-Squadron
soccer competition were seen trying bravely to do the Twist.
The Commanding Officer in his final address to the Regiment
complimented a1l ranks on th e splendid w-p.y in which they had
co-operated in the preparations for the Royal Inspection, and
on the zeal which they had shown in their training. The
R egiment had good reason to be proud of itself.

Her Royal Highness escorted by t he Command ing Officer Lieutenant
Colonel A. V. Emery E.R.D., T.D., starts the tour of ins pection

Cricket
(Continued from page 343)
and Wilkinson settled down to bowl very steadily and accurately
taking the remaining wickets between them.
R.A.0.C. were eventually 142 all out, Pocock taking 5 for 39
and Wilkinson 4 for 42.
Signals required n7 to win in 2t hours on a rain-affected
wicket.
Mitchell was out almost immediately with the score 7, but
Cole and Cricklow pushed the score along until at 35 Crichlow
was l.b.w. to Pike for 24. Porter followed immediately and
when Pocock was out the score was 6o for 5, then with the sky
threatening rain it was anybody' s game. Cole and Harding
battled on, gradually pulling the game in Signals favour. At 93
Harding was caught at the wicket and at 105 for 7 Cole was
caught and bowled for an invaluable 38. McLoughlin was next to
go at n2-eight wickets down five runs required! Radford
came in. Gratefully he hit a full toss for four. But he was out
next ball! A tie with Hunt, the last man, facing Golding! the scourge of the first innings. He survived. Williams hit four
off the second ball of the nex t over to finish it.
Signals thus won by one wicket. A magnificent game with a
magnificent ending.

Her Royal Highness presents The Lord Lieutenant of Derby's
Certificate to W.0.11 Neal (WRAC)

The King'.s Guard.-His Majesty King Hussein of Jordan
accorded the Regiment the privilege of _prov~ding the Guard. of
Honour and Music on the occasion of his laying the Foundauon
Stone of a new Youth Cen tre being b~ilt at ~a mber":'ell Gi:een.
This honour resulting from the fnendsh1p of His .f\:ia1esty
with our Regimen tal Cha plin, The R everend John G. Nicholls.
At the conclusion of the Ceremony, the Parade Commander
(Major S. J . William s, M.B.E., T.D.) and the Bandmas~er ~.0. I
E. J . T amplin) were personally congrarulated by HIS Maiesty
on the bearing of the Guard and the Band's performance,
respectively.
The Commandin g Officer and Mrs. Simon Beazley were received by H is Majesty at a reception after the ceremony.
Tactical Operations. - G-Day, 30th June! " Greenfields "
was rruly the " T ac. Op." of the year: fifteen days up country
- a 1,000-mile operation-30th June to 14th J~ly-~n~on L eeds - London via the Shires and East Anglia. M1ss1on:
Through all the way. Result: Mission acco~plished ~
The Mission result, however, was not achieved without the
odd " bug clearance " problems. There were times in fact when
we found th at we were rruly living with our Regimental slogan
- " Tough and Technical " - opening up, shutting d?wn,
moving! But if nothing else, it was then that we appreciated
the value of our Command Team's planned development programme of monthly Tac Ops, which they (Lieutenant Col?nel
Beazley, Major Williams and Major Pike) have operated smce
the beginning of the year and so aptly named, " The G-Plan
Series.
.
Leeds was r eached at the mid-weekend in time for all to be
on the C.O.'s Saturday Parade at 154 WETC, ~nostropp, for
which rhe Regimental Band had travelled up specially.
The Band played again on the S~day for the . voluntary
Church Service conducted by the Regunental Chaplin.
The lessons learnt on this Operation were many and deep. Of
them all, two predominated :
(a) Pre-Plan Before Chaos.
(b) The close relationship between Food and Morale.
In the latter case that indefatigable old soldier S S.M. D. H .
Alexander, B.E.M., saw that "B" Squadron "was all ri~ht," and
Sergeant Day and the Officers' Mess staff no~ a_dver~se themselves as experts in Mess Ere<:tion and 9rgan~t1on-m woods,
wrecked houses, jungle, sandplts and rumed aircr:ift sheds. .
Reference to the Officers' Mess cannot pass without mention
of the invaluable services rendered by our Honorary Mess Secretary Lieutenant-Colonel L. C. Udell.
The Tech. Team once again worked wonders-the I+ 4s and
Teleprinter links worked so well over the An~_ac that a complete staff had to. be e?lployed on message wntmg to keep the
.
Signal Centres alive with traffic.
Individual trade training was not forgotten. In particular,
W O II Alexander of "C" Squadron ran a most successful course
fo~ Trainee Wireless Operators, and "D" Squadron. _(our
Primary Training Unit) conducted its normal General Military
-Training programme for recruits, enabling eleven to be Passed
Out and transferred to Operation Squadrons by the end of
"Greenfields.'' The Squadron also assisted in setting up and
closing down R.H.Q. during the frequent moves.
Recrearional Activity.-Judo, Boxing, Riding and Shooting
are the current activities.
The Judo Class held at :• C" S_quadron. (p:xbridge) on Monday evenings is under the mstrucuon of Civilian Instrui::tor Mr.
F Newman who in only nine weekly classes, has got eight out
of ten of the class through their first White Belt.
The class like the boxing and riding, owes imperus to the
efforts of Second-Lieutenant D. Manders, Troop Leader of
the Uxbridge Troop of "D " S9uadron. In passing, it's worth
mentioning that the Judo Mat 1s the pr<;><Iuct of the pur~hase
of 50 mattresses from a local hospital which were then suitably
covered.
The boxing, under Signalman Middl~ton as lnstrUctor, . hes
been operating for about five weeks and IS also held at Uxbridge
on Monday evenings.
.
The riding class is held at Uxbridge on Thursdays and
Sundays, and it is from this that riders arc c!fawn for t!te
Mounted Patrol of Full Dress Hussars for special ceremonial
duties which arise at various times throughout the year.
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Back row : Lieutenant Colonel A. D. Mclaren , M.B.E., T.D., Colonel
N . R. Bigland, T.D.
Front row : Colonel W. L. Hey, T.D., Colonel W. F. Jackson , O .B.E.•
M.C., T.D., Lieutenant Colonel A. M. Booker, T.D., Colonel W.
Boyle, O.B.E., T.D., Lieutenant Colonel J. Bray, T.D.

"On Net."

Lance-Corporal Spour, C Squadron, during The
Greenfields O peration

Personal Column.-Captain Frank Enright, our late P.S.O.,
has left us for commercial life in the city, and with him go our
best wishes for the future, and our thanks for his efforts on
behalf of the Regiment.
Congratulations to the following on their recent promotions
and appointments: Captain (T.0.T.) P. M . Pearson, T.D., to
Major (T.O.T.); Lieptenant N. M. D . Farrant to Captain;
Corporal E. G. Ulph (R.E.M.E.); to Leading/Sergeant and
Signalman C. R. Harding to Lance-C.orporal.
Weloome to Second-Lieutenant D. P. Wainman who joins
us as Troop Leader of the Chelsea Troop of "D " Squadron.

The Activity Forecasc.-The Commanding Officer's principal
management tool in relation to our Regimental D evelopment
Programme is already showing some twenty separate activities
planned for us before the end of December, these spread over
the five aspects that the C.O . has broken all T.A. activity down
to (i.e .• Tactical Operations, Special Operations, Miscellaneous
Military Activity (Mismilac), Recreational Activity, Social
Activity) to ensure a proper balance of activities between the
needs of Morale and Technical Proficiency-a most important
requirement when considering the needs of the Retention
Factor wh.ich controls T .A. R ecruiting.
4 9th (YORKSHIRE ) R E GDIENT T . A.
An event took place on Saturday, 14th April, 1962, at
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, which must be well-nigh unique in
the history of the Corps. A dinner was held by the Officers
and ex-Officers of 49th (Yorkshire) R egiment, T .A., in honour
of Colonel W. F. Jackson who was commissioned into the
Northern Telegraph Company, R.E. Volunteers- a forerunner
of the present Regiment-<>n the 1st March, 1912.
Colonel Jackson has had a very distingui shed career in the
service of the Corps and holds the O.B.E., M.C. and Bar, T.D
(with no fewer than five Clasps), Croix de Guere and th~
American Legion of Merit.
In World War I he served in Gallipoli and F rance with great
distinction, winning the M.C. in 1916 and a Bar to it in 1918.
Between the wars he continued to serve in the T.A., taking
over command of the Regiment in r937. D uring World War II
he cc;>mmanded the Regiment in Norway and Iceland until his
appointment as C.S .O. Iceland. On cessation of hostiliti.es in
1945, and after 33 years service in the T.A., which included
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active service during the full period of World Wars I and II,
Brigadier Jackson, as h e then was, became a full time civilian.
His connect.ion with the T .A. and his Regiment was not,
however, completely severed, because in 1948 he accepted the
appointment of Honorary Colonel of the R egiment, which he
held until 1957.
It was most fitting, that after d evo.ting so much of his life to
the Regiment, he should become its Honorary Colonel.
At the dinner, which was attended by no fewer than five
other former Commanding Officers, the pr esent C.O.,
Lieutenant-C.olonel A. M. Booker, T.D., and man y others, including members of both the old and the reconstituted Regiment, a silver salver was presented to Colonel Jackson on behalf
of the Officers and ex-Officers by Colonel Walter Boyle, o.B.E.,
T.D., who was commissioned into the 2nd West Riding Volunteers. R.E., in September, 1903, and is r eally the only officer
qualified to speak of Colonel Jackson's early years.
Our picture shows Colonel Jackson and the other Commanding Officers of the Regiment.
To complete a most notable weekend in the Regiment's
history, a ·parade was held at Imphal Barracks, York, on Sunday,
15th April, 1962, when Major-General R. B. F . K. Goldsmith,
C.B., C.B.E., G.O.C. Yorkshire District, presented the British
Empire Medal to A/W.0.II Barbara Searle, W .R.A.C., and 14
Territorial Efficiency Medals to members of the Regiment (one
W.R.A.C. and 13 Royal Signals members).
It was a matter of great regret to all concerned that MajorGeneral A. E. Morrison, c .B., o .B.E., who ended his tenure as
our Honorary Colonel on 30th April, 1962, was not able to
attend but we had the good fortune to have he and Mrs.
Morrison with us whilst we were at Annual Camp at Crowborough. We are sorry to lose him as Honorary Colonel but
will retain many happy memories of both he and Mrs. Morrison.
Generail Morrison is succeeded as Honorary Colonel by
Colon el W. L. Hey, T.D., whom many will remember as C.0 .
of the R egiment from 1940-1943 and was in fact Honorary
Colonel of the 49th (West Riding) R egiment, T.A., at the time
of the amalgamation. May we extend to him a most hearty
welcome.
!'i3rd

(WELS H )

REGIMENT

(T. A. )

Contrary to the customary beliefs about Welsh volubility the
Regiment has been somewhat of a stranger to the columns of
TuE WIRE. Perhaps the speed of events in the last twelve
months have had somethin g to do with that. At all even ts, we
are now thoroughly "mixed "-in the nicest possible way, of
course, following our marriage last year with 58th (M) Regiment
(T.A.). T he fortunes of the R egimen t ebbed and flowed during
the ensuing months in tune with the fluctuation s of T .A. policy
until now, we hope, stability has at last been reached.

344 and 345 Brigade Squadrons camped with their Brigades
this year for the first time a~d the inevitable le~sons were drawn
from their successes and failures. In July, Lleutenant-Colonel
D. w. Cottrell, T.D., newly appoint~d to comman?, took the rest
of the Regiment to camp at Tav1sto~k where lt e_ndured the
vagaries of typical Dartmoor weather 1~ company with J:I.Q. 53
(W) Division (T.A.) and some supportmg .a~m s. A vaned and
memorable camp, it was graced by a v1s1t from . J:Icr Royal
Highness The Princess Royal and tensed by th e VISlts of Mr.
Ramsden Permanent U nder-Secretary of State for War, and of
the Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Howard Vyse.
Small wonder if training appeared, however wrongly, to be overshadowed by such occasions. Certainly, . the ne~ form and
function of the Regiment was somewhat d1sconcertmg to those
greybeards who remember only the crude maleness of the old
Divisional Signal Regiment, and its "arduous" 3-day exercises.
In July, too, another event .brought a. limited and surprised
pride to the Regiment when . its Cambnan Jl1.arch Team, ~oft
from the seats of C.V.s and S1gcens, reached sixtfi. place agamst
the competition from hardier an d more occupational marchers.
The lanky ath leticism of its leader, Lieut~ant H. M. Peterson,
owes something to a father whose name 1s not unknown as a
. ..
sportsman and distinguished boxer.
Camp, and the pcrJpheral summer acuv1t1es almost ove~, the
testing time begin s in the slow return to stre~gtJ:i, and signals
efficiency, in the new fields, after th~ PtJ?IShmg blows ~f
"re-org." Camp over and already the tune 1s far t~ short, 1t
seems, before next camp. T .A.-hobby or occupauon? We,
and our wives, wonder.
S8th REGIMENT (T .A.)
ANN U AL CA~IP , 1 962
~love to Barry Camp -

An~us, Scotland
This year it was decided to brt!'.1~ the ~ustom of r_nov.ing
the Regiment to annual camp by Brmsh R ailways, but mstead
to use the Umt's own transport for the move. The overall
journey from T .A. Centres to BarrY: Camp, which is next ~oor
to Carnoustie (of golfin g fam e), .1s between ~50-500 miles.
It was therefore decided to accomplish the move m three stages,
stopping at C atterick Camp on tthe first night, Edi nburgh on
the second night, and reaching Barry ~mp on the .afternoon
of ithe third d ay. Apar t from this long ~nve, the R eg~ent was
going <o do its own cooking and sleep m two-man bivouacs at
each staging area.
. .
We arrived at Barry Camp without any further mc1dents at
3.00 p .m., rto be met by our overworked advance p arty, who
had been fighting to keep the tents ~ the camp. upr~ght, as the
gale still persisted in Barry. H owever, after an evenmg m eal. at
6.oo p.m., the Regiment went to bed, tired but ple~sed with
having accomplished th.is long journey, complete with all it s
vehicles still ~ n one piece.

Period in Bns:-ry Cmn t'• 2 6 th June - 3rd J u ly
Tuesday, 26th June, was spent checking .over vehicles and
equipment and generally getting the camp ship-shape. a?d comfortable. The Regiment had been allocated a tra1?mg area
in the Tentsmuir Forest area, which was tihe other side of ~he
Tay Estuary, opposite Dundee. Th~ shortest way of gettmg
across was by using the Tay ferry, which operated from Dundee
to Newport. On Wednesday the majority of I Squadron cross.ed
on (he ferry and established radio and rad io relay contact with
2 Squadron, who had been lefit: at Barry Camp. On Thursd~y
this was reversed and 2 Squadron crossed and once agam
establi.shed radio relay communioanions.
On Friday, 29th July, the Commanding Offkc:r's parade. ~as
held and this was followed by the annual drill compeuuon.
Captain Fred Howard of 2 Squadron, played a recorded Corps
Regimental March, "'Begone Dull Care," over a loudspeak~
system, which added to make the pa!ade a. success. The ~rill
competition was a very close run ct'lung,. Wirh I Squ~dron )Ust
beating 2 Squadron by rthe narrow margm of one pomt. After
lunch there was a spoms afternoon, which consisted of InterSquadron football and tug-of-war. The tug-of-war was very
exciting and the eventual winners were the Officers, who beat
the L.A.D., R.E.M.E., team after three very exh.a usting pulls.
Saturday was declared a holiday, as Sunday m Scotland can
be very quiet with lirtle entertainment. Two coach loads . of
Office11s and men made a journey to P erth, s~me 30 ~1les
from camp, and a few pal"ties spent the day touring the High-

O ffi cers Tug-0 -War t eam, W inners of Regimental Tug-0-War
Competi t ion

lands to the north. A good time was had by all and some people
were so impressed by the beautiful Scoutish countryside that
they are planning to spend holidays there in the near future.
On Sunday the Regimental initiative competition was held
in the Tentsmuir Forest area. Captain Keith Harmon, of 3
Squadron, was disguised to look !ike an old professor, compli;te
with beard and spectacles and hidden on top of a nearby hill.
Each Squadron was ordered to deploy six ~o-man patr?ls,
equipped with man portable ! adio s<:ts, ap~rox1rnately rt miles
from Captain H armon's location. His loc~on was then passed
over radio in the form of a couplet, which Squadron Commanders h ad to work out, so that they could instruct their
patrols accordingly. Major orman Phillips, of I Squadro!l,
was very quick off the mark and worked out the problem m

Sy Appointment to the Late Kin g Geo rge V
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five minutes, and h ad his patrols moving in half-an-hour.
Squadrons could gain possession of Captain H armon by establishing the greater number of patrols at his looa rions at one
time, and they also had to get h im from his h illtop hide to a
mythical airfield some four miles away. Sergeant Greenwood
and Signalman D. E. Mansfield, of I Squadron, reached Captain
Harmon's hide first, just one hour after the couplet bad been
worked out, and managed to get him back to the airfield without
encountering any other patrols from the opposition. r Squadron
were therefore declared the winners of ~his competition . The
weather was very kind and aH the competitors had an enjoyable
though energetic day,_ especially Captain Harmon, who has lost
at least a stone in weight.
Monday was spent loading vehicles and packing up for the
move baok to T.A. Centres via Edinburgh, Catterick and
Ollerton, on Tuesday.

i\fove Dack
The Regiment got away to an early start from Barry Camp
on Tuesday, as the object of the Exercise was to get to Edinburgh in reasonable rime to enable 1!he men to look around this
very beautiful city. We reached our old camp site on Dreghorn
ranges by 3.00 p.m., and after the evening meal at 5.00 p.m.
most men went on a sight seeing tour. The view from a nearby
hill was quite wonderful and the few who had not gone out
walked to the t op and enjoyed the magnificent view of
Edinburgh at sunset. Another early start the following morning, destination Catterick, the home of the Royal CorP5 of
Signals, where the Regiment was going to stay until Friday
morning. Catterick was reached at about 4.00 p.m. and
bivouacs were put up with amazing alacrity, as the men at this
stage were quite expert in making themselves comfottable in
the shortest possible time. Most people s pent the evening in
Catterick and .a number of old friends were met and stories
exchanged, over pints of e.xcellent beer to be found in me pubs
of Catteriok and Richmond.

Exercise•• New Look "
Thursday and Friday were devoted •t o Exercise "New Look,"
which entailed t'he use of radio, radio relay, line and line
terminal equipments. The Regiment was deployed into two
forces, "Wolfor" representing Wolverhampton and "Newfor"
representing Newcastle-under-Lyme. These forces were mape
up basically by I Squadron and 2 Squadron respectively, and
each force had a radio relay detachment from 3 Squadron
attached for the Exercise. The Exercise started at midday
and communications by radio and radio relay were established
within a couple· of hours. Line communications took sligh!ily
longer, as the two forces were some six miles apar<, and the
route tthe lines had to follow were continuously in use by tanks
of the R.A.C. Training Regiments. A few linemen from
I Squadron had to jump out of the way rndler rapidly on one

Radio Relay terminal in TENTSMUIR area working to BARRY Camp.
870 provided by .2 Sqn. AN/TRC provided by 3 Sqn.

HS

occasion, where a tank driven by a learner driver had an
~rgurnent with a wall al_ong their line route. However, the
linemen persevered and lmked the t wo forces by line at about
6.~ p.m.. All tol~ the Exer~se was successful and most soldiers
enioyed 1t, especially the lmemen, who were quite exhausted
after their efforts.
Next stop was Ollerton, on Friday, the eve of end of camp
The Regiment bivouaced near some pleasant woods for th~
night and a coach took men into nearby Mansfield for an
evening out. The majority of men had a very pleasant evening
and in fact a number said !'hat <this was probably the most
enjoyable evening spent during the camp. Respective T.A.
Centres were <reached at xr.oo p.m. on Saturday and after
unloading and cleaning vehicles the Regiment dispersed, and
so another camp came to an end.

65th

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

At the time of going t o press we have just returned from
annual camp and we are in the throes of preparing our Stand
at. rthe Radio Show and having a lesson in diplomacy in dealing
with the shop .stewards of the E .T.U. and other Unions at
Earls Court. Camp was preceded by the departure of our
~djutant, Oaptain M. Willey, and we w.ish him luck in making
his fortune with Shell. Arriving in the Regiment with camp
almost on the doorstep was our new Adjutant, Captain P.
Spooner, w~o bas alr~dy displayed his prowess at parachuting.
. Camp .thi.s year agam saw the Regiment on a Cornmunicat.Jons Exercise and deployed over an even wider area than
hitherto. A patty of 40 All Ranks, including W.R.A.C., went
to Malta. There .they provided two main line radio channels
to -the U .K., where others attended the Radio School. No less
than sev~n returned home with ·t heir A.III telegraph operator
u:ade ratmg;s. After a delayed depanure, they arrived safely by
air at Luqa, and apart from working exceedingly hard they
all thoroughly enjoyed .the Mediterranean sunshine a~d the
generous hospi~ty which was extended to them by Major R. C.
Anderson and AU Ranks of 234 Squadron.
Another party of 40 men and W .R.A.C. carried out their
training in Germany. They were flown out by the U.S. Air
Force and IJJrovided four radio channels back to the U.K. In
addition, a successful Teleprinter Training School was also
org~nised in H .Q., B.A.0.R.
Many thanks to Major S. P.
I~ a!1d All Ra_nks of No. 2 Squadron, 28 Reg.iment, who
agam did every.clung possible to make this stay an enjoyable
one-also not forgerting Captain Daphne Chandler and the
members of her Squadron, who looked after our girls so well.
"H.Q." Squadron, with all it<S drivers and p0tential drivers,

The Signal Officer-in-Chief discusses weather prospects with the
Honorary Colonel and our M.0.-Major Charles Mansfield-on the
DZ at Whaton-on-the-Green
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Part of the Radio School in the Mediterranean sunshine of Malta.
Instructor Sergeant Derek Wilson supervises Private Valerie
Dunstan, Signalman Peter James, Signalman James Dixon and Private
Sandra Horne

were attached to .the RA.IF. Station, Thorney Island, on the
Sou.th Coast of England. The R.A.F. were magnificent hosts
and w.ith the weather in our favour, the training progressed in
leaps and bounds, and the social side of life was acclaimed
by all the men and W.R.A.C. who spent ·t heir camp with the
R.A.F. Our healltfelt manks to Group Captain J. J. McKay
and the members of his station.
Inevitably, those at our base station had a less glamorom; time,
but mis year the Exercise went particularly well. Apart from
channels to Malta and Germany, two channels were working
to Nairobi, another to 92 Regiment, A.E.R., in Scotland and, of
course, we had t o keep an eye--by radio---on "H.Q." Squadron
on Thorney Island. Cypher offices were established at main
base and in H.Q., B.A.0.R., and our 20 cypher operators did a
magnificent job and were extremely exhausted when the
Exercise finally closed down.
In all, the Exercise gave each trade an opportunity to be
fully exercised and although 'the hours of working were very
long, all concerned felt ,t hat they had learnt a tremendous
amount by taking part in an Exercise covering 12 days. Midway during the Exercise the Army Commander, General Sir
Roderick McLoed, visited R.H.Q. anq inspected me main base
radio station. He was accompanied by the C.S.O., Brigadier
E. C. R. Blaker, D .D . W.R.A.C. Colonel L. E. Baldwin, C.S.0 .
London District, Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Curry, and A.D.
W.R.A.C. Lieutenant R. D . Allerton. By the evening of
Wednesday of the -second week nearly all the Regiment had
been "safely gathered in" at R.H.Q. in North Bucks. Thursday, 12th July, was our V.I.P. Visitors' Day and we were
honoured by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Sir Diak White, from
the F.O., and Ga-oup Captain Harman (Secretary of the City
of London T . and A.F. Association), who spent the whole day
inspecting the Regiment on this last day of me Exercise. This
day the weather was on our side and a.t 15.15 hours, when
our guests were standing on the D .Z. over came the Hastings
aircraft disgorging 24 parachutists, who made a perfect drop.
This was a most .impressive sight and General Whls.tler congratulated the parachutists on their performance. The radio

The S.0.-in-C. and the Honorary Colonel inspect a souvenir of
Signalman Cutmore's misdemeanour! More haste less speed in
futu re

channels were working well that day, cypher were as usual
flooded out with work, and "H.Q." Squadron laid on an
interesting M .T. competition. The inspection concluded at
17.00 hours and our guests returned later co be entenained by
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants .prior to the Guest Night
in the Officers' Mess.
Other guests 't hat evening included the Earl of Buckinghamshire, Mr. E. F. Maltby, the Master of the Skinners Company,
Major-General W. H. D . Richie, Brigadier J. E. Anderson,
Brigadier R. N. Hanbury, Brigadier J. Sykes-\Vnght, Colonel
T. NI.. Niven, Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. Sharpe, Group Captain
R. G. Harman, the Headmaster of the Judd School and
Lieutenant-Colonel T. Morgan.
Our Honorary Colonel, the Earl of Malmesbury, spent no less
than 61 days with the Regiment during annual camp. He
visited Tborney Island; with the Countess of Malmesbury he
visited detachment s in B.A.O.R. and he was present on V .I.P.
Day and addressed <the Regiment on the following morning.
No Regiment could have a more e.othusiastic Honorary Colonel,
and this, Sir, All Ranks of ·the Regiment greatly appreciate.
Friday, 13th, ta!lted at an all 11:00 early hour with a Regimental .L'arade and March Past, which was taken by the Commanding Officer.
After the Regimental photograph, an
unorthodox football knock-out competition took place, the
winners of which we never really decided. But some still had
to work, including all those who took pant in the annual Morse
competition, which .this year was won by Sergeant Ryan, of the
Regiment, and Sergeant Campbell, of the W.R.A.C. Congratulations to them both.
896 Troop, A.E.R., were well represented at camp; no less
than 17 were present and all were soon back in top form as
telegraph operator~.
Our ·thanks to 6o2 Troop in Nairobi and <to 92 Regiment,
A.E.R., in Scotland for the part they played in the Regimental
Exercise.
As soon as we got back from camp, our Stand at the Radio
Show covering some 6,ooo square feet immediately occupied the
vast majority of our effort, and we are looking forward to the
21st August, when all will be completed and when we hope to
meet many of our friends from other Signal Regiments both in
the Regular Army and the T .A.
Major Roy Hadfield, Offioer Commanding 2 Squadron, who
bas served with me Regiment for the past I I years, has decided
tto immigrate to New Zealand and leaves with his family in
early September. He bas done an outstanding job in the
Regiment; we will all miss him, good luck to him in his new
surroundings and his new job with A.E.I.
The main requirement in this Regiment is for telegraph
operators, cypher operator-s and teleprinter operators, and both
young men and women are <invited to visit our T.A. Cen es in
London, E.C.2, Barnet and Southborough, near Tunbridge
Wells, where a warm welcome awaits them.

~The girls in sunny Malta relax between classes in the Radio School
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After a year full of wild dreams of Exercises in North Africa
or with B.A.0.R., the Squadron finally reconciled itself to a
prosaic fortnight's camp in July, which was to open with a
practical mobilisation at our nominated T.M.C.
The mobilisation practice went smoothly enough; the D epot
staff worked hard and efficiently not only at me documenta{ion
but also at housing and feeding us. The latter was an especial
relief, with two of our cooks stranded in London owing to a
stripped gearbox.
On the first Sunday some rather weird convoys were seen
crossing Southern England, but all assembled at Blandford
without mishaps.
At Blandford we were camping with "H.Q." and " I."
Squadron of our parent 83rd Regiment, A.E.R., and with 57th
Regiment, T .A., o that there was pressure on facilities. In
the end all worked well and with co-operation high and friction
low.
Once we had settled in, the tempo increased and basic training was soon vigorously under way.
Wirti the changes in the Signal trade structure, we were faced
with a formidable amount of reclassifying to be done, in
addition to the intensive training we had planned for new
recruits of all trades, but the tremendously keen response
enabled us to more than fulfil our :erogramme.
While those who required it were kept on basic trade
training the whole time, ithe ·majority -of the Medium Wireless
Troop, together with the Signal Centre Operating and Control
Troops, were committed on the second week to an Exercise
with 3rd Regiment. Apan from a vehicle fault which left one
crew and station marooned a hundred miles from its objective,
the Exercise went smoothly and the relationship berween
members of the Squadron and their Regular Army colleagues
became even better than before.
The personnel of me Heavy Radio Troops settled quietly
down to five days' hard work in ithe classrooms mastering the
features of the Golden Arrow Mk. II C.F.S. equipments and
systems. This was followed by some eight hours' mast drill no records were broken but much helpful experience was
gained by all members of the Troop.
In the meantime, the Radion Technicians settled down to
checking over the transmitter equipment, which has generously
been made available to us. Two faults were found on the
SWB8E C.F.S. These were quickly diagnosed and rectified.
It was not long before the receiver terminal crew were resolving
traffic, perforating tapes and transmitting traffic via we
SWB8E on dummy aerial. Systems were patched, changed and
repatched without complaint and it was soon apparent that 404
Squadron now had a real Heavy Radio Troop. The electrician
drivers and drivers of the Troop after erecting masts were soon
mastering every aspect of their Golden Arrow vehicles and
the two 27t K.V.A. generator. In fact, t hey took such
interest in everything that at one stage there seemed a distinct
possibility that they were about co take over dle operating of the
receiver terminal.
Before the camp ended we were able to issue a fur"ther 22
wireless sets to those who have been waiting patiently to join
our week-end training nets, the value of which was amply
demo~strated by the speed of the traffic passing during our
Exercise.
eedless to say, there was an active social life in and out of
~P· We managed to fit in a publicity Exercise at nearby
Immster Grammar School and in general show everyone the
son of business 404 means.
We were, and still are, pleased to receive enquiries about the
A.E.R. and the Squadron in particular from serving men or
t~ose not long out. This is the best way to keep in touch with
1gnals and you could not do it with a better Unit. Enquiries
to H.Q., Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, mentioning this
quadron.
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4 09 SQUAllRON (I•ARK) A.E.R.
During the second half of 1961 409 Squadron (Park) A.E.R.
was formed, but it was not until the early months of 1962 that
the Squadron really came to life as an active pant of the
reorganised R eserve Army. Affiliat<ion to 231 Squadron (Park),
Dennington, was agreed to by .the powers-to-be and the wheels
began to turn to start the Squadron on its first training session.
To most of us, Dennington was unknown; we had only a
vague idea where it was, what faci lities existed for training
and who lived and worked there. Now we are much wiser, fo;
we have had a recce week-end, a full Squadron training weekend and annual camp with 231 Squadron and the assurance
we received from military and ci¥i!ian staffs was excellent.
Dennington is a few miles east of Wellington, Shropshire,
and north of the A.5 road (Watling Street). The Central
Ordnance Depot provides employment for many people over a
large area. The history of the D epot, its organisation and
its importance 1to ithe British Army, are described in detail in
a very intereS}ting booklet issued by the Commandant for
distribution to military and civilian staffs when they take up
an appointment in the C.O.D. A copy of this booklet was
handed to each member of 409 Squadron on arrival.
The Officer Commanding of 231 is Major "Bill" Fill, who
in bygone days .instructed many hundreds of cadets in the
mysteries of M.T. at the Cat<terick 0 .C.T .U. We were fortunate to have this genial Officer and his helpful r ight-hand
man and RO.II Major Arthur Smith, to tell us about the
Signal Park organisation and Signals Works Services and to
arrange the whole of our training programme and watch our
interests.
The C.O.D. covers a large area and has its own road and rail
systems which link together the vast buildings, storage sheds and
storage parks and provide outlets to British Railway yards outside 'the boundary fence. A tour of the Depot was the first
item in our tra ining programme and we tramped miles that
morning and by noon were foo:sore, but well content with what
had been shown us, and amazed at ·the neatness and tidy state
of the area between tlle buildings. Some of the factories adjoining ·the main railway lines would be less of an eyesore if they
kept their backyards and spare ground in the same tidy state
as the C.0 .D .
The Signal Park has its own buildings and open storage space
and these were visited last, as our practical training was to
follow immediately after the end of the tour. Three large buildings of immediate interest to Signals were the Central Provision,
Plann ing and Supply Block and .the Surplus and Returned Stores
Depot. The first contained the nerve centre of the organisation,
the place where your demand is received, checked, the supply
arranged and instructions sent <to the Store point for issue. In
t<his building work- and they do work hard-about 800 staff.
It is a little bewildering and yet at the same t i~e fascinating, to
step inside and wanch the activity going on around you. And
glamour ceITtainly abounds here, for many of the clerical staff
are girls who operate the punched card machines, the tabulators,
accounti ng machines and the ever-faithful typewriter. Plans are
well advanced to introduce Auto Dara Processing in 1964 ... but
I hope ·the pret1ty g,irJ.s <Bre still retained ! The Signal Park ha
its H.Q. in this building, so Major Fill and his mff are right
on the spot to look after the Corps jnreres.ts and give technical
advice to the Ordnance on Signal requirements.
The Signal Sub-D epot holds the ·r eplenishments for all types
of Signals stores used .in the day-to-day work of the Corps and
issues major items Ito re-equip Units and bring them up to

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION

scale. The third building cont ained the mest miscellaneous
collection of &ores I have ever seen. ~1 th~ unwanted stuff
comes in here, is sorted, grad.ed, r.epa1~e~ 1f necessary and
re-issued .if serviceable and the item 1s still m use. Some very
old stores arrive from time to time, often dating back to World
War I but most of !the items are of fairly recent issue and
return~d by Units breaking up or by othel'S who ~a".'e been
re-equipped with the latest equipment. T'he three bu1ld mgs are
controlled by Ordnance with the Signal Park maintaining good
liaison and keeping up~to-date on any interesting developments.
The R.E.M.E. Workshops are an essential par>t of the C.0.D.
and here we dropped off our T .<?.T. and h~s Maintenai:ice
T roop. They immediately _got wor.kmg o~ a.proiec~ of m sra~lmg
and wiring up Signals eqwpment m . specialist vehicles des.tined
for B.A.O,R. They did a first-class )Ob and thoroughly. enioyed
their stay. At tlhe Transport Sheds the M.T. Troop left us
and before long the drivers were trying their hand at crane
operating and maneouvring fork-Ii£~ trucks and 0e Troop
Sergeant quickly got a Land Rover signed over to him.
All we had left were the Stores Troops and they had an
interesting time browsing around the Signal Park . sto~es and
Cable Park before setitling down ito lectures and practical ~~truc
tion given by members of 23 r Squadron._ . The cable io:r:ners
were on home ground, for being P.O. iomters they quickly
settled down to the jab. They had just swapped civilian clothes
for khaki. W.ithin a few days the Stores Troops bad grasped
essentials and we were fortunate in having two ex-R.A.<?.C.
N.C.0.s and three new recruits from the C.O.D., who guided
the hands of the Jess experienced men.
For l 5 days the Squadron stayed at Dennington ~nd we
had a most useful and enjoyable camp. Accommodation was
provided by 9 Battalion R.A.0.C. at Parsons Barracks a~d all
the facilities of this excellent barracks were made available
to the Squadron. Messing for Officers, Sergeants and other
ranks is done by civilian contractor.s and we found the standard
very good. Our sponring activities were numerous and the
Squadron get-together at a local pub ~as merry ye~ orderly.
The publican was so over-joyed at the mcreased business that
he provided free sandwiches for all.
We look forward to me new training year with confidence
and hope that the friends we ma~e at the C.O.D? ponnin~on,
will again be available to help us m our future trammg sessions.
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(Includes Rates and Rent; Beds and Bedding;
Furniture; Cots aod Prams; General Assistance).
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...
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Tlze following donation was m ost gratefully received during 'June, 1962 :
Cl1ambeTs Encyclopae&a.
Re vision by Major E. J. Hellier and Captain D . A. C. Randel . .. [,to 10 o

S ECTION== ==-i.

Below, an a1temp1 is made to describe, wi1h s11i1a!Jle
anonimiiy, eight cases 1aken from 1he. Welfare Secuon
fi les concluded during the first week m A11g11s1,_ 1962.
Also, on ihe same page, is a si~nple statem ent of J.ncome
and expendtture.
WIDOW OF CORPORAL, 1922-1935, later served ':"it? R.o~al Na~y.
Now elderly and in a very poor way.
The AsSOC1auon iomed w11h
the Royal Naval Benevolent Trust in makin~ a ~all grant to. help her.
WIDOW OF SIGNALMAN, 1946-49, who died m 1957, leaving her to
bring up his four children, three of them now at s<;hool. She..has . a
small income and the Fund joined with the Educauon Authonues m
helping the eldest child with a school uniform on qualifying for a place
at Grammar School.
·
Hi
CORPORAL, 1941 to 1946. Married. Two school-a11e children.
s
wife has recently become paralysed, and after hospital treatment .was
~e .Corporal IS a
strongly recommended for a hort convalescence .
Life Member of the Association and a generous contnbuuon was .made.
DRIVER, Signal Service, Royal Eng.i neers, 1_91 5 to . 1920; R?yal .· Signals ,
1920 to 192r.
Now aged 6~ and l_ong m hosp~t al.. Hts wife, .al so
elderly has to travel a considerable distance to v1~1t h~. The Bntisb
Legion' and the As ociation combined to help her m vanous small ways,
and .a recent grant wns made to help her with the cos~ of travel..

SIGNALMAN, 1946- 1948. He had good employment wl'!1ch ceased 1n
July, 1961, when he contracted a disease from wh1~ ~here 1s .no recovery.
He is married with a school-age child . The Bnush Legi?n and the
Association combined to make a small allowance to help WJth what ts
.
given by the State.
SIGNALMAN, 1941 - 1946. Married.
q~e child .wh~ cams. and C?n·
tributes.
His wife was in the Auxiliary Terrtton:iJ . Service,_ wh1.ch
fund combined with Royal Signals to help them . per1od1cally y;1~ ht~~
pur<:hase arrears.
He has been out of work StDce the be~g
the year suffering from epilepsy and _reduced men!al capacity.
H
LANCE-SERGEANT, 1941-1946. Mamcd. One child at. school.
~
earned a lar•e salary until December, i96o, when an acadent a! Wo/
reduced his income to less than n half. Despite the fact that his wife
works part time to help the Fund paid overdue rates.
DRIVER, 194 t-1946. Mar;ied. One =hool-ag~ daughter. He ccase!1 work
in Ma
l96l and is still ill. When working, he had a good .mcome.
The Ii'~nd m~de a gran t to help with clothes for wife and child, 'cld
hopes to provide more with pan-worn clothing, as soon as orll cs
to fit arc given .

Careers anti Opportunities
A vacancy exists for a National Se:vic:e . Offic~r who will be
completing his service shortly. The md1V1dual selected . would
be trained in our Research Laboratory and then be reqwred to
lead a team demonstrating new techniques.
Subsequently he would be able to progress in th~ field
(Laboratory, Works, Sales or Administration) for which he
hewed himself best suited.
The field of advancement within the Company and the Gr?up
is unlimited for the right individual who must possess dr1v~,
initiative and the will to succeed. Those who fe~J their
chemistry might not be up to the mark sho~~d not re~ram from
applying provided they have the other qualrnes mentioned.
Please apply to: Major A. R. ~t~hews, R;E . (retd.), Gen~ral
Manager, Floor Treatments L1m1ted, High Street, High
Wycombe, Bucks.
South Western Electricity Consultative Council
Applications from those holding an electtical quaµfication
are invited for appointment as Secretary of the Council, sala~y
£r,530 x £40-£1,650, from rst January, 196?· ~he pot. will
be superannuable and subject to .t!1Jee month~ not!ce on ~1t!1er
side Otherwise terms and condiuons of service will be si~ilar
to those agreed by the Electricity Supply In~ustry ~at1onal
Joint Council. Applications, marked "Confidential," statmg age,
qualification and present appointment, should be sent bef<?re
1 9th November, to the Chairman, ~outh Western E!ectnclty
Con ultative Council, Pearl House, High Street Exeter.
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FORD MAKES IT EAS Y
TO OWN YOUR OWN CAR
Christmas Appeal for Toys anti Clothes
Writing in September to be read in October it seems very early to
mention Christmas but truly there is little time.
For several years now Royal Signals has been unique in that it has
provided very wonderfully some kind of present for each member of the
very poorest families known to the Association.
If we are to do it again YOU MUST ST ART NOW.

WIRE

THE
TUE

UOYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Ed i tor :
BRIGADIER H. H. FIRTH
AU correspondence and matter for
publication for THB WIRE, . should be

SPECIAL OVERSEAS PURCHASE TERMS

Whether you are being posted abroad or are at present serving abroad,
you can have priority delivery of a brand new Ford car; and for those
serving outside Europe, special shipment can be arranged. You've a
choice from a full range of cars, free of U.K. purchase tax.

addressed to The Editor, THB WIRE,

MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
1sth OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

The Ford range of quality cars includes: Anglia de luxe saloon and
Estate car ; Consul Classic 3I 5 ; Capri ; Zephyr and Zodiac saloons.

scripticm rates (post

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Associaticm.
mail):

Twelve

OCTOBER
Vol. 16

THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1962

Clothes : - The Association knows of so many families who have lived,
for years, on N~tiona l Assistance Board scale of income. This provides for
rent, light, a little heat and a very economical diet. It does not provide
for replacement of clothing. The need for clothes is very great. One
Charitable Society in Manchester distributes annually 20,000 garments and
nearly 1,000 pairs of shoes. The need is no less today than it was when this
Society was formed nearly fifty years ago.
We of Royal Signals have in comparison only a small number of
families in real need, perhaps fifty or si:iny. It should be a matter of
pride thQt OUR families do better than most.
Why This Early Appeal

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION

free,

months,

Sub-

except air
15/-;

single

month, 1/3.
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Gifts of Money : -Will go to Signalmen who, because they themselves
are permanently bedridden or chairborne cannot earn. It gives them great
pleasure to be able themselves to buy some small present for wife or children.

88, Ecclestcm Square. London, S.W.1.

• Tax-free use in the U.K.-prior to shipment • Hire purchase terms
available • Shipment overseas arranged • World-wide Service and
parts availability

For complete details of Personal Export Scheme, contact your local Ford dealer or
FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD· 88 REGENT STREET· LONDON Wl ·Tel: REGENT 7272

Gifts of Toys and Books : - I t does not matter if they are duplicates or
rejects in your own family; they will go to children whose parents, or
widowed mothers cannot provide for such things.

•
(New Series)

1962
No. 10
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Each year the Welfare Staff at Association Headquarters has been
nearly overwhelmed by your generosity. They have worked very long hours,
sorting, packing, parcelling, addressing.
All this has been done in addition to their normal day to day work of
dealing with, on average, two hundred new applications for help and advice
each month.
In this year in December! it is likely that the move from Eccleston
Square to Duke of Yorks Headquarters will take place. Imagine the
added chaos.
Last year, or was it the year before, one famous Regiment sent over
thirty parcels of toys, books, clothes, footwear. Suppose this happened
again. We hope it will. Whatever date of arrival, all will be unpacked,
repacked and posted in time for Christmas, BUT you will have twice
our gratitude if you send early to us, so that we can have a littlc._more time.

PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY
353

A Visit to Goonhil/y Down

Major W . H. Walters, Australia.
2. Squadron-Leader R. K. Starkie, Australia .
3. q>mmander R . E . Lesh, Australia.
4. Lieutenant-General Sir William Pike Vicec;ruet of the Imperial General Staff.
5. Maior J. G. Berry, Canada .
6. Group Captain A . C. Bowes, Canada.
7. Colonel A. Reh.man Khan, Pakistan.
8. Col~cl Moha.mmed Noor, Malaya.
9 . Ma1oc-General A. M. W . Whistler.
10. Maior-Gcneral R. N. Batra, Inrua.
II .
Maior P . K. Sen, India.
I.

Mr. R. F . T . Stannard.
Lieutenan t-Colonel J. E. D. Farr.
Lieutenant D. T . Hunt, Australia.
15. Major-General F. ~ Swainson.
16. Cap1ain J. R. G .
rechman, R.N.
r 7. Air Vice-M arshal C . M. S1ewart.
18. Commander Shafiq Ahmad, Pakistan.
19. Mr. A. R. Barrow.
20. Lieutenant-Colonel A . W . Fitchett, New
Zealand.
21. Wing Commander S. P. Singh, India.
22. Colonel Abdul R. Khan, Pakistan.
12.
13.
14.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28 .
29.
30.
31.

Lieutenant-Commander
J. D. Gresson,
N ew Zealand.
Mr. G. Mellor .
Squadron Leader D . A . Duthie, New
Zealand.
Commander Akhtar Hanif, Pakistan.
Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley.
D.
H.
Grainger,
L ieutenant-Colonel
Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
Air Commodore C. C. Morton.
Wing Commander W . D. Reid .
Wing Commander J. P. Conyers-Brown,
New Zealand .

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

The Seventh Military Communications -Electronics Conference

T

HIS Conference takes place every other year. It was
atti:nded by s.q.-in-C.s and Directors of Signals and/or
the~r representatives of the Navies, Armies and Air Forces
~mm various Commonwealth countries. Amongst those attending ~n the Army side were Major-General R. N. Batra
(S.-0.-m-C. India), Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. Fitchett and
L1eutenant-Colonel J?. H . Grainger (Director of Signals in New
Zealand and Rhodesia and Nyasaland respectively); Colonel A.
R. Khan (Commandant. Pakistan Sch~] of Signals), LieutenantColonel E. Mc~. Erskine (C.S.O. designate, Malaya), Major J.
G. Berry, Ma1or W. A. Walters, Major P. K. Sen, Colonel
Abdul R. Khan and Colonel Mohammed Noor (from the
Londol!- Staffs of Canada, Austra!ia, India, Pakistan and Malaya
respecuyely). The United Kingdom War Office was represented
by ?v\a1or-Ge~era~ A. M . W. Whistler, Major-General F. J.
Swa1?son, Bngad1er E. I. E. Mozley and Colonel G. D. T.
~ams: . The .Conference was opened by Lieutenant-General
Sir Wilham Pike, V.C.I.G.S.
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The photograph was <taken on the opening morning and also
includes Lieutenant~Colonel J. E. D. Farr from L.C.-E.S.A.
and Lieutenant-Colonel G. Mellor GRetd.) now with the
B.J.C.E.B. (London).
On tJ:ie. evening of the first day_ the delegates were entertained
at a ~trusfil")' of Defence Reception. The guests were received
by His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Joint Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for Dominion Relations. (Ed.-Since
prom?ted and now Minister of State). The reception was held
m . Kmg Henry V~Il's Wine Cellar, an interesting old Tudor
brick structure built by Cardinal Wolseley, and once part of
the old Palace of Whitehall. Origimilly at ground !eve.I, it was
moved complete on rollers and jacks and is now incorporated
two floors below the ground in the new Board of Trade
Building in Horse Guards Avenue.
Durini;: •t he week, addition a~ receptions were given by the
Elecr.romcs Trade, and greatly enjoyed by alrl.
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BY MAJOR-GENERAL L. DE M. THUILLIER, C.B., O.B.E.
I was one of a number of senior officials representing Government Departments in W hitehall who were invited by the Deputy
Engineer-in-Chief of the Post Office, Captain C. F. Booth, to
visit the Post Office satellite communications station at Goonhilly Down about a fortnight before .the historic T elstar experiments began. Amongst those present in the party was
Lieutena nt~Colonel D. Dibsdall, my assistant in the Cabinet
Office.
By a singular coincidence the station is less than five miles
away firom the site of the Poldbu station irom which the first
radio signal (the three dots of the morse code letter S) was
transmitted across the Atlantic to a receiver on the east coast of
Newfoundland. And here was I standing, sixty-one years after
chat equally historic event, in the shadow of a giant aerial that
would shortly transmit for the first time a television signal via
a communications satellite to another station at Andover, Maine,
on the other side of the Atlantic. As I gazed up at the 85 ft.
white painted dish and its supporting structure and turned
round to look at the control buildings 100 yards away, it was
difficu.Lt to realise that a year ago there was just virgin heath .
The complete station had been designed, built and rested out
in the short space of a twelve month, an achievement of which
the Post Office and their contractors were justly proud. It was
conceived from scratch too. There was no copying of an
American model as with the French station in Brittany. This
one incorporated the fruits of much original thought by Post
Office engineers, as well as having the ability to become, without
much alteration, the ground terminal of a satellite system
when one is established in the years ahead.
We were given a free run of the whole station and although
most of the technicians were busy putting final touches and
completing last minute preparations it was quickly obvious
how keen they were to show us every detail of the work they
were doing. We were allowed to climb up the back of the
dish and gaze through a peep-hole at its smooth white surface,
a surface accurate to tolerances of 3/16th of an inch and providing a 3 db beamwidth of ·15 degrees at 6,ooo Mc/s. We
looked into one of the operating cabins just behind the dish
where the liquid cooled maser was housed and we admired at
close quarters the enormous 30 ft. high screw-thread assembly
that elevated and lowered the dish. Then we entered the penthouse where the e-ansmitters were, the doors of which are
clearly seen in the photograph between the concrete legs of
the cradle. The apparatus in here was a tight fit since not only
did it contain the equipment for the Telstar experiments, but
also for the forthcoming Relay one. There were cabins containing the high power stages (1,725 and 6,390 Mc/s) low
power drive equipment and some of the frequency shift equipment. Back on the ground we entered the door of ~he building,
the roof of which was the turntable which took the whole
weight of 870 tons of dish, concrete cradle, transmitter penthouse and screw-thread elevating assembly. We looked at the
immen.se "bicycle" chain that spun the rurntable and in a
separate room saw the two 100 h.p. closed looped servo motors,
one of which drove the " bicycle " chain and the other the
elevating screw-thread. So accurately were the speeds of these
motors controlled (by means of instructions from a punched
tape-of which more later) and their motions transferred to the
"bk-vcle" chain and the screw-thread that the dish could pick
up and be kept pointed at a 3 ft. diameter satellite travelling
at round about 15,000 miles an hour up to 3.000 miles away!
Then we walked down the road towards the main building
in which was the control centre for the whole station. Here we
saw first the control consoles, in front of which were places for
the Controller of Experiments and his assistants. F.rom these
every operation in the whole station could be supervised, as
for example, the operation of each transmitter and receiver. On
top of the left-hand console were two television receivers; a
fortnight later the eyes of many millions of people were to be
glued on to the screen of the left-hand one waiting for the
picture to appear of the first television signal to be relayed via
the satellite across the A.tlantic. The drama of that historic
evening was hidden from us. Then we had a look at the
apparatus rooms, finishing up in the computer room. Here
we could not help being amazed-at least I was-at the intricate
calculations that had to be performed. The task of the computer was to accept orbital data of ~he satellite's movements
(i.e. its exact position in space at one minute intervals, calculated
from the information received from the worldwide chain of
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t.oy courtesy 01 ./'J .Jv1. 1~0Slmas1cr-veneral

Goonh illy Downs Radio Station.

A view of the aerial

Minitrack stations) and to convert this data into instructions on
a punched tape, so that at each second of time, electrical
impulses could be fed to the control mechanism of the servo
motors_ the latter then elevating and rotating the dish to keep
its eye, as it were, on the satellite.
And so after the description of the job of that computer, our
visit ended. Having been privileged to see so much of the
intricate apparatus and equipment that is necessary to operate
successfully a stat·ion of this kind, we could not but marvel at
the enormous amount of work that had been put into it and
especially bow so much had been accomplished in so little
time.

"Hermes" Maitlen Voyage
Those who know Cyprus must know Glossa, the bay in front
of the Florida Hotel at Famagusta, and the coast past Salamis
and up to Boghaz. This was to be Hermes maiden voyage and
in the nature of " troop trials " with a crew of eight.
Hermes is the new Regimental boat, donated to the Regiment
by the Nuffield Trust. She is a 22ft. locally-built fishing vessel
and, with a Turner Marine single cylinder engine, capable of
about seven knots. She cost £300 and was officially launched
by the Commanding Officer's wife. Mrs. David Jones, in April.
We were to spend the night out on the sands just past
Boghas after having been suitably beered and dined from the
3-tonner, which was to meet us there. We were to catch
plenty of fish and get very sun-tanned. In fact it did not
quite work out that way.

Hermes with Co rpo ra l Win ton at the helm
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On leaving Glossa at nine in the morning, the sun shone
and the seas were calm, but only until we were out in the
open sea.
Fishing was tried out nearer tlle coast just past Salamis
but the waves were already quite large 'and, as the ancho;
would not hold, we ended up far too close to the rocks for
comfort: In the ensuing " paddy," we eventually found that
t~e en~ine ':Vould not restart until it was put into neutral gear
six fishing Imes got vexy tangled up, and half a fishing rod wa~
lost over board. Discretion . being the better part of valour we
liad to content ourselves with an enrhralling exper.ience and no
fish.
Be~ching the boat at lunchtime we found was no easy matter,
e ~pec1aJ!y as the wa".es were then about five feet high.
But
difficulties we~e n~thmg compared .to the re-launching, as can
probably be rmagme.d, and all sailors got very bruised and
~attered: The .re-fittmg of the rudder, which was remembered
m_the ruck ?f time, was a full ten minutes of .impossibility. All
t~1s pantomime was to be repc:nted again at our final destination, near Boghaz, and, even wtth our added experience, it was
not a ·h appy. thoug~t" especially as the wind and spray were
by now a little c~lling an? beer stocks wexe running low.
Just ~e~ore we died of thirst, a truck was sighted and soon
extra willing han~s were to make beaching easier rhan was
expected. Hot,_ sticky tea g~ve welcome relief, and fishing for
supper was quickly started m earnest. This meal was to be
one o~ the best .we had ever tasted-<:onsisting of curried beef
and nee. . Obviously not much hope for .the fishermen but
congratulations to the cooks.
'
Apart from ~aving . to rescue ~ermes from the rising tide
at about two o_cloc~ m the morrung, and the miscomforts of
some whose waist diamete.rs were larger. than the internal diameters of the sle<:ping bags, a good night was spent, and all
were up e.ar~y fishing for our breakfast. This was also a good
meal cons1stmg ~f bacon, sausage and eggs.
The return trip was star.ted a little earlier than planned
due to ~e forbidding-looking waves. They were worse tha~
the previous day, but we were now hardened seamen and there
was plenty of beer to keep the salt water taste from the
mouth and P!enty of .whi*y to keep the cold from the body.
Glossa was sighted wtth sighs of relief.
At least we ~ot back to tell the tale, and to future users of
Hermes, we wish them better weather and better fishing but
can guarantee to them a marvellous time.
'

TRIUMPH-

. The 31st E'.'11ibition of the Society, containing over 300
pictures by artists from ~ll three Services, was opened on 5th
September at the Chenil Galleries, Chelsea, by LleutenantGe~eral Mohammed Yousuf, the High Commissioner for
Pakistan.
Field Marshal .t\uc~eck, himself a regular exhibitor (this
year a~ three of his p1c~res were sold on Private View day),
is Chairman of the ~ociety, and the Secretary is Mr. W.
Axn_old, now a professional artist, who served in Royal Signals
durmg the war.
_From the Corps, neither Lieutenant-Colonel Hutchins nor
Lieutenant~lonel Fletcher was exhibhing this year
but
Colonel yulliamy had fo~ pictures hanging (two of the E~glish
country~ide , two of Pakistan) and Major Whistler three of
scenes m Malta and Cyprus.
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and

prov.mg to its users, be they Gunners, Infantry or our own
Corps, that in fact it would work, provided it was correctly
handled and sited.
During. World _War II, Pat Hobson first commanded 50 Army
~ank B~igade Signal Squac!Ton and later 7 Indian Divisional
Signals m the Arakan, where, during the phase known as the
Batt!~ ?f. the Box, the Regiment took a major part in the defence
of D.iv1S1onal Headquarters. A description of the battle the
fer~ious ):i~d-t~l_ld figb.ting,_ ~nd the grim tenacity 'of 7
Indian D1v!Slonal Signals 1s vividly portrayed in the book
". Spear.h ead G.eneral," by Maule. For his part in this operation, his cooln~, courage and devotion to duty, Pat Hobson
was awarded the D.S.0.
Pat Hobson, from his earliest days in the Corps, has always
h~d the good name . and efficiency of the Corps very much to
his heart, and nothing has been too much trouble to him to
ens~re that this was maintained. It is pleasant to know that
he is to maintain a close association with us by taking ovec
th~ ~st of Secretary to the Royal Signals Association from
~n~dier H ._ R. Firth. We wish him all success and happiness
m his new 1ob.

®bituarp
COW.O:\'EI~

G. J. MORLEY

Brigadier Pat Hobson was first commissioned on 30th January,
1930, and posted to the Depot Battalion, as it then was, at
the Signal Training Centre at Catterick. After 32 years' service,
he finally finished his service, also at Catterick, but commanding ·the T'l'aining Brigade.
Essentially a man of action, his service has been mainly in
the East (where he took part in operations on the North-West
Frontier) or at Catter>ick, except for a short spell of Arctic conditions in Canada in 1948, when he took part in Exercise "Musk
Ox." However, to make up for this latter, he was shortly after
posted to Hong Kong, to command 46 Infantry D ivision Signal
Regiment.
Among his many outstanding qualities, those of leader.ship
and devotion to the welfare and morale of his men were predominant. His keenness for fostering all forms of sport and his
participation in them is well known (one commanding officer
described him as " the finest physically-built subaltern I know")
and is exemplified in the record of l Training Regiment, during
his tenure of command, when the Regiment reached the finals
of the Anny Rugby Union in 1947, and the S.T.C., with a
team largely composed of members of l Training Regiment,
won the cup in 1948, and were rated as the best rugby side in
the North of England. In 1947 also, the Regiment also won
the Cauerick District Athletics, whilst the Boys' Squ11dron won
the Northern Command Enlisted Boys Soccer Cup. Later, whilst
in Austria as C.S 0., B.T.A., he took up ski-ing wholeheartedly,
~d by his enthusiiasm and energy, encouraged the Klagenfurt
S1gnaJ. Squadron so that in 1953 they entered teams for the
patrol team race, the downhill and the slalom, coming fifth in
the downhill.
As a leader and trainer of men. his whole-hearted sympathy,
enthusiasm and determination were recognised by b is many
training appointments, commencing with the Boys' Company at
the S.T.C., India, and followed by a Class B instruct011ship at
the Army Signal School, Poona. Always sympathetic, he would
never accept the attitude "it won't work" until he personally
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PE~ M.B.E.~

T.D.

He started his career in the
Territorial Army in 1909
serving first in the Notting~
hamshire R o y a 1 H o r s e
Artillery and, after business
reasons moved him to London, in The Roughriders, before his commission as
Second-Lieutenant in the
Surrey Yeomanry in 1915.
He was seconded to the
Royal Flying Corps in 1916,
qualified as a pilot, and
served therein until the end
of the war.
On the reconstitution of
the Territorial Army, he
joined Anti-Aircraft Signals
at Regency Street and
.
served this unit throughout,
Lieutenant-Colonel (Brigadier) G . C.

Anny Art Exhibition

POWER IN HAND ...
ON DUTY AND OFF

I

Vale

until he succeeded
Wickins in command.
.1? 1939, when the 1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals was
divided, he commanded the newly-formed 6th A.A. Divisional
Signals, responsible for the Anti Aircraft defences between
London and the coast, and remained in command until 1943
when he had to retire because of ill health.
'
~ter 19.46, he was very active in helping to re-form his
-Regiment m Brompton Road, and became Honorary Colonel
thereof in 1956.
He died on 30th August, 1962, aged 70 years.
He gave over 50 years of his life to voluntary service of
his Sovereign and to his country. Lt is typical of him that even
when he had no official position, he was constant in the service
of his Regiment. All wh? knew ~im are aware of the example
he gave to those under hrm of this devoted service.
His very long service to Royal Signals T.A. was marked
by the large number of offic rs, warrant officers and senior
N C.O.s who attended his funeral; upward of 100 were present
He was a Freeman of the City of London.
·
A further tribute to Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Morley Peel
M.B.E., T.D., and those who serued with him will appear i~
November.
~fr.

6R1UIAM WALKER

Mr. Graham Walke.r who died at his home in Lyndhurst on

7th Septe~ber ;vas a very faithful friend of Royal Signals. One
of the original Corporal Despatch Riders' 1941 he served in
the Signal Service Royal Engineers until the end of the war
He joined the Rudge Whitworth Motorcycle Manufacturing
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Company and rode in several Tourist Trophy races, winning
the Lightweight Race in 1931, at th e then very high speed of
69 miles an hour. H e was editor of Motorcycling 1939 to 196x.
In 1935 he used his considerable influence to arrange the
stud of Rud~ Whitworth Motorcycles on which City of London
Signals T .A. provided the Motorcycle Disp ay at the Royal
Tournament. This is believed to be the only Territorial Army
which has appeared at all performances of a Royal Tournament.
He was also a founder member of the Association of R.E.
Despatch Riders which flourished b tween the two wars. A
well known commentator on Motorcycling subjects in Radio
and Television.

Signalman G. C. Prentice
S i g n a 1m a n G. C.
Prentice was killed on
4th
September,
1962,
while taking part in the
Manx Junior Grand Prix:
he was at the time on
leave from his unit, 2nd
Regiment, in B.A.0.R.
Geoffrey Prentice was
called up for National
Service in May, 196o,
and two months later
passed out from 24th
Regiment as a driver. He
joined 2nd Regiment in
September, 1960, and
was posted to No. 2
Squadron, w h er e he
quickly b e c a m e the
Squadron Commander's
driver, first to Major R.
I. Osbourne and then to
Major W. E. Sherratt.
Throughout his two years
with the Regiment he
worked extremely hard :
his cheerful, friendly personality was always in
Courtesy : Dady Herald
evidence, even during the
coldest and wettest of
B.A.0 .R. manoeuvres, of which he was a veteran. He was widely
recognised as a most skilful driver, but his interests were not
confined to his driving duties. He had been a member of his
local r ifle club and soon became a member of tlie R egimental
shooting team with which he shot at Bisley in 1961 and, for
the last time. at the Royal· Signals (B.A.0 .R.) meeting in May
this year. In his spare time he was the senior projectionist at
the A.K.C. Globe Cinema, Biinde. His greatest love was, however, his motor cycling. He had been an enthusiast for several
years and in recent months had one of his machines (a 650 c.c.
B.S .A.) with him in B.AO.R. H e had taken pan in junior races
before joining the Army.
His death came as a great shock to his many kiends in 2nd
Regiment, several of whom were listening to the commentary
on the race, when it was announced that he had crashed and
died. Tribute was paid to his memory, and the whole Regiment observed one minute's silence at a parade on 5th
September. Wreaths were sent to the funeral from the R egiment, his Squadron and individual friends; every assistance
being given in this by the Royal Signals Association Headquarters.

-aI:bt

~mpire

The Empfre Field of Remembrance, 1962, will be held at
Westminster Abbey from the 8th to 12th November (both
dates inclusive). It will be opened at 12 noon on Thursday, 8th
November, with a short service conducted by Canon Stanclilfc,
assisted by rhe Dean, at which members of the Association are
invited to be present, and will remain open daily from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., although access thereto is, of course, possible at any
time.
The Royal Signals Plot is No. 203, as m previous years.
Mr. A. E. Stead and members of the London Branches will
be the official representatives of the Association at the opening.
If any other members of the Association are in London on
8th November, and wish to attend the opening, they should
notify Headquarters, Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston
Square, S.W.x.
It is hoped that a good number will be able to attend this
year.
The following are available from the British Legion Poppy
Factory, for the Memorial Plot. and, if ordered, will be placed
on behalf of Units and Branches who cannot send representatives, by the official representatives of rhe Association.
21/Wreath Crosses
5/Badge Crosses
15/Remembrance Grosses 6d.
Field Crosses ...
Poppy Crosses
to/Correspondence and orders relating to the Field should be
addressed DIRECT to the Secretary, British Legion Poppy
Factory, Petersham Road, Richmond, Surrey (wirh a copy to
Headquarters), and cheques should be made payable to : The
British Legion Poppy Factory Ltd., and should be crossed.

Christmas Presents
It cannot be •time to start thinking about Christmas presents ! ! ! Certainly not in Great Britain, but by the time THE
WIRE reaches some far distant places, the season of presentgiving is all too near.
What of some of the dtlngs advertised in THE WIRE.
Garrard, for instance, have some excellent figures of " Jimmy,"
mounted on brooch or pin for around £6 (see September
WIRE).

Ladies who would like one of these may perhaps open the
subject by suggesting that the new Corps Gramophone Record,
or more cheaply, one or two ashtrays at 4/6 each, will appeal
to husbands. These are pretty near unbreakable, unless thrown
on a hard floor after being washed m very hot water.
Tie, scarves, cuff-links, blazer badges and buttons, car
badges-all are available in good quality from Association Headquarters. You will find advertisements in nearly every number
of THE WmE. You can buy him a belt from Hobson & Sons,
prices range from 10/- to £14.
If you buy the boy a motor cycle, let it be a Triumph-or
at least give him a Royal Signals badge to go with it.
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Available from Royal Signals Association.
Unbreakable plain glass, 4}in. Square.
Corps Crest in gold.
Price 4s. 6d., including postage.
Suihlble especially for souvenir gifts and for
personal use.
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PERSONAL
COLUMN
London Gazette
Extracts from Gazettes received between . 20rh A ugusr and September
Bripdier P . M . P. Hobson'. o,s.o., reured .13th August , 1962.
L ieutenant-Colonel J . I . Parkinson, M .B.E., reured 13th August, t962.
Major (T .O .T.) W . L . P. Brennan (S.S.y .), retired 13th August, 1962.
Captain F. H . Rugg, B.R.D. (A.E.R.), reured 15th August, 1962.
Captain A Hall-Brown to T.A.R.O., 2nd Junet :1962.
Captain (Q .M .) J . H . W . Roake (S.S.C.) to be Major (Q .M .) 9th Auguat,
1

~~d-Lieutenant E. P. Magill (T.A.) to be Lieutenant, 1oth August,
1
966'ptain M . J. E. Gammage (T.A.R.0.) to be Captain, 2nd Mar, 1962.
Major (Tfc. Offr.) G . K. Thorne, T.D. (T .A.R.0.), to be M aior (Tfc.
Offr.), ~oth July, 1962.
.
CaptaUl M . J . O'Conner to be Maior, 26th August, 1962.
W.O.I W . C. Lombard to be Ljeutenant (Tfc. Offr.), 3oth July, 1962.
Captain I. G. Jones to be Ma1or (T ,A .). ut August. 1962.
Lieutenant H. 'I'. Clegg to be Captain _(T .A.), 7th June, 1962.
Lieutenant H, D . Stanley to be Captain (T .A.), u t July, 1962.
L ieutenant J . R. Selby from N.S , to T .A .. 16th Jul>;.. 1962.
Major (Tfc. Offr.) H . Gully r!'ured IS! August, 1902.
Captain J. K . White 10 be Ma1or, . 1st August, 1962.
L ieutenant C. N. Last to be Capta1n . .2nd September. 1962.
Second-Lieutenant J. H. May to be Lieutenant, 2nd September, 1962.
Captain N. D. B. Corby to T .A.R.0. , 17th July, 1962.
Lleutcruint-Colonel F. E. Berry, T. D., reured Ill September, 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel N . Pidsley retired 1st September, r962.
Major D . W . Sutherland retired I~t September , 1962.
Captain G . G . Campbell to be Ma1or, 4th Au1111s1, 1962.
Maior A E Scaif relinquished S.S .C ., nt September. 1962.
Captain ·E. Roberts 10 be Major (A.J:i.R. ) 3rd September, 1961.
Second-Lieutenant P. Co'lllolly to be. Lieutenant, 29th August, 1962.
Lieutenant-Colonel J . T . Lloyd reured 6th September , 1962.
R .S.M . W . G . Finch to be Lieute"~nt (Q.M .) (S.S.C.). 13th Au_gust, 1962.
Captain N . G . Wilson to be Ma1or (A.E .R. ) 29th July, 1962.
0

Movement1i-Olflcers
Lieut.-Colonel W. R. G. Hcncher, To i9th Regiment
M.8.E.

Maior M . H . Broadway
Maior B. C. Skelly
Maior R. S. Lott . ..
Major J. R. Ellis ...
Maior }<. W . Watts
Maior G . H . Pierson
Maior J. A. Cleland
Maior S. C . Dare
...
...
Maior (T .O .T .) J. F. Everard
Maior (Tfc.) 'fl. W . Ru11ell ...
Captain T . R'1<bv .. .
. ..
. ..
Captain B. I . Weston
.. .
...
·
D
S
Keech
Ca1>•.ru.,
· Oehlers ...
Cap•ain G .· R.
Caotain n . Lvcett-Gregson
Captain A. J. Harrison .. .
Ca1>•ain R. E. Pac'<-Davisorl
Caotaln P . F. Larrington
Cao•ain n . W Gent . ..
...
Caotain (T.O.T.) A. D. Martin
Lieutenant J. V. Fielding
...
Lieute"ant 1. S. Brinsford
Lieutenant N . Moss
...
.. .
Lieutena.,t (T O.T.) P. W . Foa'<es ...
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) H . W. Galloway

RPtirements
Lieutenant-Colonel F. E . Berry
Lieutenant-Colonel N. Piclsley
Lieutenan1-Col<Y'el J . T . Llovd
Licu~nant-Colonel A. P. Johnson
Major D. W . Sutherland ...

Recommended Reading
A Visit

CORPS CRESTED ASH TRAY

jfielb of .l\tmtmbrante, 1962

Goonhilly Down

Radio Show
Now we are getting somewhere
Exercise " Mickey Finn "
Greece and Turkey for £30
Hurricane "Wanda" ...
An Interesting Account of Shooting

RPllnqulH hm Pnt
Major A. E. Scaife

School of Signals
ut Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
2ut Regiment
)
41st Regiment (T.A . .
,, 6~rd Regiment (T.A.).
G.H.Q., FARELF
•• Ministry o( Aviation
,, 2ut Regiment
,, 14th Regiment
School oC Signals
., 256 Souadron
,, 'oth Reglment
School Of Signal s (Course)
,, 22nd Reg'mcnt
., School Of Signals (Course)
School of Signal• (Course~
School of S'gnals (Course
Schon! of Signols (Course
.. 301h Regiment
,, 4th Reg;ment
217 Squadron
School of Slgnals (Course)
,. 222 Souadron
,. 610 Troop

Date of Re1ircmc11r
ut Seotember, 1962.
ut Seotember. 1962.
6th Sep•ember, 1962.
15th Sep1embcr, 1962.
111 September, 1962.
Date of Re/inquishmtlll
111 September, 1962.

M<1vl! m Pnt 1i-l V nrran t Olllr e r 1i
l hir inff O c tob e r , 1982.
W.0.1
W .O .t
WO.I
WOI
W.0 .1
W 0 TI
W 0 IT
W 0 TI
W O.Il
W o Tt
WO.TI

A. T . Lef!ga! ...
D . MacG11livray
A. G. Harfield ...
R S Todd
·
·
G . N . Smith .. .
IR.0.M.S .) P. W. H. Lafferty
IR O.M S.) C. A. Baalham
CR.O .M .S .) R. J. Fletcher
~. J. L. Molony
v. F . M . Thom
C. L. Gardiner
WO TT B. c. Oscroft
W .O Tt R. Pos•er . ..
W .O JT 1. A . Crabtree
W.0.II C . Dunn

and S rrg ti nn tll.

To nth Regiment
,. H.Q .. Southern Command
Ro,•al Si~ols Records
,, 24th Regunent
(T.A.)
·~4thd Regiment
R ·
,. 220
eg•ment
615 Troop
,. 4ut Regiment (T.A .)
234 Souadron
,, 221 Souadron
491h Regiment (T.A.)
219 Souadron
16th Rctment
uth Reslment
., 224 Squadron

W .O.II
W.O.II
W .O.II
W .O.II
W.O.Il
W .0.II
W .0 .11
W .O.II
W .O .II
W .0 .II
W .0 .Il

C.
G.
D.
R.

C. G . C urtis
A. Granger ...
. ..
W. Stanley ...
...
W . F. Tbomborouah
J. B. Morrison ...
J. P . Skinner
D . J. Carnell
G. K. Rothwell
M . J. Levins ...
F . A. Thomas ...
P . V . D ixon
w.o.n J. N . Clark
...
W .O .Il A. J. D . Davie•
Acting W .O .Il P . J. Doonan
Acting W .O.II A. Morris
Staff Sergeant C . H. Young .. .
Staff Sergeant D . C. Pocock .. .
Staff Sergeant 'M . Butler
...
Staff Sergeant B. Fisher
...
Staff Sergeant f'. Clarkton
Staff Sergeant J. Stanhope
. ..
Staff Sergeant I . D. C. MacMillan
Staff Sergeant G. F. Hughes ...
Staff Sergeant J. A. Coxon ...
Staff Sergeant ll. Banhom
...
Staff Sergeant R . J. L . Harries
Staff Sergeant E. J. F . Garner
Staff Sergeant C. A. Berry ...
Staff Sergeant L. M . Andrews
Staff Scrgea'1t A. R. Hill
Staff Sergeant N . C. Elliott ...
Stall Sergea"lt D. N. M. Eldridge
Staff Sergeant R . E . Brooks .. .
Staff Sergea'lt N . W. Cunion .. .
Staff Scr11eant B. Dossetter
.. .
Staff Sergeant S. J. Martin
Staff Sergea'lt G . Hayes
...
Staff Sergeant G . E . Tompkins
Staff Sergeant S. Finlav1on
.. .
Staff Sergea'lt I . W . Davies .. .
Staff Sergeant P . H . Iverson . ..
Staff SC"geant K . A. Lambert
Acting Staff Sergeant G . Smith
Sergeant C. H . Moynan
Sergeant W . H. Elliott
S<trgeant W. Norrie
Sergeant H. J. Paul
.. .
Sergeant G . S. Hiles .. .
Sergeant B. A. Cumming
Sergeant L. Goodwin
Sergeant B. R. Baker
Sergeant B. Rothwell
Sergeant K . F . Duffey
Sergeant J. Gardner
Sergeant G. V. Kay
Sergeant W. A. Ramsay
Sergeant D. Thom
. ..
Sergeant M . E. Rowland
Sergeant A. Jamieson
...
Sergeant
f>. S. Mcinally
Scrgea'lt . R. Gray
...
Ser11cant . A. Callow ...
Sergeant
·
BayliH .. .
Sergeant 0 . . Frecston .. .
Sergeant A. . Turner .. .
Sergca.,t A. W . Wise
Sergeant S . Y. Murray
Sergeant A. Brown ...
Sergeant 0. Ncwtham
Sergeant P. C. Wood
Sergeant H. Bushbv
Sergeant G. H. W~gh t . ..
Sergeant D . P . Lefeuvrf
Sergeant J. M. Preece
Sergeant b. l ones
Sergeant H. G. Arnold
Sergeant H. 1. James
Sergeant L. W. Poole
Sergeant L. Davies
...
Sergeant E. J. S. Bnter .. .
Sergeant G. P. T R~'<u .. .
Sergeant W . J. Beddingfield
Sergeant C . S""'hart
Sergeant M. S~iooer
...
Sergeant E. C Thornton
ergeant C. H. John1<1<1 ..
Se•it•ant 0 W . L . Crl p
erw-ant O. 'Pennev
..
eracant A. A. AR"CW ...
Scrg•ant T. R . Mall1bonc
Sergeant R. C. Payton

t

t·

249 Squadron
School oC Signals
,, A.A.S ., Harrogate
,, School of Signal•
H .Q ., Mid dle East Command
H .Q ., Royal Signals, Hong Kona.
H .Q ., Scotti h Command
,, 4th Regiment
ut Reg:ment
,, 51 t Regment (T .A.)
,, 2nd Regiment
,, 41h Regiment
24th Reg' ment
46th Regiment (T .A.)
Junior Leaden '.Regiment
Signal Training Centre , F.E.
" School or Sigcals
School of Signals
,, School of Signals
9/ 12 Lancers Signal Troop
,, 227 Squadron
., School of Signal s
,. School of Signals
School of Signals
,, School of Signals
,, Royal Scots Gren Sign.al Troop
20th Regiment, R.A., Signal Tp.
:: 30th Regiment
2211d Regiment
11th Reg' ment
,, 9th Regiment
254 Squadron
238 Squadron
,, 235 Squadron
1 uh Regiment
22nd Reg;ment
3rd Reg' ment
3rd Regiment
.. 4th Regiment
49th Regiment (T .A.)
7th Regiment
11th Reg;ment
H .Q .. Royal Signals, Cyprus
20th Regiment
45th Regiment (T.A .)
,, 24th Regiment
,. 249 Squadron
8th Regiment
,, 237 Squadron
,, 630 Troop
,, School of Signals
., School or s· irah
School of s;irals
,, School of S'irals
School of Signals
School or S'g-als
,. School of S'irats
School of Signals
219 Squadron
,, A.A . .. Harro11•~
,, 8th Regiment
.. s~hool or S'analt
Q R .I H . Slgnal Troop
School cl Slll"all
,, :Z'4 Soua<lron
School or Signals
,. Camp Comdt.. War Office
,, 24th Reg•ment
u th Regiment
,. rrth Regiment
14th Regiment
11th R•g•ment
., 5181 Reg:ment (T.A.)
uth Reg•mcnt
Cambriclge University O.T.C.
Junior Leaders Regime nt
•· School of Signal
6o2 Troop
224 Souadron
.. 16th R•g•ment
.. 2nd Re11'ment
14th Reglment
,. 21q S<'uadron
,, nth Regiment
301h R~R 1 ment
, 16th ReRlment
' 171h (Gurkha) Rr111m"11t
U K •••rloon . lanai Trll<IP
" 11th R•~lm n1
,. 2~9 Sr11mlr1>n
8th R.:glmrnt

lll rlhtt
THO~AS.-To Cao•ain and Mtt. E. G. Tbomat, on 21 t June, 1962, a
da11gh•er. Joanne Davida.
BARRETT.-To Can•ain and Mu. M. C. Bar!elt. on 2~1h February,
196 2 • • daughter. Tracey Ann , 11 R.A.P. Hospnal. Chan11 .
DAVlS.-To w.o.rr (P. of S.) and .Mrt. R. Davis, on 24th May, 1962, a
so". Graham Leslie . at B.M H. Sing•oore.
ROBB<{TS -To Captain and ~irs; J . R. Roberts, on 28th May, 1962, •
son. Marie Ogwen. at B.M .H. Singapore.
MARSHALL, Sergeant B. B.-A son, Raymond Paul, bom 2211d Au1111 t,
1962.
PLU"'1B. Ser 11 eo"t J . B -{R.E .M.t!. auochcd). A d~u11h1er. Jullc Ann,
born 2~ rd Auaust. 1962.
MA'1UlRil. Lance· Corporal B. l' . -A ~ .
ral11 Duuj!)u, horn 26th
Au11u11, J962.
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Ifl•rri.•r•

SiJ(nnl ('entre Super,•isors Roster

STEWART-BROWN. -Lance-Corporal D. Stewar t, on 10th Aug u t, 1962 .
to Jean Floc:lthart Brown, at the Register Office, Tranent.

T o W .O.II

HOWKBR- JACKSON.- Sergeant J . Howkc.- to Miss M . Jackson, at
Bradfocd, on uth Augu 1, 1962.

2547295 S
2549664 S
22983981 S
22242754 S
257326 1 S

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

CRONlN-TUGWELL.-Signalman A. B. Cronin to Miss S. Tugwell,
at Kent, on 18th August, 1962.

FORSYTH.-On 3rd September, 1962, in a London Hospital, LleutenantColooel Frederick Richard Gerard Forsyth , M.C., D.L., retired, aged So
)'ta!.S: of the Scaionh Highlanders and Royal Signals. Commanded 51 st
Higwand Divisional Signals and Honorary Colonel of that Regiment
1951-52.
MORLEY PEEL.-On the 3oth August, at 95, St. Marys Abbots Court,
W.14, Colonel G. J. Morley Peel, M .B.E., T. D., Royal Signals, T erritorial
Army 1921-1957. Until recently Honorary Colonel 55th Mixed Signal
Regiment, Tcrntorial Army.
PRE~CE .-On 4th September.• killed during the Isle of Mao Junior

Tounst Race, George C . Prcnnce, aged 24.

2nd Regiment.

LiqGINS. -Ex-Corporal Tom Liggins, in J anuary, 1962. Served R.E.
Signals 19u-1919. Oldest member of Birmingham Branch.
SPURR.-Capta"? R J. Spurr, at his home in Birmingham, in August,
1962. Served UI RE. Signals 1908-19u, 1915-1 919, and Royal Signals
1940-1941. Member of Birmingham Branch from 1945.
HENpERSON.-22776479 Corporal I. Henderson, on 1 Ith August, in
acadcnt, U .K.
MOORE.-23600985 Signalman D . N . Moore on 22nd August, 1962.

Wanted
. A number of old service dress jackets are required by the
Punpernel Beagles for conversion into livery. Would any officer
who may be able to help please contact Major Swan 30th
Signal Regiment, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
'

*

*

*
For

*

*
Sale

==Promotions==
Regimental Duty Hoster

To W.0.II

To S Sgt.

Cltlef
To W.O.I
To W.0.U
To S Sgt.

6291o67 A/ W.0.I
3386957 A / W.O.I
22550785 S Sgt.
21005o6o A / W.OJI
21005335 A / W.O.II
2549552 S Sgt.
19179652 A / W.O.II
22798494 A/ S Sgt.

N ew
Old
Sen. No. Sen. N o.

Kemp, A. A.
Irving, L.
Overton , J. R.
McQuirc. J .
Higgs, W . E.
Waters, G. H.
Jagger, R.
Hawtin, A. J. K.

1070
108o
446o
4470
4480
4490
4500
6950

1550
1580
4890
3070
1130
4880
4940
340 (Field)

McGlynn, J .
Crocker, H . I.
Crane. L . A.
Howells, R . N .
James, G.

220
230
640
650
900

330
380
76o
280
970
(Admin.)

lcrks Roster
21005649 W.O.II
15002407 W .O.II
2284o6o6 S Sgt.
14164597 S Sgt.
14190871 Sgt.

A•mln18tratlve Roster
To Sgt.

22525887
22547161
22951490
22296592

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Clark, A. H.
Griffiths, J. D,
McEwan. T.
Rocke, J.

II64

ViOO

500

9so

2764
4870

Sgt.

40

Royal Signals Institution J,echares, I 062
2796
4390

496o

5300

5800

2530

tours B.A.0 .R., 2u 1 to 3ts1 Octeber, 1962.

W .O.I W . S . Finch. Commi ssioned Lieut. (Q.M.), Aug. ' 62530 (Regt. Ducy) W .O.I

Chief Clerks Roster

7700

Reunion of li:J (~I)

2030

2~309128

Sgt.
Sgt.

G unn , W . J. B. Foster, R. H .

94
1804

w'11 be held on 14th November, 1962.

Technic al Ro s t er
To Sgt.

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen . No.

23108836
23220359
23220364
22289322

Wright, L. H.
Gray, P. W.
Holden, B.
Feltham, A. E.

3658
376o
3765
3725

1350

!~

3300

2430
;z440
2450
246o

3140
3648
830
940

lleunion
The Sixteenth Annual Officers' Reunion Dinner will take place at the
Dominions Hotel, L ancaster G ate, London , W.2, at 7.30 p.m., o:i Saturday,
17th November.

l" Scottman u Pub/icatio111 Ltd.
After a fanfare of trumpets by the Royal Corps of Signals, the Lord
Provost Sir John Greig Dunbar, standing outsid.? St. Giles' Cathedral,
declares the 16th Edinb urgh Festival open

Team performance by loud speaker. He was well qualified to
do this. Those who are older will remember that he commanded
the Display Team 1935/38.
7th Rejliment lluJ!by Football . X'\. v.:as in Scot).and
during the first weeks of September playing aga inst good sides.

82ntl 1'fecting of the Cor11s Co111111ittee
will be held at the War Office on 30th November, 1962.

Teclmical Roster
3350

·Uh Indian Air Formation Signals Ofl'icc>rs'

430

DELETIONS
Sgt.

Ilejlimc>nt (T .A.)

30th Meeting of the Central Co111mittce, Royal
it:nals Association

Field Roster
1018765

Si~nal

206, Brompton Road , S.W .3, on Saturday, 10th November, 1962,
at 8 p.m. Notices to be forwarded to members in due course.
at

2680

INSERTIONS
Sgt.

39th Coun cil 1'feeting of The Royal Signals
Institution
will be held on 24th October, 1962.

390

01•eratin~ Roster
Sgt.

Tue1day, 27th November, "Trainina of American Cadeu at Weat Point ."
Second-Lieutenant Paul L . Miles, J nr., U .S. Army, 5.1~ p.m., at
North Hall, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, Cauerick Camp, Yorks.
* Members arc allowed two guests for this lecture.

lle presentntive Colonel C:0111111andnnt

OTHER DELETIONS
2325767

I Forthcoming Events I
'*********************************'

lh1ty Roster

Fit•ld Hoster

W .O .I

PREFECT, 1955. One owner, now giving up driving. Black
good tyres, battery, plugs. Excellent condition. M .0.T. certifi~
care. £230 or near olfer.-Seen any day by appointment, 88,
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.r. VIC 5480.

To W.O.I

380
350
390
370
36o

JOJO

3390

Foreman of Sit.tnals Ro s t.er

Will any Unit with stocks of unsold stable belts of the old
obsolete patte~ please .contac,t P.R.I. r S ignal Squadron (Com!11lllld),_ The Kmg's African Rifles, B.F.P.O. ro, who is interested
m buymg up stock.

*

W .O.II
s Sgt .

S Sgt.

CULLEN.-225F 456 Sergeant J. P. Cullen serving in 200 Squadron
(Armoured Brigade Group), died at Detmold, Germany, on 31st August,
1962 •. a~ result of a road aocidcot. Life Member of Royal Signals
AsSOC1anon.

Il 50
1160
Il 70
ll 80
1190

DELETIONS
lle~i111N1tnl

Dratl••

!!illlll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Jl llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

R ecd, D.
Kent. P. B. R.
Scrafton , R .
R owbottom , N .
Thorpe, A.

490

ROYAL SIGNALS
OFFICIAL CHRISTMAS CARDS

I Otb Animal General 1'feeting of the lloynl

Signals Institution

onDEn

will be held at the War Office on 30th November, 1962.

To :

FORM

GALE ASD POI.DEN LTD., WELLI':'GTOS PRESS, J\LDERSHOT.

Royal Slgnnls Officers' Reunion

Ex-Boys' Reunion Dinner
The next dinner will be held on Saturday, 14th September,
1963-note the year.
The D inner Committee very much regret circumstances
beyond their control have compelled them to announce that
it has not been possible to arrange a dinner during 1962.
Full deta ils for the 1963 Ex-Boys' dinner will be notified at
a later date.

Farewell Dinner to Brigadier Firth
The Dinner to mark the retirement of the General Secretary,
Brigadier H R. Fir.th, will be >held in the Victory Hall, Victory
Club, 73, Seymour Street_ London, W.2, on Saturday, 8th
December, 1962. The r~ception will be 7 p.m. for 7.30 dinner,
after which there will be dancing to music of the Corps Band.
The cost of tickets is £1 each, and applications should be
made as soon as possible to the Dinner Committee Secretary,
Miss M. Archer, 163, Westbourne Grove, London, W.u .

MOVEMENT OF
HEADQUARTER OFFICES

will be held at the Duke of York's Headquarters on 30th November, 1962.

F rom Unit .......... ................ .. .. ... .. ...... .. ..... ........... .......... . .... .

Annual T.A./ A.E.R. Royal Signals Officers'
"At Uo111e," 1962

Address

PLEASE WRJTE IN BLOCK LETTERS

HAND
Nov . 18th
Uo~·nl

······························· ··· ···· ···········································
······ ·· ·· ········ ······ ···· ·············· ····· ····· ···· ····· · .......... .... .

will be held at Hyde Park Hotel on 1st December, 1962.

Pattern " A "

ENGAGEMENTS
Middlesborough

Please supply . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . Pattern " B " Christmas Cards
Pattern

Signals Rugby Foot.ball Club

8th Nov.
24th Nov.
5th Dec.
20d March
zoth M arch

Royal Engineers--Chatham
Cambridge LX Oub-Cambridge
Roval Artilkry-Catterick
Oxford Greyhounds- Oxford
R oyal Military Academy, Sandhurst
- Camberley

The following bound copies of THE WIRE remain for disposal
at 2s. 6d. per copy: 1926--one, 1928-three, 1932-two,
1933-<>ne, 1935-four, 1936--one, 1938-two, 1940-twelve,
1948-<>ne, 195o-one, 1955-one.

News from Scot/anti

In early December, 1962, R.H.Q., Royal
Signals; the Royal Signals Institution; the
Royal Signals Association will move to
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London,
S.W.3.

Tiu• Hand axe reported to have had a very successful tour
in July and August and incidentally broke n~w ground. by
giving a Concert for Officers of the qorps. servmg and retired
and their wives in Edinburgh. Playing m Princes Street Gardens
the band was seen and heard by thousands during the first
week of the Festival.

It is hoped to give telephone numbers in the
November" WIRE."

The Display Tea111 scored a considerable . success at the
Royal Highland Show in June. One of the D~rectors of the
Show, Brigadier H. N. Crawford, M.B.E., D.L., introduced the

C

n

•and charge 10 the account of
•for which I enclose remittance of £
• Delete line which is inapplicable.

s.

d.

igoed .. . .. .... . . . ... . . .................. .. ..... .. .

Date

Museum Pieces Remaining

u

DE CRIPTION
"A"
Folding card with colour reproduction of winter scene. with
Hunters bv Lucas van Aden , r595-16p, on front.
11Jum1'?-ated
Royal Signals crest in gold, silver, green,_ red '!J'd blue , printed
nbove greeting inside card.
Each card m plrun envelope.
12 / - per dozen, H ome.
10/ - per dozen. Over ea>.
PATTERN " B ,.
.
Folding card with illuminated Royal Sillllals cres1 i'?- gold, _sil\'er,
green, red and blue on front, tied knot of . R oyal Signals ribbon,
inset primed greeting only.
Each 1n plam envelope.
9/ - per dozen, Hume.
7 / 9 per dozen, Overseas.
PATTERN u C u
( 1961 Sr ock Card-mJailable . whilst stocks Ja~t)
Folding card with colour reproducuon of Annuncau_on t? the
hepherds-Nicholas Bercham , 1620-1683 on front, illum1'?-atcd
Royal Signals crest in aold, sil\'er, a:een , :ed and blue. printed
above greetings inside card.
Each UI plain envelope.
6 /- per dozen , Home and O\'erseas.
PATTERN

POST FREE
TER!v\S : Sianed Official Order or Cash with Order.
(Price itrcludcs Purchase Tax for Home Orders)
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RADIO SHOW

Computers go into Bottle
is indebted to the Editor, "Daily Telegraph
and Morning Post" and to Brigadier W. F. K. Thompson
for permission to republish this article, which appeared
on 8th September.
Expenditure up to £750,000 has been approved by the
Ministry of Defence for design studies to be submitted by
British electronics firms for an entirely new concept of communications for the Army in the fie.Id.
The Hobart system, as it is called, will entail expenditure of
about £100 million over the next 10 years. Almost all this sum
will be spent with British firms.
The new equipment will make full use of digital computers
and teleprinters, of transistors and printed circuits. Maps and
battlefield intelligence will be transmitted instantly.
The new equipment will revolutionise the passing of information in battle. By being designed for component replacement,
rather than repair, there will be considerable saving in
maintenance.
Links By Radio
The system in use at present is in effect a linear one with
links radiating downwards from each headquarters in a chain
of command. In the new system, the chain of command will
remain, but a grid system will be established covering the battlefield area.
This will be not unlike the automatic telephone system which
is flexible because calls can be routed through a variety of
exchanges.
In the Hobart system calls will also be dialled. But instead
of lines between exchanges, calls will be linked through nodal
points containing high-power transmitting and receiving equipment by radio beams.
THE WIRE

65th Regiment, T.A. Stand

1.

~

2.

A bank of Creed tele~rinters proved particularly popular.
They were constantly m use, and gave us a good opportunity of discovering the young man or woman who could
already _operate the keY:board, and therefore were particul~rly smtable as potential members of the Regiment. At
times we were compelled to persuade small boys and girls
that they could not be allowed to sit on these machines all
d~y long, even thoug? they might be planning to join in
eight or ten years' time.

variety of communication receivers: the C-42 immersed
m wa~er (complete wjth goldfish, supplied by Plesseys ! )
operating to another C.42 which was in a constant state
of vibration. The C.42s proved a great attraction to small
boys, whereas the communication receivers were frequently
in use by radio "Hams."

3. Closed circuit television within the stand itself provided
by the Nottingham Electronic Valve Company. 'A camera
was focused on a Creed teleprinter churning out " propaglln:da,'' and a second camera was focused on the audience.
This proved a great success with visitors-just how vain
can some people be when facing a camera !

The main portion of the frontispiece of the Stand
is the third successive year the Regiment has provided
T HIS
a stand at the Radio Show at Earls Court. We were
soi.ne 6,ooo square feet on the first floor at Earls Court,

~ocated

right opposite the other two Services. {The Royal Navy and
the Royal Air Force always provide large stands at the Radio
Show; perhaps <;me day the w_ar Office will follow suit).
As we, as a s10gle T.A. Regunent, were competing with the
full ~ources o~ the other two Services, we realised that we had
to achieve a high standard of professional appearance on our
stand~ even though our financial resources were little better
!han 10 196o-196r. Mr. Don Lord, a friend of the Command10g o~~' produced an attractive design for the stand and
h.e ma10ta10e_d a very close interest in the progress of the stand
right up to .ns completion. Once the design had been agreed
the next step was to find a means by which a stand which would
cost between £8,ooo to £10,000, if put out to c~ntract could
be produced for an overall cost of £1 000-£1 ooo of' which
had to be found from private sources. 3d Commalid Workshops
R.E.M.E., were asked to produce the whole of the front of th~
stand, and this. they did magnificently. Sources (known only to
the Commandmg Officer I) p~uced the other major parts of
the stand, ~d by thi: g:eneros1ty. o_f Messrs. Terrapin Ltd., a
soft. pre~at;>ncat_ed buildmg, providing all the requisite offices
and admm!strat1ve accommodation, was loaned for the period
of the Radio Show. By the time we went to camp in the first
two weeks in July, proquction was well in hand.' From the
end of Ju.ly onwarqs, vanous parts were delivered to our Headquarters m Worship Street. Each part was in its raw state
and had to be decorated, papered, fireproofed, sign-written and
assembled by the members of the Regiment. We had access
to Earls Cour.t .for two weeks preceding the show, and gradu~Y all the various completed parts were moved to our stand
site. After the inevitable initial diffi~ties with the shop
stewards, a. formula was eventually agreed upon, and members
of the Regi_ment were allowed to carry our the assembly work
a~ost ~l_lindercd. The morning of the Preview Day saw us
still finalismg our stand, but by II o'clock-the opening timewe were ready to receive visitors.
The stand consisted of an attractive frontispiece, which can
be seen in the photograph above and the sub-stands were as
follows:
'

Mr. Harry R~berts describes his 2000 guineas, 18 carat gold encased 1111..
portable radio to The Earl of Malmesbury, during a tour of the ,..
Radio Show

4. IncI1:1ded a S.iemens teleprinter, a Creed 75 teleprinter, and
morutor receiver of the closed circuit television and two
or three tape recorders with pre-recorded morse 'at various
speeds.
5. A Morse School. This was included at the last moment.
and ai;>art from the films, turned out to be the greatest
a~~acuon on our stand. It was quite incredible how many
v1s1tors t<;> _the .show . had had previous experience with
morse trallllllg, mcludmg a beautiful blonde of 19 years of
age, who could receive 25 words per minute perfectly but
who, alas, hailed from Sweden!
'

6. An almost continuous film show, with " Trooping the
Colour" as popular as ever, and " Three Ways Ahead " a
close second.
The Radio Show opened with a Preview Day on Tuesday
21st Auguss when, amongst our distinguished visitors, were th~
Representative . Colonel Commandant, Major-General R. J.
Mober~y; the Signal Off!.c:er-in-Chief, Major A. M . W. Whistler;
the ~irector of Recruitmg, Major-General J . E. L. Morris;
the Director of Communisation~ at the Foreign Office, Mr. E.
F. Maltby; and the Chief Signal Officer at Headquarters
Eastern Command, Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker.
'
A public exhibition like the Radio Sbow, attended by nearly
100,000 people, presen~ an excellen~ opportunity for approachmg a very representative cross section of the public and the
S.0.-in-C. agreed that this should be tackled on' a threepronged basis. Conseq~ently, not only was our own Regime~t represented at all times, but the following Royal Signals
Uruts also helped to man the stand during the exhibition.

Mr. Jack Train hands Private Joan Wildhack her prize of three
books, which she won in the Regimental Grand Radio Show Draw
41st Regiment (T.A.)
Junior Leaders Regiment,
47th Regiment (T.A.)
Royal Signals
30s. Squadron (T.A.
30th Regiment
8oth Regiment (A.E.R.)
Army Apprentice School,
91st Regiment (A.E.R.)
Harrogate
In addition to Royal Signals Regiments, a considerable
number of T.A. Units of other Arms also participated, and these
came from as far afield as Newcastle, where the Northumberland Hussars sent down two of their members.
This year we finally succeeded in breaking through the
" Sound Barrier " of the radio industry.
This was done
primarily through the dynamic approach of one of its leading
members, Mr. Harry Roberts, the head of Roberts Radio Ltd.
To him we owe a debt of gratitude for the amount of work be
did on behalf of the 65th Regiment (T.A.). We are now convinced that the radio industry not only fully understands the
problems facing a single T .A. Regiment producing a large stand
at the radio show, but in future they will do even more to help.
We ran a " Grand Radio Show Draw " to help defray the
cost of our stand. Philips generously donated a magnificent
23in. televjsion set as the first prize, and Mr. Harry Roberts a
Roberts transistor radio as the second prize. Other members
of the radio industry gave generously; they also provided magnificent prizes for our daily quiz competition, so that we were able
to offer each day, a transistor radio as a prize.
The draw took place on Saturday, 1st September-the last
day of the Radio Show-and Mr. Jack Train, the well-known
B.B.C. personality, drew out the lucky w.inners for us.
Recruiting for our own Regiment progressed well, and
although one can'.t assess the final results until at least the end
of October, more than 25 young men and women had already
reported to our Headquarters and were being documented by
the time the Radio Show ended. This was a considerable
improvement on previous years, and indications are, that our
annual target of at least 100 new members through the Radio
Show, will be achieved.
We thank all those from Royal Signals Regiments and those
from TA. Regiments of other Arms, for coming along and
manning the stand with such energy and enthusiasm. All
concerned appeared to thoroughly enjoy the experience, and
many Regiments other than our own, were satisfied with their
recruiting results. Our thanks to S.R.D.E. for use of their
equipment and pictures; .to Corporal Rayner of 30th Regiment
for his high power selling of draw tickets; to the B.B.C. for
the loan of their amplifiers; and to 30 Command Workshops,
R.E.M.E., for their contribution towards the building of the
stand.
What of the Radio Show in 1963? Each year our own
recruiting achievements resulting from the Radio Show have
gone up and up. There is no doubt that with its unique
access to advertising on both sound radio and television, the
Radio Show will always be very well attended, particularly by
young people with time on their hands. Perhaps, therefore, in
1963 we, as a Corps, will be provided with a respectable budget
for this venture. The Regular Army, the T~rritorial Army and
the Army Emergency Reserve element of the Royal Signals
will then be able to derive an ever-increasing benefit from the
Radio Show without the handicap of having to be constantly
" on the scrounge."
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Sending Direct
Operationally, it is designed primarily for use where the
defence must be mobile and widely dispersed in the face of
an atomic threat, such as in B.A.O.R. It will also have advantages in all situations.
Its main operational advantages over the present system are
that it can handle a very much greater volume of signal traffic
simultaneously. Vital information will be sent direct and without delay.
The Hobart system gives great flexibility for if some centres
of communication are knocked out, many other means of routing
messages will still remain.
It is less subject to enemy
interference.
At the same time it will do muoh to solve the problem of
mutual interference between the multitude of wireless sets which
in the past it has been necessary to set up in the vicinity of
brigade and higher formation headquarters.
The intention to spend £100 million on new communications
underlines their importance in modern war.

Royal Naval Hospital, Plymouth,
1762-1962
.<\ B R IEF msTOBY

The story of the Royal Naval Hospital at Plymouth begins
in 1756. In that year certain land called "No Place Field"
was bought by the Commissioners of the Sick and Hurt and
two years later five neighbouring fields near Stonehouse Creek
were purchased for a little over £2,000 from Lord Edgcumbe.
It was in these fields covering 25 acres that the building of
the Hospital was begun in 1758. The building was ready to
receive patients in 1760, was finally completed in 1762, and
provided accommodation for 1,zoo patients.
In the days before special aval Hospitals were built, sick
and wounded sailors were treated at the ports in lodgings and
attended by civilian practitioners. Later they were treated by
contract in civil hospitals. It was here in Plymouth in 1689,
that the first hospital was taken up for the treatment of the
sick and wounded from the Fleet. Later, the patients were
accompanied in the Hospital Ship Canterbury, which was paid
off exactly 200 years ago on the completion of this Hospital.
For the first 33 years this Hospital was administered by a
Physician, assisted by a Surgeon, an Agent and a Steward,
directly responsible to the Commissioners for the Sick and Hurt.
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But it appear that thing did not run yery m<>?thly here and
a the r:sult of an enquiry a Post Captam, Captain Creyke, wa
appointed in 1795 to be in charge of the Hospital. He held the
post for 31 years until hi death at the age of Sr.
In 1 67 the Ho pita! was once again placed under the
command of a Senior Medical Officer.
The nursing staff consisted originally of women only. The
nurse were paid 2s. 6d. a week which was later increased .to
£ 12 a year. Records show that these women, who were quite
untrained were frequently in trouble on account of theft,
drun kenne s, helping patients to escape and persuading. the
dying to make wills in their favour. Thes worn.en provided
the nur ing requirements for about 100 years until they were
partly replaced by male nurs~s . Later th~ staff w~s co?lpose.d
entirely of men who at that tune were quite untrained m their
dutie.
It wa not until 1884 that an Order in Council authori ed
the establishment of a trained Sick Berth Staff for duties ashore
and afloat. The pay of a Sick Berth Attendant was rs. 4d. a
day and of a Chief Sick Ber th Steward 4s. a day.
In other days patients were usually landed from boats at
th e Hospital Jetty in Stonehouse Creek. H ere they were washed
and provided with hospital clothing before being admitted to
the Wards.
In 1906 new accommodation was built for mentally sick
patients but this is no longer required and is now u sed instead
by the Instructing Medical Officer who approaches his departmen t through what used to be the " Yard for Alcoholic
Patients." The "lunatic airing ground ' is at present a
vegetable garden .
During 1941 and 1942 twenty-four bombs fell on the Hospital
and d id much damage to the Church and two of the original
ward blocks, besides demolishing two houses.
Th is Hospital is now the only Service Hospital in the SouthWest and provides accommodation for patients from t he three
Services and from a wide area. Civilian patients are admitted
when vacant beds make t!!is possible.

Reminiscences
Browsing through some old copies of th e Journal I came
across Colonel A. S. Milner's article on the delights provided
by horses in the good old days. It must have aroused many
memories in those of us who are old enough to have them.
The following story is one of mine and because it is true
in essentials I am sure my readers will agree that it is best that
I remain anonymous. Here it is then.
There had been an all ranks dance the night before and on
Thursday morning I was still getting over it when an orderly
arrived to summon me to the R.S.M.'s office. On arrival there
I was informed that I was required to act as timekeeper at the
Handy Hunter Trials that were being held the same afternoon.
Jn those days in India Thursday was a whole holiday and I
had other ideas about spending the day. What was more, I
had to find " two other volunteers," the dress was uniform,
and by way of consolation I had been asked for by name.
I duly reported to the Secretary of the Trials and he gave us
our instructions. They were quite simple, really. Time the
rounds and call out the time to the recorder. We drew and
checked our stop-watches and settled down to our duties.
The jumping was of a high standard and to tell the truth I
was enjoying my afternoon immensely. All went well until
the last event before tea. This was a team jumping event, three
riders going off singly at thirty second intervals. T!}e jumping
brought forth adm iring comments from the Chief Jucfge standing
just behind me, and these were duly echoed by the Secretary.
Then off went the last team to jump; a Sapper team and they
were really good . More praise from the Chief Judge and the
Secretary and it was quite obvious that this was the winning
team if all went well. But it didn't. The third and last horse
aft er jumping half the course in Grand National style suddenly
refused and refused and refused. The trumpet sounded and
the team was elimina ted. Bad luck for the Sappers.
It was then that I looked at my stopwatch and to my horror
I saw that it was recording about eight minutes which was far
in excess of what it should have shown. Quite obviously I had
forgotten to zero my wat<;h before starting it to time the Sapper
team. What would I have done, what would I have said had
that team finished the course? I was in a blue funk at the
thought of what the Secretary would have done to me. W ould
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he have speared me with his shooting stick? It wouldn't have
surprised me after all the praise he had lavished on that team
in the early stages. What a let-off I had had!
My mind was still full of dreadful thoughts when I was
brought back to earth by the voice of the Secretary. "Right,
you chaps," said Captain (la ter Colonel) A. S. Milner, "go and
get some tea, back in twenty minutes."

Hams
Too late for publicauon in the August or September WIRE,
news was r eceived of the voyage of the schooner Taurna, under
command of Major L. D. Line, from Singapore to U.K., via
Cocos Island , Seychelles and Aden . It will be interesting, however, to hear if any contact was made with Taurua, call sign
MJ DJ.3 on 7980 kcs. communicating to ingapore or Aden,
call signs M .U.R . and G.E.W., between 15th August and 14th
September.

First Catch your Mole
T h e C.O. looked a bit imperious .that morning but he wa~
very nice about it all and simply said, " Moles! Catch-um!"
Quite frankly I felt like sitting him on a chair in the middle
of our ports field where, like K ing Canute, he could say
"Moles! Go away." Or be like that chap I read about in the
T elegraph who caused a flourishin g ants nest to move simply
by uttering " I say, old chaps, you are a bit of a n uisance you
know." T hey all disappeared and dozens of other n ice people
wrote in to say they had banished wasps, bees, frogs an d lizards
fro m bedrooms, sittingroom s and attics by sheer kind persuasion.
N ow the mole is differen t. H e is a small, velvet coated mammal
with a voracious app etite which can only be satiated for a few
seconds by a never ending supply of worms. The few second
intervals are taken up by reproduction of the s pecies. T here is
no qu estion of sleep becau se I believe the mole always h as his
eyes closed .
To get these wormy morsels, he digs tunnels just under the
surface of bowling green s, lawns and sports fields. At fairly
ra pid intervals he comes up for a breath of fres h air and to throw
ou r a few barrow load s of surplus earth on t he surface of
bowling greens, lawns and sports fields.
The r esult is a series of shapely m ounds, generally in pairs
with a M ae West contour (if your mind thinks that way). It
seems fairly certain that th e tunnels also serve as " tunnels of
love " because the rate of unseen reproduction just beggars
description.
By the way, the C.O. is still quite nice about it and simply
says, " Those little beasts have been at it again," which is a
triumph of reserve when one considers that th e R.H.Q. lawn
and our sports ground look like a lunar landscape.
You may gather by now that the object of the exercise is to
build a sports field with s mooth green vistas fading into the
distance unmarred by shapely mounds. This means an all-<>ut
a ttack by any m ethods with no holds barred . Traps, exhaust
fumes, sulphur smoke and curses. To date the count is sixteen
but what about the rate of reproduction ?
I understand my n ext posting is to some remote deser t outpost wher e there ain't a ny moles.

COR PS

1''f,AGS

Corps Flags in Nylon/Wool Bunting are available
through H.Q., Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston
Square, London, S.W.1 ., or direct from Messrs. T .
C. Hayward & Co., 92/93, Minories, London, E .C.2 .
(Corps Memoranda No. r, para. 9, refers).
2' x 1' 6"
38/s' x 3'
60/6
3' x 2 '
48/6' x 3'
64/6
4' x 2'
52/8' x 4'
100/~ x ~
56/6
(Plus Postage)
Units are requested to place their orders well in
advance, as despatch takes anything up to eight weeks .

A Trip through Greece anti Turkey
The Mediter,ranean is an excellent theatre for cheap travel
and adventuro';ls sight seeing. No~ only doe~ ea.ch of its
countries conta1n so much of what 1s the worlds history, but
particularly the further East one goes the less obvious are the
effects of modern European civilianisation, whilst the climate
allows the travellers to live in the open air pleasantly if the more
luxurious trappings of this civilianisat1oi; are. missing.
.
In keeping with the C.S.O. NEARELF s policy of encouraging
any initiative in travelling thr~mghout the theatre, and subsidising the costs as far as possible, a party of three from 15th
Regiment recently travelled through Greece and T';lf~ey.
Corporal H. A. Simms and Lance-Corporal F . J. Brown Joined
Second-Lieutenant R. S. F. Cathmoir from whose notes of the
journey the following story C?mes both . to ~ncourage those
already in Cyprus, Malta and Libya to do likewise and to tempt
others, yet to come to the theatre, to make fu!J use of it when
they do.
The route finally decided on was by sea to Athens, overland
into Turkey and to its southern town of Adana via .IstS?b?l
and Ankara. From Adana it is easy to fly back to Nlc~s1a m
Cyprus. The party embarked as deck passengers at L1massol
with first landin g at Rhodes. At once the pleasures of the
climate became apparent. With sleeping bags this is not only
a cheap but comfortable way to cross the ~editerranean-~s
comparison with the over-night Dover~Dunkirk ferry even . m
August will show! One lesson was quickly learned, that ships
did not provide foo d for deck passengers. Thus part of the
short stay at Rhodes was essentially occupied. However, t?,ere
was time to look around the lovely walled town before sailing
.
.
on for Piraeus, the ancient port of Athens.
Early next morning they disembarked at Piraeus and with
little fuss were cleared of the for malities. They quickly took the
train to Athens eager now to get to grips wi~ the trip :!?roper,
and removed from their packs the many obiects that 1t was
obvious were just extra weight. These were s,ent o!f to Cyprus
from the main Post Office after m uch gesticulating between
them and the officials . The remainder of the afternoon was
spent looking for somewhere to sleep. The answer was found
in a clean hostel, where a cold shower after three days on d:ck
was soon discover ed to be one of the keen est pleasures of life.
The next two days were spent viewing the grandeur that
is Athens, including .the magnificance of the Parthenon and
the ceremonial d rill of the P alace G uards.
To leave Athen s it was d eoided to take a long distance bus
to the town of L arissa and then from there what ever luck
brought. W hile travelling on this lap many friends were m~d e
among fellow travellers, and much of the trip was spent testmg
little smatterings of Greek on passengers and conductor.
The party '1eft the bus at L arissa, and L arissa by the wrong
road 1 Innocently they had accepted a lift, but wer e taken
thro~gh some lovely mountain country ~o t.!1e li ttle t<;>wn of
Kozani. Unable to find any accommodauon It was d ecided . to
use the comer of a field as a donnitory. ~o bed down l!ke
this is very easy, entailing only unrolling sleeping b~gs, ! emoving
foot wear and gettin g in side. Little other prepar ation is needed
except to remove any large boulders from the area., Greek field ~
are without doubt some of the most stone strewn rn the world .
Next day a series of short lifts through a very fertile area took
them to the port of Thessaloniki. The kindness of the chauff.ers
was considerable, but the progress was somewhat slow. Bearmg
this in m ind, a visit to the colony of monks at Mount Athos had
to be missed .
T he n ext day was spent rr~velling to.w ards Turkey ~n9
sleeping in a small wood outside the village of Komo~.
Among fellow travellers on this ~oad w~re two D1;1tch gl!Js.
The journey on to Alexandropolis provided two mt_erestmg
an imal items. The first was a surpnse encounter with t,wo
camels apparently leading themselves, and the second the findmg
of numerous tortoises taking a perilous journey across the
main road.
In Alexandropolis kit was left in the local tourist office whilst
the party went to flnd food. On retu.rnin~ from the meal ~e
office was found to be locked. It was the siesta, and the officials
had all gone to bed, not returning for several hour.s. Just to
rub th e whole matter in, the wrong road was again. ~aken
probably due to the fact that the maps wye 1936 ed1uons l
Nightfall brought them to a ).i~t!e town .near the Greek/
Turkish border. Here Corporal Simms dec1d_ed to do battle
with the local liquor, an extiemely potent brew called Ouzo.
Needless to say, he lost!
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The following day was Sunday, but with the Turkish border
in sight they decided to press on. This proved to be a bad
mistake as the borderland Greeks have a motto--" Never on
Sunday." As a result the only lift during the morning was a
very short one on a horse drawn cart. The party split up for
the rest of the day. Corporal Simms soon got away, reaching
Istanbul that evening. The other members, however, only
managed to cross the border by walking ~ome 40 kilome.tres,
spending the night in a hotel in the Turkish town of Edirne.
Both had been looking forward to a shower but the town was
in the grip of a drought. While sharing the wa~hroom and
meagre water supply with a Turk, he put one foo~ rn the b<;>wl.
With a tremendous crack and rush of water 1t went right
through the bottom of the basin tr~pping him. D uring t~e
time it took to 1'elease him they received a valuable lesson m
Turkish.
Next day after a long time on the road they reached I stanbul
and fortunately they very quickly found the h~stel where
Corporal Simms was. He was stretched ou~ on h1s bed and
looking most refreshed! All three went out into the old town
to find some food, where there is a great selection of Kehab
dishes.
It was decided to spend until the .next w_e~k_end in Ist~bul,
a matter of five days. During that t1me acuvmes were d1v1ded
into three classes. Mainly the time was spent sightseeing. One
of the greatest sights of this beautiful city is, undoubtedly, the
awe inspiring jewellery collection in the old Royal T reasury.
Much time was spent in buying souvenirs in t:J:te G rand Bazaar,
whilst the evenings were passed among the rught spots of the
new town. One night club gained the dubious honour of being
visited in ammunition boots, must to the concern of the manage·
ment.
.
Istanbul was without doubt the highlight of the tnp and lt
was a little sadly that at last the ferry was taken across the
Bosphorous, exactly two weeks after leaving Cyprus. They
travelled very quickly to Ankar a a?d found a good _hotel, due to
the wonderful assistance of the dnver of the final lift, who bargained with the owner of the hotel o~ their behalf,. The hotel
was beautifully clean and it was decided to stay 10 Ankara a
little longer than originally intended.
. .
As Ankara is a fairly modern town there 1s little for the
tourist to see except for t he Municipal Museum and the Kemal
Attaturk Mauseleum. The latter is without doubt a very
fine monumen t. It stands on a hill commanding a magnificent
view of the capital. and is surrounded by lovely gardens.
They left Ankara by long distance bus for Adana. This
proved to be the most eventful stage of the whole trip. Before
the bus even left the garage it was delayed ~ver an hour be~use
the owner, who was an ex-Turkish Champion Wrestle~, decided
to chastise the conductor in a most forceful way. Fmally the
bus left and afte r numerous incidents, including bursting ty~es
and the driver losing his way, entered the T:iunus mountams
and the most beautiful country of the whole trip. The road ran
righ t through a deep valley with snow capped peaks t.owering on
both sides. Finally breaking away from the mountams the bus
crossed the coastal plain to Adana.
This was really the end of the trip, and the party by now
a little travel weary. Thus they happily boar ded the plane !or
Nicosia arriving in Cyprus with no money but many memones.
Withln a few hours they were all spinning their tales to many
lis teners and planning the next year's leave. Army routine
· seemed almost easy after living :is they had fo~ three weeks,
but it had been a wonderful mp. For the guidance of any
future voyagers, the complete expenses came .to a little under
thirty pounds a head-despite the five days m Istanbul I

Exercise "Mickey Finn"
Dy L ance -Cor poral Po11:, 213 S quadron

Lance-Corporal Pow has described the team's experience
af.rer the initial shoot at Ballykinlar:
The team was iin very good spirits when we set out early
afternoon. The aim was to follow the route given to Derryadd.
Speed was of no importance, as r?ie canoeing was not due to
sran until o6.oo hours the followmg day. The route took us
from Ballykinlar through Clough to Derryad~ . Two secret:
check points took an average of our peed, which was aro~d
3-,t miles per hour. There was also a hon cross-country sect1on
~hich included a check point.
The team's morale was
ell.'tremely high, even when we knew there was another 20-odd
miles still ( O cover. O ur speed lowed down later on, but

-
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aft<:r Corporal McAleenan and Lance-Corporal Ellis changed
the!C f~:wear from boors to civilian shoes it increased ! At
on<: p~mt we covered seven miles in an hour-and-a-quarter,
which
quue ~ pace, e pecially after already covering 25 .miles
or ·o. W e arrived at Derry-add at approximately 01.00 hours.
A warm cup of Lea was waiting and which wa really welcome.
The G. S.0 . II~ then d7:briefed the team, taking note of
morale and physical condinon and the rerun leader was g iven
maps of the area from Toome to Magilligan. Before morning
each t_ea~ was told t~ i,nake out a plan describing at what
. age lt mtended to disembark from the canoes and how it
mtended to get to ·~ frontier. We quickly devised a plan
and each man was given a mattress for thP- night. Army issue
or not, we were gla~ to have them ! Everybody was called at
06. 0~ hours and given an hour to make any preparations
requued. At 07.00 hours we were a ll taken to the quay in a
3-<on Bedford. There we were directed t o two eel fishing
boars. It was cold and windy, with worse to come. As we
left the quay to cross Lough Neagh the wind was coming from
the North. The boat shipped a lot of water and the spray
. oaked everybody. I{ took n~o hours t.o cross the Lough and
it was a. very wet and very rmserable bunch that arrived at the
N?~ side. To ad.d to the discomforts the teams had to suffer
a ioltmg truc:J<, which took us to the River Bann for the start
of it?e can~ng. Corporo.l McAleenan then gave the Brigade
Maior details of his plan; meanwhile, the rest of the team
made a brew of tea and put their belongings in plastic bags in
case any of 0e canoes sh?ul~ ovel.1turn. Our plan was to canoe
as ~r as JSiitea, then s pht mto three ipairs which would make
the'.f way independently to a RV just inside the border and
which we hoped to reach within ia short time of each ~ther
The team would then report in together.
·
AftC: pus~ing off from the shore, the wind dropped a little
but soil . whipped round the bends in 1the river. We stopoed
seve~al umes to rest and it was during one of these rests that
Willis and Far.rel! ov:e~turned their canoe. The only loss was a
Mars bar, which. Willis had ~ept and cherished for two days.
Even now he still mourns his loss. The only weir the team
encountered was at Portna. This entailed lifting the canoes out
of the water. and carrying them some 400 y.ards round the weir.
A~ut a mile _further _on was Kilrea Bridge, where we had
de.oded to qwt the nver. Only one or two of the teams
went any further, as itwelve miles was exhausting enough.
After a short rest the team split up; this was thought best
as ~e would attrac;:i less attention. Each member of the tea.n-:
earned a card which would be stamped with time and place
should _he be captured. Si~Ina? McClure and myself posed
as an insurance man and his fnend on holiday, taking cine
films of Northern Ireland. McClure, who comes from Londonderry, _gave us a great. advantage. We concealed the Exercise
cards in a trouser waist band and in the camera case lining
w.e headed for ~ymoney ~nd from there walked about fo~
miles before getting another lift to Colera-ine. There we decided
that our false documents and almost foolproof story would
get us through safely. Crossing the Bann at Coleraine we
~vere stopped ~md questioned by one or two policemen w~tch
mg the bridge. He searched our wallets and bags; half-an-hour
later. we pushed on without having been found out. As it was
possible that our st?ry woul~ be checked, we headed for Londonerry_ 0rough Limavady imstead of taking the direct route
to Mu~gan. lit was dark by the time we r~ched Limavady
and this help.e~ us to slip through the back streets on to the
r.oad to MagiJ!.1gan. A car heading for Downhill gave us a
lift. . The p_ohce stopped it but the driver who thought us
genume to~ts, vouched for us . When we were dropped at the
nearest pom.c to th7 camp, we told the driver the truth: he said
he would never give anybody else a Lift I As the other four
were not at itlhe RV, we had to spend the night in the open.
C'?rpora1 McAleenan and Lance-Corporial. Ellis, posing and
}ookmg B':iiry much like Youth Hostellers, made their way on
oot to
ymoney. There they cadged a cup of tea from one
~!11!ii~oca~ abdlot a lift to Coleraine, discovering, like us,
.
o Y n ge was guarded by itwo policemen They
d~ded to ~e a chance, crossing the bridge with ~o more
t n a suspicious glance from the policemen. They found a
warm place to sleep f?r the nigh~ and set off at first light to
cover the ~ast seven miles to Magilligan camp. At Downhill a
s~l sea/side resoA:, they were stopped by a detadhment f~m
t e. 9 I 2 Lancers. They bluffed their way ithrou h but
decided to take to the hills to avoid the heavily watche~ main
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roads. They moved along the cliffs, coming down lihe stee
esoarpment to cross o ver the border to the camp. As the~
walked along the road •t o die RV point a Ferret sudden!
cmcrgc:d from a comer ~nd they were too slow in finding cove~
to avoid capt ~e. Their cards were stamped and they were
allowed to contmue the fa st few hundred yards to the RV.
Having arri_ved at Kilrea Bridge wet, cold and rather miserable from thelI canoe upset, Willis and Farrell made for Bally~on ey .. Only a lfew yards from the bridge they WCTe lucky
m finding an old man who let them in to dry out. They
had .hoped for sympathy and perhaps a cup of tea, but as
i:ovhmg was fonthcoming _they moved on .ro Ballymoney. Two
lifts helped them O? their way and !they arrived about 20.3o
hours. They remained for a couple of hours, had a cup of
t ea and. good w~ and brush-up, which was badly needed.
They huched a lift all the way to Coleraine and were luckily
dropped off after they had crossed the guarded bridge. So at
23.00 hour.s they were .safely over the bridge and immediately
moved off cross-oountry, tiaking advantage of ithe darkness
Aft~r encountering bulls, <:Ows, Irish bog's and very wet clitche~
which could not be. seen m lth7 dark, <the pair changed to the
back ro~ds, preferrmg th~ police to all the trails of the Irish
cou?trys1de. .Afiter mowng a fair distance by road, they
decided to travel the last three or four miles along the hills to
drop down finally into Mag.illigan.
. lrt ·t ook th~ two hours t? r_e ach the cliff top above Magilhgan,_ travellm&" t:hrough a vugin forest plantation and putting
up with two ram storms and the inevitable bulls. It took them
another two hours. to descend .t he 600 feet through similar
ground. Approaching the .road wihich represented the border
~ Pilll? clothes ,,policeman stopped them and showed hi;
. Special Br~ah card. He asked several questions concerning the Exercise, all of which met with "What's that. Don't
know \\llhat you're talking about," etc. They gave the story
tha~ the". ~''.ere on a hitch-hiking holiday from England and
va11~ous civilian documents were produced. Somehow or other
?1~ story must have seemed really good as the policeman
mvlt~ 1them for a drink in a nearby inn and the hospitable
b~1d gav~ them ·anooher. After Farrell had almost sold tlhe
policeman, htS motor cycle .sidecar, they lefr and walked briskly
acros.s the border to the RV.
The te~ finished ~eeling very satisfied for having completed
t~e E~e.rcJse and ,h;avmg put up with all its trials and tribulauo~s. m good. spmt. We also felt mudh fit11:er.
Our overall
posmon was s1mh and we received the Brigadier's prize of 10/ each for the best tteam led by a junior N .C.O.

Royal Signals, Hong Kong
Typhoon "Wanda," 1st September, 1962
On
1st
September,
Hong Kong was hit fair
and square by its biggest
recorded typhoon. For
those who still have a
copy, the map of the
Colony, published in the
July issue, will come in
handy for the story that
·
follows.
Fint, some statistics.
The main storm blew
from 04.15 hours until
about 14.00 hours, which
included a lull while the
centre pa.ssed over the
Colony. Recorded wind
speeds rose to gusts of
140 knots, with a mean
average, at the worst
period of 68 knots. A
loft. tidal wave hit the
East Coast of the Colony.
Ten inches of rain fell in
24 hours. Casualties, as
at present assessed, are:
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Reece Flight Wreckage.

Shatin Airstrip, 2nd September, 1962

Killed
123
Missing ...
53
Injured . . .
approximately 6oo
Homeless
75,000
Merchant Shipping aground
21 ships of about 120,000 tons.
Junks and Sampans sunk ...
Over 230
These figures are the harsh background to this account, which
will try to show the problems of the three Signal Squadrons in
the Colony, both during the storm and after it. It is a tale of
lost aerials, destroyed overhead distribution wires, blocked roads,
damaged underground cables, disruption of mains power, dragged
and severed submarine cables, and of the devotion to duty of
those who were on duty or who were physically able to reach
their places of work before the storm struck. It is also the
story of the hard, slogging, labour needed to restore communicat ions to normal.
The best way to look at it is to see what happened in each
of the three main areas. On Hong Kong Island, the people
most affected were 252 Squadron (Operating), Force Fault
Control, and the main swjtchboard at H.Q., Land Forces. Halfhourly met forecasts kept track of the approach of the storm,
and essential radio links were manned and open ten minutes
after storm signal No. 7 (which heralds increasing gales from
the North;.West) was hoisted on 31st August at 22.50 hours.
W.R.A.C. were manning the switchboard, fortunately well
sheltered in the underground headquarters. H.Q., Royal Signals,
was represented in the Land Forces Emergency Control Centre.
At Fault Control, Corporal Ross of 253 Squadron was waiting
for his first typhoon.
For the first few hours, until daylight, the situation remained
fairly normal. There was a strong wind, but communications
by radio and line stayed in. Daylight revealed little physical
damage, but then Storm Signal IO had been raised, indicating
that the arrival of the typhoon was imminent. By 09.00 hours
the typhoon was approaching full force, and radio communications became increasingly difficult as aerials blew down. Communications by line got progressively worse as overhead distribution in camps disappeared. Shatin could not be raised, by telephone or radio, though there was then no me:?ns of knowing
why. Movement out of doors was very risky indeed. Eye witnesses reported uprooted trees blowing past windows. In the
harbour, a 6,ooo-ton merchant ship could be seen dragging
through the cable reserve. Mercifully, it hooked no cables.
Possibly, an abnoramlly high tide saved them, although results
of this elsewhere were tragic.
In Kowloon, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Ha;wkes was manning
fault control, where he remained for nearly 48 hours. During
this period, submarine cables carrying all our external keying
circuits, went out. Communications to Sek Kong, at one time,
was down to two junctions out of eighteen. In every camp
phones were out, mostly because the dist.ribution cabling was
destroyed; in some cases because of flooding. Cross harbour
travel was, of course, impossible. On the Kowloon e...::change
there were four operators available. The rest were confined to
their homes by the wind. The city was becoming a chaos of
fallen sky signs, scaffolding and corrugated iron. In some places
walls and houses collapsed. At R.A.F., Kai Tak, Captain Hales
of the Air Formation Troop, was trying to keep track of the
dest.ruction of his communications.
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Submarine Cable termination, Stonecutters Island. "S.S. Lian Hin"
cuts the keying circuits

Up at Sek Kong, Sergeant Bates manned New Territories
Fault Control, and prepared for the task of restoration which
would inevitably fall most upon his S.W.S. Troop. 246 Gurkha
Squadron kept radio ~mrnunications back to H.Q., Land Forces
and throughout the Brigade area on the Typhoon net. The
two civilian operators on Sek Kong switchboard, Miss Sophia
Chan and Miss Julia Chan, were at the start of a shift which
was to last for 36 hours. As the day wore on, Tai Lam Camp,
as well as Shatin, went completely out of communication. The
main disaster was at Shatin-Taipo. There a tidal wave killed
97 people, wrecked boats, huts and houses, and virtually destroyed
20 Reece Flight, A.A.C. When the storm died away, the exchange equipment at Shatin was found, in the midst of a
wrecked Nissen hut, to be a total write-off. On the frontier,
three-quarters of the Military O.P.s were out of telephone contact-one had had its Nissen hut blown away. The low-lying
land on the west side of the Colony was seriously flooded.
Nearly every road was blocked by fallen trees, wreckage (on the
coast road, including junks) and landslides.
At about 15.30 hours, the first rough picture could be
discerned. Fifty-one junctions and keying circuits were out of
order, plus some two hundred subsCflibers' telephones. One submarine cable had been severed at both ends, and another had
a large Panamanian merchant ship aground on it. There was
no power north of a line Tsuen Wan - Shatin. The civil
authorities had been far worse hit-Hong Kong Telephone
Company, for example, had of the order of 20,000 faults to deal
with. All Service strategic radio links to Singapore were out;
at one stage clearance was via Cable and Wireless Cable to
Singapore-=-the only Colony link remaining.
The work of restorarion began immediately, on the afternoon
of 1st September. By evening the island was nearly back to
normal, with only nineteen faults remaining. This was the
work of Lieutenant Newton's Island S.W.S. Troop. In Kowl.oon, Captain Bewley and the Kowloon S.W.S. Troop had
restored priority circuits to all camps and had managed to get
in one keying circuit, thus enabling on. R.A.F, circuit, which
was used to carry traffic from all three Services, to be opened
to Singapore. The Navy were also c!earing traffic through a
Cable and Wireless Transmitter and a nightmare of a keying
circuit. Captain Hales' Troop were beginning to clear up at
R.A.F., Kai Tak. In the
ew Territories, the S.W.S. and
246 Gurkha Squadron were restoring junctions, and lines to
the O.P.s. By Sunday, 2nd September, contact was restored
to all camps and to the frontier. Units were told to carry out as
much self help as possible in restoring the.ir internal telephones.
Power supply was a major problem, helped by 34 R.A., who
deployed their 27.5 KVA Listers to bring light and power. The
work of restoration still c;;ontinues. It will probably be many
weeks before all the damage is made good on a permanent basis;
in the meantime, military communications are a nearly normal
as is possible. Tribute must be paid to all ranks-especially
to many of the locally enlisted Chinese, who have suffered loss
through this disaster, but whose devotion to duty has not
wavered.
Typhoon "Wanda" was a disaster on the scale of a considerable battle. It was frightening and ferocious. Through it
all, Royal Signals maintained essemial communications of some
sort. This was an achievement against the odds.
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The finest family car in its class
* Fine _performance from a large '1600' engine
developing 56·5 b.h.p. *Specially strengthened
front_ end for gre~ter stability. *Powerful, hy·
draultc brakes with 121 square inches braking
area. * Silent hypoid rear axle and 13! cu. ft.
luggage space.

Hillman
Minx

4-DOOR DE LUXE SALOON

~ith this .goes f~ly-proven Hillman reliability,
high ~uahty. firush and elegance. At its price
there s nothing to match the Hillman Minx
De Luxe Saloon anywhexe !

H.M. Forces posted
overseas are able to
purchase at generous
tax free rates, which
allow up to six months
motoring in the
U.K. Please write for
full details.

ROOTES LIMITED European

Section, Overseas Retail Dept.,
Piccadilly, London, W .1.

ROOTES AUTOS (Deutsch land)
G.m.b.H., Military Sales Dept.,
Alleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.

WORLD-WIDE PARTS AND SERVICE

HUMBER • HILLMAN. • SUNBEAM • SINGER

Hiorns &_ Miller
Renowned throughout the world
for QUALITY
REGIMENTAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
INVITATION CARDS
CRESTED STATIONER y
ACCOUNT BOOKS
PRINTING OF
ANY DESCRIPTION
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Brochures and Catalogue on application
Estimates and samples sent on request

HIORNS & MILLER LTD
MARLBOROUGH STREET
DEVON PORT
Telephone: Plymouth 5 I 373
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Widely Known

Throughout the Services
Ha'Ykes have supplied Service uniform and
eqwpment for nearly two hundred years. But
they are . equall_y well known as civilian tailors,
mo~ern. ~n their methods, while traditional in
their spmt. Hawkes Department for Immediate
W~r 1~ the natural resort of men who wish to
mamtam .the Sa~ile Row standard without
undue stram on their pocket.

e
e
e

LOUNGE SUITS FROM £22/0/0
OVERCOATS FROM 19 GNS.
SPORTS JACKETS FROM 11 GNS.
ALL UNIFORMS AND SERVICB
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

For Bespoke Tailoring, pallerns and prices will
be gladly supplied 011 request

Hawkes of Savile Row
Regimental Tailors and Outfitten
&tablished 1771

1 SAVILE ROW, W.1
(Telephone: REGent 0186)

12a LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY
(Telephone: Camberley 829)
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St. Pauls from Fortaleza Do Monte showing "S.S. Fatshan" on leftmiddle distance coast of China in background

I .had never heard of the place un~il early 1959 prior to my
posung to Hong Kong, then all things that were happening
in this part of the world were of interest.
When I came to Hong Kong I found out that a boat journey
of about four hours would take you to Macau; it was a popular
place to go to es~i_>C! the bustle of urban Hong Kong and
regular exchange vmts of football, hockey and cricket teams
took place.
My next door neighbour, who was R.H.E. in August, 1961, in
a frantic bout of last-minute sightseeing, suggested in May of
that year that I might like to go with him to Macau for a quick
looksee.
There has been a Portuguese Colony in Macau since 1557,
when Jesuit Priests made a settlement there. The whole colony
is only ten square miles m total area, including the two small
islands of Taipa and Coloane, the mainland part being a
peninsula, about three miles long and two across. It joins China
proper by a narrow neck of land, some eight hundred yards wide.
On .t he western side, the coast of China runs parallel to the
colony and is separated by about hall-a-mile of water. Most of
the local matches used in Hong Kong are made in Macau, its
other main industry being •t he manufacture of fireworks, and
joss sticks. There is also a large casino which is a tourist
attraction. The whole area is highly developed. The population is about 200,000, of which 3,000 are Europeans.
We decided to travel on .~he S.S. Fatshan, one of the three
boats .that ferry to and from Macau. The fare was surprisingly
cheap. Some clever Staff Officer had, in the past, persuaded
the Command Secretary that the journey should be equated to
a leave railway journey at home, so .the fare can be reclaimed
in lieu of a free railway warrant. For this we were most grateful.
We left quarters at 10.30 p.m. and boarded the boat half-an-hour
later. She was due to sail at midnight. We had a double cabin
with a single berth each, which appeared to be quite comfortable, <;lean and roomy. After dumping our cases we had a
stroll around the ship.
Hundreds of Chinese were huddled in family groups with
bags and shoulder poles. In the 2nd Class Saloon more Chinese
were full stretch in scores of deck chairs, obviously se~tled for
the night. We went to .the 1st Class Restaurant and after
a drink and a bowl of soup it was time for the ship to sail.
The ship steamed out of the harbour at about sb: to eight knots
and after watching the lights of Victoria slowly disappear we
decided to turn in. After settling down to sleep we realised
that the vibrations were many and strangely varied, every loose
bi< of storage was making a fair clatter. After several unsuccessful attempts to secure water glasses, cases, porthole latches, etc.,
we realised that we could not stop the cause of the "juddering"
and that we would just have to live with it.
At about five o'clock the " juddering" ceased and the noise
of •the ship being tied up started, accompanied by the patter of
feet belonging to departing Chinese passengers. Looking out
of the porthole to seawards the water was a yellowish green,
due, no doubt, to the nearby river mouth, and it was crowded
with junks and sampans. The fishermen were changing shifts.
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The nex;t thing that struck one was the nearness of the Chinese
coastline, just a few hundred yards away. This, I suppose, is
because in Hong Kong, under normal circumstances, you only
get a very distant view of the other side of the Bamboo Curtain.
The view on land was similar to the waterfront in Hong Kong;
a continuous line of three storey houses, the ground floor a
shop, and the whole area covered in red painted Chinese characters and advertisements for soft drinks. At seven a.m., after
a light breakfast. we were handed over to our guide for the day,
an Indonesian Chinese named Paul. He had a Ford Consul
and his rates were $8 HK (10/-) an hour.
As soon as we got in .the car he offered us " special entertainment," but whatever our answer might have been at seven
p.m., at this time of the morning our answer was a definite
"No." We travelled for about four hundred and forty yards
and our attention was drawn to a group of about one hundred
Chinese who were waiting for a bus to Red China. The crowd
had many sacks of rice and baskets of bread. The nearby
province of Kwan Tung was suffering a food shortage. Two
green and yellow single-decker buses arrived and an interesting
thing to note was that each vehicle had two licence plates, the
Chinese one having a six figure number with a red star.
We continued our journey along the water front, passing a
Portuguese destroyer and two small gunboats only about two
hundred yards away from two Chinese gunboats.
The next stop was at one of the several Chinese Temples.
This one was called Ma Kok Mia. We were fortunate enough
to see a Chinese fisherwoman come in, go to a monk for a
bamboo cup full of slivers of bamboo which were covered in
Chinese characters and two pie<;es of wood about four inches
long which were semi-circular in section. After she had said
several prayers in front of the altar table she threw the two
pieces of wood in the air; they both landed on the round side.
She took hold of the bamboo cup and gently shook it up and
down until one bamboo sliver fell out. She returned to the
priest and after giving him some money he gave her some joss
sticks, which she lit, and some token money which she burnt
in an ornate incinerator. Paul explained that the old woman
had gone to seek heavenly guidance on where to fish that day.
The two sticks landing on the round side had meant that she
would have a good catch and the writing on the bamboo slivers
had told her where to go.
We then went to the Penard Church and the Bishop's residence which is on the southern end of the peninsula. The
church was closed. This was a pity because from the outside
at least the architecture was very interesting.
The Gove~or's Residence .is near the church, and is a large
square colorual style house with a guard of Portuguese Colonial
Troops from Mozambique. Also guarded, and in the same area,
is the house of the owner of the casino. He was a very elderly
Chinese gentleman who had been kidnapped several times. We
then made our way into the town, which was quite a busy
place but seemed relatively quiet after Hong Kong. Lt has its
Town Hall and the usual statues and Government Shop for
tourists. Other differences from Hong Kong are the presence
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of pedicabs. A pedicab is a large three wheeled bicycle with
a seat for two behind the drive. There were not so many
Europeans to be seen and a complete ab ence of wealthy
Chinese. The streets were quite crowded and trade was fairly
brisk. After buying some bottles of wine at <he Government
hop, some hand painted tiles for a proposed ta ble top and
posting some postcards covered with Macau stamps, we visited
an old fort. This is roughly in the centre of the colony, called
Fort Alezo de Monte. At present it is used as a barracks and
married quarters for the Mozambique Troops. We tried to
speak to one but all we established was that, like all soldiers,
he would rather be home and was looking forward to RHE.
His uniform was rather old as was his 1914 pattern webbing.
But they were all tall fine looking chaps who appeared well fed
and happy. The fof!t itself could best be described as a subtandard version of Edinburgh Castle. It overlooks the town,
has a guard of one N.C.0. and three men and had the usual
collection of cast iron cannons.
From the fort we had a fair view of the rujns of St. Paul's
Cathedral. Only the steps and fa<;ade still remain which make
a stroong subject for a photograph. On this day work had
started on an attempt to find an old tunnel which connected
St. Paul's to the Porta do Cereb, the gateway leading from the
colony into China. Paul, the guide, said something about buried
gold and smuggling wlllch I did not understand. As that was
three months ago, and so far nothillg has appeared in the new_.,
about it, whatever the rugging was about has not proved
sensational.
Nearby is the Old Protestant Cemetery attached to a church.
This proved to be very interesting as it gave a record of the
period when Macau was of special interest to H.M. Government. Before the Treaty of Nanking, in August, 1842, which
ceded the colony of Hong Kong, the Briash, who could only
trade at Canton were not allowed to stay in Canton all the year
round, but during the trading season only. The rest of the year
they resided at Macau where their wives and families permanently lived. Trade with China started in 1755 and the evidence
of the presence of a British population during the years up to
the 1940s can be seen by the dates on ithe headstones. To me
the most interesting grave was that of the Rev. Robert Morrison (1782-1834) who published in 1809 the New Testament in
Chinese and in 1817 the Old Testament. This must have been
a task of some magrurude not made easier by the seventh paragraph of the Chinese Government's Trading Manifesto, "All
Chinese, under pain of death by a thousand tortures, are prohibited from teaching the Chinese language to foreign devils."
O ther graves of interest were of George Chinnery, who was an
English resident of long standing, and as a painter, left a graphic
record of Macau during the early 19th Century, and che grave
of The Right Hon. Lord Henry John Spencer Churchill, fourth
son of George, fifth D uke of Marlborough. Services are held
once a month in the church by a visiting padre from Hong
Kong. Next door to the church is the Macau Museum which
was full of interest and I wish now we had spent more time
there. There were several paintings by Ge-0rge Chinnery; the
portraits show that formal Chinese dress has not changed since
the middle of the 19th Century, neither have the street markets
and eating houses. There is a fine collection of weapons, mcluding a hand cranked Gatling Gun and a Samurru Sword.
Several sedan chairs and rickshaws of the Rolls Royce type,
for Governors only, were in CIV conrution. There is also a
large collection of ancient church music on parchment.
We then visited two more Chinese Temples, To Tei Mju
and Kum Tam Tong, and saw the house where Dr. Sun Yet
Sen lived. We had worked our way from the southern end of
the peninsula and were now in the northern end. This was
obviously the middle class residential district, very similar in
appearance to its counterparts at home.
The time was now about I p.m., and we were getting a
little bit tired and very thirsty. We asked Paul to take us to
see the Chinese border, then we would call it a day. The boat
sailed for Hong Kong at 3 p.m.
The car stopped at a check point about three hundred yards
from the Porta Do Cereo, wruch is built in the style of a Roman
Triumphal Arch. No cameras were allowed; the reason for this
was hard to see. The only close view we had of Red China
was a military block house in use as a sentry box, and one
Chinese soldier. He was dressed in a cloth cap, a quilted jacket
and puttees, with a carbine slung across his shoulder. Several
vehicles went into Red China, ~he sentry making only a cursory
inspeotion and then allowing them to pass; and that was that.
It was hard to think why we had even wanted to see it.

Tralnlng~Centre

(Far East)

We then returned to town and after some lunch we made our
way back to the boat. The journey back was uneventful, we
arrived in Hong Kong at about 6.30 p.m., and af.ter passing
straight through customs we joined the local rat race of office
workers crossing home to Kowloon.
As I tried to get through the ferry turnstile I found that I
could not manage to get my suitcase through so I reached over
a barrier and had to drop the case for the last few inches. As
I walked up some s<eps someone tapped me on the shoulder and
said, "Excuse me, but your suitcase is dripping red liquid."
I suppose be thought I was a trunk murderer, but I knew what
it was--0ne bottle of red wine; moot of which found its way to
a white shirt and underwear. The shirt I threw away but I
still wear my purple Macau pants and vest I

Imphal
Hy Lieutenant-General Sir Geoffrey Evans,

K.11.E., C.11., D.S.O., and Anthony 11rett-James
Brett-James' easy way of writing of the war in Assam and
Burma is well known from ·his two previous books, " Report
My Signals " and " Ball of Fire." He was indeed a Signal
Officer in Sir G eoffrey Evans' 5th Indian Division.
Imphal as its title shows is the story of 4th Corps in defence
of that town and the vital plain surrounding it. It is a long
book easily read despite that it goes into very great detail of
actions fough t by Battalions and even Companies.
Imphal and Kohima, for the two battles were really one, was
the most decisive defeat inflicted on the Japanese Army up to
that time 1944. At the end of nearly five months of most
bitter fighting three Divisions had been routed.
The 31st Division opposing 33 Indian Corps at Kolllma
ceased to exist.
Of the two opposing 4 Corps at Imphal only the 33rd Division
retained some small ability to fight an infrequent ineffective
rearguard action during its headlong retreat.
A most stirring story.
(MacMillan & Co. Ltd., London)

"Pas des Chats"
Colonel J. B. McKinney, School of Signals

SCHOOL

OF

SIGNAl,S

On r5th September, 1962, we said goodbye ~o CoJosi Ji
B McKinney of the U.S. Signal Corps, who has een · · ·h
(Plans) in Planning Wing since 8th July,_ 1961h. Whhen ~
omoted to Colonel last June, we realised t at e wou
~:s ~fnerable for posting, but hoped that it w~uld no~ co~:
for a long time. And now, after only four wee s w:_irrung, k
. 0ff with Marsha rus wife, to Turkey, where he IS to ta. e
~ the st of Chlef of the Commu?ications . ~nd .Electrorucs
B~anch ~the Joint Projects and Advisory Section 10 the U.S.
Military Mission in Ankara.
S L. ·
When h e oes we will have lost not only the U. . 1a1son
Officer at th; School of Signals, but a fullr, int~,grated me?.1b~r
of ·the Planning Wing; one who o~ten uses "'!"e to mean w ,
the British." What .is equally important is that the ScfooJ
of Signals as a whole will lose a warm-hearted and va ue

1

friHi~·

OFFICIAL

experience in the U.S. Si~al. Corps h.a~ ~een wide
and has taken him to active service ~n the. Phil1pp1D~s, i5:i:t~
Guinea and Korea. He has been special assistant ~o e
e
Signal Officer and has held the appointment of Ch1et of . Arm~
Communications in the Pentagon. He holds the ~~n o
Merit and the Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster, w . are
the second and third highest non-combat awards made ID the
United States.
d ·
the U S
Before he joined the Army for the se~on tune, on
. : .;
entr into the Korean war, John McKinney "".as a. practlslO.,
lawier and this background no doubt led to his be10gd c30~
tis
10 att~nd H arvard University, where he ':"~s a\l(ar e
master's degree, with ho~ours, in business admm1stration, shor Y
before coming to Cattenck.
. 1r d
·
This wealth of experience and knowledge is a ie to
b b"lity good humour and sound commonsens~, ~n
h:~t~~abl~d him not only to ~t in with '0e British: orgamsauon,
but to take a leading part m the vapous studies that ha.ve
been undertaken
It has been amusmg to ~ee th,e surprise
caused on ·those occasions when, i~ ColdoneldBr 10 d~y a~~en~e~
an American Officer has been mtro uce as ea
Planning Wing.
k d
Monday
Although hi departure was forma 1ly mar e . 0
A F'
roth S e ptemb ~r when the Commandant, Bnga er
·
·
McGill o.B.E., p~esented him with a bronze .statue ofhMiacli?~
an inscribed Corps History and a .Corp_s ne; we s 01!
f
John to know that he also takes with him the ~est Wl~S o
the very large number of friends h~ h~s made 10 our rt~s~
We hope that in the years to ~me 1t will be our good fo
to meet John and Marsha agam.
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obtainable from the Headquarters of the
Association , 88, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.I
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(FAR EAST )

During the past months this uni~ .has a9ded anothld sring
to it bow. We now actively part1c1pate ID the wor o art
in the.. form of ballet, which was brought about as hfollow{ f
On his initiative test, Sergeant Bloom was set t e tas o
ca turin a "Pas Des Chats." _As can be seen from the photogrrph, h~ was successful, due, m no small measure, to the able
S turday 28-th
assistance of Sergeant Keeler o~ 621 Trhoolpd.
· At the Annuai Fun Fair, which was e on a '
'
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.
h
.
h
July, our members proved to be very. adroit at ~ ~g ~ll
from the pocket. St_aff ~ergeant Ha;n1d took ~ fiddl:d ~n ~i;
dav; instead of fiddlmg m th~ R.Q. s Sy~re, h
"Q,, Staff
" Shakey Dice " stall, where his long trammg on ~e
stood him in good stead. He made over £25 ID ~e course
of the afternoon, and also convinced his patroos that it w~s i;iot
a fiddle. Staff Sergeant H eaps, Se~geant ~ze, Sergeant ~!f~
and Corporal Price got hooked with a d1ve-bom~r, wor
.Y
magnets The idea was to a.im the bomb at a v~age, the mam
tar et
which was a wooden hut. The alternative target was
a ~d, and the children, a!- course, found the splash sent up
from this much more amus1Dg.
M
d
Staff Sergeant Alfred has rece?tly taken over as S.SC:a;n an.
has applied a furn grip to the re!Ds. Indee?., Calcutta C
rapidly assuming the appearance of an
overseas atten
Camp " and our tropical Jethargy has been penetrated by vocal
dema~ds to snap out of it and make greater efforts.
over from
W e weIcom e R .Q ·M ·S · Evis ' who has· recently taken
th th t po
R QM S Cook. Staff Sergeant Hamid rel?°rts . at e ~
of \~Ork bas increased and the afternoon siesta 1s now a thillg
of the past.
b
f th
·
ill
In view of this urge to work, past men;, ~rs o
e urut w
realise "Pings Ain't Wat they used to be ID S.T.C. (F.E.).

u;

P.d:

16th

RAD,WAY

SI GNAL

TROOP

As far as we know after a long and careful s~ in~o the

archives of the Tiroop record~, ~s is the f;irst ~tnbu?on to
THE WIRE from this Troop since its formation, ID the dun and
distant past.
h d f this
For those in the Corps who have never ear o
.
Troop-and they must number many th?u~ands-I would like
to give a very brief outline of the Troops iob. S
w·
The T.roop normally consists of six men, ergeant
1se
(Tech), Corporal Kinsella, Signalmen Rowlands, <;aay(Bobd)
Congdon (Linemen) and an ex-member of the Corps r.
Yarnell. We have also a relief for Serg:ean~ Wise~ Corporal
Ed ward s, REM
· Wise
al 1s about to plague
. · ·E · (Tech.)' as Sergeant
the instructors on the Foremen of Sign s course.
We are located about five miles south of Borden, at.l.fl1;lgrnfur
c m and the railway runs from Liss to Borden JO~!Dg e
B~iti;h Railways at both these points. Al~og~ther there is ab_out
iles of track and our job is to mamtam the commuruca~i~nr:1 between Blo~kposts (Signal Boxes to the layman) ~y means
of weird and wonderful instruments called Double Lmei:lock
Instruments Mjniature Staff Instruments, Key Token. strud th like We also have in our care a selective telemhents, an tern e from. Control to Blockposts, pet.'Uliar to railways.
p o~~ s~f th~ delights of hult-finding here is to call for the
duty transport and find a large 2-10-0 on the doorstep, complete
with brake van and guard. Then charge throug:h the countryside, wrustle blowing, scattering the local inhabitants, peasants
and pheasants alike.
.
On the sporting side, Sergeant Wise represents th~ Reg1m7nt
at cricket and hockey: Signalman Ro~lands at BoXIDg; whilst
Corporal Kinsella performs a rather rufty Orde~l.y Corporal.
If anyone wishes to realise his childhood ambition to ~c~e
an engine driver, may I suggest he arranges to be poste
ere
(only Linemen may now apply).
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1st

1st
Regiment
at Camp

'

.•

•:,t

I. Lie ute nant Colon el A . J . Woodrow M B E Comm di
Offi
•
t he visit of t he Rerl m e nt at Kiel. l. G:rm~n ·T;alnln
an n.~
icer,
Rer1ment, roinr on boar d t he Destroyer of the German Navy durlnr
man W a lker saillnr In a 100 s qua re metre on a B ltl I V~uel SGe;_rr Foch In Kl~I Harbour . 3. Assault Boa t Tral nlne durlne Ca mp at Kiel. <4. Slrna l·
to He:a patie nt. 6. " Escape" Exe rcise durln S a c c~u se.
. K uault Boat branei~r the Dentis t, Captain MacEwan, R.A.D.C., as hore from "Peta sus"
I ummer amp at lel. Searchers frlsk1n1 R.S. M. Laine before depa rture from the P,O.W.Cace. 7. Morn•
Inc ablutions In Camp at Kie l.
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REGIMENT

AT

CAMP

As a welcome change from the daily round in B.A.O.R., it
was decided that this year the whole Regiment should go
to camp. A site on the Baltic coast, north of Kiel, was selected
early in the summer, and the task of providing all tho necessarity
amenities an d tentage was taken on by the Quartermaster, Major
W. J. Howard, and his staff. An advance party went off on 9th
July, under Major P . H. Palmer, and soon were fully employed
on road building, tent erecting and the hundred-and-one tasks
necessary to enable 300 officers and men to live in two fields for
a fortnight.
The Regiment aNived on 16th July to find themselves in a
delighrful site on the cliff edge overilooking the Eckemforde
Channel, the hard work of the advance party being in evidence
on all sides. T here was even some sun aftec a week of rain.
The main aim of th . Regimental Camp was to carry out Infantrytype training, and for this Major F. G . Bonnart had arranged
two exercises. The first was an escape and evasion exercise
with each Squadron in turn being moved by road as prisonersof-war fro m a pr ison camp. H aving been allowed to escape
from their vehicles, each man had to make his own way to a
rendezvous some 25 miles away. To prevent him, an enemy
Squadron patrolled the country around in vehicles and on foot.
Men recaptured were taken to an interrogation centre where the
S.A.S. experience of Staff Sergea nt H unter, assisted by Sergeant
Cosser was brought into u se to discover the location of the
rendezvous. Both N .C.0.s may have lost a few friends whilst
playing their parts as in terrogators, but those who were captured
will not easily for get the realism and effectiveness of their
methods !
The exercise was spread over three days and nights, and all
ranks had a run for their money. I t fell to the lot of Corporal
Marshall, of 2· Squadron, to c;apture the Commanding Officer,
but both L ieutenant-Colonel Woodrow and M ajor Clinch, the
Second-in-Command. who also fell into enemy hands, were sent
back to a higher cage, much to the disappointment of the interrogators. There were some praiseworthy feats of marching
during the exercise, and although many were foo tsore the next
day, there were few who did not look back at their own efforts
with satisfaction. Not the least the prisoner who escaped from
interrogation and completed the march in his socks.
The second exercise was carried out on a competitive Troop
basis between ten patrols. Each patrol, in its tum, was launched
in assault boats to make an assault landing some 3 kilometres
down the coast. From there through a series of ambushes,
manned most determinedly by "' Chaclie " Troop, they had to
maroh about 16 miles, finally attacking a strong post and going
over an assault course. The latter constrncted by C.S .M.I.
Woollard, A.P.T.C., was extremely good and was enlivened by
the bangs of Captain Blackwell and his assistants. The winning
patrol, for overall performance, comprised men from 200 and
207 Squadrons, led by Lieutenant Finney, and a well-deserved
crate of beer was suitably dealt with in the evening.
T wo other activities occupied the time in camp. The first
was a visi t to the G erman Navy at Kiel, during which we were
shown some destroyers and toured Kiel harbour in patrol boats.
Especially interesting was the sight of the tra ining· vessel Georg
Forch, later to win the T'<lll Ships Race from U.K. to Holland,
with her crew of cadets carrying out their sail drills. The three
Korvetten Kapitans were later to come to lunch with the Regiment in camp.
Throughout the period of camp the Corps Yacht, Petasus,
was on charter to the R egiment, together with 100 square metre
Kranich, from the British Kiel Yacht Club. This enabled many
soldiers to spend a day sailing, and on one occasion when the
dentist, Captain MacBwan was on board Petams, and sailing
past the camp site, a quick examination of a patient with seyere
toothache was achieved by launching an assault boat and bringing him ashore. Those interested in improvisation may like to
know that shore-to-ship communications were established by
using the dip-switoh on the headlights of a Champ, operated by
the Q.M., the only person who could r ead lamp with con fidence
-or so we let him think!
The camp was vjsited by Brigadier E . J. C. Harrison, O.B.E.,
C.S.O., B.A.0.R., who made the long journey by air to see
us, and who showed great intei:.est in everything he saw.
There were many people to thank for the su~ess of the tl\vo
weeks : Regiments who lent us water-carts Engmeers for roadbuilding materials, assault boats, electric lighting and wa.t er
tanks, A.K.C. film shows, and not least of all, the G erman
farmer who allowed us on his fields, and the Burgomaster, who
was sd helpful, even to giving u s traffic lights .for: our one-way
approach road .

We returned to Verden on 26th July, saying with conviction
that a change is as good as a rest. The camp was dismantled in
24 hours, and the cliffs once more returned to their normal
inhabitants, the cows and the gulls.

3rd

R E GIMENT

Last month we finished our notes with the Regiment packing
up for the summer block leave. Since we have combined with
the Divisional H.Q. it has become apparent that block leaves
are not nearly as simple as they are for a normal Signal Regiment. Most of our 3 Squadron, which is what our old H .Q.
Squadron is now called, had to stay behind to look after our
new H.Q. Squadron, the one time D ivisional H.Q. Company.
At the. end of the three weeks' leave most of those who did
succeed in getting away seemed qui te pleased to get back to
work, as obviously the weather had been saving up its worst
moments especially for our Regiment's leave. I t is now unlikely
that this Regiment will take block leave again as it is administratively very difficult, and if the leave is spread throughout
the year there is always the chance that somebody might get
some good weather.
This mon th has also seen a lot of coming and going. On
Friday, 31st August, G eneral V. W. Street, C.M.G., C.B.B., paid
us a farewell visit after only a year commanding the Division.
However, even in that short time he has made a great impression on everyone in the Regiment, and we served him for a
good two years' worth of exercises. The following Monday we
welcomed the new C.S.O . from Southern Command, Brigadier
A. L. Atkinson, who paid us a flying visit and on the Friday
after that we welcomed our new G.0.C., General R. M. P.
Carver, c .B., c.B .E.
Now to the exercises. In three weeks since corning back we
have been engaged in five m ajor exercises, and we are now
frantically working up our " Force" role for the possible big
air movement exercise •• Winged Coachman" in November.
Everything from the tractors that the Regiment has not yet got
to the last bottle of ink in R JI.Q. has been weighed, painted
and had its chalk number written on it. Last week on Exercise
" Griffin I " we had our preparations checked for the first time
and naturally enough discovered all sorts of horrors. This week
we are practising long distant communications on Exercise
" Playmate II " working from Bulford to our own detachments
in the North of Scotland, and 247 Ghurka Squadron in the
Grampian Mountains. Next week we have exercise " Griffin II "
by which time we will have put Tight all faults from " Griffin I ,''
we hope! Over the weekend, just to fill in the time between
exercises, we are taking part in the mobilisation exercise,
"Kandy." Thi& we are told is all part of an even bigger exercise
on account of which we have several of our detachments in
Greece. To add to this we also have the whole of Radio R elay
Troop and also quite a number of other people away busily
keeping the Army in the public eye touring various towns in

Prese ntati o n of t he Long Se rvice and Good Conduct Medal to
W.0 .11 (CSM) J. D. French , M.M., Sco ts Guards In T he Se rgeant's
Mess, 3 HQ and Signal Regi ment, o n the occasion of Gen e ral Street's
fa rewell visit, 21 August, 1962
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Major-General Street leaving the Sergeant's Mess

the London area. On the 29th August, Air Support Troop lent
the Devon and Dorset Regiment an Air Support Tentacle for
a four-day exercise on Salisbury Plain to make sure that everyone had something to do! 3 Squadron say that they do not
know what all the fuss is about, ,they are busily preparing for
Guy Fawkes night and the children's Christmas Party!
Finally we bid a welcome to our new Adjutant, Captain E.
W. Hunt, and wish him the best of luck in the job he has
taken over!

4th

BEGDIENT

August started off as a very quiet month. Being uncommitted for any exercises, most people took the opportunity of
snatching a well-earned leave. The favour.ite resorts seem to
~e in Italy, and the_largest exodus was to the Adriatic Coast,
ID the shape of Maior T. A. Skelly. Just before this, Major
qeland . disappeared on leave and nothing was heard from
him until he phoned for recovery, some 100 miles away on the
Autobahn .. Immediately, Scammells, P.R.!. buses and 3-ton
cargo vehicles were despatched in convoy, lights flashing and
sirens blaring. However, when they arrived on the scene of the
emergency, O.C. I had gone, having been recovered by the
Strassenwacht. (" All welfare problems quickly and efficiently
dealt with ").
. I_n ~he second week of August, the Regiment received an
rnv1tatton from the 41 (NL) Verbindungs Batailjon, our Dutch
counterpart, to be present on the occasion of their fi£th anniv~rsary.
A representative party duly went, consisting of
Lieutenant E. A. Gamble, S.S.M. P. Kendrick, Sergean·t Eastwood, Corporal Creedy and Signalman Carr. They arrived at
Hardel'W)'k on the afternoon of 14th August to be caught unawares _by a very high-powered welcoming committee. The
celebrations started at 08.30 the next morning with a parade
followed by a sport~ day and an official reception. In the evenrng there was a private Regimental party, a.t which Lieutenant
Gan_ible presented a commemorative plaque to the Colonel of the
Regunent. So much for the official entertainment I It seems
?iat the hospitalii;y extended to the party knew no boundsID fact recovery tune and return average one hour in bed for
every two hours spent in Holland.
By waY'. of return, ~ similar party led by a Dutch subaltern,
stayed with our Regunent the following week. After being
shown round the Regiment in the morning the Dutch party
aue~ded the_ R~gimental Fete, where they 'seemed to have a
marua for WIDDIDg Teddy Bears and flowers . In the evening
they we~e guests at a party run by 2 Squadron. They must
have . enioyed themselves thoroughly, as they left on Sunday
mornrng an hour-and-a-half late!
By far tht: most important event of the month was the advent
of our first ~nnual Re~ent Pete. From the beginning of
August, fevensh preparations were in progress. The R.S.M.
:ind ~taff Se:g_eai:it Sparrow were the leading lighns; the R.S.M .,
m his own mm11table way, co-ordinating the organisation · and
Staff Sergeant Sparrow using his German contacts to 'great
effect. The advance publicity, especially in the German papers,

ev~ surprised us. Once it ~ad gained momentum, the whole
thmg seemed to run away with us. Hardly a morning would
go past without an article appearing on the front page of one
of the_ local new.spa per,~ praising the "popular and hardworking
4th Signal Regiment.
The Colonel's son Miles Hutchins
figured l?rominently one morning in one of the Herford paper~
as a maior helper with the preparations. This proved to be
the first the Colonel had heard of his son's hard work.
The final "panic" the night before, over the last details was
completed in pouring rain, which did not bode well for
"Glorious 25th of August." However, when the fete opened on
Saturday afternoon, the pessimists were disappointed. The
stalls, some 25 of them, were all run on a Troop basis. There
w~s everything from . a miniature railway which transported
children round the fairground, to a very professional shooting
gallery. The main attraction for our German guests who
nu:ffibered at least 1,000 were the very "English" fish-andchip shop and tea rooms. By the time the fair closed and the
last convi~ial dri~ers, both German and English, we~e prised
from the Bavarian Beer Stube" all the many prizes had been
won and the Regimental coffers were full. After all expenses
have b~ met, it appears that the Royal Signals Benevolent
Fund will benefit by about £rno. This is less than half the
sum we had hoped for, and we conclude that our Teddy Bears
must have been overweight and our fish-and-chips too cheap.
Next year, as fully-fledged professionals at the game, we should
be more successful. Unfortuna1ely, we can attach no cash
figure to the value of enhanced Anglo-German relation&suffice it to say that half our Teutonic visitors came back for
more the following day, and accepted the news that they were
twelve months early with disappointment but good humour.
Another very successful event in the Regiment was the
Wives' Club "Bring and Buy" sale last month. It must be
ad_mitted that the fairer sex have great talents for this sort of
thmg, and although they are as yet being reticent as to total
proceeds, and where they will be bestowed, it is understood
that at least £30 is to go to the Benevolent Fund.
The motor cyclists, not to be outdone by the canoeisl'S of last
ll_lOnth, kept the Regiment's flag flying in the B.A.O.R. competittons. After a " wobbly " start in the I I th Brigade Trials,
Corporal Deans put us back pn top by winning the individual
tr~phy in the 4th _Division trial. In the B.A.0.R. Championships, the teall_l gamed fourth place. Credit must be given to
~ur motor cyclists for these achievements as they had little or no
ttme at all to do any hard training for these events until the
end of. July. Moreover, they were heavily handicapped by
mech~1cal r:oub!es, due to the Regiment's failure to appreciate
what is required m the preparation of 20-year-old motor cycles l
Th_e month closed W•ith the whole Regiment going off, on consecutive days, ~o classify on the ranges at Sennelager. The results were considerably better than last year, with a good number
of new marksmen, and the majority of people showing themselves to be proficient shots. This does not mean to say however, that we had to do without the usual comedy t~ns of
officer b~ing shot wh!lst. ce~tain people were unloading, and of
,the bewildered clerk md1catmg to an N.C.O. with the barrel of
his Stirling that his "gun wouldn't work."
We started September with J Squadron on a "working"
camp, somewhere near Hamburg, and 2 Squadron spread over
Europe on their own exercise, "Long Hop III." These will
doubtless prove a good source for next month's notes.
We. are now in the process of saying goodbye to a few longstandmg members of the Regiment. Lieutenant D. Shields,
our M.T.O., left for Edinburgh on the 26th and is replaced
by Captain Nick Carter. One mainstay of the'Warrant Officors'
and Sergeants' Mess, Staff Sergeant Crisp and his wife have
also left us, which deprives us of our c~rtoonist and No. 1
cabaret turn. We have not yet had replacements for these imP?Itant posts: Major Francis has just joined us and he is making
himself felt m H .Q. Squadron. Major Brown has now moved
over to I Squadron and will be taking over from Major
Cleland, who leaves us for the Far East next month Our best
wishes go alike to those who have left and to thos~ who have
joined us.

Mo t or Cycl e Trial S u ccesses
6 Bi?g~?e Tria_l-Corporal Deans, 5th.
4 D1v1S1on Tnal--Corporal Deans . Indiviidual Winner, and
wirrner of the Hazards Section. ·
1 I ~r~g~de T~ial-4'th R egiment, 4th.
2 DJV1s1on T·r·~al-Corporai Garside; 3rd Novice Award.
B.A.0 .R. Trial-4th Regiment, 4th· Corporal Deans
12th Individual.
'
'

f. 11 The H a mme rsm ith Flyer" s e ts off on a journey roun d t he Fai r
G r ound
l.

Engi ne D river Fra n ks awa iti n e t h e Gu ard 's W h istle

J. Part o f t he m o st s uccess ful sta ll at t he Fe t e.
Rob inson, A .C.C., wo r king ha.rd s ell ing b ra twu rst

4.

Two of our Dutch 1uests w ith La n ce Corpo ral Morean, R.A.S. C.
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Brigadier Hobson in his reply welcomed the Cadets into the
Corps and thanked Colonel Forbes for his generous praise of
the Corps.
The addresses were then followed by the actual rebadging of
the contingent and the old cap badges were first marched •off
parade ' to the slow march of the Green Howards. Then the
new cap badges were presented and the contingent, designated
• Royal Signals' for the first time, gave a smart general salute
as the Corps flag was broken ac the flag mast.
After the parade refreshments were served in the School
Library and here were heard many kind tributes being paid
co the C-0rps. The Wensleydale C.C.F. Contingent Royal
Signals will now be looked after by I rth Regiment.

Major-General R. N. Batra discussing messing problems with
the Commanding Officer, 11th Regiment

IJth

REGDIENT

There has been a considerable rise in the Recruit Intake
Figures over the past cwo months. Shortly the figure will be
alm<>st double that of June this year and it is expected that
no less than 500 recruits will be in training at any one time.
Naturally a situation like this calls for considerable reorganisation of the present Regimental structure and much work
has to be done now in preparation. Needless co say, the old
Baghdad Lines will once more come to the rescue and one can
foresee a volume of accommodation in use comparable to the
old 7th Training Regiment days.
Despite all this activity, ,readers will observe from the
accompany notes that there are still many other events taking
place in the Regiment.
\·isits. On 27.th August, Brigadier A. C. Cox, O.B.E., visited
the Regiment for the first time as Brigade Commander. During
the course of his tour he naturally showed great interest in the
training of recruits. On a visit to 1 Squadron t!raining area,
the Brigadier saw recruits engaged in recreation and the more
business side of training.
Major-General R. N. Batra, Signal Officer in Chief, Indian
Army, visited the Regiment on the 4th September. He was
interested to see the training pattern of Signals recruits in this
country. We are sure that he found his visit useful in comparing
the methods used here, with his own Signals Training Establishments. There is little doubt that Major-General Batra was
impressed with the standard reached in training after only six
and a half weeks.
Rebadging Ceremony
WPnsleydale County Secondary ~lodern School.
On Wednesday, nth July, a rebadging ceremony was held at
Wensleydale County Secondary Modern School to mark the
occasion of the reaffiliacion of the Wensleydale C.C.F. Contingent from the Green Howards co uth Regiment (Depot).
The Inspecting Officer was Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.s.o.,
Commander Training Brigade. The parade was held on the
Wensleydale School parade ground where the contingent of
some thirty cadets were paraded with Number 8 Recruit Troop
of No. 1 Squadron of the Regiment and the Corps Band. The
parade was handed over by the Officer Commanding C.C.F.
Contingent, Major - Hall, to t;he Commandant C.C.F. (North
Riding), Colonel Forbes. Although some thirty minutes before
the parade Leybum was drenched by a heavy thunder storm,
the Parade Commander bravely insisted we should adhere to
the outdoor programme and what little rain that fell during the
ceremony did nothing to dishearten the Cadets whose drill,
turnout and bearing earned many words of praise from the
spectators.
After the inspection by the Commander Training Brigade
Royal Signals, Colonel Forbes, on behalf of the Green Howards,
made a short address. He explained to the Cadets the significance
of the ceremony and pointed out that the reaffiliation had become necessary as a result of the re-grouping of Infantry Regiments and the fact that the Depot of the Yorkshire Brigade was
now in York. He then paid tribute to the Corps, making
reference to its task and the high standard that had been set in
the forty years since its inception.
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D"st Recruit. On the 24th Augul't, 3 and 4 T.roop Passed
Out. Signalman Davidson was chosen as best recruit. Davidson
had a good start in his
military career having
already served for three
years with the Territorial
hmy (Signals) in Belfast where he was born.
After leaving the Park
Pa rad e
Intermediate
School at the age of 14,
he served an apprenticeship with Short Brothers
and Harland as an Air
Frame Fitter. He worked
in this occupation for
eight yea.rs and then
decided to seek a broader
life in the Army. It is
appropriate that he is
now serving in the
Signals as his father was
at one time a Lineman
attached to the Royal
Inniskillings.
Signalman Davidson is
married and has two
children. He now continues his training as a
Signalman Davidson
Clerk Technical at 24th
Regiment.
Sport
Rugby. It is hoped that this year the Regiment will be able
to produce a reasonable Rugby team. With the decline of
National Service very few Rugby enthusiasts pass through the
Regiment. However, already this year we possess some talented
forwards and there is reason to believe that re-enforcements
are on the way. With 22 fixtures to play off we hope the Depot
Rugby .team will be back on the map.
Shooting. One member of the Regiment was selected this
year as an Army reserve. Sergeant Simister met with a considerable amount of success in competitions throughout the season.
He was a member of the successful Norco Rifle Team that
won the Whitehead and Britannica Cups at the Bulford Corps
Meeting in June.
At the N.R.A. Imperial, Bisley. in July, Sergeant Simister
took part in the Duke of Cambridge Match. Scoring 49 points
out of a possible 50, he was first in his class and collected a
silver bar. In the overall positions he was joint second and was
subsequently awarded a Silver Medal for his efforts. With his
form still improving, we expect to hear more about Sergeant
Simister in the future.
Car Rally. A Car Rally was held on the 21st August and
once again .t he 1st prize was carried off by the now well
experienced pair R.S.M. Harn and R.Q.M.S. Barnes.
There were 19 entries in all of which 18 managed to finish.
The 19th car was driven by Lieutenant Allan with Lieutenant
Mulcahy, Lieutenant Jolly and Mrs. Jolly navigating. Unfortunately, this great navigational effort proved too much for
the course. Lieutenant Allan drove his rather battered car back
to the finish minus a few navigators, who a.re fortunately s.till
intact.
R.Q.M.S. King and Mrs. King were a very good second. The
ladies' prize was carried off by Mrs. Brackenbury and Mrs.
James. Everybody seems to enjoy these rallying events-we
hope more people will enter next time.
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Brieadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., inspecting the Wensleydale
School A.C.F.

Postings lu and Out. Major (Q.M.) J. A. G. Stokoe has
arrived in the Unit and has now taken over a formidable task
in the Quartermaster's Department. We were sorry to lose Major
(Q.M.) W. F . G. Hoskings who has now departed for Malaya.
We wish him well in his new job with the Gurkha Signals.
Captain T. I. McL. Robinson has arrived from Malaya to
participate in Recruit Training. Captain B. I. Weston will leave
shortly for B.A.0.R. where he will have ample opportunity to
put his hard earned German language qualifications to good use.
We were very sorry to lose W.O.II A. E. Lee, M.B.E., and
the Regiment thanks him for the efficient way i.n which he
carnied out his job as S.S.M. (Movements). Best wishes to him
in his new posting for the last six months of his distinguished
se,rvice at Blandford.

Brigadier A. C. Cox, O .B.E ., with 3 and 4 Troop Commander,
Lieutenant A. M. P. Barker on the Assault Course
~lnrriages. On 21st July, Lieutenant M. E. Bradbury was
married to Miss Anne Marie McCambridge at Ballycastle,
Northern Ireland.
The Commanding Officer and Mrs. Brackenbury attended the
wedding. Also other officers of the Regiment. By all accounts
everybody thoroughly enjoyed the occasion. The Guard of
Honour for the newly weds was formed by all Officers present.
Fortunately, all the guests from Catterick arrived back safely,
if not in the best of health. Best wishes to the bride and
bridegroom.

lnd Regiment Athletic Team which tied with 7th Regiment in winning the Morrison Athletic Cup

Sack Row, left to right: Signalman Preston, Corporal Delbridge (REME), Corporal Denton, Lance Corporal Collins, $ign>lman Bell. Garr•hy , Lance Corpor.al Gilbert, G•lley,
Corporill Maddern, Corporal Samuels. Corpo ral Collins. Lance Corporal Smith, Lance Corporal Harrington Fossey. Second Lieutenant Jewel. Absent: Sergeant Kelly,
W.0.11 Devanney. Signalman Lilley. Stoff Sergeant Thomas
front Row , left to right: Second Lieuten:int Higton, Second Lieutenant Robins, Lance Corporal Brown, Second Lieutenant Smith, Lance Corporal Fountain , Lieuteni.nt
Wood, Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Hoerder, M.B.E., QMS Nichol, Corporal Lewis, CFN Vick (REME), Freeman . Lieutenant Hervey, Leiuten•nt Johnson

URGENT

CLOTHING

URGENT

THE WELFARE SECTION at Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.l, will be MOST GRATEFUL for unwanted clothes - men's women's, children'sanything in fact except ladies' underwear. There is a continuous demand which always
exceeds supply.
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14th REGIMENT
R.R.Q. and I Squadron. The Sergeants' Mess Summer
Ball went off in great style. I think the very potent rum punch
each visitor was required to sample on arrival had something
to do with the air of well being which prevailed everywhere.
One of the evening's highlights was undoubtedly the dance
competition between Officers and Senior N.C.0.s. Strangely
enough, the latter proved themselves much the more accompli bed "twisters."
Preparation for winter sports is well under ..vay and hockey,
rugby and soccer enthusiasts have already played a number of
friendly fixtures wirh encouraging results.
Adventure training too has come into its own again although
the fir t effort at Brecon Beacons a combined operation so to
speak ended in disaster-damaged canoes and very wet bides.
The O.I.C.'s diary for the occasion is appended and speaks for
itself:" Set out 09-45 hours Friday, 31st August. Stopped
Gloucester to purchase butane gas refills and two stoves.
Unloaded canoes near Aberyscis at 14.00 hours approx. Set
out down River Usk with two canoes, two W.R.A.C. and one
Royal Signals Corporal. Fifty yards down river encountered
first set of rapids. Put girls and kit ashore to walk down bank
while Harrison and myself waded <through, pushing canoes.
After this progress better for about t mile until met with
shallows and rapids. These continued to trouble us for the
rest of our journey. River running very fast in places, consequently both canoes developed minor leaks, mainly owing
to previous repairs nor standing the strain. Two haversacks
were dropped in river from bank by girls trying to climb along
while Corporal Harrison and myself manoeuvred canoes
through shallows-consequent soa!...'ing of clothing and
sleeping bags. Approx. 19.00 hours stopped to eat and bale
out canoes. D iscovered one canoe developing unpleasant
crack down bow. Re-embarked and continued downstream
to try and make Brecon. Alternating shallows and rapids beca~e more frequem. One canoe holed badly shooting one
rapid, other canoe two or three small cracks. Third haversack dropped in water from canoe. One canoe became unstable owing to amount of water on board; capsized about
20.00 hours (last haversack soaked). Swam after canoe and
P.ull~ it into bank. Coll.ected party on bank and appreciated
s1tuat1on. No dry cloth1Dg, no dry sleeping bags, one dry
groundsheet, acres of wet grass. P itched one tent, spread other
oyer top for added .insulation. Distributed least wet clothing
viz. Corporal Harrison-anorak and bathing trunks, myself
sw_eater and bathing trunks. Girls one pair dryish jeans, one
palf wet slacks, two damp anoraks. Decided to use one tent
for four to utilise body warmth, added .to which only one
st_ove w~s ~orking ai;id ~me groundsheet serviceable. Spent
mght drrnkmg tea, sh1venng and making completely humourless jokes. Morale was higher than might have been expected
and temp: outside was approaching freezing. Approx. 05.3~
hours reviewed situation. Decided impos&ible to cross mountains with no dry clothes or sleeping kit, but did not want to
spoil Sergeant Boxall's side of the scheme. Took Corporal
Harrison into Brecon (f-hour walk) and rang for truck.
Purchased fibreglass repair outfit and bread and returned to
tent. Girls had hung clothing out to dry and were catching
up on sleep. Spent morning getting canoes onto bank and
cleaning holes preparatory to repair. Met truck approx. 13.00
hours, loaded canoes and kit and moved down to peaceful
stretch of River Usk. Repaired canoes on bank, handed over
two cases of compo rations remaining. and returned to
Gloucester, arriving approx. 18.oo hours Saturday.
"For myse l~ the most for~ i dable part of the expedition
was shopprng ID Brecon clad m anorak, bathing trunks and
plymsolls."
Better luck next time. Some adventure!
And now for an account of a journey from Gloucester to
B.A.O.R. by road wjth technical equipment, contributed by
Corporal F . Bowker, R.E.M.E.: "During the early part of August a small party, consisting
of two men ~nd a 3-ton Bedford lorry, was detailed to proceeed
~o 16th Regunent, B.A.O.R. (Krefeld), the object, delivery of
1rn portant stores.
."The fii:s-r proble.m arose in preparing the vehicle for the
tnp and with the kmd help of R.E.M.E. 93 V.D.W. at Ashchurch ~edifications complying with continental road rules
were earned out.
" It was loaded and driven cautiously to London where a
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night stop was arranged. Early next morning the kip from
Hounslow to Tilbury was undertaken. London's traffic in
the early part of the day is not the best of friends.
" 9nce at Tilb~y, the vehicle was placed aboard the M.V.
D.onc Ferry (built at Troon in 1961) and a very pleasant
tnp to Antwerp followed. The port authorities were most
helpful and soon the party was under way, destination
B.A.O.R.
",The ~st ~ew miles .o r kilometr~s w~e strange. People
don t believe 10 hand signals, or light signals, or anything
else for that matter. The best man wins. The miles passed
rapidly. Fuel stop at Olen. Border stops and many fancy
stamps. The road sign Krefeld appeared the nose of the
truck pointed in that direction. ' Road up! ' Turn round
On into Germany, then
and find the alternative route.
suddenly Krefeld. A few enquiries gave the direction to 16th
Regiment, and the load was delivered. No breakages, no
dents or bumps. Whatever was in the back was religiously
carried into the depths of a subterranean T.R.C. and that
was that.
' The return trip was simple, since the route was now
known, and once back in Gloucester, some calculations were
~ad e. D istance cove red, 560 miles; average petrol consumptJOn, lo.6 m.p.g.
"An experience worth talking about, and it is hoped in
some small way, an aid to the Army in B.A.O.R.''
. 3 Squadron. Hockev and soccer are already off to a
s_tart, several preliminary matches having been played
10 readmess for the winter fixture list. With the arrival of
"new blood " and the assistance of the R .A.F. Detachment,
we hope the Signals Team entered in the Oxford Thursday
League will have better fortune this year.
Two mixed hockev matches have been played with a team
from Smiths (Witney) followed by a buffet, and we are told a
" good evening " was had by all on both occasions.
Visits from our 1 and 2 Squadrons, some 40 miles away are
" ~ighligbts." Yest~rday we were very pleased to welco~e a
mixed hockev team from 1 Squadron, which includes a W.R.A.C.
element. Although we managed to win in the end by 5 goals
to 3, the result was very much in the balance. From observations of this m3:tch and the W itney games. it seems the girls
these days are right on top for enthusiasm and ability when it
comes to hockey.
Two events during the month, with a public relations flavour
were the visits to the S>tation by the Witney Round Table and
the schoolboys' cricket match tea and tour. Both were h ighly
successful from interest point of view, and we feel both the
young and old have a better idea of the scope of Royal Signals
and what it has to offer in th e way of a career.
~ecent arrivals, .~ or~ er of "seniority."-Six well-fed geese,
wh1ch are now thnv1Dg ID the Squadron paddock and incidentally, making a very efficient job of keeping the gr~ss down.
Target date for passing-out parade~Ohristmas-Eve.
A welcor;iie also to W.0.11 "Q" R. Cook and Lance-Corporal
M . S. Smith, from rrth and 8th Regiments, respectively and
Lance~Corporal P. Rawlinson and Signalman D. McFaut,' both
from Malaya. We hope their tenure at Bampton will be a
happy one.
During this period we have lost three National Servicemen
and three re~lars, namely Sergeant J. S. I . Glendenning,
Sergeant E. Watts and Siimalman W. T. Skelly. We wish them
good fortl!-Ile ii;i civ~ian life, except that in the case of Sergeant
Glendenmng, It 1sn •t really goodbye to the Service as he is
taking up a Technician II appointment in COMCAN.
qur latest family increase-to Signalman and Mrs. B. H .
Starner, a son.
~y10g
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F innl f'.-on trlbntlo n
The Regiment was raised in Cairo in 1940 as the Divisional
Signals of 8th Division, personnel being drawn from many units
then in Egypt. Whilst the Unit was being formed, nhe Division
was disbanded, and the Unit, then titled 3 G .H.Q Signal Regiment. became responsible for the communications of G.H.Q.,
Middle East.
It continued to provide communications for G.H.Q., Middle
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East 4n4 Ilorces after the end of the war, moving from Cairo
to Fayid m 1947, and to Cyprus in 1955.
. On 1st ~eptember, 1959, the Unit was re-designated 15th
Signal . Regunenr (Cyprus), No. 3 Squadron was formed in
Dhekel1a on. 1st. J an~ary, 1960, an? assumed responsibility for
the comrnurucatJons m the Dhekelia Sovereign Base Area
On 3ot~ September, 1960, I 5th Regiment amalgamated· with
29th R~g1ri;ient, . and became responsible for all military
commumcat1ons m Cyprus.
In October, 1961, the Regiment was asked to send 143 men
to B.A.0.R. This was, for a while, civilianisation without
civilians. However, civilians came in due course and they
settled in and worked with the Regiment very well.' Nevertheless, the R egiment has not been the same, and now we have
come to nhe end of -the road; we have reorganised as two independent Squadrons-262 Squadron (District) and 259 Squadron (COMCAN). Both Squadrons are independent and we
wish thorn all good fortune.
Meanwhile, R.H.Q., 15th Regiment, is tidying up the
paper work and closing the books. The Regiment ended its
life with a unique spol)ting record, holding the following cups:
Army (Cyprus) Soccer Challenge Cup, 196o/ 61, 1961/62.
NEARSLF Challenge Cup (Soccer) r962.
Army (Cyprus) Major Unit Oicket Cup, 196r.
NEARELF Major Unit Cricket Cup, 196r.
Royal Signals (Cyprus) Hockey Cup, 1960-61.
Royal Signals (Cyprus) Basketball Cup, 1960/61, 1961/62.
16th

REGIMENT

Well now ! wfah the Indian summer and temperatures in
the upper seventies (at last) comes this month's not so bumper
bundle, to let you know 16th is still kicking, especially now the
soccer season is upon us. So let us start with sport.
Hockey. The summer league ended with the Regiment as
runners-up to 13th Regiment. Out of the 12 games played we
won seven, drew three and lost two with the goals 31 for and
16 against.
We are looking forward to the start of the winter league in
October and hope to be as successful as we were in the summer
league.
At last we are finding that most of the young soldiers who
thought .that hockey was a game for girls are quickly changing
their minds, due mainly to !the Inter-Troop six-a-side sports
ladder. These Inter-Troop matches have helped a great deal
in the selection of players for the Unit team.
Soccer. The Association Foonball season does not commence
its strenuous league programme until the first week in October.
The Regiment are in the First Division of the North Rhine
Inter-Servke League and will have some stiff opposition from
13th and 28th Regiments, the 1st Bn. •t he Irish Guards and
the Lancashire Regiment, to mention but a few, if it is to retain
its position as "Top Dog" of the Army football world in the
North Rhine area. Under the guidance of Captain G. S. Massey
and Sergeant Edwards, A.P.T.C., however, they will at least
take the field a fit and fighting side for the new season.
During August, the Regiment was invited to take part in a
soccer festival organised by clubs in Krefeld, and including
teams £rom Holland and the neighbouring German area. The
Regiment topped Group 1 of the tournament with four points
f.rom two games, scor.ing eight goals with one against. They
played the iwinnere of Group 2 in the final and, a1though feeling
the pace of th.r ee games in one day, disposed of the local Krefeld
side by one goal to nil to win a very nice trophy.
Inter-Troop Sports and Games. The summer Sports Ladders
have just terminated, and as usual the latter two months
have provided the most action. The enthusiasm and determination increased day by day as the closing date came into sight.
Several battles for supremacy were fought in the dying hours of
jr st August.
Despite the very poor weather this summer, one of ithe more
active troop competitions was water polo which certainly
attracted the most onlookers, even though they probably
a~embled only to see just how blue and exhausted the players
might .become in an unheated pool which is reaUy too long for
water polo.
Six-a-<Side hockey was also very popular and was again one
of the more tiring games when played on a full sized pitch.
The other sports are squash, indoor-football, tennis and sixa-side cricket. The emphasis on these particular games, at
Troop level, have done a great deal towards the stamina and
team spirit of the men.
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At 1~e end of each seaoon the winning Troop for tlle individual
sports 1s presented with a shield, and the championship winner
for the complete season at all events receives a very handsome
cup-the Burke Trophy, presented by Lieutenant-Colonel
(R.T.D.) W. C. Burke, Commanding Officer of 16th Regunent
1956-1959.
There are ten representative Troop teams in each Ladder
league and during the summer months it has been Medium
Radio Troop who have shown enthusiasm, keenness and drive
far above any other Troop. Their efforts have been well worthwhil~ as can be seen by the results. The Operating Troops are
com10g out .into the fresh air more often this season, and
4 Operating Troop did well to finish second in the Burke
Trophy.
Last season's holders of the trophy, Cable Troop ,seem to
prefer the winter games, but it must be noted that they were
unable to play as regularly during the summer because of their
commitment.
Angling Notes. Fishing continues during time off. Staff
Sergeant A. Hawtin came third in the second day stage of the
Kempen Angling Club competition.
It seems to be that when there is a competition on a pond,
all the fish gather in the middle of the pond and stay there
out of reach and out of sight. Certainly the writer of these
notes saw no fish on the day of the competition.
We are now waiting to see if our challenge to 21st Regiment
is being accepted and all are looking forward to a good day's
sport.
Staff Sergeant C. Gardner and Sergeant C. Bonwick spent
four days under canvas on the Mohne See looking for the big
stuff-but came away without having seen any fish other than
one small 'un in somebody else's keep net.
During this trip an ex-member of the Corps, John Haydon
from London, was met on arrival at the Camping Ground
complete with three friends and a 1937 London taxi cab after
spending seven weeks on the Continent, out of ro weeks unemployed holidays. They had visited Spain, Southern Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, Yugoslavia and were on their way to
Scandinavia for the last three weeks of their holiday. Cost
all in was £100 per person including cost of car, etc. This shows
the adventure spirit is still with us.
General Notes. Moans and groans all round. P.T. has reared
its ugly head and won. I'm sure the P.T.l.s intend to make the
fit fitter and kill the rest. The backache endured by yours truly
had nothing to do with it. Just old age creeping on so they &ay.
We welcome W.O.II (Y. of S.) J. Druggan back from
No. 2 Yeoman of Signals Cours~ which he passed despite hls
off-duty course col:ision. Well done_ Yeoman. Fond farewells
to W.0.1 "Toby" Seymour and W.0.11 Alec Littlejohn who
are joining No. 3 Yeoman of Signals Course, and then to 9th
Regiment and 17 Ghurkha Division respectively. Good luck to
you both. Your tankards have not been forgotten.
The swimming p;lOl has been a boon in this spell of warm
weather, especially for .the children of the garrison. All praise
to Major G. Klosser and W.0.11 (S.S.M.) A. E. Pugh for their
efforts in the improvements, particularly the Bathing Belle
cubicle, provided of course as changing rooms !
All Ranks' Dance. Held on 5th July this was a great success
· despite the amount of Twisters present. As always it was held
in the gym, which after much hard work organised by Major
J. S. . Dale and W.O.II T. Pearce had been tran formed
into "Ye Olde English Taveme." Many local girls and a contingent from the W.R.A.C. arrend d but unfortunately had to
leave early to cries of dismay from the cowboys who were at
that time in great form.
Lance-Corporal McQuire gave his party piece with a very
good running act of " Geo-ge and Dragnet," "Little Bo-Peep "
and a few more to boot. Then came a Norman Wisdom act
rendered by a Lance-Bombadier who had stepped in and ably
took over as M.C. Marvellous, ain't it, where these blokes come
from. I don't know where he went or what his name was.
l:lere it comes, what a Twist, with the Commanding Officer
watching his W31'rant Officers and Sergeants performing this
highly dangerous feat
o Drill Parades since, I wonder why?).
With a first class German band supplying the music, it was a
most enjoyable evening, but all good things must end and on
this occasion ended very well, also the Commanding Officer had
announced that the following morning w uld be a stand down.
So we had the whole weekend to get over all those things one
suffers after so much excellent entertainment.
Twist Note : -Does the R.S.M. twist better on the quare?
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A general view of the 1962 Funfair

On 28th July, we had our Annual Funfair. It occurred too
late to be reported in our July notes, therefore it had to wait
until now. The idea behind .this fete is quite a sound one. It
has been found that the number of charities and appeals that
are made is growing yearly; there seems to be no end to the
number of worthwhile causes that require support. In addition,
there are a number of purely internal and military charitable
organisations that rely on voluntary contribution to sustain themselves. This situation has grown and grown until every week
there would be a collection for something or other. Of course,
the usual thing happened-blood just won't be squeezed kom a
stone, and people's generosity started, naturally enough, to dry
U~

I

It was decided that rather than badger everyone to dip
continually into their pockets, we would hold a monster fair,
annually, and donate all the proceeds to the various charities
concerned. This would have the added advantage that, in the
usual fairground tradition, everyone who spent money would
have a chance to win something qu ite worthwhile for their
money.
With this in mind. the fair was put on last year and realised
some $5,000 (about £580). This year the committee was deter-

SSM Lovell and supporters
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mined to better this amount. Early in March Major J. E.
Dencon, the Chairman, called them together and, having fixed
the day, began the planning.
.
Work built up until by 10 o'clock, Saturday, 28th July, the
sports ground in Moiktila Barracks was laid out. In addition,
for the past two days .the city itself had been subjected to
what the experts call " saturation advertising," using a P.A.
truck, posters, and all the other paraphernalia of modern highpower salesmanship.
Then the weather took a hand, it started to rain.
In two and-a-half hours the neatly laid out and bright fair
was looking decidedly bedraggled. It is a funny thing that
tropical rain is so penetrat•ing; even the most waterproof poster
paint will run if subjected to the concentrated downpour of a
tropical storm. After all those hours of hard work and preparation, it seemed that the whole venture would be doomed to
go into involuntary liquidation!
However, at half past one, the rain stopped as suddenly as
it came, and everyone set about repairing the damage. An
hour later the crowds started to aNive and it looked as though
it would be business as usual. The prizes available were due
entirely •to the efforts made by 50 of the main business houses
in Singapore. They all responded to requests that had been
made to them for suitable prizes.
By evening time the main business was over-many stallholders were sitting back with empty shelves. Eventually, when
the final reckoning was made, the balance was $3,IOO (about
£36o), which, considering the weather, was a very creditable
effort.

Some of the Stalls
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This young lady obviously reads the best papers

18th Regiment relaxes at their Annual Fair

The ducking stool proved a great attraction, especially as It was
"baited" with Staff Sergeant Dunne's daughters
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The Wobbly Bicycle claims another victim
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Many strange faces young and not so young, ha ve . been seen
in the Changi area during August, when s ever~ l children and
relatives have come out from U.K . for the holiday. We hope
they have not been too disappointed with the weather, as
August has been rather a rainy month. .
.
Sliooting. FoIICunately, however, the ram did keep off for the
three days of the Corps Small Arms Meelling- from all accounts
this was exceptional! The meeting was smoothly run, and
although the Regiment provided both the champion B.O.R.
and M.0.R. shots in Staff Sergeant H ammond-Haley and
Signalman Wan Saupek, the Team Trophy eluded us this year.
Sport. In contrast to U.K., our soccer season has now come
to a close-perhaps with a sigh of relief in some quarters,
as the fixture list became very crowded-the Regimental XI
were runners-up in Division IV of the Singapore Base District
League. The runners-up crown was also ours in the R.A.F.
Changi Inter-Section Cricket League.
.
S'wimming galas have brought to the fore Signalman Mohamed
Ghani, who has shown brilliant form in the 1 metre spring
and 5 metre firm board diving winning both the District and
Far East Air Force championships. The swimming team has
been strengthened by the posting in of Captain P . S. Davis to
command the Troop at Tengah R.A.F. Station.
Arrivals and Deparmres. We also welcome Captain and Mr5.
J. M. Hewson to the Regiment, and W.0.II Rankin who has
taken over as M.T.O. Captain M. R. F. Pack-Davison departed
this month for Catterick, and we said farewell too to Sergeant
Sanderson who has gone to U.K. as a special recruitor.

Penang
A favoured FARELF leave centre is the island of Penang,
which lies two miles off the north west coast Malaya, forming
part of the Federation.
The island, approximately 14 miles long and nine miles wide,
is endowed with bountiful tropical splendour. There are magnificent beaches on the north coast, where a splendidly-situated and
comfortable leave cenDre, known as Sandycroft, is located. There
is also a Gurkha leave camp on !'.his part of the coast. Officers
and their families can stay at the Runnymede Hotel, a comfortable and spacious hotel by the sea, and there is a wide choice
of civilian hotels. Up in the mountains of the island, magnificent
views and relative coolness can be enjoyed. The only Br>itish
military installation on the island is Minden Barracks, ideally
situated overlooking the sea on the east coast.
Penang came into being as an East India Company trading
station in 1786, the result of the foresight and diplomacy of
a Captain Francis Light, who negotiated the <;ession of the
islan<l to the Company from the Sultan of Kedah.
Like Singapore, it is basically a free port, only tobacco, alcohol
and petrol attracting duty. Penang is not free, however, from
the good old oriental custom of bargaining over prices. Whilst
the port and population centte are referred to generally as
Penang, especially in connection with shipping, the city and port
is actually called George Town. An excellent double decker car
and passenger ferry service spans the two-mile gap to the mainland. Many Air Force personnel stationed at Butterworth Airfiel<l, on the mainland, are daily commutors.
Of the island's 570,000 population, well over hall' are
Chinese, wirh 165,000 Malays and 70,000 Indians and
Pakistanis. The varied religions are well served by places of
worship, but some of these are somewhat commercialised. The
interior of the so-called Snake Temple, at Sungei Kluang, is
festooned with snakes which, fortunately, seem docile and undisturbed by the click of camera shutters! Another much more
imposing Chinese temple is rhe Kek Lok Si Temple, situated
at Ayer Itam. Among the attractions here is one for the fit,
a seven-tiered pagoda, reputed to be decorated with a million
Buddhas, and with a spiral staircase leading to the top. The
view from the top ls some reward fox the climb I This is the
largest Chinese temple in Malaya. In the grounds there is a
pond in which live hundreds of tortoise--these can be fed with
water hyacinth leaves, conveniently supplied for a few cents.
Another pond is full of carp-these can be fed with biscuitsagain conveniently supplied for a few cents!
An enormous reclining Buddha, 13oft. long, was unveiled in
a George Town temple by the King and Queen of Thailand during their state visit to the Federation in June.
Another of the tourist attractions on the island is the Pen ang
Hill Railway-a funicular with a maximum gradient of 1 in
t.96, which carries one to the mountain top, 2,400ft. above sea
level, with a 10 degree drop in temperature, and an inspirJ.ng
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panoramic view. On the summit of Penang Hill, in addition
to a hotel and guest house, there are m any, most attractive
" hill station" houses.
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Headquarters Squadron. Is it the L aarbruch air?
The marriage-bug has caught the Officers of this Squadron. No
less than three Officers took the " plunge," and were m arche<l
willingly to the altar: M ajor J . Ingledow to Miss M . A.
Wickham, Lieutenant John Curtis .to Miss Audrey Clarke and
Second-Lieutenant I. Dorward to M iss E. M. Maccoll. Our
heartiest congratulations and the best of luck to them.
Congratulanions also to Captain and Mrs. Stuubs on the birth
of a son, Second-Lieutenant and Mrs. Scarff on the bir-th of a
daughter and Sergeant and Mrs. White on the birth of a son.
R.Q.M.S. D. Spence has left us for 28th Regiment on
promotion to W.O.I., Sergeant WM"burton and family go to
civilian life, and we wish them the best of luck in their n ew jobs.
I Squadron. The month of July got off to a good start
\v.ith the Squadron parading at R.A.F. Wildenrath C. of E .
Church for the Royal Signals Day service-a memorable
occasion.
Captann. Stork's drive and persuasion has resulted in some
extremely good arhletic results, and produced latent talents in
many. We carried off the R.A.F. Wildenrath Athletic Cup,
providing men for the R.A.F. "G" Station Athletics L eague
and produced some commendable efforts in the Morrison Cup
Competition. Athletes worthy of note were Corporal Annis,
S·i gnalman Wilson and Signalman Western, who all helped the
Regiment to achieve good results.
We didn't honestly expect great things f.rom a swimming
team who had littk practice and who were selected on a cold,
wet Wildenrath morning with the water temperature stan<ling
at 6o°F!-Never.theless we travelled to Laarbruch and came
away with the Regimental Championships!
" Charlie " Line Troop set off to exercise with 2nd Regiment
on 13th July for 14 days. This was quite an experience, for
the friendly 11i.va1ry between 2nd Regiment Line Troop and
ourselves produced some outstanding laying speeds. The work
was hard-as we expected-but had its lighter moments, such as
laying through a town on a Sunday during a shooting festival!
The job was done, but not without certain linesmen's imaginations and expectations stretched to their limifJs !
An added local attraction has appeared for the men-the first
fully-automatiic ten-pin bowling alley on an R.A.F. station outside the U.K. The technicians of Alpha Troop are now to be
seen (much poorer) with a "bowler's stoop " (soon to be
<:0!1rected by S.S.M. Collins, having just arrived back f.rom a
Guards' course), and with seriously enlarged thumbs.
Second-Lieutenant Spear ~arries on his "iwork " as goalie for
the Station hockey team (no serious injury to date). Captain
Stork's tasks vary from starting at the School Sports to starting
at the R.A.F. Germany versus Netherlands Air Force Athletics.
We .learn this month of the impending posting of Lieutenant
Mansfield and the rrival of Second-Lieutenant Thorlby from
1st Regiment. We wish both of them success, and we are
indeed sorry to see the former go.
No. 1 Squadron entered a team in the 1962 Commemoration
Marches held at Oosterbeck, near Arnhem, on 8th September.
The team consisted of Second-Lieutenant R. G. Spear, W.0.II
(S.S.M.) Collins and sixteen rank and file. The march was a
test of morale and bearing and the team covered a distance of
25 kilometres in three and a half hours. The team were the
fastest team over the distance and beat all but two of other
teams which mar<;hed only 15 kilometres. The team sang all
the way and took tenth place overall and were awarded a prize.
A total of 700 teams entered, with 20,000 marchers, this was
the only British Army team ellJtered in the March. It is hoped
·next year to enter a larger team, car>rying weapons, and if they
march to this year's form we hope to achieve even greater
:success.
2 Squadron. O ur man y gladiators in the fields of athletics
and swimming were just beg.inndng ito adjust themselves to work
again (after a highly success~ul " pot~hunting " season in both
Reg.i mental and R.A.F. Station Meetings), when the latest
bombshell burst-the Nijmegen March. In this matter, it was
o nce again a question of "2 Squadron to the Rescue."
D espite the short notice, the cudgels were taken up, and
volunteers k om other Squadrons assemble<l at Brueggen under
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Lieutenant Andrews and Sergeant R ichardson. They were not
kept idli ng; the team averaged 16 miles a day during training,
and marchers' boots travelled on a conveyor-belt to the cobler,
and back again! For a time, " D " H eavy Cable Troop stores
resembled nothing so much as the English camp before the
Battle of Agincourt (less, of course, the chain-mail), as marchers
feverish ly checked and re-checked their equipment before the
great day. At last everything and everyone was pronounced
ready, and the team went off to Nijmegen; from the 24th to the
27th July, every member successfully completed the gruelling
40 kilometres march each day, and on the final day the team
ma rched past the V.I.P. stand with Regimental Colours flyingcheered in, inter alia, by the Chief Air Formation Signal Officer
and the Commanding Officer. Of the 15-gtrong Regimental team,
the eight taking part of our Squadron were Li~utenant Andrews,
Sergeant Richardson, Corporals Whyles and Guy, Signalmen
Boswell, Allen, Pickard and Nicoll.
As a m atter of interest, we do so communicate! We provide
the line communications for three major R.A.F. stations, and
" M anana Will Do " is not one of our mottos. Project follows
project, and one of our Troop's has laid so much HG cable
recently that some wag produced a heraldic coat of arms-picks
and shovels inter-twined with 40 pair ES and WCQ. One
recently interviewed National Serviceman opted for civil life
on the grounds that he wanted to go somewhere where work
stopped somet·imes, which probably accounts for the fact that we
are, in the main, a very happy Squadron!

3 Squadron. During the past month we have seen the
Squadron Commander sailing, the ?econd Jin-~mmand converting and the Squadron Clerks playmg golf. This has allowed
our.•S.S.M. to get some rest.
Every day we pass the Regimental H.Q. garden and are
reminded of the Administration Inspection that never was. I
must explain that we have been preparing for this inspection
for the past four months. The basis for the garden is, of course,
roses provided by this Squadron.
One of the pr.ivileges of serving with the "Blue Jobs" is that
from time to time we are allowed to take part in their sporting
activities and so we have been invited to march in the station
Batde of Britain parade. We had a good start to September
with an R.S.M.'s Parade. It was a pleasant change from our
normal routine and we soon discovered how 'orrible was our
drill. At our daily square-bashing we have knowledge drummed
into us by our seniors. Two of them with their dulcet voices
have recently returned from Pirbright and are anxious to impan
their newly improved_skills into the Squadron. They told us
that instead of the usual 120 paces to the minute, we now have
to march at 116 paces to the minute. When the R.S.M. asked
why this was so, a humorous member of one of the troops
replied "Practising for a funeral, Sir"! An unfortunate remark
to make to an R.S.M. !
24.th

UEGDIENT

Cricket. The Regiment has won the much coveted
Northern Command Cricket Cup for :the ~econd year in success1on. This major success culminated a highly successful
season in which the Regiment won thirteen of the seventeen
matches played.
The final was played on the Central Ground against the
Light Infantry Brigade Depot; who proved worthy opponents.
Fortune fuvoured first one team then the other, but ably
skippered by Lieutenant Needham the Regiment gained a mo t
exciting win.
Corporal McLaughlin, Lance-Corporal Cole, Sig:rialman
Critchlow and Major Evans played for the Corps durmg the
season and, together with Lieutenant Needham, played regularly
for Catterick Services.
Tennis. Captain G. R. Oehlers represented the Army and
together wi·th Mrs. Oehler won the Open Mixed Doubles at
the Army Championships.
28th

REGIMENT

It ~s 'SO long since tihis regiment appeared in print that some
.readers may well ask "where on earth did cltat lot come from."
The 1Shor<t: t3JlSWer is " Germany" but whether from l;!.A.O.R.
or not is a good question.
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T he regiment is in th e unique posmon of being the only '
.A.T.O. regiment in existence. Lt has three British Male
Squadrons and one British W.R.A.C. Squadron. Attached, and
forming part of the regiment for many purposes, are a Belgian
Squadron, a Netherlands Squadron and a very independent
Canadian Troop. The regiment is in two barracks (one owned
by the British and one owned by the Germans). We have two
Officers Messes, two Sergeants Messes and two cookhouseswe have our problems.
A sho11t while ago we had a splendid fire. It occurred in a
Dutch store, located in the Gennan owned building (on charge
to N.A.T.O.). It was put out by a British officer commanding
a Belgian fire picquet assisted by a German fire brigade. The
subsequent paper work is condemned, like the Flying Dutchman, to move forever from one " too difficult" tray to another.
We were delighted to see that 2nd Regiment had been
working with a Danish Signal Company, the international outlook is indeed spreading.
As we are now largely cut off from the normal B.A.O.R.
logistical services we have to rely on "self help." We realised
whait lthis entailed when the commanding officer decided to
build a new football pitch. There were three ba~ic difficulties.
Firstly the selected site appeared to be more suitable for jungle
training, secondly it was invested by a company of moles
(German) and thirdly it had in the middle a disused concrete
cricket table. We now have our new football field. We also
have about two hundred blisters, several strained backs and
abotU .thirty U .S. hammers and jumpers. (It is not often that
you see a jumper Jooking like a crochet hook). What the C.0.
overlooked was that lthe concrete was about a yard thick and
reinforced with steel. We also still have the moles. Any
advice on mole clearance would be welcome. For the record
we have tried gas, poison, itraps, water and exhaust fumes. We
have even offered them a posting to Rheindahlen.
Generally speaking the new football field is welcome. What
is r31ther less welcome as a perfectly ghastly assault course which
has sprung up beside it. Unfortunately someone found a lot
of old railway sleepers and telegraph poles and gave them to
W.0.II Issitt the new P.T.I. Before you could say "on your
feet up " these had been transformed into an assault course
which would make a marine commando pause. The British
have shown a cenain native caution towards this last venture.
One of our Gtnached squadrons bas, <however, been over it.
(The latest repon from the hospital was that they were doing
as well as could be expected).
By the time these notes are published we will unfommately
have lost R.S.M. K. B. Bailey who goes to 64th Regiment T.A.
In hi.s place we welcome R.S.M. D. Spence from 21st Regiment.
So far as :is known R.S.M. Bailey is the only man who has
trained a guard of honour consisting of British, D utch and
Belgian soldiers, wing French weapons and Belgian arms drill.
When first confronted w.ith this sort of thing R.S.M. Spence
was heard to mutter something. No one quite caught what
(which .is probably ju5't as well).
We will not bore the reader with a catalogue of our sporting
successes. We would, however, like to mention the following
individuals:Army Cycling Champion.
Signalman Coupe
Army Motor Cycling Team.
Sergeant Lasota
Signalman Keenan B.A.0.R. Light Weight Boxing
Champion.
We also won an unsporting victory over the Dutch Sporting
Club Hoogardie of 'r.ilburg. The <annual football match against
this club has become something of a tradition in this regiment
and dates back long before Natoisation to the days of the
liberation in 1945. This year it was our home fixture and some
forty odd Dutch players and suppo11ter~ visited us for two days.
The success of the whole venture was largely due to our
Canadian families who not only accommodated our Dutch
friends but also filled them up with a great deal of Amstel
beer before the match. We con equently gained an ill deserved
victory over a somewhat beerlogged opposition. (As our
B.A.0.R. readers will appreciate this served the Dutch jolly
well right for inventing Amstel beer).
Follow.ing the match we had an excellent ocial evening,
and can now look forward to next year when we play away, and
no doubt the boot will be on the other foot.
Now that we are more or less e tablished as a N.A.T.0. unit
we hope we will be able to ke~p ;:ou informed of the ao1;ivities
of this somewhat unusual orgamsation known as 28th Regunent.
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30th Regiment
August was a busy month for the regimental sailors, some. of
vhom returned with winter-like colds as a result of spending
more time in the water than usual during a spell of very heavy
weather. The month's events got under way with the Regiment giving assistance to the Lillipu t Sailing Club durin~ their
regatta. Main success in the regatta was scored by M a1or A.
Collyer, who came second in the Albacore race iP Cygnet, the
Regimental boat, recently donated by the. Nufficld Tr.ust. .
This was followed by the Albacore N ational Championships,
for which the weather was very rough, and most people had an
uncomfortable sail, including Major Collyer, Captain Briggs,
Corporals Phippard and Crumbie. The championship took place
at Portsmouth, and they competed against another I0.5 boats,
including one helmed by Major E . Glover, of 3rd Regiment.
The weather, however, turned up trumps for the A.S.A.
Southern Command Championships, organised by the Regiment
at Poole. In the Firefly event, Captain Briggs was tactfully
beaten for second place by our Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel Burrows. The second day saw nearly forty ctinghies, in
perfect weather, set sail for Studland Bay, competing for the
Royal Signals' Cup for the Open Hancticap (Poole), presented
by the Corps to help foster good relations with local civilian
clubs. On arrival in the bay, competitors were able to take
refreshment from a Regimental marquee, established on the
beach, which made a fitting finale to a splenctid sailing week-end.
August also saw the departure of our last ational Service
Officer, Second-Lieutenant K. G. Woolf, who left us for the
comparative sanity of Cable and Wireless.
The Commanding Officer welcomed a new recruit to the
Corps, none other than I 5-year-old Christopher Barnaby, the
son of W.O.II G. A. Barnaby, our new R.H.Q. Chief Clerk.
Christopher is due to join the Junior .Leaders Regiment later
this month, and rt.he Regiment will take a keen interest in his
progress.
Finally, we hope readers will find the following account of
3 Squadron's recent three months' exercise on the Isle of Skye
a source of interest and amusement.
The Road to the Isles - and back
A Squadron cannot live together under canvas for three
months without getting to know and appreciate one another.
Work, leisure and humour is shared, and it is with the latter
two subjects in mind that this account of our sojourn on the
Isle of Skye is written.
I departed with 3 Squadron main vehicle party from 30th
Regiment, Blandford Camp, on 25th April, 1962, for an exercise
on the Isle of Skye, arriving at Meanish Pier, Glendale, our
permanent camping site~ on 28th April. For the first few weeks
the weather was hot and sunny and most of our leisure was
spent in sunbathing, out in small boats, of which the Squadron
had five, or in just renewing our acquaintance with the locals
over a ' wee half." Only Signalman M. F. Court was tough
and mad enough to attempt swimming in the loch, although in
spite of his protestations-" it's lovely "--he didn't repeat the
experience. The first sizeable fish was caught by W.O.I H.
Bell. The occasion is memorable, not because it was his first
catch, but because with thoughts of a tasty breakfast to come,
he entertained us all to a superb lesson in invective when he
discovered that a wild cat had already disposed of all but the
head.
On 16th May, the weather changed with a vengeance and a
force ten gale and storm lashed the sire for more than twentyfour hours, damaging aerials and tentage. In fact only three
tents survived the onslaught, but Scottish Command quickly
produced more, and it being an ill wind that blows nobody any
good, we qualified for our rum ration for a couple of days.
Storms are fascinating to watch, and even in our bedraggled
state, we were overawed at the volume of spray thundering
over the jetty. The flooding waterfall, which drops for twohundred feet over the opposite cliffs appeared to be flowing
up hill, due to the wind blowing the spray and surface water
back up again. A full drum of diesel was seen to roll the
one hundred yards down the pier, touching neither side, to
land with a sari fying splash into the sea. This was accompanied at intervals by all manner of lesser kit, and, according
to. the lists submitted by some hopeful individuals, almost everyrhmgs as per 1157 was blown out to sea.
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Personnel of 3 Squadron on the Isle of Skye. In the backgrou nd
Loch Pooltiel
Left to right : Signalman Finch , Corporal Adcock, Signalman Miller,
Lance Corporal Clements, Signalman Tails, Corporal Howse,
Corporal Daly

-

Included in the replacement stores provided by Scottish
Command were three Shelters Portable, Assembly T or portable
light aircraft hangars. The instructions and pictures in the
manual for assembly show twelve civilian workers erecting these
with casual ease. We have twenty soldiers wondering just how
they did it.
The roads on the island ar e narrow and far from straigh t,
and to add to the hazards, cows and sheep seem to feel more
at home on them than on grass. It is not surprising that there
were a few mishaps with livestock. Signalman Boyes is credited
with a sheep and Lance-Corporal Jack claimed a cow and a
dog in one day, only to arrive back :md find that his craftily-set
rabbit snare had claimed a cat. He reckoned that h is luck
was out and gave up setting snares after that.
We lived off the local economy on 7s. 4d. per man, per day.
Unfortunately, we were unable to eat chicken or salmon daily,
as we had hoped, owing to the potato prices reaching in excess
of £5 per hundredweight. F ishing added to our menu, and
there were a few crabs for those who liked them. W.O.I Bell,
Sergeant Hamilton and Corporal Adcock caught so many
mackerel that we had to give them away. In one shoal of
mackerel, six hooks on a darrow quickly produced 363 fish.
Our Squadron Commander, Major Wellings, and Sergeant Cooke
spent many evenings fishing for trout and salmon, and had
limited, but enjoyable, success.
Our new C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel Burrows, visited the
Squadron in June, and tactfully timed his visit to be immediately before our departure on a week's Whitsun leave.
Reveille at 02.00 hours, although a little premature, was gladly
accepted by all, and when we had crossed the Kyle of Lochalsh,
we felt safely away. Even the long rail journey was welcomed
when we remembered that there's the Juxury of a "flush " type
at the end of the corridor.
The 16th June saw us all back again, all the better for a
break (no sick on leave) and we learned that the only excitement during our absence was another gale which had almo9t
conquered an assembly T and which had severed an assault
craft from its mooring and carried it out, and it was presumed
to be at the bottom of the sea. This was not so, however, for a
very battered assault craft was discovered by the local fishermen at the foot of a steep, rocky cliff three weeks later, and it
was eventually xecovered and returned to the Command
Engineers Stores Depor.
There now followed a period of almost continual heavy rain,
and we reached a stage where we not only expected, but
accepted it. Owing to the peaty nature of the soil, it was rather
like walking in "All-Bran," and before we went to bed it was
necessary to check the drainage channels which had been dug
inside the tent. Our sense of humour kept us going, and this
was occasionally assisted by the m isfortunes of others, which invariably had their funny side; like the plumbing attempt by
Lance-Corporal Clements to a waste pipe beneath the sink in
the Squadron Commander's residence.
Somehow the joint
just wouldn't wipe, and the surrouncting wood would keep
smouldering and catching fire . When the water was finally
turned on, the joint produced a wonderful sprinkler effect and,
leaving the job, plus a hole in the wall, La~e-Corporal Clements
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The scene at Studland Bay when th is year's winner of the Royal
Signals Cup expresses his thanks
W .0.1 F. W. Woodall , M~yor of Richmond, 1962
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the annual band compeution. qn 17th June,. ~he bands of
seven Territorial Regiments met m the compeuuon at South
Shields.
It is difficult to convey the atmosphere. ?f these
competitions-each band, supported by the Mayor of 1t s parent
town and the rivalry before a crowd of severa_l thousand was
fierc;! It was with considerabl~ pri~e and delight that Bandmaster Woodall received the wrnner s trophy-the Band was
awarded 87 out of a possible 100 by Lieute~~t-Colonel B. H.
Brown, M.B.E., A.R.C.M ., Director, Royal M!litary School of
Music, who congratulated all those competmg on the very
high standards.
. .
Camp was at the new Royal Signals Trammg Centre . at
Scarborough. Due largely to superb~ efforts by MaJor
"Dolly" Gray and our Quartermaster, L1eut.enant A. Page, the
facilities were amongst the best we have had, It was a thoroughly
successful camp.
Our first week was an all-out assault on the trade rram:ng
headache. To squeeze everything in, we made a 6 a.m. reveille
and worked through to 6 p.m. each day-rugged stuff, b~t well
rewarded with every man and woman accounted. for m the
training!
On the lighter side, the first week m~luded an
energetic and enjoyable all ranks' dance in the gymnasium, and a

50th (NOUTIHJlUBUIA) REGDIEl\"T
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Our girls fr~m 3 Squadron, in Mi~d~es~rough, .c reated ftJI
by winning the North Riding f\ssoc1at1on s 16-m11e mar~ Ir
the second successive year agamst som~ 26 ~ale team~· . n
case we tend to be carried ~;va y by t~s .a~~~~~~~ ~:~ ~~
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339 Squadron (Infantry Brigade) and o~ 3 Squad[°n itse .ular
Another notable event was the ajJ°m~~n~i~h~~~dpo~ork
Bandmaster, W.O.I F. Wooda 11' das ~yo serving me~ber of
shire As an ex-Green Howar an a
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The Honorar Colonel Colonel R. M. Perc1va , T.D., . ;'
the Commandin~ Officer ~nd the Adjutant attended the Mayors
inauguration ceremony.
.
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[Courtesy : North of England Newspaper Co.

General Read presenting the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to Sergeant Major Laycock
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3 SQUADRON MARCHING TEAM
Sraff Sergeant S. Kilpatrick, Corpor•I E. Dunnt, Private J. Twemlow, Corporal
R. Carless, Privare J. L•wton arriving at Acklam Park , Middlesbrouch at the
end of the North Riding March

moving playing of "Retreat" on Friday, 29th June. This was
attended by the Chairman of the North Riding T. & A.F.A.,
Brigadier C. C. Fairweather, o.B.E., T.D., D.L., and by our Chief
Signal Officer, Brigadier D. A. Pringle, O.B.E.
The new G.0.C. 5oth Infantry Division Major-General J. A.
J. Read, C.B.E., n.s.o., M.c., spent most of Tuesday, 26th, with
us. Although the weather was a little unkind the General saw
all our training and must have spoken to everyone of the 450
odd Territorials at least once during the day! Other visitors
during a hectic week were Colonel Hutchinson, n.s.o., the
Durham T. & A.F.A. Secretary; Colonel Maurice Burnett,
n.s.o., from the North R iding Association, and Colonel Gratton
from the War Office.
On Saturday, 30th June, we had the Regimental Drum-head
Service. This was conducted by the Division's senior chaplain,
Major ' Bill' Hinckly, and the lesson was read by the Honorary
Colonel, Colonel ' Ronnie ' Percival, T.D., D.L. After the Service
the Regiment Marched Past Colonel Percival. The Regimental
Drill competitions followed and were most keenly contested.
We were particularly pleased to have Lieutenant-Colonel E. E .
Michell, A.D.W.R.A.C. Northern Command, with us and she
helped in judging some of the W .R.A.C. competitions.
The second week of camp was all" Racing Green." This was
an integrated brigade and static Signal Centre exercise based
on the Fylingdales training area and Bumiston, but with two ~
lonely detachments well away in the Lake District and in
Catterick. For July the weather was suitably brisk. Even in
midsummer the Yorkshire Moors, for a midnight occupation
of a headquarters, must give to many young Territorials, a
realistic representation of the Antarctic as they crawl into their
" bivvys " in the force 8 gales with rain beating across the
heather!
It was adjudged a good exercise in the sense that we were
all aware at the end of it of many things to be noted for "next
time." One lesson not entirely unknown to T.A. Camps was
the need for obtaining enough sleep when off shift!
As we go to press we are looking forward to a busy autumn
of exercises, rifle meetings, recruiting displays and D.R. Trials.
It leaves little hope of a dull moment!
Major General J. A. J. Read, C.B.E., D.S.O. , M.C., GOC 50 (N)
Infantry Division talking to members of a Jun ior NCO's Course.
Captain Doull is in attendance
[Co1<rtesy : North of England Newspaper Co.

QUEEN'S ROYAL HUSSARS SIGNAL TROOP
As there has been no report from this Unit since our
arrival in 1the Arabian Peninsular last November, we feel it is
time to send one prior to our depanure to Malaya and
ingapore.
On our arrival we were welcomed by the unfortunate
members of the nth Hussars Signal Troop, who had been
left behind to finish their tours, and new friends were quickly
made.
In rt:his Command the Troop is split up into four main parts
including two main bodies, one of which is in Aden, the othe;
harjah on the Persian Gulf. There are also Radio Technicians on their own with detachments on the Yemeni Borde:r.
It did not take our new Troop long to settle down and
soon Chrisonas was upon them. In February we welcomed
Lance-Corporals Jones and Lewis, who came a~ the right time,
for the Mad Season was upon us. What WJ.th Telecomms,
vehicle and Aden inspections times were pretty hard but, as
usual, we managed to survive ~th good results. Later in the
month we said good luck to Corporal Anderson, who left us
to go on his T.I colll'5e.
April brought us a few more successes in that, Corporal
Westgate and Lance-Corporals Hall and Wilson passed their
T .II course, as a result of which the latter two gained their
second stripes. We also congratulate Corporal Smith on
making Sergeant.

Corporal Gee, Signalmen Reilly and Carter on exercise in the
Protectorate
In May we saw a new face, that of Foreman Waite, who
replaced W.O.II Edge. Our last National Serviceman, LanceCorporal Cox, also rerurned to the U.K. about the same time.
June brought ·the fin5t Corps week-end in which the Troop
took an active part, although without very much success.
August saw us start our preparations for handing over to
the 9/12th Lancers. This entailed another lot of inspections.
We welcomed-..5ergeant Parlett and all hope he has a good
time out here -.irt the next two years.
The Troop has done a good deal towards keeping the morale
of the Regiment high. We run the Unit cinema in the evenings
and W.0.II Edge and Corporal Gee built the Regimental radio
station "Radio Crossbelts."
Over Radio Sharjah one could here our announcers Corporal
Westgate and Lance-Corporal Taylor introducing programmes.
At ~he end of September the fesw lucky ones of us move with
the Regiment to Malaya, but we leave most of the Troop
behind with the 9/12th Lancers. We would like to wish them
the best of luck w.ith their new Unit and hope that those
returning to the U.K. this winter do not find it too cold.

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now?
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Looking back over the period since our last contribution to
THE WIRE makes one realise that our swruner months here in
Northern Ireland have been busy and that they have included
some very creditable performances for which much credit is
due. Not thait ·i t has been all work and no play : in a number
of instances we have tried to combine business and pleasure
and probably succeeded.
In an effort to avoid the well-known and well-worn unofficial
axis North for 39 Brigade (Dundrod-Nul!t's Corner-AntrimRandalstown . . . a route card engraved on all our hearts}, the
Squadron looked . iinstead in oth~r direotions for rou~e
Exercises. Spreading away from Lisburn south and west mto
parts of Ulster previously unkno_wn to many m~bers of ~e
Squadron, we discovered the dehghtiS (and sometimes the discomforts!) of roe high Sperrin range, the Glenelly Valley and
the lakes of Enniskillen. It is possibly difficult to appreciate
to the fullest extent Ith.is picturesque scenery at five o'clock
in the morning; eyes are blurred after a night on the set, and
by the effol't of filling in those things called radio logs! But
to most of us these Exercises were an enjoyable !!Xperience.
Great effol't was put into preparations for the Brigade and
Command Rifle Meetings. A " short list" was produced from
previous resulits ducing our week's sh?Oting at Ma~illigan and
the competition shoots were then praot.ised almost daily at Ball.Ykinlar or Divis ranges, under the guidance of S.S.M. Rankm.
A great improvement was evident ru;id practices at tm:ies
revealed a very high standard, but which, unfortunately, like
the Iriish weather, was liable to severe fluctuation! We hence
.approached the meetings themselves .with some trepidatioi:,
hoping that our true best would show itself on the days. This
unfortunately was not so: and although we did not disgrace
ourselves everyone felt that we could have done far better.
The Squadron produced five of the six shol'S to represent
Northern Ireland Command at the Corps shoot and congratulations to CoI1pora1s Hassall, Johnson, Rennie and Signalmen
Raby and Hindson on having acqu~tted ~emselves so. w~ll. No
wo.rds on shooting would be sufficient w11thout menttorung our
team of butt markers, who gave such excellent service and
encouragement throughout the preparations.
It was iafter the Rifle Meetings that practice began for the
Command Motor Rally. Second-Lieutenant Dixon took 0e
team on a number of practice iruns over the local count_ryside
and the Mournes. The competition itself was a series of
mishaps so far as the team were concerned: among them,
Second-Lieutenant Dixon's champ overturned and he was
taken to hospital, while Lance-Corporal .Ellis . and . J?riyer
Harkins, R.A.S.C., were lucky to escape with nunor mJur~es.
No sooner had Second-Lieutenant Dixon returned from hospital
than he found himself taken in again ~th an injury to his
eye; ait present on sick leave, we wish him.a sp,e~y recov~ry.,,
A high-light of the summer was Exercise Mickey F11?n·
This was an escape and evasion Exercise run o~ the s~e lm~s
as " Red Biddy " the year prewously, an Exercise descnb~d m
" Soldier" Magazine. Organised by H.Q., 39 Infantry Bnga~e
Group, it was a competitive Exercise open to teams of six
frem Units within the Brigade and it constituted a :real test
of the qualities of leadership, team spirit and physical fitness.
In all, 27 teams from Brigade took part. The Squadr.on and
"H.Q." Company, 39 Infantry Brigade Group, combmed to
produce one team. There were sufficient volunteer~ to. produce
more ·t han one but bearing in mind our commurucauon commitment>S in he'lping to control the Exercise fr~m Brigade H.9.
in 11:he field at Toome Bridge, it was only possible to sel~ six
men from all those who underwent the preliminary trairung.
The team finally consisted of Coriporal McAleenan (team
leader) Lance-Corporals Pow and Ellis and Signalman
McClu~e together with Rifleman Willis and Guardsman
Fa.rrell ~f "H.Q." Company. Their fust requisite was to get
really 'fit. Route marohes and. circuit . tra~g w~e most
helpful in this respect, along with pracuce. m shooung, J?SP
reading, swimming and canoeing in preparauon for the various
phases of the Exercise ahead.
.
.
Briefly, these phases took the followmg form. F.irst o~ all,
a specially designed shoot for SLR and Bren on Ballykinlar
ranges, followed by a 35-mile route march to _Derryadd on the
southern shore of Lough Neagh. Teams, which went sent off
ait: iilltervals then rested before being transported across the
Lough by flshlng ves els to embark upon a ~avigation of the
River Bann in itwo-man canoes. It was at this stage tha.t the

After the Parade, The SSM shows his Warrant to the Station
Commander, Group Captain T. J. Hanlon, CHE RAF, and to his
family
evasion aspect of the Exercise crept in, for although teams were
obliged to canoe for 12 miles tto Kilrea, they were then confronted with the choice of continuing their passage by canoe
in neutral waters for a further 15 miles or of alighting at
Kilrea into enemy .territory, thus risking earlier capture in
their atltemptS to reach safety across the imaginary border. at
Magilligan, on the North coast of Ulster, and another 25 miles
away. Immediately having won through to . filagilligan, teams
were again required to fire the range praonce. Teams could
dress as •t hey liked for the Exercise and each member was
issued with a 24-hour pack before leaving Ballykinlar; teams
were also divested of the burden of arms and webbing. Money
could rbe it:aken, but was to be confiscated if found; there was
also a ban on the use of public and pre-positioned transport.
Teams were allowed ito proceed when " captured," but marks
were deducted.

SSM McKay receives his warrant. The Orderly is Sergeant K.
De Lecq-Le Montais, sons bloque!
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• \any reinforcement to tlus Squadron are posted to Bahrain,
nd :o th: month we devote our contribution largely. to our
Troop at that tatton.
B fore we write of "B" Troop, we are proud to report that
on 2 th August the Aden element of the Squadron paraded
under the 0.C., Major G. W. A. Stephenson., for the honour
of delivering to the S.S.M., W.0 .II A. Y. McKay, his Warrant
as a Regular Warrant Officer of Her Majesty's Forces. In view
of rhe hear, the simplicity of the ceremonial was matched only
by its sincerity, but the O.C. found time to po.int out, in a brief
address, that everyone in authority in the unit had begun his
career ac the very bortom of the ladde;:: there was a great
opportunity in the Service today for ever)one if his heart was
really set on getting on.
The presentation over, we marched smartly in the dir ction
of the "Gentlemen's Rest" (our well-known unit canteen) to
wish the S.S.M. good luck in the traditional manner, at a reception attended by the families who had watched the parade.
" The son of parade that does us good " one thirsty lineman
was said to have volunteered afterwards!
Now for some news about our most distant out-troop:
" B " Airfield Troop, with its Headquarters in Bahrain, was
formed under the command of Captain P . B. Leonard towards
the end of September, 1961. It assumed at the same time
responsibility for Sharjah and Masirah, each Station having
had an Air Formation r epresentative for a long period prior
to the formation of the new Troop. Before this time the
Squadron had per sonnel in Kuwait and also two Signalmen
attached to 255 Squadron in Bahrain. These two men did a
considerable amount of temporary installations on the airfield.
They were probably the first Air Formation Signalmen to serve
in Bahrain &nee the 1939/ 45 war.
When the advance party of th e Troop arrived in Bahrain,
Cable and Wireless L td. were responsible for all the Royal
Air Force line communications except the very temporary ones
alread y men tioned. T he first few weeks were sp ent liaising with
Cable and Wireless in preparation for the eventual take over
from them and attempting to s~ur e working and living accommodation, not an easy task owing to the gen erally overcrowded
conditions caused by the ebb and flow of manpower to and
from K uwait.
By the beginning of ovember, Troop H .Q., having reached a
working strength, was r eady to commen ce its proper tasks but
the installation and maintenance was still the responsibility of
Cable and Wireless L td., and so the principle work consisted
of tracin g the run of the underground cables and planning for
the future.
From the beginning the T roop has been made very welcome
by all ranks of the R.A.F. and was now showing a ver y keen
in terest in all the Station activities, par ticula<fly sports. Al though
the Troop could not field a full soccer team it soon had its
representatives in th e Station and Section tea ms. I t also had
its own basket and volley ball team s and managed to field a
seven-a-side r ugger team . By the end of the cool season it had
been runners-up in a seven-a-side rugger knock-out competition
and, in conjunction with an R.A.F. Signals unit, won the InterSection soccer knock-out competition. It had also been represen ted in an Inter-Command cross country match at Aden,
and had two regular players in the Station rugger team. In
spite of somewhat trying living and weather conditions dUiing
th e early days and an almost total lack of 'off Station ' entertainment the Troop had always been happy, and by now its
mora le was soaring. During this period it celebra ted its first
Christmas in Bahrain.
On 1st April this yea r T roop " H .Q." assumed responsibility
for the installation and maintenance of the line communications
for the R.A.F. at Bahrain and it had by now in creased th e
strength of its detachments at Sharjah and Masi rah. While a
considerable amount of work was going on at these Stations a
complete Tehabilitation scheme was started in Bahrain. The
first major task was to bring all underground cables up to Royal
Signals standards, a reasonably easy job made more difficult by
the fac t that the cables appeared to have been laid by people
with considerably more enthusiasm than knowledge. The
number of crossed join ts was enough to give rhe leas t imaginative cable jointer nightmares. The cables were aged, and there
was water only a foot or so beneath the sand, and these hazards
were sufficient to keep a party fully occupied throughout the
summer. At the same time, out of a very small Troop, other
parties were working on line records, rehabilitation of internal
and external D.P.s, rewiring of extensions and buildings and
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routine faulting. It has been particularly noticeable at Bahrain
that the R.A.F. are extremely mobile, moving from office to
office in a manner which has disconcerted more than one linesman engaged on routine maintenance.
" B" Airfield Troop, now commanded by Captain S. W.
Read, is approaching its first birthday and the majority of the
original Troop has gone either to civilian life or service in other
parts. But there is no doubt that those who are left and those
to come will find plenty to do for a long time.
2ao
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The photograph shows the latest team from the Squadron
to climb Kilimanjaro. From left to right are Corporal Morgan,
L ance-Corporal Lightfoot, Corporal Jones, Captain Gurney,
Corporal Morris, Captain Glydon, Lance-Corporal Perremenc,
Safaris in East Africa still take pride of place in leave activities.
They ex tend from a simple family trip to the coast, to a tough
climb up Kilimanjaro, or from an exciting search for rare
mountain gorilla on the Congo border to a pleasant afternoon
drive among the giraffe and other animals near Nairobi. However, last month we were reminded of th e wilderness of East
Africa by an event which took place nearer home. One night
the guard on duty at one of the gates at R.A.F., Eastleigh, just
a few hundred yards from our barracks rooms, was frightened
into his hut by two lions. He telephoned for help and an
R..A.F. pdliceman came and drove the animals away by
"charging" them in his Land Rover.
The Wives' Group has not had a mention in this column
for a long time. There have been two events of special interest
in the last few weeks. A barbecue, given by the members of
the group for themselves and their husbands, outside the
Mercury Club, was followed by dancing and was a great
success.
(The Twist Competition was won by Signalman
H aresnape, who really went to wash up the glasses. A wives'
.22 shooting club has started holding regular meetings, with
a number of wives proving themselves better shots than their
h usbands.
T he following senior N.C.O.s have joined the Squadron in
the last few months. Sergeant R. Lehan, Sergeant W. Smith,
Staff Sergeant T . G . Armstrong, Sergeant M . H. Webb.
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After an absence of some months, the Squadron has decided
to net in again. We are reporting from a hot, dusty Benghazi,
where we are plagued by many electricity and water cuts at
all hours of day and night. As is usual here, a large amount
of the free time is spent either asleep or on the beach.
At the moment we are in the grip of a succession of visits
and inspections. The climax being that inspection of all inspections-the administrative! Considerable self help is slowly
making the unit respectable.
Corporal Thompson is again in the desert, this being, in
fact, his foUith trip. This time he has gone as radio operator
to a RM.A., SandhUist, expedition to Khufra. We hope to
include a report from him .in OUI next news letter.
The Officer Commanding, Major J. B. Stewart, has returned
to us after trips to U.K. and Cyprus, caused by his recent
injury sustained while upholding the honour ·of the unit cricket
team.
The cricket team is suffering from a lack of players, but
certainly not from lack of keenness. We beat the British
Military Mission to Libya in our annual match, and thus regained the Alsopps Cup.
The Squadron also received a visit from the Near East Works
Study Team and were thoroughly "gone over." They spent
several days with us and carried out many mysterious tests
and asked awkward questions-leaving us none the wiser.
This month saw us bidding farewell to the last of OUI
National Servicemen. Some of them have been retained and
move on to Germany.
Well, that's really the end of our news, and until the next
time we write, we wish all OUI comrades of the Corps serving
in colder places, a little of our warmth.
248
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248 Gurkha Sq ua dr on small ar ms t eam, w inners of the Royal Signals (S inga po r e)
1962 mee ti ng
Sitting, left to right : Si. nalm e n Balbahadur a nd Ma nbahadur, Lance Corporal
Padamba hadu r, Captai n Motilal Thapa (Team Ca ptain), Major A. A. Dacre,
Corporal Moti lal , Signalman Jasba hadu r

Cor po ral L. T. Reeves, Lance Corporal D. H. Harrison , Lance
Corporal A. R. Good, w ith Tenn is Trophies

Sergeant G. R eynolds and Corporal A. E. Booker among them.
The Squadron has been heavily commiued in sporting
activities this summer. The swimming season included a onemile sea swim at Akrotiri, in which Corporal Ellison finished
among the leaders, and Major Priestley, Signalman Bonner,
Signalman Haste, Corporal Smith and Signalman Smith
completed the course fUilther down the .field. The Squadron
was represented in .the Western Area and Army Minor Units
swimming championships, and in the Royal Signals Inter-Unit
championship on August 30th. In the latter the Squadron team
were equal with 259 Squadron behind 9th Regiment. Corporal
Ellison did particularly well in the freestyle and backstroke,
Signalman Bonner in the freestyle, and Ian Bre\Vin, Major
(T.O.T.) W. Brewin's son, at present on holiday in Cyprus,
helped the Squadron to several points in the freestyle and
backstrnke.
The Royal Signals (Cyprus) tennis championships were a
utlumph for Lance-Corporal Harrison, who won the Singles,
the Open Doubles with Lance-Corporal Good, and the InterSquadron Doubles with Corporal Reeves. Our photograph
shows them with their trophies.
In the Royal Signals (Near East) shooting competition the
Squadron team, led by Sergeant Morrill, cEd well in th.e falling
plate competition, clearing the places ~n fine style while other
teams had seven or eight plates still standing.
We send our best wishes to Lieutenant and Mrs. I. Graham,
who were married in Coventry on August nth.
262

T he Squadron was invited to enter the Royal Signals Singapore Small Arms Meeting, 1962, on 7th, 8th and 9th of
August.
Although the team produced no ~i lliant individual, the .overall standard was high enough to wm the trophy for the highest
aggregate of the meeting, the Rifle T eam Cup, the T eam S.M.G.
Cup and the T eam Snap Cup. Corporal Motilal Thapa won
the trophy for the best " Class B " shot (less than five years'
service).
2 (H
The photograph shows t he latest t eam from th e Squadron to climb Kilimanjaro.
From left to r ight ar e Corpora l Morgan. Lance-Co r poral Lightfoot, Corporal
Jones , Captain Gurney. Corpo r al Morris, Captain Glydon, Lance-Corporal
Perrement , Officer-Cadet MacCulloch, Lanc e-Corporal Duggan
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The Squadron came into being on 16th July, 1962, on the
disbandment of 2oth Regiment, and .the run down to the new
es.tablishment will soon be complete with the departure of the
last of OUI National Servicemen. There ·h ave also been some
new arrivals, whom we welcome, Staff Sergeant K. J. Crosbie,
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It was in 1939 when General Wavell created the Middle East
Command, that Royal Signals came into their own in this
theatre.
In the twenty~three years that followed, the Corps repr~sentation changed from Troops to Squadrons and th~ to Regiments.
Now with the imminent passing of 15th Regiment, the full
cycle has been completed and we are back to Independent
Squadrons.
262 Squadron is new. We are based at Dhekel!a .a!i? will. serve
the new District Headquarter.s. OUI respons1bilmes will be
many and varied, from Signa~ Centre working ~o Radio Relay
and field wireless. We are a mixed Squadron, havmg a W.R A.C.
element and local civilian telephone operators.
Our main Royal Signals trades are technicians, radio relay
men radio operators, and drivers, so if any of you wish an
inte~sting three years, with responsibility, and time for play,
why not come and join us.
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It is with genuine regret that we announce the retirement of
Major (Q.M.) C. Rolls, who ha taken his release in Nairobi
to take up the post of Secretary of the Karen Country (Golf)
Qub near Nairobi.
After a career reaching back to 1930 embracing postings to
India, Cyprus Fran ce and finslly Ea t Africa, Cyril Rolls will
be sorely m issed as a king of the Q.M.'s deparrment in add ition
to his endless flow of stories. Al o a thorough all-round sportsman, Major Rolls excelled at rugger, hockey Lennis and cricket,
being mor e familiar latterly on the hcckey fie ld as a first-class
umpire. With equal aptitude be now is playing golf and m akin g
his m ark in East African golfing circles.
We should like to wish both him and his wife Betty every
success in their n ew venture, knowing tha.t we speak for what
must be thousands of friends and acquaintances.
Our " Uhuru " specialist, Captain P . Alexander, has been
hopping Uganda-wards with increasin g regularity, neck-deep in
preparations for . their Independence Celebrations in October.
Working in co-operation with the Director of Civil Aviation,
the Squadron is providing a sorr of bush telegraph (without
drums) from Entebbe to various isolated bush airfields in
Uganda, giving a sort of search-rescue-meteorological w1reless
net. Interesting !
~lajor-Gmaeral Dimolint,, Colonel Co111nu111da11t
K.A.R.. visited Buller Camp on othe I 3th August. This will be
regrettably his last visit in his official capacity as he celinquishe~
his appointment in July of n ext year.
The sun very kindly shone for an excellent parade on which
W.O.II (S.S.M) C. Young was awarded his L.S. & G .C.
Med.al by The Colonel Commandant. After the parade followed
the. 10ev1t3:ble ! The medal was well and truly wet.red during
v.:h1ch penod Major-General Dimoline visited and partook of
his wet. ~anks f~r the dri_nk, Sergeant-Major, first this year.
Come ram or shme, the Signal Centre (sorry, Communication
Cen~e). under the benevolent dictatorship of Major B. Toy,
car~1es on the good work of 24 hour communication. w .i th the
mam load _of traffic .received via printer and channelled through
our two wireless n ets we find our outlets a little snowed under
towards evening, but we cope!
~enowned through East African Military circles, SergeantMaior Y<;>~n_g's gardens are a veritable picture, especially since
thi: acqu1S1_uon of a duck-pond and in the process of being
built, a bird-bath. To quote Co.rpcral P. Bunting of the
Squadron Office Staff, "Wben's the christening?" He'll find out

II

Major-General W. A. Dimoline, C.B., C .M .G., C .B.E., D.S.0.,
Ma1or P. J. W. Stephens, OC I Signal Squadron KAR, is on his left
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The Royal Signals (Cyprus)
Central Rifle Meeting, 1962

Ma jor-General W . A. Dimoline, C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.,
about to take the salute of the parade of I Signal Squadron KAR.
91 and 92 Companies KAR. Major P. J. W. Stephens of I Signal
Squadron KAR is on the left

in about two d ays from now when he wiH be the central figure.
We old souls are walking past Sergeant " Paddy" McSorely's
new hockey pitch with furtive mien in the hope that he doesn't
spot us. We will, no doubt, be dragged in eventually to wheeze
bronch,ially around the pitch to give him support while he
scores the goals.
Cricket is in full swing with W .0.11 G . Slater and Staff
Sergeant (F.O.S.) A. Spurgin figuring in H.Q. East Africa
Command, Army East Africa, and occasionally Combined
Services sides.
1:be soccer team, manned loo per cent. by A.O.R.s, is preparmg for the fray. If keenness is anything to go by we should
have a team of world beaters.
The Squadron had two competitors in both the Oxbridge
Cup (Combined Oxford/Cambridge University team) and the
East Af.rican Open Rifles meeting, the focal Eisley. Staff
Sergeant V. Purkis and Sergeant " Paddy " McSorely acquitted
themselves extremely well but the standard was such of the
eventual winners and in the overaU standards of the meeting
that they were not among t he leaders. although Sergeant
McSorely came top of his class in the Snipers Cup.
Armed <;mly with his pace-stick, S.S.M. C . Young (he's well
fi~ed this month~ pushe~ off on safari to Victoria Falls, a
distance of 1898 miles, which he completed in four and a half
days, being held up en route for half a day witih a burned-out
valve. This 1s something of a feat as the roads covered are ninety
pe_r ce~t . ~urrum . After ~o days in the rest camp at Broken
Hill ':'1ctona 1:alls, ~e and h1.g family tripped off up the Zambesi,
stoppmg at mght m the first convenient place. Briefly then
the rnute taken wa~ Nairobi, Tanganyika border (Tunduma);
Tunduma-Broken Hill, up the Zambesi to the Kariha Dam via
Livingstone, Kariba to Kundolia Fall!i near Konona, on to Lake
Manyara Reserve and thence to Amboseli Game Park and back
to Nairobi. Puts Blackpool in the shade, doesn't •it? . The only
r~~I scare was in Amboseli where, during the dark hours,
ammals could be heard rubbing against the ca.r. Undeterred
takin~ out the af?rementioned pace-stick, he· valiantly went ou:
to dnve off the J1ons_ only to find two domestic cats!
In closing we should like to offer a warm welcome •tO the
"Big Hat" brigade of Lieutenant Mullineaux from 210 Squadron, Staff Sergeant (F O.S.) A. Spurgin from the School of
Signals, and Sergeant "Jock" McEwan from C.A.F S.0., H.Q.
R.A.F. Germany. We hope that their stay will be a happy one.
We were sor.ry to bid adieu, in rapid succession to Staff
Sergeant "Wally" Walker (F.0.S.) and Staff Sergeant K.
Nichols. 'Bon Voyage' to them both.
•~srn.tXCE

M . ~., presents the LS & GC Medal to W .0.11 (SSM) C . Young.
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The Association is accredited Agent to a well-known
Insurance Company and anyone who insures with this
company on introduction of the Association benefits by
a half-share in the Agents' Commission, the other half
goes to Association Welfare. Further information
from Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.1.

The Score Board

Brigadier Honeybou rn e and Captain Hall

Who but a madman would choose to hold a rifle meeting
in Cyprus in August? It cannot be denied that all shooters
are slightly mad, but the answer ·is that authority, in its wisdom,
decides to hold t?e Army in Cyprus Meeting early in September
each year _so, smce we are not only mad but cunning, and
range bookmgs are hard to get-we fix our meeting as close as
possible to the Army one.
There must be something about Dhekelia Rifle Range that
appeals-perhaps it is that there is not another full range in
Cyprus? It certainly cannot be the heat, the dust devils, the
granite-hard firing points, the hot surging wind which can
drop from a 40 m.p.h. gale to zero in the course of one detail.
or the non-existent permanent communications .. . All these
drawbacks are compensated for by an ever-cheerful CyprJot
range warden called Joe, who always produces rhe right targets
at the right time, and by some miraculous means, always bas
available a store of cold drinks for dehydrated butt markers;
and also another local character, Michael, in charge of the
NAAFI Mobile Canteen, who appears like a genie with a fanfare on the horn, just managing to drive his canteen over
the five-hundred yard point when you are firing at six-hundred.
How does he get past the -range sentry? Why bother to enquire-his meat pies are good, and everything stops for a can
of cold lager beer.
The dedicated shooters assembled on .the morning of the 14th,
~o devote the first morning to setting up and last-minute zeromg. No one is too wouied on such days if the ammunjtion is
late and someone has forgotten the drawing pins for the stats
boards!
Sergeant G. E. Merr>i:ll of 261 Squadron was there with several
new posers for the umpires, together wjth that professional
youn~ soldier Corporal J. Dark, late of 15th Regiment, and now,
happily for them, translated to 9th Regiment. Someone felt
that " he has been firing Class ' B ' for the last six years," but
doubting Thomases can be assured that unless his documents
have been doctored he completes three years service on 7th
October, 1962. He proved yet again his complete lack of competition nerves. and collected a prize for rifle, S.M.C. and pistol.
. Captain Danny Hall, a familiar figure for the past three years,
is both the Unit Paymaster at 9th Regiment and their shooting

At rear: Majors C. Mitchell , J. L. McKellar, and I.

Gram-Hanen~ lllii..

Front: Brigadier Honeybourne and Corporal Dark
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Captain. This, his last year with the Regiment, must have given
him great satisfaction because his team collected the Rifle Team
Match Cup, the S.M.C. Team Match Cup and the Unit Small
Arms M atch Cup. A nice hat-trick. He and Sergeant S. E.
D enton, the 9th Regiment R E.M.E. Armourer, were 34 points
ahead of the winning Royal Signals L.M.G. pair, but were quite
happy to foregoe individual honours for team success.
W.0.II "Dixie" Dean didn't quite pull it off for Signals
Branch this year, but his team were worthy runners-up in the
S.M.C. Match and he collected an individual pl'ize-as did
Lance-Corporal R. W. Sawdon of the same Branch, with his
bronze medal for pistol shooting.
The highlight of any meeting is always the falling plate match
and this year was no exception. I t was decided to limit the
run-down to 50 yards, thinking that everyone would have had
a surfeit of this particular shooting pleasure; but not a bit of
it! A 50 yards dash is in favour of the old stagers, so the young
and bold (Captain Bernard Hodgson in rhe van) were loud in
their protests. One hundred yards it was, but 261 Squadron, led
by that seasoned warrior Sergeant Merrill, swept the board.
Ten plates down in 20 seconds and only 21 rounds expended,
" a bumping pitch and a blinding light" (12.00 hours and
lo5 °F. 1n the shade).
There was no doubt in any mind that the " Stats " were
r·ight on the ball, and in Captain "Jock" King's capable hands
the butts really did their stuff. Major Ken Parsons last year's
Secretary, will be glad to read that it was a most enjoyable
meeting and .rhat the only really serious argument was over

,..

the merits and demerits of anklets (web) versus puttees (short) !
One word of ympathy for the unfortunate Bren pair who
' ere disqualified. It happens to the best of us, and our eaglc;eyed Fire Point Officer, Major Joe Waterworth, d~tected th~r
cocked weapon during the run-down. It was a pity that this
particular pair were well ahead on points when disaster struck.
Better luck next time.
Brigadier C. T . Honeyboume, O.B.E., the C hief Signal Officer,
presented the prizes. H e must have been hear tened by the
enthusiasm shown by both competitors and ran ge staff, because
bis short address was appropriate to the spirit of the meeting.
D espite the run-down of Units and reduction of Regiments
into Independent Squadrons, if G:>mmanding Officers cooperate in successive years as they have done this year. Corps
shooting in Cyprus will continue to thrive.

Cricket
UOYAL SIGNALS v. llOYAL ARMOURED CORPS
Played at the Oval on 7th September, 1962
R.A.C 223 for 9 declared (Lieutenant Harding 3 for 35),
Royal Signals IOI. Result : R A.C. won by 122 runs.
Heavy rain prevented any play on the 6th September. so that
the match was reduced to a single innings game on the 7th.
Signals won the toss and put the RA.C. into bat on a very
wet wicket.
The R.A.C. openers batted comfortably and runs came at an
even rate against the bowling of Harding and Walmsley. The
larter's quick bow:ing gained little assistance from the wicket,
and Wilkinson was soon brought on bowling leg breaks. With
the score 51 be bad Featherstonbaugh stumped by Cole.
Howard-Dobson then came in and was obviously intent on
maintaining the good scoring rate. This he succeeded in doing,
but wickets were falling due to steady bowling and fielding.
With the score 147 for 7 the back of the innings appeared
broken. But Alexander and Lewis, finding that aggression paid
off, put on 53 invaluable runs and the innings was eventually
declared closed at 223 for 9.
Cole and Keech opened for the Signals with the weather now
warm and sunny. The former was bowled with the score II,
but Crichlow came in to bat steadily, and the score mounted.
However, at 46 Crichlow was bowled for 15, and from then
on the innings collapsed due to good ~pin bow.ling by Hodgson
and Sankey on a drying wicket. Only Walmsley, who scored
23, found any answer to the .turning ball. Signals were finally
all out for IOI.

Anny Beagles Association
The Army Beagles Association was formed on 4th May,
l96I. Beagling is now a recognised Army Sport and details
appear in " Games and Sports in the Army." All military packs
are members and the object of the Association is to promote
and encourage the sport in the Army. There are no financ ial
arrangements, as the Association plans to work on a mutual
self-help system.
The aims are as follows :
(a) To help and advise those wishing to start a pack of
beagles in an Army Station.
(b) !o ef!ect a close connection between Army packs already
m existence.
(c) To help and advise in cases where difficulties may
arise.
(d) To encourage the breeding of a sound type of hunting
beagle by Army packs.
(e) To ensure that close liaison is maintained with the
Association of Masters of Harriers and Beagles which
is the recognised authority on hare hunting 'in the
country.
(f) To ~intain a roll of officers and other ranks capable of
hunong hounds or having hunting experience.
Already the R.E. Beagles at Chatham have re-formed and
are going well, and assistance has been given to other packs
in a number . f .instances. I~ is to be hoped that the many
advantages of being a recognised sport and the backing of a
flour ishing Association will encourage keen sportsmen to form

more military packs. Should anyone wish for further information, their queries should be ad dressed to :
Major A. F. Mackain-Bremner, M .H .,
H .Q., School of Infa ntry,
Warminster, Wilts. (T el. Warmin ster 3101 , Ext. 13).
An annual meeting is held at the Aldershot Hound Show in
May. T here is a special military class of two couples of
hounds from Army Hunts which is always well suppor ted
and keen in terest taken. All members of the Association look
forwa rd to seeing any Army Beaglers w ho will be able to come
in M ay, 1963.
E DITOR'S Norn: R eaders will be aware ihai the only pack
managed by R oyal Signals is the Pimpernel Beagles at 30th
R egim ent. Any serving officer or oth er rank who has manage.
m ent experience and wishes to be associated with this pack
.s hould notify the R egim en.z . Ii may th en be possible for a
posting to be arranged when a vacancy on the R egimental establishm ent is available.
llOYAJ, SIGNALS GJlOVI•, SINGAPORE
Shooting Ile1aort, 1962
Shooting, on a Corps basis, is very difficuk in Singapore,
because on this small island most events ar e on a unbt basis.
Our one and only outing as a Corps was in the Royal Air
Force F ar E ast M eeting, held in May. The R.A.F. are extremely
keen on shooting and hold a I o-day meeting for all R.A.F. in
FARELF.
We were at a slight disadvan tage firing at 600 yards with the
S.L.R. versus their No. 4s. However, we came fifth out of twelve
teams, the only Army team coming ahead of us being the R.E.,
who are very strong this year.
The team was:
Staff Sergeant Hammond Hayley }
Signalman Wan Sanpek
Corporal Cunningham
Major Hall
Ser geant Cole (Reserve)

19th
249
C .R.
18th

Reo<ment
.,.
Squadron
Signals
Reguncnt

The Annual Corps Shoot was held on 7th, 8th and 9th August
at Nee Soon. To give the Independent Squadrons an equal
chance this year, the meeting was held on a Squadron basis, and
the following nine teams took part:
H .Q., 1 and 2 Squadrons, 18th Regiment
H .Q., 1 and 2 Squadrons, 19th Regiment
237 Squadron (COMCAN)
24,8 (Gurkha) Squadron
249 Squadron (FARELF)

The weather was very Jcind, and the standard of shooting was
reasonable, taking into consideration the amount of practice
possible. Range allocations are few and far between out here.
The programme was the same as for the District Shoot, to
be held in September, and borh team and individual competitions were closely contested.

248 Gurkha

RESULTS
nt Team .. .
:248 (Gurkha) Squadron
1336
:i Squadron , 19th Regiment
1301
2nd Team . ..
3rd T eam ...
249 Squadron
1300
Champion Shot
Staff Sergeant Hammond Hayley
341
Runner-up . . .
M ajor D . Hall (F
f S ) B dfo d
~~~
Third
.. .
...
.. .
Staff Sergeant
. o
.
ra r
Champion A Class Shot
Staff Sergeant Hammond H ayley
:21 6
Champion B Class Shot
Corporal Motilal Thapa
168
Champion M .O.R. Shot
Signalman W an Saupek
187
SM G
Staff Sergeant Hammond Hayley
125
~:~ L: M :G : Team
Maior Hall / Sergeant ~elcham, R.E. M.E.
F alling Plate Cup
...
1 Squadron, 18th Regiment
248 (Gurkha) Squadron also won the S.M .G. Cup, the Rifle Challenge
Cup, and the Team Snap Cup.

H elped by contribunions from the local tradesmen, the disJ?lay
of cups, tankards. and trophies was . woi:thy of a Corps Me.eung.
The prizes were presented by Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson,
o.B.E., E.R.D., C.S.0., FARELF. We are .told that 248 Squadron
were still celebrating two days later!
On the final day, invited Corps Teams fcom th~ R.E.,
R.A O.C., R.E.M.E ., and R.A.P.C. took part. The meeting ~s
most enjoyable, mainly due to those. :ims~g, hardworking
heros, the officials, butt parties and adm1?1strative ~orkers, who
really put their backs into it. I.t was with great difficulty 0at
Major Lane was persuaded, on his 21st rui;i-down1 that the firmg
point officer should not get to the finng pomt before the
firers.
The District Meeting was held on 4th-7th Septembe~ at Ni:e
Soon. 18th and 19th R~giments entered for the i\;'ia1or U.mt
Competitions and 237 and 249 Squadrons for the Mmor Uruts.
Captain Grayson. who arrived just before the meet~g, hel~d
237 Squadron to gain the first place among the M10or Umts.
Sad to relate though, no member o~ the Corps won through !O
the District 24 although both Ma1or Hall (199) and Captain
Grayson (198) ~ere heard to say "just one more hit and I would
have been in." The score required for "the 24" was 201.
We hope to do better nex;t year when an all-out effort will
be made to get a reasonable amount of practice in.

=

A.E.R. anti T.A.
83rd

REGDIENT,

A.E.D.

For the majority of us camp started this year when we
were "called up" on 14th July, 1962, a1?-d reported to .our
T.M.C. This " mobilisation sausage machine " was orgamsed
by the Depot concerned and it ran smoothly and well. It
came as a surprise to many to find that a vast heap of p~per
is needed to get one man into the ~y, but only one piece
(ticket) is needed to get him out again l
.
Within 24 hours of arrival at our T.~.C., we wer~ off again
to Blandford, Dorset (with the excepuon of 4?9 S1~al Park
Squadron, which disappeared into the mysterious hint7rland
of Donnington, and which has never been heard of s~ce
however, our scouts tell us that they had a wonderful tune).

Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, O.B.E., E.R.D., C.S.O., FARELF,
presenting the champion shot prize to Staff Sergeant Hammond Iii..
Hayley, 2 Squadron 19th Reg ime nt
,.
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Royal Signals Corps Shoot Singapore 1st Team.
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From then on under the command of Lieutenant Colonel D ick
Mole, we sw:ing into a fortnight's routine that has become
familiar to us during the last nine years. The first week was
devoted to individual training-with the range and a CC! emonial parade to prevent any chance of monotony; the high
spot of the second week was the exercise (during which, two
Captains-who shall be nameless-excelled themselves as
AN/TRC aerial-benders).
In general the weather was kind to us, except for the range
and the exercise, when. as usual, it r ained. I~ we get good
weather in future years for these even ts, we will suspect that
something is wrong.
.
This year, we had the useful. and unusual experience of
sharing our .camp with 57th Regiment, T.A. We IJ?ade new
friends and were able to learn about and appreciate each
others problems. We don' t know what they thought of us,
but as fa r as we are concerned, we noted that they spent
most of their time playing a fascinaCing game called " Sprats and
Mackerels" which perhaps they will describe more fully in a
WIRE contribution in the future.
.
. ..
The middle week-end was partly devoted to social acnvitics,
of course and Bournemouth, Weymouth and places west, reaped
the benefit of our presence. To many the Pavilion, Bournemouth, was a natural magnet, and doubtless, the effects of our
presence there will be felt for some months to come. Others
decided to develop their piscatorial aptitudes ~nd spent a ~seful
week-end of deep-sea fishing. One I!3ttY of ~ix o~cers ach1i:ved
the magnificent total of one tbree-10ch unidentifiable deruzen
of the deep, at a t otal cost of only £2/2/6 and twelve manhours' labour.
This year we said au revoir to Captain (Q.M.) Rogers, ~ho
retires after 32 years of Regular and Reserve (but very active)
service. The occasion was marked by the presentation o~ a
suitable liquid container on the last day of camp. We W!Sh
him well and hope that he will at least visi! us d~in.g fu~re
years. In his civil capacity, he continues his assoclllUon w1th
the Service· he is a Barrack Accountant and assures us that he
is NOT paid out of soldiers' contributions in the form of
barrack damages.
. .
Not much has been said about our most iJ?lportant ac~v1ty
the provision of communications when required. Sufficient to
say, perhaps, that during the exercise "all systems were go"
for most of the time, and when they were not go, we. were
able to learn from our mistakes; and after all, that is the
object of it all.
We do not understand the rather serious young officer who
told his wife that Che object of ?is .fortnight's camp w~s " t?,
study the behaviour of malted flwds 10 open-ended con!3IDers.
This subject has been fully investigated by many serious researchers and is fully documented.
44 (DOME COUNTIES) REGIMENT
( CIN(lUE PORTS), T .A.
The Regiment this year carried out its annual Camp Training
"over the border " in Cornwall, at. Penhale,_ near N~quay,
bringing together members of a Regiment v.:hich recrwts from
Dover to Chichester and north to the outskirts of London.
Under grey skies and among the sa~d dunes abo~e. Holywell
Bay. the first week was occupied with trade trai~10g.. The
climax of this phase came on the Saturday mornmg wi~ a
Regimental Parade followed by a March Past, the salute be10.g
taken by the Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Colonel Sir
Henry d'Av·igdor Goldsmid, Bart., o.s.o., M.C., T.D., D.L., J.P.,
M c
Sir Henrv presented Territorial Efficiency Medals to
W.O.II G A. Stollery (Bognor) Staff Sergeant P. A. Tobutt
(Canterbury), Sergeant P. A. Coles (Canterburv), and a Clasp
to the Territorial Efficiency Medal to Staff Sergeant N. M.
Nicholls (Canterbury).
.
.
A successful exercise in the second . week put lDt? Pr:3ctlce
much of the theory learnt in the previous wee~. Brigadier ~
C.R. Blaker, o.B.E., C.S.0. Eastern Comm:md, vis1t~d th~.Regi
ment during this period and spent a considerable time 10 the
field."
Major-General E. H. W. Grimshaw, ~B.E., o.s.o., .spent the
last Thursday of Camp with the Regiment, watch10g. r~ge
firing at Millpool, near Bodmin, and later the Communication
Races back at Penhale.
.
Turning to the social side, two well attended and enioyable
All Ranks Dances gave those with the energy, and inclination,
the chance of "Twisning the night away."
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Trips to the Lizard, Lands End, Boscastle and Tintagel ~ve
many their first introduction to the magnificence of the Cornish
coastline.
Officers were pleased to welcome at the Guest ~ight,
Lieutenant-Colon el A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., a former C.R. Signals
and now serving overseas. The Regiment is much indebted to
Colonel Brandle for his gift of an altar frontal displaying the
Regimental Badge.
One sad note, this was the last camp of the present C.R.
Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel V. S. Gilliam, T.D., who shortly
leaves the Regiment he has commanded for three years. He
can be happy in the knowledge that the fifteen days in Cornwall
under his leadership were a great success.
a2ml

(LOl\L\ND)

JlEGUIENT

(T.A.)

A most successful Annual Camp was held this year at Blandford in Dorset from 30th June to 14th July.
The first week was taken up with Squadron exercises of
various kinds, but time was found to hold our usual sports
afternoon, when Major Blake repeated his successes of previous
years and once again won the ' Old Crocks Race' with all the
speed and grace of an Ibbetson. Visits were paid in the evenings
to Bournemouth, Weymouth, Poole and all parts South by a
private bus service organised by 321 Squadron, under the able
management of the company director, Corporal Harry McGhee.

Sergeant Dalzell, W.0.11 Glover, Sergeant Agnew,
Glenfield, after presentation of medals

Sergean

The Commanding Officer's parade was held on Saturday,
7th July, when Long Service Medals were presented to
Sergeants Glenfield, Agnew, Stanfield and Glover. Meritorious
Service Certificates were awarded to S.S.M. Kelsey and S.S.M.
Cairns. The W .R A.C. Long Service Medal was presented to
Sergeant Dalziel, W.R.A.C., for eighteen years' continuous
service. The first three days of the second week were spent
on the Regimental "Three-day Exercise." Everyone buckled
~oo, and practised all the lore learnt in the previous year's trainmg. All went well and the troops succeeded in giving a very
good account of themselves in all departments.
One point we would like to mention is the excellent "cuisine "
enj?yed during camp. Until th is camp we would not have
believed that one factor could make such an impact on the
success of exercise and training alike; the morale of the troops
was constantly maintained at a high peak throughout the period
of camp and they professed that this-was the best two weeks
training they had had for years. Our sincere thanks to the
entire A.C.C. Staff at Blandford Camp.
Another aspect of this year's camp was associated with the
local township of Blandford. The Regiment created an excellent impression on the population there who have stated that
they would be delighted to have us back any time. Such was
~e feeling of <;a~era.derie, in fact, that a local hostelry even
issued an open mv1tat1on to members of the Regiment to return
next y~ar to spend a holiday, by courtesy of the management!
Our Pipe Band were also popular guests wherever they went.
They .gave performances. aided by the W.R A.C. country dance
team m Blandford, Dorcester and Weymouth.
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63rd

REGIIUENT,

T .A.

The R egiment is spread over an area stretching from
Southampton and Portsmouth in the South to Reading and
Basingstoke in the North, with R.H.Q. at Salisbury in the
middle. In command is Lieutenant-Colonel H. Shorter with
Major K. Uttley as Training Major. Leading the Tribe of tihe
Levites is Major J. Carr. (May his shadow never grow less.)
The R.S.M. is W.0.I Houghney of ex-boy fame.
63rd Regiment is mixed, and the girls are " led " by Major
Dawn Gibbs and Major Isobel Vaughan-Morgan (Senior
W.R.A.C. T .A).
Officers in Command 1, 2 and 3 Squadrons are, in .that order,
Major D . Gardener, Major E . Hutton and Captain A. Gollop.
1962 for the Regiment has meant C.D. Exercises and Camp.
The exercises have been beneficial to all concerned, as mistakes
were made by both Military and Civil Authorities. These errors
are now well on the way to complete elimination.
Annual Camp took place in June at Bar.ton Stacey, and opened
with an exercise lasting the whole of the first week. This took
place at Mob Locations and valuable experience was gained
by the Regiment. It was apparent to a11, that the personnel of
the Regiment, who formed the " Out" stations, had a really
good "Billet" attached to the Regular Units.
The second week consisted of " In Camp" activities. C.D.
lectures. &:ill parades, competitions, and band practice for the
Regimental W R.A.C. Band. The week culrnina.ted in a Regimental Parade in honour of the Colonel....in-Chief, The Princess
Royal. Credit is due to the W.R.A.C. Band for the very smart
and proficient turn out on that occasion, as it is on all other
parades. It is to their credit also, that there is now a waiting
list for recruitment in the Band.
Since Camp, the Regimental activities have decreased, mainly
due to the holiday season, but by the time these notes :li'e in
print, we shall have commenced " exercising " again.
The Regiment welcomes Major Pearson, who has arrived to
take Major Uttley's place.

3 Squndro11. Since Camp there has been very little to
report. The major activities boing Recruiting and Social. A
display of Signals equipment was on view at the Southampton
Show, and a topical item was the bouncing of B10 signals from
a Met-Sonde balloon.
The Squadron 'held a very successful dance in August which
was well attended by the members of the Regiment, and all
reports were good.
The W .R.A.C. of this Squadron won the W.R.A.C. Drill
Competition Cup, but this year it was the Southampton girls
instead of the usual winners from the detachment at Portsmouth.
Well done.
The Squadron also won the Men's Drill Cup-costly for the
Squadron Commander, no doubt, if tradition is maintained.
Now that the hoLiday season is ending, it is hoped that the
attendances will increase and the Training Programme comes
into full effect. In this irespect, 2 and 3 Squadrons are combining
resources.

Careers anti Opportunities
Radio Taxis Services, ta, High Point, Highgate, London, N.6,
have vacancies for Radio Operators. Shift hours. Wages from
£12 to £14 per week, and more, according to experience.
Applications may be made to the firm direct, marking application for the attention of Mr. Gilmore, and mentioning Royal
Signals Association.
Twickenham Golf Club, Twickenham, Middlesex.
Vacancy exists for Steward and StewM"dess. Combined salary,
£12 per week, plus free accommodation; flat consisting of one
bedroom, sittingroorn, kitchen and bathroom, free heating and
lighting and all food. Man required to run bar. Wife to help
make sandwiches and tea. Lunch for about six on Saturdays;
open Sundays; one day off per week. No children.
Applications, in the first place, should be made direct to
Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square, S.W.r.
Ministry of Defence, London, S.W.1.
Clerical Staff always required by the Ministry. Those with
good educational background and past clerical experience.
Application, in the first instance, to Royal Signals Association.
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Ex-Sergeant G. R. lent and wife

L. V. (Vic) Goodman and Arthur Atkinson

Pictures taken at Thirteenth Annual Dinner of the Aldershot Branch on 7th April

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funtl
The following
A ug1<si, I962 :

subscriptions

were

most

gratefully

recei<Jed

24th Regiment (Warrant Officers and Sergeants)
. ..
...
.. .
24th Regiment (24 Unit Branch) . ..
308 Squadron
...
. ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
M.E.S./S.R.D.E.
...
. ..
.. .
...
.. .
57th Regiment (Collection at Church Parade)
241 Squadron
. ..
. ..
. ..
...
.. .
.. .
58th Regiment (T:A.) (Proceeds of " At Home ")
64th Regiment (T .A.), 3 Squadron
i st
Reg.went
205 Squadron
211 Squadron
257 Squadron
.. .
...
.. .
. ..
C.S.0., Far East Land Forces .. .
.. .
228 Squadron (S.H.A .P .E.)
C.R. Signals, H .Q ., Malta and Libya
234 Squadron
.. .
. ..
.. .
...
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
254 Squadron (Aden)
...
.. .
Chaplain's Branch, H .Q ., B.A.0 .R.
Mrs. Wall ...
. ..
. ..
The Portman Hunt Club .. .
.. .
.. .
...
...
.. ·
···
Regent Oil Company (Communications at Rally b y 2 Squadron
(41 st Regiment, T.A.)
G. Kerridge
...
J. Milburn
...
Major C. Robinson

during

£ s.

d.
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Married, two childr~n. . He
has a very serious disability which has prevented him from working smce
January, 1962. The Fund paid his gas account.
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5
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I

0
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WIDOW OF DRIVER, 1940-46, who died 1957. One daughter, aged ~1,
just starting at Grammar School. The widow also looks after her m-
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12

9

. .. £455 19
...
Expenditure During August, I962 : . . .
... .
(Includes Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; Furniture,
Cots and Prams; General Assistance)

IO

6

valid mother, aged So. Tbe Fund made a grant towards the cost of the
child' s school Uniform.

Branch 01/icers Directory
ALDERSHOT BRANCH : A. V. lent, Esq., 111, Gloncesler Road, Al.dashot.
Tel. Aldershot 23658 (Home).
BLACKPOOL BRANCH : G . R. Shelton, Esq., 6, Gynn Avenue, Blackpool.
Tel. Blackpool 151784 (Home).
BOURNEMOUTH BRA CH : S. J. Rou e, Esq., US, En•bury Park Road,
Winton, Boumemonth. Tel. Winton 3709 (Home).
CATIERICK BRANCH: E. Close Esq., R!>se.dene, Hudswdl, Richmond.
Tel. Catterick Camp 2121, Ext. 165. (Bus10ess).
CHELTENHAM BRANCH : Major T. J. WethenaU, 308, Old Bath Road,
Cheltenham. Tel. Cheltenbnm 53748 (Home). Tel. Cheltenham 55321, Ext.
4136 (Business).
EDINBURGH BRANCH : J. Wyllie Esq., 9, Piersfield Gron. E.8._ Tel.
Ahbeyhill 1834 (Home). Td. Edinburgh F.O.U. 1136 (Royal Signals
Club).

3
35

. HULL BRANCH: A. D. Drury, Esq., 76, Hayburn Avenue, National
Avenue, Hu.U. Tel. Hull 41739 (Home).

38

23 Cases of Soldiers who se.rved during the ~939-1945 War .. . £366 17
15 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve dunng the War
.. . £89 2

S IGNALMAN, 1949-~1, National Service.

O

Total Receipts £254

5
5

Welfare Section
Belotu, att auempt is made to describe, toirlz suita~le
anonymity se11en cases taken from the Wdfare Section
files cot1cl~ded during tl1e first week in September,, I962.
Also, on the same page, is a si!71Ple statement of mcome
and expcnd111're.
SIGNALMAN 1944-48. Paralysed from neck down as a. result of accident
in 1950
He is in the Star and Garter Home, Richmond and the
Fund ,..;ade a grant to enable his parents to come from the North
of England to visit him.
lli'IDOW OF CORPORAL, 1938-46 1 who died suddenly in 196r. One
son aged 13, just suirting at Nauucal School. The Fund made a ll!'ant
towards the cost of his uniform and a most grateful letter was received
from the widow.
SIGNALMAN, 1940-41. Married, Unable .to W'?rk since .1953. O\~ing
to incurable disease. The Fund, m co-opcr~uon with. the B r~1 sh Le~ 1on,
made a grant to help him and his wife wnh essenual clotllmg rep acemcnts.
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He has been ill for more than a
year and unable 10 work. The Fund made a grant to help the family.
and clothing has also been sent.

DRIVER, 1941-46. Married, one child.

I

0
0

Total cases assisted

Disability pensioner.
Off
work since February with old injury incurred whilst serving. The Fund
helped towards the cost of clothing for himseli, wife and two children.

5

I
I

Analysis of Cases :
Widows and Dependants
.. .
.. .
Released and Discharged Soldiers ...

SIGNALMAN, 1948-50, National Service.

LEEDS BRANCH : E. Speight, Esq., School Hou e, Park Lane, Ltt.ds, 3.
(Treasurer, Captain HeplonslolO. Tel. Leeds 24646.
LEICESTER : Captain F. E. Watson, The While House, <;burch Laagton,
Nr. Market Harborough. Tel. Leicester 23984/ 5 (Bus1nes!).
LO DO <North) BRANCH: J. T. Murphy,
q., t, Marlboi;ough Clo e,
N.20.
Tel. ENT 4336 (Home). Tel. WAN 5131 (Bonnes).
OTIINGHAM BRANCH : Captain J. B. France, 20. Rif!~wood Crescent,
Woolaton Road,
otlingbam. Tel. Derby 48531 (Bonnes!).
READING BRANCH: W. T. Lowe, Esq,. The Tururs Arms, Mortimer
West End, Nr. Rending. Tel. Mortimer 69 (Home).
SALISBURY BRA CR r S. F. Hart Esq:, M.B.E .. M.S.M., 3, Beeec~croft
Road, Lnverstock. Salisbury. Tel. Sah bury 5517 (Home). Tel. Sallibary
6222, Ext. 549 (Busines ).
SHREWSBURY BRA CH : J. J. Goi:gin, Esq., 211. Wbiiecliurc1! Road,
Harlescott, Shrewsbury. Tel. Shrewsbury 4053. Ext. 28 (Bit tness).
SOUTHAMl'TON BRA CR: L. ntinitswortb, Esq., 51. Parbide Anoae,
Millbrook, Southampton. Tel. Southampton 24047, dial 0503 (Bldi•eul.
YORK BRANCH : E. A. Lenvesley Esq., 22. Hawthorn Spinaey. Brocldield
Park, Huntingdon Rood, York. (Chairman). Tel. York 23135 (Buhl ),
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HBR MAJESTY THE Q UEEN
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS ,
GARRARD & CO. LTD.

ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold ond enamel
Home G.5.0

THE BADGE OF YOU R CO RPS

Export £6.5.0
In gold and enamel or set with
ROY AL SIGNALS

precious stones, a badge brooch is

9 ct. gold and enamel
Home £6.7.6
Export £5.10.0

a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jew ellery which is

DY APPOINTMENT TO H ER M .~J ESTY Tll E QUEEN
GOLDS ~llTH S & CROWN J EWELLERS ,
GARRARD & CO . LTD . , LONDON

always appropriate and always
in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department.

'

GARRARD OF
REGENT STREET

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON· W.1
T elephone: REGENT

7020 ( 1 I

lines)

Along the graceful curve of Regent Street
stands the House of Garrard, where the finest
examples of modern and traditional jewellery,
silverware and watches are to be found.
The tradition of Garrard has been built up over
more than 200 years: our designers and
craftsmen create exquisite pieces, simple or
elaborate, according to your taste. For the
discerning people who buy from Garrard, only
the best is selected.
Our military department specialises in making
presentation plate, mess plate, cups and other
trophies: these may be to your own design,
from a picture or sketch, or we can produce
designs to suit your requirements. We have also
the badges of most corps and regiments, in
miniature, beautifully fashioned in gold and
enamel or set with diamonds.
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Luxury Saloon Coach es

A recent silver statuette created by Garrard in
exact detailfrom life

'

.·

PE RCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE

Catalogues are available under the following
titles: "Silverware", "Regent Plate'', "Mess
Plate", "Watches" and "Gifts". Tax free
export price lists are also supplied upon request.

& CO· LTD

Crown Jewellers
r 1 2 REGENT STREET
3021 ( 11

Tel: Re9ent

LONDON W.1.
lines)

F OR A

HOM E OF YOU R

A few shillings a week taken from your pay packet NOW can
solve your housing problem when you leave the service.
Investments with the Portman Buildlnc Society earn tax free
interest at the rate of 3t% and your savings will mount up to
house deposit proportions in an unbelievably short time.
.
On dem o bilization we will advise you on houslnc conditions on
the area In which you wish to live and we will help you through
the necessary negotiations.
N O W is the time to plan for security In the FUTURE.
Further derails from :
PORTMAN BUILDING SOCIETY, PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON, W.1. w. i.
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a v ailab l e for M ilitary
units at shor t notice
TBU!PHONl! : RICHMOND :i.348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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The Editor wishes to thank most sincerely all those who have made
possible the publication of THE WrRE during the last fourteen years,
including, of course, all those many thousands who pay to read it.
According to many, THE WIRE is now of as high standard as it has
ever been. This is due, in the main, to those who contribute to it.
Contributors. The writers of 'Unit Notes,' a difficult and thankless
task, are now mostly producing material which is of more than parochial
interest. Those who write of their adventures in the course of duty or
pleasure, and those who describe the sort of life they lead in foreign places
are particularly good.

THE

WIRE

Finance. Alas, THE WmE does not pay its way. It used to when
the Corps was larger and the Editor exercised greater parsimony in
production. All should be grateful to the farseeing members of the Central
Committee of the Association, who have permitted the Editor to overspend
by reasonably lavish production.
WELCO~IE

T H U

RO YAL S I GNA L S
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
E dit o r:
B RI GA DIER II. R. FI RT H

. To the undermentioned Second-Lieutenants, on first commission in Royal
Signals, ~ho passed out of the Royal Military Academy in August, and after
well-memed leave, are now at the School of Signals :
J. F. Storr
P. L. Bye
S. R. Carr-Smith
R. A. Knox-Johnson
A. M. Elliott
D. B. S. Yates

G. W. Howard

J. J. Ventham
D. W . Cook
A. R. Bailey
R. W. Stark
A. B. Grant
G. C. Saunders

B. Robinson
W. Roper
J. H. Lowe
K. G. Turner
I. S. Durrell

AU correspondence and matter for
publication for

nm

WIRE, should be

addressed to The Editor,

nm

WIRE,

88, Eccleston S quare. London, S.W.1.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE

1sth OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : R oyal S ignals A ssociation.
scription rates (pos t

mail):

Twelve

free,

m onths,

Sub-

except

IS/-;

air

single

month, 1/ 3.
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(New Series)

1962

N o. II

R.M.A.

SANDIIURST

It would be appreciated if any serving or retired members of the Corps,
of the Regular or Reserve Army, who have sons about to enter the R.M.A.
Sandhurst, would notify this fact to the Senior Signal Officer on the staff
there, at present Major J . M. W. Badcock, M.B.E.
There are many little ways in which boys can be helped and it is only
right that we should "look after our own." It is not always possible, however, for the Staff on the spot to know who may be in this category unless
this notification is given.
AR MY

M O T OR

CYCLE

TRIALS

7th Regiment came third in the Team Championship, beating other
Royal Signals teams. Sergeant K. M. Slaughter (7th) won the cu p for the
best Royal Signals Individual. A full account will be in the December number
of THE WmE.
M O VEMENT

N OVE~IBE R

Vol. 1 6

ENTER ING

OF

IIEA DQUAilTEll

O FFI CES

O n 10th D ecember, 1962
Headquarters Royal Signals - Extension 140
Royal Signals Institution - Exten sion 141
Royal Signals Association - Extension 143
move to
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London , S.W .3.
The telep hone n umbers noted against each are extensions on SLOane 3477.
T H E WIR E , NOV E MB E R 19 6 2

Vale
~IAJOR-GENERAL

A. M.

w.

'VDISTLER, c.n.E.

Michael Whistler was commissioned into Royal Signals in
August, 1929, and did his initial. training at the School of Signals
as a member of 20 "Q" Course, and since 18, 19, 20 and 21
Courses overlapped, life was exciting at Catterick, with such
other personalities as Tucker, Gambier, Ommanney and Hobson
also tl!ere at one and the same time; it was no doubt a
stimulating experience for the instructors!
He was subsequntly posted to 2nd Divisional Signals in 1931,
and after two years in Aldershot and London-4th Guards
Brigade--set sail for India, where !he was to serve ·through most
of his formative years. During this important stage in the
development of his career,' horses, and all that goes with them,
were his ohief love and occupation, and in 1936/37 he attended
the Equitation Course at Saugor, by which time he was not
only an accomplished horseman, but also a very competent polo
player. He was also a keen rider to hounds and, indeed, was
Master of the Nerbudda Vale Hunt for three most successful
years. He served in India until 1942, and by then he had risen,
at a very early age, to command of Peshawar District/Landikotal Divisiona'l Signals and then 25th Divisional Signals. This
latter Regiment he formed from scratch, and took on active

service until the middle of 1944 in the Arakan area of Burma,
twice earning Mentions in Despatches.
Then it was back to the U.K. to attend a Staff College
Course at Camberley, and this was really a turning point in his
career, because after commanding 19th Divisional Signals in
Burma and finishing the war as C.S.0., 12th Army, he broke
away into a series of important staff appointments whidl undoubtedly helped him to develop on broader lines. In 1946
he was Deputy Controller of the Berlin Information Section
(A.D.P.R., Berlin) and then, in 1947, he became M.A. to the
Military Governor and C.-in-C. After a short tour as
D .A.Q.M.G. of H .Q., 5 A.A. Group, he was promoted to become
A.Q.M:G· in Q.3 in the War Office, where, again after a very
short tune, he had made his mark, and earned a nomination for
the Joint Services Staff College, which he attended in 1949. On
completion of this course he came back to the Corps once more,
and for three years was C.R. Signals, 3rd Division, a post he
filled with great distinction. It is also noteworthy that during
this time he ran the polo in the Canal Zone and was put up to
5 handicap. His success led directly to his selection as G.S.0.1
Signals 5, and in this important appointment, which is really
the focal point of the Directorate, his work was of the greatest
importance, and seeds were sown which have perhaps led
into the policies of today. From there he was selected for a
Colonel's appointment on the staff, as A.Q.M.G. (Works) G.H.Q.,
Far East, but yet again, after another short tour he was promoted
and appointed C.C.R. Signals 1 Corps in B.A.O.R. Here all
his experience as a regimental officer, his knack of hitting on
the nub of a problem, and his ability to get the best out of all
his subordinates came very quickly to the fore, and the resounding success he made of it was recognised by his admission
to the Order of the British Empire as a C.B.E. In September,
1960, he was again promoted, this time to Major-General, as
the Signal Officer-in-Chief.
During his time in office he has roused the Corps, and introduced far-reaching policies, particularly where they affect the
officers and men, 'Milich have already done much to raise morale
and status. Never very orthodox, and a bit of a cavalier by
nature (he was only put under arrest twice!), he has often
referred to himself in this appointment as " poacher turned
gamekeeper," and perhaps it is this refreshing attitude to life
that has made him so successful. There is, too, another attribute
that must not pass unmentioned, and that is his intensely
human and friendly approach to all the problems that have
faced him. The staff which served him in the War Office, in
particular, would wish to bear witness to this, and his example
to them, patience, good humour and the personal friendship
extended to many will long be remembered.
The Corps is indeed sad that he has been moved on after only
two years as Signal Officer-in-Chief, but all realise that his next
appointment as Chairman of the B.J.C.E.B. and Director, Joint
Signals Staff at The Ministry of Defence is one of the greatest
importance, and it is clearly to the advantage of all that he has
been so appointed. The Corps as a whole will wish to thank
mm for the lead he has given at this important time, to wish
him every success in his new appointment. and to hope that his
many friends will still see much of him and Michelette in the
years to come in Corps circles.
As a tailpiece, perhaps his " profile," as produced by the
American Staff for his visit to the U.S.A., might be mentioned.
This stated that his hobbies were "fast horses, fast cars, fast
women, slow fish"; he was an instant success over there as later
events have proved.
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:
Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene
Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges
Crested Ash Trays

7/6
8/6

II/2I/21/21/8/6

3/45/4/6

Members only

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
1/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
35/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
20/Colours)
Corps Plaques
29/6 Plus postage
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).
Please Send Cash With Or der for all the above articles.
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The United Nations Military Operation

•
ID

Katanga

Part 1
BY SIGNALMAN

c.

J.

O'CONNOR, 24TH REGIMENT

the giant airbase at Kamina, approximately 150 miles north-west
of Elisabethville. The situation at this stage was very quiet in
Katanga.
In Leopoldville at this time, when the harassed Congo
Premier, Mr. Patrice Lumumba, burdened by the news of
Katanga's secession, and knowing full well what it meant to
the rest of the Congo, economically, now heard of the news of
the return of the Belgian Army, accused Belgium of invading
the Congo, and brought the case before ·t he United Nations
in New York. He sought U.N. military aid to bring peace
to this now shattered country. There now existed in bush areas
and jungle areas of the Congo, tribal war and famine, and in
.the cities, coloured troops ran amok through ·the streets, shooting, looting, raping European women and, worst of all, burning
down one-time Belgian factories which this new nation now
so badly needed. Complete chaos existed, no communications,
no public services, no food supplies coming in, and no air or
rail links anywhere. And so, in June, 196o, U.N.E.F. (United
Nations Emergency Force) was formed.

Signalman C. J. O'Connor in the uniform of the 3Sth Irish Battalion
in Katanga

the month of June, l96o, the newspapers of the world were
Ibutfullalso
of the usual news of rail disasters, H-Bomb Tests, etc.,
in June there appeared names in the World Press that
had seldom appeared in it before. Names like Lumumba,
Tsbombe, Katanga, Balubas, etc. .,Ine Congo conflict had
begun.
The Congo is a vast country (approximately I I times the size
of Great Britain). Lt is inhabited by a population of = e l3t
millions, 6oo,ooo of which are Europeans, mainly Belgian and
a strong element of German. The main ·tribes of the Congo
are the Baluba, Lulua and Konakat, and all are at some stage
or another, at war with each other. The main port of supply
in the Congo is the Port of Matadi, which lies in the basin of
the Congo River. From there, most of the supplies for the
towns and villages inland arrive here. Supplies for Katanga
come across Lake Tangallyika from East Africa. All the major
cities and towns have their own airports.
There are six
provinces in the Congo, Leopoldville, Kasai, Kivu, Katanga,
Orientale and Equateur, all of which are linked by one railway
track, which was operated before the trouble by the C.F.L.
(Congo Freight Line). This is the sole inland transport system.
Of all the provinces in the Congo, Katanga is by far the richest
and its inhabitants have the highest standar<i of living. Katanga
is very rich in uranium, iron ore, silver and especially copper.
The copper that comes from Katanga is from the famous copperbelt, which also runs through orthern Rhodesia.
But there was a growing restlessness amongst the coloured
population. Around them other African nations were gaining
their freedom and independence. Finally, the Belgian government gave the Congolese their independence, in June, 196o.
It was a tragic mistake. For such a vast country, there were
only 13 people capable of governing the country-13 Congolese
university students.
Independence Day was met by such
savagery and blood-spilling that will long be remembered by
the European population of the Congo.
At this stage, the Belgian Government were after withdrawing the Belgian Army, but, seeing the rum events were taking,
sent back its Army to protect the half-million Europeans that
were still left in the Congo. The Belgian Army returned to the
large cities and towns in each province where there were still
Belgian civilians remaining. In Katanga, when the civilians
had pulled out of North Katanga (area occupied by hostile
Baluba tribe) and into Elisabethville, the Belgian troops occupied

The Coming of the " Blue Helmets "
The fus:t U.N. Troops landed in tihe lat!ter end of June,
1900. They were Swedish Troops, which were flown in from
the Gaza Strip. They spent the fust night at Leopoldville AirpOI"t and then they occupied a deserted Belgian Army Camp,
Camp Martini, on die outskirts of Leopoldville. There were
650 Swedish T~oops in all. They wore the Blue Helmets of
the United Natfons, with armbands on each arm, one denoting
the fa.a they were U.N. <troops and the otfuer denotmg their
own nationality.
More and more U.N. troops began to arrive. The 32nd Irish
Battalion arrived, spent a few da_ys in Leopoldville and were
then airlifited to the province of K;ivu. Irish, Indian, Ghanaian,
Nigerian, Moroccan, Tunisian, Swedish and Mali Federation
troops began to arrive day by day. All U.N. woops were troops
from coUDJtries thait were not a major world power and did not
possess colonies in Africa. U.N. set up 1ns Supreme Headquatters in Leopoldville and Provincial Headquarters in each
Province. The Blue Helmets had arrived, and by the end of
July, 1960, there were over 14,000 U.N. tlroops in the Congo,
in all provinces except Katanga, where the Belgian Anny still
remained.
Finally the U.N. decided to send its troops into Katanga to
protect trhe Baluba tnibe, that was being slowly eim:erminated
by Tshornbe's Belgian-led army. There were roughly 1,000,000
Balubas in Katanga, mostily in Nollth Katanga, and they were
pro-Lumumba. Therefore, Tshombe's Katanga was split in
two halves. His army garrisoned Kongolo and Albe:rrtville in
'llhe Nollth of Katanga, and also Karnina, Jadotville, Elisabethville and Shinkolobwe in nhe South. There was an area of
Katanga, from AlbertVlille in 'llhe Nornh to Kamina in che South,
that was occupied by the pro-Lumumba tribe. This area t!hat
clle Balubas occupied was approximaiteJ.y 350 miles wide and
280 miles long. In July and August, 1960, Tshombe started
the merciless slaughter of this tribe in order to open up CentJral
Katanga once more. Baluba towns and villages were bombed
and strafed by Katangan air force jets. Katrulgan troops moved
into Baluba country, burning villages and killing the tribesmen.
Mali Federa1iion llroops were the first U.N. troops to arrive
in this area. They occupied tihe Central Katangan mining
town of Me.mono, where lived nhe political leader of t!he Baluba
tribe in Nornh Katanga, Mr. Andre Shabani. The nex.t U.N.
troops to arrive in Katanga, were troops of the 33rd lirlsh
Battalion of the 9th Irish Brigade. The Battalion was over 700
strong. By die end of August, 1960, U.N. troops in Katanga
numbered a little over 3,000 men. A small number of troops
~ndeed to try and bring peace to a province ~he size of Katanga.
33rd Irish Battalion
This Battalion occupied an area probably twice the size of
Yorkshire.
Imagine this headache for t!he Bantal.ion Commander. And, to make matters worse, tihe area that the Battalion
wa~ in was occupied by over 300,000 Baluba tribesmen who
were not very friendly to U.N. Troops at thait time. The work
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1962

done by this Battalion was simply ma:rvellous. "B " Company
occupied the mining town of Manono. This Company replaced
11he Mali Federation contingent here. In this area the natives
depended on giant copper mines for ·their very existence. The
mines were not working, as tlhe European mining technicians
had withdrawn to the comparative safety of Elisabetlhville.
Trouble was brewing in the area, and it finally exploded on
13th September, 1960. The natives in me area advanced on
the town and at1tacked the police station, massaoring the police
and seotin_g nhe station on dire. They tihen set off to destroy
the town Jtself, and between them and their objective stood only
150 Irish troops. The Commander of the Irish Company and
the local Baluba political chief, Mr. Andre Shaban·i, managed
to quieten the natives. They gid not burn nhe town, alirhough
they s ucceeded in burning the local Belgian Territorial Administration building. There were over 100 Europeans in Manono
on that day, and, nhanks to the Iriish troops, not one of them
was injured, although tihey were nhe ma.in target for the
Belg;ian.Jhunting Baluba warriors. Thus the day was saved by
the Irish Company.
The Massacre at Niemba
September and October, 1960, saw more and more U.N.
troops al'rive in l!he Congo; two more Battalions were sent into
Katanga; a Moroccan Battalion and an Ethiopian Battalion.
The Moroccans reinforced the Irish Company at Manono and
the Ethiopians occupied the towns of Kabala and Kongolo.
Kamina Base was now occupied by Swedish and Indians, plus
the 32nd Inish Battalion that had arrived from Kivu Province.
The U.N. pattern now became evident all over the Congo.
First there was Supreme Headquarters in Leopoldville, then
the capitad city of each province possessed its own U.N.
headquarters, e.g., Katanga (U.N. H.Q., Elisabeth.ville), Kivu
(U.N. H.Q., Goma), Orien~ale (U.N. H.Q., Stanleyville), etc.
In Kacanga, nhe Militruy Commander at this time was Colonel

UNBEATABLE

Henry Byrne (Ireland). His title was S.C.E.P. (Supreme Commander, Eastern Province). His H.Q., in Elisabethville, was
manned by Swedish and Irish personnel. His communications
were_ looked after by the Royal Canadian Signals Corps. Thus,
at this stage" September I October, 196o, the situation in Katanga
was very quiet.
Then, in November, 196o, there occurred an incident which
shocked the world. The ambush and massacre of the Irish
troops at Niemba. Nine Irish soldiers were killed and their
bodies horribly mutilat ed. A routine patrol, composed of eleven
men, they patrolled a stretch of road between Albertville and
Niemba, a distance of some 70 miles. At a point on the road
outside the Baluba village of Niernba, they were suddenly
attacked by a horde of over 200 screaming Baluba warriors.
They form~ a n!ght circle around the two vehicles they had
been travellmg 1n and fought bravely back against jhose
tremendous odds. They could not drive forwards or backwards
as the Balubas had now dragged large tree trunks across the
road. Bravely they fought until there were only three men
left, . and they ~ulled into the bush.
One of the men, a
marned man, Private Thomas Kenny, was wounded twice in
the back by arrows, fell on the ground and was being slowly
clubbed to death .. One of .t!f>.e other men, Private Anthony
Browne, came runmng back through the bush, firing his S.M.G.
at the tribesmen in an attempt to draw them off the now almost
unconscious Pri':ate Kefl:OY· He ~ucceeded in doing so, as they
now turned thell' attenuon on hllD. They closed in on him
~d when ~ magazine emptied, overpowered him and dragged
him away alive. He was never seen again. Kenny lived to
tell of this man's supreme bravery. For this action, Private
A. Browne was posthumously awarded the highest military
honour his country could give him, The Military Medal for
Gallantry.

*

*

*

Parts two and three will ccmtinue in December and January.
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HILLMAN MINX
4-DOOR

DE

LUXE SALOON

Look what the fl.nest family car in its class has to offer: * Superb performance from a large '1600' engine developing 56·5 b.h.p.
*Specially strengthened front-end for greater stability. *Powerful, hydraulic brakes with 121 square inches braking area.
* Silent hYJ)oid rear axle and 13t cu. ft. luggage space.
With this goes fully-proven Hillman reliability, high quality finish and elegance. At the price, there's nothing to match the
Hillman Minx De Luxe Saloon anywhere.
Do you know that YOU may be a privileged person? Members of Her Majesty's Forces posted overseas are able to purchase
at generous tax-free rates, which allow up to six months motoring in the United Kingdom.
Military Sales Dept.,
A lleestrasse 33, Dusseldorf.
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Q&bituarit5
TUE LATE
OLONEL F. R. G. FORSYTH, ~l.C. , D.L.

In 1939 Colonel Forsy·th was recalled for service, first to
Records, and later in various other posts in the United Kingdom.
In 1939 he was appointed Honorary Colonel of the newly
formed 9th D ivisional Signals T.A., wh ich later became the
51st after the events at St. Valery-en-Caux. He continued to
hold ithe post of Honorary Colonel of the 51st (Highland)
Divisional Signals T.A. till 1947.
Colonel Forsyth had many friends and was of a very
philosophical disposition. H e had two favourite quotations which
were produced on many occasions. The first : " That a little
nonsense now and then is relished by the wisest men "; and
another, " Trusting that others will be to our vir tues ever kind,
and to our faults a little blind."

D.

This well known soldier and sportsman died in a London
hospital on 3rd September, 1962, at the age of 80. He ":'as
unmarried. His personality was well summed up by a relan.ve
in Scotland who wrote "He was indeed a great character, and,
although in later year~ he was rathe.r a trial, he ~. best .be
remembered for all the fun and amusement he gave lil his earlier
years."
.
.
The family came from Warwickshire, and he was a son of
the late Colonel F. A. Forsyth of the 5th Fusiliers. He was
educated at Wellington College, and at the end of the last
century ran away from home to join the Yeomanry f<~r service
in the South African War. Soon after the South Afucan War
he was commissioned in the 5th Fusiliers, his father's Regiment,
but transferred to the Seaforth Highlanders in 1908, and saw service on the North West Frontier. He was then a very enthusiastic
gentleman jockey, and won many ~aces which accounted for his
nickname to many, "The Chaser." Later he t;ransferred to ~e
4th Royal Irish Dragoon Guards, and served ill France durillg
the 1914-1918 War. He was severely wounded at. Ypres,_ and
was awarded the Military Cross. H e was also a Bngad~ Sign.al
Officer at Gallipoli and was an A. D .C. to General Sir Colin
Mackenzie, K.C.B., as well as holding many other con~dential
posts including King's Messenger in ·the Secret Service.
In' 1920 he came to Aberdeen, as Captain/Brevet Major, the
Adjutant of the then 51st (Highland) Signal Company, R.E.,
which later became the 51st (Highland) Divisional Signals T.A.
He instituted the Regimental Military Band and later the
Regimental Pipes and Drums and the wearing of the Grant
tartan.
From 1925 to 1928 he commanded 51st Signals, and during
this period was appointed to be a Deputy Lieutenant of the
County of the City of Aberdeen. Many will have heard Colonel
Forsyth's tales of his fishing, and shooting, ocean racing with
the Sirius, and of his continued zeal as a golfer where "James
the Niblick" was always in evidence. He was a member of
the Royal Aberdeen Golf Club and a Vice-Commodore of the
Royal Torbay Yacht Club, Torquay. The Royal Humane
ociery honoured him with the award of their medal for life
saving.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL
HOUGHTON BROWN, T.D.

H e served in 56th City of London S·ignals T.A. for a considerable number of years before 1939. A member of Standard
Telephones and Cables Limited, his work was mainly for their
factory at WOOllwiah as an engineer concerned mainly wi~ the
installation of telephone systems. He commanded a Section of
56th out-stationed in Woolwich, and in 1957 was promoted to
command the Artillery Company of that Unit.
In that year his Company was employed in an unusual role
during .their annual training as they provided the Signal Office
and Staff for the D irectors of a very large Army manoeuvre in
which one D ivision opposed another. The directing Staff Headquarters was in the Barracks at Bedford.
In 1939 when C ity of London Signals produced a s~cond
Line Unit it also provided the nucleus in what was origmally
London D istrict Signal Troop which by 1941 was London
Distr.ict Signals commanded by L ieutenant-Colonel B. Houghton
Brown. A long article and many pictures in THE WIRE,
February, 1941, recaptures a visit to London District Sign:iJs
by the Colonel-in-Ohief, H.R.H. Priincess Royal, and !Jl~
terestingly atl.so contains an article reprinted from Motor Cycling
which inter alia asked trained i:not?r C):'clists to serve as Despa ~ch
R iders. The role of London D1str1ct Signals, apart from mannmg
all the military telephone switchboards in London, included the
maintenance of wireless communications at all strategic; points,
this being aided by use of carrier pigeons. A very major requirement, however, was for Despatch Riiders carrying amongst otiher
things secret documents between members of the Cabinet. A
fairly large number of casualties were incurred, particularly
amongs t the Despatch Riders while London was under
bombardment.
He died on 5th October, 1962.

A Tri/Jute

The Wings of Pegasus

The late Lieu t enant Colonel G . J. Mo rley Peel, M. B.E., T.D.,
and th ose who se rved in 1st An ti-A ircraft Divis ional Signa ls
T .A., before and during the 1939-43 wa r.

The S t oo-y ol t h e G lide r Pilots

BY BRIGADIER G. C. WICKINS, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., D.L.
It is with deep regret that I read of the death of Colonel
G eorge John Morley Peel, M.B.E., T.D. Words are so inadequate
to express feeli ngs at such times. Memories of years of Terri torial Service come crowding back. Morley, as he was known
to many, worked with us in an endeavour to uphold the need
for defence, believing in the motto of the Territorial Army,
"Defence not D efi ance."
He served in the Royal Flying Corps in the " Great War."
I met him in the early days of the interi m war period when
he joined the London Army Troops R.E, T erritorial Force, reformed as the 3rd (London) Corps Signal Company T .A., and
again re-form ed as Anti-Aircraft Signals T.A. under the late
Colonel M . W. Emley, O.B.E., T.D. When Colonel H. Carter,
T.D., took command, Peel and I were Company Commanders.
As the international tension grew, the problem of Air D efence
became increasingly important. E xperimen ts were carried out
by A.A. Signals in conjunction with the Army Air D efence
Esta blishment and the Post Office. Eventually, when I was
commanding the Unit, it was again re-formed as the mt ~ ti
Aircraftt D ivisional Signals T.A. with Peel as Second-mCommand and M ajor A. H emsley-later Lieutenant-Colonel A.
H emsley, M.B.E., T.D.--as a Company Commander.
The Unit was embodied at Munich and deployed over the
wide area of the 1st A.A. D ivision. It should be emphasised
that the T.A. Units during the interim war period were kept
alive by the loyalty and enthusiasm of their personnel. The
wonderful response to the immediate call-up of the whole Unit
at Munich was something whi<;h anyone concerned will never
forget. After Munich, Peel commanded the Unit and later
the A.A. Signals of the 5th A.A. Division which covered S.E.
England and Southern East Anglia. H e mainta ined his contacts
with T .A. Signals after the war. I hope this summary of his
Army Service will indicate the extent to which he served his
country throughout the anxious years of both world wars and
the interim war period, including Munich.
Keenly interested in sports, he organised the Unit sports at
our many T.A. camps. He was a skilled amateur actor.
He was a Freeman of the Cit)'. of London and formerly of
the Sun Insurance. He took a great interest in the Royal Masonic
Institute for Boys and Girls and was a Past Grand Deacon of
England.

Wantetl
Will any Unit with stocks of unsold stable belt~ of the old
obsolete pattern please contact P.R.I., I Signal Squadron
(Command), The King's African Rifles, B.F.P.O. 10, who is
interested in buying up stock.
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The Eagle Book of
Britain s Fighting Services
Wihat a perfect.Jy splendid book this is. Despite the fact that
it is wrivten ' 0 with the full co-operation of the Admiralty, the
War Office and the Air Ministry," there .i sn't a dull page in it.
Being an "Eagle Book," it is obviously intended to be read
by boys and their s.isters, but there are very numerous old
boys who will delight in it.
Copies (chained to a table) should. be available in eve_ry Arony
Information Office, or equivalent m the other Servi<;es. (\.
combined recruiting fund might well pay for a copy to be ill
every college and sohool library. It is the best buy, at 15/-, seen
for a very long time. Published by Long Acre Press Ltd.,
161/166, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

*

THE WELFARE SECTION URGENTL Y
REQUIRES CLOTHINGMEN'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

*
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Since this review was written the author and compiler of
the volume has been revealed as Maior R. G. Blackman, who
served Royal Signals far twenty-two years, 1939-1961. His last
three Units were in order: Signal Training Centre, Far East,
14th Army Signal Regiment, and lastly and very happily,
'Training Major' in 43rd Wessex Signal Regiment, T .A . He
is now a P.R.O. in the War Office.
1 96 2

BY BRIGADIER G. CHAITERTON D.S.O.
It is a remarkable achievement to have virtually created a
new Arm of the Service, the Glider Pilot Regiment, to have
formed it, trained it, expanded it, fought in it in several major
battles and many small engagemen ts and to finally disband it
(very nearly).
Chatterton, by upbringing and temperament, was well suited
to this task, and very well he did it.
His history is most interesting. If criticism were desirable,
it could be said there is not enough of Chatter ton, too many of
the individual accoun ts by individual Staff Sergeant or Sergeant
Pilots of their own experience in an operation. As schoolboy
stories of heroism-excellent, but they do not really add much
to Chatterton's obj ective account of the fighting which could
well have been expanded.
From small beginnin gs, the Regiment imbued with as fine
an Espirit de Carps as could be provided by Warrant Officers
of the Household Brigade, accomplished rather more than could
have been reasonably expected of it.
Chatter ton had some advantages. A Regular Officer in the
R.A.F. in the 193os, his contemporaries were the Air Commodores and Air Vice Marshals of the 1940s, and friendship
with those in high office much eased his burden.
H e pays due 1!l'ibute to Lieutenant-General F. A. M.
Browning, K.c.v.o., K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., who was the "Father"
of Airborne Forces; but in the main, it was Chatterton versus
the rest, in his successful efforts to get the right type of soldiercum airman, and even more difficult, to get suitable machiAes
for them to pilot.
That he succeeded is the measure of a great Commanding
Officer.
MaoDonald & Co. Publications Ltd., 2, Palmer Street,
London, W.1., have given us a most excellent book, with very
many good pictures and illustrations. Price 30/-.

Farewell Dinner to Brigatlier Firth
The Dinner to mark the retirement of the General Secretary,
Brigadier H. R. Firth, will be held in the Victory H all, Victory
Club, 73, Seymour Street, London, W.2, on Saturday, 8th
December, 1962. The reception will be at 7 p.m. for 7.30
dinner, after which there will be dancing to music of the
Corps Band.
The cost of tickets is £1 each, and applications should be
made as soon as possible to the D inner Committee Secretary,
Miss M. Archer, 163, Westbourne Grove, London, W.u.

Royal Signals Amateur Ratlio Society
Annual members are reminded of the need to renew
subscriptions.
Postal Orders (2S. 6d.) should be forwarded to Major L.
Beaumont, 240 Squadron (Northern Command), Imphal
Barracks, York.
Better still why not become a Life Member at £2 2s. od.
subscription?

Est. 1749

Phone 2108

W. METUALFE
The Sport s Depot
STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROYAL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTIDNG
CRESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS

RICHMOND,

YORKS.
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\\·arrant Officers and Sergeants,
i\'01•ember. 1962.
... To 11th Regiment
w.o.r E. H. w. Keay
65tl1 Regiment (T.A.)
w.o.r F. Stockdale

==Promotions==

1Jf()('f'Rlf'RIS -

PERSONAL
COLUMN .
London

Gazette

From 1 uh September, r962, 10 5th October, 1962
l\'lajor-General A. i. W. Whistler, C.B.B., relinquished his appointment
as Signal Officer-in-Chief, 13th Septeml;>cr, 1~2.
.
.
Brigadier F. J. Swainson , o.B.E., appornted Siana! Officer-m-Chicf, 13th
September, 1962, granted temporary rank Major-Gen~al.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. P. Johnson, A.M.LB.B., reured 15th September,
1962.
Captain W. D. Roche to T.A.R.O., 13th July, 1962.
Lieutenant M. F. Julien from T.A. to A.B.R. , 1st Auaust, 1962.
Lieutenant M. A. D. Flucndy to be Captain (T.A.), 7th Au~tSt, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant W. R. Paton to be Lieutenant (T.A.), ~nth June, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant S. S. Bowen to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 25th January,
1

9t~~utenant

P. Wardle to T.A.R.O., 3rd July, 1962.
Lieutenant C. F. Hinton to T.A.R.O., 31st July, 1962.
Bri$8dier D . White retired 28th September, 1962.
Ma)or J. G. Melsom retired 21 t August, 1962.
The undermentioned Officer Cadets to be Second-Lieutenants (S.S.C.),
28th July, 1r2=
H. . Des Forges
R. . G. M. ROmford
R. C. F. Holmwood
A. K. Wriglit
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) G. B. Miles to be Captain (T.0.T.) (S.S.C.), 7th
September, 1962.
Lieutenant A. Muggoch to be Captain, 17th January, 1961 (T.A.).
W .O.II E . Phillips to be Lieutenant (Tfc. Olfr.) 24th August, 1962 (T.A.).
Captain R. T. Clark to T.A.R.0., 4th June, 1962.
Captain J. E. T. Ray to T.A.R.O., 31St August, 1962.
Major E. A. Knott retired, 1st October, 1962.
Major B. W. Beale relinquished S. S.C., 1st October, 1962.
Colonel The Viscount Malden, T.D., appointed Honorary Colonel1 _ 47th
R egiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., 28th August, 1962, vice MajorGeneral C.M .F. Whi te, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.
Captain J. E. Dunton (T.A.) retired 3rd October, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant R. Dorrell to be Lieutenant, Ath October, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant M. G. Vokes to be Lieutenant (T.A.), 30th September,
1962.
Lieutenant S. J. Lockett to be Captain, 8th October, 1962.
Second-Lieutenant T. B. Scarff to be Lieutenant (S.S.C.), 6th September,
1962.
Captain M . A. D . Fluendy to T .A.R.O., 8th August, 1962.

Mo ve m e n ts-Officer s
(Period

151h

October-15th November,

Lieutenant-Colonel (T / Col.)
Johnson, O.B.ll.

1962)

P.
... To nth Regiment (H.S.) for retirement
Lieutenant-Colonel F. G. G. Rapsey ,, H.Q ., A.F.M.E.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. Peat ...
... ,, 24th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B . D . Mathews ,, nth Regiment (H.S.) for retitement
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) L. Teal
,, 14th R egiment
Lieutenant-Colonel J. C . Clinch
17th (Gurkha) R egiment
,, 233 Squadro.n
Major A. R. B . B . D ale, M.B.B.
,, H.Q ., COMCAN
Major J. C. Waller
...
,, Ministry of Defence
Major J. H. Pearce
...
,, nth Regiment (H.S.)
Major D. M. Humphries
,, 24th Rej!iment
Major J. P . Harrison
H.Q ., Eastern Command
Major T. I. Ronald
Major H. Rothwell
,, 2nd Re~ment
Air Mimscry
1'.iajor B. W. Barrett
,, H.Q., East Africa Command
Major G. F'. Lowe
...
25;3 Squadron
Major A. A. G. Anderson
Nigeria Armed Forces
Major E. M. T. Crump ...
H.Q ., Army Works Study
Major P. J. C. Lloyd
,, G.H.Q .. FARELF
Major J. A. Cleland
H.Q., Eastern Command
Major T. H, Hesketh
Canada (Exchange ToUI)
Major J. E. Taylor
Australia (Exchange T our)
Captain P. H. Massie
632 Troop
Captain C. B. Mercer
Army Air Corps Centre
Captain J. R. Roberts ...
,, I nh Regiment
Captain M . W. Simms-R eeve
63rd Regiment (T.A.)
Captain J. Smith ...
R .M.C.S. (CoUise)
Captain M. S. J arrett
Captain G. W. Gittins
,, R.M.C.S. (Course~
R.M.C.S. (Course
Captain D. A. Davies
R.M.C.S. (Course
Captain C. J. Gilbert
Army Air Corps Centre (Course)
Captain R. A. Cemm
,, 633 Troop
Lieutenant M. Allan
...
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
Lieutenant M. R. Adams
,, 11th Regiment
Lieutenant R. B. Ingram
A.A.S., Harrogate
Lieutenant N. A. Vandyck
228 Squadron
Lieutenant M. J. McCann
nth Regiment
Lieutenant J. M. Scott ...
11th R egiment
Lieutenant R. F. Maynard
Major (Q.M.) R. Hodgson
.. .
. .. ,, H.Q ., A.B.R.
11th
Regi ment for completion of
Captain (Q.M.) K. B. Ulrich, M.B.ll.

W.0.1
W.0.11
W.0.11
W.0.11

E.
R.
J.
R.
P.

J. Ford
Adams ...
E. Snell
Johnstone
w.o.rr
0. Molony
w.o.rr J. A. Rose
W .O .II T. J. Licence
W .O.II J. R. Woodvine
W.0.II J . A. Peck
W.O.II G. K. Rothwell
Staff Sergeant J. Cooper
Staff Sergeant J. Galbraith
Staff Sergeant J. Carrington
Staff Sergeant P. G. Thwaite
Staff Sergeant W. E. Payne ...
Staff Sergeant K. Nichols
.. .
Staff Sergeant J. A. Morris .. .
Staff Sergeant B. P. D. Howe
Staff Sergeant T. F. Jackson
Sergeant C. D. Matzen
Sergeant J. P. Jcwell
Sergeant D. A. Newell
Sergeant A. G. Evans
Seregant S. G. Jasper
Sergeant W. Clemson
Sergeant W . G. A¥res
Sergeant B. S. Stone
Sergeant F. J, Loveday
Sergeant N. Wilby
...
Sergeant C. C. King ...
Sergeant J. H. Goodman
Sergeant B. B. Dyer
...
Sergeant M. R. Wright ...
Sergeant L. H. Van Boeckel
Sergeant E. Parker
Sergeant J. Jackson
Sergeant B. Holder
Sergeant W. Coxon
Sergeant S. Tearse
Sergeant P . Johnson
Sergeant B. Law ...
Sergeant S. H. Boxall
Sergeant R. A. Peake . ..
Sergeant M . A. C. Read
Sergeant W. Maskill
Sergeant T . H. Hassett
Sergeant R . Morris
Sergeant J. Perry . ..
. ..
Sergeant J. F. Sanderson
Sergeant P. J. Milne
Sergeant S. Brown
Acting Sergeant W. Moreland

43rd Regiment (T.A.)
,, 14th Regiment (1 Squadron)
,, 222 Squadron
,. A.A.S., Harrogate
· IJ ib Regiment
8th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
14th Regiment (1 Squadron)
30th Regiment
H.Q., Southern Command
,, A.A.S., Harrogate
22nd Regiment
5th Regiment, R.A. Troop
, 224 Squadron
8th Regiment
8th Regiment
24th Regiment
,, 21st Regiment
C.V.D., AshchUich
,, 4th Regiment
,, 4th Regiment
nth Regiment (2 Squadron)
School of Artillery
43rd Regiment (T.A.)
239 Squadron
22 Corps Engineer Regt. Troop
1st Regiment
Mons Officer Cadet School
22nd Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
24th Regiment
16th Regiment
,, 228 Squadron
School of Signals
,, 8th Regi~ent
A.A.S., Harrogate
A.A.S., Harrogate
1st Regiment
13th Regiment
7th Regiment
6o5 Troop
,, 235 Squadron
18th Regiment
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
I Ith Regiment
,, 252 Squadron
14th Regiment (I Squadron)
238 Squadron
21st Regiment
242 Squadron
24th Regiment

The following promotions were authorised up to the end of September,
1962:

S Sgt.

To W.O.II 14203628 S Sgt.
To S Sgt.
22265193 Sgt.
22541687 Sgt.
22289417 Sgt.

22837531
22222070

To W.O.II

2549599

To W.0.1

2549597 W.O.II
2549473 W.0.II
22762504 S Sgt.
22296112 S Sgt.

To W.O.II

s.s.c.

Lieutenant (Q.M.) D. M. B. Shields ,, 242 Squadron
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) S. J. Wyatt ... ,, 24th Regiment
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) A. J. E. Cheshire ,, 225 Squadro n

WEIR.-To Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Weir, on 12th September, 1962, a
daughter, at Girvan, Ayrshire, Scotland.

22771408
22522181
23239221
22515179
22845314
22509365
22828995
22537484
22776194
22475129
22774748
22540724
22296845
22515851
22515698

To W .0.1
To W.O.II

WILSON.--On 30th September, 1962, at B. A .O.R., Signalman A. C. W.
Wilson, 23707551, 4th Regiment; as a result of a traffic accident .

Sgt.

7710

156o

1750

10070

Field Roster

Winton, P. A.
Jeannette, G. H.

2470
2480

2510
2700

610

370

6oo

610
II20
1130

740
76o
1210
1080

10080
10090
10100
10IIO
10120
10130
1or40
10150
1016o
10170
10180
10190
10200
10210
10220

14034
14322
14500
14530
14640
14780
216o
3570
4450
4504
1576o
1072
12640
14590
14880

380
1200

510
254

S Sgt.
Sgt.

Tombs,

P. I.

Hazel, D.
Davis, W. G.
Boulter, R. C.
Willjs, G. D .

Williams, A.
Cox, R. W.
Kirk, W. J.
Loach, D.
Breese, R . C.
Barton, J. E. C.
Wilson, F. J.
Orton, K. J.
Carr, J.
Loud, T . E.
Speight, C.
Heavey, P. K.
Pritchard, C.
Griffiths, K. W.
Mortimore, R. F.B.

A /W.0.1
S Sgt.

Loudoun, G. B.
MacLeod, W. G.

790
so

2200

6270

190

300

2290

OTHER DELETIONS
1488393 W.O.I Lombard, W. C., 16o Commissioned Lieut. Traffic Officer,
30th July, 1962.
2328387 W.0.1 Taylor, L. J. (R . Duty) 570 Commissioned Lieut. (Q.M.),
26th September, 1962.
~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!lllllllllllllll ll llllll llllllllllllllllllllllll~

; Forthcoming Events I
~*********************************5
4th Indian Air Formatio n S ig nals Officers'
lleUHiOll
The Sixteenth Arlllual Officers' Reunion Dinner will take place at the
Dominions Hotel, Lancaster Gate, London, W.2, at 7.30 p.m., on Saturday,
17th No•ember.

8th Board ~leetin g Roy al Signals Asso c iation
Trustee Linli ted
will be held on 30th November, 1962.

1 0th Annual General Meeting of the lloynl
Signals Institution
will be held at the War Office on 30th N ovember, 1962.

Mann, E. J.
Tearse, S.
Thomas, A. J.
Harvey, W. J.
Leitch, A.
Horne, J.
Morris, R. 0.
Appleby, J. B.
Elliott, R.
Richardson, N.

696o
6970
6980
6990
7000
7010
7020
7030
7040
7050

3970 (Op.)
48o (Fd.)
470 (Fd.)
490 (Fd.)
3900 (Op.)
4040 (Op.)
420 (Fd.)
3850 (Op.)
336o (Op.)
388o (Op.)

Thomas, B. A.
Wallace, W. G.
Cutler, B. W,
Sidey, F . R.
Hacker, J. R.
T horburn, C.

3440
3450
346o
3470
3480
3490

2800
3230
590
1420
1680
3490

Roy al Signals Officers' Reunion
will be h eld at the Duke of York's Headquarters on 30th Novem ber, 1962.

Annual T.A./A.E.R. lloyal Signals OMcers'
" At Home,'' 1962
will be held at Hyde P ark Hotel on ut

BAND
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

19037714
2548646
2547742
2548o67
2548937
2549570
14453145
2549264
19036979
2247168
2549278
2547737
2547295
2549024

W .O.II
W .O.II
W.0.II
W.O.II

w.o.rr

W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W .O.II
W.O.II

w.o .rr
w.o.n

W.0 .II
S Sgt.

Finister, R.
Clark, J. N.
Oakley, G.
Drugan, J.
Srnitbard, R. B.
Weir, W.
Davies, A . J. D.
Ewens, R. M.
Gubler, G. I. D.
Francis, J. D .
Leggett, c. w. J.
DLxon, P. V.
R eed, D .
Alborough, D. H. A.

370

500

A dminis trntive Ros t e r

Nov. 18th

~cernber,

1962.

ENGAGEMENTS
Middlesborough

Roy al Signals Rugby Football Club Fixtures,
1962/3
24th Nov.
5th D ec.
20d March
20th March

6o
20
120
16o
170
250
270
300
430
440
450
550
650

Cambridge L X Club-Cambridge
R oyal Artillery-Catterick
Oxford Greyhounds-Oxford
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst
--Camber ley

Roy al Signals Hockey Club Fixtures, 1962/63
28th November
12th February
13th February
14th February
2oth March ...
12th-15th April

D Uiharn University-Cauerick
R .A. -W oolwich
R.M .C.S.-Aldershot
Aldershot Service>-Aldershot
Welbeck College-Welbeck
Scarborough Hockey Festival--Scarborough

6oo

300

CORPS CRESTED ASH TRAY
<

A vaiJabJe from Royal Signals Association.
Plain glass, 4f in. square, Corps Crest, in gold.

186o

Price 4s. 6d., including postage.

T eclmic al :Hoster

Suitable especially for souvenir gifts and for
personal use.

Sgt.

2480

2280

F o1·emn11 of S i g nals llos t e r
S Sgt.

780

CQ U5CS.
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DELETIONS
C:hie f C:lerks Roster
W.O .II

PLATTS.--On 1st October, 1962, Dawn Lesley P latts, daul!hter of Signalman and Mrs. P latts, died at Tidworth M ilitary Hosp11al, of n atural

22242510
22265389

22265654
22845309
22537395
21005083
22845293
22970307

To W.O.II

HOWELL.--On 29th September, 1962, at B.A.O.R., Signalman J. Howell,
23696348 , 22nd Regiment; as a result of a traffic accident.

BOWLER.--On 27th September, 1962, at B.A.O.R ., Corporal M. G. J.
Bowler, 23683633. 4th Regiment, as a result of an accident whilst taking
part in an exercise. He was a life member.

78o
1150

ll90
1020

INSERT IONS
Yeoman of S i g nals Roster
To w .o.r
2549469 w.o.r
Budden, w. F.

fo S Sgt.
T.D.,

Sgu.

Field Roster

SOAMBSON (R.E.M.E.).-Craftsman and Mrs. Soameson were married
at St. Benedict's ChUich, Baling, Middlesex, on 15th, September, 1962.

Houghton-Brown,

A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

2549730 Sgt.
22523200 Sgt.
22538634 A/S Sgt.
22563481 A/S Sgt.
22470179 Sgt.
22582367 Sgt.
14o69002 Sgt.
22788792 Sgt.
22522841 Sgt.
21005086 Sgt.

To Sgt.

DENNIES-SINGH.-Corporal A. W. Dennies, on 16th August, 1962, to
Miss Mahadi Singh, at Reg:ister Office, Nottingham.

B.

750

llegimental Duty Rost1•r
w .o.rr 3450
4020

610

Regimenta l Duty R o ster
To S Sgt.

INGLEDOW-WICKHAM.- Major J. W . Inaledow, on 17th August,
1962, to M iss M. A. Wickham, at St. Nicholas' Church, Linton, Kent.

HOUGHTON-BROWN.-Lieutenant-Colonel
died 5th October, 1962.

1100

Signal Centre Superviso rs Roster

_U arriag cs

D c at11 s

740
1090

66o
910
920
930

Operating Roster
To Sgt.

HARRISON.-To Corporal and Mrs. A. Harrison, on 10th September,
1962, a daughter, Yvonne, at B.M .H., Hostert.

RIDLEY.- To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. R. F. C. Ridley, on 23rd
September, 1962, a dal!ahter, Selina Ann, at B.M.H ., Hostert.

S Sgt.

700
820

8oo
630

Foreman of S i gnals lloster

Births

ROWLETT.-To Corporal and Mrs. M . D . Rowlett, on 9th September,
1962, a son, Leig:h Mervyn, at B.M.H., Hostert.

Cpl.
Cpl.

28o
200

Edge, F. P. J.
Beasley, B. A.
Ellen, D. G.
Paterson, D. C.

Technical Roster

F.

COLBS. -To Corporal and Mrs. B. Coles, on 4th September, 1962, a
daughter, Patricia Dawn, at B.M.H., Hostert.

New
Old
Sen . No. Sen.No.

Admbaistrative Roste1•
To Sgt.

Centre Supervisors lloster

Operatiug Roster

C:hief C:lerks Rost1'r

CORRIGENDA
It is regretted that throuah error in the October WIRE, W.O.II R. A.
Rankin was shown as W.O.f.

HUMPHRIES.-To Corporal and Mrs. J.M. Humphries, on 4th September,
1962, a dauahter, Kim Louise, at B.M.H., Hostert •

Si~nal

w.o.r

W.O.II
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2nd REGIMENT

S.S.A.F.A.
Conference

or the interest of all past members of 2nd
Regiment, we reproduce a photograph of
F
the new silver piece purchased from Officers

1962

Mess and Corps funds. It depicts an impressionist Royal Signals 'Jimmy' (silver Mercury
with gold wings, helmet and caduceus) looking
forward and striving ahead in association with
the Second Division (Crossed Keys base in
silver) and in the setting of a river obstacle
in BAOR (silver river and marble hills).

Major-General Sir W . Ronald C. Penney, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O., M.C., who is a
member of the Council of S.S.A.F.A. and in another coapaclty Ronorar t Treas ure r
of the Berkshire Division of S.S.A.F.A., jJst before the open ing of the S.S.A.f.A.
Conference 1962. He os discussing "'ith Brigadier H. R. Firth the affai rs of the
Royal Siinals Trustee Association Limited. (The discussion was quite am icable)

De pite the Railway Strike me Annual Conference of
S.S.A.F.A. on 2nd/3rd October, 1962, attiracted nearly as many
delegates as usual, including Lieutenan<t-Colonel V. C. Holl~d,
o.B.E. (Retired Royal Signals), County Secretary of Derby.shU"e,
and, as observers, the Welfare Section Royal Signals Associati<;>n.
The matters discussed included difficulties of unaccomparued
wives returning from overseas and obtaining their allowance
books and of all things, the necessity to increase compulsory
allotments in proportion to increase in basic pay. The observer
was not alone in feeling that failure to do this was a gross
reflection on the thinking of those in the Service ministries who
are responsible for such things.
A Commandant of one of the Family Hostels asked for
S.S.A.F.A. support in appealing to soldiers of families so provided for to make reasonable provision for them. It has always
been a cardinal point of policy of Royal Signals Association
that a first call on a soldiers salary exactly as if be were a
civilian is to provide for his family. If through the exigencies
of the Service this has to be in hostel, not house, seems to make
little difference.
The Conference again drew attencion to the failure to provide
sufficient married quarters. If soldiers are to be permitted to
marry young and draw marriage allowance it follows that there
is a commonsense obligation to provide quarters. The Army
Information Offices tend to hold out the bait of " Married
Quarters " to the aspirant for enlistment with all too frequently
subsequent disillusionment and frustration.
Illuminating talks were given about the Probation Service
and by a representative of the Marriage Guidance Council.
All in all, as is customary, perhaps the best work of the
Conference was done outside it by meetings of old friends all
with different experience in the same theme.
~o.

2 STAFF SERGEANTS COUilSE,
FARELF

On the morning of the 14th July, 1962, several woebegone
faces could be seen gathered around a particular violent speeies
of S.S.M. of the Alfred model. These were the fifteen senior
N.C.O.s of the Corps in the Far East, who had been bullied,
coaxed or detailed to attend this course under the banner of
Signal Training Centre (Far East).
With two weeks gone, Staff Sergeant Bramhall and Sergeants
Jones and Sanderson had left us due to either postings, or the
whims of the M.0., and there were twelve little nigger boys left
to sweat it out.
M. of I. was survived, despite the concoction that Staff Souter
had us make and eat, and which he would have us believe was
a genuine prawn cocktail. Immediately after his lesson Sergeant
Bell proceeded to show us the innards of Mrs. Crippen laid
out on a plate . . . or was it before? I qan't really remember.
Perhaps it was Mrs. Crippen that tasted awful l
On we plodded, through subject after subject, with varying
successes, losing our voices on the Square during the day and
finding them again in the bottom of a mug of beer at night,
until the day the initiative test arrived. This was a test to see
if you had achieved the required standard for classification as a
Class One Ferret, and would stand you in good stead if you were
oontemplating a job as a professional snooper on Demob.
Unfortunately it was only possible to make it last for a day,
but in that short space of tiime Sergeants Hydon and Whitbread

No. 2 STAFF SERGEANTS COURSE, F.A.R.E.l.F
(Back row) : Sergeants. Harris, Flowers
Centre row (standing) : Staff Sergeants Souter, Clark, Sergeants
Haydon, Devey, Smith, Staff Seargeant McPhail, Sergeant Whitbread
Front row (seated) : Sergeants Binding, Walker, Major D. Prince,
Colonel A. F. Freeman, M.C., Commander R. Signals, Captain H.
Nealon , W .0.11 (S.S.M.) A. Alfred , Sergeant Bell

managed to travel IIO miles and eventually end up in a school
of deportment. They then qualified as models and were given
their d iplomas by the principal of the Academy. When
p erforming on the square the following day instead of the usual
"head up. chin in, quick march,'' the following was overheard,
" Hips back, pelvis out, that's right, dear, now just sway across
the room." Other highlights worth a mention are Sergeants
Smith and Walker who interviewed a famous Malayan film
star, and Staff Sergeants Souter and MoPhall who landed up in
Changi Jail.
The course ended on the 21st September and a huge carousal
was held in the Dolphin Restaurant in Orchard Road. The
Commander Royal Signals was the guest of honour and after
an excellent dinner he distributed his favourite smoke, genuine(?)
Burmese cigars. The effect of these cigars was such that we
feel future courses could greatly benefit from some instruction
during the N.B.C. and First Aid lectures.
The party was. concluded in the . Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess where S.S.M. Alfred gave a marathon repertoire
of stories that would make Max Miller look like a nov.ice in a
nunnery.

Moor!ng Facilities for Yachts
An attempt is being made to establish a national pool of

information which w.i.11 be available to any organisation interested
in providing more moorings and more facilities for yachtsmen
in the United Kingdom.
Will any yacht ·Owner please contact the Honorary Secretary,
The Royail Signals Yacht Club, 88, Ecc;Jeston Square, London,
S.W.1, who will send a simple questionnaire for answering.

VACANCIES IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
A numoer of vacancies, offering good career
prospects, exist for :-

Cypher. Operators
"I M
> a1e an d Fema1e
T e Ieprmter 0 perators J
Write, giving details of education, qualifications and experience, to:Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q. (C0/6),
Foreign Office,
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham, Glos.
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Jrtl Regiment
As usual, the forlorn cry for help went up on Part I Orders:
" Troops will submit WIRE notes to R.H.Q. by II th October."
Not as usual, the result has been fantastic. Suddenly everybody
seems to wan-t to get into print. Such things as the brief,
but startling information that Corporal Bloggins of "X" Troop
has had a baby, can no longer guarantee a mention. By the
way, congratulation~ to Corporal and Mrs. Frape, of "Oscar"
Troop on their new arrival, Kevin_ in September.
Last monnh you heard that Radio Relay Troop were doing
a K.A.P.E. -here is theic report.
Three weeks in London, " Keeping nhe Army in the Public
Eye,'' gave the majority of the Troop a welcome change of
scenery recenllly. Particularly Signalman Gembles,. who, returning to his billet in the small hours of th~ mormng, pulle~
a chain in the " small room " and a water cistern fell on his
head; he spent ·the rest of nhe night in hospital.
Since their return, the Troop has been hard at it with the
Griffin series of exercises.
3 Squadron produced a combined effort this month.
Owing to .the heavy commitments on exercises .the Squadron has not been in camp for very fong periods. M.T. Troop,
who have been particularly busy, have this week been given a
short break and sent to the Channel Islands for the week-end
to an exercise with the T.A. We all hope they enjoy themselves. The Squadron wish to congratulate Sergeant Dunn on
being selected for the county rugby team.
r Squadron did much Better, with two entries: Notes on the
Du (we think from the Yeoman, W.O.II Gubler) and a complete short story from Adr Support Troop!
First the DH:

At the beginning of September, the Regiment received the
first three of nine Dr r stations to arrive, and we were one of
the very fir.st units to be issued whh D ns for operational use.
The next problem was to select crews for these stations and
for someone to teach them. W.O.II (y. of S.) Gubler was
hastily rushed off to 30th Regiment to find out as much as he
could from tih.e experts, and at the time of writing, after three
weeks of solid training, much progress has been made.
The operators were rather taken aback the first time they
were faced with the numerous switches and the size of the
equipmen·t, but we are confidently mastering the situation and
such phrases as "SSB Upper," "Remote the Printer," "Check
my !llodulation" or "What shift do you want?" do not now
bring amusing answers or blank stares.
.
The facilities available are tremendous, espeoally an FSK
Duplex circuit, clearing traffic at approximately 133 words per
minute, compared to one of our average morse nets plodding
away at 14s. Teleprinter speeds are being quickly improved
from day to day, and all the information we had tucked away
on tape relay procedure has suddenly ~me to the for~fron!·
A successful three-day test was earned out, workmg mto
.che COMCAN network, and we are indeed gi-ateful to 14th
Regiment for the assistance and advice given.
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The aim is now for constant practice and to communicate
further afield to discover the limits. We are very pleased with
the Du, and if we are called "Soldiers of the 6o's,'' then the
D1 r/R230 is entitled to be called the "Equipment of the 6o's,''
or, perhaps, the " Operator's Dream."
Air Su1•port Troop
Airfield Detachment on Exercise "Soft Putty"
On the morning of 30th July, at 09.30 hours, we took off by
Britannia for Greece, from R.AF., Lyneham. I think everyone
was looking forward to our arrival in Greece at this point, purely
for some sunshine, after a dismal summer in England.
Our journey was very comfortable, and we were well looked
after by the R.A.F. I might mention at this point that we
had been joined by an officer who was to become our attached
O.C., Captain Lennard, of 216 Squadron; this made our detachment up to 12. which included one officer, one sergeant, three
corporals, one lance-corporal and six signalmen. We arrived at
Larisa after five hours flying and left the aircraft to walk into
a very hot afternoon.
Having collected our kit, we boarded vehicles of the Greek
Army and, in convoy with five others, started a two-hour journey
to Volnos. This was H.Q., Parachute Brigade, for our stay in
Greece. We were not in Volnos, but across the bay in the tented
lines of 216 Squadron. I would like to say that the camp was
well sited_ with the sea a few hundred yards away, and very inviting it looked, after our journey. The next few days were
spent in unpacking our freight, which had already arrived, and
swimming.
On 5th August we "upped sticks,'' taking our tents and
freight and moved to Larisa to H.Q. 28 (HTA) Hellenic Air
Force, where we set up three CII-R210 stations, to take part
in a Parachute Brigade exercise called "Quicksilver." We were
wol'king in close harmony with the Greek Army Signals during
this exercise. We simulated our GLO and TAC links by working back to Volnos, as there was no carrier to work to. It was
very successful and we had good results from our links both on
T.G. and voice on the lower ~requencies. The exercise was
marred only by one of our cookers going "dis " on us, but our
radio technician, Corporal Page was soon busy with soldering,
etc. (He kept saying it would have to go to "M" Troop). We
got it going again.
I would like to mention thi;it it was on this first exercise that
we discovered that there was to be a definite language barrier on
the Greek-manned links, so henceforth we helped man some
of their nets, also we tried endfed aerials with very good results.
" Quicksilver " ended and we packed up and moved back to
Volnos and pay parade.
On 12th September, Captain Lennard ran a training exercise
for. the Greek operators at Larisa, using us to pass traffic with
a view to familiarising them for the major exercise at the end
of the month.
.
Monday, the 17th, saw us again packing up and moving to
Larisa for Exercise "Trojan Horse." It went off well, but it
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AIR SUPPORT TROOP
Sunbath ing in Volnos Northern Greece

Flight from Dulford
AIR SUPPORT TROOP
The Troop en route to a n exercise at Larisa
(On vehicle) : Corporal J. Ronney. (Standing) : Signalman M. Davidson, lance•
Corporal M. Halstead, Signalman G. Graham, Corporal G. Page, Captain P. B.
Leonard (216 Paratroop Squadron), Sergeant M. D. McMahon. (Standing):
Corporal C. Pritchard and Signalman T. Vallier kneeling

was very hoc at Larisa and we had our fuse casualty, Signalman
Vallier, wh-0 went down with a slighc dose of beat exhaustion.
We spent an extra day at Larisa, owing to the face that the
cransport sent for us could not find our location.
21sc Sepcember wa<> a 48-bour stand-down, and most of the
men wenc to Athens. We had arrived back too la te from Larisa,
so we missed om. Some of us went swimming to a lovely spot
abouc 45 kms. away. Corporals Pritchard and Page went
hiking along che coasc, beachcombing, and bad to show
at che end of their long walk two rather dilapidaced walking
sticks. After a good rest, we returned to work in preparation
for the major exercise, Exercise "Fall Trap." Monday, 24th
Sepcember, we « upped stickis " again and moved co Larisa,
where the J.0.C. and A.S.0.C. had been set up. We were soon
hard ac work setting up our camp and remoting receivers, etc:.
On the morning of the 26th, at 04.<>0 hours, we opened up on
the GLO and TAC co che Carriers Hermes and Centaur, and
communications were established. I do not chink anyone at
the time knew wbac was in store for us the following day. It
started to rain slightly at about 18.oo hours, by 23.00 hours it
was a complete sheet of rain, and our location started co flood.
Two of our masts collapsed and the other two leant over at
precarious angles. By midnight it was decided to vacate our
tents for the shelter of a Greek Air Force lecture room; so
while half of us started transferring soaking bedding, clothes
and food, etc., the other half maintained communications and
aerials (which just would not stay up) we solved the problem
by lashing the masts to small trees and fences. We then
put up endfeds as standby aerials. The transmitter " bashar "
had Jong since become a complece washout, with the transm itters covered with hessian and groundsheets, they worked ·
merrily away while the rain poured down on them. The driest
of the night were Corporals Ronney and Halstead, who sat
quite happily through the lot at the other end of the remote
lines, on shift, high and dry in the ASOC area, little knowing
that the transmitter and everyching was afloat-even the transmitter aerials at times!
Next morning showed a dismal picture-everyone either in
drawers "dracula" (underpants) or swimming trunks. We spent
the rest of the exercise in t!he lecture room drying out on shift
and moving our floating transmitters (still working) into the
leccure room, much to the bewilderment of the Greek Soldiers.
By this time they had obviously decided that we were all quite
mad.
During the next couple of days everything ran smoothly.
Air Support on this exercise did well by providing not only
rheir own two R.N. links but three others. Between ten
operators this meant continual operating and aerial errecting.
0

2 Squadron have also done well with the Radio Relay Troop
classic already mentioned and the highlights of a trip to Cyprus
from Sergeant-Major S. A. G. Hulse:The ambition of every isoldier in this R egiment is ' To get
away from Bulford.' Early in September the 0.C. called me
into his office and said, "Would you like ,t o fly to Cyprus, you
will be gone for about 14 days?" Thinking immediately of Jets
and sleek hostesses, I accepted. Reluctantly, of course.
Came 05.45 !hours, 24th September, 1962, and I was on my
way to Middle Wallop and a meefilng with a 'Beaver' and a
S.ignals type (Captain K. A. C . Wilson) as a crew captain.
Before I had recovered my senses I wa~ strapped in, doors
olosed and we were airborne.
From then on we pushed gently on at 120 at a·b out 7,0008,000 feet, stopping at Lyons and Nice. We went down low
over St. Tropez, but the beaches were bare. Arriving at Naples,
a wonderful sight, at night we s1ayed at 'Palus,' a palace of
luxury. The next scop was enforced through heavy winds,
causing us to turn back. This was at Brindisi where we had a
splendid room. five beds, one oha<ir, a beautiful bath, 'wash
basin,' etc., but no water. Third day out ·We landed ait Athens
where we felt ithe ~harm and manners of the true Greek and
stayed overnight at Rhodes, an island at the moment unspoiled
by the tourist.
After a few days in Cyprus ttying to do some worl<: and
meeting old friends we again took off on our return flight.
The weather was excellent, and we roughed it overnight in
At!hens where we landed at the U.S.A.A.F. base. (Never seen
so many people with littJ.e badges and big badges nearly :di
over them). Rome after a flight over ithe Casino and a most
impressive highway. Here we stayed at Pension Woodcock,
owned by a ret-ired Major. The next day on to Pads after a
flight over the Afps.
We met the clouds again halfway across the Channel and
touched down at Higgin Hill for Customs and then on ICO M:iddle
Wallop and the end of a trip full of interest and memories.

TYLER'S TAXIS
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Utb REGllUENT
J<;xc,rcise ee Ni~lttllnwk IV "
The night of 1st/2nd September saw over 700 men of the
Regiment, deployed in a defensive position on Downholme
Moor. The enemy was provided by detachments from r rth and
24ch Regiments, I Loyals and from the upgrading courses of
chc Regiment.
The exercise was designed to give our trainees an idea of
what the infantry soldier has to cope with and was the last of
a series of four night exercises held during the summer as part
of the military training of the potential tradesmen in the
Regiment. Live night firing on a nearby range was also
arranged.
During the afternoon of rst September the defensive position
was prepared and_ ~rom 6 o'clock in the evening the enemy
started patrol act1vny. From 9 o'clock until 5 o'clock next
morning some aotivicy took place every ro minutes along some
part of th.e front, as was evidenced by the colourful display of
pyrotechmcs and the battlefield illumination supplied equally
by friend and foe.
Th~ exercise finished with an attack at 5 o'clock on the
mormng of 2nd September by th.e massed might of the enemy
forces, followed by an orderly wnhdrawal back to Loos Lines
Square.
From the remarks of the returning soldiers a good time was
had by all and without doubt they had learned a great deal as
well. The Fijians, for example, now know bow cold it can be
in a tr~ch all night on the Yorkshire Moors. A certain S.S.M.,
an ex-mfantryman, also learned that experienced Radio
Technicians are as good at patrolling as they are at repairing
sets. A " Stirling" effort in fact.
Liai s on Witll Industry
. ~. series of ~~change visits between the instructional staff,
civilian and military, of the R egiment and civilian industry
have been taking place. A team of 20 Officers, Warrant Officers
Senior N.C.O.s and civilian instructors recently visited th~
Plessey factory at Ilford, where they were welcomed in the
Conference Room by officials of the firm and by tea and biscuits
produced by some very attractive secretaries. We almost lost
two technicians to civilian life as a result.
In Planning Control we saw how the var ious steps of design,
cons~uccion and testing of a new project from receipt of a
specification to production line planning itake place.
Then to a production line which had a G .P.O. coin box in
process of manufacture was visited. We left with two main
impressions. F irst bow monotonous much of the work seemed
to be and se<;;ond the number of inspectors who tested them
at very frequent stages in manufacture.
We n ext saw other production lines where transistor radio
receivers and television sets were being made. The production
of printed circuits a,1d . the methods of inserting components
into them "'7as particularly interesting. We did note that although
inspection and .testing was frequently carried out it was much
less than ,t hat carried out on Government contract work. This
was particularly noticeable when we saw nhe production of the
S.R. C42 where there were approximately 103 testers to 85
constructors, and the multiplicity of test equipment used should
ensure a low fauk liability when the Army receives the
equipmenc.
After a very good lunch we then had a most interesting gettogether wi,t h the Plessey officials who answered our many and
varied questions as a result of our mornmg tour. Before leaving
we invited Plessey's to send a .team to visit the Regiment to
see our training, our methods and our equipment, and this was
accepted. During ,tht:-ir visit to us they were very impressed
with the standard co which technicians in Royal Signals are
trained.
Without doubt the aim of improving relations between che
Services and civilian industry is being achieved by such visits
as these, and both sides mutually b~efit from them.
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With the winter and festive season now approaching new
cries are being heard around the barracks. 0.C. H.Q. Squadron
is busy trying to sell Christma.s cards at a profit to the P.R.!.
and concerning himself with rtbe Christmas Fare and an All
Ranks' dance. The other Messes are also planning their
programmes.
The Training Officer and R.S.M. can be seen looking in
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barrack blocks and attics, sheds and stores for extra lecture
room space . in order to carry on the extensive training programme which has been planned . Already the Regiment has
completed seven Military Proficiency Courses at Class III and
II standard making a total of approximately roo qualifications.
Conversion courses are now nearly completed and there are
many relieved faces around the camp. The most happy face is
chat of our Adjutant. Captain R. K. Ward, who has just been
convened to a proud father of a baby girl. We have now said
~oodbY:e to Major M. W. Pollard and Captain J. Atkinson and
m thelI' places we have welcomed Major J. G. Baker and
Captain G. Young.
Once .again our main achievements have been won on the
SJ>C!DCS _field. We hav.e bad a very successful year at cricket,
swunm~ and especially the summer hockey. In this sport
the Rc;g1m~t agam proved. that they are one of the leading
te~ms m Rhine Area by addmg the Summer League title to the
Wmter League Cup which we won earlier in the year. These
Leagues contain R.A.F., Civilian as well as a number of Army
teams.
At the conclusion of the Summer League the team gained a
very credicable draw against the rest of the League, eight goals
being shar~d. Afcerwards the cup and medals were presented
by che Rhine Area Commander. Our first class umpire, Major
D. He.rberts, also gained recognition both for his ability and
enthusiasm for the game by receiving a special medal.
The normal Winter League has now commenced and in the
first macch against our bogey team and keenest r ivals 16th
Regiment, we managed a win by the odd goal in three after
a very fast and hard game.
We have been honoured by the R.A.F. Germany to act as
hosts and provide the opposition to the R.A.F. College Cranwell
during their forthcoming tour of BA.O.R. The game takes
place at <he e.n d of Oocober.
Finally congratulations .to four of our players who have been
asked to play in the BA.0.R. Hockey Trials.
We have to finish on a sad and tragic note with the announcement chat Staff Sergeant R. M. Semple, R.A.P.C., passed away
peacefully in RA.F. Wegberg Hospital on 3rd Occober afcer a
brief illness at the early age of 40.
He was buried with full military honours at the Rheindahlen
Military Cemetery. The Bearers, Firing Party and Trumpeter
were provided from the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
as he would have wished.
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Visicors included Major-General Batra, Signal Officer-inChief, India, and Brigadier H. W. LePatourel, v.c., D eputy
Commander, 43 (Wessex) Division/District, who was making
a farewell tour, prior to retirement from the Service.
Another 12 boys from the Apprentices' School, Harrogate,
spent a week at Boddington, learning all about the intricacies
of tape relay, and the Command Secrecary looked in and ran
the rule over our accounting procedure.
The first of a series of officer training days was held in the
Tape Relay Centre and proved enjoyable and instructive. Much
ground was c~vered in a short space of time, but everyone
learned somethmg. Next month we visit me Receiver Scation
at Bampton, and in December conclude with a trip to Transmitters at Droitwich.
Exercise " Fallex,'' described in greac detail in a recent issue
of The Times, went off wichout incident. We were involved
operationally and administratively, and acquitted ourselves very
creditably.
There are a few more officer changes to record; this time
slightly on the credit side. Majors J. W. Ingledow and H.
Russell and Captain M. L. S. R ead, W.R.A.C., have joined our
happy band and we extend the usual be:uity welcome.
Lieutenant H. Galloway is now enjoying the delight Donnington. has to offer, and Captain K. E. Griffiths, W.R.A.C., is preparmg for a spell of Mediterranean sunshine in Malta-bon

w'.

voyage.

The third COMCAN Biennial Conference takes place during
the first week of October, and great preparation is afoot to make
che visic of che delegates interesting and entertaining. A detailed
account of the pr<><;;eedings will appear in our next contribution.
Winter pot1cs are well under way. In the local soccer league
opposition is not very fierce, but in the District Challenge Cup'
we travelled to Fremingcon, engaged r8 Company (Amph.):
R.A.S.C., and retired the losers by 7 goals o 5 afcer extra
time, in a s~irring struggle which produced thrills and spills
galore.

Hockey players, too, go from str~ to strength. a~d our
rugby gladiators emerged from tJ:iell" first enco:unter w1.th the
local Dowty Engineering Works v1cto~s by 9 pomts to nil. All
very prai eworthy and most encouragmg.
Finally, our congratulations to W.0.II R. W. Kay. (2 Squadron) and W.0.s II A. Copestake and G. C. ~urtis (3 Squadron)
on their well-merited awards of Corps Shootmg Colours for the
season 1962. For the record, this is not W.O.II Copestake's first
shooting distinction; he already holds Corps Colours for past
outstanding performances and is now entitled to a " bar."
Cha bash.
3 Squadron. The summer has been a temporary lull in
the technical and administrative rebuilding programme !lit
Bampton.
Ironically enough, however, with the advent of
win ter, it is returning in " full flood."
On the technical sid e, we are to see more and " bigger and
better" towers, and a new and eX1tensive coaxial aerial feeder
system, and to complete the picture, a large extension of the
receiver building, giving us long-awaited offices, workshops,
equipment rooms and stores. Improvements to the domestic
side of ithe station also now in hand are providing a new O.R.s
Canteen, TV, Ama teur Radio, Hobbies and Reading Rooms.
and modernisation and expansion of the O.R.s dining room
and cookhouse. As past visitors and Squadron members will
recall. this is a really isolated location which is still found by
use of an old but improved cart track. At last we are to get
a proper approach road, and reckon we shall now be "really
on the map."
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal A. J. Thompson who was
married on 8th September.
16th REGIMENT
September has been rather a mixed month for us, with
Exercise " Fallex 62 " taking precedence, many members of the
Regiment found themselves whisked away into the back of
beyond. As always with exercises, the prepar ation is of paramount importance, and much of the work fell on our Secondin-Comrnand, Major K. S. Newell.
Major (T .O.T.) P. F. R. C. Locke, W.0.I (F .O.S.) C. G.
Hooper, and his merry band of technicians, were extremely
hard pressed, but as usual most of the difficulties were surmounted and the necessary results produced. Their motto of
course was " Service with a smile," though at times I must
say they looked the worse for wear. Medium Radio Troop, ably
led by Captain J. S. Howe, had their share of the work in
providing radio communications and not forgetting SecondLieutenant C. Garton of Cable Troop and Second-Lieutenant R.
Ewing who arrived back at R.H.Q. looking like time expired
subalterns, with that air of a "Job well done." though they were
accused of eating too many field packs of hard tack. It would
be impossible to name all the personnel who by their individual
efforts made the success of the exercise possible, so to them all
-well done!
As for most exercises we are usually entertaining various
members of the A.E.R. and T .A. One notable personality was
W.0.II " Taffy" Lloyd, ex-Superintendent Clerk at The War
Office and now a Civil Servant. We hope you enjoyed your
stay " Taff" and remember you are most welcome at any time.
The same applies to Captain A. Laing who ably assisted The
Command Group. Many members of the T.A. and A.E.R.
staged at the Regiment during the exercise and there was a
noticeable amount of "lamp swinging," this was probably due
to all the reminiscences that usually go with these fleeting but
pleasant visits.
We take this opportunity to say farewell to our Second-inCommand, Major K . S. Newell, who leaves us during October
to take up an appointment in Fontainbleau. We offer sincere
thanks for all the hard work he has put in, regirnentally and
socially. We wish him and Mrs. Newell the best of fortunes
in their new posting. We welcome in as Second-in-Command
Major J. T. R. Sylvester-Bradley, we hope his stay will be a
happy one.
The Sergeants' Mess played off their scheduled football
match against the Sergeants' Mess of 40 Advanced Engineer
Stores Regiment. Result, 2-2 draw. Yes, and much drawing
of bottles for the thirsty players, but I really think the spectators
were even thirstier. With curry and cold buffet and a cinema
show for the children it was a very enjoyable gathering.
S occer. The Regimental XI opened its 1962/63 League
programme with an away match against the reigning champions
of the North Rhine Inter-Services Football League, R.A.F.
Station, Bruggen, on Saturday, 6th October, 1962. Pre-match
~10

forecasts all indicated a close match, the casting vote in favour
of Bruggen on their own ground. The Regiment, however,
slammed the critics with a very fine win of five goals to nil.
The many hard hours of evening kaining prior to the opening
match, under the Regiment Soccer Officer, has appeared to do
the trick. The side moved well and had the stamina to stay
the full 90 minutes. Particularly outstanding in ·the first match
in a side weakened by the absence of S.S.!. Edwards, on duty,
and Signalman " Geordie " Bingham, on leave, were LanceCorporal Brian Ransom and the wing-half pair of LanceCorporal ' Steve" Stevens and Signalman "Jock" Murray.
The Regiment are now awaiting the outcome of The Army
Challenge Cup match versus 28th Regiment, due to be played
at St. Tonis on 10th October, 1962, with high hopes of a
convincing win. Who knows, this may be our season.
Hockey. The R hine Area Summer League finished with us
in second place after a very successful run. Our old rivals and
bogey team. 13th R egiment, were the winners. Well done, 13th.
The Winter League is now underway with some 20 teams
competing and we anticipate a good hard winter season. The
first game played was against 13th Regiment, who won by 2
goals to 1 after a very clever game. There were some very
fine shots at goal and with proper respect to a good goalkeeper
we feel we were unlucky not to h ave pulled this one off.
0

ROYAL SIGNALS
OFFICIAL CHRIST MAS CARDS
ORDEIC
To:

GALE

AND

POLDBN

LTD.,

FORltf

WELLINGTON PRBSS, ALDERSHOT.

From Unit ... .... ..... .. .. .. . .... ......... ... ..... .. ... .. ........ . .. .... .. .... ..... . .
PLEASE \VRITE IN BLOCX LETTERS

Address

Pattern "A"

Please supply

Pattern " B " Christmas Cards
Pattern " C "

*and charge to the account of
*for which I enclose remittance of £
* Dele1e line which is inapplicable.
D a1e

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ..

P ATTERN u

A "

s.

d.

Signed ............ . ... .................. ... ....... .

DESCRlPTION

F olding card with colour reproduction of winter scene with
Hunters, by L ucas van Aden, 1595-1672, on front.
Illuminated
Royal Signals crest in gold, silver, green, red and blue, printed
above greeting inside card.
Each card in plai n envelope.
12/- per dozen, H ome.
10 /- per dozen, Overseas.
P ATTERN"

Bu

Folding card with illuminated Royal Si1111als crest in gold, silver,
~een , red and blue on front, tied knot of Royal Signals ribbon ,
inset printed greetings only.
Each in plain en velope.
9/- per dozen, Home.
7/9 l"'r dozen, Overseas.
P ATTERN

H

c ,,

(1961 Stock Card-available whilst stocks last)
Folding card with colour reproduction of Annunciation to the
Shepherds-Nicholas Bercham, 1620-1683 on front, illuminated
Royal Signals crest in a:old, silver , a:reen, red and blue, printed
Each in plain envelope.
above greetings inside card .
6/ - per dozen , H orne and Overseas.
POST FREE
TERMS : Sia:ned Official Order or Cash with Order.
(Price includes Purchase Tax for Hom e Orders)

Have you placed your order for a
CORPS DIARY?
Now available f rom Association Hea~
quarters

A Way of living
BY " GREEN DRAKE "

The main object of the exercise was to find a fisherman's
paradise. Not too expensive, not too rigidly controlled and
somewhere off the beaten track. Why not Jugoslavia? Distance
was no great object. The guide books described the rivers and
streams as being rich in fish with trout and grayling in abundance
and river char, pike, barbel and chub thrown in for spinning
and bait fishing if the trout and grayling were off the rise.
After three days of ambling along the autobahns and byways
of Germany and Austria we arrived at an obscure frontier post
about 20 miles beyond Villach in Austria. These 20 miles plus
the Durzen Pass gave us a taste of roads to come in Jugoslavia.
Friends who had been before warned us about questionnaires
and lists of camp kit, cameras, radios and so on taken into the
country. We must have looked honest people because there
was no fuss, just a short questionnaire which did not even
mention " name of grandmother " and about 14s. each for an
entry visa. One question was "wife's date of birth" and I
think I put 15th November, 1944 (about 18 years of age). The
official at nhe counter didn't even blink when he compared my
statement with my wife's passport. He just leered at me and
what a wealth of feeling there is in the leer of a Jugoslav
customs official.
The usual other queries of course, " benzin and money
changing?" The answer, "here no b=in, no change" go six
kilometres to some place which sounded like a very rude English
word. True enough, after one or two enquiries of quaint looking
peasants wiho understood that magical word " benzin " we
queued up at a small wooden shack which contained two large
drums with pumps, one super and one benzin. In the meantime my wife followed another queue to the local bank for
change and returned after about fifteen minutes overloaded with
thousands of dinars. My eighty marks worth took a bit of
stuffing away in various pockets. This is about £7 and you
may wonder how far one could travel and for how long on
suali a small amount. I n fact, between us we changed £15 and
tha t lasted us for nine days. including petr0l, wine, vetegtables
and ~wo nights in hotels. II you ever go to Jugoslavia don'it
take a lot of money because there is nothing to spend it on
except the bat-e necessities of life and when you leave the
country the money changers are very reluctant to change back
into pounds, lire or marks, and if they do you can depend upon
it that the exchange r ate is distinctly advan tageous to nhem.
At this stage I feel sure you would like our first impressions
after an hou r in the country. A feeling of suspioion at the
border, a lack of gaiety and everything looking a bit shoddy
in the villages. An eastern look about the yellow orchred houses
with shuttered windows. No n ice shops or shop windows.
Otherwise, beautiful Alpine scenery, pine forests and plenty of
sun. This of course was the prov·ince of Slovenia; lower down
in Croatia and along the Adriatic coast one sees a fair amount
of desolate rocky coun try.
Our first main place of caH was to be Lubliana. I wanted
to try the river K upi which was about 50 miles south of Lubliana
at a place called Brod-na Kupi but more about this in the
·
D ecember issue.
(T o be Coniiriued)
18th REGIMENT
H.Q. Squadron is settling down again after one or two
changes, both in the officer plot and accommodation.
We welcome Major S. J . Thompson, from I Squadron, as
our n ew O.C., and Captain N. S. G . Sparshott, General L ist,
as our Squadron Seconcf-lh-Command, Education, Messing and
Fire Officer etc. Captain Sparshott may be remembered by
many members of the Corps as, until recently, he was Camp
Commandant, T~os Leave Centre, in Cyprus.
M ajor (Q.M.) E. A. Carn has taken up a long-vacant appointment as Q.M. (non-T echnical) and is working in close collaboration with Major (Q.M.) Banham our Q.M. (Technical).
The implementation of .the above has necessitated some
accommodation changes which, when accomplished, will give us
all a bit more room and iet us see what we have got!
Captain (Q.M.) W. Cloughley and h is M .T . Troop continue
to earn our ·thanks. He is in the middle of another C.I.V.
They have, l[O d ate, earned eleven consecutive C.I.V. " Excellents" and hope to make the round dozen. This, in spite of
the fact that the un it vehicle monthly mileage varies between
210,000 miles (June, 1962) and 180,000 miles (August, 1962).
T H E WIR E, NO VE MB E R 1 96 2
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The average monthly mileage for 1962 1s around the 170,000
mark, which is a startling sort of figure to run up on an island
the same size and shape as the Isle of Wight.
I Squadron. A quiet month socially, but with great
activity on the work side, with the Squadron getting down
solidly to familiarise themselves with the changes in the Signal
Centre and T.R.C. With the swing " back to the book," several
harassed-looking seniors were seen staggering from place to
place, clutching much-thumbed copies of Vol. VIII and A.C.P.
127. Major J. L. Donne, our new 0.C., seems to have perman~tly attached to him a volume weighing about 7lb. called
a "Works Study Report," and it must be stated. to his credit,
that to date he has not hit our civilian staff's union representative with it.
It is perhaps a sign of the times that in spite of a dearth of
social activities, the sales of black coffee and aspirins reached
an all-time record in the NAAFI !
With the changing over of the sports seasons, <the crowd who
ambled about with a football can now be seen on the sports
field waving curved bits of wood at each other and uttering
wild cries. There is no truth in the rumour we have had a
firm offer from Borneo, for the Tights-or should it be ritesof what the locals think is our rain-making ceremony. Captain
J. Tonnison our new Second -in-Command will insist these
people are playing hockey, but the sticks are still seen waving
three minutes after the ball has gone down a monsoon d rain.
" D " Troop held a barbecue on the beach at Changi and,
according to one of their twist friends, a " fabulous " time
was had by all. The tropical trimmings of a big moon, palm
trees and warm sea always make a first-class start for a party,
all that remains is to hope that the duty-free beer doesn't run
out.
New faces in the Squadron, to whom we say " hello," are
Corporal and ~s. H ague, Corporal and Mrs. Smith, Corporal
and Mrs. O'Gorman, Signalmen Jackson, Furby, Hopper, and
Wilkins. We said bori voyage to Sergeant and Mrs. Baxter
and to Signalman and Mrs. McCaskill.
Our congratulations to Staff Sergeant Souter and Sergeant
Bell for passing out first and second, respectively, on the Staff
Sergeants' Course held at S.T.C. (F.E.).
2 Squadron. The Amateur Radio Club VSIRS, one of
Squadron satellites, at Jong last obtained a W / S 53 TX, plus
three AR 88 D receivers which, although being unserviceable,
will soon be transformed into an efficient station, on all bands.
VSIR.S Club premises are now in a new location, namely, on the
firs t floor of the building that used to be used as the old
Sergeants' M ess, Meiktila Barracks (for the benefit of any ex18th R egiment people).
The n ew location, apar t from affording a good site " propagation wise," provided a hilarious hour or so for the " fatigue
party" as they unloaded the equipment (at approximately 21 .00
hours) and transferred it to the club room upstairs.
The "fatigue party " consisted of club members : W.O.I
Beardmore, MRS. 389, a R.A.0.C. inspector; Staff Sergeant
Dowsett, VS IHD, a R.E.M.E. artificer; Y. of S. Francis,
VSICW, and F. of S. Buckley, VS ILB.
Each of the aforementioned "Hams " must have considered
himself a budding " Jimmy Edwards " from the number of
jokes that emanated from the party.
It requires some effort to carry a 53 Set PSV up a couple of
flights of stairs, but to do it whilst al.most doubling up with
laughs is something one must experience to appreciate.
The party sat down for a rest and a smoke in the club
transmitting Toom after completion of the chore and switched
on the club's present rig.
The following stations in Italy and Bahrein were worked in
the ensuing half-hour before the club retired to the M ess for
a pint of beer:-uTGU : !ID H : !ICWN : MP4BDC.
2

STAHP COLLECTORS
LEADERS REGI.l\rENT has restarted
Its Philatelist Club an d '1\1.ll be most grateful to
receive stamps from all Regiments, Squadrons,
Detachments serving overseas.
Amateur radio enthusiasts receive many QSL cards
with foreign stamps.
Envelopes containing stamps to please be addressed :
Phllatellst Club, Jw11or Leaders Regiment. Royal
!gnats, Den bury Camp, Newton Abbot, South De,•on.
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Six Weeks Aboartl
H.M.S. Eastbourne
18th

IC

AL

JlEGDJE~T

H.M. . Eastbourne, a frigate with the Far Eastern Fleet, is
our affiliated ship. Before she returned horn~ to the U.K., s?e
did a final trip from Singapore co Australia. The Captain,
Lieutenant-Commander Campbell, kin~ly invited the . Regiment
to send a party of people along for the1I final voyage m Eastern
waters. In due course a party was sel~ced from the host of
volunteers, all keen for a visit co _usu;alia, a~d the party was
taken to the north of the island, with mstructions to .reJ?Ort to
H.M.S. Eastbourne in the Naval base. From here it is well
to Jet Corporal White, the spokesman of the party, cake up the
srory in his own words :
H.M.S. Eastbourne left the dockyard a~ 10.30 hours ~>n
Friday, roth August, bound fo~ Geraldton, ill S.W. Au.straha.
For this first day we were mau:\ly le~t . co our .°'l\IIl dev1~es as
the crew settled back into their familiar routme of being at
sea once again. Thus, the four of us i;1l the par.ty" Sign~lmen
Wood, Lyon, Shiel and myself had a bnef breather m .which to
familiarise ourselves with the rather strange surroundmgs.
On the second day the Captain of the ship, Lieuten~t
Commander Campbell, sent for us. He welcomed us of!ic1al!-y
aboard and then gave us an outline of exactly what ~his u;ip
would consist of. We were about to start an exerose with
the aircraft carrier Ark Royal. This would finish off .the coast
of Australia. From there the Eastbourne . was. going to ~
round and head straight back for U.K., calling m at Penang ill
North Malaya. We would therefore have co transfer to anoth~
ship, which would return us to Singapore. When the Capt~
had finished with us, we were taken on a tour of •t he shw.
H.M.S. Eastbourne is an anti-submarine frigate, and as such is
not a large ship by Naval standards-but my goodness, the
crew certainly mixed us up as we were led from the Stok~s'
Mess to the plotting room, to the radar room? to th~ ma~me,
to the wireless room, and so on. Crammed mto this 1'elauvely
small ship was the huge mass of complex machinery that <;<>uld
deliver the lethal punch required of a carrier escort. Being a
small ship, she had a correspondingly small crew, and running
the Eastbourne was very much a family affair. Unlike her
larger and apparently more glamorous sister ships, everyone on
board knew everyone else, and th.is had resulted in a tremendous
spirit amongst the members of the crew. They were all very
proud to wear HM.S. Eastbourne on their hat band, and I
must say that watching the way things were done, they were all
quite justfied in their pride. Though the crew affectionately referred to their ship as " the old tub," just let any outsider try
and call her that!
On the fourth day out, when we were star.ring to get into the
routine of life at sea we began the main stage of our exercise.
The Ark Royal began to do a lot of night flying. In addition
to providing escort cover, we also assumed the responsibility of
" safety ship,'' being the potential rescuers of any air orew that
became involved in any difficulties. Everything went as smooth

as clockwork for several days-then suddenly in one day we
had two spots of excitement. During the evening a sea venol!l
lost its arrester gear (the device .that stops an aeroplane when it
lands). It therefore had to land into a safety ~et-~ ne~
device that is strung across the deck. The plane dives mto it
and is pulled up that way. The whole set-up looked a bit too
flimsy to pull up seven tons of aeroplane domg over roo m.p.h.,
but it worked perfectly-and a few moments later the crew
climbed safely out-much to my personal relief.
Later on that evening, when it was dark, one of the Gannets
(a turbo-prop aircraft) misjudged its landing and ended up hanging over the side. It suddenly burst into flames and the crew
took to the water. The Eastbourne picked them up, so thC1'e
was no harm done. At the time quite a high sea was running,
and as the w.hole opera•tion took less than a quarter-of-an-hour,
it was a geditable effort.
After ten days at sea we arrived in Australia. We were staying
there for a week and-a-half. What a time it was; the hospitality
of Australians is legendary, but when I think about it, the way
we were entertained was nothing short of fabulous. We had an
open-day and it seemed that the whole of Northern Australia
came aboard to look around. But this was the least we could
do when we remembered the evening with West Australian
Regiment, the kangaroo shoot, organised by one of the local
farmers, the parties and dinners. When the time came to
leave, over 3,000 people were on the quay waving goodbye.
T.he journey back to Malaya was uneventful and more or less
a repeat of the journey out, without the mishaps. On 14th
September we finally docked at Penang, and it was time to
say goodbye to our ship. I say " our," for having spent five
weeks aboard, we were really beginning to feel part of the crew.
As they set out for U.K. and refitting, we regretfully said goodbye to our new-found friends, climbed aboard a helicopter for
transfer to the Ark Royal, which was coming back to Singapore.
The next day we were back in Singapore with happy memories
of a very pleasant six weeks and a few snapshots of some of
the highlights.

Lieutenants Eastgate and Ford with some of the demonstrating staff

Would it rain? Would it keep fine? So much depended on
the weather on 15th September, when R A.F., Changi, was 'at
home ' to the public on the occasion of the 22nd anniversary
of the Bartle of Britain. A few tropical downpours and nobody
would turn up-in any case how many would come?
In the event, the Bomahs did tiheir stuff and a clear cloudless sky provided ~he perfect stage for a breathtaking display
of precision flying, not to mention an excellent static display,
and a fun fair for adults and children, estimated at nearly
IOO 000.

The Regiment was identified with the occasion by a stand
in one of rhe static display hangers, and a lot of 'behind-thescenes ' work such as P.A., telephones, Malay commentators
and side shows.
The Regimental stand, prepared under the dU:ection .of Major
D. E. Salisbury. O.C. 2 Squadron, had four mam secuons, viz.,
a jointing team working in a joint pit, a cable jointers' trailer
with tools and gassing equipment on display, an Operations
Troop 40 line F. and E. set up ' in the field ' with extensions for

the public to make internal calls over, and a Land Rover and
trailer equipped for laying Dro cable. Lieutenant Eastgate,
U.G. Troop Commander, and Lieutenant Ford, Operations
Troop Commander, assisted by I and 2 Squadron personnel,
provided the demonstration team.
The hockey season has just sta!lted, and the face of our new
hockey officer, Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. R. C. Wall, relaxed into
a smile as we annexed the Singapore Base D istrict Six-a-side
Cup for the fifth successive year. (BR! is trying to get an
NCB on the insurance policy). Si.xty-four teams took part in
this traditional curtain-raiser to the season-the weather was
very hot.
The soccer season out here dies hard-a final flicker was the
postponed FEAF Championship final between R.A.F. Changi
and R.A.F. Seletar. The Regiment was represented in the
Changi side by Lance-Corporal Freeman who covered himself
with glory by scoring the winning goal in the second period
of extra tilne.
The Sepak Raga team entered the semi-final of the Malayan

Able? Seaman Wittie (Cpl.) aboard H.M.S. Eastbourne
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Stavanger Fjord. We were required to visit five check points
and pick up 24 hour ration packs at three of them. The first
stage was completed in under the three days allowed but the
time so saved came in handy as we progressed inland and found
ourselves in th.e midst of !llountains well over 3,000 feet high.
The mountains over which we trekked were covered in thick
hard-packed snow 4-5 feet deep in many places. This and the
height of the mountains made us feel a little like ~ountain
goats.
The local people we spoke to said that the course we had
taken was, in many places, impassible during the winter months.
On the fourteenrh day we arrived at Dirdol and were picked
up by the transport from our base camp and, after an eight
hour journey, we were once again back in Isefjaer none the
worse for our long walk of just over 200 miles.
The thing, I think, w.hich struck us most about the trek, was
the honesty and helpfulness shown to us by all Norwegians
we met. Tbcir hospitality was at times so overwhelming llhat
it became somewhat embarrassing. They just could not do
enough for us. Everyone said before we left that some day we
will return to this wonderful country Norway.
2 Squadron. Exercise " Rapier Thrust I" started the
month, a sequel to Exercise " Sour Cream," it was approached
with some trepidation by all of us. However, the sun shone this
cime (we were all awake to see it), a true aggressive spirit was
developed by everyone, especially by the Duty Officer on Radio
Control who bad to chase around hords of flies that had been
following us on our Westphalian tour.
Short1y after " Rapier Thrust I," Major Lloyd left for
1 Squadron and a battle for "Dipoles or Endfeds" and Captain
Baxter took over command with a cry of "Put up both."
The: next Exercise '" Rapier Thrust II," our main Regimental
Exeretse of the year, was a great success for us, especially
proving that manning our own rear links was the most successful way of keeping through.

ROYAL SIGNALS SINGAPORE-SMALL ARMS MEETING 1962
The C.S.O. , Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, presents the M.O.R.
Champion Shot Cup to Signalman Wan Saupek, I Squadron,
19th Regiment

Armed Forces Knock-out Cup by defeating the Police Training
School team in a rather undistinguished match played in the
M.O.R. Camp-it is hoped that more fire will be shown in
the sem!-final.
During rhe month we have said farewell ro Captain and Mrs.
Barrett. Captain Barrett has gone up country to command the
Gurkha Boys' Company-a job he has been looking forward
to for some while. We welcome f'rom U.K. Second-Lieutenant
R. J. G. M . Rumford who joins r Squadron.
Signalman Mohamed Gbani bin Mohamed Desa was born
in Permatang Sireh, Malaya, in April, 194r. He came of an
Army family-his father wa.s serving with the Royal Engineers
until his retirement with the rank of Sergeant. Gbani came
to Singapore in 1954 where his father was stationed at Gillman
Barracks. Dur ing his leisure moments he turned bis attention
to the swimming pool and became very keen on swimming,
although he did not distinguish himself in school events.
Ghani enlisted into the Army in June, r96r, and after Basic
Training was posted to S.T.C. FARELF, Pasir Panjang, for
trade training in the Corps. He was now concentrating on
div ing, and it was whilst stationed at S.T.C. that he gained his
first swimming award.
Having qualified as a Cable Jointer BIII, Signalman Ghani
was posted to 19th Regiment, Changi, in December, 196r. The
excellent swimming facilities here, including an Olympic size
pool, were to his liking and he trained hard for the coming
season. When this started he was at once successful. Specialising
in high tariff dives, be in turn annexed the Regimental, Corps,
Far East Air Force, Singapore Base District and Inter-Services
Championships for the five metre board; coupled with three
one metre board championships.
To wind up the season, Signalman Ghani will go to Hong
Kong having been chosen to represent Singapore Base District
in the F ARELF Championships.
Signalman Ghani's ambition, in addition to being a good
cable jointer, is to represent Malaya at the next A.S.A. Games
to be held at Bangkok.
0

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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18191658 Signalman Mohd Ghani Bin Mohd Desa,
19th Regiment

22nd REGIMENT

There has been quite an upheaval during the month. We
have said goodbye to Majors Mitchell and Bennet, both left on
retirement. Major King has taken over as H.Q. Squadron
Commander and Lieutenant (Q.M.) Finch as M.T.O.
W.0.1 C. W. Johnston has left to take up his new appointment of R.S.M. at 1st Regiment and we welcome W.O.I P. W.
H. Lafferty from 2nd Regimen( as our new R.S.M.
H.Q. Squadron has been most successful in the InterSquadron Cricket Competition. The odds were certainly
against us but we thrashed the others and won the competition.
It is our intention to do the same at bo~h Rugby and football,
having already won the hockey.
Advanced Training in Norway
BY LANCE-CoRPORAL TRACY

On the morning of the 2nd July, 1962, myself and two other
Junior N.C.O.s, Lance-Corporal Stevens and Lance-Corporal
Manson, set off for a four-week trekking expedition in Southern
Norway. After a two-day journey by coach and ferry we
arrived at the Base Camp in lsefjaer.
We had only been there a short time when we were told to
get into the fjord and swim 50 yards, a test which all personnel
attending the Leave Centre are .r equired to pass before continuing with the cou.rse. On completing the swim we bad a
briefing for the first day's trek, and then some food and a good
night's rest.
The first three days in Norway were spent trekking in and
around Isefjaer; we found the countryside very beautiful but
far too hilly.
We must have trekked well over the 100 kms mark and on
our return the instructors informed us that it was just a
warming up exercise. That evening we were briefed for the
main trek, which was to last two weeks and would take us from
Mykland to Dirdol, the latter being at the tip of the well-known
THE WIR ~. N OV E MBER

244 Squadron. After a period of no postings there bas
been quite a change now in this Squadron. Staff Sergeant
Anderson to T.A. in Belfast,
Sergeant G r i er s o n and
Corporal Galacher to the
Training Brigade. Corporals
Day and Dickinson to
Cyprus and Singapore respectively. As a change from
the normal run of exercises,
llhe Squadron was able to
use the full effect of Fire
Power from the air and to
assist in bringing this to bear
on the target in the recent
1 Divisional Fire Power
Demonsuation. The target
was well plastered by guns,
rookets and Napolrn, and the
A.C.T. crews suitably impressed. Between exercises
A.C.T. and Tentacle crews
Second Lieutenant Warner, the last of
have been visiting air bases
the National Service Officers In the
to meet Air Crews they
Regiment, assisting in 'Forward [Air
normally talk to but do not
Control.'
see.

The journey itself could have been very tedious. That it was
not so was due to the company of two charming French girls,
on whom the party tried out their very inadequate French.
~Il;thusiasm for France increased during the journey, and "C'c t
Johe, la France " became a carch-'Phrase.
Lieutenant G . R. M. Noonan continues:
"We arrived in Bourgh St. Maurice at 15.00 hours on Tuesday the 7th of August. After looking in vain for a truck of
some sort to take us to the barracks, we obtained directions from
an innocent bystander and started to walk. Soon, very soon.
we were to learn that carriage of personnel was not considered
a suitable: ~mployment for vehicles of the Chasseurs Alpins.
On amvmg at the barracks, I had a short interview with the
aotipg C.0., Commandant Loplage, who welcomed us to his
Battalion, and told me that we were to be attached to his training company at Vulmix, a village in the hills overlooking the
town. I pointed out that as we did not know the way, it would
be best if we went up there by truck. To our relief, a vehicle
was produced, and off we went.
At the camp in Vulmix we were greeted by the 0.C. of
3c Gompagnie, Capitaine Cros. This company consisted of
three Sections, each of exactly thirty-four men. Two Sections
consisted of recruits in their second month of training and
one was a cadre of potential N.C.O.s. They all looked very lean
and fit, and we were soon to learn why.
The following day we were to leave at 04.00 hours with the
Company on a training march into the mountains. The peak
we were to ascend was the Point du Clapey, 2.800 metres. It
looked simple enough from the valley, but we were not then
accustomed to judging heights and distances in the mountains.
That first day was agony. We were unfit, we were unaccustomed to the weight of the packs we carried, our feet
were sore, and it was very hot. At 08.30 we halted for the first
time that morning at a height of about 1,500 metres. We had
marched along the road in the bottom of the valley for about
two hours, and then started to climb a very steep and strong
track, which twisted its way up the mountainside in a seemingly
interminable series of hairpin bends. Then came our first halt.
We ~tayed for ten minutes beside a spring. which bubbled
beautifully cold, clear water out of the rock. We were terribly
thirsty, having sweated about three months beer out of our
systems in four hours, but we were only allowed a mouthful
of water each. This was in our ov.n interests of course, for if
we had been allowed to drink our fill we would certainly have
suffered severe stomach pains, and would have been unable
to <:ontinue. Some of the party thought this not at all a bad
idea.
However. we pressed on, mercifully now in the cool shade
of a pine forest, but still climbing steeply, and, like Falstaff
" larding the lean earth " as we went.
At 10,00 hours we left the forest, and started up a steep
grassy ridge which led to the summit rocks of Point du Clopey.
I I .oo hours found us mutinously seated, chewing bread and
herrings, while No. 1 Section, the Cadre, sped onwards and
upwards, led by Captain Oros. The other two Sections, surprisingly, were still some way behind us, and when they reached
us, we continued with them.
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On Monday, the 6th of August, 1962, at about 1 o'clock in
the afternoon, a three-ton truck pulled up outside Hagen
Hauptbahnhof. This is of no significance to the casual reader.
but it must strike a chord in the memories of Lieutenant
Noonan, Lance-Corporal Clark, Signalmen Candon, Walker,
Maher and Evans, all of 205 Squadron. These were the
occupants of the truck, and for them it was the start of a tbirtysix hour rail journey which was to end in a valley in the French
Alps, Bourg St. Maurice, the Headquarters of the 7c Bo.
Chasseurs Alpins.
The attachment bad been arranged through the British
Military Delegation to France, and was to last for three weeks.
Its aim was to teach the party the rudiments of mountaineering,
and to see something of the French Army.
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Lance-Corpo ral Clark on "Les Lanc hos" Training rocks
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At 13.00 hours we reached the foot of the summit rocks. and
here we halted. Only another 300 metres of the mountain
remained above us, but the rock looked difficult. The Captain
had taken his Section over the top with the intention of
bivouacking on the other side, and now 2 Section followed
them. '\ e stayed with the third Section, led by Sous-Lieutenant
Lange. After a brief rest and more desperate chewing of the
hard Army bread we followed Lange and his lads down the
way we had ascended with the intention of making a bivouac
at the lower edge of the forest. This descent took three hours.
We discovered that going down a steep lope is far more
tiring than going up one. There is a tendency for the foot to
slip inside the boot, making the foot very sore indeed. At
every step, one's toes strike the front ends of one's boots, and
after an extended period of this, one feels that one's feet consist
of little Jumps of raw flesh packed tight into one's toecaps.
Violent oscillations of the knee cap also result from these
descents.
We cooked a meal at the bivouac-; and having disposed of
this Jay in our sleeping bags, watching the lights come on in
the valley as the twilight deepened. We were very nearly asleep,
when to our hoI'ror, the rest of the Section got up, fell in on
the track. presented arms to the valley, and marched away. We
noticed that they left all their equipment on the ground, and
assumed they would return in due course, and so thought no
more about it and went to sleep. We learned next day that they
had gone on a night patrol exercise.
The next morning we were up at dawn, and having scrounged
some e.xcellent coffee from the Section, we continued the
descent. This, we thought, wa·s sheer madness. IgnoI'ing the
track altogether, Sous-Lieutenant Lange led his men at a run
straight down the mountainside. We went down in a flurry
of earth and stones, sometimes on our feet, sometimes si~ting,
and at times even horizontal. We managed to keep up, and
even overtook some of the stragglers of the Section, but it was
a very shaky-looking British detachment which arrived half
an hour later on the valley road. We had descended 700 metres
in this time, over z.,ooo feet. All that remained now was a two
and a half hour trudge back to camp."
_A full account of the remaining nineteen days the party spent
with the Chasseurs would take too long, but here is a list of the
expeditions taken part in : Point du Clapey
(2,800 metres)
Cinque Lacs
(2,6oo metres)
Mt. Pourri
(3,800 metres)
Roe Noir
(2.400 metres)
Glacier des Glaciers
(2,500 metres)
Le Francher
(2,8oo metres)
Le Roignais
(3,000 metres)
Si,nalman Walker descendlnf

Aigilles de Beaupre
(2,800 metres)

The weather was glorious throughout their stay, except for
one storm which caught some of the party half way up the
summit ridge of Mt. Pourric, at about 3,400 metres. To make
matters worse, one of the Frenchmen had just broken an ice
axe and the party had to crampon rather hurriedly, and in
considerable disarray, back down the glacier.
Apart from c;ut hands and blistered feet, the whole visit
was accident free. Signalman Haber had a slightly twisted
knee, but overcame this by ignoring it altogether, to which
treatment it seemed to respond.
One day of the last week was devoted to weapon training,
and all ranks learned how to strip, assemble, and fire the new
"Cinquant~ix " automatic rifle, and the famous little "P.M.,''
Machine pistol. The last Saturday morning was spent on the
Oiasseurs' " Parcours de Risque," or Battle Course. This was
rather long, and would have been arduous had the party
atte~pted to do it at speed. Fortunately, this was not a
cequlfement.
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The mountaineers returned to the Squadron on 27th August,
looking about two stones lighter, but claiming to be very fit.
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On &th August, 1962, "A" Troop 205 Squadron departed
on Exercise " Tough Luck,'' a ten-day training camp designed to
toughen us up a little, in conjunction with our normal radio
communications training.
We all left in high spirits and arrived at our final destination
at 23.00 hours that evening. No tents were erected in the dark
and a pleasant evening was spent sleeping under a star filled,
rain free sky. Some acute embarrassment was felt nr.xt morning,
when we were Gwakened by girlish giggles which we soon
discovered to come from ·the local village maidens passing on
their way to work. Few of us ithe previous evening had bothered
to don pyjamas, and the ·prospect of remaining in bed until
nightfall did not appeal to us. However, the sight of SecondLieutenant Brewis strolling nonchalently across the camp in
his pillar box red pyjamas soon frightened them away. We
were then alXe to scramble hurriedly into our clothes and go
abou t our first day's work.
Training began in earnest once we had settled in, with each
morning starting with a three mile !!"Un down to the Bullensee
for an early morning swim. Emphasis was laid on sport and
physical fitness and judging from the comments about aching
muscles and blisters it seemed that it was having some effect.
We also improved our operating drills in the form of radio
exercises and a rosta to run a Tg and voice link back to
Iserlohn, a distance of some hundred and fifity miles.
One morning whilst out on a route march we met a young
German Lieutenant in a Panzer Unit, who were training in the
same area. We were cordially invited over to 1their camp that
evening for a few bottles of beer and a sing song. A tremendous
time was had by both Units. and many friendships were formed,
with ·hearty, lusty singing from either side. All too soon the
evening came to an end and we left our German hosts with
memories of a first-class evening's entert'ainment. Unfortunately
their exercise ended that day and we were unable to return
their hospitality. They did, however, visit us the next day, and
some valuable ·time was spent looking at and trying each others
equipment.
One highlight of fthe camp was a football match organised
against fthe village team, when most of the village turned out .to
support their heroes. Everyone was highly amused at the sight
of Signalmen floundering about in a sea of wet sand, lumbering
after our fleet footed opponents. The final score (according to
some) was a 6--3 win ,to the village and a hard game was
played by both teams.
That evening we invited ithe village and the opposing team
to a camp fire sing song and "Bier Fest" which lasted long
into ·~e night. A ~ time was had by all, chough our early
morning run and SWlID (when we chased a rather elusive
3-tonner ! ) the nex:t morning was felt even more than on
previous occasions.
O~~ xecreation.a~ act1v1t1es consisted of swimming and
canoemg and a v1sn to Hambuxg and Bremen, and without a
doubt. every~ne had an enjoyable and valuable camp. Ait last it
was ume to iourney back to Iserlohn, and we arrived fit and in
high spirits (though some may d ispute it!) ready for our
autumn exercises. We extend our thanks to 4th Regiment for
the loan of their canoeing equipment, with which we sperut
many of our leisure hours.
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Lance-Corporal Mitchael receiving his travel documents from Movement Cle rk Mrs. Cobbett (wife of a civilian operator) watched by
Sergeant-Smith, Orderly Room Sergeant
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CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
Satisfactory

There are two events
worth a report this month.
Lance-Corporal Cooper had
never fished in his life before
joining the Squadron. Such
are the facilities in East
Africa, that he took up the
sport and won the Command Fishing Championship
the first time he entered.
The second event was the
departure
.:>f
our
last
National Serviceman, Electronic Technician Lance-Corporal Michael.
Although
we are now a Regular Army
Unit, it was a sad occasion
for the Squadron, because
these soldiers, who did so
much for the Corps through
the long years of National
Service, have not been replaced by regular soldiers,
but by c i vi 1i a n s , who,
although among the best of
operators and technicians, do
have their hair rather too
long for <he good of the
S.S.M.'s peace of mind.
Three members of the Royal Signals detachment in Bangkok , are shown round
one of the city's three hundred temples by their Land Rover driver, a corporal
of the Thai Army. This is at the Temple of the Dawn . often known as the
"Porce lain Temple," because the brilliant decorative work covering the pagodas
turns out to be teacups, saucers, platters and plates to form flower patterns.
This ingenious use of chinaware is repeated in a number of other temples around
the city
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Lance: corporal Cooper with his winning
catch
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The little Thai Army corporal manoeuvred the Land Rover
de."terously through the chaotic traffic jams of central Bangkok.
His . passenger, a young Lance-Corporal of Royal Signals
adn:iixed the score. or so of towe_ring Buddhist temples silhouetted
agau:~st the evenmg ~ky, making a strange contrast with the
multi-coloured neon signs of the city's shops and night clubs.
A~ter hal~-an-hour's hair-raisin~ drive, the driver pulled up
outside ~ _big house on the outskirts of the city, the residence
of a. Brmsh office! . attache~ to the SEATO headquar.ters in
Thailand. The Bntish soldier leapt out of the vehicle carrying
a leather brief case and knocked on the door.
'
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"Oassified signal for you, sir,'' said the N.C.O.
This was the Signals Despatch Service in action-just one
of the routine jobs performed by the only British Army Unit
in Thailand, the detachment of 237 Squadron.
T?at this is a Royal Signals unit with a difference is immediately apparent . . . the MEN are hand-picked and their
ACCOMMODATION is in one of the best luxury hotels in the
centre of Bangkok.
It is a small wonder that the men stationed here are saying
tha~ they ~ave got "the best posting in the Army." Although
the!I workmg hours are extremely long, they are able to enjoy
their leisure time in the happy atmosphere of one of the most
friendly and scenically beautiful cities in the world.
The Grand Hotel, where the detachment live, is in the centre
of the city and is rated the third-best in all of Thailand. It is
air-conditioned throughout and is the ideal "billet" for the
men to get p~enty of .sleep and comfort during off-duty hours.
The food_ 1s _exceµent. Although it takes a man time to get
used to delicacies like lobster and the various sea-foods which
are a feature of the cuisine, there is also plenty of the sort of
food which every British soldier enjoys, once he acquires the
knack of ordering from the French menus!
Here, in the hotel, the soldiers are able to rub shoulders
with people from all walks of life . . . rich businessmen
American tourists, soldiers and sailors of the American Armed
Forces.
Their local overseas allowance is high-more than £4/15/- a
week on ~op of his pay_ for th.e private soldier. " But when you
reckoi; with the sky-high price of everything in the shops, it
d~s!l t reall~, seem to go very far,'' says Staff Sergeant R.
Millington.
Just one small bottle of beer in a restaurant or
night:club can cost anything from 7 /- to 12/-1"
Quite a number of the detachment are learning the Thai
language-an inv_aluable ass~t in Thailand, where English is
not spo~en so umversally as m other Far East stations. W.0.11
P .. Davis, the For~an of Signals, is already quite fluent and
will shortly be takmg the colloquial Thai examination
There is so much to do and see in Bangkok that ·there's no
danger of leisure-time boredom. The Detachment run frequent
tr~ps to local places of interest. They recently travelled the 90
miles north-west of Bangkok to see the remains of the original
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have emerged as the experts at spear fishing and can always be
relied on to bring home a load of nsh.
Well, that seems to be about the end of the Squadron news
other than the account of Corporal Thompson's visit to Kufra.

ThaHand ... land of a thousand temples. and here, in Bangkok, two members
of the Royal Signals det:a.chment admire one of the lions "guarding" the entrance
to one of the city's most famous and most ornate temp les, the Chapel of the
Emerald Buddha. This magnificent temple, with its glowing tiled roofs and
rich golden pa&odas, presents one of the most beautiful sights in Asia. Inside
this chapel, the walls a.re covered with murals depictin& the life of the Lord
Budd ha, and the ceiling is a deep, luminous blue.
Ceremonies here are attended
three times a year, with each change of season, by the King of Thailand. The
soldier bending down is Lance-Corporal A. Moore, and the other is Signalman
C. Bates

bridge over the River Kwai (of film fame), which British
prisoners-of-war built and then blew up.
" There isn't an awful lot of it there now, but you can see
the foundation bamboo stumps at the bottom of the river. On
our way there, we saw the remains of the Japanese P.O.W.
camps," said Lance-Corporal A. Moore.
Bangkok has been called the "Venice of the East" because
of its maze of "klongs" (canals) which intersect the city. Most
of the Detachment have been on the early morning " floating
market" tour, and they all agree it is one of their most
fascinating experiences. Small motor launches leave the main
river dock at 7 a.m. and meet the hundreds of market boats
on their way to Bangkok_ heavily loaded with vegetables, flowers
and every tropical fruit imaginable.
The Detachment holds a monthly party in different places,
and once were even able to borrow a millionaire's yacht for an
evening sail !
Opportunities for sport are unfortunately limited, soccer
matches have been arranged against teams from Royal Navy
and Merchant Navy ships, while the rugby players often get
a game with one of the Royal Bangkok Sports Club teams.
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This month it is a mu ·h relieved Unit from which we write.
At last after much feverish activity the Administrative Inspec-ion is over and we have emerged practically unscathed. Also
finished now is the U.V.I. and the results of this are not bad
considering all things.
We were visited half way through the month by the C.S.O.
COMCAN ane1 C.R. Signals Malta and Libya, who came to
soI't some of the problems which are always occurring. Sport
still takes up quite a piece of our afternoons with the end of
the cricket season upon us. We ended up in an average position
in the Area Cricket League after losing the last of our National
Service cricketers at .the beginning of August. Already we have
started getting ready for the Basketball and Football Leagues.
Corporal Thompson returned to us from his trip into the
desert with R.M.A. Sandhurst and we have included a short
account of this trip at the bottom of this report. Lance-Corporal
O'Reilly has also taken his tum in the desert now, having
accompanied "A" Company R.H.F. on their Company Exercise.
Saturday, 8th September, saw the loss of Lance-Corporal
Arscott to the ranks of 'Married Pads.' We wish him and his
wife all the best in their new posting. We still can't understand
what a man wants to get married for just before he is posted to
Parisi
We now run weekend trips to the Blue Lagoon to give everybody a chance to swim, skin dive and in a lot of cases just sleep.
Corporal Hollins and Lance-Corporal Millership seemed to
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A Desert Trip
(Corporal Thompson is the veteran desert traveller of 245
Squadron. The trip recounted below is no less than his fifth
trip into tire wilderness around Benghazi. In fact he is becoming
the Area authority on this sort of travel).
" Once again I bad been selected to accompany an expedition
into the desert. This time the party was from .the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst. The party consisted of an officer instructor
from Sandhurst, a doctor, an archaeologist and seven officer
cadets. Also supplementing these was a Sergeant Brown of
62 Station Workshops, R.E.M.E., who was going in the capacity
of mechanical adviser-I was travelling as the radio operator.
Our transport consisted of four Land Rovers three of which were
of the type specially fitted for desert work. Our radio communications were provided by a CII/R2ro station fitted on the
back of one of .the latter Land Rovers.
Our first stage was over the very rough road from Agedabia
and we made our first s.top several miles short of the Oasis
Augila. Next day, not long after setting out from the night
stop, we struck our first real .trouble and one of the vehicles was
found to have a broken axle shaft, probably the result of •the
rough ride the previous day. The leader of the party and
Sergeant Brown set off back to Benghazi to get it repaired.
Station Workshops did remarkably well and the two trucks
were back in camp by eleven o'clock that evening. After a
brief stop at Augila to purchase all the cold drinks available,
we set off on our first compass bearing towards Bir El Rase.
The cadets were doing all the navigating, using sun compasses
during the day and bubble compasses during the night. We
did not hit Bir El Rase first time, but we were not far away
from it and arrived safely. Soon we had built a water well
and everybody took this opportunity to cool off, the oasis
rapidly becoming a nudist colony. Trouble at this time was
being dnexperienced with the 300-watt generators we had taken
with us, but this was soon rectified by the able Sergeant Brown.
Leaving this haven of peace, we took a n ew compass bearing
towards Kufra.
I was pleasantly surprised to find a mild form of revolution
had taken place in the town since I had been there last. No
longer were there evil smells from the salt lakes, there were
considerably less flies and even Jess dirty children asking for
the traditional Arab "buckshees." This it was found, was
due to the advent of a new chief of police. We were given a
guest house with the almost unheard of luxury of a shower and
a kitchen. We stayed here just over the day and then pressed
on to Archenau, which was our real destination. Up to now
we had not been held up very often with bogging down, and
we were well within our schedule. We now made it a point
to rest during .the heat of the day, and I think this kept the
vehicles, as well as ourselves, in good condition.
After reaching Archenau we travelled several miles out the
other side, down a ravine, until held up by some large boulders.
Here we made a fairly permanent camp; around the camp we
found the spoor of gazelle, camel and what seemed to be cow,
but which we decided, after much discussion, was only donkey.
After camp was made, we split up in.ro small parties and set
out to explore the surrounding countryside. One party which
set out looking for cave drawings were disappointed, and then
started looking for pot holes. Needless to say, they immediately
found some cave drawings. The same routine was followed
the next day, and one of the party came back with a very
large lizard. This was pickled for the doctor's collection and
stored away amongst the growing pile of samples. A large
paper press was used to preserve the cuttings of wild flowers
and shrubs and drawing books ·were filled with diagrams of the
cave drawings.
During the heat, Sergeant Brown and myself would indulge
in that popular pastime of sleeping, and only stir to get a
drink or brew tea.
Communications from Benghazi were not brilliant, but somehow control managed to get through to us and maintain our
slender ljnk with civilisation. On <the return .tiip it was decided
to try a new route. This turned out to be a great success and
we could have easily made Kufra in one day. As there was yet
no real hurry, we took it slowly and then, on reaching Kufra,
we took time off .to reorganise the vehicles. This done, we
moved on ·to Bir El Rase, and on arriving there, spent some
of our leisure time hunting for dates. We managed to find
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some real fine specimens of the fruit. I t was now noticeable that the party had not spent much of its time in shavingthere were a couple of fine growths in evidence. After leaving
the oasis we travelled through some pretty rough country to
arrive at Agedabia, where time was spent in drinking the rather
crude local mineral waters, but needless to say, after our days
in the desert, we enjoyed it.
That night was spent only a few miles from Benghazi, and we
prep.a red. the loads <?n the vehicles so that the process of unJoadmg m .the mommg would be greatly simplified.
Next ~a¥ found u~ safely i.n camp again, tired but happy at
accomphshmg the tnp. The mterest Qf •this trip and the comradeshit? which built up amongst the party made this a very
good mp and one I would not h ave missed for any.thing in the
world.
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In order to decide which of the Squadron Officers should
lead the Round-the-Colony Race Team, a trial climb was
organised up a local hill known as Nameless (571 metres). A
hot Sunday afternoon was chosen, and after a lit.tle refreshment
in the Mess. the three set off. Major Kirkby, 1n a manner
reminiscent of a mountain goat, won the honours. After six
weeks of 'figorous training, the great day arrived, and at 05.00
hours, the team sot off. After having completed ten tortuous
c.heck points, the tired, but happy, team crossed the finishing
!me q hours ~nd ?8 minutes later, in ninth position. We did
not wm, but rn view of the sudden change of plan in the
middle of the 'face, due to the unfor.tunate breakdowi{ of one
of the Squadron boats, it was a very creditable time. The effort
of Corporal Gillet, who has now left .the Squadron was particularly c.ommendable, as he only returned to us fr~m Malaya
a short tune before the race and had little or no training.
CorIX?ral Gallagher, who had been out at a party until 03.00
the mght before. looked remarkably fresh at the finish. It leads
us to believe he has found the seoret of good training. As the
0 C. crawled away to his bed. ·to sleep for what eventually
turned out to be something like 36 hours, he was heard to
mutter, almost inaudibly, "Never again."
Our extensive upgrading training progra=e was interrupted "".he~ most of the Squadron was committed to providing
communications for Operation " Seal I " in which the Brigade
had the task of 'founding up and returning the many thousands
of refugees who flooded over the border from Communist China.
It was not a pleasant task to return people who had marched for
several days without food, but the economic strain of a further
50,000 unemployed and homeless people would have been too
great for the already overcrowded Colony.
The Squadron Calnp (Exercise " Three Down II ") which
took place from 7th July to 14th July, was very well organised
by the S.S.M. and the Senior N.C.O.s. The site chosen was
a small. knoll in the middle of a large and sandy bay on the
south side of the Island of Lan T au. The Squadron minus
officers, moved over to the island by L.C.M. on S~turday,
ai:id by the t·ll:ne the .officers arrived on Sunday, everyone was
mcely settled 10. Whilst we were there, Local Storm Warning
No. I was hoisted. The storm itself passed to the south of the
Colony, _but the fringe effects were felt, and high winds and
heavy ram knocked down a few tents during the night. Apart
from :this the weather was good, and we were able to get on
with map-reading and i!litiative schemes.
On Monday morning, Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher paid us a
visit. He arrived just in time to join us in a climb up Lan T au
peak (935 metres). The cllmb was a strenuous one." due to a
temperature of 90° in the shade and a humidity of 87 %. What
kept most people going was the thought of the ice-cold beer
waiting to be .drunk when we got back to camp.
Every mommg at 07.00. the whole Squadron went swimming
for half-an-hour, after which we had morning tea, followed by
weapon training. After that, various schemes got under way.
The evenmgs w.e:e spent in fishing, swimming and inter-Troop
football competmons on the beach. There was no touch-line
and the ball was only considered to be in touch when it
beca1!1e necessary to swim in order to retrieve it. Playing football m several feet of water was a new experience for most of
us. The camp finished with a Squadron Nautch (the S.Q.M.S.
had very thoughtfully packed the Marooni kit) which proved to
be a very pleasant ending to a most enjoyabie week.
S.porting activities are kept .to a minimum in Hong Kong
durmg the. summer, due to excessive heat and humidity. Howeve:, despite the heat, we managed to win the Brigade Minor
Umts Basketball T'fophy. It is a great pity that our efforts in
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the swimming pool were not so skillful as those on the ba ketball pitch, as in the Royal Signals and the Brigade swimming
meetings we failed rather miserably.
Now that the w~ther is becoming cooler, competitions for
the Inter-Troop Shield are well under way. The sports included i!1 th~ competition !ire basketball, volleyball, hockey, football, sw1IDm1_ng and shootmg. Each Troop is providing at least
two teams m every sport, and the finals of the knock-out
competitions will be played on the Regimental Birthday.
Typhoon «Wanda " has recently struck the Colony causing
widespre~d devastation. The Squadron was fully e~ployed
both dunng and after the storm, manning radio links to supple~
ment failing telephone services. Radio detachments were also
sent .out. to the ba~ly-damaged area of Sha Tin to provide commumcations for relief work and the salvaging of 20 Reece Flight
"J " !roop line detachments worked hard throughout the day
and. mght, assisting the New Territories Line Troop in restoring
static telephone communications.
We were sorry to lose Captain Lenin when he went last
~10nth to take up his appointment as Adjutant of the Regiment
m Sereri:iban. He has done a great deal for the Squadron in
many different fields. He has been replaced by Lieutenant
Verdon, who has come (more or less) direct from Aden.
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Adventure Training
~e. theme ~f our notes ~.is month is Adventure Training.
Fac1li1:1es for this .type of tra1mng are probably better in Malaya
than ID other overseas stations; readily to hand are jungle
mountains, .rivers and the sea. Within the Squadron we hav~
a ~ery. acuve and well supported Adventure Training Club
which .1s run by ~rpor al Holdsworth. It is largely due to his
enthusiasm and drive that the club has 1:isen from a small
canoe club to a very thriving adventure training club in which
the m<:mbers pride t;hemselves on their stamina and on leading
an acuve outdoor life. Every weekend sees members setting
forth on mountain .climbing .expeditions, exploration trips along
remote Malayan nvers or iourneys across to isolated islands
around the coast of Singapore. On Sunday nights .these energetic
y~ung r~gular soldiers can be found back in barracks very tired,
Wlth . blistere9 ha~d~ . or ~eet, after tw~ or three wet nights
sleepmg out ID pru:nmve bivouacs, but with a tremendous spirit
an~ a se~se of '.1ch1<:vemen~. They have done something worthwJ:tile with their leisure tl.lne, have seen new and interesting
thIDgs and places, have taken risks and have used their intelligence and skill to bring them safely back.
~t the present time the Adventure Training Club has 30
active members, four canoes and the use of 18th Regiment's
Nuffield Trust Falcon, Peregrine, which is also equipped with
an outboard motor. Accounts of the club's activities are wrinen
up a~t~r each outing. and the following are two typical
expedmons; the first wrmen by Corporal Towner on the ascent
of Mount Ophir, the highest peak in Central Malaya, and the
second by Corporal Holdsworth on an exploration trip down
the Muar River.
Exercise •• Big CliDlh I "
BY CORPORAL TOWNER

H aving bel!n two whole weeks in 249 Squadron at Singapore,
.fresh. from U.K., I discovered that a party of lads led by a
certam Corporal Holdsworth were going into Malaya to climb
a small m~untain, Mount Ophir by name. Thinking it might
be a good idea, I put my name forward to go with them.
So, without any fuss, trouble oc questions, I found myself
~m the Monday mom~g with the rest of the unfortunate party
m a three-tonner making 1tracks for Mount Ophir. We reached
the base camp in the afternoon and made "bivvies" by the
side of a lovely cool .reservoir in the shadow of Mount Ophir,
and what a shadow it was, all 4,187 feet of it towering above
us as if it were just daring us to climb it.
On the Tuesday morning after a peaceful night the first party
of ro Jed by a Corporal Rodgers started off for the top looking
fit, clean and very confident. Some two hours later it was our
turn. We had then had an addition to our party, none other
than our O.C., Major Webb. We had been warned earlier by
Corporal Holdsworth tthat the first part of the climb was the
ea~iest. I ~m sure !low ~at he meant the first quarter of a
rrule, the mce flat bit Jeadmg up to the base of the mountain
beca~se sure as eggs there was nothing easy after that part. It
was JUSt grunt, groan and grumble from then on with very
frequent stops to regain a little bit of breath and energy both
of which were scarce.
'
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This torture carried on for approximately four hours when
we finally reached half way camp. I rthink most of the lads
were feeling the same as me, that if ·this was only half way what
was the next half going to be like. We found out the next day
after coming out of the coma we had fallen into the night
before. This time ours was the first party to go. After a disappointingly short downhill journey, up we went again and this
time i·t needed handholds as well. An hour and a half of crawling
brought us to one of the small peaks from which we could
see the top of Mount Ophir, still some way away in the clouds.
After a short rest and then on to the summit itself led by Major
Webb. There were triumphant looks on everyone's face as we
looked to the reservoir where we first camped. If some of you
sarcastic readers wonder if it was all worth it the answer is
"Yes" and to prove it I am going on the ·next climb as well.

Down the Muar River
BY CORPORAL HOLDSWORTH

249 SQUADRON
I.

Corporal Holdsworth and Signalman Birch at about the 35 m i l~ mark for
the first day a little tired but very pleased wi t h wh at they have already seen .

2.

Signalman Oragano and Signal man Pentland struggling with the fast current
wh ich somet imes took the canoe dangerously towards the bank (the
thought of crocod iles always made the effort easier)

3.

Corpo ral Appleby and Signal man W il liams keeping a wary look out for
anyth ing big t hat moved in the water

4.

After travell ing 10 miles fro m Kong Kong down the River Johore and then
the open sea the party stops on a little island off Singapore for a brew.

5.

After march ing 15 miles to reach Kong Kong before 1900 hrs, the part y
bedded down , then on Sunday they were changed and busy checking
on sea routes for Singapore

6.

Though our parties usually work 'in pai rs, we overlooked it on this
occasion owing to the fact that Lance-Corporals Scriven and Young are
new to Malaya, but new or not their spirit of adventure is there

7.

Corporal Rodgers and Signalman Abbott smiling confidently when told
that if they don 't make it by 1900 hrs the canoes will be gone.

Six enterprising members of 249 Squadron, all members of
the Unit Canoe Club, under the leadership of Corporal Holdsworth set off to canoe down the River Muar from Segamat to
Muar, a distance of approximately 150 miles.
The party consisted of Corporals Holdsworth and Appleby
and Signalmen Birch, Williams, Oragano and Pentland.
The party left the Unit at 13.30 hours by transport and
arrived at 17.30 hours where they launched their three wooden
two-men canoes. After half an hour of paddling down the
Segamat river they reached the junction of the Muar river
and decided rto camp for the night. They chose for their site
a rubber plantation near Kampong, Tebbing Tingi, but unfortunately the mosquitoes were so bad that all efforts during
the early evening had to be spent in building a large fire to
keep them away.
The following morning the party paddled on through a
game reserve and were rewarded with rthe sight of beautifully
coloured birds of all sizes. The going at this stage was fairly
easy as the current was carrying them at a fair rate and a.t tea
time they landed having covered 35 miles. Leaving a party to
make camp, Corporal Holdsworth and Signalman Pentland went
off to a neaby Kampong to get fresh fruit and water. This
sortie was not successful due to language difficulty and all they
could obtain was a bunch of uneatable bananas, a srna11 pineapple and ·some water.
After an uneventful night the party moved off at 08.00 hours
on Friday morning in fine weather and by lunch time had
reached Kampong Liang Batu. Their passage onwards was
watched with great interest by a tribe of monkeys which followed
on the bank chattering away. It was a boiling hot day and by
early afternoon their water supplies had run out and everyone
was extremely thirsty. In' the late afternoon, however, it started
to rain, making it extremely difficult to find a suitable camping
site. In the end it was quite dark before the beckaggled crews
could get ashore at Grisek. Whilst searching for a site, a pair
of eyes of unknown ownership were picked up in the torch beam
which were sufficiently frightening to set the crews paddling
again. The site eventually chosen was not very satisfactory,
l.IWO members making up their beds on top of an ants' nest
and the whole expedition spent a thoroughly cold and uncomfortable night.
T he following morning, Saturday, the crews still damp and
rather miserable set off again and as the sun got stronger so
thing dried out and morale .IQ.Se. That evening the party were
luckier with their accommodation and a schoolmaster of a
river-side school offered them the use of the school house for
the night. The local Malays watched t heir coming with interest
and were particularly fascin ated with .tJ1e solid fuel cubes. The
schoolmaster also loaned a lamp and a bed, no doubt the
expedition Commander commandered the latter.
On the Sunday morning the party started off on the last leg
of their journey and af.ter a hard day of paddling reached the
outskirts of Muar. That n ight a party wen t into M uar to
collect some beer and on their return to camp they were joined
by members of the local police force.
After a very pleasan t evening concluded by a sing song our
weary travellers got to bed. The following morning Unit
transport picked them up at the Muar ferry and brought them
back to camp in time for tea. So ended a memorable and
worthwhile weekend.
Congra tulations to this party on doing something wor•th\vhile.
Who knows, Roya l Signals may yet win th e annual Devizes to
Westm in ster Canoe race with men like these.
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER 1962
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Hong Kong is a place of extremes. The transport systems in
the Colony are as fine as any in the world, yet in Saikung it
is five hours march across centuries old paths to the nearest
shop. Typhoon " Wanda," which struck the Colony in September is another extreme of nature that contrasts strongly with
tihe excellent weather we are now enjoying.
" Wanda" has already been the subject of an article in
THE WIRE. In her wake she left something like £8,ooo worth
of equipment damage to our submarine and overhead cables.
The SWS · L ine Troops that comprise the Squadron have
many weeks of work before the communication systems are
permanently restored.
Further extremes were revealed by the typhoon. Some of
our H.K.O.R. lost their houses. The cost of replacement of these
houses is not more than £35. The rent of a furnished two
bedroomed flat here is £80 per month. The longer the writer
of these notes is here, the more apparent and revealing these
contrasts become. The Common Market negotiations in Europe
put 10,000 Hong Kong people out of work. The American discussions on cotton tariffs caused five factories to close. The
place of the Army, and Royal Signals, in a community like this
is unenviable in some ways, and most desirable in others. At
the very least it is an experience that makes a strong impression
on anyone serving here.
Training. In spite of "Wanda" we are running the first
Technicians course in Hong Kong of any size. Twelve H.K.O.R.
are training as line technicians, and with them we hope in the
new year to overcome the problems caused by the shortage of
British soldiers.
The Squadron has also und ergone its bi-annual shooting
sessions, and though we had only middling success in the
Garrison shoot we hope to improve and win the Royal Signals
Inter-Squadron Cup. S.S.M. R. Bell and Sergeant S. H. L ee
have both shot well, as have Lance-Corporal R. Maynard and
Signalman K eneally.
Work . In the New Territories the damage to overhead routes
was severe, as it was on the airfield served by the Air Formation
Signal Troop. It is at times like these that the efficient hard
working soldiers make their invaluable presence felt. Long
hours have been worked by man y N .C.O.s and men, and it is
to their credit that trunk communications have held throughout
the natural disasters that have occurred this year.
Social. The annual launch trip was held in September, and
over one hundred members of the Squadron and their families
enjoyed the day swimming and eating at Oearwater Bay. The
weather was excellent, the food a credit to Sergeant Barlow and
Corporal L ittlewood.
These fu nctions are one of the few times when members of
the Squadron from the out troops can m eet their colleagues.
Greetings. To all past members of the Squadron we offer
early but sincere Christmas Greetings. T hough we have
changed our name three ti mes in three years the spirit and
work remains much the same, as do our barracks and our
equipment. May 1963 see a reten tion of the spirit, a reduction
of the work, but a renewal of barracks and equipments!
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I t's hello once again from us out here in Cyprus where the
sun is blazing down and still no sign of rain.
We extend a very warm welcome to the W .R.A.C. personnel
who came to join us from Epskopi in the middle of September.
We hope that they will enjoy their stay in Dhekelia.
The Squadron has been hard at work since our last entry in
THE WIRE. Our vehicles have been given a really thorough going over by R.E.M.E., along with our well-cared-for arms.
On the operational side, our T echnicians have been working
their fingers to llhe bone in an all-out attempt to get the ignal
Centre up to its fu lly-operational status by the de ignated date.
In work of this calibre, troubles n ever come singly, as many of
us have found out.
We congratulate one of our W.R.A.C. member , Private Cairns
on winning a prize for being the best " twister " at a dance
held at 9th R egiment.
We also congratulate Signalman Smith on being picked to
play for the Corps at cricket. H e belongs to our Episkopi detachment, and did well in helping us to beat Roya l Engineers,
Cyprus, by eight wickets.
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605 TROOP (LON DON D ISTRICT)

I.

Corporal Scrase in system control.

2.

Signalman Irwin operating aCll set.

3.

Lance-Corporal Chick on his way up
one of the 60ft. Radio Towers.

4.

(Left to right) : Lance-Corporal
Bowyer, Corporal Stead, Privat es
Brindle, Popi Daniel, Gavriella
Zambakidou, Jassoulla Baghdades,
Lance-Corporals Salisbury
and
Southall and Corporal Scrase.

S.

Lance-Corporal Salisbury taking
readings on the 63 KVA Generator.

6.

Corporal Williams doing maintenance on a Teleprinter.

7.

Signalmen Stuart and Freeman
working on the telephone switchboard.

Whenever we an tici pate se~tling into normal routine that is
the running of our Signal Cen tre and our twelve (elephon~
exchanges and teleprinter terminals, coupled with effor ts to
keep abreast with A.C.E. courses, trade conversion, compassionate cases and ithe thousand and one troop problems;
along comes the unexpected and unusual.
Two of these unexpected and unusual even ts have occurred.
The first was the provision of an ' Alternative Arrangements
Net' for ~h e State Visit of President Tubman of L iberia on
10th July. R.S. No. 44 were used with stations manned as
follows:Queen Victoria M emorial, Buckingham P alace: Captain W.
Farmery and Staff Sergeant A. W. Peat; Arrival platform
Victoria : Staff Sergeant A. J. Cowe and Lance-Corporal R'.
Coules ~
H.Q. London District Horse Guards (Remoted to
Operations Room): Sergeant J. Spiers and Corporal G.
Eggleton.
Saluting Battery, Tower of London: Sergean t A. Todd with
Lance-Corporal G. A. Savage; Salu ting Battery, Hyde P ark:
Sergeant Donnelly with L ance-Corporal R. D . Chinery; Relay
on the roof of London D istrict Recruiting Centre, Great Scotland
Yard: Corporal I. Holmes with Signalman G. W. N ewsom and
Signalman G . A. Hargreaves.
. Regard~g .the latter, Corporal Holmes •t hinks it high time a
lift was mstalled at the Recruiting Centre. Communications
worked well and everything went without hitch except for the
weather and some interference from a mini-cab net.
As .the Royal Party left Victoria the heavens opened and
everyone got a soaking.
Th~ second of our unusual activities was the making up and
mannmg from Troop resources of a recruiting stand which
was set up at Victoria Station N ews Theatre, 30th July2nd August and at Waterloo Station News Theatre 2nd-8th
August. This v:as in c~nne~tion with the showing of •t he Royal
Toum~ent Film, which mcludes the Royal Signals Motor
Cycle Display Team. The space in each case was very limited,
but a good stand was produced by S.Q.M.S. Peat with our
brass Jimmy as .the centre piece.
:rhe stand was manned by the following personnel working
shifts duty :-S.Q.M.S. A. W. Peat, Staff Sergeant A. J. Cowe,
Sergeant A. Todd, Lance-Corporal D. J. Le Carpentier,
Signalman G . A. Hargreaves and Lance-Corporal G . A. Savage.
We do not know how many recruits we persuaded but we
did have some promising enquiries.
'
Other perennial activities included the provision and manning
of switchboard and e:&tensions for Stoney Castle C.C.F. Camp
run by 2nd l3attalion Scots Guards and used by 22 School
Conti?g~nts between 21st July and 8th August.
This 1s one of the few occasions when the linesman can
show his menle and Lance-Corporal R. Coules and his detachment installed a line system which was a credit to their trade
and which. survived thiee weeks of the gales and rain of thi~
summer without a fault. The only mishap was due to a civilian
vehicle knocking a pole down.
On Sunday, 29th July, the London District Motor Cycle
trials, organised by our C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Curry,
O.B.E., were held at Tunnel Hill, near Pirbright. Lieutenant
B. w.- Giller and Lance-Corporal G. A. Savage laid out a
gruellmg cross country course and no competitor beat the
bogey. O~her member~ of the Troop assisted in timekeeping
and mannmg P.A. eqmpment. For once the weather was kind
and we had a~ enjoyable Sunday out in the country.
Sergeant Spiers was lenuo 238 Squadron to assist in their
recruiting duties. He did so well that they want him again.
Unfortunately, the demands of Exercise Tl Fallex" prevented
him going on rour again.
On the signalling side of our activities we have closed our
exchange at the Duke of Yorks Headquarters. All the extensions
have been transferred to the exchange in the magnificent new
Ohelsea Barracks. The Chelsea exchange opened on 3rd
September; 1962, thanks to the loan of W.R.A.C. operators
from 239 Squadron. We have also assumed responsibility for
the Tower of London Exchange.

THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING
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~e pro)'lem of staffing telephone exchanges and teleprinter
termmals m the London district is always with us. If any
reader knows of suitable and willing civilian staff for these jobs
we would be pleased to know of them.
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Shooting
Scottish Command Royal Signals RIOe Meetiug,
1962, held at Dregborn Ranges, Edinburgh

The annual Royal Signals Scottish Command Rifle Meeting
had to be put back to October because of the call on all Regiments taking part in Exercise " Fallex 62 " from 14th to 30th
September with peak periods at weekends when Units had to
perform in their signal role. As Regiments were competing in
the Lord Lieutenants' Challenge Shield and Mercury Cup
Competition and the closing date for results being sent into
Secretary. T.A. Rifle Association. London, 6th/7th October,
1962, had to be the dates for the Meeting.
Although this was the fourth successive weekend on which
Units were occupied in training it was fortunate that 6th/7th
October fell within the " Indian Summer " now being enjoyed
even in .these northern latitudes.
The Mercury Cup match was fired-off on 6th October, 1962,
with our usual three Regiments, 51st (Highland), 52nd (Lowland) and 61st (City of Edinburgh), taking part. Registers have
been forwarded to Secretary T .A.R A. London, and it is hoped
that the result will be announced in tJbe not too distant future.
The weather conditions were good although an oblique orosswind did have an influence on the shooting and the af-ternoon
light was not really as good as on e would wish, especially during
the Snap Shooting practice.
The Command Matches were fired off on Sunday, 7th
October, 1962. They attracted quite good entries despite the
War Office stringency on free ·travel to R ifle Meetings of this
kind. Six teams entered for the Corps Shield and ten teams
for the Falling Plates Competition, which is always very popular
and is keenly contested. The Hardy Challenge Cup for the
best individual shot and the Medal for the best young soldier
were competed for concurren tly with the Corps Shield Match.
The Pool Bull, elusive once again this year, and the .22 RF
shoot attracted many competitors. The Pool Bull now starts
off at 10 guineas for the next M eeting so the marksmen should
keep well in practice for the event.
The Meeting brought out of doors T .A. T rain ing to a happy
conclusion for this year and was enjoyed by all who attended.
The <results were as follows: -

Poims

Sco t ti s h ComDtand Corps Shie ld
Shield and M edals to winning team-1st: 51st (H )
R egiment (T.A.) . . .
2nd: 6rst (City of Edinburgh) Regimen t (T.A.)

Hardy C halle n ge C up
Winner: W.0 .11 A. B. P eebles, 61st (City of Edinburgh) Regimen t (T.A.)
Runner-u p: Corporal H . Wisdom, 6rst (City of
Edinburgh) R egimen t (T.A.) . . .
Y oung Soldie r-Des t Shot-:i.fe dal
Winner : Signalman J. C. Evans, 51st (H) Regiment
(T.A.)

488
448

74
72

59

.22 RF Competition
Winner: Signalman T. Cockett, 242 Squadron
Runner-up : Staff Sergeant Ramsay. 51st (H ) Regiment (T.A.)
Pool Dull
Non e scored.
year.

P.rize money carried forward to next

T he assembled com petitor s were ad dr es ed by Colonel R.
L inton , o.B.E., Chief Signal Officer, at the conclusion of the
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Meeting before the prizes were presented. Colonel Linton
expressed his sati faction at so many having made the effort to
attend after the lengthy September e.xerci es and he stressed
how agreeable it was that all Regiments in the Command should
foregather at the Rifle Meeting and that there was a very considerable value attached to thi sort of annual social reunion of
Royal Signals T.A. Regiments in Scotland in addition to taking
part in the Rifle Shooting Competitions. Colonel Linton congratulated the winners of the matches and individual awards.
H e announced that efforts were being made to hold next
year' meeting in June in a hope that better weather might
grace the event. H e then called upon Mrs. G. S. Fenton to
present the prizes to the successful teams and individuals.
Thanks were tendered to Mrs. Fenton for performing this
pleasant duty with a big thank you and three hearty cheers.

Cricket
llo:n•l Signals ' ' · Jloynl Engineers
In reviewing the annual cricket match between Royal Signals
and Royal Engineers, it would perhaps be kind to the former
Corps to draw a polite veil over their batting in both innings.
Though the stronger batting side on paper, they twice failed
against steady, accurate bowling, spearheaded by the deceptively
amiable Goodhall. This corpulent bowler on both occasions
tore the heart out of the Signals middle batting by a combination of guile and a surprising de&!"ee of stamina. After Warner
had taken the first two wickets m the first innings, Goodball
proceeded to occasion the removal of the next six Signals batsmen. Two of these batsmen were taken in the slips, while two
others fell to perfectly legitimate catches taken by the highly
vocal Engineers' 'keeper. Warner quickly removed the two
remaining batsmen thus completing the debacle despite the
fact that the Signals bad worked themselves into a fairly
promising position by the time lunch was taken. No batsman
had been able to fully master the Sappers' attack, though no
less than five of the recognised batsmen advanced to double
figures with varying degrees of confidence.
Another misforrune to befall the Signals was that in both
innings, potential ' sheet anchors ' were swept away at critical
stag~s of the ga~e by a resolute attack, leaving normally
~rolific and a~gress1ve. run-~etters to fend for themselves against
ught, aggressive bow~g without any respite or moral support
~rol? more conventional performers.
The Signals' second
innmgs followed the sam~ slightly depressing course of its predecessor, six players getting into double figures without even
properly conso~idating useful beginnings of collaring the attack,
while once agam Goodhall broke the back of the middle battin<>
this time removing five of his six first innings victims and
adding Lee to his tally for good measure.
. When th; Engineers b~t·ted, Atk~y was able to play the all1mporrant sheet-anchor role. With four of his team mates
scoring no less than III out of the other I26 runs scored
Engineers were able to build up a particularly useful lead o~
the second morning, which subsequently proved to be a match\".inning .effort. Iliffe should be especially congratulated for
~1 s part m the valuable ~th w!cket stand, which yielded 56
mvalu~ble runs. It was durm~ this stand that the game slipped
away. irrevo~bly. from the S1gn_als gra~p. The bowling now
lost Its e~rlier bite . and penetration, while the ground fielding
and: catchmg never impeccable at the best of times became more
nonceably ragged. Only with their slick rerurns 'to the wicket
the field.
did Signals outshine their opponents
In the final innings, Engineers were set to get IOI to win in
something like 2t hours, and this they achieved with five wickets
in hand. Jones was finally caught for 44, aided and abetted by
a continuation of the 'lives' generously given him in the first
innings, while Atkey once a~ain provided the necessary solidity
m the final stages, completing two chanceless innings.
. This match had its fair share ?f 'i.fs and ands,' but if only
Signals could ~ave extended thl'.ir second innings by another
half an hour, simultaneously adding a further 30 runs to their
total, the Sappers would have been obliged to chase after their
target at an accelerated rate, a closer and cer.tainly a more
exciting finish would then have resulted.
Royal Signals-Fir st innings 150 (Gaze 32, Hadley 31; Goodhall 6 for 6o, Warner 4 for 54); second innings 136 (Goodhall
6 for 4I ).
Royal Engineers-First innings 186 (Atkey 50, Skillington 34·
Lee 5 for 65, Wells 3 for 44); second innings IOI Gones 44~
Hughes 4 for 45).
'

m
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Royal Signals Hockey
Despite a small turnout at the Corps hockey trial on Friday,
2ISt September, the team selected to play against the Thistles
gave a display which augers well for the coming season.
During the first half the honours were extremely even but
'the Corps were unlucky not to take the lead when a flick, by
McLuckie from close range, was miraculously deflected out of
danger by the Thistles goalkeeper.
After the interval the Thistles attacked .in strength and a
neat goal was scored by their inside right. The Corps replied
to this by forcing a short corner, and when this was taken
Howie's searing shot brought another brilliant save from the
Thistles goalkeeper.
Shortly afterwards a penalty flick was awarded against the
Corps when goalkeeper Dale, having made a good save, was
unable to get up off the ball, thereby preventing a possible
goa.1 by the Tbis~les. The flick was beautifully taken by
Chisholm, the Thistles centre-half, and Dale was given no
chance to save.
Despite this setback the Corps team fought back and both
wi~gmen were responsible for mounting attacks which kept it:he
Thistles defence at full stretch. Chisholm, for the Thistles,
w3:s a tower of strength at. this time, and from one of bis pinpomt clearances, a good piece of play by it:he Tbist·les forward
line resulted in a goal scored by their centre-forward.
Although the final result was a win for ,the Thistles, by three
goals to nil, this margin gives no reflection of <the way in which
the Corps team played. From start to finish they played as a
team and moved the ball abou t well. Particular men.tion must
be made of L ance-Corporal T. E. Trent, of 30th Regiment
who made a very good debut at right-half. This young ma~
should stand the Corps in good stead in the future.
The Corps was represented 1.n this fix,ture by the following: Sergeant K. Dale
Captain I. N . Lee
Second-Lieutenant S. R : .. Car~:Smith
Lance-Corporal T. E. Trent
Lieutenant M . A. Best . . .
Seqieant J . Callow
Maior H . Rothwell
.. .
Captain G. R. Oeblers ...
...
Second-Lieutenant A. R. Bailey
...
Sergeant J . N. Ho-wie ...
Lieutenant J . G . McLuckie ...

11th R egiment

School of Signals
School of Signals
l Oth Regiment
School of Signals
Army Apprentices School
Junior Leaders Regiment
24th Regiment
School of Signals
School of Signals
30th Regiment

mostly by CW, and frequency-changes at long range were
indulged in, not always with immediate success l
H.Q. A.E.R. ungrudgingly . provided the equipment and,
what 1s ~ore, first-class teaching during the first part of the
week by 1,nstructors who would otherwise have been on leave.
So we wish to express our gratitude to them. The Cadets
thoroughly enioyed this contact with a regular unit and undoubtedly derived great benefit from it. Such attachments can
do nothing but good and may result in many cadets thinking
seriously of service in either the Regular or the Reserve Army.
P ~rhaps o~er Regular Units in the U.K. (or even B.A.O.R.)
might consider following the lead of H.Q. A E.R. For those of
us who are really interested in signalling this is much the most
profitable and enjoyable way of spending our annual camp.
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In an earlier edition of THE WIRE it was said of the Squadron
that Annual Camp was eagerly awaited because it was to be a
full scale exercise. This proved .t o be so. After a few days at
Blandford we moved to Marchwood where we were committed
to providing communications for it:he Port Task Force exercise
in Southampton Water. We took part in port landings and
beach landings and although this was our first taste of such
things we managed it:o do what was required of us. Getting
our vehicles on and off landing craft, as the photograph shows
proved to be quite a novel experience.
'
The- Squadron was congratulated on the communications and
we worme<;I our way into the hearts of our mother Corps, the
Royal Engi?~ers, who we~e our hosts. The close co-operation
by all par.ucipants of various Arms in this extensive exercise
was most gratifying to find especially to a new Unit such as
ourse.lves. We learned many new lessons which we hope to
use an our own out of camp training and during further
collective exercises.
Our vis~tors at Marchwood were Colonel T. H. C. Grigg and
Colonel W. H. Oliver, ~.B.E., E.R.D., during demonstration d ay
and later by C.S.0. Scottish Command, Colonel R. Linton. o.B.E.

Driving Championships Malaya
. The Malaya Cl'.ntre of the British Army Motoring Associatio_n was formed m February, I962, and their first championship was held over a 3-day period in September, I962. Some
57 Landrovers from 22 units of 17 Gurkha D ivision/Overseas
Commonwealth Land Forces took part.
The event consisted of a 500 mile road and cross country
circuit, followed by manoeuvring tests. The event was
organised by the staff of C.R. Signals Malaya and proved a great
success. 1t created considerable interest and enthusiasm and we
feel that the event will now become an annual one.
One vehicle from 208 (COMWEL) Squadron, crewed by
Lance-Corporal Meir, Signalman Gorden and Signalman Cooke,
did exceptionally well in the road ~ircuit. Two vehicles entered
by I7 Gurkha Regiment also d id well.
The beach landing

=

A.E.R. anti T.A.
C. C.F. Signals at Blantllortl

The Signal Platoons of Christ's Hospital and Victoria
College, Jersey, spent the first week of August with H.Q.
A.E.R. at Blandford instead of going to annual camp.
This visit was a grea-t success from every point of view. The
Cadets spent the first three days learning to u se wireless and
line equipment strange to them (and to most Cadets), such as
AN/TRC and SR Crr, and in the evenings listened to interesting talks on various aspects of communications, given by officers
of H.Q. A.E.R. and 30th Regiment. M any pertinent questions
were asked by the Cadets, which certainly indicated how much
they were interested. This was followed up by a four-day wireless exercise where seven small detachments ranged over most
of Dorset and Somerset. A good deal of traffic was passed,
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65th JlEGHIENT (T.A. )
lUiddlesex Tough Training Contest
In a moment of carefree recklessness the Regiment opted
for the first time, to compete in the Middlesex T.A.F.A. Tough
Training Contest. I t fell, not urmaturally, to No. 4 (Parachute)
Squadron to ta ke on the task and to put forward their six
'gladiators '-Major D . Reid, Cpl. J. Cillt. Cpl. M. Wickens,
L ance-Corporal R. McBide, Lance-Corporal T. Andrews and
Lance-Corporal P . Duffy.
_During . recent months the Regiment has been fully comm1oted w ~th Annual Camp. the National Radio Show and
Exercise " F allex,'' so the team was only able to concentrate on
preparing t hemselves for two weeks before the contest. However, we pave grown to ex pec~ r~sults from ' les paras ' and
ther certainly l?~oduc ed them this. '1:1me. They won the Adjacent
Units Competmon Cup and gamed third place in the main
Coun.ry Championship. Competition was fierce; many of the
THE W I R E, NOV EMBER.
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The team with their trophies. Front row: Lance-Corporal Andrews,
Ma for R.eid , Corporal Clift. Back row: Lance-Co rporal Duffy,
Lance-Corporal McBrid e, Corporal Wickens

thirty other teams being infanteers who had taken pan in
previous years and had spent months in preparation.
The contest included marching over 32 miles in under I2
hours, rifle and Bren shooting, watermanship on a raft, first
aid and Civil Defence light rescue. On the first phase the team
gained. a strong lead through precise cross-country compass
marchmg and increased ·their lead by maintaining a steady nonstop marching speed which conserved energy and kept the
team complete throughout. It was a case of the 'hare and the
tortoise '-the 'hares' passed us many times but paid the
inevitable penalty for haste.
Signalman Duffy gave an outstanding performance for,
despite badly blistered feet, he refused to give in to the pain
and discomfort and through doing so kept the team complete
and in a winning position. Our youngest member, J. Clift,
showed that the I8-year-olds have what it takes and are equal
in all respects to ·the rest of us M. Wickens, T. Andrews (our
team super-cook) ruid R. McBride bore the lion's share of
carrying the Bren-no mean task even on a short march.
Major D. Reid, as team leader, set the pace and. when spirits
ft agg'.!d as they will do near the end, became a one-man military
band by whi tling like a cagebird for the last eight miles.
" Colonel Bogey " was ' murdered ' a thousand times! Signalman F . Johnson, our volunteer base vehicle driver. did a
splendid job by being at the right place at the right time and
with a che-rful countenance throughout-especially at the finish
when he lifted ·the footweary team from the finishing point
back to our T.A. Centre via a stop at Major Reid's home where
Mrs. Reid provided some welcome food fare and a little (even
more welcome l) liquid celebration.
One event which will never be forgotten was the crossing of
the River Thames near Hampton Cou.r.t. The Q.M. let us have
six motor inner tubes, •two scrim nets and ten Mal poles. From
these we made a raft. Due to shortage of rime it could not be
tested for 'fioatability' before the contest, so it was with some
understandable itemerity that we inflated the inner tubes with
footpumps on the river bank, launched the raft and clambered
aboard. The Field Engineering and Mine Warfare Pamphlet
No. 8, paragraph 229(a), proved a reliable textbook and we
remained afloat, did not even get ourselves too wet and arrived
in style at the other side of .the wide river. On reaching the
opposite bank the team carried the contraption for a full mile
-we wished we'd used balsa wood in place of the iron-collared
Mal poles! Full marks, however, were gained for our strict
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Lieutenant-Colonel E. W. Milner, 0.8.E., T.D.

adherence to the textbook and to the rules of watermanship.
Through lying flat on the raft and using hand paddles made of
hardboard and shaped like a baseball glove we were able to
paddle at speed without causing the raft to rock.
Naturally, having done it once and re;iched so hl?h a place
there are already murmurings about next year -but the
response is not so joyous while the blisters still tingle !
Back to training after <the Radio Show. Training has been
our main pre-occupation during September with the first fifty
new members as a result of our stand at Earl's Court
The fortnightly radio contacts with
airobi continue-a
concentrated teleprinter training weekend was held at our
country house. No. 4 Squadron entered a <earn in the Middlesex Tough Training Contest and came in third in an entry of
30 teams. Congratulations.
The Annual Administration Inspection went off well. Our
new C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel D. Pounds, inspected training.
The Commanding Officer presented the Tiffen Awards to
Signalman Dickson and Private Evans, W.R.A.C. These are
awarded to the best new recruits for the current T .A. year.
George Tiffen, Esq., generously donated the prizes.
On Tuesday evening, 16th October, we dined out our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. W. Milner, O.B.E., T.D.,
after five years in command of the Regiment.
He is succeeded by the former Second-in-Command,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. 0. Hunter, M.B.E.
Amongst those present at the dinner were our Honorary
Colonel, the Earl of Malmesbury, the B.G.S. (Signals) War
Office, Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Pounds, Colonel J. F. E. GQad,
o.B.E., of the Skinners Company, the Secretary the City of London T. and A.F. Association, Group Captain R. G. Harman,
D.F.c., the Clerk to the Skinners Company, Mr. Myiles Glover,
Mr. B. L. Muller, Director of Regentone, Mr. N. A. Temlow,
Director of Pye Radio Company, and Mr. George Tiffen.

In February, 1949, Eric Milner joined I Special Communications (City of London) Regiment, T.A. (later to be redesignated
65th Regiment (T.A.). In 1950 owing to his civilian job taking
him abroad he was posted to T.A.R.O. for three years.
In April, 1953, he returned to England and to 1 Special
Communications Regiment, T.A., in the rank of Captain. In
1954 he was promoted to Major and assumed command of
H.Q. Squadron until 1957. In October. 1957, he was pro~oted
to Lieutenant-Colonel and assumed command of ·the Regllllent.
At this time the volunteer strength of the Regiment stood at
about 6o all ranks of both sexes of which about IS attended
regularly on Drill Nights.
Lieutenant-Colonel Milner's first task therefore was reoruiting.
Owing to the Regiment being affiliated to the Worshipful
Company of Skinners, the Commanding Officer's first Recruiting
Drive was directed towards the Senior Boys and Old Boys
• of the Skinners Schools in ~he Tonbridge aroo. In 1959 as a
result of e.xhibitions at these schools and personal letters from
the Colonel to all old boys who were within an age group
required by the Regiment, an additional Squadron was started
at Tonbridge. This was known originally as the Skinners
Squadron. The Regimental Recruiting figures for the first two
years of Lieutenant-Colonel Milner's command were in 1958,
25, and in 1939, 7r.
In February, 1959, Lieutenant-Colonel Milner 'persuaded '
his wife to join the Regiment (Mrs. Milner had been a wartime
Lieutenant-Colonel in the A.T.S.) and to take over the W.R.A.C.
Squadron, which at this time was eleven strong. The W.R.A.C.
recruiting figure for 1959 was 13 women.
In 196o Lieutenant-Colonel Milner decided to have a Regimental Stand at the National Radio and Television Show at
Earls Court. The Stand was a great success and the recruiting
figures for 1960 were 120 men and 25 women. The Regiment
also had a Stand at the Elecnrical Engineers Exhibition in the
same year.
In 1961 ~he Colonel again arranged Regimental Stands at the
Radio and Television Show and at the Electrical Engineers
Exhibition. The recruiting figures for 1961 were 62 men and
25 women. In 1962 the Regiment had its largest ever Stand
at Earls Court and the recruiting figures for 1962 so far are
48 men and 3 l women.
In 1959 Lieutenant-Colonel Milner arranged to send a party
of Royal Signals and W.R.A.C. to Germany for their annual
training period. This was repeated in 196o and 1961 and this
year the Colonel arranged for an additional party of 40 men
and women <to train in Malta. The first time a T.A. Regiment
has done so.
In 1958 the Lord Mayor of London first honoured the Regiment with a visit. This has been an annual event since that
year, culminating in the current Lord Mayor dining with the
Officers in February this year.
In June, 1962, Lieutenant-Colonel Milner was awarded an
O.B.E. in the Queen's Birt4day Honours. He and Major Milner
probably have the unique record of being ~he only husband
and wife to have both been awarded the O.B.E. in the Mmtary
Division.
We wish Lieutenant-Colonel Milner well in his rather
' youthful ' military retirement. As Major Milner is not yet
retiring we feel that many of the Colonel's past excuses for a
late arrival home may be used against him by Major Milner
after Drill Nights.

G. Tiffen, Esq. accompanies the C.0. and the R.S.M. inspecting
morse training

The C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel E. W . Milner, presents the Tiffen
award to Private Lena Evans

The team paddling their raft across the River Thames at Hampton
on Sunday morning

Wei/are Section

Clothing

Belo'!', . an attempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonmuty, six cases from the Welfare Section files
concluded d1<ring the first week i11 September, z962
Also, on the same page, is a simple statement of income
ana expenditure.

Gifts of clothin& have been &ratefully received from the followin&, since
early July:
Captain H. S. de N. Rogers, Mn. G. M. Fraser, Colonel R N. Seddon,
O.B.E., Mrs. P. Walls, Major J. H. Walmsley-Cotham, R.S.M. F. Stockdale,
Miss M. Archer, Major T. D . Shillcock1 Lieutenant (T.O.T.) C. J. Bayfield,
Major R . Lawrence, Sergeant J. McGh1e, Mrs. K. A. C. Wilson, Brigadier
F. S. Straight, C.B.E., M.C., Major G. Proudman, Captain C. A. M.
Robertson, Mrs. P. F. W. Gahan, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Mansfield, T.t>.,
A.l.B., Mrs. P. H. Palmer, 1st Regiment Wives' Club, Captain M. Thorman,
Mrs. U. Worral!J Major W. R. G . Hcncher, M.B.B., Major W. P. W.
Robertson, Staff :>ergeant A. J. Cowe, Captain D. Hunneyball, Martin Way,
Captain W. G. Cunningham, Lieutenant C. J. Crow1 East London (45th
Essex Regiment, T.A.) Branch, Royal Signals Associauon, Croydon Branch,
Royal Signals Association.

WIDOW OF SIGNALMAN, 1942-47, who died in 1961, leaving his
She lives in
three children to be brought up on her State benefits!
MargatcJ_ Kentj and one child is a layin&-in patient in Great Ormond
Street .ttospita for sick children London.
The fund, quite rightly,
helps her to pay fares to visit-where else could the money come from.
C.Q.M.S., 1938-46, writes: "Just to express my gratitude for all the very
generous help you have &ivcn me and my family, and also for the
address of the local branch of the Association."
A heart attack in
March stopped his earning capacity and he asked for, and received help,
to clothe himself and his five children, who 110 to school.
SIGNALMAN, 1939-46. Married, one child, writes most grateful thanks
for a small grant made to help him to send his wife on holiday after
a severe illness.
SIGNALMAN, 1940-46.
partly paralysed child.

Married, helped to cost of surgical boots for

LANCE-CORPORAL 1927-33 and 1941.46. a Disability Pensioner. The
Ministry of Pensions recommended the Association to provide the cost
of fares to have a holiday with a married son after a severe illness.
DRIVER, 1940-46. Married, four children, writes: "My wife and children and myself want to thank you all for the help you have given us in
the past and present."

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funt/
The following
September, 1962:

subscriptions

were

most

gratefully

recefoed

during

£ s.
6 18
24 I4
6 n
s 50
s
30 0
IO 0
2 2
2 IO
I 7
2 13
I6
IO
2

I I th Regiment
24th Regiment
227 Squadron (A:.L.1.;:c.ES"
326 Squadron (T.A.)
321 Squadron (T.A.)
...
4th Regiment (Wives' Club) . ..
...
. ..
229 Squadron (Berlin)
...
. .,
...
. ..
10th Regiment (T.M. Troop)
. ..
...
. ..
Signal Troop attached 12th Regiment, R.A.
Royal Signals Troop, Queen's Royal Hussars
Federal Army Si~nal Squadron
219 Squadron (Tripolitania)
H.Q., Allied Forces, Northern E;;rop.; · ·
J. B. Williams ...
R. G. Peck
K. J. Williams
W. H. Harris ...
B. A. Smith
G. W. Dyke ...
" Anon " Derby
W . H. Hobby
T. D. Briden
A. S. Crocker ...
C. P. Pre scot
L. H. Morse
...
...
. ..
Brigadier Sir Ralph H. Rayner

IO
2
IO
IO
4
I IO
2 0
I
I

d.
8
I
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
n
0
0
6
6
0
0
6
6
6
0
n
4
0
0
0

£rn5 IO

7

2

I

Total

Expenditure D11ring September, I962
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. . £364
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Beddin&; Furniture,
Cots and Prams; General Assistance)
Analysis of Cases :
Family of soldier servin11 in FARELF ...
r
. ..
.. .
4
Widows and Dependants
29
Released and dischar11:ed soldiers . . .
Total cases assisted
16 Cases of Soldiers who served during the I939-45 War
r 8 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

R. SPENCE & Co.,
RICHMOND

£r48
£216

LTD.

Established 1788

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCB
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASIDNG MACHINES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MATIRESSES
PERAMBULATORS AND CYCLES

CALOR GAS AGENTS
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Careers anti Opportunities
· The appointments listed below form a very small
fraction of all the introductions to "Jobs " which
are available. Always prospective employers want
more candidates than the Association can offer.
Retired Officer Appointments
There are two vacancies available now for Retired Officers
(Combatant or Q.M. type Commissions) on the Staff of the
C.S.O., H.Q. B.A.0.R.
R.O. III (Training and Comsec)
R.O. II
(S.W.S.)
These appointments carry a salary of £1,157 plus LOA
£515 p.a., rent free quarters, firee fuel and light up to a generous
ceiling and many other 'perks '~heap petrol, cigarettes and
spirits, no motor tax. For further details write now to C.S.O.,
H.Q. B.A.0.R., B.F.P .O. 40.
Assistant Radio Engineer in Kuwait
Vacancy exists for Assistant Radio Engineer for service in
Kuwait. P=anent positfon with .prospects. Considerable
knowledge and experience in the maintenance of VHF /UHF
(up to 450 Mc/s) multi-channel radio systems and VHF single
channel R.T. equipments. At least 5 years experience in maintenance of radio communication equipment. Age 30-40. Desirable to ,h ave H .N.C. or City and Guilds final Salary not less
than £2,500 tax free in Kuwait. Kit allowance £85.
Applications should be made direct to Kuwait Oil Co. Ltd.,
Burgan House. 105, Wigmore Street, London, W.1, marked
for attention of Ian Graham, Esq. Mention Royal Signals
Association in application.
Radio Taxis Services, Ia, High Point, Highgate,
London. N.6
have vacancies for Radio Operators. Shift hours. Wages from
£12 to £14 per week, and more, according to experience.
Applications may be made to the firm direct, marking
application for the attention of Mr. Gilmore, and mentioning
Royal Signals Association.
Ministry of Defence, London, S.W.1
. Clerical Staff always required by the Ministry. Those with
good educational background and past clerical experience.
Application, in the first instance, to Royal Signals Association.
Vacancy for an Officer in the Territorial Army
on Consolidated Rates of Pay
There will be a vacancy in mid-August, 1963, in 327
Squadron, T.A. (Radio), as Permanent Staff Officer at Ponsmouth.
Applications for this post are invited from ex-combatant
officers (Regular or T.A.).
The Officer will be based at Hilsea, Portsmouth, and his
duties will be •tO administer the T.A. (Active List) of 327
Squadron, T.A. (Radio).
Conditions of service are as laid down in TA. Regs Appx
XXII; upper age limit on application 53 years. Appointment
will be for 3 yea.r with extensions of r, 2, or 3 years with
War Office authority up ro 60 years of age.
Salary £970-£1,060 per annum.
No acconunodation is provided but there are a reasonable
number of houses available by purchase in the area.
Applications should be made to: O.C. 327 Squadron T .A.
(Radio), T.A. Centre, Peronne Road, Hilsea, Portsmouth.
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FORD· MAKES IT EASY
TO OWN YOUR OWN CAR

clear
concise
communications
The importance of clear concise communications in any military
operation cannot be stressed too strongly. With this new VHF
equipment speech is never garbled.
Now in general use, this equipment gives reliability and
flexibility never before achieved under mobile conditions.
,

Completely sealed against dust and moisture, they are ' as
tough as a tank'.
VHF means:
•
•
•
•

predictable and consistent communication by day and night
complete freedom from long range interference
no skip, no long range interception
excellent speech quality (communication with voice recognition
gives authenticity)

•

instant selection of desired frequency - no netting

Wireless Set C.42 No. 2 (VHF Transmitter-Receiver)
For speech communication between troops, squadron and
regimental H .Q. Facilities for FM speech on 481 separate
50 kc/s channels in the VHF band; built-in crystal calibrators.
An amplifier is incorporated for intercommunication between
crew personnel. Available with transistorised power supply unit
for 12 or 24 V d.c. operation.

Wireless Set B.47 (VHF Transmitter-Receiver)

SPECIAL OVERSEAS PURCHASE TERMS

Whether you are being posted abroad or are at present serving abroad,
you can have priority delivery of a brand new Ford car; and for those
serving outside Europe, special shipment can be arranged. You've a
choice from a full range of cars, free of U.K. purchase tax.

For short range speech communication. Primarily intended as
the third or 'C' set for use as a tank-to-infantry link. 181 separate
100 kc/s channels are available.

Wireless Set B.48 (VHF Transmitter-Receiver)
Designed primarily for short range speech communication
such as forward observation officer-to-gun positions. 121 separate
100 kc/s channels in the VHF band.

• Tax-free use in the U.K.-prior to shipment • Hire purchase terms
available • Shipment overseas arranged • World-wide Service and
parts availability

The Ford range of quality cars includes: Anglia de luxe saloon and
Estate car; Consul Classic 315; Capri; Zephyr and Zodiac saloons.
The C.42 No. 2 VHF Tra11smit1erReceivl!r and Power Pack

Consul 315

For complete deta ils of Personal Export Scheme, contact your local Ford dealer or
FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD . 88 REGENT STREET· LONDON Wl · Tel: REGENT 7272

l
_P_I_e_s_s_e_!__..

Teleoommunicatlons Division • Electronic & Equipment Group

[

THE PLESSEY COMPANY (UK) LIMITED • llford • Essex • llford 3040

.....

Overseas Sales Organisation : Plessey International Limited · llford · Essex

_
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GARRARD

a
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As always the year passes with surprising rapidity and now
already it is November and the General Secretary reaches for his
pen to write a suitable message for Christmas.
First of all, of course, it is the new Secretary who writes this
-and indeed he writes with no little diffidence and some trepidation-from the chair occupied for so long and with such
distinction by Brigadier Firth.
We will have more to say about Brigadier 'Henry' in the
January WIRE, sufficient to say now that his retirement from
General Secretary will come as a matter of deep regret to a very
large number of Officers, W.O.s, N.C.0.s and Men of the Corps,
both serving and retired, who have come to know and appreciate
his sterling q ualities throughout the years.
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BRIGADIER P. H. P. JIOBSON,
D.S .O.
All

correspondence and matter for
publication for THE WIRE, should be
addressed
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THE WIRE, Royal Signals

Associa'tion, Cheltenham T errace, Chelsea,
· ·:
London, S.W.3.

Naval Crown. Brilliant
cut diamonds and
platinum. £216.10. 0

Regimental Tie Pins in diamonds
and 9 ct. gold.
Prices on application.

A GIFI' FROM GARRARD IS
REALLY SPECIAL, because it is
destined for someone who means el'ery thing
and deserl'es every thing. Take y our time,
come browse over the stirring array
of gifts at Garrard.

Gifts, both inexpensive and luxurious are to be found in the new
Qmard Christmas Catalogue. Ask for your free copy now.

GARRARD The Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET W1

·REGENT 7020
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Devon and Dorset
Regiment, 9 ct. gold
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Royal Artillery Gun Brooch
Brilliant cut diamonds, 9 ct.
white gold and enamel. £77. 0. O
Rose cut diamonds, 9 ct. wh ite
gold and enamel. £55. O. O
Smaller size brilliant cut
diamonds, 9 ct. white gold and
enamel. £66. 10. O
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9 ct. white gold and enamel.
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T his is the last meeting of the Central Committee of which
our present General Secretary, Brigadier Firth, has officiated. It
is difficult for me, and I believe it would be difficult for anyone
else in the chair today, to express adequately in a few, or many
words the debt that the Association owes him and by the term
Association I mean the past and present officials, the Headquarters Staff, the Branches all over the country, in fact every
individual member. It is a debt that will be very difficult to
repay, try as hard as we all will. In his twelve years' service in
the post he has never stinted himself and has even continued
working from a hospital bed, such has been his pride in, and his
loyalty to the Assoc~atilon. anhi~ to th~ ~o_rpbs.1 He has gweciall:ded
its affairs most effective y m s own lll1Dllta e way, esp
y
through those very difficult post-war years and the fact that the
Association is in the very healthy and thriving state that it is
today is-and I say this without fear of contradiction-due
almost wholly to him.'
You will be glad to hear that, for the time being anyway,
Brigadier 'Henry' will continue as Editor of THE WIRE-so contributors to THE WIRE do not think you are going to get away
with it!
Turning now to other matters we must place on record our
deep appreciation for all the assistance and encouragement that
the Association has received throughout the year whether it be
gifts of money or clothing, articles for THE WIRE, kind letters or
even a friendly visit.
And now 1963 is just around the corner and we wonder what
li
e' es ahebad .. T?e cominkg yeafinrwalill,hof course, seCe our nehw reg~~
orps egmrung to ta ·e Its
s ape-a new orps w ose spirit
and outlook will be based on the best of our past traditions allied
to the sensible changes appropriate to this day and age. One
tradition that the Corps can be readily proud of is the loyal
supporthit?iat ·uit invdariabblydlgivbes to the thAssociati onhiahnd-asdind~e
past- s w1 un ou te y e up to e usua
g stan ar m
196
3J.fowever, there is one way in which you can materially help
in this coming year and that is by purchasing your Corps
Magazine, THE WIRE. The standard we like to think has gone up
and along with it costs so that we are now losing money on this
publication. Web mukst. try and? put this right. Will you help us
to ba1ance our oo s m 1963
Finally, it is the pleasant duty of all at Association Headquarters to wish all members of our large Corps family, both
serving and retired, a very Happy Christmas and the best of
good fortune in 1963.
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BIUGADIER

D.

wmTE,

O.B.E.

Denis White was commissioned from " the shop " in January,
1930, and, following the pattern of those days, spent the first
18 months of his ervice at Catterick on Y.O. training, including a year's " Q" course.
After a further three years in U.K., with 3rd Divisional
ignals, he set off on the first of his several appointments outside the Corps-a four-year secondment to the King's African
Rifles. He returned to U .K. as Captain, and after some service
with the T.A. and with the 3rd S.T.C. after mobilisation, he
" escaped " to the war in the Middle East, first with East
African Signals and then with the Sudan Defence Force.
Early in 1941 he became a temporary Lieutenant-Colonel,
and after a short period at the Middle East Staff School and at
G.H.Q., Middle East, he joined the staff of C.A.F.S.O., Middle
East Air Force as G.S.0.1 Signals. Here he was able to use
that organisational ability, for which he was known throughout his service, in the development of the relatively new Royal
Signals commitment, the organisation of communications, both
strategical and tactical, for the R.AF. Early in 1944, his
H.Q. moved into Italy, and before long the urge to be back with
the troops became too great and he persuaded his master to
rt;lease ~m for command of a Regiment. Taking over a Corps
Signals m. Mar<;h, 1944, he saw the campaign in Italy to its
close, and m June, 1945, was awarded the O.B.E. for his services
in command.
After the war, White's administrative ability soon led him
again to the staff, and in 1947 he began the first of three " A"
appointments; twO in the Far East and one in the War Office.
Lost to Signals, as he was for ten years out of the last fifteen
this service on the staff without doubt contributed not a littl~
to the prestige of his own Corps.
Sandwiched berween two " A " appointments, came com ~d of the. Royal Signals Wing, where his staff experience and
hlS clear bram were of the greatest value in the considerable reorganisation . of courses and training then taking place in the
School of Signals. Now, after nearly 33 years' service, he re-

VANDERVELL PRODUCTS
LIMITED
Western Avenue, Acton, W.3.
World-famous manufacturers of Bearings and other
precision components for i/c Engines are always
prepared to consider applications from

EX-ROYAL SIGNALS PERSONNEL

(Left to right) Colonel Harris, Brigadiers McGill and Anderson,
Colonels Warburg and Hancock

tires from his last appointment in the Army, that of C.S.O.,
Southern Command.
.
From his earliest days as a subaltern, Denis White has been
a man with his own opinions, who was not afraid to state them
At times. he tended not to suffer fools gladly, but nevertheless:
~e was l~ed and res~ec~ed wherever he went. He had a part1cul~ flarr for orgarusauon and administration, and on several
occasions, both as staff officer and as regimental commander he
was able to set right wrongs in both.
'
. He will be remembered by those who served with him in
Signals as a commander of strong views and as a loyal and
devoted servant of the Corps. At Catterick, he will be remembered not least for the curries he dispensed-extremely hot
but extremely good, so admirably prepared by his wife.
'
Now we have to say to them both au revoir and the best
of good luck in retirement.
'

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

MACIDNE TOOL SETTERS

New Regulation Pattern with Straps

at their factories in the London area.

M ade up as required

The main requirements are a mechanical aptitude,
supported, if possible, by some knowledge of electric
circuits.

I
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Apply in writing to the Personnel Manager

NO-just a firecracker to set the horses in
motion!

Major General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E. Dinetl out at Heat/quarters Mess

for training as

Suitable candidates will be trained to set our range
of special purpose automatic production machines, with
opportunities to earn almost £ 17 per week without
overtime. The commencing rate, on alternative day
shifts (6.oo a.m. to 2.00 p.m., 2.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.),
is £12/17/7 per week.

Sleight of hand !

Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.E., relinquished the
appointment of Signal Officer-in-Chief on 13th September, 1962,
after two years in office.
On nth October, the Officers of the Corps expressed their
appreciation of his very considerable contribution to the Corps
over 33 years, and particularly during his period " at the reins,''
by dining him out at Headquarters Mess.
A large cross-section of officers, including many who had
served with General Whistler, were present, and the Mess was the
scene of colour and joviality associated with its great occasions.
In his reply to the toast, the General referred to the many
phases through which the Corps has passed and the recent difficult period when shortages of tradesmen have made the Corps'
task most difficult. He expressed his appreciation of the fine
work by all ranks during this latter time.
As midnight approached, the General left the Mess to take
up position as No. 2 on the Limber of the Cable Wagon. With

the remaining numbers performed by equally adept companions, a team of willing horses, dressed in gayer coats than
their four-legged predecessors, manned the ropes. The party
moved off behind the Band to the strains of the Corps Quick
March and Auld Lang Syne, the whole scene illuminated by 12
torch-bearers, found from young officers of 52 " Q " Course,
who were being dined-in on this occasion. Whilst the Band
counterrnarched and " horses" recovered their breath, the
General was met by Mrs. Whistler, to leave in the slightly more
comfortable seat of a staff car.
All ranks in the Corps will wish General Whistler every
success in his new appointment in the Ministry of D efence, where
he does a " two-hat" job as Chairman, British Joint Communications-Electr0nics Board and D irector Joint Communications-Electronics Staff. He is the first incumbent in this post
since its up grading to Major-General; a compliment to both
himself and the Corps.

HO -onother WINNER from Rootes !

THE NEW HILLMAN SUPER MINX
• Front disc brake s • New seat design fo r greater comfort, more back-seat room
• No greasing points •Improved driving position, better visibility •More luggage
room
• Greater economy, smoother running , improved carburation and - higher
rear-axle ratio • Borg-Warner fully-autom atic transmission available as an
And that's not all. The new Hillman
Super Minx has a powerful 1 ·6 litre
engine . . . built- in ventilating system . ••

EXPORT
U.K. ind. P. Tax
(Po1taee E xtra)

each 9/2
" 9/10

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

windscreen washers . . . padded facia
and dished steering wheel
of colours.
• •• and a wonderful range

Convertible and Station
Wagon models available.

~ ~·~•:•:·:~·~-~~~~·~;~~~===i:~:::~:;~;;:~~~:==~~
- --

Do you know that YOU
may be a privileged person?

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION

Members of Her Majesty's Forces posted overseas
are able to purchase at generous tax-free rates, which allow
up to six months motoring in the United Kingdom .
ROOTES LIMITED European S ection, Overseas Retail Departm ent, P iccadilly, Londo n W .1.
ROOTES AUTOS (Deutchsland) G.m.b.H ., Military Sales Departme nt, 4 Du s s eldorf, Postfachs 6823.
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The Royal Canadian Corps of Signals War Memorial
Vimy Barracks, Kingston, Ontario
OR more than 25
F
years, the home
of the Royal Canadian
Corps of Signals has
been at the Royal
Canadian School of
Signals, which is beautifully sited overlooking the St. L awrence
R iver, just to the east
of Kingston, Ontario.
Vimy Barracks consists of fine, wellspaced, modern buildings, surrounding a
large parade square,
which, due to an extension from its original size, has the
probably u n i q u e
feature of a group of
old elm trees nearly at
its centre. Th e i r
shade is much sought
after by perspiring
[.<'lauonal Defen ce 1-'horograph
drill squads on hot
H.E. The Governor-General pressing
summer days. The
the Morse Key to operate the mechanism
buildings in the barunveiling the memorial plaque
racks include some very
well designed training accommodation, a very fine gymnasium, which also contains a full-size swimming pool, usable all the year round,
and one of the most beautifully-sited and furnished officers'
messes in Canada-if not in the Commonwealth. It is therefore appropriate and fitting that Vimy Barracks should be
chosen as the site for a permanent memorial to Canadian
Signallers who have died in the se.rvice of their country.
On 19th June, 1962, during her visit to Canada, Her Royal
Highness The Princess Royal, who is Colonel-in-Chief of the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, broke the ground at the
site of the memorial_ and this was the signail for the start of
three and-a-half months of considerable activity, which culminated in the unveiling of the memorial, on 6th October.
The memorial is simple in concept, but greatly adds to the
beauty and general appearance of the entrance to the barracks.
It is in the form of a gateway at the main entrance, which
bas been enlarged to form dual carriageways. These run either
side of a grassed island, upon which is mounted the central
portion of the memorial. This consists of a band-hewn limestone plinth, bearing a memorial plaque, which is surmounted
by a bronze statue of Mercury, Outside the dual carriageways
are two outward curving walls of matching material, each
beginning and ending in limestone plinths similar to, but
smaller th~ the central memorial. On a second grassed island,
between the carriageways, within the barracks, a new gatehouse
has been built, also of matching stone. and the complete project
is finished by the addition of floodlighting for the memorial,
modern street lighting on the carriageways, and the planting
of trees and shrubs in the vicinity.
The statue of " Jimmy " is an exact copy of the life-size
Giovanni di Bologna statue, presently in the Museo Nazionale
in Florence, and was especially cast in bronze for the Corps
by Florentine craftsmen. The plaque on the central plinth was
also made in Florence: the inscription on it, in English
and in French, reads:

TO THOSE IN THE ROYAL CANADIAN CORPS
OF SIGNALS WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR
TI!ElR COUNTRY

H.K.H. !'he Pr incess Koyal breaks the ground for the memorial o n
19th June, 1962, watched by Brigadier C . S. McKee and a Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals App rentice So ldier in full dress uniform

The inscription is surmounted by the Corps badge.
The memorial commemorates not only those 382 members
of the Corps who died whilst serving overseas during the Second
World War but also those who have died serving their country
in the FirSt World War and in United N ations operations
abroad since the second. The concept of the memorial h as
developed during the last two or three years, during which the
design, which was originally that of an officer of the Corps,
has altered very little. Raising funds to pay for it was undertaken from January to April, 1962, and the estimated target of
$20,000 (£6,600) was easily exceeded, thus ensuring perpetual
maintenance of the memor.ial. Contributions came from all
members of the Corps, past and present, and from relatives and
others associated closely with it. The r esultant memorial more
than represents the original aspirations for it and fully justifies
all the hard work that has gone into its development and
production.
On Saturday. 6th October, His Excellency, Major-General
Georges P. Vanier, D.s .o ., M.C., C.D., Governor-General of
Canada, unveiled and dedicated the memorial in the presence
of almost a thousand members of the Corps, past and present,
relatives and guests. Although the weather was somewhat dull,
the rain, which had fallen recently and was still threatening,
managed to restrain itself, at least for the duration of the ceremony. On arrival at the site, His Excellency was received by
a Royal Salute from a 100-man guard of honour, found from
among the young soldiers under training at the School. After
inspecting the guard and meeting the Director of Music of

the Band of the Royal
Canadian Corps of
Signals, which played
during the afternoon,
His Excellency then
took bis place on a
special dais facing the
centre of the memorial,
together with Madame
Vanier, the trustees of
the memorial and other
distingushed guests.
The service of dedi~tion was conducted
a c c o r d i n g to the
Protestant Faith and
the Roman Catholic
F aith, which latter was
in both English and
F rench. During the
service, His Excellency
unveiled the memorial
plaque by touching a
mo rs e key wh ich
operated the remote
fN ational Def ence Photograph
control mechanism in
a suitably symbolic
H.E.
The
Governor-General
a nd
fashion. Later, when
Brigad ier C . S. McKee inspecting the
concluding his address
memorial after the ceremony
to the gathering, His
Excellency said :
" We know that when lasting peace is announ~ed .to ~e
world it will be a signalman somewhere who will give h is
time-honoured report : 'Through, sir.'"
Also during the service, Brigadier C. S. McKee, C;B.E., E.D.,
Honorary Colonel Commandant of the Royal Can;ad1an Corps
of Signals read a telegram from H er Royal Highness The
Princess Royal expressing the hope that she would one day
be able to s~ the memorial, for which she had broken the
ground so recently.
.
, ·
d
Finally after the L ast Post, Two Minutes Silence an
Reveille, ;,.,reaths were laid on behalf of the Armed. Forces and
the People of Canada, on behalf of H er Royail ~1ghness The
Princess Royal and on behalf of the Royal Canadian Corps of
Signals and other Commonwealth Signals Corps. The wreath
laid on behalf of the Master of S1gnals and all ran_ks of the
Royal Corps of Signals was la~d by ~lone! M. D. Pnce, O.B.E.,
from the British Army Staff m Washmgton, D.C., U.S.A.
After the conclusion of the ceremony, . everyone present
attended a tea and reception in the. gyrnnasmm nearby, when
many members of the Corps, relatives and guests were presented to Their Excellencies.
.
·
A memorable day in the life of the Royal ~adian Corp~
of Signals was brought to an end by formal balls m the Officers
and Sergeants' Messes and a dance in the CollPOrals' Club.

Later from 1955 to 1958 he used to conduct Even ong and
Home-going Prayers on certain weekdays.
It is, therefore, fitting, that he should now become a perma.nent
member of the team at this famous church .and the best wishes
of his friends go with him in his new appomtment.

London

Gazett e

Extracts frcnn Gazettes receiued between 91h October and z9th October.
Major-General A. M. W. Whi•tler, c.s.E.,, late Royal Signili, appointed
.
Chairman British Communications Elecuorucs Board.
Brigadi~r F. J. Swainson, o.s.E., late Royal Signals, to be Ma1or-G eneral,
b Ma"
(Q M )
13th September, 1962.
Captain (Q .M.) H. Marjoram, B.E.M. (S.S.C.) to e
JOr
• .
.
(A E R O )
March
(S.S.C.), nth October, 1962.
Lieutenant A. Richards (T.A.) to be L1cuten~nt
· · · · , 3ut
,
TD
re1962.
Maior (Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel) A. R. B. D ob son, O.B. E ·~ ~
.,
linqu.ishcd the appointment of H onorary Colonel 42nd (Lancs.J
f::jt
(T.A.). 10th October, z962, and retains the rank of Honorary Co one ·
Major (Brevet Lieutenent-Colonel) D. Coatesworth , M.B.E., M .sc., M . 1.E.B.,
retired on 15th October, 1962.
A~
Captain E G Thomas to be Major, 15th October, l ,,.v2.
Captain (Tfc. 0ffr.) N. J. Cowley to be Major (Tfc. OfJr.) 16th October,
0

~eutenant (T.O .T.) F. Iveson (S.S .C.) to be L ieutenant (T .O.T .), nt
October,
1962.(Q.M.) J. V. N eedham (S.S .C.) to be L ieutenant
"
(QM
) m
Lieutenant
· ·,
19

Ock~; If6~·

A H utley,

G.M .,

r elinquished S.S.C ., 10th October, 1962.

Secon d-Lieu.ten ~nt J. L . Woodcock (T .A.) to be Lieutenant, 17th October,

ra·
Li~utenant

19

tain P. A. D avidson retired", 20th Octo\>er, 1~2 ..
J. C . K ey (R.A.R.0.) resigned his comnuss1on 23rd September,

19

tt,jor M. F. Ridgen (T.A.) to be L ieutenant-Colonel (T.A.). 23rd
Septe mber , 1962.
A)
b L"
(T A.) 26th
Second-L ieutenant A. D . M. Lloyd (T . . to e 1eutenant
· •

Au&1~~~~96(Q. M.)

A. H . Knight (S.S.C.) to be Major (S.S .C.), 27th
October,
1962.
W .0 .I (R.S.M.) L. J . T aylor, M.B.E., to be L"1eutenant (Quartermaster)
(S S C ), 26th September, 1962.
.
'Lieutenant-Colonel w. J . G. Barnett, M .B.E., (A.E.R.0 .) to be L1eutenantColoncl (R.A.R.O.), 26th February, 1961.
.
A.R )
Second-Lieutenant D. J . Lawrence (N .S.) to be Lieutenant (R.
·0 ·,
21st October, 1962.
be Ma"
(TA )
Captain (Acting Major) G. M . Clark, T.D. (T.A.). to
1or
· ·'
23rd October, 1962.
(NS )
be L"
nant, 21 st
Second-Lieutenant D . A . B. Askew
. . to
1eute
October, 1962.
_,
TA R O ~•th
Major (T .O.T.) L . R. Jefferson ceased to b.,,ong to
. . . ., ....,

~~; ~~.

Dillon 10 be 1>.uior (T .A.R.O.). nth Septcmber,T1r~
Captain (Hon. Major) P . W. Shaw, T.D., ceased to belong to . . .0. ,

24

~ Oi2::~' ~'jj Down to be Captain (T.A.R.O.) 15th ~h, 196 1·
Th~ nndcm.critioned Officer Cadets from the Royal .Military thAc;_demy,
Sandhurst, to be Second-Lieutenants, Royal Corps of Signals, 4
ugust,
R. w. Stark
1962:
J.
Storr
J H Low
J. F.
J. Vcntbam
. .
e
G . W. Howard
A. M. Elliott
f
P. L . Bye
~· ~
D. W . Cook
. . urner
B. Robinson
D. B. S. Yates
s. R. Carr Sn»th
G. C. Saunders
A. R . Bailey
I. S . Duncil
R. A. Knox-Johnston
W. Roper

q.rant

Movements-Omcers

PERSONAL
COLUMN
Brigadier W. B. Rowett, (Retired)
Many friends of Brigadier " Bill ''. ~~wett w~ be interested
to hear that he is to join St. Maron s-m-the:F1~ds as qui-ate
following the Bishop of London's Advent Ordination Service at
9.30 a.m. on Friday, 21st December, at St. Paul's:
.
Brigadier Rowett has a long standing connection with St.
Martin's in that he, whilst serving at the War Office from 1~40
to 1944 used to ring the bell-carillon for the lunch-hour serv1c~s
except ~hen bell ringin.g was stopped and only used as an ant1Parachute Troop wammg.
.
.
. .
On one occasion, owing to an overstght, his be~ rmg;mg coincided for some five minutes with a concert bemg .given; by
Dame Myra Hess and rendered part of the concert maud1ble.
It is understood 'that this was "patc?ed up " ~Y the use of
considerable tact on the part of Bngad1er Rowett .

Major G. F'. Lowe
Captain R . F. Hills
Lieutenant-Colonel G.

... To H.Q., East Africa Command
.. .
. . . ., H .Q ., 1 (BR.) Corps.
Fenton,
M.B.B .
•••
• ••
• ..
., nth Regiment (}{. .
Lieutenant A. M . P. Barker
228 Souadron JSH E)
Maior C . F . Bushell
···
···
··· " H
11·thQ ..R;gunq~~~Cadre)
Maior (Q.M .) E. R. HaxeU .. . . ..
Maior (Local Lt.-Col.) K. S . Newell
H .Q ., A .A.F .C. ·
Major (Local Lt.-Col.) F. G . G .
Rapsey .. .
.. .
...
,, H .Q .. A.F.M.E.D .
T / Captain S. J. Lcchett
···
" ~~"'!"J~f~litary Supervisors on
Major F . D . McConnell-Wood
Film Production
Captain D. Gittens
,. School of. Signals
Captain J . U. Liddell
22nd Regiment
Lieutenant M. Allan
" ~~ili ~~.!ment (H.S.)
...
Captain B. J. Burke
Maior F . G . Bonnart
":
" 2ISt Regiment
Lieutenant J. G. McLuckie
nth Regiment (H.S.)
Lieutenant JI. D. Flannery
nth Regiment (Cadre)
Captain c. H. Glydon .. .
A.A.S .• Harrogate
,. 7th Regiment
R
B
H
Major · · opcr · · ·
·· ·
nth Regiment (H.S.)
Captain S. G . Walker · · ·
d
Maior (Q.M.) G . Lynam
.
219 Squa ron
Lieutenant I. O. J . Sprackhng
208 Souadron
Captain D . S. Hopkins, M .B .E.
" ~~,tl~.SBR.. G .H .Q ., FA.RELF.
Maior G. M. Allan
.. ·
"·
·..
School of Signals
T / Lieut.-Colonel W . 1· A. Collyer "
8 Souadron (War Office)
23 Regiment (T.A.).
.. .
.. .
571h
Maior D. M . Humphries
... :: nth Regiment (H.S.)
Maior (Q.M.) L . J. Bosher ...
Captain St. J. P. Arccdcckne-Butler " nth Regiment m .S.)
Caotain D. B. Carole
nth Regiment
.S.)
Caotnln J. G. Crowe
·
s)
Caotain A. D. Lewis
nth Regiment
. .
Captain I. B . Simpson
1 rth Regiment
.S.)

"s.

Sh
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.'t J01c•ements -

Wnrr nnt Olllcers and Sergeant.

W .0.1 F. L. Holt
~ .0.1 D. T.
cale
W.0.11 R . A. Margcrrison
.0 .11 P. Chil\'Crs
...
W .O.JI J . Critch .. .
W.0.11 D. Hazel . . .
Acting w.o.n N. Salter
...
Acting \V.O .Il C. A. Ru. hbrook
Staff Sergeant D. J . M. Hughes
taff crgcant S. R obertson ...
S taff Sergeant A . E. W. Ca\'e
taff Scrgcant F. W. Jones . . .
S talf Sergeant J. Home
.. .
taff Sergeant 'r. H. Jenkins .. .
S taff Sergeant R. H. J. Brewin
Staff Sergeant L. N. Whitmore
taff Sergean t C. J. Wright ...
S taff Sergeant F . W. Matthews
Sergeant
. G las borrow
Sergeant M. Fraser
Sergean t C. Oliver
.. .
Sergeant P. W . Gray
.. .
Sergeant J . R. Moxon .. .
Sergeant M . J . Bayliss .. .
Sergean t F. G. McFarlane
Sergeant T . M cEwan
...
Sergeant E. L . L . Rowso n
Sergeant C. D. Matzen .. .
Sergeant J . E . Stroud .. .
Sergeant b . Patridge
.. .
Sergeant M . A. C . Read
Sergeant H . J . Mahonev
Sergean t A. R. Cole
". ..
Sergeant D . M c Kenzie
Sergca:it D . T . W ear
Sergeant A. D avies
Sergeant W . J ones
S ergeant T . H. Atkin s

To 1 Ith Regiment (2 Squadron)
,, 2nd Regiment
14th Regiment
21st Regiment
2nd Regiment
A.A.S.,Harrogate
.. Junior Leaders' R egiment
,, 281h R egimen t
., 254 Squadron
.• 259 Squadron
., 239
quadron
.. 252 Squadron
24th Regiment
24th Regiment
252 Squadron
,, C .A.F.S.0. , H .Q .. R .A.F.. Ger·
manv
., School of Signals
U.K. Garrison Signal Troo p
,, 14th Regiment (3 Squadron )
A.A. S., Harrogate
13th Reg'm ent
30th R egim ent
,, 236 Squadron
,, 8th R egiment
,, 222
Sq uad ron
24th R egiment
,, F ield Records H .Q ., B.A.O .R .
,, 211
Sq uadron
,, 4th Regim ent
., 7th Regiment
J u nior Leaders' R egiment
., 256 Squadron
., 228 Souadron
,, A .F.N.E.
.. 238 Sq uapron
,, 8th Regiment
,, 3rd Regiment
., 253 Sq uad ron

The following promotions and deletions were authorised up to 1he end
of October, 1962:

R egime ntnl
To W.0 .1

To S Sgt.

Chief

Duty

222226o2 A/W.0.11
2549772 A / W.O.II
22540013 A/W.0.11
22212751 S/ Sgt.
22212938 A / S Sgt
21034214 Sgt.
22537002 Sgt.
22541897 A/ S Sgt.

Clerks

T o S Sgt.

22212242

S gt.

DUNNBTT.-To L ance-Corporal and Mrs. M. Dunnett, on 21 July,
1962, a son , Stuart William Munro.
GRAHAM.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. R . Graha m, on 13th A ugust,
1962, a son, Ronald Victor.
LAKIN. -To Corporal and Mrs. R . Lakin, on 23rd S eptember 1962
a daughter, Deborah Elizabeth.
'
'
ROBINSON.-To Sergeant and Mrs. T . H . Robinson , on 17th September
1962, a sonJ Peter \Villiam.
'
SPALDING.- To Signalman and Mrs. B. E . Spalding, on 10th October,
1962, a son, Barry.
GREEN. -To Corporal and Mrs. J. Green, a son, John Lee, born at
B.M.H. Dhekelia on 23rd October, r962 .
SOUTHALL- To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. D . Southall, a son, Dennis,
born at B.M .H. Dhekelia on 28th October, 1962.

19030220

Technic al

FRENCH- EVANS .-o>rporal G. E . W. French (28th Regiment) to Mi ss
M . A. Evans, at St. J ames's Parish Chu rch, H atcham on 29th September
1962.
,
'
'

Collins, L. N . D.
Freeman, D. J.
Burke, T.
Felton, T. R.
Osborne, E . W.
Stevelman. H . J.
iJ>hnson, P. S. W.
aywood, V. L .

Whitmore, L. N.

To Sgt.

W .0.11

KING. -236<)o85 ex-Sergeant G . B. King, died 2m August, 1ft"2.
Member of the Association.
""'

OLD

STABLE

BELTS

The .Officer Commanding and PRI of r Squadron K.A.R.
would .like to th31nk all Units and individuals who have responded
to their advemsement about old pattern Royal Signals stable
belts .. The response h~s been overwhelming, and ·they now have
sufficient stock, or options on stock, to last for at least five years.
436

5210
5150
5170
4810
no (Fd.)
4150 (Op.)
550 (Fd.)
1272 (Adm.)

940

n8o (Adm.)

~*********************************E
Roy al Sl~nal s Rugby F oot ball Club F i xtu rc!I,
1 963
2nd March
20th March

Oxford Greyhounds--Oxfo~d
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst
- Ca_mbcrley

Roy al S ignals Hoc key «; lub Fi x tures, l 9 ft:J
12th February
13th Feb ruary
14th February
20th March .. .
12th-15th April

R. A.-Woolwich
R .M.C.S .-Aldershot
Alde rshot Service.-.Aldershot
Welbeck College- Welbeck
Scarborough Hockey Fc:stival-Scarborough

Fixtur4"

16th January ...
6th February
9th February
20th February

Manchester University-Caneridc.
R.E.M .E.-Catterick.
Sheffield Universiry--Sheffield.
Durham Un iversiry-Durham.

I 7th Meeting of the Brane h Representa t ives of
the 111.oyn l Si g nals
which will be combined with the 17th Special General Meeting will
be held at the Duke of Yor)('s Barracks on Sawrday, 20th April, 1963.

:J9th 1U eet in g of the (;entral Committee, Royal
S i g nals i\s!jo c iation
will be held on 30th May, 1963.

T he {;or 1•s W e ekend, Ilemaion and 8th Annual
GPn e ral lU eetin g of the Association
will ta<e place at Canerick on Saturday, 29th J une, and S unday, 3oth
June, 1953.
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Swanborough, A. W . 3780
Stenner, L.
3790
Noden, D . H.
3800
Milne, N . W. W .
3820

23498351
23486559
22740087
22983392

2276102
2348 11 42
22144454
22983548

22890731
23335456

Cpl.
C pl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.

10230
10240
10250
1026o

11710
11800
14970
14990

2490
2500

2970
3150

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Roster

Duty

W .0 .11
S Sgt.

176o
5724

1620
516o

G ibb, 0 . G.
Kerr1 W. M .
Smitn, C. L.
Markie, C.

Cpl.
Cpl.

Jlegimentnl

Hayward, B. J.
E van , J. T . E.

DELETIONS
Roster
2650
6900

3580

CR Si!lnals

3980

Foreman of Signals Roster
W.0.1

520

Technical
W.0.1
S Sgt.
Sgt.

Operating
Sgt.

2710

MELF

Boster

7310

3750

Field

Roster

Sgt.

II90

S Sgt.

·Branch

Boster

90
550
3661

2590

INSERTIONS
Duty Roster
N ew S en. No.

2549628 · S Sgt.

Catton

· 4134

i

Ex. Tech. No. 550

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Standing ( Left to Right) : Captain G. H. Morpn (OC 601 Troop), Major R. C. Walker (OC FRA Si1nal
Squadron), Captain P. R. Buchanan (SAF Signal Officer), Major P. C. Tripp (OC TOS Si1nal Squadron)
Sittin1 (Left to Ri1ht) : Major N. L. Baker (OC 650 Troop), Major R. Pope (OC 255 Squadron), Lieutenant
Colonel T . I. G. Gray (CR Signals), Major P.A. MacF. Gillivray (OC 254 Squadron), Major G . W. A. Stephenson
(OC 211 Squadron, Air Formation)

Field Roster
22537553

·Leverton

Sgt.

39<1'

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

Life

SCOTT.--Colonel T . A. R. Scott, C.B.E., died 21st November 1962 Served
191 8 -1954. Life M ember of the Association .
'
.·

4510
4520
4530
4540
706o
7070
7080
7090

011erating Roster
T o Sgt.

S gt.

LEdWIS.--On 8~ November, 1962, at Blandford, Paulin.e , aged 11 months
~u ghter of Signalman and Mrs. G. F . Lewis , HQ
Signals.
. ., A .ER
. ., Royal'

1540
1670

Kennedy, W . R. S. 390

Deaths
SLANEY.--On 28th O ctober , 1962, at 12, Cork Street, Leicester,
2311969, ex-C.S.M , M. E . Slaney. Served in Royal Signals r929-1937,
and 1939- 1945. Life M ember of the Association .

I06o
1090

( ~lub

1mm

Roster

Regimental

Marriages

Spence, D.
Johnston , C . W.

i Forthcoming Events I

Royal Signals As!lociat ion Football

Signal C:entre Supe r,•is ors Ros t e r
To W .0 .1

ASKHAM .-To Sergeant and Mrs. F . A . A skham on 17th October,
1962, a son, Philip Kenneth .
'

J. F. Chiverton , on 3rd October,

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.

Roster

Adminis trative

CHIVERTON.-To Sergeant and Mrs.
1962, a son, David Alexander.

llos t er

A/W.0 .1
A / W .O.I

2586459
3663339

To W.O .II

To Sgt.

Births
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====Promotions ====

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
2955

Established
1894

Sixty

Years

Satisfactory

" WE BUY THE BEST "

Service

" WE SELL THE BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT

THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1962

Two occasions to report during October, one happy and
memorable, one sad. The happy occasion, a Middle East Command Royal Signals Officers' Conference (the first) held at H.Q.
Mid-East during which many problems were discussed-some
light, many heavy-and just a few resolved. However, even
though all wrongs were not righted the conference was an
undoubted success and will be repeated next year.
This occasion was marked by our new routine drink party
on the patio of the Tarshyne Officers' Mess (a landmark of
Aden?), though this particular party was graced by a power
failure. One lady guest was heard to remark (though not with
such technical finesse) that this was a " major electrical engineering achievement" on somebody's part. Unfortunately for lier
sex we shall have to take precautions against such an emergency
in future. though we are not quite sure exactly what we can
do. We also took the opportunity to hold the first full dress
Officers' Dinner Night. The undoubted success of this venture,
held in a Mess borrowed for the occasion and certainly not
equipped for such functions, is owed to the officers and men
of 254 Squadron who now operate under a new O.C., Major P.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1962

MacF. MacGillivray, and a new Administrative Officer, Captain
G. A. W. Hickman.
The sad occasion was the departure from the Branch Staff of
Mrs. S. S. Budd who has dealt with her mountains of work and
all of us in a manner that makes her eligible to come through
Kipling's "IF" with full marks. We miss her but wish her
the best of luck in Paris which is where she goes with her
husband, Staff Sergeant Budd, R.A.S.C., on promotion.
We welcome in her place Mrs. G. Eastwood, wife of R.Q.M.S.
F. Eastwood of the Corps. He is R.Q.M.S. in charge of the
stores at Camp Headquarters Mid-East and between the two
of them we hope we shall lack for little!
Finally an interim report on the Sy Tuarwa which put into
Aden en route for the South of France. As WIRE readers
already know, she is being sailed home by Major L. D. Line
and a crew consisting of Lieutenant M. J. L . Bygrave, Staff
Sergeant Orr, L.A.C. Leston and 19- ear..old Patricia Gaze.
After repairs to engine and wireless set (76/R 209) they set
forth on the most difficult leg of their journey, through the
Red Sea, in good heart. We wish them GQd's speed.
'437
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Signal
W.O. s in
Brainstorm
Session
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1st
Regiment
ROYAL SIGNALS NEAR EAST WARRANT OFFICERS CONVENTION, 1-3 OCTOBER, 1962
Front Row, left'> right : WOii (RQMS) McGrath, T. R. W ., WOii (RQMS) Redman, E.W., WOii (RQMS) Humble,
L. G., W O I (RSM) Marris, R. V., Brigadier C. T. Honeybourne, O . B. E., WOI Hill, E. W ., WOI Holloway, E. J.,
WOii (RQMS) Jones, D.A., WOii (RQMS) Newton, D. G.
Second Row , left to right: WOii Burman, V. F., WOii Dean, J., WOii Gilbert, J. R., WOii Fawcett, H. C., WOii
(F. of S.) Milton, J.A., WOii Howells, R. N., WOii (RQMS) Taylor, J., WOii (RQMS) Little, N.R.
Third Row left to right : WOii Dathan, L., WOii Pinkney, C., WOii Watson, W., WOii Coyne, A., WOii Petherick,
R. A., WOii Lacey, C. W., WOii Burns, A ., WOii (F. of S .) Boulter, R.

cc Definition:
A brainstorm is a temporary mental upset
.
marked by uncontrolled emotion and violent action."
The old principle of the Q.M.s Convention was put to good
use recently but with a new angle when Brigadier C. T. Honeybourne, Chief Signal Officer oi NEARELF, decided to hold a
Warrant Officers' Conference with "brainstorming" as one of
its objects.
Some thirty Royal Signals Warrant Officers from Units in
Malta, North Africa and Cyprus were subjected to this American
system of obtaining ideas. The fact that there were fifty-six
ideas produced on one subject in ten minutes will give some
idea of the success of the Convention.
In brief the principle of cc brain~torm ing " is to use the brains
of the group as one massive idea producing machine. The
human brain is such that given an idea it will react by producing
several more at once and, whereas in moderate thinking these
are sorted out by the individual and many disregarded as
irrelevant. In brainstorming they are all briefly expressed. The
group result is in fact an " explo~ion " of ideas. Some of these
ideas will of course be original<trams of thought in their own
right while others will be developments of the original. These
latter are referred to as " hitch hikes."
It is essential in the use of this process that the thoughts
recorded should be quite spontaneous and completely uninhibited. To give an example of the thinking here is one of
the eight problems discussed at {be Convention together with
some of the ideas and "hitch hikes."

Problem:

cc Ideas for raising money for Unit P.R.I.s?
"Hitch Hikes"
I dea
I. Farms
Chicken Farms
Broiler fowl service
2. Unit Lotteries
Unit Pools
Unit Sweepstakes
PRI Baby-sitting
3. Unit Crecbe
service on repayment
PRI H ome-Help service
PRI gardening service
PRI cleaning service car
PRI garages to let

It was in fact this particular problem that produced the fifty-

ANNUAL

six idea_s previously quoted and the above selection gives only
~ .outlme of the _process. The reader can try it himself by
iorung down straight away any additional ideas that come
instantly into his . mind after reading the above.
It can be seen that this system applies only to the simple,
clear cut type of question and is of litde use for the more
complex argument. For this reason the Convention went on to
discuss a range of more intricate problems in syndicate groups.
S?me of these problems are iListed below and Servicemen,
parucularly members of the Corps, may have their own conS·tructive opinions on one or more of the subjects. If so they
should make their suggestions through their Units.
Problem I. Is there a need for the best W.O.s and N.C.0.s to
extend their careers to the age of 55 years? If so, how can
they best be employed in Regiments and Squadrons, so
giving rfie benefit of their experience without upsetting and
preventJng career prospects of the younger members of
the Corps?
Problem 2. How should the appointment of R.Q.M.S. be fitted
into the career structure?
Problem 3. Is the present Confidential Report Form (AFB
2048) adequate? Can the system of reporting be improved?
Problem 4. How can delegation of authority be carried out so
as to make maximum use of Warrant Officers and Senior
N.CO.s?
Problem 5. A number of Regiments and Squadrons in Royal
Si~als are being civilianised. Assuming that in a static
Urut 50 per cent. of tasks are civiliani.sed, how can we best
ensure whole hearted co-operation between soldier and
civilian?
Problem 6. Is the present posting policy of married soldiers
suitable?
Ideas received as a result of this article could help to find
an answer to so~e of the. izru:nediate problems facing the Corps.
One of the biggest highlights of the Convention was the
D inner Night held in 259 Squadron's Warrant Officers' and
~ergeants' Mess.
Unfortunately the table, resplendent with
sliver, was of such length that those at the end missed Brigadier
Hon.eybourn,.e's anecdote of the famous message which was
received as have captured Rommel " when it sholllld have been
"have ruprured camel."

SUBSCRIBERS'

ADDRESSES

Many copies of " The Wire " and of the Royal Signals List are returned by the Post Office with a
note that the subscriber's address is unknown.
Will all annual subscribers please tell the Editor in good time of their new address.
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Cadets from the Royal Air Force College Cranwell visit 1st Signal Regiment-September, 1962

Whilst August is the month of holidays for all sensible
Europeans, and we in Germany are no e~cept~on to this,
September is invariably the month of exercises m B.A.0.R.
Once more we have checked our equipmen!z loaded our vehicles
and motored forth to far away places. vnce more we have
been blessed by the warmth of an Indian summer, so that our
three weeks away from barracks were spent in pleasant
conditions.
The Regiment took part in two exercises, both of which
required communications for a Control Headquarters. We
were thus able to indulge in a more permanent layout than
usual, having ·t he time and the cable to put our telephones and
remote controls into buildings with what we hoped was Post
Office skill. And if there seemed to be many more staff officers
than usual_ and many more radios needing rei:iote controls,
we can say we provided for them all, and that lt all wor~ed .
Both our Armoured Brigade Squadrons, 200 and 207, e~erc1sed
with us at the end of the month, and no doubt they will have
their tale,s to tell, which it would be unfair (and perhaps indiscreet) to spoil. Suffice to say many good lessons were Ieai:nt
and the Regiment brought the exercise season to a close with
success.
Although we depreciate interminable notes of comings and
goings, any change of R.S.M. is noteworthy and we welcome
W.O.I C. W. Johnston in that capacity. Also we greet our
Canadian exchange officer, Captain "Ted" Woodhouse, _now
installed as O.C. " 0" Troop. D id he really get off the tram at
Verdun instead of Verden and come here via Paris? We shall
never know. Whilst in the mood, we note the departure of two
old members of the Regiment in Lieutenant J. M. Passmore,
to Cambridge, and Sergeant A. G. Evans, stalwart of 2 Squadr_o n
for many years. Finally, in the list we include the Second-mCommand, Major J. C. Clinch_ who after ~ short b~t happy
stay with us, goes -to command the Gurkha Signal Regunent.
Last month a party of cadets from the Royal Air Force
College, Cranwell, spent the day with us, and tasted the joys _of
driving our Saracens and Ferrets. For a week of our exerc:1se
we were hosts to Captain Maurice Simocelli of the Italian
Army, and for the past month Captain J .. 9. C. ~le.xander
has been attached to us, paying for the privilege with a talk
on his sailing adventures.
.
Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., o.B.E., Representative
Colonel Commandant visited the Regiment on the 25th and
26th October, accompanied by Brigadier M. A. Charlton, o.B.E.,
C.C.R. Signals r (B.R.) Corps.
.
The customal"i f1Jll rogramme had been arra?ged, des1gne,<l
to enable the Gefi.eral o meet as many soldiers and their
families as possible.
A quarter-guard under Sergeant J. Marr was mounted fo
receive the Representative Colonel Commandant, who then
made a tour of the Barracks visiting each Squadron in tum to
see accommodation, the new Squadrons clubs and some demonstrations of equipment.
A coffee-party with the families was held in the Junior Ranks'
Club dr:nks were taken with the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
and lunch in the Officers' Mess. Between times a display by
the Regimen tal Fencing Team, B.A.0 .R. champions, was p~t
on in the gymnasium, and Signalman .E dwards demon.strated his .
skill with a go-kart.

Throughout the visit General Moberly took every opportunity to see for himself and speak to the men, incl';lding a
long interview on the telephone with Corporal J. Miller, of
Romeo Troop, who was manning a distant Radio Relay terminal
for a demonstration. He also took the opportunity to talk about
Canada with our latest arrival, Captain E. A. Woodhouse, who
is on loan to the Regiment from the Royal Canadian Corps of
Signals.
The visit concluded with a supper party in the Officers' Mess,
which brought to a pleasant end a stimulating and exciting
day for the Regiment.
(Another photograph on Page 440)

Major-General Moberly meets Captain E. A. W oodhouse, Royal
Canad ian Corps of Signals,
membe r of 1st Regi ment

a
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stration, while the real one, which he had started several hundred
yards away, carried on burning, unnoticed! Eventually, when
they got around to it, it took them just twelve minutes to get
the real fire under control.
We are gratified to be able to tell you that we have convened at least one " outsider" to our Corps Magazine. Our
Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant G . F. Wallace, R A.S.C., discovered
by chance that h is photograph was in THE WIRE last month,
and now, not only has he becom a regular reader (and buyer)
but he has even volunteered to become a contributor!

Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O .B.E., representative Colonel
Commandant talks to Signalman Edwards after a Go-Kart demonstration at 1st Regiment

3rd REGDIENT

The last month has consisted mainly of preparations. The
big " Force Role " Exercise is getting underway as these notes
go to Press. Force Headquarters has been set up at Keevil Airfield, Brigade Airhead Troop is poised. checked and ready for
its fiight to Northern Ireland. H.M.S. Ceniaur is steaming towards the Irish Sea. Our Air Support Troop detachments are
ready to spread out to the various airfields and F.A.C.s who
will require their services. ewe are providing the air support
communications for both sides so as usual we just cannot win!)
Exercise "Winged Coachmen " is about to begin. It is hoped
that a full report will appear in next month's WIRE.
Exercise "Griffin IV," 23rd to 25Ch October, was the last of
our " check " exercises to make sure that we are really " air
portable." We were driven in 3-tonners to one of three different
airfields, and from these we were fl.own to Colerne. For those
who travelled in Hastings, this was a round trip, as they went
from Bulford to Coleme, took off, flew around, landed again, unloaded and then drove to Keevil, which is halfway back to
Bulford ! The others, who travelled in Argosies from Benson,
or Beverlies from Abingdon were luckier. They did at least get
a change of scenery before and after the flight. The build-up
took two days, but we had all our major corrununications
engineered and working by 09.00 hours on the second day.
On Friday, 26th October,, the day after we had got back
from "Griffin IV," we were paid a flying visit by the new S.0.in-C., Major-General F. J. Swainson, O.B.E. He was with us
for only a very short time, but he did manage to speak to all
the Royal Signals members of the Regiment.
Another recent visitor was .the Fire Ins-pector (luckily, two
days after Guy Fawkes!). He seemed quite satisfied, even
though our Fire Piquet put out an imaginary fire in a demon-

Membe.~s

Jottin"s. For a week, commencing 5th October, the
unit took part in Exercise " Canada Cup." This was an interBrigade exercise. with 4th Division umpiring. Many were the
gasps of astonishment and admiration at the palatial surroundings at the Control H.Q,. furnished by 4th Regiment and H.Q.
Company, 4th Division. One well-known gentleman said that
he expected "jousting would commence at three," due to all the
multi-coloured flags that were flying! A 2 Squadron radio detachment "found its way " into some wood occupied by elements of an American Armoured Infantry Battalion. Due to
the detachment's musical capabilities (namely a guitar and
clarinet), Corporal T. R. Jewitt, Signalmen J. Hood and J. D.
Scarpe did not have to open their five-man compo packs. When
visited, they were observed picking the r~mnants of Maryland
chicken from their teeth with United States' matchsticks I Who
said our radio operators lack initiative?
On 5th November the traditional fireworks display was held.
The display was very much appreciated by both young and
old, although the older fraternity seemed to appreciate the bar
most! Hot dogs and roast potatoes were also on sale, and we
nearly had fish and chips l Unfortunately, one of the hydro
burners turned nasty, igniting some tentage, and some opinions
are that the blaze was better than the bonfire.

A11 Outsider I.ooki11g i11 011 Hoyal Signals
It has been said to me since my arrival as Chief Clerk, 3 H .Q.
and Signal Regiment, that I have the honour (hmm! ! ) to be
the first non-Royal Signals Chief Clerk of a Signal Regiment.
Afaer having been for several years previously on staff work, I
find the work, clericalwise, both interesting and exhausting. To
date, I am still at a loss when faced with various trades and
signals procedure. I can understand from this why I am
the firsi RA.S.C. Chief Clerk, and will likely be the last.
The pace ~s far more hectic than the War Office, though the
clerical procedures are not greatly at variance, except, perhaps,
for the ' D ' ROPO 'T ' ROPO and 'P ' ROPO systems. When
first trying to fathom this one out, I felt like banging my head
against a brick wall. Still, it soon sorted itself out in the wash,
after several observations from Reading. If my tour with the
Regiment goes as well as it started, then I will not be able
to moan about my stay with the Signals, and I hope that I
will have made a few more friends than the couple I already
know in Catterick (take one pace forward, Staff Sergeant
Penman).
\Varrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
A photograph of our Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess,
taken in the Garrison G ymnasium, demonstrates just how
"integrated" a R egiment we now are. There are 18 different
cap badges in the picture. L ast. but not least, congratulations
to R.S.M. M. A. Barnes-Murphy on the news that he is be
commissioned next March.
The annual 3 Division R.E./Royal Signals Reunion took place
on Thursday, 8th November. 3 Division R.E. were the hosts
this year, and the event was held in their Mess at Tidworth.
This event, a cordial rem inder of the close ties we Signallers
have with our " parents," the Sappers, took the form of a games
social evening.
Both sides showed equal proficiency at darts, dominoes and
poker dice, and it was a draw r ight up to the final gaane-shove
ha'penny.
R.S.M. Friendship (RE.), ably backed by one of his Staff
Sergeants, formed the home team in this final battle, and
R.S .M. Barnes-Murphy (Royal Signals) and Staff Sergeant
Hayes represented the visitors. Side bets were made, fhe game
was afoot, and the Royal Signals emerged tr.iumphant.
The result. 25-23, was close enough for honour to be retained on both sides.
Later, there was tombola, a draw and dancing. An excellent
buffet was provided and, at the end of a very pleasant evening,
R.S.M. Friendship presented the Shield, expressing the hope
for the continuance of this event.

of the 3rd H.q~ and Signal RegimentW.O.'s and Sergeants Mess
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Across

the

Skagerak by Canoe
T. RICHARDS
I think it was on the Denmark/Norway Ferry that the idea
first occurred to us. L ieutenant Norris and myself were both
instructors at the Adventure Leave Centre at the time, and we
were on our way to rejoin the Unit. I don't know whether it
was the comparative luxury of the ferry that put the idea there,
or the thought of doing something different. Once the idea was
there though, it stayed.
There then followed a considerable amount of preparation.
We needed a guard vessel as escort boat. It sounds a simple
thing, but when the Royal Norwegian Navy waded in to assist
us, and produced a 47ft. converted smack, the size of the
organisation backing us became clearer. We were most grateful
for the help given by the Adventure Leave Centre, and it gave
us great confidence throughout to know that lurking in the
background was a large supporting organisation.
A canoe is a small thing; we were using a 17ft. Essex in fibreglass, and a little of this confidence faded when we sat in it
for the first time.
The day came, and at 23.00 hours on the 29th June, we
entered the water at the Toringen Light. We had 62 nautical
miles to go, and a lot of water on each side and underneath.
For the first 2t hours we had to contend with a 2-3 knot
current that ran south-west from the coast of Norway, producing
a short choppy sea. The sea rapidly moderated and we settled
down to the long haul. The first drama was that we couldn't
find Radio Luxembourg on our portable radio set, so instead of
the Luxembourg Intematipnal Show. we went on in silence.
At dawn the wind got up, and stayed, and for the rest of the
journey we bad to contend \'l'ith quite a choppy sea. From
the escq.i;t vessel came the· clank of pots and pans, and at 07.30
breakfas~ ~ appeared.
The sea prevented us getting alongside
for it to be passed down, so it was dangled in front of our
eye in a fishing net, like a carrot. On reflection, there is nothing
worse than seeing your breakfast hovering in front of you,
getting closer and closer, but just too far away when you make
a grab for it. Eventually we collected it and within about two
seconds morale rose with the warm feeling spreading across our
stomachs.
The sun broke through and all looked rosy, but as if to make
sure we did not get too over-confident. the wind gusted up to
force four, whipping up the sea, and then held at about this
level for the rest of the journey. From a small canoe, those
waves looked enormous.
Quite often we got involuntary cold baths as the waves broke
over the canoe. Baling was a constant task and by this stage
you really knew that you have back and shoulder muscles.
At about 16.00 hours. Hirtshals came into view, and though
it seemed years, it got closer every stroke. At 19.30 hours we
came into harbour to be greeted with quite a lot of fuss. We
felt wonderful, but were really interested in one thing only.
It did not take us long before we achieved our aim-bed!
Next day we returned to Norway, this time on the escort
boat. Facts and figures given to us by the Norwegian Navy
were that we had travelled 72 miles in a force four wind in
2ot hours. Despite all the aches and patns, I think both
Lieutenant Norris and myself would love to do it again, but
we would certainly think twice about it.
BY SIGNALMAN

Major General F. J. Swainson , 0.8.E., with Lieutenant Colonel T. W.
Baynes, O .B.E., Friday, 26th October, 1962

Accepting the shield on behalf of the Royal Signals Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants, R.S.M. Barnes-Murphy thanked .the
R.E. Mess for an excellent evening and said that although
n ~i ther he or R S.M. Friendship would be there next year,
this event would be handed over to their successors.
The meeting finally broke up in the early hours of Friday
morn!ng, and already we are looking forward to next year, when
we shall play host.
4th REGIMENT
Operation Westphalia Dall. At 8.30 p.m. on 24th
October, the first Westphalia Ball, a combined project of the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Messes of 2nd, 4th and 7th
Regiments came into being.
Four days before "B-Day," the area of Hammersmith Gymnasium, the home of 4th Regiment, became a hive of activity
as lighting, decorations and furnishings appeared by the truck
load.
Then as the rush died down the dancers arrived. Colour
appeared in the form of the ladies' dresses, the scarlet of the
officers' jackets and the white of the senior N .C.0.s' mess kit.
In all, some 500 officers. seniors and their guests came from
all over B.A.O .R.
Chief guest was the Representative Colonel Commandant,
Major-Gen eral R. J. Moberly, c.B., o.B.E., and with him Brigadier
and Mrs. M . A. Charlton, C.C. Royal Signals I (BR.) Corps.
Music came from the dance band section of the C11meronians,
whose playing inspired even the laziest to take the floor.
Buffet time produced a sight which must equal the most
sumptuous feasts ever organised. Did the chicken ever look
so plump, the lobsters so red, or the hams so inviting. Who
was it who remarked : •• Surely we are not going to spoil this
marvellous display by eating it," and then proceeded to sample
all the delicious delicacies. Could it have been the Colonel
Commandant? Perhaps it was even more astonishing an effort
when it is realised that three days previol.lsly, of the th:ee catering representatives, one was very ill in hospital, one sick at
home and the last one was still out on an exercise.
Dancing went on until 2 a.m., when all went their ways,
happy with having met, talked, and drank with many old
friends, and in the thought that 2nd, 4th and 7th Regiments
had got together and finally achieved their goal. Of course,
the hope is, that 1962 has produced the first of a series of
such occasions, and .possibly in the future closer ties will be
achieved yet again.
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The 1962 training season ended with Exercise "Fallex,"
which had, for the first time, a visibly N.A.T.O. flavour, and
during which almost every North European language was encountered by our switchboard and teleprinter operators. In
particular, we worked cheek-by-jowl with the German Signal
Corps, whose equipment dates back as far as 196x. Their way
of life is a little different from ours-for example they appeared
on many occasions in Regimental track suits, and there was a
complete absence of pre-war heel-clicking. On the other hand,
there was a degree in similarity between us in that they invariably produced the required results by hard work and an almost
Br.i tish way of muddling through, " beating the pink" and relying too much on a few Chiefs and not enough on the many
Indians. We were relieved, indeed. to see little sign of the
teuton ic efficiency of fiction, and a round-up of personal weapons
"stolen" from off-duty personnel one night yielded as many
German as British models!
At the close of "Fallex," we said goodbye to our helicopter
pilots who have been with us, with two aircraft, for the last
two months. Having these "choppers " fully integrated within
the Regiment proved a great joy and made a change from
the common run of events. Apart from the serious side of the
trials, which went very well, we discovered, amongst other
things, that the noise of the engine at close quarters causes
heart-failure in a particular species of monkey, but leaves lions
and vultures unmoved. The barracks are, of course, next to a
zoo (they do say that when a gorilla once escaped, they bad it
cornered in a living block on three occasions before they discovered their mistake, but that is another story). Other discoveries were that the " chopper " is an ideal vehicle for " taking
the mickey" out of a nudist colony_ and that it takes a man
to walk under the rotating blades without stooping. Finally, it
was shown that a "chopper " is a splendid instrument for sweeping the barracks square (but it makes the huts around the edge
awfully d usty).
The visit of the Representative Colonel Commandant took
place recently when General Moberly spent an af.ternoon with
the R egiment, returning again on the following day for dinner;
some photographs of his visit are shown.
The reconstruction of the Officers' Mess is now almost complete; the red composition floors are now covered in plastic tiles
and the o~d ante-room and billiard room have been turned
into one large room with a brick fireplace. The whole effect is
quite pleasing, and a vast improvement over the original.
The Sergeants' M ess has also been tiled and the bar renovated on modern lines, complete with fish tank which, to date,
awaits 1ts occupants (this is about the only available married
quarter in the area, so there's some merit in being a fish).
Sport has now come to the forefront and the square is used
for hockey, basketball and volleyball-usually all at once. Volleyb all is a new experiment and seems to be catching on . Shin cy,
fos tered by C.S.M.I. Carpenter, has started once again, and a
knock-out competition was won by the " Intrepid Funf" from
the Sergean ts' M ess : shinty, fo r the uninitiated is ice hockey
without the ice, played in an enclosed space from which there
is no escape, and using a walking stick " held the stupid way
up "-there appears to be no holds barred.
W e have recen tly said farewell to RSM. K eay and fa mily
who, after two and-a-half years, find themselves preparing to
winter in Catterick, without the benefit of central hea ting. W e
are sure that R.S.M. and Mrs. K eay will have happy recollec-
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tions of their last night in the Sergeants' Mess. He did, in his
own word "go with a bang." We wish them luck and happy
times in their new posting. At the same time we offer our
congratulations to R.S.M. Gerrard on the assumption of his
new appointment.
Finally, congratulations to our motor cycle trials team who,
having won the B.A.O.R. championship, went on to be placed
third in the Army Championship and beating all other operational regiments.
Particular congratulations go to Sergeant
Slaughter for winning the Signals Cup.
Dth llEGDIENT
"So they (Paul and Barnabas) being sent forth by tire
Holy Ghost, departed un:o Seleucia; and from there
they sailed to Cyprus."
"And when they were at Salamis, they preached the
word of God in the Synagogues of the 1ews."
-Acts IJ, 4 and S
9th Regiment which arrived in Cyprus somewhat later (not
much, some say) is established outside Famagusta, only a few
miles from ancient Salamis. Many a soldier and his family
have ·picnicked on the beach near the famous ruins, and swum
with mask and flippers among the remain s of the ancient
harbour, where St. Paul stepped ashore on his first mission.
The Regiment is situated in what is probably the best part
of the island. for it is at Famagusta that one finds the best
beaches in Cyprus. This is a tremendous adva ntage, since life,
especially for the married families with young children, centres
upon the beach for the greater part of the year.
The sea and the sunshin e are what make life pleasant here,
and these are so much to the fore that o ur leisure hours are
governed by it~ba thing, sub aqua, boating, fishing, beach
parties, sailing, water ski-ing . . . till winter comes. Then the
direction of social and sporting activities changes rapidly, away
from the sea to indoor activities such as the M ercury Theatre,
and sports assume a predominan tly British character in the
shape of hockey, soccer, rugby and so on (" all the games you
need a wash after ").
Winter actually begins_ they say, when Sergeant W inton looks
meditatively at the sea beyond the reef, and mutters darkly
that he must brin g the Regimen tal boat out of the water next
Satur day. This has indeed already been muttered and Hermes
is now high and dry.
H igh and dry also are the modern accommodation blocks we
have recently occupied. N issen, T wynham and tent are bu t
bad memories- the rains may come now and we won't care.
New also are the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M ess
r ecently open ed and the Junior Ranks' Club in the former
Sergeants' Mess building, which has undergone R.E. improvement. The Saddle Club, too, are busy rebuilding th eir prem ises
on a do-it-yourself basis.
Without wishing to bore with sports results, one unusual
event must be mentioned. It appears that on 22nd September,
back home Liverpool Football Club played against Everton.
This appar ently was an event of some moment, since the Regiment was split into two factions. A L iverpool/Everton game
was promoted with evangelising fervour by those lucky enough
to be born under the blue skies of L iverpool This, despite the
fact that winter had not yet started and Hermes was ll_till afloat.
It was a hot game, but of course " mad dogs and Englishmen

"
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The following goods are available from Association Headquarters:

I. Serreant Slau1hter recelvlnr the Cup for the third team In the Army
Motor-Cycle Trials. With him are the rest of the team-Ser1eant
Sankey and !'ilrnalman Everett
·

4. The Representative Colonel

l . The Athletic Trophy presented t~ the · German Schools in Herford,
by Royal Slrnals, B.A.O . R., as reported in an earlier luue
l . General Moberly and Serreant Barnett, N.C.O. c:ommandinr the
Ciluerter-Guard

S. Helicopter Trials.

The radio relay loaded up and ready to ro

6. Helicopter Trials.
backrround

The aircraft with a complete relay station In the

Kahton, a visitor from

Commandant •1>eakin1 to Captain

India

Corps.·T ies- Heavy Weave
Woollen
Terylene
Corps Scarves-Woollen
Rayon Squares
Cravats-Terylene
Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges
Crested Ash Trays

7/6
8/6

II/21/21/21/8/6

3/45/4/ 6

Members only

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
1/8
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
35/Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours)
20/Corps Plaques
29/6 Plus postage
Corps Diaries (available each year between November and
February. Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).
Please Send Cash With Order for all the above articles.
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having travelled to most of the major ports in the world, he
worked his way up to second steward.
Again he became restless and tried the catering trade. In
Jersey he worked as a chef in a hotel for a year and then returned to England.
It was while working as a chef in London that George
acquired his first taste of A11my life. He joined 302 Parachute
Field Squadron Royal Engineers (T.A.), Kingsbury, and during
his part-time soldiering, chalked up fourteen successful jumps
to his credit.
Only a few months ago he met an old friend from Edgware,
Corporal B. Harris, of the Royal Corps of Signals, over a drink.
When Corporal Harris told him how he was enjoying his Army
life, Sapper Snelling thought perhaps this might be the career
for him.
Although when visiting the recruiting office he was advised to
enlist in the Army Catering Corps, George was resolute about
a career in the Royal Signals.
Now he is a Best Recruit, and at 26 years of age, with
plenty of experience behind him. He certainly has a splendid
chance of making a fine career out of the Army. He will now
train as a Special Operator.

(DEI•OT)

Winter is fast approaching Catterick once more and the early
frost are upon us.
As Lieutenant M. A. J. Mulcahy has now been absorbed
into the turmoil of Recruit Training, the Regiment has a new
WIRE notes scribe. I only hope he has the same gift of the
pen as his predecessor!
L ife here is never dull, recruits have been coming in so thick
and fast, that it was necessary to form a new Recruit Training Squadron on 15th October, under the Command of Major
T. I. McL. Robinson. Because of this expansion, there has been
a population explosion amongst the Cadre, and recently we have
welcomed many newcomers, including Captains W. G. Robinson,
M. W. Simms-Reeve, Lieutenants C. J. Crow, F. R. Maynard,
R. B. Ingram. J. M. Scott, J. J. Cullen, T. B. Scarff, SecondL ieutenants R. A. C. Siderfin, W .0 .1 Keay, W.0.11 P. D .
Molony and Staff Sergeant D. W. Newsham. We hope they
will all have a pleasant tour in Catterick.
Equipm e n t Demonstration. On 9th October, there
was a display of current military equipment on Vimy Square
for the benefit of the Territorial Army. The Regiment made
good use of this display and, as can be seen, recruits were to be
seen clambering in, out, under and over, all types of armoured
vehicles. None of them got lost in the process and were all
present at the end of a very interesting afternoon.
E n ter tainmen t. The recent Cary Garrison Theatre
production of " Gilt and Gingerbread " was well supported by
the Regiment, when they attended on the opening night, 22nd
October. We hope they will continue to provide us with
suitable entertainments in the future.
B est R ecrui ts. Since the last notes, four intakes have
left the Regiment and consequently there are four best recruits
to report upon.
No. 239rr6r2 Signalman
Jones passed off as Best
Recruit of 5/6 Troops on
7th September.
Signalman Jones was born
in Ffrith, near Wrexham,
North Wales, and attended
school in Flintshire. He left
school at the age of fifteen
and worked as an apprentice
bricklayer for a short while.
H e did not enjoy this occupation very much, so joined a
firm of radio and television
engineers. After four years
of part-time education at
D enbighshire Technical College, he had acquired the
intermediate radio and television services certificate.
Signalman Jones thought
chat life was still not full
enough for him and he was
unable, in his job, to get
any experience in transmitting or knowledge of
transistors.
" I decided to try and
acquire this knowledge in
the Royal Signals," he said,
so he went along to the
Recruiting Office to enlist.
Slcna1man Jo nes, Best Recruit 7th
About training, Signalman
September
Jones says that he enjoyed
his tra ining at the D epot
Regiment, especially marching to a military band. " I like music,"
he said. "The Band on the square makes marching quite a
pleasure." If there are any more Signalmen Jones's about,
perhaps we can supply a skiffle group for weapon training.
Good luck to Signalman Jones, who now continues training
as a rad io technician.

*

*

*

Signalman Kerr, Best Recruit, 19th October
the age of fifteen started mining. After seven years in the pits,
he gave mining up because most of the local pits were closing
down.
He said: " I had to find a new trade and thought that the
Army would be best to teach me one."
Now, at the age of 23, he starts a n ew career. The Army
will certainly be glad to have him, for he is also an experienced
boxer, having won the West Ayr Area Coal Board welterweight
championship in 1959.
About training, he says: " I have enjoyed my basic training
very much, especially the adventure training in the Lake
District."
Mrs. Kerr can be very proud of her son, for he is the only
one of nine children in the Forces.
Signalman K err's Troop Officer, L ieutenant A. M . P. Barker,
said: " He had to work very hard to win the Best Recruit contest. The competition on this course was very tough."

*

*

*

Top Recruit 23927013 Signalman George Snelling, of
Edgware, Middlesex, says: " I found che life chac suics me."
Snelling has certainly had a good look round before deciding
on the life for him. When he left Camrose Secondary Modern
School, at the age of fifteen, he joined the Norwegian Whaling
Fleet at Grimsby, and sailed the Arctic seas for four years.
George says: " I did not find this interesting enough and wanted
to travel around the world." In 1956 he left whaling and joined
the Merchant Navy as a cabin-boy. During the next three years,

*

*

*

Signalman Snell ing, Best Recruit, 5th October
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H ave Y on H e ard . . . that two Brigadiers were arrested
by an over-zealous sentry when driving down from Whin~y
Hill? They were escorted to the guard room because they ~1d
not have a pass to go to Camp Cen tre! However, a few qwet
words in the guard room were sufficien t to pers~ad.e the sentry
that it was in order for them to proceed on the1r Journey.
That L ieutenant C. J. Crow. when on duty as Orderly
Officer, had an official 'phone cali from Jamaica (please note-
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Brigadier E. D. Good, C.B.E., leading the Old Comrades in the
March Past at the Remembrance Sunday Parade
the Cuban crisis occurred a few days later; any connection is
entirely coincidental-so he said).

*

*

*

Sports News
llugby. After a poor season last year, we appear to be
making a better start this time. Our standards are not too high,
and it is doubtful if we will win the Army Cup! However, with
a basis of some 12 Cadre players and good scouting in the
Recruit Squadrons, we have managed to raise a fair XV.
We have played two games to date and lost them both; however, the standard is improving.
Soccer. The season opened with the Senior and Junior
teams losing to 24th Regiment. The opposition in the senior
game was very strong, but Clark, a recruit from I Squadron,
played a great game; he scored four of our five goals, and the
final score was 7-5 in favour of 24th Regiment. The junior
team had the misfortune to lose by 9-5·
Adnlinistra t ion N o tes. Now that the A.F. B 198 is
no longer in use, to assist in directing documents to the correct
departments, would units please attach a note to the A.F. A 2026
stating the reason why the documents have been forwarded to
the Depot Regiment.

*

llemembrance S unday . Sunday, rrth November, was
Armistice Sunday, and, as customary, a parade was held in
Scotton Road, near St. Martin's Church. The Regiment provided a Squadron, commanded by Major T. I. McL. Robinson ,
and together with the Old Comrades' contingent and a Squadron
from the School of Signals, the parade was led by our C6mmanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.E.
The salute was taken by Brigadier A. F. McGill, O.B.E.

*

What better start could any soldier ask for than to outshine
the rest of the Troop on his first Pass-Off Parade.
Signalman Kerr, aged 23 years, of 14, Thomey Flat Street,
Ayr, Scotland, has done just that, on 19th October. Born at
Ayr, he finished at Newton Park Secondary Modem , and at

*

Twenty-year..old Signalman J. G. Jones, of 63, The Dell,
Ridgeway, Birkenhead, was the top recruit of his intake of over
r20, which passed out on Friday, 2nd November.
Signalman Jones attended
school at the Birkenhead
Institute and left in 1958 to
becom~ an apprentice flourmiller.
Whilst serving his apprenticeship, he attended the
Outward Bound Sea School
in North Scotland. This he
fo und to be a most enjoyable
experience and he enjoyed
the adventurous open air
life.
On completing his flourmilling apprenticeship, he
found life in a Birkenhead
flour mill too dull, so he
decided to join the Army.
He chose Royal Signals because he could learn a worthwhile trade and have the
opportunity of seeing the
world.
H i s h o b b i e s include
swimming, hill climbing and
playing an assortment of
musical
instruments. He
has appeared with his guitar
in several well-known Liverpool skifile groups.
A5ked about his training,
he said: •• I enjoyed my
Signalman Jones, Best Recru it 2nd
basic
training, especially
November
adventure
training
near
Uilswater.
Signalman Jones now goes on to train as a L ine Technician.

Recr uits inspecting Arm ou red Fighting Vehicles

THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING
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14th REGIMENT - OFFICERS TRAINING DAY, BAMPTON - 23 OCTOBER, 1962
Left to righ t, Back Row : Mr. J , Morton (Tech 11), Major R. Barrett, Major H . W. Russell, Major M. Turner, Captain
R. R. Fields, REME, Major J. W. ln11ledow, Second Lieutenant H . J. Desforiies, Captai n C. M . Senior, Mr. J , D. Fenner
(Sup. A ), Mr. L. J. Prince (Tech. I)
Fron t Row : Major J . H. Walmesley-Cotham, Second Lieutenant A. M. Gelston, WRAC, Captain W . H . D. N. Robotham,
Major M. K. Cavana11h, WRAC, Lieutenant Colonel W. E. Lyske, Major L. H . Dutton , Captain M. L. S. Read, WRAC,
Major R. S. Cathmoir, Second Lieutenant A. K. G. Toby (WRAC), Major B. H . Parsonaiie

n.n.q. and I Squadron. Having completed their
deliberations in the Metropolis during the early part of the
week, COMCAN Conference delegates assembled in Gloucester
on 4th October with two objects in mind-to see how the
Regiment works and to have a jolly good time-both of which
missions were successfully accomplished.
Restricted mess accommodation made it necessary to house
some of our guests in a nearby hotel, but any slight inconvenience involved in getting to and fro was more than
compensated for by the very charming manner in which
Second-Lieutenants Anthea Gelston and Ann Toby, W.R.A.C.,
performed the duties of transport conducting officers.
To welcome our visitors, a drink party was he.d in the Mess
on the Thursday evening. Officers' ladies also attended, and
music was dispensed by the Light Orchestra of the Corps Band,
which had travelled down from Catterick for the occasion.
Friday morning saw the delegates at the Tape Relay Centre,
Boddington, where Major Jock Cathmoir gave his inimitable
"V.I.P. spieL"
After lunch, the party divided-some going to Droitwicb and
some to Bampton. Visitors to the "Spa " not only saw transmitters in action, but were also introduced to the "Bandits''
and came away poorer, but wiser, men.
The v.isit to Gloucester ended with a Regimental dinner in
the Mess on Friday night, where once again Fanfare Trumpeters
and the Light Orchestra entertained us nobly. It was quite a
remarkable and representative gathering, and an excellent time
was had by all.
During the month, some sixty members of the Gloucestershire A.C.F. spent the first of three week-ends with us. The
primary object of the visits is to select and exercise boxing,
hockey, rugby and soccer teams for the A.C.F. Championships
later on.
Yet another batch of apprentice tradesmen from Harrogate has spent a week in Boddington learning all about Tape
Relay and, of course, there has also been the usual quota of
casual visitors including communications engineers from
Marconis at Chelmsford.
W inter sports continue to flourish, but perhaps most successful S? far i~ the soccer team, which leads the local league
and is making steady progress in District and Command
competitions.
L ess spectacular, but nonetheless praiseworthy, are the efforts
of the rugby XV, which continues to hammer away, despite the
odd reverse.

Not to be outdone, our girls are making quite a name for
themselves in mixed hockey circles, and the basketballers so
far have encountered little or no opposition.
Grea t stuff. Bash on.
3 Squadron. October has been an Indian Summer at
Bampton, with trees and flower borders brightening the local
scene.
The Squadron " line-par ty," plus a detachment from 2
Squadron, more aptly described in COMCAN as Aerial
Riggers, under the expert guidance of Sergeant F. Henon,
bave made a good start on the construction of the new concentric rhombic aerial system. The keenness and enthusiasm
shown by linemen when presented with a super task, covering
some 300 acres and involving working "aloft" on lattice towers
at heights up to 15oft. has been a significant fea·ture. We are
also pleased to add, for the record and the satisfaction of the
party, that the new aerials work and are providing improved
reception far beyond expectations. A tip to the lineman who
may in future find himself fun<,;tioning as an " aerial rigger"
in a GOMCAN unit: It can be, and is, a very active and satisfying occupation.
The Junior Ranks' Glub, under a new committee, headed by
Corporals E. E. Broughton, R.A.P.C., H. W. Long and M.
Hargraves, held a games night and social, attended by wives
and friends. This proved .a great success and it is hoped will
become a regular feature.
A special day to remember was Tuesday, 23rd October, the
occasion of the Regimental Officers' Training Day, held this
month at Bampton. A comprehensive programme of instruction
was provided, broken at midday with a pleasant interlude for
snacks at the now well-known "Plough," in Clanfield. Many
past members and visitors will be interested to learn that mine
host is Captain (Rtd.) A. Hawkins. The day's activities were
rounded off with a mixed hockey match, which we reckon was
as good a way as any of clearing the " hangover " from " single
sideband," " fr equency shift," " standing waves " and " circuit
distortion.
We recall that annual inspections are almost "taboo" in
THE WIRE contributions, but here is a tailpiece which sounds to
us like a good idea.
·
Bonfire Night Celebrations
5th November
Annual Inspection
27th Novemqer
At the moment, the bonfire on the sports field is something
gigantic and just waiting for the match. The camp bas never
looked so tidy I
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October is usually a quiet month for us, the month in which
we begin to rearrange ourselves to normal, after the September
exercises. But this was not to be. Out of the blue came
the order " Administrative Inspection." It was accepted without fuss or panic, and the few days' notice given was well
spent in thinking up the right answers; we now wait to see if
they were. October brought with it not only the annual Administrative Inspection, but also the battle; I refer, of course, to the
battle of the leaves (not furlough). Trees are a beautiful creation
of n ature. How does the song go-" T here is nothing so b eautiful as a tree"? They have been called many things this month
and not one was beautiful. H ave you ever tried sweeping up the
fallen leaves? Yes, of course you have; do you still think they
ar e b eautiful ? In Krefeld, as in most par ts of G ermany, they
love 'em and they have got millions of them in every street,
every garden, and especially in barracl<s. Why don't they chop
the trees down, I'm sure Tara would sleep better next year.
Social events this month included a Corporals' dance, which
turned out a very successful affair. The Sergeants' M ess are
still wondering whether the invitation was for three P.M.C.s and
and one member or vice versa. The only certainty was, they
had invited four ladies. Ably organised by Corporal McCulloch,
a good time was had by all.
We wish our new arrivals, Lieutenants (Tfc.) J. E. Gill, J.
A. Nutt, W.O.II Foster, Staff Sergean t H alliday and Sergean t
Johnson, a happy stay with 16th, and to those who have departed, Captain (Tfc.) A. J. E. Cheshir e and Sgt. Tooky au/
wiedesehen und gute reise.
J!"ru s tr:~ti on. The scene is the 25-yards ranges at Rheindablen on a beautifu l autumn mornin g. The occasion, H .Q.
Squadron S.M .C. annual classifica tion ; lunch hour is rapidly
approaching and the W.T .O. is anxious t? get at _his sandwiche.s
and coffee. D etails of three men are berng classified. A detail
of two men arrives on the firing point, and the W.T .0 . is beard
to say: " Sergeant H arding, who's the third man ?" The dulcet
tones of an R .P. Corporal ar e heard fro m the rear-" Arry
L ime." Well now, after that spot of humour comes " Sports
Report."

Hockey. We have, to date, played off four league games,
winning three and losing one; the goal aggregate now stands at
17 for and 4 against. In the first round of the Arm)'. Cup
Major Unit Competition, we were drawn to play 28th Regrment.
After a very hard game, the fin al score was 5-2 in our favour,
and we were through to the second round, which is to be played
off by 1st D ecember. The rumour that Mac McQuade is hanging up his stick is without basis. At long last we have been
able to arrange games with a local German team, and we look
forward to what promises to be some in teresting matches with
an international flavour.
A few of our enthusiasts were able to see the Scotland v. West
Germany match at.Duisburg and were rewarded with a first class
game.

Angling. On Sunday, 7th October, the Kempener Club
fished the last leg of the annual contest at the local pool. Fishing commenced at 15.00 hours ~nd continued until .19.00 .hours,
despite a very strong cross wmd that made fishi~g difficult.
Representing the unit club were Staff Serge~nt Hawtrn, S_e~geant
Bonwick and Corporal Johnson, who were m the competmon as
guest members of the Kempener Cl~b. Sergeant Bon:ivick took
first prize and Staff Sergeant Hawtm the second prize . . Tl:'e
prizes and the club trophy were presented later that evenrng m
the Kempener Club H.Q. The German members of the club
were very delighted that the club trophy had ~een won .by an
Englishman which, incidentally, was the first ume ever m t?e
history of the club. The trophy was presented by the Chairman, who had generously filled it with champagne. A v~y
good evening's entertainment followed. \Ye are now arrangrng
a match with the Kempener Club for an mter-club trophy.
Until next month petri heil.
J11111dball. A venture has been made this season to start
the Continental version of handball. A pitch has been painted
on the square and one is about to be marked out on the grass·
the latter should prove better for the leatherbound balls. A
trial game was arranged last month to enable the baHplayers
to acquire a knowledge of the rules and to aro1:1se an rnterest
in the Regiment. The game was thoroughly en1oyed by all.
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Association F oot ball. The R egiment lost its Ist round
Army Cup match to 28th Regiment, at St. Tonis, by 3-2. In
a very exciting game. which was decided by the last kick of the
match, the Regiment XI played well below its league form. On
merit, 28th Regiment were worthy winners.
In the 1st Division of the N orth Rhine Inter-Services Football League, the Regimental XI is now placed third, only one
point behind the league leaders, R.A.F., Laarbruck. After five
matches, they have gained a total of seven poin ts, including
good away wins against HQ., Rheindablen Garrison (4--<>) and
R.A.F., Bruggen (5--<>). In their last home game, against R.A.F .,
Laarbruck, the visitors fielding six of the current R.A.F .,
Germany, side, were fortunate to draw 2-2. Their second goal
was scored with the last kick of the match.
A big loss to the Regimental XI was the departure, on
release, of Lance-Corporal D ave Ransom. This speedy left
winger was justly rated as the best left winger in the league. It
will be very difficult to replace him.
Comme ndation. It is fi tting to mention here the commendable action· of two jun ior N.C.O.s of the Regiment, namely
Corporal Leary and Lance-Corporal Mills. On the nigh t of
4th October, whilst visiting a local cafe, they assisted the.
proprietor in arresting another German civilian who, having
smashed the window of the cafe ran off. The two N.C.0 .s gave
chase and as Lance-Corporal Mills reached the man he turned
and fired a gas pistol at point blank range into Lance-Corporal
Mills's face. M ills fell to the ground, obviously in great pain.
Corporal L eary, following close behind Mills, continued to chase
the man, who he now knew to be armed; at this time Leary
did not know what type of pistol the man had. He caught the
man and with the aid of the proprietor disarmed him. In later
investigations it was learnt that the man was awaiting entry
into a mental home. We are pleased to say that Lance-Corporal
Mills d id not suffer any serious effects. This may possibly be
only one of many incidents in Germany that helps to foster
goodwill between the German people and British soldiers.
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Our entertainer, performing an Indian Classical dance

The C.0. Colonel W. W. Cock, after garlanding

18th REGIMENT
H.Q. Squadron. Deepavali was well and truly celebrated by the Indian other ranks of the Regiment on 20th
October.
Under the guidance of S..S..M. Athinathan, the I.O.R.s
turned the mess room into a festival hall, gaily decorated and
p'.easing to look at.
The I.O.R.s had invited some 130 guests, and as one myself, I can speak for all when I say well done, S.S.M. Athinathan
and the I.O.R.s, 18th Regiment.
We were very well entertained with w:ne (Tig!r beer), women
(a_ charming Indian lady dancer), and song (by courtesy of certain Sq~adron Commaaders who were in good form, but hardly
good voice), ably supported by an all-Indian band, which could
at a moment's notice turn from Indian classical music to
" pops " and " ballads " without missing a beat.
The pace was well set by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantC?-onel W. W. Cock, who, after giving a very interesting and
wmy spee~h, _was garlan_d~ as in time-honoured procedure.
. In the singing competition proper, the voices were of a very
high s_tandard, the eventual placings being: F irst, Signalman
Gunas1garan; second, W.O.II Athinathan; third, W.O.I Sutherland (what a voice).
Altogether, a very memorable evening and, I think, the best
so far. Our photographs can probably say more than simple
words.

2 Squadron (Line). It is a very true statement that
in our day and age, nothing stands still for very long. This
wo~ld app~ar to. apply to our resident Clerk of Works (Auto
proJect;s) who qu iet recently changed his beret for a cap, S.D.,
and his W.O.II badge of rank for the insignia of the Royal
coat of arms.
Congratulations W.O.I (F. of S.) Davies, well done, and
well deserved, which brings us to the object of his affections
and his modern masterpiece of line communications . the auto
exchange in Pasir Panjang.
This awe-inspiring conglomeration of racks, switches, uniselectors, test equipment, and Unc;;le Tom Cobley and all is
fast approaching completion; a thing of beauty and a joy to
behold. A.T. & E. Installing Engineers, with the able assistance of W.O.I D avies, S.taff Seregant (F. of S.) Burton, and a
willing and hard-working gang of Malay O.R. cable jointers have
changed an empty room into a technical installation that should
provide com!Iluni<;:ations worthy of the Royal Corps, in almost
We that remain after W.O.I Davies
record-breakmg tune.
has departed will, I am sure, benefit from the fruits of his
hard work and endeavour.

l S~undron (01•). Th.is month saw the introduction
of a new shift working plan. The Squadron is divided into four
Three syndicates staff the Signal Centre Exsyndicates.
changes and Ta~e Relay Ha~, the fourth spend a co~plete
week. away from 1t all, on Regimental and trade training. The
synd!cates change weekly, so in a calendar month each
synd i~ate completes one week of training.
'
This month the training was devoted to " working up " for
an.nual camp m November; everyone wants to go this year,
~his may be due to the fact that the W.R.A.C. are also attendmg ~e camp, _for the_ first ti~e. Palau Tekong, a small island
?ff Smgapore 1s the site of thJS year's camp. As there is little
m the way of amenities on this small island this will be no
" holiday " camp.
Our Y. of S. strength was doubled by the attachment of
§taff ~.ergeant Albrough, from ~37. Squadron, we also say
hello to Corporals Daly and D1ckmson. Congratulations to
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Mackay on the birth of a daughter.

REGIMENT

" WIRE notes ready for typing, sir."
Monday morning was off to a good start, and b efore a
thought could be marshalled, this delightful opening gambit
~as quickly followed by : "The C.O. likes them to be away on
time, and expects you to do them." Checkmate.- Silence, and
another Regimental Editor is installed in the best tradition.
Staff Cbmages. In the last two months, the Regiment
has seen the following departures: Major J. W. Ingledow to
14th Regiment; Major T. H. Hesketh to H.Q., Eastern Command; Captain D . A. Davjes to Staff College; Lieutenant P.
R. Davies to 229 Squadron (Berlin); Lieutenants F. R.
Maynard, T . B. Scarff and J. M. Scott to nth Regiment
Cadre; Lieutenant (T.O.T.) J. Mitchell to 253 Squadron
(Singapore); Second-Lieutenants I. G. Dorward and M . J.
Bowen to civilian life on completing their ru;I-time National
Service, and finally, Major (Q.M ) E. Launders to a wellearned retirement after 34t years' service in the Corps. In
addition, we have been sorry to lose Sergeant J. Warburton to
realease; Sergeant P. Thornton to 24th Regiment, and Sergeant
Jackson to 255 Squadron. In the meantime, we have welcomed
Major J. R. Ellis. Major (T.O.T. J. F. Everard, Captain T. P.
Canham, Staff Sergeant J. Baxter, Staff Sergeant K . A.
WateI!Worth and Sergeant T. Martin.
Births. The Regiment congratulates Captain and Mrs.
D. E. Burt, Lance-Corporal and Mrs. B. Webster, LanceCorporal and Mrs. L. M. McPadden, Signalman and Mrs. H.
Woodhall and Signalman and Mrs. R. Barton on the birth of a
daughter each; and Sergeant and Mrs. A. Kjng, Corporal and
Mrs. R. D. Roberts, Corporal and Mrs. J. Hardy, LanceCorporal and Mrs. G. Holden on the birth of a son each .
Special congratulations go to Corporal and Mrs. Faragher for
performing the "double act" in the form of twins (boy and
girl) born on 18th September.
ii.tnrriages. Congratulations to Corporal J. Turner,
Lance~Corporal G. Hunter-Rowe, Lance-Corporal D . G. Crisp,
Signalmen R. F. Russell, D. Saxon. D. G. Hughes, D. Haigh,
C. C. Scott and T. McFarlane on their recent marriages.
Deatbs. Our deepest sympathy is offered to Staff Sergeant
and Mrs. I. Bower on the death of their youngest daughter,
Marlies, and also to Corporal J. H. McLaren on the death of
his wife.
Exercises. September was devoted to "Fallex." All
elements of the Regiment were deployed and thoroughly enjoyed the changes involved in moving out from their airfields,
and look forward to similar exercises in the future. During
the exercise, we were deEghted to have the 81st Regiment
(A.E.R.) training alongside us and, of course, on the termination of the exercise, it was fortunately possible to squeeze in a
few social activities. Firstly, an excellent lunch given by the
officers of 81st Regiment, secondly an inter-Regimental soccer
match, and thirdly. an evening's · entertainment for all ranks
which the Officers and Senior N.C.O.s of I Squadron kindly
and successfully organised. We were sorry to see them go,
and hope to be able to renew our friendship next year.
From 29th September to 12th October, a Line D etachment
from 3 Squadron was attached to 225 Squadron A.A.F., to
provide them with local ground communication for 1st Division
Exercise " Desert Rat " and 4th Division Exercise '" Canada
Cup," and on their return cheerfully announced that, due to a
thoughtful, though not brilliant piece of staff-planning, all local
lines had been laid for them prior to their arrival-no odds are
offered for a repetition of this type of luck.
Visit o( llopresentath·') Colonc'l Commandant.
The R egiment was honoured to be able to welcome MajorGeneral R. J. Moberly, C.B., C.B.E., on Monday, 29th October,
when appropriately, he arrived at Laarbruch by helicopter.
After lunching with the Station Commander, Group Captain
C. S. G. Stanbury, n.s.o., D.F.C., A.F.C., R.A.F., and the officers
of the Regiment, the General had coffee with our Warrant
Officers and Sergeants in their Mess.
During his visit to R.H.Q., he met all persons who had consistently represented the Reg:ment at games and sport during
the past year and presented them with their Regimental Colours.
The General then visited Corporal and Mrs. Lawson's married
quarter. Corporal Lawson had previously served as a clerk at
the War Office when General Moberly was S.0.-in-C.
To complete his visit, the R ~gitnental Wives' Club, under
Mrs. D. M. Haslehust, organ:s.d an informal tea party, to
which, for this special occasion, husbands were permitted to
attend.
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General Moberly presents Regimental Colours to WO I (F. of S.)
D. Hnel

*

General Moberly with the Regimental Wives Club

*

Standing (Left to Right) : Signalmen Coathup. Tiffany, Walker,
Pearson, Barnes, Taundry, Mooney, Second Lieutenant Spear,
Signalman Gulliver, Lance Corporal Frost, Signal men Kirk, Dale,
Corporal Lake, Sergeant Esdale
Kneeling (Left to Right) : Signalman Caffynn, Sergeant Harding,
Corporal Annis. WO II Collins
The above team finished I0th out of over 700 teams in the annual
Airborne Memorial March near Arnhem, Holl:ind. They were
the only British team.

22nd

REGDIENT

Rei:imPntal Deadquartt•rs. The weather has been
wonderful for the time of the year, and our days on the range
at Brackwede have b::en fun. Our numbers have increased with
the formation of a Signal Park Troop now responsible for all
2 Squadron Stores and instruction for the Central Training
Wing. We welcome this month the arrival of Captain J. Reid
as Second-in-Command of H.Q. Squadron.
This month ended with a H1<1llowe'en Ball held in the
Sergeants' Mess, attended by all the Officers and Senior~ in the
Regiment. W.0.II Peberdy is to be congratulated for a very
excellent evening.
I quadron. We have recently said farewell to Lieutenant
J. Sayers with his faithful and much maligned "pooch," who. has
now joined 244 Squadron. In his place we welcome SecondLieutenant D . Henning, and we find we still have one animal
on the Squadron strength. Staff Sergeant Andrews and Sergeant
Wilby have also joined the Squadron and we extend a welcome
to them.
Our belated congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. StanleyJones and Signalman and Mrs. Curt on the recent birth of a
son and daughter respectively.
During the past month all three Troops have had their share
of participating in exercises. Namely such as "Canada Cup,"
"Autumn Double " and "Slow Tempo" have proved, if
nothing else, that we are versatile.
2 Squadron. Alas, our stores are now settled in the Signal
Park and all the Regulars have moved over to the other
Squadrons in the Regiment.

Stop

Press

from

Troop Officers and Sergeants have been seen searching ·t he
dustbins and hedges for kit and pieces, and all the dead sacks
have now been turned out. Many a worried soldier has been
searching through Part I orders to see where he is.
We hope that all our customers have been satisfied and look
now to the future.
244 Squadron. During October the Squadron 'took the
field' once more in a series of three divisional exercises. We
provided Air Suppor-t Communications for each Division in
turn.
It was an interesting series of exerc;ses and we were working
constantly during a period of three weeks with aircraft of the
Belgian. Dutch, German and Royal Air Forces.
Air Pilots in NATO speak English when flyiing and by the
end of the exercise period an operator was able to tell the
nationality of a pilot by his accent.
There were several outstanding incidents during these exercises, one of them being the arrival into the H.Q. area one
night of an Amerkan helicopter, which had no landing facilities
as well as being low on fuel. We watched with interest as the
A.A. C. talked him down using CA5 and got him on the
ground eventually by using Champ headlights to mark his
landing spot.
On another we provided C-0mmunications Ground to Air for
a parachute drop which came from U.K. For this it was
necessary to have a d etach ment at Hannover Airport and we
are told that Lieutenant .Brown and Corporal Young provided
communications from seats in the airport restaurant. We also
found it of great interest comparing the way in which each
Division worked. All of them, however, showed great interest
in Air Support Signals and were of great help to us.

22nd Regiment

28th

REGIMENT

(What's afoot in NATO)

To anyone who wants a second look at us in 1962, and who
has been kind enough to read thus far, we wish the compliments
of the season.
"The Netherlands Signal Squadron " associated with us is
now one year old, and we ask the whole Corps to join in sending
congratulations to them. Inoidentally as they are the only Unit
in the Royal Netherlands Army to have an English title and no
serial number, and as Major Salamons was in part trained in
Catterick, they are doubly entitled to a large Mention in this
Despatch. Part of their anniversary celebrations seemed to
consist of "Rolling 3-tonners over the Square, by H and."
Oddly enough the scream of agony that this strange rite evoked
did not come from the R.S .M. but from the 'Best Q.M. in the
Business,' Major "Paddy" Ryan, who was convinced that the
3-tonners would sink through the surface. He wasn't worried
about future parades; after all, he retires next year, but he
couldn't face the thought of the paper work involved in an
inquiry into damage by a Netherlands vehicle to a German
Square on loan to NATO, etc., etc., etc. However, all was well,
and Netherlands Day came to a satisfactory conclusion-not
even rain damped the spirits of these energetic line and DR
artists. . We were' asked on Halloween(!) to help President Kennedy
to get results by 'putt:ng on our Web Equipment.' This we
had to do eventually despite our protests that the Wives' Club
Bazaar was the most important event of the day. This combination of events is highly to be recommended to all Units in
a rut . .-Personally we are not sure whether to believe the story
which alleges that the R.S.M.'s lady was caught trying to flog
(pardon the word) one Champ and trailer, 0.C. 1 Squadron
type, complete with occupants, for DM5 as a surprise packet
on the bottle(d) stall. Mrs. Spence is said to have listened to

30th Regiment
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After the activity at Poole Harbour in late summer the corning
of autumn has seen a change in Blandford activities. The Regimental Beagles have had their first hunt. The photograph
shows the huntsman, W.O.II (F.-of-S.) G. H. Paul, in immaculate attire shortly after the start and before the pace became too
much for the photographer. Our Commanding Officer, accompanied by Colonel Pentreath from the War Office, fohlowed the
hunt which after a while found the hare following its usual
circular pattern through four fields. One of these was well
endowed with. mushrooms and although used as a grandstand
there can be no doubt as to what the hunt followers had for
breakfast the next day.
Our other photograph has a sentimental value for it shows
St. George's Church, Blandford Camp, decorated for its last
Harvest Thanksgiving. Demolition of the area to prepare the
site for the new School of Signals begins next January.
·C aptain Carroll has won the Corps Golf Championship, thus
rounding off a very successful season in Army golf. While on
the subject of golf the Regiment has said goodbye to its most
dedicated golf officer, Major J. F. Everard, whose Ford Classic
had a boot like a golf professional's shop.
St. George's Church , Blandford Camp, decorated for its last harvest
fest ival
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reason and put it back in time to lead the convoy through the
gates to victory. Both the exercise and the bazaar were highly
successful, although the former cost several times more than the
800 DM (odd) made by the latter. Well done, the Regimental
Ladies!
November the Fifth saw Guy Fawkes Nite, NATO style, and
although we are still trying to explain it to our Allies, the main
credit for the evening goes to the fire picquet (believed to have
been Belgian) for thwarting the wholehearted attempt by H.Q.
Squadron and the Regimental children to 'do away' with that
lot in R.H Q. The biggest bonfire for years almost saw the
building off, and with it the red Fiat a certain Adjutant has
recently bought (from the R.H.Q. coffee swindle?), but the
stalwart Belgians were sober and on the spot. Comme toujours.
Merci, 13 TTr.
It has been a successful two months for sport-the occupational therapy so good for cases of Natitis. The Regimental
glider pilots-all six of them-have spent a little time in the
lines away from the airfield; Major M. Petheram has been seen
(briefly) amongst the mortals of H.Q. Squadron after a particularly fine leading performance in " Iolanthe"; Major P. Irwin
is still m issing after the Royal Signals Autumn Golf Meeting
(and why not-he and W.O II Issitt swept the board); Sergeant
Lasota has collected an ashtray from the Army M.C. Trials in
U.K.; Signalman Coupe has won the Inter-Services Cycling in
Germany (nothing unusual here, he has the habit), and the
C.O. has bought one of those delightful coloured caps (wait for
the photo next time, 3 Squadron!).
When (if ever) this goes to 'Print Captain Daphne Chandler
will have handed over command of the W.R.A.C.'s only operational Squadron. We shall miss you, Ma'am (my, but you
frightened us in your combat kit on 31st October!)--and we
wish you well.
Finally our thanks to 16th Regiment for scoring thac goal
in our first match of the Army Cup, and a Happy New Year
to you all. Come on in! The Common Market is FUN!
We would like to remind our readers of the background to
the Reg'.mental Emblem which appears at the head of these
notes. We are prompted to put this in our notes for this month
because the Worshipful Company of Dyers have just had their
annual Swan Dinner, which was attended by the Commanding
Officer and Second-in-Command. The D yers, in common with
other Livery Companies, associate themsdves with military
units. In 1957 fhe Dyers adopted roth Bn. The Parachute Regiment T.A. and later in 1960 they also adopted 30th Regiment.
We believe that it is quite rare, if not unique, for a Regular
Unit to be so associated with a Livery Company. The Dyers
have old associations with the Vintners Company in the keeping
of swans on the Thames which is said to go back to 1483. The
cygnets are taken up each July for ident~fication and to witness
this the Wardens attend for a day the annual Swan Upping
Voyage. Identification is now by one mark on the beak for the
D yers and two for the Vintners; those of the Queen, the
Seigneur of Swans, are unmarked. It is appropriate therefore,
for us to have a white swan as the Regimental emblem.
In November the Regiment said goodbye to Major D. V.
Wellings, M.B.E., on his retirement. Major Wellings, father of
the Officers' Mess, was dined out on 18th October, 1962, after
eight years' continuous service with the Regiment. He joined
the then 5th Corps R egiment in October, 1954, when he formed
and assumed command of a War Office T eam. In March, 1961,
the Team combined with and assumed the name of 3 Squadron,
30th Regiment.
Regi mental Beagles of 30th Regiment. The huntsman is W.0.11
(F. of S.) G. H. Paul

Left to Right. W.0.11 P. J. Doonan, Sergeant J. H. Custus, Staff
Sergeant P. J. Tompkins, Sergeant D. Parry.

A check through records shows that he has taken part in
seventy exercises and produced one hundred and ten reports.
The first was New Moon in April, 1955, and it was in this yeaz
that he first took his Team to B.A 0.R. Since then he has
visited all pazts of B.A.0.R., England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland. A seazch through his official diaries has
produced a wealth of info11II1ation which varies from " Gale
wrecked ops and adm site " to " Report on new type of blanco
No. 103 " (Mazch, '55).
Major Wellings has many hobbies and he is an accomplishi:d
pianist with a vast repertoire of songs, a member of the Magic
Circle and useful card player. He has now put aside photography and model railway for carpentry until he has refurnished
his house. Fishing and shooting aze skills being acquired, for
after three seasons in Skye, Dennis Wellings has decided to
become a resident of the island. He has acquired Hamara
Lodge in Glendale with its shooting rights over 18.000 acres of
moor and the fishing rights of five lochs and three rivers stocked
with salmon and trour. The purchase of a croft which he hopes
to convert into Glendale's first pub should give relaxation
throughout the winter months when he may need a stimulus to
ensure his continued intoxication with the island.
Never one to be beaten by difficulties of cost or transportation
he has purchased a furniture van and thus solved the moving
problem.
He is assured of our best wishes for success in his venture
but we regret that to draw him ceremoniously through the camp
gates in his loaded pantechnicon is a feat beyond the Officers'
combined strength.
On the 29th October a Regimental Pazade was held at which
the Commanding Officer presented awards to four members
of the Regiment. A Meritorious Service Medal to Captain
(Q.M ) T. W. Grigg, Long Service and Good Conduct Medals
to W.0.II (F.-of-S.) J. Daw, B.E.M., W.0.11 (F .•of-S) G. H.
Paul and Sergeant F. H. Delpinto. The composite photograph
shows the four recipients receiving their medals. The Blandford weather lived up to its reputation and was bright and
sunny for the parade on which we were pleased to have present
the Corps Band under its Director of Music, Lieutenant C. H .
Pike.
Meanwhile other activities have taken place including a
Fancy Dress Dance in the Sergeants' Mess. Our photograph
shows four members of the bottom class at St. Trinians. No
prizes will be given for recognisinl? the participants

A Way of Lile - Part 2
BY " GREEN DRAKE "

He is handsome and looks very bold;
But is fal se like a number of men;
He will feed in 1he heat and the cold;
Bui 'twill only be just now and then.
Thus spoke the Reverend James Martin one hundred years
ago of the Chevin, Chavender or Chub.
But I am rushing ahead. In my last episode we were heading
towards Lubliana in Jugoslavia having filled up with petrol six
kilometres from the Austro/Jugoslav border. Roads are tar
452

Le~

to Right. Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Burrows, M.B.E., Sergeant
F. H. Delpinto, Captain T. W. Grigg, W.0.11 G. H. Paul, W.0.11
J. Daw, B.E.M.

macadam through most large country villages but liberally
strewn with oxen and horse dung and these creatures seem
to afford the normal method of transport, hooked up to crude
little country carts but always in good fettle and with a wonderful homing instinct when driven by a peasant full of local wine
or slivovice (plum brandy).
A quick circuit of Lubliana was enough to convince me that
there was little to be seen or worth seeing in the centre. Rusty
sign posts and the sun were sufficient to show that we were
heading for Brod, about fifty kilometres south-east of Lubliana.
Back on to dusty unsurfaced roads with a feeling that we were
gening into the heart of the country. I hesitate to think of the
result of a major breakdown in the heart of Jugoslavia. One
sees an occasional " auto technica " and I have heard they are
experts at improvising but they don't look very efficient.
We eventually reached Brod just as it was getting dark and
stopped on the road bridge over the Kupi: Above the bridge
was a broad, smooth, dry fiy stretch and it was boiling with
fish on the evening rise. I felt sure they were trout and blessed
my good fortune, but it was too dark to see what they were
and I had no ticket.
Near the bridge was the Hotel Kupi where we decided to
put up for the night and where I could buy a fishing ticket for
about Ios. per day. Conditions in the hotel were somewhat
austere. Iron beds and bed tables and cold runn ing water.
Supper was a kind of stew with noodles and tough bits of meat
not unlike goats flesh; with huge slices of bread and a glass of
white wine. A breakfast of coffee in the Turkish style and dry
bread was followed by the usual filling in of forms which is
normal when one stays in any hotel in Jugoslavia. Supper, bed
and breakfast worked out at IOS. for both of us.
The following morning having bought my ticket I hastened
to the river. The long, smooth stretch above the bridge was full
of chub, distinctive by their shoaling habit and that thick,
stocky appearance. These were my trour of the previous evening
and a trip of about fifteen miles up the river revealed chub
in all the pools with here and there some nice grayling, and in
the runs a few very small trout. It seemed such a pity to find
quantities of chub in such a beautiful river because it is my
experience that trout will never live with them if they are in
great numbers.
One day of searching for trout was enough and after spending
a very pleasant evening camping by the river we set off next
morning to Ogulin from where we could fish the head waters
of three rivers all within easy reach. In the local hotel where
we experienced the usual rough and ready living, we were
agreeably surprised to meet four dedicated German fishermen
who very kindly suggested that we accompany them to a river
about ten miles away. Our start next morning was delayed
by a broken spring in the Germans car which meant a visit to
the local "auto technicia," but eventually we set off and arrived
at the river. All the rivers in north-west Jugoslavia are not
unlike any mountain river in Wales or Scotland, clear, sparkling
water with every variety of pools, falls and rapids. A haven
for trout one would think, but a quick walk up the bank again
showed it was full of chub. One of our German friends caught
one trout, about I lb. and a ba!'bel of about It lb. I took several
small chub on the fly, but I like to eat what I catch and I find
chub uneatable.
The day finished with a good old party with plenty of wine
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and slivovice which made up for the lack of edible fish.
This part of Jugoslavia was well out in the country with the
usual cultivation of Indian com, tomatoes_ runner beans and
potatoes. My wife visited the village Roman Catholic Church
and gave the Mother Superior a gift of 1,000 dinar (about ms.),
and later in the afternoon this kindly woman brought us a
present of freshly baked whole meal bread and some plums.
We gathered that their life was not an easy one, with very little
toleration and no help other than gifts from the peasants and
a little money from some central Roman Catholic fund.
Bidding farewell to our German friends, we made for
Rejecka, on the Adriatic coast, and that night we experienced
one of those wind storms which start up soon after dusk, which
meant a hasty check on tent guy ropes and a fervent prayer that
we wouldn't take off. The camping ground was well situated,
right on the beach, with good f.acilities, but the n ext night we
· had a violent thunderstorm for several hours and decided it was
time to move on, feeling a bit damp but not too downhearted.
Recrossing the border at Trieste, I noted that the Jugoslav
exchange bureau was very reluctant to take back my 10/- worth
of dinar for Italian lire. They invited me to buy cigarettes, wine
or benzine. so that they could hold on to their precious foreign
currency, but this is the normal procedure, and if you do
change any money, the rate is definitely to their advantage.
Having arrived in Trieste it was a remarkable change to go
round the open market and buy fresh fruit, vegetable and fish
amongst a host of cheerful market women. It was nice to pop
into a little restaurant and buy a well cooked lunch in a free,
happy atmosphere.
We wouldn't have missed our trip to Jugoslavia for anything
but it was so different and of course the fishing was most disappointing. It is "a way of life" which some people may like
-but not me.

Boundary Riding at Richmond, 1962
Catterick Camp has
been the home of the
Training Brigade, Royal
Signals for many years
now, and all who have
been there will have become acquainted to some
extent with the hospitable Borough of Richmond. Whether it has
been the gateway to the
outside world for the
signalman going on leave,
or the centre of entertainment for the same man
on his nights out, or as
his w.ife's shopping centre,
I am sure that this description of one of Richmond's r a r e r historic
customs will be of interest
to all readers of THE
WIRE.

The Riding of the
Boundary of R ichmond
has taken place every
seven years since the
reign of the first Queen
Elizabeth, and may, in
actual fact, date back to
even earlier times. It
takes the form of a 16mile perambulation of the
Borough boundary, with
The Mayor is carried to midstream by the
frequent proclamation en
Wader
roure, c 1 a i ming the
boundary against neighbouring parishes, and is accomplished by the Mayor, Alderman
and Burgesses of Richmond in procession.
On 19th September, this year, the second boundary riding
during the reign of Queen Elizabeth II assembled at 08.30 outside the Town Hall, in th.is order:
a. Banner Bearer carrying the faded silken banner on which
is emblazoned the ancient Arms of Richmond
b. The Halbardiers and Serjeants-at-Mace, bearing the large
and small maces of the Borough of Richmond
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c. The Mayor (with mace) accompanied by the Town Clerk
in their civic robes
d. The Pinder, or Pioneer, with axe, who has to remove
any obstructions in the path of the Riding
c. The Bellman and Town Crier to announce the proclamations
f. The Water Wader who has to carry the Mayor pick-aback out to the middle of the River Swale on occasions
when the boundary has to be proclaimed from such a
spot
g. The Aldermen. Councillors and Burgesses of the Borough
of Richmond, and, of course, the attendant crowd of
spectators.
The opening proclamation took place at the centre of the
O:d Green Bridge and was followed by the scattering of newlyminted pennies to the children, who were given the day off
school for the occasion. I mus t admit that some of the "children " scrambling for the pennies looked as if they were getting
on in years, but no doubt they came from senior classes I This
was also the opportunity for doffing the civic robes, apart from
the Mayoral Chain, in anticipation of the long slog ahead.
At the island below the Church Mill the Water Wader carried
the Mayor out to midstream for one of the proclamations,
and brought gups from the watching crowd when he stumbled
on the cobbly bed of the river. Nothin~ daunted, the Mayor
retained a. firm seat until the Water Wader regained bis balance,
and was ab~e to resume the journey, wet only up to his knees.
On at least one occasion during the perambulation, when a
barbed wire fence barred the way, the Pioneer was required to
clear the obstruction. Perhaps due to Royal Signals influence,
instead of the axe of office, a pair of wirecutters materialised
to remove the offending obstruc;tion in double-quick time.
The ascent from the river, through pleasant countryside, to
the stone tower, called Oliver Ducker, was steep enough to
weed out the first lot of stragglers, but the Mayor was setting
a goodly pace. Ordnance Survey maps show the Oliver Ducker
rower to lie within Richmond Rural District, but the procession
made a point of going round it, and thus claiming it for the
Borough, as they usually do. No one disputed the claim.
Although the ascent had claimed quite a few of the original
procession, the crowd was every bit as thick when the pause
for refreshment came, just after passing the tower. Perhaps the
fact thll!t the refreshment consisted of meat pies, washed down
with beer, had a lot to do with the crowd being so numerous;
or was it that this was another occasion for the scattering of
more pennies? Welcome indeed was the rest that it gave to
the aching feet and wheezy bellows that were becoming rather
evident.
Another break comes at Deepdale for further and fuller refreshments and to watch the races. Towards the end of the
spor.ts_ there is a race for councillors only, with the more
mature members being allowed to start a little closer to the
winning post.
Coincidence brought Richmond to the fore
again, in that the winner of this race was Councillor J.
Richmond.
An all-too-short rest and the procession was under way
again, but with the heartening thought that from now on it
was down hill nearly all the way, until the last stretch along
the river banks brought us to the Old Green Bridge and a final
proclamation.
A detachment of twenty men from the Green Howards
attended the procession in the role of tenants of the Borough,
and in full combat kit, carrying rifles, they waded thigh deep
along the last quarter-of-a-mile of river to Green Bridge, to
A most
the accompaniment of exploding thunderflashes.
spectacular finish.
There was still, unfortunately, the last cobbly ascent to be
made to the starting point of the old Town Hall, where The
Roll is laid ready for signing. The Roll is signed by those
who have successfully completed the course, in witness of the
fact that Riding the Bounds has been once more accomplished
in full, regardless of any vagaries of weather. This document
is then carefully placed with the re t of the Borough Records.
GOD SA VE THE QUEE , THE MAYOR, AND THE
LORDS OF THE MANOR. Once again the RID! G OF
THE BOUNDS has been completed and proclaimed.
This may also be the last time. if a proposed merging of the
Borough with the surrounding Rural District comes into effect
before 1969.
Acknowledgement must be expressed tO Mr. J. K. Alldred,
Town Clerk of Richmond for his very friendly co-operation
and for producing the programme and background information
which has formed the basis of this article.
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Expedition to lntlia
By Corporal L. Tilson, 259 Squadron
Nicosia to Adana. Our party consisting of Lieutenant
J . Cooper, R.A.E.C., Lieutenant E. Gill, R.A E.C., Corporal G.
Pratt, lntell:gence Corps, Corporal G. Rushton, R.A.P.C.,
Signalman F. Larcombe and myself left Nicosia on Saturday,
14th July, 1962, on a Fairchild aircraft of the Turkish Airlines.
After a very pleasant one hour flight we landed at Adana in
Southern Turkey at 7.30 p.m. local time. Adana is not a very
inspiring town and as we were still pretty fresh, we decided to
travel overnight to Ankara. We got our tickets without delay
and were told that the bus would be leav1ng at 8 pm. A party
of us then made a recc;e into the town to get some food for the
trip, in the shape of grapes. melons and bread. This was in
fact to be a regular meal for us, as our budget only allowed
us one good cooked meal a day.
Adana to A11knrn. The bus finally left one hour late, at
9 p.m., and we began what was the first of a long series of bus
rides across Asia. The route to Ankara took us across ranges
of mountains and, as the n ight wore on, so we began to feel a
little cold. It soon became apparent, even at this stage of our
trip, that a crowded Asian bus is not the best spot to choose
for a good night's rest.
We arrived at Ankara at 8.30 on the 15th and booked in
at the Turist Hotel, a very cosy place with showers in the
rooms and at a very moderate cost too. We awoke at about
three and l~t the hotel for a very good meal of chicken and fried
rice and then began to explore the city. Among various sights in
Ankara we saw the OENTO buiilding, the mausoleum at Ataturk
and the well laid out Youth Park, where the fountains were
playing, and a fun fair was in full swing. The park was very
crowded and a good number of the people there were soldiers,
who, I must confess. appeared to us a 'I'ight scruffy lot.' After
a pleasant stroll around, we returned to the hotel until the
evening when we went further afield to buy postcards, but saw
little else of interest.
The next day we arose early and set off for the P ersian
Embassy to obtain our ViSl\S. We encountered a little difficulty
as it appeared that three photographs were required and most
of us had only two. However, a quick trip to an obliging studio
and we soon returned with the required number. Having
obtain_d our v·isas we returned once more to our hotel for
another excellent meal and slept for the entire afternoon.
Our brief drinlcing spell the same evening a~so produced a few
laughs. The first six bottles served to the party were all
deliciously ice cold, including the one that the waiter poured
merrily all over Corporal Pratt's trousers! However, on asking
for a second round we found that we had exhausted the supply
from the ice box, and were delivered some really warm bottles.
N evertheless we m anaged to get them down, and after Mr.
Cooper had changed the Turkish on the menu from ' cold beer '
to ' hot beer ' we left. The next morning, Tuesday the 27th,
we again rose early, this time so that we could catch the train
for the next phrase of our journey to Erzurum.
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Ankara io Erzurum. We had hoped to travel 2nd class
on our train journey, but on arrival at the station we found
that all the seats had been sold and so we had to travel 3rd.
A method of saving money was expounded by Mr. Cooper who
stressed to the booking clerk the alliances between Britain and
Turkey in CENTO and NATO and eventually persuaded the
chap to sell us the tickets at the Forces rate! We were, however, to hear more about this scheme later. The train left at
rr .30 a.m. and, like all m eans of transport we were to encounter,
was packed. This meant that we did not all get in the same
compartment but managed to spread ourselves into two
adjoining ones. This was scientifically achieved by waiting until
one of our local travelling companions went to the toilet and
then stealing his seat.
We continued on our way east, some of us playing cards,
some dozing, some looking at the scenery until ~e bad OlJ! first
visit from the ticket collector. He carefully e.xammed our uckets,
passports and military I.D. ca~ds and having established t~at
we were olliy on leave and not m fact NATO troops on e.xerc1se
decided that we should not have reduced rate tickets.
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From then on he returned every 15 minutes with a different
official in a different coloured uniform, all of whom went through
our documents and left, muttering and scratching their heads.
When we reached Erzincan, the next large station Mr. Cooper
was marched off on ' Station Master's Orders' and returned to
tell us that the ticket collector had got a rocket for his illmannered treatment of foreigners, but that we would probably
hav~ to pay the balance of our fare when we arrived at Erzurum.
It was on this train journey that we first became aware of the
extreme poverty that exists in Turkey. Many of the people
are dressed in clothes that are litera:ly more patches than
original mater:al. Also many go barefoot and those who own
shoes will wear them until they fall to pieces round their feet.
Nevertheless, this state does not distract from their cheerfulness
and help~ulness to foreigners. We found ourselves being asked
to share in whatever they had, from cigarettes to cucumbers. A
hab~t which we did not indulge in with them was that of two
men holding hands together when walking in the street. In
fact it caused us much amusement, especially when we saw it
being practised by two Military Policemen-<>n duty!
We finally arrived at Erzurum, after some 28 hours on the
train, whereupon a further two hours were spent arguing with
numerous officials over the price of our tickets. The result was
that we paid not only the balance of our fares but also a further
£5, the reason for which was explained to us only in Turkish.
However, a le!ter to the D irector of Tourism may possibly get
us a littl~ of our money back. We left the station, dirty and dishevelled and found ourselves a hotel where, once more, we were
able to take a most welcome shower.
It was in Erzurum that we met four British doctors who had
just left Co!lege and were travelling to the Khyber Pass in an
old ambulance. However, the previous day they had driven it
off the road and were now trying to repair the bodywork a bit.
Mr. Coop ~r, who speaks a fair amount of Turkish. was able to
fix them up with the use of an electric saw and also acquired
some timber and nails. Taking leave of our medical friends we
went for our daily meal and, having gorged ourselves to excess,
returned to the hotel for a good night's sleep as we had to be
up early in the morning for our next leg.
Erzurum to Dogubayazit. On Thursday, 19th July,
we left Erzurum by bus at 6 a.m. We went first as far as
K arakose, a journey of six hours or so and here we changed
buses. We left after a hai'.f-hour stop and set off for the border
town of Dogubayazit. It was on this trip that the local bus
conductor fell for Corporal Pratt and insisted on holding his
hand all the way. Our trip also took us through a very out-ofthe-way village called Dyadin. We were made very welcome
by everyone we saw here and almost the entire population
came out to have a look at us. The children in particular were
very eager to talk to us and after we had taken many photographs and distributed a few English cigarettes Mr. Cooper
held a ' school ' in the true Hans Andersen style, sitting on the
edge of the village pond surrounded by dozens of ragged little
children. We resumed our journey eventually and continued
eastwards.

En rou te from Dogabayazlt to Barzagan--on back of lorry Corporal
Pratt, Lieutenant Coo per, Signalman Larcombe, Corporal Tilson
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Do~ubnynzlt to Dnrzngnn. There was no official
transport from Dogubayazit to the frontier post of .Barzagan, a
distance of some 22 mile , so rather than walk we hired a lorry.
It had a leaky radiator, no bonnet, practically no floor left in
the back and one of the back wheels was literally lashed on with
a piece of rope I However, it made it, despite the fact that it
stopped regularly to refill with water. At one ~uch stop a. small
Turkish individual in dirty rags and a soldier's hat climbed
aboard to be greeted with cries of "your turn to fetch the
water" a distance of some 500 yards away. He refused, and
spent' the rest of the trip cow~ring in a coi;ner as if h~ were
terrified that we would throw hrm over the side-something we
had seriously tqought of doing. However, we decid.ed to have
a sing-song instead and thus, as the sun set behmd Mount
Ararat, a lorryload of six dirty, unshaven British sold iers all
singing at the top of their voices arrived at the customs house.
Our customs inspection on enter1ng Persia consisted of being
locked in no-man's-land for a quarter of an hour on our own.
Then the door opened and a Persian official said 'finished' and
led us into Iran. We slept that night in a frontier hotel on the
Persian side-all six in one room-and also had a very reasonable meal. However, instead of the large hunks of Turkish
bread, we had to be content with wafer thin slices of the unleavened variety. We retired early as we had to be up at 5.30
the next day to catch our bus.

Dnrzngnn to Tabriz. Arising the next morning at what
we thought to be 5.30 we found that owing to an error of
calculation, it was only 4.30-this naturally made the timekeeper very popular for a day or two . . We l~t eventually at
6.oo in a bus that stopped at every little village and made

several trips off the main road to smaller villages as it was
carrying the mail. Every t:i.me the bus stopped the engine was
switched off. Before we could resume the journey we all had
to get off and push the thing down the road. On one such
occasion just outside Tabriz we were a ilittle annoyed by an
exceeding overweight Persian, who sat complacently in his seat
and let the tourists get out and push him down the street.
Throughout the day we had been travelling alternately through
desert and mountain ranges. There was very little to see except
vast expanses of nothingness and an occasional mud hut.
We arrived at Tabriz around 5 p.m. and lost our way due to
the fact that the driver insisted on taking our party to his bus
garage and disorientated Mr. Cooper, who had some slight
knowledge of the town. We ended up at a rather dingy hotel
and once more slept six in one room. After a wash with water
from an old oil drum on the landing we went out for a very
welcome meaJ. After our meal we paid a visit to FlightL ieutenan t Shelley of the R.A.F. who is stat:i.oned in Tabriz
and whose address Mr. Cooper had obtained from a friend in
Cyprus. Here we were provided with soft drinks and tea and
some wonderful cocktail snacks from Mrs. Shelley. Heaven
alone knows what she must have thought of the motley crew
that had descended on her household. However, we were very
well looked after in spite of the fact that by now we were all
bearded, and our clothes were extremely travel stained . When
we left their home to r eturn to our ' doss house ' we went
round in at least one complete circle before we found it again
and arrived back somewhat later than intended. However, we
were able to sleep the n ext morning, as our bus to Teheran did
not leave until 2 p.m.
[To be Continued]

The United Nations Military Operation 1n• Katanga
Part 2
BY SIGNALMAN C. J. O'CONNOR, 24TH REGIMENT
U.N. Aid to Dalubas in Katangn
The obvious objective of the U. . Mission in Katanga, as
in the rest of the Congo, was to try and stop these warJ.ike
people from killing one another in tribal conflict and to alleviate
their suffering. The obvious place to start this operation was
in the villages in the brush and jungle areas where trhere
were no supplies coming in.
In all the towns and villages that the U.N. occupied, supplies
were specially flown in for the local population.
Supplies
like milk, bread, medicine, soap, etc ; very essential daily needs.
In addition to this, the Unit M .O. of the U.N. unit concerned, took a special " daily sick parade " ·in which the locail
population were treated for everything from bullet wounds
to childbirth, broken bones to appendicitis operations.
In Elisabethville there were over 40,000 Balubas in the U .N.
refugee camp set up in the Swedish lines; they were fed three
times daily by Swedish troops. This camp was closely guarded
by U.N. troops, as any of these people that wandered outside
the area were either captured or shot on sight by the Katangan
army in Elisabethville. This situation was a permanen t headache for the U .N. representatives in Elisabethville. This was
the U.N. position up to D ecember, 1960. Having examined the
U .N. forces and their positions, we will now take a close look
at the Katangan forces.
The Kntnngan J\rnay
The Katangan Army was originally known as the Gendarmerie
Katangaise (the Katangan police). Tihey were originally formed
to protect the Belgian population living in the bush ar.as from
warring tribesmen. They received the toughest of Commandotype jungle training, and each man was a trained parachutist.
They were well armed, each man possessing the B:lgian
fully-automatic rifle, the FN. In addition to this weapon,
each man knew how to operate the Belgian L.M.G., the Browning, M.M.G., 84 mm. mortars and anti-tank bazookas. Each
of their Jeep-type vehicles possessed a mounted !in. Browning.
This was a weapon of the highest destructive power; it was
originally intended for use against aircraft, but they were used
frequently against the Baluba warriors.
As the Belgian army began its withdrawal to Bel~um, aU
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its equipment, weapons, ammumtJon, stores, rations, A.P.C.s,
light tanks and trucks were handed over to the K atanga army.
.Afso, nhere remained behind, 150 Belgian officers, ranging from
a full Colonel to Second-Lieutenants. These were the mainstay
of Tshombe's army. They planned the r aids again st the Balubas
and superintended the maintenance of the army's equipment.
The strength of the army, in early 1961, was over 9,000 welltra ined, well-armed and experienced fighting men. It was at
this stage that Tshombe introduced into his army an " International Brigade," so to speak. They were men of different
nationalities, recruited for their fighting ability. Katanga, b eing
a rich country, Tshombe was able to pay them well. The
basic pay for a private soldier was £150 a month. The only
condil!ion that was imposed on the man was that one-trhird of
his pay be spent in K aranga. So a system was adopted by the
Katangan government. The man would receive one-third of
his pay every month and the other two-thirds would be
lodged in a bank in his own country and in his own country's
currency.
No one knows exactrly how many of these men Tshornbe
had in his service, but the U .N. deported more than 400,
and there were still more left in Katanga. A conservative
estimate would be 600-700.
The Mercenaries
L et us now examine these men who became known the
world over as the mercenaries. A mixture of races, they were
of all colours and all creeds; some of them were trained fighters
already; more of them flocked to Katanga to fight for an ideal;
Poets, soldiers-of-fortune,
and more came for trhe money.
murderers- they all came. The main nationality represented
was, of course, Belgian, fo.blowed by German, French, South
African, Rhodesian, Spanish, English, American and South
American. To fully understand these men we have to examine
one of them. I remember him well.
Before the conflict between the mercenaries and trhe U .N .
troops, it was no surprise to walk into a bar in Elisabethville
or Albertville and see a crowd of these men drinking with
soldiers of the U.N. One day, my friends and I were drinking
in a bar in Albertville and we started t~ing with a group of
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four men. They ranged in rank from a Lieutenant-Colonel to a
Sergeant. There was no rank on these occasions between these
men. The Lie.ut~nant-Colonel told us, in perfect English, that
he had been fightmg one cause or another all his life. He was
an ex-officer of the G erman army, who had seen action at
Stalmgrad and had, after the war, enlisted in the French Foreign
~egion an~ had seen a~t1on for most of the five years he spent
m the Legion. After his stay in the Legion, he settled in South
America. He worked on a plantation and fought with Castro
for 18 m~nths. He then worked his passage on a steamer to
South Afnca, where he was employed in a bar in Johannesburg.
When Tshombe looked f~r offic~rs for h!s !lrmy, he immediately
kft for Katanga and received his comm1ss1on as a Major in the
K atangan army. For his bravery_ in fighting the tribesmen in
North Katanga, he was promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel and
given command of a mobile group. "That" he said " is my
life story." I asked him what he would' do after 'Katanga.
The answer he gave me was that he would seek another war
somewhere. This was the typical view of these men· they
were true fighting men in every sense of the word, ;s was
to be proved later .in the year, when they fought 3,000 wellarmed and well-tramed U.N. troops to a standstill. Some of
these m ercenar~es-the idealists-were so inspired by the cause
they were fightmg for that they renounced their own nationality
and becal!le citizens of the State of Katanga. These men were
tme patnots; they fought, and died, side by side with men
who had been born and lived all their lives in Katanga. What
ever t.he world thought of the U.N. in trying to end K atanga's
secession by force, they must never condemn trhese men entircly. Yes, they fought and killed innocent tribesmen, but when
the country they were fighting for was in tum attacked by an
army of well-trained, well-disciplined and well-armed men
an~ !ed by office~s who had received the very best of military
trammg, they did not flee like the cowards some people
make them out to be. No, instead, they fought back and forced
the U.N. Command to negotiate for a ceasefire in the September
1961 fighting, aJthough they were outnumbered by almost tw~
to one in Blisabethville.
Althou;&h 0e majodty of the mercenaries were deported after
the fighrmg m September, the few that remained still fought
gallantly and with great courage against the reinforced U.N.
tr~ps in . the December, 196I, fighting in Elisabeth ville.
Ehsabethv1lle was the scene of some of the bitterest handto-hand fighting that ever took place.
Tile Se1ttember Fighting
By August, 1961, the U.N. representatives in Elisabethville
were in a desperate position. The U.N. had now occupied
K atanga for more than a year, and no concrete step had yet
been taken to end Katanga's secession. Lumumba was dead
and in his place sat Mr. Cyrille Adoula, a quiet, but determined
man. He kept on ·urging the U.N. Command to end K atanga's
secess-ion by force. The Leopoldville government now had an
army of some 50,000 men, led by Major-General Joseph Mobutu .
This army was poised to invade K atanga; they were poorly
armed and badly-trained men; trheir weapons were out of date
and their morale was nil. Now and then a mutiny occurred
when officers or N.C.0.s were shot and killed. So in order to
pacify the centra:l government and to show Tshombe who was
boss, the U.N. Command, in August 196I, seized Elisabethville
a ~d held the city for 24 hours. They occupied Elisabethville
a1rport. the post office and all big factories and shops in
Elisabethville and convoys of heavily-armed U.N. troops raced
through the airy at speeds sometimes exceeding 60 m.p.h. Not
a shot was fired by eitrher side, and, after 24 hours, the U .N.
evacuated the srrongpoims they had seized and returned to their
camps. Both sides now knew th at what the U.N. started was
not finish ed . The Katangan army started a build-up of its
forces in Elisabethvilde.
At llhis stage, the U.N. Command in the Congo had undergone a vast change. The Supreme M ilitary Commander now
was Lieutenant-General Sean Mac Keown (Ireland) a brilliant
?ffic_r. H e had s ucce~d e d G en eral K arllson Von Horn (Sweden)
m J anuary, 1961, owmg to General Von Hom's ill health. The
civilian representative in Katanga now was Mr. Conor Cruise
O'Brien (Ireland) and the Mili tary Commander in Katanga was
Brigadier Singappa Raja (India).
The strength of the U.N.O. forces in Elisabethville was 3,100
men of three different national>ities. They had no heavy weapons
and no fighter ai rcraft; the heaviest weapon the U.N. poss.ssed
in El-isabethville was the 105 mm. anti-tank bazooka.
Opposed to the U.N. in Elisabethville w_re some 2,800 soldiers
of the Katangan army, inoluding som. 300 mercenaries. They
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were supported ~y the Katangan air force, which consisted of
trhree Fouga ~ag1ster French-manufactured jets and one WWII
German Dornier bomber. At 02.00 hours on the morning of
September 13th, 1961, a red flare was fired over Elisabethville
and " Operation Morthoir" began.
!he obj.ect of " Operation Morthoir " was to seize control of
Elisabethville, President Tshombe and the Katangan govemmen~. 0e Eli~abethville post office (to stop Katangan commumcatJons with the outside world and other elements of the
Katangan army), the railway tunnel and roundabout President
Ts~om~e's palace and other parts of the city. Whe~ all these
were seized the U.N. would then declare Katanga a province of
the Central Gove~nment once more and bring in a high Central
Goyernment official from Leopoldville to administer Katanga.
This, of <:?Urse, depended on the success of the operation.
The operation was a complete failure. The following contributed to the failure of the mission:
I. Instead. ~f seizing the entire Katangan government, only
one mm1ster was taken by the U.N.O. troops.
2. Katangan troops were waiting for the U.N. troops at
all their objectives.
3. Morale of the U.N. troops was low.
4. The 150 Irish troops surrounded at Jadotville.
5. The Katangan air force.
6. Super ior armament of trhe Katangan forces.
7. The U .N. Baluba refugee camp at Elisabethville.
8. The humane way in which the U .N. Command conducted the campaign.
Let us now examine these factors.
The first part of the operation was to seize the entire Katangan
government as they slept. Instead, only one minister was imprisoned; he was Minister K ibwe, and he was taken by Irish
Military Police.
The second part of the operation was held up by the fact
that K atangan troops were waiting for the U.N.O. troops at all
their main objectives. This was evident at the Elisabethville
post office. The post office is in open ground, which was in
favour of the defenders. The post office was surrounded by
Gurkha troops and the Katangan troops defending the post
office were called upon to surrender. The U.N.0. appeal was
met by a burst of machine-gun fire. For hours the battle raged
around the post office; time and again the Gurkhas charged
across the open ground, only to be driven back by intense
machine-gun fire. In the end, the U.N. brought up Irish
armo1:1red cars, which advanced upon the post office pouring
a vernab!e stream of fire upon the Katangan defenders. This
resulted in some of the Gurkhas entering the post office, and in
no time the post office was in UN. hands, thanks to these
fighting men from Nepal. Several times during the day the
post office was counter attacked by Katangan troops. Each time
they were driven back with heavy losses by the Gurkhas; the
Gurkhas held the post office.
The Irish troops met stiff resistance at the roundabout but
succeeded in seizing the hospital, the railway tunnel and the
roundabout. For troops that were never in action before, trhey
behaved admirably.
The third factor was the morale of the U.N. troops. Their
morale was low; somehow they could not see themselves as
the liberators they were told they were. They were fighting a
cause they had no faith or heart in; some of them were fighting
over 6.ooo miles from their own countries. This especially
affected the Irish troops. They were Catholic troops raised in
the very best of Christian conditions; Katanga was a Catholic
province, more so than any of the other provinces of the
Congo.
Another factor which contributed to the defeat of the U.N.
operation was the position of the Irish Company at Jadotville,
80 miles north-east of Eiisabethville. As soon as the U.N.
operation commenced in Elisabethville, this Company was surrounded by an estimated force of 2,000 Katangan troops. They
called upon the Irish to surrender-the Irish refused. Katangan
forces mortared the Irish positions all the night of the 13th
September. They did not succ_ed in dislodging the Irish troops
who fought back gallantly against odds of over ten to one.
On Friday, 15th, the Irish were still holding out, despite
frequent attacks by the Katangan air force and constant mortaring by the Katangans. So on the morning of the 16th, the
U.N. Command sent out a strong patrol of 16o Irish troops,
100 Gurkhas and six armoured cars to try and break through
the K atangan lines at Jadotville and r. 11 ve the Irish Company.
I was a member of this patrol. Six times on the road to
Jadotville we were attacked by the now single jet which comprised the Katangan air forc e. This jet had complete conrrol
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of the skies; we could do nothing but run for the bush each
time it came and attacked the convoy. It was impossible to hit
it with Bren fire. Late that evening we reached the Lufra
Bridge and commenced mortaring the K atangan position s on the
opposite side of the river. The Irish and Gurkhas were very
accurate in the mortaring of the K atangan positions whole
Katangan machine-gun emplacements disappeared as U.N.
mortar bombs rained down upon th em. We then received n ews
from Elisabethville. over the radio, that the Irish Company had
surrendered that evening. They had held out for four days and
three sleepless nights and fought magnificently against vastly
superior odds and superior armament; no troops in the world
could have done more. The imprisonment of the 150 Irish
troops at Jadotville gave the Katangan army the upper hand.
The heart went out of the U .N . operation.
Part III will be concluded in 1anuary, 1963.
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It seems a long time since we were last in print and many
ask "do we still exist?" Indeed we still manage to thrive in
" the back of beyond," to quote one trainee. As with all training
units we frequently say goodbye to old faces and welcome new
ones. Perhaps one of the farewells most prominent in our minds
bas been the one to Captain "Fred" Redding, who returned
to the comparative calm of Civvy Street. On the evening before
his deparrure he was "drummed out" in truly traditional style
being transported to his home on a low trailer accompanied by
the disharmonious voices of all his old friends singing " Old
Soldiers Never Die."
We also extended our good wishes to Captain J. Ellingworth
and in turn welcomed his replacement, Captain V. S. Smith,
who is now tackling the job of Adjutant and tackling rugby into
the bargain. This brin~ us inevitably to the field of sport
which continues to feature well. Football, hockey and rugby
have all got off to a good start and we hope will continue in
their successes this season.
Hobbies and Oubs still flourish, one of the most prominent
at the moment being the Fishing Club. It was noticed that fish
were becoming quite scarce due to pike predominance, so allout war was declared by Sergeant Clarke and Corporal Millar,
who could be seen early on many a cold morning armed with
rod and tackle. Results were good and all the six pike caught so
far have averaged the 4t lb mark.
The Sergeants' Mess Tramps Ball held on 27th October,
1962, proved a great success. Furniture was dispensed with in
favour of wooden boxes and the walls and ceilings covered with
well arranged decorations and a general dingy atmosphere prevailed. One 0fl4:er was beard to remark that the Sergeants'
Mess looked virtually unchanged and indeed in better condition
than the Officers' Mess which due to a combination of rain and
renovations on the roof, resembled Niagara Falls.
Thanks to Sergeant Bowles and bis band of followers, firework night went with a bang. Invitations were sent to the Unit
children who gorged themselves on Sergeant Kitford's hot dogs
and toffee apples. When all was over the Fire Picquet gained
valuable practice in the art of fire-fighting-Sergeant Bowles
directing operations and telling the Picquet Commander in no
uncertain terms where to put the hose.

Corporal Millar, Sergeant Clarke, Second Lieute nant Wright
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We now look forward to a wealth of Christmas activities
with the P .R.I.'s life becoming more hectic as the days wear
on. We hope to appear in print again if we survive the festive
season.
228

S(tUADRON

As we haven't appeared in print for at least six months,
perhaps the best way to tell the story of 228 Squadron's life
during the summer of 1962 is to r ecord it through the eyes of
the n ewly join ed Squadron Commander . . . .
Before I took over from M ajor P. Montagnon on 10th M ay,
1962, I was looking forward to a few month's recuperation from
the strain of preparing my last Squadron for disbandment
whilst retaining its operational capability till the end.
In fact we held a full scale handover par ade at Krefeld in
which 10th Regiment formally passed on its duties to 71 F ernmelde Battalion of the Bundeswehr, on 31st March, and were
completely handed over by 21st April.
So, as I said, I felt I needed a little relaxation which is what
I did not get. The remainder of May passed idly enough with
only "Oeanex," " Shapex" and our Annual Administrative Inspection to keep us awake (must rem ember to congratulate P aul
on his beautiful sense of timing).
Then, on 30th May, "Saceur " said ' go,' and we plunged
into the most h ectic five months of my long career in communications.
We had a plan on the stocks, prepared by my predecessor, to
instal a brand new communications centre, complete with Staff
Message Control, Teleconference Room and Teleconference
Screen, Voice Console. and an Intercom System with six-button
telephones to taste, for a special project at SHAPE. The lot,
in fact, and all tastefully decorated in Corps colours.
All to be established, manned by a variety of nationalities,
virtually regardless of cost, " without delay."
Well, the whole of 228 Squadron buckled to. And so did all
the Signals, and other Staffs at the Ministry of Defence, the
War Office. the London Communications-Electronics Security
Agency, SHAPE itself, and Uncle Tom Cobbley and all.
The job itself entailed taking over an existing barracks block,
finding alternative accommodation for the inmates. knocking
down a few walls and generally reshuffling the interior in
accordance with our plan-which, n eedless to say, altered from
day to day as new ideas and suggestions for better equipments
were produced.
During June we were busy drawing up detailed plans, ordering
materials, and re-housing displaced persons.
In July the contractors started on the building, we began
collecting equipment by truck from Germany, Belgium, France
and by ship from U .K. In August, we welcomed an Installation
Team under Staff Sergeant Smethurst, very kindly provided by
30th Regiment who also sent Major W. T. A. Collyer over on a
recce earlier, during which he and Staff Sergeant Smethurst
formulated a detailed installation and wiring plan.
In August, installation began and so did a four-weeks' course
for the crypto mechanics and electronic technicians which was
run, at SAPE, by Mr. Boustead of LCESA. Finally, over the
weekend of 24th/27th August> we delivered the trained
technicians and the new equipments by 'plane to the various
out-stations, spent a day at each place installing the gear, and
opened the network at 00.01 hours on rst September, 1962, as
scheduled. It has gone like a bomb ever since.
I don't claim that this is a "record " but I have never seen
a better example of co-ordinated effort by such a variety of
Governmental establishments to produce such a speedy and
efficient result. Needless to say, the whole project has been a
communicator's dream, made even more enjoyable by the goodwill and co-operation of the international staff concerned, headed
by Major-General G. H . Baker, C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C., for
whom it has been a pleasure to work.
September was spent in absorbing and training the newly
posted operating personnel, in planning a better voice system
using a G.P.O. console, intercom and six button telephones,
and in preparing for "Fallex," the SHAPE autumn manoeuvres,
for which 20 new circuits were activated.
From 6th to 20th October we welcomed ten officers and 20
other ranks of 47th Regimen t (T.A.), The Middlesex Yeomanry,
under their Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel S. R.
Beazley, to SHAPE for their annual training spell, which proved
to be both interesting and amusing.
On 20th October we relaxed for the wedding of the Squadron
Second-in-Command, Captain J. D. Cathcart, to Miss C. M.
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Thomson of the British Embassy Staff, Paris. Our picture shows
the happy couple and their stalwart escort outside the Embassy
Church after the ceremony. This must be catching, because
just about the same time our Corporal E. B. Manning persuaded
M iss Margare t M cCommon of the local R.M .P. Company to
share h is life . . . Ah, well.
Thus ended a busy, interesting and thoroughly enjoyable
half year in the life of just one small Unit of the Corps, which
is typ:cal of the variety one has come to expect . . . .
One of the p articular attractions of SHAPE is the number
and variety of important visi tors we receive in the course of a
year. The officers' bar at SHAPE Restaurant compares favourably wi th th e wartime Shephards' Hotel, Cairo, in this respect;
and I h ave thoroughly enjoyed playing my humble part in
showing them around.
An.d of all the memories of the last six months perhaps the
best 1s of the night when three very junior cogs in the Signals
machine enjoyed an evening in Paris with the visiting Signal
Officer-in-Chief, and sitting over our brandy on the Place
d'Alma, at peace with th e world, he quoted the following ' bon
mot ' by the D irector of T elecommunications: " This must be the only place in this troubled world where
you c~n sit out under the stars sippin g an after-dinner drink,
watchmg the elegant world stroll by, and not feel guilty."

Captain and Mrs. Cathcart leaving the Embassy Church

Adventure Training - 249 Squadron
Adventure trammg is now firmly established as part and
parcel of everyday life in 249 Squadron. Every week-end a
small devoted band depart from Princess Mary Barracks to indulge in the delights of jungle treks or canoeing expeditions on
the rivers of M alaya. However, of la te it began to seem that
everything worth doing had been done; even with the best
will in the world, one jungle trek looks very much like another.
Suddenly, it was noticed that the n am _ Pulau Tioman crept
into the conversation. This island is quite large, some I I
miles long and lies approximately 30 miles to the east of the
mainland. At first the Adventure Training Club were a bit
dubious about it.
Would permission be granted for three
canoes and the Regiment's Nuffield boat Peregrine to make the
trip. Finally. Sergeant Prees approached the O.C., Major P. H.
Webb, cap-in-hand, and asked for a week in which to accomplish what all the pundits proclaimed to be ~mpossible. Various phrases were bandied around: " Shark-infested waters,"
"monsoon seasons,'' " sudden squalls," "' hidden reefs,'' etc.
By this time the Adventure Training Fanatics were determined
to pull it off.
Major Webb gave his blessing and the personnel were then
selected. The final shuffle came out as follows:
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Bradford, Sergeant Prees (Falcon day
S~ilor) ; Corporal Holdsworth, Corporal Towner; Gpl. Rodgers,
Signalman Abbott; Lance-Corporal Scriven, Signalman Pentland.
Staff Sergeant Bradford paid a visit to the Naval Base, who
very kindly provided us with the n ecessary charts, and went
one further and came up with a copy of the South China Pilot.
After much frantic dashing about, including one period when
Staff Sergeant Bradford almost didn't make it. we finally depar.ted at 09.00 hours on 16th October with a Land Rover
towing the Falcon and its launching trailer, and a three-tonner
containing canoes and canoeists.
Our start point was about three miles south of Mersing, Sri
Pantai. We finally arrived at about 14.30 hours and immediately
unloaded. When the Falcon was ready to be put in the
water she looked more like a liberty ship than a sailing dinghy.
She contained petrol, water, rations, personal kit first aid kit,
cameras, watches, compasses spare paddles, amon~t other
things. We finally got under way at about 3 p.m. and set
course for our first objective, a small island about six miles from
shore, named Pulau Babi Kechil South. The weather was dull
and the sea quite choppy and the wind not at all useful, so
Peregrine was taken across on the motor.
Our intrepid
" canoedelers " made short work of the first stretch and we
arrived after about 2t hours. The island s population consisted
of one very ant·i-social Chinese g_ntleman and his four even
more unsociable dogs; the island was covered with coconut
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palms, and it seemed that all the aged gentleman had to do
was wait until the coconuts fell from the trees, collect them up,
and sell them to a chap who called by in a decrepit old boat
at irregular intervals.
A brew was quickly made and quantities of stewed steak
eaten, and no one seemed any the worse for the effort.
Lance-Corporal Scriven industriously produced a large cheering bonfire, which was, of course, ignored by everyone. A
bivvy was erected and everyone retired knowing that the next
day would be a long, hard paddle. The party slept reasonably
well, with the exception of Sergeant Prees, who went to see
if Peregrine was still at her moorings every two hours, with
visions of Regimental boards of inquiry as to why the Regiment's uffield boat was lost " in or about the South China
Sea."
Next morning we were off to a reasonably early start, with
a slight wind but soon, unfortunately, it died out, so once again
Peregrine was on motor. The original intention was to make for
a small island mid-way between Tioman and the mainland,
Pulau Tokong Bahru, and stop there for a meal and a short
rest, and then <proceed to Tioman. However, it became increasingly obvious, as we slowly drew nearer, that Pulau Tokong
Bahru was, in fact, nothing but an inaccessible rock protruding
from the ocean. This meant, of course, that the paddlers would
have no respite, but would either have to turn back or do the
trip with no rest half way. The idea of turning back was repugnant to all concerned, so we pressed on. It was a very hot
day with no wind at all, and soon there was no pleasure leftit became a long_ hard grind.
It was about this time that the shark/porpoise controversy
arose. Large dorsal fins were seen about 200 yards in front of
the canoe and immediately the word " shark " resounded across
the ocean . Peregri11e, with motor at full throttle, which sounds
very impressive, but in actual fact it makes only about four
knots, with the F. of S. brandishing the whisker pole, came
to the rescue, and the offending creatures made off. It appeared
to be a school of porpoise, but the canoeists were emphatic;
" sharks," they said, so that's where it ended.
Pulau Tioman still remained obstinately on the horizon
and refused to come any nearer; so it went on, paddle for an
hour, rest for ro minutes· blisters appeared, and then blisters
on bli ters; backs ache. stomachs rumble, but slowly we drew
nearer. We were passed by one small fishing boat whose
occupants looked in open-mouthed amazement at the minute
craft and probably went on their way having confirmed that
widely-held belief that all Englishmen are mad.
At last it became obvious that the journey was almost over,
and none too soon, because black, evil-looking clouds were beginning to gather round the high peaks of the mountain of Tio'459

Corporal Holdsworth takes up residence in "Hotel Tioman "

Sergeant Prees at the helm of Perigrine

man, and just as we came inco shore, the rain started to fall
down.
Unfortunately, it was low tide and the beach was
covered with coral which, whilst it was beautiful to look at,
~used the Foreman some anxious moments and a couple of
unpleasant-sounding scrapes on the centre-plate before we
got ashore. Need:ess to say, the canoeists were exhausted,
having paddled nearly 30 miles non-stop. A quick brew and
more tins of stew and everyone started to come back to life.
Corporal Rodgers and Lance-Corporal Scriven set off with
their Goloks on their usual task of annoying all living creatures
in the immediate vicinity, whilst Corporal Towner lapsed into
his civvy street occupation of beach-combing, finding nothing,
much to his disgust. A fisherman's hut was discovered and immediately commandeered for sleeping accommodation, this
proved to be very comfortable, and all concerned spent a very
restful n ight. The next morning, after a conference over a
breakfast of porridge and sausages, it was decided, due to the
proximity of the monsoon season, to make good use of the
clement weather and start back immediately.
There was very little wind to start with and, as usual, the
canoes forged ahead and left Peregrine to flounder. However,
as we progressed, a stiff breeze sprang up and Peregrine, in spite
of the weight she was carrying_ was soon making fair speed.
The canoes found it hard work with the wind and the heavy
swell running. Once again the sharks/porpoises were in attendance and Peregrine was busy keeping them at bay. Again it
was a long, hard day's paddling, and our destination seemed to
sit mocking us on the horizon. As we drew slowly nearer, so
the swell became bigger and the wind increased in strength.
It was about this time when the water immediately behind
Corporal Rodger and Signalman Abbott erupted and a large
porpoise shot clear into the air and landed with a resounding
smack; he repeated th is gesture, much to the consternation of
the occupants of the canoes, and then departed.
We approached our destination by a channel between two
small islands, and it was here that Staff Sergeant Bradford dis-

covered the meaning of the two small crosses on the chart;
Sergeant Prees, who was at the helm, suddenly saw a large
evil-looking rock in the middle of the channel, almost dead
ahead; needless to say, immediate avoiding action was taken.
The canoes kept to the shoreline and Corporals Holdsworth
and Towner almost came to grief trying to land in very heavy
surlf. However, a safe beach was found and everyone got ashore
in one piece. Food, of course. was the first thing, and then
for the canoeists the exquisite relief of lying stretched full
length to ease the almost permanent cricks in backs and legs.
As night fell, Lance-Corporal Scriven, our devoted heat and
light expert, once again organised a mammoth bonfire which,
once again, was completely ignored by all and sundry. The
general concensus of opinion was that he seemed to derive
too much pleasure from it and it would be a shame to tell him
that no one really wanted a fire. It was during one of his forages in search of wood that Lance-Corporal Scriven was brutally
assaulted by a coconut husk; the party was electrified by a
horrible shriek and rushed to aid the stricken man, only to
find that he had caught his foot in a coconut husk and
nearly exprred from shock.
The next morning the weather at last had broken, low cloud,
driving rain and a strong wind which had whipped the sea into
an unpleasant, choppy swell. The party spent most of the morning huddled under ponchos waiting for the wind to drop. By
mid-day it was obvious that the bad weather was here to stay.
Again_ after a short conference, a canoe was sent out to see
how it fared, the result was that it would be a rough trip, but
that it was possible. At this point the outboard motor began to
act up, and ' it was not until much effort and many curses had
been eXPended that it finally burst into life. This last part
of the journey was by far the most unpleasant, the canoes
shipped water constantly and had to be baled almost continuously.
Fortunately, it was only about seven miles, but it
necessitated a very unpleasant three hours in foul weather.
When the battered, but still cheerf.ul, party finally drew up near

taste, a well stocked grocery shop and a separate ladies' department. To my mind, the latter is an excellent idea as I can
do my personal. shopping and send my husband for the groceries
at the same tune. Very well thought out don't you think
ladies?
'
'
In B.M.H. Dhekelia one has first-class medical facilities and
the ~ta ff go _to. great lengt~s to he'p make life as pleasant a
P1?5~1ble. W1thm 0e _hospital there are very good familiies'
c~m1cs and everything 1s extremely modem. On the educational
side there are schools for children of all ages and also a kindergarten for children from the age of 3 up to normal school age.
The~e schoo_ls a:e mo~t m~dern in design, airy and light giving
maximum air circulation m the hot summer months. The old
stu_ffy ~!assrooms are things of the past. Instead of learning to
swun m the normal baths the children out here have the time
of their lives in the blue Mediterranean . At weekends the whole
family moves out to one of the glorious beaches within easy
distance of home.
I have been talking about what goes on out here and I have
o;nitt~d the most i~rtant thing-Quarters. The Quarter
situation can be_ rather difficul~ at times, but this is easily overcome as there 1s adequate 'Private accommodation and which
although expensive, allowances cover the cost of the rent. It ~
a fact that a great number of people prefer private houses to
the Quarters.
This article has given you a small account of the life we live
and I hope that everybody who comes out here will enjoy themselves as much as I have. If you would like further and fuller
d~tails, a letter to the O.C. of your future Squadron will do the
mck.

Pulau Tioman

Mersing Harbour, it was discovered that there was a very heavy
swell running. Peregrine went on ahead and almost came to a
bad end, but was extricated only just in time. On returning to
~he canoes, it was discovered that by this time they had got
mto shallow water and could not be reached. Peregrine was
then . not without some consternation, taken through the
breakers, and finally managed to get into Mersing Harbour.
The canoeists had realised by this time that they were in the
wrong place and put to sea again to come round into the harh?ur. Here they met with disaster and two nearly overturned.
~1gnalrnan Abbott came off the worst, losing his poncho, one
Jungle boot and one sandal. The poncho was returned by the
sea the neJGt morning, up on the beach, barely roo yards from
where we spent the night.
After searching desperately for somewhere to stay the night,
we finally parked ourselves at the Customs post. Here everyone
attempted to sort out their sodden belong:ngs and finally, at
about 7 p.m. a very 'motley crew made their way to the Merdeka
Hotel, where, we were assured by Corporal Rodger, the bar
girls "were really something." Vast quantities of ale were consumed and certain members of the party were so overcome .that
they booked rooms in the hotel and stayed the night. The next
morning was spent in drying-out clothing, etc., until mid-da;y
when transport arrived to convey the party back to Singapore.
Finally, a brief word to the old sweats: We know the young
soldier of today does not seem up to the standard of the "old
days " in many respects, but you can rest assured that as far
as 249 Squadron, at least, is concerned, in the words of the
sage : " THEYR'E ALL RIGHT MA TE."

Arrival. We welcome to the Squadron our new Traffic
Officer, Major W. J. Thomas. We hope that he and Mrs.
Thomas will enjoy their stay with us.
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In Aden we are always hearing plaintive cries from men
who wish that they had heard before of the F.RA. Signal
Squadron, and the opportunities that it offers. To avoid any
further disappointment, we are now going to blow our trumpets
loud and long and introduce ourselves. You will r emember
having heard of the Aden Protectorate L evies, well_ we are
they, but with a new title, since we are now controlled by the
The Squadron is a large one, with
Federal Government.
about 35 British Other Ranks and 230 Arabs. The B.O.Rs
are really acting a.s a nucleus of instructors, teaching the Arab
signallers the tricks of the trade. You will also have heard of
the "barren Tocks of Aden," but you have no need to worry
about that, for the poem was written by an Aden colony
type, who wasn't allowed to wander inco the Protectorate for
fear he might frighten the local women. Our hunting grounds
in Mukeiras, Dhala and Ataq, are in wonderful country, where
in winter ice is not unknown (outside the frig., too). These
garrisons are about 6,oooft. above sea level, and in summer
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Life 111 Cyprus
BY DOREEN WINFIELD

Lance Co rporal Scriven and Signalma n Pentland smile in spite of
bl isters

All as ho re o n Pulau Babi Kechi! So uth
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As the wife of a serving soldier in Cyprus, I would like to
enlighten those wives who may be coming here in the near
future so that they may have some idea of what happens in this
part of the world. There is a very true saying, "Life is what
you make it,'' and out here it can be made very pleasant.
Although it is a far cry from home I have no regrets about
coming here.
The domestic side of life is the same the world over but the
shopping is vastly different from back home. Of course, if one
gets into difficulties with the local shops there is always "old
faithful," NAAFI, to fall back on. We have all the usual NAAFI
shops here, including a large clothing shop that caters for every
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W ould yo u indent for a ground or a vehicle station I
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the Aden-bound staff would give their right arms to be there.
To be fa ir, it must be said that qu ite a few of our men are
based in Aden itself, but manage to get into the Protectorate
qu ite frequently. The Arabs ar e wonderful signallers, who
coo ider it a great loss of fa ce not to be " THROUGH." When
being "THROUGH" often consists of. a 100 miles on a C12 on
ground wave, you can judge their capabilities. We know that
the pocket book says that this is impossible, but the author h adn't
served in our Squadron .
Of course, you shouldn't come here if your heart isn't too
good, for the troops are fired upon from time to time, and a
Battalion Commander was presented w ~th a knife (in his back)
recently, but it is this sort of thing that gives signalling a
raison d'etre. This really is soldering.
The Squadron has been having a fa irly hectic time r ecently,
for, with the arrival of Major Walker, the n ew 0 .C., the tempo
of operations and the political unrest in the area was stepped
up.
This warranted a bit of reorganisation to provide a
continuously available and very mobile Tactical H.Q. for the
force. Things have settled down a little now though, and we
sport a Land Rover-borne Tactical H.Q., operating four HF
nets and the ground to air link. The most comfortable vehicle
in the desert. in fact, is a three-ton truck but an escarpment
divides the Western Protectorate in two, almost, and only Land
Rovers can ascend the pass. Consequently, we bounce from
boulder to boulder, up the wadis, in Land Rovers. During
our latest exercise, on the beach at a place called Shuqra,
S.S.M. Bob Aitken popped in with the mail in a helicopter
every afternoon, which proved a most useful method of check:ng
our ground to air link. It is about time that signals had
their "choppers."
We have our own O.R.s' club in Aden, appropriately named
the Jimmy Club. By the time you read this account, we will
probably be sitting down to our Chrisrmas dinner there, or
recovering from the Christmas social that we have planned.
Despite the warmth, we play most games h~re, and, supported
by the Arabs. we do very nicely.
Captain Barry Freeman has just increased the establishment
by one son, on which we congratulate him, but I fear that he
and his family will soon be leaving us m return to U.K. His
relief Captain Tim Cornwall, is at present suffering agon ies at
the Arabic Language School, but no doubt the £135 coloquial
award will sooth his brow. We are jolly glad to see both
Captain Peter Gregory and R.Q.M.S. Ken Attwell back from
inter-tour leave in England. S.Q.M.S. Clive Rooke will now
no doubt regain his happy smile once more.
A party of men from the Squadron, led by Sergeant Pete
Stidworthy, took themselves to Djibuti a few weeks ago, to
stay with the French Army there. At Djibuti airport they were
met, much to their asmnishment, by a Commandant Superieur,
who turned out to be the Officer Commanding French Forces,
Djibuti. The fame of our squadron certainly gets around. We
hope to return the hospitality soon by entertaining the Frenchmen here.
You have possibly gained the impression that we consider ourselves a hell of a good bunch of men, but I am sure that you
will forgive us, after all-we are!

Mukeiras Market place
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Part of Tac HQ FRA in the Protectorate
601 TROOP

Since last appearing in print, th e Troop has had several
changes. The O.C. is now Captain G . H . Morgan, to whom,
with his wife and family, we extend a hearty welcome. Captain
Hunt is now gracing the Adjutant's chair in 3rd Reg'ment.
Sergeant Poole is off to the temperate climes of Kenya, and
Signalman Edwards to Singapore. Lance-Corporal Smith has
departed -to 7th Regiment. but strangely the Land Rover still
manages to cope with exercises without his tender care?
Amongst the new arrivals are Staff Sergeant Hawkes (Yeoman
of Signals), Corporals Caldwell, Williams and McVeigh and
Signalmen Harlow and Kent.
Part of the Troop live and work aboard H.M.S. Mean, taking
full watch keeping duties with the Royal Navy communications
ratings in the radio room. Exercises keep the Troop at sea for
roughly two weeks in every month so there is little time to be
bored.
Social events are very scar<;e owing to the shorta·ge of ladies,
but we are planning a games evening with guests from H.M.S.
Mean during September. Sport, apart from swi mming, is a
problem, as we are so few in numbers oit is sometimes difficult
to produce teams. Basketball has b een tried with amazing
results. L ance-Corporal Robinson and the O.C. made heroic
efforts to hold th e team together against the Parachute Brigade
team, but we had to admit a glorious defeat. Signalman Atkins,
appearing from the spectators during the last quarter of the
mateh, played a most interesting game, much to the discomfort
of the opposition who were not sure which side he was on.
Signalman Chapman is the star of a local football team, and
the O.C. is hoping to improve his tennis in the near future.
Despite previous comments in THE WIRE. the Troop are not
a shower of bearded wonders, although some would no doubt
like to try to "grow a set."
On our return from a recent exercise we had the honour of
being inspected by the Flag, Officer M,iddle East. The Rear
Admiral took great 1nterest in the Troop, talking to every man.
Signalman Edwards excelled himself by telling the Rear
Admiral that having nearly completed his tour with the Troop
he had just decided he didn't really like Bahrain.
What has happened to English beer? Signalman Watkins has
just returned from U.K. having put on at least four stone. Now
that the cooler weather will soon be with us we are getting
ready for annual visits that seem to occur during this season.
An account of one of our minor exercises appears elsewhere.
To conclude, can any one send us some cool air or a little rain?
All gifts gratefully received.
All aboard in the Persian Gulf. On Saturday afternoon the O.C. and seven members of 601 Troop (Ship) joined
the permanent detachment on board H.M.S. Mean (Landing
Ship Headquarters Small).
The heavily laden Land Rover had been loaded the previous
day :in an Assault Landing Craft (L.C.A ), not without several
headaches. Due to a mix up in messages, the Land Rover was
waiting in the wrong place to load and soon it was backwards
and forwards between two points trying to catch the tide. At
last it was put aboard the L.C.A., when a rock decided to come
through the bottom of the craft. Eventually, however, it
managed to reach its parent ship in another L.C.A. Once it was
aboard H.M.S. Anzio all concerned breathed a well-earned sigh
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?f _relief. Even th~ O.C.'s party did not get aboard without
mc1dent. The ships boat expected to collect us did not
materiali se and after waiting n early an hour the O.C. commandeered an Arab dhow to take us across the harbour.
Fortu11;ately, we made it before the ship sailed, but only just.
Durmg Sunday, the passage down the Gulf to the island of
Sir Abu Nu'air was uneventful apart from naval exercises in
which we took n o part. No t that it can be construed as a
pleasure cruise with the h eat well above 100 degrees. At least
ice cream (home made and very good) was available in the ship's
can teen. The daily tot is always looked forward to by all those
aged 20 and above. The younger ones tryi ng to look older with
no effect on the stoney-hearted Petty Officer dispensing this
N aval tradition .
We tried working back to our r ear party in Bahra in on a
schedule, using a ship's radio to our own C12. The circuit
although successful was not perfect. M any peculiar effects of
propagation are found all round th is area.
On Monday an accident occurred just before reaching our
destination, causing one of the ships of the Squadron (carrying
our Land Rover) to alter course for the n earest place with an
airfield to enable th e casualties to be flown to hospital.
Unfortunately th is delayed the assau lt phase of the exercise
for 24 hours. The detachment going ashore were stand ing by
the Quarter D eck at 04.00 hours on the original d ate waiting
for the L.C.A. to collect them-every one on board thought we
knew of the postponement.
Tuesday morning the assault phase went well. We were in
contact with the Joint Operations Room on board H.M.S. Meon
by A4I from the time the LC.A. containing our Land Rover
was lowered 1nto the water. D ead on H Hour, a very wet detachment arrived on the beach. Just clear of the edge, the vehicle
decided to sink into the sand up to its axles. While half of the
bodies started to dig the vehicle out, the remainder unloaded the
kit and in a very short time we were in contact by Cr2 with the
H.Q. Ship. Once the Land Rover- was again availa ble we then
moved across to our correct location and re-established ourselves. While this was going on th e landing parties from the
ships had landed and disappeared into the dawn.
An uneventful day follow ed, with plenty of traffic being
passed between the ship and shore.
In the evening a beaching exercise was carried out by one
of the Landing Ship T anks. It beached immediately :in front of
our location, and when it became stuck the comments were at
the least entertaining if not educational. On Monday morning
all the beach organisation was struck and prepared for reembarkation. Our own L.CA., after several attempts, managed
~o beach and take us off. The sea was very choppy, and at times
it w~s difficult to tell if we were sailing or flying.
Mid-day saw the ships departing in different directions for
courtesy visits before r eturning to station. Our destination being
Um Said, an oil company station in Quarter.
Tuesday and Wednesday found us recovering our energy
and enjoying a steady passage northwards.
On Thursday. having arrived overnight, shore parties went
swimming and "in the evening a barbecue had been arranged
at the Yacht Club. Eighty had been invited, and a most enjoyable evening resulted. One thousand tins of beer had been
provided in addition to the mounds of chicken legs, sweet corn
and the inevitable sausages, plus one young lady giving a demonstration (u$tentional) of twisting.
Friday, a few of the ship's company received invitations to
lunch with company officials, but the Troop were among the
unlucky ones. The O.C., however, was very fortunate in being
shown over the oil company's radio station, and was most
impressed.
Sailing in the evening, having made excellent contact with
our rear detachment, we set course north to Bahrain.
In the early hours of Sunday morning we arrived at Sitra
jetty for refuelling_ and then up to our normal berth in the
harbour.
-Then having returned to our shore accommodation, we started
work in earnest. The new Flag Officer Middle East was to
inspect the Troop the following morning. By parade time the
Troop were formed up under the O.C., and our battle scarred
Larid Rover gleaming in the sun. F.O.M.E. had a few words
with all members of the Troop, and seemed quite interested in
our job. Having recovered from both the trip and inspection,
we are now busily preparing for the next exercise in ro days
time, when we visit (?) the island of Yas. Even the locals will
not live there!
Anyone want a life on the ocean wave? It's a volunteer
posting with rum (when you are at sea).
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A view of the famous Taj Mahal, the furthest point reached.by the
expedition. The photograph was taken by one of the members of
the expedition

Cyprus to the Khyber Pass Retum
BY MAJOR

K.

J.

T. HOILE, 3RD EAST ANGUAN REGIMENT,
MILITARY OBSERVER IN CYPRUS

If you have ever tried to sort out 'bus timings with a Pers'.an
Moslem who speaks no English, working on calendars that are
not only 6oo years apart, but also differ with regard to the days
of the week, you will realise one of the problems that faced
the Royal Army Educational Corps expedition from Cyprus to
the Khyber Pass and back.
The 9,000-mile journey, through four countries. over a p~riod
of six weeks, made the expedition the longest ever to be undertaken by troops of Near East Command. The party, Jed by
Lieutenant J. Cooper, R.A.E.C., attached to 15rh Signal Regiment, consisted of Lieutenant E. Gill (R.A.E.C.), Cpl. G. Pratt,
(Intelligence Corps), Corporal G. Rushton (R.A.P.C.), LanceCorporal LeRoy Tilson and Signalman F. Larcombe (Royal
Signals).
The party travelled from Cyprus to Turkey by Turkish Airlines and thence by train, 'bus and lorry across Asia, through
Iran and Pakistan to India.
It was quickly discovered that the amount of cash they had
allowed for the journey would mean that the travellers would
have to survive on one meal a day and use the cheapest possible
hotels for their short rest periods.
Their journey, which took them through Ankara, Erzurum,
Tabriz and Tehran, proved uneventful, apart from the fact
that many of their fellow passengers caused them discomfort by
removing their socks and shoes during the long 'bus journeys!
The highlight of the outward journey was the party's visit to
Isfahan, which is considered by many people to be the most
beautiful city in the world. The town, with its blue domes
mosques and lush foliage, is in complete contrast to the arid
plain which surrounds it, and the blue tiled workings and Hall
of Pillars in .the Masjid-i-Shah (The King's Mosque) is certainly
one of the most beautiful sights in the world.
The journey, continued through Kerman and Zahidan, took
the party through interminable desert sand, which showed no
signs of habitation, and only the occasional heaps of bones of
some unfortunate animal portrayed its viciousness.
Dw:ing the short stop to see the Mosque Mahmand with its
beautiful gardens and lucid pools, the party met a Cambridge
graduate in Arabic and Persian, who had turned Moslem, and
had become completely absorbed with the Persian way of life.
After four days of continuous travelling by train, the party
arrived at Peshawar and, after obtaining the necessary documents, travelled by station wagon to the Khyber Pass, thus
reaching their objective after twenty days of continuous travelling. Consisting of a fifteen-mile gap, in otherwise inaccessible
territory, and guarded by a battalion of Khyber Rifles, stationed
at Shagai, the magnificence df the ravine and the old-time

fort of Jamrud and Ali Masjid left a lasting ~pression .o~
the travellers. Before returning, the parry decided ~o vmt
Agra in India to see the Taj Mahal, one of the world s most
famo~s and 'beautiful buildings. _It was here that the
adventurers reached their furthest polllt from Cyprus.
A naked Fakir running up and down the main street of
Lahore caused amazement to a number of the yo~ger members
of the party, in spite of the fact that he was ignored by the
local population.
The party returned by the same route to Zahidan and then
swung north along the Afghan border through Meshed to
Tehran. It was intended that the party would return by Royal
Air Force aircraft from Tehran to Cyprus but unfortunately
this was not to be the case, and the party pushed on overland to Mersin, in Turkey, only to find that there was no
boat to Cyprus for five days .. The party returned ~o Adana,
and during an overnight stay 10 a T~rk1s~ hotel witnessed a
gun battle which took place under their wmdows. Th~ battle
was quickly joined by armed poli7emen, and the fo~owmg day
reports were circulated that a pohceman bad been killed. The
parry finally returned to Cyprus by air, tired, but delighted at
having 1 eached their objective.

Sports anti Pastimes
in Singapore
Pond Fishing
BY

CORPORAL COMBER

A very popular sport in Singapore is fishing in man-made
ponds, which can be found all over ~e island:, but particuarly
in the vicinity of the COMCAN Receiver Stanon, Amoy Quee,
on the Yio Chu Kang road. Fishing costs about 5/- for a day.
At the same charge you can, at some of the pools, fish all
night. If you are not yet a fisherman and want to try a day's
fishing without investing in a lot of equipment, you can, at
most ponds, hire a rod for a dollar.
If you live in camp, plan your fishing with care. . You should
interest a living-out member of the Squadron 10 the sport
and so be assured of the chips to go with the fish! If you
time your expedition soon after his duty-free beer ration arrives,
you may have beer to wash your meal down too!
Fishino- out here costs very little. You can get a good fibreglass rod for about £3 in Singapore's famed C~ange. All~y
or in North Bridge Road. One about 6ft. long is qwte big
enough. A spinning reel will cost a little under a. pound ~be
ware of cheap ones, since they only last. a few <;>uungs). _F1vebob will get you 200 yards of ny~on sp~mg hoe. Begmners
should use line of 8 to 10Jb. breaking stram, as even a 2 or 3lb.
fish is pretty strong as long as it is ~n. the water. Hook~ can
be had, ready gutted, at six for a shilling. T~e most smtable
sizes are 4 and 6; get a pac~et of each. We1~ts cost a ~ew
pence and a No. 4 or 5 is quite heavy enough if you are us10g
a short rod. Bait can be bought at the pool, or you can buy
and prepare your own outside. Raw or semi-cooked tapioca
root is the best bait.
Ponds have a good variety of fish, the smallest and most
common (which we usually giv~ away to the lo~als, ~though
they make quite good eating) bemg the Java, which weighs up
to Ilb. Carp, in most ponds weigh up to Sib. Then come the
grass-eater and song fish (to give them th~ir common English
names) which grow up to about 2olb. With one of these on
your line you are in for some good sport, an? the cha_nces are
that the fish will win and carry away hook, line and smker !
All these fish are good eating. The carp is very tasty and a fourpounder can have as much as 1ooz. of roe. The meatiest fish
are the grass and song fish. A 5lb. beauty can, after cleaning
and filleting, yield a good 3lb. of meat.
Having caught our fish, let's cook it! Scale it firs_t with a
sharp knife with a 3 or .pn. blad~. If the fis~ is partly
frozen first, it is easy to skm. Havmg caught a big one, we
have to fillet it or it will not go in the pan. If you like freshwater fish, go ahead and fry. If you are used to salt-water fish
you should steep the fish for two minutes in a solution of a
tablespoon of salt in a pint of hot water. Then wipe the fish
dry and grill or fry.
Happy fishing and good eating!

Hockey
24th October, Royal Signals 4, R.M.A., Sandhursi 3
25ih October, Royal Signals 3, R.A.M.C.
I
The first of our southern tours started with an enjoyable game
at Camberley under ideal conditions. R.M.A. were soon ~ttack
ing and our defence. though under constant pressure m the
early stages, gradually settled down, but were unable to prevent RM.A. going into the lead. The Corps forwards, meanwhile, were not taking their chances, and at half-rime R.M.A.
had increased their lead to two goals.
The second half started with the Corps team showing improved team work, and the score was levelled when Last scored
two goals in quick succession from well-taken short co~ers.
R.M.A. continued to give the Corps defence some anxious
moments but the Corps went into the lead when Briggs, from
left-half 'sent McLuckie away on the right wing to score from
a very r:arrow angle. The Corps defence was handicapped w~en
Walmsley pulled a muscle, but the forwards were now hav~g
more of the game, and the fourth goal came when Howie
netted after a short corner. R.M.A. came back and eventually
reduced the lead, but the Cor12s defence held out to give us a
well-deserved victory.
We are indebted to the R.A.M.C. for the second game, played
at Aldershot, as they provided the opposition when R.A.E.C.,
due to unavoidable circumstances, could not field a representative side. The Corps, forced to make one change from the
previous maitch, Moynan replacing Ridge, soon settled down
and the team as a whole were obviously benefiting from play.ing
together the previous day. R.A.M.C., however, were presenting
a solid defence, and the Corps were fortunate to take the lead
when Byng scored following a short corner. R.A.M.C. scored a
well-deserved equaliser shortly before half-time from a welltaken comer. The second half saw the Corps team gradually
getting on top, and further goals came from Smith and Last,
after spirited resistance from R.A M.C.
The Corps was represented by: Sergeant Dale (nth Regiment), Major J. Ridge (247 Gurkha Squadron), SecondLieutenant S. R. Carr-Smith (School of Signals), Lance-Corporal
Trent (30th Regiment), Captain J. W. Walmsley (R.M. Signal
Wing)_ Captain D. H. Briggs (30th Regiment), Lieutenant J.
B. McLuckie (30th Regiment), Captain C. N. Last (305 Squadron, Parachute Brigade, T.A.), Major A. G. Smith (45th (Essex)
Regiment, T.A.), Sergeant J. N. Howie (School of Signals),
Captain A. B. Byng (School of Signals), Captain T. J. Moynan
(A. A.S., Harrogate).

Eastern (ommantl Royal Signals, T.A.
Rifle Meeting
The Eastern Command Royal Signal T .A. Rifle Meeting
was held on Sunday, 14th October, and, true to form for this
meeting_ the day was clear and bright. Th_e r~nges at Pirbright made an ideal setting for an event which is also something of a social occasion.
This year 54th (E. A.) Regiment were the organisers of the
meeting, and it is to their cred'it that the prizegiving took place
exactly on time. Brigadier E. C. R . Blaker, C.S.O., .Eastern
Command, presented the prizes and congratulated the winners
on their performances, but mentioned that the practices may
well be made more difficult next year.
The standard of shooting was very good and, during the day,
a total of five pool bulls were scored. This high number of pool
bulls is even more surprising when it is realised that most units
were using the S.L. Rifle for the first time in competition. Many
participants had not used the rifle before and were a. little
suspicious of it at first, but by the end of the afternoon, 1t was
generally accepted as an improvement over the old riffe.
The keenness shown by all those present, from W.R.A.C. to
Cadets, was most encouraging. The pool bull was bu9}' all day,
and it was only dosed when ammunition ran out. A check
after the meeting revealed that 50 per cent more ammunition
had been used on the pool bull than in previous years.
During the day, a total Of eight competitions were held,
namely:
Opera Individual.-Licutenant Smith, 47th Regiment (T.A.).
Uni1 Challenge Troph)l. - 47th Regiment.
Young Soldiers' Compe1i1ion.-Signalman Tarver, 305 Squadron.
Permaneni Staff Competition.- W .O.II Walter, 47th Regiment.
W.R.A.C. Competirion.-Corporal Hamilton 54 (E.A.) Regiment.
Cade1 Cup.-S.Q.M.S. Taylor, 20 Squadron1, A.C .F.
Unit Team Competition.-47th Regiment ' B" Team.
Palling Plate.-305 Squadron.
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Rughy Football
Old Army llugby Cup Rivals Clash
The second round of the Army Cup, between 8th Regiment
and ISt Bn. The Duke of Wellington's Regiment was played
on Wednesday, 24th October, under ideal conditions, on the
Stadium ground at Caitterick. Signals lost the toss and kicked
off into a slight breeze. Both teams settled down quickly and
there was some vigorous forward play in which the Signals
eight really rattled the Duke's. It was Signals, too. who opened
the score when, having failed to take advantage of two earlier
penalty kicks, they were awarded one two yards from the
Duke's line. They took this very quickly, and before anyone
knew what had happened, Corporal Brooke was over, but
Drika just failed to convert.
However, the Duke's then rallied and drew level a few
minutes later when Pettigrew made no mistake with a penalty
kick awarded for a scrum infringement. The Duke's backs
looked dangerous when they got the ball, but 8th Regiment's
covering was very good, and it was just before half-time when
Pettigrew again made good use of a penalty award to put the
Duke's ahead 6-3 at the half-way stage. Unfortunately, by

then, Signals were reduced to only 14 men, one having incurred
the displeasure of the referee.
In the second half 8th Signals used the wind to good effect
and kept pushing the Duke's back into their own half with
good kicks to touch. Their backs, however, were not handling
well_ . and it was from a dropped pass that the Duke's scored
next. Their wing forward picked up the loose ball, passed to
the scrum half, who covered 20 yards to score, and Pettigrew
made no mistake with the kick. 8th Signals, however, fought
back and with some very good short passing amongst the
forwards and good backing-up, they kept the Duke's pinned in
their own half. Wingman Turaga, who had two good runs
in the first half, was next to score for 8th Signals. He took it
beautifully, head high, a kick ahead made by the Duke's outside-half. He beat his wingman and ran straight and hard for
the· comer flag and, with a cle~er change of direction,
rounded Bray, th.e Duke's full-back, to score a really good try.
The kick failed.
8th Signals appeared to be the fitter team. and in the last ten
minutes their forwards continued the pressure. If the 8th
Signals goal-kickers had been on form, the result might have
been d:fferent, as four kickable penalties were missed in the
second half. The final whistle went with the score 1 r--6 to
the Duke's, who just deserved to win an exciting game, which
was well refereed by Mr. Peter Heyward of the Durham Society.

Reserve Army Commanding Officers' Study Period

Front Row (left to right) : Colonels Collins. Jones, Grigg, !:ttarr, Woodland, Wood, Brigadier Cox, Colonel Dicker, Briaadier McGill, Colonel Hallett,
Brl1adier Pringle, Colonel Grimwood-Taylor, Major General Swains on, Colonel Shrimpton, Brigadier Blaker, Colonel Randall, Bricadler Atkinson,
Colonels MacKinnon, Linton, Vincent-Smith, Oliver, Horsfield, Brindley, Pentreath, Patterson
Second Row : Lieutenant Colonels Gibson, Vaigncourt-Stra.llen, A lexander, Rata, Robertson, Lawrie, Smith, Collison, Blackburne, Luttman-Johnson,
Donald, Cunninctlam-Burley, Fenton, McMain, Pearcey, Milner, Lonr, Major Fox, Lieutenant Colonels Lans, Boyland, Sampson, Boyd, Shorter,
Pounds, Hunter
Third Row : Majors Keefe, Costello, Kemp, Seys.Phillips, Jones, Lieutenant Colonel Yeatman, Majors Shaver, Hushes, Lieutenant Colonels Mason,
Risden, Major Perry, Lieutenant Colonel Tonry, Captain Playle, Lieutenant Colonel Brt1ckenbury, Majors Swimdale, Chell, Watkeys, Milner {WRAC),
Tait, Wotherspoon, Brealey, Crowe, Lieutenant Colonel Beckett, Major Johnson, Lieutenant Colonels Hancock, Davies, Mole, Majors Bird, Morton,
The Earl Kitchener, Montacnon, Lieutenant ·Colonel Chambers, Majors Newman, Hardy
Back Row : Captain Graham, Second Lieutenant Dale, Lieutenant Colonels Emery, Brooker, Majors Johnson, Stewart, Read, Harris, Davis, Horner,
McVicker, Captain Clement, Majors Flack, Gill, Captains Everett, Deprez

The falling leaves of autumn were enlivened in Catterick by
the armual Reserve Army Commanding Officers' Study Period,
held at the School of Signals on Saturday, 20th, and Sunday,
21st October, 1962.
On the Friday afternoon, some 100 officers of A.E.R., T .A.
and directing staff started to arrive in Catterick from places as
far afield as D evonshire and Northern Ireland, ready to start
bright and early on Day I.
After a welcome and introduction by the S.0.-in-C., 5th
Regiment (TA.) gave a presentation which examined in
digestible form. the statistics of Reserve Army recruiting and
wastage. A number of challenging conclusions were considered,
first by syndicates, later in open discussion.
A group photograph was then taken-it is hoped that the
many faces and names appearing will be of interest to readers.
Lunch was followed by three presentations by the School of
Signals, the day's study being concluded by mutually interesting
presentations on A.E.R. and T.A. out-of-camp training. Commander, H.Q., A.E.R., described the impact of the first year of
out-of-camp training for A.E.R. Category r units and its future
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implications. 64th Regiment (T.A.) presented the T.A. counterpart by means of a playlet which reminded the audience of the
many calls made on training time.
In the evening, the congenial atmosphere of a guest night in
Headquarter Mess-good food and pleasant company with the
attendant opportunities for reminiscence, was enjoyed by all
who attended.
Sunday morning, early, 'though perhaps not so bright, was
the occasion for syndicate thought and discussion on the
important problem o training Royal Signals A.E.R. and T.A.
probationary officers.
The Study Period ended with an open discussion-always a
popular feature_ where so many and varied representatives are
gathered together. This proved to be a useful exchange on all
aspects of the Reserve Army.
N .B.-It has been decided that a "Royal Signals Reserve Army
Liaison Letter " will be published in April and October
each year. The letter will be distributed to units through
C.S.O.s and H.Q., A.E.R.

H.Q.

ARIUY

EMERGENC'l:T RESEH"\"E

During the last two hundred years Blandford Camp has been
us d at variou time to house and train troops for variou campaigns in which British Servicem-n and_ in the last war,
American Servicemen have taken part. So it has become the
custom for our Remembrance Sunday ceremonies to be attended
by representatives from the United States Air Force and the
Royal Navy.
To explain why these ties with the camp exist, it is necessary
to go back a little in history-to the 1914-18 War-when the
Royal Navy raised the Anson and Collingwood Battalions of
the Royal Naval D ivision, here in Blandford. These were par t
of the force which fought so gallantly at Gallipoli. It was
during his stay in the camp that Sub-Lieutenan t R. Brookes
wrote his famous sonnet: " The Soldier," the first lines of
which are now almost immortal :
0
If I should die, think only this of me :
That there's some corner of a for eign field
That is forever England .'
The N avy later erected a memorial at Collingwood Corner
to commemorate all those that fell in this disas trous campaign.
During the Second World War-after being used by various
units of the British Army- Blandford Camp was made over to
the American Forces, who established part of it as the 22nd
United States G eneral Hospital, and later the camp was used
as a concentration area for the invasion of Normandy, wh en
half-a-million soldiers passed through it on their way to embark
at Portland. The Americans, in 1945, built the Roosevelt
Garden of Remembrance in which, it is understood, soil from
all the original 48 Sta tes of America, together with seeds of
some of the bushes and shrubs were brought from America
and planted in the garden.
That then. is the historical background of the present Remembrance Services, which started with a short memorial service at Roosevelt Park, attended by Colonel Edwin W. Turner,
u.s.A.F., M.C., Commander of the 7505th U .S.A.F. Hospital,
Swindon, who laid a wreath on behalf of the U.S. -Consul
General of Southampton, and Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Wood,
who laid a wreath on behalf of the officers and men of the
hospital. Colonel T . H. C. Grigg, 0.C. Troops and Commander, H .Q., A.E.R., and Lieutenant-Colonel A. T . Burrows,
M.B.E., E.R.D., Commander, 30th Regiment, also laid wreaths
during this moving little ceremony, which was watched by the
wives and families of all those taking part.
The main Service of Remembrance was held in the camp
cinema and was conducted by the Rev. R. Edwards, o.s.o., B.A.,
s.c.F.; also present at this servi<;e was Captain G. M. Sladen,
o.s.o ., o.s.c., R.N. (Retd.), who later took the salute at the
march past of 30th Regiment and a detachment from 24th Regiment. During this service, two of the Corps Trumpeters, in full
dress, played the Last Post and Reveille, whilst standing beside
the Corps Roll of Honour.
The march past was followed by a short service at Collingwood Memorial, at which detachments of the Royal Naval Old
Comrades, Royal Navy and Royal Marines were present. The
wreaths were laid by Captain G. M . Sladen, on behalf of the
Naval Old Comrades, by O.C. Troops, O.C. 30th Regiment, and
Commander 7505th. U.SA.F. Hospital.

Wreath laying ceremony at Colli ngwood Memorial

,t;ith (ESSEX) llEGlMENT, T .A .

Quote from local newspaper, "SIGNALS HOME IN
TRIUMPH, GERMAN CAMP BEST EVER." Unquote.
In our last notes we stated that we were looking forward to a
Camp which would be a real test of skill and organisation and
that we hoped to show our comrades Jn B.A.0.R. that we "part
time " soldiers can fulfil our role when called upon to do so.
That we fulfilled our role there can be no doubt, and loud
has been the praise that the Regiment has received from
B.A.O.R.
It was a tough camp, which shook even some of the most
hard-bitten veterans, but at the same time it was a great
experience, it was enjoyable and the Regiment is now home
with the feeling of a task well done by All Ranks, which many
a " Doubting Thomas " thought we would be unable to accomplish and who thought that we had " bitten off more than we
could chew."
Security precludes the writer from giving too fac tual an
accoun t of what took place, but he will do his best to tell an
interesting and cohesive story which should paint an accurate
picture of even ts.
Prior to Camp a great d eal of pre-camp work and training
was accomplished. Troops became acquainted with their U nit
War Establishment Tables, continental driving signs were
studied, the unpacking of equipment was practised, personnel
were distributed in flights in order that those key personnel
in the first instance arrived first and, as is usual, the inflow and
outflow of paper at R.H Q . increased by leaps and bounds.
On IOth September, 1962, the advance party under command
of Major W. Hill, T.D., left for Belgium by train and boat to take
over a Bclgian Army Barracks at T ielen which was to be our
base for the n ext fifteen days. A further small advance party
under command of Captain E . A. Richardson detached itself
from the main advance party and moved up to L euth in
Germany to take 6 ef an Exercise Afea.
On 15th September, 1962, the R egimen t concentrated at
Wanstead by flights, five in all. I t was rather like putting a
quart into a pint bottle, but it worked and the mundane tasks of
issuing arms, 24 hour ration packs, pay in both Sterling and
Belgian francs, identity cards, NAAFI ration cards, international certification s of vaccination and movement documents
began .
H ere, too, the cooks came into their own, and with the
assistance of W.0.1 Fletcher, A.C.C., of the Royal H erbert
Hospital, m eals on an endless belt system (albeit " compo ")
were produced, so that over 300 officers and men were fed
from th e evening of the 15th September until breakfast on
17th September.
The canteen was open and going full blast under the able
direction of Sergeant R. H ardy, L.A.D./R E.M.E., T .A.
The Regiment commenced moving to Belgium on Saturday,
15th September.
"
·
Flight I, wh ich included Major R. A. Chell, T.D., the Setdndin-Command, various T roop Officers and Troop Sergeants of
the " Activated Troops " and a large proportion of drivers,
" took off " µ-om Wanstead at 23.00 hours on this day and iiJter
a smooth bus journey to Heath Row. a quick flight to Brussels,
a truck iourney to advance base where a meal was provided,
and then work commenced-to draw stores for th e activated
troops and all vehicles. By then they were in the thick of it.
The " th ick of it " consisted of the complete drawing of all
stores for the activa ted troops of the R egiment, to say nothing
of 173 vehioles.
So it was for each flight until at 10.30 hours on Monday,
17th September, the final and fifth flight of the R egiment left
Wanstead. An interesting point in the whole of this operation
was that although we live in a fairly densely populated area,
very few civilians realised that throughout two nights the
R egiment was moving.
After passing through the advance base the Regiment found
itself hard at work, not only did it run its own barracks, but
it drew in 48 hours the Activated Troops Unit War Equipment
and the vehicles of the whole Unit, checked same and prepared
equipment for the activated tasks. This done the Regiment then
moved some 80 miles into Germany. There they remained for
a period of four days carrying out the role of the Regiment,
and at the end of this period returned to Tielen having carried
out a most successful exercise.
Now came the turn of the Quartermasters (" Loch ein Mal ").
It is one tilling to draw equipment and stores, it is quite another
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problem to hand it back. Visualise an L. of C. Signal Regiment
completely self-supporting, having driven over 200 miles'
activated its equipment, tested it, used it, and now in th~
~nvJdious position of returning same to Ordnance. To say that
It. was a Quartermaster's nightmare is to put it mildly. However,
Lieutenant (Q.M.) R. R. Rose and his minions went to it and
all stores and equipments were returned from whence' they
came, "losing only a pair of pliers and two bits of wire"
(stories tall, mark one).
At the ·same time our Second Quartermaster, Captain (Q.M.)
J._ A. Clarkson, Royal Signals, kin~y lent to us by H.Q. Royal
Signals, A.E.R., was hard put to it to pack up our Barracks in
Tielen prior to our move down to a tent camp at Grobbendonk
where for the period 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th September w~
were to be the guests of a Regiment of the Royal Artillery.
The G unners had obviously thrown their hearts into this
p roject, and apart from the odd fatigue and guard, our men
were asked to do n othing but enjoy themselves_ and for three
days, the order of. the day was sightseeing-Brussels, Antwerp,
and r umour hath 1t that Squadrons were to be seen in Holland.
Whether or not our visit has helped Britain into the Common
Marke~, we know n?t, _but one thing is certain, our Regiment
appreciates the hospitality offered to us by the Belgian, Dutch
and G erman people that we came into contact with.
And so, on Friday, 28th September, our stay on the Continent came to an end. A night train journey to Boulogne-the
boat, all too reminiscent for many of the old and bold of the
retreat from D unkirk-and then D over. Were the Customs

4 7th REGIMENT (T.A.)
~DDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's Hussars)
Regimental D e v e lopme nt Programme . Forward/Was the W atchword given to all, by Major-General Whistler in
his recent "Farewell Message" in THE WIRE-and one that is
synonymous with our R egimental D evelopment Programme.
Not for us !-an y " Post Camp L et Up "- to r educe Morale
and T echnical Proficiency, raised so high, on the recent 15day " Gr eenfields Operation," in stead, it was- an eye to our
Policy: I ncreased Operational Efficiency-and an ear to the
Watchword: Forward!
Tactical Operations. The value of the Monthly Regimental T actical Operations, in preparation for the " Greenfields
Operation," proved so great that our Command team (L ieutenan tColonel Beazley, Majors Williams and Pike) immediately prepared a n e':" ser ies, as part of our R egimental development
programme for 1962-63, the first of the series being held in
August, as an immediate "follow-up " to the " Greenfields
Operation."
Operating in the Aldershot area, we were most gra teful for
the h elp of two Officer s from the 41st Regiment (Princess
Louise's K ensington Regiment) who ran the tactical battle,
that provided the " live traffic."-Grate£ul also to our R.E.M.E.
team for the improved efficiency of a variety of equipment items.
Following the programme, T actical Operations have also been
held in September, October and November.
Special 01teratio11s. D istance driving and map reading
were the objectives of the Special Operations carried out by
"B" Squadron under their Squadron Leader, Major T. D. W.
Woodgate, in Surrey and Sussex during the first weekend of
September. ,
D espite the operational requirements of map reading and the
observation report, r ecreational activity was not forgotten, with
a period specifically set aside for swimming- enjoyed by all I
"D" Squadron (our Primary Training Unit), under its new
Squadron Leader, Captam F . Ruthven. was operational in the
Pirbright area over the 20th/21st October.
Based on The Depot-Brigade of Guards--0ur recruits faced
a formidable programme of: Drill, weapon training (SLR,
SMG and LMG), fieldcraft, range discipline and firing, shining
parade and a barrack room inspection.- " Their feet didn't
touch I "- and the recruits' verdict: " Tough, but fun l"
The most popular item: The Weapons Circus and the Arms
Stripping and Assembling Races. The value of healthy
competition is truly amazing!
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kind? One officer does not think so, but by and large we were
treated with that courtesy which is always extended to soldiers
ret~i?g to _
t he Unite~ ~gdom. Dover to London (courtesy
of Brmsh Railways), V1ctona to Wanstead (change at MiJe End)
and the end was in sight.
No better day could have been arranged. The sun shone on
Wanstead Green and there to greet the Regiment was R.S.M.
G. M. Derwent, M.B.E. Quickly_ and with his usual efficiency
the R:gime_n r was dra~n up in column of threes by Squadrons:
and. with Lieutenant l'.1ke and the Staff Band of the Royal Signals
at its head, the Regrment marched its last Soo yards to the
Drill Hall.
The Mayor of Wanstead and Woodford (Councillor N. 0. J.
·Robinson, J.P.) took the salute. The mass of week-end traffic
was stopped on the A.12 to Southend and Clacton, and to the
Regimental march, " Begone Dull Care," the 45th (Essex) Signal
Regiment (T.A.) returned to its home.
A good camJ.>-yes--and we returned in triumph.
Note.-The R egiment drove 39,147 miles whilst in B.A.O.R.
Two paint scratches (stories tall mark II-41ot a bit of it).

STOP PRESS
"The privilege to march through the streets of WansteadWoodford with bayonets fix ed, drums beating and colours
flying." This high honour- Freed.:>m of Entry of the Boroughis t? be bestowed by the Wanstead-Woodford Borough Council
on ltS adopted Regunent-the 45th (Essex) Regiment T .A. A
full account will appear in THE WIRE shortly.
Lafone Day-27th October, 1917. On this day
Major A. M . L afon e, with the majority of his men of " B '~
Squadron, M iddlesex Yeomanry, gave their lives in the heroic
def~nce of " Point 720 "-a hi] Fort near Karm, in Palestineagamst repeated atttacks from the Turkish Cavalry.
In r ecognition of his bravery in this action_ Major Lafone was
awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross.
Th:: " Lafone Day " Parade held each year on the n earest
Sunday to the 27th O::tober, followed its traditional form, when
led by the Band and a strong contingent of the M iddlesex
Yeomanry Old Comrades' Association, the Regiment marched
through the City of London to its annual Memorial Service for
the fa llen of three wars, at St. Martin's-in-Ludgate, and afterwards to the M iddlesex Yeomanry War Memorial in St. Paul's
Cathedral.
The sermon. at the service was preached by our new Regimental Chaplam, the Reverend John G . Nicholls, with his usual
forthrigh mess.
The " L ast Post" and " Reveille" were sounded by the
Trumpeter Corporal, Corporal G. Ffrench.

The Padre-the Rev. John G. Nicholls
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lUISlUIL\.C. Our abbreviation for Miscellaneous Military
Activitv. During the period being reported, this includes our
contribution to the support of "T.A. Week" sponsored by the
County of London T.A. Association, in which we set up a
communication link which the public could use from Battersea
Park across the Thames, using a B10 radio relay set, as weµ
as attracting the public to our Barracks by means of the Regimental Band playing in the forecourt of the Duke of Yorks
H.Q., adjacent to a notice inviting all to partake of five free
shots on our .22 range-prize-a bottle of beer for four " bulls."
For the latter item our thanks to the R.S .M. (W.0 .I I. D. C.
Currie) and Sergeant Gideon.
The " Tough Training " competinon, sponsored by the
Middlesex TA. Association, was not won by our team but the
pre-training provided a lot of fun for the team and a lot of
laughs for the rest of us (who due to "unforeseen" circumstances were for one reason or another not in a position to
volunteer for the team), to say nothing of good public relations!
-the crowd was immense to watch the team unsuccessfully
launch its improved rafts on the canal at Uxbridge-but in
reality we all echo the C.0.'s words to Second-Lieutenant
Manders and the team, "Well done, better luck next time!"
The Regimental Band has been working at high pressure,
their engagements including playing for the dedication of the
Surrey Rifles War Memorial at St. Giles' Church, Camberwell
-supporting the Royal Signals KAPE team at Woodford Green
-playing for the Cadet Festival at Dulwich, as well as practising
for the forthcoming Berkshire and neighbouring counties Band
Festival that they are entering for.
The Inter-Squadron Development Competitions are currently
in full swing. Winners to date: Guard Mounting Competition-" C " Squadron (Uxbrid$e).
Communication Centre Competition-" C " Squadron (Uxbridge).
Cable Competition-" B " Squadron (Pumey).
Miniature Range Competition-R.H.Q. (Chelsea).
Rifle Competition-R.H.Q. (Chelsea).
Sterling Compctition-305 Parachute Squadron (Chelsea).

Recr eational Activity. Whilst current Recreational
Activity includes riding, boxing, judo and badminton-shooting
stands above all, and the "Regimental Shoot" at the head of
the fixture list.
The "Regimental Shoot" is essentially a family affair, and in
addition to the military personnel, two coach loads of families
and friends travelled to Pirbright for the occasion, at the end
of September. In the ten competitions run. there was something for all: "The Ladies' Competition" (.22), won by Mrs.
Shorter; "The Young People's Competition." won by Steve
Butler and Kim Parsons; "The Children's Competition" (air
gun), won by Lesley Manders. In addition there were the
military matches of which the most important were " The Milne
Trophy" (open only to marksmen and lst class shots), won by
Corporal Nuthall, and "'The Bronze Jimmy Trophy" (for the
highest individual score), won by the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel
Beazley, and what a popular win that was too, by one who has
done so much to raise our shooting standards over the past few
years.
The Eastern Command, Royal Signals T.A., Rifle Meeting
was a more serious affair, but our tra ining paid off with rst,
2nd and 3rd in the " Open Individual Shoot." First in the
"Unit Trophy" and the" PSI Competition," 2nd in the" Young
Soldiers' Competition," with our associated Squadron, 305
(Middlesex Yeomanry) Squadron (Parachute Brigade), winiiing
the "Falling Plate Competition." Congratulations to Captain
P. Ellis, our Weapon Training Officer, and Major K. Parsons
of the Permanent Staff who has been such a tower of strength
recently in connection with a rather ambitious shooting
programme.
Other recent rifle meetings in which we've taken part include
those of The Middlesex Territorial Association and Wandsworth
Borough. In the latter, Major Parsons won a tankard for the
"Highest Visitor's Individual Rifle Score."
S o elnl Acti v i ty. "A" Squadron held a Social at Chelsea
at the end of September, a great success, due to the efforts of
Captain Lustig, who brilliantly timed it to follow a meeting
of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
More formal, but none the less successful. was the Annual
Dinner of The Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades' Association,
held on the Friday prior to "Lafone Day," at R.H.Q., Chelsea,
at which Colonel The Vi~unt Malden, T.D., Honorary Colonel

of the Regiment, presided. The Guest of Honour being
Brigadier W. R. Smijth-Windham, c.B.E., D.s.o., F.R.G.s.,
A.M.I.E.E., who had strong connections with the Middlesex
Yeomanry in Crete during the war.
During the course of the dinner, the Secretary of the Old
Comrades' Association, Wing Commander A. Swinton-Vaughan,
was presented with a camera as a token of the 0 .C.A.'s
appreciation of his work as secretary.

305 SQUADRON (~UDDLESEX YEOHANllY)
PARACHUTE BlllGADE GROUP (T.A.)
Some time has now passed sin ce news of this Squadron's
activities has apeared in THE WIRE. Nevertheless, the last year
has proved one of the most active and interesting that we have
ever experienced.
First in a series of overseas exercises was Exercise " Solinus,"
in North Africa. A r ear link detachment, comprising Corporal
Harding_ Lance-Corporals Sutton and Cole, under the. command of Sergeant Draper, flew out to Malta with a Company
Group drawn from 44 Independent Parachute Brigade Group
(T.A.) .

The exercise was mounted in Malta and the obj ective was
to destroy a nuclear stockpile belonging to the enemy-the
ubiquitous " Phantasians "-represented by 40 Commando.
After the drop, on a D .Z. south of Derna, in darkness, they
marched the remainder of the night and the following day,
covering 27 miles of rock-strewn desert. Two more nights of
marching and another 33 m iles passed before the main objective
was reached (tales are still being told of many "contacts " made
with the enemy!) Subsequent recovery was pleasantly effected
on the sunny shores of the Mediterranean.
Sergeant Goodier was also on Exercise " Solinus," attached to
our counterpart, 216 Squadron. After the drop (j ust to keep his
hand in) he did sterling work on one of the 500-mile radio
links to Malta, from Exercise Control.
In August, another Company Group, drawn from the Brigade,
flew out to Singapore on Exercise "Tiger Brew" to help train
the Far East Air Force in dropping parachutists. This time
the Signals element comprised the 0.C., Major S. E. E. Crowe
and the S.S M., "Jimmy" Judd.
After a frustrating delay at Lyneham for 24 hours, when the
S.S.M., a London Traffic Warden, was barely restrained from
planting a parking ticket on the windscreen of the stationery
Britannia, Singapore was reached via North Africa, Aden and
Gan. The latter, a delightful island in the Indian Ocean, palm
fringed and with clear blue sea, looks like paradise, but is notno women! We flew on.
The unit was accommodated in bashas at N ee Soon Camp
and began training immediately. Reveille, at 03.30 hours, was
usual. After somewhat exhaustive periods of synthetic training (at 105 ° in the shade!) a series of parachute descents were
made from Beverley, Hastings and Pioneer aircraft.

This was followed by four days " up country " jungle experience; a. complete ey.e-opener for th~ majority. Days were spent
s~¥gling, soaked m sweat, up slippery thom-<:overed jungle
hillsides and followed by nights in two-man bashas constructed
from bamboos and vines. Gurkhas provided simulated C.T.
ambushes. The S.S.M. proved adept at providing a brew of
tea . at the right moment, while the Squadron Commander
busied ~imself wit~ ~uilding a . basha at the end of the day
(appropriate, a~ he is m the furmture manufacturing business!).
Th7re was tune left for one more drop_ on to Quantan D.Z.,
2'? mile.s up t~e co~st, thanks to the R.A.F., who managed to
slip their Hasnngs aircraft, one by one, through low-lying cloud
to a perfect fly-in over the D .Z.
Singapore itself was visited on the first and last few days
and wond~rful swimming was possible in the various pools. '
Preparauons were well advanced in September for Exercise
" So~t Putty." A¥ain. a radio crew of four from the Squadron
provided <;ommumcations for the Company Group and Signal~an _Munton was radio operator with an umpile team, this
tune m Greece. A lot of tough soldiering was done around and
about, and in Athens!
. Camp ~ollowed in Oc~ober, and comprised a Regimental training. fortnight, laced with ballooning, at Westdown, Salisbury
Pla.m. ~ere was our opportunity to train the recruits and
tramees m the Squadron. At the same time. detachments of
trained signallers flew out to B.A.O.R. to man· the rear links of
th~ Brigade's Parachute Battalions, which were on exercise.
Brigade H.Q. was at Westdown, and a continuous radio link
was maintained by the Squadron between H.Q. and Germany.
So much for the Squadron's main "operational" activities.
Meanwhile "~ack at the ranch," the Duke of York's, Chelsea,
we had moved mto and were redecorating our training rooms
and offices. A splendid all ranks' club room was opened the
scene _of many an informal dance, the walls in part deco:ated
by . shield~ prese~ted by members of the Squadron depicting
their previous uruts.
Training is carried out every Wednesday evening and at
week-ends. Most notable of the hard-working instructors are
the S.S.M., W .O.II Doran, Staff Sergeant Branigan, Sergeants
Turner and Lawbury. Regular P.T. evenings are held on Tuesdays, run by Sergeant Draper, our enthusiastic A.P.S.I. As a
change from trade training_ Captain Holdaway, " the jumping
Captain," organises rock climbing and scrambling in Snowdonia
combined with long-range radio exercises. A " fan tower .~
~rovides endl7ss amusement for small boys (and maybe sometimes a recruit I) at galas and sports da ys in the London area.
Captain Last, formerly of 216 Squadron Parachute Brigade
Group, has taken over as P S.O. from Captain Watson and has
infused much enthusiasm, together with his inimicable descriptive phraseology I
Successful airborne exercises have been held with each
Battalion in the Brigade, involving ACT's D.Z.-airfield links
and parachuting radio crews on Otterbum and Salisbury Plain.
As the year draws to a close, it is this thought that remains:
Our extensive and varied training commitments will undoubtedly
tax our resources to the full next year, and for this reason
'
we urgently require more personnel.

Jungle train ing on Exercise Tiger Brew
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After much burning of the midnight oil (and me keys
of the Troop typewriter) we hope to burst into print and let
the rest of the Corps know that we are still alive and kicking.
Our task is to provide rear link communications to Division.
!fowever, the Troop can, and does, turn their hands to any
JOb. They find themselves laying lines, manning the local
exchange, and even taking up jobs as gun numbers (the blisters
on the hands and backs of Corporals Cartwright and Skinner
testify to this experi ence).
The Troop Commander; Lieutenant Kerr, is ably backed up
by Staff Sergeant Goldberg and the "G 1098 man," Sergeant
Home. Apart from their duties in the Troop, they invariably
find themselves behind the wheel of a wagon or operating a
set on an exercise. A favourite sport of the Troop is beating them
at their own game. This is aqhieved on the sports field, the
darts board, and on courses. The latest activity, after we have
settled down from the season's last exercises and a change
of barrack blocks, is to set up the Troop "Jimmy Club." This,
we hope, will be a rendezvous for future darts matches against
our neighbour and " Big Brother," 205 Squadron.
The emphasis for l!he August Bank Holidays was getting
away from things. Corporal Witts and Signalman Blackmore
nearly achieved this for ever. They were members of a small
party from H.Q. Battery, which took a dilapidated ten-year-<>ld
van over the Alps, through Yugoslavia, to Athens. Judging
from the postcards received by the Troop, !!hey could well have
faked a breakdown or a brigands' hold-up and stayed on for life.
The rest of the Troop went away on Exercise "Exhaust Trail "
in the Nuremberg area. Enquirers were told on the return
to barracks that the exercise was "racing man, racing."
All good things come to an end, and here, as well as in
other units, we have our share of hellos and goodbyes. Farewell and all the best to Corporals Witts and Greenhill; both
will be sadly missed by both Royal Signals and Gunners alike.
We bid a welcome to Corporals Cawthorne, Hearns and Golding,
S~gnalmen Griffiths, Murphy, Nelson and Parker.
May your
stay with us be an enjoyable one.

5lst (H I Glll.AND ) REGl :MENT, T.A.

Ex Tiger Brew. The Brigade C o m mand e r, Bri gadier A. J. DeaneDrumm o nd, D.S.O ., M.C., ad d ressi ng us befo re t he jungle trai ning
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Re laxing after jungle training O .C. and Squadron Sergeant Major
indicated by arrows.
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The news from 5r (H) Regiment must open on a note of
regret for our many friends will detect the pen of a substitute
'Editor' and will be sorry to know that Major "Jim" Moonie
is not in his accustomed chair as a result of a road accident in
the late summer. However after some time in hospital he is
up and about again though not yet back to duty. We wish him
a speedy return to full health.
Annual Camp this year was spent at Crowborough. The
weather was not too kind but everyone enjoyed the excellent
training facilities of this Camp and renewing acquaintance with
the lovely Sussex countryside.
The W.R.A.C. members of the Regiment spent the middle
weekend in France on a visit to their counterparts in the French

Aimy, the Personnel Feminine. de ~'Aimee ~e :rerr~. The~
stayed in the modern barracks in Dieppe which 1s a school
for members of the P.F.A.T. and under their kind guidance
were able to tread some of the ground tr0dden by members of
a former 51 (H) Division in the anxious days of 1940. Tartan
is still a passport in this part of France and everywhere from
Dieppe to the heights of Sr. Valery they found kindness and
hospitality all the way.
The new training year began well with a victory for our
rifle shooting team at the C.S.O., Scottish Command Rifle
>\eeting held in Edinburgh on 6th/7th October. Our team
under the captaincy of Second-Lieutenant Stanley Tough won
the day to bring home the splendid silver shield.
A week later Linemen and Radio Operators of I Squadron
were called upon to provide communications for 51 (H) Division/
District R.E. when they successfully demolished two tall chimneys in the Denabo area, near Peterhead. A most useful exercise
for "Alpha " and " Charlie " Troops with a touch of 'operations' about it and an interesting day out with the Sappers.

a 3rd
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The recently re-tormed Regimental football team, after a
most heartening start in the T.A. Cbampionship, went down in
gallant defeat to the 5th Bn. The Welch Regiment. Injuries
and the well-practised Welch, put them four goals down eanly
in the game, but despite this, Signals rallied and held tihe
stronger team for the rest of the clean, fast game. The Unit
Sports Officer, W.0.11 McFarland, bas formed a team of some
promise.
A Regimental hockey team, encouraged by the interest of
the regular element, is now being foI'med, and has some reasonable expectations in the T.A. Cbampionships, where opposition
is admittedly lighter.
Recruiting goes well, particulwly in the W.R.A.C. department, but the target is a high one. Like so many other
T.A. Units, a desperate shortage continues at the junior officer
level, and those ex-National Service officers who would be so
valuable and for whom such a satisfying future e.xists in the
Regiment, are still too busy with their careers to come from
the "shadows" of civilian life. In part, the gap is being filled
by officer cadets, several of whom have already been commissioned. A resourceful Jot these- witness the cadet officer on
line training at annual camp who, while carrying a ladder, met
the G.O.C. head-on and rose to the occasion with a butt salute
on the ladder. D espite trepidations and forebodings, the Regiment came through tihe September exercises, if not with flying
colours, at least with sober satisfaction ; these exercises would
have taxed the Regiment at any time in its post war period.

The Regimental Association Football Team of 53 (W) Signal Regiment
(TA), with , centre, the Unit Sports Officer, WO II F. McFarland ,

M.M.
Only the "Red Spider" year posed a greater physical problem,
and that was eased by the "know-how" of the re-called reservists. By its very nature_ the T.A. responds to ~jor change
in a somewhat ponderous way, but the changes m the past
eighteen months have been revolutionary and abrupt.
In
recognising this, the implications of partial success are all the
more promising, and some credit for this must go to the Regular
Aimy Cadre of the Regiment.
The Regiment's -paternal interest in the local branch of the
RoyaJ. Signals Association, practically expressed by the P.S.O.,
Captain G . Carter, continues to produce results in this most
active branch, while the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess,
with the R S.M. providing the main impetus, maintains its
diverse and lively social activities.
Camp, next year, extremely early for us, is to be held, we
hear, at Folkestone in mid-May, and we are to have Divisional
H eadquarters with us again. Could it be that they find our
cuisine to their liking? Or is it the pleasure of our company?
Cynics subscribe to the more mundane answer. Whatever the
reason, their company, with certain well-concealed, but apprehensive reservations, is welcomed, and Signals are already training, extra curricularly, a mess team in high cockalorum and so
on, pursuits in which Divisional Headquarters had some technical advantage at annual camp, 1962.
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Lieutenant-Colonel K. D. Patterson , O.B.E. T.D., with W .0.'s and Sergeants of the Unit.

The Regiment has had an interesting training year this year
and went to camp at Scarborough in June, when LieutenantColonel K . D. Patterson, O.B.E., T.D., our late Commanding
Officer, dined with the Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the
Unit (who were all dressed in Mess K it as is shown in our
photograph).
The annual Administrative Inspection went off very well in
January and then the Regiment shot the S.L.R. in F ebruary
and the S.M.R. in March.
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Our training was stepped up and we had some very good
radio and radio relay exercises, including one across the Pennines with sites at Altcar, Langridge, Sutton Bank and Scarborough. This was a useful exercise and much of value to the
R.R. Troops was learnt and everyone enjoyed themselves at the
detachment camp sites.
Our annual camp right on the sea at Burniston Barracks,
Scarborough, was greatly enjoyed by all members of the Regiment and was enchanced by a visit of the Corps String Orchestra
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for a short light concert which was attended by the C.S.0.
Western Command, Colonel G. H. Starr. "Bos," the celebrated
cartoonist, also did caricatures of all the Officers which were a
great success.
We produced a stand with signal equipment at the huge
Liverpool Show in July, during which a number of recruits for
both the Regular Aimy and the T.A. were enlisted.
In September, our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel K. D. Patterson,
O.B.E., T.D., who had been with the Regiment for nine years,
handed over to Lieutenant-Colonel L. F. Rigden, T.D., and was
duly dined out in great style.
Major C. D. Davis was appointed Second-in-Command of
the Regiment and Major W. P. Hines appointed to command
I Squadron, vice Major J. J. Callander who retired from active
T.A. service.
Captain T. S. Thorkilsen, another ex-R.A.F. member of the
Regiment, left for Vancouver this month to a new civilian job.
R.S.M. D avies left us on retirement and R.S.M. Nutton joined
us from the Far East.
The .22 shooting competition has now got under way with
two teams and we all hope that this will be reflected in a good
standard of shooting at Altcar ranges next year.
The usual crop of Christmas festivities are nearly upon us
and 84th Regiment, A E.R., who are affiliated to us, start the
ball rolling with a " hot pot " supper and social this weekend,
when no doubt R.Q.M.S. Black will again be active on the
piano to the vociferous enjoyment of all.
The Remembrance D ay Parade this year was commanded by
our Colonel and was a very impressive service held on St.
George's Plateau in front of the Cenotaph in the centre of
Liverpool. Seven hundred All Ranks of 21 Units marched
past representing the Navy, Aimy and Air Force. Spectators
included the Lord Mayor of Liverpool and most of the Council.
84th

REGIMENT

(A.E.R.)

The butx::her, the baker and tihe candlestick maker, not to
mention the Post Office engineer, assembled recently for their
military highlight of the year-annual camp with the EightyFourth. In fact, since we came to camp last year, the Regiment has enlisted very nearly 100 new recruits, some of whom
have never seen any kiind of military service before-how often
it is remarked that their first taste of " the Aimy " comes as
a pleasant surprise.
Although we are based at Blandford,
the Regiment assembled at Oswestry, and spent 24 hours in the
care of the Royal AitilJery Regiment responsible for the
handling of our operational administration and supplies. This
part of the exercise. having proceeded smoothly, we were then
called upon to make the 180 miles to Blandford, and this we
did in a fleet of private cars, the sight of which would have
warmed the heart of Mr. Frederick Karno himself-it is
greatly to the credit of the Eighty-fourth that every single
man arrived at the other end-pretty well on time.
The first week at Blandford was spent in training. Full
technical courses and fast refresher courses were held for the
tradesmen, while recruits had their own separate training
facilities. During this time we had several distinguished visitors,
and, indeed, an operational A.E.R. Regiment of this size must
cause much interest in high places. From Southern Command
we were visited by Major-General Metcalfe, C.B., C.B.E.; and
from Western Command by the C.S.0., Colonel G. H . Starr.
Camping with us was our R.E.M.E. L.A.D., and we were
glad to welcome Colonel G. N . Preston, from the R.E.M.E.
A E.R. H.Q. Lieutenant-Colonel Bruce Dona..ld, who was the
C.O. of the now disbanded 10th Regiment, spoke to us on his
experience of the technical and personal problems of his trunk
communication regiment in the field. The salute at the regimental parade was taken by Colonel A. Ellison. M.B.E., T.D., who
is our Honorary Colonetl, and he also presented A.E.R. efficiency
awards to Major Ross, "one of the most senior Quartermasters
in the Corps," Staff Sergeant Leutchford and Sergeant Cragg.
Major Bill Lang took a film of the parade and the presentations,
which was screened before the end of camp. In the second week
there was a mobile exeI'Cise to prove out our new tradesmen
and to show that a dry classroom is really the same as a wet
field. On the whole, though, the weather was very kind to us,
and this adds a great deal to the enjoyment of camp.
Shortlv after the end of our camp, on a beautifully fine weekend at Sydling St. Nicholas, the Royal SignaJs A.E.R. sharpshooters from each Regiment assembled to decide the honour of
the Fane Cup for the coming year. An excining match this,
in two competitions; one for the S.M.C. at 30 yards, and the
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other, a falling plate contest, at 200 yards_ for rifle and bren.
Nine teams produced very close results and the excitement was
kept up to the last round . In the event, however, our team did
stand out-and we have to add that it was Eighty-fourth-we
value the honour, and promise to keep the cup highly polished.
Every year we lose some of our most stalwart fellow men,
and this year we bade farewell to our Second-in-Command,
Major A. G. Kneen, E.R.D., and to our R.S.M., Mr. Bob Shearon,
who has served the corps for more than 30 years. Sad moments,
these, but continually the Regiment gets younger, and as the
out-of-camp training expands it gains more and more experi'ence and still retains its youth. 53rd and 59th Regiments
(T.A.), and So Week-End Training Centre have now given
us technical and range facilities in South Wales and at Liverpool. In London, 47th Regiment (TA.), at Putney, has given
us much assistance with our out-of-camp activities, and it is
in centres like these that the friendships made at camp are
fostered through the fifty civilian weeks of the year; and it
is on these friendships that the spirit of the Regiment is
founded-successfully.
91st J&EGIHENT, A.E.ll.
Our camp this year might well be described as that of a
reconstructed Regiment in a camp requiring reconstruction.
The reorganisation of the A.E.R. has brought two major
changes to 91st. First we have become an Operating Regiment,
losing our Radio Relay Troops and other providing elements.
Secondly_ we have several new faces amongst us-in the main,
officers and men from Category I Regimen ts who felt unable to
accept the heavier commitment required by that category.
These changes meant that throughout camp we were getting to
know ourselves and our new role, and it was perhaps useful
for the Regiment that we were required during camp to fulfil
a positive role in an exercise of some importance.
We moved into Beavers Lane Camp, Hounslow, Middlesex,
on Sunday, 16th September. To be honest we have camped at
less austere locations, and it was very largely due to the energy
of our advance party that the accommodation became, more
or less, habitable. Beavers Lane Camp is at the end of one of
the principal runways of London Airport and not even our
advance partv could alter that. Whilst the siting of the camp
was, no doubt, ideal for aircraft recognition. most members of
the Regiment considered the resultant insomnia and interference
with all forms of communication cause for unambiguous comment. The Officers' Mess was a most interesting feature of the
camp. Situated alongside the Q.M.'s stores it had at one time
been a cookbouse, and will shortly become a garage. The almost
complete absence of internal partitioning savoured of contemporary " open plan " living. Could this be the beginning of
a new era in the design of such accommodation?
Unfortunately, we are not strong in numbers and in order
to fulfil our role at camp we received considerable assistance
from other Units. Apart from personnel from 65th Regiment,
T.A., whose help we greatly appreciated, we had many regular

The tape centre , manned during this year's annual camp
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Welfare Settion
Below, . an <J!tempt is made to describe, with suitable
anonymity( SIX cases taken from the Welfare Section
files cone uded during the first week in October, 1962.
Also, on tho same page, is a simple statement of income
and expenditure.
LANCE-CORPORAL, 1930-54. Wife died two years ago and he is now
obliged. to give up work due to illness. The Fund made a grant to
help with fuel and clothing and will be sending a clothing p-•rcel.
· SIGNALMAN, 1947· 49, National Service. Lost his leg and is in hospital.
The Fund made a grant to cover the cost of fares so that his wife
can visit him in hospital.
WIDOW OF SIGNALMAN, 1939-54. The husband died suddenly, leaving
the widow with a number of pressing debts to be cleared. The Fund
helped her in doing this.
SIGNALMAN, ~940-58.. Ran into financial difficulties culminating with
a long period m hospital. The Fund was able to help in paying off
some of the more pressing debts.
SIGNALMAN, 1941-45. Unemployed because of ill health over a
number of years. The Fund hos helped to pay off debts and provide
some clothing.
SERGEANT, 1924-57· Unemployed for some months, due to ill health.
The home. Wl!S running into financial troubles over the payment of
rates and life msurancc. The Fund made a substantial contribution towards payment of these, and a most grateful letter has been received
from the wife.

In the telep rinter room. Ma jor Lucas, Major Davis, Major-General
Swainson, Brigadier Blaker, Major Hill, Lieutenant-Colonel Sm ith
officers and men with us. First, our thanks are due to Major
(Tfc) N. Robinson, O.C. 6oo Troop, from Blandford who
brought with him four senior N.C.O.s. Major Robinson's preparatory work and unflagging energy throughout camp contributed much to any success we may have achieved. Next, from
30th Regiment, came Captain R. S. Rowland with his men to
assist our administration, and very pleased we were to have him
and his detachment with us. Last, but not least, came W.O.II
Heard, from 24th Regiment, with four senior N.C.O.s and a
large detachment of trainee operators. Without the knowledge
and experience of W.O.II Heard and his N.C.0.s and without
the efforts of his detachment, we would have been hard pressed
to make an adequate showing.
We hope these regular officers and men would agree with us
that over th,e two-week period the members of our Regiment
and the regulars worked well together with an ever-increasing
degree of co-operation. This fact augurs well for a situation
which might arise on mobilization. We hope the regulars
enjoyed their camp with us and did not find our methods too
unconventional.
It is customary for an A.E.R. Unit to embark upon a three or
four.day exercise during the second week of camp, but the most
active period of our camp this year w11s during the second and
third weekends. This change from the usual routine of camps
meant that we did not have many opportunities for recreation
or social activity, but the officers of the Regiment did have the
privilege of entertaining Lieutenant-General Sir Roderick
McLeod, K.C.B., C.B.E., G.O.C., ]!astern Command, and G 0.C.,
U.K.L.F., designate together with Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker,
O.B.E., Colonel T. H . C. Grigg, and other senior officers at a
Guest Night held in their " open plan " Mess on the first
Thursday of camp. We hope the General enjoyed his evening
with the officers.
There was no opportunity at this camp to fire the usual range
course and this ~ve our C.0. a chance to think up some fresh
form of compeunon for the Scarborough Cup. This cup was
presented by a former A.E.R. C.O. to be competed for every
year by the Squadrons of the Regiment. Our Squadron ex.isted
largely on paper and the C.O. therefore decided that the competition should take the form of a 7-a•side football match between the Officers, the Sergeants and the Other Ranks. An
unfit and largely wfskilled band of officers under the able
generalship of Captain E. Wall, R.A P.C., succeeded, perhaps
through cunning, but more likely through pure luck, in beating
bo~ the Sergeants and the Other Ranks, so winning the cup.
This competition provided an amusing and enjoyable diversion
during the last week of camp.
Unfortunatelv. although our C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel I. W .
K. Smith, E.R.D., has only been with us a short while, he will
relinquish command of 91st in a few months. We are sorry to
see hlID go but at the same time welcome Major L. Hill, our
Second-in-Command this year, who w.ill be taking over
command.
We look forward to an earlier camping date next season and
please may it be in less uroon surroundings.
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Royal Signals Assotiation anti Benevolent Fund
[By Courtesy of the Chelw1ham Newspaper Co. Ltd.

The Master of Signals meets Mr. P. Simnett

CHELTENHAM AND DISTRICT BRANCH
On Sunday, 4th November, the Branch was honoured to welcome the Master of Signals, Major-General Sir William A.
Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., who kindly came to Cheltenham
especially to be present at the Dedication of the Branch
Standard. The ceremony was performed at Morning Service in
the 12th century Parish Church of St. Mary by the Rector,
Canon Hugh E. Hopkins, O.B.E.
By kind permission of the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel W. E. Lyske, the parade was headed by a small party
representing 14th Regiment and representatives of local branches
of the Royal Naval Association. The Submariners Old Comrades' Association, The R.A.F. Association and the British
Legion with their Standards paraded with us.
~ur St~nda rd Bearer, Mr. S. Wilcox, although new to the
drill, earned the Standard in the best Catterick tradition,
escorted by our oldest member, Mr. P. Simnett, who joined in
the days when communications were handled by the Royal
Engineers, and one of our youngest members, Mr. L. Flanagan,
a member of T.A. Signals who served in the 1939-45 War. The
parade was marshalled by Major L. Williams, and led by Major
R. H. Farlow, M.B.E.
We now look forward to the first appearance of our Standard
at the Catterick Reunion in the coming year.

The following subscriptions were most gratefully receiwd during October,
19()2:
£ s. d.
30 0 0
8th Regiment
11th Regiment
...
.. .
. ..
30 13 7
24th Reg.ment (Officers' Mess) . . .
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
3 18 0
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
3 I3 0
.. .
...
...
...
...
...
. ..
11 0 4
224 Squadron ...
IO 0
240 Squadron ...
...
. ..
Army Apprentices' School ...
4 9 3
IO 0
0
14th Regunent (1 Squadron)
8 2 0
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
I IO 0
M.E.S./ S.R.D.E.
...
. ..
. ..
I2 0
Signal Win11, School of Artillery
2
0
0
47th Regiment, T.A. (Sergeants' Mess)
10 0
0
53rd Regiment, T .A. (Sergeants' Mess)
C.S.0.'s Branch, Headquarters, Scottish C~d
61st Regiment, T.A.
...
. ..
24 ~
H.Q. I (BR) Corps
5 0 0
7th Regunent
...
75 14 9
5 0 0
253 Squadron
...
...
. ..
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
4 3 8
255 Squadron (Bahrain)
...
4 0 8
650 Troop
...
.. .
. ..
1
5 6
9th Regiment
.. .
...
. ..
I3 9 6
I6 0
219 Squadron ...
...
...
...
. ..
Milk Marketing Board (Tour of Britain Cycle Race)
25 0 0
Major B. W . Beale ...
. ..
2 IO 0
Mrs. W. Heap
.2 0
A. Davies ...
5 0
2 0
G . J. Peakes
6
C. W. Deakin
E. W. Menzie
I 0
K. S. Roe ...
6
6
G. R. Kirkman
M. Laird .. .
. ..
I 13 0
IO 0
E . J. C. Harrison ...
L. G. TOOllood . . .
. ..
I
0 0
H. W. Vaughan Thomas
I
0
0
W. C. Buchanan
...
2 0
0
R. C. C. Palmer
I2 6
Total receipts

£285

6

4

Expenditure during Oc1ober, I962
...
. ..
.. .
...
. .. £519 5 8
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; Furniture;
Cots and Prams; General Assistance)
Analysis of Cases :
Family of soldier serving in U.K.
l
Widows and dependants
.. .
6
36
Released and dischar11ed soldiers
Total cases assisted
26 Cases of Soldiers who served du.ring the 1939/45 War
17 Cases of Soldiers who did not serve during the War

43
··· £403 II l

... £i15 I4

CORPS CRESTED ASH TRAY
Available from Royal Signals Association:\
Plain glass, 4f in. square, Corps Crest, in gold.
Price 4s. 6d., including p-ostage.
[By Courtesy of The Chelw1ham Newspaper Co. Ltd.

Suitable especially for souvenir gifts and for
personal use.

Members of the Cheltenham and District Branch of the Association
on parade
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EMPIRE FIELD OF UE~IElUHllA~f'.E 1962
Again this year the Royal Signals Plot was surrounded by a
total of twenty-five serving (T.A.) and ex-Service Members of
the Corps, and the small private ceremony, as in past years,
took place at 11.45 prior to the official Service of Opening and
Dedication.
The Representative Colonel Commandant, the Chairman of
the Association, the General Se<;retary, and the General Secretary Designate came to pay homage to their fallen comrades,
and others present were Members of London, London (North),
Croydon Branches, RS.A. Headquarters, R.H.Q. Royal Signals
\Ind 65th Regiment (T.A.).
Twelve special crosses were planted on behalf of Units and
Branches. The Royal Signals Association Headquarters cross
was placed by the Representative Colonel Commandant.

Careers anti Opportunities
The appointments listed below form a very small
fraction of all the introductions to " 1obs " which
are available. Always prospective employers want
more candidates than the Association can offer.
Retired Officer Appointments
There are two vacancies available now for Retired Officers
(Combatant or Q.M. type Commissions) on the Staff of the
C.S.0., H.Q., B.A.0.R.
RO. III (Training and Comsec)
R.O. II
(S.W.S.)
These appointments carry a salary of £1,201 plus LOA
£515 p.a., rent free quarters, free fuel and light up to a generous
ceiling· and many other 'perks '--cheap petrol, cigarettes and
spirits, no motor tax. For further details write now to C.S.0.,
H.Q. B.A.0.R., B.F.P.0. 40.
Assistant Radio Engineer in Kuwait
Vacancy exists for Assistant Radio Engineer for service in
Kuwait. Permanent position with prospects. Considerable
knowledge and experience in the maintenance of VHF /UHF
(up to 450 Mc/s) multi-channel radio systems and VHF single
channel R.T. equipments. At least 5 years experience in maintenance of radio communication equipment. Age 30-40. Desirable to have H.N.C. or Ciry and Guilds final. Salary not less
than £2,500 tax free in Kuwait. Kit allowance £85.
Applications should be made dire<;;t to Kuwait Oil Co. Ltd.,
Burgan House, 105, Wigmore Street, London, W.1, marked
for attention of lan Graham, Esq. Mention Royal Signals
Association in application.
Radio Taxis Services, 1a, High Point, Highgate,
London, N.6
have vacancies for Radio Operators. Shift hours. Wages from
£12 to £14 per week, and more, according to experience.
Applications may be made to the firm direct, marking
application for the attention of Mr. Gilmore, and mentioning
Royal Signals Association.
Ministry of Defence, London, S.W.1
Clerical Staff always required by the Ministry. Those with
good educational background and past clerical experience.
Application, in the first instance, to Royal Signals Association.
Vacancy for an Officer in the Territorial Army
on Consolidated Rates of Pay
There will be a vacancy in mid-August, 1963, in 327
Squadron, T.A. (Radio), as Permanent Staff Officer at Portsmouth .
Applications for this post are invited from ex-combatant
officers (Regular or T.A.).
The Officer will be based at Hilsea, Portsmouth, and his
duties will be to administer the T.A. (Active List) of 327
Squadron, T.A. (Radio).
Conditions of service are as laid down in T.A. R egs Appx
XXII; upper age limit on application 53 years. Appointment
will be for 3 years with extension of 1, 2, or 3 years with
War Office authority up to 6o years of age.
Salary £970-£1,o6o per annum.
No accommodation is provided but there are a reasonable
number of houses available by purchase in the area.
Applications should be made to: 0.C. 327 Squadron T .A.
(Radio), T .A. Centre, Peronne Road, Hilsea, Portsmouth.
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Cutlery & Silverware showrooms
treasure-troves magnificent; full of cutlery,
shining silverware, splendid stainless steel,
clocks, watches, jewellery and a very
special range of gifts and presentations.
Mem bers of H.M. Forces are invited to
take their pick at generous discount prices

SHIRLEY BROOKS
MILITARY TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS
announce Change of address

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2
London W1

TEMple Bar 3657

Telephone

London EC3
Belfast
Bournemouth
Bristol 1
Cardiff
Edinburgh 2
Glasgow C2
Leeds 1
Leicester
Manchester 3
Newcastle-on-Tyne 1
Nottingham
Liverpool 2

UNIFORM CLOTHING
OFFICERS' MACKINTOSHES
OFFICER'S CAPS AND BERETS
SAM BROWNE BELTS AND LEATHER
ACCOUTREMENTS
SHIRTS AND REGIMENTAL TIES
Reclmental or
MINIATURE MEDALS AND RIBBONS
Individ ual
WELLINGTON BOOTS AND SPURS
Enquiries
METAL BADGES AND BUTTONS
Welcomed
EMBROIDERED BADGES AND
Prices on
CHEVRONS
Application

TRIUMPH-

Regimental Sta ble Belts are Our Speciality

From all showrooms or direct from Sheffield

•

Walker & Hall

Regimental W a ll Shields, Cuff Links, Cigarette
Cases, Bro oches, etc.

GOON
TREAT YOURSE LF W ITH

PowER IN HAND ...
ON DUTY AND OFF

FRY~

Silversmith s and Cutlers of Disti nction Since 1845
Howard St. Sheffield 1 Telephone 25045

Established 1895

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED
REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

~
c...O
\
.
_
,
.
.
J

Q_.
\C~
~ A\'<o9

8>

If you can handle it, real power adds zest t o the pleasu re
of moto rcyclin g.
T hat's why the skil ful ri de rs of th e Royal Signals
D isplay T eam, togeth er w ith hun dreds of other offi cial
bodies all over the world, always choose T rium ph.
Do esn't that make a Triumph the ideal off-duty motorcycle fo r you ? Send t he co upon below t oday and fi nd out.

OUR REPRESEN TATIVE REGULARLY
ATTENDS CATTERICK CAMP OR ANY
OTHER ROYAL SIGNALS MESS
~
BY APPOINTMEN T
\)

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD

r-T~;:;;.:;N-;;;;;;;.,:~~. :.;~~~;:;R~-----------1
I Please send me the full-colour catalogue of the Triumph range
I
I
I
~~...-rnM····· · ·········· ·· ······································································ ·

I

Avon House, 356/366 Oxford Street (opposite
Bond Street Underground Station) Mayfair 9818
165 Fenchurch Street, Mansion Hou&e 2120
10 Royal Avenue. Belfast 21598
4 Dean Park Road . Bournemouth 2113
1 Clare Street (The Centre) Bristol 21708
Westminster Bank Bu ilding, 97 St. Mary Street. 29478
91 George Street. Caledonian 5005
94 Hope Street. Central 9316
148 Briggate. Leeds 25586
2 Bishop Street. Leicester 59373
2/10 St. Mary's Street, Deansgate. Blackfriars 9029
60 Grey Street, Newcastle. Central 28631
19 Long Row. Nottingham 43468
Armour House, 22 Lord Street. Royal 1651

I

!__~::~~~·~:~:~~~:~:~~:~~:~~~:~~;~-~~:~:~~-~-~~J
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6
.

~

Golden honeycomb

\

c:\~~

~~

centre In rich mllk
chocolate

,..r.:,/

~\":>\":>
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Military Tailors
by appointment
The Royal Military Academy
from 1902 to 1939

·~o~

A\~~

,......t

·~~~..,
. . . ~~\'

~..

C:,90

•

c\~

o~

By appointment to:- Royal Artillery,
Royal Engineers, Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers, Royal Army Medical Corps,
Royal Army Service Corps.

117 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1. Tel.J~~~oria
40

LONDON

ROAD,

CAMBERLEY

Triumoh EnQineeri nQ Co. ltd,, a member of the Birmingham Small Arma Group of Companies
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F ORD MAKES IT EASY
TO .O W N YOUR OWN CAR

INT. F. 34

SPECIAL OVERSEAS PURCHASE TERMS

Whether you are being posted abroad or are at present serving abroad,
you can have priority delivery of a brand new Ford car; and for those
serving outside Europe, special shipment can be arranged. You've a
choice from a full range of cars, free of U.K. purchase tax.
• Tax-free use in the U.K.-prior to shipment • Hire purchase terms
available • Shipment overseas arranged • World-wide Service and
parts availability

The Ford range of quality cars includes: Anglia de luxe saloon and
Estate car; Consul Classic 315; Capri; Zephyr and Zodiac saloons.

Consul3 15

Mk. Ill Zodiac

For complete deta ils of Persona l Export Scheme, contact your local Ford dealer or
FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD · 88 REGENT STREET· LONDON Wl ·Tel : REGENT 7272
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